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Percentage Film Contracts Block Vaude Revival

NRA
MAY
USE
'TEETH'
ON
FACTIONS
NOT
SIGNING
Rosenblatt Draft Expected to Rule on 10 Major Issue!
Some Thoughts
. . . about nothing much
By

JACK

ALICOATE=

/"NNE of the reasons why this industry is
^^ plamorous, intriguing and colorful is
its blissful element of uncertainty. When
John Krimsky and Gifford Cochran started
to shoot "Emperor Jones" the-e were those
who shook their heads and said it couldn't
be dene. Before the picture was readied
some opined that it might, with an even
break, have a fair chance of making the
second-runs. And so what? We find it
breaking Broadway records. Both at the
box-office and for entertainment value. A
:alaam tc those who saw its possibilities
and who had the cou-age to see it through.

•

/"NNE of the bones of contention at
^^ Washington, and, for that matter, for
the past picture generation is the muchly
argued and hi°hlv mooted question of the
"right. to buy." The principle is as full of
irritations as a porcuoine and as unsettled
as the Atlantic off Cape Hatteras. Most
of those interested insist upon arguing the
point In generalities. It is our modest
thought that if there are 14,000 theaters in
these good old United States there are at
le st 14,000 different slants on "the right
n buy." And no two views are alike. Per' ra'ty, we would like to see the code
ead that no distributor has a right to disCrhninati in the selling of his product, and
then, that adequate machinery be set up to
hear the squawks of the alleged wrong
anes. By that method the frivolous arguments, or the great 90 per cent of the
right-to-buy cases will be left at home, for
safe keeping.
•
\A/E

have often wondered why some en-

~ ' terprising producer has not tried a
double play on the good old box-office. A
combo legit-picture idea, the melody of
which would go somewhat as follows: A
Tood legitimate script would be secured.
; t would be rehearsed here in New York
and, after it has proven itself, a picture
would be made, and then both picture and
stage play released on the same night in
the metropolis. To be followed by a like
opening in the principal cities of the country. The cost would not be great and
the advertising possibilities unlimited. Royalty checks can be sent to Col. Alicoate,
care of Trie Motion Picture Club.

Right - to - Buy and Duals
Head Problems to Be
Decided Upon
Apart from labor issues involving wages and working hours, the
industry code draft which Deputy
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt
will have ready between today and
Wednesday may contain tentative
settlements of approximately 10
major prob'ems that are controversial between exhibition and distribution. In the Grafting of the code,
Rosenblatt has available for study
(Continued

on

Pane

11)

STAGE COMPETITION
DOWN TO LOW LEVEL
Competition from the stage this
season, both on Broadway and on
the road, will be at its lowest level
in years, according to advance indications. There are only about a
dozen attractions playing in New
York at present, against the usual
two or three times that number at
(Continued

on Page

14)

Acute Shortage Reported
In Established Material
Confronted by what is described
as the most acute shortage of established story material in the industry's (Continued
history, storyon editors
Page 11)of major

Sponsor

1-Hr.

Broadcast

A one-hour broadcast, sponsored by
the Travelers Insurance Co. and including all the song numbers as well as a
story synopsis of "Footlight Parade," will
take place at 9:30 o'clock tonight from
WTIC, largest station in New England.
The tieup was arranged by Joe McmanagerHarry
of Warner's
Hartford,Carthy,
and
Needles,Strand
Warnerin
district manager.

RAY LONG APPOINTED
COLUMBIA STORY HEAD

■ Toronto — Commonwealth Productions, Ltd., film company, has a contract signed with distributors . in
New York City for the production
of 16 pictures in British Columbia,
according to the Canadian Press. It
is stated the contract calls for delivery of the first picture about Nov.
15.

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Regardless of
whether any minority factions
should refuse to sign the film industry code if it is not acceptable
to them, which has been talked as a
possibility, the code will become
binding upon all of them, making
(Continued

on Page

14)

, PLANS MERG
WITH A, B, G. CIRCUIT

Ray Long, editor of "Cosmopolitan
Magazine" for 13 years and before
that for seven years editor of "Red
Book" was signed Saturday by HarLondon — Details of a proposed
ry Cohn, president of Columbia Pictures, as editorial executive of the merger of British International Piccompany. Many prominent writers
tures and Associated British Cinemas were announced to stockholders
in motion pictures today owe their
early start in the magazine field to at the B.I.P. general meeting Friday. The : circuit, with about 200
Ray Long. Among them are Laurence Stallings, Maurine Watkins, houses, is the second largest in EngAdele
Rogers
St. John,
Frances
land, reporting a net of about $150,(Continued on Page 11)
000 for the past year, while B.I.P.
is one of the leading producers and
reports a profit of about $300,000
Production Is Started
for the year.

At Amsterdam Studios

Amsterdam, Holland — Film pro- Northwest Reports
duction here has been started by
Upturn in Business
Cinetone Co., Ltd., which also makes
Minneapolis — Local exchanges rephonograph records. Starting with
port an upward trend in the theater
"Gir's at Liberty," the company has
contracted to make four pictures in business throughout the northwest.
French and Dutch languages.
This is reflected not only in the occasional reopenings of theaters but
also in increased box-office receipts,
it is stated. The Park, a neighborhood house was recently reopened
here. In Osseo, Wis., the Fox has
been reopened, while in South
Dakota, the Rex at Hurley and the
Existing contracts between the- Rex at Lake Preston have been reaters and distributors calling for
open d. 1
payment of pictures on a percentage
basis constitute the chief barrier to
Loew Honeymooners
any widespread return of vaudeville
Arthur M. Loew and his bride, the
former
Barbara Mae Smith, Follies dancer,
this season, it is reported by vaude
who were married Friday night in a
scouts on their return from surveys
quiet ceremony at Loew's estate, Glen
of the situation. Though many theCove, L. I., are honeymooning at Niagara
Falls. Loew had never seen the place,
ater operators expressed a desire
and he thought it would be original to
to add stage acts at least part of
«Dend
a honeymoon
there now.
the time,(Continued
either because
of
a
manion Page 11)

Return of Vaudeville Hampered
By Film Percentage Contracts
Report Contracts Signed
For 16 Canadian Films

Code to Be Binding on All,
Whether They Sign It
or Not, NRA Rules
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Tom Patricola, comedian-dancer
at present appearing in the Joe Cook
musical show, "Hold Your Horses,"
at the Winter Garden, has been
signed to appear in three Educational shorts. Deal was negotiated
by the Leo Morrison office.
Pitt Opens with Vaude-Film
Pittsburgh — The Pitt, famous old
playhouse, has reopened with a new
policy of vaudeville and pictures. It
is operated by George Shafer of
Wheeling. George Ott, also of
Wheeling, is manager.
Strand, Alliance, Reopens
Alliance, O.— The Strand reopened
Saturday after being closed since
April 1. It Is operated by Tri-Theaters, Inc., and will be managed by
Ray S. Wallace, who also is in
charge of the Morrison. Policy is
first-run.

Wl BOOUIMCT
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Oct.

3: Motion Picture and Theater Supply
and Equipment Dealers code hearing, ballroom, Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
Oct. 4: Resumption of film code hearing,
Washington,
D. C.
Oct. 16-18:
Hotel
Dec. 31:
New

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beact
Chicago.

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual
New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza
York.
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Hollywood — Claire Trevor replaces
Sally Eilers opposite James Dunn
in "Jimmy and Sally." The picture goes in work this week at Fox
with James Tinling as director. William Conselman prepared the screen
play from the story by Marguerite
Roberts and Paul Schofield.
"Henry VIII" at M. H. Oct. 12
United Artists' "The Private Life
of Henry VIII" has been booked to
play the Radio City Music Hall the
week
of Oct. 12, following Fox's
day.
"Doctor Bull," which opens ThursFan Dancer on Bond
In order to come to New York
for her engagement at the Paramount starring Friday, Sally Rand,
fan dancer who was arrested in Chicago and is out on bond pending
trial, posted a cash bond, following
a ruling by the court that she was
not to leave Illinois. After her
Broadway appearance, Miss Rand is
slated to go to Hollywood for the
lead in Paramount's "Search for
Beauty."
Publishing "Down to Rio" Music
Vincent Youman's music for the
RKO musical extravaganza, "Flying
Down to Rio," which will feature
Dolores Del Rio, Fred Astaire, Ginger Rogers, Gene Raymond, Raul
Roulien and others, is to be published by the T. B. Harms Co., Inc. The
numbers are now in the final process
rf preparation, and it is planned to
have the musical arrangements
ready for use by some of the leading
orchestras within a short period.

Starting of two new Monogram
pictures for 1933-34 is announced by
W- Ray Johnston, president. One is
'16 Fathoms Under," from the
American Magazine story by Eustace
L. Adams. Lew Collins is directing
and the cast includes Sally O'Neill,
Creighton Chaney, Russell Simpson,
George Regas, Richard Alexander,
Constantine Romanoff, Lloyd Ingram and Maurice Black.
The other is Monogram's second
musical, "Manhattan Love Song,"
based
rich. on the novel by Cornell Wool"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," Monogram's first musical special for this
season, has been completed and a
print arrives in New York this
week.

FN H'/
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Coming and Going
BENJAMIN GLAZER and SHARON LYNN
(Mrs. Glazer) sailed Saturday on the Conti di
Savoia for Europe on a two months' holiday.
After London and Paris they will visit the
Riviera as guests of Maurice Chevalier.
JOHN

R. FREULER

has arrived on the coast

to speed up work on Monarch's new
starting with
"Mariage
on Approval."
AL SHERMAN
tion.

lineup,

is back from a Bermuda

vaca-

D. A. DORAN, Fox story editor, left New
York on Saturday for a visit to the Coast studio.
AL WILKE and BILL PINE sailed for the coast
Saturday on the Pennsylvania.
FRANCES DRAKE, English actress recently
day.
signed
by Paramount,
from Canada
this week.will arrive in New York
JOHN

FLINN

returns from Chicago on Thurs-

Novarro Plans New Foreign Tour
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY,

Hollywood — Ramon Novarro, now
working in "The Cat and the FidDix in Critical Condition
dle" at M-G-M, is already planning
Wen
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
h:s next foreign concert tour. He
Hollywood — Richard Dix is re- expects to sing in Italy, Greece and
ported in a critical condition in a Cairo, among other places. Later,
■^nnta Barbara
sanitarium.
he plans to make an American tour.
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

MONGTHE)

vloat in Madri Gras
rets Big Publicity
TTHE

Brooklyn Strand got its

show, "Goodbye Again," a
lot of attention by entering a
sound truck, made up to resemble a float, in the Mardi Gras
parade held at Coney Island.
The title of the picture and the
name of the theater covered
each side and the back of the
float, which was gayly decorated. On top of the float was
a cameraman, who took pictures
of the throngs. These pictures,
the sound truck announced,
would be shown the following
day at the Strand. Appropriate
announcements regarding the
picture were made with great
regularity. The direct result of
this stunt was seen in a $1,100
iump in business the following
ay. Teddy Trust, publicity
1 man for the Strand, helped Manager W. J. McLaughlin put over
this timely stunt, and then landed a three-column picture of the
float in th > Brooklyn newspapers.
— Strand, Brooklyn

tlusical Recordings
eor "Footlight Parade"
(")NE of the most extensive
music plugging campaigns
ever accorded a musical picture
is that being given the tune hits
in Warner Bros.' forthcoming
"Footlight Parade," which have
been recorded by a host of the
biggest stars of stage and radio
for the three major recording
companies. Among those making phonograph records of the
"Footlight Parade" numbers are
Paul Whiteman and Leo Reisman and bands, with vocalizations by Ramona and Peggy
Healy; and Harold Arlen and
Al Derring for Victor Recording Co.; Rudy Vallee, George
Olsen and Ben Bernie on Columbia discs; and Guy Lombardo,
the Boswell Sisters, and Bing
Crosby or Al Jolson for another
vocalization, for Brunswick.
— Warners

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
With his current appearance in M-GM's "Cat and the Fiddle," Jean Hersholt
has played in 421 motion pictures.

PHIL
•

M. DALY

•

• A NEW alliance in the entertainment world between the theater and the radio
also a brand New Idea
in theater entertainment
starts tonight at the Roxy 7th
Avenue
when the first commercially sponsored radio program ever broadcast regularly from the stage of a New York
picture house will be seen as well as heard by the audience
this is not a stunt novelty act
but will be a
regular feature of the theater's program
it will be
broadcast regularly three times a week
it marks the
first time that any picture house has entered into any such arrangement with any broadcasting company and national sponsor.
• •
• THE GENT who is mainly responsible for the idea
and the details of its inception is Bob Collier
he came
on from the coast on behalf of Fanchon & Marco
for
the Novelty Broadcast will constitute one of the F. & M. units
Howard S. Cullman of the Roxy gave Collier full leeway to go as far as he liked '
together they have worked
out a really new slant in theater entertainment that holds tremendous possibilities
•

•

• ALTHOUGH PRESENTED as stage entertainment
from the audience point of view the program will have
the added zest of an ACTUAL
radio broadcast
that's
the Punch
for it has long since been demonstrated that
radio audiences want to see as well as hear their favorites
broadcasting studios are eternally swamped with requests from the public who want to sit in on the actual broadcasts limited studio space prevents it
also the
attendant interference with broadcasting which any noise and
confusion from an audience entails
here in the Roxy
seating 6,000, the chance to let the Radio Public in on the Inside
is ideal
if the radio fans don't go for this one, then all
the Dope Sheets are screwy
• •
• THE HEADLINERS on this 15-minute Radio Act
will be Billy Jones and Ernie Hare
they will be known
as the "Taystee Loaf-ers". .\
plugging the product of the
Purity Bakers
Corp
program
will be broadcast
over
WOR
created by Hanff Metzgers, Inc
the stage
setting will be that of an actual broadcasting station
with all the mechanical equipment and studio attendants going
through their work just as in a regular radio studio
if F. & M. and the Roxy 7th Avenue haven't kicked in with a
brand-new
Showman
Slant
then we're goin' cockeyed
and should be treated for Amusement Astigmatism

#

#

#

*

• • • AT LAST it looks as if our ole pal A. P. Waxman
has got the break he richly deserves
for yars and yars
A. P. has been discussing with us certain Fundamentals of showman publicity, exploitation and all their concomitants
with some sound principles of merchandising and original methods for putting 'em in operation
now in his post as exploitation chief for all RKO theaters, he is starting to put them
in actual practice and A. P. isn't using a megaphone to
tell about his Unusual System
the lad is saying it In
the Theaters
and you're gonna hear about it soon
if you haven't already

*

*

*

Does the Screen
Need Single Writers?
HpHE personality of the writer
has not been stamped on
motion pictures, as has the personality of the director. Yet on
the stage, the personality of the
writer is impressed on every
stage play. This is because, in
most instances, one writer follows through from beginning to
end, making all the changes at
rehearsals
and The
during
the is
try-,
outs on tour.
result
a
compact whole. A single writer
for the screen is rarely permitted to follow through. A notable
exception to this rule occurs in
"The Power and the Glory."
with Preston Sturges as the sole
screen writer, and in this case,
also the author of the story. If
this film is successful, it may
interest
deal" forproducers
writers. in
" So a I "new
was
fortunate in following through
as the sole screen writer on
"Cimarron." Every writer who
is properly equipped, should be
encouraged to do solo work. At
the same time, it is true that
many sensational money hits on
the screen have been authored
by a group of writers. But the
personality of the writer is not
yet stamped on the screen as it
should be. The work of a single
writer has greater unity, character and distinction, than an
assemblage of ideas from a
group of writing minds. The
so-called "specials" written by
"ten noted authors" are invariably mediocre.
— Howard Estabrook
Palestine Film Company Starts
Tel-Aviv, Palestine — Orient Film
Corp., Ltd., with W. Karelitz as
president, has been registered here
to produce 100 per cent Hebrew
talking pictures. The company,
which is said to have large funds
at its disposal, has bought necessary
equipment and intends to erect a
modern studio. European technical
experts have been engaged, but all
actors will be Palestinians.

MANY HAPPY PITU

*

• •
• BEST OF wishes today to Ed Finney
as
he assumes his new duties as Director of Advertising and Publicity and head of Story Dep't for Ray Johnston's Monogram
outfit
two regular guys have gotten Together to their
mutual advantage
Ed is as popular as he is capable
a mug who is always givin' the other lad a break
Joe Rivkin of the Leo Morrison office gave a party yesterday on Leo Cai-rillo's yacht
to 30 guests
Carrillo, at present on the coast, gave Joe permission to use
the palatial canoe
on Joe's promise to have it back in
repair before Leo comes east again

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct.
Alice
C.

W.

Joyce
Bunn

Jack
Rita

LeRoy

P.

Mersereau
A.

Parsons
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

Mickey Mouse and Weissmuller for M-G-M

JvJ'OEL MADISON,
has completed his starringwho
engagements
in "Counsellor-at-Law" at the El
Capitan, has received several screen
offers. He first appeared in pictures as a gangster, but his stage
engagements have convinced producers that he should not be "typed"
as a portrayer of underworld characters.
*
*
#
Leon Errol has finished work in
his untitled comedy, which was produced and directed by Arvid Gillstrom, for release through Paramount. The story was an original
bv Vernon Dent and Frank Griffin,
with Dent also playing a part in the
picture. Production was at the
Western Service Studios.

Roy D'Arcy, remembered as the
suave, smiling and monocled villain
of many films, has been engaged for
"Orient Express," now in production under the direction of Paul Martin at the Fox studio. Dorothy Burgess has also been signed for a part
in the same film, which features
Norman Foster, Heather Angel and
Ralph Morgan.
* *
*

Albert Lovejoy, former dramatic
coach at RKO, is directing sonu
plays at the Pasadena Community
theater as a guest director. His
first is "Enter Madame," now playing, with Marguerite Namara featured.

Ben Hecht has been engaged to do
the continuity of "Viva Villa," Metro's transcription of Edgcumb Pynchon's story of the noted Mexican
bandit, in which Wallace Beery will
be starred. Director Howard Hawks
is now in Mexico selecting location
sites for this*production.
* *

*

*

*

No sooner does the cast of "The Hollywood Party," which includes more than 20
starring nzmes, appear final and complete than M-G-M comes forward with new
personalities for the production. The latest announcement brings the news that Walt
Disney has been persuaded to loan Mickey Mouse, his three little pigs and his big bad
wolf to the producers of this musical extravaganza, for sequences to be worked out at
ence by Mr. Disney. Another new name for "The Hollywood Party" is Johnny Weissmuller, who will take time away from the "Tarzan and His Mate" set to do a
in which
a swimming chorus will be featured.

number

Adrien Rosley, Broadway and
Chosen from 1,000 girls to pose as
a typical cinema queen, Miriam Mar- London stage player, has been added
lin has also entered pictures. She to the cast of RKO's "Flying Down
was selected by McClelland Barclay,
* *
*
noted artist, as a perfect model for to Rio."
Samuel Hinds and a young man
his illustrations for the "Cosmopoli- named Bob Montgomery, who is
tan Magazine" story of Hollywood,
"Beryl Fane's Baby Is Stolen." Miss termed "the other Bob Montgomery,"
Marlin has worked in "The Prize- are recent additions to Fox's "The
*
*
Fighter and the Lady," "Meet the Mad Game." *
Baron," "Dancing Lady," "Pent"Fog," the "Saturday Evening
house," "March of Time," "Only YesPost" mystery story by Valentine
terday" and "Brief Moment."
Williams and Dorothy Rice Sims,
in production immediAdditions to our list of Minneapo- will be atelyplaced
at Columbia. Albert Rogell,
list graduates now active in picture
work are Robert C. Bruce and Harry who is just completing the company's "East of Fifth Avenue," has
0. Hoyt.
*
*
#
been assigned* to direct.
*
*
Milton Krasner, ace cameraman,
Lew Cody was signed last week
who photographed "Golden Harvest," by Charles R. Rogers, independent
is now in charge of photography on
producer for Paramount, to enact the
"Sitting Pretty." He also did the
camera work on "I Love That Man." role of a producer in "We're Sitting
Pretty," which Rogers is making
with Jack Haley, Jack Oakie and
Henry Guttman, Hollywood agent, Ginger Rogers in the leading role.
*
*
H=
is now in New York, negotiating
with Sam Harris, for the showing
Lilian Harvey's forthcoming production for Jesse L. Lasky, in which
of the Russian play, "The Red Comisar." The play was a hit in Berlin the Piccoli Marionette Troupe will
and Moscow and will be presented have a prominent part, is to be
in Hollywood before being taken to known as "I Am Suzanne." Rowland
V. Lee is directing this Fox film in
New Yoi-k. *
*
*
which Gene Raymond plays the male
"The best dressed woman in films" lead, while Marjorie Rambeau and
was the title given Lya Lys, French Nigel Bruce have supporting roles.
actress, when she was in Paris. She The screen play was written by Edwin Justus Mayer and will be phowill play an important role in "Jimtographed by Lee Garmes.
my and Sally," at Fox.

*

Scribes Busy at Educational
Five writers have started on new comedy assignments at the Educational
Studios. Ernest Pagano, recently back
from Warner Brothers, to whom he had
been loaned to do two Joe E. Brown
stories, is at work on a new Andy Clyde
comedy. Ewart Adamson and Chuck
Roberts are collaborating on a new Mermaid, while Dona Barell and Tommy
Carr are working together on a new
comedy
in the Frolics of Youth
series.

Musical

*

*

Three names for RKO Radio Pictures' forthcoming drama, "Break of
Hearts," were assured when Gregory
Ratoff was signed to join Katharine
Hepburn and John Barrymore, the
co-stars. The story is from an original by Lester Cohen. Music especially written by Leopold Stokowski, conductor of the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, is to feature
the production.
John Cromwell will

direct under the supervision of Pandro Berman.

*

*

*

Hardly a day passes at the Paramount studio but Director Norman
McLeod adds one or more famous
film names to the "Cast of the Century," which will
up the featured group of 35 make
principal players
in "Alice in Wonderland." Newest
additions this week are Richard Arlen, Edna Mae Oliver, Rosco Ates,
Jackie Searl and Sterling Holloway.

*

*

*

Alice Gentle, world-renowned soprano, isanother prominent addition
to
the
cast
of "Flying Down to Rio."
She is to sing
the new Carioca tango,
written by Vincent Youmans, in one
of the production's most spectacular
sequences.

*

*

*

"LOTS

week at the Educational studios,
with Shirley Temple and Daniel
Boone supported by a 100 per cent
colored cast. Jack Hays, producer
of the
series, is personally
this
comedy.
//. directing
*
*
#
Shooting has been finished on "His
Weak Moment," new EducationalAndy Clyde comedy which Harry J.
Edwards directed from the story by
"Chuck" Roberts. The supporting
cast includes Cecilia Parker, Esther
Muir,BudSpec
O'Donnell, Fern Emmett
and
Jamison.
Option on the services of Sari
Maritza for another picture has been
exercised by RKO. She has been
cast in the principal feminine lead
in "Sea Girl," opposite Joel McCrea.
The picture will go into production
late in October under the direction
of Otto Brower.
*
*
#
Forrester Harvey, noted English
actor, will play an important character-comedy part in the Francis
Lederer starring film, "Man of Two
Worlds," at RKO. J. Walter Ruben
is directing the production, which
Howard J. Green and Ainsworth
Morgan adapted as a screen play
from Morgan's novel.

Conditions for employment of extras in Hollywood are being materially bettered by Jesse L. Lasky's
Go,"
Husband
producti
on,have"As
which will
used a total s
of 1,280
extra players before its conclusion.
Warner Baxter, Helen Vinson and
Warner Oland appear in this film
version of the Rachel Crothers play.
Hamilton MacFadden is the director.

Following a combined vacation and
stage appearance in London, Diana
Wynyard
is now screen
en route
California to resume
workto under

Isabel La Mai, character actress
of stage and screen, plays the role
of society dowager in the Educational-Frolics ofYouth, "Merrily Yours."

her present M-G-M contract. A series of important roles are awaiting
here at M-G-M. "The Paradine Case"
may be one of the first."

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Mary Brian has been signed for
Adele Thomas, blonde dancer of
many Ziegfeld and "Vanities" shows the feminine lead in "Fog" and Shirwho was recently signed to a long
ley Grey for "Hold the Press," both
term RKO contract, has been as- Columbia productions.
*
#
*
signed featured roles in two of the
studio's forthcoming productions.
Richy Craig will write the script
She will make her film debut in the for the two-reel Charlie Murray and
new Wheeler-Woolsey fun film,
George Sidney comedy, "Radio
"Hip, Hips Hooray," which is slated Dough," being
* made
* by * Columbia.
to go into production this week. She
will augment an array of feminine
, George E. Stone will appear with
principals composed of Thelma Todd,
Dorothy Lee, Ruth Etting and Georgeshal" for
O'Brien
in "Frontier MarFox.
rhelma White.
Following the completion of "Hip,
Hips Hooray," Adele Thomas will
be placed in the ZaSu Pitts-Pert
Kelton co-starring film, "Once Over
Lightly," joining James Gleason and
Skeets Gallagher in featured roles.
Frank Morgan, who once fought
Jess Willard and Jack Johnson, has
been signed by Fox as one of the
major menaces in "Olsen's Night
Out" with El Brendel and Walter
Catlett.
Susan Fleming has the feminine lead.
*
*
*
"Kid 'N' Africa," the first Baby
Burlesk, went into production last

The it
voice
"Baron
Munchausen,"
when
goesof on
the air
again Oct.
11, will probably resound from Hollywood instead of New York. Jack
Pearl is making plans to broadcast
from the M-G-M studios, in case his
picture, "Meet the Baron," is not
completed and ready to release in
time to permit his return to New
York.
Mae West Cocktail
Word comes from Reno that a Mae
West cocktail is in vogue at the divorce
capital, one of the smartest night clubs
of the place featuring it. It's full of
"I'm
of Paramount's
No
Angel," theis star
assured
in a wire.
dynamite,
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BARNUM
WITH A
DECK
OF CARDS!

I have just met a man who could have
given P. T. Barnum aces and kings and
still have beaten him at his own racket !

trench periscopes and rented them out so that the kibitzers
in the back rows could look over the heads of those in front
and get the thrill of a ringside seat. Surely you saw pictures,
hundreds of newspapers published them.

We folks in show business are inclined to think we have

It's amazing what this man can do with the drop of a card.
During the Culbertson-Lenz match the whole world was
held in suspense for six weeks. Millions, reaching for the
milk bottle and the morning paper every day, read that

a first mortgage
to us to run
the tail of the
and

on showmanship and it's a great surprise
up against someone else who can twist
great God Ballyhoo and make it sit up
do tricks.

Before calling upon Ely Culbertson I expected
to find a professor of Mathematics. Instead,
I found a man who thinks in newspaper headlines, knows mass psychology as we showmen
think we know it, who took a game of cards
and built it into a fabulous industry, who
gets more fan mail and has more followers
than the greatest of movie stars and who has
made his word into law for twenty million

Ely Culbertson
whose card plays are
as thrilling as Babe
Ruth's home runs.

people.
Culbertson had just returned from Europe
after winning the International Bridge Championship played in London for the Charles M.
Schwab Cup. Every day during the tournament the
front pages of American newspapers had carried the
returns, like box-scores for the World Series. It was hot
news! . . . just as hot to more people than the outcome
of a heavyweight championship. During
the tournament there were two short-wave
broadcasts from London picked up and rebroadcast over the great NBC red network.
It was hot news for Radio and its millions
of tuners-in. In addition, almost 400 newspapers throughout the country were running the cabled syndicate articles of Mr.
and Mrs. Culbertson while the 600,000
pupils of the 4,000 Culbertson licensed
teachers formed the greatest cheering section any sports event ever had.

front page story of the evening's play in their pyjamas
before glancing at the so-called important headlines of a
cock-eyed world.
Culbertson has injected that same showmanship

into his

series of short features "My Bridge Experiences" which
RKO-Radio now has ready. Primarily they are comedies
. . . and they're crammed with laughs . . . but you get the
same suspense and dramatic kick when Culbertson plays
a card as you would watching "Queen Bess" nose in, a 20
to 1 shot in the big Futurity. Whether you're a bridge
player or not, you'll be on the edge of your seat when
Culbertson makes a three-spot turn handsprings and do
the work of a quartet of kings.
When you play these Culbertson pictures, go after them as
you would your biggest feature. You're picking your own
pocket if you don't . . . for this country has a ready-made
audience of twenty million players . . . and to those twenty
million Culbertson's word is law! They read him, quote
him and they'll pay at the box-office to see him. They form

On Mr. Culbertson's desk were photographs
of the scenes at Selfridge's, London's greatest
department store, where the match was
held. More than 27,000 people paid admisUnable
to get ringside seats at the London
meet hundreds watched
sion to sit outside a glass enclosure and
Culbertson play through periscopes.
Photo by Wide World Photos
watch the world's greatest bridge player
perform while in the store's auditorium a
giant electrical scoreboard recorded every card, play by
a big chunk of the population you should pull into your
play. Publicity! . . . yes, publicity on a grand scale,
theatre . . . and nothing but Culbertson will do it! Bridge
world-wide in scope and front page in results . . . but
is
here . . . and there's an old Indiana political maxim
'em".
the touch of showmanship genius lay in the periscopes!
that
fits the situation, "If you can't lick 'em . . . join
Yes, they installed a flock of them, like the World War
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EXPECT ROSENBLATT
TO SETTLE ISSUES
(Continued from Page
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the largest compilation of industry
data ever assembled.
The much-argued right-to-buy issue is one of the most perplexing
which has confronted Rosenblatt and
the code-drafting groups as well.
The Deputy Administrator has indicated that the NRA intends to
render a decision on this point. A
second highly-important item is that
jf double features, which, with the
right-to-buy, has provided the most
bitterly-debated subject considered
at the code meetings.
Other issues, generally considered
ninor by comparison, include: elimiTations, score charges, forcing shorts
*Tith features, cooperative buying,
?oreign pictures, block booking,
iesignated playdates and premiums.
Decision on some of these issues will
■liminate necessity of further considering others.
The labor situation, particularly
rom the standpoint of exhibition,
cmains a hard nut to crack. It's
deadlocked right in the first reel, so
D speak, as exhibitor representatives
ave refused to go into phases of
nion relations beyond operators unil this angle is settled.
The I. A. T. S. E. delegation stub•ornly is holding out for one man
or each machine and code adoption
f its wage scales in all situations,
norganized or organized. Equally
tubborn is the exhibitor refusal to
ccept these proposals.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

JOALPH STAUB, latest member of
the Brooklyn
Vitaphone
studio's
directorial
staff, has
been assigned
by Sam Sax to do the megaphoning
on Ben Blue's second "Big V" comedy, which goes into production this
week. It will be Staub's first picture for Vitaphone. Formerly with
Columbia's shorts units on the West
Coast, he replaces Ray McCarey on
Vitaphone's staff • of megaphonists.

ALICOATE

of the
studio writing staff authored
the
script.

PERCENTAGE PACTS
BAR VAUDE REVIVAL
(Continued from Page

1)

fested public demand or as an experiment in an effort to stimulate
business, the difficulties that would
The use of rear projection to ob- be encountered in settling percenttain background effects on producage rentals on pictures played hi
tions in. the studio was successfully
with stage talent are
accomplished at the Eastern Service conjunction
studio in Astoria last week, when said to be putting a damper on such
requirements are menshots of a London street were needed plans. tionedUnion
as another factor, though not
such
a
serious
one.
to complete "The Great Adventure,"
being produced by Eddie Doivling
The
scouts
also
report a surprisand Arthur Hopkins. This is the
first
time
the
use
of
rear
projection
and 15theaters
cents. With
"Singing Gondolier" is the work- in the making of a major production admissions
ing numberofof10movie
with'
ing title of the script now being prethe addition of vaudeville, many
has
been
tried
out
in
an
eastern
stupared by Rowland-Brice Productions
such houses could raise scales as
to be made into a feature length pic- dio.
•
high as 40 cents, it is stated, but
ture. Work is scheduled to start the
where films are used on percentage
latter part of this month at the
Vitaphone Vitamins: Paul Flor- the theaters object to paying disenz,
dance
director,
is
heralding
far
Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
tributors from additional revenue
•
and wide the arrival of a boy at
Abe Lyman and his Hollywood the Florenz household . . . Charles induced by the stage shows.
band return Friday to the Vitaphone Judels will be one of the M.C.'s at,
studio's annual social event
lot, where they started on their sec- the
scheduled for late in October . . . Ray Long Appointed
ond "Melody Masters" short, sup- Milton Singer convalescing at home
Columbia
Story Head
(Continued from Page 1)
formers. ported by a cast of specialty per- from his recent accident and should
be at his desk within a week . . . Marion and others. "20.000 Years
•
Norma Terris has been signed to Evelyn Nichols and Helen Dell have in Sing Sing," "The Office Wife,"
a Day," and other sucmake a short subject at the Brooklyn left the chorus for the stage. They "Lady for
cessful film stories were originally
Vitaphone studio. Star of numerous were replaced by Evelyn Dallas, late published by Long.
George
"Scandals," and
Ziegfeld successes, including "Shoiv of
Long will make his headquarters
Betty
May White's
. . .
Boat' and "Rio Rita," the short will
in Hollywood and gather about him
•
mark her first appearance before
a coterie of writers similar to the
Jerry Wald, who has been in group who contributed to his fiction
movie cameras. The scenario for the
charge
of
stories
and
casting
for
film, a two-rceler in the series of
publications. He hopes also to deminiature musical comedies known Magna Pictures, has been given a
velop new screen writers.
writing contract by Waras "Broadway Brevities," is now in ten weeks'
ner Bros. Wald left for the coast
preparation under Herman Ruby
and actual production is scheduled Saturday by plane to start ivork on Acute Shortage Reported
forward within a fortnight. an original radio yarn.
In (Continued
Established
Material
IV. J. Gell Leaves Gaumont Itto isgoexpected
that. Joseph Henabery
from Page 1)
will
direct.
"Howd
'Ya
Like
That"
has
been
London — W. J. Gell has resigned
•
s managing
director of Gaumont
definitely set as the title for the companies are planning to make
effort to pick novels bedeal, and also has severed his conFrank Moser and Paul Terry, co- second short which stars George a greater
fore publication and plays before
ection with all associated Gaumont nroducers of Educational's Paul Givot, the "Greek Ambassador of
ompanies.
His immediate plans are Terry-Toons, have just completed "A Good Will," and Charles Judels, production. Lack of Broadway productions is a principal reason for
o take a holidav.
Gypsy Fiddler," for early October pseudo-French comic. The film was
release, and are now producing recently completed at the Brooklyn the shortage situation, scenario edipointed out yesterday. They
Services for Mrs. Talmadge
Vitaphone studio under the direc- feel ittors
"Beanstalk Jack."
is better to take a chance and
•
tion
of
Ray
McCarey.
The
Georges
i'est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Services for Mrs.
buy promising material earlier than
on "Supper at Six" Metaxa-Jane Froman operetta, just is customary than to wait and see
'largaret Louis Brown Talmadge, wasProduction
completed Friday at the West finished, has been titled "Kissing what
it does by way of circulation
nother of the three Talmadge sis- Coast Service studio under the dior box-office draw. Fox is one major
ers, will be held today in Santa
•
rection of Lynn Shores. Featured
outfit
committed to this policy.
Monica.
She died Friday.
Joe Nadel, assistant director on
in the short, which is the fourth of
the series being produced by Men- the
recently
completed
Eddie
DowK. C. Salesmen Switch
Time."
Carole Lombard Laid Up
tone Pictures, headed by E. M. ling and Arthur Hopkins feature,
Kansas City — Charles Knicker- Glucksman and Milton SchwartzWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"The
Great
Adventure,"
was
the
ocker has joined Fox as salesman, wald, include Hilda Spong. Corse only visitor in Washington, D. C,
Hollywood — Carole Lombard is
eplacing L. E. Royster, who has Payton, Tom and Ray Romain, Jack last week who was not in the city confined to
her home by an attack
oined Columbia.
Arthur. Jack and Kay Spangler, on the code. Joe was showing the of influenza.
Ponce Sisters, Helen Tucker and the points of interest in the town to his
Great Maurice. Frank Zucker and, son, Joe Nadel, Jr.
•
Bergi Contner did the camera work.
•
"Static" is the final title of the
Molly Picon, internationally fa- first comedy in Educational's new
mous comedienne, ,proved a sensation series of Tom Howard two-reelers.
last week at the Brooklyn Vitaphone The picture, just completed at the
IN
studio, where she was starred in a Eastern Service Astoria studio, unTHE
der the supervision of Al Christie,
"Broadway Brevities" musical comedy just completed under the direc- has been set for immediate release.
DAYS
tion of Joseph Henabery. Her pres- In the cast, in addition to the star,
ent film is her second for Vitaphone, are George Shelton, Ruth Howard,
NEWS
the first having been made more Owney Martin, Claire Devine, Don
than five years ago. In the cast of McBride, Martin Postal, and others.
more than fifty people are Fred The story was written by Tom HowMake a daily checkup of panic bolts
Fox reports first net profit since 1930;
Hildebrand, Frank Davis, Frank
ard, and adapted to the screen by
Columbia
earnings
up 33-1/3%.
on all exits.
Rowan and Eddie Bruce. Cy Wood, Sig Herzig, author of "Moonlight
Eddie Moran and A. Dorian Otvos
and Pretzels."

•

SUNSHIN€

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

"The Cinema
Quarterly"
OF LONDON
Says:
FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK, 1933. (New
York: Film Daily.) This admirably produced and arranged volume of over 1000
pages is a positive encyclopaedia of world
cinema, invaluable to the student as well
as the trade. One of its most useful features isa list giving unusually full production details and cast of every film shown
in America during the past year. There are
also a list of over 13,000 films released
since 1915, particulars of the work of the
leading directors, technicians and players,
a review of world conditions and tendencies, and numerous
ALMOST

ANYTHING

useful
YOU

directories.
WANT

TO

KNOW ABOUT THE CINEMA TO-DAY
WILL BE FOUND IN THESE PAGES.

And The 0hComing 1934
Edition

Will
Ever

Be Bigger,
To Picture

Better And More Important Than
Executives All Over The World
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NEWS of the DAY

Distributor

Stage Mother
Brief Moment
Ann Vickers
Too Much Harmony (2nd week)
Wild Boys of the Road (2nd week)
I Loved a Woman
(2nd week)
Thunder Over Mexico
(2nd week)
The Avenger
Emperor Jones (2nd week)
The Power and the Glory*
The Power and the Glory*
The Power and the Glory*
Her Unborn
Child

Sheboygan Falls, Wis.— The Falls
has reopened with M. Lencione as
manager.
Oshkosh, Wis.— The Star has been
taken over by Charles Bauman from
R. T. Begliger.
Annendale, Minn. — The Grand has
been acquired by W. S. Sather from
R. R. Gatzmer.

* TWO-A-DAY

week)

4 FUTURE

//

I
REMEMBER
WHEN
DON

//

in Central

Park at 7:30 every morning."
—PAULA GOULD

*

Warner Bros
United Artists
Universal
Fox
i Scandinavian Pict
M-G-M
Paramount
. Fox
First National

Strand
Rivoli
RKO Roxy
Music Hall
5th Ave. Playhouse
Capitol
Paramount
7th Ave. Roxy
Hollywood

"Only one out of every thousand
who engages upon a career as a
screen actor or actress is destined to
enjoy a definite and prolonged success."—JAMES McGUINNESS.

HANCOCK

was to have a check attached to each contract before it was accepted by the home
office," said Mr. Sichelman, in charge of
short subject sales for Fox.
.
was forced to give us a
signing for product and
necessary to handle the
time Herman Robbins,

months of this system, Robbins noticed that
many exhibitors and more especially operators of several houses were sending checks
of around $500 to clinch the contracts and
then never showing the product. They
figured it was worth the money to prevent the opposition from playing the pictures, even though these fellows never
played

it themselves.

Money was

plenti-

NED

"It seems to me that the screen
has become the stage with but one
dimension lacking, depth." — FRED
ASTAIRE.

WAYBURN
ZIEGFELD

Offers

"After years of experience with
the elusive factor of public taste, I
believe the producers are getting
nearer to the pulse of the fan; at
least the record of 1933 goes to indiNELL.cate as much."— ROBERT PRES"Surprise and contrast: this is the
formula
for making people laugh." —
ED WYNN.

books for the silent picture, 'Over the Hill,'
for which he contracted, are closed."

years ago, one of the provisions in the unwritten sales code

"Each exhibitor
deposit upon the
a huge staff was
checks. At that

It was signed by an up-state exhibitor and
drawn in 1920.

the exhibitor's wordly troubles are over,
the theater has been torn down and the

now head of National Screen Service, was

"Patricia
Bowman,
Music
Hall ballerina, makes a walk around the reservoir

5th Ave. Playhouse

.

"We sent the check through for collection but the bank closed six years ago,

the Fox general sales manager, and R. A.
White was his assistant. After a few

SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT

OPENINGS

"There may be a sneaking feeling
of jealousy in my make-up, but I
like Clark Gable very much. He is a
regular fellow, and not the type his
screen roles indicate; when he gets
through a picture, he hurries away
to shoot mountain lions, and takes
his
wife with him."— JOHN BARRYMORE.

Acme
. -ittle Carnegie

which was attached a $20 deposit check.

of the Film Daily Editorial Staff
1 ■ FOURTEEN

AS

4

through an old desk, not long ago, one of
my assistants came across a contract to

as told to

NEWS

PICTURES

ful those days, both to the exhibitor and
evidently to Fox. I say this as in going

JACK SICHELMAN

Neenah, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed by Embassy
Theater Corp. Incorporators are J.
E. Cohen, A. L. Skolnik and Mable
Weflen.

BIG

al Childof Welfare
Board
Review. Ass'n and National

Astor
Gaiety
Criterion

* Subsequent run.
i Follows Wild Boys of the Road.

By

Elroy, Wis. — The Majestic has
been renamed the Juneau and is now
being operated by Edmund Mohns
and Donald Wilcox.

TJNTIL
the human
mind we
andunderstand
human behavior
better, with better agreement among
the experts themselves, we must be
skeptical of everyday opinions about
the FRANK
effects ofASTOR
motionof pictures."
—
DR.
the Nation-

♦

Amkino
Gaumont-British
Gen. Foreign Sales

Fooflight
Parade
(Oct. 4)
The Bowery (Oct. 4)
Secret of the Blue Room
(Oct. 4)*
Doctor Bull (Oct. 5)
Vi Gom Gar Koksvagen (Swedish)
(Oct. 5
Night Flight (Oct. 6)
Torch Singer (Oct. 6)
Charlie Chan's Greatest Chance
(Oct. 6)
Female;

Winnebago, Minn. — The Princess
is now operated by A. F. McMillan,
who acquired it from Mrs. L. L. McMillan.

RUNS

M-G-M
Fox
Universal

♦ FOREIGN
The Patriots
Waltz Time
Milady
(4th

Watertown, Minn. — Arthur Jensen has reopened the Rex after obtaining the interests of C. C. Teas.

Hancock, Mich. — M. D. Thomas is
the new operator of the Kerredge.

Capitol
7th Ave. Roxy
Music Hall
Paramount
Hollywood
Strand
Rialto
Mayfair
Rivoli
RKO Roxy
Palace
Cameo
Geo. M. Cohan

• Subsequent runs.

Mcintosh, Minn. — The Grand has
been reopened by E. G. Cannon, who
has bought the interest of R. L.
Lindblad.

Billings, Mont. — E. C. O'Keefe,
manager of the Babcock, won the
$50 offered for the first four weeks
of Fox's "New Show Year" contest.

Theater

M-G-M
Columbia.
RKO
Paramount
First National
First National
Principal
Monogram
United Artists
Fox
Fox
Fox
Windsor Pict

Dinner at Eight (6th week)
Berkeley Square (3rd week) . . . . ,
S. 0. S. Iceberg
(2nd week)

Denver — Arthur Flanders, formerly with Warners, out of the New
York and Pittsburgh exchanges, is
now selling here.

WORDS
WISDOM.

• The Broadway Parade •
Picture

Denver — Eddie Loy, formerly with
Paramount, is now selling for Fox.
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unusual

FOLLIES

PRODUCER

opportunities

for a career

on STAGE, SCREEN, RADIO, or TEACHING
ADULT
GIRLS'
CLASSES
SOME
OF
THE
STARS
NED
WAYBURN
HAS
HELPED TO FAME
Al

DANCING

BODY

Jeanette McDonald
Ed Wynn
Mae

West

Will
Ann

Rogers
Pennington

Fred and Adele Astaire
Hal Leroy
Patricia

CHILDREN'S

CLASSEi

Boys and girls 3 to 16 years
of age. Rounded training in
all types of dancing. Also
special one-hour weekly classes
after school hours.

NED WAYBURN

PROPORTIONING

Have a beautiful body 1 Ned
Wayburn's famous method
based on years of training
celebrated
stars of stage and
weekly.
screen. Rates as low as $3.00

Ages 16 years and over.
Also special one-hour evening
classes, 1, 2, or 5 times
weekly. Mondays to Fridays.

Jolson

Marilyn Miller
Eddie Cantor

DANCING

BROADCASTING
INSTRUCTION

How to talk, sing, recite or
play before the microphone.
Class or private instruction.
ranged.
FREE tryouts gladly ar-

INSTITUTE OF DANCING
BROADCASTING SCHOOL

AND

RADIO

Ellis

and hundreds of others

Dept.

F, 625

MADISON

AVENUE,

Between 58th and 59th Streets

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

Tel. Wlckersham

2-4300
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NRA TO USE 'TEETH'
ON NON-SIGNERS

MOVIES

By

William C. Elliott Raps
Outside Studio Unions
Vitriolically attacking "jurisdiction grabbers" and "chisellers" in
connection with the Coast studio
situation, President William C. Elliott of the I. A. T. S. E., in the
current issue of the organization's
bulletin, defies these unions to
"justify their actions and their contracts before the bar of public opinion or on the floor of the convention
of the American Federation of Labor."
"The I. A. does not intend to see
the studios, moving picture theaters
and the legitimate theaters of the
future 'manned' by pseudo trade
unionists who replaced our members
under trying times and circumstances in the West Coast studios,"
says Elliott.

American Actor Can Hold
His Qwn, Says Jackson
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The American actor
can hold his own with artists from
any country, declares Horace Jackson, author-scenarist, who just remonth's
a three
returned from
tour ofcently
Europe.
While
some of the
stars of other countries have been
brought here because of their exotic
personalities and fine talents, more
than 98 per cent of American pictures are cast with American actors,
and they satisfy not only American
audiences, but those of other counties as well, Jackson points out.'
Proposes Filmsrruck Bureau
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A move to establish an
advisory bureau to aid young men and
women coming to Hollywood in search
of a career has been started by Lloyd
Bacon, First National director. The
bureau would apply certain tests to aspirants with a view to determining their
fitness for film work.

DR.

CHILDREN

A. A. BRILL

by Dr. Henry James Forman, author of "Our
harmful to youth.

IT

Movie

Made

Children," that films are

IS my opinion, based
furnish

the

STAGE COMPETITION
DOWN TO LOW LEVEL
. (Continued from Page 1)

Excerpt from statement of the eminent psycho-analist and member of the National
Council of the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures, in refutation of claims

(Continued from Page 1)

the recalcitrant members just as
subservient to the code as the others,
it has been ruled by the NRA. The
decision applies to all industries and
ties in with the licensing feature of
the Recovery Act itself whereby the
President can require licenses from
any member of an industry in order
for that company to operate. The
licensing features are the real teeth
of the act itself.
In the case of the motion picture
granting that certain arbitracode tion
boards are set up to handle
disputes, but with the premise that
appearance before these boards be
made voluntary on the part of the
complainant or recalcitrant, the licensing features of the act would
serve as the lever to force obedience
to prescribed practices.

AND
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on years of experience and study, that the moving pictures
greatest mediu
medium for entertainment and education, for besides the love

story, which may be stimulating or stupid, even the intelligent layman can cull a lot of
pleasure and knowledge from any moving picture performance. The same can be said
of the author's so-called "children." The grown-up and adolescent who are confronted
throughout the day with the struggle of inexorable reality find solace, pleasure and
knowledge in almost any movie house. The movie, like the drama and reading, takes

this time of the year, and road bookings are equally scarce.
As a consequence, number of
Broadway plays available for the
screen this season will probably be
the smallest in history. Disinclination of stage producers to put on
dramas which cannot be acted in
one or two scenes also puts a limitation on the suitability of the Broadway productions for the screen.

us away from the heavy burdens and helps us, as it were, to forget ourselves.
In the movie one can identify himself with the hero and live through certain
tendencies which are denied in everyday life. Or, the movie may take one away from
his monotonous routine, by offering him some fantastic wish realization through Micky
Mouse, or one may see events and happenings of distant countries and cities, in brief,
the movies are not only entertaining but educational. For the function of education is
to impart to the youth the experiences of the past. The individual is handicapped unless
he can circulate in the incessant stream of civilization. The auto, the airplane, and
the radio by annihilating time and space put an extra strain on the individual. He has
to learn and assimilate much more than his forbears of the last century despite the
fact that his span of life has not increased.
The movies offer the quickest medium

for the acquisition of these experiences.

Children and adults are surely impressed by everything that they absorb through their
senses — movies or no movies, thousands of good and bad impressions crowd themselves
into the mind. It does no harm whatever to read or see criminals; on the contrary,
the average person learns thereby how to evade evil. For the way of the transgressor
is always hard and dreary, even in the movies he is invariably caught, punished or killed.
Our well-meaning "would-be" reformers forget that the impression of the occasional
criminal movie is heavily counterbalanced by the moral precepts imparted by parents,
religion and social fear. No normal person can be influenced by the movies to do
anything wrong that is normally foreign to him. Even if you should hypnotize a normal
person and then order him to commit a crime, he will rebel against it while he is
hypnotized. Those defectives who are criminally inclined need no movies or hypnotism
to influence them into burglaries or rape.
Years ago when I was examining delinquents in the New York City Penitentiary and
workhouse, the delinquents were wont to attribute their criminal tendencies to the fact
that they had no mothers. Now, it is books and movies. To be sure, the movies are
not all perfect, but neither is anything else. Moreover, all the good movies listed by
Mr. Forman in his book contain as much of cruelty, revenge and lawlessness as most

Says Dual Ban in East
Enough to Kill Indep'ts

Barring of double features in the
New York and New England territories, representing an aggregate of
37 per cent of independent distributor revenue, would generally force
independent producers to go out of
business, declares President W. Ray
Johnston of Monogram. Johnston
will go to Washington tomorrow to
continue the independent producers'
fight against dual bill restrictions
proposed for the industry code.
New Milwaukee Corp.
Milwaukee — Aticles of incorporation have been filed by Hollywood
Theater of Milwaukee, Inc., which
will operate the Hollywood theater,
neighborhood house. Incorporators
are: E. W. Peck, L. M. Klatz and
A. J. Engelhard.
The Minnesota Reopening
Minneapolis — Reopening of the
4,200-seat Minnesota has been definitely set for Nov. 2 by John J.
Friedl, northwest division manager
of Publix.

cf the bad ones. That "93 per cent of 458 high school children (I would again suggest
that they be called young men and women) said that 'at some time they had been
frightened by the movies'," does not mean a thing. It does us good to be frightened
cnce in a while. To be good, one must experience the bad. The movies are the safest
vicarious experiences for normal men and women. The movies not only entertain them,
but give them a good education in mastering the vicissitudes and hardships of life,
which they might have to overcome at the expense of greater cost.
If we follow the implications projected to the reader by Mr. Forman, the movies
are in dire need of a thorough reforming. The whole industry should be in the hands
cf idealists who would produce only such movies as measure up to those highest social
goals established by Dr. Dale in his study mentioned in Mr. Forman's book. Second, a
board of psychiatrists should be stationed at the entrance of every movie house in order
to determine the mental and emotional fitness of every applicant for admission to a
particular movie. For Mr. Forman bewails the fact that "all movies are open wide alike
to moron and philosopher."
psychiatrists do not seem to
tioned measures could be put
and our children would grow

May I interrupt here to ask, what is a moron? The
know. And, what is a philosopher? If the above meninto operation, all would be well with the movie industry
up into ideal beings.

Psychologically speaking, there is nothing in this book that offers anything new
or scientific about movies or children. Most of the statements are vague and unproven.
To be sure, it is not possible to say whether the original material upon which the author
based this volume offers anything of real value, but judging the book, as such, I feel
that the author's conception of the emotional needs of young people leaves much to
be desired.

"Show Boat" Revue for Roxy
Bobby
Sanford's
Boat"years
revue, which
for the "Show
past two
has been playing on a specially chartered boat on the Hudson River, will
open Friday at the original Roxy as
the major attraction.
Closes for Monarch Program
Seattle — National Film Exchanges,
of which Jack Allender is manager,
has closed with the Embassy here
and the Tower, Bremerton, on the
entire Monarch program.
Using Movies in NRA Drive
Motion

pictures will be among

the

mediums
used in the
Now"by drive
to be conducted
this"Buy
month
the
NRA. Details of the national campaign,
which will be largely directional and
educational, are now being completed,
and the activity will get under way
early this month. The division headed
by Dr. Frank R. Wilson is in charge of
the work.
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Reconvened Hearin^w<t]^tn)Till Code is Finished

MPTOA FILES REP

NBA ON DUAL BILLS

0

Eberson Joins Natl Supply as Reconstruction Advisor
New

Service for Exhibs
to be Supplied by
Special Dept.

Joe Brandt Gets NRA
Washington

Bureau

of THE

Appointment
FILM

DAILY

Washington — Joe Brandt
yesterday
was officially appointed
special advisor on the
motion picture industry code by the National Recovery Administration,
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt
announced.
Previously
Brandt was one of several code consultants named by Rosenblatt to be called upon if needed.

John Eberson, prominent theater
architect, has become associated
with National Theater Supply Co.
to head a newly created Theater
Reconstruction Department where
he will provide exhibitors with a
free service for the improvement
of their theaters and for making
necessary repairs and renovations.
The department is being created
Though he denies it, H. J. Yates
following a survey which showed a
widespread need for rebuilding, al- of Consolidated Film Industries is
though exhibitors for the most part reported as being a party in a deal
(.Continued on Paye 3)
under way for reopening of the old
Biograph studios in Harlem for the
production of independent features.
Empire Trust Co. are owners of the
building. Yates stated to Film
Daily yesterday that he would offer
"every cooperation" if the studio reopened. Contracts for recondition(Continued on Page 3)

H, J. YATES TO AID ADVANCE CONTINGENT
PBODUGTION IN EAST HOLD CODE CONFABS

AUTHORITY GRANTED
FOR NEWPUBLIX UNIT

A petition granting the Irving
Trust Co., trustee in bankruptcy for
Publix Enterprises the right to form
a corporation to purchase $40,000
worth of equipment of the State,
Chattanooga, and the Paramount,
Nashville, and to acquire leases on
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Rosenblatt Not Presiding
At Equip. Code Hearing
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
will not conduct the theater equipment and supply code hearing today, as originally scheduled, as the
NRA feels that this industry is a
part of general retail field and its
code will be ultimately included in
it. Owing to the change Deputy
Whiteside will preside at the hearing.
Ovation for Muni Film
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — At the preview of "The
World Changes," starring Paul Muni and
directed by Mervyn LeRoy, the audience
applauded 10 times during the showing.
At the
picture's conclusion, it was given
an
ovation.

Informal conferences on code situations were held in Washington
last night by the advance contingent
of conferees arriving to participate
in the continued conferences held
under supervision of Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy administrator. Independent producers and distributors
will hold a meeting today at the
Mayflower under auspices of the
Federation of the M. P. Industry.
Premium
company
executives
also

Twin Feature Policies Are
Assailed as Cut-Throat
Competition
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Assailing double
features
as "cut-throat
competition"
was contained
in a statement
filed
yesterday with Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt by Fred S.
Meyer, chairman of the committee
on public relations for the M. P. T.
0. A., setting forth this organization's stand on the dual bill controversy. The statement reads:
"The

right to engage in cut-throat competition with a rival theater by offering two
(Continued on Page 4)

23 ACTOBS BESIGN
FROM M. P. ACADEMY
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Twenty-three actors
(Continued on Page 3)
yesterday resigned in a body from
the Academy of M. P. Arts &
Joe Cook Latest Name
Stanley Florida Circuit
Sciences, declaring that an organization for actors only can produce
Closed by Bankruptcy
Signed for Fox Films better results for actors. They also
Joe Cook, now heading his own wired Sol A. Rosenblatt their oppoLake Worth, Fla.— R. K. Lewis
sition to any form of salary board.
West Palm Beach attorney, has musical production, "Hold Your
been named trustee for the Stanley Horses," at the Winter Garden, has The actors include Paul Muni,
company, operating a string of the- been signed by Fox and will leave George Bancroft, Eddie Cantor,
aters in the Palm Beaches and the for the coast early in the spring to Adolphe Menjou, Marx Brothers, Lee
Tracy, George Raft, Gary Cooper,
Oakley of Lake Worth. All theaters start work under his contract. Dave Warren
William, James Cagney,
have been closed as the result of Chasen, for years his stooge, will
Boris Karloff, Ann Harding, Miriam
accompany Cook.
a bankruptcy petition.

Rosenblatt is Still Working
On Redrafting of Film Code
RKO Houses in Ohio
Are Hit by State Tax

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Although redrafting
of the industry code had not been
Every RKO theater division completed by Deputy Administrator
shows an improvement over last Sol A. Rosenblatt last night his plans
year in gross and net receipts with still call for reconvening of group
the exception of the Ohio group, meetings tomorrow, and all elements
which suffered because of the new will be kept here until the code is
state tax, Harold B. Franklin stated finally completed. Instead of his 4 p.m.
yesterday. Total tax on tickets in appointment, Rosenblatt will hold
the exhibitor committee meeting at
(Continued on Page 3)
the
territory
the Ohio
admission
price.is 20 per cent o'f

Nebr.-Ia.
Exhibs Appeal
Hopkins.
For Six Film Code Points
Omaha — At a meeting of 50 independent Nebraska-Iowa exhibitors,
here Saturday, to discuss progress
on the film code and hear LesterMartin, who
attended
(Continued
on Pagethe 3)WashingPalace Reverts ro RKO
Negotiations between RKO and Sydney S. Cohen concerning the contemplated lease of the RKO Palace have
fallen through and the house will revert
to RKO operation immediately. Herman
Whitman
has been appointed
manager.

General Johnson Urges
Independents Argue For
Intensive Advertising
Retroactive Proposal
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Coming and Going

Declaring that "aggressive and
consistent advertising is the great
need of the day," Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson, National Recovery Administrator, has sent a letter to all
leading manufacturers and advertisers throughout the country urging them to adopt a program which
he has mapped out for promoting
more business activity through more
intensive advertising. Pointing to
the improvement already brought
about in general conditions, Johnson says that advertising now is
the most important factor in order
to- assure the success of the NRA

Washington — In a 14-page printed brief, Weisman, Quinn, Allan &
HAROLD LLOYD is en route to New York
Spett, attorneys for the Independent
from the coast, with a stopover at the fair in
Chicago. He is searching for a leading woman
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher Theater Owners of New York, set
for his next picture, from Clarence Buddingforth their arguments why exhibitor
ton Kelland's "Cat's
Paw."
.proposal
34,
providing
that
the
proPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
CLARENCE BROWN, on his way east with a
visions of the industry code shall
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
print of "Night Flight," which he directed for
M-G-M, stopped over in Kansas City and showed
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. apply to all existing 1933-34 exAlicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
the picture to the M-G-M
boys there.
hibition contracts, should be adoptDonald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
ed. The brief takes issue with an
PETE WOODHULL and Mrs. Woodhull have
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assogone to visit the Century of Progress in Chicago.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing objection to the effect that "the
Editor. Entered as second class matter, provision is absurd on its face beJOE BRANDT is driving from New York to
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
cause even the government has not
Washington today to attend reconvening of
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
the
code meetings
as advisor.
Terms (Postage free) United Stages outside the power to outlaw and nullify
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
JANET
GAYNOR,
accompanied by D. A. DOvalid and subsisting contracts."
RAN, Fox story head, left New York on Sunmonths,
3 ' months,
$3.00.withForeign,
"To deny the power of N. I. R. A. program.
$15.00. $5.00';
Subscriber
should remit
order.
day for the coast to start her next picture,
to affect existing contracts is to
Address all communications to THE FILM
"The
House of Connelly."
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., emasculate the act," declares the Chester Hale to Supply
LESLIE BANKS, English actor signed by RKO,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. brief. "Congress may impair, by
Dances for Educ. Musical is en route to Hollywood to appear opposite
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California — Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- statute, the obligation of any contract,
need
or
emergency
requiring
Chester Hale, prominent Broad- Irene Dunne in "Stingaree."
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
RALPH MORGAN will come east for a month's
way dance director, has been signed vacation
Ernest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 89-91 it." Various decisions are cited in
as soon as he finishes "7 Lives Were
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
by Educational to do the dance Changed" at Fox.
of the argument.
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La support
numbers
for
the
first
of
the
EducaLEON LEE, United Artists contact man, and
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courtional two-reel musicals to be made John Krimsky, co-producer of "Emperor Jones,"
des-Noues, 19.
fly to Atlanta today to make arrangeM-G-M Expedition to Film by Jack White at the Astoria will
ments for the showing of the picture at the
studios. A troupe of Chester Hale Keith in that city.
Brazilian Jungle Drama Girls
will appear in the picture.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
JULES LEVY left for Chicago yesterday.
Benny Davis and James Hanley also
Hollywood — M-G-M is preparing have
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN leaves for Washingbeen signed to do the music
ton tomorrow.
to send an expedition to the unand
lyrics.
explored jungles of southern Brazil
LEON SCHLESINGER, producer of the "Looney
Tunes" and "Merrie Melodies" song cartoons
for the making of "Red Jungle
for Warner, flew into New York yesterday from
See
Theaters
Benefited
Man," based on material by Harold
Los Angeles to confer with Norman Moray, VitaNoice, noted explorer, who will go
phone sales manager. He expects to remain in
along as technical adviser. Plans By NRA Buying Campaign New York about a week.
Theaters are expected to share
for the expedition have been under
FRANCES DRAKE, British film star signed by
way for some time under the direc- substantially in the results of the Paramount, has arrived in New York from EngBuy
Now
campaign
being
conducted
land.
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
tion of E. J. Mannix. Harry Rapf
Net is the producer and Richard Rosson by the NRA
for the next three
HARPO MARX, having finished work in ParaHigh
Low
Close Chg.
will direct. Continuity has been months, says Frank R. Wilson, chief mount's "Duck Soup," plans a trip to Russia,
where he expects to appear with the Moscow
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 23
22 Vi
23
—
V4
Division, Bum-epared by John T. Neville and of thereau ofOrganization
Con.
Fm. lnd. pfd. . 8%
87/8
8% +
Vs William Levanway. The expedition
Public Relations, in letters Art Theater.
East. Kodak
76 Vi
76 W
76 Vi —
Vi is expected to spend at least nine
to Will H. Hays and the heads of
Sunday Shows Legalized
East. Kodak
pfd. ... 125% 125% 125% —
Vs months with the Tariano tribe, said all major companies. The greatly
Carbondale, 111. — Sunday shows
Fox Fm. new
16'/2
15%
153/4 + %
been approved by the city
to be probably the first nudist com- enlarged advertising campaigns be- have
munity.
Loew's,
Inc
31%
30
30
—
%
ing urged on merchants are figured council.
Paramount ctfs
1%
1 Vi
1 Vi —
Vs
to bring increased crowds downPathe
Exch
1%
1%
1 Vs —
Vs
town, thereby affording theaters
Satirized
do "A"
8
8
8
+ 3/8 Travelogues
opportunities not only to draw exIt is men like
RKO
27/8
23/4
23/4 —
Vs
In New Shorts Series
tra business but also to cooperate
Univ. Pict. pfd
23
23
23
— 1
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY with merchants for mutual benefits.
CAMERON
MACPHERSON
Warner
Bros
7l/2
7
7% —
%
Hollywood — David Miller, former- Wilson is asking John C. Flinn to
NEW YORK CURB MARKET
and
ly with Columbia and Walter Futter, consult with major company heads
Columbia
Pets. VTC.
23%
23 Vi
23 14 +
V4 and H. A. Wohl, formerly with Paron an organized plan of cooperaJOSEF
BERNE
Technicolor
8V2
7%
8
+
Vz
amount, are producing "Comi- tion.
Trans-Lux
1%
1%
1% +
Vi
cruises," a series of shorts satirizing
NEW YORK BOND
MARKET
who produced
Goldwyn Adds Musical to Lineup
travel pictures. "Guatemala" is the
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40...
53/8
5Vi
53/8 + 5/g initial subject. Troy Orr is the narWest
Coast
Bureau
of
THE
FILM
DAILY
rator.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
33,4
31/2
3Vi —
%
Hollywood — "The Wizard of Oz,"
That merits reviews like these :
Loew
6s 41 ww
83
83
83
—
Vi
based on the book and musical comParamount 6s47 ctfs. 29 Vi
29Vi
29% —
%
Novis and Wife Under Knife
edy in which Montgomery and Stone
Variety — "A poignant, well made three
Par. By. 5%s51
ctfs. 31%
31%
31% — 4
reeler. Deserves high rating and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
appeared, is planned by Samuel
Par. 5y2s50
ctfs....
29%
29 1/4 29% + %
Hollywood — Donald Novis and his Goldwyn as a special musical proshould grace any bill."
Warner's 6s39
45
44V4
44l/4
Hollywood Reporter — "Worthy of a
duction, separate and apart from his
wife are in the Hollywood hospital
NEW
YORK
PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
good deal of attention, if not wholefollowing operations. Novis had his regular schedule for United Artists.
Para. Publix
1%
1%
1 Vs —
Vs tonsils removed, while Mrs. Novis
hearted commendation."
Preparation is now under way.
New Film Times — "One of the most
distinctive film efforts turned out in
underwent a major surgery.
many
months.
It is one of the most
Astaire Signs for Two More
Woodhull Dover NRA Chairman
sincere and worthwhile pieces of
Will Work on White Musical
cinema art produced in Hollywood
Fred Astaire, who leaves for LonDover, N. J. — The local NRA
in recent years — also an excellent
don this week after appearing in
George White will have Ray HenCompliance Board has elected R. F.
musical score by Cameron Macpherson."
Tamar
Lane.
derson, Irving Caesar and Jack Yel- RKO's "Flying Down to Rio," has
(Pete) Woodhull as its chairman.
len as collaborators on his first signed to make two more pictures
Hollywood
Spectator
— "The
best year.
motion picture
we have
seen this
"Scandals" for Fox. They leave Nov. for the same company after his
1 for the coast.
ST. CHARLES
Beaton.
It will thrill audience." Welford
British engagement in "The Gay
Vol. LXIV, No. 2
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"BLACK

An

Entire

ATLANTIC
Block on

CITY
the Boardwalk

A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
St. Charles make the days spent there a
delightful memory . . . Come and enjoy I
RATES GREATLY REDUCED

"Henry VIII" Premiere in Boston
World premiere of "The Private
Life of Henry VIII," United Artists
release starring Charles Laughton,
is set for Saturday at Keith's, Boston.

DAWN"

Divorcee."
Warners Get Stage Play

Private
of "Black
Dawn"
can showings
be arranged
through

"Heat Lightning," current Broadway play by Leon Abrams
and
George Abbott, has been bought by
Warners.

JOY
6607

AND
Sunset

POLIMER
AGENCY
Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
HO. 3911
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HEARING TO CONTINUE
TILL CODE IS READY
(Continued from Page

1)

1:30 o'clock tomorrow. Time of the
individual producer and distributor
essions had not been set up to late
ast night.
Rosenblatt yesterday denied that
le is redrafting Articles 9 and 10
f the producers' code.
Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. presilent, yesterday urged more contructive cooperation at the new
Hearings. Commenting on the "100
•er cent uniformity in all M.P.T.O.A.
iroposals," he said he observed "that
•he very ones who are the loudest
n their cry for the right to buy are
•he most inconsistent because they
iave suddenly lost interest in double
"eatures, knowing that if doubles
%-ere eliminated it would make avail.ble more product."

H. J. Yates Will
Aid Production in East
(Continued from Page

IONGthej

1)

ng of the place have been let out
md work will be started immediatey. Harry Goetz and George Hirlinan. formerly president of Exhibiors' Screen Service, have also been
nentioned as being in the deal.

Advance Contingent
Hold Code Conferences
(Continued from Page 1)

•Ian to meet today at Washington.
Major
company
executives
who
vent to Washington yesterday from
sew York included Sidney R. Kent,
vho served as coordinator
at the
\ew York code meetings, and Jack
"ohn of Columbia, Harry M. Warner
i .nd Louis Nizer.
On the midnight
: rain a party of independent pro' lucers headed for Washington.
It
ncluded Attorney Jacob Schechter,
Sddie Golden, Lou Solomon, Harry
, Thomas, Al Friedlander.
W. Ray
"ohnston makes the trip this after! loon.

WITH

PHIL
'

M. DALY

•
•
• AFTER THE clean-up Fox's "My Weakness" made
at the Radio City Music Hall
breaking the opening day
attendance record for this house, and setting a fast pace for the
rest of the week
Charles E. McCarthy, Director of Advertising and Publicity, decided to do something special about
it
convinced that in Lilian Harvey, the star, Fox has a
big drawing card
so he has sent out a very elaborate
and comprehensive Publicity Portfolio to exhibs and theater
owners
it comprises a broadside, advertising suggestions,
special newspaper yarns on the star and principals, data on the
musical numbers
and a complete set of stills that are corkers
mostly of Luscious Lilian in a lot of intimate poses.
• • • OVER THE NBC chain Wednesday eve Helen
Hayes will enact a scene from "Night Flight" for a cost-tocoast hookup
it goes on at 9 p.m., with WJZ the New
York outlet
the pix opens at the Capitol on Friday . . .
Bessie Rogow Solomon, collaborator with Mike Simmons on
"The Bowery," will be the guest of the Rivoli at the premiere
on Wednesday
Jimmie Gleason and Howard Estabrook
did the adaptation and dialogue
• • • FOUR PERSONAL appearances daily for the
week's run of "Her Unborn Child" at the George M. Cohan theater have been arranged for Alice Ronson, star of the pix
by managing director Stanley W. Lawton
feature opens
Monday, Oct. 9
Mister Lawton also manages the Broadway
so he is quite a busy gent hopping from 43rd to
53rd Streets
•

•

• A NEW series of shorts combining scientific-educational value with entertainment appeal has been sponsored by
ERPI
caught two of 'em
Real Novelties with
Class
that the better type of film audiences should go
for in a big way
the first is called "Seed Dispersal"
telling the dramatic story through beautiful magnified photography of the fight for life of the various well known flower
seeds
a natural to interest the local garden clubs
also "Butterflies"
detailing the development of the ordinary garden butterfly from the egg, through the caterpillar
stage, and the chrysalis
10 minutes of fascinating entertainment for nature lovers
Audio Productions are distributing the series

Will H. Hays arrives in Washingion this morning direct from Inlianapolis, after a brief visit at his
lome in Indiana.

• •
• THEY CALL her Gino Malo
as she appears
in "Waltz Time" at the Little Carnegie
but she is an
American girl whose real name is Jeanette Flynn ...... .the
girl started her dancing career with Albertina Rasch
she later went over big with her dancing in London and Paris.

Palmer Bowman Dead
Chicago — Palmer Bowman, 50, for
•nany years associated with various
Rim companies, died at his home
ast week. Bowman was leading
nan with the old Selig and Essanay
ictures here, later becoming a director and writer. For a time he
/as associated with F. F. Zeidman.

•
•
• OUT IN Seattle is published "Film Flashes". .,
to plug the Monogram product in the northwest territory
and ye editor's name is broadcast as Phil M. Flash
of
all things!
mebbe we have started a fad. . . \. . . .if any
more kolumnists are needed for trade papers
we suggest
Phil M. Up for a brewery paper
and Phil M. Nifty for
the brassiere trade
•

Kuykendall on Boy Scouts
Wash. Bureau, of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Ed Kuykendall, president
of the M. P. T. O. A., has been elected
a member of the National Council of the
Boy Scouts of America, he was notified
yesterday in Washington, where he is
engaged in code-drafting work.

JOHN EBERSON JOINS
NAT'L THEA. SUPPLY
(Continued from Page

1)

have but small funds for the work.
Recommendations by Eberson will
be designed to enable the exhibitor
to make the improvements that will
prove of most value from a boxoffice point of view and to accomplish the most with the money they
have to spend.
Eberson will continue to maintain
his regular practice as architect.

Authority Is Granted
For New Publix Unit
(Continued from Page \)

those houses in addition to leases on
the Tivoli and Rialto, Chattanooga,
was granted yesterday by Henry K.
Davis, referee in bankruptcy, at a
special meeting of Publix Enterprises' creditors. The theaters are
the assets of Tennessee Enterprises,
Inc., a Paramount subsidiary. Allen
T. Klots, counsel for the trustee,
stated that the new corporation will
be formed immediately as arrangements have been concluded for the
taking over of new leases.
At the request
of on
bondholders'
committees,
hearings
petitions
involving the A. H. Blank circuit,
Southern Enterprises and VirginiaTennessee Theaters were adjourned
until Thursday morning.

Nebr„-Ia. Exhibs Appeal
For Six Film Code Points
(Continued from Page

1)

ton hearings, it was voted to send
a message to the President and to
code chiefs requesting inclusion of
the following six points: control of
admissions and premiums, right-tobuy, elimination of block booking,
fair zoning and clearance, choice in
purchase of blocks of pictures, and
control of double features.
Eddie Dowling Loses Mother
Limerock, R. I. — Mrs. Bridget
Dowling Goucher, mother of Eddie
Dowling,
died here Sunday.
She
was 75.

•

• SOME GINK wired our yarn to Arthur Loew, concerning his honeymooning at Niagara Falls because he had never
seen the place before
so Arthur wires us
"I am
here at Niagara Falls, and still haven't seen it."
the
guy must be more or less busy
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MPTOA FILES REPLY
ON DUAL BILL ISSUE
{Continued from Page 1)
feature pictures for one admission price is
being furiously urged as a part of the code
of 'fair competition' for the motion picture
industry. A well financed campaign is being
conducted to use the code to force double
feature policies in all competing situations by
prohibiting two or more exhibitors from cooperating with each other to eliminate such
underselling of each other. Does any responsible exhibitor think that selling two features for the price of one is 'fair competition' for his opposition to indulge in? If it
is, so are two-for-one tickets, 5c matinees and
day and date runs with dime theaters. If we
are going
to haveor rugged
cisions on whether
not we 'individual'
will indulge dein
cut-rate competition, why confine it to double
features?
"It's about time exhibitors quit being
kidded about this double feature question.
A handful of people trying to force their own
double features into every situation through
the NRA code are doing most of the talking ;
exhibitors themselves should register their
protests against having this recognized evil
jammed down their throats. This talk of
leaving it to 'individual decision of the exhibitor' is deliberately misleading. Double
features' is entirely a matter of cut-rate competition. Isay this despite the fact that I
personally have been as guilty as the next
one of double featuring.
" 'Individual decision' is all right where no
one else is affected, but in a matter of cutrate competition doesn't the injured party also
have rights? This 'individual decision' has
prevailed in the past and has forced a large
number of theaters into double features
against their will to meet such cut-rate competition, forced many theaters to close because of demoralized business and shortage of
product, and forced others into subsequent
run operation. Are a few willful and irresponsible exhibitors in each city to be guaranteed the right to force double feature programs onto their competitors just to maintain this 'rugged individualism'?
"M.P.T.O.A., Allied and other exhibitor
associations agreed on a Code provision authorizing a majority of the local exhibitors to
cooperate with each other if they so desire to
eliminate unrestricted cut-rate competition between theaters by means of double and triple
feature programs. The majority to be required was suggested as either 60% or 75%.
Why should there be such vociferous opposition to leaving it up to the local exhibitors
in this manner? Is it because of fear that
most exhibitors would like to get out of
double feature programs if they could be assured that the recalcitrant few couldn't take
advantage of the situation and again start
double feature competition?
"Much has been said by co-called independent producers about 'putting the indeproducer out of
That
merely anpendent
assumption
withbusiness'.
no basis in
fact is;
the statement is flatly contradicted by the successful distribution at the present time of features made by these same independent producers in many territories where there is
little or no double featuring. If there was
any truth in the statements made by these
double feature producers, why haven't they
closed up their exchanges in territories where
double features have been abolished? Why
did they ever open exchanges in territories
where all or nearly all of the theaters run
single features?
"Much of the code hearings was consumed
in presenting estimates of the number of employees and amount of payrolls that would be
'wiped out' if double feature competition was
left to the local exhibitors to regulate and
control, all on the wholly false assumption
that independently produced features are never
played on single feature programs, and that
there was no market for them except in the

New Record at Old Roxy
With Columbia's "Brief Moment" and
Disney's "Three Little Pigs" on the
screen, the original Roxy played to more
admissions over the week-end than in
any similar period this year, it is jubilantly reported by Howard Cullman.
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"The

SUBJECT REVIEWS

Moonshiner's
Daughter
Abroad
in OldComedy)
Kentucky"
(Masquers

the custom of throwing salt over the

or left shoulder to avert bad luck after

an accidental spilling. When the original over-the-shoulder throwing
RKO
20 mins. took place
in the Arabian desert
Very Funny
many years ago, it landed in the
Another of those uproarious tra- eyes of a villain who was about to
vesties produced by Lou Brock with kill the other man. There are plenty
the ample and able Masquers Club of production values in the subject,
personnel supplying the cast. This and the basic idea of the series is
one deals chiefly with the traditional one that holds a natural interest for
Kentucky pastime of carrying on a a wide number of people.
feud from one generation to another. There also is some conflict
and Mary Boland
with revenuers, one of whom, Rus- Charlie Ruggles
in an
sell Hopton, becomes smitten with
Official NRA Featurette
a veteran
braves
all tofeudist's
win her. daughter and Paramount
Amusing
4 mins.
"Spilled Salt"
("PetArtSuperstitions"
Master
Products Series)
10 mins.
Interesting Novelty
Produced by Jack Nelson, this
skit deals with the popular superstition that surrounds the spilling
of salt. Two men are discussing
superstitions at a refreshment bar,
and a flashback to ancient times is
employed to illustrate the origin of
few territories where double features prevail.
There is always a market for good pictures.
Theaters all over the country are complaining
of a shortage of good product. What we
need is enough good pictures to go around.
But there never has been a shortage of cheap
and shoddy productions. The spread of double featuring is increasing that type of production, is no benefit to the exhibitors, and
prompts public groups to strenuously protest.
"But to follow through their line of reasoning to its logical conclusion, what about
the producers of short subjects? They actually
own their own studios and provide year round
employment to several times as many people
as are engaged in double feature production.
Some of the oldest and largest producing
studios are engaged in the production of short
subjects, so essential to small country town
theater operation. Double feature programs
eliminate or greatly restrict the use of short
subjects. Are these short subject producers
to be 'wiped out' so that the double feature
producers can 'survive' ? Which provides the
greatest amount of employment?
"What happens when persistent double feature competition forces the dominant buyer
or circuit theater into double features? The
independent opposition theater may get a
reasonable number of major companies pictures under a single feature policy, but with
the number of pictures required for double
features at the circuit theater, they can buy
and play all or practically all of the major
product. This time and again has forced the
smaller theater into a subsequent run lower
admission policy, or out of business. Double
features may be a swell idea if your opposition
cr the prior run sticks to single feature programs, but there is no patent on the idea and
it is just a question of time until the competing theater will meet such cut-rate competition, then where is the smaller exhibitor?
The only people to benefit are the producers
of cheap pictures who can sell them by the
yard and no theater can run with cheap pictures as a steady diet for very long.
"Don't think that exhibitors in territories
or cities where double features are not used
should not be concerned with this question.
All producers can make pictures suitable for
doubleof feature
the easiest
kind
a pictureprograms.
to make. That's
The effect
of the
recent spread of the double feature evil on
the quality of feature pictures must be apparent to exhibitors in the most isolated
towns, not to mention the effect on the production of good comedies and worthwhile short
subjects. The NRA code affords the one and
only effective way to curb and restrain this
uncontrolled spreading evil that is destroying
our business gradually but none the less effectively. Unless exhibitors rise up and voice

NRA HOPES TO FINISH
CODE BYJATURDAY)
The NRA is understood to be
hopeful of completing the film in--*
dustry code by Saturday, ready for:
signature of President Roosevelt
This is the word which has reached
industry executives in New York
from Washington, where the various group meetings reconvene toTuesday.
morrow after a recess since last

Since temporary adjournment of
committee sessions at the Mayflower, Deputy Administrator Sol A.,
Rosenblatt has been working out a
tentative draft which he will submit
today or tomorrow, at the latest, to1
the reassembling conferees in Wash-i
ington. He is expected to follow his-,
former procedure of conferring individually with each group as he goes
Bearing no title, this Paramount
contribution to the series of spe- over his proposed draft, which he
cial NRA shorts presents Charlie was compelled to write owing to
Ruggles and Mary Boland in a the deadlock on all principal controdomestic bit, with Mary repeatedly
versial clauses which persisted
asking Charlie how to pronounce throughout the meetings up to the
NRA, and Charlie giving replies time of their recess.
that are both amusing and inMany executives and others parcidentally instructive in the NRA
ticipating in the code sessions are
cause.
leaving their homes today for
Washington. A number of conferees
their protests it will soon be too late to do have reservations on the Congresanything but weep over a lost opportunity to
sional, which leaves New York this
stamp out another unfair competitive practice.
afternoon, arriving in Washington
"The battle cry of today is for 'the right
to exist'. To this we subscribe wholeheartshortly after 8 o'clock tonight.
edly with the
'observation'
'HE
PROFITS
MOST
WHO that
SERVES

Johnston
Says Majors
BEST!' "
Violate NRA Principle
Stand taken- by some major comon dual offeatures
"is in directpanies
violation
the principles
to
which the NRA is pledged," declared W. Ray Johnston, president
of Monogram, in a statement yesterday. For a major to say that
an exhibitor, when he buys one of
the major's features, can show no
other feature on the same bill, "is
aJohnston.
direct attempt
at coercion,"
said
Independent
product plays
an important part for the exhibitor
just as major product does, Johnston contends, and the line of demarcation between them is so difficult to determine that the majors
have no right to try to dictate the
exclusion of duals.
Goldwyn
West

Coast

Signs

Bureau
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of THE
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Major Albert Warner
Opposed to Roadshows
Decision to release "Footlight
Parade" at popular prices, instead
of roadshowing it, was influenced
by Major Albert Warner, who declares that "the hope of the industry lies not in attracting the
classes but in bringing back the
masses," and that the best way to
do this is to put strong box-office
pictures into immediate general release. "Footlight Parade" will be
backed u,p with a roadshow exploitation campaign, says Major Warner.

Blumberg Adds 2 Houses

Harold B. Franklin yesterdaj
ordered the transfer of the Palace
and 105th St. theaters in Clevelanc
to Nate
Blumberg's
mid-west
sion. They
were formerly
in the diviNat
Holt division. The switch gives
Blumber a total of 20 theaters, including the Singer group, and leave;
Holt with 14 in the Ohio division.

Hollywood — Billie Burke has been
"I'm No Angel" Premiere in Chi
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to an
Chicago — World premiere of Mai
exclusive long-term contract. She
is to star in the screen version of West's "I'm No Angel" will take
place at the Oriental today.
an English play, in which she will
first appear on the New York or
Los Angeles stage. She also may
That's Gratitude
do an American play here.
Walter Winched

Jack

Hess in New

West Coast Bureau of THE

Post
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DAILV

Hollywood — Jack Hess has been
appointed west coast director of adtic.
vertising and publicity for Majes-

on the radio Sunday

night said he "is still of the opinion that
Hollywood shoots too many pictures and
not enough actors." These are the same
actors who provide Winchell with about
81 per cent of the chatter that make
up his air spiel and his column about
"Broadway."

Reply to MPTOA

Independe^

on Dual Bills

CODE IS UNFINISHED AS HEARINGS ARE MED
Equipment Code Rejected; New Draft Being Prepared
Tube and Sound Group Say
Code Doesn't Represent
Entire Industry
Bv WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — The consent decree
••endered in Wilmington against the
najor sound apparatus manufacturers was dropped in the middle of
:he equipment code hearings yesterday morning and resulted in a hurried conference of NRA officials, who
;hen decreed for the first time since
(Continued on Page 8)

CONSUMERS' BOARD
OPPOSESJJONTRACT
Washington — Opposition to the
master contract on the grounds that
it does not allow sufficient competition in the industry was voiced in
the Consumers' Advisor report on
.the motion picture code, it was
'learned yesterday.
ad(Continued on The
Page board's
8)

Foreclosure Bill Filed
In New Loew's Ohio Setup

Cleveland — As part of the reorganization plan agreed upon by the
corporation and 94 per cent of bondholders, foreclosure action against
Loew's Ohio
Theaters. Inc., was filed
(Continued on Page 7)

Springer Cuts Prices, Skouras Follows;
RKO/Loew

Beaton

(Continued

"American
Spectator":
"Four months later, I saw my picture
projected upon a screen in Santa Monica.
NOTHING WAS LEFT OF THE ORIGINAL STORY save the name of the
heroine."

New England Circuit
Holding Convention

on

Page

Boston — Convention of Mullin &
Pinanski's circuit managers will be
held at the Copley Plaza today and
tomorrow.
Speakers today are John
(Continued

3)

on

Page

3)

'Cut-Throat Competition9 Charge
Denied in Indie Reply on Duals
Myers Protests Against
Equipment Code Clauses

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — In reply to Fred S.
Meyer, who as chairman of the Public Relations Committee of the M. P.
Washington — Protest against
three articles in the equipment code, T. O. A. submitted a brief against
on the grounds that they serve to double features to the Administration, Edward Golden of Monogram,
make price-fixing possible, was filed
(Continued on Page 7)
(Continued

on

Page

8)
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. . on Results of the Critics' Forum
==

in his provo-

cative "Spectator":
"The film industry has gone broke
trying to sell the public PHOTOGRAPHS
OF THE MANUSCRIPTS of authors and
playwrights who know no more about
screen art and screen technique than
Egbert, my Scotch terrier, knows about
them."
Sez Mildred Cram in the erudite

Intend to Maintain Scales

While most circuits and independent theater owners are either trying to increase admissions or at least
hold to present scales, the SpringerCocalis circuit, operating a group of
upper Broadway houses, has made a
general admission
price cut which

The Caps Are Ours
Sez Welford

Only

Warner Studios Adding 4 Stages
West
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Immediate construction of four new
stages
at a total cost of about
5300,000, to meet requirements of the 1933-34 Warner-First National production plans,
is announced by Jack L. Warner.
The stages will be built in two double units, each
304 x 130 feet.

IT IS now

a little more

By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

=

than a year since that very interesting and instructive Critics'

' Forum appeared in THE FILM DAILY,
the interim contains quite a surprise.
At the time the Forum

was

and a glance over what

launched, what

was

expected

of

the

nation's

/CYCLES,
outstanding
^■^
existent the
today.
Advertising,

which

88

•

leading movie

complaint
per cent

scribes

that they

are

worth

noting.

of the critics a year ago, are practically non-

of the

scribes criticized

(Continued on Page 2)

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washing-ton — With his tentative
code uncompleted late last night, Sol
A. Rosenblatt said he could not predict when he will have the draft
completed. He plans to hold an exhibitor committee meeting today at
the Mayflower
at 4:30,
however,
and
(Continued
on Page
8)

SETUP OF THE
BEING REORGANIZED
Washington — Under the reorganization of NRA into four groups
now nearing completion, Sol A. Rosenblatt, it is understood, will come
under jurisdiction of Deputy Administrator Arthur D. Whiteside, but
the change
will not affect his posi(Continued on Page 8)

Academy Dissolution
Averted by Producers
Washington — Only powerful producer influence prevented dissolution
of the Academy of M. P. Arts &
Sciences at tumultous meeting, according to telephone word received
by code conferees here yesterday.
Resolution to disband was proposed,
but the ,plan petered out. Twentythree players who resigned from the
Academy are expected to form the
nucleus
of a new players' organization.

has transpired during
to be just a ripple on

the cinema waters developed into a veritable avalanche of incisive views, justified
complaints and constructive suggestions, and improvements on the screen in the
course of the year that has followed show such a striking parallel with the various
recommendations

Part
of Clauses
Redrafted So Far
by Rosenblatt

as

too

exaggerated

and

Detroit Building Boom
Detroit — Largest local theater construction project in several years is
announced by Sam Brown, circuit operator. The University, 2,000-seater, will
be erected facing Detroit University,
while the Belmont, seating 600, is
under way on Woodward Ave. in Highland Park. A third house, the Dixie,
also is understood to be planned by
Brown.
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misleading, has become

more

SYDNEY
night.
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truthfully informative — and

this is substantiated

by an

advertising trade
organ's
recent survey.
Sex, the pet theory of the critics, though it is unavoidably the leading basic dramatic element of the screen, as well as of the stage and literature, has been noticeably
subdued.
Stories, which the reviewers said could stand the most improvement, have hit
a better average in the last six months than at any time within recollection; their
variety and vitality being a little short of amazing.
The complaint about difficulty in identifying players has been generally rectified,
and almost every picture now presents its cast at the outset of the film.
with

"Hot house" stars have disappeared
actors and actresses of real ability.

THAT
other one-time sore spot,
' squawks lately. Less than half
films were too sophisticated in the
subject did a great deal to clarify
the studios were askew.

and

•

casts nowadays

are actually overloaded

"sophistication," likewise has brought very few
of the critics, as a matter of fact, agreed that
right sense of the word, but their views on the
it and to straighten out some points on which

The opinion of the majority of critics that the director is the most important
element in the making of a picture has been borne out in most of the outstanding productions of recent months.

•
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Oct. 16-18:
Hotel.

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beach
Chicago.

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.

pictures which,

So THE FILM DAILY will shortly launch its second Critics' Forum,
without saying, is to be bigger and better than the first.

however

which, it goes

A. Albert Named Ad Chief
Weldon Pictures Opens
For Seven Col. Houses
2 More Branch Offices

HAROLD B. FRANKLIN and JOHN KRIMSKY
will go to Washington
today by airplane.
HARRY

BRANDT

leaves for Washington today.

B. P. SCHULBERG, recently back from Europe,
leaves Saturday for the coast to resume as an
independent producer at Paramount, his next
picture
"Reunion."
DIANAbeing
WYNYARD
leaves New York today for
the coast to start work at M-G-M in "The
Paradine
Case."
JACK change
JOSSEY
of New
Monogram's
Cleveland
arrived in
York this
week exfor
conferences
at the home
office.
W. STEBBINS

leaves today for the

JACK PEARL, who recently finished "Meet
the Baron" for M-G-M, is due back in New
York
from the coast and will resume
radio tomorrow
work.
WILLIAM
after almost

MORRIS, JR., is back in New
a year in Hollywood.

York

ARNOLD PRESSBURG and DR. F. EICHBERG,
German film producers, sail from New York
tonight on the Bremen.
CARLOS DEGES, manager of the Conquest
tine.
Alliance office in Buenos Aires, is in New
York to discuss radio campaigns for the ArgenBLUMENSTOCK, Warner Theaters advertising executive, left for New Haven yesterday to set up the campaign for "Footlight
Parade" in that territory. He will fly to
Pittsburgh tonight, Washington on Friday and
Philadelphia on Saturday.
W. RAY JOHNSTON and EDDIE GOLDEN
yesterday
afternoon
for Washington.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

Opening of two more division offices by Weldon Pictures, distributors of "Damaged Lives," is announced by H. Wayne Pierson, general sales manager. Frank T. Gunn
has been appointed division manager
of the Atlanta territory and F. G.
Wallace in Dallas. Charles A.
Meade is in charge of the Chicago
territory. Other key points exchanges are being opened as rapidly
as possible, and coverage for the entire country is expected to be completed within the next three weeks.

Arnold Albert, associated with the
Warner home office advertising and
publicity department for the past
seven years, is joining J. Real Neth
as advertising and publicity head for
Neth's 7 theaters in Columbus. In
addition to his duties on the merchandising plans and exploitation
for Warner Metropolitan Theaters,
Albert has been on S. Charles Einfeld's staff of roadshow exploitation
men. He leaves Monday for Columbus.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

C. Lang Cobb on Coast

Releasing Football Short

Special weekly and monthly rates

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — C. Lang Cobb, recently elected president of Hollywood
Sales Promotion Corp., is here from
New York on organization business
and will make his headquarters at
the Roosevelt for the next few weeks.
Hepburn, Barrymore Star Alone

film

left for Washington last

left

On the whole, however, the outcome of the first critics' round-table has been so
gratifying that it is quite apparent this industry can stand one of these symposiums
every little now and then.

West Coast Bureau of THE
Today: Resumption of
Washington, D. C.

G

MORT

^"NNLY one argument of the majority of scribes does not seem to have been suffi^"■"^ ciently upheld, namely, their contention that a critic should rate pictures according to his own likes and dislikes rather than by the demonstrated likes and dislikes
of the mass public. This discrepancy comes largely from a too severe application of
the artistic yardstick to pictures that were designed solely to amuse, and too much
belittling or condescension in the case of down-to-earth
homely or hokumish, are best liked by the crowds.

NEW

SAMUELSON

coast.
ARTHUR

And numerous minor corrections have been noted: action has increased, small talk
has diminished, drinking scenes are at least fewer than they used to be, matters of
good taste in general have shown improvement, and a score of other things urged by
the critics appear to have come to pass.
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Hollywood — Instead of co-starring
Katharine Hepburn and John Barrymore in "Break of Hearts," RKO
has postponed this picture and will
star Miss
Hepburn will
in direct,
"Trigger,"
which
John Cromwell
and
Barrymore in "Long Lost Father,"
directed by Ernst B. Schoedsack.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — One hundred prints
of "The Kick-Off", three-reel football subject featuring Howard Jones,
noted coach, will be released day and
date starting Oct. 15 by Principal
Distributing Corp.
David Burton Signs for 3 Years
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — David Burton, who recently directed "Brief Moment" for
Columbia, has been given a threeyear contract by the company. His
next will be the musical, "Let's Fall
in
Love." Herb Fields is doing the
script.

$2.50
$3.00

2

up, Single
up, Double

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD
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SPRINGER GUTS PRICES;
RKO.LOEW UNCHANGED

HE
ONGM.TDALY
jLPHIL

(Continued from Page 1)

will average about 10 cents. In order to meet this competition, Skouras has instituted similar reducions in three upper Broadway
louses. Other circuits and individual operators are holding to the
present scale.
Lee Ochs stated yesterday that the
competitive reductions would not
■hange his present admission
harges. Ochs operates the Midown, a new modernistic theater at
r9th St.
The independently operated Edion, formerly
a Springer-Cocalis
louse known as the Essex, has rais■d prices 5 cents despite the cuts by
ither houses and the fact that it
lays subsequent runs.
RKO, with several theaters play'tig in competition to the Springer
roup, will not raise prices, Harold
'. Franklin stated to Film Daily
. esterday.
"We have never been in
i price war and never will be," said
Yanklin.
"A reduction in admision prices at this time is devastatng for all who attempt it. There
--111 unquestionably be 30 to 45 per
tnt inflation in the price of all comlodities by Dec. 15 and movies will
e included.
To bear out my statelent let me say that in the last 20
ays we have increased prices in
0 RKO houses."
C. C. Moskowitz of Loew's could
ot be reached last night, but it is
.nderstood that Loew will adhere to
resent scales.
When questioned last night rearding his reasons for the cut in
dmissions, Jack Springer said 'it
because of a definite change in
le neighborhood. The people who
ow live in the vicinity of our the:ers cannot pay the old prices."
Despite much higher prices than
re charged by the Springer group,
KO's 81st St., and Loew's 83rd St.
leaters played to SRO business
•rev the week-end.
Denver Union Jam Settled
Denver— Differences between the
nions and 11 theaters, including
ght controlled by Harry Huffman
id three belonging to the Civic theters, owned by Joe Dekker and
ony Archer, have been ironed out
nd all are operating with union
alp again.
Ben Pitts on City Council
Fredericksburg, Va. — Benjamin T.
itts, circuit
operator,
has been
ected a member of the city council
ere.
Educational

Signs

Truex

Ernest Truex, stage and screen star,
has been signed by Educational for the
first of the two-reel Star Comedy Specials to be made in the East under
direction of Al Christie. Additional
names are now being lined up for the
series.

WITH

• •
• JOY AND glee and goofiness will pervade the Fox
studio next Spring
at which time Joe Cook will start
his first monomaniacs for the talkies
and the film biz
can stand his contributions of clever nonsense
..... and so
can the cash customers
when interviewed backstage at
the Winter Garden where his show, "Hold Your Horses," is slaying the town, Joe said anent his Fox hookup
"It's really
the silliest thing I ever heard of
my uncle in Evansville
would be furious about it — if I had an uncle in Evansville ....
I saw a movie for the first time yesterday and I can't
understand
how it's done
it must take years to pose
for all those little pictures!
and soon I will be making
my first picture for Fox
don't miss it if you can!"
as for us, we will look forward to Spring
because it will
bring Joe Cook's first picture

*

*

*

*

• •
• AND THIS Irene Dunne person can do other things
well besides starring in Radio pix
playing at the annual
mixed Scotch golf foursomes of the Siwanoy Country Club
Miss Dunne and her partner, Charles G. Wright, defeated Dr.
Francis Griffin (her hubby) and Mrs. Wright by a net score of
74. .,
winning the tournament at the same time
which
only proves that married couples can sometimes do better work
when they switch
haven't you found it so?
or
just

so-so?

• • • A SPECIAL showing of United Artists' "Private
Life of Henry VIII" tonite at the Boston Keith will be attended
by Admiral Byrd and his crew
Charlie Goetz's first effort
in synchronizing the old Harold Lloyd feature comedies, "Safety
First," got a great reaction when sprung for one surprise showing on the bill at the Globe last Friday the audience went
for it in a Big Way
Chris Beute did a swell job with the
musical background, and the effects were tip-top ...... .

NEW U. A. PROGRAM
IS HALF LAUNCHED
United Artists producers are now
engaged in active work on approximately 50 per cent of the 1933-34
program, with seven productions
completed, four in work and eight
ready for the stages. Of the completed productions, three are 20th
Century films, namely "The Bowery," "Broadway Thru a Keyhole,"
and "Blood Money." Other completed pictures are Samuel Goldwyn's "The Masquerader," the
Krimsky-Cochran "Emperor Jones,"
"Bitter Sweet" and "The Private
Life
Henry
VIII."Goldwyn studios
In of
work
at the
are "Roman Scandals" and "Nana".
Twentieth Century now has "Trouble Shooter" in work. Reliance is
shooting "Joe Palooka." In preparation are "Moulin Rouge," "Advice
to the Lovelorn," "Gallant Lady,"
"Born to be Bad," "I Knew Her
When," "Barbary Coast," and "The
Wizard of Oz." The British & Dominions studio in London is producing "The Queen."

New England Circuit
Holding Convention
(Continued from Page 1)

Clark, Herman Wobber, Charles McCarthy, Thomas Bailey, Roger Ferri
and Thomas Callahan, all of Fox.
Stanley Waite, Bill Erbb, Robert Gillham, Edward Ruff, of Paramount
will speak tomorrow along with
others.
New House for Montgomery

• • • WHEN HE finishes his Texas tour in December,
Duke Ellington will go to the coast to make a pix for Paramount his latest Paramount short, "A Bundle of Blues,"
has just been released
When Nat Brusiloff had the Forty
Fathoms hour on the air, his sponsor photographed the band in
oilskins..
when he plugged a reducing machine in gym
suits
now Nat is panicked because a cellophane manufacturer wants to audition the band
and photograph 'em
That Way!. ........

*

*

*

*

• • • THIS GENT by name of Karl Krug who is handling
feature stories in Hal Home's publicity and advertising dep't
at United Artists
is certainly stirring things up on the
newspapers
in the short time he has been on the job
he has cracked some corking Sunday features with the New York
and key city papers
the lad knows his stuff a real
newspaper man from the Pittsburgh "Press" where he ran a
grand kolyum as movie and dramatic crit .......

*

*

*

Montgomery, Ala. — Contracts will
be let in a few days for remodeling
of the building at 117 Dexter Ave.
into a theater, known as the Dexter,
to be opened by Alabama Amusements, according to Ike Katz, manager of the Tivoli.
"Sigma Chi" Dual Premiere
Monogram's "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" had its simultaneous premiere Saturday at the Fox, San
Francisco, and the Los Angeles in
Los Angeles. A New York showing
will take place shortly.

*

•

• • TO PREPARE for the opening of "Footlight Parade" the Strand will be closed at 4 p.m. today so that
the front and lobby can be splashed
Charlie Einf eld is giving the matter his personal attention
the current Strand
pix, "I Loved A Woman," will be moved up to the Hollywood
to complete its run
Al Sherman of the Morning "Telegraph" wants the world to know that he is back from vacashe
in Bermuda
we didn't even know the mug had been away
Arthur Dickinson of the Hays association has won the
Rye Country Club golf championship, having carried off the
honors Saturday in a 36-hole match play. Grad Sears of Warner-First National was chairman of the tournament committee.
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PUBLIC YOU'VE GOT
DON'T KEEP IT A SECRET! It's worth a lot of
money to you to have your patrons know about
your M-G-M tie-up ! Many exhibitors have asked us to
prepare special advertising to enable them to announce
this fact in a big way. Hence we have prepared this complete campaign of ADVERTISING, EXPLOITATION
and PUBLICITY which is now available to all M-G-M
showmen. The advertisements and publicity cuts herein
are offered to you in mat form without cost— a part of
M-G-M service. In ordering mats please specify by
number — order direct from your M-G-M

Exchange.

(Note ! All the mats in this
campaign book are FREE !)

AT YOUR M-G-M EXCHANGE! Eight page
press book showing how to tell the public that
your theatre is the leading show shop in your
town. The Major theatre is the one using the
Major product. Tell the folks!
•

A few of the ads that tell your public the good news!
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the roaring lion
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world's finest motion
pictures on the screen of our theatre during the coming season. Are
we elated? And will you be happy
as his great stars of filmdom are
brought to you in their happiest
hits!

The World's Greatest
Stars Are M-G-M
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NORMA
CLARK

SHEARER

JEAN HARLOW
LEE TRACY

DRESSIER

JOHN BARRYMORE
MARION DAVIES
ROBERT
HELEN

BARRYMORE

JOAN CRAWFORD
RAMON NOVARRO

GRETA GARBO
WALLACE BEERY
MARIE

LIONEL

GABLE

MONTGOMERY
HAYES

ED WYNN
JACK PEARL
JIMMY
DURANTE
IA0REI& HARDY

Stars in Short Features, tool
HAL ROACH DE
LUXE COMEDIES
Laurel-Hardy .Charley
Chase, Thtlma Todd'
PatsyKelly.RoachAll
Stars, OurCang.Roach
Musical Comedies.

* *

M-G-M

FITZPATR1CK
TRAVELTALKS

* *

GOOFY

MOVIES

* *
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"CRIME

HEARSTNEWS
METROTONE
DOESN'T PAY"
SERIES
M-G-M ODDITIES
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M-G-M MUSICAL
REVUES

See the World's Finest
Entertainment First
and Regularly at

sssSss

The Theatre of
The Stars

CONTENTS OF
M-G-M SERVICE
PRESS SHEET!
8 pages with press stories,
exploitation tie-ups and
ads, 6 col., 4 col., 3 col.,
2 col. and 1 col. Mats are
at your branch ! Get some
today, FREE!
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DAILY
"NIGHT FLIGHT"

with John Barrymore,
Helen Hayes, Clark
Gable,
Lionel
Barrymore,
Robert
Montgomery, Myrna Loy, William
Gargan
M-G-M
84 mins.

Buck

"THE

Jones

THRILL

in

HUNTER"

Columbia
60 mins.
NEW
TECHNIQUE IN WESTERNS
GIVES BUCK JONES SWELL CHANCE TO
PUT OVER THRILLS AND LAUGHS.
This major company at least is trying
hard to get away from the routine Western formula, as evidenced in this fast action thriller that is peppered with plenty

"DRUMS
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REALISTIC

"THE AVENGER"

OF DOOM"

Mayflower
GERMAN

WAR

FINELY ADAPTED FOR AMERICAN
ENCES HAS POWERFUL PUNCH.

75 mins.
DRAMA
AUDI-

UNUSUAL AIR DRAMA PACKED WITH
SUSPENSE AND FINE PHOTOGRAPHY
Here is one of the finest pictures of the
PLUS A BOX-OFFICE CAST.
World War so far produced, in that it is
stark realism without any glossing over
Dealing with the hazardous early days
of air service at night, this production has
with romance, sentiment and hokum. It is
enough exceptional qualities to make it an of comedy situations as a foil for the excitement stuff. Jones has the role of a grim, cruel war as the boys of all the naoutstander of its kind. Locale is South
tions experienced it in the trenches. It conAmerica and action concerns the first night roving cowboy with a great imagination.
cerns principally two German youths who
flight over the Andes. John Barrymore, When he meets Dorothy Revier, star of a are buddies, and follows their careers at
managing director of the line, suppresses all producing unit on location in the cow counthe front along with the rest of their detry, he brags to her and the director about
tachment. One lad has a romance with a
human feelings in order to put his plan
his wonderful stunts in racing autos, and
French girl which is filled with fine senthrough, ordering pilots to take off detimental touches of an idealistic youth.
spite weather threats, and succeeding in airplanes all over the world. So the director brings him to Hollywood to play oppo- The other comes home on furlough to find
making the service a reality though it
site Miss Revier in a stunt picture. Then his wife unfaithful to him. Tensely dracosts two lives, including a star pilot, Clark
matic scenes in this sequence, and plenty
Gable, whose wife, Helen Hayes, gives a Buck's troubles begin, as he rides daredevil
touching performance as the wife who waits in a racing auto that he knows nothing of sex. Both youths are killed in action
in vain. Myrna Loy also does nicely as the about, and later in an airplane stunting and the way their deaths are handled will
wife of another pilot, William Gargan, who sequence. He crashes the plane and is grip audiences powerfully. But the big
fired. But the hero makes good in the appeal of the feature is in the realistic
is spurred to fly through a storm because
the chief slyly accused him of being afraid. end by outwitting two bandits in real life scenes in the front line trenches. The
Lionel Barrymore supplies some light who have kidnapped the girl. Jones does a shots are so well staged that they seem
stunt act in a plane pursuing the fleeing
touches as the airport superintendent. Robwar scenes. It is a man's picbandits in a car. The thrills are there like actual
ture, for the war stuff is grim, brutal and
ert Montgomery is good as another pilot.
Cast: John Barrymore, Helen Hayes, Clark plenty, and the airplane shots are full of details every single incident in the catastrogenuine thrills. Good comedy slant all
phe of the German detachment wiped out
Gable, Lionel Barrymore, Robert Montgom- through.
when the French start their drive. For
ery, Myrna Loy, William Gargan, C. Henry
Cast: Buck Jones, Dorothy Revier, Ed those who like their war scenes, this one
Gordon, Leslie Fenton, Harry Beresford,
Le Saint, Eddie Kane, Arthur Rankin, Frank is in a class by itself.
Frank Conroy.
La Rue, Robert Ellis, Harry Semels, Al
Cast: Gustav Diessl, Harry Moebis,
Director, Clarence Brown; Author, An- Smith, John Ince, Alt James, Harry Todd,
Charles Clausen, Frank Campers, Jackie
toine de Sainte Exupery; Adaptor, Oliver Willie Fong.
Monnier.
H. P. Garrett; Cameramen, Oliver T. Marsh,
Director, George B. Seitz; Author, Harry
Director, G. W. Pabst; Author, Ernst
Elmer Dyer, Charles Marshall; Editor, Hal 0. Hoyt; Dialoguer, same; Cameraman,
C. Kern.
Teddy Tetzlaff; Editor, Gene Milford; Re- Johannsen; no other credits listed.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, The
cording Engineer, Glenn Rcminger.
Best.
Direction, Aces. Photography, Exceptional.
Direction, Very Gocd
Photography, Fine

►//

Van Beuren Sales Up

Sales on all Van Beuren short
subjects show a 50 per cent increase
over last year, Amdee J. Van Beuren stated to Film Daily yesterday.
"So far, with only 26 cartoon releases, we have done fifty per cent
better this year than with 39 cartoon
releases last year," said Van Beuren. "The same applies to the Vagabond Adventure series and the Charlie Chaplin re-issues."
Start New Vitaphone Shorts
Ben Blue has started his second
"Big V" comedy at the Vitaphone
studios. Loretta Sayers, Billy Halligan, Dan Coleman are in the supporting cast, with Ralph Staub directing. Jack Henley and Glen Lamdid the started
script. The
also bert
have
their"Easy
secondAces"
for
Vitaphone, with a supporting cast
that includes Charles Williams, Curtis Karpe and Eddie Bruce.
Canton House Raises Scale
Canton, 0. — Top price at the McKinley, neighborhood grind operated
by Young & Rinehart, has been
raised from a dime to 15 cents.
The Lyceum is reopening this
month with vaudeville and films.
Loew's also is adding vaudeville
Friay, with Herman De Vol's orchestra back in the pit.
Vaude in 2 Akron Houses
Akron — With addition of vaudeville at Loew's on Friday, Akron will
have two vaude houses for the first
time in three years. Other is the
Palace.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

WILK

Dore Schary has been placed under contract by M-G-M. He is now
QEORGE rected
STEVENS,
who
has
difor Universal, RKO and writing the screen play for "You
Hal Roach, is directing the comedy Made a Bargain." He was formerly
sequences in "Hollywood Party," at with Columbia. His original story,
M-G-M.
"Born Tough," will be placed in pro* *
*
duction this month by Monogram.
Among former Minneapolitans active in picture work are Dorothy
Bobby Clark and Paul McCullough
Wilson, Kane Richmond, Roger
have begun their seventh two-reeler
Gray and Muriel Babcock.
comedy for RKO Radio Pictures
* ^ *
under the direction of Ben Holmes.
Karl Freund, who directed "Moonas yet untitled, was writlight and Pretzels," will direct "Ma- The story,
ten by Holmes, Johnnie Grey and
dame Spy," for Universal. He also Norman Markwell. The cast included
directed "The* Mummy."
*
*
Al Hill, George Hays, Vivien Field
Harold Shumate, veteran scenar- and Margaret* Armstrong.
*
*
ist and contributor to "The Saturday
Evening Post," has written a new
Junior Coghlan has been signed on
novel, "Roue the Fourth," which is a term contract by Educational Picattracting
attention
among
scenario
writers.
tures for the starring role in their
* *
*
new Frolic of Youth series. Tommy
Mark Sandrich, who directed Carr, son of Mary Carr, is writing
the story for the second comedy in
"Melody Cruise," "So This Is Har- this series, which will shortly go
ris," "Aggie Appleby, Maker of into production,
Men" and other pictures for RKO, has
had his contract renewed by RKO. production. *
* *
This is ninth renewal with the company.
"Hell and High Water" has been
* *
*
set by Paramount as the release title
After an absence of 10 years, Alf of "Cap'n Jericho," featuring Richard Arlen and Judith Allen. Grover
Goulding has returned to the Hal
Jones and William Slavens McNutt
Roach studios. He is directing "The
produced and directed.
Busted Bethrothal."

with Ralph Forbes and Adrienne Ames
Monogram
76 mins.
GOOD MURDER DRAMA CARRYING
WELL-SUSTAINED SUSPENSE AND AN
EXCELLENT
CAST.
Dramatic suspense, mystery, action and
romance, together with a list of players
that do credit to any cast, combine to
make this a satisfying entertainment for
the popular trade. Story revolves around
Ralph Forbes, a prosecutor who is railroaded to prison by a gangleader, Arthur
Vinton, who primarily wants Ralph's girl,
Adrienne Ames. When one of Vinton's
aides threatens to tell, he too is sent up
the river, where he becomes pals with
Ralph and, on being fatally shot while
trying to escape, confesses the frameup
of the attorney. Obtaining his release,
Ralph sets out to get the gang, and one
by one they disappear until only Vinton
is left. Driven insane by fear, he takes
poison under circumstances that point accusingly at Adrienne. All is cleared up
at the finish, and the crooks supposed to
have been killed by Ralph turn out to
be merely prisoners who will be dealt
with in the regular channels of justice.
Cast: Ralph Forbes, Adrienne Ames,
Arthur Vinton, Claude Gillingwater, Charlotte Merriam, J. Carrol Naish, Berton
Churchill, Murray Kinnell, Thomas Jackson, Paul Fix, James Donland, Leonard
Carey, Boothe Howard.
Director, Edward L. Marin; Author, John
Goodwin ; Adaptor, Brown Holmes, Dialoguer, Tristram Tupper; Cameraman, Sid
Hickox; Recording Engineer, John Stransky,
Jr.; Editor, Doane Harrison.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Good.

Warner South- West Deals
95% Closed Within Week
Despite a late selling start, approximately 95 per cent of Warner
1933-34 product deals in the south
and west will be closed within the
week, it was stated yesterday by
Grad Sears, sales executive.
More "Itchy Scratchy" Deals
Joe Goldberg, general sales manager for Resolute Pictures, has closed with Canadian Educational Films
for distribution in Canada of, "Itchy
Scratchy," three-reeler produced by
Walter Futter. Contract was also
entered into with Ben Judell for distribution of the subject in Chicago,
Milwaukee, Indianapolis and St.
Louis. Territories previously reported sold include New York, New
England, Philadelphia, Washington,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati
and the Southwest.
N. Edward Beck to Fort Worth
Ft. Worth, Tex.— N. Edward Beck,
formerly connected with the Fox
theater, Atlanta, has been appointed
manager of the Hollywood, succeeding Harry Gould, transferred to
the Palace.
Charles Previn at Paramount
Charles Previn has been engaged
to direct the New York Paramount
Theater Orchestra, starting Friday.
Benjamin David Moves
Benjamin David, Inc., agent, has
moved to the RCA Building.
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INDEPTS ANSWER
MPTOA ON DUALS
(Continued from Page 1)

speaking for the independents, has
written a letter with copies to President Roosevelt, Administrator Hugh
S. Johnson and Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, denying
Meyer's charges of "cut-throat competition" as well as the allegation
that "a well-financed campaign is
being conducted to use the code to
force duals in all competing situations." Golden, who arrived from
New York last night with President
W. Ray Johnston of Monogram
wrote in part:
"responsible
who
seeSome
fit to ofrunthedouble
features exhibitors"
at certain times
are RKO, Paramount Publix, Loew and thousands of independent exhibitors in the United
States. I also note an advertisement in the
"Rhinelander- Wisconsin Daily News" of Sept.
2 where you, Mr. Meyer, see fit to run in
j your State Theater a double feature bill,
and I also note that it is the only theater
in Rhinelander and that the double feature
bill was played on a Friday and Saturday.
Perhaps
"cut-throat competition" is in
some
otherthetown!
You further state, "that it is time that
(he exhibitors quit being kidded by a hand1 ful of people trying to force their own
double features through the NRA." My dear
sir, that is not the purpose — we are not forcing the double feature, nor are we coercing
the use of the double feature — we merely ask
that an exhibitor, even such as you, have
the right to play a double feature if he
sees fit. What is there misleading about that?
You say "that in a locality where double
features are played by some theaters, it
forces other theaters to go into double features." I call your attention to the City
of New York, where the following theaters
play only single features: Paramount. Capitol. Music Hall, Roxy, Mayfair, Strand,
Rivoli, Rialto and Loevv's State — whereas over
300 theaters in Greater New York are playing double features and they did not, in this
case, force these de luxe theaters to change
their policy from a single to a double feature.
It might interest you to know that in New
York the Loew and the RKO circuits change
their policy, running double features at the
beginning of the week and singles at the end
of the week.
When

you call exhibitors "wilful and irresponsible" because they run double features, you are most unkind to a great many
members
of your own M.P.T.O.A.
who see
. fit to run double features, and surely, Mr.
1 Meyer, you do not place yourself in the same
I category — because you yourself have seen fit
to run double features.
You ask, "why there is such a vociferous
opposition to leaving it to local exhibitors
for a vote?" I do not believe any man is
better able to answer that question than yourself. Knowing what a strong part politics
! can play in having a man change his vote,
conditions sometimes arise whereby for a
slight gratuity an exhibitor might jump the
way of the strong. Would it interest you to
know that a major company
spent a million
Hollars
in New
England
one year
to kill
| the double feature — and was unsuccessful?
And tell me, my good sir, if you were making pictures, would you care to make pictures hinging upon a vote in certain localities?
Do you believe it is fair for a man to make
pictures and then try to sell them, depending
upon votes in a community? And what do
you intend to do with those people who are
out-voted, who believe that their business
depends upon running it as they see fit — -to
sometimes run double features?
When you refer to the "so-called independents," just whom do you mean? Would you
call Columbia, Universal, Monogram, and
aljout 2'0_
believe
cerely other
without a producers
question — ofwhodoubt
that sinthe
playing of a single or double feature is an
individual problem — "so-called independents?"
And, when you question the truth of the
statement of these companies, are you not
encroaching on territories and businesses that
you know very little about?
Don't you think

N-E-W-S OF THE DAY
Milwaukee — A. J. Cooper, former
Youngstown exhibitor, now operates
the Riverside here.

Cleveland — E. C. Flanigon and associates have leased the Roxy from
the Lefkowich-Greenberger Circuit.
They will present burlesque.

Cleveland — Charles Burton is
making extensive alterations at the
Fremont, 0. — Sidney Gladstone
Lincoln preparatory to opening.
has reopened the Fremont.

ZONE MGRS.TO N.Y.
FOR 'FOOTLIGHT' DEBUT
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
of Warner theaters, has ordered all
of the circuit's zone managers east
of Denver to come to New Yoi-k for
tonight's premiere of "Footlight Parade" at the Strand. Bernhard felt
that this was the only way to give
the men a real idea of the picture.

Youngstown — Christy Deibel,
Cleveland — Bill Brooks, Paramount cashier, was married early in former owner of the Liberty, has
just returned from England.
September, it is just learned.
that those of us who are distributors of independent pictures are better judges of what
is good for us than you an exhibitor? You
question the truth of our statements — until
such time as you can refute our statements,
we will stand in the court of equity with
clean hands — and until such time as you
can refute our statements, we must of necessity stand pat on the fact that they are
true statements.
For your information, pictures are sold by
independent producers in those territories
where a single feature is far below what
the percentage of that territory should pay,
and the only reason that this can be done
is because those territories that are running
double features are able to stand the extra
cost of expense due to the smaller income derived from those territories that play on a
single feature program. Is that news to
you, Mr. Meyer?
You say "there is a market for good
pictures," there is always a market for good
pictures. Did you every try to sell any good
pictures in territories controlled by circuit
operators allied with distributors? If you had,
you would not have made such a statement.
You contend that "the spread of double
features is increasing the type of poor pictures." Are you acquainted with the fact
that Paramount, RKO, Warners, Fox and
Metro were at one time advocates of the double features — and surely, their product has
not
been hurt by being advocates of double
features.
Is not the public the final judge, whether
they want double or single features? If you,
as an exhibitor, tried to cater to the wants
of your public and if you found your public
did not want double features, would you run
them, or would any exhibitor run them —
and if the exhibitor saw fit to run double
features because his public wanted them, would
you then state that it was "cut-throat comI agree with you entirely that the NRA
petition"?
Code forces the one and only effective way
to curb and restrain — but to curb and restrain what? You say to restrain the double
feature — the Independent Producer as well as
some majors say to restrain monopolistic practice. That is our difference, sir!
Exhibitors have risen and voiced their
sentiments on the matter of double features.
I refer you to as distinguished a coterie of
exhibitors as you will find in the United
States — Nate Yamins. Charles O'Reilly, J. C.
Ritter and H. M. Richey.
It might further interest you to know
that a contest was held recently by a tradepaper to decide what was the best plan
for the improvement of the motion picture
industry, among who=e judtres was Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A.. and he
nrize winner said this, in part, about double features:
"It seems to me that this is a problem
for the individual exhibitor. If he has found
it to be a business stimulant there is no reason why he should not use double feature
programs."

Though requests for pre-release
showings of the musical are pouring
in, according to Grad Sears and
Andy Smith, the only other dates
Foreclosure Bill Filed
set are for the Roger Sherman, New
12; the Stanley, PittsIn New(Continued
Loew'sfrom Ohio
Setup Haven, burgh,Oct.
Oct. 13; Lake, Cleveland, Oct.
Page 1)
19, and Warner, Youngstown, Oct.
yesterday by Cleveland Trust Co. 20. General release is Oct. 21.
asking judgment of $1,264,000. Petition states the corporation is in
default for failure to deposit bond STATEMENT
OF
THE
OWNERSHIP,
MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION.
ETC.
interest due Dec. 1, 1932, and June
REQUIRED
BY THE ACT OF MARCH
1, 1933, and for failure to return
3. 1933.
$40,000 in principal amount of bonds
OF "THE FILM DAILY." published daily
except Sunday
at New
York, N. Y., for
on these days. Property named in October
1, 1933:
the foreclosure includes the Metro- ss.:
State of New York,
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and that the folForeign Para. Winners Arrive
Eight foreign winners of Paramount's "Search for Beauty" contest
arrive in New York tomorrow on
the Manhattan en route to Hollywood. They include Nita Harvey
and Sidney Towlson, England; Loretta Walker and George H. Allport,
Ireland; Gwenllian Gill and Robert
Sinclair Scott, Scotland; Lucille de
Toit and Donald Tidbury, British
South Africa.
Complete
War
Feature
Mayflower Pictures has completed production on "Drums of Doom,"
war feature compiled at the Standard Sound Studios under the direction of George W. Pabst. Negotiations for a national release are now
under way with Archie Mayers, general sales manager, representing
Mayflower. Mayers is also arranging a world premiere of the film at
a Broadway house.
RKO Circuit Buys Terry-Toon
RKO Circuit has contracted for
the Educational-Paul Terry-Toon,
"The Banker's Daughter," to play
the maximum number of days in
the metropolitan territory starting
Oct. 7.

Aaronson Gets "Loyalties"
Al Aaronson has acquired American distribution riarhts to "Loyalties," Basil Dean picture based on
the John Galsworthy play. Basil
Rathbone is in the cast.

"Deluge" at Rialto Friday
RKO's 'Deluge," with Peggy Shannon, Lois Wilson, Sidney Blackmer
and Matt Moore, opens Friday at
the Rialto.

Oldknow Reopening Seattle House
Seattle — Reopening of the RKO
Orpheum, acquired by Oscar Oldknow,
is scheduled for about Oct.
15.

Circuits Book "Samarang"
United Artists has sold "Samarang" to 21 Publix houses in the
southeast and 40 Sparks houses in
Florida.
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Coast Indies Say Ban on Duals Would Cut Output 70%
CODE IS UNFINISHED
AS HEARINGS RESUME

Trans-Lux

Bids for "3 Pigs" Outright

Trans-Lux, which is playing the Silly Symphony "Three Little Pigs," for a sixth week
at its Broadway house, has made United Artists a bid for outright purchase of this
colored cartoon containing the "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf" ditty. Intention
presumably is to repeat the showing on many future occasions. In its fourth week
it broke the Trans-Lux record and on the Sunday of the fifth week it recorded the
biggest
day in the history of the house.

(Continued from Page 1)

will present whatever clauses he has
redrafted.
What clauses he has completed.
Rosenblatt declined to indicate. No
other meetings are planned for today so far. Asked if he expects
completion of the code at the meetings reconvening today, the deputy
administrator said he "hopes they
stay." No deadline for completion
has been fixed, he indicated.
Producers with whom Rosenblatt
met yesterday afternoon at the Mayflower have finished redrafting
clause 9 dealing with agents, but
have not completed article 10, which
covers premature offers to talent.
Number of persons to comprise
the Code Authority has not been definitely determined, declared Rosenblatt. All branches of industry are
working with him on this provision,
he said.

(Continued from Page 1)

by Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman
and general counsel, with Administrator Hugh S. Johnson, just before
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
hearing on this code got under
Hollywood — Walter Connolly has the
yesterday. Paragraphs 1, 3
signed a new five-year contract with way
Columbia. It calls for him to re- and 6-F were the ones to which
main permanently in Hollywood. Myers took exception. The first two
His previous contract allowed him would ban price-cutting, and the
to spend part of his time on the other deals with allowances on tradein equipment.
stage.
Connolly Signed for 5 Years

in Virginia

Richmond — Theater executives here
£re almost unanimous in reporting an
upturn in business. Sam Bendheim, Jr.,
Walter J. Coulter, Charles A. Somma,
Elmer H. Brient and others state that
receipts started improving in June and
that September was one of the best
monihs
in about
two years.

Washington — Alarmed by the dou- j|
ble feature situation developed in
connection with code proposals, 29
independent coast producers yesterday wired Jacob Schechter, counsel
of the Federation of the M. P. Industry, that any restriction on policy
will result in at least a 70 per cent
cut in the annual amount of independent product.
Washington — Compared with the
"Every member of the Independent Producers Asso. has been
production and distribution phases
of the film industry, exhibition will conscientiously adjusting methods of |
be the division most affected by the production to take care of the inNRA code regulations, as 90 per
creased cost which will be necescent of all film business employees
sitated by the NRA code, with great
are engaged in this field, according willingness to cooperate even though
to an unofficial but authoritative our budgets will be materially affectsource. Eighty-five per cent of pered," says the telegram. It refers to
sons occupied with exhibition duties a "vast amount of unemployment
are not union or skilled workers and that the elimination of double bills
therefore particularly reached by will create," and adds "while independent producers do not have any
the code, it is estimated.
In view of the fact that the code great sum of money to expend on
is bound to substantially increase production, they nevertheless pay all
theater overheads, especially burden- laborers and technical workmen of
some from the standpoint of the all classes a sum equivalent and in
small operation, exhibitor leaders most instances greater than that
are confident that the NRA will pro- paid by major producing companies."
Names attached to the wire are
vide them with various forms of relief in order to enable these small Monogram, George Batcheller,
houses to continue to operate at a Maury Cohen, Majestic, Mascot, I
.orofit.
Trem Carr, Nat Levine, Larry Darmour, Phil Goldstone, Allied, Mayfair, M. H. Hoffman, Goldsmith Productions, Romance Pictures, Burton
Setup of the NRA
King, Willis Kent, General Film,
Being
Reorganized
Eagle Productions, Al Herman,
(Continued from Page 1)
Charles Hutchinson, Sunset Pictures,
tion in dealing with film or other
codes. Whiteside is handling retail Premier Attractions, Tower Productions, Fanchon Royer, Cliff Broughstores and other important codes. ton, Richard
Talmadge, Sig Neufeld,
Rosenblatt stated last night that
the general NRA reorganization Ralph Like.
Schechter last night replied to Ed
plan will not interfere with his functions as far as he knows. To what Kuykendall's attack on duals. Agreeing with Kuykendall's statement
extent Whiteside's jurisdiction
reaches was not known last night. that the "war cry of today is the
right to exist," the attorney declared
that such applies to the independent
About 100 Attending
producers' situation, as it is the
New Code Hearings right of individual exhibitors to exhibit double features. Schechter reiterated his statement that it is not
Washington — More than 100 are
expected to participate in the code enough for the code to omit refermeetings which reconvene today at
ence to double bills, but it must go
the Mayflower. Arrivals late last further and prohibit restrictions.
night included Harry Warner, Felix
Feist, S. R. Kent, Nathan Burkan, Edwin Loeb, Joseph Hazen, Jack Cohn,
Closes Equipment Deals
William Jaffee, Will Hays, Louis NiSigmund Sulin, sales manager of
zer, George Schaefer, Gabriel Hess, Cleveland Sound Engineering Co,,
Willard Patterson, Edward Rafertv,
to the Flora TheH. S. Bareford, Lester Martin, E. A. has soldater,equipment
Brooklyn, and the Fort Lee
Schiller, Nick Schenck, Jacob Theater, Fort Lee, N. J.
Schechter, Dave Palfreyman.

REJECT EQUIP. CODE; EXHIBITION TO FEEL
PREPARING NEW ONE CODE EFFECTS MOST

the operation of the NRA that the
code did not represent the industry
and that a new code would be drawn
and new public hearings on it scheduled at a later date. The suspension
was caused by the statements of the
last witness, Robert Robins, who
claimed his group of tube and sound
manufacturers had never been consulted on the code and that its provisions were oppressive to small enterprises and monopolistic in character and would result in a violation
of court decrees regarding the licensing and sale of sound equipment.
He claimed that his dealers were not
represented here and that, as a reConsumers' Board
sult of operation of the proposed
Opposes Contract code, they would be forced out of
'Continued from Page 1)
business. Decision was made to ho'd
ticnal.
_med that producers had not conferences here with Robins in attendance and begin rewriting a new
es from other
keep pictur
P4pi^° own
Van
V da -E>clir
houses. What effect code as soon as possible. NRA
Sales or. have on the ultimate code claimed that only 58 per cent of the
subjects sh be learned last night. The industry was represented in the code.
Fred Dempsey of the I. A. T. S. E.
over last jrs' Advisor did not oppose
ren stated >oking as long as a proper and Charles L. Reed of the I. B. E.
"So far, ion figure was inserted, beopposed the labor clauses, askleases, wcthat revision of the master W. ing
the code read that minimum
better thit and elimination from the scale that
would be present prevailing
to-buy
es
would solve the rightreleas
minimum instead of $15 weekly as
ren. "Ton.
now proposed. Importers of carbons
bond P
opposed the price schedule provisions
claiming it unfair to them. K. Dameron, assistant to Arthur Whiteside,
' iUsic Hearing, Oct. 17,
Next for Sol Rosenblatt presided at the hearings.
Washington — Rosenblatt's next
public hearing is set for Oct. 17th,
when he presides at the music pub- Myers Protests Against
lishers meeting in the Chamber of
Equipment Code Clauses
Commerce Building.
(Continued from Page 1)

Upturn

29 Producers Join in Plea
for Retention of
Twin Bills

Joe Brandt's NRA Post
Runs Till Code is Signed
Washington — Association of Joe
Brandt with the film industry code
as special advisor will terminate upon completion of the draft, Sol A.
Rosenblatt said last night. Brandt
will report to him concerning code
proposals.

1

Opens New York Office
Kislyn Corp., color company, has
opened an office at 220 W. 42nd
St. Kislyn's process is based on the
Rodolphe Berthon patents and the
company was formerly located at
Englewood, N. J. Carl Louis Gregory is chief technician of the organization.

Castle

Launches

Ad

Drive

Castle Films, which produces, directs
and exhibits business films for leading
corporations throughout the U. S., has
appointed N. W. Ayer & Son, Inc., to
handle its advertising. Consumer and
trade papers will be used in a drive
for new business. Castle has offices in
New York and San Francisco.
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Contracts to Contain Story Synopses

NDEPENDENTS IN REVOLT AGAINST CODE DRAFT
Rosenblatt

Passes

Block Booking and Score
Charges Also Among
Omitted Items
CODE DRAFT ON PAGE 4
Draft of the code as drawn
up by Sol A. Rosenblatt will be
t found starting on page 4.
Washington — Provisions
directly
relating to three major controversial
ssues, right-to-buy, duals, score
harges and block booking are omit-ed from Rosenblatt's tentative code.
-Section 1 of Paragraph 2 of the
istributors' exhibition section, how1 ver, is believed to cover duals as
(Continued

on

Pane

12)

VANT ERPI INCLUDED
IN EQUIPMENT CODE
j That Electrical Research Prodcts, as well as all other equipment
'lanufacturers and dealers, be inluded under the NRA code for the
quipment industry is one of the
hief demands of the sound and tube
•roup, headed by Robert Robins, excutive secretary of the American
ociety for the Protection of the Mo(Continued on

Page

12)

5tar Salaries Untouched
In Rosenblatt Code Draft
| Washington — Fears of the Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences that
he code would seek to control star
alaries did not materialize. No
rovision relates to this situation.
Detroit Women

as Censors

Detroit — A new committee of 150 is
being organized by the Detroit Federation of Women's Clubs to visit theaters,
starting Oct. 12, and recommend "good
pictures." On pictures considered "bad,"
flie intention apparently is to ignore
them. The action will constitute a
form of local censorship, the women
also having written Washington urging
an adequate clause to this effect in the
film code.

Up
Code

Not

Right-to-Buy and Dual Clauses
Retroactive — Contract Compulsory

Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The film industry code will not be retroactive, but will become
effective when signed by President Roosevelt.
It makes the optional standard
licensing agreement compulsory upon all.

Indies
Dissatisfied
With
Rosenblatt Clauses Plan
Mass Meetings
By ARTHUR

Jack Cohn Urges End of Blue Laws
As Impetus to NRA
Suspension of all blue laws, as a
means of inducing more consumption, creating additional employment
and generally pepping up the NRA
program for national recovery, was
urged by Jack Cohn, vice-president
of Columbia, in a statement before
leaving for Washington to attend
the resumed code hearings. Operation of theaters on Sundays everywhere would have a far-reaching
effect in adding to general business
activity, Cohn said, in addition to the
additional tax revenue that would
go to the Government. Declaring
that the present emergency calls for
(Continued

on Page

12)

Recovery Plan

15 Per Cent Eliminations
Permitted on 5-5-5 Basis

the tentative code last night. Although the general policy was to
refrain from official comment, leaders of these three groups unofficially
were bitter in denouncement of vari(Continued

on Pigc

12)

AUTHORITY SETUP

Washington — Through adoption of
the voluntary exhibition contract under Sol A. Rosenblatt's code, 15 per
cent eliminations from contracts on
Washington — Composition of the
a 5-5-5 basis is permitted. Ninety
Code Authority as regards numbers
per cent of the industry is now re- and personnel is left by the tentative code for later determination.
ported under the blue eagle, therefore there is no deadline before The Rosenblatt draft, however, provides when any question directly or
which the industry elements must
indirectly affecting any class of emsign.
ployees is to be considered by the

LEFT JINTIL LATER

(Continued

Expect Territorial Handling

on Page

12)

of Dual Bill Issue National IATSE Scales

Attorney General Gets
Labor Violence Protest

Washington — Although the tentative code avoids any direct reference to double features, broad powers given to local grievance boards
Washington — An exhibitor protest has been filed with the Attor- to be organized in each zone is exney General in connection with acts
pected to permit territorial handling of the issue, according to an
of violence committed during labut authoritative
interbor troubles, but his office will not unofficial
(Continued on Page 12)
disclose identity of the theater men.

Code Calls for Story Synopses
In Contracts With Exhibitors
Open Shop for Industry
Is Included in the Code

W. EDDY

Washington — Independent exhibitor,
confereesproducer
were in and
open distributor
revolt against

Washington — One of the most
important concessions exhibitors
Washington — An open-shop policy have gained in the industry's history appears in the distributor code's
for the industry is provided in the Clause
12, which requires exhibition contracts to contain brief degeneral code provisions, which allow employees to organize and barscriptions of each on story
under cer(Continued
Page 12)
gain collectively.

Specified in Code Draft
Washington — Establishment of I.
A.T.S.E. local wage scales for operators, stagehands and other employees nationally, is a drastic feature of the Sol A. Rosenblatt draft,
which last night aroused intensive
attacks from independent exhibitors.
They envisioned
plan 12)as an in(Continued the
on Page
Records Tumble

All Rivoli records for three years, in
both attendance and receipts, were
broken yesterday by the premiere of
"The Bowery," first 20th Century production. By 11:30 A.M. the box-office
had to stop selling seats, and mobs
surged around the house all day.
Warner's "Footlight Parade," opening
last night at the Strand, set another
record with a long line waiting as early
as 6 P. M. and by opening time it was
impossible to get near the house.

THE

DAILY

"THE

BOWERY"

That energetic new combination of Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck, 20th
Century Pictures, makes a most auspicious debut with this colorful yarn of the rowdy
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Coming and Going

nineties. It's an uproarious affair. Take the best slapstick comedy you ever saw,
multiply it by 41/2, add some touches of soft sentiment under rough exteriors, sprinkle
with a bit of romance, then visualize it all against an oldtime Bowery background that

TAY tonight.
GARNETT
coast

is always in action, and you have a faint idea of what it's like. Director Raoul Walsh
made it a Quirt-and-Flagg affair between Chuck Connors and Steve Brodie, and it is only
necessary to remind you that Walsh is a past master at this sort of thing. The story
is based on the Michael L. Simmons-Bessie R. Solomon novel, with Howard Estabrook

FRED ASTAIRE sailed on the Berengaria last
night for London.

and James Gleason doing the screen play, end it's a grand job for all the cinemasmiths
who helped. Wallace Beery is immense as Chuck. George Raft scores equally as Steve,
Fay Wray is the feminine bone of contention and Jack Cooper is Wally's young pal.
Also among the players who stand out is Pert Kelton. On entertainment values or ?nv
other v/ay you look at it, this looks in the bag.
GILLETTE.

Emanuel Cohen Predicts
Theater Printers' Code
Still Awaits Hearing
More Historical Films
A revival of interest in historical
pictures and a run of ''period pictures'" such as "She Done Him
Wrong" and "The Bowery" are predicted by Emanuel Cohen, who told
Film Daily yesterday that all the
romance, sex interest and attractiveness of modern stories can be
given to the public in well made
historical films.
Cohen also stated that the present
trend is to "swing away from excessive sex." Substantiating his
statement, Cohen said that Paramount expects outstanding hits in
both Marlene Dietrich's "Catherine
of Russia" and Claudette Colbert's
''Cleopatra," which is being produced by Cecil D. DeMille.

Washington — As yet no date has
been set for the public hearing on
the motion picture theater printers'
code, handling of which has been
assigned to Deputy Lindsay Rogers. The code, which covers four
and one-half pages, was adopted by
a conference of printers in Chicago
on Aug. 21 and 22 and filed with
the NRA on Sept. 11th, submitted
under the name of the Motion Picture Theater Printers Assn. The
draft /proposed open shop bargaining; 40-hour week for accounting,
•
clerical, office, service and mechanical employees, and exempts outside
sales persons, emergency and repair
workers and executives, officers and
their immediate assistants. It also
recommends a standard minimum
an hour for woProducers Seek Harmony wage menofand 3040 cents
cents for men, except
On Two Omitted Clauses learners and apprectices. Included
in its clauses is one setting up a
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
Washington — With the tentative contact committee of three members
Net
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Wide Range for 18 Reade Houses
of Thomas Joseph Martin, Jr., born
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
Contracts have been signed for Monday evening at the Fitch SaniPara.
Publix
1 1/4
1 1/4
1 'A
Wide Range installations in the 18 tarium.
Western Electric equipped Walter
Another for John Danz
Reade houses, C. W. Bunn, general
Al Altman Improved
Seattle — John Danz has added the sales manager of Electrical Research
Roosevelt to his circuit.
Al Atlman of M-G-M is recuperProducts, announces.
ating following a successful sinus
operation and is expected back at
Study Minneapolis
Censor Bill
his desk in about a week.
HUMOR FOR SALE
Minneapolis — A committee of
aldermen is now studying the recExcellent collections of gags, old, huGleason-Greenwood
Film Here
morous, scarce books of humor, which I
om endation ofMayor
A.film
G. "Buzz"
must sell CHEAP. Excellent for gag men.
"Orders
is
Orders,"
co-starring
Bainbridge
for
a
city
censor.
Collection of 25 years. Address Pitzer,
The plan calls for licensing of all James Gleason and Charlotte Green41 Wocdlawn Avenue, Jersey City, N. J.
has been received by Gaumontfilms and would bring $25,000 rev- Britishwood,for
release here.
enue for the city.
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MRS. FRANK
from
Hollywood.
BUSBY

and his mother leave for the

BORZAGE

BERKELEY

is in New

York

leaves today for the coast.

ANDY SMITH and S. CHARLES EINFELD left
for Boston last night to attend a meeting of
all Publix theater managers
in New
England.
BILL DALTON, organist of the Grand, Columbus, Ohio, has arrived in New York to confer with Warners on a special musical arrangement for the "Footlight Parade" song numbers.

Mich. Allied Opposes
Ban on Co-operatives
Washington — Taking exception to
the action last Friday of the Detroit independent exhibitor group,
the board of directors of Allied
Theaters of Michigan yesterday
wired Sol A. Rosenb.att that it opposes any ban on buying cooperatives. Representing 160 houses, the
board went on record as favoring the
right to buy. It registered its willingness to approve a ban on cooperatives provided the code orders
circuits to discontinue operating,
thus putting independent houses on
an equal competitive buying basis
with producer-owned circuits.
The statement, made in a wire
sent to Rosenblatt and signed by
Charles Kohner, represents opinion
of 35 Detroit theaters who, it is
claimed, held a rump session after
a regularly called exhibitor meeting in Detroit on Friday. The
board endorses the right-to-buy
clause as drafted by Abram F.
Myers, and
H. J.
M. C.
Richey,
Yamins
RitterNathan
for Allied
States Assn.
Kahn Made Columbus Manager
Columbus — Horton Kahn, manager of the RKO Palace, has been
made city manager for RKO here.
Fischer Gets Another House
Cleveland — Meyer Fischer, president of Fischer Film Exchanges, has
acquired the State, Hamilton. He
«also has the Mall here.
THEATRE OWNERS
ATTENTION!

We have in stock
over 50,000 yards
CRESTWOOD &
PREMIER CARPETS

Largest variety of
THEATRE PATTERNS
ever assembled

Greater N. Y.
Exoort House, Inc.
250 West 49th Street
LAckawanna

4-0240

New York

Theat'-e Carpets Our Specialty
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•40 -HOUR WEEK SET
FOR MAJOR LINES
Washington — Maximum of 40
lours a week is generally fixed for
abor in all three major branches of
he industry under the tentative code
hafted by Sol A. Rosenblatt. In connection with ,production, studio mechanics are limited to a 36-hour
week. Minimum weekly wages for
any class of employees engaged in
production is fixed at 40 cents an
-lour, while clerical, office and service employees receive a minimum
bf 50 cents an hour. Wage for extras is set at $7.50 a day with
to
according
upward
I pay graded
aracter and importance of performance and wardrobe requirements. Atmosphere people will get
T a minimum of $5 daily and mobs a
similar amount.
In distribution, maximum working hours provision does not apply
than
more
receiving
t i persons
5 a week. Wage scale minimums
graduated according to size of
vns.

Berkeley Signs 8 Beauties
Returning to the coast today to
start work on "Wonderbar," Busby
^Berkeley,
Warner
dance and ensemble director, will take along eight
} beauties picked by him during his
urn here in search of girls for
future Warner pictures.
The girls
^include
Blanche
McDonald
(Miss
i California),
Marie
Marks
(Miss
•Missouri),
Clare
Augerot
(Miss
^ New York State), Rickey Newell,
Jane Vance, Grace Moore, Margie
Murphy and Diane Bourget.
Shrine to Run Philly House
Philadelphia — The Met theater,
former Metropolitan
Opera House,
seating
4,000,
is being equipped
. with
RCA
Victor
High
Fidelity
, sound, preparatory to reopening at
an early date.
The house has been
taken over by the Lulu Temple Ancient Arabic Orders Nobles of the
" operated.
Mystic Shrine, by whom

it will be

Win. Bernfield Joins U. A. in K. C.
Kansas
City— William
P. Bernfield, formerly with the public relations department of the Paramount
exchange, has resigned to become
i exploitation man for United Artists.

RY'
THEDATIND
KS
E UST
BOO

Oct. 16-18:

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beach
Hotel. Chicago.
Oct. 17: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.
Dec. 31:
New

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
York.
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• •
• THEY SMASHED it over on that Warner World
Premiere of "Footlight Parade"
the mob of sightseers
for a solid block around the Strand kept the invited guests from
reaching the gate
and the cops were powerless to do
much about it
Army searchlights lit up the streamer
banners from roof to marquee
it looked like a New
Orleans Mardi Gras with squadrons of Equity chorus gals in
gaily colored shorts riding on bikes up and down the Main Stem
while 200 pounds of colored confetti showered the sighseers like a New England snowstorm

*

*

*

*

• • • IN THE lobby a squad of blonde cops from the
Vitaphone stude set the atmosphere. \
and inside the theater another batch of Vitaphone Girls handed out programs
and acted as ushers
as far as we are concerned, they
looked as good in their daringly abbreviated costumes as the
eyefuls in the "Footlight Parade"
and higher tribute
no kolyumist can possibly pay
Al Jolson with Ruby
Keeler were the first celebs to arrive. .', . . then Busby Berkeley
with seven Beautifuls of the 50 he has just picked for his next
pix
a gorgeous
silver program
provided each guest
the Show is on!
we dashed back to catch the
press As Thousands Cheered. ...'... . yezzir
it was An
Opening!
*
*
*
*
• •
• ABOUT
THE most spectacular dance cycle ever
seen on a New York stage
is the feature number on
"Roxy's" presentation at the Radio City Music Hall starting
today
the complete cycle of the dance is presented in
"Revue de la Danse" in 11 scenes
from the primitive
jungle rhythms through the courtly figures of the middle ages
and into the modernistic jazz tempo
the choreography
is by Florence Rogge, ballet director, and Gene Snyder, associate director of the Roxyettes

*

*

*

♦

• •
•
STARTING
TODAY
all press stories for
RKO theaters will be sent out through the newspaper contact
desk supervised
Hal Olver in this
the includes
publicity all
dep't
the 12th
floor
of the RKO bybuilding
RKOon theaters,
the New Roxy and the Palace
George Dewey Washington has been added to the cast of the Roxy Seventh Ave. stage
show
also onstarting
the billFriday,
... . . . with Bobby Sanford's "Show Boat" revue
^

:£

%

^

• •
• STARTING
OFF the new administration
Arthur James will preside at the AMPA luncheon today as
toastmaster, emcee, raconteur, bon vivant and empey editor of
the "Billboard"
as a former prexy of the pressageys'
club, he will show how things were done in the good ole days
when a Pressagent was a Personality
if you
follow us ever so slightly
Chester Hale will interview
girls at his studio on Friday at 4 p. m
for engagements
in a series of shorts he will make for Fox
)p

!p

i|C

• •
• THE WILL of the late Sime Silverman places 300
shares of stock of "Variety" in trust for eight of the staff
Harold Erichs, Abel Green, Hal Halperin, Louis Rydell receive
the income
from 50 shares each
Jack Pulaski, Bob
Landry, Joshua Lowe and Joseph Bigelow receive the income
from 25 shares each
balance of the estate goes to Sime's
"boy" Syd, his widow and mother

«

«

»

Admonished time and again by
Referee Henry K. Davis, at yesterday's hearing of Paramount Publix
creditors, for his method of questioning and the fact that he was
duplicating testimony previously
brought out concerning the Paramount-Columbia Broadcasting Co.
deal, Samuel Zirn, counsel for a
bondholders' group, was told by Davis
nextsetWednesday's
ingthat
Davisat will
a time limithearfor
the
completion
of
questioning by
Zirn.
With Ralph A. Kohn on the witness stand, Zirn attempted to ascertain whether Paramount had a
surplus available at the time of the
repurchase of 49,887 shares of its
own stock at $85 per share from
William S. Paley of Columbia
Broadcasting. Counsel for the trustees and attorneys representing
other bondholder groups objected to
the "waste of time" in a re-hash of
the subject which is already in the
record. Zirn protested that he was
inquiring as to whether Paramount
directors acted illegally in the repurchase of the stock. Davis ruled
out all further testimony regarding
the transaction until an independent auditor's report, now being
made, is rendered.
Although requested by Zirn to
produce Adolph Zukor's contract for
1929 and other officers' contracts,
Kohn failed to produce the contracts, stating that he "was not going to be a clerk for any attorney"
and that proper request for the papers should be made to the trustees.
In this connection Samuel Issacs
counsel for Paramount trustees told
the referee that he had brought the
contracts to the hearing but that
he would not put them in evidence
unless requested to do so by Zirn.
No formal request was subsequently made by Zirn. The meeting was
adjourned to Oct. 11 at 10:30 A. M.
Sam Hardy in G-B Picture
London — Sam Hardy has started
work in the Gaumont-British picture, "Aunt Sally," star-ring Cicely
Courtneidge.

Sji

• • • ALL THE famous aviators in and around this
hamlet will be seen as guests of Major Bowes at the first
evening performance of "Night Flight" at the Capitol on Friday
Alexander Gray, screen, stage and radio star lately appearing in the metropolitan de luxers, is back on the air
with the Irvin Cobb program

«

SETTING TIME LIMIT
IN PARAMOUNT QUIZ

»

»

MANY UAPPY RETURNS!
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 5
George Irving
Arthur M. Loew
Kathryn
Crawford

David L. Loew
James Bradbury, Jr.
Louise

Dresser

■c
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FILM INDUSTRY CODE DRAFTED BY ROSENBLATT
First Revision of Fair
Practice Code for
Motion Pictures
Washington — Following is the
motion picture industry code, after
its first revision by Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt:

Code of Fair Competition
for the

Motion Picture Industry
(First

Revision)

None of the provisions contained herein are
to be regarded as having received the approval of the National Recovery Administration as applying to this Industry.

ARTICLE I
Definitions
(Section devoted to defining various
industry terms)
ARTICLE II
Administration
1. A Code Authority of the Motion Picture Industry constituted as
in this Article provided and herein
referred to as the "Code Authority"
shall administer this Code, and shall
have such powers as shall be necessary therefor, together with such
other powers and duties as are pre>
scribed in this Code.
2. (a) The Code Authority shal!
consist of the following:
(b) As and when any question directly or indirectly affecting any
class of employees engaged in the
motion picture industry is to be considered by the Code Authority, one
representative of such class, selected by the Administrator from nominations made by such class in such
manner as may be prescribed by
the Administrator, shall sit with
and become for such purposes a
member of the Code Authority with
a right to vote.
(c) The Administrator may designate not more than three additional
persons without vote who shall not
have any direct, personal interest in
the motion picture industry nor
represent any interest adverse to
the interest of those engaged therein, as representatives of the Administration.
(d) In case of the absence, resignation, death, ineligibility or incapacity of any member of the Code
Authority to act, an alternate of the
same general class of the industry
and a bona fide executive or, as the
case may be, a bona fide Exhibitor,
designated by him shall act in place
of such member. Such designated
alternate shall be certified to the
Code Authority, but the Code Authority may reject such alternate
and require another to be designated.
4. The Authority may make such
rules as to meetings and other procedural matters as it may from time
to time determine.
•5. The Code Authority may from
time to time appoint Committees
which may include or be constituted

of persons including or other than
members of the Code Authority as
it shall deem necessary to effectuate
the purpose of this Code, and may
delegate to any such Committee
generally or in particular instances
such power and authority within the
scope of the powers granted to the
Code Authority under this Code.
The Code Authority may at any
time remove from any Committee
any member thereof. The Code
Authority shall coordinate the duties of the Committees with a view
to promoting joint and harmonious
action upon matters of common interest.
6. (a) The Code Authority shall
be empowered to collect from the
members of the industry all data
and statistics required by the President, or reasonably pertinent to the
effectuation of Title I of the National Industrial Recovery Act and
compile the same and disseminate
among the members of the industry
summaries thereof, all in such form
and manner as the Code Authority
or the Administration shall prescribe. All such statistics, data and
information of any one member of
the industry shall not be revealed
to any other member. The dissemination of summaries of such information shall not be deemed a
disclosure thereof. In addition to
information required to be submitted to the Code Authority, there
shall be furnished to government
agencies such statistical information
as the Administrator may deem
necessary for the purposes recited
in Section 3 (a) of the National
Industrial Recovery Act.
(b) The Code Authority shall
have the right to make independent
investigations of violations or alleged violations of the Code by any
branch of the industry or by any
person, firm or corporation engaged
in any branch of the industry; and
in connection with any such investigations, the Code Authority
shall have the right to call upon
any persons, firms or corporations
engaged in the industry to furnish
to the Code Authority, or to its
duly authorized agencies for that
purpose, all original books, contracts, documents, records, and any
other data which it may desire to
have produced before it, and the
persons, firms or corporations so
called upon shall furnish the material so requested of them with
all due diligence. Failure to produce any such original books, contracts, documents, records, and any
other data so requested by the Code
Authority shall be a violation of
this Code.
7. The Code Authority shall assist the National Recovery Administrator in administering the provisions of this Code, in making investigations asto the functioning or
observance of any of the provisions
of this Code at its own instance or
on the complaint of any person, and

forty '(40) hours in any one week:
Accountants; accounting machine
operators; bookkeepers; clerks; firemen; garage clerks; gardners;
janitors; librarians; mail clerks;
messengers; mimeograph operators;
porters; readers; restaurant workers; seamstresses; secretaries (exclusive of Executives' secretaries);
stenographers; telephone and telegraph operators; timekeepers;
typists; and watchmen.
(c) No studio mechanic of the
following classes shall work more
than thirty-six (36) hours in any
one week:
Artists and sculptors; automotive
mechanics; blacksmiths; carpenters;
casters and mouldmakers (staff);
cement finishers; chauffeurs and
truck drivers; construction foremen
(c) Failure to promptly pay any (carpenters); electrical foremen;
workers; floormen (elecassessment or levy made pursuant electrical
tric); foundrymen; gaffers; grips;
to an order of the Code Authority
as an expense of administering this laborers; lamp operators; machinCode shall be a violation of this
ists;
marbleizers,
grainers and
furniture
finishers; modelers
(staff);
Code.
modelmakers
(staff);
moulders
ARTICLE III
(metal) ; painters; pattern makers;
General Provisions
plasterers; plumbers; projectionists
Section 1. As required by Section (except process projectionists);
7 (a), Title I, of the National In- propertymen; scenic artists; set
dustrial Recovery Act, the follow- drapers; sheet-metal workers; sign
writers; sprinkler fitters; steam
ing are conditions of this Code:
(a) That employees shall have the fitters; swing gang (property); upholsterers; welders and Laboratory
right to organize and bargain collecWorkers
of
the following classificatively through
'representatives
of
their own
choosing,
and shall be
tions: chemical mixers, negative assemblers and breakerdowns ; negafree from the interference, restraint, or coercion of employers of
tive developers' assistants, negative
labor, or their agents, in the desig- notchers, negative splicers, positive
nation of such representatives or in daily assemblers, positive developers' assistants, positive release
self-organization or in other concerted activities for the purpose of splicers, printers, processing and
collective bargaining or other mu- negative polishers, release inspectual aid or protection;
tors, rewinders, sensitometry assistants, shift boss printers and
(b) That no employee and no vault clerks.
one seeking employment shall be
The maximum
hours (a),
fixed (b)
in required as a condition of employ- the(d)foregoing
paragraphs
ment to join any company union or
to refrain from joining, organizing, and (c) shall not apply to employees
or assisting a labor organization of on emergency, maintenance and re.his own choosing; and
pair work;
nor toofcases
restriction of hours
skilledwhere
workers
(c) That employers shall comply
with the maximum hours of labor, on continuous processes would hinder, reduce or delay production; nor
minimum rates of pay, and other
conditions of employment, approved
or prescribed by the President.
(1) employees in executive or
Section 2. No provisions of this managerial capacities, professional
Code shall be interpreted or applied persons, actors (exclusive of soin such a manner as to permit called "extras") ; attorneys and their
assistants; department heads and
monopolies, permit or encourage un- their
assistants; directors; doctors;
fair competition; or eliminate, oppress or discriminate against small managers; executives, their assistants and secretaries; professional
enterprises.
nurses; producers and their assisARTICLE IV
tants; purchasing agents; unit busiLabor Provisions
ness managers; and writers; nor to
A. On and after the effective date
(2) employees engaged directly in
of this Code, in the PRODUCTION production work whose working
of Motion Pictures:
time must necessarily follow that of
Section 1— HOURS
OF EMPLOY- a production unit, including art diMENT.
rectors; assistant directors; cameramen and assistants; company ward(a) No employee shall work more
robe men (women) and assistants;
than
week. forty (40) hours in any one costume designers; draftsmen;
make-up artists and hairdressers;
(b) No employee of the follow- optical experts; positive cutters and
ing classes shall work more than assistants;
process
projectionists;
Jo
shall report to the Administrator
on any such matters; may initiate
and shall consider such recommendations and regulations and interpretations, including trade practices,
as may come before it.
8. (a) The Code Authority shall
have the right to appoint, remove,
and fix the compensation of all persons whom it may employ to assist
it in any capacity whatsoever in
administering this Code.
(b) The expenses of the Code
Authority in administering this
Code shall be budgeted and fairly
allocated among the three divisions
of the industry and assessed against
the respective members thereof subject to this Code, in such manner
as
shall be determined by the Code
Authority.
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Labor Requirements Are Set Forth in Complete Detail
script clerks; set dressers; "standby" or "key-men"; sound engineers;
sound mixers; sound recorders;
wardrobe fitters; nor to
(3) employees regardless of
classification assigned on location
work; nor to
(4) employees engaged directly in
news-reel production work in the
following classifications: editors and
sub-editors; film cutters and film
joiners; type setters; camera men
and sound men; the working hours
of news-reel cameramen and soundmen shall be limited to three hundred and twenty (320) hours in any
eight-week period, to be computed
from the time such employees leave
their base of operation with their
equipment until the time of their return, or are required to remain in
a designated place; contacting and
planning shall not be computed as
working hours, nor shall this limitation on working hours apply to
newsreel cameramen and soundmen
who make special trips of a semivacational nature on trains, ships,
etc., or who shall be assigned to
duty at a summer or winter resort
for an extended period of time, nor
to newsreel cameramen and soundmen on roving or "gypsy" assignments; nor to
(5) employees of producers of
animated motion picture cartoons in
the following classifications: animators; assistant animators; cartoon photographers; story and music
department employees; tracers and
opaquers; the working hours of tracers and opaquers shall be limited
to forty-four (44) hours in any
one week, subject to the exceptions
made herein in cases of emergency.
(e) With respect to those employees embraced within subdivision
(2) of the foregoing subdivision (d)
of this Section 1, such employees
(1) employed on an hourly basis
shall at the conclusion of any single
production be given a full day off
without pay for each six (6) hours
of work in excess of a thirty-six
(36) hour weekly average during
the production;
(2) employed on a weekly basis
without overtime compensation shall
at the conclusion of any single production be given a full day off with
pay for each six (6) hours of work
in excess of a thirty-six (36) hour
weekly average during the production.
Section 2— MINIMUM WAGES.
(a) No employee of any class
shall be paid less than forty (40)
cents per hour.
(b) The following clerical, office
and service employees shall be paid
not less than fifty (50) cents per
hour:
Accountants; accounting machine
operators; bookkeepers; clerks; file
clerks; firemen; garage clerks; readers; secretaries; stenographers; telephone and telegraph operators;
timekeepers; typists.
(c) No employee of the following

classes of studio mechanics shall be
paid less per hour than the rates
specified for each class:
Artists
and Sculptors. .. .$1.94
Automotive Mechanics 1.00
Blacksmiths
1.16 2/3
Carpenters i
1.16 2/3
Casters
and Mouldmakers
(staff)
1.16 2/3
Cement Finishers
1.16 2/3
Construction
Foremen
(carpenters)
1.33 1/3
Electrical Foremen
1.33 1/3
Electrical Workers . \
1.16 2/3
Flooi'men (electric)
1.00
Foundrymen
1.16 2/3
Gaffers
1.16 2/3
Grips
1.00
Laborers
60
Lamp
Operators
1.00
Machinists
1.16 2/3
Marbleizers, Grainers and
Fur Finishers
1.40
Modelers (staff) ..'
1.94
Modelmakers
(staff)
1.25
Moulders (metal)
1.16 2/3
Painters
1.16 2/3
Pattern Makers
1.16 2/3
Plasterers
\
1.25
Plumbers
1.16 2/3
Projectionists
1.25
Propertymen
(first)
1.00
Propertymen
(second)
. . .90
Scenic
Artists
2.25
Set Drapers
1.00
Sheetmetal Workers
1.16 2/3
Sign Writers
1.66 2/3
Sprinkler fitters
1.16 2/3
Steam fitters
1.16 2/3
Swing gang (property) .75
Upholstei'ers
1-10
Welders
1-16 2/3
When any of the above studio
mechanics works more than six
hours per day on (1) emergency,
maintenance or repair work, or (2)
to avoid hindering, reducing or delaying production, he shall be compensated at not less than time and
one half for all overtime in excess
of six hours.

(d) No employees of the following classes shall be paid less per
hour than the rates specified for
each class:
Assistant Cutters
1.00
Chauffeurs and Truck
Drivers
83 1/3
Laboratory workers of the
following
classifications:
Chemical Mixers
.70
Negative
Assemblers
and
Breakerdowns
81
Negative
AssistantsDevelopers'
Negative Notchers
Negative Splicers .1
Positive Daily Assemblers

81
75
70
.75

Positive
AssistantsDevelopers'
Positive Release -Splicers .
Printers
>
Processing and Negative
Polishers
i
Release Inspectors
Rewinders
Sensitometry Assistants
.
Shift Boss Printers
Vault Clerks
Film Loaders

74
.64
81
70
70
64
.81
93
81
83 1/3

When any of the above employees
works more than thirty-six (36)
hours in any one week on (1)
emergency, maintenance or repair
work; or (2) to avoid hindering,
reducing or delaying production, he
shall be compensated at straight
time for all overtime in excess of
thirty-six
(36) cumulative hours.
(e) With respect to the following
classifications there may be substituted a weekly wage in lieu of an
hourly wage.
Per Wk.
Construction
Forman
(carpenter)
$76.75
Electrical
Foreman
76.75
Gaffer
j
68.50
Floorman (electric)
60.00
Grips
60.00
Propertymen
(first)
60.00

purposes and to interpret the terms
of anytras"provisions
made the
for same,
"exand to supervise
receive and pass on complaints and
grievances, and to otherwise aid in
sions.
effectuating the foregoing proviSuch standing committee under
the supervision of the Code Authority shall cause a reclassification of
"extras" and "extra talent" to be
undertaken, based upon the following qualifications for such labor:
(a) "Extra Players" shall be
those who by experience and/or
ability are known to be competent
to play group and individual business and/or bits and parts and to
otherwise appear in a motion picture in other than atmospheric background or crowd work.
(b) Atmosphere people who are
not to be classified as dependent on
motion pictures for a livelihood, but
who may be recorded, listed and
called upn for occasional special
qualifications not possible of filling
from the registered Extra Players.

However for "stand-by" or "key
men," not more than one man of
any of the above classifications
shall be assigned to any one producing unit.
(f ) With respect to all employees
listed in paragraphs (c) and (d)
of this section, the foregoing scale
(c) Crowds not classified, includof minimum wages shall prevail on
ing racial groups, location crowds
all locations excepting when the
following wage scale may be paid in where transportation is unpractiand crowd assemblies of a publieu thereof on distant location if cablelic nature.
so stipulated before employment
The minimum pay for the forecommencesareand
all such employee's lows: going classifications shall be as folexpenses
paid;
Distant locations when employed
(a) "Extra Players," $7.50 per
less than one week of seven days
day, with this minimum graded upand subject to "call at any time":
ward according to the character and
DistanttionLocaimportance of the performance and
daily
Distant
Studio
rate when
Location
the personal wardrobe required, the
Hourly
less than
Weekly
Rate

one week

Rate

$2.25
$27.25
$161.75
1.94
24.00
141.75
1.63 2/3
20.75
121.75
1.40
17.25
101.75
1.33 1/3
15.75 91.75
1.25
14.75 86.75
1.16 2/3
13.75 81.75
1.10
13.25 78.00
1.00
12.25 71.75
.90
11.50 66.75
.83 1/3
8.50
51.75
.75
8.00
46.75
.60
6.50
37.75
When the distance location daily
rate above is employed the total
wage for any one week shall not
exceed the distant location weekly
wage.
(g) Every news-reel cameraman
or soundman shall be given one day
off with pay for every four cumulative days (24 hours per day) that
he is away from his base of operations, except if on roving or "gypsy"
assignments.
Section 3— PROVISION
REGARD-

minimum for Class A "dress" people to be $15 per day; provided that,
if any "extra player" is required
to play a part or bit with essential
story dialogue, the minimum shall
be $25 per day, all adjustments for
performance of grades of work higher than that for which the player
was called, to be certified immediately by the company.
(b) Atmosphere people, $5 ,per
day, provided that any "extra player" may accept atmosphere work
without losing or jeopardizing his
registration as an "extra player."
(c) Crowds, $5 per day, provided
that this minimum shall not prevent the employment of large
groups under special circumstances
at a rate lower than the minimum.
The following shall be provided
for by said standing committee
among the working conditions to be
regulated as above provided:

(a) Casting
and employment
interviews of women
and children
shall be by women casting officials,
and men by men.
ING "EXTRAS."
(b) No one shall be employed as
The Code Authority provided for
in this Code shall undertake and an "extra player" or "atmosphere
provide for rules and regulations worker" who is a dependent member of the immediate family of any
to be adopted by all casting agencies
and/or Producers with respect to regular employee of a motion picture company or any person who is
"extras," and shall appoint a standing committee representative of em- not obliged to depend upon extra
ployers, "extra players," and the work as a means of livelihood, unpublic, to effectuate the foregoing
less the exigencies
of production

DAILY
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Code

Specifies Wages

and

1— HOURS
OF EMPLOYreasonably construed, requires an Section
MENT.
furAnd
exception to be made.
(a) No employee except outside
ther, no one shall be employed as an
"extra player" or "atmosphere salesmen shall work more than forty
worker" on account of personal fa- (40) hours in any one week.
voritism.
(b) This provision for working
hours shall not apply to professional
eight
be
shall
work
day's
A
(c) with overtime as provided by persons employed in their profession
hours,
nor to employees in a managerial or
the California statutes.
an executive capacity or in any other
the
under
(d) No person coming
capacity of distinction or sole reabove classifications shall be persponsibility who now receive more
mitted to work in more than one
than $35.00 per week; nor to empicture for the same day's pay inployees on emergency or maintenance and repair work.
cluding overtime, this provision beent
employm
ing intended to spread
Section 2— MINIMUM
WAGES.
(e) Transportation to and from
No employee shall be paid:
locations and time employed in in(a) Less than fifteen ($15.00)
terviews and fittings shall be on
dollars per week in any city over
company time, and equitable regulations to carry out this provision and 500,000 population or in the immediate trade area of such city.
to correct such other inequalities of
(b) Less than $14.50 per week in
working conditions as may appear,
any city between 250,000 and 500,000
shall be adopted.
population or in the immediate trade
of work shall be es- area of such city.
(f) Rotation
tablished to such reasonable degree
(c) Less than $14.00 per week in
as may be possible and practicable. any city up to 250,000 population or
city.
in
the immediate trade area of such
(g) No person not a registered
"extra player" shall be requested by
Section 3 — On or after the effeca studio casting office from any casttive date no person under sixteen
ing agency, and each registered "exprovided with years of age shall be employed in
tra player" shall becation;
suitable the distribution of motion pictures,
a card of identifi
regulations for carrying out this provided, however, where a State law
provision shall be adopted.
provides a higher minimum age, no
below the age specified by
Section 4— OVERRIDING
PROVI- person
such State law shall be employed
SIONS. <
within that State.
C. On and after the effective date
If the prevailing wage scale and
maximum number of hours per week of this Code, in the Exhibition of
as of August 23, 1933, as fixed in motion pictures —
any agreement between the employ- Section 1— LABOR OTHER THAN
ers and associations of any such emACTORS.
ployees, however, shall be at a rate
1. No person under sixteen (16)
exceeding the minimum wage scale
herein provided for or less than the years of age shall be employed;
number of hours per week herein provided, however, that where a
provided for with respect to any of State law provides a higher minimum age no person below the age
such employees, such scales and
hours of labor in the localities where specified by such State law shall
same were enforced shall be deemed be employed within that State.
2. No employee shall work more
to be, and hereby are declared to
be, the minimum scale of wages and than 40 hours in one week, except
maximum number of hours with re- that such maximum hours shall not
spect to such employees in such lo- apply to employees in a managerial,
calities under this Section of the executive or advisory capacity who
Code.
now receive $35.00 or more per
week.
Section 5— CHILD
LABOR.
3. With respect to employees reguOn and after the effective date of
larly employed as ticket sellers, doorthis Code, no person under sixteen
men, ushers, cleaners, matrons,
(16) years of age shall be employed watchmen, attendants, porters, and
in the production of motion pictures, office help, such employees shall reprovided, however, where a State law
ceive not less than a twenty per
provides a higher minimum age, no cent (20%) increase over the wage
person under the age specified by paid to them as of August 1, 1933,
said State law shall be employed in in cities and towns having a populathat State, and provided further,
tion of less than 15,000.
however, where a role or roles are to
4.
With respect to employees regbe filled by a child or children, a
ularly employed as ticket sellers,
Producer may utilize the services of doormen, cleaners, matrons, watchsuch child or children upon his commen, attendants, porters, and office
pliance with the provisions of State help, such employees shall receive
laws appertaining thereto.
not less than 30 cents per hour in
B. On and after the effective date cities and towns having a population
of this Code, in the DISTRIBUTION of more than 15,000 and less than
of Motion Pictures:
500,000, and not less than 35 cents

Hours
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per hour in cities and towns having
a population of more than 500,000.
5. With respect to employees regularly employed as ushers, in cities
and towns having a population over
15,000, such employees shall receive
a wage of not less than 25 cents per
hour.
6. A. Employees associated with
organizations of or performing the
duties of carpenters, electrical workers, engineers, firemen, motion picture machine operators, oilers, painters, theatrical stage employees, theatrical wardrobe attendants, or other
skilled mechanics and artisans, and
musicians, who are directly and regularly employed by the Exhibitors,
shall receive the minimum wage and
work the maximum number of hours
per week fixed as of August 23, 1933,
as the prevailing scale of wages and
maximum number of hours of labor
by organizations of any of such employees affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor with respect to
their respective type of work in a
particular class of theater or theaters in a particular location in a
particular community, and such
scales and hours of labor with respect to any of such employees in
such community shall be deemed to
be, and hereby are declared to be,
the minimum scale of wages and
maximum number of hours with respect to such
employees
such communities in such
class ofin theater
or
theaters.
B. In the event that there exist in
the particular community organizations of such employees above mentioned, whether such organizations
are affiliated as above set forth or
otherwise, and (1) no prevailing
scale of wages and maximum number of hours for such employees exist in such community with respect
to such employees, or (2) any dispute should arise as to what is the
minimum scale of wages or the maximum number of hours of labor with
respect to any of such employees for
a particular class of theater or theaters in any particular community,
then and in either of those events:
(a) If the question at issue arises
with the organization of such employees affiliated with the American
Federation of Labor, then a representative appointed by the National
President of such affiliated organization, together with a representative
appointed by the disputant, shall examine into the facts and determine
the existing minimum scale of wages
and maximum number of hours of
labor for such theater or theaters in
such particular locality, and in the
event they cannot agree upon the
same, they shall mutually designate
an impartial third person who shall
be empowered to finally determine
such dispute, with the proviso, however, that in the event such representatives cannot mutually agree
upon such third person, then the
National
Recovery
Administrator

however,
shall designate

such

third

person;

(b) If the question at issue arises
with the unorganized employees or
with an organization of such emnot affiliated
the then
Amer-a
icanployeesFederation
of with
Labor,
representative of such unorganized
employees, or, as the case may be,
a representative appointed by the
President of such unaffiliated organization, together with a representative appointed by the disputant,
together with a representative appointed by the National President of
such affiliated organization above
referred to, shall examine into the
facts ,and unanimously determine
the existing scale of wages and
maximum number of hours of labor
for such theater or theaters in such
particular community, and in the
event they cannot agree upon the
same, they shall mutually designate
an impartial third person who shall
be empowered to finally determine
such dispute, with the proviso, however, that in the event such representative cannot mutually agree upon such impartial third person, then
he National Recovery Administrator
shall designate such impartial third
C. Pending the determination of
person.
any such dispute, the rate of wages
then paid by the Exhibitor in such
theater or theaters in such community, and the maximum number
of hours then in force (and not
more than the hours provided for
in this Code) shall not be changed
so as to decrease wages or increase
hours.
D. In order to effectuate the foregoing provisions of this Section 6
hereof, and pending the determination of any dispute as above specified, the employees herein embraced
and provided for shall not strike,
and the Exhibitors shall not lock
out such employees.
7. In no event shall the duties of
any of the employees hereinabove
specified in Section 6A directly and.
■egularly employed by the Exhibitors
as of August 23, 1933, be increased
st) as to decrease the number of such
employees employed in any theater
or theaters in any community, except by mutual consent.
8. With respect to any labor not
hereinbefore provided for, such labor
when regularly employed by the Exhibitors shall be paid not less than
40 cents per hour.
Section
2— ACTOR
LABOR
IN
VAUDEVILLE
AND
PRESENTATION MOTION PICTURE
THEATERS.
1. DEFINITIONS.
a. Presentation and vaudeville
shall include both permanent and
traveling companies of artists playing in presentation and vaudeville
houses but is not intended to include,
"rep" shows, "tab" shows, "tent"
shows,
"wagon"
shows,
"truck"
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•*hows, "medicine"' shows, "showboat" or "burlesque,"
these terms
are understood
in the as
theater.
b. A. "traveling" company as used
in this code, means a company which
moves from theater to theater irrespective oflocality.
2. AUDITIONS.
a. Principals. It shall be an unfair trade practice for any Exhibitor
or independent contractor under the
guise of public audition to break-in,
try-out or to require a performer
to render services gratis....
3. REHEARSALS.
a. Principals. Rehearsal period
for principals shall be limited to
four weeks, and they shall be guaranteed two consecutive weeks employment for said four weeks of
rehearsals, which shall immediately
follow the rehearsal period. In the
event that any rehearsal over four
weeks is required there shall be an
additional consecutive week's playing time guaranteed for each week's
rehearsal. This shall not apply,
however, to principals owning their
own acts.
b. Chorus. No Exhibitor and no
independent contractor shall call
chorus rehearsals for any company
except for an engagement of not
less than two consecutive weeks employment at not less than the minimum salary; which shall follow immediately two weeks or less of rehearsal. The chorus shall not be
required to rehearse for more than
forty (40) hours a week and rehearsal shall be considered to be continuous from the time the chorus
is called on the first day of rehearsal until the opening day. For
each additional week of rehearsal
there shall be an additional week's
consecutive employment.
4. MAXIMUM HOURS AND MINIMUM WAGES.
a. Principals. Owing to the
peculiar nature of the stage presentation and vaudeville business and
the unique conditions prevailing
therein, the necessary policy and
variations in the operation of such
theaters, the changing nature of the
entertainment and the fact that such
entertainment is of a character requiring the services of artists of
unique and distinctive ability who
icannot be replaced, it is recognized
ithat it is impossible to fix the minimum hours per week of artists appearing in such theaters.
For performers with more than
-two years theatrical experience,
there shall be a minimum wage of
forty ($40) dollars weekly net.
For performers with less than
two years theatrical experience there
shall be a minimum wage of twentyfive ($25) dollars net weekly.
The minimum wage of performers
employed on a per diem basis shall
be seven dollars and fifty cents
($7.50) per day net.

and

Distributor

b. Chorus. No singing or dancing chorus person shall be required
:o work more than forty (40) hours
n any week and there shall be one
day out of every seven during which
the chorus shall be released from
work with pay. Working time shall
include the entire time of a performance or presentation in which
the chorus appears in one or more
numbers as an integral part of the
presentation, and all rehearsal time
excluding dressing and undressing
time. No chorus person shall be required to report at a theater before
nine o'clock in the morning.
On the day a chorus person is
released with pay such chorus person shall not be required to rehearse
or report to the theater or perform
any service. This provision for a
free day shall not apply to traveling
companies.
There shall be a minimum wage of
thirty ($30) dollars per week in any
De Luxe Theater.
There shall be a minimum wage
of thirty-five ($35) dollars per week
in traveling companies.
There shall be a minimum wage
of twenty-five ($25) dollars per
week in other than De Luxe Theaters.
Wherever a theater augments the
chorus by employing additional
chorus persons, no chorus person
shall rehearse more than three (3)
days.
It shall be an unfair trade practice
for any Exhibitor to engage any
chorus person under any agreement
which would reduce the net salary
below the minimum wage through
the payment of any fee or commission to any agency, (whether such
fee is paid by the Exhibitor or by
the chorus) or by any other form
of deduction.
After the first two weeks of consecutive employment if a lay-off is
necessary, the Exhibitor shall pay
each chorus person not less than
three ($3) dollars per day for each
day of lay-off. In connection with
a traveling unit, after the first two
weeks of consecutive employment if
ay-off is caused on account of traveling, the Exhibitor shall be allowed
"wo days traveling without pay for
each four weeks of employment West
of the Rockies, and one day's travel'.ng without pay for each four weeks
of employment East of the Rockies.
Wherever on August 23, 1933, any
theater paid a rate to chorus persons in excess of the minimum wages
or employed chorus persons for a
number of hours per week of labor
less than the maximum hours, said
higher wage and lesser number of
hours shall be deemed to be and
are- hereby declared to be the minimum scale of wages and maximum
hours of labor with respect to such
theaters in this section of the code.
5. GENERAL PROVISIONS.
a. Where, under any law, Sunday
performances are prohibited or the

Practices

performance of particular classes of
acts is not allowed, no performer or
chorus person shall be required to
perform in any theater in that or in
any other city on the Sunday of the
week for which the performer or
chorus was engaged.
b. Wherever any unit, traveling
company or artist is required to give
more than the regular number of
performances established for said
unit, travelling company or artist,
all artists and chorus persons shall
be paid for said extra performances
pro
rata.
6. CHORUS
TRANSPORTATION.
a. Transportation of the chorus
when required to travel, including
transportation from point of organization and back, including sleepers,
shall be paid by the employer whether Exhibitor or independent contractor.
b. If individual notice of contract
termination is given, the chorus shall
be paid in cash the amount of the
cost of transportation and sleeper
of the chorus and baggage back to
^:he point of origin whether the
chorus returns immediately or not.
7. WARDROBE.
a. Principals. The Exhibitor or
independent contractor shall furnish
to every artist receiving less than
($50) fifty dollars a week, without
charge, all hats, costumes, wigs,
shoes, tights and stockings and other
necessary stage wardrobe excepting
street clothes.
b. Chorus. The Exhibitor or independent contractor shall furnish
the chorus, without charge, with all
hats, costumes, wigs, shoes, tights,
and stockings and other necessary
stage wardrobe.
8. ARBITRATION.
a. Arbitration of all disputes under this Section 2 of this Article
of the Code shall be in accordance
with the arbitration provisions of
this Code as hereafter generally
provided.
9. CHILD LABOR.
a. On or after the effective date
of this Code, no person under sixteen years of age shall be employed
as a principal or chorus person in
connection with the exhibition of
motion pictures provided, however,
where a state law provides a higher
minimum age, no person under the
age specified by said State law shall
be employed in that State, and provided further, however, where a role
or roles are to be filled by a child
or children, an Exhibitor or independent contractor may utilize the services of such child or children upon
his compliance with the provisions
of State laws appertaining thereto.
ARTICLE V-A
Unfair Practices and Regulatory
Provisions
A. PRODUCERS.
1. It shall be an unfair trade practice for any Producer to aid, abet,
or assist in the voluntary release or

Defined

dismissal of any author, dramatist
or actor employed in rendering his
exclusive services in connection with
the production
a "legitimate"
drama
or musicalof comedy
for the
purposes of securing the services of
such author, dramatist or actor.
2. It shall be an unfair trade practice for a number of Producers who,
in the usual and ordinary course of
business, rent their respective studios or studio facilities to Producers
(other than their affiliated companies), to conspire, agree, or take
joint action to prevent any responsible Producer or Producers from
renting such studios or studio facilities.
3. It shall be an unfair trade practice for a Producer to knowingly
employ as an "extra" any member
of the immediate family of any employee or any person who is not
obliged
to depend
upon "extra"
as a means
of livelihood,
unlesswork
the
exigencies of production require an
exception to be made.
B. PRODUCERS-DISTRIBUTORS.
1. Where any contract granting
the motion picture rights in any
dramatic or dramatico-musical work
specifies a date prior to which no
motion picture based upon such work
may be publicly exhibited, it shall
be deemed to be an unfair trade
practice for any Producer or Distributor to permit the public exhibition of such motion picture prior to
such date.
2. (a) It shall be deemed to be an
unfair trade practice for any Producer or Distributor, or any of its
employees or persons who have a
direct or indirect interest, whether
financial or otherwise, in any such
Producer or Distributor, to knowingly and intentionally directly or
indirectly interfere with existing relations between an Outside or Associated Producer and a Producer or
Distributor, or to do anything to
alienate or entice any such Outside
or Associated Producer away from
a Producer or Distributor, or to do
anything which would tend to create
discard or strife between such Outside or Associated Producer and a
Producer or Distributor, or foment
dissension between them, for the purpose of inducing such Outside or
Associated Producer to breach or
attempt to breach any existing contracts between it and any Producer
or Distributor, or to secure a change
in the terms and conditions of any
existing contract between any such
Outside or Associated Producer and
a Producer or Distributor.
(b) To effectuate the foregoing,
no Producer or Distributor shall
negotiate with or make any offer for
or to any such Outside or Associated
Producer at any time prior to sixty
(60) days before the termination
of any existing agreements between
such Outside or Associated Producer
and any other Producer or Distributor, or not prior to sixty (60) days
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before the date when such Outside
or Associated Producer shall fulfill
its delivery commitment to the Producer or Distributor with whom it
has contractual obligations, whichever date is earlier.
C. DISTRIBUTORS.
1. No Distributor shall threaten
or coerce or intimidate any Exhibitor to enter into any contract for
the exhibition of motion pictures,
or to pay higher film rentals by the
commission of any over act evidencing an intention to build or otherwise acquire a motion picture theater for operation in competition
with such Exhibitor, but nothing
in this Article shall in any way
abridge the right of a Producer or
Distributor in good faith to build
or otherwise acquire a motion picture theater in any location.
2. No Distributor's employee shall
use his position with the Distributor to interfere with the free and
competitive buying of pictures by
an Exhibitor operating a theater in
competition with a theater in which
such employee may have a direct
or indirect interest, whether financial or otherwise.
3. (a) No Distributor shall substitute for any feature motion picture described in the contract therefor as that of a named star or stars
or named director or named wellknown author, book or play one of
any other star or stars, director,
author, book or play, nor substitute
any other feature motion picture for
one which in the contract therefor
is designated "no substitute."
(b) Nothing in this Article contained shall be interpreted to prohibit any Distributor from changing the title of any motion picture
contracted for, from making
changes, alterations and adaptations
of any story, book, or play upon
which it is based and from substituting for any such story, book
or play another story, book or play,
or from changing the director, the
cast, or any member thereof of any
such motion picture, except as hereinabove specifically prohibited.
(c) If for any such author, book
or play there is substituted another
author, book or play, reasonable
notice (i.e., before the release date
in the particular exchange territory) of such substitution shall be
given by announcement in a trade
publication.
4. (a) It shall be an unfair practice for any distributor to license
the exhibition of its motion pictures
for exhibition by any so-called nontheatrical account, where such exhibition shall be determined by a
local Grievance Board provided for
in this Code to be unfair to an
established motion picture theater
at which the exhibition of the same
pictures have been licensed.
(b) Nothing in this Article shall
be interpreted to prohibit the
licensing of motion pictures for exhibition at army posts or camps,
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or on board ships of the United
States Navy or ships engaged in
carrying passengers to foreign or
domestic ports or at educational or
religious institutions or at institutions housing "shut-ins," such as
prisons, hospitals, orphanages, etc.
5. No Distributor shall require as
a condition of entering into a contract for the licensing of the exhibition of feature motion pictures
that the Exhibitor contract also for
the licensing of the exhibition of a
greater number of short subjects,
in proportion to the total number
of short subjects required by such
Exhibitor, than the proportion of
the feature pictures for which a contract is negotiated bears to the total
number of feature pictures required
by the Exhibitor.

sequent run Exhibitors, the Distributor shall
nave the right to change such play dates.
10. No Distributor shall refuse to deliver
to any Exhibitor any feature motion picture
licensed under an exhibition contract there
tor because of such Exhibitor's default in
the performance of any exhibition contract
licensing the exhibition of short subjects oi
juch Distributor, or vice versa, provided
juch Exhibitor and Distributor have agreed
co arbitrate all claims and controversies arising under the Optional Standard License
Agreement
provided for in this Code.
11. (a) No Distributor which has not generally released the total number of feature
productions originally announced by it for
release during any given season shall fail
to offer any additional feature productions
to the Exhibitor having under contract at
least fifty per cent (50%) of the other
feature productions of the Distributor, provided such additional feature production it
generally released during the season covered
.n the first instance by such contract between the Distributor and Exhibitor, and
provided further that any such Exhibitor
has duly performed all the terms and conditions of his contract or contracts with the
Distributor upon which performance may then
be due, and is not in default thereunder.
(b) In any case where the feature product
of any Distributor is split between competing
Exhibitors in any zone, the Exhibitor who
in point
of the
time Distributor
was first to
makehave
a contract with
shall
the

reducing or increasing their admission scales
as they see fit, except as may be prohibited
by Section
the_ exhibition
2. The contracts.
giving of rebates in the
form of premiums, gifts or other things of
value shall be deemed to be included within
the provisions of Section 1 of this article
in those respective clearance zones where the
Exhibitors operating not less than seventyfive per cent of the number of the then
actively _ and continuously operated theaters
not affiliated with Distributors or Producers
and the Exhibitors operating not less than
seventy-five per cent of the number of the
then actively and continuously operated theaters affiliated with Distributors or Producers have both declared in writing that the
giving of rebates in such form shall not be
permitted. For the purpose of such declaration each. Exhibitor shall be entitled to one
vote for each theater then actively and continuously operated by such Exhibitor.
Section 3. In case any exhibitor is found
by a Local Grievance Board provided for in
this Code, to have violated any provision of
this Section and it such Local Board shall
on account thereof declare that such Exhibitor shall not be permitted to license the
exhibition of any motion picture unless the
Exhibitor ceases and desists from such violation, Distributors of motion pictures shall refuse to enter into license contracts for the
exhibition of their respective motion pictures
by such Exhibitor if the Exhibitor fails or
refuses to so cease and desist.
Section 4. Notwithstanding any action
which may be taken by the Exhibitors in
any respective clearance zones ruling out the
giving or rebates as defined in Section 1
hereof, any Exhibitor who has outstanding
and valid contracts for the purchase of premiums, gifts, or things of value to be used
by him in connection with the operation of
his theater, shall have the right to continue
such policy for a period of 90 days after
such action on the part of such Exhibitors
as aforesaid for the purpose of liquidating
any such contractual commitments.
4. No Exhibitor shall transfer the ownership or possession of a theater or theaters
operated by any such Exhibitor for the purpose of avoiding uncompleted contracts for
the exhibition of motion pictures at such
theater or theaters. Any disputes or controversies with respect to same shall be suband passed upon by a Local
Grievancemitted toBoard.

6. No Distributor shall divulge or authorize or knowingly permit to be divulged by
any employee or checker any information received in the checking of the receipts of its
motion pictures, except that such information may be divulged in any arbitration or
grievance proceeding or litigation concerning
such controversy and for any Government
first opportunity to bid for such additional
or Code Authority report.
teature production, except that should the
7. No Distributor shall convey or transfer Distributor
generally release more than one
its assets for the purpose of avoiding the feature production
in any such situation
delivery to any Exhibitor of any feature mo- where the product is split, the Exhibitor
tion picture licensed for exhibition by such who in point of time was second to execute
Exhibitor.
8. No Distributor shall refuse to make a a contract with the Distributor shall have
the first opportunity to bid for the second
fair adjustment of the license fees for the additional
feature production.
exhibition rights of a number of pictures
12. With respect to any product announced
licensed in a group for a stated average
for
release
any given season by any
sum per picture and so stated in the license Distributor, during
not designated as a picture
agreement, if the total number of pictures of a named and
star or stars, or named director
so licensed by any Exhibitor are not delivered or named well-known
author, book or play,
by such Distributor provided such Exhibitor the
exhibition contract therefor shall contain
shall have fully and completely performed
a
brief
description
giving
an idea of the
all the terms and conditions of such license
general style, or character or class of the
on the part of the Exhibitor to be performed.
story upon which the said motion picture is
Any dispute or controversy concerning any to
be based.
such adjustment shall be determined by a
Local
Grievance
Board
provided
for
in
this
D. EXHIBITORS.
Code.
9. (a) No Distributor shall require any
1. tract
Any
Exhibitor
entering
into pictures
a con5. (a) No Exhibitor licensed to exhibit
specific day or days of the week for the
for the
exhibition
of motion
exhibition of specified pictures or class of which permits the Exhibitor to select from a motion picture subsequent to its exhibition
by another Exhibitor having the right to a
pictures
the
license
fee
for
which
is
a
fixed
the total number of pictures announced for prior run thereof shall advertise such motion
sum only.
in any given season less than eighty- picture by any means of advertising prior to
(b) Where under an exhibition contract release
five
per cent (85%) of the total number, hibitor.
which provides that the rental to be paid by and to
reject the remainder shall by written or during_ its exhibition by such other Ex
the Exhibitor for any feature motion pic- notice to the Distributor reject each of such
ture specified therein shall be determined in motion pictures not to exceed the number
(b) Notwithstanding anything herein conwhole or in part upon a percentage basis and
tained, in the event any Exhibitor shall make
which may be rejected, within twenty-one
that said picture shall be played by the Ex- days after its date of availability in the ex- complaint that the restrictions embraced in
hibitor upon a designated day or days of
this
Article
work an unfair hardship on
change territory wherein is located the Exthe week and the Exhibitor seeks, to be rehim. the Local Clearance and Zoning Board
theater,
and
upon
the
Exhibitor's
lieved from the obligation to exhibit such failing to hibitor's
give such notice of rejection, each shall have the right to hear such complaint
motion picture upon such designated day or of such pictures shall be deemed to have and after determination of the facts presented
days for the reason only that the subject been selected.
shall fix and specify the time limit within
and character of the motion picture so desig2. No Exhibitor shall contract for a which such Exhibitor may advertise such
nated, is unsuitable for exhibition at the
motion
picture ; provided, however, that
license to exhibit more motion pictures than
Exhibitor's theater on such day or days, the such Exhibitor reasonably shall require for should the subsequent run Exhibitor be
claim of the Exhibitor shall be determined
.granted
permission
to advertise before the
by a Local Board provided for by this Code, exhibition in any theater or theaters operated completion of said prior run, he shall not adand the Distributor, if a Local Grievance by such Exhibitor, with the intent and effect
vertise prior to the commencement of said
depriving a competing Exhibitor from
Board so determines, shall relieve the Ex- of
to exhibit such excess number prior run, nor shall he have the right to
hibitor from the obligation to play the mo- contracting
advertise in any way, shape, manner or form,
of
motion
pictures,
provided
however,
that
tion picture upon the day or days designated
nothing herein contained shall be deemed to or issue any statement that the prices of
by the Distributor; provided that the Ex- prohibit any Exhibitor from contracting for admission are or will be less than the adhib'tor makes such claim within three days a reasonable number of motion pictures in
mission prices charged by the Exhibitor havafter receipts of the notice of availability
ing the first or prior run of such motion
of the number which are actually to
of such feature picture. In such cases the excess
be
exhibited
in
the
theater
or
theaters
of
said Local Board shall proceed to determine
(c) Nothing herein contained shall be
such Exhibitor in order to reasonably prothe matter
upon so forty-eight
deemed to prohibit any Exhibitor from adsuch Exhibitor against non-delivery of picture.
the
Distributor
desires. hours' notice if motion tect pictures.
vertising generally all of the feature motion
(c) If the said Local Board shall sustain
3. Section 1. No Exhibitor shall (a) pictures licensed for exhibition by such Exthe claim of the Exhibitor: (1) the Dishibitor
as a group, but such general adverlower
the
admission
prices
publicly
announctributor shall have the right to designate
tising shall not refer to any one of such moed or advertised for his theater by giving
another picture for the same day or dates
rebates
in
the
form
of
lotteries,
reduced
tion
pictures
at any time prior to its exupon the same terms as the motion picture
hibition by any other Exhibitor having the
in question; and to designate the same pic- script books, coupons, throw-away tickets or first or immediately prior run thereof exture for a later date or dates but upon by two-for-one admissions, or by other methcepting as hereinabove provided.
ods or devices of similar nature (which dianother day or other days of the week;
6. To prevent disturbance of the continued
rectly or indirectly lower or tend to lower
and (2) the award of the said Local Board
possession
of a theater by an exhibitor, it
such
announced
admission
prices
and)
which
shall not be deemed to apply to any other
theater in the same or any other location. are unfair to competing Exhibitors, and shall be an unfair trade practice knowingly
and
intentionally,
directly or indirectly to
which
deceive
the
public,
or
(b)
fail
at
all
(d) Where because of a proceeding before
a Local Board, or because of an award of times to maintain the minimum price of ad- interfere with pending negotiations between
such
exhibitor
and
any
other party pertaining
mission specified in any contract licensing
said Local Grievance Board it shall be impractical to serve subsequent run Exhibitors the exhibition of any motion picture during to or affecting the possession, operation or
in compliance with any notice of availability the exhibition thereof. Ths section shall occupancy of any such theater then actually
to prohibit Exhibitors
from operated by such exhibitor, or in respect of
or confirmed play dates given any such sub- not be deemed
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my modification, renewal or extension of any
.•reement affecting the same, for the pur?e of preventing the consummation of such
votiations so as to deprive such exhibitor
the continued operation, possession, or
cupancy
of such theater.
No Exhibitor shall exhibit a motion
.-cure previous to dawn of the first licensed
booked day of exhibition without securing
press written permission therefor under
« 1. cense agreement.

. DISTRIBUTORS
ITORS.

AND

EXHIB-

1. Section 1-2-3 The complaint of any
•Lliibitor that a competing Exhibitor has
mmitted
any of the acts set forth in the
lowing paragraphs (a), (b), (c), and (d)
all be referred for determination to a local
ieyance Board constituted as hereinafter
^vided:
'(a) The licensing of more motion pieces than are reasonably
required.
(b) The adoption of an unfairly competi operating policy, viz. ; but not limited
unnecessary
and too frequent changes of
>tion pictures.
(c) The exaction without just cause of an
reement from any Distributor as a conion for entering into a contract for motion
■tares that such Distributor refrain from
:-nsing its motion pictures to the comining Exhibitor.
<d) The commission of any other similar
with the intent and/or effect of deprivr without just cause the complaining
Ex»itor of a sufficient
number
of motion
tures to operate such Exhibitor's theater.
Section 4. Each such complaint shall be
writing and made
immediately
after the
nmission of the act or acts complained
and the Local Grievance
Board after a
r and
impartial
consideration
of all of
■ facts presented, a full, expeditious and
nplete hearing of all the parties concerned,
luding
the Exhibitors
directly
involved
■ Distributors having contracts with f?ie
hibitor compla'ned against, and Exhibits having contracts
for runs
subsequent
each of the Exhibitors
directly involved,
'i if it deems it necessary, an independent
-estigation
of the facts,
shall
make
a
>mpt determination of each complaint subtted to it.
Section 5. The Local Grievance Board
.11 determine whether or not any Exhibicomplained of has committed any of the
s specified in paragraphs (a), (b), (c)
1 (d) of Section 3 hereof, and shall make
lings of fact in such regard. The Loca'
evance Board upon the facts found shall
ke an award (a) d:smissing the complaint,
(b) granting such relief as the Loc:il
ard may deem appropriate. The Local
evance Board shall not have power to
ird damages. No award shall be made in
or of a complaining Exhibitor unless the
;al Grievance Board shall find as a fact
t the complaining Exhibitor is able, readj
1 willing to fully carry out and comply
h all of the terms and conditions which
y be fixed by the Local Grievance Board
a condition for making the award, which
tis and conditions shall in no event be
: favorable to the Distributor concerned
n those contained in the license contract
the Exhibitor
complained
of. including
Distributor's loss of revenue, if any.
ulting from the elimination of or reduci of revenue from any subsequent run or
s made necessary by such award, and
ih other terms and conditions as the Local
evance Board may prescribe.
iection 6. No person, firm or corporai shall be entitled to file any complaint
ler this or any other Article of this Code
ess such person, firm or corporal shall
duly
execute
this
Code
in
entirety within forty-five (45) days
Br it is signed by the President of the
ited States, and shall have thereby pledged
lse'f or itself to meet all requirements
of
National Industrial Recovery Act. Evice of such compliance shall be filed with
Code Authority.
'. Section 1. All complaints and grieves not specifically designated to be heard
passed upon in the first instance by the
de Authority by Arbitration or by the
cal Clearance and Zoning Board, shall be
1ard.
rd and determined by a Local Grievance
Section 2. (a) There shall be established
Local Grievance
Board, appointed by the

and

Advertising

Code Authority, in each exchange territory.
Each such Board shall consist of two representatives of major Distributors and two
representatives of Exhibitors and one person
wno shall have no direct or indirect affiliation with any branch of the motion picture
industry approved by the Administrator^ who
shall be regarded as the impartial representative of the Code Authority and who shall
vote on any question before the Board only
in the case where the Board is deadlocked.
There shall be a Chairman of each Board,
elected by a majority vote of the members of the Board. Any vacancy in the Board
shall be filled from the class of members
in which the vacancy occurred. No membeY
of such Board shall sit on any matter involving his own or his company's interest.
(h) The decision of each Local Board
upon any question submitted to it shall be
determined by a majority vote, but in case
the Board is evenly divided, such question
shall be submitted for determination to the
impartial representative of the Code Authority, as provided in paragraph (a) of
this Section. The decision of the Board
and/or the impartial representative, as the
shall be in writing. All decase maycisions ofbe,
the Local Board shall be made
within fifteen (15) days from the filing of
the protest, grievance, or complaint or within
three (3) days after the parties shall have
date is earlier.
been fully heard, whichever
Section 3. (a) Any party aggrieved by
the decision of the Local Board shall have
the absolute right to appeal therefrom to the
Cnde Authority, provided such appeal be
filed in writing not later than five (5) days
after the decision of the Local Board is
rendered, in which case the grievance or complaint, together with all the evidence taken
before the Local Board shall be referred to
the Code Authority.
(b) All persons interested in the decision
shall have the right to appear before the
Code Authority and present additional evidence. The Code Authority, after investigating the complaint or grievance and reviewing
the evidence theretofore taken and cansidering the additional evidence, if any, shall
promptly render its decision not later than
fifteeen (15) days from and after the date
when the parties have been fully heard on
appeal.
3. The so-called Optional Standard License Agreement (1933-34) negotiated by Exhibitors and now being used by a large
number of Distributors shall be the exclusive
form of license contract to be used for the
distribution and exhibition of motion pictures, excepting that in case any condition
or provision thereof is in conflict or inconsistent with any condition or provision of this
Code, such condition or provision of said
Optional Standard License Agreement shal1
be deemed to conform with such condition
or provision of this Code, it being the intention that the conditions and provisions of
this Code shall prevail.
4. Section 1. The arbitration of all disputes between Exhibitors and Distributors
arising under any exhibition contract, if the
parties shall agree on arbitration, shall be
in accordance with the optional arbitration
clause of the so-called Optional Standard
License Agreement, provided for in this
Code, except as the provisions of such clause
may
Code. be modified by the provisions of this'
Section 2. By stipulation of the parties
to any dispute growing out of an exhibition
contract, the number of arbitrators to be
appointed by each party may be reduced to
one, with power in the two thus appointed
to appoint an umpire as provided in said
optional arbitration clause.
5. No Exhibitor or Distributor shall induce or seek to induce the breach of any
active contract licensing the exhibition of
motion pictures.
6. No Exhibitor or Distributor shall give
any gratuity or make- any offer of any
gratuity for the purpose of procuring advantages that would not otherwise be procurable, or as an inducement to influence
a Distributor or Exhibitor, or representative
of either not to deal with any competing
or other Exhibitors or Distributors.
7. No Exhibitor or Distributor shall make
any disclosure of box office receipts for publication except necessary reports to stockholders, credit and governmental agencies and
to other like bodies. No Exhibitor or Distributor shall be responsible for disclosures
mode by agents not authorized to do so.

Standards

8. Section 1. To provide against clearances of unreasonable length and/or area in
any exchange territory, fair, just, reasonable and equitable schedules of clearance and
zoning may be prescribed by a Local Clearterritory.
ance and Zoning Board created for such
Section 2. Each such Board shall be
appointed by the Code Authority and shall
consist of two representatives of Distributors, one of whom shall be a Distributor affiliated with a national theater circuit and
one of whom shall be a national Distributor
without theater affiliations ; two representatives of first-run theaters located in such territory, at least one of whom shall be an
affiliated Exhibitor, should there be one in
such territory ; and two representatives of
subsequent run theaters operating within such
territory ; and one person who shall have no
direct or indirect affiliation with any branch
of the motion picture industry approved by
the Administrator, who shall be regarded as
the impartial representative of the Code Authority and who shall vote on any question
before the Board only in the case where the
Board is deadlocked. There shall be a
Chairman of each Board, selected by a majority vote of the members of the Board.
Any vacancy in the Board shall be filled
from the class of members in which the
vacancy
occurred.
Section 3. Each Local Clearance and Zoning Board shall, promptly after its creation, and prior to January 1st, 1934, and
prior to November 15th of each year thereafter, formulate, prescribe and publish for
its territory, schedules of clearance as in
Section "I" described, for the season next
ensuing. Such schedules may classify theaters by zones or other classifications suited
to local conditions, but for the sole purpose
of fixing the maximum clearance in length
of time and area after the conclusion of the
prior runs of such theaters. Each Boarcl
may change, modify or vary any part of the
schedule set up by it, provided that any
such change or modification shall not in any
wise apply to, affect or modify any exhibition contract made prior to written consent
of the parties to stich contract.
Section 4. Each Board when making any
classification of theaters or when fixing the
maximum period or area of clearance in
respect of any theater shall consider and
give due regard to the following factors :
(a) that clearance to a very considerable extent determines the rental value of motion
pictures ; (b) that exhibitions of the same
motion picture within the same competitive
area at too short an interval after the conclusion of a preceding run or runs thereof
or by unduly restricting the competitive area
in which clearance is limited, also depreciate
the rental value of motion pictures ; and
(c) that all such depreciations of the rental
values of motion pictures tend to reduce
the number of motion pictures produced,
discourages the production of motion p:ctures of quality involving large investments
of capital, labor, skill and enterprise and
thereby tend to reduce employment.
Section 5. The decis:on of each Board
upon any question shall be determined by a
majority vote, but in case the Board i
evenly divided, such question shall be submitted for determination to the impartial representative of the Code Authority, who is
provided for in Section 2 of this paragraoh
The decision of the Board and/or the impart:al
as the case may be,
shall be representative,
in writing.

Demanded
Authority, provided such appeal be filed in
writing not later than five (5) days after
the decision of the Local Board is rendered,
in which case the protest, with all evidence
taken before the Local Board of Clearance
Authority.
and
Zoning, shall be referred to the Code
(b) All persons interested in the decision
shall have the right to appear before the
Code Authority and present additional evidence. The Code Authority, after investigating such protest and reviewing the evidence theretofore taken and considering the
additional evidence, if any, shall promptly
render its decision, and not later than fifteen (15) days from and after the date of
the submission of the appeal. The requirementscribed
as to
themandatory
various steps
herein
shall be
in order
to "pregive
mences.
full relief before the buying season comSection 8. (a) The schedules presented
and/or decisions made by any Local Clearance and Zoning Board and/or decisions of
the Code Authority upon any appeal to it,
shall be binding upon all Distributors and
Exhibitors in the territory affected.
(b) Pending the final determination of
any dispute or controversy between any of
the signatories to the Code whether such dispute or controversy be between a Distributor or Exhibitor, Producer, Distributor, etc.,
any existing contracts between the disputants
shall continue to be lived up to and performed in every respect.
Section 9. The jurisdiction of the local
Board of Clearance and Zoning shall be limited as herein specifically provided and such
Board shall hear no questions other than
those pertaining strictly to clearance and
zoning matters.

General

ARTICLE VI
Trade Policy Provisions

1. The industry pledges its combined
strength to maintain right moral standards
in the production of motion pictures as a
form of entertainment. To that end the industry pledges itself to and shall adhere to
the regulations promulgated by and within
the industry to assure the attainment of such
2. The industry pledges its combined
purpose.
strength to maintain the best standards of
advertising and publicity procedure. To that
end the industry pledges itself to and shall
adhere to the regulations promulgated by
and within
tainment of the
such industry
purpose. to assure the at-

ARTICLE
VII
Miscellaneous Provisions

1. Any Exhibitor forwarding or delivering
to another Exhibitor a print of a motion
picture at the request or upon the order of
the Distributor thereof shall, but only for
such purpose, be deemed to be the agent
of such Distributor.
2. (a) Wherever in this Code arbitration
'of any matter is provided for, such matter
shall be submitted for determination to an
Arbitration Board, such Arbitration Board
shall consist of four members, each of whom
shall be engaged in the motion picture business, and two of whom shall be appointed by
the Producer and/or Distributor and/or Exhibitor, and/or artist, and/or agent, as the
case may be, it being the intention hereof
that if, for example, a matter is to be arbitrated between a Producer and an agent,
Section 6. It shall be the duty of each the Producer shall appoint two members to
such Board to promptly publish the sched- the Arbitration Board and the agent shall
u'es formulated by it, and filing a copy of appoint two members to the Arbitration
same immediately with the National Board Board. If the dispute is between a Disof Clearance and Zoning Appeals.
tributor and an Exhibitor, the Distributor
Section 7. (a) Any party aggrieved by the «hall appoint two members to the Arbitration
schedules shall promptly and not later than Board and the Exhibitor shall appoint two
thirty (30) days after publication thereof, members to the Arbitration Board. In any
file a protest in writing with the Board is- such case where arbitration is to be used
suing them. Thereupon such Board shall as provided in this Code, upon the written!
promptly convene and give reasonable notice request of either party to the dispute or
of hearing to all parties concerned or having controversy the party making such request
an interest in the proceeding and hear them shall name therein two arbitrators, stating
and accept from them all papers and evi- the business address and business or business
dence. The Board shall have power to make connection of each, and shall designate therein
rules respecting notice of the time, place and
date, time and place of the hear'ng of
manner of hearing. The Board shall make 'the
such controversy. The date of such hearing
its decision within fifteen (15) days from ■ shall not be earlier than seven (7) days from
the filing of the protest, or within three (3) the date of the sending of such notice, unless
days after the parties shall have been fully it shall be claimed in such notice that irheard, whichever date is sooner. Any. party
reparable injury will result unless there is
aggrieved by the decision shall have the ab- (a speedy determination of such controversy,
(Continued on Page 10)
solute right to appeal therefrom to the Code
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MASTER ART FINISH
18 MUSICAL SHORTS
Eighteen subjects in the two
musical groups scheduled for this
season by Master Art Products already have been completed, the company announces. The finished shorts
include 12 "Organlogues", novel
presentations of famous organists,
and six "Melody Makers," presenting the leading songwriters, each
surrounded by several other star
names.

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Denver — J. T. Sheffield is here
New Orleans — The Liberty, which
from his Seattle headquarters, ar- has reverted to the owners of the
the Pokorny estate, with
ranging for the showing of "Back to building,
Thomas B. Morvant as manager, will
Nature" at the Empress.
play subsequent runs until next year,
Boston — Floyd Bell is handling ex- when it is to go first run.
ploitation on "Damaged Lives" that
is outdistancing expectations at the
Providence — Vaudeville will be reFriday. sumed at the RKO Albee starting
Majestic.
Somerville, Mass. — The
has been reopened.

Orpheum

The "Organlogues" ready include: "Tongue
Twisters," with Irving Kaufman and Lew
Trenton — The RKO Capitol has
White; "Hail America," with John S. Young
increased its admission prices 5
and
Irving
Kaufman;
"Four
Star
Broadcast,"
Boone,
la.
—
L.
E.
Mathews
will
recents.
with Donald Novis, Street Singer, Singing
open the Strand, with new equipSam and Ralnh Kirbery; "Ship of Dreams,"
with Ralph Kirbery, Lew White and Kelvin ment.
Kirksville, Mo. — Don Farquharson.
Keech; "Melody on Parade," with Irving
Kaufman and Lew White; "Home Again"
for Fox Midwest here, has
Cleveland — Vaudeville definitely manager
with Nick Lucas, Lew White and Kelvin
been transferred to Kansas City,
Keech; "Tintypes," with Irving Kaufman and returns to the RKO Palace on Oct.
Lew White; "Oriental Phantasy." with Charles 6. Maurice Spitalny returns to the where he will manage the Apollo.
Carlisle, Lew White and Kelvin Keech ;
Jerry Baker, from Muscatine, Iowa,
with eleven members of his or- has been transferred here.
"Looking Backward," with Lew White and pit
chestra.
Irving Kaufman; "Songs of Yesteryear," with
Lew White and Irving Kaufman; "Organ
Festival" with Lew White, Ann Leaf, Dick
Liebert and Jesse Crawford; "Melody Tour"
with Sylvia Froos, John S. Young and Dick
Liebert. In preparation is "Organlogue-ing
the
Hits,"Rawlinson.
with Nick Lucas, Lew White and
Herbert
"Melody Makers" completed are: "Sammy
(Continued from Page 9)
Fain," with the Eton Boys, Norman Brokenfilms is unfair competition to an established
shire and Evelyn Hoey ; "Cliff Friend," with in which case such hearing may be designated motion
picture theater or theaters. If found
Peggy Healy, Jack Fulton and the Pickens to be held earlier than the said seven-day
to be unfair competition, the Code AuSisters; "Benny Davis," with Roy Atwell,
Charles Carlisle, Martha Ray and Jackie period.
thority shall promulgate rules and regula(b) Within five (5) days from the mailing
tions governing such
unfair
competition.
Green; "Gus Edwards," with Ralph K'rbery, of such request for arbitration, or within
the Four Minute Men and John S. Young;
twenty-four (24) hours if the date of such
5. The secret payment or allowance of
rebates,
refunds,
commissions,
credits, or
"Stephen Foster," with John Hundley, Nancy hearing shall be earlier than seven (7) days
McCord and Kelvin Keech; "Fields and Mc- from the date of the sending of such notice, otherwise, whether from the form of money
the party upon whom such request is made or otherwise, or the secret extension to certain
Hugh,"
Sisters. with Jack Osterman and the Pickens shall name two arbitrators in a written notice
New on the list this season is the_ series mailed or del:vered to the other party ,_ stating persons engaged in any branch of thre motion picture industry of any special serknown as "Pet Superstitions," dramatic sub- therein the business address and business or
vices or privileges not extended to all perjects of single-reel length. Now ready in this business connection of each arbitrator. If
sons on like terms and conditions, shall be
series is its first number. "Spilled Salt," with either party fails or refuses to name the deemed to be an unfair trade practice.
6. The defamation of competitors by
Phyllis Barry, George Lewis and G. Carol arbitrators as herein provided, or if any arbitrator so named shall fail or refuse to falsely imputing to them dishonorable conNaish. In preparation are "Black Cat."
"Knock on Wood" and "Friday the Thir- act, or be unable to serve, or shall be chalduct, inability to perform contracts, queslenged, and others are or another arbitrator
tionable credit standing, or by other false
teenth."
Most recent addition to the list of Master qualified and then available to act is not
representations
or by the false disparageArt products is Edwin C. Hill, famous news appointed, others or another arbitrator may
ment of the grade or quality of their goods,
reporter and. radio commentator on "The be appointed by the other party as the case shall be deemed to be an unfair trade pracmay be.
Human
Side of the News."
tice.
Cc) No member of an Arbitration Board
7. The publishing or circularizing of
shall hear or determine any controversy in threats cr suits or any other legal proceedwhich he has an interest, direct or indirect,
ings not in good faith, with the tendency or
and any member having such interest shall effect of harassing competitors or intimi3aTbe disoua'ified to act.
ing their customers, shall be deemed to be
(d) If the arbitrators or a majority of an unfair trade practice.
Washington — Status of the indeare unable to reach a decision, _ they
8. Securing confidential information conpendent exhibitor in partnership them
or a majority of them shall immediately
cerning the business of a competitor by a
with a producer-owned circuit is a select an umpire who shall not be engaged false or misleading statement or representain
the
motion
picture
business.
In
such
case,
vexatious problem yet to be deter- the hearing before the umpire shall be at t:on. by a false impersonation of one in aumined before code operation begins. such time and place as the umpire shall
thority, by bribery, or by any other unfair
method, , shall be deemed to be an unfair
Theater men of this class are insis- designate and shall be had before the umpire trade
practice.
alone, the arbitrators not to be permitted

Arbitration Boards to Settle Disputes

Exhibs in Partnership
Present Hard Problem

tent their situation is that of independent exhibitor and they should
not be regarded as affiliated theater
despite their busirepresentatives
ness alliance. They assert houses
in their circuits are under their
personal management in virtually
every instance, while producer-part-in
ners are comparatively inactive
their operation. They will seek to
have a representative on the code
authority.
Checkroom Cut for Author
Theater business being what it is
at present in Hungary, whenever the
noted dramatist Ferenc Molnar has a
p'ay produced he usually obtains a contract from the theater entitling him not
only to royalties but also to a share
of the check-room receipts. It is a
police order in Budapest that all hats,
coats, canes, etc., must be checked
by playgoers, including all those admitted on passes.

to attend the hearing before the ump:re. It
the arbitrators or a majority of them are
unab'e to agree upon the selection of an
umpire, the Code Authority shall upon request make such selection.
3. In each territory wherein any Distributor maintains an exchange, such Distributor
shall abide by the regulations promulgated
by the Code Authority for the orevention of
fire, for the holding of fire drills, and rigid
monthly inspections, the inspection of prints,
the storing of inflammable material, the maintenance and testing of sprinkler systems and
fire extinguishers, the avoidance of smoking
and other cautions, methods and devices to
protect the lives of emp'oyees and the public
and to insure safety against fire hazards.
4. Nothing in this Code shall be deemed
to apply to the production, distribution or
exhibition of motion pictures on film of recognized sub-standard widths, or to slide films
or non-theatrical motion pictures designed
primarily for some educational, scientific, industrial, commercial, advertising, selling or
other non-theatrical purpose, or to te'evision
of motion pictures, provided that the commercial production, distribution or exhibition
of such films shall be subject to the conditions of arbitration provided for elsewhere
in this Code in determining whether such
production, distribution or exhibition of such

ARTICLE VIII
Mandatory and Amending
Provisions

1. This Code and all the provisions thereof are expressly made subject to the right
of the President, in accordance with the provisions of Clause 10 (b) of the National
Industrial Recovery Act. from time to time
to cancel or modify any order, approval.
license, rule, or regulation, issued under Tit'e I of said Act. and specifically to the
right of the President to cancel or modify
his approval of this Code or any conditions
'mposed by him upon his approval thereof.
2. Such of the provisions of this Code
as are not required to be inc'uded therein
by the National Industrial Recovery Act
may. with the approval of the President, be
modified or el:minated as changes in circumstances or experience may indicate. It 'is
contemplated that from time to time supplementary provisions to this Code or addit'onal code* wil' be submitted for the approval of the President to prevent unfair
competition and other unfair and destructive
practices and to effectuate the other purposes and polxies of Title I of the National
ndustrial Recovery
Act consistent with the
provisions hereof.
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IATSE MODIFYING
OPERATOR DEMAND
Washington — Demand of the I. A.
T. S. E. for one operator at each
machine is being dropped, according to an authoritative source. In
its place, the union will insist on
adoption of its wage scale under the
code as standard for all situations,
organized or unorganized.

15% Concession for South
Standing Little Chance
Washington — Chances of southern exhibitors obtaining a 15 per
cent differential under the code
seemed to fade yesterday, when it
became unofficially known that Sol
A. Rosenblatt disapproves of the
nlan to afford small houses this relief. Southern exhibitors have asked
that this concession be granted in
connection with whatever national
wage scales are ordered by the code.
They point out that this class of
theaters cannot continue operations
in event their overheads are raised
by code requirements. Southern exhibitor leaders based their demands
for a differential on the fact that
southern branches of other induslief. tries have been granted similar reHal Sheridan Managing KSO
Des Moines — Hal R. Sheridan,
manager of the Des Moines, has
been named manager of KSO,
Register & Tribune radio station.
Sheridan formerly was in charge
of Fox houses in New Jersey and
lower New York at the time.
Pete Callahan Dead
Norwalk, Conn. — Peter E. Callahan, 75, until three years ago opera
tor of the Regent, is dead.

Six-Week Advance Campaign
I:
Albany — Warner theaters in this
territory have been carrying on a
special advance campaign for "Foot-light Parade" running from five to
six weeks ahead of the playdate.

Norma Terris in Vita. 3-Reeler
Norma Terris will play the lead
in the second three-reel short to be
s
made by Vitaphone.
3 New Tennessee Firms
Knoxville — ■ Nashville Theaters,
Chattanooga Theaters and Knoxville i
Theaters have been chartered. Y. F.
Freeman, M. F. Gawthrope and J. D.
Van Wagoner are the incorporators
Paramount Settles Claim

Settlement was made yesterday by
Paramount-Publix of a claim brought by
Charles Frohman, Inc., for rent due and
future rent on the Empire Theater on
which Paramount held a lease dated
May 1, 1922, and expiring April 30,
1943. The claim was for $11,547.08
and the settlement was $6,000. Root,
Clark, Buckner & Ballentine appeared
for Paramount, while Salkin & Korn
represented the plaintiffs.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH WILK
'DMUND GRAINGER is supervis, ' ine "Madame Spy." which Karl
"reund is directing- for Universal,
i -ainger assembled a cast including;
'ay Wray, Nils Asthcr. Edward Arnld, John Davidson. Vince Barnett.
,"iah Beery.
iirden
Chase. Douglas

*

*

Walton

and

#

Hugh Herbert, screen comedian,
as been receiving Jewish New Year
ards, and various people have been
aying."Gut Yontiff" to him, believig he is Jewish. He got a call from
ne of the local synagogues, asking
ow many seats he wanted reserved
or the holidays.
He
is Scotchrish.

*

*

*

There

48 New
Faces in "Eight Girls"
girls without previous screen experience

are 48 young

in "Eight Girls in a Boat," which
for Paramount release.
Director

Charles R. Rogers is producing
Richard Wallace
is directing.

May Robson and Alec B. Francis
have
"Alice."been added to Paramount's

*

*

*

Joseph Schildkraut will appear in
M-G-M's "Viva Villa," in which Wallace Beery will be starred. Others
in it already include Pancho Villa,
Jr., Irving Pichel, George E. Stone,
Katharine De Mille, Mona Maris and
Donald Reed. Howard Hawks will
direct.

*

*

*

Steffi Duna, prominent European
Johnny Robinson's orchestra of stage actress, who recently appeared
tattle, managed by Fred E. Ham- in the New York stage presentation
n, formerly a well known picture of "Three Penny Opera," has been
ress agent, is playing a five weeks' signed by RKO for "Man of Two
ngagement at the Venice Ballroom.

*

*

*

Theodor Sparkuhl, who photoraphed "Passion," "Deception,"
The Last Waltz" and other Eurotan hits, is doing camera work at
'aramount. He was in charge of
hotography on "Too Much Harlony," "Midnight Club" and is now
orking on *
"Pardners."
* *
Harrison Wiley, veteran art direcjr, is designing the sets for "Cross
■ountry Cruise," which Eddie Buz■ell is directing for Universal.

$

£

$

Worlds."
Judith Allen has a new long term
contract from Paramount to replace
the original agreement under which
she played successive leads in DeMille's "This Day and Age," "Too
Much Harmony" and "Hell and High

11

"LOTS":

Harold Huber, Charles Stevens
and Clarence Muse are additions to
playing roles

Columbia's

"Fury
*

independently

*of

the
*

Jungle."

Water." Her next assignment will
be the feminine lead in Zane Grey's
"The Thundering Herd" for Paramount.

"Advice to the Lovelorn," starring Lee Tracy, has been put in work
by 20th Century, with Al Werker directing-. Cast also includes Sally
Blane, C. Henry Gordon, Adalyn
Doyle, Jean Adair, Paul Harvey,
Matt Briggs, Isabel Jewel, Judith
Wood, Etienne Girardot and Charles
Levinson.

Lewis Geib, head of the WarnerFirst National studios' technical department, will be in charge of the
erection of the four new stage units
planned. Frank Murphy, head of the
electrical department, will supervise
electrical work.

George Raft is back at the Paramount studios from his motor trip
to New York and will start his next

*

*

Montgomery's next picture, formerly
called "Transcontinental Bus." Richard Boleslavsky is directing, with
Madge Evans and Nat Pendleton in
supporting roles.

*

*

Skeets Gallagher has joined the
cast of Paramount's "Alice in Wonderland."

Darryl Zanuck Grooming Would Bar Studio, Theater
7 Players for Stardom
Making Own Costumes

FILM DAILY
Washington — Ban on all studios
Hollywood — Daryl Zanuck is and theaters making their own cosgrooming seven players for star
*
*
#
tumes will be sought in the theroles in forthcoming Twentieth Cenatrical costume industry code now
Marc Lachman got the biggest
tury productions. They are Fran- being drafted. Outside manufachrill of his life at 1:10 A. M. Oct. 2.
ces Williams, Eddie Foy Jr., Hugh
turers are understood to be respont was just one of those California
sible for the demand. No date for
O'Connell, Paul Kelly, Russ Columshakes" — an earthquake.
bo,
*
*
#
ler. Jackie Kelk and Chick Chand- public hearing- on the code has been
set up to the present time.
i Nigel Bruce,
who
is here from
"Regarding new talent," Zanuck
England to work for Fox, will ap- told Film Daily, "it is altogether
possible that upon the completion
Evelyn Laye in 3 More for G-B
ear first in "Coming Out Party,"
.rith Frances
Dee and Gene
Ray- of some of our forthcoming producEvelyn Laye, star of Gaumonttions many of the younger players British's "Waltz Time," now at the
pond.
$ ♦ ♦
will receive term contracts with defi- Little Carnegie Playhouse, is to apnite intentions of building them to
pear in three and possibly four more
Barbara Kent, Donald Dillaway
pictures for the British company.
hyllis Barry have been signed by stars of definite box office value."
This precludes her coming to Hollylonarch for "Marriage on ApTom Mix Touring Florida
wood for film work, as frequently
roval," which Howard Higgins will
Jacksonville — Mr. and Mrs. Tom reported. Miss Laye is now workirect.
* * *
Mix and Tony head a company of
in "The Clairvoyant," with
Jackieing Hulbert.
Ernest B. Schoedsack will direct ropers and riders making a tour of
the Sparks Circuit in Florida. He
LKO's
"Stingaree,"
starring
Irene will play here Friday. John L. Crovo
»unne.
Wrote "Footlight Parade" Music
* *
*
is supervising- the tour for Sparks.
Music and lyrics for "Footlight
Parade," Warner musical which
RKO has taken an option on "The
Gaylord Lloyd Awarded $15,000
opened
last night at the Strand,
udor Wench," Elswyth Thane novel West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY were supplied by Harry Warren, Al
Hollywood — For loss of an eye in
ased on Queen Elizabeth's early
fe, as a Katharine Hepburn vehicle. an explosion at the Caddo studios Dubin, Sammy Fain and Irving
two years ago, Gaylord F. Lloyd, Kahal. Through error in credits,
director and brother of Harold Walter Donaldson and Gus Kahn
were previously mentioned as the
Lloyd, has been awarded a judgCameramen Push Fight
ment of $15,000. Howard Hughes composers.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
owns the studio.
Hollywood — Claiming that a wide ma"Ariane"
Premiere
in Baltimore
jority of cameramen are in favor of
limitation of hours, the International
New Tauber Film to Open
"Ariane," starring Elisabeth BergPhotographers Local has also instructed
its representatives in Washington to
"Never Trust a Woman," with ner, will have its American premiere
fight to the finish against permitting
Richard Tauber, will open Oct. 12 tonight on the inaugural program
unlimited hours of employment for
at
the new Yorkville Theater. This of the Baltimore Little Theater's fall
cameramen in the film code. The union
also has written Sol A. Rosenblatt in
is one of about 20 foreign features season. Blue Ribbon Photoplays,
the matter.
being released here this season by Inc., is now making arrangements
Bavaria Films.
to present "Ariane" on Broadway.

*

*

picture, "Chrysalis," within a few
davs.

*

*

"Overland Bus" is announced by
M-G-M as the final title for Robert

*

*

Dudley

*

Digges

*

has been signed

by
National
for "Massacre,"
nextFrrst
Richard
Barthelmess
picture,
which Alan Crosland will direct. Ann
Dvorak is the feminine lead.

*

*

*.

Kathryn Segava, formerly of the
Moscow Art Theater, has been signed
by Warners
William

*
*
*
for "Bedside."
Slavens

McNutt

and

Grover Jones, Paramount's new producing-writing-directing team, who
just completed "Hell and Hig-h
Water," have signed a new contract
calling for three pictures within the
next year.

*

West Coast Bureau of THE

*

*

Achmed Abdullah will adapt
"British Agent" for First National
as a Leslie Howard vehicle.
Hazel Hayes, concert singer, has
been added to RKO's "Flying Down

*

*

*

Ann Sothern, leading woman in
"Eight
to
Rio." Girls in a Boat" which
Charles R. Rogers is producing for
Paramount, collapsed while on location at Lake Arrowhead, and was
forced to leave the cast, her doctor
ordering a long rest.

*

*

*

"If I Were Free" is the title set
by RKO for the new Irene DunneClive Brook picture. Nils Asther,
Genevieve Tobin and Henry Stephenson also are in it. Elliott Nugent
directed.

More Fan Dancing
Sally Rand, fan dancer, who opens tomorrow at the New York Paramount,
will have a bit of long-distance competition in the shape of Peggy Heavens,
who opens today at the RKO Prospect,
Brooklyn. Miss Heavens, incidentally,
claims to be the originator of her type
of dance in this country. And Jack
Mclnerney, publicity director of the
Paramount, in notifying city desks of
Miss Rand's availability for interviews,
obligingly
suggests
are dozens of news
angles that
on "there
Miss Rand
that
have never been approached; for instance, off stage she wears five more
garments than worn by the average

office

girl."

THE

DAILY
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ROSENBLATT OMITS
RIGHT-TO-BUY, DUALS
(Continued from Page 1)

explained elsewhere in this issue.
Another important clause proposed
in the original distributor co_de, covering unauthorized exhibitions, has
also been omitted, this is titled
Article 35, reading:
The unauthorized exhibition of a motion
picture and the doing by any exhibitor of acts
which are illegal or in violation of the copyright law of the United States or of an exhibition license gives such exhibitor an unfair competitive advantage over an exhibitor
who is honest, obeys the law and complies
with his contractual obligations, misappropriates a portion of the playing time market
of the motion picture industry, disrupts other
exhibitor's bookings and scheduled exhibitions and imposes a burden of expense and
waste which must be borne by producers,
distributors and exhibitors. Therefore, no
exhibitor shall directly or indirectly or by
any means whatsoever :
(a) Exhibit any motion picture at any
time or place other than on the date or dates
and in the places expressly booked and confirmed in writing pursuant to the exhibition
license therefor;
(b) Use a print of a motion picture at
any theater other than that specified in the
exhibition license therefor ;
(c) Use a print of a motion picture at
two or more theaters when licensed at only
one thereof;
(d) Use the print of a motion picture
for any purpose whatsoever other than exhibitions duly licensed and booked;
or
(e) Withhold the prompt return of a print
of a motion picture for additional exhibitions
at any theater in excess of the time licensed
and booked in writing.

Article 18 of the original distributor code, which would allow distributors to refuse to sell to buying
cooperatives, also is dropped from
the tentative code.

Want Erpi Included
In Equipment Code
(Continued from Page 1)

tion Picture Industry, who on Tuesday in Washington brought about
the rejection of the equipment code
previously prepared. Erpi already
has been included in the electrical
code, but Robins, who returned to
New York yesterday, says his group
will insist on having the leading
sound company included in the code
for the theater field where it derives most of its revenue, which
also represents the major revenue
of its kind.
In addition to conferences in
Washington with K. Dameron, deputy administrator handling this
code, suggestions and support for
the new code draft embracing all of
the equipment industry are being
lined up by Robins. Actual work of
redrafting is expected to be under
way in a few days.
Allied Crowded Out
Washington — Allied leaders are making their headquarters at the Wardman
Park Hotel, partly due to lack of space
available at the Mayflower. They include Abram Myers, Aaron Saperstein,
H. M. Richey, J. C. Ritter, Sidney Samuelson and H. A. Cole. Al Steffes arrives this morning to join a group with
headquarters
at the Mayflower.

Washington NRA Sidelights
;By ARTHUR
£D KUYKENDALL
Ben onBernstein, who have and
been
the
Washington code-go-round for days
and days, slipped over to the Laurel
track the other p. m. and bet on the
wrong horses.

W. EDDY;
They're armed to the gunwales with
arguments.
Will Hays is taking part in the
major company meetings, but is seldom seen in the Mayflower lobby.

George Skouras gets a lot of so The
contingent
far affiliated
consists theaters'
of Ed Schiller
and
free reading from the hotel maga- Sam Dembow, with Harold Franklin
zine rack.
and Joe Bernhard likely to appear
at any moment.
A Radio Pictures' unit is scheduled to hit town within a few days
And still Charley Pettijohn reto make exteriors for "Rodney" at
mains away from the scene of all
Fort Meyers. Cast includes Walter the codified
shooting.
Huston and Frances Dee, with
George Archainbaud directing.
Among the company presidents,
Sidney Kent, Nicholas M. Schenck
The panic is on for room space at and Harry Warner were the first to
the Mayflower and other hotels. Due check in.
to the fact that the World Series is
now opposition to the code.
M. E. Comerford, Sam Birnbaum
and James Finn were among the
Independent producers and distrib- late Tuesday night arrivals, which
utors on the code premises have got also included Harry Thomas, Al
but one subject on their respective Friedlander,
Mitchell Klupt and
minds, that being double features. others.

End of Blue Laws
National IATSE Scales
Urged as NRA Spur
Specified
in Code Draft
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

a more liberal and practical view, vitation to I.A.T.S.E. to organize in
Cohn pointed to the inconsistent at- territories now non-union and promising to close hundreds of small
titude' of various communities
toward Sunday shows, stating that houses unable to meet increased payin approximately a fourth of the United
rolls. The provision fixes a miniStates blue laws are in force affecting themum wage of 40 cents an hour for
aters. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Kansas, Maryland, North Carolina, South Carolina, Rhode unorganized employees, and estabIsland, Tennessee, Virginia and West Virginia
lishes wage scale and working
lead in this respect with all theaters legally
closed on Sunday. Alabama, Arkansas, Flor- hours fixed as of Aug. 23d of this
ida, Georgia, Idaho, Kentucky, Nebraska, New year. Theaters are understood to
Hampshire, North Dakota and South Dakota be satisfied with the I.A.T.S.E.
permit a few communities to have Sunday
theaters responsive to insistent local demand, standard wage scale, as all houses
although as a whole this group of states pro- now use union operators, stagehibits such entertainment. In Maine, Missouri
hands, etc. Furthermore, the plan
and New Jersey the larger cities only have
Sunday pictures. Indiana, first state in the may have the effect of reducing
union to declare for Sunday pictures by
owing to overhead preslegislative action forbids them iti 146 towns competition
sure it brings to bear on smaller
through local blue law enforcement. Iowa

theaters are shut tight on Sunday, save for
83 towns where local opinion compelled opening. And in wide open Illinois 136 communities enforce the blue laws.

Exhibition Contracts
To Have Story Synopses

opposition.

Authority Setup
Left Until Later
(Continued from Page 1)

Thursday, Oct. 5,1933

INDEP'TS IN REVOLT
AGAINST CODE DRAFT
(Continued from Page 1)

ous provisions. All sides, including
najor company representatives, were
still studying the code early this
morning. Some independent exhibitor leaders declared that they plan
to hold mass meetings in protest
against different clauses.
Independent exhibitors particularly attacked the labor provisions establishing I.A.T.S.E. scales throughout the country, threatening to refuse to sign the code on this basis,
while indie producers and distributors assailed the failure of the
code
to
features. ban restrictions on double
Sidney R. Kent and other major
company executives declined to comment pending a legal analysis of
the code. Exhibitor protest against
the code will register itself when
this group meets with Rosenblatt at
the Mayflower at 10:30 this morning to go over the provisions with
him. Afterwards Rosenblatt- meets
with producers and distributors. Ed
Kuykendall and Abram F. Myers
are withholding
comment for the
time
being.

Expect Territorial
Handling of Duals
(Continued from Page

1)

pretation early this morning. This
is in direct conflict with desires of
independent producers and distributors, Columbia, Universal and Allied and other exhibitor units who
had urged that the code place no
restrictions on the policy. The provision is understood to meet with
approval of other major companies
and M. P. T. O. A. leaders.
Under the original code, duals
would have been eliminated in territories in which 60 per cent of theaters so voted. Later the plan was
revised to provide for elimination
by vote of 75 per cent of active
affiliated theaters and 75 per cent
of active independent houses in the
territory. The Independents' proposal to prohibit any restrictions is
based on the fear that distributors,
unless checked, will adopt the policy
ritory.
of adding anti-dual feature clauses
in contracts as in the Chicago ter-

Code Authority, one representative
of each class, selected by the Ad(Continued from Page 1)
ministrator from nominations made
tain conditions. The provision is
by
such
class,
shall serve as a memdesigned to enable the exhibitor to
ber of the authority.
identify product which he is buying.
Financing of the Code Authority
Meet to Digest Code
The paragraph reads as follows:
will be achieved through assessing
With respect to any product announced for
Washington — All groups under
release during any given season by any dis- three divisions of the industry in a
tributor, and not designated as a picture of thority.
jurisdiction of the code held meeta named star or stars, or named director or manner to be determined by the Auings last night to digest the provinamed well-known author, book or play,_ the
sions drafted by Sol A. Rosenblatt.
exhibition contract therefor shall contain a
New Northwest Theater Firms
brief description giving an idea of the general
stvle. or character or class of the story upon
Minneapolis — Northwest theater
which the said motion picture is to be based.
Vote of Confidence
incorporations reported by exchanges
Washington — Independent Theater
include: Bovey Theater Corp., Bovey,
St. Louis Reopenings
Owners of Southern California yesterday
wired confidence in and appreciation of
St. Louis — The World on Delmar Minn., by P. J. Barlow, Jennie Barlow
and
Floyd
Perkins;
Racine
Upefforts of Ed Kuykendall and Ben BerinBlvd. has reopened, operating evestein
in connection with the code work.
town Theater Corp., Racine, Wis.,
nings and Sundays for the time be- by R. Schneider, H. S. Winnencour
Berinstein
is the
association's
tative at the
meetings
and has represenremained
"The Seventh
east since begnining of the code drafting
is the ing.
current
picture.Commandment" and R. Winnecour; Military Theater,
sessions.
Inc.,
at
Omaha,
by
Herbert
Bluechel,
The old Midtown on Olive St.
T. M. Bluechel and Gordon A. Ruth.
opens Friday with double bills.
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Majors Can't Ban Duals in Contracts — Rosenblatt

NDEPENDENT FACTIONS WALK OUT ON CODE CONFAB

Dublix Returns Blank, Hoblitzelle and Perry Circuits
Burden on Theaters
Trustee
Approves
Deals
Quit Hearing Due to OmisThe Code
on Midwest, Southwest,
sion of Right-to-Buy
Va.-Tenn. Houses

. . . and other things
=-By

JACK

ALICOATE^-^

v|OW that the Rosenblatt code is in, it
^ begins to look like a pretty worklanlike job has been accomplished to
ate, all around. It was not to be exected that everyone would be satisfied,
nd apparently the extreme independent
'ing is not. However, arbitration and comromise seems to be the order of the day,
nd it is not unlikely that the final NRA
ilm code will strike a happy medium on
-lost irritating and perplexing problems.
Noticeable by their absence are several
;sues that should never have been the topic
f trade practice conversation, so individual
re they in their application.

The

Rosen-

■latt code meets the request and the retirements of President Roosevelt coniderably more than half way. It wholeteartedly provides for higher wages, less
vorking hours and more jobs. Now, if
ts few remaining sore spots can be ironed
iut, a great industry, necessary both to
he progress and prosperity of this counry, and one straining at the bit for acion, can
get back
to work.

I

IT

MUST

' softy.
3ig
3y
ng
jp

be
We

that we

are just an

old

are in the clutches of that

Bad Wolf and just can't let a day go
without getting the enjoyment of seethose three toothsome little pigs burn
his backside with turpentine. Walt

Disney's "Three Little Pigs" will live forsver. It is a gem. We know of fans
who

have seen it ten times.

Here

surely

s the result of genius, for, like Emerson's
■nouse-trap man, Walt Disney is doing only
what others are doing, but in such more
original fashion as to bring a golden stream
o the box-office.

•

(THE signing of Joe Cook by the Fox
outfit, coming upon the announcement
f bringing George White, as well as several other luminaries of the legitimate
^ield under the Fox banner, is a significant
indication that code or no code, this company is planning rather fully and complete(Continued
on Page
2)
Over 1,200 Pages of Information — The Coming
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.

Petitions submitted by Paramount
trustees for the return to local operation of the A. H. Blank, Karl
Hoblitzelle and Hunter Perry circuits were granted by Henry K.
Davis, referee in bankruptcy, at a
meeting
the Publix
Enterprises'
creditors of
yesterday.
Allan
T. Klots,
counsel for the trustee,
outlined
(Continued

on Page

15)

24 TEXAS THEATERS
BACK IN OPERATION
Dallas — A sharp upturn in theater reopenings occurred in the last
three weeks of September, with a
total of 24 houses returning to active operation in that period, it is
shown by reports to the Film Board
(Continued

on

Page

11)

12 Houses Reopened
In Philly Territory
Philadelphia — Twelve houses in
this territory reopened in the past
month, it is shown by the Film
Board of Trade's report. The houses
are the Community, Hershey; Astor,
Annville; Berwyn, Berwyn; Capitol,
(Continued

on Page

11)

Washington — Ninety-five per cent of
overhead increases to fall on industry
under code will be borne by theaters,
Ed Kuykendall declared yesterday. In
order to help theaters offset this
tremendous burden they must have the
aid of fair trade practices, he asserted.

and Dual Clauses

50% OF PARA. LINEUP
FINISHED BY NOV. 1
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Bitterly antagonistic
to tentative code prepared by Sol A.
Rosenblatt, 12 exhibitor associations
together with independent producers and distributors yesterday virtually walked out on the code meetings. In a communication to the
Deputy Administrator as he presided at yesterday
(Continuedmorning's
on Page 6) exhibitor

DAILY

Hollywood — Paramount will complete 50 per cent of its 1933-34 production program by Nov. 1. Ten
films have already been released
and eight are in the cutting rooms.
ly.
Nine are now shooting and five
are ready for production immediate-

MPTOA DELEGATION
IS STAYING ON JOB

Washington — Despite the fact
for that some groups have walked out
on the code conferences, "the M. P.
T. 0. A. delegation will stay until
RKO Studios Starting
dismissed," even though the asso8 Pictures Next Week
ciation "cannot accept some parts
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
as presented," it was stated by Ed
yesterday afternoon at
Hollywood — Eight new RKO pro- Kuykendall(Continued
on Page 15)
ductions are scheduled to go before
the cameras within the week, in
addition to "Flying Down to Rio"
and "Man of Two Worlds" which Chorus Equity Satisfied
are currently in work.
With Most Talent Phases
Among
the eight new pictures
Washington — Large part of the
are
"Rodney,"
(Continued onunder
Page 11) George
code as it concerns relations between vaudeville and presentation
houses and chorus satisfies Dorothy
Bryant, executive secretary of
Chorus Equity, she told Film Daily
at the Willard yesterday afternoon.
She is conferring with NRA officials
on sections which she desires revised. So far her study of code is_
Washington — Independents have
no reason to fear major company preliminary, she stated.
group action restriction of duals, as
such is outlawed by the Fox West
8,000 Exhibs in Fusion
Coast decision, declared Sol A. RosWashington— Eight thousand theaters
enblatt at a press interview last
are represented by the independent exnight. His code allows exhibitors
hibitors identified with the fusion protest movement, according to Eddie
to decide(Continued
policy on individually,
he
Page 11)
On

the(Continued
stages

on arePage "Design
IS)

Rosenblatt Says Code Covers
Dual Bills and Block Booking
Eddie Cantor Heads
Actors' Screen Guild
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Eddie Cantor has
been named president of the Actors'
Screen Guild, with Adolphe Menjou,
Fredric March and Ann Harding as
vice-presidents; Kenneth Thomson,
secretary, and Groucho Marx, treasurer.

Golden, one of the producer-distributor
leaders in the move.

The Coming 1934 Film Daily Year Book Will
More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

Be
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Paramount

Friday, Oct. 6, 1933

Gets Earl Carroll Show

Coming and Going

Screen rights to Earl Carroll's current Broadway success "Murder at the Vanities"
have been purchased by Paramount, Emanuel Cohen announced yesterday. Carroll
will go to Hollywood to assist in the direction and act in a supervisory capacity on
production.
Work is scheduled to begin in December.
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Trailer Firms' Scale
Is Modified by NRA

. . and other things
(Continued

from Page 1)

ly for the future output of Movietone
City. The coming of Sidney Kent was
the turning point in the history of this
company. It is not unlikely that he is
well in advance of his five year plan and
that the great International Fox Company is again walking on safe, sane and
substantial ground. One is taking no chance
in predicting that as the future history of
this industry is written the names of Sid
Kent and his energetic and aggressive Fox
outfit will play a continuously prominent

Washington — A modification in
the President's Reemployment
Agreement involving the trailer
manufacturing industry is announced by the NRA. It specifies:
"For factory workers a maximum
work week of 40 hours, and not
more than 8 hours in any one day;
for the same classification minimum
wage 40 cents an hour unless the
rate was lower on July 15, 1929,
and in no event less than 30 cents
an hour."
Renee

CITY
the Boardwalk

A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
St. Charles make the days spent there a
delightful memory . . . Come and enjoyl
RATES GREATLY REDUCED

RITA
New

FILM

arrived

KAUFMAN,
York from

in New

York

style director
the coast.

GEORGES
CARPENTIER
was
day's arrivals from
Europe.

yesterday

for

among

Fox,

yester- I

LEON
SCHLESINGER
has
left
New
after signing
a scenario
writer and two
mators to work
on his "Looney
Tune"
"Merrie
Melodies"
cartoons
for Warner.
NORMAN
from a New

H. MORAY
of Vitaphone
England trip.

is

York
aniand |

is back

ALINE MacMAHON, now on vacation in New
York,
plans
to return
to Hollywood
within I
the next ten days to resume
work
for Warners.
MARION
GERING,
Paramount
director,
ar-j
rived in Hollywood
yesterday
by airplane
to
complete
a 15,000
mile vacation
jaunt which
took
him
through
all,
of
the
larger
European
countries.

RKO-B. & K. Deal

DAILY

Chicago — Jules Levy yesterday
Hollywood — Renee Adoree, who signed the Balaban and Katz circuit
part
rose to film fame opposite John Gil- for the entire RKO feature and
John Conrad Producing
bert in "The Big Parade," died yes- short subject line-up. The deal inTwo Series of Shorts
terday at Sunland, a health resort
cludes 36 de luxe houses in this city.
near here, of a chronic respiratorv
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
which caused her to quit
Added to Warner Exploiteers
Hollywood — John Conrad is pro- ailment
films several years ago.
A. J. Kennedy, working out of
ducing "Memories of Yesterday," a
series of six one-reelers, as well as
Warner's Seattle branch under N,
"Outdoor Adventures." six one-reelH. Brower, has been added to the
80
Vitaphone
N.
E.
Deals
ers. Both groups will be distributed
Eighty New England situations, company's national exploitation staff J
by
Corp.International Film Distributors
including 70 in the Pinansky-Mul- by S. Charles Einfeld, director of
lins Circuit, formerly Publix, and 10 advertising and publicity. KenInterstate Circuit towns, have been
nedy'shibitors
job is
to cooperate
exin key
situations with
booking
4 Houses in N. Y. Area
closed by Norman H. Moray, Vita- Warner product on the West Coast.
Added to Warner String phone sales manager, and Tom
Connie Talmadge Gets Estate
Four theaters in the New York Spry, Warner's Boston manager.
metropolitan area went under WarWestLos Coast
Bureau of
FILM DAILY''
Taylor Holmes
for Comedy
Angeles
— THE
Constance
Tal-j
ner operation last month, the report
is the beneficiary of the
of the Film Board of Trade shows.
Taylor Holmes has been signed by madge
L. TalThey include the Rex, East Ruth- Educational Pictures for the star- estate of Mrs. Margaret
erford, N. J., formerly operated by
madge, mother of the three Tal-j
ring role in "What A Wife," the madge sisters,
Al Gottesman; Lyndhurst, Lynd- first comedy in Educational's new filed for probate.according to her will
hurst, and Cameo and American in Coronet series.
Newark.
Educational Signs Lillian Roth
Lillian Roth has been signed by
Educational for a number of tworeel comedies. Her first assignment will be the feminine lead in
the first of Educational's six musical comedies, on which shooting
starts Monday at the Eastern Service Studios in Astoria.
4 Get New M-G-M

V2

in

Adoree Dead

West Coast Bureau of THE

Calls for St. Louis Claims
St. Louis — All unsecured claims
against St. Louis Properties Corp.
must be presented within 90 days
from Sept. 9, it is announced by
U. S. District Judge Charles B.
Davis in the receivership suit
against the company.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Contracts
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M has given new
long term contracts to Charles Brabin, director; John Meehan and Leo
Birinski, writers; and Ted Healy,
comedian.

"To the Victor," an unpublished
story by Frank Dolan, has been
bought
by M-G-M. Dolan himself
ing.
will prepare the story for screenMonte

Blue

at

Paramount

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

STRYK'S
INDUBOO
THEDATE
Oct. 16-18:
Society
of
Motion
Picture
En- I
gineers
fall
meeting,
Edgewater
Beach
Hotel. Chicago.
Oct. 17: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.

M-G-M Buys Story

..

"Waltz Time" Holding Over
"Waltz Time," Gaumont-British
musical, is being held over at the
Little Carnegie Playhouse. Dissame ney's
bill. "Three Little Pigs" is on the
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The

+

Keith A-0 6s 46 .... 45
Loew 6s 41ww
86
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 31

Warner's

POLA NEGRI
from
abroad.

Editor and Publisher

Dec. 31:
Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth an- |
nual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.
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RKO
Circuit Books Clyde Comedy
Hollywood — Monte Blue, back
"Dora's Dunking Doughnuts," first from a year's tour, has been signed
comedy in Educational's new Andy by Paramount for "The Thundering
Clyde series, has been booked by Herd," Zane Grey story.
RKO for the maximum playing time
over its Metropolitan circuit.
Educational's
Palmist Short
"Your Life Is In Your Hands,"
Fox Extends Gaiety Lease
featuring Josef Ranald, scientific
Fox has extended its lease on the character analyst, will be released
Gaiety, where "Berkeley Square" is by Educational Pictures as the first
subject in its Treasure Chest series.
having a two-a-day run.
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e's got that
certain something

w

. . . eyes . . . voice . . .and a skin you
love to touch . . . she's got what it
takes ... and so have National Scene

&

Trailers . . ■ they've got that certain
something that actually sells the show
... realism . .. punch . . . that comes
HARLOW'S
only from samplevues straight from the
''BOMBSHELL7—
picture itself . . . selling your show
that's the title of her
c
I
new
m-G-m triumph
. . . and according to

Coast Previews, its

explosion

will

wreck

your favorite record!

NATIONAL
...worth

SCREEN
more
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dragging them back . . . creating a
,
.,
desire to come and see more ... .yes

because
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'

they've got that certain something thai makes
exhibitors
say . . .

SERVICE
it sells more

And now

Footlight Parade stands

right in the center of the entertainment spotlight"!* This human NRA
formation is just one of the 21 distinct scenes which "the audience
applauded loud and vigorously"1 at
the tremendous world premiere
accorded the biggest and brightest
of the Warner musicals" Wednesday night at New York Strand! Rioting crowds swamped police... Entire
Broadway block closed to traffic. . .
"GOLD

DIGGERS"

RECEIPTS AC-

TUALLY TOPPED by this"lavish entertainment"0...'^ worthy successor
to 42nd Street and Gold Diggers"!*
*From
tFrom
0 From
§ From

Regina Crewe's review in N. Y. American
Rose Pelswick's review in N. Y. Journal
Bland Johaneson's review in N. Y. Mirror
Kate Cameron's review in N. Y. Daily News

JAMES CAGNEY
RUBY KEELER
DICK POWELL
JOAN BLONDELL
Vitagrapb, Inc., distributors
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Major Interests Favored in Code, Independents Claim
Rosenblatt
Draft Would
Promote Monopoly, It
is Contended
Washington — "Amazed" and "astounded" by Sol A. Rosenblatt's first
revision of the film code, which they
contend favors the major interests
and will tend to foster monopoly in
the industry, the independent fusion
group comprising exhibitors, distributors and producers yesterday sent
the following letter to the Deputy
Administrator :
"We have given freely of our time
and substance in an effort to formulate a code which would effectuate
the policies of the National Industrial Recovery Act.
"We have presented facts showing
the prevalence in industry of monopolistic and unfair practices, existence of which has been readily admitted in the discussions before you,
and to which you have frequently
adverted, and we have been led to believe that the Administration is cognizant of these conditions and of the
need for their correction.
"It is our view the document presented is a departure from the declared purposes of the N. I. R. A->
since it not only fails to correct
monopolistic and unfair practices
and to prevent the oppression of
small enterprises, but on the contrary tends to promote and perpetuate such practices and oppressions.
"The inevitable effect of the proposed code is to deny to all interests in the industry unaffiliated with
the major producers, relief which
they had the right to expect, and to
place a cloak of legality on manifestly unfair and harmful practices
from which in the past it has been
possible to procure some measure of
relief and protection through the
courts.
"Further, the proposed code fails
to deal with many major abuses that
afflict the industry, and it contains
none of the major provisions which
have been urged to permit the industry to go forward under N. R. A.
as for example: The provisions intended to insure to exhibitors an opportunity to procure sufficient product, the prevention of unfair discriminations, the elimination of salacious and indecent pictures, the right
to exercise individual discretion in
Philly Unit Out Again
Washington — In joining the independent fusion movement against Sol
Rosenblatt's code draft, the M.P.T.O.
of Eastern Pennsylvania breaks away
from its national affiliate, the M. P.
T 0 A., which is remaining in conferences. A week ago differences between the Philadelphia unit and the
national association were harmonized,
according to official announcement made
at the code meeting. Now it's all over
again.

Not Taking Blue Eagle from Non-Signers
Washington — Provided groups which refuse to sign the code comply with rts requirements, Blue Eagles will not be taken away from them, declared Sol A. Rosenblatt
in interview yesterday. Independents, both producers, distributors and exhibitors, are
putting objections to the tentative code in writing, he stated. The M.P.T.O.A. wants
but few changes, declared the deputy administrator after the noon exhibitor meeting
at the Mayflower.

INDEP'T FACTIONS
WALK (M ON CODE
(Continued from Page 1)

WILLING TO MODIFY FUSION GROUP NAMES
LABOR CONDITIONS CODE ANALYSIS GROUP
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt is
understood to have indicated to exhibitors his willingness to modify
clauses covering wage scales and
hours. These provisions have particularly aroused the M.P.T.O.A.
and other exhibitor units, as their
requirements, theater men declare,
will force closing of hundreds of
small houses. Tentative draft would
fix I.A.T.S.E. scales as a national
standard. The clause was considered
at an exhibitor meeting yesterday
with Rosenblatt presiding. Exhib
representatives again met last
night with Abner Rubien, counsel
for I.A.T.S.E., in an effort to iron
out differences. Despite withdrawal of allied and other independent
exhibitors, producers and distributors, Rosenblatt is proceeding as if
they were participating.

Washington — Organization of a
move to fight various provisions of
Sol A. Rosenblatt's tentative code
occupied a meeting of the independent fusion group at the Mayflower yesterday. Attorneys Abram
Myers, Mitchell Klupt, Jacob Schechter and Milton Weisman were named
a committee to prepare an analysis
of the draft, which is expected to
be complete within two days. Another meeting is scheduled for 10
a. m. today at the hotel.
Major companies also met last
night at the Mayflower to go over
code proposals and continue work
on clauses 9 and 10.

High Salaries of Stars
Attacked by Indep'ts

Washington — "Enormous star salaries, like huge bonuses and salaries
paid to film company executives,
are a crushing burden on the industry which the movie patron as
ultimate
customer is obliged to
Washington — A committee of five
to handle public relations for inde- bear," declared a statement issued
pendent fusionist group was an- last night by the independent fusion
nounced last night. It consists of group.
Sidney Samuelson, Leo Brecher, CalThe proposed
code means of"virtual
of hundreds
small
vin Bard, Dave Barrist and Eddie extinction
Golden. Headquarters will be in Ab- neighborhood houses and many producers and distributors," says the
ram
Myers' office in the Securities statement.
Building.
Claim is made that the group
represents 120 independent firms as
vital policies in theater operations, well as exhibitors. Statement frankly uses description
"walkout"
etc.
connection
with the fusion
action.in
"In setting up boards of administration and for hearing grievances,
the provision is made for such a pre- Rosenblatt Defends
ponderance ofinfluence in the major
Attitude on Duals
producers and their affiliated interests that no relief can be reasonWashington — Defending the code
ably expected even from the prac- as it indirectly relates to double
tices dealt with in proposed code.
features, Sol A. Rosenblatt pointed
"In view of these considerations out that in 1929, a prosperous year
and since two months have already
been consumed in the discussion of in the industry, duals were not genplayed. Rosenblatt denied the
these matters, we do not believe that fusion erally
move is a walkout.
any good purpose will be served by a
renewal of such discussions. We
therefore prefer to present views in Right-to-Buy Excluded
writing.

Public Relations Group
Named by Independents

group meeting at the Mayflower,
they served notice that they will no
longer actually participate in the
conferences, but instead will present
their views and analysis in writing.
In addition to the Federation of
the M. P. Industry, comprising independent producers and distributors,
the independent fusion movement
statement was signed by the following organizations:
Allied, by Abram F. Myers and J.
C. Ritter; I. T. 0. A. of New York,
by Milton Weisman and Harry
Brandt; Independent M. P. Exhibitors Code Protective Committee, by
Mitchell Klupt and Lou Blumenthal ;
Allied of Michigan by H. M. Richey;
T. O. C. C. by Charles O'Reilly; Independent exhibitors of New England, by Nathan Yamins and W. B.
Littlefield; I. T. 0. of Omaha and K.
C. territories, by Calvin Bard; M. P.
T. 0. of Eastern Pennsylvania, by
Dave Barrist; Allied Theaters of Illinois, by Aaron Saperstein; Allied
of Texas, by H. A. Cole; Allied of
New Jersey, by Sidney Samuelson.
Additional signators were A. H.
Schwartz of Century Circuit; Leo
Brecher and Leon Rosenblatt.
The walkout leaves the M. P. T.
0. A., including affiliated theaters, a
few independent exhibitor groups
and major producers and distributors remaining in active participation in meetings. The fusion movement materialized yesterday noon
after rumblings early in the morning following the independent confab at the Wardman Park Hotel
when Rosenblatt called the exhibitor
meeting to order, Allied and other
units' representatives were absent.
Just before noon, Tom Murray arrived as ambassador for the insurgents, bearing a communication addressed to the Deputy Administrator and stating the group's position.
After the meeting Rosenblatt declined to comment on the contents of
the letter.
independent
movein
wasTheactuated
by lackproducers'
of a clause
the code preventing restrictions on
double features. One of the principal complaints from exhibitors is
understood to be the lack of provisions covering the right to buy.

For Lack of Definition

"We respectfully advise you that
we are preparing and will present
Washington — Exhibitor inability
to you at the earliest possible mo- to define the right-to-buy balked inment an analysis of what we deem to
clusion of this clause in the tentabe the vices and shortcomings of the
tive code draft, Sol A. Rosenblatt
proposed code, and a statement em- said last night. "You can't have the
bodying our suggestions with regard right-to-buy without the right-tosell," said the deputy administrator.
to the same."

Dameron a Prof.
Washington — Kenneth Dameron,
deputy administrator in charge of the
supply
code, is
a professor of
economicsdealers'
at Chicago
University.
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BAD WOLF?
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*with a bow to
Walter Disney

SEE NEXT PAGE
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I wolf away from your door for many years!

and the BIG,
BAD WOLF got it in the end!

Paramount's
"TOO MUCH
HARMONY"
brings best business in 10 months.

"TOO MUCH
HARMONY"
Paramount's
Best business
in 14 months.

"TOO MUCH
HARMONY"
Paramount's
brings best business in 15 months-

PARAMOUNT
Theatre

N EWMAN
Theatre

LOS

KANSAS

ANGELES

Paramount's
'TOO MUCH
HARMONY"
Best business in 12 months.

CITY

Paramount's
"TOO MUCH
HARMONY"
does 200% of average business.

"TOO MUCH
HARMONY'
Best business
in 8 months.
Paramount's

ALABAMA
Theatre

PARAMOUNT
Theatre

PARAMOUNT
Theatre

BIRMINGHAM

SPRINGFIELD

NEV/

Paramount's
"TOO
MUCH
HARMONY'
200% of average business.

if it's a PARAMOUNT

Paramount's
"TOO
MUCH
HARMONY"
Best business in 2 years.

PICTURE

it's the

HAVEN

"TOO MUCH
HARMONY'
Best business
in 12 months.
Paramount's

best

show

in

town!
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4 TEXAS THEATERS
BACK IN OPERATION
(Continued from Page 1)

f Trade. Theaters resuming in.uded the Paramount, Amarillo;
urntex, Burnet; Royal, Canton;
alace, Crane; Crosby, Crosby;
'alace, Groesbeck; Azteca, Houson; Royal, Laredo; Lincoln, Lufin; Pen-Ell, Monahans; Amusu, Pt.
.avaca; Dreamland, Rio Grande;
'alace, Royce City; State, San Anonio; Plaza, San Marcos; Lyric,
/an Alstyne; National, Weslaco;
lex, Weinert; Tivoli, Beaumont;
Texas, Austin; Alamo, Alamo; Ritz,
jatesville; Palace, Eico; Melba,
Dallas.
John Sayeg is reported planning
o build a house in Ennis this fall.
M. M. Woods is building a theater
n Anson and Louis Baxley is erecting a house in Fort Worth.

RKO Studios Starting
8 Pictures Next Week
(Continued from Page

OAILV
11

SHORT

SUBJECT REVIEWS

"Jack and the Beanstalk"
(Once Upon a Time Series)
P. A. Powers
7 mins.
Swell Color Cartoon
Kids will go wild about this one.
It is entirely in color and the animation which was handled by U. B.
Iwerks is unusually smooth. The
story carries out the immortal fable
with several up-to-date gags interpolated. Musical background fits
the mood. Cinecolor was the process
used.
"The Dish Ran Away with the
(Looney Tune)
Vitaphone
6 mins.
A Dandy
This is the first in this series
under the able pen
of
n" Leon SchleSpooamong
singer and it ranks
the best
in cartoon
comedies.
Gags
are

plentiful and laughs come in quick
succession. It is all about the troubles of a man spoon and a pretty
lady dish who are pursued by a big
ugly wad of dough. The film starts
with a bang and never lets up on
action or humor.
Mickey Mouse in
United

"The Steeple Chase"
Artists
7 mins.
Swell

Right up to the standard set by
this Walt Disney series. Shows
Mickey Mouse doing his stuff on a
steeplechase course, with the usual
interventions, comedy gags, etc.,
and the final victory for Mickey.
The cartoon has a musical score by
Frank E. Churchill, who is famous
since he wrote the "Big Bad Wolf"
ditty for "Three Little Pigs."

1)

Archainbaud's direction, with Walter Huston, Frances Dee and Robert
Shane. The unit will go to Fort
By RALPH WILK
Myer, Va., for exteriors. Another is
HOLLYWOOD
'Wild Birds," under Elliott Nugent's
Paramount's "Search for Beauty,"
direction, featuring Dorothy Jordan,
for which an international contest
Tom Brown, Beulah Bondi and Nydia §ALLY EILERS and Herbert Mun- was conducted, goes in work Oct. 23
din will appear
with
George
Westman.
following arrival of the winners
O'Brien in "Heir to the Hoorah," from various parts. Erie Kenton
Five pictures will start Monday. Sol Wurtzel production for Fox.
will direct. Leading roles already
*
*
*
These are "Once Over Lightly," the
have been assigned to William FrawPitts-Kelton feature; "Triggers,"
ley, Buster Crabbe, Toby Wing and
George O'Brien and his wife, Ida
with Katharine Hepburn; "Long Marguerite
Lupino.
Churchill, plan a trip to
Lost Father," to star John Barrymore; "Hip Hips Hooray," Wheeler- New York after he finishes "Frontier Marshal." After spending the
Woolsey comedy, and "Girl Meets Christmas
in the east, they
Richard Cromwell has been signed
Boy," with Dorothy Jordan and Joel may sail forholidays
Italy.
to a new contract by Columbia.
McCrea. "Sweet Cheat," with Ginger
*
*
*
*
*
*
Rogers and Bill Cagney, also will
go into production next week.
A Fanchon & Marco unit has been
Gus Meins, Hal Roach director, is
added to a sequence in Monarch's a great lover of the outdoors. For
"Marriage on Approval." Monarch, "Backs to Nature," featuring Thelwhich starts its second year this ma Todd and Patsy Kelly, he deRewriting One-Third
sired an ideal camp site. He made
plans 16 features for 1933-34,
Of Equipment Code week,
according to John R. Freuler, presi- an extensive search and ended by
Washington — Rewriting of one- dent.
dio.
having the "camp" built in the stuthird of the supply dealers' code
is planned by J. E. Robin, president
of the Independent Theater Supply
Fox has added Lya Lys to "Jimmy
Two graduates of The Film Daily
Dealers' Association, in conjunction and Sally," and Mona Barrie, Auswith Deputy Administrator Kenneth
tralian actress, to "Sleepers East." are making their presence felt in the
Dameron, various NRA units and
*
*
*
film colony. They are Michael L.
other dealers. Robin stated yesterSimmons and Manuel Komroff. SimMay
Robson
and
Richard
Cromday that his organization has a memmons is the co-author of "The Bowwell
are
slated
for
the
mother
and
bership of 26 dealers. He plans to
ery" and is now under contract to
return to New York today, later son roles in Columbia's "The Most Charles R. Rogers. Komroff, who
returning to Washington. So far Precious Thing in Life."
wrote "Coronet" and several other
no deadline has been set for delivbooks, has written the screen play
ery of the revised code, original of
Regiment
Lovers,"
"Joe Palooka" will go into pro- for
which "Her
will star
Marlene ofDietrich.
which was rejected Tuesday by
duction next Monday as the first ReDameron at the Public hearing.
liance picture since "I Cover the
Sam Taylor is a tennis enthusiast.
Waterfront,"
produced
Harry
M.
Goetz and Edward
Smallby for
United
While on his recent trip to England
Artists release. Cast will include he found time to attend the matches
World Film Parley Opens
Jimmy "Schnozzle" Durante, Lupe at Wimbleton. His brother, Matt,
Geneva— With Curtis Everett, American Vice-Consul, representing the U.
Velez, Stuart Erwin, Robert Arm- now writing fiction for magazines,
S., an international conference to disstrong, Rochelle Hudson and Mar- is a former college tennis star.
cuss remova! of duties and other rejorie Rambeau. It will be directed by
strictions inthe way of world distribu*
*
*
Benjamin Stoloff. Reliance also will
tion of educational films got under
Edward Sutherland, who directed
way here yesterday.
make "The Count of Monte Cristo"
"Too Much Harmony," has as his
and "The Shanghai Gesture."

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

_

SAYS MAJORS CANT
BAN DUAL FEATURES
(Continued from Page

1)

said, and in , event disputes arise
they can take them to local grievance boards. Cancellation clause of
the optional standard contract, made
compulsory under the code, takes
care of block booking, he declared.
Owing to the 5-5-5 cancellation
privilege under the NRA, the industry must supply data as to operations of the code, he pointed out,
thus placing the Administration in
a position to determine whether
abuses still exist. Rosenblatt reiterated his former statement that
if the code does not prove workable in any respect, the provisions
so involved can and will be changed.
If independent producers can say
anything new as regards the code,
they still have the opportunity,
stated the deputy administrator, who
said no deadline for code completion has been set.
Grievance boards setup follows
the plan outlined by Milton Weisman, stated Rosenblatt. He insisted that no recess will be called and
meetings.
work must be completed at current

12 Houses Reopened
In Philly Territory
(Continued from Page

1)

Europa, Keith's, Benson, Fay's and
Girard, all this city; Grand, Lancaster, and the Dillsburg in Dillsburg.
The Y. M. C. A., Carney's Point,
N. J., also has resumed showings.
Lillian Miles at Palace
Lillian Miles, torch singer who
has appeared in several pictures,
will be in the vaudeville bill opening Friday at the Palace. Warner's
"Bureau
Missing Persons" is the
incoming offilm.
next Paramount assignment the direction of "Funny
*
* Page."
*
Helen Man and Warren Wilson,
latter known as Warren Burke, writer for Harold Lloyd, have filed
marriage intentions.
*
*
*
Judith Allen is at work on her
fourth consecutive Paramount lead,
stepping into a featured part in Zane
Grey's outdoor romance, "The Thundering Herd," a week after finishing
"Hell and High Water."
Mexican Radio Tieup
Mexico City — Ambrose S. Dowling,
RKO export manager, has arranged a
tie-up with radio broadcasting station
XEW, one of the most powerful stations
on the North American continent, for
the dissemination of Radio Pictures'
production news throughout Mexico and
Central America. Emilfo Azearraga,
owner of the station, handled the deal
for XEW.

THE

FOREIGN
FIELD
No branch of the motion picture industry is more

important than the foreign

field. Here the opportunity for progress
and advancement,

under new and unique

conditions, again compellingly presents itself. The Film Daily Year Book, annually,
covers the foreign field thoroughly, comprehensively, and intelligently. The

foreign

statistics and informative data that it contains are accurate. In its advertising pages,
too, will be found a complete reflection of
"Who's Who"

in responsible U. S. Export

and Foreign Film Circles. Last but not
least — the circulation of the Film Daily
Year Book is decidedly International.

0h
A Copy Of The Coming
1934 Edition Will Be

Found Upon The Desk Of Practically Every Important
WORLD
IN THE
Executive
Picture
Motion
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EXPLOITETTES

TIMELY TOPICS

IOMGHtheJ

Success of Stars
Depends on Normalcy

WITH

OTION picture historyteaches all who study it
that .the. longest-lived of the
stars are those who lead normal
lives, keep out of the headlines
and behave themselves as practical human beings. Mary Pickford, during the twenty most
successful years of her life, kept
her head, went scandal-free and
for two decades was one of the
greatest box-office attractions
the motion picture theater ever
knew. There are many others
with lesser, but equally illustrative records. Marie Dressier
proved to the last doubting
Thomas that a middle-aged actress can achieve considerable
color by being normal — and
through normalcy become one of
the most successful performers
of her day. Janet Gaynor is not
an actress who desires or gets
very much front page space.
She doesn't go in for daring
things, doesn't make a habit of
attending parties, but prefers
the quiet and comfort of her
home — and Janet is and has
been a leading money-maker and
box-office earner for many years.
. . . Among the men stars there
is one exceptional case to prove
the point that normalcy is a motion picture actor's greatest asset. That actor is Warner Baxter, who can boast that "this
thing called glamour" has touched him but rarely during his
twenty years of stage and screen
work.
— Paramount.

M<

*
*
*
The Screen Needs
Simple, Human Stories

"THE simple,
storycomedy
combininghuman
romance and
was the foundation of motion
pictures and it remains today
the most important feature of
the screen story. The story with
characterization and romance
always is audience fare. Theatergoers like to see the hero
win the heroine and they like to
hiss the villain. It was so at
the beginning of pictures, and
it remains so today.
Robert Ellis

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Cash

in on football season
priate tieups.

by appro-

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• UNDER
THE
aegis of Truman
Talley
chief of Fox Movietone News
they threw a grand party
over at the Movietone studios on 54th Street. ...... it was a
visit behind the scenes at the photographing of a motion picture fashion show
and for the first time in our alleged
career as a trade paper kolyumist
we got the Real Lowdown on why the Fox Movietone is what it IS
and what
it is is so universally known that to dilate upon it would be an
insult to your intelligence but thank gawd, we have such
an
Intelligent Clientele of readers that we don't have to explain
THAT

*

*

*

*

• • • THEY SERVED a delightful luncheon to the guests
...... in between each course they staged in a studio setting
the very latest in Fashions
for "Evening," "Afternoon
and Late Afternoon," "Daytime,"
we thanked gawd that
the Missus was not with us. .
for under the influence of
those Gorgeous Models we would have signed a blank check
on Jane Hamilton Rhodes of Fifth Avenue for Anything1
Miss Rhodes staged the styles
•
•
• PERHAPS YOU are unfamiliar with the Youthful
Verve of the swagger fur coat
or the "Nite Brown"
dyed in Laskinlamb
or that you can knock your wife
or sweetheart silly with a gift of an Australian baby silver bear
coat for a Moderate Price
that will make her overlook
all your misplays, faults and miscues
and if Fox Movietone did nothing else for the male population than this
they should be automatically moved up to the Top of the
Class
•
•
• WE MUST not overlook Vyvyan Donner
Fashion
Editor of the Fox Movietonenews
she did a
grand job supervising the actual shooting of the fashion displays that followed the luncheon ..... the collection of latest
in styles was arranged by Thea Tyler
a charming miss
and June Hamilton Rhodes
>. .who paid a swell
compliment to the Motion Picture
in her introductory
talk she admitted frankly that Hollywood fashions had forced
the fashion mentors of the women's trade to accept the dictum
of styles of the stars
and say fell with Paris Fashions
and she gave Fox Movietone a big slice of the credit for
popularizing Hollywood Fashions through their fashion displays
Dan Doherty and Earl Wingart certainly staged a party
that the fashion editors and the newspaper lads and lassies will
long remember
\. .
•

•

• THAT FIRST pix from Darryl Zanuck of 20th Century Productions has certainly rung the b.o. bell. .....
"The
Bowery" at the Rivoli is standin' 'em up
a nifty throwaway titled "The Bowery Gazette" on pink paper a la the ole
time "Police Gazette" is a wow
it presents the characters of the early '90's as the oldtimers knew them
Steve
Brodie,
Chuck
Connors,
"Mayor"
of
Chinatown,
and
all
the
well
known characters of the mauve decade
and by all means
catch that Bowery Guy
a 7-footer out front who copped
the ballyhoo from 150 applicants
he's a Born Showman.
• • • A CONTRACT has been awarded to Jean Connors,
blonde beauty from Flushing, L. I., who appeared in the RKO
Theater finals at the Madison Square Garden contest
she is only 16
but looks so Good that the RKO execs
have gone nuts over her possibilities
The EducationalMoran and Mack comedy, "The Farmer's Fatal Folly," opened
yesterday at the Radio City Musk Hall

«

«

«

»

»

»

Dep't Store Tieup
On "Silly Symphony"
TJNITED ARTISTS worked out
an effective tie-up with
Gimbel Brothers and the Radio
City Music Hall during the
showing of Walt Disney's Silly
Symphony, "Lullaby Land," at
the Music Hall. Gimbel's devoted a window display to a series of original drawings from
"Lullaby Land," together with
a blow-up in color of one of the
scenes from the picture. This
blow-up was used as a background for nursery merchandise.
The department store also used
a newspaper advertisement that
was virtually an advertisement
for "Lullaby Land" and the Music Hall. "Roxy" used several
of the originals from "Lullaby
Land" in the Music Hall lobby,
and a card calling attention to
the
at Gimbel's.
marksdisplay
the first
time Roxy This
has
ever given a store credit in the
lobby of the Music
Hall. Artists
— United

Beer Bottles for
Unique Ballyhoo
rhe Ideal in Corsicana,
]y[ANAGER Terry McCary of
Tex., put over a smash campaign on "Scarface," playing a
special return engagement at
that theater. On the day that
beer became legalized in Texas
he distributed a thousand beer
bottles to which were attached
circulars carrying the ad: "Buy
your beer from me or get slugged! That is the message you
might
get if See
'Scarface'
came at
to
Corsicana.
the picture
the Ideal, Sunday-Monday." The
bottles were donated by the police department gratis and they
also gave their permission to
uted.
allow the bottles to be distrib— Ideal, Corsicana, Tex.

MANY HAPPY PITUGNS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 6
Janet Gaynor
Owen
Davis,

Alice
Jr.

Knowland

THE
14

N-E-WS
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Dillonvale, 0.-<— The Palace has reopened with straight films.
Alliance, O. — Strand has reopened
with second runs.
Worcester — "Forgotten Men" at
the Elm Street Theater grossed a
new house record for the house at
the prices now prevailing, it is announced.
Oakes, N. D. — The Grand has
been reopened by E. A. Moe, who
acquired the interests of the Dakota
Amusement Co.
Dunseith, N. D. — H. J. Douglas
has bought the interests of S. R.
Cook in the Althea.
Chicago — Barney Balaban has
contracted for RCA high fidelity
sound in three B. & K. houses, the
Luna, Kankakee; Rialto, Kewanee,
and LaSalle, LaSalle. Same type
equipment is being installed in the
Argmore, recently acquired by Essaness circuit.

Boston — Edward C. Garriety,
manager of Loew's Columbia Theater, is running for councilman.
Hershey — The Hershey Community Theater has resumed vaudeville
with pictures.
Detroit — Monroe Theater, downtown grind house, has been reopened
by Sam Mintz. Morris Carroll is
manager.

Manson, la. — 0. W. Tuel has reopened the Manson.
Panora, la. — The Royal has reopened under E. C. Preston of Superior, Nebr.

Indianapolis — Indohio Theaters,
Inc., (Ohio corporation) has been ad-

WAYBURN
ZIEGFELD FOLLIES PRODUCER

unusual

on STAGE,

opportunities

SCREEN,

Al

for a career

RADIO, or TEACHING

ADULT
GIRLS'
CLASSES
SOME
OF
THE
STARS
NED
WAYBURN
HAS
HELPED TO FAME

BODY

DANCING

DANCING

PROPORTIONING

Ages 16 years and over.
Also special one-hour evening
classes, 1, 2,; or 5 times
weekly. Mondays to Fridays.

Have a beautiful body ! Ned
Wayburn's famous method
based on years of training
celebrated stars of stage and
screen.
weekly. Rates as low as $3.00

CHILDREN'S

BROADCASTING
INSTRUCTION

Jolson

Marilyn Miller
Eddie Cantor
Jeanette McDonald
Ed Wynn
Mae West
Will Rogers
Ann
Pennington
Fred and Adele Astaire
Hal Leroy
Patricia Ellis
and hundreds of others

CLASSED

Boys and girls 3 to 16 years
of age. Rounded training in
all types of dancing. Also
special one-hour weekly classes
after school hours.

NED WAYBURN
Dept.
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aters. Incorporators are G. r>
mitted to do business in Indiana,
American Theater of Evansville, Blatchford, H. J. Fitzgerald an
Charles Loewenberg.
Inc., has filed articles, incorporators
being Isadore Fine, Oscar Fine and
Jesse D. Fine.
Birmingham — Olan Fikes has bee
house.
made manager of the Galax, Wilb
Denver — Sam Feinstein has reAlta, la. — J. C. Eding has opened
signed from the Universal Sales
the Majestic with new sound on film Staff. Lon Hoss goes to the Frisco
Birmingham — "Pap" Roberts c
equipment. He plays two shows a exchange. J. H. Hommell and E.
Atlanta has acquired the East Lak
week.
L. Walton have been added.
neighborhood house, and is reopenin
it on full time.
Hartford, Conn.— The Poli-Palace
Marinette, Wis. — The Strand thereopens Friday with Charles L. Benater, reconstructed, has been reson as manager and Robert Hart as
Harrisburg — The Colonial and Viopened by Madagin & Lauerman
assistant. The house will play "Din- Co., also operators of the Fox. E. toria, Wilmer and Vincent house
ner At Eight" on a road-show basis. R. Brennan, manager of the Fox, is will go on a semi-split-week polic;
One week the Colonial will play
acting as manager.
Detroit — Eddie Atkinson, former
picture a full week, the next wee
two pictures in the six days. Whi
booker at the Modern, which TransSheboygan,
Wis.
—
The
Fox
obLux has reopened with features and
the Victoria is on full week, tr
served
its
10th
anniversary
by
reshorts, has returned to New York.
verting to its original name, the Colonial will be on a half -week pla
Herb Jennings is managing the Rex. Ernst Hoefer is manager of and vice versa.
house, with William M. Joyce as as- the house, formerly operated by
sistant.
Fox-Midwesco.
Detroit — L. A. Fill, a newcomer
ally. theater business, has bought tl
the
Detroit — Alteration of the new
Green Bay, Wis. — Articles of in- Mack, east side house, from Warn
Shamrock Pictures studio, the buildcorporation have been filed by Green Carmer and is managing it perso
ing used by Wilding before moving
to new quarters, is expected to be Bay Operating Co. to operate thecompleted by Nov. 1, according to
B. C. Fassio, general manager.
Shamrock plans a series of features.

Bellefontaine, O. — Schine Enterprises have leased the Cort from M.
A. Lebensburger, and for the present will keep it dark.

Offers

DAILY

T-H-E

Providence — Castle Amusement
Corp. has been chartered here. Incorporators are Arthur B. Scott and
Patrick S. Cosgrove, both of Boston, and Frieda Silverman of Winthrop, Mass.

Beaver Falls, Pa. — The Regent,
now operated by the new Beaver
Valley Amusement Co. has opened
with straight films. Benjamin Greenawald is president of the company
and H. Goldberg is general manager.

NED

-3&*i

F, 625

How to talk, sing, recite or
play before the microphone.
Class or private instruction.
FREE tryouts gladly arranged.

INSTITUTE OF DANCING
BROADCASTING SCHOOL
MADISON

AVENUE,

Between 58th and 59th Streets

NEW

AND

RADIO

YORK, N. Y.

Tel. Wlckersham 2-4300
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rHREE PUBLIX DEALS
OKAYED BY TRUSTEE
{Continued from Page 1)

•ach proposal
0 Davis.

before

submitting it

The Blank deal involves about 75 theaters
1 Iowa and Nebraska owned or controlled by
ne Blank Circuit or its 11 subsidiaries, of
■hich three are now in bankruptcy. Paralount has tiled claims amounting to $1,500,' 00 in accounts receivable of the Blank circuit and has also a stock investment of simar amount.
The contract consummates
the
urination of a new corporation to which Parrmount will assign all claims and stock, and
i return will receive
$800,000
par value
icome debentures
and
one-half
the stock.
Hank will put $25,000 in the new corporaor. and will finance its needs.
He will also
«come manager
of all theaters at a salary
ot divulged at the hearing.
The trustee has
i sscrved the right to purchase
from Blank
11The
of Blank's
interest
in
the
new
Hoblitrelle deal covers 20 corporation.
theaters in
and Oklahoma
controlled
by
. 'exas,
outhern Arkansas
Enterprises
and the Dallas
Realty
nd Building Co.
Hoblitzelle is to pay Parawunt $25,000 in cash and take over the
lanagement
of the theaters.
The trustee
, ill receive $700,000
par value income dentures of the Interstate Circuit and onealt the common
stock.
■• A new corporation will be formed to which
ill be assigned the stock of the Virginiaennessee Theaters, Publix Virginia, Inc.,
n<i Publix Newport News Corp., all Hunter
-erry properties. Accounts receivable will
: assigned to Paramount and the new corDration will issue $125,000 of income deentures to the trustee. Perry will receive
? per cent of the common stock and the
u-tee the remainder. Perry will pay $10,00 for his stock and take over the management of the theaters. The meeting was ad■urned until Oct. 23 at 10:30 A. M.

r
HOLLYWOOD

2

PLAZA

From

Srenos

to Writers

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Three former secretaries
of Paramount officials have been promoted to the writing staff by Emanuel
Cohen. They are Eleanor McGeary,
secretary to Josef von Sternberg; Mary
Flannery, secretary to Marion Gering,
and Jane Storm, formerly with Viola
Brothers
Shore.

MPTOA DELEGATION
IS STAYING ON JOB
(Continued from Page 1)

the Mayflower
after the exhibitor
session with Sol A. Rosenblatt.
"We will stay as long as necessary," declared Kuykendall, and
other M. P. T. O. A. leaders supported him in the statement.

Many Theaters Report
Records With "Harmony"

"Too Much Harmony," Paramount
musical, is breaking scores of box
office records throughout the country, according to reports reaching
the New York office. At the New
York and Brooklyn Paramounts, the
Los Angeles Paramount, the Metropolitan, Boston, the United States,
Paterson and the Bardavon, Poughkeepsie, "Too Much Harmony" beat
any picture that has played those
houses since October, 1932. At the
Paramount, Springfield, nothing has
reached it in two years. At the Newman, Kansas City, the Alabama, Birmingham, the Texas, San Antonio,
and the Paramount, Omaha, it
doubled the average business.
At the Hippodrome, Buffalo, it
grossed one and a half the normal
business. At the Capitol, Worcester,
and the Paramount, New Haven, it
did a full week's business in two
days. At the State, Portland, it did
a week's business in three days.
Gets

7-Year

$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

Addresses
Recognized

Judge Endorses "Wild
Boys"
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Judge Samuel R.
Blake of the Los Angeles Juvenile
Court, after witnessing "Wild Boys
of the Road" at a special screening,
wrote Jack Warner a letter endorsing the picture.

and Phono
Numbers
Industry Concerns

of

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Now being edited are "Hell and
High Water," "Tillie and Gus,"
"Duck Soup," "The Way to Love"
Boat."
and
"White Woman."

■with

Distributors •
)

•
In Production •
MONARCH'S
First 1933-34

"Marriage on Approval"
BARBARA

KENT— PHYLLIS
BARRY
DONALD
DILLAWAY
Directed
by HOWARD
HIGGIN

Ready for production are "Chrysalis," "Search for Beauty," "Kansas City or Bust," "Lives of a
Bengal Lancer" and "Scarlet Par-

)

Engravers •
Helen Hayes to Award Prizes
Helen Hayes will appear in person tonight on the stage of the Capade."
itol to award prizes to the winners
of
the
"Night
Flight by
Trophy
Race"
which was
sponsored
the Charity
Air Pageant. The winners will bt
Montgomery J. Chumbley who will
receive $1,500 and the trophy; Captain Merle Nelson who will receive
$750 and Frank Bowman who will
receive third prize of \

LL— 'CITY*'
CAPHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. C.
Tel. COIumbus
5-6741

VORTKAMP
Harriet Lake With Columbia
Harriet Lake, stage player, has
been placed under long-term contract by Columbia and will play the
leading role in "Let's Fall in Love,"
musical comedy drama which will
go into production in the next few
days.
"Harmony" Big in K. C.
Kansas City — "Too Much Harmony" opened to the largest crowds
since "Farewell To Arms," according to George Baker, manager.

I

Equipment
AND COMPANY

Lamps
ALL OTHER

and

Carbons

THEATER

SUPPLIES

1600 B'way, CH. 4-5550

N. Y. C.

i

Floor Mats
IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE
TyL-A-MAT$
Send for Booklet
O. W. JACKSON & CO., INC.
"The World's Largest Mat House"
WEST 34th
LAcka wanna

New Mainstreet Record

ST., NEW
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

J

Kansas City — Columbia's "Lady
For A Day" broke all known records
at the Mainstreet last week for
straight picture.
Dupont Gets Printing Contract
Pathe Laboratories has closed contracts to do the printing of the
Pathe News reel and the Van
Beuren shorts.

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

West Coast Bureau of THE

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

J

With

225-241

DAILY

Hollywood — Dorothy Wilson,
former Hollywood studio stenographer, was signed to a seven-year
contract by Charles R. Rogers yesterday and chosen to replace Ann
Sothern in the leading role of "Eight
Girls in a Boat," which he is producing for Paramount. Miss Sothern was withdrawn from the cast
under orders of her physician.

Special weekly and monthly rates

The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

FILM

Ready Reference Directory

(Continued from Page 1)

Living," "Cradle Song," "Alice in
Wonderland," "Sitting Pretty" and
"She Made Her Bed."
On location are "Four Frightened
People," "Pai-dners," "The Thundering Herd" and "Eight Girls in a

Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood

50% OF PARA, LINEUP
FINISHED BY NOV. 1

15

fn\
/

Chi Parade Helps West Premiere
Chicago — Paramount had its share
in the NRA Day celebration on
Tuesday with the world premiere
performance
of Mae West's "I'm No
Vaude for Richmond House
Angel" at the Oriental. Opening at
6
p.m.,
the
house
did $4,800 during
Richmond — Vaudeville and pictures will constitute the policy at the first three hours. Audience rethe National, Wilmer & Vincent
action was such that many of Mae's
house reopening next week with choice lines were lost in the laughter
and
applause.
Frank O'Brien as manager.

* Scrap Film *

I

WE BUY JUNK FILM
Guarantee No
BEST

\MMm
WOODRIDGE

MARKET
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PRICES
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Flat 1 0% Elimination Agreed Upon by Some Majors

ROSENBLATT AND INDEPTS GET TOGETHER AGAIN
Paramount Will Finish Its 1933-34 Program in January
i^ork on 1934-35 Lineup
Follows Immediately,
Says Emanuel Cohen
Paramount's present production
rogram will be completed early
i January and will be immediately
>llowed by the first films of the
334-35 schedule, Emanuel Cohen
ated to Film Daily yesterday in
a exclusive interview. The cur?nt line-up of about 65 pictures will
Dt be increased. Cohen also said
lat the financial condition of the
(Continued

on

Page

2)

Music by Ear Exempt From Tax, Court Rules
Columbus — As a result of a decision by U. S. District Judge Benson W. Hough, in
the case of Famous Music Corp. against Raymond Crawford, Steubenville cabaret
owner, holding that when copyrighted music is played by ear it is not a violation
of the copyright law, Business Manager P. J. Wood of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio will
seek a similar decisior. to end payment of music tax by theaters. The ruling, first
of its kind, is believed applicable to music in films played by theaters. Wood contends that, in view of producers having made arrangements with the American Society
of Composers, Authors & Publishers for the use of music, exhibitors should be relieved of the charge.

ROOSEVELT MAY GET
80% OF THEATERS
CODE BY OCT. 18
BELOW IATSE SCALE

ORGANIZATION SET
FOR 58 DENT HOUSES

Washington — Eighty per cent of
the theaters in the country will be
compelled to raise wages of operators and others to match I. A. T. S.
E. standards if the clause in the
tentative code is finally adopted, acReorganization of the Dent Thecording to an estimate made yester:er circuit comprising 58 theaters
day by exhibitor leaders for The
i Texas and New Mexico, and per- Film Daily. These theaters now
lission to form a new corporation employ men identified with unions
>r the operation of the houses, was
other than I. A. T. S. E. or emranted yesterday by Oscar W. Ehrployees without union affiliations.
orn, referee in bankruptcy for Parmount Publix at a meeting of cred■ors. Karl Hoblitzelle will take over
le management of the circuit. The Code Doesn't Satisfy
Union Representatives
>rporation will issue two bond isles of $800,000 and $700,000.
Washington — With exception of
An adjournment
until Oct. 13, Chorus Equity, union representa(Continued
on Page 2)
tives are generally understood to
be dissatisfied with Sol A. Rosen..abor Making Court Test
blatt's tentative code. This is particularly true of I. A. T. S. E.
On Collective Bargaining
| Milwaukee — A labor decision of leaders, who, despite wage scale
iterest to the movie industry is ex- concessions which exhibitors deplore,
ected to be handed down Monday find considerable fault with the
i the Circuit Court here. It is a draft.
According
to their interpre(Continued
on Page 3)
sst of NRA Section 7 granting em(Continued

on

Page

Washington — In event the final
draft of the code is completed by
next Wednesday, as Sol A. Rosenblatt hopefully indicated last night,
regular routine of handling codes
should place it in hands of President Roosevelt by Oct. 18th for his
signature. The average code 30
far has required about one week to
pass through the NRA machinery
after leaving the deputy administrator and being okayed by General
Johnson. He asserted Johnson has
(Continued

on Page

3)

Academy Not Walking Out
On Code Meet, Says Cowan
Washington — Reports that the
Academy of M. P. Arts & Sciences
will walk out of the code conference to join the insurgent independents are denied by Lester A. Cowan, executive secretary. He admitted, however, that his group
would take action if a salary control
clause goes into the code.

3)

Set for Long Run
Chalking up 17,213 paid admissions.
Warner's "Footlight Parade" shattered
the
houseatrecord
in its first
full day's
business
the Strand.
Business
was
so heavy that two extra shows were
given, the last one winding up at 3
A. M. The RivoTi likewise reports new
records for first two days of business
with "The Bowery," 20th Century picture released by U. A.

New Elimination Proposal
Would Affect Small Houses
Washington — Important major
distributors have agreed to a flat
10 per cent elimination of pictures
in contracts where average films
cost $250 or less. This agreement,
stated by Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday afternoon, will affect thousands

of small houses in the low rental
division.
"No strings are attached to this
clause," Rosenblatt explained. The
provision does not disturb the 5-5-5
cancellation plan, which applies to
all deals in excess of $250.

Deputy Administrator and
Indies Meet and Discuss
Points at Issue

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Partial relat:ins
were resumed between Sol A. Re: mblatt and the insurgent independent
code group last night when the
Deputy Administrator attended a
meeting of the fusionists at the
Mayflower which he afterwards described as "harmonious." A brief
press statement
(Continued following
on Page 3) the ses-

OPERATOR QUESTION
AGAIN IN DISPUTE
Washington — The issue regarding
increased number of operators in
booths was injected again in the
code controversy by the new I. A. T.
S. E. demands that booth costs be
considered in nationalizing its wage
(Continued

on

Page

3)

Rosenblatt Clarifies
Grievance-Zone Boards
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
has clarified the tentative code
clauses covering local Grievance
and Zoning Board setups which
caused much apprehension among
independent exhibitors by assuring this element of equal representation in groups. The independent (Continued
exhibitor andon Page
distributor
in3)
More Honors for Marie
A unique tribute to Marie Dressier
on her 64th birthday, Nov. 9, is planned
by a group of ardent fans who, with
the consent of M-G-M have organized
as the Marie Dressier Birthday Club,
headed by Mrs. Ralph Hitz, at the
Hotel New Yorker. The move is nationwide in scope, with movie clubs in
different cities among the participants,
and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt will
probably head the Washington unit of
the club. Miss Dressier also is being
given a testimonial dinner next Tuesday in the Grand Ballroom of the Hotel
Roosevelt, with a galaxy of prominent
names on the committee.

oing

.oming a

In Demand
Washington — Copies of Thursday's FILM DAILY, the first paper anywhere to publish
completely Sol Rosenblatt's tentative code, were greatly in demand upon their delivery
at code headquarters in the Mayflower.
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Paramount to Finish
Reorganization Set
For 58 Dent Houses
Program in January
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

Paramount production department is
in "more than satisfactory shape"
and that it will not be necessary
for the company to borrow or secure monies from any outside source
to complete its $20,000,000 production budget.
"I expect the reorganization of
Paramount will be complete within
the next three months," said Cohen.
"Meanwhile we are carrying on
away from any trustee supervision.
The eastern studios will not be used
for regular productions by this company, but rather for certain scenes
in our production when it is more
convenient or advisable to make
them in the east." Cohen will not
return to the coast for two weeks.

New Eng. Meeting Ends
Boston — With product as the major subject of discussion, the New
England convention of Publix managers closed yesterday. Sales and
advertising executives of practically all major distributing companies addressed the gathering.
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was taken in the matter of the Detroit theaters. The offer made by
George W. Trendle is now beingconsidered by the trustees. Similar
adjournment was taken in the Seneca Holding Co. and Walter Reade
petitions.

RKO Assignments
Edward Sniderman, present manager of the RKO Empire, will be
transferred today to the post of
publicity director of the Empire and
58th St. theaters. Morris Sussman,
former manager of the Palace, replaces Sniderman at the Empire.
Palace Back to RKO
RKO yesterday again took over
the operation of the Palace. Herman Whitman has been appointed
— anager, with George Baldwin assistant and John M. O'Dea treasurer. The division.
house is in Charles Mac^Donald's

1 Vs

SECURITIES

1 1/4

Mae's Curves

1 1/4 —

Milwaukee — Full approval of Mae
West's curves has come from the
Central Ass'n of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists. Speaking in convention here, Dr. W
R. Holmes, former
president of the organization, complimented Mae for making plumpness
stylish. He
called
it a boon
to
motherhood.

Vs

HAROLD
Washington

B FRANKLIN
today.

in

New

Yorl

will return fron

MAURICE
COWAN,
"Picfuregoer.'
London,
arrives
in New editor
York of
today
from Can
ada and Chicago.
WILLIAM WATSON, comedy director am
writer, has arrived from the coast to worl
for Educational in the east.
WARD
WING,with
producer
sailed
yesterday
his wifeofon "Samarang,'
the Amer
ican Trader for London, where he will prepan
for his trip to Malay for production of "Rimai
HARLEY COX has returned to New York fron
Ohio, where he exploited the opening of tw<
Chatfeld
houses.
SYMON GOULD, exploiteer and foreign filn
Rimau."
protagonist,
has left on the President Moon
for the west coast to confer on several deal:
and also to see Emil Ludwig on a film dealinj
with the Jewish
situation
in Germany.
ALINE MacMAHON has delayed her returi
to the coast until early in November.

Bombed for Third Time
East Providence, R. I. — Entranc<
and part of the interior of the Hollywood was wrecked yesterday by s
dynamite bomb. It was the thirc
attack on the house since it was
built a few years ago. Labor trouble is blamed.

Booked
for the Capitol
"No Angel" Sets Chi. Record
Future bookings for the Capitol,
— In its first three days al I
Chicago
following the current "Night
Flight," include, in the order named, the Oriental, Paramount's new Ma< |
"Bombshell," "The Chief," "Chris- West film, "I'm No Angel," toppec I
all attendance and receipt records I
topher Bean," "Prizefighter and the for
that period.
Lady" and "Cat and the Fiddle."
More Sparks Units
Sign Stoopnagle and Budd
Jacksonville — E. J. Sparks has
Stoopnagle and Budd, radio stars
have been signed by Educational taken out two more charters foi
"or shorts to be made at the Eastern houses being reorganized. One is
Service Studios on Long Island.
for Lakrey Theaters, Inc., and th<
other Arcspar Theater, Inc.

shots."

SHORT

SUBJECT REVIEWS

MARKET
10 1/4

31 Vi 30i/2
33
33
31 Vs
31
80
80

6s39

Coast

Hollywood — Zion Myers, new head
of the Columbia short subject department, will supervise the series
starring George Sidney and Charlie
Murray, as well as the series of
musical shorts and "Screen Snap-

left for the coast yesterday

ADOLPH
ZUKOR
will arrive
from the coast Monday morning.

1)

3

Paramount 6s47 ctfs.
Par. By. 5Vis51 . . . .
Par. 5Vis50
ctfs....
Pathe
7s37
N. Y. PRODUCE

Zion Myers Supervising 3 Series
West

SIDNEY

nd G

"Seed Dispersal"

(Natural Science Series)
Audio Productions 10 mins.
Nature Novelty
A new type of short that combines scientific and educational
pioneering with strong entertainment values appealing to better
class audiences. The camera dramatizes the dispersal of seeds of various flowers, showing in beautiful
magnified photography the ingenuity of nature in equipping the different seeds with all sorts of practical devices for scattering themselves on fertile ground. The action of the seeds in separating from
the mother plant, avoiding destruction, and searching out a place to
dig into the soil is uncanny and
almost leads you to believe they
possess thinking processes like an
animal. For garden clubs, women's
organizations, and all lovers of flow-

ers, this will prove a real treat. Excellent narration clarifies every detailed movement.
"Butterflies"

(Natural Science Series)
Audio Productions 10 mins.
Beautiful
Another in the series of Natural
Science designed for entertainment
but with a strong scientific leaning
done in a popular manner. Dr. Clyde
Fisher of the American Museum of
Natural History supplies an engrossingly interesting narrative as
he takes you through the life drama
of an ordinary garden variety of
butterfly, starting with the egg, then
the caterpillar stage, on to the
chrysalis phase, and finally the perfect butterfly. The magnified
photography is expertly handled.
Here is an unusual and beautiful
number that will hold a wide appeal.

Sunday Shows for Lake City
Lake City, Fla. — Local voters hav«
okayed Sunday movies.
Vaude for New Brunswick
New Brunswick — RKO has installed vaudeville at the State.
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ROSENBLATT, INDIES
, GET TOGETHER AGAIN
(Continued from Page

1)

.ion said that the spokesman for
he indies clarified several disputed
joints, indicated the group's anilysis of Rosenblatt's tentative
.greement and code suggestions
vould be completed by Wednesday
■ lext and stated the independent
epresentatives will re-enter negoiations with labor in connection
v-ith the general exhibitor commit;ee on that matter.
Independents who were signatores of the letter to Rosenblatt which
:.ccompanied the walkout Thursday
eaffirmed their position, said the
tatement, which continued that it
»as pointed out to the deputy administrator that time can be saved
f the fusion committee preparing
he analysis and suggestions is permitted to complete its work rather
han present matters piecemeal.
No plans were made for other sesdons with Rosenblatt, it was stated
.t the meeting, at which Charles
)'Reilly presided. Statements by
losenblatt and the insurgent leadrs clashed as regards the manner
,a which the way was paved for the
administrator to attend last night's
meeting. Rosenblatt told the press
hat the committee comprising Lou
Ilumenthal, Nathan
Yamins,
Ray
. ohnston and Calvin Bard invited
im to participate. On the other
and, the indies claimed that Rosenp latt, through various contacts,
ought the invitation to the session,
"his was emphatically denied by the
•eputy Administrator.

"usionists Still Have
Equal Voice on Code
Washington — The fact that the
idependent fusion group walked out
n the regular code sessions does
ot impair their standing as far as
}de proposals go, Sol A. Rosenblatt
idicated yesterday afternoon. They
:ill have an "equal voice," he said,
/hether or not they return to the
mmcial fold is a "matter of complete
idifference," he declared.

ode Doesn't Satisfy
Union Representatives
(.Continued from Page

1)

tion, regular crews will have to
ly wages of additional operators
.lied in to work beyond the 40-hour
eek .provided under the code. This
targe should fall on exhibitors,
ey claim.
In Again
Washington — Despite action of the
M. P. T. 0. of Eastern Pennsylvania
in walking out of the conference with
Allied and other independent factions,
the unit has no intention of severing
relations with the M. P. T. 0. A.,
Dave Barrist, as chairman of board, told
FILM
DAILY
last night.

Washington NRA Sidelights
;By ARTHUR

W. EDDY;

ROOSEVELT MAY GET
CODE BY OCT, 18
(Continued from Page

1)

not intervened to fix a deadline for
completion of code.
Labor provisions of the code are
nearly finished, declared Rosenblatt
Charlie O'Reilly, who was one of
the two coordinators when the code last night. Article 9 of the producers' draft has been completely
An added attraction at the May- was originally drafted, is now one revised, he
stated. This clause deals
flower on Thursday was the entrance of the leaders of the independent with relations
between agents and
of Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt to fusion group battling against the producers and will be considered at
today.
attend a Khvanis luncheon.
Rosenblatt tentative version.
a meeting of agents' representatives
Accused of "walking out" on the
The That
I. A. isT. they
S. E.have
gangnothing
won't
Producer Article 10, long a cencode meetings, Harry Warner point- talk.
ter of controversy and concerned
ed to his golf bag and explained that to say officially by way of comment
with star raids, is still being rehe was attending to business.
on tentative draft.
drafted and in all probability will
National 5060 is just about the
be
ready
Attending
Pat Casey insists he came to conference today.
with agents
will be today's
Ralph
most important 'phone number in Washington in order to attend the
Blue, Louise Sillcox, Frank Gilltown. It belongs to NRA head- World Series.
more, Lester Cowan and others.
quarters in the Commerce Building.
Rosenblatt said he has definitely
Joe Brandt and the missus, driv- decided not to reconvene the pubLester Cowan, shining light of the
lic code hearing.
ing down from New York, had moAcademy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
tor trouble.
is suffering from a succession of
gags which he considers unfair
trade practices.
In addition to Will Hays, his as- Sounding Out Prospects
sociation representatives at the conFor the Code Authority
fabs are Gabe Hess, Dave PalfreyArthur Ungar has pulled out of
Washington — Announcement of
Washington en route to the Coast. man and Earl Bright.
the Code Authority, setup including
personnel, will not be made by Sol
Rosenblatt Clarifies
Rosenblatt until the code is comOperator Question
pleted. With this exception, he statGrievance-Zone Boards
Again in Dispute
ed last night, the provision is still
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
terest is strongly focused on set- in process of formulation, with the
scales, according to some exhibitor
up and makeup of the Code Author- deputy administrator understood to
leaders early this morning. The
ity owing to its status as court of be sounding out prospects to deterproposal, it is understood, would appeal and also because it appoints ments. mine if they will accept appointcompel houses not employing I. A. local grievance and zoning boards.
T. S. E. members to increase proUnder Rosenblatt's clarifications,
Adds 16 MM.
Releases
jection staffs in order to comply
board personnels will inwith the wage requirements in the grievance
Chicago — Filmo Library has seclude one affiliated exhibitor, one uncured, for immediate release, four
affiliated exhibitor, one affiliated
provision.
distributor and one unaffiliated dis- silent 16 mm. films picturing animal,
tributor. Rosenblatt's tentative draft, plant, and Indian life in America's
MPTOA Men Disagree
however, merely read "Board shall southwest. Titles are "Wild Animals
of the Desert", "Wild Life on the
On Code's Union Clause consist of two representatives of Desert,"
"Hopi Indians of the
Washington — For the first time major distributors and two repre- Painted Desert" and "Among the
sentatives of exhibitors."
during conferences, the M. P. T. 0.
In connection
with revision of the
A. was divided on a major issue clause dealing with zoning boards, Navajo Indians."
Writing on Films in Medicine
when leaders disagreed on accept- the clarification makes room for
ability of the union clause in the two independent subsequent run
Hei-man G. Weinberg, managing
Rosenblatt code establishing I. A. exhibitors. In regard to both director of the Little theater, Baltimore, has been commissioned by
T. S. E. wage scales as the na- classes of boards, the Code Authortional standard. This provision so
the International Review of Cinemaity
is
empowered
to
select
an
addifar has virtually blocked reconsidtional member in each instance if a
tography, abranch of the League
eration of all other clauses with the deadlock occurs.
of Nations, to make a survey of the
exception of the Grievance and
film in medicine.
Zoning Board setups. Ed Kuyken"Bowery" in Dual Runs
dall and others are understood to Labor Making Court Test
On Collective Bargaining
be agreeable to the clause with cerDenver — "Bowery" goes into the
tain modifications. The other fac(Continued from Page 1)
Denver and Aladdin on Oct. 12, and
tion, forecasting closings of thou- ployees the right to bargain col- "Broadway Thru a Keyhole" on
sands of small houses, declare they
lectively. The action was brought Oct. 26. Both are United Artists
cannot return home and face asso- against Simplex Shoe Mfg. Co., with pictures and make the fourth of
ciates if they approve the provision. organized labor seeking an injunc- theirs to be booked day and date in
Considerable divergence of opinion
tion to restrain the defendant from Denver,
which is a record for any
one company.
exists as to interpretation of the interfering with the rights of emclause.
a group. ployees to organize and bargain as
New Players Signed
Expect Few Code Changes
Baby Rose Marie Booked by RKO
Donald Woods and Paul Kaye, two
Washington — "I expect no radical
Baby Rose Marie has been booked
discoveries by Mike Connolly of the
changes
in the tentative
code,"
stated
Sol Rosenblatt
at a press
conference
Pauline Cooke agency, have been by RKO for the Downtown, Detroit,
yesterday afternoon. He declined to insigned by Warners. Connolly also starting Oct. 13, followed by the
dicate to what extent the draft will
has placed Louis Mason with RKO Palace, Chicago. She leaves New
be revised before receiving his approval.
York Oct. 11 for Detroit.
for "Trigger."
J7RED WEHRENBERG is worried
over opening of a municipal auditorium in St. Louis which promises
to add to the competition grief confronting exhibs in that hamlet.

George Schaefer appears in imof code
strain. proved health, regardless

THE

with

Peggy

"THE

Claudette

DELUGE''

Shannon,
Lois Wilson,
Sidney
Blackmer
RKO
70 mins.
SPECTACULAR MELODRAMA
OF

WORLD'S DESTRUCTION IS SWELL
STUFF FOR THE ACTION AND THRILL
SEEKERS.

"TORCH

Colbert

S^a
in

Wallace

SINGER"
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DAILY
Beery,
George

Jackie
Raft

Cooper

and

Ricardo Cortez, David Manners, Lyda
"THE BOWERY"
Roberti, Baby LeRoy
with
Fay
Wray
and Pert Kelton
Paramount
72 mins.
United
Artists
90 mins.
GOOD FEMININE SOB DRAMA WITH
GRAND ENTERTAINMENT IN AN
PLENTY THAT WILL INTEREST THE
ALL-AROUND BOX-OFFICE PRODUCMEN AS WELL.
TION THAT SHOULD GET PLENTY
Although its thread of mother love
makes this a story that women will enjoy COIN.
With a glamorous title and a name cast
most, there are enough other angles in
the plot to make it satisfactory for mixed to bring 'em in, and a load of swell amusement to send 'em home talking, it is hard
audiences
Colbert's
role
is one generally.
of the bestClaudette
she has had,
and to see how this initial 20th Century proshe does herself credit in it. Left by
duction can miss. In the Bowery atmosphere of the nineties, the action depicts
her lover just before she becomes a mother,
the
rivalries
between Chuck Connors,
Claudette loses the child to an institution,
following which she goes to the dogs for "Mayor of Chinatown," and Steve Brodie,
a while, then becomes a night club star. who won fame by his dive from the Brooklyn Bridge. It is a racy and rowdy affair,
By accident, being in a broadcasting station when a baby program artiste passes punctuated with plenty of nifty comedy
with

"CHARLIE

CHAN'S

GREATEST

in
with Warner Oland,
Fox
WARNER
LIE CHAN
TERY WITH

Heather Angel
71 mins

OLAND
SCORES
AS
IN CLEVER
MURDER
STRONG CLIMAX.

CHAR-t
MYS

One of Warner Oland's finest roles ir
his Charlie Chan series is on display ir
this Earl Derr Biggers detective murdei
mystery. The famous detective has a func
of delightful and whimsical Chinese philCASE"
osophy that brings the
laughs repeatedly
The locale is Hawaii, with Robert Warwick
the murder victim. Charlie Chan is callec I
in by the local police to handle the case
There are innumerable baffling clues tha
involve a dozen people from all over the
world who happen to be in Hawaii or
matters more or less concerning the deac
man and his family. Heather Angel anc
out, Claudette substitutes on the air and gags, and under Raoul Walsh's expert direc- John Warburton supply the romantic in
tion
there
is
always
something
doing.
makes such a hit that she becomes set.
terest. But the spotlight is definitely or
Fan mail from kids stir up her mother Though it would seem that men will like Warner Oland as the Oriental sleuth
it
most,
there
also
is
feminine
interest
in
love and she goes on the hunt for her
throughout. He keeps the proceedings al
the story, with Fay Wray as the sweet- ways interesting, with an intriguing anc
heart who softens both Chuck and Steve.
the husband's former wife, Lois Wilson, baby, eventually finding that the child had
been adopted
by its own father.
turns up, and a conflict between the women
suspenseful pjot that the detective fan
Cast: Claudette Colbert, Ricardo Cortez, Jackie Cooper supplies a touch of heart will go for. Play up the famous Earl Deri
ensues, with a solution reached when
interest,
while
some
song-and-dance-girl
Peggy takes off. Picture has enough un- David Manners, Lyda Roberti, Baby LeRoy,
Biggers' detective creation interpreted b)
snap is injected by Pert Kelton.
Warner Oland and you can promise satisusual points to give it box-office possi- Florence Roberts, Cora Sue Collins, ShirCast: Wallace Beery, George Raft, Jackie
bilities.
ley Ann Christensen, Helen Jerome Eddy,
fied patrons.
Cooper, Fay Wray, Pert Kelton, George
Cast: Warner Oland, Heather Angel
Cast: Peggy Shannon, Lois Wilson, Sid- Ethel Griffies, Charles Grapewin, Mildred Walsh, Oscar Apfel, Ferdinand Munier,
Roger Imhof, John Warburton, Walte
ney Blackmer, Matt Moore, Fred Kohler, Washington, Albert Conti, Virginia Hammond, Bobby Arnst, William B. Davidson, Herman Bing, Harold Huber, Fletcher Nor- Byron, Ivan Simpson, Virginia Cherill, Fran
Ralph Harolde, Samuel Hinds, Edward Van
ton,
Lillian
Harmer,
Tammany
Young,
Ed J. LeSaint, Davison Clork, Kathleen
Sloan.
Esther Muir, John Bleifer, John Kelly.
cis
Robert Claude
Warwick,
McGlynn
ClaraFord,
Blandick,
King, Frank'
William
Stack
Director, Felix Feist, Jr.; Author, S. Fow- Burke.
Director, Raoul Walsh; Authors, Michael Gloria Roy, Cornelius Keefe;
Directors, Alexander Hall, George
ler Rice; Adaptors, John Goodrich, Warren
B. Duff; Special Effects, Ned Mann; Somnes; Author, Grace Perkins; Adaptors, L. Simmons, Bessie Rogow Solomon; AdapDirector, Hamilton MacFadden; Author
tors, Howard Estabrook, James Gleason; Earl Derr Biggers; Adaptors, Lester Cole
Cameramen, Norbert Brodine, William B. Lenore Coffee, Lynn Starling; Cameraman,
Orth; Cameraman,
Ernest Palmer
Williams; Recording Engineer, Hans Wee- Karl Struss; Recording Engineer, Harold C. Cameraman, Barney McGill; Editor, Allen Marion
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Ex
McNeil.
Lewis, Editor, Eda Warren.
ren; Editor, Rose Loewinger.
Direction, Good. Photography, Good.
Direction, Box-office.
Photography,
Fine. cellent.
Direction, Good
Photography, A-l.
First of the Kelly-Bischoff-Saal productions for RKO, and also marking the debut
of Felix Feist Jr. as a director, this is an
entertaining novelty that should satisfy the
movie fans who want spectacular action
and thrills. It is a rather fantastic concoction, depicting the destruction of the
world. The catastrophe takes place in the
first part of the picture, while the second
half cairns down to setting forth the drama
of a few survivors, including Sidney Blackmer and Matt Moore in rivalry over Peggy
Shannon, whom they believe to be the only
remaining woman. Blackmer takes her as
his wife, while Moore goes out and finds some
more men alive, whereupon they make an
attempt to get the woman, but fail. Then

A Little
Detroit — Nate Piatt has been
transferred to Chicago by Publix to
supervise several B. & K. houses.
Chicago — Robert Michels has
been appointed manager of the Argmore, being reopened tomorrow by
Essaness circuit.
St. Louis — Louis and Joseph Ansell have reopened the MidtownEmpress on Olive St. with subsequent run of double features.
Cleveland — Adolph Buehrig, Jr.,
has been transferred by Loew from
Canton to the Granada here.
Alliance, O. — Ray Wallace, former
city manager for Warner theaters,
has been named manager of the
Strand, recently reopened under direction of Tri Theaters.
Oil City, Pa. — Kenny Kenfield,
manager of a Harris theater here,
will resign Nov. 1 to manage Duquesne Gardens, Pittsburgh.
Akron, O. — Allen T. Simmons,
owner of the Allen theater and Station WADC, announces a studio will
be opened about Oct. 20 at the Hotel
Cortland, Canton.
West Sullivan, Me.— The Alhambra has reopened with straight pictures by P. D. Murch.
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• • • LOOKS AS if the New York "Times" has gone
definitely Small Town on its theater ad policy
Paramount announced their current bill at the Broadway Paramount
including a photo of the lovely undraped figure of Sally
Rand in her famous Fan Dance
and what did the Sunday School Advisory Board of the "Times" ad dep't do with it?
why, they had an artist sketch in a Pair of Tights on
the Nude!
that's what ya might call the Height of HipsHips-Hooray
(giving a second unbelieving look, we note
they also added a Brassiere
but they forgot to put drapes
on Sally's Ankles
we claim it is Misleading Advertising
the public goes to Paramount expecting tights and
brassiere and are delighted at NOT gettin' 'em
•
•
• WITH EXTREME regret we note that Mrs. Frank
Borzage, wife of the director
gave a cocktail party in her
Hotel Warwick suite to which we were not invited. .,
but
we can afford to be magnanimous about it as we were attending
a private cocktail party for the Press thrown by Dan Doherty
for Fox Movietone at the same hour
Mrs. Borzage's
guests included Irene Bordoni, Neville Fleeson, Nat Burns,
Gracie Allen, Mrs. Reed Albee, Mrs. William Anthony McGuire,
A. C. Blumenthal, Jack White and others
•
•
• A STRAW vote for mayor of New York will be
conducted by all RKO theaters in the metropolitan section
patrons place their votes in ballot boxes in the lobbies
....
total votes announced daily on the screen
"Spilled Salt,"
first of Master Art's series, Pet Superstitions, proved a real
novelty this week op the Mayf air program

^^

WILK
^^-»
ts"
from "Lo
HOLLYWOOI

By RALPH

QTTO
stage for
starin whc
is nowKRUGER,
much sought
pic
tures, has been signed by theSchenck-Zanuck 20th Century Pic
tures for "Gallant Lady," with Am
Harding and Clive Brook. Company
also has signed Sterling Hollowaj
and Frankie Darro for "Advice t(
the Lovelorn."
Artists
releases. Both will be Unitec
ZaSu Pitts will appear in anothei
RKO
picture,
Birds,"
Elizabeth
Allan "Wild
has been
signedwhih
foi
the feminine lead with John Barry
more in "Long
* Lost
* Father."
*
Lena Malena returns from retire
ment
to appear
in "What
Wife,'
a Coronet
Comedy
being adirected

*

*

*

by Charles Lamont for Educational"
Lee Tracy,
20th Century's
"Advice
to star
the ofLovelorn,"
ha;
bought a ranch
* in* Escendide.
*
Columbia has assigned Donalt
"Fog,'
in Wheel
male lead and
to the Wadsworth
Cook Henry
while
er Oakman
have been added t<
"Hold the Press."
* *
*
Jack Holt's next for Columbia
"Man of Steel," has been permanent
ly titled "Master of Men."
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Dual Ban in Detroit is Put Off by Allied' s Stand

M

DRAFT FINISHED EXCEPT FOR TWO CLAUSES

Stronger Product Helping Exhibitors Boost Admissions
any Houses Putting Up
Prices With "Footlight Parade"
That numerous
exhibitors around

Starting Before Breakfast
To accommodate the anticipated jams at the showings of Mae West in "I'm No
Angel," which starts Friday at the New York Paramount, the house will open at 9 o'clock
in the morning. Early openings for the engagement of this picture also are planned in
other cities. At the Publix State in Detroit the Mae West film opens tomorrow for an
extended stay with performances running from 9 A.M. to 2 A.M., the longest stretch
ever booked for a local major house.

lie country
are
counting
upon
rong fall product as a means of
abling them to restore higher adssion prices is reported by Andy
nith and
Grad
Sears,
Warner
les executives.
Many
theater
ivners have told Smith and Sears
|at they will institute their boost
Classing as a "pet theme" the
scales with the showing of "Foot- theory that independent theater operation is better and more producrht Parade," and, since most of
tive than circuit operation, Harold
(Continued
on Page 2)
B. Franklin in an exclusive Film
Daily interview, declared that those
on the side of independently-run
houses are not backed up by facts
but hold to their beliefs because "a
depression-ridden industry is unsure

Franklin Defends Circuit Operation

LEVELAND EXHIBS
HOLD TO ANTI-DUALS

of itself."

Cleveland — At a general meeting
St week, the Exhibitors Ass'n reirmed a motion passed last sumlj«r to cut double features to once
sjr week and none on Saturday or
inday.
The unit also formally
otested against the Plain Dealer"
( (r compelling exhibitors to adver-

"The huge task of circuit management in
adjusting rents, interest charges and operating expense, scaling down
their expense to

)ew's Seek to Reduce
Rentals in Cleveland

ranks of Allied Theaters of Michigan, arising chiefly from the fact
that H. M. Richey, who negotiated
the elimination of double features
in this territory, later joined Allied
States Ass'n representatives in favoring duals, the agreement to discontinue twin bills has been put off
for at least a month, which would

(Continued

on Page

2)

i-i Cleveland — Reduction in rentals
J»C reported to be the main objective
the friendly foreclosure
action
• id last week in connection with
lew's Ohio Theaters, Inc. No upset
ownership or management is anticipated inthe reorganization move
lower overhead.

Revise

"Emperor"

Is

The

"The flexibility of theater operation, of the
Seventh Street Theater in Minneapolis to the
Radio City Music Hall, from the oldest theater to New York's newest amusement enterprise, and from one of the smallest theaters,
the Cameo, to the Radio City project, brings
to the circuit a wealth of experience that
must reflect to the benefit of the whole picture and is one with which independent management cannot compete. Circuit operation,
conducted with flexibility so that each situation locally is given individual attention by
local mangement and is guided sympathetically from the showman's viewpoint in the home
office, is an unbeatable
combination."

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Indications early
this morning were that the tentative
industry code is virtually completed
with the exception of clauses dealing
with labor and star raids, which remain in process of revision. Group
conferences considered redrafts of
the
end. disputed provision over the weekAlthough he will not use the word
"deadline" in describing his hope
that the tentative draft will be completed Wednesday of this week, Sol
A. Rosenblatt still insists that every
effort is being made to reach this
goal.
The independent
fusion
group's
attorneys
working on
their
own
analysis and proposals for the code
(Continued

two factions of exhibitors were in
sharp conflict and some expressed
regret at having signed the dual
elimination pact. With the national
Allied organization having gone on
record in favor of double features,
Detroit will probably be selected as
the test spot in the controversy.

6)

First public appearance of Sol A.
Rosenblatt as Deputy Administrator
outside of the code conferences is
scheduled for the annual convention
of Southeastern Theater Owners in
Atlanta on Oct. 29-313 when he will
clarify various provisions and generally study conditior- Exhibitors
from 11 states, including Ed Kuykendall and other M.P.T.O.A. officials, will participate.
Double in Fans

. . six hours from Broadway
=
By JACK ALICOATE ■

Two

in the cinema wheel, it speaks worlds of praise for those, including head-man Rosenblatt, whose untiring and valiant efforts have kept it from floundering upon the rocks
of selfishness and discontent.
Here in Washington, due to the very intensity of these

{Continued

on Page

2)

theater men passed by the Paramount yesterday and noticed the crowds

waiting to get in. "What's the big attraction?" asked the first. "Oh," replied
his partner, "they're showing a girl dancing with of
justfans!"
a couple
of fans."
a couple
exclaimed
the "Just
first.
"Well, how about us putting on a dancer

WASHINGTON,
Sunday — The code of motion pictures is still making progress, slow
but sure, along its rocky road. Because it looked well-nigh impossible, its present status, harmonizing to a great extent the discordant notes of almost every spoke

Film

on Page

Double Stand by Rickey Delays SOL A. ROSENBLATT
Detroit Dual Ban Until Nov.
TO SPEAKJN SOUTH
Detroit — Due to dissension in the make the effective date Nov. 15. At
a stormy meeting here last week,

AS WE SEE IT

for South

A version of "The Emperor Jones"
with elimination of the word "nigger,"
which occurs 24 times in the action of
the film, is being prepared by United
Artists for showing in colored theaters
through the south. Deletion of the word
is in deference to the wishes of Negro
newspapers, colored societies and others.
The original print, however, will be
shown in white theaters.
a Standard
Book of Reference
I ly Year Book. — Advt.

meet present-day conditions, was one most
independents did not have to meet," said
Franklin.

Provisions on Labor and
Contract Talent Still
Being Revised

with FOUR
The

1934

Film

fans!"
Daily Year

Book.

An Advertis-

ing Opportunity. — Advt.
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By JACK from
- (.Continued
code proceedings, one is apt to lose sight of what is beyond.
Even the sun
blocked by a silver dollar, when held close enough to the eye.

~
can

be

THE motion picture industry is going to have a code. That's as sure as the bills on
* the first of next month. Those who do not live up to the conditions of the code,
whether signing it or not, will be deprived of the right to fly the Blue Eagle. That,
too, is a certainty. Once the code is signed, sealed and delivered, the red lights of
uncertainty will be replaced by those of "Go-Ahead" green. The road will then be
clear again for constructive thought and progressive development. At present, the
industry is on dead-center. Buying, selling, building, remodeling, re-equipping, new
projects, are all as cold as this summer's straw hat. In fact, everything is at a standstill, excepting production, and that, as it should be, is booming.

•

A LL that one has to do, to realize there will be no famine of splendid box-office
** product for the coming fall and winter seasons, is to give but a minute's thought
to the string of current Broadway offerings. In addition, our undercover agents in that
territory just west of San Bardoo, where they make 'em, pass along the
are more fine pictures in the offing than has been the case in many a
get this irritating code thing settled, and then get the boys that use
constructive thinking purposes out of the Washington trenches, and
industry of supplying screen entertainment to our many millions will
road back to sanity and prosperity.

info that there
semester. Once
their brains for
this merry old
be well on the

•

A ND as a family thought. If you get a kick out of your industry. And who does
** not? You'll get a dandy collection of smiles, chuckles and laughs from Warner
Bros.' "Footlight Parade." If you are a voter in the village you'll recognize plenty of
the home folks, as well as a likely proportion of conventional situations, comic and
tragic, that come up most every day in film-land. Further, you may recognize a deft
and understanding hand, in directorial reflection of what is constantly going on behind
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the front office and studio gate. Aside from all this, "Footlight Parade" looks like
important money at the B. O.
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Branches in Orient
Cleveland Exhibitors
Planned by Columbia
Holding
to Anti-Duals
Expansion of activities in the
(.Continued from Page 1)
tise in the theater directory six
days a week, using a minimum of
two lines, in order to get in the Sunday directory. Those not using the
directory regularly must take a
minimum of 14 lines at 55 cents
a line in the Sunday section. Reguline. lar directory space is 30 cents a

H. W. Savage Dies in Atlantic City
Atlantic City — Henry W. Savage,
55, pioneer movie owner and operator of this city, died at his home
Kirchner Quits Mich. Allied
over the Aldine theater last week
Detroit — Edgar A. Kirchner, man- following a short illness. Savage
ager of the Family, has resigned opened the Elite, one of the first
from Allied Theaters of Michigan, flicker
houses here, on the site of
of which he was treasurer and a
Earle. Four years later he
director. It is understood his resig- present
nation was not accepted, and that took over the Royal, now the Aldine.
Kirchner agreed to remain until the
annual meeting in November to
M-G-M Gets "Nancy Stair"
avoid causing inconvenience to the
M-G-M has acquired screen rights
association. Differences with H. M.
to "Nancy Stair," novel by Elinor
Richey are said to be the trouble.
Macartney Lane, and also to the
dramatized adaptation of the novel
by Catherine C. Cushing.
46

Va

"Most compelling motion picture this reporter
can recall, bar none." — JV. Y. Herald-Tribune.

for 6 ot ten
±
Men

For Bookings and State Rights Wive
JEWEL PROD, Inc., 723 7th Ave., New York City

Warners Reopen Two Houses
Warners have reopened the Majestic in Mansfield, O., and the Ohio
in Lima.
Warners
Buy London
Play
"The Key," London
stage play,
has been acquired by Warners.

them expect to play the picture fori
extended runs ranging from two tcj
five weeks, it will serve to make thai
higher scale pretty well established!
The Branford, Newark, opening]
Oct. 12, is jacking up matinee prices!
10 cents and evening prices fronl >
55 cents to 75. The Roger Sr-erl
man, New Haven, is upping all dayj
prices 10 cents, and so is the War-J
ner, Memphis. Others who intend!
to jack up pi-ices with "Footlighd
Parade" include Ike Libson's CinJ
cinnati Keith's, the Capitol in Sail
Lake City, Lou Metzger of thd
Spreckles theater in San Diego, Aca
Berry at the Circle in Indianapolis!
Ed Fay in Providence, the Cleveland
Lake, the Warner in Youngstownl
the Sta»nley in Pittsburgh, John
Hamrick's theaters in Tacoma, Seatl
tie
and Washington, and the Strand]
in Albany.
By giving the picture a terrifiJ
buildup in each case, no trouble is anj
ticipated in getting the higher prices
Smith and Sears believe. In fact
no early dates are being okayed oJ
the picture unless a big advancf
campaign is assured, and no book!
ings at all will be made where less
than 15 cents admission prevails!
the sales executives state. All pre!
release engagements granted tl
date have already had from threi
to five weeks' advance plugging. I
Two Indicted in Warburton Attacl
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILT

Hollywood — Confessing to a plol
Orient will be started by Columbia to mar the features of John War!
this week with the opening of a burton, screen actor, Martin Bloci
branch in Tokio. Exchanges in and Russell Brown have been inl
other leading cities of the Far East dieted by the grand jury. Alic^
will follow, says Jack Cohn.
White and Si Bartlett were callel
as witnesses at the trial, but thj
deputy district attorney said tha
West Reliance
Coast BureauStarting
of THE "Palooka"
FILM DAILY
the grand jury evidence had cleare^
Hollywood — Harry M. Goetz and Miss
White and Bartlett of any cor
Edward Small will put "Joe Pa- nection with the plot.
looka" in work today as the first
Reliance picture for release on the
Dezel Gets Missouri Rights
current season's United Artist schedChicago — Al Dezel of Road Sho
ule. It will be directed by Benjamin Stoloff, with a cast including Pictures has taken over distributio
Jimmy Durante, Lupe Velez, Stu- for
rightsthe toMissouri
'Seventh territory.
CommandmentB
The picl
art Erwin, Robert Armstrong,
oiHolly]
ture
has
had
a
run
at
the
ng
Rochelle
Hudson
and
Marjorie
Rambeau.
wood, downtown
St. Louis housa
and has moved
to the World
o
Grand Ave. for an additional ed
M-G-M Australian Convention
tended run.
Sydney
—
M-G-M's
Australasian
Sales Convention gets under way
today, with sales representatives
from Melbourne, Adelaide, Sydney,
.oming a
Perth, Brisbane and Wellington attending. N. Bernard Freeman,
managing director for Australia,
ADOLPH ZUKOR is due back in New Yoi
will preside. Messages from Nick the early part of this week from the coast. |
Schenck, Arthur Loew, Louis B.
on Saturday
Lafayette.
Mayer, Irving Thalberg and David Europe
MARQUIS
HENRI aboard
DE LA the
FALAISE
sailed 'fd
MARIE DRESSLER spent the week-end \
Selznick will be read to the dele-

nd G

gates.

Dix Picture Renamed

"The Case of John Day" is announced as the final title for M-GM's Richard Dix vehicle, formerly
known as "Forever Faithful."

Washington as a guest at the White
House.
ROY DISNEY arrives in New York from thi
coast early this week.
GEORGE BATCHELLER, JR.. returns to Nef
York from the coast Wednesday by airplane.

ROBERT
S. SISK returns from Boston
today,
MORT BLUMENSTOCK of Warner Theaters re
turns today to New York from a trip to Ne
Haven, Washington. Pittsburgh and Philadelphi;

FOR 20 MILLION
PEOPLE!

.M

u

INDIANA

IF YOU C
..JOIN
Can you imagine this? The other day an exhibitor
said to one of our salesmen, "I'm afraid to play
those Culbertson pictures . . . they may teach my
customers to play Bridge and keep 'em away from
my theatre". . . how's that for an excuse to pick
your own pocket?
There are only twenty million bridge players in the
country and that's about one-third of the adult
population of every man's town, and a lot of 'em
are staying away from the theatre right now!
When you go fishin' you've got to have bait,
don't you?
You buy star pictures because you know they've a
following . . . you buy popular novel pictures
because they've been read and people want to see
what the characters look like! In other ads we've
told you a lot of interesting and surprising things
about this fellow Ely Culbertson . . . bridge wizard
and showman. Showed you where and why he gets
more fan mail than a Hollywood queen . . . told you
about his 4,000 teachers and their 600,000 pupils . . .
showed you why he commands the front page of
every newspaper, why one of his books sells more
copies than the ten "best seller" authors.

ICIANS SAY. .

LICK 'EM
11
— It's because twenty million people are interested
in him, what he says, what he does that they'll lay
their dough on the line to see him. Those are the
folks that right now are dealing out the cards . . .
the ones you want to pull into your theatre . . . and
Mister, Ely Culbertson and his "My Bridge Experiences" are the bait! Bring those people in six
times and you'll be just six times better off than
you are right now . . . and, besides, you've got a
pretty good chance of convincing them that yours
is a right nice opera house and that the movies
after all are a nice change from staying home
every night.
Well, we've told our story . . . RKO-Radio has the
pictures ready ... six of 'em, honeys! Funny,
thrilling and darned good entertainment for everyone. When you book 'em, give 'em the works . . .
advertise 'em as you would your biggest feature.
There's a real showman's campaign book ready,
filled with ads, publicity, stunts . . . we've posters,
lobby displays, novelties galore to lure 'em in.
This ain't no side-show — it's a circus !
Yes, sir, they're playing bridge right now! "If you
can't lick 'em . . . join 'em."

-. &IW.
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HOLLYWOOD
A fICHAEL CURTIZ, veteran Warner Bros, director, who directed
'Goodbve Again," will direct "Man*
*
*
'
ialay."
Richard Dix, who has been ill in
Santa Barbara with influenza, is reported very much improved. He is
still on the sick list and will not
return to Hollywood
for at least
another week.
*
*
*
Sally O'Neil has been offered the
leading role in "The Church Mouse,"
stage play which Henry Duffy is
casting to send to Australia for a
six months' tour. Sally declined because she is more interested in her
picture career. She is playing the
leading role in "Sixteen Fathoms
.Deep," for Monogram.
*
*
*
Sam White, who directed several
Clark and McCullough comedies and
Ely Culbertson featurettes, is directing an untitled short starring
Ruth Etting. *
*
*
Kenneth Peach, who did the camera work on several shorts at the
Hal Roach studio, is in charge of
photography on the untitled feature, starring Laurel and Hardy,
which is being directed by William
A. Seiter.
*
*
*
Lya Lys, who will play the second feminine lead in "Jimmy and
Sally," for Fox, is accused of refusing to reveal her true name. So
she is breaking down and confessing.
"Lya" are the first three letters of
her
name of
and her
"Lys"
the last
threelastletters
firstarename.
*
*
*
Lloyd A. French, who directed
Laurel and Hardy in "Busy Bodies"
and "Dirty Work," is making preparations for another
Laurel
and
Hardy short.
*
*
*
George Stevens is directing "On
the Make," a comedy short which
Louis Brock is producing for release
by RKO. The cast includes June
Brewster, Carol Tevis and Grady
Sutton.
♦
♦
♦
El Brendel has signed to make
three pictures for RKO, starting
jwith
OverPertLightly,"
having
ZaSu "Once
Pitts and
Kelton in
it.
Charles Lamont has completed
the direction of "What a Wife,"
starring Taylor Holmes. The cast
included Lena Malena and Natalie
Moorhead. The comedy will be released by Educational.
Extra!
'Sensational news" is the way the
Warner home office describes a dispatch
from the coast to the effect that James
Cagney will sport a mustache in some
scenes of "The Finger Man."

DAILV

KG THE
III M. DALY
• •
• IN CASE the impression has got around in some
places that we are Infallible
we are glad to introduce
Jack Cohn of Columbia with a squawk that proves we are not
a few kolyums back in talking of an interview with
Joe Cook
we gave the impression that his forthcoming pix for Fox to be made next spring will be his First
Film Feature
as Mister Cohn points out
Joe's
first venture into Filmdom was Columbia's
"Rain or Shine"
done three years
ago
okay,
Jack
score
1-0,
favor you
*
*
*
*
• •
• A NEAT bit of work done by Joe Tisman, head
of Warners'
Poster Dep't
who designed those smash
"personality
heralds" for "Footlight
Parade"
12 different styles are used to each 1000
each style shows
either one of the stars, a different chorus beaut in the almostnude, or a spectacular scene in the musical hit
heralds
are printed on stiff paper in colors suitable for framing and
hanging up ...... . . the sort of stuff the fans go for
big houses like the Bradford in Newark, Stanley in Pittsburgh,
Roger Sherman
in New
Haven, and the Lake in Cleveland
have ordered anywhere from 40 to 100 thousand lots
SOME accessory orders!

•
•
• ROY HAINES, metropolitan district manager for
Warner, has sold "Gold Diggers of 1933" to practically every
theater circuit in New York City and vicinity
Howard
S. Cullman says the original Roxy will comply with the NRA
code for chorus girls . ..i... One of these philosophizing taxi
drivers handed us a good line as the taxi meter soared
"Wotinell good is this Recovery for ole NRA when a Few
Guys Have Got It ALL?"

• The Broadway Parade •
Picture

Distributor

Footlight Parade
Doctor
Bull
Night
Flight
Deluge
I Loved a Woman*
The Good Companions
Torch Singer
Charlie Chan's Greatest Case
The Bowery
The
Power
and the Glory**
Bureau
of Missing
Persons'*
My
Weakness**
Her Unborn Child

Warner
Bros.
Fox
M-G-M
....
RKO
First National
Fox
Paramount
Fox
United
Artists
Fox
Warner
Bros
Fox
Windsor
Pictures

Theater
. Strand
. Music Hal
.Capitol
. Rialto
Hollywood
Mayfair
Paramount
7th Ave. Roxy
Rivoli
RKO Roxy
Palace
Cameo
Geo. M. Cohan

* Follows
Strand
run.
** Subsequent runs.

4 TWO-A-DAY
Dinner at Eight (7th week)
Berkeley Square (4th week)
S. O. S. Iceberg (3rd week)

♦ FOREIGN
Waltz
Time
Vi Som
Gar

(2nd week)
Koksvagen

♦

PICTURES

Astor
Gaiety
Criterion

♦

.Gaumont-Brirish
Scandinavian Pict

♦ FUTURE
My Weakness
(Oct. 11)*
Private Life of Henry VIII (Oct.
Ever in My Heart (Oct. 12)
I'm No Angel
(Oct. 13)
Bombshell
(Oct. 13)
Saturday's
Millions
(Oct.
13)
* Subsequent run.

RUNS

M-G-M
Fox
Universal

OPENINGS

Fox
12) ... United Artists
Warner Bros
Paramount
M-G-M
Universal

Little Carnegie
5th Ave. Playhouse

♦
RKO Roxy
Music Hall
Hollywood
Paramount
Capitol
7th Ave. Roxy

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

TACK WHITE will complete prepaJ rations today for production on
the first of Educational's musical
comedies, with work scheduled to get
under way tomorrow at the Eastern
Service Studio in Astoria. Chester
Hale is putting the Chester Hale
Girls through their final dance routines, while Sig Herzig is checking
over the dialogue and Benny Davis
and James Henley are completing
the new songs. Lillian Roth will
play the leading feminine role.
•
Bids are being accepted for the
reconstruction of the old Biograph
studios into a most modern sound
studio with the latest equipment,
and contracts for the work are expected to be let within the week.
Work of reconstructing the plant is
expected to be completed in about
six weeks.
•
Casting has been completed and
production is scheduled to get under way this week at Vitaphone'a
two-reel burlesque of "Dinner at
Eight." Three weeks were spent by
Lee Stuart, casting director, in assembling screen talent, actors and
actresses who could pass as
"doubles" for the feature picture
stars in the production. Herman
Ruby, head of the studio's scenario
staff, has assigned Jack Henley,
Glen Lambert and Eddie Moran to
write the screen play.
•
Work on the script for the second
of the series of shorts featuring
Tom Howard, being produced by
W. K. D. Productions, has been
started under the supervision of I.
Webber, with production scheduled
in about three weeks.
•
Richy Craig, Jr., just back from
Hollywood,
has been signed by Sam
comedy.
Sax to star in a Vitaphone two-reel
•
Joe Nadel, assistant director on
"The Great Adventure," recently
completed feature, has joined Magna Pictures in the capacity of production manager.

THE

CODE DRAFT READY
EXCEPT 2 GLAUSES
(Continued from Page 1)

early this morning expected to complete the job by Wednesday as ordered by the Deputy Administrator.
Over the week-end this element
showed no signs of returning to the
"regular" fold. Its lone contact over
the week-end with Rosenblatt occurred Saturday, when he clarified
several issues for a committee.
Although M.P.T.O.A. leaders are
still fighting for various points they
are understood to be willing to accept the present code in general,
hoping for modifications later
through the Code Authority and local Grievance Boards.
Meetings over the week-end included producers and affiliated theaters.
Rosenblatt today resumes his conferences to harmonize differences.

Kuykendall Criticizes
Factions Doing Walkout
Washington— After the M.P.T.
O.A. leaders' conference yesterday
afternoon at the Mayflower, Ed
Kuykendall issued the following
statement replying to rumors concerning the position of the M.P.T.
O.A.:
"Let
emphasize
that we havemefrom
the starttheof fact
the
conferences stood for the following
fundamental practices and will continue to do so:
"Elimination of score charges, discontinuance ofthe practice of tieing
in shorts with features, eliminations,
designated play-dates and a labor
clause that is fair and equitable.
"More can be accomplished by remaining in the sessions and trying
to sincerely work out our problems,
than by running away, in schoolboy
fashion, as certain groups have done.
The M.P.T.O.A. delegation is mindful of the fact that it must safeguard thousands of small theaters,
and this trust will not be violated."
Some M.P.T.O.A. chieftains are
opposed to the proposal that wage
scales of Aug. 23 be used as the
basis for nationalizing operator
wages.

Washington NRA Sidelights
By ARTHUR

ATTORNEY JACOB SCHECHing "East Side, West
Side" and
^ TER has temporarily "walked "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi."
out" on the meetings as his law
Love Harrell stoutly maintains
practice has acquired his attention
in Kentucky and Indiana. He re- that the walkout faction comprising
umes business relations with his indie exhibs, distribs and producers
conferees Wednesday at Washing- have violated a principle. The right
ton.
of secession exclusively belongs to
the south, so he declares.
Phil Hart, who assists Nathan
Burkan and acts like a bodyguard,
Typical press interview in punchis a former intercollegiate wrestling drunk code atmosphere:
Reporter (to codifying bigwig) :
champ having gained this honor at
Columbia some years back.
"What's your policy on the right to

Washington — With the exception
of labor provisions, the M. P. T. 0.
A. delegation were understood yesday to find the code generally acceptable although it still sharply
differs with the draft on some issues.
Leaders point out that any clauses
which do not prove workable can
be adjusted through Grievance
Boards in many instances or through
higher NRA authority, as Sol Rosenblatt has stressed repeatedly.
The I. A. T. S. E. demand that
booth costs be used as a basis for determining wage scales was still unCode widows are flooding the
Codifying
Bigwig:
"We
are
going
der M. P. T. 0. A. fire. Labor proviMayflower telegraph offices with pro- to hold out for elimination of score
sion of the Rosenblatt draft would
tests asserting their right to share
nationalize the I. A. T. S. E. scale in
their husbands along with NRA.
Reporter:
"Is
your
group
satisfied
all towns where the union has locals
charges."
with the labor provisions in the ten- and establish a 40-hour maximum
buy?"
Lou Solomon after reaching the
week. A committee representing
tative draft?" Bigwig: "Exhibitors the independent fusion exhibitors,
first code revision calls it the best
Codifying
must
have
the
right
to
individually
mystery yarn ever printed.
determine whether or not they will including Charles O'Reilly and Harry Brandt, conferred with Abner
Some of the boys desecrated the
counsel for the I. A. T. S. E.
Curtain
as slightly befuddled Rubien,
doublefalls
features."
atmosphere of an intensely Russian play
on its own Saturday
morning.
night club the other evening by sing- and insane newspaperman collapses.

Right-to-Buy Issue Being Left
Up to Local Grievance Boards
Washington — The right-to-buy issue, which consumed hours of code
conference debate particularly along
lines of its definition, will be handled by local grievance boards under
the Sol A. Rosenblatt tentative code,
the Deputy Administrator points out.
The exhibitors who have stuck
with him since the walkout of various independent theatermen, principally those affiliated with Allied
units, are "willing to give the code
a chance to work out," said Rosenblatt. Speaking of the method of
appeal in event industry groups are
dissatisfied with operation of the
code, the Deputy Administrator
stated that all revisions can only be
made with the President's approval.
Rosenblatt said that two Detroit
exhibitors called on him to protest
against operations of the buying cooperative inthat city. They claimed
it would put them out of business.

Fusionists Call Again
On Sol A. Rosenblatt 11 Code Contact Men
Named by Kuykendall
Washington — Contact between the

independent fusion group, which has
divorced itself from regularly-held
code conferences, and Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt was
established for a second time on Saturday when a committee interviewed
him at his NRA office. After he had
clarified several controversial clauses, they departed "apparently well
satisfied," according to Rosenblatt.
Comprising the committee were: Attorney Milton C. Weisman, Harry
Brandt,
vin Bard.Charles L. O'Reilly and Cal-

W. EDDY;

MPTOA IN AGREEMENT
EXCEPTING ON LABOR

Rosenblatt Not Waiting
On Indie Suggestions

Washington — Despite insistence of
the independent fusion group which
Legality of Salary Fixing
did
a walkout
Sol they
Rosenblatt's
meetings
Thursdayon that
be given
Is Still to be Determined until
Wednesday of this week to
Washington — Whether or not the complete their analysis and suggesNRA has the legal right to allow a
tions, the Deputy Administrator is
star and executive salary control understood to be going ahead to finprovision go into the film industry
ish up the code without waiting for
code has not yet been determined, their completed work. He is underSol A. Rosenblatt, deputy adminisstood to have asked for their comtrator, stated Saturday afternoon
ments in installments as individually
at his office following an all-day ses- finished, but the group in its statesion with producers revising Article
ment issued Friday night argued
10 of their draft. This article has that it would be better to submit
to do with star raiding. Importance entirety.
their completed communication in its
of the article which has been redrafted and redrafted again over a
period of weeks, prevented various
major company executives from leavDepart Over Week-End
ing Washington for the entire weekWashington — Partial exodus of
end.
At the conclusion of the meeting, code conferees occurred over the
Rosenblatt went into session with week-end. Jack Miller returned to
representatives of agents, writers Chicago with no intention of resumand actors to consider redrafts of
ing work here and Harry Brant returned to New York with plans for
Clause
of the producers'
dealing with9 relations
between code
producers
coming back tomorrow. Some affiliated theater executives, including
and agents.
H. B. Franklin, Sam Dembow and
George Skouras, went home but reUnions Meet Today
turn to Washington today to resume
Washington— I. A.T.S.E. locals will conferences.
hold a meeting this morning to consider the labor clause in the code.
About 150 will attend.
Allied Group Leave

Washington — Ed Kuykendall yesterday announced selection of 11
conferees as M. P. T. O. A. sources
of information which exhibitors may
contact for code data. They are:
Washington — The Allied group,
Jack Miller, Chicago; Fred WehrenRichmond House Opens
berg, St. Louis; Fi-ed Meyer, Milwith the exception of Abram F. MyRichmond — The Strand, formerly
waukee; Bob Wilby, Atlanta, Atlaners, practically all have returned
ta; Love Harrell, Atlanta; L. S. the Bijou, has reopened after reconHamm and Morgan Walsh, both San
struction. The Colonial closes Thurs- home. Some are returning to Washington early this week. H. M. Richey,
Francisco; Ben Berinstein, Los Anday to undergo alterations. The
geles; M. E. Comerword, Scranton; Roosevelt, new $75,000 house, is ex- Sidney E. Samuelson, Nathan YaSol Gordon, Beaumont, Tex., and Ed
pected to be completed for opening mins and J. C. Ritter are among
Kuykendall, Columbus, Miss.
those who left.
Thanksgiving week.
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fforts Opposed by Jos. M. Schenck

LABOR AND AGENT-TALENT CLAUSES STILL IN AIR
Warners Plan to Keep Studios Open All Next Summer
finishing '33-34 Program
By Spring — New Lineup
Follows Immediately
' est Coast Bureau
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Hollywood — For the first time in
jve years the Warner studios will
emain open for the entire twelve
nonths and will not close down as
s usual for the four or five weeks
tarting July 15, the Film Daily
tarns. This decision was reached
allowing{Continued
sevei'al onconferences
here
Page 3)

BY MOTION TO END
'ARAMOUNT RECEIVER

Film

Men in McKee

Campaign

Organization of the film industry behind the Mayoralty campaign of Joseph V.
McKee was begun yesterday with the appointment of Wayne Pierson as chairman of
the screen, stage and radio division, with J. J. McCarthy as associate chairman and
Charles L. O'Reilly as chairman of the motion picture division. All three were active
in the Roosevelt campaign. A luncheon will be held at the Motion Picture Club some
day next week to line up the film contingent in the campaign.

Cleveland Exhibitors Pledge Support
To Allied States Ass'n in Code Stand
Cleveland — Sidney E. Samuelson
and Colonel H. A. Cole yesterday
addressed a meeting of Northern
Ohio independent exhibitors here
under the auspices of the Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors Association, explaining details of the code.
At the conclusion exhibitors unan(Continued

on Page

7)

300 Calif. Exhibs Move
For Fair Deal on Boards

Washington — Fearful that independent exhibitors will not secure
"even representation" on local
Grievance Boards, more than 300
members (Continued
of the I.T.O.
of Southei-n
on Page 6)

A motion to remove the Paranount-Publix equity receiver on the
ground that it was "moot and beause the bankruptcy superseded the
eceivership" was dismissed yesterlay by the U. S. Circuit Court of
Appeals. The motion, brought by
By RALPH
WILK
,5amuel Zirn, representing a group
West Coast Manager, FILM DAILY
Forming New Ohio Unit
»f stockholders, was opposed by GodHollywood — Joseph M. Schenck,
For Fight on 10% Tax
Artists and 20th Cen'rey Goldmark,
Para- head ofturyUnited
(Continued representing
on Page 3)
Pictures, is opposed
to all
Cleveland — G. W. Erdmann, secretary of the Cleveland Exhibitors
efforts at salary control, according
Texas Governor Files Bill to
a telegram from him read at a Association, has called a mass meeting of all Ohio independent exhibiTo Permit Fight Pictures mass
of the
ScreenhaveActors'
tors to be held at the Deshler Hotel,
Guild. meeting
About 500
players
been
(Continued on Page 6)
(.Continued on Page 6)
Dallas — Governor Miriam A. Ferguson has submitted to the special
=ession of the Texas legislature the
passage of a law that would permit
heaters to show pictures of prize
ights.

Schenck Against Salary Control;
500 Added to Actors' Guild

Washington As We

See It

... an idea and an observation
By JACK

Old Roxy Retains Name
Wash. Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The U. S. Supreme Court
yesterday refused to review the recent
Circuit Court of Appeals decision giving the original Roxy the right to retain its name. RKO and Samuel L.
"Roxy" Rothafel had appealed for a
reversal of the recent decision. The
Supreme
Court's
givesusetheof Seventh Ave.
theateraction
the sole
the
name "Roxy"
litigation.

and prevents any further

More Complete Than Ever Before The 1934 Filn
Daily Year Boot:.— Advt.

\A/ASHINGTON,

ALICOATE

Monday — Regardless of divers and sundry rumors

to the contrary,

'"
progress, constructive and satisfactory at least to most factions, is the order of
the day. It looks, from this angle, that the industry of the screen is within a niblick
shot of a brand new, completed code, all of its own. Those who are still here are code
weary. Punch-drunk from endless conferences. We have advised, analyzed, dissected,
diagnosed and prescribed in re this code thing until we are as blue in the face as Walt
Disney's big bad wolf. Personally, we think we have code indigestion. And so. Walking up Connecticut Avenue and seeking for an idea that might keep us out of mischief
we found ourselves toying with the thought of asking some baker's dozen of prominent
film folk here in Washington the following question: "What, in your opinion, will be the
most

important

development

to come
out of
(Continued
on the
Pagecode?"
6)

Here, surely, was

an

oppor-

Code Confab Still Trying
to Straighten Out
3 Major Clauses
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Three major code
clauses relating to exhibition-labor,
agents and star raids remained uncompleted at an early hour this
morning as the second consecutive
week of
under
way.code conferences here got
Although the M.P.T.O.A. group
(Continued on Page

6)

ALLIED GOING LIGHT
ON CODE MEETINGS
Washington — Allied and its affiliated units have no plans for resuming 100 per cent relations with code
meetings held under auspices of
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt. Instead the fusion group
which includes independent producers and distributors as well as exhibitors, and which walked out of
the regular proceedings late last
week, will devote itself to preparation of its analysis of provisions of
(Continued

on Page

7)

Second Public Hearing
Slated for Equip. Code
Washington — A second public
hearing will be held on theater supply code by Deputy Administrator
Kenneth Dameron, who rejected the
initial code last week as not representative of the industry. Work of
revising the proposals is still in
progress, without a deadline fixed.
Strand Ups Prices
Admission top at the New York
Strand was jacked up to 99 cents over
the week, when the house played
to 30,607 paid admissions with the
new Warner musical, "Footlight Par-

The 1934 Film Daily Year Book Is The Standard
Reference Volume. — Advt.
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Charles Koerner Wins
6 Iowa Houses Reopen
RKO Show Season Drive Under New Managements
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Hollywood — Lyle Talbot is in the
hospital with a fractured skull and
internal injuries received in an auto
accident.
$4,500 Theater Holdup
Worcester — Armed bandits held up the
Palace early yesterday and got away
with $4,500, the biggest haul of its
kind on record in these parts. The
holdup men accosted District Manager
R. C. McGowen and Manager R. D.
Portle.
House is part of the Poli group.

J. R. Neth Backs P. Wood
In Ohio Exhib Controversy
Columbus — In a letter to exhibitors throughout the state, J. Real
Neth, operator of a group of local
houses, argues for P. J. Wood, business manager of .the M. P. T. O. of
Ohio, in the controversy that has
been in progress ever since failure
of a united front by Ohio exhibitors
resulted in a state tax being passed
several months ago. The Neth statement follows a bulletin sent out by
the Cleveland Exhibitors Ass'n stating that independent theater owners
of Ohio can expect no assistance
from the state organization because
of the attitude taken by Wood in
connection with the enactment of the
tax now in effect.
Neth charges that a few exhibitors in Cleveland and Cincinnati are
trying to disrupt the state unit, and
declares that "had not the Cleveland
association, by telegrams and letters,
challenged the authority of Pete
Wood to speak for the exhibitors of
Ohio, the exemption would have remained at 40 cents."

Des Moines, la.— Six Iowa theaters are reopening this month under new owners. J. B. Vivkerman is
now the owner of the Rembrandt
Community theater, Rembrandt; A.
J. Diebold has taken over the Palace, Waterloo, a former Publix
house; the new Royal, Panora, is under the ownership of E. C. Preston;
George Schwenneker has purchased
the Colonial, Osage, from F. Wewerke; H. G. Kappmeyer of West
Union has taken over the Cozy, Fayette, succeeding Paul Swanson, who
has leased the Rex, Monona, and the
Stockport Community club has purchased equipment and started Saturday night shows in the opera house.
George

Fitzmaurice

West Coast Bureau of THE

at Fox
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Fitzmaurice
has been signed by Fox to direct
"All Men Are Enemies," from the
book by Richard Aldington.
Weissmuller-Velez
Get License
Las Vegas, Nev. — Though declining to indicate when the wedding
would take place, Johnny Weissmuller and Lupe Velez took out a marriage license here Sunday.

.oming a

nd G

SIGMUND ROMBERG, composer, arrives today from abroad on the He de France, and
after completing a new musical show in New
York he will depart for Hollywood to start
work at Fox.
GEORGE ARLISS sails from England tomorrow for New York en route to Hollywood to
begin

work

in

"Rothschild"

for

20th

Century.

GRAD SEARS, Warner sales executive, left
yesterday for a trip to Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis, Des Moines and Omaha.
morrow
HARRY morning.
BRANDT

returns

ROSEMARY AMES,
Fox, is on her way
coast.
MRS. MAUDE
Smith, is in New

to

Washington

to- |

stage actress signed by
from New York to the

SMITH, mother of Stanley
York from the coast to join

Rer son,Your
who Horses."
is appearing in Joe Cook's show,
"Hold
MORT BLUMENSTOCK
Washington.
SKIP WESHNER
Albany, Chicago

left last night for

leaves tonight for Cleveland,
and Milwaukee to arrange

openings
for Warner's
"Footlight
Parade."
EARLE W. HAMMONS leaves for the coast
this afternoon.
ARTHUR BENLINE of RKO
turn from Boston today.
HOWARD

DIETZ

Theaters will re-

is back from

the coast.

Para. Signs Raoul Walsh
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Hollywood — Raoul Walsh, director of "The Cock-Eyed World," and
other outstanding film spectacles,
today was signed by Paramount to
direct "The Trumpet Blows," a story
of life in Mexico City, in which
George Raft will be starred.
Take Up Dorothea Wieck's Option
Following a preview of "Cradle
Song," the first American picture
made by Dorothea Wieck, Emanuel
Cohen, announced that Paramount's
option on her services would be exercised for a lengthy term.

14

Lyle Talbot Injured
West Coast Bureau of THE

Results in RKO Theaters' Greater
Show Season contest between division managers show the winner to
be Charles Koerner, in charge of the
upstate and New England division,
with J. M. Brennan and his New Jersey and Washington division in second place. Others in the order of the
final tally are Lou Goldberg, Junior
Brooklyn division; H. R. Emde, uptown New York and Westchester;
Charles McDonald, downtown New
York and Brooklyn, and Nate Blumberg, midwest.

fi

Form Trailer Firm
Sid Blumenstock, formerly with
Exhibitors' Screen Service, and Milt
Sachson have formed the Special
Screen Service Inc., for the manufacture of special service and animated trailers. Offices and studios
have been opened at 120 W. 41st
St.
Townsend
West

Coast Bureau

Paul

Dead

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Townsend D. Paul,
former stage and screen actor, was
found strangled in his room on Sunday. He had been robbed.

I

I
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(Continued from Page 1)

lount. Decision was reserved on a
lotion by Zirn appealing an order
y Judge Bondy directing that all
ees in connection with the receivernip be determined in the bankruptcy
roceedings. The motions were heard
y Justices Manton, Hand and
'hase.

v ssigning

Exploiteers
For All "Footlight" Runs

Every
engagement
of Warner's
Footlight Parade" is being covered
ndividually by exploitation men asigned by Charles Einfeld from the
lome office or key cities. Already
pi the field are Bert Perkins, who is
arranging
the Richmond
opening;
rving Windisch, now in Louisville;
Sidney Davidson, who left yesterday
"or Cincinnati; Gilbert Golden, now
n Syracuse; A. J. Kennedy, who has
?one from San Francisco
to Salt
Lake City for the opening; Allen
ilenn, southern representative, who
s now in Dallas, and Sam Clark,
Chicago exploitation head, who is
n Minneapolis.
Mort Blumenstock and Skip Weshner are flying to various theater
:ones to set the picture for openngs. Blumenstock returned yesterday from New Haven and left imnediately for Washington. Weshner
eaves tonight for points north and
nid-west.
Willard

Mack

Loses

■Vest Coast Bureau of THE

Mother
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Hollywood — Mrs. Henry Agnes
McLaughlin, mother of Willard
at her son's
Saturday
Mack, indied
home
Beverly
Hills. She was 80
years old.
Hunter Perry to Virginia
Lynchburg, Va. — Hunter Perry of
Atlanta, having acquired controlling
interest in three Publix houses in
Newport News, Charlottesville and
Lynchburg, is expected to make his
home here or in Charlottesville.

STRYK'S
THEDATINDU
E BOO
Today: Testimonial Dinner to Marie Dressier,
Grand Ballroom, Hotel Roosevelt, New York.
Oct. 16-18:

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beach
Hotel. Chicago.
Oct. 17: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.
Oct. 17: Annual banquet and dance of Motion Picture Post of American Legion,
Copley-Plaza
Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-31: Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anNew Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New nual
York.

PHIL

M. DALY

• • • AS A proof of the wide popularity of Marie
Dressier in High Places
the names identified with the
Testimonial Dinner to the M-G-M star are illuminating
they are not just a bunch of names thrown in for the ole ballyhoo purposes. ...... every one listed has accepted the invitation to serve on the committee under the supervision of Mrs.
Oliver Harriman
for the dinner in the Grand Ballroom
of the Roosevelt Hotel Tonight
•

•

•

THE NAMES include celebs in society, the entertainment world and public life
such as
Adolph
S. Ochs, Frank L. Polk, Nicholas M. Schenck, Margaret Sanger,
Arthur Loew, Mrs. S. Stanwood Menken, Richard C. Patterson,
Jr., Mrs. Ogden Reid, Mrs. Charles H. Sabin, Mrs. Charles
Rumsey, Daniel Frohman, Fannie Hurst, John Golden, George
Gordon Battle, A. C. Blumenthal, Major Edward Bowes, Samuel
"Roxy" Rothafel, Gene Buck, Nathan Burkan, Mrs. Henry P.
Davidson, Sidney C. Borg, Mrs. William Belknap, Harold B.
Franklin, Crosby Gaige, John Hayes Hammond, Mrs. William
Harkness, General John F. O'Ryan, Conde Nast, Bernarr Macfadden, T. J. Watson, Irvin S. Cobb, M. H. Aylesworth, Maida
Reed. ....... invited to the speakers' dais with Miss Dressier
are Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, Amelia Earhart, Mrs. Frances
Perkins, George M. Cohan, Otis Skinner and Helen Hayes
dinner and speeches will be placed on the air over WJZ

*

•

*

*

*

•

• IN A memorial box to Renee Adoree on her untimely death ..... Nick Kenny in the "Daily Mirror" adapts
the words of the theme song, "Charmaine" as a tribute to her
work in "The Big Parade"
as we recall it, Dolores
Del Rio was Charmaine in Fox's "What Price Glory," released
in 1926
Renee Adoree was Melisande in M-G-M's "The
Big Parade"
released in 1925
these Tabloid Scribes
are always riding the film biz when they go screwy on Facts
in Pix
so now
so what?
it only proves
they should have a Film Daily Year Book always at their
elbow
(House Ad)

*

*

*

*

• •
• WHEN IT comes to giving the Lobbies of the Land
a distinctive and attractive atmosphere!
no single factor
has been more efficacious in helping showmen than the Tyl-AMat installed by 0. W. Jackson & Co
since the installation of the green-and-gold tiled mat in the lobby of the old
Roxy years ago
this novelty accessory has become a vogue
in big theaters everywhere
current installations are at
RKO Albee in Providence, the Haring & Blumenthal Gem in
Far Rockaway, the Lee Ochs' Midtown on upper Broadway, the
Randforce Claridge in Brooklyn, and the Park in Newburgh,
N. Y.
every mat specially designed to fit into the decoration scheme of the *
theater's
* lobby!*
*
• • • IT WAS a peaceful evening in the Frank J. Wilstach household, when Frank's frau pipes up
"My dear,
I thought you were supposed to know all about words."
and Frank agrees
"That's right, my loved one."
then she staggers him with
"Then why do you keep all
these dictionaries around?"
*
*
*
*

NO SUMMER CLOSING
FOR WARNER STUDIOS
(Continued from Page 1)

and lengthy telephone conversations
with New York executives.
The 60 films on the 1933-34 schedule will be completed early in the
spring, when the first four of the
1934-35 program will be put into
work showing to the trade by Aug.
15. Thirty features in the present
line-up are completed.

British Editor Urges
Liaison With Hollywood
A "liaison officer" between English studios and Hollywood whose
purpose it would be to prevent glaring errors in the handling of English scenes and properties by American producers was urged yesterday
by Maurice Cowan, editor of "Picturegoer," British fan magazine, who
is in New York for a short visit. In
an interview
with Film Daily, Cowan said:
"If American producers really
have an eye on larger distribution
grosses in Great Britain, they must
be more careful of how they portray
England in pictures. The Englishmen in Hollywood think they know
what should be done, but only a special agent, selected for his ability
along the technical lines, can do the
job. The liaison officer should be
changed every year so that the man
on the job will be up to date at all
Cowan
Oct.
19. expects to sail for London
times."
Sequel
Big L.Drive"
Clare,
Mich.to —"The
Albert
Rule, who
produced "The Big Drive," war feature, has made a sequel called "The
Death Parade." It will be staterighted as a roadshow.
West

Louise Fazenda's Father Dies
Coast Bureau

• • SOMETHING NEW in modern presentation of motion pictures will be inaugurated at the Hollywood on Thursday eve with the opening of "Ever In My Heart"
the
new system is styled "deep stage presentation," devised by
Frank Murphy, chief electrician at the Warner West Coast
stude
\. .the screen will be moved back on the immense
stage, and Frank's lighting effects puts into operation for the
first time
installed on either side of the lower part of
the stage, it is claimed striking visual effects are attained never
before used on a screen
when it comes to Pioneering
this Warner crowd seem to be ever up on their toesf

«

«

»

»

»
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Polish Film at Caruso Theater
"Ulan I Dziewczyna" ("Soldier
and Girl"), Polish talker, is being
shown at the Caruso Theater.

•

«

of THE

Hollywood — Joseph A. Fazenda,
father of Louise Fazenda, died Sunday. He was 83.

happy rauM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 10
Harry

Richman

Helen

Hayes

izing up
the

New Deal.

Vilagraph, /nc.,Di'sfribuforj

WELL, I SEE "F00TL1GHT PARADE*
IN! GROSSED ABOUT 25 PERCENT 0
"GOLD DIGGERS" TH FIRST WEEKli
IN NEW
FIGURIN
AN

YORK, THEY TELL ME
ON

HOLDING

JUMPIN

MY

IT A WEEK

THAN "DIGGERS."

SC/
LONC

THE ONLY THING THAT'S WORRYIN ME
IS THAT WARNERS ARE FIRIN' SO MANY
BIO SHOWS AT ME I CAN HARDLY
HANDLE EM. "PARADE" IS GONNA TIE
UP MY FIRST RUNS FOR 3 WEEKS ANYHOW, AN THAT MEANS I GOTTA HOLD
OFF ALL THAT TIME WITH STANWYCK
IN "EVER IN MY HEART," MUNI IN "THE
WORLO CHANGES;' AN POWELL'S
"KENNEL MURDER CASE."

JIM'S THE BIG WINNER TONIGHT, ISN'T
HE? BOY, HE NEEDS IT WITH THAT PRODUCT HE'S STUCK WITH! CAN YOU PICTURE
ME PLAYING SHOWS LIKE "ANTHONY
ADVERSER "WONDER BAR," AND *CONVENTION CITY" RIGHT ACROSS THE STREET
FROM HIS SHOOTING GALLERY? BETTER
STICK TO POKER, JIM, AN GIVE UP SHOW
BUSINESS, WHEN YOU GOTTA BUCK
OPPOSITION LIKE THAT!

DAILY

LABOR, AGENT-TALENT
GLAUSES STILL IN AIR
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SCHENCK OPPOSES
SALARY GONTRO

Washington As We See It
an idea and an observation
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

did not confer with Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday, major company executives met with him at his office
and went over various controversial
matters and worked on the phraseology of the 10 per cent elimination
clause.
Denying the published story that
a $2,000 top salary for stars was
being considered, Rosenblatt termed
it a "fairy story" and said no specific
figure has been proposed. The
Deputy Administrator, however, has
no- ruling so far on the question.
Though no definite schedule is
planned by Rosenblatt for today,
meetings will be held to continue
efforts to iron out differences on
the three clauses remaining in controversy.

40-Hour Week Rejected
By President Roosevelt

tunity for diversified answers as well as the opinion of outstanding executives of the
industry on a live, vital topic.
And so.

•

VA/E

reached the executives, all right. Further, we received their answers. We

gave

* ™ up the idea promptly after interviewing the first six. Why? Because all touched
upon the same subject. And here it is. It seems that practically everyone is agreed
that the tribunals to be set up, in the different zones, through which anyone, be he
exhibitor, producer or distributor, can get adequate and immediate redress for an established grievance, is the most constructive provision to come out of the code. There
is much logic and compelling reason, too, behind this practically unanimous conclusion.
Disputes are irritating, create bad feeling and are costly to all sides. Grievances that are
not settled promptly are apt to fester as time goes on. Thus, little acorns of misunderstanding grow into big oaks of dissatisfaction and distrust.

•

THE proposed tribunals will function more like Courts of Equity than of Law, in so
much as one who has a wrong, either fancied or real, will be heard without delay.
Everyone will be entitled to, promptly, his or her day in court. It all appears to add up
satisfactorily, and, to those who are behind in their code home-work, we might suggest
that the set-up of this Code Authority, and its subsidiary tribunals, will be about as
follows: The country will be divided into perhaps 32 zones. Each zone will have its own
boards that will hear local cases and whose decisions in turn will be subjected to review
by the Code Authority or Supreme Court.

•

75% of Theaters Expected to Benefit
From Proposed 10% Elimination Clause

of Contracts

Unplayed

Washington — Contending that 34 per
cent of all film contracts are unpbyed
at the close of a season, major producers are hopeful that the local grievance
boards will exercise jurisdiction over
this practice. The tentative code prepared by Deputy Administrator Rosenblatt gives these boards wide scope
which covers various problems which the
draft does not settle directly, according to a majority of interpretations.

Ralph Morgan,
another speak';
announced that control of the c
actresses."
ganization will never be allowed
pass out of Hollywood.
Ann Hai
ing also addressed the gathering
more than 600.

300 Calif. Exhibs Move
For Fair Deal on Boan
(Continued from Page 1)

California wired to Ben Berinstc
yesterday instructing him to e;
phasize their position to Sol
Rosenblatt. Berinstein will trai;
mit the message to the deputy a
ministrator today.

IN each zone there will be three tribunals. First a Zoning and Clearance committee

Washington — By executive order, ■ whose duty it will to settle all zoning differences prior to the start of the selling
President Roosevelt has modified the season. The make-up of this committee will be two distributors, one first run affiliated
provisions of his reemployment exhibitor, one first run independent exhibitor, and two subsequent run exhibitors. Second,
agreement with a view to leveling off a Grievance Committee, whose province will be to hear cases with the idea of certifying
maximum hours that employees may to the Code Authority whether or not the complainant has a bona fide grievance. Even
work during peak periods.
then, the complainant may carry his case up on appeal. Third, A Board of Arbitration,
The change applies in agreements under the supervision of the Code Authority, to hear all controversial matters in relation
signed by employers after Oct. 1, to contracts. Here, as has been proven in the past, is not only a saving of time and
and does not affect those signed be- money, but a builder of good-will and better understanding. Under the old system of
fore that date, NRA states. It is de- arbitration some 70,000 cases were settled outside the courts. Guided by the Code
Authority and backed by the administration through the NRA these local boards will
signed to provide "equal treatment assume
new significance and importance. Conciliation then, in happy combination with
for
all
employers,"
the
President's
order stated.
co-operation, arbitration and a better and more mutually helpful spirit all around, is in
The new wording of the agreement the air. And that, according to the best minds of the industry, on both sides of the
eliminates from the text permission fence, is the outstanding single development that it is hoped the code will produce.
for employers to work factory or
mechanical workers 40 hours a week
during any given six weeks' period.
In agreements signed prior to Oct.
1, except in cases where modifications were allowed, employers are
"not to employ
anyor factory
mechanical worker
artisanor more
Washington — Seventy-five per
than a maximum week of 35 hours Indie Producers Adopt
cent of all houses in the country will
until Dec. 31, 1933, but with the
Watchful Waiting Policy obtain relief under the flat 10 per
right to work a maximum week of
Washington
As the independent cent elimination clause which has
40 hours for any six weeks within fusion group — analysis
and set of gone into the code with approval of
this period."
code proposals nears completion, major companies, President Ed Kuypolicy of independent producers on kendall of the M. P. T. O. A. estithe double feature issue appears to
mated yesterday. The provision apLabor Decision Delayed
plies in instances in which average
be
one
of
"watchful
waiting."
With
Milwaukee — Decision in the case
general sales man- films cost $250 or less, thus parof Simplex Shoe Manufcaturing Co., Eddie Golden,
of Monogram, and Al Fried- Exhibitors ticularly
aiding the
a labor test case wherein the union lander agerof
headed
by "little
the M. fellow."
P. T. O.
First Division practically
sought an injunction restraining the the only indie producers left at the A. delegation obtained this concescompany from interfering with conferences, no meetings of this
sion after the group mainly comrights of employees to organize and group are being held.
prising Allied units withdrew from
the conferences.
bargain collectively, has been deferred for probably another week.
Sol Rosenblatt Meets
34%

added to the Guild's membership
a result of the meeting, at whi
Eddie Cantor, president, declare
"We must have a Hollywood c
ganization for Hollywood actors a

Camera and Sound Men Harry Brandt to Present
Washington — A conference with Indies Analysis Tomorrow

cameramen and sound technicians
Harry Brandt, president of the
was held yesterday by Sol A. Rosen- Independent Theater Owners Ass'n,
blatt. Representing the union says he will return to Washington
tomorrow with a written analysis,
groups were Howard E. Hurd, business representative of Local 569, from the viewpoint of his indeI.A.T.S.E., Charles P. Boyle and
pendent group, of the Sol A. Rosenblatt code draft.
others. Both camera and sound men
Brandt
denied reports appearing
are now satisfied with clauses affectin another publication that he had
ing them in the tentative code, ac- already
signed the code.
cording to Rosenblatt.

Forming New Ohio Unit
For Fight on 10% T*
(Continued from, Page 1)

Columbus, Oct. 24th, to form
Northern Ohio and Southern 01
Independent Exhibitor Associati
with the definite object of tryi ,
to repeal the 10 per cent sts
amusement tax passed by the k
legislature.

Lester Cowan Filing Dat
Against Salary Contr

Washington — In an effort to pij
tect Academy members
from a
salary control plan, Lester Cow
yesterday
communicated
with i\
Rosenblatt, asking him for am] I
time to prepare and file data
event the tentative code is altei I
to include a salary control boa
Cowan
expects a reply from tj
Deputy Administrator today.
Cullman
Denies Roxy Rumor.'
Rumors that the original Re '
is contemplating a change in mil*
agement or policy were denied y ;•>
terday by Howard S. Cullman. I :
the first time in some years IS
house is operating on a profita i
basis, with a larger weekly att<;dance than during any similar per 1
in the past, said Cullman.
Touring Canadian Houses
Toronto — Stage appearances ; a
being made by the Oklahoma Cc boys, radio stars, at film houses i
all sections of Toronto.
Tete-a-Tetes
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt described the week-end meeting between
General Hugh S. Johnson and the pro- i
ducers as a "friendly gathering, believe I
it or not." He said he arranged the;
session.

WED GOING LIGHT
I ON CODE MEETINGS
(Continued from Page 1)

e tentative code and its substitute
, oposals.
Allied will resume its own group
>ns today following return of
• number of its leaders.
They are
u. pected to include Sidney E. Sampson, J. C. Ritter, H. M. Richey
i, id possibly Al Steffes and Nathan
',amins.
F. Myers,
unsel andAbram
chairman
of thegeneral
Allied
L, ^ard, has remained on the ground
. igaged in preparing the analysis
id proposals to submit to Rosenatt.
C. Lang Cobb Closes Deal
ilut Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

71 Hollywood — C. Lang Cobb, presint of Hollywood Sales Promotion
jrp., announces completion of a
ntract covering the exclusive disibution of the newly organized
nema Show-Off Service. Deal covs a period of three years from
ov. 11.
The releases will be in color, Cobb
I iving closed a deal for that pur' >se with Cinecolor, Inc.
SB

Manley & Brown Get Films
L Cleveland — Manley and Brown
ilm Co. is distributing "The Face
i the Bar Room Floor," a series
! eight Buffalo Bill, Jr., westerns
f id a series of foreign travel single™ irginia
ielers in
Kentucky,
West
and Ohio,
western
Pennsylvania,
he company
is negotiating
for
jj her independent features.
II1
A. J. Morris Buys House

- Detroit — A. J. Morris, operator of
7"ae
Michigan
Film Library,
has exi anded
his interests
by acquiring
~Jntrol of the Roosevelt theater at
.lew Baltimore, 40 miles north of

Washington NRA Sidelights
;By ARTHUR

p loudKUYKENDALL
out so to speak, and later in a bridge
when he read laughed
statements
that 8,000 theaters are represented
game.
Through courtesy of Charley
by independent walkout group.
Kranz, United Artists branch manager, and Carter Barron, Loew city
Linda Watkins checked into the
Mayflower, where her husband, manager, some of the conferees saw
Gabe Hess, is counselling for the "The Bowery" at Loew's Fox with
Hays group.
"Three Little Pigs" preceding. The
audience reaction was grand in both
instances.
Charley Kranz, U. A. manager
hereabouts, is showing the town to
Sid Samuelson is occasionally
fatigued conferees.
press-contacting for the independent
Red (Junior) Kann has been hair- fusion ticket.
cut-conscious for days but without
Love Harrell is mighty enthusiasdefinite results.
tic about the coming Southeastern
owners convention at AtlanCode casualty list bears names of theater
ta at which Sol Rosenblatt will be
Dave Palfreyman and Bill Jaffee,
both confined to their beds with this the main attraction.
and that kind of ailments.
David Podell, attorney for Adolph
Jack Miller, Morgan Walsh ayid Zukor, William Fox and other film
L. S. Hamm have called it quits and execs, has arrived at the Mayflower
returned to their respective homes. in connection with the foods and groceries code.
Joe Brandt is due back at the
Bob Wilby ran up to New York
powows today after a quick visit
to the family manse in New York. over the week-end and returned to
the Mayflower with codifying energy
Sol Rosenblatt took a day off renewed.
Sunday and motored to the country,
Ed Schiller was the lone affiliated
far from the conference din.
theaters'
representative who remainThe more valiant of the conferees
ed true to dear old Washington over
are singing "who's afraid of the big the week-end.
bad code."
Departure of Allied leaders for
Fred Meyer exercised the right to home leaves Commissioner Myers
buy the other day. First at Laurel, their only official on the battlewhere he bought half a dozen horses,
ground.

Ban on Majors Holding First-Runs in Own
Asked by Abramson

Washington — A provision in the
film code to prohibit producers from
giving first-run showings of their productions inhouses controlled by them
Last Rites for Renee Adoree
is sugested by Ivan Abramson, pioneer producer, in a letter to Sol A.
■ est Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
- Hollywood — Last rites for Renee Rosenblatt. Following Abramson's
? doree were held yesterday in the brief appearance at the code hearollywood Cemetery Chapel. Myra
ing here and subsequent correspondence with General Hugh S. John5 a Fonte, sister of Miss Adoree,
son, who told him that Rosenblatt
»l 'rived Sunday from Mexico to atwould be glad to consider any further
-' nd the services.
suggestions, the producer has subConrad Nagel Opens in Play
mit ed a provision for the code reading:

First Signatures Wednesday
Washington — Hope that first signatures will be attached to code by Wednesday was expressed by Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday. All signing will be
done in Washington by heads of various
groups.

"That it should be considered an
unfair trade practice for any producer of motion picture features,
who owns or controls first run theaters, to exhibit directly or indirectly, the initial presentation of his own
made feature in his own theater, and
that such producer shall not be allowed to exhibit his own made feature, thirty days after the initial
presentation of his feature was exAbramson
hibited."

contends

that

such

Houses

in Clause Sent to Rosenblatt

'..etroit.
Michigan
has
.st closed
contractFilm
for Library
distribution
all Pathe and Educational silent
leases to all non-theatrical
ac>unts.

Conrad Nagel and Irene "Purcell
st night opened a week's engage! ent at the Montclair
Theater,
'.< Montclair,
N.
J.,
in
"Berkeley
2 quare."

W. EDDY;

clause not only would open a market of fair competition for all major producers and distributors as
well as independents, because each
first-run would be obliged to book
the best pictures made by all producers on the merit of each individual picture, but would eliminate from
the exhibitor code the four main
points to which the majors refuse to
agree, namely:
A. The right to buy pictures in
free and open competition.
B. The right of exhibitors not to
be discriminated against bidding for
product.
C. The unfairness of the block
booking.

D. The elimination of forced selling of shorts with features.
He adds that his objective is to
open the doors of first-runs to independent product, declaring that
"without first-runs no producer can
exist, and without independent proa
ducers the exhibitors are doomed."

CLEVELAND EXHIBS
TO SUPPORT ALLIED
(Continued from Page 1)

imously passed a resolution pledging financial support and cooperation to Allied in the code movement. M. B. Horwitz was appointed to represent independent Northern Ohio exhibitor interests in
Washington, with Myer Fine as
alternate.
Cole and Samuelson left last
night, stopping in Buffalo en route
to New York.
"Henry VIII" Big Abroad
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president
in charge of foreign distribution for
United Artists, has cabled the home
office that "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" broke all records, both
for receipts and attendance, during
its first week's showing at the Lord
Byron theater in Paris. The film
day. its American premiere in Boshad
ton on Friday and will open at the
Radio City Music Hall this Thurs"3

Pigs" Returns
on 2-a-day Bill
Philadelphia — The Walt Disney
United Artists release, "Three Little Pigs," which has played practically every theater in this territory, has been re-booked at the FoxLocust on the bill with "Berkeley
Square" now on a two-a-day basis
at $1.50 top. The Stanley is also
playing a return engagement of this
catchy short.
"Footlight" for Loew's, Richmond
Richmond — Loew's has booked the
Warner musical, "Footlight Parade,"
for an indefinite pre-release engagement starting Oct. 13. Bert Perkinstionof staff
Warner's
exploitahas beennational
assigned
by S.
Charles Einfeld to work with the
Loew theater staff in putting over
a campaign.
Joe Feldman a Papa
Pittsburgh — Joe Feldman, advertising and exploitation manager for
Warner Theaters in this territory,
recently became the father of a boy,
who has been named James Michael.
New Contract for Claire Trevor
West Coast Bureau of_ THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Claire Trevor, Broadway actress who already has made
three pictures for Fox, has been
given a new contract by the company. Finkelstein
Offices Moved
Minneapolis — Headquarters of
Finkelstein Theaters, Inc., are now
located at 24 South Seventh St.
Rosenblatt Not on Board
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt has
no expectations of being a member of
the Code Authority, he told newspapermen yesterday afternoon. Its setup
remains undetermined as yet.
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gPENCER
TRACY'S
contract
been renewed
by Fox
for has
another long term. His present contract still has several months to
run.
*
*
#
Joel McCrea will play the romantic lead opposite Katharine Hepburn
in RKO's "Trigger."
* *
*
Paramount cast assignments: Mae
Marsh and Jack Duffy for "Alice
in Wonderland"; Grace Bradley for
"Girl Without^ a t¥
Room."
%
Our Passing Show: Carl Laemmle,
Jr., Darryl Zanuck, Joseph M.
Schenck, Jack Osterman, Rufus LeMaire, Bill Dover, Jack Haley, Jerry Horwin, Murray Feil, M. C.
Levee, George Landy, Harry Wardell, Jack Moss, Wallace Smith, Nat
Goldstone, Herman Politz at the
preview of "Broadway Thru a Key* *
*
hole."
Kay Otteson, who designed the
costumes for Harold Hecht's ballet
at the Hollywood Bowl, is designing
the costumes for "Mating Time,"
which is being produced by Salient
Pictures.

*

*

*

More Passing Show: Edward Eliscu, RKO lyric man, seeking a word
to rhyme with orange; Archie Jos
ephson showing Harry Newman of
Kansas City points of interest at
Universal; Ginger Rogers eating a
hamburger sandwich with onions —
her favorite food.

*

*

*

More than 100 war veterans,
members of the American Legion,
are being used as extras in "Sons
of the Desert," the current Laurel
and Hardy feature, which William
A. Seiter is directing.
*
#
#
Irene Franklin has been added by
M-G-M to "The Cat and the Fiddle."
Columbia is advancing the release
date of "Mickey's Touchdown," a
two-reel Mickey McGuire comedy
featuring Howard Jones, noted
coach. Originally it was set for release the latter part of October, but
its seasonal importance coupled with
the fact that Jones is in the picture,
resulted in the immediate release.
Interest in Jones is heightened by
the prospects of another national
championship for his University of
Southern California team.
Fox Training School
A training school of dramatic acting
and physical education has been organized at Fox Movietone City to train
young players, already signed by Fox,
for screen roles and tests, according
to an announcement by Sidney R. Kent,
president. Morris Ankrum, writer-player-director, will conduct the school, assisted by Lillian Barkley, dramatic coach.

Tim McCoy in

COMPANIONS"

with Jessie Matthews
Fox-Gaumont-British
95 mins.
BACKSTAGE STORY OF BRITISH
TROUPERS HAS A CERTAIN CHARM AS
IT UNWINDS ITS LEISURELY ADVENTURES.
Based on the novel by J. B. Priestley,
this yarn about the adventures of a British
small-town theatrical troupe makes pleasing entertainment for those who like their
screen story-telling in a genteel sort of
way. A henpecked husband who has run
away from home, an orphaned young woman with only a few pounds left to her,
and a yourig composer who has just been
fired from a teaching job, get mixed up
with a stranded concert troupe. The girl
becomes financial backer and manager of
the company, with the composer as pianist
and songwriter, and the husband as general utility man. Leading performer in
the show is a singing and dancing sprite,
Jessie Matthews, who has ambitions to get
her name in electric lights, whereas the
composer wants to make a wife out of
her. Failing to draw enough business in
one town after another, the troupe is about
to bust up, when all chip in to finance
one more try, which puts them over and
also brings Jessie both recognition and
romantic conclusion, in addition to finding
the lost lover of the benefactress.
Cast: Jessie Matthews, Edmund Gwenn,
John Gielgud, Mary Glynne, Percy Parsons,
A. W. Baskcomb, Dennis Hoey, Viola Compton, Richard Dolman, Margery Binner, D.
A. Clarke-Smith, Alex Fraser, Finlay Currie, Florence Gregscn, Frank Pettingell, Jack
Hawkins, Cyril Smith.
Director, Victor Saville; Author, J. B
Priestley; Adaptor, W. A. Lipscomb;
Cameraman, Bernard Knowles; Recording
Engineer, W. Salter.
Direction, Good
Photography,
Good.

Tabloid Reviews
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"VI SOM GAR KOKSVAGEN" ("Servants' Entrance"), in Swedish, produced by
Svensk Filmindustri; directed by Gustaf
Molander; with Mathias Taube, Tutta
Berntzen, Anna Ohlin, Ake Ohberg, Ally
Hailing, and others; distributed by Scandinavian Pictures.
Amusing comedy of the servants' quarters, with a nice amount of romance and
action, in attractive scenic background. A
good bet for Scandinavian audiences.

"RUSTY

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

RIDES ALONE"

Columbia

59 mins.

FAST-ACTION WESTERN WITH POLICE DOG SHARING THRILL HONORS
WITH TIM McCOY.
Looks like a new vogue of the police
dog started in this one, with Silver King,
carrying a big percentage of the action very
capably and thrillingly. Tim McCoy is the
rancher who gets mixed up in the war of
the range started when a cattle baron
played by Rockliffe Fellowes tried to drive
off the homesteaders on the sheep range
and grab it all for himself. He has a villainous gang at his command, who stop at
nothing. When they start to work on a
helpless rancher, kidnap his son, and molest
his daughter with whom Tim is in love, he
gets into action. With the help of some
renegade pals of the range, and not overlooking the dog, he stages a series of
maneuvers developing into a grand freefor-all fight that will supply all the thrills
the fans want. Climax has a death struggle between the cattle baron and the dog
on the top of a cliff.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Barbara Weeks, Rockliffe Fellowes, Dorothy Burgess, Clarence
Geldert, Wheeler Oakman, Edward Cobb,
Edmund Burns, Silver King.
Director, D. Ross Lederman; Author,
Walt Coburn; Adaptor, Robert Quigley;
Editor, Otto Meyer; Recording Engineer,
Charles O'Laughlin; Cameraman, Al Siegler
Direction, Good
Photography, Okay.

"HER

UNBORN

Windsor Picture

CHILD"

Plays

65 mins.

RE-ISSUE IS STILL TIMELY WITH
POWERFUL HUMAN APPEAL IN DRAMA
OF FAMILY

LIFE.

Originally released in 1930, this produc
tion did not get by the New York Staff
censors at that time, but it has been cu'
and edited to conform, and we could sef
nothing in it that can possibly offend the
most sensitive or prudish. It has an a'
ternative title, "Do Men Forget?" It tells
the very human drama of a girl in a small
town home in love with the son of the big
social family, whose mother frowns on their
romance. When she learns that circum
stances morally obligate her son to marry
the girl he loves, she does everything in
her power to thwart the marriage. From
here on the story is very ably handled,
bringing in a family doctor as counselor and
friend of the young couple, showing the
narrow-mindedness and selfishness of the
aristocratic mother, and the devotion of the

"LA MELODIA PROHIBIDA" ("The Forbidden Melody"), musical in Spanish; produced by Fox in Hollywood; directed by
Frank Strayer; with Jose Mojica, Mona
Maris, Tom Patricola, Conchita Montenegro; distributed by Fox.
Entertaining musical romance performed girl's mother to her child in trouble. A
very poignant and appealing drama of the
largely in a South Sea island locale. Excellent cast and production values.
average American family when a near-tragedy confronts them such as this. Not in
"ULAN I DZIEWCZYNA ("Soldier and any sense a sex picture made for sensational purposes, for this film presents a
Girl"), in Polish, with English titles; produced by Kineton-Sfinks; directed by delicate problem sincerely and humanly.
Henryk Szaro; with Jadwiga Smosarska,
Cast: Adele Ronson, Paul Clare, Pauline
Wifold Conti, Bazyl Sikiewics and Josef
Drake, Doris Rankin, Elisha Cook, Jr., Harry
Maliszewski.
At the Caruso Theater.
Davenport, Frances Underwood, Elizabeth
Based on the adventures of the PolWragge, Frances Grant.
ish Legion which fought with the AusDirector, Albert Wray; Author, Howard
trians against the Russians in the World
War, this production makes good enter- McKent Barnes; Adaptors, Frederic and
tainment for Polish audiences. In addition Fanny Hatton; Cameramen, Tom Molloy,
to its actionful story, it has some comedy Irving Browning, Buddy Harris.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.
and agreeable
music.

By CHAS. ALICOATE

]\TORMA
TERRIS, star
orig
inal
Magnolia
of and
ZiegfeldV
"Show
Boat," and considered
on,
of the greatest mimics and impei
sonators on the stage, today btj
gins work as star of the secon:
three-reel short to be produced b
Vitaphone at the company's Brool ,
lyn film studios. It is a "Broadwa )
Brevities"
musical
comedy
title j
"Around the Clock."

•
A cast of close to 100 has beeM
assembled to support Miss Terris im
this Vitaphone special. Lynn Overt
man is playing the male lead oppcm
site Miss Terris. Others includm
Jay Brennan, Eddie Bruce and JacM
Waldren, the Four Eton Boys anM
an augmented Vitaphone chorus cl
35 girls.
Production has started at tli
Fox .studio on the two-reel music?
comedy starring Bert Lahr and bt
ing produced by Magna Picture:
Ray McCarey, who recently resigne
from Warner's Brooklyn studio t
join Magna Pictures, will direct.

•

Margie Murphy, who has bee
appearing at the Paradise, ar,
Blanche McDonald, who won the tit
of Miss California and is now in tl
east, have been signed to option
contracts by Warner Bros, and w\
leave for the coast. The deal wi
handled by Ted Green.

•

"Big Casino" is the title of tn
fifth of the series of two-reelers 1
be produced by Mentone Pictures fcl
Universal
The script,
whkv
is a satire release.
on gangster
pictures,
being completed
by Ballard Ma
donald, with casting to be done th
week and production
scheduled fj
get under way within two weeks ;l
the West Coast Service studio ui
der the direction of Lynn Shores
Donald McKay Married
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIl\

Hollywood — Donald Stoddard Mj
Kay, son of N. A. McKay, manag<
of the Mary Pickford Company, ai
Shirley
Phyllis
Abbott,
daught< j
of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lewis Abbot |
were married last Saturday by Re
Douglas Stuart at a private weddir;
at the Hollywood Country Club.
Isn't It Heavenly?
Maecrowds
West at
in a"I'm
No Angel"
such
midnight
showingdrewin
Dallas that it was necessary to give
performances in two houses simultaneously, the Majestic and Melba. And in
Detroit, the Paramount picture broke
the opening day record at the State.
At the twin opening performance in
Dallas, the picture played to 3,011, a
day.
figure previously unheard of in that
city. There was such a jam waiting
for the opening Sunday morning that
nine performances wer* given that

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old
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ode Authority May Add Rules for All Branches

iECOND REVISION OF CODE DRAFT BEING STUDIED
(uykendal! Code Analysis Sees Gains for Exhibitors
Have
Given M.P.T.O.A.
Up Nothing,"
Declares
President
Washington — Declaring that, conary to rumors, the theater own■•.- of the country "have given up
othing we ever had, and on the con■ary have gained much that we
ever had," President Ed Kuyken'all of the M.P.T.O.A. yesterday
ubmitted his analysis of the Rosenlatt code draft. In filing the memrandum, Kuykendall
said he was
(Continued

on Page

6)

Administrator

to Play Big Role

Washington — An idea of the important part to be played by the administrator in
administrating the code is indicated by clauses in the second revised draft. Provision after provision authorizes him to approve vital enforcement moves before they are
made.

Indep'ts Ready With Code Analysis

Independent producer interests, 14 Pasadena Theaters
headed by W. Ray Johnston of
Hold Off Cuts, Duals
Monogram and Harry Thomas of
Washington — Fourteen houses in
First Division, left New York yesterday for Washington prepared to Pasadena, Cal., refrain from pricepresent to Sol A. Rosenblatt this cutting and dual bills, temporarily
week their findings in an analysis at least, (Continucd
under an onagreement
reachPage 2)

Revise Exhib Labor Clause
— Add Agent and Talent
Raiding Provisions
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — The second revised
code prepared and announced by
Sol A. Rosenblatt last night resembles his initial tentative draft to
the extent of 90 per cent. Outstanding changes in the draft are the revision of the exhibition-labor
clause and inclusion of two producer
provisions covering
agents
(Continued on Page 7)

ROSENBLATT BARES
ULY 1 WAGE SCALES
ALLIED PROPAGANDA
BEING USED AS BASIS Code Authority Scope Extended
Washington — National propaganda
Washington — Despite considerable
xhibitor insistence that union wage Under
Second
campaign on the part of Allied and
Revision
of
Draft
other exhibitor units in an effort to
cales as of July 1st be adopted,
(Continued

he second tentative code announced
ast night establishes scales of Aug.
!3 as basis for negotiating wage
.greements. Employees affected by
he clause are operators, firemen,
ngineers, stage employees, the1 itrical wardrobe
attendants,
c-lec(Continued on Page 2)

Dhil Goldstone Appoints
t Martin Cohn Assoc. Prod.
\Vest Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Appointment of Margin G. Cohn as associate producer
'hasoldstone.
just been announced
by Phil

on

Page

6)

Washington — After notice and persuade President Roosevelt and
hearing, the Code Authority may Administrator Johnson that the code
prescribe additional rules govern- must be (Continued
revised toon benefit
Page 7) indepening conduct of producers, distribuChicago — ■ Winifred Lenihan or
tors and exhibitors under the secthe New York Theater Guild is
ond revised code made public by Portable Theaters
here to film the effects of the great
Chicago Fair on the Great Ameri- Sol A. Rosenblatt last night. The
Being Put on Market
must approve
addican Family from Main Street. Work administrator
(Continued on Page 7)
Washington — Demountable steel
(Continued
on Page 2)
theaters ranging from 287 to 600
seats will be manufactured and
leased by Pix Theater Corp., of
which John S. Clarke of John R.
Hall Corp., New York, is president
and Frank C. Wilson is vice-presi... has something to say
dent. They can be set up in three
weeks and moved as desired. The
By JACK ALICOATE ==
287-seat house weighs 60 tons.
XA/ASHINGTON, Tuesday— One

Theater Guild Filming
World's Fair Scenes

The Schoolmaster

of the splendid things about being an American is

*™

Estimates $1.75 Loew Net
Net of Loew's, Inc., for the year ended Aug. 31 will equal about $1.75 a
share on the common stock, it is estimated by Dow-Jones in a survey of
the movie situation. The financial
service notes improvement, though
strikes retarded progress, and says the
bright spot of the moment is foreign
business, with England showing the best
fall returns on record and the low dollar exchange proving
a helpful factor.

You Will Surely
Film Daily Year

Find It In The
Book. — Advt.

Coming

1934

the right to free speech, but, to have to listen to a few chronic industry agitators opine that the coming tribunals cannot be on the up-and-up, because of industry
politics, is to cause one to run to the nearest window for a breath of fresh air. We
still believe that the word patriotism is not obsolete and that all good citizens owe a
duty to these grand old United States in times of stress and emergency. If the Code
Authority and the tribunals of this, or, for that matter, any other industry, are not
100 per cent on the level, then this finely conceived and high principled NRA movement cannot possibly succeed. Our experience with life is that those who seldom trust
the other fellow can never be trusted themselves.

•

POURING all of our Washington commuting we have heard a great deal of the "rightl-/ to-buy."
Now if someone will kindly rise and tell us, in plain understandable terms,
just what the "right-to-buy" means,
we shall
look to
(Continued
on Page
6) him forever as a man of great

Sees NRA

as Permanent

Pittsburgh — That the NRA, with
modifications, is intended to become
a permanent policy was the opinion expressed by J. S. Tritle, vice-president
and general manager of Westinghouse,
in a talk before the Westinghouse
Club. The government is expected to
take this deeper interest in business in
order to aid permanent economic stability, he said.
Comprehensive — Complete — Everywhere
nual Year Book of Film Daily. — Advt.

The

An-

oing

"BOMBSHELL"
with

Jean

Harlow,

Lee

"THE BIG BLUFF"
Tracy,

Frank

Morgan,
Franchot
Tone,
Pat O'Brien
M-G-M
91 mins.
A KNOCKOUT! TRAVESTY OF A FILM

with

Reginald
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Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues, 19.

STAR'S LIFE, LOVES AND
BOX-OFFICE
PUSHOVER.
Bombshell
one — the
dynamite

is the

LABORS

right word

IS A

YORK

STOCK

all the way from squabbling with her shiftless family and grafting household help,
to indulging in the desire to adopt a
cute baby. And that isn't the half of
it. Between the load of sheep dogs that
trail her around, the attentions being
forced upon her by all sorts of males
from nobiemen to goofs and the corps of
newspaper

men

who

are kept trailing her
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Hollywood — George Berthelon will
of "The Ape"
production
supervise
for Monogram
Pictures.
5 Fox

Films

on

Smith, June Brew-

Director, Victor Fleming; Authors, Caroline Francke, Mack Crane; Adaptors, Jules
Furthman, John Lee Mahin; Cameramen,
Chester Lyons, Harold Rosson; Editor,

High
Low
Am.
Seat
3
3
Columbia Picts. vtc. 247/g 24
Con.
Em.
Ind.
pfd.
9%
914
East.
Kodak
783,4
78
Fox
Fm.
new
16'/4
16'/8
33
1%
1 Vz

Forbes, C. Aubrey

Broadway

Fox dominates the Broadway showwindows this week with five of its
releases being shown. They are: "Dr.
Bull" at the Music Hall; "Berkeley
Square." Gaiety; "Charlie Chan's
Greatest Chance," original Roxy; "My
Weakness," RKO Roxy, and "Good
Companions,"
Mayfair.

Margaret Booth.
Direction, Aces.

Photography,

A-l,.

.orning a

Dell
60 mins.

PLOT

LACKS

EXTRACT

EXPERT

ITS

POSSI-

is a perfect example

plot that

the story, which could
He also directed — and

that's where he made a fatal error. Good
angles are not properly stressed, whereas
minor points are overplayed, and some
of the directional bits of the various
players miss madly. Denny plays the
role of an actor in a theatrical troupe
brought in to a small town to pose as an
English lord in order to offset another party
given to a real lord by another social
climber. The fun starts when Denny has
a lady in his theatrical troupe pose as his
titled sister, and he makes her husband his
valet. A horrified maid finds the married
couple in the same bedroom and spreads
the news that the titled lady is having an
affair with her lord's valet. Great comedy
situation if it had been handled right. Then
the other lord proves a phoney, too, and
up

excitement

with

a neat

ro-

Cast: Reginald Denny, Claudia Dell, Donald Keith, Jed Prouty, Cyril Chadwick, Philip
Tead, Alden

Gay, Rhea

Mitchell.

Director, Reginald Denny; Author, same;
Cameraman, James S. Blown, Jr.
Direction, Weak.

Photography,

Fair.

14 Pasadena Theaters
Theater Guild Filming
Hold Off Cuts, Duals
World's Fair Scenes
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

on the movie started yesterday at
the A. & P. Carnival at the fair.
Well known stage people will take
part in the movie, among them several members of the cast of "Dinner at Eight" at the Grand Opera
House. Maurice Markey wrote the
script and Burton Holmes, travelogue man, will film the picture.

Paramount Buys 2 Plays
"Sailor Beware" and "Double
Door," current Broadway stage hits,
have been bought by Paramount.
The former, by Kenyon Nicholson
and Charles Robinson, may be a Jack
Oakie vehicle.
Reeves Opens Own Sound Studio
Hazard E. Reeves, formerly sound
director at Standard Sound Studios,
has gone on his own and opened a
recording studio at 1600 Broadway.
It will be known as the Reeves
Cinema Recording Studios and will
do synchronizing, dubbing on film
and on disc, electrical transcriptions
and recording on location.
George

Brent

with

West Coast Bureau, of THE

Hepburn
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — George Brent has
been engaged by RKO to play one
of the male leads opposite Katharine
Hepburn in "Trigger."

ed by Charles Skouras of Fox West
Coast Theaters and Ben Berinstein
of the I. T. O. of Southern California. In a 'phone conference it was
agreed that no steps will be taken
until both return to the coast on
dates now undetermined.
Spellman Made RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE

TURNER will arrive in New
by airplane
from
Detroit.

York

of a very un-

principally because of inexpert direction. Reginald Denny plays the lead, and

it works
mance.

TERRY
tomorrow

nd G

JAMES R. GRAINGER arrived in Universa
Laemmle,
Jr.
City vesterday
for conferences with Car

usual and naturally funny screen

is good. He wrote
have been a wow.

Mary
ster.

MARKET

Here

misses

to break up the girl's other romances.
In the course of the hectic episodes, Jean
runs through a variety of moods and whims,

and Claudia

BILITIES IN ENTERTAINMENT.

Jean Harlow, by an overzealous and sometimes unscrupulous high-speed press agent,
Lee Tracy, who is in love with her on
the side and incidentally uses his position

Morgan, Franchot Tone, Pat O'Brien, Una
Merkel, Ted Healy, Ivan Lebedeff, Isobell Jewell, Louise Beavers, Leonard Carey,

NEW

TO

office. It's a generously elaborated insight behind the Hollywood scene, showing the fantastic publicizing of a big star,

by the p. a., there's always something doing and it's always
fast, hot
or funny.
Cast: Jean Harlow, Lee Tracy, Frank

FINANCIAL

COMEDY

TREATMENT

for this

kind of a bombshell that- will
the ice away from any box-

Denny

Tower

Story Head
FILM
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Hollywood — Howard Spellman has
been signed by RKO as story editor, relieving David Lewis, who is
now an associate producer with five
features under his supervision.
Spellman was formerly with B. P.
Schulberg at Paramount.
"My Woman" for Rialto
Columbia's "My Woman," with
Helen Twelvetrees, Victor Jory and
Wallace Ford, opens Friday evening
at the Rialto. On the same program will be Father Bernard Hubbard's Alaskan adventure film,
"Aniakchak,"
a three-reeler.

HOWAkD J. GREEN, RKO associate producer
terial.
is en route to New York for a month's vacation and to search for possible picture maSOL LESSER arrives in New York this weel
from the coast en route to Europe.
)n

GEORGE ARLISS
the Europa.

arrives from abroad tod3!

GUY P. MORGAN, South American manage
month.
•or United Artists, is due in New York nex

July 1 Wage Scales
Being
Used As Basis
(Continued from Page 1)
trical workers, carpenters, bill post
ers, etc.
Under the arbitration phase of th<
plan, one I.A.T.S.E. representativi
will meet with the exhibitor in
volved in a dispute and in even
of deadlock will agree upon a thirc
arbiter. In situations in which un
organized employees or unions no
affiliated with I.A.T.S.E. are |<
negotiate an agreement, one repre
sentative of this group shall mee
with a representative of the ex
hibitor engaged in a dispute and ;
representative of the I.A.T.S.E. I
fourth arbiter may be named in casi
of deadlock and if parties fail t<
agree as to a selection, the Deput;
Administrator will make the ap
pointment.
In determining wage scales anc
maximum working hours, theater
must be classified. Pending de
termination of disputes, employee:
are forbidden to strike and em
ployers are enjoined against lock
ing them out. Exhibitors and thi
employees are required to pledgi
themselves to attempt to mediati
all disputes. The revised clausi
eliminates the proposal that th<
I.A.T.S.E. scale be nationalized
M.P.T.O.A. leaders will still worl
for adoption of the July 1st scale:
as basis for negotiations, as thesi
include summer reduction figures.
Fox
West

to Film

Coast Bureau

Hollywood Story
of THE

FILM

DAIL) I

Hollywood— "365 Nights in Holly
wood," by Jimmy
Starr, has beei
acquired by Fox and will be pu
in work shortly, with Sol M. Wurt
zel as the producer.
William Con
selman is adapting the story, de
scribed as an "authentic expose o:
the realwillHollywood,"
and role
Clainh
Trevor
have a leading

Actor Shortage

Another Honor for Disney
Walt Disney, creator of the
Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony
shorts, has just been awarded a
diploma by the Academy of Fine
Arts in Buenos Aires, in recognition
of his film cartoons.

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — High production activity
and widespread use of all-star casts
has created an actor shortage resulting
in Paramount indefinitely postponing
"Funny Page," which called for a cast
of 27 characters, the company announces.
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"NIGHT FLIGHT"
TERRIFIC!
Salt Lake City sends the first
amazing report. Beats "Hell
Divers" and "Tugboat Annie"
previous record holders!
Capitol, N. Y., Biggest in two
months! Held over 2nd week!
Wires pour in from everywhere.
Watch "Night
Flight" another
M-G-M
sensation!
HOLLYWOOD FLASH! Two M-G-M
pictures previewed to phenomenal acclaim
this week: "BOMBSHELL" and "MEET
THE BARON."
You'll hear morell

You asked us for
another Gold
Diggers".. Warner
Bros, give you
TWO more'Gold
Diggers in Foot. . .
light Parade"! hunNo wonder
dreds of houses
are planning to
TILT ADMISSION
SCALES!

TLIGHT

I JAMES CAGNEY
. JOAN BLONDELL
RUBY
KEELER
1 DICK POWELL
Vitagraph,

Inc., Distributors

Wednesday, Oct. 11,1933''

ED KUYKENDALL SEES
GAINS FOR EXHIBITORS

INDEPENDENTS READ
WITH CODE ANALYSIS

The Schoolmaster
. . . has something to say

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page

1)

mindful that revisions in the d'-aft
are still being made, and stated that
theater owners are "still contending for those things that we think
are constructive and will be most
helpful to the industry as a whole."
His analysis follows:
Because there are so many varied
and different opinions as to what
the proposed first revision of the
code as submitted by Mr. Rosenblatt does and does not do, the Motion Picture Theater Owners of
America feel that the exhibitors of
this country are entitled to a fair
and impartial analysis of what has
been accomplished up to now, holding in mind, that as we issue this
statement, further revisions of the
proposed code are being made.
The M. P. T. 0. A. up to the present time have been working on the
formulation of a code that would be
fair and impartial to all interests
alike. We have been ever mindful
that we are representing thousands
of small theater owners who are unable to represent themselves at
these code hearings and we are trying, with every bit of energy in oui
beings, to protect them. We feel
that the theater owners are entitled
to every consideration in the way
of fair trade practices and in the
correction of the evils and abuses
that have so long beset our industry.
Contrary to all of the wild ru
mors and reports that "we have
given up everything and gained
nothing," we wish to say to the theater owners throughout this country that we have given up nothing,
nothing we ever had and quite to
the contrary have gained much that
we never had. So, with these
thoughts in mind, we are proud to
point out to the theater owners of
America what we have gained up
to this point, asking that you keep
in mind that we are still contending
for those things that we think are
constructive and will be most helpful to the motion picture industry
as a whole — because no one phase
of this industry can survive without
the rest of it functioning:
1. Self Regulation
The greatest single achievement
in the whole code has been the "recognition of the first principle laid
down by the M. P. T. 0. A. that
there must be a place for every man
with a problem to go. We have
steadfastly maintained if there is
to be a code of fair competition it
must provide a method for correcting the long existing evils and
abuses in this industry as they have
existed and arise. In this fight we
have been victorious. Under the
new system of Boards and the National Code Authority there is a
place for every wrong to be righted
and where every man, large or
small, can find relief from unjust
discriminations.
These boards are four in number
and cover every field of exhibitor

1)

and suggestions on the code draft
Jacob Schechter, attorney for th
Federation of the M. P. Industry
also returns to Washington toda;
from
Indiana.
honest opinion that there is not a single "right-to-buy" case in the country that canBefore leaving New York yester
not be satisfactorily settled, by Code Authority, in five minutes. The "right-to-buy" is day Johnston issued a statemen
usually the right to buy what the other fellow
has "already bought."
•
explaining that the independents ha<
not
ings. walked out of the code meet

wisdom. True, we have heard Mr. Brown,
tion at length in individual, selfish terms.
that Mr. Brown, Mr. Jonss and Mr. Smith
other side of each situation. It was then

THE

Mr. Jones and Mr. Smith explain
Further, we were convinced then
were right. Convinced until we
a big bad wolf of another color.

the situaand there
heard the
It is our

code will soon be signed. It would not only be patriotic, but gracious and

'• sportsmanlike, for every man and woman in the industry to get back of it, enthusiastically, 100 per cent. A man high in government standing and influence has made it
plenty plain to us that if this industry cannot adjust and govern itself, the Administration
will not hesitate to step in and do so. That, certainly, is unthinkable. The code,
obviously, will not please everyone. The fact is we have yet to talk to a single person
that is satisfied and happy with its every provision. However, it does appear to this
observer as a fair compromise and as such should result in the greatest good to tha
greatest number.

"We asked the administrator fo
a week's time," he said, "to giv>
the attorneys representing the in
dependents a chance to analyze thi
situation and offer suggestions fo:
revision of the code. During tha
time some of the independent pro
ducers, distributors and exhibitor:
•
left Washington to spend the week
THE code for the industry of motion pictures therefore deserves a fair chance. If, end at their homes. You will fint
■ in practice, it does not prove equitable, fair and just in its application, the law them all at the round table, how
specifically provides that it may be both reviewed and rewritten. The code and its
ever, in Washington when the in
enforcement will be under the watchful eye and close supervision of the administradependent meetings are resumed to
tion. Those who do not sign it must operate under its provisions or be deprived of the
right to fly the Blue Eagle. It will not be hard to pick out those who have pigeonholed their patriotic duty to their country.

activities.
(a) Zoning and Clearance Boards,
to correct all abuses which may
'ome up from unfair discrimination
md excessive protection.
(b) Grievance Boards, to correct
the evils of overbuying, unfair
withholding of product and playdates, unfair competition between
theaters and any other justifiable
complaint of a wrong suffered or
injustice done.
(c) Arbitration Boards, to adjudicate all complaints arising under contract.
(d) Labor Boards, for the arbitration of all disputes arising between employers and employees
with the power to forbid lock-outs,
strikes, and sabotage.
(e) The Code Authority, a National Board with unlimited powers
and government representation to
review the findings of any of the
preceding local boards on appeal. To
initiate investigations of its own
and to enforce the provisions of this
code fairly and impartially.
Under this system of self-regulation we feel that 90 per cent of the
problems can be fairly dealt with.
2. Labor
We have successfully opposed the
demands of labor for two men in
the booth. We have successfully
opposed their demands for A. F. of
L. intervention in non-union situations.
3. Uniform
Standard
Contract
An
understandable
contract
of
identical and uniform provisions
binding on all distributors alike, approved and enforced by Government
authority.
4. Definite Availability and
Forced Release
Whereby protection periods run
automatically against prior runs to
insure availability of product within
a given time to the subsequent run
thereby
preventing
the
arbitrary

withholding of product by the prior
run.
5. Eliminations
A flat elimination of 10 per cent
of product where the average price
per picture is $250 or less on group
license.
6. Designated Playdates
On a given day of the week cannot be arbitrarily forced by the exchange without the consent of the
exhibitor at the time of contract,
and even where so contracted the
designated date may be changed if
unsuitable to exhibitor's patronage
on the designated date.
7. Tying Shorts With Features
Sharp restrictions designed to prevent forced buying of more shorts
than exhibitor requires.
8. Forced Booking of Shorts With
Features
or Vice Versa
This practice is outlawed where
optional arbitration clause is agreed
to 9.by Overbuying
exhibitor.
Prevented where done for the purpose of depriving competitor of
product.
10. Substitutions
Definitely defined with acceptance
optional with exhibitor.
11. Poster Exchanges
We have successfully opposed the
demands of distributors to eliminate
poster exchanges.
12. Intimidation and Coercion
By threats of competition to induce exhibitor to sign a contract
are prohibited.
13. Distributors' Employees
Prohibited
from
using
positions
to interfere with competitive buying
where such employee has interest
direct
ater. or indirect in competing the14. Non-Theatricals
Prevented where unfair competition to established theater.
15. Box-Office Receipts
Confidential information and their

divulgence by a distributor or agen"
is prohibited.
16. Price Adjustment
Provided for where contract i;
bought on an average price per picture and all pictures not delivered
17. Compulsory Identification
All pictures must be designatec
by reference to star, director, au i
thor or descriptive synopsis on con- 1
tract.
19. Selective Contracts
Notice
of selection
or rejectior
must be given within twenty-one
(21) days of date of availability, i
thus speeding up availability for
subsequent runs.
20. Unfair Competition
Rebates,
script books,
lotteries,
coupons, throw-aways, two-for-ones
and other similar methods of unfairly reducing admission prices are
prohibited.
21.
Premiums
Prohibited by vote of 75 per cent
zone.
of theaters in a given clearance
22. Interference
With
Possession
Interference with negotiations or
peaceful possession of a theater by,
one exhibitor over another is prohibited.
23. Inducements
to Breach
Contracts
Or to procure unfair advantages or
to deprive another of product are
prohibited.
24. Exhibitor as Distributor's
Under
Agent instructions to forward
film, the exhibitor for this purpose
acts
as Features
the distributor's
agent.
Dual
and other
similar
matters. The M. P. T. O. A. has
always maintained that these are
matters for local determination, and
it has never sought to dictate to its
units their policies. We feel that
conditions throughout the country
are so varied that this, and similar
problems should be left to local determination.
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ECOND CODE DRAFT
IS 90% LIKE FIRST

MAY EXTEND SCOPE
OF CODE AUTHORITY

LONG
>|jK>VwHti

(Continued from Page
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id star raiding. Contradicting varas reports, the producers' section
the draft does not attempt to regate or fix star salaries.
iRosenblatt said last night that 85
r cent of the clauses in the code
ve been agreed upon by the
oups involved. As soon as cop. of the new draft became availJe, representatives of different
oups seized them for study and
alysis. This job will be contind today at factional meetings at
e Mayflower.
M. P. T. 0. A. leaders are expectto remain in Washington at least
0 more days in order to confer
th the deputy administrator on
i draft. Rosenblatt last night
-essed the fact that the code still
tentative and subject to change,
•neral impression, however, is that
aen it is finally adopted by the
puty for transmission to General
hnson it will remain virtually unanged.
Rosenblatt's initial revised draft
*s first .printed in Film Daily of
t. 5th and, in the words of Ro■ iblatt last night, "caused
a lot
comment."
Analysis and proposplanned by the independent fus1 group, including Allied, has no
) -ect influence on the second re;ed draft, as Rosenblatt has not
yet received them.
Attorneys
i- the group last night were rerted still trying to complete their
">rk. Leaders of various groups
-t night generally declined to ofially comment on the new draft,
plaining that they require more
ne to digest its provisions before
Iking for publication. Indica'iis were, however, that major
mpany
executives
would
as a
~'oup
consider
draft allacceptle although
not the
fulfilling
their
pes, and the M. P. T. 0. A. attijde was expected to be similar.
Independent producers and disibutors were still antagonistic to
e code, inasmuch as it offers no
strictions to prevent majors from
serting anti-double feature clauses
film contracts. Allied leaders
ere also maintaining their objec3ns to the code on a number of
•ounds, including its failure to
finitely deal with the right-to-buy
'sue.

3 RKO Releases Set

(Continued from Page
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• •
• to THIS
Bizit iswas gettin'
too to
darned
civilized
suit usFILM
a shock
learn polite
that and
one
producer thanked
another producer
for a business courtesy
but when this producer spent 1,000 cold smackers cash
money to do it in newspaper ads. ...... they had to give us a
shot in the arm to bring us around
it happened like this.
*
*
#
*
• • • IT SEEMS that "Damaged Lives" had been booked
into the Majestic in Boston for two weeks, to be followed by
"Dinner At Eight"
owing to the volume of biz the Weldon Pictures Corp. film was doing, M-G-M was reluctant to
take over the theater till Weldon could secure another house
for a continuation of the run
so M-G-M voluntarily set
back their date a week
not to be outdone in courtesy,
the Weldon crowd ran an announcement in the Boston papers
ballyhooing the Boy Scout Deed of Leo Lion
and also
ballyhooing "Dinner At Eight"
i. .Courtesy Cost, $1,000
wotin'ell is this
biz comin'
* film *
* to? *
• •
• A PARTY
will be staged by Bud Pollard at his
studio in Grantwood on Saturday afternoon of Oct. 21
by way of a house warming
all hands invited
Adoption papers have been filed in Losang by Fredric March
and Florence Eldridge, his wife, on Jacqueline Esther Miller,
their 16-month old ward
The new Continental Grill of
the St. Moritz opens Thursday eve, and Manager S. Gregory
Taylor admits it is one of the most beautiful rooms he has ever
seen
so does S. Jay Kaufman

1)

tions. Clause also provides that the
Code Authority can use facilities
of national, regional and local trade
associations, groups, institutes,
boards and organizations as it sees
fit.theIt Code
also Authority
specifies "no
of
shallmember
sit on
any
matter
company's
or his
own involving
interests hisdirectly
and
notThe
as adraft
class."also makes several
changes in the definitions of elements it concerns, but no material
changes are offered. Provision is
made for the appointment by the
Code Authority of a standing committee representative of employees,
free-lance players and public to set
up rules governing relations between these players and producers
and to interpret the terms of any
code provisions.
In addition body,
to func-it
tioning as an enforcement
shall make "full investigation with
respect to working conditions of
free-lance players."

Provide Blacklist
For Unfair Agents

Washington — Blacklisting of
agents who violate rules of fair
trade practices ordered by the code
is provided in Part 4 of the second
revised draft, which forbids producers from dealing with firms adjudged
by the Code Authority as violators.
Principal among offenses which
classify agents as outlaws is the enticing of employees under contract.
Washington — Designed to prevent The Code Authority is authorized to
star and other talent raiding, Part issue licenses to agents which may
5 of the new revised code sets up be suspended or revoked for violations. If the Authority decides to
a registrar to handle contract reissue permits, application must be
lations between producers and emmade within 30 days of announcement of this decision.
ployees and provides severe penalties for infractions. No attempt is
A proposal to prohibit producers
made to regulate star salaries. The and producers' employes from engagprovision requires that the producer
ing in agency business has been
making an offer to an employee modified to permit this association
under contract must afford the em- provided they give due notice.
ploying producer "reasonable op- Rosenblatt Bares
portunity" to negotiate with the employee for his continued services.
Allied Propaganda
Periods in which notices shall be
(Continued from Page 1)
given the employing producer are dent exhibitors was exposed by Sol
specified, and the registrar is em- A. Rosenblatt yesterday afternoon,
powered to organize a system for
when he produced copies of the thehandling all necessary
procedure.
The registrar is to be appointed atermen's organization bulletin instructing members to wire their proby the Code Authority and can be
tests. Bulletins carried names of
removed at will. The Code Author- Allied Theaters of New Jersey and
ity or any committee it names may
T. O. of Eastern Pennsylorder producers not to engage em- M. P. vania.
Rosenblatt stated that he has
ployees who have broken employ- received a batch of wires all sent
ment contracts. The Authority can from Minneapolis, although they
also impose restrictions, prohibitions
or conditions upon producers who represent theaters in various parts
of Michigan. He laughed at the inviolate the code.
structions to "use any of above arguments but change words."
Rosenblatt Addressing A.F.L.
Louise Brooks Marrying
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
Chicago — Louise Brooks, stage and
will address the American Federation of Labor convention this morn- screen actress, and Deering Davis of
ing at the Willard Hotel, talking a prominent local family announced
their marriage yesterday.
partly on the film code.

M. P. COUNCIL FILES REGISTRAR TO HANDLE
CODE SUGGESTIONS CONTRACT RELATIONS
Following its recent vote to make
certain recommendations for the
film code, the Motion Picture Research Council, sponsored by the
Payne Fund and now headed by Dr.
A. Lawrence Lowell, former president of Harvard, has forwarded the
following request, signed by 90 members, to President Roosevelt:
"We, the undersigned, request that in the
interest of the public the motion picture code
contain
provisions —
"Forbidding block-booking, that is, the
practice of obliging an exhibitor to take the
whole of a batch of pictures if he wants
any of them, although he may regard part
of them as unfit for public exhibition to
his audiences.
"Forbidding blind-booking, that is, obliging
an exhibitor to take such a batch of pictures
without an opportunity to examine them all;
some of them not being yet ready for use.
"That pictures be adequately described.^
and
trade shown,
beforeinthey
to exhibitors
for rental,
orderarethatoffered"
they
may select intelligently those they want.
and avoid such as they do not desire to
exhibit.
"That producers be not permitted to give
the theaters they own a monopoly, or priority, in the exhibition of films; and that
the motion picture trade, like the trade
in books, be open to all dealers.
"That provisions now in the codes be removed which may, if retained, prevent schools,
churches, museums, and other non-theatrical
agencies from renting and exhibiting current
films in their auditoriums, either with or

Release dates of three pictures
is month have been set by RKO.
Son of Kong," sequel to "King
ong," heads the list. It will be
leased Oct. 27. The other two are
ene Dunne in "Ann Vickers," Oct.
, and Richard Dix in "Ace of
Bes," Oct. 20.
without fee."
Joe E. Brown Film Re-titled
"Night Flight" Holding Over
First National has changed
the
M-G-M's "Night Flight" is being
tie of Joe E. Brown's latest star- held for a second week at the Capng picture from "Son of the Gobs,"
itol, delaying the opening of "Bombshell" until Oct. 20.
"Son of a Sailor."
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H. B. Franklin Resigns from RKO— Plans to Produce

ROOSEVELT ORDERS PROBE OF HIGH FILMfSALARIES
31 Houses Reopen in Chicago and Milwaukee Territories
Nine Others Returned to
Operation in Southern
111. and St. Louis
Chicago — Reflecting the improved
[condition of affairs and better outlook, 22 theaters in this Film Board
of Trade territory were reopened
|last month, while nine others in the
i Milwaukee jurisdiction and a similar
Inumber in Southern Illinois and St.
{Continued

on Page

7)

uhousesIeopened
in cincyterritory

RKO Loss is Cut 25 Per Cent
Losses for RKO and its subsidiaries from Jan. 1 to Aug. 31 will be reduced approximately 25 per cent compared to the same period last year, the FILM DAILY learns.
Last year's total loss amounted to $10,695,000, but in a report now being compiled
by the Irving Trust Co., receiver, to be submitted to Judge Bondy about Oct. 15,
theater operation costs will be greatly reduced and savings on the elimination of
houses will be a leading item. Radio Pictures will also show considerable improvement in its financial statement. With the exception of two individual cases, all RKO
theaters are now considered by the receiver to be substantially sound
investments.

AIR MORE DETAILS
30-HOUR WEEK VOTED
ON PARA. SALARIES 8Y LABOR FEDERATION
Salaries and stock bonuses of
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky, Sidney R. Kent, Sam Katz and Ralph
A. Kohn for 1927-28 were aired yesterday at an adjourned meeting of
Paramount Publix creditors held before referee Henry K. Davis. The

Cincinnati — Reopening of 17 theaters in southern Ohio and West
(Continued on Page 6)
Virginia last month is reported by
the Film Board of Trade. Houses
were the Capitol and Mayfair, for- Indep't Fusion Group
merly Ufa, this city; Family and
Asks Until Tomorrow
Sorg, Middletown; Lyric, formerly
Washington — The Independent
State, and Strand, Hamilton;
Wayne, formerly Opera House, An- Fusion group engaged in preparing
sonia; Roma, Bellaire; Chevwood, an analysis and set of code proposals has requested Sol A. Rosenblatt
Cheviot; Pythian, Columbus; Kingdom, Grove City and Orient, West to allow them until tomorrow morn{Continued on Page 7)
ing to file views, said a statement
from Abram Myers yesterday. "If
Six Carolina Theaters
the request is disregarded or denied,
Added to Active List such action will mark an innovation
procedure," declared
Charlotte, N. C. — Six theaters in in
thegovernmental
Allied chairman.
this region were added to the active list in the past month, the Film
Board of Trade reports. They include the North Newton, North
Newton; Sylvan, Rutherfordton;
Plaza, Greenville, and Carolina, St.
Pauls, all North Carolina, and the
Lyric, Anderson, and Strand, EdgeHarold B. Franklin yesterday refield, South Carolina.
signed as president of K. A. 0.
Corp., B. F. Keith Corp., Proctor
Theaters, Radio City Theaters Corp.
Para. Buys Song Hits
and all other RKO subsidiaries with
"Who's Afraid of the Big, Bad
which he was connected. Official anWolf?" song hit from Disney's "Three
nouncement by M. H. Aylesworth
Little Pigs," and "The Last Roundup,"
musical rage from the new Ziegfeld
states that, "after a short vacation
Follies, have been acquired by ParaMr. Franklin will probably enter inmount. The first will be used in the
dependent production, probably unFour Marx Brothers' "Duck Soup," and

Washington — A unanimous vote
to fight for inclusion of a 30-hour
week in all codes, and a warning
by Assistant Secretary of Labor
Edward F. McGrady that the Administration will ask Congress for
control unless strikes are ended,

White House Instructs Sol
Rosenblatt to Get Data
on Those Highly Paid
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Investigation of salaries paid film executives, directors
and "immature persons" in the industry has been ordered by President Roosevelt. White House instructions have been issued to Sol
A. Rosenblatt
to collect data con(Continued on Page 6)

M.P.T.O.A. WITHHOLDS
ITS VERDICT ON CODE

Washington — Discovering a number of fundamental changes, including some in the labor provision, in
Myers Answers Rosenblatt the latest Rosenblatt code draft, the
M.P.T.O.A. is "reluctant to approve
On Charge of Propaganda or
condemn them" pending an inWashington — Abram F. Myers
terpretation from the Deputy Adcrossed swords with Sol A. Rosenministrator, Ed Kuykendall stated
blatt yesterday, when he issued a last night. The group will meet
(Continued on Page 6)
statement replying to the Deputy's
expose of a propaganda campaign
inaugurated by Allied and other ex- Groups Still Studying
hibitor units in an attempt to seek
code relief from President RooseSecond Code Revision
velt and General Johnson. The
Washington — Study of the provisions of the second revised code was
Myers statement follows in part:
"I can scarcely
crediton statements
(Continued
Page 7) attributed put in by various groups yesterday,
but practically all refrained from
making official comments on the
draft. Sol A. ' Rosenblatt met with
producers at the Mayflower in the
afternoon and conferred individually with various representatives, including M. H. Aylesworth and Nick
der some arrangement which will Schenck at his office. Affiliated theaters unofficially were reported to
continue his relationship with the
have found the code generally acNo successor
RKO
group." to Franklin has been
appointed, but the name of Sam ceptable.
Katz was persistently mentioned on
Broadway yesterday.
Hope to Finish Saturday
"I feel that we have accomplished
Washington— Sol A. Rosenblatt is
much for RKO Theaters during the
now clinging to the hope that the
(Continued

on Page

7)

Harold B. Franklin Quits RKO;
Rumor Katz Possible Successor

the

other

in "Border

Legion."

,

The Standard For 15 Years — What?
The Film
Daily 1934 Year Book. — Advt.

(Continued

on Page

Film
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Are

Found

code will be ready by Saturday. "I
said
never yesterday.
hoped so fervently before," he

DAILY
500 Notables Turn Out
Metrotone Shows Judge
To Honor Marie Dressier
Sentencing Kidnapers
About 500 persons prominent in
theatrical, literary and social life
paid tribute to Marie Dressier, MHi LXIV, No. 10 Thurs., Oct. 12, 1933 Price 5 Cents
G-M star, at the dinner held Tuesday evening at the Hotel Roosevelt.
JOHN W. ALICOATE
- : : Editor and Publisher The dinner was sponsored by the
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays Actors' Dinner Club, to which the
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., proceeds went to further their work
of aiding members of the profesby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. sion.

Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Mrs. Oliver Harriman was chairman of
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Ti usurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- the dinner and Maida Read was toastmaster.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette. Managing Among the speakers were John Golden, DanEditor. Entered as second class matter,
iel Frohman, Fannie Hurst, Colleen Moore,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, Mme. Frances Alda, George Gordon Battle,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Gerald Campbell, Bessie Beatty, Jack Pearl
Terms (Postage free) United States outside and Percy Moore.
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
During the dinner, a large birthday cake,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. _ Foreign, sent by friends of Miss Dressier at the
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. M-G-M studios, was presented to her. She
Address all communications to THE FILM
will be 64 next month.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Also among those present at the dinner
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. wer M. H. Aylesworth, Irene Bordoni, Har
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hotly- old B. Franklin, Bernard F. Gimbel. Mess
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- more Kendall. Arthur Loew, Adolph S. Ochs
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Mrs. May Allison Quirk. B. A. Rolfe, Sam
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 uel R. Rosoff, Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, Mrs. John Ringling, Col. Jacob Ruppert, Mr
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La and Mrs. Charles E. Scribner, Si Seadler
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- Myron C. Taylor, Dr. Shirley W. Wynne
des-Noues, 19.
and Richard C. Patterson, Jr. Nicholas M
Schenck and J. Robert Rubin wired congratu
lations from Washington, where they are
attending the code conference. Hearst Metrotone News filmed highlights of the dinner.
Wl BO OU*
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Oct. 16-18:
Hotel.

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beach
Chicago.

Oct. 17: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.
Oct. 17: Annual banquet and dance of Motion Picture Post of American Legion,
Copley-Plaza
Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 29-31: Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Dec. 31:
New

X.

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual
New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
York.

First pictures ever taken of a
judge sentencing prisoners in the
federal court appear in the current
Hearst Metrotone News, cooperating
to provide nationwide publicity for
the Administration's drive against
crime. The scene shows the arraignment of the seven prisoners in
the Urschel kidnaping case in Oklahoma City. Filming of the scenes
was made possible by the cooperation of Government officials.
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Coming and Going
Monday.
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN left yesterday fo
the Adirondacks. He will return to New Yorl
WALLACE BEERY and family arrive in Nev
York from abroad today on the Rex.
LESLIE HOWARD sails from Southamptoi
about Oct. 28 on the Aquitania for New York
He will proceed immediately to the coast ti
start in "British Agent" at First National.
MAE WEST leaves Hollywood tomorrow fo
a vacation,
with destination
unannounced.

Big New Eng. Campaign
Given
"Footlight Parade"
New Haven — A powerful cam-

Marconi Sees Television Nearer
Camden, N. J. — After an inspec
tion of the RCA Victor televisioi
laboratory and other works hen
"Footlight
Parade," in company with David Sarnoff
which haspaignitsforNew
England premiere
here today at the Roger Sherman RCA president, Senator Guglielm<
Theater, was put over by Dan Finn,* Marconi predicted that televisioi
Warner district manager. The the- sets would soon be available for us<
ater has covered the countryside in homes. Marconi expressed sur
around New Haven within a radius prise at the progress made. Las
of 25 miles with 3,000 one and two month in Chicago he was quotec
sheets, and within the city itself is as saying that practical televisioi
using 75 stands, or more than twice would not be here for about 1(
the number used for either "42nd
Street" or "Gold Diggers." Newspaper advertising has been taken ir years.
Code Delays Dividend Action
every paper within 25 miles, and
Due to Loew officials of the com
New House for Dallas
various stunts and tieups were ar- pany still detained in Washingtoi
Dallas — Construction of the White ranged.
on code matters, the preferred divi
theater, sponsored by M.. F. White,
dend meeting scheduled for yester
"Her Unborn
Child" Withdrawn
owner of the Dai-Sec, is under way.
day was postponed for a seconc
Opening is scheduled for Jan. 1.
Claiming that the picture was time, with date not specified. Action originally was to have beer
sold to him as "Her Unborn Child"
Les Kaufman Joins Columbia
and the title later changed to "Dc taken Wednesday of last week.
that were
adverse
reLes Kaufman, formerly with Pub- Men Forget,"
views of the and
picture
chiefly
due to the great number of censor
lix,
has
joined
Columbia's
exploitation staff, succeeding Fred Marshall
3uts, Stanley W. Lawton, managing
who has been placed in charge of director of the George M. Cohan
HOLLYWOOD
exploitation of Columbia's product theater, ordered withdrawal of the
throughout New England with head- film from that house after it had
quarters in Boston.
played two days. Lawton says the
theater spent considerable money in
Bernays to Speak at Ampa
exploiting the picture under the
Edward L. Bernays, who ranks up former title, and that action will be
along with Ivy L. Lee as a big pub- taken because of the change.
lic relations man, will be the chief
20th Century Release Order
guest at today's A. M. P. A. lunchOrder of coming releases from
eon in Sardi's. Another guest of
honor will be Maurice Cowan, pub- 20th Century, following "The Bowery," which already has been put
lisher of "Picturegoer," London.
in distribution by United Artists,
is expected to run as follows:
28 Exchanges for Amity
"Broadway Thru a Keyhole,"
Amity Pictures Corp. announces
that its affiliated exchanges now "Blood Money," "Moulin Rouge,"
MOST CONVENIENT
total 28, all managed by former "Born to Be Bad," "Advice to the
Hotel in Hollywood
managers of national distributing Lovelorn," "Gallant Lady" and
$2.50 up, Single
organizations. The company is now "Trouble Shooter."
out to take on additional pictures
$3.00 up, Double
Royal Cole to Write Lahr Short
Special weekly and monthly rates
from independent producers.
Royal King Cole has been signed
The Plaza is near everyby Magna Pictures to write a short
Art Jarrett to Keep Busy
thing to see and do in
in which Bert Lahr will be starred.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Cole, who is handled by the Leo
Hollywood — Art Jarrett, before Morrison office, just returned from
Every
room
has private
starting on the long-term contract the coast, where he did some work
dressing
room,
bath and
for
Hal
Roach.
which he has just signed with Mshower.
Beds
"built
for
G-M, will appear in two musical
rest." Every venience.
modern
features for Columbia, according to
Fine foodscon-at
George A. Maloney Burial
the
Leo Morrison office, his repreKansas City — Body of George A.
sentatives.
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Maloney, late owner of the Paseo
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
theater, was taken to St. Joseph,
Stanwyck Film Opens
Mo., for burial this week.
Eugene Stem, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Warner's "Ever in My Heart,"
Crescent,
Cincinnati,
Reopens
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
starring Bai-bara Stanwyck, opens
HOLLYWOOD
Cincinnati — Bernard Banks has
at the Hollywood this morning, inreopened the Crescent at Winton
nounced.stead of tonight as previously an- Place.

PLAZA

HOT FROM
LLYWO
Two New Season M-G-M
Pictures PREVIEWED TO
TERRIFIC ACCLAIM!
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AT YOUR

SERVICE!

At your M-G-M exchange! Eight-page press book
ads, 6 col., 4 col., 3 col., 2 col. and 1 col. Showing
the leading show shop in your town. The Major
Tell the folks! Mats are at your branch! Get some
-T2 A'IPJ

FREE!

with press stories, exploitation tie-ups and
how to tell the public that your theatre is
theatre is the one using the Major product.
today, FREE!
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NEWS of the DAY

JONG?™*

Olneyville, R. I. — The Royal is
now being operated by Philip Smith
& Co. of Boston.
Troy, O. — Troy Amusement Co.,
Inc., has been chartered to operate
theaters, among other things, by
L. H. Shipman, F. L. Shipman and
Isabelle C. Stephay.
Racine, Wis. — Duane C. Nash has
been elected president of the Warner club. Thomas McDonald has
been named secretary and Kenneth
Lee treasurer.
Manitowoc, Wise. — The Empire,
dark for several months, is again
operating.

WITH

PHIL M. DALY
•

•

• (Editor's Note: Phil M. Daly went to a party yesterday given by Educational over at the Astoria studios. Up
to time of going to press, Phil's likeness had not returned to
the city rooms. It is not at all unlikely that he will show up in
a few days, at which time he will no doubt have something to
write about the party.)

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

WILK

HOLLYWOOD
Middletown, Conn. — The Middleengaged by Columbia to write the
sex, controlled by Middletown En- gRUCE CABOT has had his con- screen version of "Take the Wittract extended for another six
terprises, Inc.. which operates all
ness," biographical novel based on
three houses here, reopens this months by RKO.
The option car- the life of her father, Earl Rogers
week.
of California, noted criminal lawried with it *a boost
in* salary.
*
yer of our time. The story was
Carole Lombard will play the lead written by Alfred Cohn and Joseph
Cedar Rapids, la. — Joe Gorman
Chisholm.
of Kansas City has reopened the in "Miss Fane's Baby", in which
*
*
*
Majestic here.
Paramount had expected to star
Gloria Swanson.
Kay Francis, instead of Ruth
* *
*
Chatterton, will play the starring
Boone, la. — The Strand here is
At the Warner luncheon to naval role in Warner's "Mandalay." Rireopening under the managership
cardo Cortez,
play the male
of L. E. Mathews of Webster City. officials the other day, Louis B. lead.
* will
*
*
Mayer made a speech that brought
Fox has signed Margaret Mann
Napoleon, O. — Clarence Young, him congratulations.
*
*
*
former manager of the State and
for "Olsen's Big Moment" and Ward
World, has returned to open a new
Adela Rogers St. Johns has been Bond for "Frontier Marshal."
theater in the former Elite on North
Perry St.

Spencer, O. — Seth 0. Nicholas, has
resigned as assistant postmaster
here to become assistant manager
of the new Roxy theater in Cleveland.
Kansas City — The Newman is
holding
"Too Much
for a second
week. Harmony" over
Denver — Westland Theaters have
lowered prices to 25 cents top at
the Chief theaters in Colorado
Springs and Pueblo.
Toledo, O. — - American Theaters,
Inc. has been chartered by Ruth
Aldrich, A. M. Richter and D. H.
Ross.
Cleveland— The M-G-M traveling
studio, under Eddie Carrier, will
spend the entire month of October
touring in Ohio.

New film regulations in Germany, the
name of a star, author or director cannot be advertised above the title of a
picture, and all names must be set in
equal type in ads.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

W

By CHAS. ALICOATE

AGNA PICTURES, headed by
Meyer Davis, has closed its
deal to make 13 shorts for Van
Beuren Corp., releasing through
RKO. Radio stars will be used under the deal. The initial picture,
"Hizzoner," stars Bert Lahr, with
production at the Fox Movietone
studio. Supporting Lahr in the cast,
which is being directed by Ray McCarey, are Eddie Roberts, Loretta
Sayers and James Melton. Joe Nadel is supervising.
Sig Herzig has been assigned to
do the script for the two-reel comedy starring Stoopnagle and Budd
to be produced and directed by Al
Christie for Educational. Production is scheduled to get under way
at the Eastern Service studio in
Astoria within the next two weeks.
Work on the script and titles for
the synchronization of the six-reel
French feature, "The Nudist," has
been completed by Burnet Hershey.

Production on the first of the series of two-reel musicals to be produced and directed by Jack White
for Educational release got under
way this week at the Eastern Serstudio in Astoria. Lillian Roth
Oklahoma Film Board
Awarded $25,000 Damages headsvicethe
cast, supported by Eddie
Reports 7 Openings In Stench Bomb Explosion Craven, Anne Sutherland and Patsy
Charging that she was badly in- Flick, Raymond Klune is supervisOklahoma City — Theater reopening production, with Fred Schell
jured in a panic at the Farragut
ings for the past month as reported
by the Film Board of Trade are: theater on Labor Day of last year assisting on the direction and doing
Rex, formerly Eldorado, Eldorado; when a stench bomb was exploded, the casting. Bill Steiner and George
Rialto, Okeene; Rainbow, Sulphur; Mrs. Marie Ward, 69, has been Weber are doing the camera work.
Liberty, Lonewolf; Arcadia, Enid; awarded damages of $25,000 in the
Rex, Roosevelt, and Temple, form- Supreme Court, Brooklyn.
The Vitaphone short which will
erly Ortman, Mangum. Closings for
Billy House Signed by Vitaphone
star Norma Terris, star of numerthe month were the Savoy, Kingous Ziegfeld successes, has been
fisher; Guthrie, Guthrie, and Rex,
Billy House, 275-pound comedian
Clinton, while the Plaza, formerly appearing in Earl Carroll's "Murder changed from a two-reeler to one of
Midwest, in Picher was burned.
at the Vanities," was signed yester- three-reel length. The film has
day by Vitaphone to make a two- been tentatively titled "Around the
Moorhead Continues at Criterion
reel short, Sam Sax announced.
Clock." Script is by Cy Wood of
the Vitaphone musical staff.
William Moorhead has been reBen Blue Booked
tained by receivers of the Criterion
Ben Blue, comedian, who opens
theater to continue his management
of the house following the two-a-day the Club Vanity Fair tonight and
a week's engagement at the
run oftonight.
"S. O. S. Iceberg," which starts
Palace tomorrow, has been booked
closes
for the Paramount the following
week.
"Keyhole" Eastern Premiere
Will .
Boston — Eastern premiere of
1934 Film Congress in Rome
United Artists' "Broadway Thru a
Rome — Word has been received
Keyhole" will be held at Loew's from Paris that the Chambre SyndiState, Oct. 20. Joe Dipesa of the
Best wishes are extended by
with the active assistance of
Loew exploitation staff is arrang- cale,
THE FILM DAILY to the
the French Government, will take
ing for the opening. Monroe Green- part
following members of the
in the International Congress
thai of U. A. and an assistant are
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:
of the Cinema to be held here startexpected here Saturday.
ing April 4.
"Emperor
Jones" in Miami
Publix Drops One in Nebraska
Oct. 11-12Maurice Pivar
Miami — United Artists' "Emperor
Lillian Hackett
Omaha — J. W. Denman, Publix
Jones" has been booked to play the
Lowell Sherman
State here for the week starting trustee, has disaffirmed the lease on
James
Bradbury,
Sr.
Crawford
Kent
Oct. 15. It is the first booking of the Majestic at Grand Island. He
William
Nigh
Bob Doidge
the film south of Washington. J. plans to reopen the State here soon,
Joseph Karl
S. Skirboll
Dane
Victor Wilson is handling the local giving Omaha five first-runs for the
first time in several years.
exploitation campaign.

happy mum
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Labor is Satisfied With Code, Sol A. Rosenblatt Believe:
Some Opposition, However,
ROOSEVELT ORDERS
is Reported from
Highlights of New and Revised Clauses
Delegates
PROBE OF SALARIE!

Washington — "I have every reason to believe labor is satisfied with
the code," asserted Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday. Reports from labor delegates here, however, indicated considerable opposition to the
second revised draft.
The question of whether the Code
Authority has power to regulate salaries was put to the Deputy, but the
legality of such a plan remains undetermined, he said. Rosenblatt said
that he will not hold another hearing to allow the Academy of M. P.
Arts & Sciences to present revised
proposals. He denied having received a request for such action from
Lester Cowan.
West coast supporting players
and extras, through their executive
chairman, Allan Garcia, yesterday
wired Rosenblatt their gratitude for
"understanding and fairness" in
drafting the code.

M.P.T.O.A. Withholds
Its Verdict on Code
(Continued from Page 1)

with Rosenblatt as soon as possible
and meanwhile is continuing its analysis of the draft, which was uncompleted late last night. In a number of instances, revisions of phraseology "completely changes intent
and meaning
of the provisions,"
declared the M.P.T.O.A.
president,
who is still hopeful that a fair and
equitable code will be worked out.

Chorus Equity Requests
Change in Revised Code
Washington — Dorothy Bryant, executive secretary of 'Chorus Equity,
yesterday protested to Sol A. Rosenblatt that the code does not compel an independent contractor to become signator and its observance
does not fall on the exhibitor who,
in her opinion, should assume responsibility. Unless revision is made
to take care of this situation, the
code operation will be impossible to
enforce, she said. Rosenblatt indicated he has no intention of complying with her demands.

Washington — Principal highlights of the revised portion of the labor
clause in the second Rosenblatt draft, together with the agent and talentraiding clauses, follow:

EXHIBITOR

LABOR

Employees directly and regularly employed by exhibitors shall receive minimum wage
and work maximum hours fixed as of Aug. 23, 1933, as prevailing scales by organizations
affiliated with the A. F. of L. These are to be minimum scales for all communities.
In communities where no minimum wage and maximum hours exist, or where disputes
arise, the A. F. of L. national president will appoint a representative who, with an exhibitor
representative, will investigate and settle the issue. If these two cannot agree, they shall
'.ippoint a third person to determine the dispute, and if such representatives cannot agree,
Ihe NRA shall designate such third person.
In the case of disputes involving unorganized employees or with organized employees
not affiliated with the A. F. of L. in communities where an A. F. of L. affiliate exists with
members employed by exhibitors, then a representative of such unorganized employees towith an exhibitor
representative
and atherepresentative
by the agree
national
president"
of the gether
affiliated
organization
shall determine
scale, and ifnamed
they cannot
unanimously
a fourth person shall be mutually designated, with the NRA designating the fourth person
if they carlnot agree.
Pending settlement of disputes, no change shall be made in scales and the maximum
hours shall not be more than provided for in the code, nor shall employees go on strike nor
exhibitors lock out such employees.
Duties of employees shall not be increased so as to decrease number of employees, except by mutual consent.
Labor not specified in the code shall be paid not less than 40 cents an hour.
Musicians' scales shall be established by prevailing labor agreements, understandings
or practices.
All parties pledge themselves
to attempt to mediate all disputes.

AGENTS
Producers shall not deal with agents whom the Code Authority has termed unfair due
to offering gifts or gratuities, or enticing employees under contract to break their agreements, or making false representations to producers in negotiating employment for any
person, or violating the rule against star raiding, or not having a license which may be required by the Code Authority.
Should Code Authority decide to issue licenses, which shall be in addition to any permit
or license required by any state or municipality, application by agents will have to be made
within 30 days after such decision is announced.
Code Authority may set up rules of fair practice for agents, employees and producers
or any two of them.
Producers or their employees shall not be financially interested in any agency without
making the fact known
to the Code Authority.

TALENT

RAIDS

No producer shall, in any way, entice players from other contracted employment, or
foment discord between employee and employer with a view to breaking an existing contract,
or negotiate in any way with an employee under contract prior to the last 30 days of
the term of the employee's contract, regardless of compensation.
The producer having an employee under contract shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity to negotiate for his continued services, and he must be given notice and full details of
any new offer made by another producer.
A Registrar will be appointed by the Code Authority to handle contract relations.
Producers shall list all contract people with the Registrar, and only employees so registered
will be entitled to the benefits of the provisions against raiding.
Any employee not abiding by his contract will be blacklisted and no producer shall engage him in any way, nor shall anyone distribute or exhibit any picture produced by or with
him until such time as the employee is reinstated in good standing.
Producers violating these provisions are subject to restrictions by the Code Authority.

Ritter and Richey Get
Cartoon Producers' Rules
In Second Code Revision
Mich. Confidence Vote

Washington — Following clause
Washington — A vote of confidence
participated in by 75 Michigan ex- dealing with animated cartoon producers is part of the second revision
hibitors has been given J. C; Ritter and H. M. Richey following a of the film code:
(a)
No
cartoon Producer shall employ any
Detroit meeting. They arrived in person during
such time as he is employed
Washington
yesterday
to
resume
full time by another.
RKO Managers Switch
(b)
No
cartoon
Producer shall make any
work at the fusion group conferC. W. Friedman, manager of
ences. Asked about several Detroit offer directly or indirectly of any money inducement or advantage of any kind to any
RKO's Regent, has been transferred exhibitors who are here to protest employee of any other cartoon Producer in
to the RKO Tilyou, Coney Island, to Sol A. Rosenblatt on operations an effort to entice, persuade or induce such
with Robert Ungerfeld, formerly of the buying cooperative in their employee to leave or become dissatisfied or to
breach any contract covering his employment.
manager of the Tilyou, replacing
(c) No cartoon Producer shall adapt a
city, Richey said "I'm for them, cartoon
Friedman.
character of another in such manner
they're after the right-to-buy."
that the use of the adapted character shall
Dr. Lowell at White House
Washington — Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell,
president of the Motion Picture Research Council, which has made certain
film code suggestions to President
Roosevelt, called at the White House
yesterday and had a conference on the
code.

Releasing Football Three-Reeler
"The Kick-Off," three-reeler featuring most of the leading football
teams in the country, will be released Oct. 15 by Principal Distributing Corp. Howard Jones, University of Southern California football coach, introduces a number of
football coaches and their teams.

constitute an appropriation by him of the
good will of the creator.

"Lady for Day" Held Third Week
Atlanta — Marking the first threeweek holdover here in five years,
Columbia's "Lady for a Day" is
being held for a third week at the
Rialto, owned by W. T. Murray.

(Continued from Page 1)

cerning sizes of salaries of person
who earn four, five or six times mor
than the President. Statement doe
not specifically mention players, bu
"immature persons" may refer t
some of them and executives too. i
General Johnson at press intei
view later in the day declined t!
comment on the probe.

Air More Details
On Para. Salarie
(Continued from Page 1)
contracts were offered as trustee:
exhibits by Samuel Isseks, counst
for Paramount trustees.
In 1927, the contracts of Zukor and Lask
called for $260,000 cash and no stock. Ft
the following year both Zukor and Lask
contracted for $130,000 in cash and 4,5i
shares of stock at $52 a share. In 192
the other salaries were: Kent, $196, 00(
Katz, $131,000, and Kohn, $30,000. ij
1928 the salaries and stock shares wer(
Kent and Katz, each $104,000 and 3,6/
shares of stock; Kohn, $45,000 cash at
1,096 shares of stock. All contracts ar
modifications were offered as exhibits.
Samuel Zirn, counsel for a group of stocl
holders, again aroused the ire of the refere
who ruled that Zirn must complete h
questioning of all witnesses at next Wedne
day's session. Ralph Kohn, who was on tl
stand throughout the hearing, was questions
by Zirn regarding the $15,000,000 bond issi
of March. 1930. Zirn brought out testimor
showing that Zukor and Kohn conferred wil
Otto H. Kahn and other bankers previous
the writing of the bond issue. Zirn ah
made efforts to prove that the Chase Nation.
Bank was concerned in the transaction ar
that it had acted in a dual capacity in beir
a "secret underwriter" of the issue and ;
the same time acted as trustee for bondhol'
ers. That any of the "Paley group" coi
cerned in the Columbia Broadcasting-Par
mount deal were related to either Kohn <
Zukor was denied by Kohn.
Zirn's form of questioning was the caul
of many tiffs between him and the refer*
throughout the hearing, Davis at one tin
saying
the situation
questions inwere
relevai
as the that
political
the "as
Phillipines
The hearing was adjourned to Oct. 18, -1
which time Zirn will conclude his questionir
ness.
■and Saul E. Rogers will take over the wi

More Arrivals
Washington — Arrivals yesterda
for code conferences included A
Steffes, Col. H. A. Cole, Charh
O'Reilly, Harry Brandt, Lou Bh
menthal, Sam Sonin, Leon Rosei
blatt,
Bucher.H. M. Aylesworth and Georg
Omaha Orpheum Record
Omaha — "Penthouse," aided r.
Hearst's "Bee-News," set a ne
house record at the Orpheum wit
tremendous business all week.
Wash'n

First-Run

Revenue

Washington — When a Washington
first-run house pays its average price
of $5,000tributor
a more
feature,
gives his
the total
disrevenueit than
gross from subsequent run theaters in
blatt.
the territory, declares Sol A. Rosen-

DAILY

vl. P. Academy Asks Delay on Contract Player Provision
1 HOUSES REOPENED
IN CHI., MILW. AREAS
(Continued from Page 1)

'mis were added to the active list,
eluded in the houses resuming
siness were:
Tusino, Gold Coast, Karlov, Lakeside, MidBt, Mid City, Orpheus, Shakespear and New
mderland, all in Chicago; Arlington. ArHeights; New Palace, Cambridge;
pheum, Champaign; Majestic. Mt. Carroll;
anada. Mt. Morris; Niles, Niles Center;
j il. New Boston; Capitol, Orpheum and
lice, all Rockford, and three Indiana
i^es, the Busco, Churubuso; Wigton. Laange, and Comus, Milford.
Tiie Milwaukee
reports shows the opening
. the Uptown,
State and Mainstreet, all in
cine;
Rialto
and
Strand
in Marinette;
•era
House,
Athens;
Community.
Red
I -aiike: Bonham,
Pairie du Sac, and Lyric,
evens Point.
In the southern part of this state, re■nings were the American (Ritz) and
averly. East St. Louis; Rialto, Graniti[> : Elite, Metropolis; Tivoli. Springfield,
d Virginia (Ritz), Virginia. The St. Louis
ises were the Empress (Mid-town), Grant
.nnex) and World.
Only seven closings occurred in the same
They were the Majestic. Bloomingi: Germania.
Chicago; Echo, Des Plaines;
npire.
McHenry,
and
Strand.
Rockford.
III.; the Beverly, Janesville, Wis., and
-ar. Griggsville, III.

7 Theaters Reopened
In Cincinnati Territory

Washington NRA
;By ARTHUR

W. EDDY;
Washington — Lester Cowan stated
Frank Wilson, important in the last night that he is communicating
TIM CREELMAN, who's turned out
addressed the Washing- with Sol Rosenblatt, asking him to
J many a script, came to Washing- NRA ton setup,
ad club Tuesday.
ton to watch over the writers' end
drop the producer article concernof the code.
ing contract offers to players from
Carter Barron played host at a the code pending an investigation
preview and "Bowery party" and hearing which he proposes to
Eddie Dowling, who is not code- press
hold on the coast in order to deterthe
other
night at Loew's Fox.
minded at present but ivhose
mine the exact situation and effect
thoughts are centered on his producTry and get Harry Warner to of such provisions on player morale.
tion plans, is visiting among the talk for publication regarding the
The Academy's executive secretary
conferees.
code or anything else.
also expressed objection to the increased latitude given the Code AuThere's a scalping party of MichLou Nizer occupies a somewhat
thority
under which he fears a saligan exhibitors in town with designs
ary control plan may later be adoptunusual spot. He's not only a Film on the booking co-op in Detroit.
ed
in
as
much
as the Authority is
Board secretary and Hays office advisor but also attorney for Harry
empowered
to
make
additional rules
Personnel and structure of the
Thomas' First Division outfit.
is signed by the Prescode authority will not be announced after theident.code
The provisions allowing for
until the code approved by Deputy
Up in Boston the code is going to Sol A. Rosenblatt is ready for blacklisting of players were also attacked by Cowan, who is apprehenincrease overhead op the operators' study by General Hugh S. Johnson,
sive particularly because of antilocal by $76,000 annually, says Thad
said Rosenblatt yesterday. "It's not
cipated producer strength on the
Barroivs, its president.
set yet," he stated.
Code Authority. Under this phase
of the code, players who refused to
accept bad parts would be boycotted,
H. B. Franklin Quits RKO; 30-Hour Week Voted
he pointed out.
Is Planning to Produce
(Continued from Page

1)

past two years and that it is time
for me to again enter a corporation
(Continued from Page 1)
of my own," said Franklin to Film
;fferson, all Ohio, and Ritz, for- Daily yesterday. "I shall take a
erly Lyric, Ansted; Palace, Davy; short vacation and then return and
alace, Delbarton;
Opera
House, open offices in the RCA Building,
len Jean, and Strand, Huntington, where a production company will be
started. Who my associates will be
1 West Virginia.
Closings in the same period to- I am not ready to divulge."
' lied only three, the Pastime, JackWashington — M. H. Aylesworth,
.'. n; Mayfair or Princess, Mechari- president of RKO, here attending
3 sburg, and Gem, Newark, all in code meetings, stated last night that
hio.
no successor to Harold B. Franklin
had been appointed.

ren. Johnson to Examine
Blacklisting Provisions Low Scales Undesirable
Washington — Blacklisting
proviRosenblatt Tells A. F. L.

ons of players and agents as pro: ded under the second revised code
'ill be "further examined" by Genf -al Johnson, he stated yesterday
: a press interview. These clauses
..ave aroused the fury of representayves of these groups participating
, i conferences.
Johnson also stated
A Ilat he has read the revised code
2veral times.
-;
Stanley, Philly, Drops Vaude
Philadelphia — Vaudeville has been
ropped by the Stanley, putting the
ouse on a straight film basis.
It Made the Front Pages
Revocation of the Paramount Theater
lease unless Sally Rand, fan dancer
appearing in the current stage show,
dons more clothes, was threatened yesterday by Sidney Levine, new city
license commissioner. He visited the
theater and said he considered the performance indecent, thereby conflicting
with FILM DAILY'S scout, who found
Miss Rand pretty well clad in the
proper places. Anyhow, the story made
the front pages.

Sidelights

Lester
Cowan
Requests
Time for a Hearing
on the Coast

Washington — Experience proves
that minimum wage scales, once established, tend to become maximums,
declared Sol A. Rosenblatt in addres ing a congenial audience at the
A. F. of L. convention yesterday
morning at the Willard. Although
he omitted any direct comment on
the film industry code, a number of
his remarks by inference applied to
it. The N. R. A. has no intention
of tearing down business enterprises
which have been built over a period
of 30 years, the Deputy Administrator told his auditors, many of whom
interpreted the statement as referring to picture business. High
union scales are in effect an insurance policy against labor disorders,
said the Deputy, who concurred with
his chief, General Johnson, on the
declaration
that labor must avoid
strikes.
Sunday Shows for Atlanta
Atlanta — After the city council
had failed to take action, Mayor
Key issued an executive order permitting Sunday shows here.

By
Labor Federation
(Continued from Page 1)

were highlights of the American
Federation of Labor convention sessions yesterday. Reductions in work
hours have not been sufficient to
relieve the unemployment situation,
the Federation declared, and the executive council was directed to secure universal adoption of the 30hour week as soon as possible.
Harry Goldstein Heads Variety Club
Pittsburgh — At the annual election of officers for the Variety Club
Harry Goldstein, head of the local
Paramount exchange, was elected to
succeed John Maloney as president.
Harry Kalmine and M. J. Cullen
were made vice-presidents; James
G. Balmer, secretary, and L. G.
Beinhauer, treasurer. New board
of directors includes Ben Kalmenson, Jules Lapidus, Art Levy, Frank
Smith, William Benswanger, John
Morin, Brian McDonald and Harold
Cohen..
Buy "Kennel Case" Serialization
Book length newspaper serialization of "The Kennel Murder Case"
put out by a newspaper syndicate,
using stills from the Warner picture, has already been bought by
the "Baltimore Sun," "Philadelphia
Public Ledger," "Boston Globe,"
"St. Louis Post-Dispatch," "Dallas
Journal," "Newark Star-Eagle" and
"St. Paul Dispatch" and "Pioneer
Press." Story runs in 39 daily chapters.

Myers Answers Rosenblatt
On Charge
of Propaganda
(Continued from Page 1)
to Rosenblatt concerning activit:es of certain
exhibitors in wiring protests against Rosenblatt's draft of the motion picture code.
Rosenblatt infers the analysis of his code
being prepared
by distributors
representatives
of independent exhibitors,
and producers
will be ignored because certain exhibitors
ind others have exercised their right under
the first amendment to the constitution 'to
"p'ition government for redress of grievances.'
This not
is sustain
a position
government
officer
canand I a sincerely
doubt
whether
Rosenblatt on mature reflection will carry out
the implied

Pittsburgh — Reopenings in this
Film Board of Trade territory for
the past month include the Regent,
Beaver Falls; Avenue, Erie; Manor,
Manor; Star, Monessen; Roxy, Natrona Avenue
;
and Pitt, Pittsburgh,
and the State, Weirton, W. _ Va.
Three houses closed, the Rialto,
Daisytown; Keystone, Natrona, and
Liberty, Reynoldsville.
"Footlight" Attendance Gains
Business at the Strand for the
sixth dayto of
continued
show"Footlight
gains over Parade"
similar
days for "42nd Street" and "Gold
Diggers,"
the hold
Warner
reports.
Picture will
overhouse
indefinitely.
Lost Count
The

Suspend Passes on Mae West Film
Chicago — Mae West's "I'm No
Angel" is drawing capacity business
to the B. & K. Oriental theater. Attendance isso large that all passes
have been suspended for two weeks.

threat."

8 Western Penna. Houses
Reopened in Past Month

original Roxy

announces

it is

holding over "Three Little Pigs" for
"still another week" — it's played there
so long they've lost count. This Disney
Silly Symphony also continues until further notice at the Trans-Lux on Broadway, in addition to playing currently at
the Plaza, Little Carnegie and other
places.

I
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58 Hous&scfoitMinfteapolis Area Reopened in Month

CODE COMPLETION NEAR-MAJOR EXECS GO HOME
"ilm Heads Question the Legality of Salary Regulation
Selieve Control of Pay
Envelopes Rests With
Companies
Washington — Doubting the legaly of any governmental move to
jgulate salaries of executives, playrs and directors, several major
mipany
executives
yesterday
deared to The Film Daily that in
neir opinion the right exclusively
ssts within the companies themMves. Such action only comes withthe jurisdiction of executives,
(Continued on

Page

11)

9 DETROIT HOUSES
RESUME OPERATION
Detroit — Active operation was reumed by 19 theaters in this ternary last month, the report of the
"ilm Board of Trade discloses,
louses included the Dix, Medbury,
livoli (formerly Little Cinema),
Jew Art (formerly Greenfield), and
?rans-Lux, all in this city; Liberty,
»Iarlette; Regent, Grand Rapids;
Jaldwin, Baldwin; Dreamland, Car-

Code Authority May Handle Salaries
Washington — Investigation and action in the matter of allegedly exorbitant salaries
paid to film executives and talent will probably be placed in the hands of the Code
Authority, THE FILM
DAILY was given to understand yesterday.

RKO

Rosenblatt Hopes to End
Work Saturday — Indies
Still Unsatisfied

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — The code which Sol
A. Rosenblatt will relay to General
Johnson seemed definitely nearing
completion late last night after major company executives departed f<
New York expressing general satisfaction with the current draft. Although the Deputy Administrator
Theaters and other RKO subsidiary would not positively indicate when
companies. Replacing the name of he expects to terminate the conferences, he clung to the hope that
Sam Katz as the most likely suc(Continued on Page 11)
cessor, the name of Major L. E.
Thompson, president of Trans-Lux
Movies, took the spotlight. Although
it was not believed that Thompson
would be given the prexy job, it
was held likely that he would be
named head operator of the circuit
with either W. S. van Schmus
or

Theater Operation Duties

May Be Split With Present Staff
With no announcement forthcoming yesterday regarding a successor to Harold B. Franklin as head
of RKO theater operations, reports
along the street were that the duties
probably would be split among several executives now in the organization.
Broadway buzzed yesterday with
innumerable rumors as to the successor of Franklin who resigned
Wednesday
as president
of RKO

51% OF TOTAL PAY
60 TO 466 PERSONS

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Washington — Commenting on "excessive salaries" within the industry, Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday declared that records show that out
of the total cost of salaries and
labor expenses in connection with
Bv WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
producing pictures, an average of
'FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
466 persons receive 51 per cent of
in
every
code
wherever
income
is
the total paid to 12,000 people for
Washington — The question of the
(Continued
on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 11)
legality of the entire code provis- based upon a commission basis. They
point
to
a
code
submitted
by
the
sion governing the conduct of agents
was raised yesterday by several ob- Commercial Travelling Men of Aug. 23 Scales Would Add
3lan 10 Roadshow Units
servers, who pointed out that the America, consideration of which was
)n "Thunder Over Mexico" NRA act itself has specifically de- refused by the NRA on the grounds
$60,000 Yearly in Cleve.
clared itself not able to cover sales- that the act deals only with employTen $1 top roadshow companies of
Washington
— If the final code
(Continued on Page 11)
men and agents.
This is mentioned
draft adopts the union wage scales
Thunder Over Mexico" are planned
;>y Sol Lesser, who only yesterday
of Aug. 23 as indicated in the second
igned contracts with Upton Sinclair
revision, $60,000 annually will be
added to overheads of members of
:or distribution rights to the Eisentein picture. Though rights to the
the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors'
ucture were acquired by Lesser perAss'n, declares Moe Horwitz, memonally, his Principal Distributing
ber of the(Continued
association's
of dion Page board
11)
irm will handle sales.
closing is reported. The reopenings
Minneapolis — Theater reopenings are:
in this area for last month totalled
Minnesota — Wertin, Albany; Community,
58, the largest number of openings
Just Started
Family, Bagley; Grand, Bemidji;
Sees Film 48 Times
in a similar period for several Arlington;
State, Dassel; Hub, Gaylord; Hancock, HanWashington — Code-drafters, all sufRochester — Mrs. Ruth Baldwin Pierson
years,
it
is
shown
in
the
current
cock;
City
Hall,
Hill
City;
Karlstad,
Karlfering from acute attacks of homeof this city today claims the record
Pastime, Kelliher; Granada, Lake City;
sickness, were encouraged yesterday
report of the Film Board of Trade. Star, stad;
for seeing one picture the greatest
Lake Park; New State, Lanesboro;
when somebody or other pointed out
number of times. She has witnessed
Equally significant is the fact that Star, LeSuer;
Park, Minneapolis; Grand, Mcthat one code has been revised 16 times.
48 showings of Universal's "Be Mine
for the same period not a single
(Continued on Page 2)
And the film industry code is only in

Question Legality of Clauses
Covering Agents and Blacklist

Reopening s in Minneapolis Area
Totalled 58 in the Past Month

Tonight" at the Little Theater here.
Mrs. Pierson* is a nationally known poet.

its second version.

The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
Establisher Reputation For Facts. — Advt.

An

The 1934 Film Daily Year Book
Education In Pictures. — Advt.

Is A

Liberal

RKO Theater Duties
58 N. W. Theaters
May Be Split Up
Reopen in Month
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
Intosh;
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JULIETTE COMPTON arrives in New York
from abroad tomorrow on the Statendam of
the Holland-American
line.
CHARLES
is centering
AL

KOERNER,
in Boston

JOLSON

RKO district manager,
for the present.

leaves New

York tomorrow

for

the coast to start work in "The Wonder Bar"
for Warners. RUBY KEELER follows him west
in about
a fortnight.
MARIE DRESSLER, after a six-week visit
in the east, leaves tomorrow for Hollywood
to resume
work
at the M-G-M
studios.
WALLACE BEERY, arrived in New York yesterday from abroad, will fly to the coast in
his own plane.
SOL LESSER has delayed his departure for
abroad and now is scheduled to sail next Friday on the Paris.
WELFORD
morrow.

BEATON

returns to the coast to-

MAJOR ERNST UDET, featured in Universal's
"S. O. S. Iceberg," sailed for Europe last night
on the Europa.

19 Detroit Houses
Resume Operation
(Continued

from Page

1)

son City; Gem, Clio; Garden, Petersburg; State, Unionville; Belleville,
Belleville; Dawn (formerly Booster), Colon; Temple, E. Jordan;
Royal, Constantine, and Regent,
Bangor. No closings were reported
for the period.

ST. CHARLES
ATLANTIC CITY
An Entire Block on the Boardwalk
A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
St. Charles make the days spent there a
delightful memory . . . Come and enjoy I
RATES
GREATLY
REDUCED

Capitol, Morgan;
Opera
mond; Princess, Spring
Grove;
Valley;
York,
Walnut
Grove;
town.

House, RayCozy,
Twin
Rex,
Water-

North Dakota — Annex, Anamoose
State,
torium,
Cando;
Althea,
Dunseith;
Jamestown;
Empress,
Leeds;
Allona,
bass;
State,
New
England;
Grand,
AudiMunro,
Rolla;
Arnold,
Rollette;
Rex, Valley
Oaks
City; Lyric, Watford
City; Post, Wyndmere.
South Dakota — Orpheum, Bristol; Sun,
MaxEmery; Iris, Fredrick; Playhouse, Harrold;
New, Hayti; Star, Hurley; Legion, Irene;
Star, Iroquois; Strand, Isabel; Rex, Lake
Preston; Lyric, Madison; Hollywood, New
Effington; Crystal, Oneida; Strand, Springfield; March and Coyotte, Vermillion; Paradise, Wood.
Wisconsin — Opera House, Augusta; Community, Clear Lake; Marinuks, Galesville ;
Rex, Glidden; Fox, Osseo; Community.
Spring Valley.

Harry Rathner to Handle
Principal Sales in East

J. R. McDonough as president of
the theater companies. Van Schmus,
a former Rockefeller executive, is
now active in the administration of
the Radio City Music Hall. McDonough, formerly with RCA, is acting as liaison officer between M. H.
Aylesworth and the RKO theater
and Radio Pictures companies.
Among other experienced theater
executives at present in the RKO organization are Charles Koerner and
Nate Blumberg. Phil Reisman also
has been in both the sales, buying
and exhibition ends of the business.
Koerner, New England division
manager for RKO, is known to be
the choice of Walter Brown, who is
advisor to Aylesworth in the theater
circuit situation.
Ned E. Depinet, RKO Radio Pictures distribution head, also may
come in for some added duties under
the new arrangements for taking
care of theater operations.

Harry Rathner has been appointed eastern sales manager for Principal Distributing Corp. with Louis
Hyman remaining as western sales
head, it is announced by Sol Lesser, who is in New York for a
week before sailing for Europe. Lesser this week closed a deal with
Arthur Dent, head of British International Pictures, for distribution of
"Tarzan the Fearless" in the United
Kingdom.

Writers Assail Clause
Dealing With Contracts

Last Week Was Biggest
In U's Sales History

"legalizes blacklisting and victimizes
the entire profession in order to
protect producers against their own

Last week was the biggest week
in Universal's sales history, with the
San Francisco exchange leading the
country due to four circuit deals
closed last week by James R. Grainger, general sales manager, company
officials state. The deals were the
Golden State, the T. & D. Jr. circuit,
Blumenf eld and Consolidated Amusement Co.

Bob Savini Quits Amity
To Head Astor Pictures

Washington — Assailing the section of the producers' draft on contract offers, a statement issued last
night
the Authors'
ScreenbyWriters
Guild League
declaredandit

Another angle of attack was the
mistakes."
provision preventing writers, actors
and directors from negotiating new
contracts until 30 days before expiration to
of oldbe agreements.
"If
writers are
blamed for high
cost of pictures, we demand these
charges be proven in public hearing
or elsewhere," said the statement,
signed by Luise Sillcox and William
Hamilton Osborne for the Authors'
League, and Sydney Howard and
James Ashmore Creelman, for the
Screen Writers.

R. M. Savini, general sales manager of Amity Pictures, resigned
yesterday to become head of Astor IATSE Local Officials
Pictures, a state rights distributing
organization with headquarters in
Object to Labor Clause
the Film Center. Savini formerly
Washington — I.A.T.S.E. local offiwas in charge of sales for Worldcials are strenuously objecting to
Wide in association with William the labor clause. On their interpretation, unions will be compelled to
Saal.
pay wages of additional booth men
IATSE Scales Won't Apply required because of restriction of
In Towns Without Unions working week to 40 hours. Existing
Washington — Clarifying the labor contracts between locals and exhibiprovisions of the code, Rosenblatt
tor groups will force this obligation
pointed out that I.A.T.S.E. scales on the unions, they assert. On the
will not apply to towns in which other hand, some locals are worried
there are no unions or unions not over prospects of the code becoming
affiliated with I.A.T.S.E. in these retroactive as indicated in an exclusive story in The Film Daily of
situations, the president's maximum
of 40 working hours will function, Oct. 5.
he said.
Big Drive for "World Changes"
picture
forThough
releasetheuntil
the isn't
week scheduled
of Nov.
25, the Warner advertising and publicity department under Charlie Einfeld has already started on a campaign for "The World Changes,"
starring Paul Muni. It will be given special exploitation.

A.

REMINDER

We, purchase American product for Europe.
We' supply European product to America.
We cover Europe FROM
Europe since 1923.
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Ready Reference Directory
With

Addresses
Recognized

of

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Distributors •

•
In Production •
MONARCH'S
First 1933-34

"Marriage on Approval"
BARBARA

KENT—
BARRY
. withPHYLLIS
DONALD
DILLAWAY
Directed
by HOWARD
HIGGIN

* Engravers •

"CITY"

PHOTOENGRAVING
CALL—

(Day and Night Service)

250 W. 54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

N. Y. C.

5-6741

Equipment
VORTKAMP AND COMPANY
Lamps
ALL OTHER

and

Carbons

THEATER

SUPPLIES

1600 B'way, CH. 4-5550

N. Y. C.

• Floor Mats •

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-HAT$
Send for Booklet

O. W. JACKSON

& CO., INC.

"The World's Largest Mat House"
225-241
WEST 34th ST., NEW
YORK
LAckawanna
4-9182

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

}

Scrap Film

WE BUY JUNK FILM
Guarantee No
BEST MARXET

Piracy
PRICES

PARIS
WOODRIDGE

film'

and Phone
Numbers
Industry Concerns

NEW

JERSEY

EXTREMELY

FINE GRAIN
T
♦ ♦ ♦ IHAT, of course, is the first essential inany film that is to serve
satisfactorily for projection background shots. Eastman Background
Negative has this prime requisite
. . . plus adequate speed . . . plus excellent processing characteristics.
In short, it is being demonstrated
every day that this new Eastman
film is ideally adapted to its important special purpose.
Eastman
Kodak Company. (J. E. Brulatour,
Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)
-

EASTMAN
BACKGROUND

i
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Hollywood — ■ "Heir Chaser," by
Laird Doyle and Ray Nazarro, will
be the next James Cagney vehicle
following "Finger Man," which is
to be completed next week, Warners announce.
Steffes Opening St. Paul House
Washington — Al Steffes, who has
arrived here in connection with code
drafting work, is opening a new
house, the World, in St. Paul tomorrow night. House seats 371 and will
play foreign pictures.
Warners Open Milwaukee House
Milwaukee — The Strand, first-run,
has been reopened by Warner Bros.
Harry Wren, formerly of Kansas
City, is the new manager.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
=

THE

R1ALT0

DAILY

Hollywood — Four of the six tworeel Technicolor musical comedies on
Vitaphone's 1933-34 schedule have
already
completedCasts
at Warner's
Burbankbeenstudio.
include
names from the features field, and in
the various dance numbers used in
each picture, many of the girls from
"Gold Diggers" and "Footlight Parade" take part. The completed
subjects are:
" 'Tis Spring," with Hugh Herbert, Allen Jenkins, Ruth Donnelly,
Patricia Ellis and Virginia Sale;
"Business Is A Pleasure", featuring
Teddy Joyce, Hobart Cavanaugh,
Bobby Agnew, Harry Seymour and
Betty Grable; "Girl Trouble", with
Gordon Westcott. Frank Mitchell,
Barbara Rogers, Neely Edwards and
Harry Pollock, and "Morocco
Nights," featuring six of the Warner contract players.

By CHAS. ALICOATE

]-JERMAN RUBY, script head at
the Vitaphone studios, has assigned Jack Henley, Glen Lambert
and Dolph Singer to write the scenario for the "Big V" comedy starring
Billy House under the direction of
Ralph Staub. Production starts in
two weeks.
Ralph Staub, newest addition to
the Vitaphone studio's directorial
staff, completed his first assignment
with a two-reel "Big V" comedy,
starring Ben Blue. Supporting Blue
in the cast are Loretta Sayers, Billy
Halligan, Dan Coleman and "Pete,"
dog star of Hal Roach Our Gang
comedies.

111 M.DALY
•

• A SPLENDID talk at the AMPA luncheon by Edward L. Bernays
Public Relations expert who handles
some of the biggest industrial accounts in the United States
he analyzed the publicity technique in show biz and compared it to the technique in various lines of business
and disclosed how Big Business has followed the show biz in
dramatizing the projection of Ideas
by associating their
product with some large group or groups
even as the
picture pressageys tie up their pix with some interested organization he presented
advertising
and publicity in
terms of psychology
and it was very comforting to the
assembled ballyhooers to learn from this authority that their
Technique was according to Hoyle, Freud, and the Better Business Bureau
and not just a development of the Barnum
Ballyhoo as some detractors would have us believe
•

•

• HE CITED the Paramount advertising and publicity dept's campaign on making the Nation Mae West conscious as a perfect example
at which prexy John Flinn
took a bow on behalf of the Paramount boys
Rutgers
Neilson introduced Jean Connors
the Beaut from Flushing
who is out to give Jean Harlow a race for those platinum honors
Jean was chosen from 1500 gals in the Madison Square
Garden contests staged by RKO-Radio
...... copped a term
contract, and will soon be in Hollywood to prove they know how
to pick 'em
Jawn Flinn's new administration is starting
off auspiciously
and it looks like another big year for
AMPA
#
*
*
*

•

• •
• IT PAINED us deeply to learn from the remarks
of a few score mugs yesterday
that they misinterpreted
the brief comment of ye Editor who wrote our Obituary in our
kolyum
explaining that we went to the Educational Riot
at the Eastern Sound Stude in Astoria and hadn't been seen or
heard from since
they somehow got the impression that
we were squiffed, potted, boiled and otherwise
non compos
mentis for the nonce
and nothing could be further from
the facts
lissen
•
•
• WE
WERE
simply immersed
in an Emotional
Ecstasy
first Charlie Judels overcame us with the yarn
about the guy who coveted his neighbor's wife
(you
must remind us to tell you that one)
Tom Patricola
charmed us out of what little sense we may possess with his
exquisite playing of the Spanish mandolin!
or was it a
uke ?
Colonel Stoopnagle and Budd stirred our esthetic
soul with Mother Goose Rhymes in Rabelaisian meter that they
daren't put on the Air
Ernest Truex wept on our shoulder
and hoped we'd never meet again
Al Christie kept a
flunkie dressed up like a Park Avenue butler following us around
the tables filling our glass with some delicious pink lemonade
.
we were charmed delirious about this time by Lillian
Roth
Moran and Mack took us in another room and put
on a Riot Act that would scandalize our Aunt Cynthia from
Bayonne
dizzily we wandered back to the Main Riot
and sat gazing with Bill Gaines of the Associated Press
into the beautiful orbs of Olive Borden as she explained how
she kept her ankles trim by running up and down stairways
so we excused ourself and started running up and down
the studio stairways trying to get ankles like Olive
•

•

Casting is now under way for
players to support Richy Craig, Jr.,
in his second Vitaphone comedy,
with production on his short scheduled to begin in about two weeks.

Friday, Oct. 13, 1933

nite

•

• AFTER SEVERAL hours of this we suddenly recalled we had a column to write
we wrote it on the basement steps
and then fell asleep ...... woke up at midwent home
wotth'ell

PORTABLE LABORATORY
DESIGNED BY M-G-M
West Coast Bureau of THE
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will film "Jungle Red Man." The
trip will be made in a Pan-American plane and will cover 21,000
miles. Harold Noice, author of the
picture, will accompany the unit,
which will be headed by Dick Rosson, director. The aerial laboratory
will
be capable
of developing a day's
"takes"
and "rushes/'
The party
•which will be nine months in the
jungle will leave within the month.
Harry Rapf is associate producer for
the feature.
Van Leer in O'Brien Campaign
Arnold van Leer, Columbia exploiteer, has been named vice-chairman of the Democratic Theatrical
League which will sponsor the reelection of Mayor John P. O'Brien.
Organization of the league was announced yesterday by Senator Abraham Kaplan, who named Joseph
Gransky chairman. An active working committee of 100 will carry on
a series of campaign addresses in
way.
the theatrical district. Headquarters of the league are at 1619 BroadKeep Up "Footlight" Ads
Warners are keeping up the special newspaper and poster advertiseven
thoughing onthe"Footlight
picture is Parade"
doing capacity
at the New York Strand. Business
for the first week topped all records
at the Broadway house, it is stated.
Movie House Books Legit. Show
Charlotte, N. C. — The Carolina,
leading local picture house, has
booked "Green Pastures," legitimate, for a two days' engagement
next week.
Warners Reopen 2 Ohio Houses
Warners have reopened two Ohio
houses, the Majestic in Mansfield
and the Ohio in Lima.

MANY UAPPY REM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

Oct. 13
Irene

«

FILM

Hollywood — A complete photographic laboratory, so small that it
can be .packed in two trunks, has
been designed at the M-G-M studios
to
be carried
by airplane
on M-G-M's
South
American
expedition
which

Rich
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the coming 1934 edition,
out as usual0hshortly after
the first of the year, will be more attractive, bigger,
better and more important than ever
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Barbara Stanwyck in

A Little

"EVER
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By

HOLLYWOOD

ANN RONNELL, who wrote the
lyrics for "Who's Afraid of the
Big, Bad Wolf," has been asked by
Paramount to write a title song for
"Alice in Wonderland," now being
directed by Norman McLeod. Paramount has acquired the "Bad Wolf"
from Walt Disney for use in "Duck
Soup," Marx Brothers picture.
Joseph Moncure March will do
the screen play of "Romance in
Manhattan," second Francis Lederer vehicle for RKO.
Sidney Lanfield
will direct.
*
*
*
Reginald Denny will appear in
Columbia's "Fog."
%
%
*
RKO cast assignments: Pat Collins, Frank Conroy and Ralph Remley for "Rodney"; David Landau,
Charles Grapewin and Arthur Byron
for "Wild Birds"; Alan Mowbray, E.
E. Clive, Halliwell Hobbes, John Rogers, Adele Thomas, Phyllis Barry,
Doris Lloyd, Charles Irwin and Wallace Clark for "Long Lost Father";
Tom Kennedy, Jack Rice, Loren
Raker, Helen Brock, Gus Read and
Adele Thomas for the final Clark
and McCullough comedy; June Brewster, Carol Tevis, Grady Sutton,
Nick Stuart, Margaret Armstrong,
John David Horsley, Howard Wilson and Landers Stevens for "On
the Make," Working
* * Girl
* comedy.

IN

MY

"ICH

HEART"

Deadline

Jan.

1

in

NIE

MEHR

AN

DRAMA

WITH

("Never Trust A Woman")
(In German,
English Titles)
EINEwithFRAU"
Bavarian Pictures
90 mins.
MORBID THEME IN UNUSUAL LOVE

GOOD CAST AND PRODUCTION
ING TO OFFSET TRAGIC ANGLE.

HELP-

DRAMA

Warner Bros.
RATHER

SAD

LOVE

68 mins.

Tragic in theme and short on action,
this picture will have to depend largely
on its star's appeal. It's a story about a
Yankee girl of proud lineage, Barbara Stanwyck, who marries a German professor of
equally distinguished ancestry, Otto Kruger. Though Otto becomes an American
citizen and makes a host of friends, he is
ostracized when the war breaks out. Other
misfortunes follow, including the death of
his little son, and finally he leaves his wife
and goes back to fight for his own people.
They meet again later in France, where
Barbara is a canteen worker and Otto is a
German spy in American uniform. Torn
between duty and love, Barbara sees a solution in poisoning Otto and herself. Kruger
gives a fine portrayal as the lover, his best
screen work to date. Miss Stanwyck also
is good. Production as a whole is creditable.
Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Otto Kruger,
Ralph Bellamy, Ruth Donnelly, Frank Albertson, George Cooper, Wallis Clark, Nella
Walker, Florence Walker, Laura Hope
Crews, Clara Blandick, Ronnis Crosby, Frank
Reicher, Harry Beresford, Virginia Howell.
Director, Archie Mayo; Authors, Bertram
Milhaiuser, Beulah Marie Dix; Adaptor,
Bertram Milhauser; Editor, Owen Marks;
Cameraman, Arthur Todd.
Direction, Bit Slow. Photography, Good

*

NRA

Tauber

with Otto Kruger and Ralph Bellamy

New Yorker who owns the Beaux
Albert Rogell has been signed by
Arts night club in New York, and
Columbia to direct "House of Mur- Ricca Allen.
#
%
^
der."
An entire production crew, headGrady Sutton, June Brewster and
ed by Director George Archainbaud,
Carol Tevis are scheduled to start is now down in the environs of Fort
work on the second two-reel opus Myers, Va., where scenes for the
in a series of six "working girl" production of "Rodney" to star Walter Huston and Frances Dee are to
comedies, titled "Blondes and Redheads." George Stevens, who col- be made.
It's an RKO release.
laborated on the story with Fred
*
*
*
Guiol, will also direct.
June Collyer has been signed by
*
#
*
%
*of Murder."
Georgia Caine, character actress Columbia for* "House
of many Belasco productions, has
The scenery in Detroit will be
been signed by Fox for "I Am considerably improved for the next
Suzanne," the Jesse L. Lasky pro- three or four weeks. The reason —
duction with Lilian Harvey and Marcelle Lewis, secretary to Cliff
Gene Raymond.
Reid, RKO producer, is spending her
* *
*
vacation in Detroit, her home town.
Jerry Ash, ace cameraman, who She is considered one of the most
is a former magician, is photograph- beautiful girls in Hollywood.
ing the superstition picture, "The
Carole Lombard has signed a new
Black Cat," which Jack W. S. Nelson is producing at the Western term contract with Paramount. Her
Service Studios. Ray Nazarro is di- next role will be in "Bolero," with
recting. The cast includes Gloria George Raft.
Wesley Ruggles will
Gould, Mrs. Park Benjamin, wealthy direct.

Washington — Date for placing all industry under codes of fair competition,
originally set for Nov. 1, has been
changed by the NRA to Jan. 1. Complex problems of trade practices are
delaying the procedure.

GLAUB

Friday, Oct. 13, U

*

*

IS DEPRESSING AND ONLY RELIEVED BY TAUBER'S FINE VOICE.
A very morbid theme involved in the
circumstance of a sailor returning to his
home in Hamburg after years of absence
and falling in love with his own sister
whose real identity is not known to him.
It is an Emelka-Tobis production. The film
has its fine dramatic moments and is intelligently directed with realism and very
human situations and characterizations.
But the very nature of the theme enshrouds the picture in an atmosphere of
defeatism and despair that is very depressing and almost disagreeable. Richard
Tauber furnishes the only relief with .his
splendid voice, used to good effect in several dramatic climaxes where he sings songs
that heighten the intensity of the particular scene in question. One "mother"
song in particular had a lot of the femmes
weeping freely. Tauber is the sailor
chum of Werner Fuetterer who plays the
part of the brother who has not seen his
sister and mother since he ran away to sea
as a little boy. The device for disclosing
to the sweethearts that they are brother
and sister is very effective and highly dramatic. Climaxes with the youth returning
to the sea again with his companions and
leaving the girl and mother brokenhearted.
Cast: Richard Tauber, Paul Hoerbiger,
Werner Fuetterer, Maria Solveg, Agnes
Schulz-Lichterfeld,
Gustav Gruendgens.
Director, Max Reichman; Author, Curt I.
Braun; Adaptor, same; Musical Director,
Paul Dessau.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good.

SHORT

SUBJECTS'

Charles Judels and George Givo
"How D'Ya Like That"
with Dorothy McNulty
Vitaphone
18 m
Fair Comedy
Semi-slapstick
affair
that
;,
about
makes
the
grade.
Cha'j
Judels and George Givot are sail:
who try to smuggle liquor ashl
and get chased by a customs offi
The boys hide in a trunk belong
to a theatrical team, and wind uj
the dressing room of Dorothy ]
Nulty, who breaks with her part
and takes the sailors into her
"Admission Five Cents"
(Old Time
Novelty Reel)
Amusing
Vitaphone
10 m
Travesty of oldtime screen st
with Leo Donnelly as the narra
injecting comedy remarks. St?
with circus scenes of about 25 ye
ago, then a brief moonshiner m<
drama, and finally a singer of ill
trated songs, the number be
"Only a Bird in a Gilded Cag
Will amuse 'em all right.

" Tis Spring"
Vitaphone
19 m;
Good Musical in Color
A rather fanciful concoction
which a couple of tramps, Hi
Herbert and Allen Jenkins, land
a seminary and convert the cc
hearted principal, Ruth Donnelly,
romance in keeping with the clam
of her pupils. Production val
are unusual, embracing elabor
vise the Dorothy Jordan picture, backgrounds, some catchy musi
numbers, a few swell chorus nu
"My Gal Sal" as the first assign- bers
and a strong cast, among
ment on his new contract.
other names being Patricia El
Frank Albertson and Virginia S;
Maury Cohen, producer of In- There also is a short animated c!
vincible Pictures, has signed Lois
prologue. And the wh
Wilson, Skeets Gallagher and War- toon
works is in Technicolor. John Fr;
ren Hymer for "In The Money," cis Dillon directed it.
which Frank Strayer is directing at
Okay
the Mack Sennett studios. In the
"Technochracket"
supporting cast are Junior Coghlan,
Sally Starr, Harold Waldridge and
(Scrappy Cartoon) 7 mi
Erin La Bissionere. It is an orig- Columbia
inal by Robert Ellis.
*
*
#
Produced some months ago at
Sam White will direct the Ruth time Technocracy was in the :
this Charles B. Mintz animated c
Etting musical comedy for RKO.
toon is a diverting subjects of
* *
*
Barbara Kent, Donald Dillaway, kind aside from the timeliness of'
It shows Scrappy convert
William Farnum and Phyllis Barry idea.
his farm to a technocratic stat
have been signed for "Marriage on replacing the livestock, farm hari;
Approval," - Monarch picture which etc., with mechanical counterpai^
John R. Freuler is producing at the But
the ousted members finally
Mack Sennett studios with Edward
Manson as associate producer. volt and, while Scrappy is asle
i)
Others in the cast are Eddie Woods, they throw a monkeywrench
Dorothy Grainger and Otis Harlan. the machinery, causing all the
paratus to blow up and thereby
Howard Higgin is directing.
storing the old order.
* *
*

Thelma Todd has been added to
Evelyn Brent and Robert Allen
the cast of "Joe Palooka," the Re- have joined the cast of Universal's
liance production for United Artists "Cross Country Cruise."
*
*
#
release.
* *
*
Edward Everett Horton has been
Howard J. Green, associate pro- signed by Warners for "Easy to
ducer at RKO, upon his return from Love," and Bull Montana has been
a vacation in New York will super- assigned to "The Finger Man."

Ford to Direct 3 at RKO
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — John Ford has been signed
by RKO to direct three more features.
He recently finished a one-picture assignment, "The Lost Patrol."

_J
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ODE FINISH NEAR;
MAJOR EXECS LEAVE
(Continued from Page 1)

ark will be over by Saturday. Fanned conferees are now at .point
at their
here they are snapping
■vn colleagues.
General dissatisfaction with the
cond revised edition is still regisred by independent exhibitor
aders, especially those identified
ith Allied and the New York assoanons. The M. P. T. 0. A. group
to accept most projpears ready
sions as the best obtainable at
•esent, but continues battling for
modified labor clause. Its views
ill be submitted to Rosenblatt at a
eeting in his office at 10:30 this
orning, when an analysis will be
resented with proposed substituons. Labor and production repre•ntations. also are unhappy over the
•aft.
Caught as he was checking out of
he Mayflower, Sidney R. Kent,
;ked about producer articles con■rning agents and premature contact offers, said: "Matters are pret•mment
well cleaned
declined
on the up.*'
entireHedraft
from toa
rodueer-distributor viewpoint.
' Departing from New York, Collel E. A. Schiller observed: "If
nybody is happy under fair provions,
they'll
happy now."
His
atement
is be
understood
to reflect
. le opinion of affiliated circuits.
Major company executives said
ley have no plans for returning to
:;shington, but of course will be
mailable if further conferences necsitate their presence. Those who
'turned to New York include Kent,
chiller, H. M. Warner, Nick
chenck, J. Robert Rubin, Jack and
airy Cohn, R. H. Cochrane, M. H.
ylesworth,
Nathan
Burkan
and
/ill H. Hays. Gabriel Hess and
ouis Nizer are left to work out
langes in phraseology.
During the day more members of
le independent fusion group arved preliminary to a general meetig of Indie exhibitors, producers
id distributors at the Mayflower
st night. Arrivals included Herian Blum, A. H. Schwartz, Charles
loses, Jack Springer and Lester
lartin. Willard Patterson arrived
i participate in M. P. T. 0. A. conrences on labor and other probms. William Jaffee and Dave PalExplained
Washington — Al Steffes yesterday explained why Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy
administrator, received a flock of telegrams from various Minnesota exhibitors, with all wires filed from Minneapolis. Exhibitors attending a meeting in that city sent their wires directly after the session at which the
tentative code was condemned, said
Steffes. Rosenblatt recently expressed
the opinion that the telegrams, owing
to their origin in one city, seemed to
bear the imprint of organized propaganda as part of a national campaign
attacking
the code.

u
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QUESTION LEGALITY
OF SALARY CONTROL

Casey Seeks Change in Labor Clause
Washington — Return of Pat Casey, chairman of the producers' labor committee, to
the codifying scene was prompted by major company desire to have the code eliminate
the clause restricting working hours of various classes of people, including makeup
and wardrobe, connected with production. Casey conferred with labor representatives
yesterday

at Sol A.

Rosenblatt's

office.

(Continued from Page 1)

boards of directors or stockholders,
they asserted. Restrictions on salary sizes would have the effect of
stifling
incentive and ambition, said
this group.

TO AID DETROIT GROUP LICENSING OF AGENTS
NOT PLANNED BY NRA
CO-OP
BUYING
AGAINST
Washington— The M. P. T. 0. A.
has agreed to aid the group of Detroit exhibitors who want objections
to the Detroit buying co-operative
incorporated in the code, Adrian D.
Rosen, counsel, told The Film Daily
last night. He said leaders will intercede with distributors in an attempt to correct the situation so
his group, comprising 78 houses,
can have' the right to buy in that
territory. Rosen stated on the previous nia;ht he held a three-hour conference with H. M. Richey, business
manager of Allied Theaters of Michigan, but he declined to aid the protesting exhibitors. Six members of
the faction are now in Washington,
with ten more scheduled to arrive
todav.

Allied Leaders Defend
Propaganda Activity
Washington — Rushing to the defense of the national Allied propacampaignRoosevelt
designed and
to influenceganda
President
Gen.
Hugh S. Johnson to give independent
exhibitors a "break" in the code,
leaders of the national exhibitor association yesterday declared that
similar tactics are frequently employed in connection with legislation and other movements and that
their drive contains no angles which
are out of the ordinary. Congressmen and Senators time and time
again are flooded with telegrams
protesting against or advocating
passage of various measures, said
the Allied chieftains. Their remarks
were in reply to criticism made by
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt on Tuesday, when bulletins
seeking to line up exhibitor support
against the present code was brought
to his attention.

So far no code draft has embraced
clauses attempting to adjust top salaries in the industry, but President
Washington — The NRA has no in- Roosevelt has instructed Deputy Adtention of licensing agents, although
ministrator Sol Rosenblatt to collect data on certain classes of film
this power is embraced in the second revised code draft, declares Sol industry pay envelopes.
A. Rosenblatt. Purpose of the provision, he said, is to make such a
Legality of Blacklist,
plan possible "in event it is necesAgent Clauses Questioned
sary to check will
violations."
the procedure
be adopted Then
only
(Continued from Page 1)
after public hearing and approval by ers and employees. The agent or
General Johnson, as the Adminis- middleman deriving benefits as a result of increased business. Whether
trator explained.
Referring to the request of Lester this point has been raised by the
Cowan to postpone inclusion of agents themselves
is not known.
The question of the power of the
article dealing with offers to contract players until a public hearing Code Authority itself to require a
to examine facts has been held on license extraneous of the licensing
the coast, Rosenblatt described the features of the recovery act itself
ideas as "ridiculous."
has also been pointed out as setting a precedent in codes. Some
have even gone as far as to say
51% of Total Pay
the blacklisting and boycotting proGoes to 466 Persons the test.visions of Article 5 will not stand
(Continued from Page 1)

salaries and general labor. He made
the statement in connection with
Presidential instructions to investigate compensation paid executives,
directors
and "immature
in the business.
Procedurepersons"
which
the investigation will take is not
known to the Deputy, he stated.

Rosenblatt is Invited
To Attend Fusion Meet
Washington — The independent fusion group invited Sol A. Rosenblatt
to attend its meeting at the Mayflower today to discuss controversial
clauses. The faction met last night
to go over its analysis clause by
clause as they came from printer.

Who's

FRIDAY

freymen, who are ill, are still confined to hotel rooms, but are substantially improved.
After an all-day M.P.T.O.A. meeting to analyse the revised code, Ed
Kuykendall last night stated that
some progress has been made on
the labor clause and that the
phraseology of other clauses have
been clarified.

rectors, who is here to represent his
unit at the code hearings. The organization on Sept. 1 made a new
contract with operators and stage
cut.
hands allowing a 10 per cent wage
The Cleveland association has
raised a fund of nearly $3,000 to
finance
ferences.its participation in code conThe double-feature ban recently
agreed upon, limiting duals to one
dual bill a week and not on Sunday,
goes into effect next week in about
90 Cleveland houses, Horwitz said.

Afraid Of

THE

13th?

In Production
FRIDAY THE 13th
WALKING UNDER A LADDER

Code Administrator
Washington — • The administrator
referred to throughout the code is
National Administrator Hugh S.
Johnson, Sol A. Rosenblatt explained
yesterday.

Aug. 23 Scales Would Add
$60,000
Yearly
(Continued
from Pagein1) Cleve.
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Tiird and Final Code Revision Expected NextWeek

IRA TO JXACT PENALTYJR EXCESSIVElALARIES
ublix

Retains

Month Deal Made, With
Trendle and Balaban
Offers Kept Open
ollowing a conclusion on the part
Paramount Publix trustees that
i not in the interest of the comJ to dispose of any share in the
Detroit houses in which it has
interest, decision to retain the
iters and have the local operaticompany enter into a ten months'
agement agreement with George
Trendle was reached yesterday
i special meeting of creditors in
{Continued

on

Page

5)

LISS ADVOCATES
'HIGHER' SALARIES
igh salaries for film stars not

Detroit

Houses;

Trendle

New Records at Paramount and Music Hall
A new opening day record was set at the Paramount yesterday with Mae West's
"I'm No Angel," attendance totalling about 22,000 against the former record of 19,700.
House opened at 9:30 A.M. and it was S.R.O. by 11 A.M. At the Music Hall, with
Charles Laughton in "Private Life of Henry VIM," opening day attendance grossed
25,000 with a new record gross for the big house. The Paramount plans to extend
showings tomorrow
night until 5 A.M.
Sunday.

.P.T.0.A, TO INVADE DECISION BY MONDAY
MICHIGAN TERRITORY ON RKO THEATER POST
Washington — Invading one of the
original Allied strongholds, the M.
P. T. O. A. plans to organize a unit
in Michigan with headquarters in
Detroit. Work will be undertaken
by Lou Krim and other Detroit exhibitors who are up in arms over the
buying cooperative in that city. They
{Continued

on

Page

5)

Major L. E. Thompson, who has
been offei'ed the post of RKO theater executive, has until Monday to
accept or reject, The Film Daily
understands. Pending his decision,
no action will be taken on a successor to H. B. Franklin.

Connecticut M. P. T. O.
Appeals to Rosenblatt

to

Manage

Clause Added in Code Will
Penalize Employers
Paying Too Much
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — A drastic plan to
regulate star, executive and other
film industry salaries was injected
in code yesterday by the Administration through an added clause
authorizing the Code Authority,
with approval of the Administrator,
to investigate cases of excessive
compensation and penalize employers indulging
in the
by im{Continued
on practice
Page 4)

JOHNSON SAYS NRA
CAN'T FKSALARIES

Washington — There is nothing in
the NRA allowing it to fix maximum
New Haven — Claiming that the as well as minimum wages, General Johnson pointed out yesterday.
proposed code "does not remedy the
Washington — Suit for damages of major abuses which are stifling in- Despite the fact that the new clause
$250,000 brought by William Youngthe code onseeks
to control
and that "the setup of added to (Continued
Page 4)
claus in Federal Court, Lincoln, the grievance dependents"
and zoning boards apNeb., against distributor members
pear to be in favor of the producers,
of the Film Board of Trade goes to
{Continued
on Page 5)
distributors
theaters,"
trial early next week. Action was the
M. P. T.and
O. affiliated
of Connecticut
has Academy Lining Up Forces
filed subsequent to granting of an wired Sol A. Rosenblatt requesting
Against
Producer Clauses
en California Houses
injunction to Youngclaus in a suit an audience for one of its represen- West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
against
the
protection
system,
which
tatives.
The
Conn,
unit,
which
is
Hollywood — Academy of M. P. Arts
Returned to Operation he claimed injured his business.
{Continued on Page 5)
& Sciences is organizing production
an Francisco — Recent theater repeople to oppose the producer articles
pings include three C. W. HarI and A. J. Rude houses, the
in contract offers, and an agents'
mass meeting is tentatively schedond in Arbuckle; Dales, Los
uled for Monday night. The drive
inos, and H. & R., Paradise. F.
has important publicity features.
{Continued on Page 5)
Lester Cowan, executive secretary of
the Academy, plans a flying trip
Washington — A third revision of east.
Sold in Advance
Converting Travel Film
code, expected by conferees
The heydey of vaudeville, when they
Into 18 Short Subjects the
sed to laugh when they bought their
early
next week, will be the final
ckets, was nothing compared with toJames Boring of the James Bor- edition before it starts through the
Give Way to Strain
ay. At the opening of the Mae West
ing Travel Service has returned NRA machinery en route to General
icture yesterday
morning
at the flew
Washington — Terrific pressure under
ork Paramount, the audience started
from a world tour with 40,000 feet Johnson, said Sol A. Rosenblatt
which conferees work is indicated by
pplauding when the lights were dimof film which will be made into a. yesterday afternoon. Issuance of the
the growing casualty list at the Mayflower. With William Jaffee and Dave
led, and repeated the demonstration
series of 18 one-reelers. F. Herrick third edition will coincide with the
Palfreyman both still in bed, although
iccessively when the title of the picHerrick directed the films, which are end of Washington conferences beure was flashed, when Mae appeared in
recuperating, Eddie Golden also is ill.
ie cast introduction and when she
One major company executive collapsed
now being edited for early release.
tween the Deputy Administrator
in a recent meeting, and at another
i'de her first appearance in the story,
{Continued
on
Page
5)
No distribution has been set as yet.
session a conferee subjected day after
xfter that, howls of laughter became
are justified, but box-office perilities should be even better paid
use they not only appeal to a
! world audience but also because
r pictures, once made, are intact
oerties and good for a long time
ome, declared George Arliss, in

Youngclaus Damage Suit
Goes on Trial Next Week

Final Revision of Film Code
Is Expected Early Next Week

he order.

Now
In Preparation — Out in January the Film
Daily Year Book of 1934.— Advt.

The
Big Publishing
Event
Of The
1934 Film Daily Year Book.— Advt.

Year — The
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Samuel Zirn Wins Appeal Jefferson Amusement Co.
Files Brief in Frels Case
Against Para. Trustees
Washington — A 50-page printed
brief, denying recent charges that
Rubin Frels could not obtain product for a house in Victoria, Tex., has
been filed with Sol A. Rosenblatt by
Jefferson Amusement Co., headed by
Sol E. Gordon. It is set forth by
Gordon that Frels had contracts for
249 pictures, and Jefferson Amusement Co. had 250. The brief goes
into detail about the fight waged in
Victoria between Frels and Jefferto appeal
from Judge
Coleman's
fusal to remove
Referee
Henry reK. son.
Davis from further consideration of
the receivership.
3 More from Harman-Ising

Permission was granted by the U.
S. Court of Appeals yesterday to
Samuel Zirn, attorney representing
Ifol. LXIV, No. 12
Sat.. Oct. 14, 1933
Price 5 Cents
minority interests in the receivership, to appeal from an order of
JOHN W. ALICOATE
: : : Editor and Publisher
Federal Judge Coleman refusing to
remove Charles D. Hilles, Eugene
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at 16SO Broadway, New York, N. Y., W. Leake and Charles E. Richardson as trustees in bankruptcy for
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THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Oct. 16-18:
Hotel

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beach
Chicago.

Oct. 17: Annual banquet and dance of Motion Picture Post of American Legion,
Copley-Plaza
Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 24: Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Last of the animated
Handling Jungle Pictures cartoons being made by HarmanWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Ising Productions under its contract
Hollywood — Lou Rantz and Dick with Warners are "We're in the
Pearl will distribute "The Paradise Money," a Merrie Melody, and
Hunter" and 12 shorts of Malay "Bosko the Musketeer" and "Bosko's
jungle
produced by
"Doc" Picture Show," Looney Tunes. HarCook. life
Distribution
in J.theC. Orient
man-Ising also made "The Dish Ran
will be handled by Federated Malay
States Milk Co., financed by the King Away with the Spoon."
of Siam.
Pacific N. W. Reopenings
Seattle — The Holly in Medford,
Showmens Pictures Announcement
Ore., has been reopened by E. E.
Showmens Pictures, headed by Marsh, formerly of Corvallis. Roy
David J. Mountan, has just issued Clemons and L. A. Gillespie have
its announcement book for 1933-34. reopened the Liberty, Oroville,
Listed in the lineup, to be supervised Wash., and Ellingston and Lindblom
have reopened the Lyric, Yakima.
by Al Alt of Screencraft Productions, with Sam Katzman as proT. & D., Jr., to Build in Redding
duction manager, are the following
features, some already completed:
Redding, Cal— T. & D., Jr., En"His Private Secretary," "Police Market St.terprises will erect a theater on
Call," "Public Stenographer," "Ship
of Wanted Men," "Golden Head,"
"St. Louis Woman," "The Big Race,'
"The Moth," "Within the Rock,"
"Unlimited," "Souls in Pawn," "Specialtation
Duty"
and an untitled exploipicture.
M-G-M Pictures Titled
"Sons of the Desert" has been
set by M-G-M as the title of the
full-length Laurel-Hardy comedy being directed by William Seiter.
"Day of Reckoning" is announced
as the final title for the Richard

New California Circuit
Turlock,
Cal. — Valley Theaters
Day."
Co. will reopen the Broadway shortly. The concern has been capitalized at $10,000 by Dan R. Nunan
of Oakland and Harry J. Nunan
of San Francisco, aud is to control
a circuit of houses through the central valleys of California.

in

JACOB WILK, Warner story chief, is b
New York from the coast.

ore the

way

premiere of his Warner

picture, "Kenr

ERNESTCase."
TRUEX,
after directing a new plj
Murder
through
its opening
in Philadelphia,
has i
turned
to New York to start work
in his ti
comedy
for Educational.
GRANT WHYTOCK, film editor, has retur«
to the Coast from New York to rejoin 1
Reliance Pictures technical staff on "J

Vitaphone
Schedule
Palooka."
Is At Half -Way Mar
Half-way mark on the Vitapho
1933-34 schedule of 130 subjects h
been reached, it is announced
Sam Sax, production head at t
Brooklyn plant. Nineteen shorts aj
now in the cutting room.
Chas.

R. Rogers

Signs Rogell

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Laglen in "No
More Women"
Paramount
release.

that of the
Bo. Office

1

satisfactory

steadiness, and

jector Carbons
surpass in both volume and

snow white quality of the
light from

efficiency of screen illumination. They have

won

patronage is directly reflected
in satisfying box
office returns.

have been compared — screen

"Footlight" in Boston Oct. 20
Boston — "Footlight Parade" has
been booked into the Metropolitan
for an extended run starting Oct.
20. Charlie Curran is handling the
advertising and exploitation campaign on the Warner musical.
Wm. K. Wells Joins Educational
William K. Wells, comedy writer
for stage, screen and radio, has
been signed by Educational for
work with its eastern unit.

NATIONAL

Pro

jector Carbons is a source

which all three major factors

illumination, am-

National

of satisfaction to the patrons of the theatre. Satisfied

every competitive test in

perage, carbon life

NATIONAL

PROJECTOR
Carbon

CARBON

CARBONS
COMPANY,

Sales Division, Cleveland,

Unit of Union Carbide [l|M

4

2 Mass. Houses Reopen
Boston — The Plaza, Fall Rhl
has been reopened by J. E. O'Cil
ner, and E. Brady has reopened 1 1
Stetson Hall, Randolph.

and

Pro-

DAI.

Hollywood — Al Rogell has be
signed by Charles R. Rogers to
rect Edmund Lowe and Victor &

I he brilliancy,
National

'

WILLIAM POWELL plans to come east fnj
Hollywood in a couple of weeks for the Bro»

•VIEWPOINT

c

Dix picture formerly called "Forever Faithful" and "Case of John
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ITS MADE OF THE STUFF THAT MADE THE MOVIES

Sally EILERS
Norman FOSTER

EN MORRIS7
KATHLE
sensational seller
Stirring revolt of a wife against a man who used
their marriage as a smoke screen for his indiscretions. . . and repaid her loyalty by refusing her

Ralph MORGAN
R 0 S I T A
C H E L L E

the right to motherhood. A woman's picture of
tremendous emotional appeal . . . with gorgeous
settings, stunning gowns.
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Prepared to Exact Penalty for Excessive Salarie

(Continued from Page

1)

posing assessments not exceeding
$10,000. The move ties in with the
Presidential announcement of salary
investigation made Wednesday.
Under the provision, the Code
Authority has power to determine
what constitutes "fair value of personal services." It does not, however, endeavor to fix salary maximums. Following is the complete
clause, known as Article V — Division
A, Part 4:
"To avoid payment of sums unreasonably in excess of fair value
of personal services which results in
unfair and destructive competition,
the Code Authority shall have
power, with the approval of the Administrator, to investigate whether
in any case any employer in the motion picture industry has agreed to
pay an unreasonably excessive inducement to any person to enter into
the employ of such employer. The
Code Authority shall have power
with the approval of the administrator, to impose an assessment
against such employer in amount of
unreasonable excess payment to
such person, not, however, to exceed the sum of $10,000 and to
make public its findings, but nothing in this part shall in any manner impair the validity or enforceability of such agreement of employment. All such assessments
shall be paid to the Code Authority
for use by it in the administration
of its functions."
Lester Cowan last night described
the new salary control clause inserted in the code as unworkable.
A principal reason is the inability
to fairly determine what should be
a player's compensation, he said. In
behalf of Academy, he today files a
protesting brief with Sol A. Rosenblatt.

Allied Protest Campaign
Induces Only 465 Wires
Washington — The national campaign of Allied and other units to
send 100,000 wires to the White
House protesting against unfair
treatment of independent exhibitors
in the code yesterday had netted
but 465 telegrams, according to unofficial figures. Early returns indicated that Ohio was the leading
contributor.
Capitol, Chicago, Goes De Luxe
Chicago — Warners have installed
a de luxe policy for week-ends at
the Capitol. Stage shows will supplement pictures on Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
Boards

-2&*k

to Come

First

Washington — First move under the
code setup, will be to organize local
zoning and grievance boards, owing to
the importance of their position in th3
NRA plan, Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday
told exhibitor
leaders.

Washington NRA
By ARTHUR
'"THE only code drafted without discord was Marconi's, sez Arthur
Schwartz,
ducking
all
resulting
blows.

Sidelight!

W. EDDY.
Pictures, Inc., who holds the Monogram franchise thereabouts.

EXISTING UNION PAG1
MAY NOT BE DISTURB!

Washington — Translated by soil
as indicating that existing uni
contracts will not be disturbed
Dave Barrist has been commuting the code is the assurance given M ,
back and forth from Philadelphia in Horwitz, attorney for the Clevela
Code widows are widely wiring : order to handle code matters for the M. P. Exhibitors, by Sol A. Rose!
"Come home and all will be for- M. P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania. blatt, yesterday, that the operate
and stagehands deal signed Aug.
to become operative Sept. 1, will i
Ray Johnston and Eddie Golden be affected.
Herman Blum is receiving Con- have been elected honorary members
given."grats on his new house, the Little,
of the Indian Spring Country Clu'b
which he has just opened at Balti- at
Four Corners, Md. Automatical- Fusion's Code Analysis
more.
ly they were
tainmentpushed
committee. onto
It wastheallenterTom
Not Ready Until Tod:
Washington — Due to further <i
Sid Samuelson says that methods Moore's fault.
lay in studying and printing the i
employed by Allied Theaters of New
alysis of the second code revisi
Jersey hi lining up support for its
Returning from Detroit, H. M. which the independent fusion gro
code clause are similar to those com- Richey brought along a militant boil, was to deliver to Sol A. Rosenbl
monly used in connection with hun- which has moved in behind his right yesterday, it will not be ready ur
dreds of Washington campaigns.
ear.
today.
Pending
further deveL
ments, several Allied leaders hs
left Washington.
Sidney Samu
Luise Sillcox and Dorothy Bryant
Jim Creelman is using his Man- son has returned
home
and
are the only femmes tusseling with
hattan
newspaper
experience
in
putSteffes
has
gone
to
New
York,
le<
this codifying biz here.
ting out press stuff for his group
ing Abram
Myers, H. M. Rich
from the Coast.
H. A. Cole and Moe Horwitz 1
A. H. Schwartz received a flock of
ing the fort.
wires congratulating him at the
Thad Barrows, president of the
opening of his new Franklin at Boston operators local, has plans for
Franklin Square, Long Island.
a trip to the Century of Progress, Pat Casey is Satisfied
With Studio Labor Clai
Chicago, which he intends to put into
Boston's lone distrib representa- effect providing the code confabs end
Washington — Expressing satisf
tive is Irving Mandel of Securities this season.
tion with the revised labor stu
code provisions, Pat Casey returi
Gen. Johnson Says N.R.A. MPTO of So. California
to New York last night from Wa
Will
String
With
MPTOA
Can't(Continued
Fix from
FilmPage Salaries
ington.
1)
Washington—
M.P.T.O.
of
Southsalaries of stars, executives and
Shamrock
Announces
Officers
ern California will conform with
other "exorbitantly paid" persons in "whatever the M.P.T.O. A. does reDetroit
—
Officials
of
Shamr>
the business, the National Recovery
Pictures Corp., organized to prod
garding
the
third
revised
edition
Act reads: "The President may
distribute a series of pictui
differentiate according to experience of the code," said President Ben Ber- and
and skill of employees affected and instein last night. Subscribing are announced as follows: B.
according to locality of employment, "wholeheartedly" with the stand of Fassio, president; Arthur V. Milr
the national exhibitor association, vice-president; Robert H. Low,
but no attempt shall be made to in- he expressed admiration for the retary; Fred Crebbin, Jr., treasur :
troduce any classification according efforts of its leaders.
W. Walter Roff, director. Tern
to nature of work involved which
rary offices are in the Cadi!
might tend to set a maximum as
Square Bldg.
Music
Code
Hearing
well as minimum wage."
Commentingvestigationonof excessive
the President's
inSet Back to Nov. 2
payrolls,
'World Changes' May be Two-a-I
Johnson stated that data acquired
Washington — Date of public hearPaul Muni in "The Wc
in the probe will not be revealed
ing on the music publishers code
again has been postponed by Sol A. Changes," First National picture
to thedent public
but
only
to
the
Presior himself.
being considered
Rosenblatt, this time from Oct. 17 showing
on Broadway.for two-a-<
Star raiding was the principal to Nov. 2. Clauses in its proposed
topic of a recent producer confer- code which conflict with the retail
M-G-M Buys Two Novels
ence with the National Administra- code are now being ironed out by
"Vanessa," by Hugh Walpole, :
tor, he disclosed. As a result of Rosenblatt and Whiteside, Deputy in
"Two Women," by Polan Bar
competitive bidding for players, charge of the retail code.
have been acquired by M-G-M.
salaries are run up "until it gets
to the point where they cannot go
further and they just have to give Indie Exhibs Return Home
Washington — After a meeting at
it up," declared Johnson, relaying
Cost of Eliminations
information given him by producers. which the code analysis prepared by
Washington — Ten per cent flat elimiAsked if producers are fighting over independent fusion group attorneys
nation on contracts in which film renTals average $250 or less will cost major
the question of salary control, John- was studied, a number of New York
distributors affiliated with the Hays
son said: "No, but there is a good exhibitors returned home. They inoffice over $20,000,000 annually, acdeal of feeling in the country and
cluded Harry Brandt, Milton Wisecording to an estimate by Louis Nizer I
given to the M.P.T.O. A.
strongly represented here in corman, Lou Blumenthal, Leon Rosenblatt and Leo Brecher.
respondence and stuff like that."
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£xhib Labor Provisions in Second Revision Are Final I
iilPTOA Sets Forth Its
Reasons for Approving Clause
Washington — Exhibition labor prosions embodied in the second reused draft are final, Sol A. Rosen,att told the M.P.T.O.A. and sev•al other independent leaders at a
mference yesterday morning. This
eans that' the I. A. T. S. E. scales
!: Aug. 23 will serve as the basis
>r negotiating wages for operators,
,:age hands and other unions despite
<h:bitor hopes that the scale of July
. 1933, will be adopted. In a statetent last night, the M. P. T. 0. A.
xplained the reasons for approving
le clause, as follows:
"First, the I. A. T. S. E. has withrawn its demands for one man for
ach machine.
"Second, small-town exhibitors and
11 communities where I. A. T. S. E.
oes not now exist, may continue as
heretofore, on a minimum basis of
0 cents an hour.

Rosenblatt Forwards Protest Wires to White House
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt has baled all wires sent to him protesting against the code
as not safeguarding the rights of independent exhibitors and will send them to the
White House for Presidential examination. In a recent interview, the Deputy attributed
many of these wires to a campaign of Allied and other units to bring complaints to
the attention of the administration.

PUBLIX TO RETAIN
ARLISS ADVOCATES
DETBOITTHEATERS
'HIGHER' SALARIES
(Continued from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

the office of Referee Henry K. Davis.
With approval of the creditors,
Trendle has agreed to keep open his
offer to buy an interest in the theaters for a period of six months.
John Balaban also will keep his offer open.
Herschel Stuart, who recently was
sent to Detroit by Publix to look after the houses, will return to New
York with B. J. Hines and Terry
"Third, labor's latest proposal defi- Turner about the end of next week
itely sets up fair and equitable
rievance boards to settle all labor for a new assignment.
The creditors'
meeting
auiisputes, and, in the Administrathorized the trustees
to also
advance
tes own words, 'There will here- funds to preserve the interest of
be none of this open warfare.' the company in the Paramount Long
rief, all labor disputes will in Island studio in the event that satis■ -e be mediated in a manner not
factory arrangements could be made
ofore existing.
with the Prudence Co., holder of a
The mere fact that many I. A. T. mortgage on the studio.
Z. locals are apposed to the code
learly indicates a wide divergence
if opinion on all sides.
"Regarding the code as a whole, we
ire far from being in absolute accord with many
of its provisions.
The M. P. T. O. A. had no more to
lo with its present contents and
:{)hraseology than anyone else; it is "LJOW are pictures written? I do
not know.
After four years
he Administration's code and while
i ve did not get a great many of the spent in writing them, I still do not
CRAM.
I hings we wanted or felt we were know."— MILDRED
■ntitled to, neither did anybody else.
"The reputation of being temperaj;tand
"The that
M. the
P. T.code,0. A.
takes when
the
mental is darn good business in
if and
Hollywood.
You have to be a better
signed by the President, is subject
away from the camera than
:o revisions, amendments and modifi- actress
you are in front of it. . . . You have
:ations.
There isn't the slightest
ioubt in our mind but these, will be to put on an act or executives and
producers will not consider you an
:orthcoming from time to itme.
"Not to sign code, once it has been actress."— CLAUDETTE COLBERT.
• approved by the President, would
;ubject every such non-signer to all
"If it upsets you when one imaginary character murders another,
Restrictions and regulations of such
|a code without in any wise benefit- why don't you take up crocheting?"
ting him.
—ERNST
LUBITSCH.

WORDS

"In the final analysis, we appreciate this is the NRA, not a federal
trade hearing.
No matter what we
82% Failures on Stage
Eighty-two per cent of the stage
productions last season were failures, according to figures compiled by "The
Billboard" for its Index of the New
York Legitimate Stage Season of 193233. Excluding repertory and stock,
number of plays presented set a new
low level at 117, a drop of 40 from the
previous season.

■

1)

an interview yesterday. He said the
Government cannot control salaries
unless it also controls competition.
Arliss, who is just back from a vacation abroad, leaves next week for
the coast to start work for 20th Century in "The House of Rothschild,"
to be followed by "Sentenced."

M.P.T.O.A. to Invade
Michigan Territory
(Continued from Page

1)

declare that H. M. Richey, Allied
leader, is affiliated with the buying
association despite his denials of any
connection with it.
The move is the outgrowth of the
current visit of Krim and associates
to Washington to protest against
the buying combine and the agreement of M. P. T. 0. A. leaders to aid
them in an effort to buy product in
Detroit.

and WISDOM

FINAL CODE REVISION
EXPECTED NEXT WEEK
(Continued from Page

1)

and groups which have conflicting
proposals.
Under the impression that the last
draft will be announced Monday or
Tuesday, various factions still left
here are planning their departures.
At 5 P. M. yesterday Rosenblatt
said he had not yet received the independent fusion analysis and proposals although yesterday was the
deadline fixed by this group, which
includes most exhibitors affiliated
with Allied as well as producers and
distributors. Asked if he would consider recommendations at this late
hour, Rosenblatt replied he would.
Rosenblatt yesterday afternoon
conferred with the producer and
studio labor groups concerning revisions of proposals limiting working hours of certain classes of production labor. Studios were represented by Pat Casey, who opposed
restrictions as unworkable. Rosenblatt said the clause dealing with
contract offers and star raiding is
"substantially set."

Seven California Houses
Returned to Operation
(Continued from Page 1)

W. Rodgers has reopened the Maywood Opera House, Corning, and E.
A. Pace & Co. recently reopened
the Hippodrome, Bakersfield. The
Regent, San Mateo, is to resume this
week with P. Kyprios as manager,
and G. W. Taylor and R. 0. Start
are reopening the Atwater, Atwater.

"Because the actor owes so much
to the friendliness of the public,
some consideration should be given Connecticut M.P.T.O.
to autograph hunters, reporters and
others who show a keen interest in
Appeals
to Page
Rosenblatt
(Continued from
1)
him; but he should never be required
not affiliated with any national
to
live like a goldfish."— GLORIA
STUART.
group,
says its
members
"cannot
in business
unless
they get
some stay
relief as they are drawing less re"A well-made sound picture is a
turns from substantial theater infar more effective dramatic medium
vestments than the average wage
than one in which the action, to be
understandable at all, has to be in- scale for operators or stage hands."
terrupted bya caption every minute
or so in Eddie Guest English, and
350 "Footlight Parade" Prints
To take care of unusual number
the only appeal to the ear is through
a mediocre orchestra playing an ac- of bookings, Warners have ordered
companiment of overdone tunes." — This
350 prints
"Footlight
Parade."
CARL DREHER.
is the on
largest
initial order
of
prints on a Warner
production.
"One of the odd phenomena of
or any individual may think of the
Norwalk House Reopens
the summer is the pervasive influcode, fair grievance boards, equitence of Mae West. From one-reel
Norwalk, Conn. — The Regent reable zoning and . clearance regula- slapstick to full-length feature there
opens this week with straight films.
tions, a 10 per cent elimination for
is
never
a
blond
trollop
who
doesn't
'little' exhibitor and a clear ruling try to imitate the hearty bawdiness
against substitutions are but a few
S.R.O.
of Diamond Lou."— JAMES SHELLEY HAMILTON, National Board
of the benefits gained."
Rosenblatt is understood to have of Review.
Washington
—
Sol
A. Rosenblatt's
is doing S.R.O. business
owing tooffice
the
eliminated the M. P. T. 0. A. request
continual code sessions. Groups have
to wait in the corridor outside, due to
to revise part of the non-theatrical
conditions
being so congested.
clause which restrains distributors
"I'm not interested in the screen."
from selling film to churches.
—EUGENE O'NEILL.
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Mae West in

"I'M NO ANGEL"

Toronto — No less than 33 local
theaters held midnight shows on
Sunday to usher in the Canadian
Thanksgiving Day, Oct. 9. The number of these midnight shows was
about double any previous figure.
Detroit — Funeral services for
Fritz Friend, formerly with Principal Distributing and other companies and lately on the Standard
Film sales staff, were held last week.
Detroit — "Maedchen in Uniform"
has been booked for a return engagement at the Rivoli, new foreign
language house.
Cleveland — Mae Pollin, who went
out of the RKO Palace with vaudeville last spring, is back there again
with vaudeville's return.
Salt Lake City — The Orpheum,
showing Fanchon & Marco vaudeville and pictures, has reduced
prices from a top of 75 cents to
40 cents.
Charlotte, N. C. — Renovation and
remodeling of the Criterion is being rushed by the use of double
shifts of workmen.

PLAZA

i£3K

"SATURDAY'S

with Cary Grant
Paramount
87 mins.
A FOREGONE BOX-OFFICE CLEAN-UP
WITH MAE WEST DELIVERING AGAIN
IN A BIG WAY.
Regardless of how opinion may run in
a comparison of the new Mae West pic-

ture with her previous big hit, there's such
big audience waiting for this one that its
mop-up is assured. And the folks won't
be disappointed. Far from it. What the
film lacks in story is made up in snappy
dialogue. Miss West appears as Tira. a
carnival hooch dancer and animal trainer

MILLIONS''
76 mins.

Universal

FAIR FOOTBALL ROMANCE-DRAMA
WITH GRIDIRON ATMOSPHERE AND
GOOD HUMAN
INTEREST ANGLES.
Lacking any big football names featured
in spectacular play in the football sequences, this one holds the interest with
the fact that the climax is different. Instead of the hero coming through at the
last final minute with the winning touchdown he fumbles the ball and loses for

good old alma mater. The best thing in
the picture is the fine characterizations
of putting her head in a lion's mouth. A? contributed by Grant Mitchell and Richard
a small-timer her "flame" was a slickfingered midway worker, but when he is Tucker, two real old troupers. They take
sent to jail for assaulting a sucker Mae the part of the daddies of the young football hero and the girl he is in love with.
steps out with the high-hats. As fast a?
she meets them, they fall like a ton of Away back in the early days of football
brick. Finally she really falls in love with they too were champs on the gridiron, and
Cary Grant, and due to a misunderstanding deplore the present commercialization of
later sues him for breach-of-promise. Thr the game as exemplified by the hero son
courtroom scene, when Mae questions the of Mitchell. He uses his prestige for his
witnesses, is a wow. The film is all Mae own publicity and profit, but on the day
West, with some of her typical songs, of the game he sees the light, and goes in
for the first time to play for his team with
gowns and torrid retorts.
Cast: Mae West, Cary Grant, Edward the real fighting college spirit. His wrist
Arnold, Ralf Harolde, Gertrude Michael, is broken, but he fights gamely to the end.
Kent Taylor, Dorothy Peterson, Gregory Human interest stuff lifts this above being
who

makes

the big-time with her stunt

Ratoff, Gertrude Howard, William Davidson, Nigel de Brulier, Irving Pichel, George
Bruggeman, Nat Pendleton, Morrie Cohen,
Walter Walker.
Director, Wesley Ruggles; Authors, Mae
West and Lowell Brentano; Scenarist, Harlan Thompson; Dialoguer, Mae West; Producer, William LeBaron; Editor, Otho Lovering; Cameraman, Leo Tover; Recording
Engineers, Phil S. Wisdom, F. E. Dine.
Direction, Smart
Photography, Fine.

just a football drama.
Cast: Robert Young, Leila Hyams, Johnny
Mack Brown, Andy Devine, Grant Mitchell,
Mary Carlisle, Joe Sauers, Mary Doran, Paul
Porcasi, Lucille Lund, Richard Tucker, Paul
Hurst, Herbert Corthell, William Kent.
Director, Edward Sedgwick; Author, Lucian Cary; Adaptor, Dale Van Every; Cameraman, Charles Stumar.
Direction, Expert Photography, Good.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3. CO up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

B
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Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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Concord, N. H. — The Concord wil
resume Oct. 15 under the operatior
of J. E. Charbonneau.
Boston — Charles Curran, former
ly with Paramount in New York
has assumed duties as publicity di
rector of the Paramount
Theater
Canton, O. — Alhambra, Warnei
first-run managed by Dick Crusiger
ovation.
goes dark Oct. 21 for complete renAkron, O.— William Hart of the
Norka and Rialto has started on his
annual
pilgrimage
to Arizona foil
his
health.
Boston — Al Goodwin has come
from Pennsylvania to manage the
M. and P. Scollay Square.
Boston — Joe Erlick of the State
has resigned as assistant to Joe DiPisa, Hub publicity representative
for Loew.
Palm Beach, Fla. — Permission to
lease the Kettler theater for 18
months to Ketspar Theaters, Inc., is I
being
P. Cochrane is re- 1
ceiver sought.
of the J.
property.
Spokane, Wash. — The Egyptian
has been changed to the Bandbox
and J. H. Happy is managing it.
Seattle — Evergreen State Theaters, Inc., announce the appointment
of
Harry Woodin as manager of the
Paramount.

WILK

Seven times in the last five years
Gene Raymond has started for
Europe and has never gotten there.
Everytime
he packs his trunk a
swell new part
* is * offered.
*

"CTHEL HILL, Columbia scenarist,
is becoming one of the most
prolific writers on the Coast. She
has just sold an original, "Fur
Coat," to Warner Bros. M-G-M is
"The Mystery of the Dead Police,"
to produce her story, "You Made a Crime
Club novel by Philip MacDonald recently acquired for pictures by
* *
*
Bargain."
M-G-M, will be a Robert MontOur Passing Show: Emil Ludwig,
gomery starring film. Elizabeth AlCharles Chaplin, Samuel Goldwyn,
lan has been named for the feminine
L. B. Mayer, Sol Wurtzel, Charles lead, and Edgar Selwyn will direct.
* *
*
R. Rogers, Jesse Lasky, Arthur Stebbins, J. T. Cosman, Rian James.
Otto Kruger and Ben Lyon have
Stanley Bergerman, Blossom Seeley, been selected for leading roles in
Max Shagrin at the opening of "The M-G-M's "Payment in Full," an original story *
by F.* Hugh* Herbert.
Bowery"theater.
at Grauman's United
Artists
Achmed Abdullah and Waldemar
Jack W. S. Nelson has appointed Young have completed the script of
George Sherman as production man- "Lives of a Bengal Lancer," Paramount spectacle. Stephen Roberts
on his Bob
"PetBischoff
Superstitions"
series, agerwhile
will be will direct. ^
*
%
the supervisor. Ray Nazarro is directing the series.
First National Pictures is cast* *
*
ing two pictures which will be put
Andy White, veteran production into production within the next few
man, is acting as assistant director weeks. These are "Broadway and
Back" and "The Crowned Head."
on "Mating Time," which is being The
first of the two will star
made by Salient Pictures, with Leo Genevieve Tobin, and the second will
Birinski as director. Paul Ivano is
the cameraman, while Willy Pogany star Joe E. Brown, who recently
is in charge of the settings.
completed "Son of the Gobs."

Oakland, Cal. — Empire Amusement Corp. has been organized by
M. J. Gross, H. Ceccarelli and J. D.
McKellar.
Reno, Nev.— T. & D., Jr., Enterprises has purchased the Roxie.
Menlo Park, Cal.— The New Menlo, owned by Maude S. Tronslin, recently filed a voluntary petition in
bankruptcy and closed. Jacobs &
Frease announce they are erecting
a new theater here.
Glouster, 0. — After complete remodeling, the Palace has been reopened.

FACTS
-

ABOUT
FILMS

With more thin a dozen productions
in work, M-G-M's Culver City studios
consume electricity at the rate of 6,000,000 kilowatts a year.
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Title

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC — Arkay
Film
Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALU — Allied
Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film
Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AU — Capt.
Harold
Auten
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE — Chesterfield
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinema to graphique
EQU — Equitabe
Pictures
F — Fox
FAI — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The
Film
Exchange
GFF — General Foreign Films
Title
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7-7-33
Hidden
Gold-U
3-22-33
High
Gear-GOL
3-22-33
His Private Secretary-SHO 6-6-33
Hold
Me
Tight-F
5-20-33
Hold Your Man-MGM
7-1-33
Horizon-AM
5-13-33
Humanity-F
4-22-33
Hyppolit A Lakaj-ICE ..1-20-33
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
An
Eine
Frau-BAV
10-13-33
I Have
Lived CHE
7-19-33
Hire Majestaet Die LiebeWA., 2-8-33

GB — Gaumont-British
GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GRF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER — Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema
Exch.
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
JE — Jewell Productions
JRW— J. R. Whitney
KfN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV— Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
M A F — M ayf lower
MAI — Maiestic Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PAR — Paramount
PO — Powers
Pictures
Title
Reviewed
I Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I Love That Man-PAR. . .7-8-33
6-16-33
I Loved
You
Wednesday-F
Important
Witness-TOW.
India
Speaks-RKO
Infernal
Machine-F
I Cover the Waterfront-

.9-6-33
5-6-33
4-8-33

UA. .5-19-33
International House-PAR. 5-27-33
Intruder, The-ALD
3-13-33
Island of Doom-AM ... .7-20-33
It's Great to Be A!ive-F. .7-8-33
Ivan-GRF
2-23-33
Jennie
Gerhardt-PAR
6-9-33
Jungle
Bride-MOP
5-13-33
Justice Takes
a Ho'idayMAY.. 4-19-33
Kadetten-FX
3-31-33
Kazdemu

Wolng

Kochac-XX
5-24-33

Keyhole,
The-WA
3-31-33
King of the Arena-U ... .8-23-33
Kiss
Before
the Mirror-U5-13-33
Korvettenkapitaen-AG
Kuhle Wampe-KIN
La

Donna

D'Una

La Cancion
Lady's
Lady
La

...3-25-33
4-26-33

NottePOR. .3-13-33
Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33

Femme

a

POI
Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola
Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
SNO— Sidney
Snow.
SUP — Superb
Pictures
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
SYN — Syndicate
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW — Tower Prods.
U — Universal
UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner
Bros
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
Film— Zbyszko
Co.
ZBY
Polish-American

Title

A.
PAR..
Day-COL

3-25-33
8-9-33

Nue-XX

8-28-33

La Ley del Haren-XX .. .6-20-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
Laubenkolonie-GEN
6-9-33
Laughing at Life-LEV. .7-12-33
La Voce del Sangue-SYA. 4-19-33
La Vuida Romantica-F. . .9-6-33
Law and Lawless-MAJ. .4-12-33
Les Trois
MousquetairesCOM.. 5-1-33
Life of Jimmy
Dolan-WA6-14-33
Lilly Turner-FN
6-15-33
Little Giant-FN
4-14-33
Long
Avenger-WW
6-30-33
Looking Forward-MGM. .4-29-33
Love in Morocco-GB ....3-20-33
Love Is Dangerous-CHE. 4-29-33
Lucky
Dog-U
8-30-33
Lucky
Larrigan-MOP
..3-15-33
M — FOR
4-3-33
Madame
Wuenscht
Keine
Kinder-XX
6-3-33
Mama-F
7-20-33
Mama
Loves
Papa-PAR
7-22-33
Man Irom Monterey- WA. 8-1 6-33
Man
Hunt-RKO
5-5-33
Man
of Action-COL
6-6-33
Man of the Forest-PAR. .8-25-33
Man They Couldn't ArrestGB.. 3-13-33
Man
Who
Dared-F
9-9-33
Mano
a Mano-INA
2-23-33
Marius — PAR
4-19-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Mayor of Hell-WA
6-23-33
Me'odv
Cruise-RKO
6-16-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33
Men Are Such FoolsRKO.. 3-13-33
Men
Must
Fight-MGM. .3-11-33
Midnight
Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midnight
Mary-MGM .. .7-17-33

Reviewed

Milady-GFF
9-13-33
Mindreader-FN
4-7-33
Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Monkey's Paw, TheRKO.. 6-1-33
8-23-33
Moonlight
and
Pretzels-U
Morning G'ory-RKO
8-16-33
Morgenrot-PRX
5-18-33
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Murders in the Zoo-PAR. .4-1-33
Mussolini Speaks-COL ..3-11-33
Mysterious Rider — PAR... 6-1-33
Narrow Corner. The-WA .6-20-33
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
..9-20-33
Night and Day-GB
5-27-33
Night
Flight-MGM
10-4-33
Night
of Terror-COL
6-7-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO .. .8-4-33
Noc Listopadowa-PRX . . . 5-1-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Nuisance, The-MGM ...5-27-33
O bey the Law — C O L ... 3-1 1 -33
On Demande un Compagnon-

of

Secrets

the
of

Shadow

Reviewed
9-13-33
Room-U

Blue

Hollywood-SCO8-30-33

Laughs-INV

3-27-33

Shanghai
Shame-AM

Madness-F

She

to

Say

9-23-33
3-15-33
Yes-FN 7-28-33

of

the

Seven

Had

Shepherd
Ship

of

Shriek

Hills
9-9-33
FAI.. 8-8-33
Men-SHO

Wanted
in

the

Night.

7-22-33
A-ALD

Silk Express-WA
Silver
Cord-RKO

6-23-33
5-5-33

Sing, Sinner. Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
S'eepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Smoke
Lightning-F
5-12-33
So This Is Africa-COL. .4-22-33
Soldiers of the StormCOL. .5-18-33
Somewhere in Sonora-WA. 6-7-33
Son of the Border-RKO . .8-2-33
Song of the Eagle-PAR. .4-27-33
Song
of Life-TF
3-17-33
Song
of Songs-PAR. .. .7-22-33
Sphinx. The-MOP
8 16-33
Stage
State
Storm

Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Trooper-COL
3-27-33
at Davbreak-MGM
7-22-33

Story of Temple

Drake-

PAR
5-6-33
Strange
People-CHE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-MGM . .7-29-33
Strictly Personal PAR
...3-18-33
Study in Scarlet-WW
5-26-33
Sundown
Rider-COL
6-9-33
Supernatural-PAR
4-22-33
Sweepings-RKO
3-22-33
Taming
the Jungle-INV. .6-6-33
Taras
Triasylo-XX
3-15-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI .8-12-33
Telegraph
Trail-W A
3-29-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
Theodore Koerner-XX .. .5-10-33

XX. .6-9-33
9-2-33
Man's Journey-RKO .9-1-33
Sunday
Afternoon-PAR

This Day and Age-PAR. 8-16-33
This Is America-BEE. . .6-23-33
8-8-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR

Out AU Night-U
4-8-33
Outsider,
The-M-G-M
3-29-33
Over the Seven Seas-XX. 5-24-33
8-25-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
9-9-33
Parole Girl-COL
4-10-33

Thrill
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
9-20-33
Thunder
Over
Mexico-PRI

One
One

Passion

Profession,
for

Secret

Past

of
of

Joan

Mary

of

Arc-KRE

4-29-33
Holmes-RKO

Patriots.
The-AM
9-25-33
4-4-33
Peg O' My Heart-MGM.. 5-20-33
Penthouse-MGM
9-9-33
Phantom
Broadcast-MOP
Thunderbo!t-WW6-14-33

Phantom

Pick-Up-PAR
Picture
Snatcher-WA
Pilgrimage- F _
Pleasure
Cruise-F
Pol;ce
Call-HOL
Potemkin-KIN
Power
and the Glory,

3-25-33
5-19-33
7-17-33
4-1-33
8-23-33
4-3-33
8-18-33
The-F

Primavera

. .5-24-33

en Otono-F.

Private Detective 62- WA. .7-8-33
Private
Tones-U
3-25-33
9-21-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
Professional

SweetheartRKO.. 5-27-33
Racetrack— WW
3-7-33
Rangers'
Code-MOP
9-20-33
Rebel,
The-U
7-27-33
Reform Girl-TOW
3-4-33
Renegades
of the West
Return

of

3-29-33
Casey RKOJonesMOP
6-30-33

Return of Nathan

Becker-

WOK.. 4-19-33
Reunion in Vienna-MGM. 4-26-33
.5-2-33
Revenge at Monte Carlo-MAY
Riot
Squad-MAY
7-26-33
Rivals-AM
4-10-33
Robber's
Roost-F
3-18-33
Rustlers'
Roundup-U
...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sailor's
Luck-F
3-17-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33
Samarang-UA
5-18-33
Savage
Gold-AU
5-23-33
Scarlet
River-RKO
5-24-33
Secrets-UA
3-16-33

Today We
Too
Much
Tombstone
Tomorrow

Live-MGM . .4-15-33
Harmony-PAR
9-23-31
Canyon-F
at Seven-RKO 7-3-33

7-12-31
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
Trailing North-MOP
5-17-33
Traum
von
Schoenbruhnn
XX.. 65-4-33
3-33
Treason-COL
Trick
for Trick-F
6-1 0-33
Trouble Busters-MAJ. .. .8-30-33
Truth About Africa-ALX .4-19-33
Tugboat Annie-MGM. .. .8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the C ock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczyna-XX. 10-10-33
Una
Vida
Por
Otra-INA 2-17-33
Under

the Tonto
Rim-PAR
7-19-33
Unknown Va'Iey-COL ... 8-18-33
Via Pony Express-MAJ. .5-4-33
Victims
of Persecution-POL
6-17-33
Vi

Som

Gar

Koksvagen

Voltaire-WA
7-28-33
SCA. .10-10-33
Waltz
Time-GB
9-29-33
Warrior's Husband-F ...5-12-33
West of Singapore-MOP. .4-1-33
What
Price Decency?6-24-33
What
Price
Innocence-COL
MAJ..3 2-33
When
Ladies
Meet-MGM 6-24-33
When

Strangers

Marry-

5-25-33
Whirlwind,
The-COLCOL..
...7-29-33
White
Sister-MGM
3-20-33
Wives
Beware-REG
5-2-33
Woman Is Stole-COL. . .6-30-33
Woman Accused-PAR. . .3-11-33
Working Man, The-WA. .4-12-33
World
Gone
Mad-MAJ. .4-15-33
Wrecker,
The-COL
8-5-33
Yanko Muzykant-ZBY ..3-13-33
Zapfenstreich
Am
Rhein-

Zoo In Budapest-F,

JRW..

4-12 13
2-8-33
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TIMELY TOPIC

EXPLOITETTES

NGlfHE

"Missing Persons" Stunt
Stops Pittsburgh Traffic
'TRAFFIC was stopped when
the Stanley played "Bureau
of Missing Persons." A beautiful girl, gagged and tied to a
post in front of the theater,
with strong copy from the ads
blown up to frame her in, drew
crowds. The copy frame consisted of "LOST" in three-foot
letters above her head. In addition the theater's public announcement system was used to
make regular police calls stating that so and so had been
kidnaped from her home and to
report all clues to the Bureau
of Missing Persons. The pulling
power of this stunt proved
amazing. Traffic was stopped
time and again. The manager
of the theater across the street
called the police and tried to
get the Stanley to lay off the
stunt on the grounds that it was
blocking traffic.
— Stanley, Pittsburgh

Word Puzzle Aids
"Stranger's Return"
L. C. WORLEY
^/TANA
of GER
the Madison
theater,
where "The Stranger's Return"
was scheduled to be shown, arranged with the "Journal" to
run a staggered letter contest.
The paper called it a word puzzle and asked readers to solve
it by drawing a continuous line
through each block without
crossing block lines more than
once. The contest ran for three
days, and prizes were 25 pairs
of tickets. Edna Mikal, book
critic of the "Transcript," wrote
an article on the book and author, Phil Stong, just before
the picture opening and mentioned the fact that the picture
was to play at the Madison
theater. A regular daily broadcast feature over Station
WMBD was employed each
night for a week in advance of
the opening.
— Madison, Peoria, III.

SHOW-

lit M. DALY
•

• JUST TO give you an idea how impressive publicity stories are built
take that one about Jesse Lasky
insuring a group of 60 chorus gals appearing in a scene in the
forthcoming "I Am Suzanne" starring Lilian Harvey
each girl insured for 20 grand, making a grand group total of
$1,200,000
that's Impressive till you stop to figure
out that they are only insured for the length of time it takes
to film ONE scene
a fast bob-sled course down which
the girls slide in a St. Moritz setting
and it's still a good
publicity story

•
•
• FIRST OF a series of "College Nights" which the
Roxy on 7th Avenue is holding in connection with the showing
of "Saturday's Millions"
will be held tonite with the
theater as host to Coach Lou Little and members of the Columbia Varsity team
James V. Allan, assistant to Grad Sears
at Warners, signs Miss Gertrude K. Allgier of Cleveland on
the dotted line today
the pride and gloom will fight it
out the rest of their lives right here in New York
•
•
• NO SOONER had Wally Beery arrived on the Rex
that he took off from Newark airport for Hollywood
from there he will fly his own plane to Mexico City on Emgeem's
pix, "Viva Villa"
with Mrs. Beery and the baby remaining at the Warwick a while
Mary Pickford will speak
over an NBC network this eve in behalf of the "Now Is the
Time to Buy" drive of the NRA
•

•
• A FEW kolyums back we took a crack at the Workers Film and Foto League and the Anti-Imperialist League
and inspired
fuming over
"Thunderfrom
OverHollywood
Mexico"
as a piecefor offussing
Capitalist
propaganda
which they claimed misrepresented the Communistic
propaganda
of Eisenstein's original film
now a mug
who signs himself "Lens" in a kolyum he conducts in the communist newspaper "Daily Worker" challenges us to a public
debate on the subject
"Resolved:
That Hollywood Is a
Source of Capitalist Propaganda"
we to debate on the
negative side, of course
•
•
• SO WE took this challenge very seriously
and went out the last few days lookin' at a lot of Hollywood
"capitalist" pix
so we could get the lowdown to refute
our communist columnist comrade
and doggone it .... .
what happened?
we saw seven features
and in
every one of 'em the Poor Li'l Gal lands her Capitalist Sweetheart for her husband so it looks Comrade Lens as if we're
BOTH licked
the Workin' Gals of the United States
have joined up with Capitalism
it's 50-50 for the Workers and the Capitalists
and howin'ell can we Debate
that?
so we'll meet you socially for a Workers' glass of
beer at the Capitalist bar of the Waldorf-Astoria as soon as it
opens
and debate: "Resolved:
That a Good Glass of
Beer is Good No Matter Wherein'ell You Drink It."
•

MAN'S

REMINDER

•

• TAKING OVER 150 prints of successful films contributed by the various leading companies
Admiral Byrd's
expedition will establish a "film archives" when it reaches its
south pole base
the prints will be cached near the South
Pole along with an Erpi portable sound equipment for the use
of future explorers
but some New Jersey exhib will probably organize an expedition to lift 'em

Director Lubitsch
Talks Back to Critics
pEOPLE

who allow their curiosity concerning the secrets
of motion picture making to
spoil their enjoyment of a film
are like the man who never

hears the music from a phonograph because he is listening to
the scratch of the needle. Practically everything remarkable
seen on the screen is possible in
real life and vice versa. When
it is done for the screen, technicians bring their knowledge to
bear to make things possible and
probable. One reason is that the
cameras can photograph the object. The second is to provide
the necessary safety. Audiences
today are not altogether pagan.
They have no desire to see men
butchered to make a Roman
holiday. In real life, the leaps
of a Douglas Fairbanks are entirely possible. So is the opening of the Red Sea as shown in
"The Ten Commandments." But
to protect the players and make
the whole picturable for the
cameras, the best technical
brains are needed. The business of a motion picture is to
entertain. The really intelligent portion of an audience does
not concern itself with questions
as to how an effect is obtained.
They are interested only in being held spellbound. What does
it matter? The effect is real. If
it isn't, the man responsible is
a bungler.
— Ernst Lubitsch.

•
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Ina Claire
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7ode Authority, Boards Attacked in Indie Analysis

IISTRIBUTORS TO COLLECT CODE FINANCING FUNDS
.ircuits Join in Protest Against New Building
Code
Assessments
for Code
An Ode

... to the code
=•8*

JACK

ALICOATE—

ashingron, the right to buy,
«nferees, who do or die,
ning, clearance, sleep and then
•other meeting on at ten.
mbow, Schiller, Kent and Hays
orking nights and working days,
bles, telegrams and such,
ose who talk but don't say much,
t s go out and get a drink
might do me good I think.
vers, Brandt and Kuykendall,
laries have got to fall,
hen you leaving? I don't know:
e it's costing plenty dough.
t it over if you can
see Rosey, he's the man.
hat!
A conference tonight,
st another chance to fight!
auses nine and clauses ten;
auses, too, that might have been,
that? You have some work to do,
its to me?
Then, nuts to you!
guments and fights galore,
hibitors who fight and bore,
ter all it's worth the while,
ose who take it with a smile,
'ose who try to do their share,
»osewho have been on the square,
Jnths of toil, nearly done,
R-A and Washington,
de is here, long live the code,

at's omega to this ode.
Naming Successor Today
A formal announcement of Harold
B.
Franklin's successor as head of the RKO
■"Theaters is expected to be made today.

Regulations
Considered
Too Drastic — Hearing
Resumes Next Month

Music

Operation to Be on
Percentage Basis

Hall's 5,000,000

The 5,000.000 mark in admissions to
the Radio City Music Hall was passed
Saturday noon, with Irene Dunne, who
is on a visit here, acting as purchaser
of the five-millionth ticket. Since the
Music Hall has been open just a little
more than nine months, the attendance
figures set a record for any similar
time and any place in theatrical history.

In a concerted effort to defeat the
Merchants Association building code
now being considered by the Board
of Aldermen, the Theatrical Committee on the Building Code, headed
by Thomas W. Lamb and manned by
members of all major theater circuits, have joined forces with the

Washington — Distributors are understood to be assuming the functions of a national collection agency
in connection with the financing of
the code operation under a plan now
being worked out by Sol A. Rosenblatt. Assessments are figured on
a percenta(Con
ge tibasis
tiued onandPagewill7) be added

DAVE WESHNER HEADS
WARNER WIS, HOUSES WIDE LEEWAYGiVEN
FIVE PUBLIX DEALS
IN SALARY PROBES
Appointment of Dave (Skip)
COMINGUP OCT, 23 Weshner
as Wisconsin zone manaWashington
{Continued on Page 4)

Five more regional reorganization
deals involving houses in the Publix
Enterprises group will be submitted
for the anproval of creditors at a
special meeting on Oct. 23 in the offices of Henry K. Davis, referee in
bankruptcy. The items listed for
action are as follows:
1. The {Continued
proposedon organization
by
Page 4)

ger for Warner Theaters was announced Saturday by Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the circuit.
Weshner will have charge of the
operation of about 30 houses m
Milwaukee, Racine, Sheboygan, Madison, Kenosha, Appleton, Green
Bay, Fond(.Continued
du Lac,
Oshkosh
and
on Page 4)

Seek to Invoke NRA
Christie's
Against Free Movies Acquired Old Studios
by New Company
Flint, Mich. — Incensed over free
Sunday movies which have played
to as many as 20,000 on a Sunday
at the Industrial Mutual Ass'n
Auditorium, General Motors welfare
organization, local exhibitors are
considering a protest to the NRA.
Intimation from an Allied Theaters
of Michigan official is that free admission will be considered a definite
violation of the code.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Affiliated Studios
have taken over the old Christie
Studios. RCA equipment is being
installed. Robert L. Fargo is in
charge, and the new company will
produce as well as rent space. Fai'go
also has organized World Film
Library, which has 2,000,000 feet of
new stock shots.

Code Gives Majors Domination,
Indie Fusion Analysis Charges

Labor Wins Decision
In Milw. Test Case

Milwaukee — The right of labor to
organize non-union plants and select
(Continued

on

Page

7)

Over 1,200 Pages of Information— The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.

Conigm

(Continued

Be

on

Page

7)

Business Shows Pickup
Among Detroit Houses
Detroit — A decided pickup in business is reported among theaters here.
The State, with "I'm No Angel," has
been topping all records, doing as
many as nine shows in a day to an
attendance, of over 20,000, according
(Continued

Washington — Charging that the
Code Authority and Zoning and
Grievance Boards will come under
the domination of major producers
through (Continued
the code, on the
independent
Page 7)
The Coming 1934 Film Daily Pear Book Will
More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

— Under the new code
provision designed to control excessive salaries in all branches of the
industry, the Code Authority can
investigate compensations paid under existing as well as future contracts, declared Sol A. Rosenblatt
on Saturday. "The Code Authority
can investigate anything at any
time," he said. The general impression here is that there is a possibility this provision, which has
caused a rumpus from Broadway
to Hollywood, may never appear in
final code approved by the President.
Asked what yardstick will be used
to determine reasonableness of sal-

on Page

7)

Want Their Money Back
Washington — A group of Detroit independent exhibitors, who claim they
raised $9,000 as a contribution to Allied's campaign to influence the President and Gen. Johnson to modify the
code in behalf of independents, have
appealed to Sol Rosenblatt to help them
get their money back.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

{QUOTATIONS

STOCK

High
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm. new
Loew's,
Ine
Paramount ctfs
Pathe Exch

MARKET

Low

3Vz
3V4
pfd. IO1/4
9%
76
751/2
l'/4 15V4
155/s
311/2
305/s
73/4
1 1/2
25/8
25/8
71/8
7%
n/4
8

Picture

Distributor

Saturday's
Millions
I'm No Angel
Ever in My
Heart
Private
Life of Henry
VIII
Footlight Parade
(2nd week)
The Bowery
(2nd week)
S. O. S. Iceberg*
My
Woman
Night Flight (2nd week)
Before
Dawn
Ann
Vickers**
Ann
Vickers**

Universal
Paramount
Warner Bros
United Artists
Warner Bros
United Artists
Universal
Columbia
M-G-M
RKO
RKO
RKO

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Dinner at Eight (8H1 week)
Berkeley Square (5th week)

RUNS

♦ FOREIGN
Waltz
Time
(3rd week)
Ulan I Dziewczyna
Joan of Arc

PICTURES

Astor
Gaiety

♦

Gaumonf-British
Kineton-Sfinks
Passion of Arc Pict

♦ FUTURE
Big Executive
(Oct. 18)*
Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men
Qua tone Juillet (Oct. 19)
Bombshell
(Oct. 20)
Walls
of Gold
(Oct. 20)
Wandering Jew (Oct. 20)
Way to Love**
Headline Shooter***
Broadway Thru a Keyholet
Dance, Girl, Dancet
Kennel
Murder
Case§

(Oct.

OPENINGS

Paramount
19) . RKO
Protex
M-G-M
Fox
Jafa
Paramount
RKO
United Artists
Chesterfield
Warner Bros

Little Carnegie
Caruso
Acme

♦
RKO Roxy
Music Hall
Little Carnegie
Capitol
7th Ave. Roxy
Cameo
, Paramount
Rialto
Rivoli
Mayfair
Hollywood

Subsequent run.
Follows
I'm No Angel.
Follows My Woman.
Follows The Bowery.
Follows Before Dawn.
Follows Ever in My Heart.

Net
Chg

Close
3'/2 —
10% +
76

Vi
%

151/4 —
31 Vi +
1 Vl —

1/2
1/2
Vi

the coast to the New York office
faster than at any time in the history of the studio, the company announces. Negatives and prints for
three were received last week, while
three more are in transit. Those arriving were "The World Changes,"
"The Football Coach" and "Female."
On the way are "House on 56th
Street," "From Headquarters" and
"Havana Widows."

John McConaughy Dead
John W. McConaughy, newspaperman and at one time production
manager of Cosmopolitan Motion
Set Two Release Dates
Picture Corp. for several years, died
"Above the Clouds" and "East of
last
week in St. Vincent's Hospital.
Fifth Ave." will be nationally re- He was
49 years old. Funeral servleased by Columbia on Oct. 20.
ices will be held this morning in the
chapel at 88 Lefferts Place, Brooklyn.

Raymond Blank Joins
Balaban & Katz Circuit

do

l'A
8
25/8

Bros
23

pfd
NEW

YORK

CURB

Technicolor

—

105/g
NEW YORK BOND
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 41/8
Keith
A-0
6s 46.. 46
Loew 6s 41ww
85
31
Par. By. 5'/2s51
Par. By 5V2s51
ctfs. 30

101/4 IOV2
MARKET
4
46
46 +
85 —
85
31 —
31
30 —
30

Par. 5'/2s50 filed...
Warner's 6s39

311/2
453/4

321/g
46

1/8

7% —
1/8
23 41/8—11/2
MARKET

23

321/s —
46
—

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
About half of Japan's enormous output
of films are dramas of chivalry, and it
is not uncommon far a film to run four
hours or longer.

Vi
1/4
1/4
3/4
%

7/s
1/2

2TOHBEL left for the coast Saturc

HAROLD
B. FRANKLIN
Adirondacks today.
PHIL REISMAN
last night.

will

return

from

returned from Schroon L

ROBERT 5MELTZER, Washington Dist
Manager for Warner Bros., is in New York
a few days conferring with Andy Smith
"Footlight Parade" bookings.

Baltimore — Alarmed at the thre;
ened launching of a national mc
by the American Society of Co
posers, Authors and Publishers
compel owners of cafes, restauran
dance halls, night clubs and varic
other public places to take out
license with the society before rac
set may be operated in these est£
lishments, a local group of busine
men has been instrumental in
ducing Representative Ambrose
Kennedy, member of the Congr<
sional Committee on Radio, to st;
an immediate investigation. At
meeting in the offices of Harry Li
ward Katz, attorney, it was also (
cided to protest to Congress agaii
the proposed music levy. A Grec
mount Ave. cafe here was sing]
out for the initial in the campaij
Fee for an establishment of tl
kind, it was stated, would be $60

Biumenstock and Sachson Finished Warner Pictures
Start New Trailer Firm Coming in Fast from Coast Warners
to Use Hollywoc |
year.
Completed Warner-First National
Special Screen Service, Inc., has
For Special Productioi
been started by Sid Biumenstock, pictures are coming through from
as president and Milton Sachson, as
vice-president, to make special trailers for theaters, animated announcements and main titles. Headquarters have been established at 122
West 41st St. Biumenstock formerly
was with Exhibitors Screen Service,
Warner-First National and Paramount, while Sachson has been connected with Publix and Warner theater operations.

do "A"
RKO
Warner

HERMAN

Music Society Extends
Campaign for Royalti

♦

M-G-M
Fox

nd G

Theater
,7th Ave. Roxy
Paramount
Hollywood
Music Hall
Strand
Rivoli
Cameo
Rialto
Capitol
Mayfair
RKO Roxy
Palace

Follows Criterion two-a-day run.
Subsequent runs.

*
**
***
t
i
§

AS OF SATURDAYS

Parade •

Des Moines — Raymond Blank, son
of A. H. Blank, head of the Blank
group of theaters, has gone to Chicago, where he will be connected
with Balaban & Katz.

Rosen Making" Mad Dog of Europe"
2 Seattle Houses
Open
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Seattle — Theatrical activity here
Hollywood — Despite opposition,
received an impetus this week with Al Rosen announces
that he will
the reopening of the 3,000-seat Or- produce "The Mad Dog of Europe."
pheum, dark for nearly a year, and
the Metropolitan. Apex Orpheum
Theater Co., of which Oscar S. Old"Wandering Jew" for Cameo
know is president, will operate the
Jacob Ben-Ami in "The WanderOrpheum, with Howard J. McBride
ing Jew," with Yiddish dialogue,
as manager. Policy is pictures and
vaudeville. The Met, managed by opens Friday at the RKO Cameo.
Kent W. Thomsen, has the roadshow Picture was made in New York under the direction of George Roland.
of "Dinner at Eight."

A change of policy whereby 01
"specials" will be shown hereafl
at the Hollywood is announced
Warners. The new order starts t
night of Oct. 25 with the showing
Paul Muni's "The World Change
Scale of prices will remain the sari
however, and performances will
continuous. House will be closed i
two days prior to the premiere.

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S
Jet. 16-18: Society of Motion Picture I
gineers
fall meeting, Edgewater Be
Hotel. Chicago.
Oct. 17: Annual banquet and dance of r.
tion Picture Post of American Legi
Copley-Plaza
Hotel, Boston.
Oct. 24:
Meeting of all Ohio independent
hibitors to form new statewide associat
in fight on admission
tax, Deshler
Columbus.
Oct. 29-31: Annual convention of

Ho'
Sou

eastern
Theater Owners
Sol
A. Rosenblatt
to speak. Ass'n, Atlan
Nov.

2: Hearing on code for music publish
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Cha
ber of Commerce Building, Washington.

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth i
nual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Pla
New
York.
April 4: International Congress of the Cinei
d'Enseignment
opens
in Rome.

BE KIND
TO THEIR EARS
or eke...
IT'S twenty to one (and that's no sport's bet) the
house with old type sound doesn't even begin to
approach the attendance of the house down the street
with a brand new High Fidelity System.
And that stands to reason. Six years ago the show
business was for the eye only. When sound came in,
anything was good... at first. But now, it's different.
Folks come to see and hear. And they're not taking
nor liking sound that's frayed at the edges.
High Fidelity Sound means new life for your house
. . . new pattonage and new profits. Hardly a week
goes by without an enthusiastic report bearing us out
on this . . . reports of exhibitors who claim that purely
from a box office standpoint, their High Fidelity Equipment is the best paying investment they have.
This we pass along to you with the reminder that
times are on the up and up. More recreation for
workers and more money . . . better product and new
headliners all mean bigger crowds willing to stand in
line to pay you money, IF you give them sound in
tune with the times ... IF you give them

HIGH

FIDELITY

PHOTOPHONE

RCA VICTOR

SOUND

DIVISION

CO. Inc.

Camden, New Jersey

Right you are! Please have your representative getin touch with me immediately with facts and figures about a
High Fidelity installation in my theatre.
Name
Address
City

State

Monday, Oct. 16, 193:

DAILY

FIVE PUBLIX DEALS
COMING UP OCT. 2

CIRCUITS JOIN AGAINST
NEW BUILDING RULES

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

local Architects' Committee in the
drafting of a new code which will
contain drastic revisions of the one
now proposed.
Claiming- that the New York
building code is used as a model by
all other large city architects, the
Theatrical group will protest certain
provisions sponsored by H. J. Krapp,
architect, who was mainly instrumental in drafting the proposed
code. The revised code permits studios and art galleries to be built atop
theater auditoriums and is less drastic in its limitations on exits. The
building Code Committee of the
Board of Aldermen will meet within
the month to continue hearings that
were adjourned last June. Representing the theater circuits are Senator J. H. Walters and Arthur Benline for RKO ; Harry Moskowitz and
E. Stillman for Loew; Herman Mayer for Warner; John Schneberger f or
Paramount and E. MacFarlane for
Fox. M. C. X. Weinberger of the
Structural Engineers has also joined
the group. Thomas W. Lamb is
chairman.

Dave Weshner Heads
Warner Wis. Houses
(Continued from Page

1)

Menominee. His headquarters will
be in Milwaukee. Weshner lately
had been stationed at the home offices. Before that, he had several
years of experience in theater operation. He left Saturday for Milwaukee.
Windsor Denies Title Change
Denial that "Her Unborn Child"
was sold under that title and later
changed to "Do Men Forget" was
made Saturday by Max Weiss of
Windsor Pictures in reply to Stanley
W. Lawton of the George M. Cohan
Theater, where the picture was
pulled after two days, with Lawton
blaming it partly on the title. Weiss
exhibited a copy of the contract
with Lawton showing the picture as
"entitled 'Do Men Forget' adapted
from 'Her Unborn Child.' " Harry
G. Kosch is attorney for Windsor
in the case.
Amateur

Competition

A single firm of play publishers, the
Walter H. Baker Co. of Boston, figures
that 1,000 of its plays are produced by
imateurs each week for a yearly season
of 40 weeks, or 40,000 shows a year.
Using a low average audience of 200, it
makes an annual attendance of 3,000,000, and at 50 cents average admission
the take is $4,000,000, of which about
85 per cent goes to charity.

1)

the Trustee of a corporation or co
porations to purchase certain pe
• • • IF THERE is one gent who has grasped the vital
significance of Man Power in the film biz
offhand we
would mention Dave RCA-NBC-RKO-RC Sarnoff the lad
whose middle initials really mean something in the Amusement World the Dynamo behind the scenes generating
Power for all these organizations being an electrical
wizz, he naturally thinks in terms of Energy and Organization
and he would probably be the first to admit that the
big factor in his dazzling business successes was his ability
to create and co-ordinate these two through Man Power

*

*

*

*

• •
• THERE
ARE
some significant developments
on
the way affecting all of Mister Sarnoff 's middle initials
we said "Developments"
this group of powerful organizations he supervises are more closely associated and coordinated than most people realize
so we will slip you
a li'l tip
watch RKO-Radio DEVELOP in the next few
months
for Dave Sarnoff has his Industrial Dynamo
keyed up
he is ready to release the Power
so it
is an auspicious moment to look over the Man Power he has
built up to handle the job and see it through
*
*
#
*
•

• • FIRST COMES M. H. Aylesworth the Sarnoff Administrator we might call him in the current language
of Washington
the gent who follows through on all the
Sarnoff strategy
being no mean strategist himself, as
his radio record proves
and moving right alongside him
on the Sarnoff Strategy Board is J. R. McDonough, acting as a
sort of liaison officer between Mister Aylesworth and the RKO
theater and Radio Pictures corporations and between
these two Chiefs
Dave Sarnoff is kept intimately informed on what's going on at all stages
for this set-up
typifies the thought
we're trying to get over
Dave
Sarnoff's System
"co-ordinated
Organization"
no one individual's Coming or Going can seriously affect the
Industrial Dynamo he has built through the years
there
is always a First-Line Man ready to take over
in case
and that goes right down through every department
of RKO-Radio as well as his other associated organizations
he builds for Permanence
Individuals are just
part
of
the
Structure
and
that's
as
it
should be
with millions at stake

*

*.

*

*

• •
•
SO WE
have Walter
S. Browm.
another
consultant and power in the Sarnoff Councils
with Phil
Reisman directly assisted by Johnny O'Conner,
Fred Myers,
Max Fellerman
of the film buying division
/
and top
that combination for Man Power on that particular job if you
can
Herman Zohbel, treasurer. .J
with O. R. McMahon as assistant
Robert F. Sisk *vnd A. P. Waxman
on the advertising end
Arthur Willi and William Howard
handling vaude
A. E. Reoch, real estate
• •
• A BUNCH of Names in our kolyum we have always
fought against
but these Man Power Names associated
together mean Something!
take Ned E. Depinet, viceprexy of RKO-Radio
a Dynamo all by himself
a
vet Major Organization Builder
on the Records
Jules Levy, his general sales manager
Cress Smith,
Eddie McEvoy, Al Mertz, Ambrose Dowling
Veterans
Experts all
and for Theaters
Roxy
(Himself) at Radio City Music Hall
and these Showmen Division Managers
N. J. Blumberg, C. W. Koerner,
H. R. Emde, Charlie McDonald, Nat Holt, Cliff Work, Louis
Goldberg, J. M. Brennan
and feeding 'em Product from
the studios
B. B. Kahane, Merian Cooper, Pandro Berman, Lou Brock, Frank O'Heron
just a One-Man Organization . shure
correct as 'ell
ALL
working as ONE MAN

«

«

«

»

sonalTrustee
propertyin and
equipmentof froi
the
Bankruptcy
Tei '
nessee Enterprises, Inc., for $5,50
to be furnished out of the funds <
the estate herein, and to acquij
leases on certain theaters in Kno:
ville.
2. The proposed sale by August ,
Enterprises,, Inc. (the capital stoc
of which is wholly owned by tr]
Trustee) to Arthur Lucas and Wi
liam K. Jenkins of a 25 per cei
stock interest in Augusta
Amus<
ments, Inc., for $25,000 pursuant 1
and upon the terms and conditioi
set forth in a proposed agreemei
between Augusta Enterprises, Inc
Arthur Lucas and William K. Jei,
kins and Frank J. Miller.
3. The proposed organization t
the Trustee of a corporation to tal
a lease on the Palace Theater ;
South Bend, Ind., and the propose
transfer by the Trustee to such co
poration of all of its right, title an
interest in and to the capital stoc
of Publix Indiana Corporation ar
Publix-South Bend, Inc.
4. The proposed transfer by tr I
Trustee and by Publix-South Ben I
Inc., to J. J. Kiser, as Trustee, of a I
of their respective right, title ar.
interest in and to the personal pro]
erty and equipment
in the Stai
Theater at South Bend, Ind., in coi
sideration of the execution of a ne
lease of said State Theater to Pul
lix-South Bend, Inc. and of a ri
lease of all liability under the ol
lease and guaranty thereof and (
a withdrawal of claims filed again:
the estate herein aggregatir

»

»

5. The proposed conveyance I
$20,625.
Acme
Theater Corp. (the capit;
stock of which is wholly owned t
the
The of
Volunteer
Sta'
Life Trustee)
Insuranceto Co.
the Lakelar
Theater premises in satisfaction of
mortgage indebtedness of $41,703.7
as of July 1, 1933.

many happy retubns
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

Oct. 16
Harry Rapf
Mollie
L.
LloydO'Day
Corrigan

Al G. Ruben
Rex Bell
Frank D. Ormston

THE
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SHORT SHOTS FROM EASTERN STUDIOS
L CHRISTIE will start Wednesday at the Eastern Service stuj in Astoria on the second of the
•ies of two-reel comedies being
oduced and directed by him for
title,
.ueatibnal. "Mr. Adam" isr the
Jarrett
>m an original by Arthu
d Harry Miller, and it will fea•e Ei-nest Truex.
Sound equipment for the recording
a production featuring a Negro
it and being produced by Oscar
ckeaux at the Photocolor Studio,
■vigton - on - the - Hudson, is being
rnished by Reeves Sound Recordl Studios, neivly formed company.

•

Dolph
Singer,
formerly
with
'.ramount, has joined the scena. staff at Vitaphone's Brooklyn
idio. Singer authored the "Screen
uvenirs"
series
and
at
one
he produced a Broadway show.
irman Ruby has assigned him to
iist Glen Lambert and Jack Hen• in the preparation of scripts for
■i "Big V" comedy and "Pepper
It" series.
Walter Keller, who has
ing the art direction at
-i Service studios, has
■ ned the same duties on
shorts to be made there

tjonal.

Bourne has replaced Helene Brown
in the permanent chorus . . . Paul
•
Whiteman will probably be starred
Vitaphone Vitamins: Sam Sax is in one of the new three-reelers . . .
losing no time in going after talent Ed Savin and Ed DuPar are trying
to outdo each other on the best
for Vitaphone's new three-reelers . . . waxed mustache . . . Bert Frank
Bryan Farley, prop man, makes his
screen debut in "Howd'ya Like reports 19 films in the cutting room
That," a Givot-Judels comedy . . . being readied for •release. . . .
Ben Blue's wife was cast in the
The first of the series of two-reel
comedian's second short . . . Sybil
tion, and Joe Nadel assisting on the
direction.

?nusicals being produced and directed
by Jack White for Ediicational will
be completed today at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoi~ia. The film,
as yet untitled, features Lillian
Roth, supported by Eddie Craven,
Anne Southerland and Patsy Flick.
Fred Schell assisted on the direction
and handled the casting, with Bill
Steiner and George Weber doing the
camera work.

RE YOU DRIVING AWAY THE TRADE
i YOU WANT TO BRING IN O

been homthe Eastbeen asthe series
for Edu-

Phil Spitalny will bring his band
: the Vitaphone studios in Brook;i next week to make his first short
•re. It will be a "Melody Masters"
en from a script written by Cyrus
)od.
•
.Burnet Hershey, who recently com: ted the script for "It's Greek To
•," the first of the Mark Hellin- "Broadways of the World" se!S produced by William Rowland
:i Monte
Brice Productions,
has
rted work on a script for a twoi musical for Educational.

•

^illian Roth will be starred in a
roadway Brevities'' musical to be
, de at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
.dios. She will make her first apirance before the Vitaphone camis with this film. Miss Roth has
sn in several feature productions
fh in the east and on the coast,
" most recent being "Take a
ance," with James Dunn, June
ighfc, Buddy Rogers and Cliff
wards.
•
'Hizzoner ' featuring Bert Lahr,
" first of the series of two-reelers
na Pictures
tngproducedrenby Mag.,
releasing
Corp
Van Beu
d Saturlete
'ough RKO, was comp
j at the Fox Movietone studios,
pporting Lahr in the picture,
ich was directed by Ray McCarey,
• Loretta Sayers, James Melton,
ed Hildebrand, Walter Tenner,
<nes Wallington and Eddie Robs, with a cast of over one hundred
ras. Johnie Burke and Harold
ina wrote the music for the short,
h Monty Shaff, vice-president of
company, jn charge of produc-

ASK

US,

'How can I reseat my
theatre economically?

• Community patronage can be regained and
retained by many theatres if owners will provide
comfort and ease for audiences while seated.

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable

Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

Rapids, Michigan

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

For over
15 Years

The Film Daily
Through its

YEAR

BOOK

as been the
Recognized
Reference
Window to the
Motion Picture
Industry and its
Branches throughout
The entire world » »

THE
1934
FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK
"The Standard Reference Book of
The Motion Picture Industry"
OUT EARLY IN 1934 AND MORE IMPORTANT THAN EVER
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NALYSIS ATTACKS
AUTHORITY, BOARDS
(.Continued from Page

1)

:sion group's heavy artillery is con■ntrated on these provisions in an
nalysis and proposal based on the
st and second revised drafts. Rerafting of 18 separate clauses is
ged in the 48-page document filed
aturday with Sol A. Rosenblatt,
ith whom the group will meet here
>morrow.
Assertion is made that the code
ives "recognition to all divisions
ithout recognizing the absolute
nity of certain of those divisions;
nbalances boards, leaves them
miinated by major producers and
Iso denies fair treatment to inependent interests. The draft
ould vest complete control of the
ldustry in major producers
who
t'e members of the Hays organizaon." attack continues that it would
The
olate the constitutional rights of
dependents by taxing them for
lpport of boards created in intersts of major producers and by
impelling them to furnish evidence
i be used against them in criminal
ises. The analysis also declares
le code "would create a huge
apercombination which, but for im. unity conferred by the NRA,
ould constitute a flagrant violaon of the Sherman anti-trust law."
In digesting the proposed Code
uthority setup, the statement is
iade that majors would have a
5olid block of six votes which could
<ercise an absolute veto on any
easure favorable to independents."
riticism also is hurled at the prosion under which the Code Aulority will name the personnel of
cal boards. Claim is made that
cal trade associations should have
)ice in selecting the personnel.
Assailing the substitutions clause,
e analysis declares "it prohibits
stributors from making specific
ibstitutions but does not provide
the event such substitutions are
ade in violation of the code.
It asks that "exhibitors be not retired to pay for substituted picre. Differing with the non-theat:al provision, recommendation
is
ade that local Grievance
Boards
ould determine whether film sales
e not in competition
with regurly established theaters.
Other proposals follow:
Forcing Shorts with Features —
xhibitor should not be compelled
buy any more than his needs.
Allocation Film Rentals — Disibutor should adjust total film ren1 on basis of average price of
ctures for total number of pictures
ntracted for, provided exhibitor
not in default.
Designation
of Play Dates — ObTo Confer on Provisions
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt will
confer with General Johnson and the
Attorney General on code provisions
early this week.

Chorus Equity Wins 95 Per Cent of Demands
Washington — In behalf of Chorus Equity, Dorothy Bryant, executive secretary, has
approved the code provisions affecting her group, she told The Film Daily on Saturday
prior to returning to New
said.

York.

"We

obtained 95 per cent of what we wanted," she

Code Activity Takes
Wide Leeway Given
Recess Over Week-End
In Film Salary Probes

DISTRIBS TO COLLECT
CODEFINANCINGFUNDS
(Continued from Page

1)

to film rentals, which the companies
will handle and relay to the NRA
to cover costs of operating the
Code Authority and local zoning
and the grievance boards. In each
instance amounts will be small.
The plan now being formulated,
with distributors and producers and
other elements affected by the code
paying their respective shares. The
system will probably not be completed until after the code is approved by the President.

Washington — Code activity was
virtually suspended over the weekend following the departure for
aries, Rosenblatt replied, "All relevant and material elements." He home of all but less than a dozen
pointed out that the penalties im- conferees. Ed Kuykendall, Fred
posed under the provision will only Meyer and Ben Berinstein remained
apply to employers, and said he for the M.P.T.O.A. group, while
doesn't believe the new clause will Allied representatives staying were
conflict with the NRA section pro- Abram Myers, H. M. Richey and
hibiting any attempt to set maxi- H. A. Cole.
mum or minimum wages for certain
The independent distributor facclasses of employees.
tion checked out Saturday with plans
Although the Deputy declined to for returning Tuesday. The party Ohio M.P.T.O. Disclaims
state when he expects to have third
Part in Allied Campaign
Ray Johnston, Eddie Goland final code edition ready, opin- included
den, Arthur Schwartz, M. Solomon
Washington — Disclaiming any asion persists it will be not later than and Mitchell Klupt.
sociation with the Allied plan to
tomorrow.
Sol Rosenblatt has no schedule of
flood the President with telegrams
group meetings planned.
protesting against the treatment of
Henry Herzburn, Paramount stu- independent exhibitors in the code,
day.
Technicians' Contracts
dio attorney, left Saturday, and Ed- P. J. Wood of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio
Will Not Be Disturbed
win Loeb plans to depart Wednes- yesterday wired Sol A. Rosenblatt
Washington — Revision of the prothat his members have "utmost conduction section of the code was in
fidence in the President's recovery
Mae Murray Award Reduced
plan and are certain the code will
order not to disturb existing conOn appeal by Fox, the $30,000 be fair. He said they are convinced
tracts for cameramen and other key awarded Mae Murray in her suit for the President and his administrators will not formulate a code that
men. It gratifies producers who a leg injury at the Fox Brooklyn
were worried over the situation. several years ago has been reduced will force independent theaters out
to $7,500 and $177.70 costs by the
Key men are not to be limited on Appellate Division of the Supreme
of business."
working
time while on a picture. Court.
(Continued from Page

1)

jects to clause on grounds it makes
available to distributors all preferred playing time. Dating restrictions are described as an "attempt to coerce exhibitor to agree
to arbitrate."
Special Productions — Attacks provision. Attacks reselling of pictm-es
previously sold.
Description of Pictures — Comments on omission of article from
second revision.
Overbuying — Advocates restoration of this article dropped from
second edition.
Price Evasion and Premiums —
Objects because clause allows
"rights of distributors to establish
by contract with exhibitoi-s minimum admission prcies" and allows
local board to boycott offending exhibitors.
Transfer to Avoid Uncompleted
Contracts — Asks arbitration of controversies arising from operation of
provision.
Conflicting Advertising — Right to
advertise reasonably taken away
from subsequent
run.
Eliminations — Attacked on grounds
it will not confer on exhibitor "any
appreciable
selection."
Arbitrationright
— In ofevent
of deadlocks, Code Authority should not be
empowered to select umpire, but
authority should be exercised by
U. S. A district court judge or
neighboring court of unlimited
regional jurisdiction or disinterested
public official.
Denial of Jurisdiction in Grievance
Boards — Assails article allowing no
grievance board to have jurisdiction

to hear or determine any complaint by an exhibitor based upon
fact that distributor has licensed
pictures distributed by it for exhibition at theaters affiliated with
such distributor declares thus
grants unfair immunity.
In recommendations supplementing the comments on clauses, the
group
the code
ap.p'yalso
to
existingurges
film that
contracts.
Appeal
is made that "unreasonable discrimination in favor of any theaters as
against other theaters to film rentals be prohibited as unfair practice."
Regarding double features, proposal is made that the policy be left
to individual determination and not
allow majors to restrict the practice.
Adoption by the code of the optional standard contract is urged.
The document deplores omission of
the right-to-buy provision and asks
that "exhibitors of creditable standing shall have the right to buy in
free and pressing
open dissatisfaction
competition."
with Exthe
eliminations provisions, a substitute
recommendation is made that block
booking be outlawed. In connection
with blind buying, the exhibitor
should not be compelled to pay for
a picture not in accord with the
description, says the report. It asks
that sale of foreign pictures be divorced from sale of domestic productions.
"ComVetely ineffectual" is the
description applied to the clause
covering pictures violating the production code. Score charges should
be eliminated, declares the communication, and assessment included in
film rental.

Business Shows Pickup
Among Detroit Houses
(Continued from Page 1)

to Manager H. L. Davidson. "Three
Little Pigs," in the third week of a
return run, helped to set a house
record at the United Artists. Lew
Emery of the RKO Uptown broke
a precedent of several seasons bv
bringing back "42nd Street" and did
good business with it. "Dinner at
Eight," booked for three weeks as a
roadshow at the Wilson is playing
to full houses and has a generous
advance sale, according to Alton R.
Warner, house manager. Roger Kennedy, business manager of the operators' local, says reports from men
in practically
all houses indicate increased attendance.

Labor Wins Decision
In Milw. Test Case
(Continued from Page

1)

its own representatives to bargain
collectively has been upheld by
Judge Gregory of the Circuit Court.
Test of the issue was made in an
action by labor against Simplex
Shoe Mfg. Co.
Candidates to Speak at Roxy
Major F. H. LaGuardia, fusion candidate for Mayor, has accepted Howard S.
Cullman's invitation to address the audience at the original Roxy on Thursday night at 8:45. LaGuardia will deliver a 15-minute speech outlining briefly his campaign policies. The invitation
has been extended by Cullman to Major
LaGuardia and other mayoralty candidates on a non-partisan basis.

A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By

RALPH

WILK

A

CAST of 53 persons will receive
screen credits in Paramount's
"Alice in Wonderland."
* *
*
Katharine Hepburn and other
members of the "Trigger" company,
including Joel McCrea, George Brent,
Louis Mason, Director John Cromwell and others, have left for location in Hemet, Cal., where they will
remain about two weeks.

Myrna Loy from Siren to Schoolma'am

Myrna Loy, once typed as the leading portrayer of exotic siren roles until producers
finally woke up to her other capabilities, will become a school teacher in her next
picture, "Miss Bishop," under the M-G-M banner. Meanwhile Miss Loy is to co-star
with Clark Gable in "China Seas."

Lois January, singing and dancing comedienne, has been signed by
Columbia for the leading feminine
role opposite Jack Osterman in his
two-reel musical.

"Hold the Press," in which Tim McCoy and Shirley Grey play the leads.
Horace McCoy wrote the story
which is being brought to the screen
by Phil Rosen, with Irving Briskin
supervising. Henry Wadsworth and
The 20th Century Production Wheeler Oakman previously were
Complete cast of 20th Century's "Trouble Shooter" from the story by signed for important parts.
"Advice to the Lovelorn," which
Bren and starring SpenAlfred Werker is directing, includes J. Robert
cer Tracy, Jack Oakie and Constance
Lee Tracy. Sally Blane. C. Henry Cummings will be placed in producBoots Mallory, John Darrow and
Gordon, Judith Wood, Etienne
tion on Nov. 1, according to Darryl Paul Hurst have been signed by
Girardot, Sterling Holloway. Paul F. Zanuck. It will be released by Screencraft Productions for "The
Harvey, Jean Adair, Matt Briggs. United Artists.
Big Race," a story of the Tia Juana
Charles Levinson, Isabel Jewel.
* *
*
race track by Hugh Cummings.
Adalyn
Doyle, Ruth Fallows
and
Edward Arnold and Mabel Marden Shooting will start immediately. It
May Boley. *
have been added to the cast of will be released by Showmens Pic*
*
tures, of which David J. Mountan
Universal's "Madam Spy," which
Production on "Flying Down to will go into production Monday with is president.
Rio," RKO musical, has been com- Fay Wray and Nils Asther as the
leads.
pleted.
Raymond Page and his orchestra,
*
*
*
* *
*
as well as Mary Carlisle, have been
"Joe Palooka," Reliance picture
Treaty, Paul Nicholson added to the cast of "Joe Palooka,"
for United Artists, goes in work andEmerson
Sam Godfrey have been signed the Harry Goetz-Edward Small Rethis week under the direction of
Birds," the Dorothy JorBen Stoloff. Albert D'Ajrostino de- for "Wild
dan vehicle for RKO.
signed the sets for this Edward
* *
*
Small production, and Al Siegler
Arthur
Hoyt
has
been
added to
will head the camera crew.
*
#
*
"he cast of "In the Money," which
Maury Cohen is producing for InRKO has assigned Natalie Moorvincible Pictures. Frank Strayer is
bead and Herbert Bunston to "Lonsr directing.
* *
*
Lost Father," while Willard Robertson and James Farley have been
W. S. Van Dyke, having completadded to "Wild
ed "The Prizefighter and the Lady"
* Birds."
*
*
for M-G-M will leave the coast
within
a week for the Navajo InGeorge O'Brien and the Fox Film
dian reservation in Arizona to make
unit making "Frontier Marshal"
have left for Victorville, Cal., to re- exteriors for "Laughing Boy." Ramain on location for a week. Irene
mon Novarro has the central role
Bentley, who has the feminine lead and Lupe Velez is the feminine lead.
* * *
will be accompanied by O'Brien and
studio technicians numbering 50.
With Fredric March, George Raft,
Berton Churchill, Alan Edwards, Miriam Hopkins and Helen Mack
George E. Stone and Russell Simp- heading the cast, Paramount will
son are in the cast. Lew Seiler is
put "Chrysalis" into production in
directing.
a few days. James Flood will direct.
* * *

*

Russell Mack, who collaborated
with Richard Schayer on "Once
Over Lightly," is also directing this
RKO feature, adapted from an original by Arthur T. Horman. Cast
includes El Brendel, Skeets Gallagher, James Gleason, Pert Kelton,
ZaSu Pitts, Franklyn Pangborn,
Berton Churchill and others.

*

MAN'S

REMINDER
sprinkler
freezing.

*

*

*

George Raft, who starts work
shortly
Paramount's
"Chrysalis,"
has two inmore
roles set for
him. He

SHOW-

Check
against

*

Arthur (Street Singer) Tracy,
radio star, has arrived in Hollywood,
brought by John A. Curtis, general
manager of Sailent Pictures, for the
lead opposite Jeanette Loff in "Mating Time," which was authored and
is being directed by Leo Birinsky.
In the supporting cast are Ben Alexander and Mae Marsh. Filming
is taking place at Mack
Sennett
studios.

systems

to

guard

will play in "Bolero" and "The
Trumpet Blows." Fredric March,
Miriam Hopkins and Helen Mack
* *
are with him*in "Chrysalis."
Nan Sunderland (Mrs. Walter
Huston) has been signed by RKO
for "Trigger."*
*
*
Bradley Page has been engaged by
Columbia
for a featured
role in

TOTS

liance Production which will be n
leased by United Artists.

*

*

*

Betty Blythe and Claude
//. Gillin
water are recent additions to tJ
cast of Columbia's "House of Mu
der," being directed by Lambe
Hillyer.
inine
lead. June Collyer has the fei

*

*

*

Lew Ayres is being starred
Universal in "Cross Country Cruise
with Alice White and June Knigl
Eddie Buzzell is the director.

*

*

*

George Brent has been added ,
the cast of "Mandalay" playing o
posite Kay Francis.
He joins i.
all-star cast which includes Rican
Cortez and Warner Oland, under tl i
direction of Michael Curtiz.
After Edward G. Robinson a
pears as the Little Corporal
"Napoleon: His Life and Loves
which Emil Ludwig is now collab
rating on in Hollywood, First N
tional will star him in "The Kir
Fish." William Rankin wrote tl,
novel and Carl Erickson is no
doing the screen play.
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ndies Will Fight Any Efforts of Boards to Bar Duals

EGALITY OF SALARY CONTROL IS UNDETERMINED
\ctors and Writers Appeal to the President on Salaries
tim Only 10% of Income
Joes to Studio Labor —
Urge Probe of Waste
By
'est Coast

RALPH

Manager,

WILK
THE

FILM

"U" May Produce in England and France
London — Tentative plans for production by Universal in England and France were
announced by 5. F. Ditcham, "U" executive here, on his return from Paris, where he
conferred with Carl Laemmle. Work is expected to start shortly, and the pictures will
be for world release and not merely for quota purposes, said Ditcham.

DAILY

ollywood — Salary control is con_y to the NRA provision against
lg of maximum pay, according
wire read at a joint meeting of
•rs and screen writers Sunday
it and which will be sent to
sident .Roosevelt.
The message,
(.Continued on Page 4)

iRNERS STARTING 8;
.AN "ADVERSE" BIG
aving completed five pictures in

ALLIED WILL HOLD
RE-ELECT GOLDSMITH
CHICAGO MASS MEET PRESIDENT OF S.M.P.E.
Chicago — Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith
was reelected president of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers
at yesterday's opening session of
the fall meeting. Others elected
to office were: O. M. Glunt, vicepresident; J. H. Kurland, secretary,
and T. E. Shea, treasurer.
W. B.

Washington — With the purpose of
organizing national support for a
campaign to induce the NRA to revise the code from the angle of the
independent exhibitor and determining its future course, Allied will
hold a general exhibitor mass meeting at the Hotel Congress, Chicago,

{Continued on Page 4)

{Continued on Page 4)

Rosenblatt
Uncertain
if
Final Code Will Have
Pay-Fixing Clause
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington — Legality of the new
code clause aimed to reduce excessive star, executive and other salaries remains to be determined by
the NRA legal division, Sol A. Rosenblatt said yesterday afternoon.
He stated he does not know whether or not (Continued
the provision
be emon Page will
4)

SUOR % STARS
FAIRESEES~
PLAN
EQUITY

Fixing of maximum star salaries is neither practicable nor constitutional, and the best way to
establish fair compensation for talent is on a percentage basis, in the
opinion of President Frank Gillmore and Executive Secretary Paul
Washington — Any attempt by night. Taking issue with Sol A. Dullzell of Actors' Equity Ass'n.
just backon Page
in New
York
Grievance Boards to restrict or pro- Rosenblatt, they asserted that the Gillmore, (Continued
5)
hibit double features in territories boards' scope does not take in this
will be fought by independent pro- matter by virtue of the fact that no
o Exceptions Made
ducers and distributors on the reference is made to duals in the McDonough Seen Slated
In Cleveland Dual Ban grounds that the boards' jurisdiction Code. This brings the group in con- For RKO Theaters Prexy
does not cover this matter, leaders
flict with the Deputy's recent stateleveland — Under two exceptions of the indie faction declared last
Announcement of the new RKO
(Continued
on Page 3)
e to the general rule that double
Theaters president and general
ures be reduced to once a week
manager of theater operation has
not played on Saturday or Sunbeen delayed until today. The genthe downtown subsequent runs
eral belief is that J. R. McDonough
be allowed to run duals all the
will
be named president, with the
;, while houses in the outskirts
other assignment still undecided. An
along the cinema scene
permitted to double at the SatRKO official told Film Daily yesiy matinee provided the proterday that it would undoubtedly be
By DON CARLE GILLETTE =====
«n
does
not
extend
beyond
6
"some one from the ranks."
!
past month, with four others
ently shooting, the WarnerNational coast studios are
aring to place eight additional
uctions in work within the fort:. Aside from this high activchief interest at the Warner
t is (Continued
focused onon Page
"Anthony
Ad3)

Boards9 Jurisdiction on Duals
Is Contested by Independents

Stray Shots

"Cavalcade" 50%

JUST because the code wrangle is occupying most of the headlines these days, don't
*■* think that everything else in the industry is at a standstill. As a matter of fact,
production activity in Hollywood is about at a four-year peak, and more exhibs have
had the optimism to reopen theaters in the past month than in any similar period
for years.

in England

standard
Book of Reference
Year Book. — Advt.

Is The

President's Contract
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Replying to the comparison of star salaries with the salary
of the President of the United States,

•

London — Fox is understood to have
aoked "Cavalcade" into more than
000 cinemas, with no contract at less
ian 50 per cent, despite the protests
exhibitors that they could not and
3uld
not pay such rental for a picire.

Judging by the atmosphere
the "S" in S. Charles

Film

that always surrounds

Einfeld's name

him at the Warner

home

offices,

Fredric March, at the actors' and
writers' meeting Sunday night, declared
that Roosevelt has a "four-year contract" without any options.

stands
• for "enthusiasm."

The weakest of all arguments against big salaries for stars is the one to the effect
that it results in the public having to pay more at the box-office. If the marvelous
shows offered today at the Music Hall for 35 cents or at the old Roxy for 15 cents

(.Continued

on Page

2)

The

1934

Film

Daily Year Book.

ing Opportunity. — Advt.
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Coming and Going

Stray Shots
along the cinema scene
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—
had been available to us at
it Utopia. Stars with the
makes such low admissions
their usually brief spell of

these prices when we were kids, we would have considered
gift of entertainment to draw the volume of business that
possible are entitled to commensurate compensation during
such popularity.

•

Unless musicals hurry up and
death of all of them.

Nobody

has been

W. RAY JOHNSTON
turned to Washington

(Continued from Page 1) -^^-^—

get away

from

those backstage

plots, it'll be the

able to satisfactorily explain the popularity of "Who's

•

of the Big Bad Wolf?"

Afraid

With legit, show trouping being down to almost nil, class pictures like "Emperor
Jones," "Berkeley Square," "Private Life of Henry VIM," etc., should be naturals for
roadshowing in legit, houses with exploitation guns aimed at the clientele that formerely
patronized
films
are.

the stage drama

and

some

of whom

•

still don't know

how

superior most

An annual screen revue presenting a satire on the leading pictures of the past
season would be worth trying.

•

There

used to be a lot of kidding about the service showered

by de luxe movie

attendants upon patrons, but big businesses now are selling "service" to the public on
a bigger scale than ever before — an exemplary instance being the gas filling stations.

•

•
Wl M

A. P. Waxman over at Radio City can tell how good a picture is by the number
of requests he receives for passes.
Deadheads always are the choosiest theatergoers
and the severest critics.

OUfl »A*T

•

FINANCIAL

Warner

Baxter and Ronald

Colman,

judging by fan comment

overheard

in months

of eavesdropping, "have got everything" that the majority of women want in a leading
man — and they are mighty popular with the men, too — yet neither has ever had the
amount of exploitation justified by his merits.

and EDDIE GOLDEN
again last night.

HERMAN
ZOHBEL
and
WILLIAM
CLAI \
RKO
treasurer
and assistant
treasurer,
resp
to cor
in Hollywood
arrived
have
tively,
tures.
president of Radio P
with B. B. KAHANE,
FRED
JACKSON,
Warner
technician,
ha>
turned
to the coast from
Florida, where
shot backgrounds
for Ruth
Chatterton's
n
picture,
"Mandalay."
FRANK GILLMORE, president of Act:
Equity, has returned to New York from Wa
ington.
JOSEPH
ALBERT
RICHARD
and
EUGE i
LAROCHE
of Paramount
News
sailed Sal
day on the Me de France for Europe.
WILLIAM
SISTROM,
RKO
associate
p)
ducer, has left the coast for Fort Myer, \
where sequences for "Rodney" are being ma
FRANCES
DRAKE
is returning to Hollyw*
following
a visit with
her parents,
Mr. . 1
Mrs. Edwin C. Dean, in Toronto.
ROGERS,
"Mr. make
Skit.' !
at WILL
the Fox
studios uponthis finishing
week,
will
airplane
trip to New
York,
Washington
the southwest.
MONROE
GREENTHAL,
United
Artists
ploifation
manager,
left yesterday
for Bos
to arrange for the opening of "Broadway T
a Keyhole"
at Loew's
State there on Frit
ROY yesterday.
DISNEY arrived in New York from
coast
BILLY WILKERSON
today.
day on the Paris.
MARIE PREVOST

returns

from

Europe

is expected in New

Y

•
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INDUST
THEDATE
OK S
BORY'
Annual banquet and dance of Motion Picture Post of American Legion,
Copley-Plaza
Hotel, Boston.

Today:

Oct. 16-18:
Hotel.
Oct. 24:

And newspapers are supposed to be records of fact, whereas movies are make-believe
and as such have a right to some latitude not to mention the apparent film boners that
result solely from censor's deletions which

Society of Motion Picture Engineers fall meeting, Edgewater Beach
Chicago.

Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.

•can't

be corrected

like typographical errors.

Panning a picture that is obviously good entertainment, just because
to have a few minor faults, is like disparaging a rose because it has thorns.

it happens

•

69% — 3V,

10%

6s46... 45 V4 45
A-0
Keith
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 31 % 31%
Par. By. 5%s51 . . . . 31 1/4 31
Par. 5%s50
Pathe 7s37

28%

—

Columnists who go in for exposing errors in films might be interested to know
that a mere layman found 43 errors in one final edition of a leading New York daily.

Take two of the biggest things at the box-office today — Mae West and "Three
Little Pi^s" — see how much difference there is between them and how unforeseen their
popularity was — and you will get an idea of the intangibility of show business.

5 Milwaukee Theaters
L. E. Davidson Appointed
Go Under Union Scale
Publix Des Moines Mgr.
Milwaukee — Five local outlying
houses formerly employing projectionists not allied with the American Federation of Labor, have signed agreements
withto the
Operators'
Union,
according
Oscar
Olson,
business manager. Houses are the
Parkway, Astor, Jackson and Roosevelt, all operated by John Ludwig
and Harry Perlewitz, and the Lyric.

Meyer Fischer Acquires
Third Theater in Ohio
Cleveland — Meyer Fischer, president of Fischer Film Exchange, has
acquired the Fountain theater, making the third in his new circuit. The
others are the Mall, Cleveland, and
the State, Hamilton. Paul Appel
will manage the Fountain.
Reopening
Fox Gillham
Kansas City — Rube Finkelstein
has subleased the Fox Gillham,
1,000-seater, dark for several years,
and will reopen it shortly.

Des Moines — Changes are announced in the management of the
three local Publix houses under the
direction of A. H. Blank. L. E.
Davidson, who recently came here
as manager of the Des Moines, has
been named city manager. E. Don
Allen, former manager of the
Strand, becomes manager of the Des
Moines. The Strand will be managed by W. B. Beckley, formerly of
New York. V. H. Ford, now assistant manager of the Des Moines, is
to be house manager of the Paramount. Art Farrell of the Paramount will be assistant manager of
the Des Moines.
Join Educational Writing Staff
Charles Judels, in addition to appearing in Educational subjects to
be made in the east, has been made
a member of the production staff
and will write, direct and otherwise
assist. Burnet Hershey is another
recent addition to the list of scribes.

150,000
"No atAngel"
FirstSeeWeek
Orient
Chicago — A new all-time recc
for a week's business has been
by the Oriental, which drew an
tendance of about 150,000 in its fi:
week of "I'm No Angel," Mae Wi
picture.
This is about 50,000 mc
than the house played to during
Paul Ash boom days.

Hy Daab Joins Warner
Hy Daab, formerly director of :
vertising and publicity for R]
Radio Pictures, has been engaged
S. Charles Einfeld to assist Stan
Shuford in the supervision of W
ner advertising.
Publix Giving Up Canada Char
Toronto — Notice has been gr
by J. D. Wagoner, secretary, tl|
Publix Theaters Co. will make
plication to the secretary of state
Canada for acceptance of the s
render of its charter on and fr
the date fixed by the secretary
state.
Laurel-Hardy Comedy at Roxj
First booking of a new Laur
Hardy by the originial Roxy in s
eral years will be "Midnight 3
trol," which opens Friday.

ST. CHARLES

ATLANTIC CITY
An Entire Block on Hie Boardwalk

A most beautifully appointed resort hot
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sum
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of t!
St. Charles make the days spent there
delightful memory . . . Come and enjo;
RATES GREATLY REDUCED
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ARNERS STARTING 8;
LAN "ADVERSE" BIG
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e DiPesa Wins U. A. Ad Prize
/ston — Joe DiPesa, Loew pubV director, has been awarded
prize in the national advertisand exploitation contest conid by United Artists for
lelujah, I'm a Bum." DiPesa
a gold watch from Al Jolson.
e Berry on Exploiteer Board
e Berry, general manager for
3ircle Theaters in Indianapolis,
ie latest showman to join the
ier-First
National Exploitation
d.

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
The Soviet
idance
of

Union
about

had a cinema
2,000,000,000

atlast

■«■.

{Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

tie," best seller, in which almost
■y writer and director on the lot
tnxious to have a hand when it
; brought to the screen early next
r, according to Jacob Wilk, head
the Warner
story department,
: back from a four-week stay in
lywood.
Wilk considers the acdtion of this novel as the best
3y buy he ever made, as pracJly all producers were after it.
he filming of it. Jack L. Warner
is to make "Anthony Adverse"
oectacle even bigger than "Ben
and including the greatest
jp of stars ever used in a Warpicture.
It will also have an
:ecedented national exploitation
paign, now being worked
out
etly.
he eight
pictures
now
being
,lied by Warner-F.
N. include
lg of Fashion,"
with Warren
iam and Bette Davis; "Hi, Nelwith Paul Muni and Glenda
'ell; "Crowned Head," with Joe
:Brown;
"British Agent," with
ie Howard; "Heir Chaser," with
es Cagney;
"Sweethearts
For," with Ruby Keeler and Dick
(ell; "The King Fish," and "Nam" with Edward G. Robinson.
work
are "Massacre,"
with
ard
Barthe'mess;
"Bedside,"
Warren
William;
"Easy
to
•.," with Adolphe
Menjou
and
y Astor, and "Mandalay," with
: Francis and Ricardo Cortez.
:centlv completed were "Conven1 City," "Dark Hazard," "Finger
," "College Coach"
and "The
t Shakedown."

the

■ A

INDIES SAYS BOARDS
CAN'T RULE ON DUALS

PHIL

M. DALY

•
•
• WELL, WELL
the boys out at the M-G-M
studio have hit on a brand new one for grabbin' off the ole publicity Irving Thalberg and Ernst Lubitsch have started
a controversy over Maurice Chevalier and Jeanette MacDonald
(. and by the merest coincidence
we find on a careful check-up of the opening gun fired by Mister Thalberg
that the M-G-M pix in which both of these stars are touted
to appear next is mentioned at least once in each paragraph
of his statement to the press
the name of the pix is
"The Merry Widow"
we will also mention it in the next
paragraph
just to keep in the Atmosphere
boy,
that's what ya call co-operating with a producer
• • • IT SEEMS that Mister Lubitsch declared that
Mister Chevalier was jealous of Jeanette MacDonald, and didn't
want her in "The Merry Widow" (second mention of pix as per
promise above)
so Mister Thalberg issues a vigorous
rebuttal
he says that he cabled Maurice in Paris
and Maurice
cables back
(also mentioning "The Merry
Widow")
Maurice sez he would be tickled silly to have
Jeanette with him in the pix, and adds some kind words about
Mister Lubitsch, the director
Mister Thalberg says he
still has an open mind on who the dame will be to play opposite
Mister Chevalier
but after Mister Lubitsch comes back
with his statement for the press
which we are expecting
any moment
we're bettin' odds that Mister Thalberg and
Mister Lubitsch will get together
and that Miss MacDonald
will be playin' opposite Mister Chevalier in "The Merry Widow"
(doggone it, we mentioned that pix AGAIN.
Oh, well,
let it go.)
• •
• REPORTS ARE seeping in from the Coast
that Paramount
has
something
extra special in Dorothea
Wieck
in her American screen debut in "Cradle Song"
we have it on the word of Jeff Lazarus, chairman of
the Paramount editorial board, and A. M. Botsford, executive
assistant to Emanuel Cohen
who saw an advanced showing in Hollywood
that Miss Wieck puts over a Classic
Performance ... . . with the dramatic mother love theme goalin'
everybody for another "Stella Dallas" smash
only more
so
don't know much about Mister Lazarus
but
can't recall Mister Conservative Botsford ever goin' cuckoo over
a pix unless it Had Something
•

•

• NOVELTY BALLYHOO for Warner-First National's "The World
Changes"
with one of the male
members of the cast
mebbe Paul Muni, the star. . . .;. . . .
making a trip from Hollywood, utilizing the six methods of
transportation used in the United States since 1856
pony express, 20-mule team, express stage coach, fast train,
lake steamer, airplane
the gent selected will wear the apparel of the type worn in each travel cycle
he will arrive
after eight days of travel in time for the premiere of "The
World Changes" in New York
• • • ON A visit to his home town of Pittsburgh, Karl
Krug of Hal Home's publicity staff at United Artists, talked
over WWSW on "Emperor Jones" opening at the Fulton there
..That volcanic three-reeler, "Aniakchak" at the Rialto
is so good, according to Ed Lenihan, house manager, that he
has seen it six times
Arnold Van Leer and George H.
Morris are vice-chairman and director of publicity respectively
of the Democratic Theatrical League for election of O'BrienPrial-Solomon
and they start off with announcement of
a sign to cover the front of the Criterion with 10-foot portraits
of these candidates, with an open air stage on the street for
campaign speeches

Score of Exploiteers
In the Field for U. A.
With release of the first Joseph
M. Schenck-Darryl F. Zanuck 20th
Bowery,"
aCentury
score ofProduction,
exploiteers "The
are now
in the
field putting over campaigns on this
and other United Artists releases.
The men are under the supervision
of
Monroe Greenthal, exploitation
manager.
In addition to "The Bowery," the
U. A. exploiteers are staging campaigns on "Bitter Sweet," "Emperor Jones" and "The Masquerader."
Preparations are now under way
for the opening of "The Private
Life of Henry VIII" in many key
The field men include: Fred Roche
spots.
and Price Mansfield, Boston; Lee
Chamberlain, St. Louis; J. McGeehan, Cincinnati; Edward Holland,
Pittsburgh; Charles Moyer, New
Haven and Hartford; Erie Wright,
Washington; Sam Schwartz, Atlantic City; W. P. Bernfield, Kansas
City; Charles Perry, Philadelphia;
Harry Rice, Syracuse and Rochester; Charles Baron, Buffalo; Bill
Rudulph, Akron and Youngstown;
Bob Long, Indianapolis; Earl
Griggs, Atlanta; Bill Healy, Chicago; Frank Bruner, Providence;
Mike Wilkes, Toronto and London,
Canada; Merlin Lewis, Columbus
and Toledo
York
City. and Meyer Beck in New
"Keyhole" at Rivoli Oct. 25
"Broadway Thru a Keyhole," 20th
Century production from the Walter
Winchell story, opens Oct. 25 at the
Rivoli.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS,
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 11
Jean

Arthur

«

«

»

»

»

\
Hapsburg

Liebe

Roy Bennett
Stewart
David

Casey
Robinson
Marilyn Morgan

«
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ment that boards can deal with the
issue, as indicated exclusively in
The Film Daily of Oct. 5.
Although the fusion strength is
still being concentrated on the campaign to prevent any restrictions on
duals, the group is also working to
void the clause allowing majors to
compel exhibitors to buy part of
their shorts programs.

Marian

Marsh

THE

ACTORS AND WRITERS
APPEAL THRESIDENT
(.Continued from Page 1)

urging investigation of the industry
and charging waste, extravagance
and mismanagement, states that salary control will result in lower pay
for actors and writers in the middle
and lower salary classes. It says
that the percentage of the gross income paid to all creative branches
of the motion picture industry is
one-fifth of the percentage of the
gross paid to creative talent in the
legitimate theater. Only 10 per
cent of the gross from a picture is
paid for wages in production, it is
claimed.
Charge is made that companies
are attacking creative talent as a
smoke screen to avoid investigation
of misuse and waste of income, and
that the anti-raiding clause will also
lower salaries. Use of governmental
support of the anti-raiding clause is
assailed.
The message states that certain
major company executives have
taken millions out of their companies in bonuses, in addition to their
salaries, during the past three years.
Assertion is made that companies
have been bankrupted by buying and
leasing theaters at exorbitant prices
rather than by salaries to talent.
President Eddie Cantor of the
Actors' Guild states that the best
way for actors and writers to fight
the producers is to not work. Fredric March pointed out that out of
every dollar paid at the box-office
only 11 cents goes to Hollywood
and that out of each 11 cents only
40 to 50 per cent is paid for labor.
He favors percentage deals _ for
stars, with a governmental auditing
of the books.
March stated that from 30 to 40
important directors plan to form a
screen directors' guild. Ralph Block
said the box-office is the standard
for stars, but that there is no standard for production executives, and
he blamed nepotism for filling many
top spots. He asserted his belief
that the government will not sacrifice creative talent to avoid problems of inefficient management.
Oliver H. P. Garrett said the
Writers' Guild would never go on
strike unless forced to do so, and
that it favors fair arbitration. President John Howard Lawson, back
from Washington, charged that the
code is dominated by a few major
producers. "Salary control and antiraiding articles are really the old
Discuss

Film

Morality

Washington — Morality of pictures is
understood to have been stressed by
Grace Abbott of the Children's Bureau,
Commerce Dept., in an interview with
So! A. Rosenblatt yesterday afternoon.
Other conferees meeting with the Deputy were Gabriel Hess and Louis Nizer.

-%£\

Paramount Preparing 11
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Having already either completed or started more than half of its 1933-34
schedule in the first three months of its season, Paramount is preparing five more
features for early production, with six others to follow. In addition, seven pictures
are in work and five others are in the cutting room. The five being prepared are
"Miss Fane's Baby is Stolen," "Search for Beauty," "Lives of a Bengal Lancer,"
"We're Not Dressing" and "The Scarlet Parade." The six to follow are "Cleopatra,"
"Bolero," "Come on Marines," "The Trumpet Blows," "Death Takes a Holiday," "It
Ain't No Sin" and "Reunion." In the cutting room are "Design for Living," "Duck
Soup," "Thundering Herd," "Cradle Song" and "White Women." Those before the
cameras include "We're Sitting Pretty," "Alice in Wonderland," "Four Freightened
People," "Chrysalis," "Girl Without a Room," "Pardners" and "Eight Girls in a
Boat."
Fourteen others have either been released or will be released by Nov. 1.

Says Indep'ts Won't Sign Any Code
Unless It Assures Freedom of Duals
Independents will refuse to sign
any code which does not provide
freedom for double features, declared Eddie Golden, who with W.
Ray Johnston returned to New York
on Saturday from Washington and
returned together to the capital last
night to resume code work. Declaring that they would be signing their
death warrants by affixing signatures to a code which permitted
major companies to insert anti-dual
:lauses in their film contracts or to
use indirect means of curbing the
double feature practice, Golden said
his contingent will wage a finish
fight to obtain inclusion of a favorable dual bill clause in the code.
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Allied Ass'n Will Hold
Mass Meeting in Chicago
(Continued from Page 1)

on Tuesday of next week. Invitations have been sent out to 3,000
theatermen.
In addition to Allied leaders, including Abram Myers, Al Steffes,
H. M. Richey and Sidney Samuelson, speakers are expected to include Senators and Congressmen.
Session will run one day. A statement by Myers last night said in

"It was the consensus of opinion
that while leaders who have been
part:
attending conferences were fully authorized to sign a code in harmony
with the proposals advocated by
Re-elect A. N. Goldsmith
their respective organizations, none
As President of S.M.P.E. of them has authority to act on the
document presented by Mr. Rosen(Continued from Page 1)
blatt."home.Richey and Steffes have reRayton was elected to the board of
turned
governors and H. Griffin re-elected.
Luncheon speakers before the 85
in attendance were: C. F. Strodel,
executive officer of Balaban and Rosenblatt Expects Code
Katz; Donald P. Bean, University of
Will Ignore Dual Bills
Chicago and Dr. Allen D. Albert of
Washington
Sol A. Rosenblatt
A Century of Progress. Speakers does not expect— the
completed code
at the business session were: E. to contain any reference
to double
Thiesen, honorary curator, Motion features, he said last night, despite
Picture Collections, Los Angeles; E. independent fusion insistence that a
P. Kennedy, Electrical Research clause be inserted forbidding any
Products, Chicago and J. E. Jenkins restrictions on policy. The indie
of Jenkins and Adair, Chicago. Reflower today. a meeting at the Maycent motion pictures were exhibited group plans
in the evening. Many important
talks are on schedule for today and
Wednesday with a banquet slated
RKO Sets Titles on Two
for tonight.
"The Right to Romance" has been
set by RKO as the release title of
Code Withdrawal
Rumor
Spiked
the Ann Harding picture formerly
Washington — Report that Sol A.
Rosenblatt had withdrawn his sec- known as "Beautiful," and "After
is the new name for the
ond code revision got into the Wash- Tonight"
ington atmosphere yesterday when, Constance Bennett picture previously called "Without Glory" and "The
according to Joe Pastor of Chicago,
the NRA refused to give out copies Woman Spy."
at his request. This was emphatically denied by Rosenblatt aides,
"Kick-Off" Booked for Roxy
who explained that virtually all the
"The
Kick-Off," three-reel footsupply of copies is now exhausted.
ball subject released by Principal,
has been booked by the original
Roxy for the coming week.
50
per cent out in new form," he
declared.
James Cagney, Boris Karloff, Noel
Go Ahead on Product Deals
Madison and Frank Morgan were
named to act with Frances Marion,
Kansas City — Film distributors,
Horace Jackson, Ernest Pascal and who up to last week were holding
Francis Edwards Faragoh of the off on new product in expectation
Writers' Guild in fighting the code. of code adoption, are going ahead.

QUESTION EXISTS
ON SALARY FIXIi
(Continued from Page 1)

bodied in the final draft, release
which is unofficially expected t
week.
One impression here is that if
clause goes into the final code
may never become active. Wl
his attention was called to the co
players' protest against the rest;
tive plan, the Deputy said he ]
not received any complaints fr
that element and would not c<
ment
Cantor's Presid
publish
attack onon Eddie
the provision.
Roosevelt did not recommend
clause, declared Rosenblatt.
Deputy also withheld his comm
on the analysis and proposals s
mitted to him Saturday by the
Allied.
dependent fusion group includ
At the recommendation
of
consumers' board, some changes
being made in the code, he sta
Local zoning and grievance boa
will be permanent in the person
Rosenblatt said, and stated that
has no plan to appoint sub-depu
to supervise operation of the c
in various areas.
Clarifying
work to be done by clearance boa
the Deputy explained that if e:
bitors or distributors
differ \
them they may file protests.
Grievance boards will func
without limitations as regE
scope, said Rosenblatt. He exp
to continue as Deputy Adminis
tor until the code setup is per
nently organized. Asked if ther
any appeal beyond the Code Autl
ity, he admitted a disputant can
stitute
in the regular coi'
if he sosuits
desires.
"I've no idea" when the Pi
dent will sign the code, said
senblatt. In event of a deadlocl
the Code Authority, the NRA
step into the situation and rei
a decision, Rosenblatt explai
"All questions raised by the N
legal department have been s;
blatt.
factorily answered," declared Ro;
No more groups have signed
code. Unless members of the
hibitor association have person
given their proxies to a represe
•tive, his signature on the code i
not bind them, says the Deputy
Jean
West

Harlow

Improving

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

D.T

Hollywood — Jean Harlow,
was rushed to the hospital Sur
for an emergency appendix op
tion, is improving satisfactorily
Blacklist Clause to Stay
Washington — As far as Sol A. Roser
blatt knows, clauses blacklisting playe
and agents for infracture of the coc
and other provisions will stay put

the code, he stated yesterday aftei
noon. Coast players and agents ai
waging
a militant campaign again
these
clauses.
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RKO Radio Studios Far Ahead
On Current Production Schedule
Wst

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven RKO
producions will be en route to New York
jy the end of this month.
Final
editing has been completed on the
majority of the features and with
'Chance at Heaven," "Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men," and the Schnitzel- film, "Goodbye Love," already deivered, RKO is running far ahead
>f its schedule.
The all-star film,
: 'Last Patrol," will be shipped this
.veek. "Little Women" is ready except for a few sound sequences. The
other five that will soon be shipped
east are "The Right to Romance,"
'If I Were
Free," "Man
of Two
Worlds," "Flying Down to Rio" and
'After Tonight."

Brings Egyptian Pictures
"The Love Melody," an Egyptian
: production with Arabic dialogue,
and a series of Egyptian musical
shorts have been brought to this
;ountry by Noury D. Saporta, who
'arrived in New York from Alexandria last week. Saporta, who represents Les Selections Behna Films of
Alexandria, will secure several
'American features for Egyptian distribution before returning to Alexandria.
Foreign Deals Closed
J. H. Hoffberg Co. has sold for
English
distribution
through
its
London
affiliate, Interworld
Films
'Ltd., the entire 1933-34 Fanchon
: Royer line-up of 15 features.
The
■ first two are "Neighbors'
Wives"
and
"For
Value
Received"
with
Dorothy Mackaill and Tom Moore.
Hoffberg also arranged with Interworld for the distribution of the
: Willis
Kent
feature,
"Sucker
Money," and a number of short sub• jects.

Equity Sees % Plan
As Fairest for Stars
(Continued from Page

1)

after several weeks of code hearings in Washington, says the compensation paid a star invariably
controls itself through the amount
of business which he or she draws.
Considering that few contracts
with actors are for a long term and
that producers may reject options
or refuse to renew an agreement if
it proves unprofitable, whereas in
the case of pictures that are a big
hit the companies can realize profits on them for a long time to come,
Gillmore declared that actual overpayment of actors is a rare thing.
Dullzell advocates a guarantee
and percentage system as the most
equitable for talent and at the same
time fair to producers.
No comment could be elicited
from the Equity officials with respect tothe
thecoast.
new Actors'
Guild
move on
Though Eddie
Cantor, president of the Guild, and
numerous other leading actor members belong to Equity, no connection
exists between the two and the Hollywood group has indicated that it
intends to go along independently.
Well-informed opinion, however,
states that the Guild is without the
necessary organizers to achieve any
major objectives and assure its
permanence, and that an eventual
affiliation, doubtless with local autonomy, isnot unlikely. It is pointed
out that the Giuld could not join
the American Federation of Labor
except by going through Equity,
which controls the charter for this
field.

Kansas City — Sound equipment
has been installed by RCA Photo"Cradle Song" November Release
phone in the following houses: DieParamount's "Cradle Song" will bold's Palace, Cedar Rapids, la.;
be released the first week in Novem- Brandeis, Omaha; Rialto, Granite
ber, provided it is decided to road- City, 111.; Temple, Ferguson, Mo.;
show the feature on Broadway. If
Regal, Elvins, Mo.; Academy, Ironthe feature is presented at the Para- ton, Mo.; Roadside Settlement Themount, it will be booked for the
ater (portable), Des Moines; Beckthird week in November.
er's Plaza at Independence, Mo., and
the Wyoming at Lusk, Wyo.
Close State Rights Deals
"Enlighten Thy Daughter," Louis
Weiss' roadshow feature, will be distributed in New York by Arthur
Greenblatt. Other territories set are
Gold Medal Film Co. for Philadelphia and Washington, and American
Pictures for the New England territory.
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Mrs. Moffett Gets Safety Prize
Cleveland — For having the best
industry program in the city in behalf of fire prevention week, Mrs.
Georgia Moffett, secretary of the
Cleveland Film Board of Trade, was
invited to be honor guest at the concluding luncheon given by the Cleveland Safety Council.

Goulding Starts at Roach
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Marking his return to the
Hal Roach studios after a long absence,
Alt Goulding starts today on the direction of the All-Star comedy with
Douglas Wakefield and Billy Nelson,
English comics,
heading
the cast.

"Bowery" Breaks Record in Wash.
Washington— "The Bowery," 20th
Century's first picture, released by
United Artists, broke all records,
both in attendance and receipts, at
Loew's Palace on Saturday.

Short Term and Long Term Contracts

THE

SHORT

SUBJECTS

"Aniakchak"
Fox
30 mins.
Rare Wonders of Nature
Surpassing even "Krakatoa" in
point of its wonders of nature, this
three-reeler is one of the best exploitation possibilities of its kind
that has come along in some time.
A better box-office title might help
it, however. The subject depicts an
exploration trip led by Father Bernard Hubbard, known as the Glacier
Priest, up in the Alaskan Arctic.
After a very interesting trip through
some Alaskan territory by dog-sled,
the expedition goes from below-zero
weather to tropical atmosphere in
a "valley of a thousand smokes,"
and then comes the climb to Aniakchak, called the world's largest active crater. The sights photographed
in this crater, which has a size of
about 21 miles, are wonders to behold, and the dangers risked by the
little party in filming the scenes are
very apparent. Impressiveness of
the picture is indicated by the fact
that, at its Rialto showing, it got
a heavy round of applause. The
running talk by Father Hubbard is
excellent.
"Animal Gods"
Elmer Clifton
25 mins.
Outlandish Theme
This long short takes you for a
dizzy whirl among the queer religious beliefs of the natives of India,
but the theme is not calculated to
appeal to many Americans who do
not believe in the theory of reincarnation which is here expounded
through a dramatic story. A British
army officer stationed in India tells
the yarn to two tourists, and his
narration is the technical device for
supplying the dialogue. It is a weird
yarn of a rich young native who
was a sort of monkey-worshiper, believing that in his next incarnation
he would turn up as a monkey. He
forsakes his family and wealth,
journeys for years through India,
and finally turns up at the sacred
Monkey Temple, and the yarn leads
you to believe he has been converted into a monk. If you can believe
that, okay. Too far fetched for the
average American audience.
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"MY WOMAN"
with

Helen

Twelvetrees,
Victor Jory,
Wallace Ford
Columbia
73 mins.
ENTERTAINING LOVE DRAMA IN A
RADIO BACKGROUND. WELL ACTED
AND HANDSOMELY PRODUCED.
Good work by the cast, plus production
values, occasional comedy and action that
moves along without any serious letdowns,
go pretty far to offset the rather obvious
nature of this story and make the affair
as a whole a satisfactory entertainment
for the pop audiences. Helen Twelvetrees is the ambitious wife of a shiftless
entertainer, Wallace Ford, in a Panama
cafe. Through her enterprise they land
on the radio in New York and, with material and management supplied by the
wife, Wally becomes a big hit. Swellheaded by his success, Wally becomes unmanageable and neglects Helen in favor
of a Park Avenue siren who is just making
a monkey out of him. Helen, on the other
hand, remains faithful despite the sincere
attentions of the radio station head, Victor Jory, to whom they owe their opportunity. The inevitable happens, Wally hitting the skids and eventually returning to
Panama, where Helen forgives and reconciles with him.
Cast; Helen Twelvetrees, Victor Jory,
Wallace Ford, Claire Dodd, Hobart Cavanaugh, William Jeffrey, Lorin Raker, Edwin
Stanley, Warren Hymer, Raymond Brown,
Charles Levison, Ralph Freud, Lester Crawford, Bcothe Howard, Harry Holman.
Director, Victor Schertzinger; Author,
Brian Marlow; Adaptor, same; Cameraman,
Beniamin Kline; Recording Engineer, Clifford M. McNally.
Direction, Good
Photography, Good

the nudist cult along with her rich
mama. Eddie visits ma's home to
ask for daughter's hand, and to be
in character disrobes to his B.V.D's.
But ma insists he must go all the
way. The various nudists are part'y concealed in everv shot, one nrop
that is worked a big part of the
time being a hedge fence outside
the home that only shows the uuper
and lower portions of the nudists'
bodies. A pal of Eddie's scores
most of the laughs coming in as a
nudist iceman and playing up to
the French maid.
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"BEFORE DAWN"
with Stuart Erwin, Dorothy Wilson, Warner
Oland, Dudley Digges
RKO

Radio

NEWS of the DAY

60 mins.

WEIRD MELODRAMA ALL ABOUT
MURDERS AND SPIRITUALISM AIMED AT
THE THRILL
FANS.
This opus is based on a story by the late
Edgar Wallace, and is a great buildup for
the spiritualists and the trance mediums but
it is doubtful if it will exercise much of
an appeal for the better class patrons and
those who ridicule the spiritualistic theories. It strikes us as too controversial
a question to make a young girl medium
the main factor in uncovering the criminal
when the police fail. Warner Oland plays
the role of a Viennese doctor who comes
to America with the secret of a million
dollars in gold hidden in an old country
house which has been told him by a dying
criminal. Oland uses his knowledge to
scare an old lady to death, she having
the secret also, which is shared by only
one other, another old woman related to
the dead criminal. Then the young medium enters into the case to help Stuart
Erwin as the detective to solve the crime
through her psychic knowledge. She makes
good amid metier happenings and two more
murders. Plenty of hoke and thrills for
those who like this type of film.
Cast: Stuart Erwin, Dorothy Wilson,
Warner Oland, Dudley Digges, Gertrude W.
Hoffman, Oscar Apfel, Frank Reicher, Jane
Darwell.
Director, Irving Pichel Author, Edgar
Wallace; Adaptors, Garrett Fort, Marian
Dix, Ralph Block.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.

Olive Oyl is a dancer, furnishes the
basis of action for this lively subject. It's another fast and funny
affair, with the bandit coming in
and shooting up the works, after
which he and Popeye match strength.
The bandit, unable to win alone,
rings in his gang of desperadoes,
but Popeye swallows a wad of spinach and cleans up the works.
Denver Orpheum Lowers Scale
Denver — After raising admission
to 55 cents top with the addition of
Fanchon & Marco stage units several weeks ago, the Orpheum has
gone back to 40 cents. Matinee also
has been set back to 25 cents top.
This puts the two first-runs with
stage shows, Orpheum and Denham,
in the same price category as the
Paramount and Aladdin which play
shorts with features.

'Screen Souvenirs"
(No. 3-3)
Paramount
11 mins.
Very Amusing
Starting out with an old-time
quartette singing "Heaven Will Protect the Working Girl," this dip
into the old files bring forth a shot
"Nearly Naked"
"Footlight" Bucks Superstitution
Rogers-McCracken 18 mins. of 1904 factory girls at work, then
a slice from an early Pearl White
Nudist Kidding
Unafraid of Friday the 13th, WarA satire on the nudist cult, which serial, a travesty on a supposed muner's "Footlight Parade" opened
sical
talkie
of
20
years
ago,
a
brings its laughs with the kidding
of the fad through the deviee of glimpse of the 1910 world's series, that day at the Stanley, Pittsburgh,
having Eddie Foy, Jr. in love with and finally a 1907 meller, "A Wo- and gave the house the biggest busiman's Wit," in which an opera
Vera Marsh, who is a member of
ness in its history. Other pre-resinger outwits a burglar. All very
funny.
lease test runs over the week-end
included the Branford, Newark, and
Rush "Heat Lightning"
the Roger Sherman, New Haven,
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Popeye the Sailor in
Hollywood — Preparations are already
where
it likewise broke the open"Blow Me Down"
under way at First National on "Heat
Paramount
6 mins.
Lightning," the play by Leon Abrams
ing day record. Second week-end at
and George Abbott which has been runthe Strand on Broadway surpassed
Swell Cartoon
ning several weeks on Broadway, Much of
the picture will be filmed on location
A set-to between Popeye
and a the corresponding period on prein the southwestern
desert country.
vious pictures.
tough bandit, in a cabaret where

Petoskey, Mich. — Temple theatei
has been sold to John Galster and
Cabe.
Henry Galster by Mrs. Clara McConstantine, Mich. — The Royal
has been taken over by M. M. Adams
from R. P. Early, owner of a small
central Michigan circuit.
Danvers,
theater has
Al Newhall
independent

Mass. — The Orpheum
been transferred from
to Louis Boas of the
Boas Circuit.

Baton Rouge, La. — Articles of incorporation have been filed here by
Road-Show Pictures, Inc., New Orleans, with a capital of $10,000, and
Hollywood Theaters, Inc., Gretna,
with capital of $10,000.
Knoxville — Tivoli Theaters, Inc.,
has filed application for a charter
of incorporation. Y. F. Freeman,
M. F. Gowthorpe and J. D. Van
Waggoner are the incorporators.
Birmingham — The home of N.
H. Waters, operator of a small cirneighborhood houses, was
bombedcuit ofrecently.
Mechanicsville, la. — The Merchants Co-operative movies here
have added sound equipment.
Cincinnati — Kenneth Means is
new assistant manager of the Paramount theater, Peebles Corner.

Columbus, O. — Pete Vigna, man- I
ager of the Garden Theater and son I
of John Vigna, long associated with \
Universal, is the father of a girl.
Kansas City — Gus Kubitzki, exchange manager for Fox, became a
grandfather last week.
Cleveland — The Metropolitan,
once a Loew house, but closed for
years, is scheduled to open Nov. 12
man.
with burlesque under David LederKansas City — Budd Rogers, general sales manager for M. H. Hoffman, is expected here within the
next two weeks.
Cleveland — G. W. Erdmann, business manager of the Cleveland Motion Picture Exhibitors Association,
will be the next guest speaker before
studyClub.
group of the ClevelandtheCinema
Endorse

Blue Law

Fight

A flood of telegrams and letters endorsing his recent statement against
blue laws and calling on a relaxation
of the antiquated
a step by
to'
national
recovery haslaws
beenas received
Jack Cohn, said the Columbia vicepresident yesterday on his return from
Washington. Cohn plans to follow up
the matter.

The Complete
And

•
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Co-Operation of •
Every Branch of the
Motion Picture • •
Industry Is Helping*
To Make the Coming
Sixteenth Annual •
Film Daily • • • • •
YEAR BOOK . .
The Finest Book of
I

Reference Ever • •
Published in the • •
Picture Business • •

Sh
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the coming 1934 edition,
out as usual shortly after

the first of the year, will be more attractive, bigger,
better and more comprehensive than ever
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By

RALPH

JRENE
DUNNE
and John Boles
are being teamed again by RKO
in "Stingaree."
Reginald Owen is one of the busiest actors on the coast. He had no
sooner finished work in "Queen
Christina," then he started playing
in "Nana." This is the first time
in the past few months that he has
not worked in more than one picture
at a time. While playing "Queen
Christina," he also wrote the dialogue and continuity for "Suicide
Club," for Universal, and started
rehearsing his
■fcrole■%.in "Nana."
■%.
Racquel Davido, well known South
American actress, is playing an important role in an untitled Ruth
Etting short at RKO.
George R. Bilson has written a
musical drama, "Screen Team," a
"back screen" story, which is being
considered by three major studios.

♦

*

*

Dave Kay and Nick Stuart are
completing arrangements whereby
they will do all the casting for British Commonwealth Productions,
Vancouver, B. C. The company is
now producing "The Crimson West,"
with Nick Stuart in one of the leading roles.
Our Passing Show: Director
Thornton Freeland eating four packages of cough drops a day — he lost
his voice shouting instructions to
200 chorines in "Flying Down to
Rio"; Helen Brock, former Washington, D. C, society deb and graduate of Bryn Mawr, enthusiastically
preparing for a slapstick comedy
role; Katharine Hepburn, Hollywood's most "informal girl," having
a tea party on a curbing near her
dressing room.
* *
*
Wini Shaw, brunette beauty, will
play an important role in the 1933
Fox Movietone Follies. She has
been on the stage since she was 11
years old and appeared in "Rain or
Shine" and "Simple Simon." She
has worked with Harry Richman
and Jack Pearl. She was booked
into the Paramount, New York, for
one week and was held over for four

weeks.

#

#

#

John Lodge, newcomer and member of a prominent Boston family,
will play opposite Marlene Dietrich
in "Scarlet Pageant." Other additions to the cast include Olive Tell,
Marie Wells and Ruthelma Stevens.
Paramount Signs

RKO has added Betty Furness t
"Just Off Fifth Avenue," while JohBeck, Edwin Brady, Lillian Harme!
High Geher, Robert Kortmann an.
Helene Barclay have been assignee
to "Trigger."

Big Mob in Indie Film
More than 800 extras were employed for two weeks,

making a total of over 11,200

days of extra work,
in "Mating Time," written
and being directed
for Salient
Pictures, of which
John A. Curtis is general
manager.
Singer) Tracy and Jeanette Loff head the cast.

Josef von Sternberg is the director
of this Paramount production.

by Leo
Arthur

Birinski
(Street

brush Trail," Lone Star western
starring John Wayne. They are
Yakima Canutt, Wally Wales, Lane
Chandler and Art Mix. Armand
Schaefer, who has just completed
"Sixteen Fathoms Deep" for Monogram is directing, and the story is
by Lindsley Parsons.

With the addition of 15 feature,
players, the cast of "Massacre,
First National's next Richard Bar
thelmess picture, has been com
George Waggner, author of Monopleted. The principals augmentinj
gram's "The Sweetheart of Sigma
the list of previously announce^
Chi," did the dialogue on "Born
players, which included Ann Dvorak
Tough," which stars Ray Walker. It
Dudley Digges and Chief Standinj.
is based on an original story by
Bear, are Claire Dodd, Henr
Dore Senary and William Nigh has
O'Neill,
Barrat, Georg
Russell Hopton has postponed a Blackwood,Robert
been assigned to direct "Born
Clarence Muse, Dougla
vising.
Tough," with W. T. Lackey super- New York visit with his parents to Dumbrille, William V. Mong, Tull;
accept a role in "Born to Be Bad," Marshall, Arthur Hohl, Agnes Nai
20th Century picture which Lowell
cho, James Eagles, Samuel Hinds
Sherman is directing.
Charles Middleton, Sidney Tole
Jay Gorney and Sidney Claire,
and
McGlynn.
"Massacre"
popular song writers, are doing the
beingFrank
directed
by Alan
Croslanc i
ney.
Robert Gessner and Ralph Blocl
lyrics and music for "Jimmy and
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson
wrote the original story, which wa
Sally,"
Fox Claire
production
Dunn and
Trevor.with James are together again at the Fox
studios, but working on different adapted by Block and Sheridan Gib
pictures. Lew Brown is working on
*
*
#
"Movietone Follies," while his two
Four former
western
stars are former partners are writing songs
"Bedside," with Warren Williar
among the supporting cast of "Sage- for various productions.
and Jean Muir in the two leadinj
roles, has gone into production a
the Warner studios under the direc
Two Foreign Appointments
tion of Robert Florey. Manuel Sef
Fend Handling
"Maedchen"
Cleveland — Harland Fend is han- and Harvey Thew wrote the stor)
Made by United Artists
dling "Maedchen in Uniform" out in
* *
*
Williard G. Triest of the United the territory
following the successMae
West
is
busy
writing he
two-week run of the picture at
Artists foreign department staff in the ful
Hanna.
New York sails Oct. 20 on the Paris
next story "It Ain't No Sin." Tb
to assume new duties as district
blond star tois dounder
contracta yea
wit'
two pictures
Hazen Sees Better Outlook in West Paramount
for the next four years.
manager on the Continent, which is
Salt
Lake
City
—
O.
J.
Hazen,
manunder the general direction of J. A.
ager of National Theater Supply ofKoerpel in Paris. Triest, who will
fices here, reports a much brighter
Phil Rosen,
* having
*
"¥just finishe
make his headquarters in Stock- outlook through this section of the "Hold the Press" for Columbia, wa
Hazen has been on an ex- immediately engaged again to di
holm, will have supervision over the country.tended trip.
rect "The Criminal Within."
Scandinavian countries, the Baltic
States and Germany.
Lester Sussman has been appointed manager of United Artists new
office in San Juan, Porto Rico, and
sails for his post the latter part
of October .
2IEGFELD FOLLIES PRODUCER
The appointments are part of expansion moves being directed by
opportunities for a caree
unusual
Arthur W. Kelly, vice-president in OffeTS
charge of foreign distribution, who
DANCINC,
is now abroad.
on STAGE, SCREEN, RADIO, or TEACHING

NED WAYBURN
ADULT
GIRLS'
CLASSES

' U. A. Frisco Bookings
San Francisco — "Emperor Jones,"
released by United Artists, will have
its local opening tomorrow at the
Columbia for a run of two weeks.
On Nov. 1 another United Artists
release, "The Private Life of Henry
the VIII,"
will open at the Columbia .

Four

Paramount has given new contracts
to four members of the "Cradle Song"
cast. Dorothea Wieck, the star, Ken
Taylor, her leading man, and Gail Patrick received term agreements, while
Louise Dresser has been cast for Merlene Dietrich's next picture, "Scarlet
Pageant."

"LOTS":

WILK

RKO Cleveland Deals
Cleveland — Herbert Rosenblatt,
RKO branch manager, reports that
RKO deals have been completed in
this territory with the Warner circuit, the Feiber-Shea circuit, and in
every key situation.

SOME
OF
THE
STARS
NED
WAYBURN
HAS
HELPED TO FAME
Al

BODY

DANCING

Jolson

Marilyn Miller
Eddie Cantor
Jeanette McDonald
Ed Wynn
Mae West
Will Rogers
Ann
Pennington
Fred
Hal and
LeroyAdele Astaire
Patricia Ellis
and hundreds of others

CHILDREN'S CLASSfci
Boys and girls 3 to 16 years
of age. Rounded training in
all types of dancing. Also
special
one-hourhours.
weekly classes
after school

NED WAYBURN

Dept.

F, 625

PROPORTIONING

Have a beautiful body ! Ne
Wayburn's famous methc
based on years of trail
weekly.
celebrated
stars of stage at I
screen. Rates as low as $3.( |

Ages 16 years and over.
Also special one-hour evening
classes, 1, 2, or 5 times
weekly. Mondays to Fridays.

BROADCASTING
INSTRUCTION

How to talk, sing, recite I
play before the microphon
Class or private instructio
ranged.
FREE tryouts gladly 'a

INSTITUTE OF DANCING
BROADCASTING SCHOOL
MADISON

AVENUE,

Between 58th and 59th Streets
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overnment Can't Control Salaries, Declares Zukor

3NLY ONE MAJOR CHANGE IN CODE REVISION

ndependents Expected to Reject Third Code Revision
ction on Draft Will Be
Held Up Until After
Chicago Meeting
That the independent faction will
sject the third code revision being
ibmitted by Sol A. Rosenblatt was
i dicated by several spokesmen in
e\v York yesterday.
The inclina. on now is to await the outcome of
e mass meetng to be held under
te auspices
of Allied
Ass'n
{Continued
on Page States
8)

KRON EXHIBITORS
WRITING LOCAL CODE
Akron, 0. — Impatient and weary
•er the wrangling efforts to estabsh national and state codes of fair
'actices, local exhibitors have deded to get action immediately by
riting their own code. Bob
enches, manager of the Liberty,
doing the writing. Plenty of
eth will be put in the code, it is
ated, and signators will be requir1 to deposit a bond from which
;nalties will be deducted for viola3ns.

I

wo Big Circuit Deals
Closed by Warner Bros.
. Two circuit deals involving 163
Juses were closed this week by
'arner-First National. Gradwell
;ars signed the Minnesota Amuseent Co., operating 80 houses in
innesota, while Andy Smith closed
ith Mullen & Pinansky for 83
rases in New England. Both deals
.11 for 100 per cent features, shorts
id trailers.

"No Angel" May Go 4 Weeks

Mae West in "I'm No Angel," which
starts its second week at the Paramount
on Friday, is slated to hold over for
three and possibly four weeks at the
Broadway house. Attendance for the
first week will be the house record.

're Complete Tfian Ever Before The 1934 Filn
ily Year Book.— Advt.

Trailer

Urging

Movie

Spending

A "spend-more-for-movies" trailer has been produced by National Screen Service
to tie in with the "Buy Now" movement instituted by the NRA. The trailer runs
about 85 feet and is based on the supposition that every dollar spent in admissions
helps make new jobs by returning the dollars to circulation. The text was written by
Charles
de Grandcourt,
editor for National.

Provides for Agency
to
Handle Producer-Agent
Relations

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Washington— Only one change of
major importance appears in the
third and final version of the motion picture code, as compared with
the second edition, which Deputy
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt
yesterday issued preliminary to
submission to General Hugh S. Johnson and subsequently to President
man presiding in place of Harold B.
With Major L. E. Thompson's Franklin,
Roosevelt.
This inserts a new prowho
will
leave
his
offices
name definitely dropped through his
(Continued on Page 2)
refusal to accept terms offered, the Saturday and take offices in the RCA
Building. Franklin's plans are as
position of head operator of RKO yet
undecided. Meanwhile RKO
Theaters remains vacant with the Theaters will be managed by local
name of Charles E. Koerner, New
division managers
Reisman's
England division manager, again supervision,
with J.under
R. McDonough
taking the spotlight. The weekly slated for the presidency of RKO
and Radio City Theaters
Corp.
RKO division managers' meeting Theaters
was held yesterday with Phil ReisWashington — Code proposals submitted by the independent fusion
group, including Allied, to Deputy
Rosenblatt last Saturday are entirely ignored in the third and final
draft which he issued yesterday.
In a campaign to wipe out labor a letter to the Independent Theater Indications last night were that as
intimidation by stench bombs, an- Owners Ass'n, Lawton urged an ex- far as Rosenblatt is concerned, no
tension of the campaign to every
(Continued on Page 2)
nouncement will be made this week
theater in the metropolitan area and
through trailers and newspaper of employing united action in prosecuting the criminals.
publicity of a $500 reward for inHalsey, Stuart & Co. Get
Some Broadway houses already
formation leading to the arrest and
Fox-Poli Mortgage Bonds
conviction of guilty parties, it was have engaged detectives to track
stated yesterday by Stanley W. down the guilty parties, said LawHartford, Conn. — John A. McLawton, managing director of the ton, who declared that the former Naughton and W. B. F. Rogers,
George M. Cohan and Broadway stench bombs have been replaced by lawyers, who on Monday purchased
theaters and head of the group of certain chemicals which give off for $650,000 the $3,326,000 of first
exhibitors involved in the drive.
In fumes having more offensive odors.
mortgage
bonds former
of Fox Poli
New group,
England Theaters,

Thompson Refuses RKO

Theater Post;

Phil Reisman Temporarily Supervising

INDIE CODE PROPOSALS
ENTIRELY IGNORED

Launch Drive Against Labor Violence

NRA Doing Good Work-Zukor;
Sees Salary Fixing Impossible
Government control of star saltem of paying stars on a percentage
aries cannot be accomplished, basis is thoroughly sound, but Zukor
Adolph Zukor stated to The Film believes that each case must be handled individually and not under a
Daily yesterday in his first trade
paper interview since he returned general arrangement affecting all
from the coast. Remuneration paid stars for featured players.
to stars is controlled by drawing
"I have not had a chance, since
power alone, and to executives by my recent illness, to thoroughly
(Continued
on Page 9)
their proficiency, he said. The sys-

have been identified as acting for
Halsey, (Continued
Stuart & on Co.,
New
York
Page 8>
Insist on Right-to-Buy Clause
Washington — The Consumers Advisory
Board, NRA adjunct, yesterday unofficially indicated it will insist upon the
code embodying provisions covering the
right to buy. Board has not as yet
seen the second version of the code,
let alone the third edition completed
yesterday.
You
Film

Will Surely
Daily Year

Find It In The
Book. — Advt.

Coming

1934

ONE MAJOR CHANGE MPTOA CONVENTIONS
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G. W. PABST, director, and his family arrived in New
York yesterday
from
Europe.

RAPHAELSON, writer, has returned
Washington — Approval of or ob- fromSAMSON
abroad
with Mrs. Raphaelson.
jection to the third version of the
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
MARCEL MEKELBURG, head of Century Film
code as it starts through various
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Corp., Boston, has been in New York for
NRA procedures en route to Presi- several
days conferring with Charles L. Glett
by
Wid's Films
and Film
J. W.
Alicoate,
President,
EditorFolk,
andInc.
Publisher;
dent Roosevelt for his signature will of Monarch.
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Ti usurer
be expressed by a number of M. P.
JAMES F. DAILY, president of Typhoon Air
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, AssoT. O. A. units at conventions to be Conditioning
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Co., has left for a vacation cruise
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
held during the next 30 days.
to the West Indies and Panama.
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
The
Tri-State
association
has
EDWIN MILES FADMAN, director of Red
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
plans for its annual meeting sched- Star Films, and Mrs. Fadman were among yesTerms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
terday's arrivals from abroad on the lie de
uled to take place Sunday and Mon- France, which
also brought back VALENTIN
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
day at Memphis but President Ed ♦MANDELSTAMM,
Fox star.
writer, and MARIAN NIXON,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
Kuykendall, who occupies a similar
Address all communications to THE FILM
position in the M. P. T. O. A., is
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
SIDNEY E. SAMUELSON, back from the
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
seeking to postpone the convention Washington code conferences, leaves Saturday
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hoflyuntil
a
later
date.
Another
codefor
Chicago
to attend the Allied mass meeting on Tuesday.
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollydrafter, Fred Meyer, president of the
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
LESTER COWAN, executive secretary of The
M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin, will call
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences,
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne,
a meeting a few days following his has
returned to New York from Washington,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
return to Milwaukee. Southeastern and will
be here a few days, before departing
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courfor
Hollywood.
des-Noues, 19.
Theater Owners plan their gathering at Atlanta Oct. 29 and Deputy
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is
on its program. Ben Berinstein, Committee to Determine
conferee who has spent weeks in
Producer Good Faith
the East in connection wTith the
code, has tentatively scheduled a
Washington — Determination of
convention of the Independent The- the good faith of any producer ofater Owners of Southern California
fer is left to a standing committee
for Oct. 30 following his return to to be appointed by the Code Authe Coast.
thority under the third revised code
draft. This being established it entitles "said producer to notices of
Indep't Code Proposals
subsequent offers and to determine
21/2
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
Are Entirely Ignored whether the period within which
Chg.
Net
{Continued from Page 1)
such notice must be given should be
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more important changes are likely for three or six months."
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Society
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SECURITIES
Hotel. Chicago.
fall
meeting,
Edgewater
Beach
without overtime shall get a full other codes, he pointed out, and all
Para.
Publix
1%
13/8
1%
...
have been thrown out recommen24:
Meeting of ail Ohio independent ex- I
dation of the NRA legal division, Oct. hibitors
day's pay for every six hours work
to form new statewide
association
in excess of the 54-hour week.
which considered them illegal. The
in fight on admission
tax, Deshler
Hotel, !|
third revised code issued yesterdav Oct. Columbus.
Henigson
Rumor
Denied
29-31:
Annual
convention
of
Southby Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy adeastern
Theater
Owners
Ass'n,
Atlanta. 1
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
ministrator, contains the provision
Akron Exhibs Join New Ass'n
Hollywood —
Reports that Henry
Nov.
2:
Hearing
on
code
for
music
publishing
Henigson would yield his executive
Akron — Local exhibitors have allowing the Code Authority to inindustry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamstudio managership at Universal to bevestigate excessive salaries and imber of Commerce Building, Washington.
dropped out of the M.P.T.O. and will
come an associate producer were
pose
fines
of
not
more
than
$10,000
vigorously
denied
by Carl Laemmle,
Jr.
Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anbe part of the northern Ohio indenual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
on employers paying "unreasonable"
amounts.
New
York.
pendent exhibitors.

FINANCIAL

vision setting up an agency committee to handle relations between producers, agents and their clients and
authorizes it to register agents.
The clause provides that the committee shall consist of 10 members,
five being producers or their representatives and the balance comprising one agent, one actor, one writer,
one technician and one director.
Producer members will be named by
the code authority while the administrator will select the other
members from nominations made by
each class.
Among other powers the committee can recommend suspension revocation or cancellation
of agents'
registrations
and also propose
rules
governing actions of agents. After
due notice and a public hearing
these regulations may be adopted,
following approval of the administrator.
"No agent shall be deprived of
the right of registration without
affording such agent a full and fair
opportunity to be heard, and without the approval of the administrator," says the provision. In case
the agency committee decides to
1
register/4 agents all companies or individuals regularly engaged in the
business at that time must be allowed 30 days in which to register.
The committee is empowered to demand from producers "such information necessary to effect provi-
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"Apple Annie" Proves
Live-Wrie Lobby Stunt
"CDGAR WALLACH, manager
of the Audubon theater, upper Broadway, New York, capitalized on the publicity of the
original "Apple Annie" obtained
in New York through Columbia's recent exploitation stunt
on "Lady for a Day." Wallach
placed "Apple Annie" in front
of a background of stills which
illustrated her eventful day
during which she was feted in
New York. Dressed in evening
clothes, selling apples as is her
habit at her stand under the
firescape at the Astor theater,
"Apple Annie" made a swell advance ballyhoo for the Audubon.
— Audubon, Neiv York

Rosenblatt May Meet
With Independent Group
Washington — With the third and
final revised draft of the motion
picture code now engineered by
Deputy Rosenblatt into the NRA
machinery his conference pi'ogram
is virtually completed. There is a
possibility that he will meet with
the fusion independent group comprising exhibitors, producers and
distributors today but no definite
appointment had been made up to
last night. The session had been
originally scheduled for yesterday.
Before the code reaches General
Hugh S. Johnson it will pass
through the research and planning,
legal, industrial and consumers
units of the NRA. Just how long
this procedure will take was not
known by Rosenblatt yesterday as
some of these department heads are
ill or out of town.
Several more persons have signed
the code, the deputy stated yesterday afternoon, but he would not
disclose their names.
First Monarch Release in Nov.
"Marriage on Approval," first on
Monarch's 1933-34 schedule, is set
for November release. Cast is
headed by Barbara Kent, Donald
Dillaway and Phyllis Barry.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Get ready for those November holiI days — Elections, Armistice Day, Thanksj giving. •

• • • IT SHOULD not surprise you to leaim that Jean
Harlow has been chosen as the most perfect platinum blonde
.
by the American Beauty Council
thus Jean becomes the symbol of the American Beauty
sponsored by
15,000 beauticians in greater New York
Miss Harlow
exhibits the hairdress that won the honor in "Bombshell" scheduled for the Capitol on Friday

*

•

*

*

*

•

• ONE OF those nifty advertising and publicity portfolios has been prepared for the use of exhibs playing Fox's
"Berkeley
Square"
sent out by Charles E. McCarthy,
advertising chief
we know of no other stunt so intelligently designed to impress showmen with the publicity possibilities
of a pix as this Portfolio Plan of Mister McCarthy's not
a bit of blah or ballyhoo Solid Showman Stuff
15
typewritten special feature stories on every possible angle
covering stars and the production a lotta constructive
thought went into 'em
they weren't dashed off in an
afternoon by a tyro
then a four-page special pressbook
with layouts of classy ads for all types of theaters and newspapers, with news fillers for ye busy eds
and a smash
broadside listing all the metropolitan Rave Reviews only
Three Units in this sales campaign
but they're plenty for
any live showman

*

*

*

*

• • • ON THE Radio set Constance Bennett as a war
nurse
had justRoland
finished playing
love scene George
of "After
Tonight"
with Gilbert
anda Director
Archainbaud
sez to Mister Roland
"Y' know, Miss Bennett's earliest
ambition was to be a nurse, and now she has realized it in this
pix."
and Roland retorts courteous like
"She's
got nothin' on me. It's always been my ambish to make love to
a beautiful nurse." *
*
*
*
• • • STARTING TOMORROW the Mr. and Mrs. Ely
Culbertson bridge shorts will be played weekly at the Radio City
Music Hall
six in the present series Major Fiorello
H. LaGuardia, Fusion candidate for Mayor of New York, will
address the audience at the Roxy 7th Avenue Thursday eve at
8:45
Walt Disney's "Three Little Pigs" is in its fifth
and final week at the old Roxy
if they held it a few
weeks longer they'd hafta change the name of the house to
Roxy's Pig Pen
Though he isn't talking for publication
yet, Winnie Sheehan is understood to have set the deal whereby
George M. Cohan will join Fox after the run of "Ah, Wilderness"
•
•
• AS THIS question forms the basis of the squawk
from the Discontents
it is interesting to note that none
of the Disgruntled was present at the important meeting
if they were, there was nary a peep outa 'em
so months
later they suddenly decide to Yawp
oh, yes
they
also took a crack at trade paper lads attending AMPA luncheons;. c'n ya imagine?
pressageys
who don't
wanta sit at the same table with the gents who give 'em the
only Personal
Publicity they ever get in print!
oh,
pshaw
it's much too much. ,
this gives us a swell
chance heads
to use a word we've been savin' for months
Fat• • • DID YOU note the slam a group of publicity mugs
took at the previous AMPA
administration? now, if
memory does not fool this totterin' brain of ours •....-, a closed
meeting was held for members only
and among other matters the question of Policy, Purposes and Method of Conducting
Weekly Luncheons was thoroughly thrashed out
pro and
con.
everybody had their say
and it was practically
unanimously
voted to continue the then existing type of luncheons

TIMELYTOPICS
Musical Comedy Training
Called Good for Drama
A/fUSICAL comedy gives a director training for dramatic
depictions. It makes clear the
connection between drama and
music, and teaches the director
to bear this in mind to such an
extent that it sharpens his
power of discernment as regards fine points in drama.
Contrary to general opinion,
grand opera is not so good for
this training. It has become so
traditional that it is a form,
whereas musical comedy, always combining its elements in
new and fast ways, keep the
mind alert in concocting meanings illustrated by music. Not
in musical pictures, but in
straight dramatic works, is this
perception most valuable to the
director.— Richard Boleslavsky,
M-G-M Director.

Board Members Must File
An Oath of Impartiality
Washington — According to a new
clause added to the code, members
of local zoning and grievance committees must filed with the administrator an oath to "fairly and impartially determine" whatever issues they consider. Clause also requires that "no board shall contain
in its membership more than one
representative of any distributor orj
Another change in the exhibitor
section of the code concerns subseexhibitor."
quent run advertising. It specifies
that a subsequent run may be granted by a local grievance board the
right "in cases where the run of
such exhibitor follows the prior run
within
period
of seven
to
advertisea on
his screen
and days"
put out
announcements within his theater.
Phraseology of the section covering setup and functions of local
zoning and grievance boards has
been revised as regards their two
distributor members. The requirement, which had been applicable to
both, utors
that
they modified
be national
distribhas been
so that
only
one must be a national distributor,
thus allowing a regional distributor
to enter membership of the boards.

MANY HAPPY Wm
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 18
Bob

H. J. Yates, Jr.
L. Tamar Trotti

«

«

«

»

»

»

Miriam

Hopkins

Guy

Custer
Wonders

Another 10th Championship Year

1000
* LAUGHS

EXPLODES!
Dukes and sheepdogs — babies and
boy-friends — press agents and autograph hounds, the beautiful "Bombshell" of Holli^ood was platinum
T. N.T. It's all^n!

THE LARGEST THEATRE
TO THE BIGGEST BUS
NEW YORK CRITICS RAVE
AS THOUSANDS
POUR
INTO 'ROXY'S' MAMMOTH
RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
"A masterpiece/
charge

Worth

tO See it."

whatever

price they

— Regina Crewe, N. Y American

"Don't miss it.' Extraordinary fun.' You'll applaud
Laughton

With

cheers.

— Bland Johaneson, Daily Mirror

"Magnificent/ Superb entertainment/ Brilliantly
Constructed!"

— Rose Pe/swi'cfc, Evening Journal

"Handsome/
Striking/ Brilliantly depicted/
Admirably told/ Here is acting in its richest and
grandest

manner/"

— Richard Watts, Herald Tribune

"A never-to-be-forgotten performance/"
Kate Cameron, Daily
"Nothing less than triumphant/
performance one to cheer about/"

News

Laughton's

— Wm. Soehnef, World-Telegram

D

I

"Nothing so entertaining, so completely grand/
Deserves all superlatives at command of movie
— Martin Dickstein, Brooklyn Eagle

gazer
"Laughton never more effective/ As beautiful a
group of women
as ever —surrounded
a tyrant/"
f"
John S. Cohen, Evening Sun
"Directed

with

rare skill/

picture history/"

—

Will

make

motion

Thornton Delehanty, Evening Pott
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios

DRAFT

By CHAS.

ALICOATE

"Big V" comedy, diJJEIGH
JASON,
formerly
with is a two-reel
rected by Ray McCarey. In the cast
RKO on
the coast,
has been
next Tuesday at the Hotel Congress added to the directorial staff of are Janet Reade, Shemp Howard,
in Chicago.
Magna Pictures, headed by Meyer Paul Everton and Fred Harper.
Though the indie contingent was Davis and Monroe Shaff, and will Blue's second comedy., finished last
scheduled to be back in Washing- direct a series of two-reelers to be week at the Brooklyn film plant, has
ton yesterday, the majority of rep- made by the company in the east.
not yet been titled.
•
•
resentatives, including W. Ray Johnston and Eddie Golden, remained in
Elmer J. McGovern has joined
Herman Ruby, chief of the VitaNew York due to receipt of word Gem Productions and will do the
phone studio's scenario staff, has asfrom the capital that Rosenblatt cutting on the "Goofytone" news
signed Eddie Moran and A. Dorian
would not be ready for them until reel series produced by that com- Otvos to write the screen play of
todav at least. Mitchell Klupt left
pany for Universal
release.
"Dinner I Hate." The short will be
•
for Washington yesterday morning.
included in Vitaphone's series of
Twenty-two sets will be employed "Broadway
Brevities."
•
in the filming of "Around The
Halsey, Stuart & Co. Get
Clock," the Norma Terris three-reel
Educational's activities in the east
Brevities" now in pro- are picking up speed. Shooting
Fox-Poli Mortgage Bonds "Broadway
duction at the Brooklyn Vitaphone starts
tomorrow on the first subject
(Continued from Page 1)
studio. A cast close to 100 persons
security house which handled many is supporting Miss Terris in the in the new Star Comedy Specials.
of the Fox financial transactions.
Titled "Mister Adam," it will star
picture.
Ernest Truex as a modest member
•
The bid by the two lawyers was the
Contracts for the reconstructing of a nudist camp. Al Christie will
only one offered at the auction conducted by Thomas J. Spellacy, spe- and remodeling of the Biograph stu- direct from the story by William
cial master for the receiver. S. Z.
dio have been let, with work to be Watson and Harry Miller. Art
Poli, owner of 76 per cent of the completed and the studio made ready Jarrett wrote the dialogue. In
process of cutting and editing now
bends, was represented at the sale for operation by Dec. 1.
by Benjamin Slade and Louis M.
is Jack White's first production in
Sa<?al, but they did not bid. It is
A two-reel satire on the "Private the new Musical Comedy series,
understood Poli will resume control Life of Henry VIII" is now being tentatively titled "Million Dollar
of the circuit by acquiring the bonds prepared and will be put into pro•
duction within the next three weeks
from the reorganization committee.
In preparation also are a new
Auction of the 13 theaters and real- by Magna Pictures at the Fox Mo- Melody."
vietone studio.
Moran and Mack Comedy, a Stoopty holdings in this state will be held
•
nagle
and Budd starring comedy,
Friday. The Massachusetts properties will be sold later in Springfield.
The script on the fifth of the ser- the second Star Comedy Special
ies of two-reel musical comedies be- which Jack White will produce, a
ing produced by Mentone Produc- Song Hit Story, tentatively titled
Appearing in Chicago Films
tions for Universal release has been "Git Along Little Dogies," and a
Terry-Toon, produced by Frank
Chicago — Six of the cast of "Din- completed, with production schedh new
Moser and Paul Terry.
ner at Eight" and one from "Her uled to start Oct. 25. The script as
•
yet untitled is an original by BalMajesty, the Widow" are appearing
lard Macdonald and Milton Schwarz"Dinner I Hate" has been sein the talking picture now being wald.
lected as the definite title of
•
made at the world's fair under dithe two-reel burlesque of the feature
rection of Winifred Lenihan of the
"Here Comes Flossie" has been
Eight," scheddefinitely selected as the title for picture,
uled to be"Dinner
filmed byAt Vitaphone.
The
New York Theater Guild.
Ben Blue's first short for Vitaphone, short is to go into production at
The film, completed three weeks ago, the Brooklyn film studios this month.
Jack Bertell on His Own
Jack Bertell, picture, radio and
theatrical agent, has severed his
connections with Lyons & Lyons
and established his own headquarBy FRANK GILLMORE
ters in the Paramount Theater
President
Actors'
Equity Assn, in "Equity Magazine"
Building.
{.Continued from Page

1)

Code Conference— A Picture

New British Color Factory
London — British Color Films
plans a new factory with capacity
for an output of 160,000 to 240,000
feet of film weekly. Two sites are
now being considered.
Casey Robinson as Director
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Casey Robinson, former
newspaper reporter on the "New York
World"
for for
the the
pastCharles
year ace
scenario and
writer
R.
Rogers Company at Paramount, has been
elevated to the position of director by
Rogers. His first picture will be "The
Handsome Brute," in which Marguerite
Churchill will enact one of the leading
roles. Robinson also will prepare the
screen play.

A

LARGE room billowy with smoke. ... Men with brief cases. ... Executives bronzed
by golf and beach despite the responsibilities of this fourth (or twenty-fifth)
industry .... Lawyers, competent and confident, carrying the threads of a dozen conversations with practiced ease. ... Labor leaders, products of a different school, yet
matching wits and ambushed commas and holding their own even with these trained
minds. ... Industry specialists, agile enough in their own element but clumsy and slowfooted in this alien territory. .. .A few earnest souls wearing the shining armor of a
righteous cause. ... Poor enough protection in this jungle. ... Hundreds of men and millions of words.
The Deputy Administrator, young, clean-cut. ... His advisors, more specialists of the
same stripe. .. The gravel raps.... The hearing is on.
Witness follows witness. ... Frank, wily, specious, subtle, the Administrator has a hard
time keeping them on the trail. . . .They all know so much and say so at such length. . . .
"The Code."
The Code!. ...Not a job for Innocents. ... Fair words, lofty sentiments, peace and
good will... Only the Fairest Practices
On the surface.
The Code... Many a depth below the surface. ... Flagrant, long standing abuses
ignored . .. Others condemned and condoned. ... Promises wreathed in flowery sentiments
concealing the handcuffs of economic servitude. .. Selfishness and greed run riot.
A Code formulated by monsters and villains?. ... Not at all. ... Estimable citizens,
good fathers, affectionate husbands, loyal friends. .. Good men according to their lights
But business men,
running with the pack, obedient to its law.
So many ways of saying "I want".... So many herrings, red and rotten... So many
fingers crossed or curled about a knife handle... So much more meant than meets the
ear. .. .Cannot, Oh God, two men meet and reach an honest conclusion as to their own
welfare and security?. ... Perhaps. ... But not a thousand. .. That may be the answer.
Code Conference. .. .As it was in the beginning, is now, and ever shall be, world
without end.
Amen!
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EDUCATIONAL SIGNS
i
BOB HOPE FOR SERIES
Bob Hope, Broadway comedian
and master of ceremonies, who is in
the stage musical, "Gowns by
Roberta," opening in New York
next month, has been signed by
Educational for six two-reel comedies to be made in the east.
At the eastern and western
studios of Educational, 11 subjects
are now in various stages of production.

Ray-O-Television Plans
Early Demonstrations
First demonstration for the press
by the Ray-O-Television Mfg. Corp.,
Long Island City, will be held in the
near future, according to Ivan Bloch,
chief engineer. The company, occupying a factory in Long Island
City, has completed its initial production and development plans. A.
C. Matthews is assistant chief enginner in charge of radio and electronics, while Dr. P. C. Goldmark
heads the research division. Various patents have been acquired by
Ray-O-Tel, and its system employs
a scanning mechanism that is no
larger than a dollar watch, while
the complete televisor may be held
in the Dalm of the hand.
Disney Sets Releases
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Order of release for
coming Mickey Mouse films, being
distributed by United Artists, are
announced by Walt Disney as follows: "The Pet Store," "Mickey
and the Giant," "Mickey Shanghaied" and "Playful Pluto." The
next Silly Symphonies will be "The
China Shop" and "The Night Before
Show Stereoscopic Films
Christmas."
London — A number of pictures in
perfect stereoscopy were shown recently at the Royal Photographic
Society by Dr. Herbert E. Ives of
Bell Telephone Laboratories, and the
demonstration evoked considerable
comment here.
Eugene Castle Engages Assistant
n
Roy Gibson, formerly with But- r
terick Publications, the Conde Nast
group and Scripps-Howard Newspapers, has joined Castle Films as
assistant to Eugene W. Castle.
Extra Gets Break
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

YE
DAILY

Hollywood — Nancy Shubert, extra girl,
has been selected by Paul Malvern for
the lead opposite John Wayne in
"Sagebrush Trail," Lone Star western.
Miss Shubert, a Wichita girl, has been
in >lollywood just four months, and has
had no previous
dramatic
training.

iSS&l
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3 FOREIGN VERSIONS
ON "OLIVER TWIST
Monogram's "Oliver Twist" aleady has been dubbed into French
nd Spanish, and the German verion will go in work shortly. Mono.ram's foreign representatives,
iitchey Export Corp., report that
0 countries have already contract>d for the picture. The countries
nclude Belgium, Central America,
"zecho-Slovakia, Denmark, British
>Ialay, Dutch East Indies, Egypt,
iyria, Palestine, Finland, France,
lolland, Hungary, India Italy, Ja>an, Jugoslavia, Norway, Phillipine
'slands, Poland, Porto Rico, Roumajiia, Santo Domingo, Haiti, Spain,
'ortugal, South Africa, Sweden,
Switzerland and the United Kingom.
About ten additional countries are
'xpected to close negotiations for
.Oliver
r three Twist"
months.within the next two
Two of Starr's Beauties Signed
"Miss New York", who was se?cted at the Roxy, and "Miss Brook;yn," picked at the Fox Brooklyn,
, oth girls managed by Martin Starr
,nd under option to Paramount for
j.r)0,000 Years from Now," have been
igned for the new Ziegfeld "Foles." with the usual two-week notice
rovision in case Paramount wants
hem.

gAIMT

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

Frank McHugh will have the principal comedy role in "King of Fash^LMA terLLOYD,
19-year-old
daughof Frank Lloyd, director of
ion," starring William Powell and
Bette
Davis, according to informa"Cavalcade" and "Berkeley Square,"
has begun her screen career in ton from the Warner studios. William Dieterle will direct. Gene
Fox's "Jimmy and Sally," after pre- it.
liminary stage training at the Pas- Markey and Kathryn Scola adapted
adena Community Playhouse.
*
*
*
* *
*
King Vidor, besides writing and
directing "Give Us the Right to
Live" for RKO, will also be in charge
of all production and business matters connected with the film. Vidor
plans to conduct a search for an
unknown high school girl to play
the starring role.

*

*

*

Jean Muir and Donald Woods,
newcomers, have drawn choice assignments at Warners in "As the
Earth Turns."*
*
*
Harriette Lake, Columbia discovery, makes her debut in the company's first musical, "Let's Fall in
Love," with Edmund Lowe and
Gregory Ratoff. David Burton is
directing. Herbert Fields, Harold
Arlen and Ted Koehler are responsible for the music.

*

*

*

John R. Freuler of Monarch
dicts a further pickup in film
ity as a result of improved
office receipts which will make
ter rentals possible.
* *
*

prequalboxbet-

Sign for 50% British Films
Melbourne — Three leading New
iealand circuits, the Fuller-HayAdrian Rosley, Broadway chartVard Theater Corp., Kemball Theacter player, has been signed by
% ters and J. C. Williamson Picture RKO for the eighth and last Clark
I- ^orp., have pooled in a contract and McCullough comedy, "Odor in
. ith British Dominions Films, Ltd.
Court," written by Ben Holmes
1 f Australia whereby about 60 the
and Johnny Grey. Tom Kennedy,
ouses represented in the group will Jack Rice, Lorin Raker, Helen Brock
: lay at least 50 per cent of British and Gus Read also are in it. The
atures next year.
comedians will probably return east
for stage work after finishing the
comedy series.
* *
*
"Headline Shooter" Opens Friday
Miriam Jordan will have a lead. "Headline Shooter," RKO feature
-ith William Gargan, Frances Dee,
ing role in the forthcoming Fox picialph Bellamy
and Jack LaRue,
ture, "Stranger In The Night,"
: pens Friday night at the Rialto.
which will star Victor Jory and
Heather Angel. Dudley Nichols and
Lamar Trotti wrote the original
Pittsburgh House Goes Union
story and Irving Cummings will diPittsburgh — The Avenue, operat- rect.
ig non-union
before the Harris
tmusement Co. took it over recentPreston Foster, Harvey Stephens
', is now using union operators, and Howard Lally have been assigned
ccording to A. L. Criswell, secreary of the local.
parts in Fox's "Sleepers East," in
which Wynne Gibson and Mona
Barrie will also be seen. Kenneth
MacKenna will direct this Sol WurtComposers to Act
zel production.
IV est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mack Gordon and Harry
Revel, writers of all the songs in the
musical comedy film, "Sitting Pretty"
which Charles R. Rogers is producing
for Paramount, will also play parts in
the film. Gordon is to enact the role
of a song publisher while Revel will be
a pianist. They join a cast which
features Jack Oakie, Jack Haley and
Ginger Rogers. Harry Joe Brown is directing. *

WILK

Maxwell Joice Back in New York
J. Maxwell Joice, chief of the
amusement section at A Century of
Progress exposition, having completed his work in Chicago, has returned to New York to resume
stage and screen publicity and exploitation.

GOV'TIES
R SAYS
ZUKO
CAN'T
FIX SALAR
(Continued from Page

1)

study the NRA codes, but from what
I know about them you can state
that I am in accord with their
workings," Zukor said. "It will not
interfere with the smooth running
of our industry, but on the contrary
we have already found it a stimulant. Under the very able supervision of Emanuel Cohen, we have
"Roamin' Through the Roses" is
the title of the second of the series speeded up production so that now
of rhymed musical comedy shorts ule.
we are well in advance of our schedwhich the team of Conrad, Mitchell
& Gottler is working at the Colum"Speeding up production results
bia Studios. Arthur Jarrett has the
featured role. Archie Gottler is di- in a great saving of production
recting, with Zion Myers, head of costs by having all units at work
at one time, and eliminating dupliColumbia's
short subjects produccation of manpower in the technical
tions, supervising.
and studio departments. The sav* *
*
ings are noticeable, and must be,
The screen play of Joe E. Brown's as production costs have not decreased during the past few years.
next First National comedy, "The
Crowned Head," has been completed They have had a tendency to increase because of the more critical
by Ernest Pagano and E. Ward
Adamson and the studio has placed attitude of the producer and the
it on the schedule to go into pro- public alike. Every detail must be
duction as soon as sets have been
correct, and in striving for perfecprepared for it.
tion in production more money must
*
* *
sumed.
be expended and more time conNate Krevitz, formerly with the
"The fact that we are ahead of
Chicago "Herald Examiner," has
joined the Monogram publicity de- schedule means that all release
partment in Hollywood.
dates will be met and preparation
*
*
*
on new plays started possibly one
Trem Carr has signed Virginia year in advance of production date.
Cherrill, George E. Stone, Dorothy In looking so far in advance we are
Granger, Stanley Fields and Paul not unmindful of the change in pubPorcasi to head the supporting cast
lic likes and dislikes. For instance,
of "Born Tough," Monogram's proc- I believe that sex and underworld
ess server story starring Ray Walk- pictures are dead, but we are sure
er, which William Nigh is directing. of success with musicals that are
Dore Schary wrote the original story built on good stories and cast with
and George Waggner did the adap- talent that is real musical talent
tation. William T. Lackey is the and not snatched from the drama
producer.
and given light lines to speak and
*
*
*
Paramount cast assignments: lilting songs to sing."
Zukor will remain in New York
Grant Mitchell, Gilbert Emery and
indefinitely.
Emanuel Cohen is exNella Walker for "Chrysalis"; Baby
the west coast
return
pected
to
LeRoy for "Alice in Wonderland"; studios within the tonext two weeks.
James Bush for "Eight Girls in a
Boat"; C. Aubrey Smith for "ScarBen Blue to Make Third for Vita.
*
*
let Pageant."*
Ben Blue, comedian, has been
Lou Ostrow, Monogram executive
producer, has signed Edward T. signed by Sam Sax for a third Vitastarts in
Production
subject. Deal
phone weeks.
three
was closed by
Luddy
to direct
"Woman's
Man,"
the
Frances
Hyland
adaptation
of the Leo Morrison office.
Adele Rogers St. Johns' story, "The
Great God Fourflush," which Ben
Verschleiser is producing. Ostrow
Mrs. Lon Chaney 111
also has signed Albert E. DeMond
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
to adopt "The Ape," which George
Berthelon will supervise.
Hollywood — Due to a serious illness, Mrs. Lon Chaney, widow of
postBen Verschleiser will produce Lon Chaney, has indefinitely
poned her marriage to John Jeshke,
"Jane Eyre" for Monogram.
companion of the late star.

Czech Gov't Backs Production
Paris — A special commission to
supervise domestic film producers
who either desire to make pictures
or receive permits will be formed by
the Czechoslovakian Ministry of
Commerce.! according to a report
from Prague to the American Consulate General here.

Record in Records
New attendance records reported from
20 of the leading key cities in the past
two
weeks
totaled
about
35. This
includes first-runs only, and four pictures account for 95 per cent of the
new high figures.
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Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

"RAINBOW

FILMS

Schultz, Truus Van Aaleten, Hansi Arnstaedt, Paul Westermeier, Hans Jarvay,
Harmann Picha, Paul Beinsfeldt. At the
79th St. Theater.
based

on a Viennese opera of about 50 years a°o.
Has enough agreeable singing, romance,
comedy and able performances to satisfy
the not too discriminating German fan.
"QUANDO
EL AMOR
RIE" ("When
Love Laughs"), in Spanish; produced by
Fox in Hollywood; directed by David Howard; with Jose Mojica, Mona Maris, Carlos
Villarias, Carmen Rodriguez, Rafael Valverda, Rosita Granada.
Distributed by Fox.
Good action romance of the early days
when California was dominated by the
descendants of the Conquistadores. Excellent cast and some enjoyable singing by
Jose Mojica, plus unusual production values, make it a first-rate offering of its

kind.

New Screen Company
E. Schupper, formerly of the
Schoonmaker Screen Co., New York,
has organized the Raytone Screen
Manufacturing Co. with main offices
and factory here. A branch factory
is in operation in Los Angeles to
serve the western part of the country.

RANCH"

HAS

PLAZA

53 mins.

PLENTY

FUL ACTION WITH
GOB

IN WAR

OF

HERO

THE

OF
A

COLOR-

FIGHTING

PLAINS.

Rex Bell gets an opportunity to do a
lot of diversified work in a western that
moves fast and piles up plenty of exciting and thrill action. He is a gob on a
U. S. battleship licking the Navy champ
as the story opens. He gets his release
from the ship when his aunt wires of the
murder of his uncle on the ranch. Then
the excitement gets going as soon as the
hero hits the western town, as he goes
into a rough battle with a wealthy rancher who is doing all the dirty work with
his gang trying to grab off water rights.
Rex is framed on circumstantial evidence
for killing a lawyer, and the villain organizes alynching party. But the fighting gob breaks jail, and in a series of fast
moving sequences, pins the murder of his
uncle and the lawyer on the rancher-crook.
Good finish as the hero finishes the other
in a

chase on horseback
derer unseated in a grand

Kathryn Crawford,

Cast:

Rex

Bell, Cecelia

with the
collision.

mur-

Parker, Robert

Ray Walker

Monogram
OF

70 mins.

COMMERCIAL

HAS PEPPY, FAST-MOVING
GOOD
LOVE
INTEREST.

STORY

WITH

As the commercial flyer with a hot temper who is always taking a punch at
somebody, Ray Walker delivers a peppy
performance. The lad has a lot of likeable personality, and looks like a good bet
for a build-up. The story is above the
average for consistency and authentic
handling

of the commercial aviation sequences and those concerning the inside
workings of a bank. It is filled with peppy
incidents, action that builds good suspense, and all the characters are human
and well rounded out. The hero is persuaded to forsake his dangerous flying
career to enter the bank of her father by
Kathryn Crawford. One of the officials
absconds with funds, and fixes the evidence
to cast suspicion on Walker. The latter
pursues the absconder in an amphibian
plane, overtakes the steamer at sea, and
brings back the culprit amid a lot of excitement and fast action. A strictly modfamily.
ern story, with wide appeal for the entire
Cast:

Ray

Walker,

Kathryn

Crawford,

Tommy Dugan, Arthur Vinton, Lucien Littlefield, Claude Gillingwater, Jed Prouty,
Alice Lake, Jack Pennick, George Hayes,
Jack Kennedy.

Director, Harry Fraser; Authors, Harry
0. Jones, Harry Fraser; Dialoguer, Phil
Dunham; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer, Lambert
Day.

Director, Lew Collins; Author, Paul B.
Franklin; Adaptor, Albert E. De Mond;

Direction, Fast.

Photography,

Good.

Dialoguer, same;
A. Stransky, Jr.

Recording

Engineer, John

Direction, Very Good. Photography,

Are We

Going?

POOR Jackie Cooper and poor Baby Leroy! The bogey man is going to get them.
What matter that only once in every five years or so the films find a young artist
like Jackie or a Baby Leroy! The bogey man is after them, and what is worse, he
is going to take them to a new America, another Russia, another communist state.
For that is what will happen if some of the NRA officials have their way. Of course,
it isn't the President, nor General Johnson, nor the so-called "brain trust" which desires this. It is a part of the "brainless trust," which has been given some powers
and is just running wild, as some humans do when they first get positions of authority.

♦

♦

♦

They say an artist of the screen or stage or a producer may only receive a certain
salary. And this, of course, means an inventor would not be permitted a royalty on his
accomplishment except such as might be dictated by these particular NRA bureaucrats. A great physician, perhaps saving some wealthy person's life, an attorney winning an important case, an artist painting a beautiful picture, none can accept what
his clients or patrons desire to pay him.
NRA
officials will dictate the terms.

♦

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

Vji

♦

♦

♦

And all this is to start because these officials say no young "stars" like Jackie
Cooper or Baby Leroy should be paid substantial salaries and that older artists should
also receive less.
We ourselves have at times wondered if these salaries are actually paid, but we have
always believed that the employer would not pay them unless they were worth it at
the box office. And we also found that only 10 Der cent of the cost of making a
moving picture went for salaries. In most industries, salaries and wages range from
25 to 75 per cent of the manufacturers' cost.

First Sonotone
Dan Halpin, now
manager for the
manufacturers and

Shelby, O.— H. D. Shreffler, own
of the Castamba, looking forward
a business boom,
has
purchas
property adjourning his theater
anticipation
of doubling his seati:
capacity.
Cleveland — Joe
ed Pictures is in
convalescing from
in an automobile

Loeffler of Sele<
Charity Hospi1|
injuries sustain
accident.

Cleveland — Keith's East 105th £
reopens Oct. 20 with a split we
policy.
Straight picture will
shown the first half of the wee
with a vaudefilm policy the last ha
Cincinnati — Bill Onie, manager
the
local
Monogram
office, h\
moved his family here from Clc
land.
Mansfield, O.— Fred Clary, nfc
ager of the Allen in Cleveland, f
resigned to head a newly forn
Cleveland syndicate which will <,
erate the Coliseum here, expositi
building and ballroom.
Akron, 0. — A daughter was be
several days ago to Mr. and M
Robert Menches. Father is m;
ager of the Liberty.

Okay.

(Excerpts from editorial byNewspapers)
Paul Block appearing- in Paul Block

♦

NEWS of the DAY

AVIATION

Kcrtman, Henry Hall, Vane Calbert, Gordon DeMaine, Jockey Haefley, Phil Dunford. ham, George Nash, Jerry Storm, Tiny Stan-

Where
HOLLYWOOD

"SKYWAY"
with

DRAMA

"DER BETTELSTUDENT" ("The Beggar
Student"), operetta in German produced
by Aafa; directed by Viktor Jansen; with
Hans Heinz Bollmann, Jarmila Novotna, Fritz

production

in

Monogram
WESTERN

Fairly pleasing musical

Bell

Wednesday, Oct. 1 8, 193

Installation
Expect Fairbanks Film in December
assistant sales
A print of the first Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., picture made abroad is
Sonotone Corp..
distributors of expected to reach the United Artists offices in New York by the middle of December. This is the
hearing devices for the deaf, anLondon
Film production, tentatively
nounces the completion of ari-angements with one of the Shea theaters titled "Symphony in Purple," with
Bergener playing oppoin Providence for the first installa- Elizabeth
site youna: Fairbanks. Alexander
tion of Sonotone theater equipment. Korda is directing it.
Following the Providence installaGuy Kibbee Gets New Contract
tion will be one in a major theater
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in New York City soon to be anHollywood — Guy Kibbee has been
nounced. Halpin was formerly a dis- signed to a new contract by First
tribution executive with Universal. National.

Cleveland — The RKO 105th I
will reo.pen Friday with straij
pictures for the first half and v
deville and pictures for the h
Lou Golden will manage the hoi
Chicago — Warner's Capitol 1
inaugurated a vaude-picture poli
with five acts of vaudeville be
used
days. Fridays, Saturdays and S
La Porte, Ind.— The Central,
erated by Reddington and Roo
reopens this week after having b
entirely rebuilt. It will show strai
pictures.
New Catalogs on Projection P;
The Sam Kaplan Manufactui
& Supply Co. has just issued a 1
price catalogue covering its pro
tor parts. S.O.S. Corp. has ; |
just issued a new catalogue of 1
jection replacement parts.

BIG
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AGENT

"When

Cary Grant is in a hurry h

always eats with his right hand, bu
when he has plenty of time and ca
visit with his meals he uses his let
hand."— PARAMOUNT.

1

The 1934
FILM DAILY
YEAR B III K
has

been

IN PREPARATION
Since the first of the year
And notwithstanding
the CODE and general
business
uncertainty
will reflect

The Optimisim and Progress
of a Great Industry

The coming volume will be
more comprehensive, more practical, more
interesting, and more worth while than ever before.
*
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Houses May Cut Scale to 10 Cents

FILM COJTlS APPROVED BY NRA LABOR ADVPR
Only 20% of Films Cut Last Year by N. Y. Censors
,434

Pictures
Passed
Without a Single
Deletion

Out of 1,762 features and shorts
eviewed and licensed by the New
"ork State Motion Picture Division
n the year ended June 30, only 328
r about 20 per cent were subjected
o eliminations, according; to the anlual report of Irwin Esmond, direcor of the division. Ten pictures
■,-ere entirely rejected, with two of
hem later appi-oved after revision,
nd 45 permits were granted withut examination.
Total receipts of the censor di(Continued

on

Page

2)

Seek to Question Zukor and Hertz
Saul E. Rogers, counsel for a group of Paramount bondholders, yesterday made
formal request for the appearance of Adolph Zukor and John Hertz at the next
meeting of Paramount-Publix creditors scheduled for Oct. 27. The request was
made at a hearing before Referee Henry K. Davis and was taken "under consideration" by the trustees. Samuel Zirn, counsel for a group of stockholders, yesterday
completed

J. R.

his

testimony

"under

protest."

McDonough
is Elected
President of RKO Theaters
also elected vice-chairman of the
board of RKO Radio Pictures. No
announcement regarding the position of head theater operator was
made, but it is expected to be forthcoming this week.

J. R. McDonough has been elected president of the Keith-Albee-OrDheum Corp., the B. F. Keith Corp.,
Radio City Theaters and their affiliated companies, it was announced
yesterday by M. H. Aylesworth,
president of RKO.
McDonough was

3RAND RAPIDS EXHIBS
DROP DUAL BILL BAN K. C. Houses May Cut to a Dime
Grand Rapids — Although 23 out
;>f 26 theaters had reached an
In Fight Against Midland Scale
■igreement to ban double features

after this week, the plan has been
Iropped. Detroit exchanges refused
;o hold back films on the three
louses which insisted on continuing
luals. Allen Johnson, operator of
wo local houses and former presi(Continued

on

Page

Chicago — Marked by the presentaion of about 25 papers on a variety
•f technical subjects, the three-day
'all convention of the S.M.P.E.
•losed yesterday. The meeting was
veil attended and some of the
capers resulted in extended discus;ion.
presented at the opening day's ses(Continued on Page 6)

"Sigma Chi" Opens

{Continued

on Page

6)

6)

As We

J5 Papers Are Presented
At S.M.P.E. Convention

Papers

admission prices to 10 cents in some
30 houses representing about 40,000
seats unless Midland's price is raised.
Exhibitors say they would like to

Kansas City — Sixteen independent
suburban exhibitors, members of ITO
and others, who long have regarded
25-cent prices at Loew's Midland as
athat sore
wired Loew's
they spot,
will have
immediately
reduce

House

Concord, N. H. — Monogram's "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," musical feature,
roened the new Concord Theater here
last night.

"he Standard
For 15 Years— What?
iaily 1934 Year Book.— Advt.
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By JACK

ALICOATE

=

of the lack of unanimity of opinion on the code, this industry, if it is

"* to carry on successfully, has no alternative than to present a solid and combined
front in State tax and legislative matters. The recent Ohio tax fiasco should be a
lesson. It painted a "picture, in no pastel tones, of the futility of the every-man-forhimself platform as far as theater taxation is concerned. A 10 per cent tax on theater
admissions, at this time, would be confiscatory and ruinous. Only through intensive
preparation and one-hundred-per-cent industry co-operative action can situations of
this kind be avoided. Especially is this true in uncertain times like the present. The
menace of unjust taxation is ever present. If this industry, now on the road back to
prosperity, is to protect itself, it must be constantly on the alert and ready to militantly defend itself at every turn.

•

Film

I ET any department of this industry of the cinema stray but slightly from the
'"■ straight and narrow and it is broadcast in 24-sheet fashion. In turn, let it
accomplish deeds of wisdom or unusual merit and the results are usually written in
(.Continued on Page 2)

Rosenblatt to Present
Draft to Johnson
on Saturday
By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
expects to take the third revision
of the code to General Johnson on
Saturday, after hearing from all of
his advisory boards today, he said
last night. He has heard from John
P. Frye, NRA labor advisor, who
already has pronounced the code
satisfactory, and is only awaiting
(Continued

on Page

7)

INDIES UNSATISFIED
WITH THIRD REVISION
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — "Changes in the
third revised code are infinitesimal,"
said Abram Myers, allied counsel,
last night in a statement in conjunction with attorneys Mitchell
Klupt, Milton
Weisman and Jacob
(Continued on Page 7)

Ohio Exhibitor Meeting
Is Postponed to Oct. 31
Columbus — Due to conflict of
dates with the mass meeting on the
code called by Allied for next Tuesday in Chicago, the meeting of Ohio
independent exhibitors for the purpose of forming a new statewide association primarily to fight the .admission tax has been postponed to
Oct. 31, at the Deshler Hotel here.
Questionnaire on Salaries
Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — What will practically
amount to a Federal Trade Commission
investigation of salaries of officers and
directors of all companies listed on fh=
stock exchange and the curb whose
salaries total a million dollars per year
or more was learned of yesterday when
it was announced the Commission was
sending questionnaires to all such companies, also asking for their balance
sheets.
The 1934 Film Daily Year Book is The Standard
Reference
Volume. — Advt.
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Coming and Going

~

RUBY

(Continued from Page 1) — ~—

the sands. To get a wee bit closer to the thought at hand. Some time ago the
advertising of the industry was severely criticized, from both within and without, for
deeds of omission as well as deeds of commission. Today, if one will take the time
for but a casual appraisal, one will find motion picture advertising not only entirely
free of suggestiveness but of a standard and class to be favorably compared with the
most dignified in the advertising and exploitation professions. It is patting no one on
the back to suggest the obvious truth that no better advertising brains can be found
anywhere than right in this motion picture industry.

•

COR
'

the past month

we

have had it for breakfast, dinner and luncheon.

Squawks,

we

mean. Of late we have heard little else. That's why it was somewhat comforting to meet this week with a first-line film man whose views and outlook were
wholly optimistic. He opined that the motion picture house was rapidly being placed
in order, that never in his long experience has there been more really fine and unusual
pictures both on the screens and in preparation, that the opportunity of the theater
was never greater than the present to keep our millions happy and contented, that
theater admissions were steadily on the up-curve, that as the result of all this code
business everyone knows exactly where the other fellow stands, and that there is
nothing in the outlook that hard work and conscientious effort cannot overcome. And,
strange as it may seem, he is just about right.

ONLY 20% OF FILMS WURTZEL STARTING
CENSORED LAST YEAR
FIVE MORE AT FOX
FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

(Continued from Page 1)

MARKET

Net
High

Low

Close

Columbia Piers, vtc. . 21 Vi
Con.
Fm. Ind
3l/g
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd.
8%
East. Kodak
73i/4
Fox Fm. new
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3l/g
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72
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72y2
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—
+
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1%
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vision for the year were $226,834.30,
while expenditures were $65,136.83,
leaving $161,697.47 net for the state.
Grounds upon which eliminations
were made included: immorality, 1,124; tending to incite crime, 917;
indecent, 569; inhuman, 360; obscene, 58; sacrilegious, 7.
Classification of films from which
eliminations were made: dramas,
221; comedies, 42; comedy-dramas,
21; scenic, 11; serials, 5; educational, 3; novelty, 3; miscellaneous, 22.
There are now 20 employees in the
censor division, and the report advocates the addition of at least two
reviewers as well as additional inspectors to cover theaters throughout the state. In the smaller communities, state police have been cooperating with the censors on inspection work. More frequent visits
to exchanges, to check up on unlicensed films, also is advised.

Warners Start Two More
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two new productions
have gone in work at Warner-First
National.
TheyMuni,
are: with
"Hi, Mervyn
Nellie,"
starring Paul

LeRoy directing, and "King of Fashion," starring William Powell and
Florence Lake Marrying
Bette Davis, under direction of WilChicago — Florence Lake, screen
liam Dieterle. "Mandalay," with
comedienne, and Jack Good, stage Kay Francis, George Brent and
Ricardo
Cortez, directed by Michael
dancer, are to be married here toCurtiz, also is a recent starter.
day.

Sydney-Raft Teamed Again

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Following "Reunion," B.
P. Sehulberg, producing independently
for Paramount, will co-star Sylvia Sidney and George Raft in "Good Dame."
The story, by William Lipman, tells of
the romance
of a carnival
pitchman

Musicians
Seek to Spread Work
St. Louis — Union musicians are
seeking to induce the managements
of first run houses that use orchestras to alternate their orchestras as
a method of aiding unemployment
relief. The union at a recent meeting approved the plan and appointed
a committee to confer with the theater owners.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol Wurtzel, Fox
producer, will place five pictures
before the cameras within the next
two months. Those starting this
month include "Sleepers East," with
Wynne Gibson, Preston Foster,
Harvey Stephens and Howard
Lally; Heather
"Strangers
In The
with
Angel,
VictorNight,"
Jory
and Miriam Jordan, and "Heir to the
Hoorah," from Paul Armstrong's
play,
George Mundin.
O'Brien, Sally
Eilers with
and Herbert
These will be followed in November with "365 Nights in Hollywood,"
from the book by Jimmy Starr, with
Claire Trevor, and "Murder in Trinidad," a mystery thriller by John
Vandercook.

KEELER

leaves next week

for the

coast to start work in "Sweethearts Forever"
at Warners.
HAROLD LLOYD has returned to Hollywood
after a New York visit.
S. H. BORNSTEIN, general manager of Irving Berlin, Inc., is back from Hollywood
where he watched preparations of Columbia's
musical,
"Let's Fall in Love."
JACK BROWER, Warner western district
manager with headquarters in Los Angeles, left
New York by plane last night for Denver,
thence to Salt Lake City and Los Angeles.

"Footlight Parade" Opens
In 19 Situations Today
Warner's "Footlight Parade"
opens simultaneously today in 19
situations throughout the country,
as follows: Lake Theater, Cleveland; Grand, Columbus; Cameo,
Bridgeport; Warner, Worcester;
Montauk, Passaic; Fabian, Patterson Capitol, Springfield; Stanley,
Jersey City; Strand, Altoona; Stanley, Baltimore; Warner, Youngstown; Warner, Memphis; Strand,
Hartford; Empire, San Antonio;
Keith's, Syracuse; Knickerbocker,
Nashville; Stamford, Connecticut;
Warner, Pittsburgh and the Cambria, Jamestown, Pa.
Koplar House Closing
St. Louis — Closing of the St.
Louis Theater tonight is only temporary to permit some alterations,
according to Harry Koplar, principal owner. Rumor has it, however,
that Fanchon & Marco interests
have a deal under way to take over
the house, which they have been
supplying with stage shows. Marco
is due here this week for a conference. Charles Perry recently
succeeded Jules Karty as manager
of the St. Louis. Karty left for
New York to confer with J. J. Shubert.

Martin Quigley at Ampa
Martin Quigley, head of Quigley
Publications, will be the principal
Currently, "7 Lives Were
Changed," "Jimmy and Sally" and speaker at today's luncheon of the
"Frontier Marshal" are in produc- A.M.P.A. in Sardi's. He will talk
tion under Wurtzel's supervision. about the advertising clause in the
These are in addition to pictures NRA film code. President John C.
made at Fox Movietone City by Flinn also will reply to the letter
of criticism against Ampa written
other Fox producers.
by members of the Columbia advertising and publicity department.
Indianapolis House Reopens
22 Circuits Book "Tarzan"
"Tarzan the Fearless," Principal
Indianapolis — After being closed
serial, has been booked by a total since last month due to a dispute
of 22 major and independent cir- with the union, the Lyric is resumcuits in the metropolitan area. This
ing operation with a straight film
is believed to be the widest circuHenry K. Burton is manlation for a serial in this territory. policy.ager. A new
contract with the booth
The Roosevelt, Chicago, has booked men will be negotiated when the
the serial for first-run, with Bal- present one expires Dec. 1.
aban & Katz showing the feature
edition first and then the subsequent episodes.
Maria Jeritza in Film
Maria

"Berkeley Square" in Final Week
Fox's "Berkeley Square," now in
its sixth week of two-a-day at the
Gaiety, will close Sunday night.

Jeritza, opera

star, will be

starred in an English version of "The
Grand Duchess Alexandra," which she
made in Vienna last summer. The production staff has arrived in town from
abroad to start work on the picture.

KATHARINE

HEPBURN

R tCO — Radios electrifying
personality who will soon be seen in

'LITTLE WOMEN"
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that indescribable . . . intangible . . . incandescent glow without
which, no personality can capture £>o|)ular imagination . . .
*■

... ._ ^

.

Katharine Hepburn has it in magnincent degree ... It is the
liie-blood oi the box-onice . . . iood ior showmen . . .
And National Scene Trailers give it to you in every talking trailer because National Scene Trailers are made with actual
scenes and actual dialogue irom the picture itseli^.. . ^

—

Samj^levues oi the glamorous . . . shining .box-onice personalities that make the picture what it is . .• ..
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"sells the show with showmanship !
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Charles

"AGGIE

Farrell

and

Wynne

APPLEBY,

MAKER

with William
Gargan
and
RKOMEN"
VERY

ENTERTAINING

BASED ON AN
DIRECTED
AND

Gibson

AMUSING
ACTED.

ZaSu

in

OF
Pitts
73 mins.

COMEDY
IDEA, WELL

Founded on a basic plot that takes a
while to get started but eventually builds
up very nicely, this is very satisfactory
entertainment. Wynne Gibson as Aggie
Appleby, the moll of a tough guy, William
Gargan, is left without a home when her
boy friend lands in jail for beating up cops.
She moves in on a timid lad, Charles Farrell, member of an aristocratic upstate
family who has come to the big town to
make good on his own, and in due course
makes a he-man out of him. They are in
love, but Aggie realizes they are mismated, so after having turned Charlie into
a man she delivers him over the the fiancee
of his set, Betty Furness. And Aggie returns to her pardoned tough guy — whom
she proceeds to convert into something of
a "sissy" after the fashion of gentleman
Charlie. There is dandy work by the entire cast, and good directorial handling.
Cast: Charles Farrell, Wynne Gibson,
William Gargan, ZaSu Pitts, Betty Furness,
Blanche Friderici.
Director, Mark Sandrich; Author, Joseph
0. Kesselring; Adaptors, Humphrey Pearson, Edward Kaufman; Cameraman, J. Roy
Hunt; Recording Engineer, Bert S. Hodges;
Editor, Basil Wrangell.
Direction, Fine.

Photography, Fine.

25 Papers Are Presented
At S.M.P.E. Convention
{Continued from Page

1)

sion included "History of Sound Pictures,"
by E. Thiesen, honorary curator of motion
picture collections, Los Angeles Museum ;
"Some Applications of
Reproducing
Equipment at the CenturySound
of Progress
Exposition," by E. P. Kennedy, Electrical Research Products, Chicago; and "The Control
Frequency Principle," by J. E. Jenkins, Jenkins & Adair, Chicago. At night there was an
exhibition of recent pictures, including pictures of the Century of Progress taken by
H. T. Cowling.
Tuesday's morning session was devoted to
wide range. Papers presented included "Wide
Range Recording" by F. L. Hopper, Electrical
Research Products, Hollywood; "Acoustic Requirements for Wide Range Reproduction,"
by S. K. Wolf, Electrical Research Products,
New York, and "Wide Range Sound Production," by F. C. Willis, Electrical Research Products, New York. E. Thiesen
presented a report of the historical and
museum committee, and R. F. Nicholson gave
a^ report of the laboratory and exchange practice committee. An interesting paper on
"Some Practical Applications of Acoustics
in Theaters" was presented by G. W. Baker
and M. A. Smith, of U. S. Gypsum Co.,
Chicago.
In the afternoon a photographic session
was held, J. I. Crabtree presiding. Papers
and talks presented included the following:
"Recent Improvements in the Bell & Howell
Automatic Printer," by R. F. Mitchell and
A. S. Howell, Bell & Howell; "Effect of
Film Shrinkage on Sound Film Printing," by
J. I. Crabtree, Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New York; "Film Noise in Sound-on-Film
Reproduction," by H. C. Silent, Electrical
Research Products, Hollywood; "Further Investigation of Ground Noise in Photographic
Sound Records," by O. Sandvik, Eastman
Kodak, Rochester; "Some Suggestions on Motion Picture Laboratory Practice," by D. E.
FTyndman and H. E. White, Eastman Kodak,
Rochester, and "Color Photography for Industrial and Business Films," by R. H. Ray
and H. W. Cross. Ray-Bell Films, St. Paul.
social highlight
convent'on
theThebanquet
held in ofthe theballroom
of was
the

"LIFE IN THE

Trevor,

with Ricardo Cortez, Richard
Paramount

Bennett
67 mins.

59 mins.

ZANE GREY WESTERN HAS PLENTY
OF ROMANTIC INTEREST IN SIZZLING
PLOT THAT
MOVES
FAST.
They gave George O'Brien a fat part,
and he made the most of it. Playing opposite him is Claire Trevor, a newcomer
to the screen from the stage. She is away
above the average femme lure in a western,
and in addition is Great Nissen who affords some competition in the sex stuff.
O'Brien gets in bad with the tough hombre
of the town when he tries to thwart his
unwanted attentions to the girl, whose
brother has been enmeshed in the outlaw
schemes of the other. The heavy frames
the hero for a robbery of the express office in which the girl's brother is mixed
up. To save her brother, she plays against
the hero and gets him into plenty of trouble. He evens the score by kidnaping her
in his escape to the desert where he leaves
her the next morning. Then comes a
rapid-fire series of intrigues and exciting
action stuff involving the two girls, the hero
and the heavy to a sizzle climax. Has
more than the usual run of yarns of the
desert country. Play up O'Brien and the
fact that it is a Zane Grey story.
Cast: George O'Brien, Claire Trevor,
Greta Nissen, Francis Ford, Warner Richmond, Gaylord Pendleton, Alan Edwards,
Nigel De Brulier.
Director, Louis King; Author, Zane Grey;
Adaptor, Stuart Anthony; Recording Engineer, Bernard Fredricks; Cameraman, Robert Planck.
Direction, Very Good.

Leo

"BIG EXECUTIVE"

RAW"

with George
O'Brien,
Claire
Greta
Nissen
Fox

Thursday, Oct. 19, 1933

Photography, Fine.

MORNING"

Greenblatt

56 min:

MILDLY ENTERTAINING COMEDYDRAMA OF STOCK MARKET CRASHES
WITH

AND

AN

UNIMPRESSIVE

ROMANCE.

HANDICAPPED

IN

CAST.

This is another version of the old threadbare theme of the young and wealthy
broker who clashes with the old seasoned
stock market gambler and incidently falls

As a stage play this piece was fair ma :
terial, but as a screen feature it loses mot
of its entertainment qualities and is drab t

in love with the old timer's niece. Ricardo
Cortez as the broker breezes through his
part, smiling and laughing as a foil to Richard Bennett's portrayal of the grouchy old
man. At the outset, Cortez who has many
disagreements with his wife, accidentally
kills her while he is out on a moose hunt.
He is absolved, but the matter crops up
throughout the story. When he announces

say the least. The entire picture has bee
made in four interior settings and consist!
of dialogue that is often repeated, actio
that is confined to four walls and taler
that, with the exception of Carrillo, fail
to click. The story is about a marrie
man who dies in the apartment of h
mistress. Two friends remove the body t
a private sanitarium and plan to report th
death as occurring at the hospital. Mean
while Leo Carrillo visits the bereaved wc i
man and claims to be the doctor-owner c
the sanitarium. He tries to blackmail th
girl into turning over to him $200,000 lei

his engagement to the old man's niece, it
is the signal for the old gent to fire his
financial guns and ruin Cortez. He accomplishes his purpose, but fails to separate
the lovers. The film contains a few laughs
and the performance contributed by Ben- to her in the dead man's will. The man
nett is admirable, but the film as a whole widow is sent for and the doctor also trie1
to involve her in the crime. In the en
is below par.
Carrillo turns out to be a police inspectc
Cast: Ricardo Cortez, Richard Bennett,
masquerading as the doctor.
Elizabeth -Young, Sharon Lynne, Dorothy
Cast: Leo Carrillo, Lora Baxter, Taylc.
Peterson, Barton MacLane, Charles Middleton, Pop Kenton, Maude Eburne, Albert Holmes, Louise Prussing, Russell Hick
Blaine Cordner, Louis Jean Heydt, Jule
Hart, Jean Beaks, Frank Darien, Wilson
Benge, Tenen Holtz, John M. Sullivan, Irv- Epailly, Perry Carroll.
ing Bacon, Mildred Hardy.
Director, Arthur Hoerl; Authors, Edr
Director, Erie Kenton; Author, Alice Duer and Edward R. Riley; Adaptor, not crec
Miller; Adaptor, Lawrence Stallings; Edi- ited; Editor, not credited; Cameramai
Frank Zukor; Recording Engineers, Lym;
tor, Jimmy Smith; Cameraman, Harry FischJ. Wiggin, Nelson Nunnerly.
beck; Recording
Engineer, not credited.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

Direction, Poor.
of

history

West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the Hollywood — Warner's
contract roster at present is the largest in the
studio, according
to Jack L . Warner,
who
says the list includes
feat ured players, 11 junior stars, 40 contract players, 18 directors and 30

stars,
writers

17

W. B. Set 10 Pre-releases
Grand Rapids Exhibs 33
Drop Dual Bill Ban
For "Ever in My Heart"
(Continued from Page 1)

Edgewater
Beach
Hotel on Tuesday
night,
attended by about 2'00.
Topics presented at the Wednesday sessions included: "The Use of Talking Pictures as an Additional Tool at the University
of Chicago," by H. B. Lemon, U. of C. ;
"Sixteen Millimeter Film and Film Recording Problems," by J. O. Baker, RCA Victor
Co., Camden; "Sprocket Dimensions for
Visual and Sound Projection Equipment," by
H. Griffin, International Projector Corp.,
New York; Report of committee on standards
and nomenclature, by M. C. Batsel, chairman;
Report of projection practice committee, by
H. Rubin, chairman ; "A New 35-mm. Portable Projector," by H. Griffin, International
Projector Corp.; "Automatic Change-over Device,"- by A. Pritchard, Coronado, Calif.;
"Manufacturing Problems Involved in Production of Sound
Picture
Equipment,"
by

"BEFORE
Arthur

in

DULL AND SLOW MOVING MURDEI
MYSTERY OVERRUN WITH DIALOGU

159 on Warner Talent Roster

"Ever in My Heart," Warner
film starring Barbara Stanwyck,
now in its second week at the Hollywood, has been booked for 10 prerelease engagements in key spots,
the week of Oct. 20. These include
the Stanley, Atlantic City; Hollywood and Downtown, Los Angeles;
Boyd, Philadelphia; Warner, Milwaukee; Palace, Bethlehem; Appleton, Appleton, Wise; Capitol, Madison, Wise; Roger Sherman, New
Haven; and the Earle in Washington.

Carrillo

dent of Allied Theaters of Michigan,
has suggested that a board representing exhibitors, exchanges and
censors be set up in every exchange
center or community haying at least

Photography, Good.

Thirty K. C. Houses
May Cut to Ten Cent
(Continued from Page

1)

see the situation alleviated withoi
the necessity of cutting prices, bi
the promise of Loew officials ths
the admission price would be raise !
has taken
so long
material1
that
exhibitors
have to
decided
not
wait much longer, according to Ja
Means, president
Theater
Owners. of the Independei'

B. & D. Reports Profit
London — Net profit of approx
mately $90,000 is reported by Britis
five ! theaters for the ' purpose of & Dominions Film Corp. for tr
classifying which pictures should or half-year ended April 29, an ii
should not be double-billed. Pic- crease over both last year and tl
tures strong enough to stand alone year before. At a general meetin
the company to be held Oct. 3
would be barred from dual programs of
a resolution will be introduced f<
under the plan.
a writedown of the capital stru
ture, merging the two classes <
shares into one class.
H. E. DeCamp, Western Electric Co., Chicago; "The Rotambulator — A New Type of
Camera Stand," by J. A. Dubray, Bell &
Howell Co., Los Angeles; "A Non-Rotating
D. C. High-Intensity Arc," by D. B. Joy
and A. C. Downes, National Carbon Co.,
Cleveland; "A New Type of Carbon Arc
Broadside Lamp for Use in Motion Picture
Production," by P. Mole, Mole-Richardson,
Inc., Hollywood; "A New Carbon for Use in
Photography," by A. C. Downes; "Economics
of Advertising Projector Lamps," by E. W.
Beggs, Westinghouse Lamp Co., Bloomfield,
N. J.; "Alternating Current Arc Equipment," by of
J. the
E. Robin,
Palisades,
J.
Details
convention
were N.handled
by W. C. Kunzmann, chairman of the convention committee, and his aides, and Will
licity.
Whitmore, of New York, handled the pub-

Take $350 From Safe
N. M.was
— The
safe'la i
theLas
Del Cruces,
Rio theater
blown
at night and robbed of $350.
Fredric
West

Coast Bureau

March

Stricken

of THE

FILM

DAIt

Hollywood — Fredric March w;
reported in a serious condition
his home yesterday, having suffen
a relapse after an attack of i
fluenza.

DAILY
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n LABOR ADVISOR
APPROVES FILM CODE
(Continued from Page

1)

omplete reports from the Indusrial and Consumers boards of the
JRA which he expects on Friday
t the latest, he said.
Rosenblatt will announce the Code
Authority
prior
to thehe code's
resentationjust
to the
General,
said.
le is meeting today with represenatives of independent producers
nd exhibitors.
The Independent Theater Own' is
Southern
California
yesteray of
wired
Rosenblatt
their complete
ooperation.

<ew Council Will Probe
Unfair Trade Practices
ujton Bureau,

of THE

MEET TO ANALYZE
THIRD CODE DRAFT

FILM

DAILY

' Washington — The Department of
; 'com
mmerce,
in a department
the NRA
and known separate
as the
business Advisory and Planning
'ouncil,
unfair Their
trade
ractices isin toallprobe
industries.
robes will be separate from the
'ederal Trade Commission and are
xpected to be directed along the
ne of the relationships between
uyer and seller and producer and
istributor.
Gerard
Swope,
who
1!eads the new council, announced
ne appointment of Lincoln Filene
f Boston as head of the committee
lat is to do the actual searching
if unfair practices. The committee
ill use all records taken of public
earings on NRA codes and is exected to cooperate with them in
their findings.

ndies Unsatisfied
With Third Revision

m

PHIL

M. DALY

• •
• IT HAS taken us all these days to absorb that
56-page pressbook on Warner's "Footlight Parade"
the
only possible criticism we can make is that it is liable to pamper
and spoil the exhibs throughout the land
it makes it so
easy for 'em to go out and put over the pix in a Big Way
that any showman can collect at the b.o. by conscientiously
following the instructions and directions given in A-B-C manner ... everything is there
from every angle of advertising and publicity
with a smash supplement Advertising Section embracing 42 newspaper ads that are the Last
Word
*
*
*
*
• • • THEiY TELL us that Universal has been nursing
"Only Yesterday" under wraps to start in the Showman Sweepstakes as a dark horse and mop up
no less than Jimmy
Grainger has gone into raves over it
and Jimmy never
went oratorical for nothin' in his long and illustrious career
they are toutin' it as bigger than "Back Street"
with 93 feature players in the cast
and one of those
dramas that tears your heart out
■|t t«
Sp
*
• • • DON'T MISS that AMPA luncheon today for anythin' Fireworks! the Slam taken at the organizashe
is gonna be aired plenty have cancelled a date with Mae
West's double to be there
Chesterfield and Invincible
were the only two indie companies to keep an attorney on the
Washington
job all the way through
he was Arthur
Schwartz
President and Mrs. Roosevelt have signed a
parchment scroll conveying birthday greetings to Marie Dressier which will be sent around the U.S.A. to be signed by all
governors and mayors
,

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

-

direction of "Counsellor-at-Law,"
starring John Barrymore.
*
#
#
Alan James,
who has directed

Society Women as Exhibs
Denver — Two society women,
Mrs. William Shafroth and Mrs.
William H. Downs, are renting the
Bluebird, neighborhood house, for
three showings of the German film,
"The Man Without a Name." If
the venture is a success they intend
showing foreign films frequently
through the winter.
Productions, has signed R. N. Bradbury to direct "West of the Divide" and "Blue Steel." Both pictures are to be produced in November and will star John Wayne, western star.
*
*
*
Paramount cast assignment: Gavin Gordon and Hal Boyer for "Scarlet Pageant"; William Collier, Sr.,
for "Chrysalis."

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

several Ken Maynard pictures, will
direct Maynard's next production,
(Continued from Pane 11
]U"ERVYN
hasforstarted
"Wheels of Destiny," which goes
work on LEROY
"Hi-Nellie,"
War- into
j fhechter. "Functioning of the mowork next week. James rener Bros. Paul Muni and Glenda
I on picture industry under the proFarrell
head
the
cast.
This
is
completed "Rider Justice",
as osed code as revised would create
starring cently
Maynard.
huge
super-combination
which, Muni's third picture under the Le*
*
*
Roy directorial guidance. The first
ut for the immunity conferred by
Ronald
Colman
is
understood
to
le National
Industrial
Recovery two were "I'm a Fugitive" and "The
be
set
to
make
his
next
pictures
World
Changes."
.ct, would
constitute a flagrant
for 20th Century, instead of Samuel
iolation of the Sherman anti-trust
Goldwyn. United Artists releases
Norman Foster plans a vacation both.
r-ws."
*
*
*
in
Honolulu
after
finishing
"7
Lives
Myers' statement
regarding
the
for
Fox.sfe
' lird revision were made after the Were Changed"
%
Jfs
El Brendel has finished "Olsen's
niormal
statement
charging
antiKfust violations.
Big Moment," his first starring film
Willy Pogany, noted artist, is de- for
tun
Fox. Robert Benchley is doing
signing the sets for "Mating Time,"
which is being produced by Sailent additional dailogue for RKO's "Once
• Cartoons 100% Clean
Pictures. John A. Curtis, Broadway
*
*
%
. Not a single censor cut was made producer, is general manager of the Over Lightly."
animated cartoons during the company.
Raquel Davido, South American
ist year by the New York state
beauty,
has been signed by RKO for
nsors, according to the report of
comedy.
a
bit
in
the next Ruth Etting musiOur
Passing
Show:
Dolores
Del
win Esmond, head of the division,
Rio sun bathing on her own private
sued yesterday.
*
*
*
beach — a big sand box by the side
Lisa
Gora,
protege
of
the late F.
of her swimming pool; John Barry- W. Murnau, has been signed
by Fox
more autographing a menu card for
Record Overflow
for "7 Lives Were Changed," being
one
of
the
extras
playing
in
a
cafe
Jacksonville, Fla. — In the first outdirected by Paul Martin.
turn of its kind within the memory of
set of "Long* Lost* Father."
*
*
*
*
local showmen, the mob attending an
advance Saturday midnight preview of
Donald
Cook
has
been
borrowed
William Wyler has completed the
"I'm No Angel" was so big that the
Paramount management opened up a
second house and conducted a twin
showing, with reels dispatched by runners from the first to the second stand.

Major company executives and
their attorneys met at the Hays
office yesterday to analyse the third
draft of the code. Will H. Hays
presided at the session, which will
be continued later this week. The
M. P. T. 0. A. group, represented by
President Ed Kuykendall, Fred S.
Meyer and Ben Berinstein, studied
the version yesterday in New York,
following their arrival from Washington. Kuykendall plans to leave
for Memphis tomorrow, while Berinstein and Meyer intend to depart
from New York today for their
homes.

by RKO from Columbia for "Long
*
#
Lost Father."#
Paul Malvern, head of Lone Star

Leonard Fields steps out as a director for Monogram upon completion of the screen play of "Diary of
a Bad Woman," which he is writing
with David Silverstein for Phil Goldstone. Fields will direct "Manhattan Love Song" preparing the script
with Silverstein from a novel by
Cornell Woolrich. His ticket was
set through AI Kingston with Lou
Ostrow, executive producer for
Monogram.
Jean Muir will be the heroine in
Warner's "As the Earth Turns."

MANYUAPPYROUBNS:
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 19
Ray Coffin
Helene
Turner

Roy del Ruth
Marie Corolan

RED"

BRANAHAN

Something always happened in the
old neighborhood when "Red" was
out on bail!

ADONIRAM

SCHLUMPP

Poor little rich boy and no mother
to guide him . . what a break for
Aggie Appleby "Maker of Men"!

iere are
Dames, Skirts, Frails,
Babyfaces, Funnyfaces,
Angel Faces, Redheads,
Blackheads, Boneheads,
Cuties, Snooties, Beauties,
BUT YOU NEVER KNEW A
GAL LIKE

fit

AGGIE APPLEBY
MAKER
She

Took 'Em

OF MEN"

Apart — and Gave
'Em the Works!
starring

CHARLES FARRELL
WYNNE
GIBSON
with

WILLIAM GARGAN
ZASU
PITTS
BETTY FURNESS
DIRECTED
A PANDRO

BLANCHE

BY
MARK
S. BERMAN

FRIDERICI

SANDRICH
PRODUCTION

MERIAN
Executive

C. COOPER
Producer

THERE'LL BE A PANIC AT RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
WHEN "AGGIE" BLOWS IN !

— ^IMr^rwitzdt
lily N

The D
ures
Pict
Of M o t i o n Years
iper
Now S ixteen
Old

Inti mate in Ch a ra cter
Inte rnational in S cope
Independent in Th ought
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I A TSE In

Is to Go Ahead on Contracts

INDEPEND_

CONFERS WITH ROSENBLATT

National Resistance to Code Seen as Independent Move
Campaign
to
Influence
NRA Expected to Develop in Chicago
A national campaign of resistance to the current code version,
drafted by Deputy Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt, by seeking to
persuade independent exhibitors not
to sign the draft, is understood to
be planned as a highlight of the
exhibitor mass meeting to be held
Tuesday at the Hotel Congress, Chicago. Theory back of the move is
that the NRA will hesitate before
(Continued

on

Page

6)

ARTHUR J. BENLINE
RESIGNS FROM RKO
Arthur J. Benline, for the past
twenty months head of RKO Theaters maintenance department, resigned yesterday. He will be succeeded by David Canavan, who will
be under the supervision of A. E.
Reoch, in charge of the real estate
(.Continued

on

Page

6)

Darryl Zanuck to Make
Musical Extravaganza
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A musical extravaganza titled "The Love School," with
a big lineup of stars and lavish
chorus novelties, will be produced by
Darryl Zanuck under the 20th Century banner for United Artists release. Sam Mintz and Henry Lehrman will do the screen play from a
story by Jerome Kingston.
In fur(Continued

Advance

on

Page

6)

Sellout for Preview

Denver — Due to the midnight preview of "I'm No Angel" at the Denham being sold out a day ahead, a second showing was held. Regular opening broke the house record. Picture
stays indefinitely.
The Coming 1934 Film Daily Pear Book Will Be
More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

$60,000 Fire at M-G-M

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Studios

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Damage estimated at about $60,000 was caused at the M-G-M
studios
in Culver City yesterday when fire swept through a set.
There were no serious injuries,
though
a number of men were treated at the studio hospital.

SGHENCK. GOLDWYN SALARY PROVISION
PROTEST ON CODE MAY STAY DORMANT
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lining up with the
actors, writers and other talent in
their fight against restriction of salaries by way of the film industry
code, Joseph M. Schenck and Samuel Goldwyn have wired Sol A. Rosenblatt in Washington protesting
against certain sections of the proposed code as "illegal, unfair and
un-American."
had prev(Continued Schenck
on Page 6)

Whether or not the Administration will actually effectuate the new
code provision authorizing the Code
Authority to regulate "unreasonably
excessive" salaries caused industrywide speculation yesterday.
Adoption of the plan, under which
fines not to exceed $10,000 can be
imposed upon employers paying excessive compensation, is not mandatory upon the Code Authority,
it
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Code Authority Personnel 250 Neighborhood Houses
May Be Limited to Eight
Join in Cooperative Ads.
Washington — Possibilities of the
Code Authority comprising eight, instead of 10 or 12 members, loomed
yesterday when it became known
that Deputy Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt is considering the reduction with a view of making this allimportant body more wieldy. Personnel is still in process of selection.

John H. Crinnion, formerly secretary and treasurer of Tiffany Productions, after four months of activity in Hollywood, has taken over
the entire control of Amity Pictures
Corp., Ltd., which has 28 exchanges
throughout the United States releas(Continued

on

Page

6)

Washington — A group of independents, including W. Ray Johnston, Herman Rifkin, Harry
Brandt, Charles L. O'Reilly, Leon
Rosenblatt, Milton Weisman, Sam
Sonin, Mitchell Klupt, Tom Murray,
Leo Brecher, Al Friedlander and
others, held a session yesterday with
Sol A. Rosenblatt and presented further arguments against the code
draft as it now stands.
Notwithstanding
various
objections(Continned
presented, including
on Page 6) the com-

JOHNSON DELUGED
BY COAST SQUAWKS
Washington

Bureau,

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A steady stream of
complaints from Hollywood on the
salary situation has been pouring
across
General
Hugh S. Johnson's
desk, the
Administrator
said late

More than 250 neighborhood
houses have set a precedent in New
York by joining in a series of dis- yesterday. He would make no comment in the matter.
play ads on "Gold
Diggers"
in the
metropolitan
papers.
The first
ad,
three columns by 12 inches deep,
appeared yesterday and contained Kuykendall May Sign
the names, addresses and playdates
Film Code This Week
of the first 54 neighborhood houses
(Continued on Page 11)
President Ed Kuykendall is expected to sign the film industry code
in behalf of the M. P. T. 0. A.
before going to Memphis on Sunday to participate
in the
Tri-State
convention
at the Hotel
Chisca
there
Sunday and Monday. In taking this
action, which
will necessitate
(Continued
on Page 6) a stopAll union locals connected with
the I.A.T.S.E. have been notified to
complete negotiations with theaters
and circuits and not to wait for the
final drafting of the NRA code.
Story Scouts' Busy Week
Film story scouts will have a busy
President William C. Elliott of the
time on Broadway next week, with nine
international union told Film Daily
legit. shows scheduled to open.
This is the peak so far this season for
yesterday. With the exception of a
stage premieres.
few scattered cases, all locals are
now working within the 40-hour
Annual
Film
Dally Year
Book
Has
An
weekly maximum
and wage scales The
Establisher Reputation For Faeti. — Advt.

Not Waiting for Final Code
To Negotiate New Union Pacts
Crinnion Takes Control
Of Amity Pictures Corp.

Further Changes in Code
Held Unlikely Despite
Many Protests
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

(Continued

on Page

11)
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Midwest Theaters Corp., Chicago
buying co-operative, has served notice on major distributors that if
they persist in refusing to sell product to it," suit will be instituted
under the anti-trust laws, David R.
Hochreich told The Film Daily yesterday in New York. The buying
co-operative has fixed a deadline of
next Thursday
distributors'
decision, Hochreichforsaid.
He declared
that Midwest pays an aggregate of
$1,000,000 annually for film rentals.

180,000 Attendance
Sets Paramount Record
Playing to more than 180,000 admissions in its first week of "I'm
No Angel,"
the New
York record
Paramount set a new
attendance
for the house, topping the previous
high mark by about 10,000. Film
and stage show will continue their
run,
daily. with doors opening at 9 A. M.

Chicago — All of the outstanding
events of A Century of Progress, as
well as its principal exhibits, have
been perpetuated in motion pictures
by Burton Holmes. Since the opening of the fair, Holmes has been
taking pictures of everything worth
while, and he now has some 15 or
more separate films.

Releases to January
Are Set by Universal

Ten pictures will be released by
Universal in November and December. The schedule has just been
set, as follows:
"Only Yesterday," Nov. 6; "Invisible Man," "King for a Night,"
Nov. 13; "Tin Pants," Nov. 20th;
"Counsellor at Law," Nov. 27; "By
Candlelight," Dec. 4; "Myrt and
Marge," Dec. 11; "Riders of Justice," Dec. 18; "Bombay Mail," Dec.
25; "Madame Spy," Jan. 1.

7 First Division Releases
Delivered Before Schedule

Seven of the 1933-34 pictures to
First Division ExRKO Signs Lenore Ulrich be handledchanges by
have been completed and
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
delivered ahead of schedule, it is
Hollywood — Lenore Ulric has announced by Harry H. Thomas,
been signed to a term contract by president. The features, which inMerian C. Cooper, RKO executive
clude Chesterfield, Invincible and
producer. Miss Ulric, now starring
Allied productions, are "One Year
in the Broadway play, "Her Man Later," "Dance, Girl, Dance," "I
of Wax," will leave New York for Have Lived," "By Appointment
NEW YORK STOCK
MARKET
the coast upon the conclusion of the Only," "Picture Brides," "Men of
Net
Sentiment" and "Notorious But
High
Low
Close
Chg. play's run.
Nice." "I Have Lived" already has
Columbia Picts. vtc. 19
19
19
— 1
had
its Broadway premiere.
Con. Fm. Ind
3'/s
3
3
—
Vs
Al Selig Joins Warners
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd... 83/8
8
8
—
Vl
Al Selig has been engaged by S.
700 Attend Boston Affair
East. Kodak
71 y2
69
69
— 3y2
Charles Einfeld, Warner executive
Fox Fm. new
13%
12%
12%— 1%
Boston — More than 700 guests
in charge of advertising and pub- attended the annual dinner and
Loew's, Inc
27%
25</4 25 V4 — 3
licity, as special exploitation man dance of the motion picture post of
Paramount ctfs
1%
1V4
1 14 —
Vs
Pathe
Exch
1 Vs
1
1 Vs
to handle the "Footlight Parade" American Legion at the Copleydo "A"
8
73/4
8
—
Vs and "World Changes" campaigns.
Plaza. Among those present were
RKQ
21/4
2
2
—
1/4 His first assignment will be on
Evelyn Brent, Barbara Stanwyck,
Warner Bros
6%
5%
6
—
% "Footlight" at the State, Detroit.
Col. Stoopnagle and Budd. Past
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Commander James H. Sheeran was
Technicolor
11 1/4 10%
1]
—
14
Honor Film Pioneer
Trans-Lux
13/4
l3/4
1%
presented
a past
medal and with
button
after commander's
Commander
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
Chicago — W. K. L. Dickson, of
Carl
M.
Crawford,
independent
exGen. Th. Eq. 6s40 . 43/4
43/4
4% —
1/4 La Haule, Jersey, Channel Islands,
change owner, and his staff had
Keith A-0
6s 46... 445/8
445/8
44%—
%
England, was made an honorary been inducted
into office.
member of the Society of Motion
Paramount 6s47 filed 29'/2
29
29
— 1%
Par. By. 5&s51
29'/2
28 Vi
28 Vi — >V£ Picture Engineers during its sesSigned for Educational Comedy
sions here. Mr. Dickson is a pioneer
Par. 5V2s50
filed... 30
30
30
— 1 1/4
Frances Halliday, Broadway stage
Pathe 7s37
80
80
80
— 2
in the motion picture field. He
player, has been signed to play the
Warner's
6s39
41 1/4 38%
38% — 3l/4 worked with Edison from 1881 to
N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES
1895 and also was one of the found- leading lady role opposite Ernest
Para. Publix.
1 1/4
1%
1% —
%
ers of the American Mutoscope and Truex in "Mister Adam," the first
subject in Educational's Star ComBiogi*aph Company.
edy Special series, being made at
Durkin in Lubin Stage Production
the Eastern Service Studios, AsArthur Lubin starts rehearsals
toria, under the direction of Al
Harry Gribbon Starts Vita. Short
Christie.
soon on "Growing Pains," legit,
Harry
Gribbon,
comic
heavy
of
production with Junior Durkin.
Powell Film for Rialto
many Hollywood two-reelers, started
work
in his first
V"
William Powell in "The Kennel
comedyyesterday
for Vitaphone.
He "Big
replaces
Murder Case" has been bought by
Urges More Care on Titles
Billy House, who will start in an- Arthur
Mayer from Warners for
Producers should not under-estimate
other two-reeler shortly.
28.
showing at the Rialto starting Oct.
values of titles at the box-office, deWl 00 OU« MST

FINANCIAL

clared President Ed Kuykendall of the
M. P. T. O. A. yesterday in New York.
Many a mediocre picture has been
saved by a title which appeals to the
public, he declared. A title that interests moviegoers aids a picture to
make a strong get-off, which is essential to a good run, he said.

First National Adds 4 Writers
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — -Eugene Solow, Byron
Morgan, Doris Malloy and Paul
Moss are recent additions to the
First National writing staff.

Jack Goldstein Wins Prize
Boston — Jack Goldstein, publicity
man for Keith theaters in the Hub,
won the first prize of $250 in the
RKO-Greater Show Season.
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IMELY TOPICS
In International Catalogue
f Important Films Urged
""THE manifestations of an
activity tending to the development of cultural films
ought largely to consist in
bringing within the reach of
persons actually interested or
capable of becoming so the entire cultural cinema production
worthy of consideration from
the early days up to the present
time. The first essential requirement for such a scheme
would naturally be the existence
of a catalogue of existing films.
Such a catalogue has never been
made, and this is a characteristic point in the situation. The
film business is chiefly in the
hands of businessmen, which is
the only reason perhaps for the
neglect. We are personally acquainted with a great number
of films which we consider
worthy of attention both from
personal reasons and because
such films have received wide
appreciative criticism. The programmes of the specialized
cinemas of Paris and the associations for the development of
the art of the cinema provide us
with useful indications, as does
the collection of opinions issued
by
Berlin
ammer"
for the
the"Filmk
concess
ion of ofreduced
tax rates for pictures of an educational character. These various available elements are unfortunately insufficient. They
do not go back to the beginnings of the film art, do not include the whole world production, and deal almost exclusively with long films. It must not
that the "shorts"
forgott
be
provide
us en
with most interesting
material, and sometimes with
works of art, at present neglected. We ought therefore
to undertake a general international examination of the production and then proceed to
make catalogues of it. The new
production of all countries also
requires to be carefully followed. One wonders if negatives or copies of many old interesting films are still in existence.
— Dr. Adolf Nichtenhauser.

i
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FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
Wellington, N. Z., with a population
of 150,000, has a theater seating capacity of 350,000 weekly figured on a
basis of only two shows daily.

MONO

the

PHIL

M.DALY

•
•
• THE LADS over at Columbia with a grievance
against AMPA were answered fully, convincingly and we might
say devastatingly at the organization's luncheon
prexy John Flinn handled the situation with dignity and diplomacy the malcontents were all there to hear their
obituaries read
they learned as in "The Charge of the
Light Brigade" that someone had Blundered
you will recall that the famous British brigade rushed into the jaws of
death on the battlefield
these lads rushed into an Open
Letter
the result was the same
but the present
Light Brigade of the film biz will go down in history unwept,
unhonored and unsung
• • THE FIRST shot was fired by Mister Flinn speaking for himself and his Board of Directors
he stated
that from his point of view the first function of the AMPA
was to promote good fellowship
which was a swell tribute
to Hal Home's preceding administration that had certainly
promoted good fellowship under his genial and brilliant leadership he made his various points briefly, tersely and
logically
then called on Monroe Greenthal to answer the
charge in the open letter that AMPA had proved itself of no
practical use to its members
so Mister Greenthal in a
few well chosen words informed the critics that in the past
six months the Employment Committee had secured jobs for
74 press agents and others
totaling $15,000 in salaries
accruing to those thus aided

EXPLOITETTES
Insurance Co. Sold On
"Footlight Parade" Plug
TOE MCCARTHY, manager of
J the Strand in this city, got
a full hour's broadcast dealing
with the highlights of "Footlight Parade" over Station WIC,
largest station in New England.
The program was sponsored by
an insurance company, which
supplied 30 musicians and a
number of solo singers. The
manager sold the idea to the
insurance company by preparing a radio continuity which
proved so attractive that the
insurance company underwrote
the broadcast even though it
was an out-and-out plug for the

•

*

*

*

*

• • • THEN THE AMPA prexy called on Hal Home
to answer the other major charge that there are few legitimate
publicity men in the organization's membership
Mister
Home suavely directed attention to the fact that at every one
of his meetings and those of the preceding administration
opportunity had been given for anyone to voice criticisms or
constructive thoughts
and none of the critics in question
had ever once availed themselves of the ever-present opportunity

*

*

*

*

• • • SAYING WHICH Mister Horne proved right from
the membership list that 70 per cent were bona fide publicity
and advertising men
16 per cent from the press ......
4 per cent artists
5 per cent from allied trades such as
printing, engraving, etc.
and 5 per cent lay members
(we forgot to ask Hal if this latter division constituted
the Playboys to which the critics objected)
let it pass
if it's too obscure
we must have our li'l joke
•

• SO-0
the crits seem to have been answered
the incident is closed
from now on all. hands
are gonna try to act like Pressageys and cheer instead of crab
those who write Open Letters should be able to receive one
here's ours

picture.

— Strand,

New

Haven.

"I Loved a Woman" Contest
Draws Hot Letters
A

NIFTY radio contest over
the Warner's local station,
KFWB, in conjunction with the
showing of "I Loved a Woman"
at the Hollywood theater caught
the women of Los Angeles. Radio listeners were invited to
submit letters describing their
own true-life love experiences,
with the best of the lot receiving free tickets to see "I Loved
a Woman." Judges were Alfred
E. Green, who directed; Edward
G. Robinson and Sidney Sutherland, who wrote the scenario.
The contest started four days
in advance of the opening. Hundreds of letters, mostly from
women, and
some real hot, were
received
daily.
— Hollywood,

Los Angeles

Acquire "Murder in the Air"
Screen rights to "Murder in the
Air" play by McElbert Moore,
Lowell Brentano and Earle Crooker,
have been acquired by ConnorsArnaud Productions.

•

*

*

*

*

• • • A VERY informative address was given by Martin
Quigley as the guest of honor
who talked on the advertising clause in the NRA
code
he dilated on the
subject of Objectionable Advertising
150 press agents
applauded
......
and
probably
half
of
'em
had
Snappy
Ads in their noodles that they have translated ideas
into on
newspaper
layouts by this time
Mister Quigley warned
that if
the AMPA sits by idly on this problem, other elements in the
biz will be forced to take over their proper function
too true!
mebbe the AMPA Crits can Solve it

«

«

«

»

»

»

MANY UAPPY ROW
Best wishes are extended by
THE fILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 20
Charley
Chase
Russell
Holman
James Hood MacFarland Marian Nixon
Evelyn Brent
F. i. Wilstach
Purnell

Pratt

A First National Picture
Directed by Mervyn LeRoy
Vitagraph, Inc., Distributor^

h
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and so does

PA U
He's greater than in "Fugitive" in this next
big special from

WARNER

BROS

THE
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INDEPENDENTS MEET
WITH SOL ROSENBLATT

NATIONAL CAMPAIGN
IS PLANNED VS, CODE
"YV7E can talk about theaters, distribution, exploitation and all
effectuating the code if sufficient exthe
other factors of the industry;
hibitor opposition crystalizes. Objections to the code voiced at the the studio, after all, is still the
Washington conferences, from which heart of the business."— ADOLPH
a group of independent exhibitors, ZUKOR.
producers and distributors divorced
themselves, might be construed as
"You can't make a crime out of
the action of a small minority, it earning capacity, and I would rather
nd
thousa
is pointed out, but several
pay an artist $250,000 if he earned
exhibitor refusals to sign, however,
it
than $2,000
if he did not."—
the
SAMUEL
GOLDWYN.
will prove concretely that
movement has real support.
{Continued from Page

1)

Arthur J. Benline
Resigns from RKO
{Continued from Page 1)

be asdepartment. Canavan will Adolph
sisted by his brother-in-law,
Kerwin, and two others to be named
today. Benline's future plans, which
set, will be anare practically
nounced next week.

Crinnion Takes Control
of Amity Pictures Corp.
(Continued from Page 1)

ing both Tiffany and Quadrupler
product since Educational, forme
on over
outlet, turned its distributi
to Fox. Crinnion plans to extend
Amity's activities by securing new
independent product for release.

"Outstanding performances on the
screen are irregular for the same
reason that novelists cannot always
produce superb novels, horses can-

a nd Goinq

E ALLEN, SHIPGEORGE BURNS and GRACI
route Mto
WRECK KELLY and SAM JAFFE are en
the Paramount
at
Hollys.wood today to work
studio
ARTH
. UR
London

DENT

of B. I. P. sails tomorrow for

leave next
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN planslu.to
in Honolu
for a vacation
week
Revel wrote
MARK GORDON, who with Harry
has
a Keyhole,"where
"Broadway Thru
the songs for his
family to Hollywood,
moved with
unt.
Paramo
to
ct
contra
under
he is
arrive
CARL LAEMMLE and DOROTHY GISH
the Berenin New York today from abroad on
garia.
on the
SOL LESSER sails for Europe Saturday
Olympic.
winner
JEAN CONNORS, beauty contest
to apsigned by RKO. has left for Hollywood
Poison.
pear in the Radio picture, "Blonde
ARTHUR TRACY, The Street Singer, who has
been on the coast for picture work, is on his
way back to New York.
JACK L. WARNER leaves the coast tomorrow
night for New York, where he will be present
of "The World Changes." PAUL
at the premiere
MUNI, star of the picture, also is flying east
for the opening.
JIM LUNDY, publicity and exploitation man,
is back in New York after a period of activity
in the south.
ED KUYKENDALL leaves New
tomorrow
for Memphis.
M

York today or

E. V. RICHARDS and TOM CONNOR of M-Ghave gone to New Orleans from New York.

ARCHIE MAYO, Warner director who has
been visiting New York, returns to the coast
early next week to start work on "Bloom of
China."

"I'm more enthusiastic about films
now
than ever before." — MAURICE
CHEVALIER.

I.A.T.S.E. MAY OPEN SALARY PROVISION
WASHINGTON OFFICE MAY STAY DORMANT
Washington Bureau, of THE

FILM

Washington — In view of its interest in thre NRA codes affecting
various theatrical and motion picture unions, the I.A.T.S.E. is understood to be contemplating the opening of an office here.

Schenck and Goldwyn
File Protest on Code
iously declared himself in sympathy
with the actors' cause, as reported
in The Film Daily of Oct. 10.
"Establishing of a code authority
would result in peonage for the artists," he declared.
would which
tend
to establish
maximum "It
salaries
would be illegal, unfair and unAmerican. I am opposed to the
three-months and six-months clauses because they would ma_ke it mandatory for a producer, wishing to
engage duceranwho within
artist, the
to inform
prolast six the
months
had that artist under contract of
the salary offered. No producer
would bother to negotiate with an
artist who within six months had
been under contract to another."
Goldwyn said there should be
every freedom for earning capacity,
declaring that "there is but one
Charlie Chaplin, one Garbo, one
Cantor and one Dressier."

Acted Too Hastily
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY

(Continued from Page 1)

.ommq

(Continued from Page 1)

not win every race, and every
man cannot become President of plaints of independent producers,
distributors and exhibitors, as well
the
United States."— ERNST LU- as protests from the west coast, it
BITSCH.
is understood Deputy Administrator Rosenblatt will make no more
"Vaudeville is perfect training for code revisions, but will submit the
screen work."— HARRY RAPF.
present draft to General Johnson
within a day or so.
"It is the art of the screen that
of the Consumers Board
entertains. Take the scantiest story on Report
the code is expected tonight by
and pi-esent it to the public in en- Rosenblatt.
gaging screen form and the public
will
be entertained." — WELFORD
BEATON.

DAILY

Washington — Lack of the three
government men yet to be named
on the legitimate theater code authority and the fact that it moved
too fast and without NRA officials'
investigation of the difficulty, was
given last night as the reason for
the delay in enforcing the Broadway ticket broker squabble. It is
understood that the theater board
set up in New York was to act in
an advisory capacity to government
officials here.

was pointed out. Furthermore, this
procedure requires the approval of
the Administrator, General Hugh S.
Johnson.
Some executives, who preferred
not to identify themselves for the
purposes of publication, were inclined to the view that the clause
will be allowed to remain dormant
and not be exercised under current
conditions. Opponents of the plan
stressed the fact that the incomes
attacked under the provision pay the
Federal Government huge sums antaxes. nually by way of income and other
Following is the salary clause embodied in the third and final code
draft which has been materially
changed:
PART 4. To avoid the payment of sums
unreasonably in excess of the fair value of
personal services which results in unfair and
destructive competition, the Code Authority
shall have power with the approval of the
\dministrator to investigate whether in any
case any employer in the motion picture
industry has agreed to pay a unreasonably
excessive inducement to any person to enter
:nto the employ of such employer. If the
Code Authority finds that such employer has
done so, the Code Authority shall have the
oower, with the approval of the Administrator
fo impose an assessment against such employer in the amount of the unreasonable
excess payment to such person, not, however,
■■o exceed the sum of Ten Thousand Dollars
'$ 10,000.00), and to make public its findngg, but nothing in this PART shall in
iny manner impair the validity or enforceability of such agreement of employment.
A.11 such assessments shall be paid to the
Code Authority for use by it in the administration of its functions.

Holding
Washington

Sunday
Bureau

Show

of THE

FILM

Vote
DAILY

Washington — Vote on abolition of
blue laws in Mt. Ranier, Md., suburb
of Washington, will be held tomorrow. A neighboring community.
Hyattsville, Md., has just adopted
Sunday shows. Sidney Lust, circuit
operator, conducted the anti-blue
law activity in both places.

Darryl Zanuck to Make
Musical Extravaganza
(Continued from Page 1)

therance
of M.
20thSchenck,
Century's
activities, Joseph
president,
has been negotiating to take over
the United Artists studio from Mary
Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Char
lie Chaplin and Samuel Goldwyn.

Kuykendall May Sign
Film Code This Week
(Continued from Page

1)

off at Washington, Kuykendall
will lack the support of at least one
member of his executive committee,
it is understood. David Barrist, who
walked out of the Washington code
conferences with the independent
fusion group including Allied, is expected to decline to approve the
code.
New Safety Device for Projectors
Chicago — -Dual Manufacturing Co.
has begun the marketing of a new
fire prevention apparatus for projectors. The principle used is a dual
system of cutting blades, one for
each magazine head, both connecting to a fusible cartridge which explodes at the flammable point of
film and thus releases the blades.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Oct. 22-23: Convention of M. P. T. O. of Ark. J
Miss. & Tenn. (Tri-State) Hotel Chisca]
Memphis.
Oct. Chicago.
24: film
Allied industry
States
the

Ass'n
code,

mass
on]
Hotel meeting
Congress,

Oct. 29-31 : Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Oct. 31:

Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide associatior
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel
Columbus.

Nov. 2: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.
Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel plaza
New
York.
April 4: International Congress of the Cinema
d'Enseignment
opens
in Rome.
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Again the only company to do it. Gre?t... Isn't it? Those dates will be met,
too . . . titles, stories, casts, directors ! Because the FOX studio realizes what
definite dates mean to you as a showman and a business man. Sound showmanship. . . that's the way FOX manpower operates. Going steadily, aggressively
forward. Minding its own business and boosting yours. More than keeping
its promises ... by taking good pictures and making them great !

Now...

AIMED AT THE 3 BIGGEST
T

HIRTEEN pictures specially produced
and dated for the holiday and winter
season. Check over each one . ♦ ,
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What do you say.

RIGHT... Even
stronger than
that FOX first
quarter smash

And it takes some going to outshine hits like "My Weakness,"
"Berkeley Square," "The Power and the Glory," "Dr. Bull" and
"Paddy." FOX manpower — "not crowing, just growing" — makes
this possible. And FOX

manpower is proving daily that only

such an organization can guarantee you consistently great product
. . . delivered on time. Be smart . . . join that ever-swelling group of
happy FOX exhibitors ... and " Put It Here \ "

HOOPLA

Released Nov. 30th

SMOKY

FOX
i v 3

Released Dec. 8th

I WAS A SPY
Released Dec. 15th

AM

SUZANNE!

Released Dec. 22nd

MR. SKITCH
Released Dec. 29th

AS HUSBANDS

GO

Released Jan. 5th

7 LIVES WERE CHANGED
Released Jan. 12th

HOUSE Released
OF Jan.
CONNELLY
*
19th
FRONTIER MARSHAL
Released Jan. 26th

FOX

MOVIETONE

FOLLIES

Released Feb. 2nd

WOMAN

AND THE LAW
Released Feb. 9th

ALL MEN ARE ENEMIES
Released Feb. 1 6th

STRANGER
INFeb.THE
Released
23 rd NIGHT *
* Tentative Title

Printed in U. S. A.
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

"Wonders of the Tropics"

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

32 mins.
Principal
HOLLYWOOD
Unusual
GOLDWYN's musical
Unusual views of jungle life in CAMUEL
unexplored regions of the Amazon
extravaganza, "Roman Scandals,"
starring
Eddie
Cantor, was comRiver in Brazil, with the explorer
pleted at the Goldwyn studios this
also doing the narration. It con- week. Cantor will rest for one week
sists principally of animal studies,
,\ ith some very interesting shots of before the preview of the picture,
and will then leave for New York.
■jueer and outlandish species, their
* *
*
nabits and battle for life against
stronger adversaries. Thus it beGrant Mitchell and Nat Pendleton
comes more of a nature study than
have been added by M-G-M to the
i pictorial record of the Amazon
jungle. Few natives are featured, cast of "Payment in Full," an original by F. Hugh Herbert. Ben Lyon
and very little actual adventure in- and Otto Kruger also are in the cast.
cidents. Photography is generally
*
*
*
poor, but the animal shots have
plenty of appeal.
William Cagney, brother of James,
has been signed by Reliance for
"Joe Palooka," which United Artists
"The Kick-Off"
Principal
27 mins. will release.
Fair

WILK

Helen Chandler will play the feminine lead with John Barrymore in
"Long Lost Father" for RKO. She
replaces Elizabeth Allan, who withdrew due to an injury. Others in
the cast include Donald Cook, Alan
Mowbray, E. E. Clive, Natalie Moorhead, Doris Lloyd, Adele Thomas
and Phyllis Barry. Ernest B. Schoedsack is directing.

*

*

*

Ruth Selwyn, Ted Healy and
Gladys Hulette will be seen in the
cast of "Overland Bus," new starring film for Robert Montgomery
which is soon to go into production
at M-G-M.
Edward
by RKO

McWade

has been signed

for *"Once
# Over
* Lightly."

Tristram

Tupper

has completed

A compilation of a series of gridthe continuity and dialogue on "BegDonald Ogden Stewart has been
•■on shots in which coach Howard
gars in Ermine" from the story by
assigned to the screen adaptation Esther Lynd Day, and has been asJones of the University of Southern
?a.ifornia is featured in presenting of Louis Bromfield's novelette, "Livsigned by Trem Carr, Monogram
an analysis of various football
ing in a Big Way," which is to be a vice-president, to prepare an origstrategies employed by other coaches Marie Dressier-Jean Harlow coinal treatment on "Cinderella of the
and their teams. Most of the sub- starring vehicle.
ject matter deals with football lore
){ past seasons that has been outCinema."
noded, and the pictures were evidently taken some time ago. Slow
notion shots are given of the various
olays. The finale is more modern,
svith a very exciting and detailed
oresentation of the highlights of the
famous gridiron classic in which U. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued from Page 1)
|S. C. defeated Notre Dame. This is
Hollywood — Pictures designed ex- are set on satisfactory
terms,
Elstraight newsreel and the best part
liott stated.
clusively from the exploitation an)f the offering. Lots of the shots
"In the majority of situations,
ire blurred.
gle will comprise the balance of the
existing contracts were made prior
Monogram program for the present
to Aug. 23, 1933, the contract date
Fuit Over Olympia Theaters' Bonds year, according to an announcement set by the code for the fixing of
maximum
hours and minimum
Boston — New England Theaters yesterday by Trem Carr, Monogram
has brought
suit against
Herbert vice-president, in charge of produc- wage," said Elliott. "We have made
amicable arrangements all over ths
Pierson, receiver of the closed Fed- tion.
country and our connections with
eral National Bank here, seeking to
"We have put the cart before the employers will continue in that spirit,
restrain
the receiver from
selling
$115,000
in notes
of the Olympia horse long enough," declared Carr. I am sure. When the final code
Theaters, Inc.
The bonds are part "It is now time for producers to comes through, those situations
of the assets of the closed bank, and, consider pictures entirely from the which need adjustment will be
according to the petition, were of- standpoint of what means they will taken care of immediately and
fered to Grace M. Deery, sister of
difficulty."
i John
A. Deery,
who
is the jailed provide the exhibitor to sell the without

MONOGRAM TO FAVOR IATSE GOING AHEAD
EXPLOITATION THEMES ON NEW AGREEMENTS

■ president of the closed Salem Trust
j Company, for $43,750.
3 RKO
Features on Broadway
RKO is currently represented in
'three Broadway first-runs. "Aggie
Appleby" is at the Music Hall, "Before Dawn" at the Mayfair and
"Headline Shooter" at the Rialto.

Pick Film as School Text
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor Jones,"
filmed by Krimsky-Cochran for United
Artists release, has been picked by the
National Council of Teachers of English, working through the 12 regional
directors of their committee on photoplay appreciation, for the first practical test in the proposed plan to make
the photoplay part of the high school
English curriculum. William Lewin is
chairman of the Committee on Photoplay
Appreciation.

public.
"Entertainment values is not
enough. The best picture in the

250 Neighborhood Houses
Join in Cooperative Ads
(Continued from Paae

1)

world won't sell without exploitation
value. And that is what we intend which will show the picture almost
simultaneously. The remaining
to give them.
houses will be represented in displays set to appear in the next two
"Create exploitation value, and
the entertainment will take care of weeks. Roy Haines, metropolitan
itself, for a picture with good ex- district manager for Warner's distribution department, sold the coploitation value is bound to be enoperative idea to the exhibitors. The
tertaining.
plan gives the theaters the benefit
"This new principle will be the of big display which they could not
afford individually.
watchword in preparing such forthcoming Monogram releases as 'Born
Tough,' with Ray Walker, which is
to be a fast-moving story of a big
city process server; 'Manhattan
Love Song,' another big city story
with a musical background; and
'Mystery Liner,' a murder mystery
on a trans-Atlantic steamship."

Brockton Strand Opens
Brockton, Mass. — The Strand has
opened with J. J. Cahill, city manager of M. & P. Publix Theaters, as
supervisor and Robert Sheehan as
publicity director. Policy is firstrun pictures and vaudeville.

==

TJULL

By CHAS. ALICOATE

=^

cast of principals support-

ing Bert Lahr in "Hizzoner," first
of a seres of 13 two-reel comedies
with music to be produced in the
east by Van Beuren Corp. through
Meyer Davis as associate producer
includes James Melton, James Wallington, Fred Hildebrand, Loretta
Sayers and Walter Tenner. Johnny
Burke and Harold Spina wrote tha
music, while Monroe Shaff supervised production. The producing
unit headed by Meyer Davis is
Magna Pictures.

•

Bud Pollard, who recently took
over the Royal Studios in Grantwood, N. J. and will operate under
the name of the "Bud" Pollard Studios, will open the studios to the
trade tomorrow with a dance and
entertainment with many
scheduled to attend.

celebrities

Mildred Bailey has been signed
by Monroe Shaff to appear in a tworeeler to be produced by Magna
Pictures.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway

Vine

at

H OL

of Hospitality'

Hollywood

LY WOOD

Blvd

When

you look at this lovely face, yoO^|re gazing on a great future star
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story by Marc Connolly, author of "Green Pastures'
Directed by Mitchell Leisen

PARA MOUNT, the company that brought you the
only two big stars of the past year.:. MAE WEST
and 8/NG CROSBY. . . brings an attractive new
personality to you, DOROTHEA WIECK, who
scored an instant hit in "Maedchen

in Uniform/'

.««».»,

&

J/% .(]io^L<4

MonograiriliggMmg Budget to SI 00, 000 Minimum

NRA ADVISOR PUTS TRADE PROBLEMS UP TO BOARDS
Poli to Control Reorganized
\uction

of Theaters
ticut,000Brings
I Connec
$2,226

in

Hartford, Conn. — Properties of
rs n Conand
'o
cutw weEn
regl sold Thateate
here
auctioin
ecxtiNe
00
to W. B. F.
esterday for $2,226,0
on
togers and John A. McNaught ,
epresenting the bondholders who
urchased the second mortgage
•onds from Halsey. Stuart & Co.
ale of the houses in this state preof
eded the sale in Springfield

England Circuit

Public Groups to Participate in Chi. Meet
Chicago — In addition to the thousand independent exhibitors expected to attend the
code protest meeting sponsored by Allied at the Congress Hotel here on Tuesday,
representatives of women's clubs, ministerial associations, college professors, labor,
congressmen, governors, constitutional lawyers and the press will participate, according
to Abram F. Myers, Allied counsel. All independent exhibitors, regardless of organization affiliation, have been invited to attend, along with independent producers
and distributors. Eddie Cantor, president of the Screen Writers Guild, in reply to an
invitation from Myers to attend the meeting, wired: "Heartily in accord with your
stand on code. Regrot unable to join you at present time. Best wishes for your
ultimate success."

Film Code Will Not Reach
General Johnson Until
Next Week
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Defending the omission of right-to-buy, double features
and other controversial issues from
the film code, Prof. H. H. Thurlby,
advisor from the NRA statistical
and planning division, yesterday issued the following report on Deputy
sion : Sol A. Rosenblatt's third revi-

TRENDLE REVAMPS
EXTRAS ORGANIZE
DETROIT CIRCUIT
OWN ASSOCIATION
^REORGANIZATION
Detroit — Extensive reorganization CLEVELAND EXHIBS
Hollywood — At a meeting yester- of the Publix setup here is being
NEARING COMPLETION
day about 1,000 extras and support- made by George W. Trendle, who
ing players organized the Holly- took over the general management REPUDIATE DUAL BAN
Operating results in the last few
wood Picture Players' Ass'n with a on Monday. His first step was to
(.Continued

on

Page

2)

"I heartily(Continued
subscribe on
to the
of self
Pageprinciple
2)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

lonths have encouraged the belief view to cooperating in the administration of the NRA code. It is ex! hat reorganization
of Paramount
pected to bring 2,000 more members
'ublix and termination of the re- into the
association within a few
eivership will be possible within a
easonable time, according
to Sir days.
! William Wiseman of Kuhn, Loeb &
'o., bankers for the firm. Wiseman, Pittsburgh Operator Local
member of the Paramount direcActs Against Indie Union
■ orate, says a reorganization
plan
ill be submitted soon to creditors
Pittsburgh — Charging violation of
nd security holders.
a state statute forbidding out-ofstate corporations to operate in
Pennsylvania without a per'omer Circuit Gets
informations have been filed
Publix Detroit House againstmit,three
officials of Local 131,
Detroit — Publix's Royal Oak. Independent M. P. Operators' Union,
,000-seat suburban house, has been Inc., on behalf of Local 171, M. P.
aken over by the Comer Circuit,
(Continued on Page 2)
ow managed by Charles A. Komer.
..dolph Goldberg will manage the
ouse, with Harry A. Komer manging the Whittier and Irving Golderg at the Redford.

I

New

divide the houses into downtown and
neighborhood groups. Thomas D.
Moule has been reappointed general
manager of downtown houses.
L.
(Continued

on

Page

2)

S. W. Lawton Acquires
Third Broadway House

Cleveland — At a meeting of the
Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n
yesterday subsequent run houses
repudiated their recent motion to
limit double bills to once weekly.
Failure of half of the organization
to abide by the motion, which was
to go into effect Oct. 15, resulted in
reopening the discussion. Practically all are now back to duals.

Stanley Lawton, operator of the
Broadway and Cohan theaters, will
take over the Gaiety on Oct. 2, opening with "Lady for a Day," and Lew Kane Is Backing
followed by "Emperor Jones" on a
Detroit Insurgents
weekly grind basis at 25 cents for
matinees and 40 cents at night. NeDetroit — Lew Kane, manager of
gotiations are under way for the ac- the Mayfair, says he is financially
(Continued
on Page 2)
backing the insurgent movement
against Allied Theaters of Michigan, and is seeking leadership of
the independent group. Leon Krim
and his sons, Sol and Mack, circuit
operators, also are prominent in the
attack on Allied policies. Intention
of the M. P. T. O. A. to establish
Proposals for an immediate 100 Kane-Krim
a Michigan group.
unit is linked with the
per cent increase in the Monogram
production budget, with all special
features to be budgeted at a minimum of $100,000, will be put up to
Monogram franchise holders at a
Higher
Doesn't
Scarewas
Memphis Scale
— Though
admission
raised a dime to 40 cents, the Warner
meeting (Continued
called foron Page
Wednesday
at
4)

$100,000 Minimum Budget
On Future Monogram Specials

Joe Brandt Backs Pecora

Harry Singer Will Operate
St. Louis Theater

Joe Brandt, having accepted the chairmanship of the Motion Picture Division
for the election of Ferdinand Pecora for
district attorney of New York County,
has started a drive to line up movie
folk behind the campaign. Headquarters
of the campaign committee have been
established in the Hotel Astor.

1!

Jmprehensive — Complete — Everywhere The
,ial Year Book of Film Daily. — Advt.

An-

St. Louis — Harry Singer is slated
as operator of the St. Louis Theater,
which Harry Koplar is turning
over. Fanchon & Marco and Harry
Arthur are involved in the deal.
House closed Thursday night for
improvements.

Theater had the S.R.O. sign out within 30 minutes after the opening of

The 1934
Education

Film Daily Year Book
In Pictures. — Advt.

Is A

Liberal

"Footlight

Parade."

Saturday, Oct. 21, 193:

S. Z. Poli Will Control
NRA Code Advisor Puts
Problems Up to Boards Reorganized N. E. Houses
{Continued from Page 1)
government on the part of the industry a?
expressed in the provisions for Local Boards
and Code Authority review. It appears to me
M LXIV, No. 18
Sat., Oct. 21, 1933
Price 5 Cents impracticable and unnecessary for the code
to state explicitly such standards of compeJOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
tition as the 'Right to Buy' and thereby
raise questions of a definitive nature when
practical approach to the matter is an
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays the
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., analysis of the policy or procedure in a
specific situation which may be brought beby Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
fore a local board and reviewed by a national
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher; board.
No code provision on such practices
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Ti 'asurer could be written, in my opinion, that would
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- not result in a serious economic readjustment
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette. Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter, of contractual relations. A possible lack of
uniformity in industrial regulation as a conMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
sequence of localized jurisdiction on problems
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside of trade practice may be effectively guarded
against,
I believe, by a close supervision
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, over local arbitration by the national authority. While I have mentioned only the so$15. on. Subscriber should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
called 'Right to Buy,' the principle would
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., also be effective in deciding the vexatious
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738. 7-4739. problems of conflicting interests in double
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hofly- features
and
other
practices."
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 HollyIllness of some of Rosenblatt's advisors
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
will delay getting the code to General Johnson until some time next week, the Deputy
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, said. Rosenblatt held a three-hour conferFriedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
ence on the code yesterday at the anti-trust
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Cour- division of the Department of Justice, condes-Noues, 19.
ferring with Attorney Russel Hardy and his
assistant, who are handling anti-trust work
in connection with the government's prosecution of the U. S. Theaters and other industry cases. Nature of the conferences was
not disclosed. Neither would Rosenblatt comment on his meeting with independents, which
ran until 1:30 A. M. yesterday. It was
said Abram Myers was invited to this meeting, but did not attend.
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Publix Hearing Postponed
Hearing of the claim of the Georgia Realty Co. against Publix Enterprises was adjourned yesterday
to Oct. 27, when it will be heard by
Henry K. Davis, referee in bankruptcy.
Educational Signs Helen Morgan
Helen Morgan has been signed by
Educational to star in "Manhattan
Lullaby," to be made in the east.
RKO-Schine

Product

Deal

RKO has closed a deal for the playing of its 1933-34 product in 54 Schine
houses,
Jules Levy announces.

H. Gardner is recalled from California to resume supervision of the
neighborhoods as well as to act as
film booker for the circuit.
Three former house managers
have been brought back. Karl
Krueger comes to the Fisher, replacing Sam Rubin, made assistant chief
of publicity for the circuit. Russell Chapman becomes assistant
manager at the Michigan, while
Asher Shaw will manage the Riviera, succeeding Ed Kennelly, resigned. Howard O. Pierce, manager
of Station WXYZ, owned chiefly by
Trendle and John W. Kunsky, adds
the duties of director of publicity
and productions for the circuit.
Offices of the circuit have been
moved to the Madison Theater
Building.
Among other changes, Trendle
has banned smoking in all houses
and also has placed a ban on dirt
and sensational ballyhoo. All openday. ing days have been switched to FriGeorge Noflfka Joins Fox
George Noffka, formerly in charge
of Eastern Service studio, has been
signed by Fox as studio manager
on the coast and leaves Thursday
to take over his new duties. Jack
Aichele, formerly assistant to L. W.
Davie at the Astoria Plant, succeeds Noffka.
Cameraman Killed
Fort Myer, Va. — William Casel,
cameraman with the RKO unit making a picture here, was killed when
six cavalry horses and a heavy caisson ran over him.

Coming and Going

1)

Massachusetts properties, including
three houses in Worcester and one
in Springfield, which were sold for
$875,000, making the total price paid
for
000. the houses in both states $3,101,Halsey, Stuart, representing bondholders, will form a new company
with S. Z. Poli to operate the circuit as Poli Theaters of New England, Inc. Poli, who holds the first
mortgage bonds on the properties,
will own the controlling interest in
the new company up to 70 per cent
and will be managing director of the
business.

FRANCES DEE and JOEL McCREA, after ol
taining a marriage license in New York ye
terday,
departed for Westchester to have t
knot tied.
LYNN FARNOL, Samuel Goldwyn's represe
tative, is expected from the Coast in a f<
days to prepare the campaign for "Rom
Scandals,"
starring Eddie Cantor.
FRANCES WILLIAMS will arrive in New Y<
from the coast tonight.
MARCO of the Fanchon
New
York.

in

and Marco

firm

BILL SCULLY, district manager for M-Gin Boston this week.
RUSSELL PATTERSON, illustrator, signed
Fox, leaves by plane for the coast next we<
FRANCES WILLIAMS, who recently finish

was

work

in 20th

Century's "Broadway

Throu

morning.on the coast, arrives in New Yc
a Keyhole"
Pittsburgh Operator Local this
Acts {Continued
AgainstfromIndie
Union International Film Show
Page 1)
Machine Operators' Union. Those
Set for August in Venic
named are William C. Littel, presi-

dent; Martin J. Joyce, treasurer, and
Daniel Gross, secretary. J. W.
Shawkey, president of Local 171,
claims the new union represents a
group that has been mixed up with
labor troubles in other cities and
which has taken over the so-called
independent union here. It is said
to have applied at Harrisburg for
permission to operate in this state.

Geo. W. Trendle Revamps S. W. Lawton Acquires
Publix Detroit Circuit
Third Broadway House
{Continued from Page 1)

MARKET
Low
2

{Continued from Page

{Continued from Page 1)

quisition by Lawton of two more
houses in the metropolitan district.
Meyer Keilsohn is handling advertising and publicity for the three
theaters.

Detroit Theater Notes
Detroit — G. Rancourt
and F.
Spears have taken over the Amo
from Frank Yoshinos
and reopen
ed it.
Burton M. Siden is now a partner
with Gus Coplan in the Colony.
The Mayfair, formerly the Civic,
has opened with Lew Kane as manager. J. W. McAvoy is president
of the operating company and Forrest Freeland is publicity man.
R. G. Taylor, owner of the Sheridan, is managing the Liberty, which
he took over from George W. Sampson. Fred Taylor is managing the
Sheridan.
McArthur Theater Supply is supplying all equipment for the new
Belmont in Highland Park. House
opens about Dec. 1. McArthur reports business generally on the
pickup.
Stop Sale of Olympia Bonds
Boston — Bonds of the Olympia
Theaters now in the possession o^
the receiver of the closed Federal
National Bank must not be sold by
the receiver, Judge James A. LoweL
of the Federal District Court has
ruled in a temporary restraining
order. The petition seeking the order was filed by New England Theaters, Inc., subsidiary of Paramount
Publix, who still have a standing
offer of $33,000 for the notes which
they wish to complete a reorganization of the Olympia Theaters.

Venice — Second International E
hibition of Cinematographic Art,
ganized by the International Ins1
tute of Educational Cinematograpl
in Rome and under the auspices
the Biennial International Art E
hibition of Venice, will be held he
Aug. 1-20. A meeting of regisseu

and
will entered
take place
same scenarists
time. Films
for at
prizt'
are by invitation. Will H. Hays
a member of the general comm
tee.

RKO Signs E. H. Griffith
For Three Productioi
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI\

Hollywood— Edward H. Griffith
returning to RKO under a new co
tract for three pictures. He recer
M-G-M.
ly directed "Another Language" f
Robt. Bischoff With Jack Nelso
WestHollywood
Coast Bureau
of THE Bischoff,
FILM DAI
— Robert
wi '

Fox's foreign department
for
years, has joined Jack Nelson
supervisor of the Pet Superstiti
series being released by Master A

Fox Signs Russell Patterson
Russell Patterson, noted illusti
cor, has been signed by Fox to i
sign costumes and sets for "F
Movietone Follies."

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 21-22
Lloyd

Hughes
Don
Josephine Lovett

Hanc

James Hall
M. J. Weisfelc
Mitzi Green
Bela Lugo
Constance
Bennett

A gold mine of angles in this glamorous
production. Adolphe Menjou and Benita
Hume as the best-dressed pair in Paris . . .
flinging open the door to a dozen sure-fire
angles... now when clothes are the topic of
the day. See the press book for stunts that
will make your showman's heart beat
faster.

TheWORST
WOAAAN
in PARIS?
WHAT
WOMAN'S

BENITA HUME
ADOLPHE MENJOU

A
PICTURE!

Peggy's affaires were the toast of
Paris . . . the talk of Europe. Men
desired her . . . envious women slandered. While . . . within her heart
. . . she locked the secret that would

Harvey Stephens

Helen Chandler

Written and Directed by Monta Bell

Jesse L. Lasky Production

have silenced lying tongues.

It*

■c
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THE

Jacob

Ben-Ami

in

"THE WANDERING
Jafa

"HEADLINE

JEW"

(In Yiddish, with English
Productions

VERY FINE PRESENTATION
ISH PERSECUTION IN MODERN
AND DRAMATIC STORY.

SHOOTER"

with

titles)
68 mins.
OF JEWSETTING

William
Gargan,
Frances Dee,
Ralph Bellamy, Jack LaRue
RKO
61 mins.
FAIRLY ENTERTAINING DRAMA OF
A NEWS CAMERAMAN. HELD DOWN
BY STORY WEAKNESS.

Though it is obvious that there are excellent story possibilities in the work of the
news cameraman, this yarn presents only
a surface touch of the subject and consequently it makes just average fair entertainment. Gargan is the camera lad, but
his impersonation lacks something. The
boy is keen on a sob sister, Frances Dee,
who is about to quit newspaper work and
marry a rich southern gent, Ralph Bellamy,
for the chief reason that Gargan has become heartless in his work and neglected
his love-making. Just as Frances is resigning her job, a hot murder story breaks
out, so she gets into the spirit of it, sideunder way, Ben-Ami's great painting just
tracks her fiance and gets back on the
completed of "The Wandering Jew" is
rejected and he is forced to resign, as a job. Gangsters enter the picture and
member of the Academy. Broken hearted, Frances is kidnaped to prevent publication
he loses his fiancee, an Aryan, who goes of a damaging story regarding a big racketeer, but Gargan finally comes to the res;
to the arms of his German rival. He is
about to destroy his own painting, when in cue and gets not only the girl but also
his distracted brain the painting seems to some swell shots of gangsters being shot.
Cast: William Gargan, Frances Dee,
come to life and speak to him. He adRalph Bellamy, Jack LaRue, Gregory Ratoff,
dresses it as "father," and through the
Wallace Ford, Hobart Cavanaugh, June
Wandering Jew's discourse is re-enacted
all the great periods of persecution of his Brewster, Dorothy Burgess, Purnell Pratt,
people, from the time of early Egypt, the Henry B. Walthall, Franklin Pangborn, Bill
Crusaders, the Spanish Inquisition, Russia Hudson, Mary McLaren.
Director, Otto Brower;
Authors,
Agnes
and the pogroms, down to present - day
Germany. Superimposed English titles give Christine Johnston, Allen Rivkin; Additional
this wide appeal. A natural for Jewish Dialogue, Arthur Kober; Cameraman, Nick
Musuraca; Recording Engineer, Hugh Mc
neighborhoods.
Cast: Jacob Ben-Ami, M. B. Samuylow, Dowel I; Editor, Fred Knudston.
Direction, Fair.
Photography,
Good.
Natalie Browning, Ben Adler, Jacob Mestel,
Abraham Teitelbaum.
Director, George Roland; Author, Jacob
Mestel; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer, same;
Musical Director, I. J. Hochman; Cameramen, Frank Zukor, Bergi Contner.
Direction, Excellent. Photography, Very
Good.
Credit must be given without stint to
the intelligent performance of Jacob BenAmi who typifies the persecution of the
Jew down through history, and to the
splendid direction of George Roland. They
spent money freely, if one must judge by
the lavish sets and innumerable mob scenes
that cover the various historical periods,
and director Roland has handled these masterfully. The drama is that of presentday Germany, with Ben-Ami a great Jewish painter and a member of the Berlin
Academy of Art. The Hitler regime gets

"RUSSIA TODAY"

Carveth Wells
TRAVELOGUE

OF

PICTORIAL RECORD
TIONAL PUNCH.

RUSSIA

42

A

SENSA-

In preparing this short feature, Carveth
Wells who took the pictures in Russia a
year ago evidently had in mind to expose
the failure of the Communist system. At
least his narration shows that tendency, but
there is little in the picture to back it up.
It seems that the Russian censorship was
too strict for him, and they only let him
come away with the shots that were lacking in adverse propaganda. Opens with
scenes in Moscow and other cities showing
mostly street life, then jumps abruptly to
the Caucasus and the region of Mount Ararat where Biblical lore places the launching
of Noah's Ark. Here Carveth Wells gives
a detailed pictorial account of his journey
up the high altitudes, with some very picturesque shots. He traces the lost Crusaders
of centuries past who made a holy pilgrimage
to the place, and endeavors to show by some
ancient armour in possession of the natives
that they are descended from the Crusaders. This may hold interest for Biblical
and historical students, but has small value
as theater entertainment. The narration
of Wells is chatty and humorous, but the
photography generally blurred and poor. It
is just an interesting travelogue.
No credits, as Wells worked entirely
with native types.

"QUARTORZE

JUILLET"

("July
14")
(In French)
Protex
87 mins.
ENJOYABLE COMEDY - ROMANCE
EASILY UNDERSTANDABLE TO GENERAL PATRONAGE.

*

OF GOLD"

Sally Eilers, Norman
Ralph Morgan
Fox

Foster,
74 min;

ONE THAT THE FEMMES WILL G<
FOR WITH SALLY EILERS SUPERB It;
AN UNUSUAL LOVE DRAMA.

Chapman.
Direction,

•
•
• AND
NOW
Governor
Laffoon of Kentucky
has
made Mae West
one of his "Kentucky Colonels"
(reading that over, mebbe we put the dots in the wrong spot,
but let it go)
Mae sez
"I'll try to do right by the
Governor"
now what Colonel Alicoate and all Mae's
other fellow-Colonels will probably be wondering is
if
war breaks out and they are called to the colors, will Mae be
quartered in separate barracks?
meanwhile Sioux City's
Mayor, W. D. Hayes, sends a wire to Paramount that the Capitol theater managed by Joe Kinsky is out after that free trip
to Hollywood
which Mae has offered to the manager
putting on
the
best
advertising
campaign
Joe expects to win and come
up and onsee"I'm
Mae No
someAngel"
time
why not?
that means if he wins, he loses
catch on?

*

"WALLS
with

This light comedy romance bubbles with
smiles and laughter and overflows with
Essentially entertainment for the bette
clever direction and the deft touches of
class audiences, for the drama has a grown:
Rene Clair. Although entirely in French
up and somewhat sophisticated plot, bu
dialogue, the story, and in fact most of it is delicately handled. Miss Eilers ha
the incidents and situations, are under- one of her best roles, and one of the mos
standable to everyone. Characters are difficult she was ever asked to handle
carefully studied and the action carries
and does splendidly. Norman Foster is
on at a lively tempo. The film also has
rich youth in love with her, who intro
some lilting melodies and a fine musical duces her to his aristocratic uncle. Throug
background. The story revolves around a
a misunderstanding
elder man'
it resultsduein tothetheyounger
ma
young couple living in the tenement dis- attentions,
trict of Paris, who though in love, reach
a misunderstanding through unfortunate going off in a huff and marrying Sally'
young sister, while she marries the olde
but hilariously funny situations. Most of
man, played by Ralph Morgan. Then come
the action takes place on July 14, a nadisillusionment,
the realization
tional fete day in France. Clair shows a her
husband is a and
philanderer.
He even tha1
af
spark of genius in tempering many sus- fronts her by bringing one of his amour
penseful situations with carefully conto a died,
partyand
at Sally
their is
home.
nived light touches. Annabella and has
taking Foster's
care of wif
he
Georges Rigaud handle the leading parts
sister's baby. The two young lovers tr
admirably and all other players have graspto get the older man's consent to divorc
ed the spirit of the production to perfec- his wife. A discarded sweetheart of th
old rounder solves everything by shootir
tion.
Cast: Annabella, Georges Rigaud, Pola him. Play up the novel by Kathleen Noi
lllery, Paul Oliver, Raymond Corday, ris and Sally Eilers, not overlooking spier
did work of Foster and Morgan.
Thorny Bourdelle, Raymond Almos.
Cast: Sally Eilers, Norman Foster, Ralpf
Director, Rene Clair; Author, same; DiaRosita Moreno,
Rochelle
Hudsot
loguer, same; Art Director, Lazare Meer- Morgan,
Fredric Santley, Marjorie
Gateson,
Mai
son; Musical Score, Maurice Jaubert; Cameraman, Georges Porinal; Recording Engi- Mason, Margaret Seddon.
neer, not credited.
Director, Kenneth MacKenna, Autho
Direction, Exceptional. Photography, Ex- Kathleen Norris; Adaptors, Wallace Sull
cellent.
van, Edmond Seward; Cameraman, Georg
Schneiderman; Recording Engineer, S. (

the
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*

•
IN A Dee
li'l village
somewhere
in Westchester
. . . a.•. . •
Frances
and Joelchurch
McCrea
were married
last nite
the two Radio players pulled a surprise on their friends
the prize bachelor of Hollywood has been taken off the
market for good, we hope . . >
but of course one never can
tell about these Hollywood
*
^ romances
*
*
• • • IN THE Astor hotel will be held a "Bowery Ball"
on Oct. 26, tying up with the show at the Rivoli
come in
Bowery costume if ya like, and be as tough as you please
among those participating will be Marilyn Miller, Irving Berlin, Milton Berle, Roy Atwell, Gertrude Niesen, Lilian Miles,
Lillian Bond, Mickey Alpert, William O'Neal, Olga Baclanova,
Jack Benny, Joe Laurie, Jr., Nancy Carroll "The Bowery,"
United Artists pix, goes into its fourth week at the Rivoli on
Wednesday
Charlie Chaplin will speak on the "Buy
Now" program of the NRA next Monday nite broadcast from
KHJ in Los Angeles over a nationwide hookup

Fair.

Photography,

Excellent.

Monogram Ups Budget
To(Continued
$100,000
Minimur
from Page
1)
the Hotel Statler, Cleveland, it
announced by W. Ray Joihnstor
president. Decision on the increas
is due to the added costs unde
the NRA, Johnston says. He adde
th'at Monogram sales so far hay
exceeded quotas in all territorie:
and the reaction to the first fiv
features completed on the 1933-3
lineup has encouraged the comparn
to make a definite bid for a plac
in the major ranks.

The Cleveland meeting will be attended 1
Johnston, following his Washington code co
ferences; Eddie Golden, general sales ma
ager;
Trem
Carr, production
chief; Han :
Thomas,
New
York; Floyd St. John, wes
ern district manager;
J. T. Sheffield, nort .
western
district
manager;
Herman
Rifki*l
Boston; J. H. Alexander,
Pittsburgh; B. 1
Mills, Albany; Arthur C. Bromberg, Atlant
H. H. Everett, Charlotte; L. Seicshnaydr
New
Orleans;
Carl Floyd, Tampa;
Howa
Stubbins, Los Angeles;
Sam
Seplowin, Dj
troit; Claud Ezell, Dallas; Sol Davis, Okl
noma; B. F. Busby, Little Rock; Sam Fla j
Washington ; Robert Withers, Kansas
Cit [
C. M. Parkhurst. Omaha; C. T. Fames, Poi
land, Ore.; H. M. Glanfield, Salt Lake Cit: I.
Nat
Steinberg,
St. Louis;
Irving
Mandi
Chicago;
L. W.
Marriott, Indianapolis;
I
G. Frackman, Milwaukee; J. Berkowitz, Bi ,
falo and Wm.
Onie. Cincinnati.
Jack Jossc
Monogram head in Cleveland will have char,
of arrangements for the convention.

Wants Fresh Story Ideas
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIll

Hollywood — Earle W. Hammoi I
announced yesterday that Educ;j
tional will offer an open market f'j
fresh story ideas.
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Taxation May Be Employed to Bring Down Salaries

FURTHER CODE REVISIONS ARE RELIEVED LIKELY
Schenck-Zanuck May Boost 20th Century Lineup to 20
15 Pictures Already Set for
Program — Adding Colman and Others

Cut-Outs
. . . on-a-string
=By
r, THAT

BIG

JACK
BAD

West

ALIC0ATE;
WOLF

is still the lead-

1 ing HEAVY in pictures .. CHARLIE
pettijohn had luncheon on Saturday with
President Roosevelt. .. "Henry VIII" is a
FINE picture and entertainment PLUS....
JOE
brandt
is actively
campaigning
for
U FERDINAND pecora ...We hear great
reports about "The World Changes"....
ARTHUR dent, head-man of B.I. P. of London and points
East, is a likeable
chap
There will NEVER
be a theater built
that will top the Radio City MUSIC

HALL

I,

You'll
hear
something
INTERESTING
regarding SAM katz one of these bright
days. . . The MacPherson FLOP proves that
seme of the WISEST showmen occasionally
IT! go wrong. .. .HAROLD
franklin
lost
no
time stepping into an INTERESTING
i osition
which
we
cannot
tell you
until later. . . .

propabout

IOHN

flynn

is doing a SWELL

job over

|*at
the
A.M. P. A
Some
exhibs
will
WAKE UP some morning to find that their
blue eagle has flown BACK to Washington
. . Few folks realize what an IMPORTANT
' part FRANK walker is playing in the RECOVERY movement
Looks
like
this
; MAE west lady is just about the BIGGEST
drawing card in pictures. .. .All that's
needed now is a little PUSH and the industry will again be

OVER

the top....

There is a CIRCUIT of "Little Art" theaters in the pencil and paper STAGE....
Believe it or not the CULBERTSON bridge
shorts ARE decidedly worth while. .. That
' pow-wow in Chicago tomorrow
^ULL of dynamite. .. It WILL
attended, too. . . .

may be
be well

•

IACK

warner

is on

his way

from

the

J Coast. .. .The LEGITIMATE stage in
N. Y. is having a BULL market. .. Some
day something is going to happen WITHOUT one of those SKOURAS boys being
present. .. .There's an interesting story of
WHY a coupla critics did NOT like "Footlight Parade"
The reticence of MAJOR
bowes makes him one of the best LIKED
I of theater men. . . .SAM sax is turning out
some sweet shorts at the Brooklyn Vitaphone worksho'p. .. .Pardon us while we
- out and do a little campaigning....

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Having already increased their original quota of 12 to
15, indications are that Joseph M.
Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck will
further boost their 1933-34 program
of 20th Century Pictures to at least
{Continued

on

Page

8)

RKO FILM RENTALS
UP 33%, SAYS LEVY
A gain over last year of 33 1/3
per cent in general film rentals, percentage grosses and sales is shown
by RKO Radio Pictures, Jules Levy
stated to The Film Daily on Saturday. All circuits throughout the
country have been signed to play
(Continued on Pane 2)

•

:■■

Coast

go

Managerial Realignment
Is Effected by Essaness
Chicago — Following the recent addition of three theaters, the Irving,
Southern and Argmore, there has
been a realignment of managers in

Getting Too Common

Avalanche

of reports on new

records

being set by "I'm No Angel," "Footlight Parade" and "The Bowery" has
necessitated a new editorial rule, namely: When "I'm No Angel," "Footlight
Parade" and "The Bowery" don't break
the house record, it's news.

PICKUP IS REPORTED
RY CANADIAN CIRCUIT
Toronto — Famous Players Canadian Corp., reports that there has
been a good pick-up in business for
several months now and that the improvement due to the usual seasonal
dvance in the film industry has
been much more marked than usual.

Picketing Is Restrained
In Pittsburgh Union Fight
Pittsburgh — Judge W. Heber
Dithrich has issued a preliminary
injunction against Local 171, M.P.6.
union, restraining picketing within
a mile of the Grant theater, Hazelwood, owned by M. N. Shapiro, and
the Hazelwood, managed by Shapiro, pending hearing Thursday. Local 171 is involved in an action

Corrections and Changes
Still Being Made
in Draft
By WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — That further revisions of the code will be made before it finally goes to President
Roosevelt for signature is considered very likely following several
days of conferences between independents and Deputy Administrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt.
Corrections and
(Continued

on

Page

8)

THOMPSON-RKO DEAL
IS AGAIN UNDER WAY
Negotiations have been reopened
between Major L. E. Thompson and
RKO Theaters and it is now likely
that the final set-up for the operation of the circuit will be with
Thompson as the head operator,
Phil Reisman in charge of eastern
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Branch Office Changes
Made by United Artists

In a trio of branch changes made
last week by United Artists, T. C.
Montgomery has been promoted to
manager of the Chicago exchange.
He had been engaged in a regional
capacity. J. D. Goldhar, district
manager for Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis and Cincinnati, will also
supervise the Chicago and MilwauWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
kee branches. S. Horowitz, district
Appeal Court Must Define
Washington — That legislation is supervisor for Kansas City, Omaha,
Talkie-Stage Difference sure to be introduced in the next Denver and St. Louis, will add the
Albany — As a result of a claim Congress to either directly or in- Minneapolis office to his supervision.
by the Kirk La Shelle Co., in an
directly, through revamping of the
action against Paul Armstrong Co. tax and income tax laws, attempt
Chi. Critics to N. Y. Premiere
and Phelan Beale for a share in the to bring down large salaries is now
Chicago movie critics are coming to
money received for screen rights to conceded here. The accredited stateNew York on Wednesday ^s guests of
ments
of
the
Attorney
General
en
"A^ias Jimmy Valentine," the Court
Warners for the premiere of "The
World Changes." Paul Muni picture
of Appeals must determine the dif- top of the questionnaires sent out
which opens that night at the Hollyference between a talkie and a stage by the Federal Trade Commission
wood. On Thursday the scribes will be
playv Plaintiffs had a half intere/st nlus recent remarks from the White
guests of honor at a luncheon with
House
on
the
movie
situation
are
in the play, exclusive of movie
Ruby Keeler as hostess. While here (he
rights. They claim, however, that considered excellent barometers of
critics also will see "Footlight Parade,"
which
has not yet opened
in Chicago.
wind is blowing.
Much
a talkie is the same as a stage per- the way the
(Continued on Page 2)
formance.
(Continued

on

Page

8)

(Continued

on Page

8)

May Set Higher Income Tax
As Curb on Excessive Pay

2

RKO Film Rentals
May Employ Taxation
To Bring
Down Salaries
Up 33%, Says Levy
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

the RKO product with the exception
of one or two isolated cases, Levy
Vol. LXIV. No. 19 Mon., Oct. 23,1933
Price 5 Cents
stated. "About 50 per cent of RKO
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher sales are on a percentage basis and
we find that all exhibitors, with the
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays possible exception of a few indeat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
pendents, are buying for the entire
hy Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
season without waiting for the final
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Ti usurer
drafting of the code," said Levy.

and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
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FINANCIAL
(QUOTATIONS AS OF SATURDAY)
NEW YORK STOCK MARKET
Con.

Fm.

High
3

Ind

Con. Fm. Ind.
East.
Kodak
Fox Fm. new

pfd. . .

Low
3

81/4

73/4

69'/2

671/2

13% 12
277/s 24
Loew's,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
1%
1V4
71/2
Pathe Exch. "A". . . . 8
RKO
23/8 2i/g
Warner
Bros
63/8
55/s
NEW

YORK

CURB

NEW

YORK

12
BOND

Technicolor

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs 3l/2
Paramount 6s 47c tfs. 311/g
Par.
By. 5l/2s51 .... 28i/2
28
Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs
40
Warner's 6s39

Close
3

Net
Chg.

73/4 —

V4

671/2 — VA
12
—
251/2 —
1V4
7%

IV4
11/8

21/4 +

i/s
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Wide Field for Novelty
In Shorts, Says Nelson
Wert Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Novelty ideas are
most in demand for shorts, and the
producer who can hit on something
off the beaten path has a wide field
of opportunity, declares Jack W. S.
Nelson, .producer, who is now making: the "Pet Superstitions" series for
release by Master Art Products.
Too many of the shorts now being
made are lacking in novelty, savs
Nelson. He points to "Three Little
Pigs" as an instance of how something different, however simple in
storv, can hit the public fancy.
The idea of the superstition series
is to show, through a miniature dramatic plavlet, how each sunerstition
originated, and wide audience interest is figured on the basis of
human curiositv. First picture in
the series, "SDilled Salt." was nlayed
bv the Uniterj Artists theater in Los
Angeles and the Mavfair. New
York. Second is "The Black Cat,"
wh^e the third, "Walking Under a
Ladder," is now in preparation.
Col. John A. Cooper on Tour
Toronto — Col. John A. Cooner.
president of the Motion Picture Distributors & Exhibitors of Canada
is making a tour of cities in the
west to confer with the governments
of the various western provinces on
various
dustry. questions relating to the in-

MARKET
103,4
1034 —
MARKET

11/4

31/4
31i/8
28i/2
28

H/4

38i/4

31/4 —
31
28i/2
28
38i/2 —

West

1

Laurence

Johnson
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Hollywood — Laurence E. Johnson,
M-G-M scenarist who wrote "Bachelor Father" and "It's a Wise
Child," died here last Friday night.
"Sleepless Nights" for Coast Run
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — International Film
Distributors, who have California
rights to the British feature, "Sleepless Nights," have booked the picture into the Beverly theater for
a run.
Fay Wray Gets Long Contract

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Following her work
in "The Bowery," Fay Wray has
been given an exclusive long term
contract by 20th Century. She will
be given star vehicles.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Named on Legit. Code
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Paul Shield of Shield
& Co., New York, has been appointed by General Johnson as NRA
representative on the legtimate theater committee. Two additional
members will be announced later.
Vitaphone
Signs Whiteman
Paul Whiteman and his band and
entire group of vocalists have been
signed by Vitaphone to star in a
three-reel
"Broadway
sical comedy,
it is Brevities"
announced muby
Sam Sax, production head at the
Brooklyn studios. The script is tentatively titled "The Weigh of All
Flesh." Eddie Moran, A. Dorian
Otvos and Cy Woods are preparing
the dialogue. The short will go into
production within two weeks.
"World Changes" Release
Release of "The World Changes,"
First National picture starring Paul
Muni, is set for Thanksgiving week.
Picture has its Broadway premiere
Wednesday.

Hollywood — Willard Mack has
been given a contract by Samuel
Goldwyn whereby he will be a production executive, writer, director
and probably an actor as well.

Goes on Full Time
Birmingham — The East Lake,
neighborhood, is running every day
now instead of three days a week.

FILM

newspapers

of the world
say about the—

DAILY

Hollywood — There is no longer
any such thing as formulae restricting the process of making pictures,
declared Howard Estabrook, scenarist, who contributed to those current
outstanding successes, "The Masquerader," and "The Bowery." For
many years drama has been adjudged good or bad according to
how well it conformed to an academic structure and unity, and for
• a long time the cinema was subject
to the same tests, he avers.
Within the last year or two, however, writes have dared to ignore
/many of these fundamental rules
and create a picture that violated
nearly all of the theories, Estabrook
points out. The success of these has
encouraged others to write with
more freedom and the result is a
succession of films that break away
from any prescribed formula and,
what's more, they are being hailed
with enthusiasm. This is one of the
first evidences that the screen is
breaking away from traditions and
is finding a metier of its own, Estabrook believes.

DAILY

Willard Mack Gets Goldwyn Pact

What

Pictures Are Discarding
Formula, Says Estabrook

Sol Hankin in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh — Sol Hankin, former
Milwaukee zone manager for Warner Bros*, is the new main line
manager for Warners, replacing
Gilbert Josephson, resigned.

West Coast Bureau of THE

NOW
BOOKING
ENTIRE U.
S.
STATE and FOREIGN RIGHTS foi Sale
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.

senatorial discussion on the subject
evidenced itself in the last few days.
Many senators are of the opinion
that a corporation doing an interstate business could be regulated by
the government just like public
utilities.

1934
Edition now
n

preparation

Boston
The Year Book is a godsend
to me — my
motion picture
Bible. It's more useful than
dictionary
Roget's
rus on thisordesk.
. . .ThesauRight
after getting it, I had occasion to check up on some seating capacities here; took out
the official local document, but
doubted some of the figures. I
then looked up the Year Book
figures and used them; and
later learned from the houses
they were
accurate.

ALAN
Boston

SCHULTZ
American

Youngstown
A MOVIE YEAR BOOK
The magnitude and scope of
the motion picture industry is
graphically shown in a new year
book which has been published
by the leading trade journal
called Film Daily. Here are
listed the names and classifications of the important personages behind the scenes as well
as those whose talents and
beauty are known to the fans.
The volume, which is beautifully
produced typographically and in
binding, can not fail in giving
all who see it a more friendly
attitude toward the movies, and
also toward those who have the
responsibilities of failure in production as well as the rewards
of success.

The

Youngstown

Telegram

MOST WIDELY READ
MOST WIDELY QUOTED
MOST
HIGHLY PRAISED

&g£
THE
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EXPLOITETTES
3oston Papers Co-operated
on "Henry VIII" Showing
"COR the opening of "The Pri' vate Life of Henry VIII,"
the Keith's New RKO Theater
in Boston arranged a number of
stunts which kept the picture
in the limelight. On the evening before the opening, a special preview was run for society, drama, sport and picture
editors of local newspapers.
Their comments the next day
plugged "Henry VIII" with stories and stills from the production. The opening night huge
lights were mounted on bannered trucks in front of the
theater. Flashy cut-outs of
Charles Laughton, the star, and
a wide assortment of 8 x 10
stills completed the attractive
display. Other RKO theaters
plugged the theme song of
"Henry VIII," "Love is King."
Newspaper co-operation consisted of special stories in all local
papers; while the Daily Record
held a Guessing Contest, consisting of a 4 x 5% inch cut of
Laughton and five persons wearing beards prominently displayed in the Record. To the persons naming the beard wearers
free tickets to "Henry VIII"
were offered. The Post in the
color-feature section used an
entire page on the "World's
Most Notorious Lovers," carrying a cut from "Henry VIII."
—Keith's RKO Theater,
Boston.

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Today:
Convention of M. P. T. 0. of Ark.,
Miss. & Tenn. (Tri-State) Hotel Chisca,
Memphis.
Jet. 24:
Allied States Ass'n mass meeting on
ithe film industry code, Hotel Congress,
Chicago.
3ct. 25:

Monogram franchise-holders' meeting, Statler Hotel,
Cleveland.
>ct. 29-31: Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Dct. 31: Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.
iov. 2: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.
'ec. 31 :
New

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
York.

pril 4:
International Congress of the Cinema
d'Enseignment
opens
in Rome.
«ug. 1-20: Second International Exhibition of
Cinematographic Art, under auspices of
Biennial International Art Exhibition,
Venice,
Italy.

WITH

PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• LOOKS AS if that bridge expert, Ely Culbertson,
is a One-Man Show
not satisfied with being at the head
of his profession
he has invaded the film production
field with the first of a series of two-reel featurettes
"Murder at the Bridge Table," now on display at the Radio
City Music Hall
at the Radio stude he acted as director,
scenario writer, star, assistant cameraman and assistant cutter.
•
•
• HE ALSO lays claim to being the pioneer of a
new genre in pix
and pleast don't confuse "genre" with
"genes"
those invisible units of heredity and evolution
found in all animal and plant life for the discovery of which
Doc. Morgan of Pasadena has just received the Nobel prize
medical award
Doc Culbertson's
discovery of a new
genre in pix may prove as important to the Film World as Doc
Morgan's
to the Medical World
after reading Mister
Culbertson's letter over a few dozen times to master his technical phraseology
we finally can state it in a few simple
words that any Showman can grasp
• • • THE GENRE of Doc Culbertson aims at a style
and form in short subjects embodying the Unity and Continuity
inherent in the construction of the feature motion picture
(it took the Doc about four paragraphs to get that Simple
Statement over in his letter)
he claims he has achieved
it in his first short on Bridge
we dunno
haven't
seen it
although Colonel Alicoate saw it last nite and
came back all enthused on the Bridge Angles. ...... but the
only thing that bothers us right now is this yen Doc Culbertson
has developed for acting as his OWN Pressagey
he may
be a swell director, scenario writer, star, assistant cameraman
and cutter as well as a bridge expert
and we don't
argue the point
but as his own Pressagey we can qualify as an Expert on that
and our verdict after absorbing
his publicity letter is that he should lose no time in applying to
the Employment Committee of the AMPA
they can furnish him three dozen expert pressageys to pick from
and any one of 'em will make the Doc look like a tyro in
THEIR specialized field
every man to his game
now we will hobble over to the Music Hall to look at Ely's pix
which all reports informs us is SWELL
•
•name• toWHY
or shouldn't and
Joan call
Blondell
her
that SHOULD
of her hubby
herselfchange
Joan
Barnes?!
for she has issued that edict to Warners to
publicize her accordingly in future
all showmen experts
consulted disagree with her except ye publisher of this paper
Mister Alicoate sez
"If hubby is her biggest
yen in life and she wants to wear his monicker, more power to
her."
(it looks to us suspiciously like a frame-up on the
part of Charlie Einfeld to get the Boss to take the Opposition
Side, otherwise he'd have had no Controversy to build Publicity
on the gag)
just another example of how the li'l ole
paper co-operates
but why should we ?
is it appreciated?' and why should it be?
all replies
treated inor strict
we won't mention your name
shouldconfidence
we ?
• • • THAT'S A swell book for the fans just off the
Grosset & Dunlap press
"Screen Personalities," by Vincent Trotta and Cliff Lewis
110 pages
each devoted to a film star
marvelous portrait sketches of the
stars by Vince, and hitherto unpublished intimate sidelights by
Cliff
only one fault to find
with the publisher
their press notice speaks of "real facts"
and
from a publisher!

«

«

«

»

»

»

TIMELY TOPICS
Greater Naturalness
Developed on Screen
A/f ANY important strides have
been made in the past year
the results of which will be
greater naturalness of speech,
more delicate and subtle expression, greater dramatic yalues,
more mellow and far clearer
music. Recent developments include recording and reproducing
equipment which achieves greater ranges of volume and pitch
in music, a new three-color
process, which supersedes the
old two-color process, new camera supports which permit
more liberty and action on the
part of actors, improved lighting effects and new film emulsions which permit photography under hitherto impossible
conditions with startling effects
never before achieved. These developments will very soon bring
a new order of movies to the
screen which will have the llusion of real, "flesh" entertainment.
— Dr. A. N. Goldsmith,
President, S.M.P.E.

Calls Surprise Outstanding
Element in Entertainment
CURPRISE, especially in the
case of musical numbers and
spectacular dancing numbers, is
one of the most important elements in entertainment on the
screen. Audiences get more
sophisticated each day, and become harder to surprise, so we
have to guess ahead of them
all the time. This has been true
for years. I remember when I
was producing vaudeville acts
in New York, long before pictures were on the ascendant,
how we used to work for this
surprise element in every act.
Vaudeville is perfect training
for screen work. On the vaudeville stage everything had to be
concentrated into the minimum
of time. And this is the same
principle — making every foot of
film count, that makes
— Harra ysuccessRapf.
ful picture.

MANY HAPPY PIRJ8NS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 23
Sam
E. Morris
Harry Scott
Lilyan Tashman

Fred

Harry

Datig
Cohn

Sally O'Neil
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By

RALPH

WILK

T3ARRY TRIVERS has been signed
by Jesse L. Lasky to develop an
original musical comedy for the
screen. Kay and Stuart handled the
deal for Trivers.

*

*

Barrymore to Do Hamlet in Hollywood Bowl
Supported by a cast recruited from the Hollywood ranks, John Barrymore plans to
present Shakespeare's "Hamlet" in the Hollywood Bowl. Costumes and scenery h3ve
already been shipped here from the east, and date of the presentation will be set as
soon as the star completes "Long Lost Father," which he is making at RKO.

*

featured,
Despite the summer heat that is recting.
Harry J. Edwards is difolks
movie
now upon Hollywood,
are going right ahead with the usual
Gloria Shea and Sam Adams were
plans of this season to visit — of all
places — the desert. Among those added this week to the cast of Jack
making visits to Palm Springs in Osterman's two-reel musical feature
this torrid weather are Dick Powell, entitled "Um-Pa," for Columbia re.ease.
Janet Gaynor, Margaret Lindsay and
Joe E. Brown.
* * *
Tandy MacKenzie, opera singer
Eddie Sutherland, who directed who recently arrived in Los Angeles
to sing
a leading torolemotion
in "Pagliacci,"
"Too Much Money," for Paramount, has
succumbed
pictures
will direct the Fox Movietone Fol- and signed a contract to enact the
lies of 1933.
*
* *
street singer in "Girl Without A
Joan Bennett is taking up her Room," which Charles R. Rogers is
social life with a vim now that she producing for Paramount with
has temporarily abandoned pictures Charles Farrell, Charlie Ruggles
and Marguerite Churchill featured
to await the arrival of a "blessed
event" in her household. She is a under Ralph Murphy's direction.
constant attendant at grand opera
Ethel Hill, who in collaboration
and has appeared at all of the smart
costume parties recently. When she with Dore Schary was responsible
is working at the studio, she goes for the picturization of Columbians
to no parties, at all, except over the "Fury of the Jungle," shortly to be
released, has been assigned to the
week-end.
* * *
adaptation of "The Most Precious
Life," story.
Travis Ingham's
Hugh O'Connell, Broadway stage Thing
McCall in
Magazine
* *
*
favorite, who played in "Broadway
Thru a Keyhole,' has returned from
San Francisco, where he renewed
Tullio Carminati, who is appearing opposite Constance Bennett in
acquaintances with newspapermen.
O'Connell, who played the first real- "Moulin Rouge," ran away from his
istic reporter — the fellow with the old home in Dalmatia, reliquished
poisonous green magazine on one his right to an old and honored title,
hip and the half pint flask on the and was disinherited by his family,
because he wanted to be an actor.
other, in "The Racket," has many
friends among the northern Califor- By 1921 he became so important in
nia newspaper fraternity.
the European theater that Eleanora
*
#
*
Duse sent for him. He became her
and the managing diEddie Buzzell is busy at Univer- leading rectorman
of her company.
sal, where he is directing "Cross
Country Cruise."
* =*= *
By the way, Carminati came to
Wallace Smith, the scenarist, who America in 1926, under contract to
Joseph Schenck, and it is a coinsponsors
boys' tennis
cidence that the man who introduced
tournamentan atannual
the Beverley
Hills
Club, has been playing tennis to mu- Tullio to silent pictures is also introducing him to talking pictures
sic at Arrowhead Hot Springs.
While he was playing with his wife, as co-producer with Darryl Zanu:k.
the orchestra at the resort hotel
Our Passing Show: Two explorers
played stirring
* music.
* *
— Paul Hoefler and Captain F. E
Supporting cast signed for the Kleinschmidt — chatting at RKO:
new Educational-Andy Clyde Com- Sam Taylor motoring to the United
Artists studio.
edy, tentatively titled "Easy Mark
* * *
Anthony," includes Cecilia Parker,
Eddie Phillips, Josephine Hall, Fern
Jules White, known for his work
Emmett, Harry Bradley, Spec O'- on M-G-M sport subjects, will diDonnell, Marvin Loback and George
rect "Goofy Movies," which will include a newsreel, short subject, carGray. Jack Lester's "Cotton Club
toon and feature all in one reel.
Cuties," dancing unit, will also be
Pete Smith will supply humorous explanatory remarks.
"Ruth
Selwyn
has been signed
role.
Sam Hoffenstein Joins Fox
* for
* a featured
*
Samuel Hoffenstein, pioneer of the
school of smart lyricists that includes
such whimsical versifiers as Dorothy
Parker and Ogden Nash, has been engaged by Fox Film to do the screen
play of "All Men Are Enemies," from
the Richard Aldington book. This will
be one of the major productions on
Fox's forthcoming program.

"LOTS":
began hers in earnest the day afto
her arrival, when she was given
speaking part in "Convention Citj
during the first hour she was
the First National lot in Burbank

*

*

*

Wilson Collison will prepare t

now a Warner
contract player, is
screen Radio
play of
"Blonde The
Poison"
RKO
Pictures.
originf
*
working in *
"King *of Fashion."
story
is
by
Donald
Hendersi
Earl Oxford, New York actor, who Clarke.
is a protege of Ed Wynn, has been
*
#
&
given
a
long
term
contract
by
M-GWilly
Pogany,
noted
artist, h
M. He made his screen debut in a
been signed by John A. Curtis, ge
singing role in "The Cat and the
Fiddle." He is represented by Ralph eral manager, Salient Pictures
Farnum.
design the sets for "Mating Time
* *
*
now
at Mack
Senne-B
studiosbeing
withfilmed
Jeanette
Loff and
Lon Young comments that to suc- Alexander in the leads. Pogany cu
cessfully direct short comedies, one
does not necessarily have to be rently is doing a portrait of Charl
crazy — but that it surely helps. He Chaplin.
* *
*
cites Harry J. Edwards, who directs
In
order
to
expedite
production
Andy Clyde comedies, as an example. Edwards celebrated his wed- the Cornell Woolrich story, "Ma
ding anniversary by sending a hattan Love Song," Monogram
telegram to his wife — but he sent it assigned Leonard Fields and DaA
Silverstein to the script as
to the wrong* address.
*
*
"writer-director" team. The p<
Ralph Bellamy will be Katharine
recently did the script on "Devi
Hepburn's hero in "Trigger," being Mate." Fields will get screen cre(
directed by John Cromwell at RKO. for direction, while both will
credited for the screen play.
Fox has bought "One More
Spring,"
Robert Nathan.
now
in itsnovel
tenth byprinting.

*

*

*

"The Witch of Wall Street,"
original story by Dudley Nich<
and Lamar Trotti dealing with t
The first two players, besides AI adventures of a woman operator
Jolson, to be definitely assigned to New York's financial mart, has be
Warner's "The Wonder Bar" are purchased by M-G-M as a May Re
Ricardo Cortez and Dick Powell.
son vehicle. It will be a Luci
William Pawley has been signed Hubbard production.
* *
*
for Fox's "Jimmy and Sally."
Matt McHugh has been added
Gertrude Michael has been chosen "Hi, Nellie," Warner picture st
Paul Muni. Robert Barr
by Paramount for a leading role in ring
Donald Meek and Hobart Cav;
"Death Takes a Holiday." She will
*
*
support Fredric March, Evelyn Ven- augh also are* in it.
able and Sir Guy Standing under the
direction of Stuart Walker.
As a result of the success wh:
Claude King has been signed for
a featured role supporting John
Barrymore in RKO's "Long Lost

Toby King and Kathleen Burke,
young
Father."Paramount contract players,
have been added to the cast of
"Chrysalis," in which Fredric March,
Miriam Hopkins, George Raft and
Helen Mack are featured.
*
%
*
Philip Reed, Broadway actor
placed under a long term contract
by Warners, has been selected for
the juvenile lead in "King of Fashion." William Powell and Bette Davis are co-starring in this picture,
with Frank McHugh, Dorothy Bur* O'Neill
* * featured.
gess and Henry
Wallis
Clark,
Edwin
Maxwell and
Mitchell Leichter, who is handling
a novelty short subject, leaves Sat- Reginald Barlow are appearing
urday for New York and expects to prominently in "Fog" at Columbia.
reach there about Oct. 30.
* * *
Rickey Newell, one of the six
Plobart Cavanaugh, who attracted beauties picked by Busby Berkeley, director, to return to Hollymuch attention by his work in "I
wood with him for screen careers,
Cover the Waterfront," and who is

he scored in his first picture, "T
Prizefighter and the Lady," M
Baer will appear in "The Hollywo
Party," M-G-M announces. Ms
Carlisle is another additon to 1
all-star cast of ths new musical
%
*
%
Ruby Keeler may appear with
Jolson in "The
* Wonder
*
* Bar."
Harry Pollard has been signed
M-G-M to direct "Five Days,"
Eric Hatch novel on the product:
schedule for the current season.

*

*

*

Fox cast assignments: Hai
Green for "Coming Out Party"; (
bert Wilson for "I Am Suzann
Howard Lally for "Sleepers Eas
Bancroft as Diamond Jim
George Bancroft will be starred in
Charles R. Rogers' Paramount production entitled "The World's Greatest
Spender." This life story of Diamond
Jim Brady is being adapted for the
screen by Arthur Caesar from an original
written
by Michael
L. Simmons.
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

"Hollywood on Parade"

(No. B-3)
ramount
11 mins.
Good Fan Stuff
leld together by a cop wandering
)ut and getting in various controsies with the stars, this Louis
wyn subject presents an array of
ebrities in a manner that is both
eresting and entertaining. Among
mes shown are Jean Hai-low, Ed
nin, Marie Dressier, Jack DenrpMax Baer, Jack Pearl and
arlie, all at a premiere with Pete
ood officiating; Mae Marsh and
kids, Wynne Gibson, Lewis
one, Polly Moran, William Garn, Wheeler and Woolsey, Ranph
Scott,
Fuzzy
Knight
and
lers.
■

"One Awful Night"

h Eugene Pallette, Walter Catlett
ramount
19 mins.
Wild Comedy
o nightmare could be wilder
n this conglomeration. Pallette
Catlett are a team of comic pri;e detectives who lose their jobs
1 wander around until they land
an old mansion of the haunted
e. What happens to them there
s the gamut from stolen jewels
gorillas, and it just doesn't jell.

"The
March of Champions"
(Grantland Rice Sportlierht)

amount
Okay

10 mins.

'lashbacks of various champs in
ir prime. Includes glimpses of
mpsey. Tunney, Tilden, WeissWills.
Helen
Ruth,
ller, Babe
trude Ederle, Tommy Hitchcock,
bby Jones,
"Red"
Grange,
Ty
b, Rockne's Four Horsemen, and
ers.
Laurel

and

Hardv

in

"Midnight Patrol"
G-M
20 mins.
Laugh Riot
nother riot of laughs from the
comics, who this time appear as
ouple of cops in a patrol car.
2 opener is a wow, with a call
ing in that a thief is stealing
tires off their own car. They get
and remonstrate with him mildLater they get a call that there
l robbery at a certain address.
;y get arguing about driving the
, and forget the address. Ar5d at what they think is the
se, they follow a suspicious charer in the cellar, break in the
r, and knock the owner unconus, dragging him to the police
ion to learn that they have
eked out and arrested the police
missioner. A riot in any show's house.

Gable

in Columbia

Film

■'est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Clark Gable has been obtained by Columbia from M-G-M to
{lay the leading role in "Night Bus,"
from the "Cosmopolitan Magazine"
Itory by Samuef Hopkins Adams.

NEWS of the DAY

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

CHOOTING will start in about a
week on the Song Hit Story in
which Helen Morgan will star for
Educational. It's called "Manhattan Lullaby," dramatizing a new
narrative song by James Hanley.

•

J. H. Davidson, speech instructor
of Brooklyn College and director of
the Universities Dramatic Society
in the evenings, was a visitor at the
Brooklyn Yitaphone studio the other
day. Davidson tvas greatly impressed by the way in which Paul
Florenz put his 35 chorus girls
through their paces for the enormous clock number in "Around the
Clock," starring Nori7ia Terris.

•

Additions to the cast of "Mr.
Adam," Educational's first Star
Comedy Special, include Paul Everson, Winifred Law, Lyda Kane,
Harry Miller, Walter Fenner, Harry
Short and Jean Lacey. Ernest Truex
is playing the title role, with
Frances Halliday in the feminine
lead. Al Christie is personally directing the production at the Eastern Service Studios at Astoria.
Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, has
in i ,i signed to make his second short
for Vitaphone at the Brooklyn film
studios, it is announced by Sam Sax,
production head at the film plant. He
will appear in a one-reel "Pepper
Pot" novelty, to be directed by Joseph Henabery. Jack Henley and
Dolph Singer of the studio scenario
staff, are preparing a script under
the supervision of Herman Ruby.

•

T. K. Glennon, vice-president of
the Eastern Service Studios, accompanied by Mrs. Glennon, will bagand-baggage it to Bermuda on Wednesday for a two weeks' vacation.

•

Production on the short starring
Ernest Truex, supported by Francis
Halliday, and being directed by Al
Christie for Educational release will
be completed today at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria. Fred
Schell is assisting on the direction
and doing the casting, with Bill
Steiner and George Weber doing the
camera tvork. Joe Kane is in charge
of sound.
•
Raymond Klune, production manager on the Educational shorts
being made at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria, is seriously ill at
his home.

•

Music and dialogue on "Tunisia,"
the second of the Mark Hettinger
"Broadways of the World" series,
will be recorded today at the Eastern Service studio in the Bronx by
Burnet Hershey, who is writing and
directing the series for RowlandBrice Productions.

ALICOATE

Walter Keller, art director, has
started work on the sets for the
shots to be made at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria on "Social Register," starring Colleen
Moore and being directed by Marshall Neilan. Production is expected
to get under way within the next
two weeks.

Jack Aichele takes over his new
duties today as studio manager of
the Bronx plant of the Eastern
Service studios, succeeding George
Noffka, who leaves for the coast
Thursday to take up his new assignment on the Fox lot as studio manager.

Chicago— The Terminal, B. & K.
neighborhood house, is now sponsoring three changes of program a
week. Complete stage shows are
presented at each Sunday performance and one on Friday.
Chicago — The Academy, at Halsted near Madison, is closed to undergo remodeling and redecorating.
It will reopen shortly under management of N. H. Barger.
Mobile, Ala. — The Majestic at
Crichton has been reopened by Locke
Bolen and Claude McCrary.
Birmingham — The first two days
of the run of "I'm No Angel" at the
Alabama played to more than 16,000 persons, according to Rollin K.
Stonebrook, manager. This sets a
new record for the house.

Work on the second of the series
of two-reelers featuring the team of
Boston — The mother of Bert HenTom Howard and George Shelton,
son, manager of the RKO Boston,
being produced by W.K.D. Produc- died last week in Oregon.
tions for Educational release, is
scheduled to get under way the latBoston — National Screen Service
ter part of this week at the Eastern
opened new offices at 36 Melrose
Service studio in Astoria under the has
Street.
direction of Al Christie.

Larry Williams, cameraman, and
Jack Shultz, art director, returned
Friday from London after making
exterior shots of Trafalgar Square,
and Westminster Abbey for insertion in the "Great Adventure," starring Lillian Gish and Roland Young,
recently produced by EMie Dowling
and Arthur Hopkins.

Martins Ferry, O. — Extensive imFenray.
provements are being made to the
Mansfield, O. — George Gillian, for
years manager of the Stillman in
Cleveland, has resigned to become
assistant to Fred Clary, former Allen theater manager in the same
city, who will be manager of the
Coliseum ballroom here.

In preparation

THE PRESIDENT SERIES
TWELVE 2 REEL FEATURETTES
<L^)
Ulysses S. Grant
John Adams
Thomas
Jefferson
James Monroe
Andrew Jackson
Andrew Johnson

Theodore Roosevelt
James A. Garfield
Grover Cleveland
William A. McKinley
Woodrow Wilson
Warren G. Harding

Hal-Lyons, Incorporated
INTERNATIONAL

STUDIOS

4376 SUNSET DRIVE
HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
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FURTHER REVISIONS
EXPECTED FOR CODE
(Continued from Page 1)

changes are still being made in the
draft and a new revision is expected
to be ready early this week. Rosenblatt worked on his code report over
the week-end, his plan having been
to send the code to General Johnson
this week.
Of the independent group in conference here last week, W. Ray
Johnston returned to New York on
Friday night, leaving Jacob Schechter and Mitchell Klupt here to continue parleys. Abram F. Myers also
was expected to see Rosenblatt on
Saturday, but Myers said he did not
plan to see the Deputy. The independents feel confident that they
will obtain at least some of their
demands even if the code has to go
through several more revisions.

Thompson-RKO Deal
Is Again Under Way
(Continued from Page 1)

operations and Nate Blumberg sunprvising western operations with
Chicago as his headquarters. Because of Blumberg's successful operation of the Chicago division during the past year, RKO executives
preferred to leave him in the windy
city as western operator rather than
bring' him to New York as head of
circuit administration. Official announcement of the appointments is
exuected today or tomorrow.

Picketing Is Restrained
In Pittsburgh Union Fight
(Continued from Page 1)

against Local 131, Independent
M.P.O. union, whose officials have
posted bond for hearing Wednesday. The independent union is said
to operate in
to 'be without permit
this state, due to its application for
vania not
Pennsyl
in
ration
incorpo
having been granted as yet.

Laemmle, Jr., Against Too Many Stars
West

Coast

Bureau

Hollywood — Present
trend toward
Laemmle, Jr.
He says too many stars
"Placing
reliance
in the drawing
intrinsic quality of the story material,
is that story quality has improved to
independently of a big name,"

of THE

FILM

DAILY

multi-star
productions
is not favored
by Carl
are bad for the film industry.
power
of a personality
tends to sacrifice the
and one of the favorable signs of the times
the extent that much of it is able to get over

Laemmle,

Jr., points

out.

3 Warner Representatives
Managerial Realignment
Depart for Foreign Posts
Is Effected by Essaness
(Continued from Page 1)

20TH CENTURY LINE
MAY BE BOOSTED TO!
(Continued from Page 1)

20 before the season is over,
dition of Ronald Colman to the 5
Century roster to star in two
three pictures a year already me
an increase to that extent in
lineup, and the policy of the (
lany to go in for topical the
is expected to result in the addi
of several timely stories to the p
ent group for United Artists.
Of the 15 pictures already
"The Bowery," "Broadway Thro
a Keyhole" and "Blood Money" 1
been finished. Others are "Mo
Rouge," "Born to Be Bad," "Ad
to the Lovelorn," "Gallant La
"Trouble Shooter," "House of Ro
child," "Sentenced," "The G
Barnum," "I Knew Her Wh
"Gentlemen, the King." "The F
and "The Love School."

Three Warner representatives left
the Essaness circuit's 23 houses. Saturday for new posts in the forThe Southern in Oak Park is under
eign distribution field. Ray Price,
the management of Sam Dart. Other former foreign accountant with the
new managerial appointments in- company, assumes the new position
clude: Ardmore Theater, Robert of traveling auditor covering Karl
MacDonald's territory of Latin
Michaels,
formerly
the Southern;1
Price left for Peru.
Buckingham,
Harry atHatfield;
Byrd, America.
Elmer Immerman, formerly at the
Joseph G. Mullen, former BrunsCrawford; Broadway Strand, Edwick representative in South Amerward Silverman, formerly at the
ica, went to Buenos Aires as general
office
manager and assistant to M.
Byrd; American, Sam Harris, formerly at the Buckingham; Craw- Buscaglia, managing director for
ford, Harry Grampp, formerly at Argentine.
Clifford E. Almy, formerly branch
B'way Strand; Keystone, M. H. Kovack; Irving, Max Sachs, formerly manager for Warners in Cleveland,
Jack Holt Release Set
at Keystone; Orpheum, Marlow Con- Buffalo and Indianapolis, left on a
nors, formerly at Tower.
special mission to the Far East,
Columbia's "Master of Men," s
where he will join Joe Hummel and ring Jack Holt, is scheduled for
tional
release Oct. 28.
probably be permanently located.

Conquest Alliance Adds
European Radio Stations

Under new arrangement with
Union Radio, Madrid, Conquest Alliance has added six more stations
to the list of radio stations exclusively represented by them. Key
station of Union Madrid is EAJ 7,
Madrid, with affiliated stations in
Barcelona, Valencia, Sevilla, San
Sebastian, and Santiago.
Five more American advertisers
have just signed with Conquest Alliance for the use of radio to push
heir export sales. They are Packard Motors, Kolynos Toothpaste,
Bourjois, Maravilla Cream Oats and
Richard Hudnut.

'World Changes' Campaign
Surpasses Previous Stunts

Out to surpass previous elaborate
opening campaigns, Charlie Einfeld's staff at Warners has mapped
Bunny Bryan Joins Lombardo
an exploitation schedule on "The
Chicago — Bunny Bryan has reWorld Changes," opening Wednessigned as manager of the Belmont
day night at the Hollywood, that
to become publicity man for Guy includes the following highlights:
ra.
orchest
his
and
do
Lombar
Teaser campaign, a week in advance; display ads listing 27 players supporting Paul Muni; copper
and black theater front; lobby exComing and Going
hibit called a miniature "World of
Progress"; letter written to Harry
Warner by Hal Wallis in Hollywood and transmitted by television
W. RAY JOHNSTON returned to New York
to the lobby of the theater, also the
on Saturday from Washington.
sending of other television messages
E. W. HAMMONS left the coast on Saturday
;n the lobby; tieup with Chase &
for New York.
Sanborn, with free coffee served in
LARRY WILLIAMS, cameraman, and JAKE
theater during run of the picture;
SHULTZ, art director, are back in New York
use of two lobbies, by employing
from London.
the Warner across tne street, with
MR. and MRS. T. K. GLENNON of Eastern
cross-fire spots; aluminum sign atop
Service Studios
sail Wednesday
for Bermuda.
the Warner resembling a balloon,
SIDNEY R. KENT is scheduled to sail this
75 feet high and 50 feet wide;
week
for Europe.
street parade of 32 cars; sky stunt
EDWIN J. LOEB and LESTER A. COWAN
with an airplane towing four glidhave returned to the coast after attending code
conferences in the east. FRED S. MEYER of
ers, with large neon sign; and
the Wisconsin M.P.T.O. also has returned home. others.

^hese Qelebrated ^ilm j^ars
(r*j
MAKE
s~*o
THE ST. MORITZ
ON-THE-PARK
their NEW YORK home
CHESTER
HALE
PHILLIPS HOLMES
TAYLOR HOLMES
JAMES
KIRKWOOD
ALEXANDER
KIRKLAND
LOTTI LODER
PHILLIP H. LORD
DOUGLAS
MONTGOMERY
MARION
MARSH
BORRAH
MINNEVITCH
OWEN
MOORE
PAT
O'BRIEN
MONROE
OWSLEY

Single
Rates:
ATTRACTIVE

LAURA
BENNY

LA PLANTE
RUBIN

JOSE
LANNYRUBEN
ROSS
RUTH ROLAND
EDITH
ROAKE
BLANCHE
SWEET
WALTER
SLEZAK
GLORIA
STEWART
ESTELLE TAYLOR
RACQUEL TORRES
HELEN TWELVETREES
ALICE
WHITE

$5-$7;
double
$3.50-$5;
MONTHLY
AND
WEEKLY

suites : from $8
CONCESSIONS

Moderately priced apartments furnished or
unfurnished available NOW

DIRECTION

GREGORY

TAYLOR

^
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ndie Suggestions Necessitate Further Code Parleys

MALL-TOWN HOUSES EXEMPT FROM LABOR RULE
.ode

is Approved

fhtman
Elected Head
of Tri-State Unit
at Memphis Meet

on

Page

Ark.-Miss.-Tenn.

Probing Unauthorized Wires to Rosenblatt

lemphis — Unanimous approval of
film code drafted by Sol A.
enblatt was voted yesterday at
closing session of the Tri-State n
kansas - Mississippi - Tennessee)
ater Owners' convention in the
el Chisca here. The meeting
the largest gathering of extors in years.
There was a dis(Coniinued

by

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday said he had received a wire from a party,
whose name he did not divulge, stating that names of certain exhibitors in Cleveland
and Newark had been used without authorization in telegrams to him. The Deputy
is waiting for affidavits, and if the case warrants he will turn it over to the department of justice.

F00TLI6HT PARADE ADVISES LEGAL MOVE
HOLDS OVER 85 P. C. IF BOARDS BAN DUALS
>y

8)

iE PUBLIX DEALS
APPROVEDJY DAVIS
ive deals and transfers of PubEnterprises holdings were sancled by Referee Henry K. Davis
meeting of creditors yesterday,
mission was granted to purchase
ipment of the Riviera and Strand
iters in Knoxville and to form
nporation for the purpose of acing leases on the properties of
Tennessee Enterprises. The pro-

Out of 20 key situations in which
"Footlight Parade" has been released, 17 or 85 per cent have already sent holdover requests to the
Warner home offices, and in 75 per
cent of the localities attendance is
greater despite higher admissions,
according to Andy Smith and Grad
Sears, sales executives. The three
exceptions are Baltimore, where the
picture will be moved from Loew's
Stanley to the Valencia and Parkway to continue
day-and-date; Bos(Continued on Page 3)

Sam Reichblum Circuit
Now Up to Four Houses

Exhibitors

President Rules Towns of
2,500 or Less Need
Not Adopt Code
By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — An executive order
from President Roosevelt lates yesterday exempting all business in
towns from 2,500 and under and
employing less than five people from
compliance with an approved code
or the President's Re-employment
Agreement, except by purely voluntary action,
will affect a large per(Continued on Page 8)

Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy administrator, is understood to have informed independent producer and
distributor representatives that in
event local grievance boards set up
by the code impose or allow imposition of double feature restrictions,
they can turn to the courts for aid.
Rosenblatt is also understood to
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
have defined as "independents" CoWashington — The NRA Industrial
lumbia, Universal, Sam Goldwyn Advisory
Board yesterday approved
and Joseph M. Schenck.
the film industry code. Report of
the
Advisory Committee
will Consumers'
be in today.

CODE IS APPROVED
BY INDUSTRIAL BOARD

Western Penna. M.P.T.O.
Denies Indie Union Tieup

Whether the salary control
(Continued

on

Page

8)

prin-

Pittsburgh — Charges by the op- New York Independents
erators' union affiliated with the
Not Attending Chi. Meet
Leetonia, O. — Reopening of the I. A. T. S. E. that the Independent
American here by Sam Reichblum, M. P. O. union is sponsored by the
Reason why the T. O. C. C, Inde\ 0. Meets Tonight
pendent Theater Owners of New
who has taken a 10-year lease, M. P. T. O. of Western Penna. and
makes the fourth house in the is intended to lower wages and York and Federation of M. P. InTo Discuss Wage Scale Reichblum
circuit. Others are the working conditions are denied by
dustry are not participating in the
t the recommendation of Deputy
mass meeting today
ninistrator
Sol A. Rosenblatt Columbia, East Liverpool; Colonial, both Fred J. Harrington, secretary Allied protest
(Continued
on Page 8)
esentatives of the Independent Wheeling, W. Va., and Menlo, Char- of the M. P. T. O., and William C.
leroi,
Pa.
{Continued
on
Page
3)
ater Owners of New York and
Iss affiliated with the I. A. T. S.
Duplicating
rill meet at 8 o'clock tonight to
k out a standard wage scale for
In the new Laurel-Hardy comedy,
metropolitan territory. The ses"Midnight Patrol," the action starts
with ihe comedians, as cops in a patrol,
urged by Rosenblatt in a re(Continued

(Continued

on

on

Page

Page

3)

Further Code Parleys Caused
By Suggestions from Indep 9ts

8)

Chicago Run Record
Chicago — "This Nude World" closes
t the Castle in a few days after a
un of 16 weeks, a record for this city.
Though the house seats only 300,
howings have totaled 1,020 with an
stimated
attendance
of 250,000.
, 1,200 Pages Of Information — The
Daily Year Book.— Advt.

Coming

Outdoor Showmen Plan
African Jungle Film

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — There will be no
fourth revision of the film code, says
Sol A. Rosenblatt, but, on account
Chicago — Lew Dufour and Joe of recommendations made to him
Saturday by the independents,
Rogers, who have the "Darkest Af- late
rica" show at A Century of Prog- he will have to consult further with
ress, plan to produce an African those who have already agreed to
jungle picture after the fair closes. the draft, the Deputy AdministraWarren E. Buck, animal man and
tor stated(Continued
yesterday.
Several more
on Page 3)
(Continued on Page 3)

getting a radio signal from headquarters
that somebody is stealing the tires

from their car. In "One Awful Night,"
Pallette-Catlett comedy, the same bit
opens the short, except that the comedians in this case are detectives instead of cops. Following this piece of
business, both drive off in their cars,
sans tires, to an address which they
forgot, and both wind up at a big
mansion where the rest of the slapstick
occurs.

The
Be

Coming
More

1934

Important

Film
Than

Daily

Year

Book

Ever. — Advt.
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Hollywood — Increased leisure created by the NRA
spare time for writing, resulting in an increase in
according to Harry Chandlee, scenario editor for Jesse
a predominant sociological and topical trend, both
writers and amateurs, says Chandlee.
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has provided more persons with
scripts pouring into Hollywood,
L. Lasky at Fox. Themes show
on the part of regular studio
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to
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18 to Nov. 4. Dick Powell.
of the George Arliss picture, "Dis- Lowell.
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Meeting of all Ohio independent
Pat O'Brien, Ann Dvorak and Lyle Oct. hibitors
raeli," is set for Dec. 17. An entireto form new statewide
associa
Talbot head the cast.
ly new line of accessories including
in fight on admission
tax, Deshler
H
Pecora
Group
Meeting
at
M.
P.
Club
one-sheets, three-sheets, heralds, 22
Columbus.
x 28 window cards and a new press
The motion picture division of the
Max
Ascher
Managing
House
Oct. 31 : Meeting
of
Independent
The
Owners of New York at 1 p. m. at H
Chicago — Max Ascher, one of the
book is being prepared by War- Ferdinand Pecora campaign committee is holding a luncheon at the Ascher Brothers who formerly opner's advertising department.
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Nov.
2:
Hearing on code for music publisl
Motion Pictui-e Club at 1 o'clock toindustry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Ch
erated a string of theater in Chiday. Joe Brandt is chairman of the
ber of Commerce Building, Washington.
cago,
has
been
made
manager
of
committee and Lou Rogers is vice- the Belpark, a neighborhood house.
chairman.
Dec. 31:
Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth
SPECIAL TRAILERS—
"Before the code is finally approved. Sol Rosenblatt will provide
a solution for everybody's problem,"
declared President Harry Bi*andt of
the Independent Theater Owners of
New York yesterday. He based the
statement on a conference he had
with the Deputy Administrator in
Washington late last week.
Another exhibitor leader who conferred with Rosenblatt yesterday
declared no changes in the code will
occur to affect double features and
block booking.
No representatives of the I. T. O.
will attend the Allied-sponsored
mass meeting in Chicago today. A
regular meeting of the regional is
scheduled for 1 P. M. today at the
Astor.
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Grantland Rice III
Sack Leaves RKO for Beer
Grantland
Rice, whose Sportlight
Julius Sack, exploitation and pub- shorts are released
by Paramount,
licity man for one of the RKO Theater divisions, has resigned to join is confined to his home by a throat
infection.
the Schenley Distilling Co.

nual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel PI
New
York.
April 4:
International Congress of the Cin
d'Enseignment
opens
in Rome.
Aug.

1-20:
Second
International
Exhibitior
Cinematographic
Art,
under
auspices
Biennial
International
Art
Exhibit
Venice,
Italy.
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VE PUBL1X DEALS
APPROVED BY DAVIS

HGwm

utdoor Showmen Plan
African Jungle Film
{Continued from Page 1)

plorer, will leave Nov. 20 for
amaroon, West Africa, accomtnied by Dufour and Frank D.
lean, publicity director, to film the
:ture from a story already writAldinger in Mason City
Mason City, la. — Harold Aldinger,
rmerly with the Publix-Iowa The
;ers in Sioux City, is the new manner of the Palace here, succeeding
i Verne Bakeman, resigned.

New

Incorporations

City Hall Theater, Inc., Manhattan. The
icals. 100 shares. Morris Quisha, Lill an
auson, Louis Blitzer. Attorney, Morris
u.sha.
Garden Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn. The
ricals. $5,000. Photis Stamatis, Abraham
:hwartz, J. D. Rickover. Attorney, J. D
ckover.
Yorktown Theaters, Inc., Manhattan. The
ical productions. IijO shares. Jule Cone.
ir.e K. Rothraan, Anne Eichel. Attorney
ithan Burkan.
Yorkville Theater, Inc., Manhattan. The
rical business. 100 shares. Xathan Pearl
ein, Schulim Blemenstein, Minerva Pass
torney, Judah Wattenberg.
Essenem Picture Corp., Manhattan. The
rical and film enterprises. 100 shares
ne Blucher, Jacob Schwartz, Julius Karp
torney. Samuel M. Birnbaum.
Sabaudia Film Corp.. New York. The
rical and motion picture productions. $5,
0. K. A. McGuire, S. Frank, N. Nemirow,
Homey, Robert C. Richter.
Greater City Amusement Corp., Brooklyn
eneral amusements. $10,000. Xathan P
aker, Alexander B. Schwartz. Celia Blatt
ttorney, B. Robbins.
Square Deal Amusement Corp., New York
oimty. Motion picture theaters. $10,000
seph Kaufman, Irving Stockman, Samuel
eeal. Attorney, Clarence H. Seigle.
Saber Amusement Corp., Brooklyn. Therical business generally. $10,000. Edward
Behrman, Abraham Saposnik, Margaret
raynor. Attorney. Louis Schwartz.
Robinson Operating Co., Inc., Queens
ounty. Theatrical enterprises. 200 shares. A.
reinstein, Meredith H. Coleman, Edward I.
arnett. Attorney. Irving D. Lipkowitz.
Zenith Pictures Corp., Manhattan. Motion
id sound picture products. 100 shares. Aled H. Schult?. Irving P. Turnman, Rubye
Cantor.
Attorney, Milton Diamond.

INDIE SUGGESTIONS
LEAD TO MORE PARLEYS
{Continued from Page 1)

itinued from Page 1)

sed sale of a 25 per cent interest
Augusta Amusements, Inc., a subbsidiary, to Arthur Lucas and
illiam K. Jennings, was also
ayed.
Permission was granted to take
lease on the Palace, South Bend,
a week-to-week basis. Paramount
11 operate it as a first-run with
udeville and pictures. Other sit:ions approved by the referee
>re the transfer of Publix holdings
ihe State theater, South Bend, to
J. Kiser, trustee for Publix-South
2nd, Inc., and the release of ah
mis and mortgages on the Lakend, at Lakeland, Fla.
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PHIL M. DALY
• • • LOOKS AS if Educational's plan for producing
50 per cent of their program in the East is going to turn out
a conspicuous success
if the progress on the initial Al
Christie short just being completed
at the Eastern
Service
Studio is any criterion
with all the facilities that any
Hollywood studio affords and with the additional advantages that New York offers
not overlooking a decided
saving in negative cost
at last production in the East
is being given a Fair Test to show what it can do
not
on one company's program
but on feature and short
production of various responsible organizations taking advantage of this Class A studio's facilities

*

*

*

*

• •
•
SO IT was a pleasure to watch Al Christie at work
on his first at Astoria
"Mr. Adam"
featuring
Ernest Truex with Frances Halliday and Jean Lacy
kidding the Nudist cult
in a very clever comedy skit fashioned by Art Jarrett, Bill Watson and Harry Miller
and
as technical adviser they had a genooine Nudist right on the
set
a gal from the Bear Mountain colony, we presume
(if you don't get it the first time, read it again for luck).

*

*

*

*

• •
• WE HAVE never seen any studio shooting move
faster or smoother
all hands were on their toes
and without confusion
everybody cheerful and purposeful
with an air of optimism and confidence that was like
a tonic
this Eastern
Production
Idea has taken hold
everyone we talked to sensed that it was here in a
Big Way
to STAY

*

*

*

*

• •
• THAT LAD Al Christies certainly has a way about
him
none of the Dignified, Omnipotent Director about
him
Al moves right in alongside the players
takes their arm, laughs, admonishes, suggests, encourages and
praises
then he steps back after the final rehearsal and
gives the word to shoot
then into the next scene on
another set all prepared and waiting
and mebbe the entire gang isn't right in back of him!
he's so darn human
and regular that only a cluck could withhold co-operation from
Al
and there seems no place for a cluck over at that
stude

*

*

*

*

• • • WE GOT a great kick of exhilaration out of the
entire studio experience and so stated to Studio Manager
Keith Glennon and his assistant, L. W. Davee, on the way out
take it from us, fellers
what with Educational
productions auspiciously started
and Eddie Dowling all
set to go ahead soon with his second feature in his program of
adapting
legitimate productions
this Eastern
Service
Studio is definitely On the Way

*

*

*

• •
• SAILING ON the Berengaria tonite will be found
Sidney Kent among the list of first class passengers
and
in the third class Guiseppe Canzona, organ grinder who
returns to Italy every winter
Guiseppe is a successful
Showman, too

«

«

»

"Footlight Parade"
Holds Over 85 Per Cent
{Continued from Page 1)

ton, where a big gross is being piled
up
the firstwhere
week, the
andtake
Loew's
in
Richmond,
is reported 25 per cent over the preceding Warner musicals.
Holdovers include the Strand. New
York, going in its third week; Roger
Sherman, New Haven; Warner,
Worcester; Keith's, Cincinnati;
Mary Anderson, Louisville; Lake,
Cleveland; Stanley, Pittsburgh;
Keith's, Syracuse; Warner, Memphis; Knickerbocker, Nashville;
Capitol, Springfield, Mass.; Cameo,
Bridgeport; Stamford, Stamford;
Strand, Hartford; Metropolitan,
Washington; Broadway, Charlotte;
Comeo, Bristol, Conn.

Western Penna. M. P. T. O.
Denies Indie Union Tieup
{Continued from Page 1)
Little, president of the independent
union. The regular union claims the
invasion by the independent group
is a move to overthrow the I. A. T.
S. E. unit here. Charges against
the independent union will be aired
in Harrisburg when hearing is held
on its
application for a charter in
this
state.
Milwaukee Union Hearing Oct. 28
Milwaukee — Hearing has been set
for Oct. 28 in the circuit court here
on a petition by the Independent
M. P. 0. union for an injunction to
restrain the affiliated union from
picketing or otherwise molesting
houses employing independent union
operators.

m

■ 4s

• • • THE MONOGRAM franchise holders are all set
starting today for their special meeting at the Statler Hotel
in Cleveland
for the purpose of voting a 100 per cent
increase in the production budget
to permit raising the
negative cost to $100,000 or more
Ray Johnston and
Trem Carr will lead the Monogram forces in this momentous
step
which will mean so much for the prestige of independent production

«

signatures of assent to the code
have been received, Rosenblatt said.
Some changes are still being made
in the draft.
The Deputy spent two hours at
the White House yesterday, but did
not speak to the President. He would
not say with whom he spoke or what
was discussed.

»

»

MANYtJAPPYRETUM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of Hie
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 24
Dan J. Smolen
Gilda Gray
Arthur
W. Stebbins
Byron
Morgan
Paul Benjamin
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SPENCER TRACY
LORETTA YOUNG
Glenda Farrell • Arthur Hohl • Walter Connolly
Marjorie Rambeau

• Dickie Moore

From the play by Lawrence Hazard

Screen play by Jo Swerling
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"'MAN'S CASTLE' IS GREAT
"A gorgeously told, poignantly human Borzage
romance, 'Man's Castle' is closer to 'Seventh
Heaven' than anything the director has done
since. Loretta Young's Trina stands alone
above anything she has ever done. Tracy,
Loretta Young and Borzage ought to spell busy
box-offices for any showman. Plus a picture
that can play on the public's heartstrings as the
public likes to have its heartstrings touched,
in any age.
Hollywood Reporter

"Deft direction .... delightful humor .... stirring pathos."
° l

"A tender beautiful

film

nI
, ay
, magazi
,,
Photopl
ne

in

the

'Seventh

Heaven' mood. Spencer Tracy projects a great
heart -warming portrait. Loretta Young gives
her best performance to date. Frank Borzage's
direction hits the heart. It is a fine production
and fine entertainment."

Motion Picture Daily
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
J7DWARD SUTHERLAND has
been picked to direct "Fox
Movietone Follies of 1934" and
shooting will start Nov. 1. Cast
includes Janet Gaynor, Lilian Harvey, Warner Baxter, Spencer Tracy
Lew Ayres. Jimmy Dunn, Sally
Eilers, Heather Angel, Victor Jory.
John Boles, Norman Foster and
others.
Irene Dunne's next RKO vehicle
will be "Age of Innocence," from
the novel by Edith Wharton. Jane
Murfin is adapting it.
Victor Fleming, M-G-M director.
is on his way to the south seas for
a two months'% vacation.
^
^

Jean Parker has replaced Dorothy
Jordan in RKO's "Wild Birds". Miss
Jordan withdrew on account of illness.
In addition to the marriage of
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee in
Rye, N. Y., last Friday evening,
Polly Moran and Martin T. Malone
were married in Las Vegas, Nev.,
while Buster Keaton remarried Mae
S. Hawley in Ventura, Cal., and reports from Madrid, where Eleanor
Boardman and Harry D 'Arras t are
sojourning, state they may be wed
shortly.

*

*

*

Tempe Piggott will appear in
"Long vehicle
Lost Father,"
more
for RKO. John Barry-

*

*

*

Five hundred extras were made
happy when they were used in a
convention parade scene in the
Laurel and Hardy feature length
comedy,
of theis Desert,"
William "Sons
A. Seiter
directing.which

*

*

*

Ben Holmes, who wrote and directed several Clark and McCullough
comedies, will direct Tom Kennedy
and Harry Gribbon in an untitled
comedy. "Odor in the Court" was
Holmes' last Clark and McCullough
subject.
¥

*

*

Lewis Gensler is writing the music
for "Bells of Ildenburgh," in which
Paramount will co-feature Charles
Ruggles, Mary Boland and Lanny
Ross. Frank Craven and Agnes
Brand Leahy are writing the adaptation. In collaboration with Harlan Thompson, Gensler wrote the
screen play, lyrics and music for
"Funny Page." He and Thompson
also wrote "Hot and Bothered," a
Raymond Signed for 3
Gene Raymond, who last appeared for
Columbia in "Ann Carver's Profession,"
opposite Fay Wray and in "Brief Moment," with Carole Lombard, has been
engaged for three more Columbia productions in which he will play the
principal male roles. The first of these
will shortly be placed in work.

Scientific Marvels in M-G-M

Short

Marvels of science thai may be seen only in the world's largest scientific laboratories
are to be demonstrated by Robert 0. Ragsdale, former research scientist in a new
short subject to be filmed by M-G-M with humorous explanatory remarks by Pete
Smith. Water flowing up hill, "noiseless sound," the "human generator," and other
strange laboratory phenomena are to be shown with a detailed explanation given for
each demonstration.
Jack Cummings
is producing the new short.

musical comedy, which Morris Green
will open at Jackson Heights, Long
Island, Oct. 30.
Grace Hale is one of the busiest
comediennes on the Coast. Her
work as the lady reporter in "Bombshell" won her a part in "The Cat
and the Fiddle." Before coming
to M-G-M, she worked in "Goodtures. bye Love" and several other pic-

George Givot will appear in
"Roastbeef and Movies," Technicolor musical short, at M-G-M. Curley Howard and Robert Callahan
are other members of the cast, with
Sam Baerwitz directing.

*

*

*

"LOTS

McCoy's newspaper story. P
Rosen is directing, with Irving Bi
kin supervising. Shirley Grey c
nes the feminine lead, with Her
Wadsworth, Wheeler Oakman i
Bradley Page in featured parts
* *
*
With sets and properties now
in process of construction.
ing
the scenari
o being prepared //for
tive shooting of the story of "1
Wonder Bar,"
for which
Jol.
returned to the First AlNatio
studios last week, the camera si
has begun making a series of s
cial shots of exterior scenes. Tl
will be inserted in the film wl
it is finished and being edited. 1
subjects of the preliminary cam
work are being kept secret so i
but the First National home of
hopes to elicit the information fr
the Coast soon. Actual product
of "The Wonder Bar" will begin
earnest within the next few da
In addition to Jolson, the cast
eludes Ricardo Cortez and D
Powell so far.

Raymond Paige and his orchestra
will not be in the cast of "Joe
Palooka," the new Reliance Production which Harry M. Goetz and
Edward Small are making for
* *
*
United Artists release. Gus ArnSam White has been loaned by heim and his orchestra, originally
RKO to Columbia to direct "Keep slated for the job, will probably go
Your Temper." Following this com- into the picture.
* *
*
edy, he will return to RKO and direct a Ruth *
Etting* subject.
Columbia
has
signed
three more
*
* *
*
for important roles in "Hold
Bonny Blackwood, blond beauty, players
the Press," starring Tim McCoy.
"Morocco Nights," fourth in Vi
who played in dramatic stock in the They are Oscar Apfel, Jack Long phone's
new season series of Te
East and in Paramount shorts, is and Samuel F. Hines. This com- nicolor short
subjects, is in prod
pletes the cast for this production,
being considered for a long term
which is a picturization of Horace tion under the direction of Ed
contract by two studios.
Cline. The short will be a two-r
musical comedy, to be included
gro
the
es" Knig
way sBreviti
Fuzzy
cast include
The "Broad
George Blackwood, Shirley Re
Dewey Robinson, Francis McDon
and Fletcher Norton. Walter Wee
and Jack Townling wrote the
Lisbon, O. — The Grand, dark sev- T. O., has been elected president of alogue and screen play. Music i
lyrics were authored by Sammy F
eral months, will be reopened soon the Association of Commerce.
and Irving Kahal, whose most
with second-runs.
cent hits are included in the sc
Kenosha, Wis. — Articles of incorof "Footli
tunesHecht
ghttheParade.
Wheeling, W. Va. — George Bronporation have been filed by the Gate- old
dance" mH
created
way theater. Incorporators are E. bers.
son,
formerly
manager
of
Warner's
Cameraphone in Pittsburgh, is now
*
*
#
manager of the Victoria here, also Peck, E. J. Haggestad and S. Warber. The house was formerly opa Warner house.
Pat O'Brien will play the lead
erated by Midwesco.
masculine
role will
in "Hell's
which Warners
put intoBelp
duction
within
the
next
three wet
Osage, la. — Sound equipment is
Delphos, O. — Frank Templin of
being installed in the Colonial by
the new lessee, George L. Schwen- Kendallville, Indiana, has taken over
Feld Makes Indianapolis Shift
neker. Frank Wewerke, former the Star, and inaugurated a seven
Indianapolis — Changes in staff
owner, says he plans to take a vaca> day policy with four changes a weekk the Indiana and Circle have b
tion after 18 years in the business.
made by_ Milton Feld. Art Ba
Carrollton, O. — R. E. Bishop has of the Circle has been made m
leased
the
Virginia
to
H.
K.
Rader.
ager of the Indiana, succeed
Birmingham — The Cameo, suburHolden Swiger, transferred to
ban house at Avondale, has closed
Palace, Akron. Tom Long, p
after being open for several weeks,
Ottawa, O. — R. E. Wanamaker has
leased the Rex and is now operating licity manager of the Indiana,
comes manager of the Circle.
Cleveland — Fountain Operating full time with a straight picture
Co., with headquarters at East 21st policy.
Vortkamp Appoints Baltimore M
and Payne Aves., has been chartered
Edward A. Wheeler has been
to operate theaters by William
Campbell, O. — L. J. Fritsch has pointed Baltimore branch mana
Weiss, Frances Kates and Alfred been named general manager of the for Vortkamp Co.
Smollin.
Palace Theater Co., now operating
the Palace.
Milwaukee — The Whitehouse,
downtown second-run house which
has been open shop for eight years,
has signed a contract with the
union.

Cleveland — Paul Appel has been
named manager of the Carter, downtown house owned by the LefkowichGreenberger circuit.

Cleveland — Angelo Vitale, HippoFond du Lac, Wis. — W. L. Ainsdrome orchestra director, is back
worth, operator of the Garrick and
active in the affairs of the M. P. from a honeymoon trip to Chicago.

■K- ixm*.

Memories
Charles Ray, Jean Hersholt and about
a hundred other cinema celebs fron
the early days met Sunday in Pasadena
and engaged in reminiscences about th
early days at Inceville, where they got
their start in pictures. The studios
which turned out the Kay-Bee pictures
is now the site of a ghost town.
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|YEAR BOOK

QUOTED:
..at code conferences
..by newspapers
..by lawyers
..by bankers
..by executives
..by the entire industry
Over 1000 pages of informative and
statistical data compiled by the Film
Daily with the enthusiastic co-operation of every branch of the business.

EDITION.

\0mi-

l

There is only one Year Book
of Motion Pictures and that is
published annually by Film
Da dly. It is comprehi msive and complete and is referred
to as the Encycloped \ia of the motion picture industry.
-
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SMALL-TOWN HOUSES
EXEMPT ON LABOR
(Continued from Page 1)

centage of theaters in the United
States. Donald Reichberg, NRA
chief legal counsel, said it would
apply to all businesses in a town
except those doing an interstate
business such as chain stores. This
interpretation would then include
all theaters in communities of the
size and would mean that all code
stipulations that applied only to exhibitors, and where distributors or
producers were not a part, would
then be relieved of all responsibility
of conformity to any part of an approved code or the P.R.A.
An excerpt from the text follows:
"The provisions of the President's reemployment agreement, issued in July. 1933 shall
sot be held to apply to employers engaged
only locally in retail trade or in local service
industries (and not in a business in or
affecting interstate commerce) who do not employ more than five persons and who are
located in towns of less than 2,500 population
(1930 Federal Census) which are not in the
immediate trade area of a city of larger
population, except so far as such employers
who have signed the P.R.A. desire to continue to comply with the terms of said agreement after the date of this order and this reVase of such employers who have heretofore signed the PRA shall be further extended
so as to release to the same extent all such
employers of obligations not voluntarily assumed under the provisions of a code of fair
competition approved by the President. This
exemption is intended to relieve small enterprises in small towns from fixed obligations
which might impose exceptional hardship; but
it is expected that all such enterprises will
conform to the fullest extent possible with
the requirements which would otherwise be
obligatory upon them."

It is believed local compliance
boards would settle individual cases
where doubts arise.

Harold Lloyd Visits Fair
Chicago — Harold Lloyd visited A
Century of Progress last week and
saw the fair in five hours, two
hours of which he spent chatting
with Buddy Rogers. _ Most of his
time was spent watching the assembly of an automobile in the General
Motors Building. Lloyd was on his
way from New York to the coast.
"Waltz Time" Returning
"Waltz Time," Gaumont-British
musical with Evelyn Laye which recently ran at the Little Carnegie
Playhouse, will play a second-run
engagement at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse starting Thursday.
Leo Goes South
Chicago — After being on exhibition at the Fair here, Leo the
M-G-M Lion has left for a tour of
Florida and then South America.
What, No Mickey Mouse?

West Coast Bur., THE
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DAILY

Hollywood — In her new picture, "Going Hollywood," in production at M-GM, Marion Davies' versatility reaches
bounds never before attained by her.
She does four dances — tap, soft shoe,
eccentric and a waltz — and appears in
the roles of a school teacher, a colored
mammy, an extra girl, a film star and
a Prince Charming.

o The Broadway Parade •
Picture

Distributor

Theater

Aggie Appleby, Maker of Men
Bombshell
Walls of Gold
Headline
Shooter
Wandering Jew

RKO
M-G-M
Fox
RKO
Jafa

Music Hall
Capitol
7th Ave. Roxy
Rialro
Cameo

I'm No Angel
(2nd week)
Before Dawn
(2nd week)
Footlight Parade
(3rd week)
The Bowery
(3rd week)
Wild
Boys of the Road*
Dr. Bull*

Paramount
RKO
Warner Bros
United Artists
First National
Fox

Paramount
Mayfair
Strand
Rivoli
Palace
RKO Roxy

* Subsequent

runs.

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Dinner at Eight (9th week)

♦ FOREIGN
Quatorze Juillet
Poil de Carotte

RUNS

♦
Astor

M-G-M .

PICTURES

♦

Protex
Harold Auten

♦FUTURE

OPENINGS

Dance, Girl, Dance (Oct. 24)
Invincible
The World Changes (Oct. 25)
Warner Bros
Charlie Chan's Greatest Case (Oct. 25)*. Fox
Kennel
Murder Case
(Oct. 26)
Warner Bros
Berkeley Square (Oct. 26)**
Fox
Love, Honor and Oh Baby (Oct. 27)
Universal
Meet the Baron (Oct. 27)
M-G-M
Way to Lovef
Paramount
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole^
United Artists
* Subsequent run.
** Following Gaiety two-a-day run.

Little Carnegie
Acme

♦
Mayfair
Hollywood
RKO Roxy
Rialto
Music Hall
7th Ave. Roxy
Capitol
Paramount
Rivoli

t Follows I'm No Angel.
| Follows
The
Bowery.

New York Independents
I. T. O. Meets Tonight
Not (Continued
Attending
Chi. Meet
To Discuss Wage Scale
from Page 1)

Tuesday, Oct 24, 19:

CODE IS APPROVED
BY TRI-STATE UNI
(Continued from Page

1)

cussion of the code and a vote
appreciation was wired to Rose
blatt.
Officers and directors elect*
were:
M. A. Lightman, president; O. <
Hauber, vice - president, Jackso:
Tenn.; W. F. Ruffin, vice-presiden
Covington, Tenn.; R. X. Williar
Oxford, Miss.; T. W. Shark, Litt
Rock; H. D. Wharton, Warrei
Cecil Cupp, Arkadelphia; S. 1
Nutt, Hot Springs; W. L. Lander
Batesville; L. F. Haven, Forres
City; W. P. Florence, Magnolia, a
Arkansas; O. C. Hauber and I
Drake, Jackson,
J. A. Gooc
Wes"1
Louisville,
Miss.;Tenn.;
Raymond
man, Starkville, W. E. Elkins, Abe:
deen, all Mississippi.
The convention closed with a bar
quet in the Gold Room of the Chisci
Brief talks were made by Ed Kuj
kendall, president of the M.P.T.O.A
Lightman and others.

Film Code Is Approved
By NRA
Industrial Boar
(Continued from Page 1)

ciple can be applied in a code h;
not yet been decided by Donal
cent interview with Harry Brandt, in Chicago is because the gathering Richberg, NRA chief legal counse
president of the I. T. 0., will take is "strictly an Allied exhibitor ses- He says he will pass on it shortly
sion," leaders of the three associaplace at the I. A. T. S. E. headquar- terday.tions
pointed out in New York yes- Clarence Brown Trying
ters with object of complying with
local requirements.
Pictures Without Plot
"The Federation is supporting the
There is no standard wage scale
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIL
code program 100 per cent",
for operators, stage hands and other Allied
Hollywood — Believing that th
classes of employees identified with declared Attorney Jacob Schechter, public has had enough of all kinc
counsel
for
the
association
of
indethe I. A. T. S. E. at present. Probpendent producers and distributors. of plots and that it will welcorr
lems which are certain to inject
some pictures in which there is a
themselves in the conference include
absence of a well-defined plot, as i
instances where exhibitors have exist- RKO Studios Starting
the case of "Night Flight" which h
ing contracts with the Allied and
directed at M-G-M, Clai
Five More This Month recently
Empire unions and the two men in a
ence Brown is reported to be coi
booth situation.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY sidering a narrative of this typ
Hollywood — In addition to seven based on the life of the averag
pictures now in work, the RKO American family, as his next dire<
studios will start five more within torial effort. Reception accorde
Special Advance Trailer
the month, according to the offices "Night Flight" has led Brown
"Footlight
Parade"
A For
special
advance trailer
for of Merian C. Cooper. Pictures under believe he is right in his oft-r<
"Footlight Parade" entitled "A Day way are "Long Lost Father," "Rod- peated assertion that a definite stor
ney," "Wild Birds," "Man of Two form is not essential to mass-appea
in the Life of Dick Powell," which
The director recently returne
George Bilson authored on the coast, Worlds," "Trigger," "Once Over
has been put out by Warners. It is Lightly" and "Hip Hips Hooray." from an air trip during which h
a one-reeler, gagged up, with Frank Seven others in the cutting room are visited various eastern exhibitoi
and found box-office conditions muc
McHugh doing the off screen dia- "Flying Down to Rio," "Son of healthier.
logue. The trailer gets over a plug Kong," "Little Women," "Lost Pafor the Warner musical without betrol," "If I Were Free," "The Right
"RKO Now" Discontinued
ing too blatant about it, on the same to Romance" and "After Tonight."
"RKO Now," theater house oi
order as "A Day in the Life of A
Ohio Portable Circuit
Chorus Girl," which was put out on
gan, will be discontinued this weel
Harrisville, O. — W. J. Wanen- Marshall Beuick, editor, has re
"Gold Diggers."
macher has made a deal with the
signed.
The "Radio
News" wi
Capital, closed several years, to pre- be
continued
under City
the supervisio
10 Being Synchronized
sent shows once weekly with RCA of Leonard Hall.
portable equipment. Wanenmacher
AtCoastAbe
Studios
West
BureauMeyer's
of THE FILM
DAILY
also has leased the Gem, Holloway,
Hollywood — Abe Meyer Synchron- and will give programs there with
izing Service is now working on 10 portable sound. In Neffs, he has
Those "Pigs" Again
Dayton, 0. — Three kids, missing trom
pictures, including "Legong," pro- leased the Strand and will reopen it.
their home all atternoon and evening,
duced by the Marquis de la Falaise,
were finally located at Loew's Theater
"Mating Time," "Born Tough,"
through the efforts of Martin Burnett,
Agnes
Ayres on Radio
"Cheaters," "Cane Fire," "Wine,
manager. House was playing "Three
Chicago
—
Agnes
Ayres
is
expectLittle Pigs" and the youngsters had sat
Woman and Song," Phil Ryan's
in the front row and witnessed every
ed to make her radio debut on a lo"The Old Bugler," starring Chic
showing since the matinee.
cal station soon under sponsorship
Sale, and Jack Nelson's "Supersti- of a fur company.
tion" short, "The Black Cat."
(Continued from Page 1)
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7 Houses in Poli-New Eng. Circuit

iOO INDIE EXHIBS ASSAIL CODE AT CHICAGO MEET
Ass'n
Withdrawal Only fromAsk Coast
>chenck, Goldwyn
President to Probe
Moves Have No Bearing
Paramount Goes West

The Parade

On

... as we see it.
— Bv
RESIDENT

JACK
ALICOATEROOSEVELT
and his

NRA

advisors have issued an order exempt; all business in towns of 2.500 and less.
Dloyin -" less than five people, from comying with industry code provisions. This.
viouslv. will include the small town theer and is eood, common, horse-sense.
To
ve forced
thousands
of little fellows.
rticularly in the South and Southwest, to
y a minimum wage of fifteen dollars to
eir ushers, ticketmen and janitors would
to virtually force them to close up shop.
ere are plenty of exhibs who are glad
a net weekly
profit to themselves
of
s amount.
Especially
in these trying
les. The smal town theater is often the
b around which local civic activities reve. By keeping open it creates business
other lines, and adds, immeasurably, tc
mmunity spirit.
This latest NRA decin is a wise one.
•

N

HILE

making the newspaper headlines and creating plenty of elevator
after the resignation of Joe Schenck and
m Goldwyn from the Association of Mon Picture Producers of Los Angeles
mes as no surprise to those who have
llowed the controversy for the past few
onths. That trouble was brewing was
reshadowed some six months ago when
e Schenck tendered his resignation to
ill Hays. This was shortly afterward
thdrawn. Peace reigned for a while only
break out anew over highly controversial
dustry code provisions. It is unfortunate
r everyone that a break of this impornce should occur at this time. It would
funny if this irritating Article 5 would
use more trouble than all the rest of the
de combined. And from the present
tlook, well it might.
MIGHT

be well for exhibitors who

desire to keep strictly up-to-the-minute
visit regularly the RKO Music Hall for
e purpose of seeing how the atmosphere
even so great a theater as this can be
mpletely changed through an unusual
t simply handled lighting system. Patrons
ce variety in appointments as well as proams. Changing the appearance of a
use is inviting and refreshing. Nowhere
) they do this quite as well as at the
usic Hall.

Hays Office
Affiliation

Resignations of Joseph M.
Schenck, president of United Artists
and Twentieth Century Pictures,
and Samuel Goldwyn, producermember of United Artists, apply
only to the Association of Motion
Picture Producers but in no respect
affect the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, de(Continucd

on

Page

John R. Hazel and Thomas Nelson Perkins, who were appointed
trustees in 1931 after the Government had won a court decree under
the Clayton anti-trust act against
the Fox Theaters Coi-poration and
Fox Film Corporation, advised Fedon

Page

$330,777 FOX FILM
NET FOR 26 WEEKS

6)

TRUSTEESTO SELL
BLOCKJF LOEWS

(Continued

The "come up and see me sometime"
gal, Mae West, has been signed by
Paramount for at least four years, during which she will make two pictures
annually. Mae is now writing her next
vehicle, "It Ain't No Sin."

7)

Distributor Practices Hit
At Indie Exhib Meeting

Code Conferences — Hit
At Rosenblatt
FILM

DAILY

Staff

(Continued

on

Correspondent

Chicago — In a vitriolic barrage
trained on the motion picture code,
600 independent exhibitors yesterday attacked the various drafts as
"producer written," approved the
Allied analysis and recommendations and called upon President
Roosevelt to investigate circumstances incident to writing of the
Page

7)

Consolidated net profit of $330,777.61 for the 26-weeks' period ending Sept. 30, next, was reported by
Fox Film Corp. yesterday. The
statement indicates that since the
reorganization became effective on
April 1 last, a surplus of $662,582.16 has been accumulated. Theater operations of Wesco Corp. are
Seattle, Wash. — A general raising
not consolidated because of the bankruptcies of the principal operating of admission prices that may become state-wide seems in prospect.
subsidiaries of that company.
Gross income from sales and ren- Downtown Seattle houses upped ad(Continued on Page 2)
missions early in September. A few
suburban houses followed suit Oct.

ADMISSION SCALES
RISE DUE FOR WASH.

Confer with Rosenblatt
on Code Labor Clauses

1 by eliminating "pal nights" and
special student rates, and it is anticipated that other Seattle theaters
(Continued

on Page

6)

Gabriel L. Hess, Louis Nizer and
Protests against distributors ob- Pat Casey, chairman of the protaining preferred playing time to
ducers' labor committee, conferred Robert Schoen, Former
with
Deputy
Sol A.
Circuit Operator, Dead
end "unfair expense" and percent- Rosenblatt atAdministrator
Washington yesterage demands were voiced at a meetFuneral
services for Robert
day concerning studio labor proing of the Independent Theater
Schoen,
former
New Jersey circuit
visions
in
the
code.
They
may
reOwners
Ass'n at the Hotel Astor
operator, will be held this morning
main in Washington several days.
(Continued
on , Page 7)
at 10 o'clock at Reich's Funeral
Chapel, (Continued
247 Lenoxon Ave.,
following
Page 6)

Loew Taking Over Operation
of Poli-New England Circuit
Para. To Distribute
Hopkins, Dowling Film
Paramount has acquired distribution rights to "It's a Wise Wife,"
produced by Arthur Hopkins and
Eddie Dowling at the Astoria studio
under title
of "The Great Adven(Continued on Page 6)
The Standard Book of Reference
Daily Year Book. — Advt.

Is The

Film

Loew will soon take over the operation of the 17 Poli houses in
Connecticut and Massachusetts sold
last week at auction for $3,101,000,
The Film Daily learns. S. Z. Poli
will head the new holding company
now being formed by Halsey Stuart
& Co., which will be known as PoliNew England,
Inc.on Page
A. C.6) Blumen(Continued

Recovery Note
Walt Disney, the chap responsible for
Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphonies,
has upped his pay envelope from $150
to $200 per week, according to Roy
Disney, brother of the producer, who
has come East from West. This, Roy
points out, is "doubly significant at the
present time when attention is being
focused on the high salaries of movie
celebrities." Practically the entire income from the pictures are being turned
back into the business, he states.
The

1934

Film Daily Year

ing Opportunity. — Advt.
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Today:

Monogram
franchise-holders'
ing, Statler Hotel,
Cleveland.

tals of film and literature amounted
to $14,678,330.51, says the report.
Other items listed include: operating expenses of exchanges, head office and administration expenses,
etc., $4,218,585.50; amortization of
production costs, $8,171,878.26; .participation in film rentals, $2,396,471.92.

Strong Comedy Flavor
For RKO '33-34 Program

Signing of Polly Moran for two
pictures further substantiates the
fact that RKO will delve deeply into
comedy subjects for its 1933-34 program. The comedienne augments
such entertainers as: Wheeler and
Woolsey, ZaSu Pitts, El Brendel,
Clark & McCullough, Skeets Gallagher, James Gleason, Pert Kelton,
Chick Chandler, Helen Broderick
and Dorothy Lee.

Loew Round-World Trip
Warner Releases Set
to Require Seven Mos.
Until Late December

High
Columbia
Picts. vtc. 21 '/•>
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd..
8'/2
East.
Kodak
75 '/2
Fox Fm. new
1 3 V2

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
3'/8
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 29
Par. By. 5'/2s51 .30
Pathe
7s37
80

$330,777 Fox Film
St. Louis Exhibs Defer
Net for 26 Weeks
Action on Film Code
(Continued from Page 1)

St. Louis — The Motion Picture
Theater Owners of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois,
meeting at the Coronado Hotel yesterday afternoon, voted to have
printed copies of the motion picture
industry's code sent to all members
for their study, after which another
special meeting will be called by
Pres. Fred Wehrenberg to take final
action on the document.
The gathering was attended
by about 150 men and women representing approximately 250 theaters.
e final acThe decision to postponconsider
able
tion was reached after
discussion of various sections of the
code. Some of the exhibitors present yesterday expressed the belief
that the code gives too great advantages to labor and the larger
of the exthe expense producer
producers atand independ
.
ent
hibitor

"™

meet-

Oct. 29-31 : Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Oct. 31:

Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.

Oct. 31: Meeting of Independent Theater
Owners of New York at 1 p. m. at Hotel
Astor.
Nov. 2: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.

Arthur and Dave Loew have commonths'
a seven
he-world
plans for trip
from
to start
around-tpleted
Nov. 15 on the Mariposa bound for
Honolulu. The tour will combine
business, and for Arthur Loew and
his bride, a belated honeymoon tour.
The itinerary includes stops in the
South Seas, Australia, East Indies,
Japan, China, India, the Mediterranean, Europe and England. While
in Australia Arthur Loew will inspect the two M-G-M branch offices now being constructed on company-owned land at Melbourne and
Sydney. He will also co-operate with
M-G-M clients now building theaters at Calcutta and Bombay. The
travelers will return to New York
May 23 on the Rex.

Albert Febry Dead
Buffalo — Albert Febry, 50 years
of age, connected with the Ross
Federal Service Company, Inc., a
checking company for film exchanges, died recently. He formerly
was recreation director in the Parks
department. His son, Arnold J., is
booker for RKO. He is survived by
a widow, one son and a daughter.
Carole Lombard 111

Warner Bros. -First National has
10 feature release dates set right
through Dec. 23 under its latest distribution schedule which reads as
follows: Oct. 28, "The Kennel Murder Case," Nov. 4, "College Coach,"
Nov. 11, "Female," Nov. 18, "Havana Widows," Nov. 25, "The World
Changes," Dec. 2, "From Headquarters," Dec. 9, "The Finger Man"
(Temporary Title), Dec. 16, "Disraeli," Dec. 23, "Son of a Sailor,"
"The House on 56th Street."

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

BLUMENTHAL
fromBEN abroad.

has arrived in New

York

WALTER GOULD, general manager for United
Artists in Mexico, Panama and Porto Rico
who has been visiting his home office during
the past few days, leaves for his headquarters
in Mexico
City
tomorrow.
E. W. HAMMONS
day from the Coast.

arrives in New

York to-

HARVEY B. DAY, sales manager for Terry
toons, leaves New York today on a thre
weeks'
tour West.
of Fox exchanges in the Soutl
and Middle
KEN MORGAN, West Coast recording en
gineer for Erpi, has arrived in New York fo
a regular visit.
day

MRS. RAY McCAREY
for the Coast.

SIDNEY
Berengaria
five weeks

left New

York yester

R.
KENT,
who
sailed
on
the!
last night, will
be away
four
surveying
conditions
abroad.

Sells Foreign Rights
Arthur Ziehm, general manager
of the General Foreign Sales Corp
has sold for Upton Sinclair the
feature, "Thunder Over Mexico," to
Austria, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia.
Luncheon for Dodge
A number of film executives will
attend a luncheon to be given in
honor of William C. Dodge, candi
date for district attorney, tomorrow
at the Hotel McAlpin.

QJ

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

30 Attending Franklin Dinner
About thirty RKO executives and
officials of allied companies will attend the dinner being tendered Harold B. Franklin at the Waldorf-Astoria tonight.
Drop Amos 'n' Andy Series
Due to the impracticability of
keeping the two famous blackface
comedians in New York for voice
dubbing, the Van Beuren Corp. has
abandoned production of the "Amos
'n' Andy" combination shorts-cartoon series scheduled for this season's release. They were included
in the RKO 1933-34 release schedule.

"Gamby" at Loew's Paradise
Hollywood — Carole Lombard was
Maria "Gamby" Gambarelli will
confined to her bed yesterday fol- headline the stage show at Loew's
lowing a relapse after an attack of Paradise starting Friday. She will
influenza.
feature her dance interpretation of
Gershwin's "Rhapsody in Blue."
Drop Injunction Proceedings
"Kennell Case" for Rialto
Pittsburgh — M. N. Shapiro, ownWarner's "The Kennell Murder
er of the Grand and manager of the
Hazlewood, both in Hazlewood, Case" starring William Powell has
signed with Local 171 today. In- been booked to play the Rialto starting tomorrow night.
junction proceedings will be dropped.
West

Coming and Going

Folks

Editor and Publisher
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at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
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DO GUI

for Depression-Worried

Pittsburgh — Tribute to motion pictures as a means of affording depression-worried
folks with relaxation was paid by Gov. George White of Ohio at the Pittsburgh Variety
Club banquet recently at *he William Penn Hotel. He also complimented Ohio exhibitors for their attitude towards enforcement of the 10 per cent admission tax law in
that state.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2,50

up, Single

$3. CO up, Dccble
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway
Vine

at

of Hospitality"

Hollywood
Blvd.
O OD
HOLLYW

//>)
/
/

Ticklish? You'll scream at Jack Pearl,
Durante in 'MEET THE BARON'
Jimmy
(early engagements Baltimore, Memphis, etc., terrific!)
— and watch for my new comedy team
May Robson and Polly Moran!"
y^v-^

"Shoot the works! Jean
Harlow leaps to Top Money
Stardom in 'Bombshell/
(Plus Lee Tracy!)

"I'm proud of
'DINNER AT 8\
i »

'Garbo's
back! Oh

"I've made
boy!"

"Don't gamble! The public wants STARS!
Dressier, Shearer, Davies, Harlow, Beery, the
Barrymores, Helen Hayes, Montgomery — just
part of M-G-M's big family.' '

a pic-

ture called 'ESKIMO',
An
ot
ader
Horn'"he
!!!r 'Tr^

"Receiving con'HOLLYWOODgratulations on

TUAT

M'CM

PARTY'.'*

YOU'LL REMEMBER NOVEMBER! M-G-M MONTH OF HOLIDAY HITS! Joan Crawford &.
Clark Gable in "Dancing Lady." Ed Wynn in "The Chief." Marie Dressier &. Lionel Barrymore in "Christopher
Bean." "Prizefighter and the Lady" with Myrna Loy, Max Baer, Primo Camera, Jack Dempsey. It's a pleasure!

A

FIRST

NATIONAL

PICTURE

DIRECTED

BY

MERVYN

LEROY,

WHO

MADE

"

• WARNER BROS. WILL INTRODUCE THEIR MOST IMPO
• PRODUCTION SINCE "I AM A FUGITIVE" TODAY ATI
I

A

SINGLE

MA

OF

MOTION
TODAY'S

PICTURE,
NEW

THE

FURIOUS

WORLD!

From the mother who gives birth to her son on the dust of a
Dakota prairie to the fighting conqueror of millionaires... From
the divine love of a farm girl to the dollars that bought the
body and soul of a platinum debutante ... From good to bad
— from old to new— from West to East — from Heaven

to hell

...this glorious story charges to the climax of all screen drama!

One gave him life and turned his face toward the sun . . . The others killed his soul
and

R A M AT IG
OLLYWOOD

left him

broken

among

his dreams!

ALINE MACMAHON, MARY ASTOR,
MARGARET LINDSAY, PATRICIA ELLIS,
JEAN
MUIR,
AND
20 OTHERS

■%
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LOEW WILL OPERATE
P0LI-N.E, CIRCUIT
(Continued from Pane 1)

thai and N. L. Nathanson are also
interested in the deal. Following
the formation of the new company
and the ironing out of many operation details, Loew will take over
operations, including bookings.

Admission Scales Rise
Due for Washington
(Continued from Page

1)

will either raise prices or abolish
special admissions.
Several Tacoma houses have done
likewise. Some downtown theaters
are charging 15c matinee and 25c
evening, others 25c afternoon and
35c evening, and suburban houses
20c and 25c. In Wenatchee the
Evergreen State houses, the Liberty
and the Rialto, raised to 40c evening
and the other houses to 35c. Several exhibitors in smaller towns to
the west of the Cascade mountains,
principally around Seattle and Tacoma, have been trying out raising
admissions on individual pictures as
a feeler for a general advance.

Para, to Distribute
Hopkins, Dowling Film
(Continued from Page

1)

ture." Lillian Gish and Roland
Young are featured in the picture,
which Hopkins co-directed with William DeMille.
More Space for Para. Tests
Paramount is understood planning
to obtain larger space in the East
for the making of tests. Oscar
Serlin and Eddie Blatt are in charge
of this work, now centered at the
company's newsreel laboratory.
"U" Picture for Roxy
Universale "Love, Honor and Oh.
Baby" co-starring Slim Summerville
and ZaSu Pitts has been booked for
the original Roxy for the week starting Friday.
Films Only At Philly Stanley
Philadelphia — The Stanley will
drop stage shows and go back to a
straight picture policy starting with
the extended engagement of "Footlight Parade" which opens there
Friday.
Making Commercial Air Film
Chicago — Progress Film Co. is
making a sound film for American
Airways. Arthur Berthelet, formerly of Essanay Studios, is directing.
"Buy Now," Urges
Chaplin
FILM DAILY

West Coast Bur., THE

Hollywood — Charlie Chaplin added his
voice to the "Buy Now" chorus in a
national radio hook-up recently when
he urged the country at large to support
the NRA. Said the comedian, partly:
" fhere are a few chiselers whose selfish
motives hinder the progress of the NRA."

Wednesday, Oct. 25, 19ii

•

•

•

ALL

SET

for

that smash

opening

at the

Holly-

wood by way of a world premiere for Warners' "The World
Changes"
four Chi motion picture newspaper
crits will
be here to attend the opening
arriving this afternoon
with Sam Clark, the Warner exploitation chief in the Chicago
district the crits are Carol Frink, of the "Examiner"
Hazel Flynn, of the "American"
Doris Arden, of
the "Times"
and Clark Rodenbach of the "Daily News"
they will attend the premiere
and be the guests
of Barbara Stanwyck at luncheon tomorrow Charlie Einfeld has arranged to give 'em a continuous round of events till
the moment of their departure back to Chi on Friday
it so happens that today is Mister Einfeld's birthday
so Warners arranged the opening of "The World Changes" this
eve in his honor
at least that's our story
and
we're
so is all his gang over at the home
ossif sticking to it
•
•
• OVER
AT Franklin
Square on Longisle, A. H.
Schwartz has opened his new Franklin theater
he has
equipped both lobbies with Tyl-A-Mats with a modernistic design with a gorgeous color scheme of gold, orange, white and
black
The National Winter Garden at Houston Street and
Second Ave. now sports a big sign outside
"Yiddish
Radio City"

SCHENCK, GOLDWYN
STILL HAYS MEMBER
(Continued from Page 1)

spite reports to the contrary,
spokesman for the Schenck and Go!
wyn interests yesterday indicated
The Film Daily that Schenck h|
no intention of withdrawing frc
the Hays organization and th
Goldwyn is not a member of it.
Action of Schenck and Goldwyn
based on strong disagreements wi
certain provisions of the film indi
try code which they denounced
"illegal, unfair and un-Americai
These include a clause penalizi:
employers for payment of "unre
sonable wages" and one regulati:
procedure of making contract offe.
The Hays association yesterd I
declined to comment on the Schenc J
Goldwyn incident.
Hollywood — Officers of associati
of Motion Picture Producers stal
they have not received the resigni
tions of Joseph
M. Schenck
aI
Samuel Goldwyn. In August Schen
submitted his resignation followi:
differences with the association, bl
a committee was able to persua
him to continue in the organizati j
unofficially. Members of the associj
tion believe Schenck and Goldw;]
will not press their resignations a
will continue as members.

•
•
• AT RKO Proctor's 58th Street theater they have
inaugurated
"New
Talent Night" in addition to the regular
policy of two features
every Friday nite
offering
a chance for the local boys and girls over 16 years to qualify
for radio
and stage Irving Barrett will direct each week's
stage
offering

Robert Schoen, Former
Circuit Operator, Di<

• • • AND THAT Bowery Ball at the Astor Hotel Thursday eve now looks added
like a to
ballyhoo
Who's Who in
world
of celebrities
the list for
of entertainers
and the
notables
are Al Smith, Ethel Merman, Jack Benny, Jean Sargent and
the Three Ritz Brothers .... Joseph McKee, Recovery candidate for Mayor, has purchased
200 tickets for the United
Artists' function
proceeds are to be denoted to the "N.
Y. American and Journal" Christmas Relief Fund
the
Rivoli is sponsoring the Ball in connection with their showing
of the pix. . . .

ciated with Morris Kutinsky in '
Long Island circuit at one time,
addition to his widow, Dora, t
deceased is survived by a daughtt
Mrs. Gertrude Ashkin, and two sor
Joseph and Murray.

• • • A CLEVER idea is that inaugurated by Miss Chelle
Janis, manager of Loew's Ziegfeld theater
on Wednesday afternoons from 2 to 4 p. m. free French lessons are given
to patrons in the Patricia Lounge
the innovation started
last Wednesday and the turnout of patrons was really remarkable Chelle gets the ritzy trade in her neighborhood, so
they go for the French idea
• • • A NIFTY sound system truck is being sported by
Bergi Contner and Benny Berck of the Blue Seal Sound Devices outfit
all painted up in blue and white
it
looks so classy that Walter Strenge takes it over the week-end
to drive down the boulevard of his home town
Philip
Scheib turedof on Paul
Terry-Toons
has
his
song,
"In
Old
Havana,"
feathe Rondoliers hour over NBC
With a cycle
of Indian pix on the cinema horizon, Jake Mogelever, pop New
England newspaper lad, is getting producer reaction on his
original, "Red Sunset"

«

«

«

»

»

»

(Continued from Page 1)

his death yesterday at his home, 4
Central Park West.
Schoen a few years ago sold r
circuit to Fox. He was also ass

Returns at RKO House
Elaborate preparations have be>
completed by officials for the flas
'.rig
of election
returns
all RKai
theaters
in Greater
Newat York
Westchester on Nov. 7.

Paul A. Bray
S. Charles Einfeld
Billie Bennett
Edward Laemmle
Fred J. McConnell
Eugene J. Zukor
Sol M. Wurtzel
Herbert S. Berg
Polly Ann Young
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roposals Made
IL

for Protesting to Federal Government

—

Bitter personal charges were
ed at Sol A. Rosenblatt, Deputy
linistrator, at the meeting which
; place at the Hotel Congress.

0 important
resolutions
were adopted.
\'.>. 1 : \Y here a s Sol A. Ro1 put) Administrator of the XRA.
rtrviews with exhibitor leaders and trade
had
expressed
his determination
to
for approval of his third code revis'on,
jr.e. in sul>stantially
its present
form.
i_- it obligator)'
on the part of exit's to .-inn the code
with n forty-fivt
■hereafter or lose all benefits of the
. now. therefore, la- it re olved by the
Undent
Motion
Picture
Theater
Own
j the mass meeting
in Chicago
24. 19.v> that we respectfully
-i to the President of the Cnited States
■oval of the first, second or third
the motion picture code prepared
R senblatt. that we stand on and
v .-« the analysis of said c i; submitted
the independent
listributors and exhibitors on Ocand tothat
Dt '4.the1933,
matter
the weend urge
and recons'derathat a fair
nay be drawn to which the independent
g- owners cin conscientiousl)
subscribe
«■ it further resolved that we renew to
President our p'edges of 'oyal cooperation
.taken
in s'gning as thewell President's
re-em,1, nt agreement
as our determi1 the national recovery agri
to it the free use of din- screens
Mie dissemination
of information
and in
other way.
ns committee
consistof If. A.
Texas,
chairman:
Fred
Herrington,
rgh ; Ray
Branch,
Mich.;
Ben BerArinn. ; Moe Horwitz,
Ohio,
feting was opened b) Aaron
Sap<
1 Allied who welcomed the delegates to
Sap rsti " introduced James Utter,
etrojt. president of Allied.
Ritter defl the meeting was the most important
cridents had ever he'd, the code to be
:-s-ed meaning
life or death
for !ndetnt exhibitors and that the husine
rn it on was the m ist dangerous the in;. has ever confronted.

Myers Attacks Code
ie as now drafted is one of the
pernicious documents
I ever read." deI 1 Hitter.
As the president has been ill
came to the meeting against the orders
s physician, he asked to be excused from
ding and
requested
Sidney
Samuelson,
.'u.dle
a briefmeeting,
stateof thethe meeting.
purpose After
of
the
jelson
introduced
Abram
Myers.
•roceeded to give a resume of the various
i gs called by Rosenblatt in New York
[Washington and the work done in draft,1 code.
ni the Allied Croup found that in
j conferences the old. economic division
ifd as one unit and the independent
|Cr owners as another just as has been
lase heretofore." he said. When the draft
I completed exhibitors discovered that all
.ence to all of the important provisions
.exhibitors had presented had been omitte 1
the code draft despite the fact that the
ity Administrator himself had indicated
avored them declared Myers. Not only
. but it set up an administration which
jfetuated monopolistic practices and left
'"cl in the hands
of major
producers1 utors said Myers.
io relief can be reasonably expected from
-tide as presented," declared Myers, "as
J controlled by major producers and disvers enumerated as among omissions from
code of items
vital to independents'

Resume Spanish Pictures
After an interval of several weeks,
roduction of Spanish pictures is to be
esumed at Fox. Two will go before
■he cameras this week, the first of
'hich will feature Jose Mojica, celerated operatic tenor, in "Conquistaor ." Catalina Barcena will be featured
n the second,
"Cardboard City."
-L.

Code Not to be Used As Lever to Change Industry
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — The film or any other code cannot be used as a lever to completely
change a whole industry said the NRA Consumers Advisory Board yesterday in submitting to Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, its approval of the third revision
draft. Approval cf all the NRA boards have not yet been obtained. With the comthe

pletion of Rosenblatt's report in the next day or so, the code is expected to go to
General
this week,
barring anything unforeseen between
now 2nd Friday.

in the committee appointed by Rosenblatt,
consisting of Myers, Richey, Samuelson and
Cole for drafting of the code and safeguarding of the interests of independents, and
delegates voted to retain the same members
to continue the fight, giving them full powers to act and to provide such financing as
may be necessary.,
The reso'ution a'so thanked the various
persons who have helped in framing the code,
.".ml invited appointment of a man from each
unit
to work
the or'ginal
committee.
Following
briefwith
discussions
by Samuelson,
Richey and others, the delegates voted that
-he board of directors be given power to
select such men as they believed best fitted
:o serve as members of the "high court" that
will the
laterindustry
be appointed
d'rect
the finally
activitiesis
of
when to the
code
adopted.

Chamber of Commerce, Samuelson said, gav
welfare, unfair and unreasonable
discrimina$2,000,000,000 as the amount invested in
tion; the right to buy independent
pictures; th- mot on picture industry which would inFavoritism which characterizes all operations j
dicate that $l,,vS0.OOO.0OT represented investin the motion
picture business;
block bookment of independents. The present code. he
ii' clause;
blind bonking clause;
provision
sa:d, is the only one in any industry that
does not represent the ma'ority. He also
fore'gn film- violat
to exclude
givingthe right
in-;
morality
code; score charges.
Menclaimed there was obviously studied effort
Asks Inquiry by Roosevelt
on
the part of representatives of o'hc factioned
as
items'
in
the
cole
that
are
inim'cal
j
t-i tnd-pendent exhibitors were forcing shorts,
tions to wear down and wear out representawith features and various others.
Resolution No. 2 was adopted as follows:
tives of the independents. Unless a code was
"We have attacked the code authority as
Whereas representatives of independent thewritten
that rights
gave independents
the''
ater owners have been engaged for more
fundamental
it would be hack
impossible
d-minated by the producers," -aid Myers.
than two and a half months in negotiations
"Our charges have never been den'ed." The to stand by the NRA. Eventually it would
looking
to formation of a code of fair comclause setting up grievance boards he char- jmean putting out of business of many indepetition for the Moving Picture industry,
-cterized a "catchall" clause that worked de- j
pendent theaters.
finitely against the independent exhibitor and
ind
whereas
before and during the course of
Al Steffes was the next speaV r. Among
i- utterly futile.
such negotiations held before Mr. Sol Rosenlis suggestions was loading of a special train
II. M. Richey of Michigan gave n lucid filled with independent exhibitors to swarm
blatt, Deputy Administrator for the NRA.
• i ,ii ill. work done in ilraftin"
a code
die said Deputy Administrator repeatedly ac■ I the difficulties encountered. II- snoke on Washington to lodge cede pretest w'*!the existence of trade practices
Roosevelt and Johnson. A'so that inde- most unfair knowledged
to independent interests in the
- f the sudden change of Deputv Administr->pendents start a newspaper campaign and
tfori certain
Ro enblatt
who
had
decbred
h'mself
industry tending to create monopoly and'
use trailers He
to acqua'nt
public
with suppress
things and over night changed also
small enterprises, and whereas- Said
the situation.
suggestedthethat
theaters
his mind, as-erted Richey.
Deputy Administrator time after time asbe
closed
during
December
in
protest
against
"II,- ci i-' 1 1" have any intere t in the in- the code. He condemned the code in its ensured that
the independent
exhibitors'
tives
he recognized
the direrepresentaneed for
dependents", declared the speaker. Richey extirety. Various suggestions were made and
I the belief that further
conferences
referred to the resolution- committee of which correction of these industry malpractices in
with Rosenblatt would do no good.
the code being formulated, and promised that
Col, Cole of Texas was chairman.
Rosenblatt Condemned
Eddie Golden, sales manager of Monogram
such corrections
would and
be spec'fically
porated in said code,
whereas theincorsaid
Pictures, advocated endorsement of double
i on.! Cole of Texas explained the pres- features
which he said are the backbone in Deputy Administrator went even farther, adeni position of exhibitors with respect to the existence of the exhibitor.
vising the distributor representatives that cercode and asked
whether
ne"ot at ions should
tain monopolistic practices in the Motion Picc iiiinne or exhibitors should
ver heads
Declare President Betrayed
ture Industry must cease, stating to them
of Rosenblatt to Johnson or, if necessary, to
that these must be corrected in the code,
At
the
afternoon
session
the
report
of
the
Roosevelt. He asserted that Rosenblatt did
and
whereas,
in spite of such assurance and
resolutions committee was the first business
not write the code as he c'aim-d but that it the two resolutions presented being adonted. promises, said Deputy Administrator suddenly
•nally written in sneb language that Fred Herrington, one of the members of the
reversed himself completely, presenting for
consideration a draft of a code which not
it extended privileges to exhibitors in one resolutions committee, spoke on the resolution
way and ti ok away in another. lie minced
and declared President Roosevelt had been only contained none of the provisions promised to correct such evils but on other hand
betrayed into the hands of the M.P.T.O.A.
in
wordsamiin ended
condemning
the further
Demity dealings
Adm'nistrator
by saying
After adoption of resolutions there was embodied a complete system that would perwith him were a waste of time.
Samuelson
petuate and extend domination which memlengthy
discussion
of
how
they
should
be
pre■ i . iv a resume of bis observations from
bers of the Hays Organization now exert over
sented to the President. It was finally agreed
August fifth to date.
Samuelson
said that a committee of three should be appointed and
the industry and would sanction and legal ze
at one of committee meeting- be heard Sid- Samuelson named Steffes, chairman; Ritter many of the monopolistic practices foisted on
ney Kent m->l-e a statement that he repre- and Stone of Albany.
•the industry by these interests and would
-(••i*e 1 Sfi50.000.000 of investment.
work to the detriment of public, and whereas
A resolut;on was adopted voting confidence
The
latest available
estimate
of U.
S.
the Deputy Administrator has since issued
second and third revisions of the said code,
the said revisions making only immaterial
changes, and has expressed his determination
to press for approval of the code in substantially its present form, making it obli(.Continued
from
Parte
1)
gatory on exhibitors to sign the code within
(Continued from Pane 11
forty-five days thereafter, or lose all benefits
yesterday
afternoon.
Both
matters
p->-al Judere John C. Knox today that will be again considered at next of membership in NRA, and whereas a copy
the Chemical Bank & Trust Cntnof our analysis of this proposed code has been
filed with Administrator Johnson, but no acnanv on November 27 will sell 660,- Tuesday's meeting.
knowledgment or reply to the same has been
It was decided to hold nomination
900 shares of Loew's. Inc., common of officers on the first Tuesday in received, and whereas course of conduct fol«+o?k to the highest bidder or bidMr. Rosenblatt in connection with
ders.
January with the annual election proposedlowed bycode
as well as some of surrounding
scheduled for the first Tuesday in circumstances have raised a question which
This will be done because of the February.
we reluctantly voice as to Mr. Rosenblatt's
failure of the Film Securities Corfairness in arbitrating between conflicting inooration to pay, on April 1. last,
terests and contentions of the major producers and Independent interest, now therefore
the principal sum of $20,000,000 due
Acquires
Spanish
Talker
be
it
resolved
by the Independent Theater Ownunder its two year, 6 per cent, gold
assembled in Chicago at an open meeting
J. H. Hoffberg, president of Span- calleders to
bond issue dated April 1, 1931.
consider
proposed code of fair
ish Productions, Inc., announces that competition for thetheMotion
The trustees asked the court for
Picture industry
his
firm
has
acquired
distribution
that
the
President
of
the
United States be
instructions as to their duties in
and he is hereby requested before approving
the premises and requested that if rights to "Profanacion," a Spanish the draft of the code prepared by Mr. Rosenthere should be no further duties talker, produced in Mexico by Emblatt to designate an impartial representative
representatives to inquire into and report
for them to perform the court di- presa Cinematografica Mexicana, S. or
upon
all facts and circumstances surrounding
Gra- negotiations
rect that they wind up the affairs A.,
and writing of said code and the
eielafeaturing
Munoz Julio
Peza Villarreal,
and Fernando
of the Securities concern and re- Rivero.
probable effects thereof on competitive conditions in the Motion
Picture industry.
lieve them from further duties as

Distributor Practices Hit
Trustees to Sell Block
At Indie Exhib Meeting
of 660.900 Loew Shares

trustees.

Baby LeRoy to Have Role in "Alice"
Baby
Hollywood's
est star,LeRoy,
will play
the role youngof the
"Two of Hearts" in Paramount's
screen version of Lewis Carroll's
"Alice in Wonderland."

New Polish Comedy
"My Uncle from America," a new
Polish comedy feature has been
booked to play the Caruso on West
48th St., starting today. Dave Brill
of the Capitol Foreign Attractions
arranged the booking.

Screen Credit for
Hollywood's
biggest
cast — fifty-three
credit in
persons — will
receive
screen
of Lewis
Paramount's screen productior
Carroll's "Alice
in Wonderla
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FACE

WITH

YOUR

FUTURE!

Facing you on this page is your future star

*"We agree with you that Dorothea
Wieck has tremendous possibilities."
John J. Fried!

From the screen

"Regarding Dorothea Wieck, i am
very enthusiastic about the possibility

"Green

of her becoming an outstanding per-

Paramount

sonality inour business." Mike Marco

*
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play by Marc Connelly, author of

Pastures'". . . . Directed
gave you

two

past year, Mae West and

by Mitchell

major stars
Bing Crosby

during

Leisen
the
That

Paramount is again developing a real star is indicated bythese letters from well-known showmen:
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to Handle Code Protest Plan

HVAMPEL NRA SETS FENFORCEMENLSYSTEM
:arle Hammons
ts

Provisions to Work
Great Hardships,
Exec. Asserts

Provisions of the film code conrning extras will work a great
ardship on all shoi-t subject proucers in greatly increasing the cost
f each picture, Earle W. Hammons,
resident of Educational, told Film
'aily yesterday
upon his return
"om the coast.
"Under I i the
provisions,
ontinued
on Pane 3) an extra

Sees Code Increasing Costs of Shorts
Code Authority Soon to Work Out Financing Plan
Details of operations of the film industry code financing plan, reported exclusively
in THE FILM DAILY of Oct. 16. will be worked out by the code authority as one of
its initial acts following its appointment by the NRA. It involves adding an assessment to film rentals collected by major distributors, based on a budget system to be
developed. Announcement of the makeup of the code authority, anticipated late this
week, will clear the way for immediate start of work on the plan.

GAUMONT TO RELEASE VITAPHONE-ERPI SUIT
31 MORE FEATURES ARGUED IN DEL. COURT

Thirty-one features, now in various stages of production at the
Gaumont-British and Gainsborough
studios, London, will be distributed
in this country by Gaumont-British,
supplementing 20 pictures already
received for release here, Arthur A.
High compliments were paid Har- Lee stated yesterday. A minimum
ld B. Franklin at a dinner tend- average negative cost of $200,000
red him by M. H. Aylesworth, J. has been adopted by the company,
I. McDonough, Roxy and other ma- declared Lee.
Titles of the 31 new pictures are
Dr executives of the various RKO
iganizations last evening at the as follows :
Valdorf-Astoria. Franklin, who re"Jack Ahoy,"
(Continued starring
on Page 2)Jack Hulsntly resigned as head of RKO theters, announced that due to the
ress of proposals, he has deferred No Shutdown is Scheduled
is trip to Europe and may abanAt Fox Studio This Year
on it altogether in order to iden-

i-K-0 EXECS DINE,
PRAISE H.B. FRANKLIN

(Continued

on

Page

6)

<ew Canadian Record Set
By Brit.-Made Releases
Increasing popularity of British
•ictures in Canada is indicated by
he statement that 65 features had
)een released in the Dominion up
o the end of September, as com(Continucd

on

Page

6)

Re: "Duck Soup"
Buffalo — Fredonia, N. Y., population
5,815, is highly indignant because its
fair name is used in "Duck Soup," next
Marx Brothers' picture, and Mayor H.
B. Hickey has told the comic four just
that. To which they replied in part:
"Our advice to you is to change the
name of your town. It's hurting our
picture."
lore Complete Than Ever Before The 1934 Film
;>aily Year Book. — Advt.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — There will be no
closing of the Fox studios this year.
Present plans call for the production of the heaviest part of the Fox
schedule after the first of the year
(Continued on Page

i)

Wilmington — The legal battle between the Vitaphone Corp., subsidiary of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
and Electrical Research Products,
Inc., which is said to involve claims
for at least $50,000,000 damages,
moved yesterday to the State Supreme Court on its way towards a
decision as to whether or not the
dispute
be settled by ai'bitration
or inwill
court.
Counsel for Electrical Research
(Continued

on

Page

6)

By
FILA1

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Provisions for enforcement of the motion picture and
other codes are provided through
reorganization of the NRA, announced yesterday, under which Arthur D. Whiteside assumes charge
of all amusement industries, including the film business.
According
to the
revised
plan
(Continued
on Page 6)

PHONY' CODE PROTEST
TO BE INVESTIGATED
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A telegram sent to
the White House Oct. 11, purporting
to come from the Elyria Savings and
Trust Co.(Cvntinucd
of Elyria,
Ohio,
on Page
7) protest-

Publix-Trendle Deal Set
Abramson Anti-Trust Suit
For at Least 9 Months
Trial Scheduled Dec. 4
Deal under which George Trendle
is operating Publix houses in Detroit is understood to run at least
for nine months at the conclusion
of which the trustees will determine
whether or not it will be extended.
Name of operating company is being
changed from Pontiac Theaters to
United Detroit Theaters, Inc.

Allied Committee Named
to Work Out Code Protest
Chicago — Plans for effectuating
protest plans against the film industry code, as mapped out at the
exhibitor mass meeting here TuesLondon (By Cable) — Hughs Perday, were launched yesterday when
ceval has been appointed British the management committee met and
production supervisor for Colum- authorized Abram F. Myers, genbia. He was formerly with Gaueral counsel and chairman of the
mont, Fox and Paramount. Al- Allied board to name an executive
though Columbia has no production committee with himself as chairman.
in work at present the appointment He
made (Continucd
the following
on Page 3) appointsuggests resumption
soon.

Columbia Names Perceval
British Production Head

Whiteside Now in Charge
of All Amusement
Industries

Anti-trust suit seeking damages
amounting to $1,300,000, filed by
Ivan Abramson,
independent
pro(Continued on
Page 3)
"The World Changes"
Nothing in the world stands still. It
is either up or down. Never on a
straight line. Thus, "The World
Changes" and motion pictures take another step forward. Here is a saga of
the Golden West, reflecting the March
of Progress, that is as modern in technique as to-morrow's newspaper. It is
the newest Warner Bros, offering to a
brilliant array of product that belongs
to the "New Deal" season, and, as this
reporter viewed it, is swell entertainment. You'll like Buffalo Bill, General
Custer and "Wild Bill" Hickock. We
did. You'll like the characterization
of Paul Muni because he is a truly great
artist. You'll like the fine direction
of the understanding Mervyn Leroy.
You'll like "The World Changes" because as well as being good entertainment it is as clean as an April morning. It opened last night at the Hollywood. JACK ALICOATE
The 1934 Film Daily Year Book is The Standard
Reference
Volume. — Advt.

Thursday, Oct

Gaumont to Release
Photophone Expands Sales
31 More Features
Staff by Five Additions
(Continued from Page
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STRYK'S
THEDATINDU
E BOO
Oct. 27: Wage scale conference between I. A.
T. S. E. and Indpendent Theater Owners at
I. A. T. S. E. office at 8:30 P. M.
Oct. 29-31:
Sol A.

Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Rosenblatt to speak.

Oct. 31 : Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.
Oct. 31 : Meeting of Independent Theater
Owners of New York at 1 p. m. at Hotel
Astor.
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Photophone High Fidelity busibert under direction of Walter
ness has necessitated the appointment of five additional salesmen. H.
Forde; "Friday the 13th," starring
Jessie Matthews, Gordon Harker, M. Messiter has been assigned to
Edmund Gwenn and Sonnie Hale. Connecticut and lower New York
Directed by Victor Saville; "Turkey state; L. C. Montgomery to the
Time," by Ben Travers, starring Houston, Texas, territory; A. C.
Tom Walls and Ralph Lynn. Di- Winters to northeastern Pennsylvania and Southwestern New York,
rected by Tom Walls; "Chu Chin
Chow," an adaptation of the stage with headquarters at Lansdowne,
musical. Directed by Walter Forde Pa.; M. S. England to Atlanta, and
and starring Anna May Wong; territory.
Egbert E. Andreason to the Denver"Red Ensign," starring Leslie Banks
under direction of Michael Powell;
"Man of Aran," with Tiger King,
Maggie Dirrane, Michael Dillane, W. B. Opening Branches
In Cairo, Alexandria
Patch Rush and Breege Mullin. Directed by Robert J. Flaherty; "Aunt
London (By Cable)— Sam E. MorSally," starring Cicely Courtneidge
ris, in charge of Warner Bros, forwith Sam Hardy. Directed by Tim
eign distribution, announces opening
Whalen;
"Evergreen,''
starring
Jes- of a branch at Cairo to serve Egypt,
sie Matthews.
Directed
by Victor
Syria, Palestine, Persia and Irak.
Saville; "Brown on Resolution," di- Opening of an office at Alexandria
rected by Walter Forde; "Public and other cities in that territory is
Enemy," a crook drama by Jerome
Jackson and Michael Powell; "Roac1 planned.
Sues Over Hitler Picture
House," starring Gordon Harker and
Violet Loraine. Directed by Milton West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Rosmer;Veidt.
"BellaDirected
Donna,'"
Hollywood — Seeking $1,022,000
Conrad
by starring
Maurice damages,
Al Rosen, producer and
Elvey from the Robert Hichens nov- agent, has filed an action against
el; "Northbound," directed by Wal- the Association of M. P. Producers
ter Forde; "Murder Party," star- and Will H. Hays in which he alring Leslie Banks. Directed by
leges the organization ordered him
Michael Powell; "Wild Boy," star- to cease production of a picture
ring Mick the Miller. Directed by
based on the life of Adolph Hitler.
Albert De Courville; "On the Dole,"
starring Albert Burdon; "Princess Picture was titled "The Mad Dog
Charming," starring Evelyn Laye.
Directed by Maurice Elvey; "Jew of Europe."
Wage Scale Meet Tomorrow
Suss," starring Conrad Veidt. DiWage scale proposals of the I. A.
rected by Lothar Mendes; "Waltzes
and the Independent Theafrom Vienna," starring Jessie Mat- T. S.terE.Owners
of New York will be
thews, Sonnie Hale and Fay Compton. Directed by Alfred Hitchcock: presented at a second conference
"Mary Queen of Scots," starring scheduled for tomorrow night at
Madeleine Carroll ; "Magnolia 8:30 at the I. A. T. S. E. headquarters. Preliminary matters in conStreet," directed by Victor Saville;
nection with the scale were dis"The Clairvoyant," starring Evelyn
cussed at a meeting late Thursday
Laye, Cicely Courtneidge, Jack Hulbert, Leslie Henson and Sonnie night.
Hale; "Paris in Spring," directed
Complete Ad Picture
by Albert de Courville; "Open All
The advertising department of the
Night." "Men Without Work," "Covent Garden," "Bretherton," "A Bit RCA Victor Co. has just completed
of a Test," "Crazy People," directed production of a three-reel picture
bv Tim Whelan; "Little Friend," entitled "His Master's Voice — The
"Wings Over Everest."
Story ofof
Headquarters."
Prints
the Radio
picture are
being made
available to RCA Victor dealers and
Continue
Ameranglo
Suit
distributors in both the standard
Trial continued yesterday in Su- 35 mm and the popular 16 mm.
preme Court before Justice Timothy sizes.
A. Leary and a jury in the suit
brought by Ameranglo Corp.,
New Sound for Warren Houses
against Columbia Pictures, Celebrity
Four houses of the Harris WarProductions, Walt Disney and Ideal
ren Circuit of Pittsburgh have arFilms of London, for $13,000 repreranged for immediate installation of
senting commissions alleged to be
due because of the disposal of rights complete new Photophone High Fidelity sound equipments. They are
to "Mickey Mouse" and "Silly Sym- the Warren,
Warren, O.; the Harris,
phony"
cartoons.
Hearing
continues today.
Jeanette, Pa.; the Family, East Liberty, and the Avenue.
Billie Dove 111
Ochs Leases Adelphi
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Lee A. Ochs has leased the AdelHollywood — Billie Dove was reBroadway, for 21 years
ported as seriously ill with pleurisy underphi,a2,409deal
closed with John J.
at her home yesterday.
Dillon. Operating company is known
as the Yorktown Theater Corp. Theater which has been dark for some
"Eskimo"
Opening
Nov. 14
"Eskimo" will be opened by M- time has been under lease to the
Trio Amusement Corp.
G-M at the Astor Nov. 14.

of the -world

say about the —

1934
Edition now
in

preparation

Louisville
The Film Daily Year Book is
an indispensable reference work
for anyone connected, in however small a capacity, with motion pictures. Such items of
statistical information as lists of
original titles, authors, directors,
players, etc., are to be expected
in a work of this order. That
practically everything but a selfpronouncing dictionary is included in the volume, handsomely
bound in red leather, is assurance of its worth to banker, investor, producer, exhibitor, editor, critic and fan.
DANTE
Louisville, Ky.,
Times

Waterloo
The 1933 Film Daily Year Book
of motion pictures, the fifteenth
annual edition
encyclopedia, isof
justfilmdom's
issued with
1,025one pages
of everything
anycould want
to know about
the movies. The Film Daily Year
Book is universally recognized
throughout the world as the
standard book of reference of
the motion
picture industry.
The Year Book is published by
The Film Daily, New York.

Courier,

Waterloo,

Iozva

rancisco
San
F
The Film Daily's Year Book,
now

a moderate octavo in format, but a very formidable and
comprehensive volume in size,
seems to have information on
everything one wants to know
tures.
about the year in motion pic-

San

C. W.
Francisco G. Chronicle

MOST WIDELY READ
MOST WIDELY QUOTED
MOST HIGHLY PRAISED
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COMMITTEETO HANDLE
ALLIED CODE PROTEST

EES CODE RAISING
COST OF SHORTS
WITH

tinned from Page 1)

•ceiving $7.50 a day, who is given
»e spoken words 'Good morning,
ir', immediately
becomes
a 'bit
aver' and must be paid $25 condensation," said Hammons.
"Feature producers will not feel
ny increase in costs due to this
ause but short subject producers
ive always depended upon extras
fill-in a few words of dialogue,"
■dared Hammons.
"The cost of interviews with exras, and the forced employment of
omen casting officials for women
id chi'dren, and men for men, all
d to pile up additional costs which
rust be held to the normal average
the past if short subject produces expect to remain in business."

^bramson Anti-Trust Suit
Trial Scheduled for Dec. 4
[Continued from Page 1)

ucer, five years ago against 11
smpanies associated with the Hays
rganization and the Film Boards
f Trade, is now scheduled for trial
tec. 4 in the U. S. District Court,
Few York. The petitioner is repssented by David Podell and Hays,
fodell and Schullman. Max D.
teuer is counsel for the defendants,
•.bramson said yesterday that he
ill subpoena about 75 witnesses
uluding Will H. Hays, heads of
arious involved companies, Abram
'. Myers, andSidney
Jrecher
Col. E.H. Samuelson,
A. Cole. Leo
Readying Detroit Short
Detroit — Shamrock Pictures Corp.
nnounces that its first release,
The Fighting Priest," a short, is
early ready for distribution. B. C.
^assio, president of Shamrock,
tated that the picture is about the
lev. Charles E. Coughlin, the faious Detroit radio priest.
Donahue & Coe Move
Donahue & Coe, Inc., advertising
gency, have leased for a term of
ears the entire 21st floor of the
'aramount Building. They will
ake occupancy early in November
fter extensive alterations have been
ompleted. It is understood they
re also considerably increasing
heir present personnel.

Coming and Going
GEORGE ARLISS leaves New York today for
rlollywood to begin his starring contract with
wentieth Century, after an extended vacation
n England.
HARRY
COHN
leaves
New
York
late this
•/eek on his return to the Coast.
WALLACE FORD has arrived in New York
rom Hollywood.
RUBY KEELER leaves New
oute to the Coast.

York

(Continued from Page

PHIL M. DALY
•
•
• AS USUAL
Warners spread themselves on
that world premiere of "The World Changes" at the Hollywood
last nite
first of all they did a smart thing by bringing
in the Chi motion pix newspaper editors for a two-day jamboree
because "Footlight Parade" has still got to play in their
hamlet
mebbe that doesn't mean much to the trade in
general
but the Insiders will understand just what the
import of that really means
to Warners
•
•
• SO WE journeyed down to the hotel New Yorker
to welcome
the Chi Celebs
along with Eddie Selzer,
Burt Perkins and Herb Crooker who acted as official Warner
Welcomers
in reading the Windy City papers we have
often wondered why the motion pix editors' stuff was so alive,
breezy and
now we social
understand
everythin'
afterinteresting
spending a few pleasant
hours with
Clark
Rodenbach
of the "Daily News"
Doris Arden of the
"Time"
Hazel Flynn (Bob Reel) of the "American"
. . . and Carol Frink of the "Examiner"
nothing snooty
about that bunch
just regular fellers who are darn human
and know what the film fciz is all about
• •
• THEY CERTAINLY lost no time in getting going
in their breezy Chi style
while the ladies of the press
prettied themselves
up
the gents in another suite of
rooms sampled
a variety of liquid refreshments then
the ladies joined us, and from then on it was high-ho and
wotin'ell have you
we must not overlook Sam Clark
the Warner exploitashe chief who brought the sransr
from Chi
Sam was all over the lot
he didn't
overlook a thing
phoning here, there and everywhere
arranging
for dinners, parties, theater matinees and
what not
• e
• JUST ABOUT this time we hit the deadline for the
press
and rushed away to knock out a kolyum
passing up the crest of a perfectly grand party
but we
have the schedule of events to follow
and know that
the staff of Charlie Einfeld will go through with it to the letter
they always do
here it is
•
•
• ON THE stroke of 5:30 all hands changed to clean
collars and chins for dinner at Gallagher's on 52nd Street
which was observed with due ceremony
but mostly hilarity
we can easily visualize the rest
Sam Clark corraled Eddie Selzer and Alex Evelove, the Bankers to foot
the bill
which was Plenty
then the Gang toddled
to the Hollywood at 7:45 just in time to get good seats for
"The World Changes"
• •
• AND WHAT a flash to greet their eyes as they
entered the lobby
filled with Special Exhibits contributed
by such nationally known concerns as A. T. & T., Rand-McNally,
N. Y. "Times,"
Dictaphone,
Multigraph,
Postal Telegraph,
French Line, Gimbel's, American Railway Express, Edison, N.
Y. Central, Transcontinental Airways and Sinclair Oil
just a slight idea of what can be done by a live Exploitation
Dep't on a pix with a Tie-Up Title
they didn't miss a
thing
:
£
$
$
$

NICHOLAS M, SCHENCK arrived at the Coast
gast night from
New
York.

exhibitors."
No Shutdown

is Scheduled
At Fox Studio This Year
(Continued from Page
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withErik
George
White's
the
Charrell
musical"Scandals,"
and several special dramatic features set
to start in January and February.
Production on the 1933-34 program
is expected to continue into April
when the new season line-up will be
put immediately
into work.
"Hell on Earth" on Percentage
"Helltheon country
Earth"
willAeolian
be soldPictures'
throughout
on a strict percentage basis, according to a statement issued yesterday
by H. William Fitelson, representing the corporation. Bookings in
the metropolitan district will be handled by General Pictures Exchange,
headed by Phil Meyer, formerly of
Columbia. Irvin Shapiro, recently
with RKO, will head a staff of several exploitation men now being
sent out on roadshow engagements.
Mollie B. Steinberg will have charge
of the New York presentations.
Complete Industrial Film
General Ad-Film Co. has completed "Through
for
the Continental
Oil Conocoland,"
Co., Ponca City,
Okla.

MANY HAPPY RETUGNS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

• •
• OH, WELL
the rest you know
if you
missed the Gala Premiere
....... then you missed an eyeful
of those gals dressed in costumes of all the historcial periods
from 1600 to 1933
who glorified the Lobby and the Usher
Service
Warners just went and did it Again

today en

1)

ments: James C. Ritter, Sidney E.
Samuelson, W. A. Steffes, Aaron
Saperstein and Moe B. Horwitz.
Myers was empowered to expand
the committee personnel at his discretion. Arrangements were made
for financing the immediate work
of the committee and for coordinating the efforts of associations involved in the project. Exhibitors
in territories not represented at the
meeting
results. will be acquainted with its
A statement issued said, in part:
"As a result, of the highly successful meeting the exhibitor leaders in
attendance feel that they have received not only a vote of confidence
from the exhibitors but a mandate
to renew with increased aggressiveness their efforts in behalf of the

industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 26
Jackie

Coogan

Mark

Sandrich

Buddy

Messinger

H.

B. Warner

Hearst's International-Cosmopolitan for December

A Chinese dagger was the murder weapon . . . but whose
hand held it when Archer Coe met his death? Was it
the same hand that fired a bullet into his dead body?
In the First Installment:
Philo Vance
Wh'hen
trict attorney of New

and John F.-X. Markham (disYork County) went to Archer
Coe's brownstone house in West Seventy-first Street to
investigate the "suicide" of Archer Coe, it was to find
the dead man still sitting in an armchair beside the
desk in his bedroom, with a revolver clutched in his
right hand and the door firmly bolted on the inside.
Markham had been notified of the finding of the body
by Raymond Wrede, an intimate friend of the Coe family, who did not think Coe would have shot himself.
Sergeant Heath and Detective Hennessey burst open
the heavy door, and a closer examination of the body
revealed that though the dead man was clad in a dressing gown, on his feet were heavy street shoes. Doctor
Doremus, the coroner, discovered that Coe had been
stabbed before he was shot in the right temple. He
had also received a blow on the head from a blunt
instrument. But the windows of the room were all
locked, and there was no other means of entering it.
While Vance tried to reconcile these apparently irreconcilable facts, Gamble, the Coe butler, interrupted him
to announce he had found a wounded dog in the entrance hall. The dog proved to be a small brindled
Scottish terrier — a good breed, as Vance instantly recognized. There was a clotted wound over her left eye, and
the eye itself was swollen shut. Vance took the dog to
a veterinary in the neighborhood, hoping to discover
the reason for her presence in the. house at that time.
Vitagraph, Int. , Distributor!

On the night of the murder, Vance discovered, only
Coe himself had had dinner at home. Hilda Lake, Coe^s
niece, had been at the country club and had not come
back until after one; Mr. Grassi, an Italian collector
of ceramics and a guest of Coe's (a noted collector himself) ,had gone out in the afternoon and had not
returned until very late; Brisbane Coe, Archer's brother,
had left on the five -thirty train for Chicago.
There were only two other servants besides GambleMiss Lake's personal maid and the Chinese cook, both
of whom had left the house before dinner and returned
about midnight. It seemed clear that none of these could
have been on the ground at the time of the murder,
but suddenly Vance startled everyone by stating that
Brisbane Coe had undoubtedly been in the house
that night because the ivory-headed cane which Gamble
had said he carried when he left for the station was
hanging over the back of a chair in the entrance hall.
The Missing Man
MENT 11:4
NOUNCEobe
t the ) ivory-headed
ANCE'S AN
11; tha
chdayBri
sbane r Coe
whiurs
had5 a.m.
taken with him
, Oct
Vystick (Th
when he set out for Chicago was at that moment
hanging over a chair in the front hall, threw a pall of
vague horror over all of us. I was watching Gamble,
and again I saw the pupils of his eyes dilate. Unsteadily
-he rose, and bracing himself with one hand on the
back of his chair, glared at Vance like a man who

Hearst's International-Cosmopolitan for December

had seen a malignant specter
"You — are sure
you saw the stick,
sir?" he stammered
"I didn't see it. And Mr
Brisbane never hangs his
stick over the hall chair. He
always puts it in the umbrella
"
stand. Maybe someone else
"Don't be hysterical, Gamble,"
Vance interrupted curtly.
"Who but
Mr. Brisbane himself would bring that
precious stick back to the house and hang
it over a chair in the hall?"
"But Mr. Vance, sir," the man persisted in an
awed tone, "he once reprimanded me for hanging
it over a chair — he said that it might fall and get
broken. Why, sir, should he hang it over the chair?"
"Less noisy, perhaps, than chucking it into a brass
umbrella holder."
Markham was leaning over the desk scowling at
Vance. "What do you mean by that?" he demanded.
Vance lifted his eyes slowly. "I opine, my dear
Markham," he said, "that brother Brisbane didn't
want anyone to hear him when he returned here
last night."
"And why do you 'opine' any such thing?" Markham's irritation was bordering on anger.
"There may have been sinister business afoot," Vance

Now
go on with the story in th

x:

from the biggest mystery buy
of the year, starring William

in his return as PHILO

VANCE,

the role which first

made him famous ! . . . Plus all these cast values — Mary
Astor, Eugene Pallette, Ralph Morgan, Helen Vinson,
Jack LaRue, Paul Cavanaugh. Directed by Michael Curtiz./
/
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VITAPHONE-ERPI SUIT
ARGUED INDEL. COURT

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS. ALICOATE

TACK WHITE, who with Al Chris(Continued from Page 1>
J
tie is making half of Educational's
Products,
appearedinbefore
the state'sto program
in the east, is scheduled
highest tribunal
an endeavor
to
put into production Friday at the
upset a decree filed in Chancerv Eastern
Service studio in Astoria a
Court about two months ago, which
would require it to file an answer new coronet comedy featuring Tom
Patricola and Charles Judels. White
to the suit filed against it by Vitawill personally direct the comedy
phone.
Scheld assisting and hanVitaphone, in its action, contended with Fred
dling the casting.
that under contracts between it and
•
Erpi, both of them were pioneers
"Big Casino," the fifth of the sein the talking picture field, Erpi
ries of two-reel musicals being proagreed to charge all producers liduced by Mentone Pictures for
censed by it to use producing
Universal
release goes into proapparatus, an annual royalty of
today at the Fox Movietone
eight per cent of the gross profits studios. duction
Featured in the cast of the
derived by the producers through short, which is being directed by
the use of the license.
It is contended that Erpi had violated the contracts by charging the
producers only $500 a reel royalty.
Vitaphone under the contract, was
entitled to 37% per cent of the royalties, it is claimed. Vitaphone alleges that although it has received
37% per cent of the $500 a reel
charge from Erpi, it is entitled to
the equivalent of 37% per cent of
8 per cent of the gross revenues of
licensed producers. Counsel for
Erpi contend that it was impossible
for anyone to decide what part of
the gross revenues of the producers
was derived solely from the use of
the licenses and that therefore Erpi
decided to fix the per reel royalty.
While counsel admit it is impossible to definitely compute the
amount claimed by Vitaphone, it is
variously estimated at between $50,000,000 and $100,000,000.
After Vitaphone filed the suit
Erpi appeared in Chancery Court
and filed a plea contending that
Vitaphone is barred from prosecuting the action in this jurisdiction,
holding that under the arbitration
terms of three agreements between
the two, Vitaphone must submit all
controversies to arbitration in New
York.
The court handed down a decree
holding that the arbitration covenants like the ones involved do not
grant immunity from suit in this
jurisdiction. Later the court refused Erpi's itplea
for an
a reargument
and ordered
to file
answer.

New Canadian Record Set
By {Continued
Brit.-Made
Releases
from Page 1)

pared with total distribution of 60
British-produced films there during
entire last year. N. L. Nathanson,
head of Famous Players Canadian
recently announced his intention of
devoting a minimum of 25 per cent
of his program to British productions.
Seeks To Bar Picture
London (By Cable) — Claiming
that the picture "Rasputin" libels
her, the Russian Princess Irene
Youssoupoff will file suit tomorrow
in local courts to prevent release of
the picture.

New York immediately applied and
made the arbitration convenants
contained in the contracts valid, enforceable and irrevocable and vested
in Erpi a complete substantive defense to the present suit.
Erpi also contends that the Lower
Court erred in failing to sustain its
plea and prevent further prosecution of the case outside of arbitration in New York. It was also
argued the court erred in failing
to hold that the complainant comes
into court with unclean hands and
therefore should be barred from relief.

Counsel for Erpi contended that
the differences between the two
Erpi's counsel argued before the companies were before arbitrators
Supreme Court yesterday that the in New York for four years, at an
Lower Court erred in failing to hold enormous expense and suddenly
that upon the execution and deliv- Vitaphone "walked out" and filed
ery, in the State of New York, the present litigation.
of the contracts under which VitaErpi's counsel argues that the
phone's claims are asserted in' the
of the agreements combill of complaint, that the State provisions
pel Vitaphone to submit to arbitraArbitration Law and Related Section and bars it from bringing an
tions of the Civil Practice Act of action at law.
If the supreme court refuses to
overrule the Lower Court it is likeAnother Record for Mae
ly that a special master will be appointed to hear testimony and argu"I'm No Angel," Mae West picture,
ment in cities most convenient to
is the first picture to play the New
York Paramount for three consef'tive
the litigants, rather than force them
weeks, says the theater's publicity deto appear here with truckloads of
partment. The previous Mae Western,
books and records. A decision is
"She Done Him Wrong," ran there for
three weeks
but not continuously
so.
not expected for several weeks at
least.

i
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NRA REORGANIZATION
ENFORCEMENT SET-UI

Barrett Macdonald, who is also
(Continued from Page 1)
credited with the story, are Rex amusement industries are placed i
Weber, Margret Padula, Donovan Division Four, headed by Whitesidi
Sisters, Lovey Sisters, Charles Lau- for administrative purposes onlj
rence, Rees and Owen, Pito Duizar Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy adminis
and the Chester Hale Girls. Frank trator handling the film code, wi
Zucker is in charge of the cameras. report directly to Gen. Hugh
•
Johnson. Each division will conMoran and Mack, under contract prise a unit in itself with legal, tecr,
to Educational Pictures and who nical, industrial, labor and consun
will start work on their series of er advisors permanently assigne
two-reelers shortly at the Eastern
Service studio in Astoria, go on the to it.
A announced
new Compliance
wa'
air tonight for Old Gold on a coast also
which Division
will prepar
to coast hook-up. On account oi for and organize a regional cod
their success on the Fleischmann compliance system, pending the con|
hour recently they were signed on pletion of which district managei
a four weeks' contract for Old Gold. of the Department of Commerc
have been appointed with the ar.
proval of the Secretary of Commerc
RKO Executives Dine,
to serve as district compliance d
rectors.
Regulations issued to th
Praise Harold B. Franklin
district directors provide that a
(.Continued from Page 1)
complaints of violations of perms
tify himself with some of the activi- nent codes be filed with them at th
ties he is now considering.
district office for the district i
which the alleged violation is con
Said Franklin in part: "I hold the mitted.
highest esteem for the officers and
directors or your company and my
The present plan provides fo
best wishes go to you individually reference of complaints of code vk
lations to code authorities only whe
and to RKO as an institution."
Among the guests were: M. H. such reference has been specificall
Aylesworth, J. R. McDonough; S. authorized by the National Compl
L. Rothafel (Roxy); Ned E. Depi- ance Director. Special forms go\
investigations of complaint
net; Phil Reisman; W. G. Van srning
will be issued shortly.
Schmus; Jules Levy; N. J. BlumThe Compliance Division will ir
berg; Herbert Yates; Harry Goetz;
Robert F. Sisk; A. P. Waxman: C elude an administrative branc
W. Koerner; H. R. Emde; Chas. Mc- headed by G. C. Royall, Jr., forme
Donald; J. M. Brennan; Louis Gold- chairman of the PRA board; a trad
branch to be headed by I<
berg; J. J. Franklin; J. J. McCar- practice
Johnson, son of General Johnson
thy; John O'Connor; Fred Meyers;
Max Fellerman; Henry W. Walters; a labor branch headed by A. J. Alt
meyer, and a Blue Eagle divisio
Arthur Benline; Wm. Howard; Ar- under
Frank Healy.
thur Willi; Louis Cohen; O. R. McNational Compliance Boar
Mahon; S. Barrett McCormick; Wil- is The
to consist of one member frof
liam Mallard.
Lhe Industrial Advisory Board, on
from the
Labor Board,
and will,
the ur
m*
tional
compliance
director
Wolff Buys Theater Interest
on reference of complaints from th
Denver — Marco Wolff, of Fanchon director,
undertake further attempt
& Marco, has bought an interest in
adjust complaints of code violc
the Welton Theaters Corp., which to
tions, recommend exceptions froi
was incorporated here last week. ?ode provisions, order withdrawal c
The company is a closed one. and Blue Eagle emblems or recommen
the other members are Harry Huff- cases of violations to either the Fee
man. Denver theater man, and John eral Trade Commission or the At
H. Tracy and Frazier Arnold, Den- torney General for appropriate a<
ver attorneys. The company has
the Orpheum theater under lease tion.
A Trade Association Division ha
from the receiver. The stock con- been created to prepare plans fo
sists of 100 shares of no par value. the organization of industry fo
The articles of incorporation give self-government. It will be heade
them the right to operate theaters by General T. S. Hammond.
The four new divisions will b
and to engage in allied lines. Recently Fanchon & Marco stage responsible for consideration o
shows, with a resident line and di- pending codes and administratio
rector, were added at the Orpheum. of approved codes as well.
Attorneys Gabriel Hess and Loui
Nizer continued their conference
Lowell Hits Block Booking
with Deputy Rosenblatt yesterday.
Boston — Inclusion in the film industry code of clauses prohibiting
Triple Featuring
block booking, blind buying and salacious pictures was urged by Dr.
Salt Lake City— Triple feature bills
A. Lawrence Lowell, president of
have made their appearance at two local houses this week. The Orpheum
the Motion Picture Research Counand Victory have announced such procil, in addressing a luncheon sponsored by the Massachusetts Civic
League here recently.
grams.
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LL BUT 6 ARE SET
ON M-G-M SCHEDULE
Coast

Bureau

of

THE
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

DAILY

Hollywood — M-G-M is set on titles
d stars for all but six of the curit season's program, with titles for
i remaining- six tentatively seted.
Release dates for the next month

"T)IRECTOR
Josef important
von Sternberg
has cast several
parts
in Marlene Dietrich's next starring
picture for Paramount entitled "Scarlet Pageant." John Lodge will be
the leading man. Others who take
part in this story about the Empress Catherine of Russia are Kent
Taylor, Louise Dresser, Olive Tell,
Marie Wells and Ruthelma Stevens.

?: '"Day of Reckoning," Oct. 27;
he Chief," Nov. 3; "The Prizehter and the Lady," Nov. 10, and Manuel Komroff, author of "Coronet," wrote the story of "Scarlet
ibristopher Bean," Nov. 17.
Eleven features are in production,
th 14 others either in release or Pageant."
Ruth
Chatterton's
next
picture
^citing distribution.
Titles and stars for 15 stories will be "Journal of Crime," a draw selected are: "Comin' Round the
Union in New Quarters
ountain," May Robson, Pollv MoThe National Theatrical Federn, Chic Sale; "The Witch of Wall
ated Union, Inc., chartered in 1925,
.." May Robson; "Jungle Red whose membership is made up of
an," native cast; "Living in a Big
stagehands and muay," Marie Dressier, Jean Harlow; projectionists,
sicians, is now located in the Bush
•larie Antoinette," Norma Shear- Terminal Building, 130 West 42nd
; "The Merry Widow," Maurice Street.
levalier; "The Show Off," Lee
•acy; "The Vortex," star selected
it not announced; "Payment in
"Mystery of the Dead Police,"
all," Otto Kruger, Ben Lyon; "Rip and
Robert Montgomery, Elizabeth Alde," Norma Shearer; "The Para- lan.
ne Case," John and Lionel BarryThe six tentative titles are "Vapre, Diana Wynyard; "Operator
nessa," "Two Women," "Nancy
," Marion Davies; "The Good
irth," native cast; "Laughing- Stair," "To the Victor," "Garden of
ly," Ramon Novarro, Lupe Velez Allah" and "Prisoner of Zenda."
Constance

Bennett

in

"AFTER TONIGHT"
with Gilbert Roland
10
71 mins.
CONSTANCE BENNETT EXCELLENTLY
\ST IN MODERATELY INTERESTING
!AR DRAMA.
The appeal of this war-spy drama is
ntered in the work of Constance Bentr and Gilbert Roland, and the able diction of George Archainbaud. It is a
]r slow to get under way and some of
e situations are overdrawn, but about
e third reel the action speeds up and
ds with a climax that the femmes will
e. The fault lies more with the story
iterial rather than with the work of any
dividual. The story concerns Constance
nnett who as a Russian spy during the
(irld war, falls in love with Gilbert Roid, an Austrian counter espionage officer
no is on assignment to track down Rusm spy K 14. The young couple have
eir moments of love but when the first
spicion of guilt is pointed toward Miss
nnett, Roland refuses to entertain any
ubts as to her honesty. She falls into a
ap set by Roland, and the lovers come
ce to face as enemies of war. The finish
fixed up to please the fans. The tech:al direction and genuine continental atosphere created, are above average.
Cast: Constance Bennett, Gilbert Roland,
'ward Ellis, Sam Godfrey, Lucien Prival,
ischa Auer, Ben Hendricks, Leonid Sneff, Evelyn Carter Carrington.
Director, George Archainbaud; Author,
ne Murfin; Executive Producer, Merian
ooper; Adaptors, Jane Murfin, Albert
-elby LeVmo; Editor, William Hamilton;
ameraman, Charles Rosher; Recording Enneer, John L., Cass.
i Direction, Fine. Photography,
Excellent.

"**•>£«,,;

"DANCE, GIRL, DANCE"
Knapp

with Alan Dinehart,
Evalyn
Invincible

67

mins.

PLEASING MUSICAL ROMANCE OF
BACKSTAGE LIFE HAS HUMAN INTEREST DRAMA THAT HOLDS.
A nice little number with excellent production values and very well directed. Evalyn Knapp and Eddie Nugent are a team
on the small time. Eddie has the big head
and ditches his partner for another girl for
his ham act. Miss Knapp drifts to New
York, is "mothered" by Mae Busch as a
booking agent, who gets her an introduction to Alan Dinehart, a musical comedy
producer. He falls in love with her, but
she is still in love with the ham who threw
her over and whom she has not seen in
months.

Meanwhile a baby's arrival complicates the situation, but her former partner does not know that he is the father
of a child. Later he turns up broke, and
gets a job in the ritzy night club where
the girl is headlining. He realizes what
a heel he has been, says he will come
back any time she will have him, and goes
nuts about his baby. So the girl he abused
speaks to Dinehart and gets him a vaude
job. Again he flops, but she comes to
his rescue and puts the act over. And
so the happy ending, with her older admirer giving his blessing. Pretty flat and
routine
but at
it'sthe
the b.presentation
that
makes itplot,
salable
o.
Cast: Alan Dinehart, Evalyn Knapp, Edward Nugent, Gloria Shea, Ada May, Theodore Von Eltz, George Grandee, Mae Busch
Director, Frank Strayer; Author, Robert
Ellis; Adaptor, same; Cameraman, M. A
Anderson; Recording Engineer, Pete Clark.
Direction, Very Good
Photography, Fine.

WILK

matic story written by Jacques
Deval, famous French playwright.
The picture will be directed by G.
W. Pabst, European director who
recently arrived in Hollywood.
Raymond Paige and his orchestra
will not be in the cast of "Joe
Palooka," the new Reliance production which Harry M. Goetz and Edward Small are making for United
Artists release. Word from the
Coast today is to the effect that
Gus Arnheim and his orchestra,
originally slated for the job, will
probably go into the picture.

URGES EXPLOITATION
FILMS FOR MONOGRAM
Cleveland — Plans for making pictures with definite exploitation angles were proposed by President W.
Ray Johnston at a meeting of Monogram franchise holders here yesterday.
day. Trem Carr, production head
of the company, spoke of studio
plans. The session will conclude to-

"Phony" Code Protest
To Be Investigated
{Continued from Page

1)

ing against the film industry code,
was sent without authorization from
the institution, said Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy administrator, yesterDetroit House Opens
day. He is turning this information
Detroit — The new Mayfair, two- over to the Department of Justice.
thousand seat house, has opened
It was learned last night that the
with Lew Kane, former manager NRA objects to the inference, made
of the Shubert-Lafayette and Orien- by certain groups, including Allied,
tal Theaters, in charge. House is that the hiring of a prominent Demoperated by McAvoy Theaters, Inc.,
ocratic lawyer,
who will
has avail
an "in"
of which John W. McAvoy is presi- the White
House,
themat
dent. Formerly the Detroit Civic of any special favors in the writing
Theater, this is the first time the of the code.
house has been devoted to pictures.
"Female" for N. Y. Strand
A vaudefilm policy is being used,
using five to seven act bills and first
Warner Bros, are readying "Ferun pictures for the opening weeks.
male" their latest with Ruth ChatIt is expected house will follow
terton picture to follow "Footlight
under a subsequent run policy, how- Parade" into the N. Y. Strand, with
ever.
the tentative date set for Nov. 2.

with

TO
THE Scott,
LAST Esther
MAN"Ralston,
Randolph
Buster

Crabbe

Paramount

61 mins.
OUTDOOR ROMANCE OF WEST WITH
KENTUCKY MOUNTAIN FEUD GIVING
IT PUNCH AND COLOR

Again a Zane Grey adventure story of
the open spaces leads the way to bigger
and better westerns. The element of romance is emphasized in a colorful story
that teems with action and excitement
presented in an intelligent and logical plot
structure. Randolph Scott is the elder son
of a Kentucky mountaineer who takes his
family to the West after he has seen the
head of the rival feudists jailed for killing
off members of his family. The jail bird
is Noah Beery, and years later when he is
released he also journeys west to continue
the feud. Here his daughter played by
Esther Ralston, becomes the highlight of
the picture along with Randolph Scott. The
two meet and fall in love, only to learn
that they are children of the rival Kentucky feudists. They determine to end the
feud through love for each other, but the
girl's father sets out to kill off the other
family. Then into a hurricane of action,
fights, and a sizzling landslide engineered
by dynamite. Play up Zane Grey, and the
names of the featured players.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Esther Ralston,
Buster Crabbe, Jack LaRue, Noah Beery,
Barton MacLane, Muriel Kirkland, Fuzzy
Knight, Gail Patrick, Egon Brecher, James
Eagles, Eugenie Besserer, Harlan Knight.
Director, Henry Hathaway; Author, Zane
Grey; Adaptor, Jack Cunningham; Cameraman, Ben Reynolds.
Direction, Very Good
Photography, Okay.

"SWEETHEART

OF SIGMA CHI"

with Mary Carlisle, Buster Crabbe, Charles
Starrett, Florence
Lake and Ted Fio-Rito
Orchestra
Monogram
77 mins.
ENTERTAINING COLLEGE STORY
WiTH
VALUES.

MUSIC. FAR ABOVE INDEPENDENT AVERAGE ON
PRODUCTION

Not strictly a musical, but rather a
typical college yarn with a theme song and
a few other musical interpolations, this
production nevertheless has a number of
special exploitation angles to bring in the
business, and in addition it tops the regular
run of independent product by a good margin in the matter of production values.
For story motivation there is a girl, Mary
Carlisle, who specializes in collecting frat
pins and makes a bet that she can get the
one worn by a rather serious athlete, Buster Crabbe. Buster falls for her on the
level, and she reciprocates, but that bet
nips their romance in the bud and a rival,
Charles Starrett, takes Mary on the rebound. Buster rows his crew to victory
and finds Mary waiting for him at the
finish.
Musical
numbers
are tuneful.
Cast: Mary Carlisle, Buster Crabbe,
Charles Starrett, Florence Lake, Sally Starr,
Eddie Tamblyn, Purnell Pratt, Burr Mcintosh, Franklin Parker, Tommy Dugan, Major
Goodsell, Three Blue Keys, Three Midshipmen, Ted Fio-Rito and Orchestra.
Director, Edwin L. Marin; Author, George
Waggner; Adaptors, George Waggner, Luther Reed, Albert DeMond; Dialogues,
same; Cameraman, Gil Warrenton; Recording Engineer, John Stransky, Jr.; Editor,
J. Edwin Robbins.
Direction, Good

Photography, Good.
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Tack Warner Hits Goldwyn, Schenck on Salaries

M MAJOR CHANGES AS CODE GOES TO ROOSEVELT
3lames Industry Ills to Market, Over-Capitalization
Nothing Much
, . . about laughter and such
=

By JACK

A/E

sometimes

ALICOATE
wonder

how

— —
this old

'" picture biz would get along without
<at proven school of the cinema that
ves one, in tabloid form, complete relaxapn, a string of jingly musical moments,
id a battery of laughs fashioned primarily
' kids but enjoyed by all kids from six
sixfy.
Personally, we are a chump for

Goldwyn
Says
Troubles
Not Due to High
Player Salaries
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The film industry's
troubles are principally due to stock
market manipulations and over-capitalization, not high salaries paid to
players, declared Samuel Goldwyn
yesterday in assailing the motion
The producer charged
j picture code.
(Continued

on

Parte

6)

40 P.C. Two-in-Boorh
Forty per cent of theaters in the
metropolitan area now have two men
in a booth, declared President Harry
Brandt of the Independent Theater
Owners
of New York yesterday.

MONOGRAM MEETING
OKAYS COSTS PLAN

Cleveland — Higher production
costs plans proposed by President
W. Ray Johnston and Trem Carr,
Monogram production head, were
unanimously approved by franchise
holders at their session here yesterday. The program endorsed calls
In accord with the film industry ,for a 100 per cent increase in costs
code, Universal is ready to sign the of all negatives and fixes a minimum
document, R. H. Cochrane said yes- of $100,000 for each special.
The
(Continued
on Page 7)
terday. This makes the company
one of the first, if not the first, set

U" APPROVES CODE;
READY TO SIGN PACT

•

sat in on an interesting and enjoy-

'" able argument the other day. The
'guees were several of the big guns of
ctures with old Col. Alicoate chipping in
is three cents' worth here and there,
he question was simple, though stimulatig and provocative. Here it is. If you
ere a producer and had your pick of all
ie stars which one would you take? Take
home and try it on your piano.

•

"0 most film folk it is a relief to know
that the code will soon be signed,
:aled and delivered. So far it has been
lostly a nightmare. While it has held
he center of the stage industry advancement has been practically at a standstill
■ i r h buying and building mostly in status
uo. Uncertainty still rides the waves,
'he signing of the code should mean
Green Lights" ahead.

•

A N exhib from out Ohio way writes that
* he is in the direct center of a hot
xal political fight and asks if he should
ome out for the one whom he thinks is
ure to win. Our answer is: First, be sure
bout the winner and then, don't take
ides, anyway. The success of the exhibior depends primarily upon his patronage,
nd upon nothing else. To side with one
andidate in a political battle is to lose the
ood-will and friendship of those on the
ther side of .the fence. Exhibitors have
iUle to gain and a great deal to lose by
ixing up in local politics.

Washington

Bureau

(Continued

on

Pane

6)

Williams Re-Elected
Omaha MPTO President
Omaha — Charles E. Williams has
been re-elected president of the M.
P. T. 0. of Nebraska and Iowa.
Ten of his 15 directors have been
replaced. Discussion of the code
has been temporarily postponed
pending presentation of the subject
by Calvin Bard, who participated in
the recent Washington conferences.

Adolph Zukor to Testify
Today on P-P Salaries

Adolph Zukor will take the stand
today at a hearing of Paramount
Publix creditors before the referee
Henry K. Davis. His appearance
is at the request of Saul E. Rogers,
counsel for a group of bondholders
who also requested the appearance
of John Hertz. Rogers will question Zukor
regarding
the 1929 sal(Continued
on Page 7)

Jack Warner Takes Issue
With Executives on Salaries
Delay in Code Decision
Due to Exhib Opposition
St. Louis — ■ Substantial exhibitor
opposition to the industry code has
caused deferring of decision of the
M. P. T. O. of St. Louis, Eastern
Mo. and Southern 111. in the matter
until a special meeting to be called
(Continued

on

Page

You Will Surely Find It In The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.

6)

Coming

1934
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CODE AUTHORITY
NOW REPORTED SET
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — After revisions coveiing several weeks, personnel of
the code authority, identified with
the NRA, is understood to have been
definitely set by Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt. Ten industry
figures will comprise the group, supplemented by three NRA unit officials to serve in an advisory caMakeup of the code authority is
pacity.
as follows: Sidney R. Kent, president of Fox; Nicholas M. Schenck,
(Continued

on

Page

8)

$2,533,250
Rent Today
Claim P-P
Hearing
A claim of $2,533,250.02 for future rents brought by the Georgia
Publix
Co.,
Realty prises,
will be against
heard today
by EnterHenry
K. Davis, referee in bankruptcy.
The claim is for rents claimed due
(Continued

In cutting personal attacks upon
Samuel Goldwyn and Joseph M.
Schenck, Jack L. Warner, in a
statement issued in New York yesterday, criticized their statements
regarding salaries of film players,
an issue injected into industry controversy by the motion picture code.
"These statements by Messrs.
Goldwyn and Schenck were either
made simply for the sake of publicity (Continued
or they represent
on Page 7) astonish-

of THE

Washington — Indications early
this morning were that there will
be no substantial changes in the
motion picture code as compared
with its third revision when it is
delivered today to Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson and thence to President
Roosevelt for his signature. Changes
(Continued

lese "Three
Little Pigs" things.
This !
:untry, with its irritations and headaches, | "II"
aeds all the merriment and laughter
it
in dig up.
If one would
ask us what |
lis business needs most today we would
^hesitatingly
say more laugh pictures of
lengths and variety.
A/E

Expect Draft
Will Be
Completed
Producers Today
Meet —

on

Page

8)

Marlene In Overalls
Claremont, N. H. — Because citizens
protested
when was
a plastic
of lobby
Marlene Dietrich
set up nude
in the
of a local theater here, the management clad the statue in overalls, in
keeping with the style set by Miss
Dietrich when she first appeared in
trousers.
Over 1,200 Pages Of Information — The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.
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Sees Revival of Demand
for Amer. Films Abroad

English Succeeds Hall
As RKO Personnel Head

Blaming- propaganda in German
pictures for injuring their popularity in Central Europe, this section is now showing a keener appetite for American product because of its increasing tendency to
use stories of international appeal,
declared Edwin Miles Fadman,
president of Film Red Star Co.,
who has arrived in New York from
Paris. Up to four months ago
German-made films virtually controlled Central Europe, he said yesterday, owing to international-type
stories used.
Fadman plans to remain in New
York four weeks, during which he
wi'l ket
investigate
the American
marfrom the standpoint
of French
importations.

W. B. English of the RKO Theaters accounting department, has
been appointed successor to Robert
Hall who resigned yesterday as
personnel director for the circuit.
Hall's appointment
post followed soon after to
thetheresignation
early in July of Herschel Stuart,
general manager of the circuit.

Edwina Booth Sues
Edwina Booth, who appeared in
M-G-M's "Trader Horn," is suing
that company in the Supreme Court,
New York, for $1,000,000 damages
for injuries alleged to be caused
during the filming of the feature
in Africa. Miss Booth charges that
she was permanently injured and
incapacitated from further work
when her feet and legs were cut by
sharp weeds and that she was forced
to lay unclothed on the deck of a
steamer in order to obtain the
proper
tan required for the characterization.
RKO Signs Helen Broderick
Helen Broderick, a comedy favorite of the New York stage, has
been signed to a four-picture contract by RKO Radio Pictures. Her
initial assignment will probably be
a featured role in "Success Story,"
which is slated to go into production
about the middle of November unson. der the supervision of H. N. Swan-

Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Oct. 31: Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.

Oct. 31: Meeting of Independent Theater
Owners of New York at 1 p. m. at Hotel
Astor.

newspapers

of the 'world
say about the —

Reviewed 1,417 Films
Birmingham — Annual report of
Mrs. Neil R. Wallace, city amusement inspector, shows she reviewed
1.417 pictures in the last year, this
number including features and
shorts. Three pictures screened at
a private showing were banned. In
addition to this she wrote and sent
out 4,000 bulletins to the Better
Films Council, comprising women's
organizations.

1934

Set "Thunder" Roadshows
First roadshow of "Thunder Over
Mexico" is set to open at the Little
theater, Newark, Saturday. Picture
which Principal is handling begins
a run Oct. 31 at the 55th Playhouse,
New York, and at the President,
Los Angeles, Nov. 8. Bookings have
also been arranged for the Rivoli,
Detroit, and the Europa, Philadelphia. Veteran Texas Exhib Dead
Fort Worth— M. Stanley Smith,
oldest retired theater manager in
Forth Worth, Tex., died recently.
He operated several theaters here
for a number of years and before
his retirement was manager of a
theater at Love Field, Dallas.

Financial Dept. Personnel Set
Paramount department heads
+ %
were yesterday notified of the official personnel line-up of the financial department. The notice which
was signed by Adolph Zukor places
Plan N. Y. House
W. B. Cokell in supervision with
Plans were filed yesterday with Frank Meyer as purchasing agent,
the Manhattan Department of Fred Mohrhardt, auditor, E. A.
Buildings for the erection of a pic- Brown, cashier, and J. P. McLaughNEW
YORK BOND MARKET^3/,
lin, office manager.
ture theater at Broadway and 67th
4
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 46
464
St. The project involves an esti847/g
84%
843/4
46
Keith A-0
6s 46
mated expenditure of $22,000 and
Acquire Williamson Film
29% 29%
— 1% will replace a four-story building.
Loew
6s 41 ww
29%
+
1/4
J. H. Hoffberg Co., Inc., has acThe
theater
will
seat
530.
30
31
Par. By. 5V2s51
41%
31
quired "Williamson's Beneath the
401%
Par. 5V2s50 ctfs
1%
Sea" for handling through the
13/4 40
+— 2 %
Warner's
6s39
Henry Scherrer Buried
firm's exchanges in Argentina, UruN. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
St. Louis — Funeral services were I
guay and Paraguay, which are in
Para.
Publix
held here Wednesday for Henry J. charge of Jack Lustberg. A Spanish
version is being prepared in
Scherrer,
motion
picture
theater ;
owner, who died Oct. 23 at the
Jewish Hospital.
He was 61 years Spain.
old.
Brown Publicizing Six
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Boston — Harry Brown, Jr., has
English Actress Dead
been appointed publicity director for
Paramount, Fenway, Modern.
London — Lillian Hall-Davis, mo- the
Washington Square, Olympia, and
tion
picture
actress,
was
found
dead
Today: Wage scale conference between
I. A.
Scollay Square which are in the M.
f. S. E. and Indpendent Theater Owners at
yesterday
at her home near Golder's & P.-Publix Circuit.
Green.
I. A. T. S. E. office at 8:30 P. M.
Oct. 29-31:

What

Morris at Washington
"College Coach" Release Nov. 4
Washington
— Walter Morris, for"The College Coach," Warner
mer manager of the Warner in
Bros.' picture with Dick Powell, Ann
Dvorak and Pat O'Brien, will be na- Charlotte, N. C, has been appointed
tionally released on Nov. 4. It will manager of Warner's Metropolitan
be shown on Broadway at the Rial to here, succeeding V. C. Tompkins,
now on leave of absence.
within the next week or 10 days.

Edition now
in

preparation

Schenectady
The "Year Book of Motion
Pictures," issued by the Film
Daily press, is out for 1933. The
volume is bigger and better than
ever, in a red binding with gold
decoration, handsome and hopeful looking, and
thick upon
with good
good
information
printed
paper. It is a neat quartz, instead of the rather awkward big
book of other years and is filled
with information useful to the
trade, newspaper film writers and
many others. Almost anything
one could want to look up about
the films is contained in this
comprehensive
volume.

Schenectady, N. Y., Gazette

Cvansville
If you want to know anything
about the movies, the players,
1932 pictures, or the companies
that make them just give us a
ring. Or information as to addresses, cast of any picture of
the 1932 season, authors' work,
names of motion picture theaters in any town or city, information regarding foreign movie
players or companies, supplies
information, distribution system,
leading events in the year in
movies, film facts and figures,
listing of 13,262 titles and all
such . . . , well most any question you might want to ask
about the industry, it is contained in a 1026 page book isby the "The
Daily"
as
their sued15th
annualFilmYear
Book.
Film Daily is published from
1650 Broadway, N. Y.

The

Evansville

Courier

and

Journal, Evansi-ille, Ind.

* MOST WIDELY READ
*
* MOST WIDELY QUOTED*
* MOST HIGHLY PRAISED *

THRILL DRAMA
RIPS LID OFF
SNATCH RACKET
• Alert FOX

manpower

first with

smash hit showing aroused public's
finish fight with kidnap gangs... frontpaged by every American newspaper!
• Amazing inside angles on dastardly
methods of ransom racketeers . .
based on actual kidnap cases!
• Timely drama that hits home. ..and
box office!
• Absorbing thrills guarantee surefire preferred-time clean-up for any
man's house!
EVERY NEWSPAPER IS A
HERALD FOR YOUR SHOW
nit

■

wjF^m^

GAME
SPENCER

TRACY

CLAIRE TREVOR
RALPH MORGAN
Directed by Irving dimming*

Picked from the top ranks
of the big hit names of
radio, stage and screen...
for your box-office ... a
brilliant array of names,
never
equalled in a
program of comedy short
features . . . splendid fulfillment of E. W. Hammons'
promise
of a line of
comedies you can exploit with pride and profit.

FFERED

YOU

OMEDIES

•

THE TREAS
CHEST
A S A
D
THINK
ROMA NT
JOURNEY
BATTLE
FOR
LIFE

iLM

CORPORATION

TAYLOR

HOLMES

COGHLAN

TH£

-JZM
DAILY

NO MAJOR CHANGES
IN COMPLETED CODE
(Continued from Page

lONCfriu
WITH

MARKET TO BLAME
FOR INDUSTRY ILLS
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

understood to have been effected
are only minor in character, merely
altering phraseology. A group of
major company executives met at
the Mayflower Hotel last night and
discussed the draft.
Conferees were: Will H. Hays,
Harry and Jack Warner, J. Robert
Rubin, Col. E. A. Schiller, Gabriel
L. Hess and Louis Nizer. They
kept in telephonic communication
with other major company executives for consultation purposes.

'U' Approves Code;
Ready to Sign Pact
(Continued from Pane

Friday, Oct. 27, 1933

1)

to affix its signature to the code.
Cochrane was a member of the producer group which helped draft the
code at the recent Washington meetings.
^
Make Tax Returns
Seattle — Washington exhibitors
have made first tax returns of one
and one-half per cent on the gross
for August and September business,
required by a Business Law Tax
which became effective August 1
last. The law, passed by the last
legislature to bolster up depleted
public school funds and upheld by
the superior court, assesses a tax
ranging from 3 mills to 5 cents on
the dollar on nearly all lines of
business.

4 Players in 'Cradle Song' Rewarded
Although "Cradle Song" is not
d, Paramount has reyet complete
warded four of the cast for their
work in the picture. Dorothea
Wieck, the star; Kent Taylor, her
leading man and Gail Patrick, who
played an important role, have been
signed to new contracts while
Louise Dresser has been given the
role of Empress Elizabeth in Marlene Dietrich's next picture, "Scarlet Pageant" and Taylor also has
been selected for a role in the latter
production.
Boston Run Arranged

Boston — Warner Bros.' special,
"The World Changes," starring Paul
Muni, has been booked into the Boston Metropolitan for a pre-release
engagement starting Nov. 3. The
d for regular repictureleaseisNov.schedule
25.

Coming and Going
MITCHELL LEICHTER arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast and registered at the
Astor.
WILL H. HAYS, HARRY WARNER, JACK
WARNER, J. ROBERT RUBIN have gone to
Washington.
COL. E. A. SCHILLER has left New York
on a trip to Washington, Richmond and
Norfolk.
EDWIN MILES FADMAN has arrived in New
York from Paris.

PHIL M. DALY
•

0 • IT IS a source of considerable personal satisfaction on the part of the gink who misconducts this kolyum
to be able to inform his eager millions of readers
that
his touting of what Educational expected to do on their newly
inaugurated Eastern production plan has been justified
• •
•
OVER AT the Fox home office they held a private
screening
of Jack short
White's
first
Educational
made"Million
at the Dollar
Eastern Melody"
Service Studios the
on
Longisle
and reliable sources inform us that the ultraconservative bunch of Fox-Educational home office hardboiled
gents APPLAUDED spontaneously at the finish
the only
time we ever before heard of 'em applauding anything was
when we offered to buy one of 'em a drink
and we never
offered to buy one of 'em a drink
we only imagine if we
did, they would applaud
if the shock didn't knock 'em
unconscious
and then we'd haveta waste the likker by
throwin' it in their face to bring 'em to

*

*

*

*

• •
• PARDON US rambling like this
but to get
back to our subject
Jack White has evidently produced
A SHORT
one that will stand out above the ruck of
alleged two-reel comedies
with Lillian Roth and Eddie
Craven featured
also the Mosconi Brothers Benny
Davis and James Hanley provided the music, lyrics and dance
numbers
this first Educational musical comedy will be
followed with a series featuring the crop of stars just signed
up
including such names as Ernest Truex, Andy Clyde,
Stoopnagle and Budd, Moran and Mack, Milton Berle, Lillian
Roth, Olive Borden, Harry Langdon, Charles Judels, Taylor
Holmes
yezzir
it looks as if this Boom for Eastern Production has got off to a Grand Start
and more
power to Educational for firing the first gun in the short subject field
&
*
#
#
• •
•
THE
AMPAS
held a closed business meeting at
their luncheon
and we have seldom seen such a bunch
of earnest and purposeful gents get so enthused
the
pressagey organizashe is out to do some worthwhile things folks individual members
for the organization itself
and the industry in general
you will learn the details at
the next luncheon
meanwhile prexy John Flinn is taking
steps to secure representation for the advertising and publicity
division of the biz on the membership of the Code Authority
at Washington
and it was unanimously voted that Mister
Flinn is the one best qualified to represent the craft
it is proposed that the WAMPAS and the AMPAS act in concert toward this end
%

^

*

sjc

• •
• THAT BALLYHOO of Sinclair Oil in a tieup with
the Warners' "The World Changes" was staged yesterday
their Sky Train consisting of an airplane acting as "locomotive"
hauling three gliders as "passenger coaches" did its stuff above
the skyline of the metropolitan area for over an hour
as
a practical demonstration of how the World Changes
and
moves forward to bigger and better methods
• •
• UP AT New Haven the Warner local gang will
hold a Hallowe'en Party tonite at the Seven Gables
a
dinner, dance and floor show
the Warner Club from New
York will be represented by A. W. Schwalberg, Harold Rodner,
Ruth Weisberg and Estelle Schrott
on Saturday they will
attend the Yale-Army football game as the guests of Nat Furst,
the New Haven branch manager
A new fan mag called
"Picture Parade" will soon be on the market, edited by George
T. Eggleston
the mag will be distributed gratis to the
homes of selected families residing in and around the 18 largest
cities in the country

that the with
Hays production
organization
is no'
familiar
condition?
and that the proposed plan for saltive. ary regulation will throttle incen
Joseph M. Schenck, president oi
United Artists, indicated he will resign from the Hays association, ii]
necessary. Both he and Goldwyr
recently resigned from the Association of M. P. Producers, coast
branch of the M. P. P. D. A.

Delay in Code Decision
Due (Continued
to Exhib
Opposition
from Page 1)
by President Fred Wehrenberg with- i
in the next few weeks.
Each member will be given an opportunity tc j
study the third revised draft before
the session takes place.
"Slight benefits" derived by exhibitors under the code are more
than offset by the big advantagesgranted organized labor and the j
larger producers and distributors,
according to the element objecting
to the draft. Wehrenberg, who took
part in the Washington conferences
concerned with code-drafting, counters by the statement that under existing circumstances, the code is the
best obtainable. Answering attacks
by independent distributors he declares that the kind of pictures delivered by some independent concerns are a detriment to the business and theater owners would be
better off if they received blank film.
Furthermore, Wehrenberg charges,
whenever an independent company
gets a strong picture they sell it
to one of the major organizations
for distribution.
Pearl

«

«

»

»

»

Vallee

at Capitol

Jack Pearl in M-G-M's "Meet the
Baron" and Rudy Vallee in person
with his Connecticut Yankees, will
be the features of the program
staring at the Capitol today.
Remaining at Cameo
"The Wandering Jew," JAFA's
Jewish picture in which Jacob BenAmi is starred, will remain at the
RKO Cameo indefinitely.

[MANY HAPPY RETUeNSf

Hftiti

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 21
Jack

«

and

Cohn
Nathan

George
Saland

Middleton

daily
ACK WARNER HITS
EXECS ON SALARIES

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
^•^^^^^^^

By CHAS.

ALICOATE

;

With

Addresses
Recognized

and Phone
Numbers
Industry Concerns

of

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

"'

event and has secured promises from
TO DINNER"
has of
beenVitaset Charlie Judels and Ben Blue to be
,
slight knowledge of what •'(^OME
as the
definite title
resident Roosevelt is trying to ac- phone's burlesque of 'Dinner at there. Milt Cohen is cooperating
with Marino in putting the affair
Mivplish under the NRA system Eight." The short had been tenta- over.
ad of what almost all the leading
•
tively named "Dinner I Hate." The
iction picture producers are try- script has been completed by Eddie
Moran and A. Dorian Otvos. The
Ed
Bagley,
still
cameraman at
ig
to do in his support," declared
"arner.
screen play calls for the use of 14 Vitaphone's Brooklyn studios and
His statement follows:
sets in the production of the short. candidate for alderman on the Fu•
sion ticket in Queens, is throwing a
"It seems rather peculiar that Mr. Sclunck
' r. Golchvyn should take their present
party in Astoria in his club
.4/ Christie xvill start the cameras big
is the only exceptions in the general
rooms. The affair will be on the eve
■ if the major producing
companies
to rrrinding today on a new Tom
of the election at the Edward 0.
rt the program
of national
recover}
the greatest possible activity and con e Howard comedy being produced by Bag-ley Association.
W. K. D. Productions, headed by I.
•
u-rit employment.
"Let me say very definitely thai there i N. Webster, for Educational release.
Phil
Spitalny,
radio, stage and
> desire on the part of any right-thinking Harry Short has been signed for a
an in the industry to limit any actor's in strong comedy supporting role. night club favorite, started his first
' me
arbitrarily
and unreasonably.
we George Shelton will, as usual, play
e trying
to bring
about
is that All
all tht
short for Vitaphone, a "Melody
employed
in this industry
shall get
at the Brooklyn film stu"straight" to Howard. Christie is Masters"
ir and just returns for their work.
dios. Joseph Henabery is directing.
now lining up the rest of the cast
"Mr.
Goldwyn
advocates
fewer
pictures.
The cast includes Spitalny's own
pictures mean less employment and less ivhich he will personally direct.
•
group of entertainers, which is made
put into circulation.
The President
the United States is trying to create em
up of a vocal octette, a soloist and
lit on as wide a scale as possible.
Molly O'Day has been engaged by violinist. Paul King, singer, is also
in the cast.
Since
June
24 Warner
Bros,
and
it- Al Christie to play opposite Tom
{filiated company,
First National, have pro
•
Howard in a new two-reeler that
twenty-six feature pictures, of which
■ date twenty-four
have
been
shipped
t' will be started today at the Eastern
Location shots on the Norma Ter:adquarters in New
York for release; and
Service Studios.
ty have twenty more in active preparation
•
ris three-reeler, "Around the Clock,"
took the Brooklyn Vitaphone crew
no before the cameras
in the immediate
nitre.
The production
of these film* ha
Ben Blue is going to make a third to the busy downtown section of the
sed employment by thousands of peopli
short for Vitaphone. The comedian borough. Sequences were made in
is entailed
the expenditure
of larg<
.ms of money.
But the pictures meet . has been re-signed by Sam Sax on the neighborhood of A. & S. departiblic demand.
Their production is provinj
ment store, where thousands of
the basis of the excellent work he
irontable.
did in his two previous films at the shoppers literally mobbed the crew.
"To the best of my belief Mr. Sam Cold
•
Brooklyn studios. Glen Lambert and
yn has not completed
one motion pictur
. uing the same period, although he has ha.' ■Jack Henley, of Herman Ruby's
Vitaphone
Vitamins:
Ray Foster
it in production.
As far as T know he hai!y two actors under contract, one of them studio script staff, are preparing the and his camera crew spent a day in
A lie Cantor,
with whom,
I believe,
there screen story. Ralph Staub will di- the Italian quarter of town getting
rect.
.1 partnership arrangement.
atmosphere shots for the Spitalny
•
"So the issue is clearly drawn
between
short . . . Foster celebrated his tenth
;rit of NRA and the spirit representee'
i Messrs. Goldwyn and Schenck.
The same
Dick Willis, makeup man at the wedding amdversary last week . . .
presents
itself today
wherever,
in ." Brooklyn Vitaphone studios, has had
You can usually find Jack Henley
reat
industry,
narrow
minds
attempt
tr
his hands full the last few weeks on the set thinking up gags while a
lock the development
of organization
o
lodern lines.
short is hi production . . . Sam Sax
"Organization for unity and progress, while making up applicants for the buris taking up ping-pong and is learnlaintaining fair and healthy competition, i
lesque
of
"Dinner
at
Eight."
Doubt
ing rapidly . . . Lee Stewart is also
s necessary for the motion picture indu«- as to the suitability of actors or
- for any other. It is essential to effi- actresses for "doubles" make it becoming a devotee of the indoor
and also to good will and harmony,
necessary for Dick to make them up sport. . . .
nd it is of the very essence of the program
•
for screen tests. The most trouble
f national recovery as urged by President
posevelt.
has been encountered in finding a
Ben Jackson, production super"There are stragglers and deserters from "double" for Jean Harlow.
visor and general manager for the
very army, including the army of progress,
•
t is an unfortunate fact that there are
Eddie
Dowling, Inc., has started
ieu in our industry who will do or say
Sam Marino, chairman of the preparatory work on the second of
cr, wild things indeed to get their names
i the papers."
beefsteak dinner and dance spon- the series of features, being produced by that company from stage
sored by the Brooklyn Vitaphone
Sue to Force Dividend
studio's Warner Club, announces plays, with production scheduled to
more than 200 ticket sales with the get under way within the next 30
Kansas City— Herbert M. Woolf. affair still a month away. Sam is days at the Eastern Service studio
■I. B. Shanberg and F. H. Reid
up talent for the in Astoria.
jwners of a half interest in the busy rounding
lidland office and theater building
Monogram Exchanges
• hich houses Loew's Midland, have Adolph Zukor To Testify
rought suit in Circuit Court in an
Okay
New Costs Plan
ffort to force a dividend declara(Continued from Page 1)
Today
P-PPage Salaries
(Continuedonfrom
1)
ion by the Midland Investment Co.
attitude on the film in^ temporary receivership for the aries and bonuses of all Paramount company's
code was assigned to its
officials and he will possibly en- executivedustrycommittee
nvestment company was asked.
for determinadeavor to inquire into the Columbia
tion. Johnston and Carr leave
Broadcasting deal. The question of Cleveland today for New York
whether there was a surplus avail- where they will continue their proThree
More Colonels
able when Paramount re-purchased
duction discussions.
Hollywood is beginning to seriously
49,000 shares of Columbia stock has
cut in on this Kentucky colonel business. Mary Pickford, Clark Gable and
been one of the high points in preRickey Newell on Coast
Charles Chaplin are the latest Hollyvious testimony when Ralph Kohn
woodites to receive commissions from
Rickey
Newell, who has worked
and
Austin
Keough
have
been
on
Governor Laffoon. Mae West, who
extends cinematic invitations to come
the stand. It is not expected that in various Eastern-made pictures
up and see her sometime, also won
Samuel Zirn, counsel for a group and Broadway shows, is now on the
the honor recently.
of stockholders, will be permitted to Warner players' roster at the Coast
under contract.
question Zukor.
rimed from Page
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"Marriage on Approval"
Monarch's
D.

Dillaway— Barbara

Kent— Phyllis

Barry
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A "LITTLE77 from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

QEORGE STEVENS, the director,
Dick Smith and Gene Yarborough are preparing
"Blondes
and
Redheads,"
story which Stevens
wil!
direct ata RKO.

*

*

*

No additional touches were needed for "Duck Soup," the recently
previewed
which
was Marx
writtenBrothers'
by Harrypicture,
Ruby
and Bert Kalmar. The only additional dialogue was supplied by Arthur Sheekman and Nat Perrin. M.
C. Levee, representative of Kalmar
and Ruby, has a fine contract for a
New York production awaiting their
signatures, as soon as they finish
their story for
=fc Joe* E. Brown.
%
The Boswell Sisters have been
added to the cast of "Moulin
Rouge," in which Sidney Lanfield
is directing Constance Bennett for
20th Century
Pictures for release
through United
* Artists.
*
*
Darryl Zanuck intends to make
"The House of Rothschild," first
George Arliss vehicle for United
Artists release, of two-a-day proportions. Script of the picture has
been completed.
*
*
#
Francis Lederer will be the guest
of honor at a patriotic dinner of the
Masaryk Society of Los Angeles
which will be given Saturday evening, commemorating the 15th anniversary of the independence
of
Czecho-Slovakia.

*

*

*

Enter The Extra
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Extras" and "bit-players" will hereafter be admitted to membership
in the Screen Actors Guild. The move was made to assist the organization in its
fight against salary control. Ken Thompson, secretary, stated yesterday that in the
future there will be no class distinction and "no castes" among the players. Dolores
Del Rio, Joan Bennett and Ricardo Cortez joined the guild yesterday.

"No Cannons Roar," Columbia today announced the signing of
George Breakston, virtually an unknown, for the principal character
in this Ferenc Molnar novel. He
is the son of Bernard and Jacqueline
Duval Breakston. The father is a
professional writer of radio material, while his mother is a designer
of hats employed in the wardrobe
department tfE
at Columbia
Studios.
%
$
Production has been started at
the Warner Bros, studio on, "Not
Tonight Josephine," the fifth of a
series of six two reel, Technicolor
Musical comedies that Vitaphone is
releasing on its current program
Included in the featured player cast,
are Frank McHugh, Kitty Kelly,
Robert Barrat, Florence Roberts and
Clarence Nordstrom. Sammy Fain
and Irving Kahal, who with the
Warren & Dubin team wrote the
music and lyrics in "Footlight Parade" composed the special music in
"Not Tonight Josephine," which
Eddie Cline directed.
Screen play

Film Code Authority
Is Now Reported Set
(Continued from Page 1)

and dialogue were written by Barry
Trivers and *Edmund
Joseph.
*
*
M-G-M will make a special short
subiect titled "Goofy Movies" which
will include newsreel shots, cartoon,
and a sketch all in one reel. Pete
Smith will handle the narration and
Ruth Selwyn will be featured. Jules
White will direct.

TOTS
coming
production
//.for Parr
JyJARLENE
DIETRICH'S
mount,
which will
go into work forth]
ne>
week under direction of Josef vo
Sternberg will be titled "Catherir
The Great." The picture had beej
tentatively titled "Scarlet Pageant
Miss
Dietrich's
eight
year
ol
daughter, Maria Siebert, will mal
her screen debut in the pictur.
Others in the cast include Joh
Lodge, playing opposite Miss Die
rich, Sam Jaffe, Kent Taylor, Louis:
Dresser, C. Aubrey
Smith, Olb
Tell and Gavin Gordon.

Shooting has just been finishe
on the new Educational-Andy Clvd
Comedy, "Frozen Assets." In add
Elissa Landi has been placed tion
to the starring comic, the cas
under a long term contract by Co- includes Cecilia Parker, Eddie Phi
lumbia. Her first vehicle has not as
lips, Josephine Hall, Fern Emmet
yet been selected.
* *
*
Harry
Spec
O'Donnel
Marvin Bradley,
Loback and
George
Gra
C. Aubrey Smith, Hal Boyer and
Gavin Gordon have been added to Harry J. Edwards directed.
the cast which Director Josef von
Sternberg is gathering together for
Cyril Hume yesterday once agai
"Scarlet Pageant," Marlene Diet- was assigned to work on the scri]
rich's next starring picture for of RKO Radio's "Dance of Desire
Paramount.
in which Dolores Del Rio and Jo
McCrea will be teamed. The ori;
Ralph Bellamy has been engaged
inal story is by Donald Hendersc
by Columbia for the leading role in Clarke.
"House of Murder" which will be directed by Albert Rogell.
Stepin Fetchit, has been assigm
a part in "The House of Connelly
Lawyer Sees Grave Danger starring Janet Gaynor, Lew Ayre
Lionel Barrymore and Henriet
In Limit on Star Salaries Crosman.
He will then be seen
"Any government attempt to reg- the "Fox Movietone Follies of 1934;
ulate arists' salaries in the film industry is renlete with the gravest
dangers, and summary and hasty
J. Carrol Naish, Edward Pawle
action will cause the most dangerJed
Prouty and Joseph Crehan ha1
ous and injurious renercussions the
been
added to the cast of "Slee
industry has known," says a tele- ers East,"
the thriller adapted fro
gram sent Friday by Abraham C.
the novel by Frederick Nebel. Wym
Berman, lawyer, to Sol A. RosenGibson, Harvey
Stephens, Prest(|
blatt. Berman continues, in part:
Barrie and Howa :
"Granted that motion pictures is Foster, Mona
an industry, it is, nevertheless, an Lally head the cast which Kenne j
industry which must employ genu- MacKenna is directing.
ine artists in all phases of its multifold activities. It is the artists,
the star system, if you will, whr
have made the American motion
3,250 P-P Rent

*

*

*

Robert Young has been added to president of M-G-M; Harry M. Warthe cast of RKO's "Trigger," in
ner, president of Warner Bros.;
which Katharine
Hepburn
will be
starred.
George J. Schaefer, general man* * *
ager of Paramount; M. H. AylesWilliam Cagney, recently signed worth, president of RKO; R. C.
to a long term contract by RKO, Cochrane, vice-president of Univerhas been assigned an important role
sal; W. Ray Johnston, president of
in "Once Over Lightly," which will
feature ZaSu Pitts, Pert Kelton and Monogram; Ed Kuykendall, president of the M. P. T. O. A.; Charles
El Brendel.
L. O'Reilly, president of T. O. C. C;
Two comedians, Neely Edwards Nathan Yamins, Allied States Assoand Bobby Watson, were this week
ciation official.
added to the cast of "Roamin'
M. E. Comerford, head of the
Through the Roses," the second of Comerford circuit, was offered a
Columbia's series of musical comedy
picture
industry
international
and"
short features. Arthur Jarrett will spot in the authority by Rosenblatt not
national
in scope.
You cannot
play the feature role. It will be but declined. Yamins had once been put a time clock and a book of
brought to the screen by Archie eliminated from the personnel but rules upon these people and sucGottler, with Zion Myers, head of later re-inserted in its list.
ceed. You can attempt the impractical, you can censor pictures, you
Columbia's short subject productions, supervising.
can permit or refuse to permit pic* *
*
tures to leave or enter a country but
Report Omaha Exhib
Culminating a search of months
you cannot regulate the internationMerger
Talk
Again
al appeal which the star system has
for a boy to play the featured role
Omaha — Merger talk mentioning built up for individual artists and,
in Frank Borzage's next production, now carrying the working title, the M„ P. T. 0. of Nebraska and most important, you cannot prevent
Iowa and Allied Theater Owners of these artists from leaving this country to send forth their works from
Nebraska again crept into the local
atmosphere yesterday following a
Hepburn to Do Play
lands."
meeting of 100 independent exhibi- other Erdman
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
with Consolidated
tors to hear Calvin Bard report on
Hollywood — Katharine Hepburn has
obtained a six-months leave of abBen Erdman, formerly eastern
the Washington code conferences.
sence from Radio Pictures in order
It was decided to maintain the tem- district manager for Exhibitors'
to appear in a Broadway play. She
will leave Hollywood immediately upon
porary exhib organization formed in Screen Service, is now special sales
connection with the NRA. The meet- representative for Consolidated Film
completion of "Trigger," her current
starring vehicle.
ing unanimously accepted Bard's re- Industries, under Ralph Poucher's
jurisdiction.
port.

$2,53Claim Hearing Todi
(Continued from Page 1)

to 1972 on lease of the Georgia thj
ater, Atlanta. Last month Dai,
disallowed several similar futu,
rent claims amounting to abo|
law t!i
that 'theafter
$500,000
rent accruing
thatstating
clear
bankrupt
in
tiling of the petition
is not a provable claim and ratbe therefore disallowed."
Anti-Standee Ordinance
orSt. Louis — An anti-standing room the
dinance has been introduced in
Board of Aldermen by Alderman Slade,
"by request," he explains. Story is
of a patron who went to see a Mae
West picture and was compelled to
stand during show with the result said
patron
complained
to the Alderman.
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Zukor Testifies About Paramount

Resignations

CODE, SIGNED BY HAYS GROUP, GOES TO JOHNSON
Thompson to Run RKO
Made Aide to McDonough
— Blumberg to Help in
Theater Operations

Houses; Reisman in Foreign Post

Code Authority Will Meet in New York
New York will be the meeting place of the Code Authority set up by the film
industry code, THE FILM DAILY learned from an authoritative source last night.
There has been much speculation as to whether the enforcement body would hold its
sessions in Washington or New York.

White House May Not Get
Code Until Sometime
Next Week
By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Major L. E. Thompson yesterday
was appointed assistant to J. R.
•IcDonough, president of RKO theiters, and with the aid of N. J.
blumberg, general manager of theater operations, will be directly re;ponsible for operations of the various RKO theater companies.
At the same time, Phil Reisman
Washington Bureau of
L -esigned his theater operations post
Washington
—
Setup
of the Code
:o become general foreign sales man- Authority is named in the
film code
{Continued on Page 3)
that went to General Johnson yesterday, itwas learned last night. It
was approved in its entirety by the
legal department and has the salary
clause as well in it. Only minor
language changes were made in the
code.

The President, when asked yesterday afternoon if reports were true
that he would strike out the salary
clause in the code, in view of proposed legislation in Congress this
winter, replied that he had not seen
it yet. It is still felt he will cut
out the salary clause when he receives the code, probably next week.

Appointment of Robert T. Kane,
lead of Fox's European production
activities, as an international producer, dividing his time between the
Paris and Hollywood studios, was
announced yesterday.
Kane will leave for Hollywood
with George White within two
weeks to start the first "George
White Scandals." Following this he
;will launch the first Erik Charell
musical.
Two pictures are now being pro-

Washington — When the film code
tive to Detroit to investigate the went to General Johnson yesterday
co.operative booking unit there but it contained the signatures or willingness to sign of the Independent
has shown no interest in the booking combines operated by affiliated T. 0. of So. Calif., claiming 250
circuits for their own houses and to 300 members; M.P.T.O. of Eastern Mo. and So. 111., 200 members;
others. The statement also said that
if an investigation of the circum- M.P.T.O. of Ark., Miss, and Tenn.,
stances surrounding the code draft- 175 members, and M.P.T.O.A., claiming 4,000 members.
ing does not come now, it will come
later.

Setup of Code Authority is Named.
In Draft Sent to General Johnson

KANE TO DIVIDE TIME
ON COAST AND ABROAD

{Continued on Page 21 -

)*

A. Blumenthal Connected
With Dowling Film Co.

Allied

Charges

Sol

FILM

DAILY

Rosenblatt With

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Claiming Sol A.
Rosenblatt has engaged in certain
activities directed at some Allied
units which created an impression
amounting to a conviction that he
intends to make a personal issue of
the code, Allied States Ass'n yesterday issued a statement calling the
Deputy Administrator unfair. Allied
claims Rosenblatt sent a representa-

FILM

DAILY

Unfairness

Kent, Katz, Other Resignations
Explained by Zukor at Hearing

A. Pam Blumenthal, who left film
business about two years ago for
Events leading up to the resignaWall Street, is understood to be a
tions of Sidney R. Kent, Jesse
factor in the development of Eddie
Lasky, Sam Katz, Elek J. Ludwig
' Dowling Productions,
Inc.,2) which re- and John Hertz, and the settlement
(Continued on Page
made on the contract of B. P. Schulberg, were recited by Adolph Zukor
yesterday at a meeting of Para9,000-Seat K.C. Theater
mount Publix creditors in the office
Kansas City — Incorporating many feaof Henry K. Davis, referee in banktures of Radio City, the new auditorium
ruptcy. Zukor also testified as to
here will have not only a regular theater but also a main hall which can
bank preferences in the formation
be used as a theater seating 9,000.
of the Film Producing Corp.
The morning session opened with
The Standard
For 15 Years — What?
The Film Samuel Isseks, trustee counsel, quesDaily 1934 Year Book.— Advt.
tioning Zukor regarding his career

\

THE

in the amusement and
touching on highlights
tion of Paramount up
1932. Zukor testified

film business,
in the operato the fall of
that he is 60

years old and entered the amusement industry in 1904 with a "penny
arcade." Isseks then brought out
various deals with banks and other
organizations. Regarding the purchase of one-half of the Columbia
Broadcasting Co. stock in June 1929,
'nkor said, "We felt that radio
might make deep inroads into the
{Continued on Page 3)

Washington — Bearing the signatures of major companies identified
with the Hays organization, the industry code was transmitted by
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to Gen. Hugh S. Johnson at
11:45 o'clock yesterday morning.
Whether or not it will reach President Roosevelt for his signature today or go{Continued
over until
next 2)week was
on Page

exhibitorInits
sign the film code
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Archie Mayo Says Public
Is Apathetic to Salaries
Declaring that the public does
not resent high salaries paid to picture stars, Archie Mayo, Warner
director, yesterday said that if such
was the case, the public would show
{Continued on Page 2')

J. J. Franklin Leaves RKO
J. J. Franklin, brother of Harold B.
Franklin, yesterday left RKO. Harry
Weiss, formerly manager of the Coliseum, replaces him at the RKO-Albee,
Brooklyn. Harry W. Moore is temporarily managing both the Hamilton and
Coliseum.
Film
Daily
Everywhere

Annual
In The

Year
Books
World. — Advt.

Are
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KANE TO DEVICE TIME
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Charlotte Club Elects
Charlotte — New officers Of the
Jesters Club, social organization of!
leading industry members, are: H.
H. Everett, president; M. E. Wyman, vice-president; B. B. Beddingfield, treasurer; John Vickers, sec-j
retary. Directors are Jim Grady,
Jack Kirby, Walter Griffith, Ira Furman, Jimmy Hobbs, Bob Ingraham,
W. P. White. The club has formed
a bowling league.

ST. CHARLES
ATLANTIC CITY
An Entire Block on the Boardwalk
A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
St. Charles make the days spent there a
delightful memory . . . Come and enjoy 1
RATES GREATLY
REDUCED

from Page

1)

not officially indicated, with industry
speculation on the subject sharply
differing.
"The motion picture code is in a
very fluid state," Gen. Johnson said
yesterday. He has examined the
code several times, he admitted, and
due to his dissatisfaction with some
provisions, had sent it back to
Rosenblatt for revision.
''In fact, I've seen it five or six
times," said Johnson.
Donald Richberg, legal head of
the NRA, commented that "the motion picture code is the most complex code I have." He declined to
comment on what changes are being
made in connection with provisions
which do not meet his approval.
Conflicting statements swept into
the code picture again yesterday
over the salary regulation clause in
the code. Richberg declared that,
although he has received several
opinions to the effect that it is legal,
he personally is not satisfied on this
score. Another report from an authoritative source, however, last
night said that the code transmitted
to Johnson carries the endorsement
of all NRA units, including the legal
department. If this is accurate, it
means that the salary control provision, incidentally, has been approved from the standpoint of
legality.
It appeared that Johnson would
require clarification of several points
before he transmits the code to the
White House.
Will H. Hays, Col. E. A. Schiller,
J. Robert Rubin, Gabriel L. Hess
and Louis Nizer returned to New
York yesterday following their conference in Washington preliminary
to signing of the code by the major
companies. None would comment
as to the names of the concerns
which have affixed their signatures.
There was some speculation in
New York last night as to whether
or not United Artists was a member
of the group which has approved
the code.
"I am not prepared to talk about
the code," stated Al Lichtman when
questioned on the matter.
Corinne Craft to Virginia
Corinne Craft, formerly assistant
to Maria Gambarelli (Gamby), has
been sent to Virginia by Fancho &
Marco to produce two complete
stage units every week, one in Richmond and the other in Norfolk.
Two assistants have been assigned
her, one for each town.

(Continued from Page

1)

say about the —

duced in France under the supervision of Erich Pommer as part of
Kane's activities. They are the
French versions of "Liliom," directed by Fritz Lang, and an untitled picture in French starring
Henry Garat and Lily Damita. Following these two French productions Kane is preparing to make an
elaborate multi-lingual version of
"Music In The Air" abroad, to star
Lilian Harvey and an American
cast.

Archie Mayo Says Public
Is Apathetic to Salaries
(Continued

from Page

1)

its disapproval by not attending pictures in which highly paid stars appear. He made the statement in
comment on the industry code which
contains a clause allowing the code
authority to regulate "unreasonable

1934
Edition now
in

Production people are always willsalaries."
ing to cooperate with any economic
moves which the industry finds necessary, said the director. He pointed
to their actions in connection with
the bank holiday some months ago.

preparation

oioux rails

-

The 1933 year book published
by The Film Daily is the most
comprehensive publication of its
kind ever issued. It contains
1026 pages and is filled from
cover to cover with information
of importance to all connected
with the motion picture industry in any capacity.

A. Blumenthal Connected
With Bowling Film Co.
(Continued from Page 1)

cently made
Wife,"Young.
with
Lillian
Gish"It's
anda Wise
Roland
Blumenthal is said to have negotiated the release of the picture by
Paramount. At least a dozen other
features are planned in the east by
the Dowling firm.

Every picture released in 1932
is listed with full information;
the history of every screen actor; the history of each director; the organization of every
producing company, the location
of every theater by states and
cities; the best pictures of the
year; excerpts of state and federal laws affecting the motion
picture industry and all given in
detail.

Syracuse Paramount Breaks Record
Syracuse, N. Y. — Mae West in
"I'm No Angel" broke all records
of the Paramount here by 20 percent. Andy Roy, who opened this
house four years ago, is back again
as manager.

A vast amount of compiling is
represented
in the Year
Book
which is the most valuable reference book for the industry.
The Daily Argus-Leader,
Sioux Falls, S. D.

Detroit
Reopening
Syracuse Houses
Oswego, N. Y. — Walter M. Powers, manager for Schine here, says
the Richardson will reopen in about
a week. The Orpheum will be taken
over and opened by Harry Soslow
and Harry Simmons. Latter formerly operated the house. New equipaters. ment will be installed in both the-

Colorado Springs Price War
Colorado Springs, Colo.— Prices at
21 Wide Ranges in Canada
the Chief were cut from 25 and 50
Canadian contracts for Wide cents to a straight 25 cents, which
Range sound now total 21, with 16 move forced the Rialto to cut from
installations already completed, ac- 25 and 40 to 20 and 25.
cording to Electrical Research Products.
Loew's Aldine Reopens
Scale Cut in Forth Worth
Fort Worth, Tex.— Scale at the
Pittsburgh — Loew's Aldine reyesterday with Mae West in
Hollywood has been cut from 50 "I'm NoopenedAngel."
cents top to 35 cents.

Every possible
practical
information
and bit
dataof invaluable
to every person affiliated with
or interested in the film industry is to be found in the 1933
Year Book of the Film Daily
The book, with . its 1,026
pages, is in compact form, furnishing facts about players, directors, pictures and executives
from one end of the country to
the other, including milestones
in the making of films from the
first output to the present. The
annual is compiled from data
furnished by the motion picture
industry itself, thereby carrying
authority.
the hallmark of authenticity and
Detroit Free Press,
Detroit, Mich.
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HOMPSON, REISMAN
IN NEW RKO POSTS
{Continued from Page
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Buffalo Briefs
Buffalo — Michael Shea has inalled vaudeville in addition to
ms at the Hippodrome. Shea and
B general manager, Vincent R.
' cFaul, are back from New York
here they closed fall and winter
lokings.
Gene Lucas, who has been with
ublix houses in various cities, is
d\v assisting Herbert Straub, mncal director at Shea's Buffalo. Ede Weaver, organist, returns to the
aramount, New Haven.
First Geman
policy house here,
|e Fillmore
Palace,
has
been
lened by Herman J. Endres.
The Hollywood opens Nov. 1 with
Waltz Time," Gaumont-British film.
Robert T. Murphy,
manager
of
|e Great Lakes, and John E. Carr
f the Hippodrome
have switched
laces.

Coming and Going
CLIFF
EDWARDS,
now in New
York, returns
the Coast
next month
to work
in "Handme Brute"
for Charles
R. Rogers.
ARCHIE MAYO leaves New York on Monday
r Hollywood.
departs from New York toen route to the Coast.

RUBY KEELER is on her way from New York
Hollywood,
arriving
there tomorrow
night.
GWEN HELLER of the Warner advertising and
iblicity department leaves today for the coast
r a stay of several weeks.
BERT

PERKINS

has gone to Kansas City to

ndle exploitation for the opening of Warner's
:ootlight
Parade" at the Newman there on
jv. 3.
BASIL RATHBONE and KATHARINE CORELL returned from abroad yesterday on the
ropa.
CONSTANCE COLLIER
ajestic for England.

sailed yesterday on the

MARCEL MEKELBERG, president of Century
lm, Boston, is in New York.
WILLIAM SCULLY,
-G-M,
is in Boston.
.JOHN
SCULLY,
district
> r, a I. is in Albany.

district manager
manager

NC »m

ZUKOR TESTIFIES
ON RESIGNATIONS

WITH

rer of RKO Radio Pictures under
,\1 E. Depinet, vice-president of
at organization. Reisman's apintment will not affect Ambrose
)\vling, now in South America on
mpany business. Jules Levy is
mestic sales manager.
A. E. Reoch continues in charge
real estate for RKO theaters,
oth Major Thompson and Reoch
ill report directly to McDonough,
bo also is general manager of
KO Corp.

HARRY COHN
orrow by plane

m

DAILY

for

for

Educa-

LEON GREENIN, European impresario, arrives
New York today on the De Grasse with the
os Ballet.
ARTHUR W. STEBBINS arrives in New
om the coast on Tuesday.

York

(Continued from Page
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movie receipts and that a second enterprise might help."

• •
• THE BOYS in the publicity dep't over at RKOHadio are considerably worried over their Honeymooners
Joel McCrea and Frances Dee
they checked out of the
Pickwick Inn up at Greenwich two days ago
and haven't
been heard of since
looks like a perfect setup to start
a nationwide hunt through the newspapers
we can vouch
for it that this is no gag conceived in the fertile brain of Rutgers Neilson ....... for we eavesdropped while he was phoning
frantically to the Greenwich honeymoon hotel
trying to
get
some dope for the United Press
and he couldn't learn
a thing

*

*

*

*

• • • IT SEEMS that Paul Benjamin of National Screen
was embarrassed by unexpected birthday greetings the other
day
due to the fact that he suggested to our birthday
editor that Josef Zimanich was having an anniversary on Oct.
24
and the birthday ed listed Paul's name instead among
the greetings
but some gink sent Paul a box of cigars
he gave a handful to Josef and ourself
so everything's jake
•

•

• A STAR show will be staged tonite by the Democratic Theatrical Division of the mayoralty campaign
from the marquee of the Criterion theater
Mayor O'Brien
will head the list of speakers
others will be Frank Prial,
candidate for comptroller
and Milton Solomon, running
for prexy of the Board of Aldermen
about 100 entertainers, including two orchestras, will take part
Joseph
Gansky is chairman of the theatrical division, with Arnold Van
Leer as vice-chairman
The 55th Street Playhouse on
Tuesday eve will present Sergei Eisenstein's "Thunder Over
Mexico" as shown at the Rialto
with the addition of
5,000 feet of new selections from the remaining 35 miles of film
Sergei shot
giving a load of the controversial revolutionary and propaganda stuff that the Radicals claimed was
left out

*

*

*

*

• • • ONE OF the most unusual breaks ever accorded
anything in the motion picture
handed out by the Cleveland "News"
to M-G-M's Traveling Studio
the
"News" tied in with Loew's Cleveland theaters in a search for
local screen talent
so they opened the campaign on Oct.
11 with a front-page smash, no less
with a layout of
Emgeem stars across five columns
and a photograph of
the publicity-grabbing Studio Train itself
with a running
story that broke over for several columns on the inside
publicity and theater gents will understand the real significance
of this break in a rather conservative paper like the "News"
looks as if Billy Ferguson's li'l ballyhoo that started
last Jan. 5
and has been going steadily ever since all
over the Youessay
is destined to go on indefinitely
the only film ballyhoo that has ever touched it for duration was
the Emgeem Trackless Tr-ain
so Leo the Lion is still
King
in Exploitation that Endures

*

*

*

Sidney Kent's resignation in January, 1932,
came about as the result of differences between Kent and Sam Katz, Zukor testified.
"The relationship was so bad and caused so
much conflict that we thought it to the best
interest of the company to settle with Kent
and in so doing preserve the company's interest," he said. In later questioning, Saul
E. Rogers, counsel for a group of bondholders, brought out that Kent was paid $200,U00 in settlement of his contract.
B. P. Schulberg was transferred as studio
head to unit producer because the company
telt the production of 60 pictures was "too
much for him." Rogers brought the admission from Zukor that Schulberg agreed to
a $300,000
later
accepted settlement
$200,000. on his contract, but
The resignation of Sam Katz in November, 1932, came about through the objections
ot Katz to a general decentralization of the
theaters. Ludwig resigned to enter private
pract.ee and John Hertz's resignation on
Jan. 6, 1933, was "because Hertz tried to be
contact man .between Hollywood and New
York and also tried to run our advertising
department when we thought he did not have
the necessary
experience,"
Zukor testified.
Saul E. Rogers' questioning brought out
the details of the formation of the Film
Producing Corp., which was owned 100 per
cent by Paramount-Publix and to which the
company turned over 23 negatives on which
the newly formed company borrowed money
and obtained a renewal on $10,000,000 outstanding bank notes and an additional $3,500,000 in cash. Rogers sought admissions
from Zukor that Hertz, without any knowledge of the film industry, was given controlling powers, and that Emanuel Cohen
was put in charge of all studio activities when
his experience had only been as a newsreel
and short subject producer and executive.
Samuel Zirn, counsel for other bondholders,
took over the questioning of Zukor in the
afternoon, but after an hour of wrangling
with the referee over objections of counsel
for the bankrupt, Davis called a halt and
adjourned the hearing until the morning of
Nov. 10, 1933.
The presence of John Hertz and Robert
T. Swaine on the witness stand Nov. 10 was
requested by Rogers, who stated following
the hearing that individual lawsuits for the
recovery of certain monies received by the
Paramount officers will be brought following
the completion of the creditors' hearings.

Cooper-Publix Reopening One
Pueblo, Colo.— The J. H. CooperPublix theaters will reopen the
Broadway under the name of the
seats.
Uptown about Nov. 7. It has 900

*

• •
• THIS WEEK'S bill at the Radio City Music Hall
has two distinguishing units on the stage
"Serenaders
of the World," with music of Schubert, Toselli, and Serrano
representing the German, Italian and Spanish respectively
and for America, our pal Lou Alter has his "Manhattan Serenade," danced by the Roxyettes and sung by the Choral Ensemble an Eye and Ear Smash, this colorful musical
presentation then there is the "Roxy" ballet as the dance
feature with the ballet corps, Helene Denizon and Nicholas
Daks dancing to Tschaikowsky's exquisite "The Enchanted
Lake". .. = ... what *
you call*A Bill!*
*
• •
• THE LEGIT stage on Broadway is not only coming
back
it IS back
as witness more smash shows at
the bud of the new season than Broadway has seen in years
"As Thousands Cheer," for instance, is getting so much
dough that they are banking twice a day
the ole B. O.
won't hold it all
so Hollywood will have some more stage
adaptations to pick from
.

MANY HAPPY RETUPNSi
Best wishes are extended by
THE

FILM

DAILY

to the

following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Oct. 28 -29
John

Boles
Rollin C.

Walter C. Kelly

Hugh Edwin Trevor
Hamilton

Jackson J. Rose
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

NEWS of the DAY

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

Omaha — John J. McDevitt, manager of the Amusement Service
Corp. at Omaha, and Miss Lorena
Meyer, a Denver girl, were married
recently.

WILK

HOLLYWOOD

"Roman Scandals," Eddie Cantor's
fourth annual musical for Samuel
ROBERT YOUNG, as leading man Goldwyn, has been completed and
opposite Janet Gaynor, and
Mona Barrie have been added to will be released within the next six
Fox's "House of Connelly," which weeks by United Artists. Cantor
goes in work Nov. 1. Henry King has gone to the mountains for a
Las Cruces, N. M. — The rebuilt will
direct.
vacation. Ruth Etting is now on
Rio Grande, Foxwesco house de* *
*
the RKO stages; David Manners is
stroyed by fire several months ago,
Harold Arlen and Tex Koehler also on a vacation, and Gloria Stuwill be opened Nov. 1. It will re- have been signed to do the musical lot. art has returned to the Universal
place the Del Rio, which was re* *
*
numbers for "The Love School,"
opened at the time of the fire.
20th Century* picture.
*
*
George R. Batcheller, president of
Denver — Lon Fidler and William
Rudolph Galante, Juan Torena, Chesterfield, has started production
Rosenfeldt have traded exchanges, Enrico Ames have been signed for on "Just Off Broadway," musical,
and Fidler has taken over the Conand the Sword," a Span- which is being filmed at the Mack
solidated Productions business. G. C. "TheishCross
drama, which Sol E. Wurtzel is Sennett studios under the direction
Jones, former manager of Consoli- producing for Fox. These players of Richard Thorpe. Joan Marsh and
dated, is now working with Harry are represented by Howard Seiter. Frank Albertson are in the leading
Music is by Albert Von TilMarcus, manager of the Allied ex- Galante, very popular in South roles.
zer.
change.
America, has won much praise for
* *
*
his work in "Flying Down to Rio,"
which Louis Brock produced for
Frank Strayer, now under conDenver — Jack Scott, for several RKO.
tract to Invincible, has been loaned
years booker for Columbia, is now
* *
*
to Fox to direct Jose Mojica in the
selling for the Sheffield Exchange
Lyle Talbot, who replaced George Spanish musical comedy, "Garden of
System exchange here.
%
jfc
*
Brent in Warner's "Mandalay," had
to leave for location with a big
Salt Lake City — A new "screen wound on his forehead as a result
Warner Bros, is going to produce
talent agency" has just been opened
Happy Family," a comedy by
in Salt Lake City by F. Barr Sheets. of a recent accident. So special "The
Allah."Markey. The cast will problines have been written in the script Gene
to cover this real scar.
ably be headed by Aline MacMahon,
*
*
#
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Mr. and
Guy Kibbee, Hugh Herbert and
Mrs. Joseph Chervenka are again
Max Steiner, head of the RKO Ruth Donnelly.
managers of the Fairmount theater,
* *
*
music department, will lead a 30after a lapse of a year. Policy calls piece
orchestra,
which
will
do
the
Wera
Engels,
who
recently
made
for three changes of program a recording of musical numbers and
her debut in this country in "The
week. New sound equipment has scoring for all RKO pictures.
been installed.
GreatwasJasper,"
* *
*
Dix,
signed a opposite
few days Richard
ago by
Willard Mack has been given a Columbia for a feature role in "Let's
Warner Circuit Zone Mgrs. Meet
three-year supervisor-director- writ#
#
er contract by Samuel Goldwyn, as Fall in Love."*
A two-day meeting of all Warner
Jane Murfin is preparing the
Theater zone managers called by a result of Mack's work in adapting
general manager Joseph Bernhard and revising Anna Sten's first Amer- screen adaptation of "Age of Innoin New York wound up late yes- ner isicandirecting.
picture "Nana." Dorothy Arzcence," which will be Irene Dunne's
next starring vehicle at RKO.
terday. Policies and plans for midwinter operation were discussed. H.
M. Warner addressed the men at the
close of the meeting. Bernhard presided, and others present from the
home office included Moe Silver, I.
J. Hoffman, Clayton Bond, Lester
Kreiger, Mort Blumenstock and
James Brennan. Zone Managers
—CLEVELAND
Schine circuit for "Sweetheart of Sigma
present were William Goldman,
Chi," and Bill Underwood (Monogram Exchange, Dallas) also on the closing of the
John Payette, Harry Kalmine, Nat TREM CARR, production chief, and Floyd
St. John of the Frisco office arrived 24 Publix-Texas circuit for the same picture.
Wolf, Jimmy Coston, Howard hours
before the rest of the Monogramers Arthur Bromberg of Atlanta chimed in witb
double O.
an announcement about a similar deal with
Waugh, Don Jacocks and B. E. Hoff- to give Cleveland* the *
*
musical.
man.
the
Saenger Circuit for the Monogram college

Monogram

Convention Sidelights

Arthur Bromberg was one of the late arrivals and made the trip from Atlanta by
coming and*■ going.
* *

plane

RY'
THEDATIND
KS
E UST
BOO
Oct. 29-31: Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to speak.
Oct. 31: Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.
Oct. 31: Meeting of Independent Theater
Owners of New York at 1 p. m. at Hotel
Astor.
Oct. 31: Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
meeting, 2 P.M., at New York headquarters,
358 West 44th St.
Nov. 2: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.

Herman Rifkin is in Chicago, looking at
the World's Fair. Herman was one of the
most elated Monogramers present when the
proposal to increase budgets was passed unanimously. He had been campaigning for
such a move ever since the company released
"Oliver Twist." *
* *
Harry Thomas was the last Mono official
to reach convention headquarters, Friday he
was seen making a careful study of all the
marquees in Cleveland. Maybe he's going to
inject some goona-goona in the campaigns for
one of the Monogram specials.

*

*

*

Jim Alexander and Harry Feinberg made
the round trip from
* Pittsburgh
* * by automobile.
Nat Lefton and Jack Jossey put on a
bang-up
finale for the Convention
with
c
bigJ *
tarty at the*Riviera
* Club.
*
all

Jack Berkowitz of the Buffalo office was
smiles over a booking of the complete

*

*

*

brought
tears screening
and smiles
it was
over.
A special
of when
''Broken
Dreams''
The
pronounced
Ray boys
Johnston
happy ! it a natural — and was

*

*

*

Barney Rosenthal, St. Louis Monogramer,
took his leave minus his regular side-kick,
Nat
Steinberg, who had been unable to attend
the confab.

*

*

*

=

By CHAS. ALICOATE

==

with FILM
the fashion
forum
heade
J^UBY
CO. has
contracte
by Mme. Marcelle D'Orsay to phot<
graph in sound and color photogn
phy the style show which will I
held early next month. Over 1(
mannequins will be presented t
Mme. D'Orsay in the show, in whic
she will reveal the fashion trer
for 1933-34.
Work of reconstructing the o
Biograph Studios on East 175th S
in the Bronx, into a modern and u
to-date production plant is rapid
progressing under the supervisi(
of Robert H. Hammer, studio of)
cial. Contracts call for completion I
the work by Dec. 1.

•

On learning it was Al Christie
birthday, the entire cast and produ
tion
workingparty
on "Mr.
Adan
threw staff
a surprise
for the
pr
ducer at the Astoria studios r
cently.

•
Leigh Jason, recent addition
Magna
Pictures' directorial sta
has started preparatory
work <
his first, scheduled to get under wc
within the next three weeks.

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN
"DER

SOHN

DER

FILMS
WEISSEN

BERG

("The Son of the White Mountain"), |
German; produced by Itala; directed
Mario Bonnard; with Luis Trenker, Ren;
Mueller, Maria Solveg, Herr von Newl
ski, Bertha Ostyn, Felix Bressart. At t
79th St. Theater.
Beautiful Alpine background is highlis
of a romantic drama involving the myst
ious disappearance of a French engin
while mountain-climbing. Finale conta
interesting
international
skii tournamen
"TODA UNA VIDA" ("A Whole Life
in Spanish;
produced
by Paramount;
rected
by Adelqui
Millar; with Cam
Larrabeiti, Felix de Pomes,
Isabel Barr
Tony D'Algy.
Distributed by Paramount
Sentimental mother-and-son drama t
should appeal to Latin audiences. De
with an actress whose son becomes' s
arated from her when a boy and turns
again years later as the ward of a weal
woman who fights to hold him.
"FRAU

LEHMANN'S

TOECHTE

("Mrs. Lehmann's Daughters"), in Germ
Ray Johnston and Trem Carr were seen in
deep discussion just before pulling out of produced by Kowo Tonfilm; directed
Carl Heinz Wolff; with Hansi Niese, C;
the Statler . . . preliminaries, no doubt
on their production pow-wow in New York Carlssen, Else Elster, Hertha Thiele, Fi
to go over present pictures and lay plans Kampers, A. Pointner, H. Klingenberg,
for the next season's schedule.
Lohde.
At the Yorkville Theater.
* * «■
Farce comedy about a mother trying
At the closing session Trem Carr announced that filming had just been complet- marry off her three daughters to big shi
ed on "Sixteen Fathoms Deep," with Creigh- Also has some musical numbers, making
ton Chaney and Sally O'Neill, and "The altogether fairly pleasing entertainms
Sagebrush Trail," and the starting of three
Hertha the
Thiele
specials today — ■ "Manhattan Love Song," heads
cast. of "Maedchen in Unifo;
"Woman's
Man"
and "Beggars
in Ermine."

DAILV
Jack
with

Pearl and Jimmy Durante in

"MEET
ZaSu

THE

BARON"

Pitts, Edna May Oliver,
Ted Healy
wi-G-M
67 mins.
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT DESPITE
:ACT IT IS CHIEFLY A COMPILATION
»F SLAPSTICK AND SOME MUSIC.
Regardless of any faults that may be
•ound with this picture by those who expected something else or by those who
ike to tear stories apart, the fact remains
-hat there is a load of good fun in it and
•here is no doubt of its capacity to entertain the crowds. For the most part it is
ust a succession of slapstick comedy incidents, starting with Jack Pearl and his
side-kick, Jimmy Durante, being rescued
in Africa, where Pearl is mistaken for
Baron Munchausen, and then to their elaborate reception in New York, the "Baron's"
debut on the radio, their sojourn to a girls'
school for a lecture engagement, and finally the expose by the real Baron, who turns
tip unexpectedly as Pearl is in the throes
of a romance with ZaSu Pitts, a maid. In
addition to Pearl, Durante and Miss Pitts,
the funmakers include Ted Healy and his
stooges, playing the roles of janitors at
the school, and Edna May Oliver as the
school principal. A few musical numbers
and some nifty feminine display also have
been worked into the proceedings, so between one thing and another, there is
never a dull moment.
Cast: Jack Pearl, Jimmy Durante, ZaSu
Pitts, Ted Healy, Edna May Oliver, Ben
Bard, Henry Kolker, William B. Davidson,
Moe Howard, Jerry Howard, Larry Fine.
Director, Walter Lang; Authors, Herman
J Mankiewicz, Norman Krasna; Adaptors,
Allen Rivkin, P. J. Wolfson; Dialoguers.
Arthur Kober, William K. Wells; Music,
Jimmy McHugh; Lyrics, Dorothy Fields;
Cameraman, Allen Siegler; Editor, James E
Newcom.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography,
Fine.

"SUNSET

PASS"

with

Randolph
Scott, Tom
Keene,
Kathleen Burke
Paramount
64 mins.
GOOD
TWO-FISTED,
HARD-RIDING
WESTERN WELL
HANDLED BY STRONG
CAST.
Here's one that will make the young
folks stand up and cheer as the hero turns
a herd of wild cattle in a mad stampede
against a band of bad, bad rustlers. The
start is interesting, with some real rawboned saloon scenes and many bits of
comedy that continually lighten up what
might have been draggy sequences. The
story concerns Tom Keene, who, in assisting a very pretty girl whose horse has
become lame, becomes involved in some
crooked work through his association with
a chap who calls himself the girl's brother.
In reality Tom is a Government agent. Tom
does his best to save the "brother," but the
chap is too closely allied with the rustlers. It winds up with a great cattle
stampede through Sunset Pass and a. furious fight on the plains between Tom and
the other fellow.
It all ends well.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Tom Keene, Kathleen Burke, Harry Carey, Noah Beery,
Leila Bennett, Fuzzy Knight, Kent Taylor,
George Barbier, Vince Barnett, Patricia
Farley, Charles Middleton, Christian J.
Frank, Tom London, Frank Beal, Al Bridge,
Bob Kortman, James Mason.
Director, Henry Hathaway; Author, Zane
Grey; Adaptors, Jack Cunningham, Gerald
Geraghty; Cameraman, Archie Stout.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography,
Good.

"LOVE, HONOR

AND

OH, BABY!"

with Slim Summerville,
ZaSu
Universal

Pitts
60 mins.

HILARIOUS COMEDY OF LOVE
IN BREACH-OF-PROMISE SUIT
RING THE BELL.

BIRDS
WILL

Over at the Roxy 7th Avenue this comedy of the Summerville-Pitts team certainly rang the bell with a continuous round
of laughs. Adapted from stage play, "Oh,
Promise Me," the plot has plenty of comedy situations inherent in the business and
not gagged up for the forced laughs. That's
what helps to make it good. ZaSu is the
file clerk for a rich middle aged business
man in a small New England town. He is
petting rather fresh, and makes advances.
ZaSu, in order to make her home town
safe for the working girls, agrees to a plan
to open up a scandal in the newspapers
by framing the amorous boss. Slim Summerville, her fiance and a struggling lawyer
in need of publicity, handles the matter
and lays out the strategy. So they rope
the old lad by staging a trap for him and
getting him in a very compromising situation in a room with ZaSu. Then the court
room trial, which is filled with good comedy bits and smart cracks from the witnesses and Slim as the attorney for the
plaintiff, his girl ZaSu. They collect a
verdict of 100 grand, and the home town
is safe for the working girls. Swell for
any audience that wants real guffaws.
Cast: Slim Summerville, ZaSu Pitts,
George Barbier, Lucille Gleason, Verree
Teasdale, Donald Meek, Purnell Pratt,
Adrienne Dore, Dorothy Grainger, Neely
Edwards, Henry Kolker.
Director, Eddie Buzzell; Authors, Howard
Lindsay, Bertrand Robinson; Adaptors, Eddie Buzzell, Norman Krasna; Cameraman,
George Robinson.
Direction, Very Good. Photography, Okay.

SHORT

William

"THE KENNEL

Lilian Bond in

Powell in

MURDER

CASE"

with Mary Astor, Eugene Pallette,
Ralph Morgan
Warner Bros.
73 mins.
GOOD

MURDER MYSTERY WITH INTRIGUING PLOT GREATLY ENHANCED
BY ALL-AROUND FINE CAST.
There's plenty in
murder mystery fans
money in trying to
the killer. Action

this one to give the
a good run for their
guess the identity of
centers around two

crimes, the major one perpetrated by design and the other by accident, with suspicion falling on half a dozen persons who
harbored ill-feeling for the chief victim.
After a cleverly laid plot that baffles attempts at picking who is guilty, the master
detective, Philo Vance, played by William
Powell in his smooth style, proceeds to unravel the mystery, with a comedy detective, Eugene Pallette, and various other officials trailing along with him. Along with
the mystery suspense there is a good
sprinkling of comedy, as well as a touch of
incidental romance between Mary Astor, a
suspected niece, and Paul Cavanaugh, who
is supposed to be trying to marry her for
her money and whose fox terrier was mysteriously killed on the eve of a dog show
entry.
in which one of the dead men had a rival
Cast: William Powell, Mary Astor, Eugene Pallette, Ralph Morgan, Helen Vinson, Jack LaRue, Paul Cavanaugh, Robert
Barrat, Arthur Hohl, Henry O'Neill, Robert
McWade, Frank Conroy, Etienne Girardot,
Lee.
Spencer
Charters, Charles Wilson, James

SPLENDID

FOLLY"

A very presentable number for any independent producer to turn out. They
invested it with plenty of production
values, gave it a good cast, and the yarn
is filled with lively incident and twists
that keeps the interest going. Lilian Bond
gets a break as a double for a Hollywood
star to do the dangerous stunts. In an
accident on the way to location, the star
is injured and sent to the hospital, so
Lilian has to go in as star. Later the real
star dies, and the sub must take the
other's name and identity in private life
in order to keep the producer's investment
safe. The complications start when the
estranged husband of the dead star turns
up, and is fooled by the close resemblance
of Miss Bond. He threatens all sorts of
things if she marries the leading man,
Theodore Von Eltz, to whom she is engaged. The loving couple are secretly
married, a jealous dame sees them together in a hotel room, and starts a scandal, little realizing they are man and wife.
Developments come thick and fast.
Cast: Lilian Bond, Theodore Von Eltz,
Alexander Carr, Lloyd Whitlock, J. Frank
Glendon, Beryl Mercer, Roberta Gale,
Frances Lee, Louise Beavers, William Burt,
Harry Todd.
Director, William O'Connor; Author,
Beulah Poynter; Editor, Roy Luby; Cameramen, James Diamond, Jules Cronjager.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Okay.
Paul Muni in

Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, S. S.
Van Dine; Adaptors, Robert N. Lee, Peter
Milne; Dialoguers, same; Cameraman, William Reese; Editor, Ed M. McLamin.
Direction, Fine.
Photography,
Fine.

SUBJECT REVIEWS

"Block and Tackle"
(Sports Series)
M-G-M
10 mins.
Good
This is a series of demonstrations
Accompanied by the customarily
intelligent offstage talk by James of football plays given for the
FitzPatrick, this visit to the Dutch
benefit of a group of coaches from
jungle possession in South America
is a satisfactory item of its kind. various colleges. With the aid of
It shows the black inhabitants of slow motion, plus descriptive diaDutch Guiana engaged in their daily
logue by Pete Smith, who manages
pursuits, and, although there is to inject his usual quota of humor
nothing in the way of an outstand- into the situations, the subject is
ing highlight about this particular
thoroughly entertaining as well as
sojourn, it holds interest.
instructive.
"Dutch Guiana"
(FitzPatrickOkayTravelTalk)
M-G-M
9 mins.

Willie Hoppe in
"Chalk Up"
M-G-M
9 mins.
Very Interesting
An engrossing presentation of
Willie Hoppe, the billiard champ,
giving an exhibition of his prowess
at billiards and pool. Combined with
entertaining running talk by Pete
Smith, the subject holds interest
for audiences in general. Hoppe accomplishes some fancy shots, winding up with a six-cushion shot on a
table with 60 balls spread around,
without touching any but the two
intended ivories.

"HER

Progressive
63 mins.
LIVELY NUMBER FOR THE SMALLER
HOUSES IN DRAMA OF STUDIO LIFE
THAT HOLDS.

Krazy Kat in
Columbia

"Out of the Ether"

7 mins.
Dandy Cartoon
One of the best of the animated
cartoons to come out of the Charles
B. Mintz shops. Opens with a hospital operating room scene, and,
after some suspense has been built
up, it is revealed that Krazy and
his staff had been fixing a radio
set. Then follows a series of caricatures of noted air entertainers,
all done in snappy and tuneful style.

"THE WORLD

CHANGES"

First National
90 mins.
PAUL MUNI SCORES IN EPISODIC
DRAMA DEPICTING FOUR GENERATIONS OF AN AMERICAN FAMILY.
This is essentially an actor's holiday,
with Paul Muni featured in four generations of a pioneering family of the early
trail-blazing days of the west down to the
present period. First we have Muni as the
son of the pioneer who has founded a settlement in the Dakotas drifting away from
the old homestead and the soil, eventually
landing in Chicago and helping to found
the meat-packing industry, of which he
becomes a power. Mary Astor is his socially-minded wife who hates the packing
business, and insists on her two sons becoming gentlemen of leisure and finance.
So on to the third and fourth generations,
with the Wall Street crash, and the family
fortune wiped out with all sorts of tragedies and pointing the moral that getting
away from the soil has ruined a fine old
pioneering family. Back to the soil in the
family homestead in Dakota goes the young
son of the fourth generation to cinch the
thought. Aline MacMahon plays the great
grandmother and looks pretty young as
such, but is fine in the early sequences
as the pioneering young wife. Muni on
the whole gives a distinguished performance in a difficult role.
Cast: Paul Muni, Mary Astor, Aline MacMahon, Donald Cook, Allan Dinehart, Guy
Kibbee,Muir,
Margaret
Henry Theodore
O'Neill,
Jean
Anna Lindsay,
Q. Nilsson,
Newton, Patricia Ellis, Willard Robertson,
Doug Dumbrille.
Director, Mervyn LeRoy; Author, Sheridan
Gibney; Adaptor, Edward Chodorov; Dialoguer, Edward Chodorov; Editor, William
Holmes; Cameraman, Tony Gaudio.
Direction, Very good. Photography, Excellent.

i

THE

THEATER

CHANGES

ALABAMA
Re-Openings
CAMDEN —
Franstbm-'

Camden.

MONROEVJLLE

—

New Theater

ROBERTSDALE— Hub.

ARIZONA
Re-Openings

CASA
GRANDE— Paramount.
State.

TEMPE

—

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

STAMPS — Brown's; transferred to Miss
Addys Brown
by Shelly B. Powell.

Openings

VAN BUREN — Rex. HUGHES — Star.
DIERKS — Dixie. TRUMAN — Taylor
(formerly Grand).
DES
ARC
— Dixie.
' POCAHONTAS — Star. CARAWAY —
Caraway.

New Theater

HEBER

SPRINGS— The New.

CALIFORNIA
■ Changes in Ownership

BGN-G
BEACH — Ritz, transferred
to Wm.
. Fahey by R. F. Bagg.
LOS ANGELES—
' Arrow, transferred to M. M. Aster by Leo
Arvis; -Classell, transferred to D. R. Shaul
-by Johnson & Harris; Greenmeadow, transferred -to J. C. Mingus by Mr. Edwards.
MENLO
PARK— New
Menlo, transferred
'to.A.
J. ' Eschelbach
by N. transferred
S. Tronslin;to
OAKLAND
— New Premier,
Empire Amusement Corp. by Stanley Griffin. . ONTARIO — California, transferred
to Fox West Coasf by M. Anderson. PORT
CHICAGO— Port Chicago (formerly Angeles'), transferred to Ernie & Adolph Unman; .by Dr. W. D. Van Winkle. SAN
DIEGO— Carteri, transferred to R. P
Jamison by B. E. Loper. SAN FRAN
CISCO — Orpheum (formerly RKO Orfiheum), transferred to Marshall Square
Theater Co. by RKO Circuit. SUISUN—
Arlington, transferred to J. F. Doherty by
Aaron
Wagnon.
TURLOCK— New
Tur' lock, transferred to Harry Nunan by Aaron
Wagnon.
WALNUT
GROVE— Imperial.
■ transferred to Dudley Logan by Y. Tokedo.
WEAVERVILLE — Victory* transferred to
E. R. Robertson by W. H. Wilson.

Closings

ONTARIO— Gr'anada.
RIVERSIDE— Rubi
doux, : SAN FRANCISCO— Filmarte.

;, Re-Openings

BERKELEY — Campus. BREA— Brea (form
erly Yost). LOS ANGELES— Daly ; Grau"mari's United;' Artist (formerly United):
Artist, 933 S. Broadway. OAKLAND—
New Premier. PORT CHICAGO— Port
• Chicago (formerly Angeles). SAN FRAN
CISCO— Orpheum. TURLOCK — New
Turlock.
WALNUT GROVE— Imperial.

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

DENVER — Orpheum,
transferred
to Welton
. Theater
Co. by General
Theaters,
Inc.
GREELEY — Rex,
transferred
to Greeley
Theater Co. by Wetland Theaters, Inc.

Opening

ARVADA— Arvada.

CONNECTICUT
Changes in Ownership

The
following
theaters
were
transferred
to Fox N. ,E. Theaters, Inc. (Receivers) by
Arthur Theaters Corp.
BRIDGEPORT — Globe; Lyric; Maiestic.
HARTFORD— Capitol; Palace. MERIDEN
—Fox -Palace; Fox Poli. NEW HAVEN
— Fox College; Fox Bijou; Fox Palace.
WATERBURY-^Fox Palace.
The following theaters were transferred to
Middletown
Enterprises, Inc. by Middletown
Theaters, Inc.
MIDDLETOWN— Capitol. MIDDLESEX—
Palace.
WATERTOWN— Cameo, transferred to N.
Del Rosso by R. Zoeller. THOMASTON—
Paramount, transferred to J. Kata by L.
B. Murphy. WILLIMANTIC — Strand,
transferred to J. Panora by J. Rabinowitz.

Closing

MI DDLETOWN— Palace.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS— Arlington, transferred to E. Redmond by Jenkins & Conover. CHICAGO— Park, transferred to
George Miller by Simansky & Miller; California, transferred to Sinuel Roberts by
A. Ostrowsky;
Mid-City,
transferred
to

'egg!
DAILY

REPORTED

Jerry Drell by M. L. Stern; White Palace,
transferred to S. Roberts by A. Ostrowsky.
CAMBRIDGE— New Palace, transferred to
V. Micksell by C. V. Bowes. LAKE FOREST— Deerpath, transferred to Deerpath
Theater Corp. by Polka Bros. HIGHLAND PARK — Alcyon, transferred to Wm.
Pearl by J. J. Jones. NEW BOSTONROYAL, transferred to G. G. Ohlwein.
NILES CENTER — Niles, transferred to
Rudland & Schoen. SANDWICH— Avalon,
transferred to F. W. Anderson, by R. A.
Shobe. OAK PARK — Southern, transferred to Joe Wolf by J. J. Dailey. E. St.
Louis — American (Ritz). GRANITE CITY
— Rialto, transferred to Lohr & Jones by
Roy Parson. MOUNDS — Roxy, transferred to Bud Lawler. SPRINGFIELD—
Panthoon, transferred to Tony Serra by E.
F. Clarke. VIRGINIA— Virginia (Ritz),
transferred to Wm.
J. Matthews.
Closings
BLOOMINGTON — Majesti. CHICAGO—
Germania (Blaine). DES PLAINES —
Echo. GRIVVSVILLE — Star (burned
down, may not be rebuilt). McHENRY
—Empire.
ROCKFORD— Strand.

Re-Openings

ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS — Arlington
CAMBRIDGE — New Palace. CHAMPAIGN—Orpheum. CHICAGO— Casino;
Gold Coast; Karlov; Lakeside; Midwest;
Mid-City; Orpheus; Shakespeare; New
Wonderful. E. ST. LOUIS— American
(Ritz); Waverly. GRANITE CITY —
Rialto. METROPOLIS — Elite. MT.
CARROLL— Majestic. MT. MORRIS—
Granada. NILES CENTER— Niles. NEW
BOSTON— Royal. ROCKFORD— Capitol:
Orpheum; Palace. SPRINGFIELD- -Ti
voli.
VIRGINIA— Virginia
(Ritz).

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

Closings

EVANSVILLE— American.
FARMERBURG
—Colonial.
LADOGA— Fox.

Re-Openings

CHURUBUSCO— Busco. GREENFIELD—
Riley. LA GRANGE— Wigton. LOGANSPORT— Luna. MARS HILL— Mars Hill.
MILFORD— Comus. RICHMOND— Pastime.
INDIANAPOLIS— Cozy; Keith's.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

BOONE — Strand, transferred to Matthew &
Lindell. CHEROKEE — Empress,
transferred to H. N. Sutton by O. C. Rector.
EXIRA — Palace, transferred to C. L. McAninch by Eaton & Hansen. GUTTENBERG — Princess, transferred to F. J. Nel
son by Hunsted & Becker. LAKE VIEW
— Lakeview, transferred to A. B. Hamm by
L. Wilcox. NEW
LONDON— Alamo,
transferred to I. Symmes by Henry Bell.
NEWTON— Iowa (Cozy), transferred to
R. M. Johnston by R. Pittman. REMBRANDT— Community, transferred to J.
B. Vickerman by Amusement Corp.
TOLEDO — Cozy (Weiting), transferred to
Mr. Sicha by Central
ClosingsIowa Theaters.
KINGSLEY— Casino.

_ MOVILLE—

Openings

DUBUQUE— Strand. MILTON
RIDGEWAY— Community.

—

Moville.
Milton.

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership

LOUISVILLE — Aristo, transferred to Andrew P. Clark.

Re-Opening

LOUISVILLE— Aristo.

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

NEW ORLEANS— Liberty, transferred to
Porkorny
Realty Co. by W. Barnes.

Closing

BY FILM
BOARDS
Closings
PONCHATOULA— Ideal.
LULING— Luling.
BREAUX
BRIDGE— Conrad. DENHAM SPRINGS—
Leslie.
Re-Opening
OAKGROVE— Idelhour.

(For the Winter)

SULLIVAN— Alhambra.

MARYLAND
Changes in Ownership
SALISBURY— New, transferred to
Closings
Taylor by D. L.
Phillips.

OCEAN

H. S.

CITY—
Capitol;
Showell's.
Re-Openings

Rex.
BALTIMORE—
Avon

MARKS— Folly.

Openings
Re-Opening

BATESVILLE— Rex.

ST.

LOLTIS — Empress (Midtown), transferred to Louis Ansell by St. Louis Amuse
Co.; Grant (Annex),
transferred to ClarClosings
ence Goothe; World, (Road shows).

BROWNING— Electric. HUMANSVILLL
— Community.
ST. LOUIS — Grant.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

NORFOLK — Granada, transferred to Harry
Weinberg. FREMONT— Fremont, transferred to Harry Weinberg. HOWELLS
— Howells, transferred to Dr. J. T. Palensky by C. F. Vasina. MASON CITY^Opera House, transferred to Fred Ros
berg. OXFORD — Granada, transferred to
Glass & Peters by R. Yockey.

Openings

(formerly Hamilton) :

MASSACHUSETTS
Changes in Ownership
DANVERS— Orpheum, transferred
Boas by A. Newhall.

BUTJE— Amusu.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

BAR HARBOR— Star. BELGRADE LAKES
—Acme. KENNBUNKPORT — Strand;
Lyric. No. E. HARBOR— Pastime. OGUNQUIT— Leavitt's. OLD ORCHARD —
Capital; New Ocean Pier.
WALDOBORO
— Modomak. YORK BEACH — York.
YORK VILLAGE— Community. PEAKS
Re-Opening
ISLAND— Gem.
W.

OF TRADE

JACKSON— Century.

Closings
MAINE

FREMONT— Fremont. BASSETT— Cozy.
OXFORD— Granada.
GERING— Rvierra, .
Minatare — Aladdin.

NEW

to L. M.

Openings

MIDDLEBORO— Middleboro.
DORCHES
TER— Franklin Park.
N. ABINGTON —
Re-Opening
Capital.
QUINCY—
Lincoln.
SO.

BUTLER — Butler, transferred to Nellie
Riker Broch by J. F. Rousch. CLAY
CITY — Photoplay, transferred to Howard
Moore. CLOVERDALE— Dream, trans
ferred to Laurin Lindley. CHURUBUSCO
— Busco, transferred to Chas. Sprague by
L. S. Max Heimer. GARY— Broadway,
transferred to Theatrical Managers, Inc.
GREENFIELD — Riley, transferred tc
Riley Theater, Inc. LOGANSPORT —
Luna, transferred to Sam Dallas; Mars
Hill, transferred to Earl Martin. MILFORD — Comus, transferred to E. H. Barker. MONTPELIER — Palace, transferred
to Dick Vlastos. NEWBURGH— Princess,
transferred to Sylvester Raley. SELLERSBURG— Empire, transferred to T. N.
Luckett.
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BOSTON— Strand.

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

DETROIT — Chandler, transferred to Joseph
Olschefsky by Jack Dunn; Holbrook, transferred to Rose Gayeski by N. B. Wells.
BANGOR — Regent, transferred to John M.
Kortes by C. F. Hewitt. DETROIT —
Coliseum, transferred to J. Krass by Wm.
Napier.ferred CEDAR
SPRINGS—
Kent, transto Morris Frank.
CASSAPOLIS
— Colonial, transferred to George J. Widman by L. H. Lerrier. MORENCI— Gem
(now Rex), transferred to Chas. Kingsbury by E. A. Furman.

New Theater

KALAMAZOO—Re-Openings
Portage.
DETROIT — Dix; Medbury; Little Cinema
(now Rivoli) ; Translux; Greenfield. MARLETTE— Liberty. GRAND RAPIDS —
Regent. BALDWIN— Baldwin. CARSON
CITY — Dreamland. CLIO - - Gem
PETERSBURG— Garden. SAUGATUCK
—Pavilion. SHELBY— Gem. UNION
VILLE— State. BELLEVILLE— Belleville.
COLON— Booster (now Dawn). E. JORDAN—Temple. CONSTANTINE— Royal.
BANGOR— Regent.

MINNESOTA
Changes in Ownership

ANNANDALE — Grand, transferred to W. S
Sather by R. H. Gatzmer. LANESBORO
— New State, transferred to P. E. De Vil
lier by E. Komeroy. MELROSE— Mel
rose, transferred to A. P. Fuller by D
M. Fuller. McINTOSH— Grand, trans
ferred to E. G. Cannon by H. L. Lindbled
WATERTOWN — Rex, transferred t<
Arthur Jensen by C. C. Teas. WINNE
BAGO — Princess, transferred to A. E
McMillan by Mrs. L. L. McMillan.

Re-Openings

ALBANY— Wertin. ARLINGTON— Com
munity. BAGLEY— Family. BEMIDJI—
Grand. DASSEL— State. GAYLORD—
Hub. HANCOCK— Hancock.
HILL CITY
— City Hall. KARLSTAD — Karlstad.
KELLIHER— Pastime. LAKE CITY —
Granada. LAKE PARK— Star. LANESBORO — New State. LeSUER — Star.
MINNEAPOLIS— Park. McINTOSH Grand. MORGAN— Capitol. RAYMOND
— O. House. SPRING GROVE— Princess
TWIN VALLEY — Cozy. WALNUT
GROVE— York.
WATERTOWN— Rex.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership
LEXINGTON— Lexington, transferred to S.
B. Ford by W. R. Tyson. SENATOBIA
— Gloria, transferred to R. McCormick
by H. J. Williams.

HAMPSHIRE
Opening

CONCORD— Concord.

Changes in Ownership

'
HILLSIDE— NEW
Mayfair,JERSEY
1450 North Broad
St..
transferred to Hillside Amusement Co.
Inc. by Mayfair Theater, Inc. NEWARK
— Ronson, 198 So. Orange Ave., transferred to Murray G. & Dorothy Ross by
N. J. Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.; Grand,
649 Springfield Ave., transferred to Nira
Amusement Co. by Grand Pictures, Inc. ;
De Luxe, 3030 S. Orange Ave., transferred
to De Luxe Amusement Co., Inc. by Enrose Amusement Corp.; Rivoli, 208 Ferry
St., transferred to Newark Amusement
Co. by Louis Gold ; National, 182 Belmont
Ave., transferred to Prudential Amusement
Corp. by Sandra Amusement Corp.; Ironbound. 172 Ferry St., transferred to Orange
Building Co. by Adler Realty Co.; City.
79th& &Blumenthal,
Orange Sts.,
Haring
729 transferred
Seventh Ave.toCorp.:
American, 459 Clinton Ave., transferred
to Warner Bros, by Direct Amusement
Corp.; Cameo, 83 Elizabeth Ave., transferred to Warner Bros, by Multi County
Amusement Corp. LYNDHURST— Lyndhurst, transferred to Warner Bros, by
Amco Amusement Corp. EAST RUTHERFORD— Rex, transferred to Warner Bros,
by Alfred Gottesman. WEST NEW YORK
— Mayfair, transferred to Springer &
Cocalis by Mayfair Theater of West New
York,
Inc. FORDS — Plaza
(formerly
Fords), transferred to General Pictures.
Inc. by Fords Holding Co., Inc. WASHINGTON— St. Cloud, transferred to Greenhugh Theaters, Inc. by Non-Theatrical Projection Service, Inc. PITMAN — Broadway, transferred to Pitman Amusement
Closings
Co. by South Jersey.
CAMDEN—
Elm.
disville.

LANDISVILLE— .Lari-

Opening

CARNEY'S

POINT— Y.M.C.A.

NEW YORK
Changes in Ownership

ARCADE — Hammond, transferred ' to A. C.
Hammond by Frank Hammond. BINGHAMTON— Cameo, transferred to T; J. i
Foley. CANISTEO-— Boiler, transferred to
J. G. Freeland by R. N. Steltman. CORN, IN.G — Palace (Regent) , transferred "to F.
Gerber & W. Smith. ELMIRA— Colonial,
transferred to J. R. Osborne by Newtown
Amusement
Co. LONG
ISLAND— E.
Rockaway— Atlantic, transferred to Binkoff
& Tosepson by Wellantic Amusement Corp.
NEWARK VALLEY— Auditorium, transferred to Newark Valley Central School- by
High School. NEW YORK CITY —
Brooklyn— ^Bluebird, 781 Saratoga Ave.,
transferred to Dan McCleary by Henry
ferred to Nathan
by -Rige
1 heater.
L. Osten;
Rige, Daldman
474 Wilson
Ave'.,
transInc.; Hollywood,
7725 Utrecht
Ave.,
ferred to Holl Amusement
Corpr
by transHolly
Amusement Corp. ; Bronx — Parkway. 3960
Thirdman byAve.,
transferred
to Moses
Picture
Guild, Inc.;
Jerome, Silver1 W.

THE

1SB2H
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FHEATER CHANGES
Tremont Ave., transferred to Montrey Theter. Inc. by J. R. S. Theater Corp.; Royal,
1348 Southern
Blvd., transferred to Leon
. Samuels & Morris Shahn by Pell-Gar Thetters, Inc.; Haven, 310 E. 138th St., transferred to Rosat Corp. by Artfred Amusement Corp. ; Manhattan — New Third Avenue, 1703 Third Ave., transferred ta
Hungarian Playhouses, Inc.; Verona, 2093
Second Ave., transferred to H. Liman
Sy Valvan Amusement Corp. ; Hudson,
1968 Amsterdam Ave., transferred to Dan
McCleary by Henry L. Osten ; Liberty.
_'34 W. 42nd St., transferred to Helgus,
Inc. by Allex Amuse. Corp.; Wallacks,
42nd St., transferred to Anne Amusement
Corp. by Excello Estates, Inc.; Harlem
King, 2314 Third Ave., transferred to
S & B Corp. PORT JERVIS— Royal,
transferred to Fowler Amusement Corp.
iv Minisink Amusement Corp. POUGHKEEPSIE — Liberty, transferred to Benjamin Knobel by Erwin Unger. SYRACUSE—Brighton, transferred to J. Karp.
WATERLOO — State, transferred to Mr.
Howell.

Closings

REPORTED

transferred to Wm.
Theater Co.

Closings

JACKSON— Pastime. MECHANICSBURG
— Mayfair or Princess.
NEWARK — Gem.

Re-Openings

ANSONIA— Wayne. BELLAIRE — Roma.
CHEVIOT— Chevwood. CINCINNATI —
Capitol; Mayfair (formerly UFA). COLUMBUS—Pythian. GROVE CITY —
Kingdom. HAMILTON — Lyric (formerly
State) ; Strand. MIDDLETOWN— Family; Sorg. W. JEFFERSON— Orient.

Change in Name

FELICITY— Isis.

OKLAHOMA
Changes in Ownership

S.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

.XFIELD — Masonic, transferred to C. E.
Myers by Stallings & Gardner. LINCOLNTON — Artcraft, transferred to R. L. Wesley & Alex Ford by Lincolnton Amusement Co. MARSHALL — Princess, transferred to L. O. Boylin by A. J. Ramsay.
REIDSVILLE— Penn, transferred to T.
B. Adams by George W. Logan. SELMA
— Carolina, transferred to H. C. Cooke
by J. E. Norkat. WELDON— Legion,
transferred to E. W. Batchelor by E. B.
Clarke. WINDSOR— Palace, transferred
to W. B. King & Roy Thompson by F.
H. Irion.

New Theaters

KEENVILLE— Plaza. RUTHERFORDTON— Sylvan.
ST. PAULS— Carolina.

Re-Opening

ORTH

NEWTON — North

Newton.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

OTTINEAU — State, transferred to G. A.
Trover by C. S. Troyer.
DUNSIETH—
lthea, transferred to H. J. Douglas by S.
R. Cook. OAKS — Grand, transferred to
E. A. Moe by Dakota Amusement
Co.

Re-Openings

NNAMOSEE — Annes. CANDO — Auditorium. DUNSEITH— Althea. JAMESTOWN— State. LEEDS — Empress. MAXBASS — Allona. NEW ENGLAND —
State. OAKS — Grand. ROLLA— Munro.
ROLLETTE— Arnold. VALLEY CITY—
', Rex. WATFORD CITY— Lyric. WYND
M ERE— Post.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

ELLAIRE — Roma, transferred to James
Circosta by F. E. Childs. CINCINNATI
— Beecher, transferred to Max Halperin by
Jas. H. Ross ; Mayfair, transferred to M.
Segal by Europa Theas. Co.; Strand, transferred to Cliff Boyd by Strand Theater
Corp. COLUMBUS — Pythian, transferred
to W. J. Russell by Ed. F. Galligan. DAYTON— Eastwood, (formerly New Eastwood), transferred to Emil Weber by
Weber & Zimmerman ; Mayfair, (formerly
New Lyric), transferred to Homer Guy by
Mayfair Breckenridge Circuit. HAMILTON— Lyric, transferred to Lyric Theater
Co. by John Gregory. MIDDLETOWN—
Family, transferred to George Turlukis by
Jas. Pappas.
NORWOOD
— Norwood.

RHODE
ISLAND
Closings

BLOCK

ISLAND— Empire.

Openings

PROVIDENCE— Columbia.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

ANDERSON
Strand.

New Theaters

ELDORADO — Rex (formerly Eldorado).
ENID— Arcadia. LONEWOLF— Liberty.
MANGUM — Temple (formerly Ortman).
OKEENE— Rialto. ROOSEVELT— Rex.
SULPHUR— Rainbow.

H'LCE — Jicarilla Indian Agency, U.
Dept. of Interior.

Openings

ANNVILLE— Astor. BERWYN— Berwyn.
DILLSBURG — Dillsburg. LANCASTER
—Grand. BEAVER FALLS — Regent.
ERIE — Avenue. MANOR — Manor.
MONESSEN— Star. NATRONA— Roxy.
PHILADELPHIA — Capitol; Europa;
Keith's; Band Box; Benson; Fays; Girard.

CLINTON — Rex.
GUTHRIE — Guthrie.
KINGFISHER— Savoy.
PICHER— Plaza.

Openings

MEXICO
Openings

Opening

PITTSBURGH

BATH — Bath, transferred to Aiken Co.
Stores, Inc. by J. M. Anderson.

HOBART — Kiowa. ALTUS — Paramount.
—Royal. Gem.
TULSA—
TIPTON— Nira. HYDRO

NEW

BROWNSVILLE— Plaza.
Pitt; Alhambra.

GUTHRIE— Guthrie, transferred to Griffith
Amusement Co. by J. M. Fife. DURANT
— Metro, transferred to R & R Theater
Enterprises by John Terry.

Closings

Re-Openings

OREGON
Changes in Ownership
ELGIN — Elgin (formerly Opera House),
transferred to E. E. Harmon by Chas. J.
Bernhardt. CORVALLIS — Whiteside,
transferred to Corvallis Amusement Co.
by Whiteside Bros. FLORENCE— Princess.
MAPLETON— Hall. OAKRIDGE— Hall,
transferred to B. E. Daoust Circuit by
H. L. Gamble. WENDING— Hall. PORTLAND— Sellwood, transferred to Sellwood Theater Co. by H. H. Moyer.
UNION — Oasis, transferred to J. M. Yoes
by L. A. Moore.Closings
PORTLAND— Hawthorne.

New Theaters

ASTORIA— Riviera. ARLINGTON— Arlington.
DUFUR— Dufur.

Re-Openings

KLAMATH FALLS — Rainbow. PORTLAND — PANTAGES (formerly RKO).
WALLOWA— McLeans.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership
ANNVILLE — Astor, transferred to PenEllen Theater Corp. by John L. Davis.
BEAVER FALLS— Regent, transferred to
Beaver Valley Amusement Co. by Western Penna. BERWYN — Berwyn, transferred to Pen-Ellen Theater Corp. by
Rivoli Theater Corp. CARRICK— Brentwood, transferred to E. Barrett by A.
Certo. CLARIDGE: — Dreamland,
transferred to F. H. King by P. King.
BROWNSVILLE — Bison, transferred to
Gen. Moody by Chas. D. Wright. DILLSBURG— Dillsburg. FRANKLIN — Ritz.
transferred to Great Lakes Theaters, Inc.
by Grant Bolmer. HARRISBURG— Star
(formerly Royal), transferred to T. B.
Reckard by W. B. Schwalm. HERSEYCommunity, transferred to Hershey Estates,
Inc. JEANNETTE — Harris (formerly
Eagle), transferred to Harris Amusement
Co. of Jeannette by O. A. Kihchel. NESQUEHONING — Roxy, transferred to Benjamin W. Freed by Mark Rubinsky. PHILADELPHIA— Brunswick;, transferred to
Brunswick Theater Corp. by Abraham Shaffer; Benson, transferred to Gertrude
Amusement Co. by Benson Theaters, Inc.
PITTSBURGH — Alvin, transferred to
Harris Amusement Co. by Shubert; Avenue, transferred to Harris Amusement Co.
by Western Penna. Amusement Co. ; New
Palace, transferred to Wm. Grande bv
Bailey & Marlowe. WILLIAMSTOWN
— Lvric, transferred to John Hancock by
E. W. Morris.

Closings

DAISYTOWN — Rialto. NATRONA —
Keystone. REYNOLDSVILLE— Liberty.
HERSHEY— Little. HAWLEY— Dreamland. PHILADELPHIA — Walnut.
CLARK'S SUMMIT — Summit. BERWICK—Strand.

OF TRADE

New Theaters

Bein by Norwood

IlNGHAMPTON— Binghampton.
CORTLAND—Cortland.
DOBBS
FERRY
—
• Embassy.
GLENS FALLS— Park.
LONG
ISLAND — Jamaica — Carlton.
.LLEGANY— Town Hall. CANISTEO—
Boiler. NEWARK VALLEY — Auditorium.
NEW YORK CITY — Brooklyn— Quentin,
E. 35th St. & Quentin Ave.; Claridge Theater, Ave. P & 2nd St.; ManhattanBroadway, 1681 Broadway (formerly Col| rniy) ; Midway (previously reported as Midl town), 100th St. & Bway. SYRACUSE
— Brighton; Paramount. WATERLOO —
State.

BY FILM BOARDS

New Theaters
—

Lyric.

EDGEFIELD

—

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

EDGEMONT
— Iris, transferred to M. L.
Hart by A. H. Hinkley.
DESMET —
Ritz, transferred
to G. E. Christians by
Ely & Holliday.

Openings

SPRINGFIELD— Strand. BRISTOL— Orpheum. EMERY— Sun. FREDRICK —
Iris. HARROLD— Playhouse. HAYTI—
New. HURLEY— Star. IRENE— Legion.
IRQUOIS — Star. ISABEL — Strand.
LAKE PRESTON— Rex. MADISON —
Lyric. NEW EFFINGTON— Hollywood.
ONEIDA — Crystal. SPRINGFIELD —
Strand. VERMILLION— March; Coyote.
WOOD— Paradise.

TEXAS

Changes in Ownership
GROVETON— Capitol, transferred to R. P.
Turner, Jr. RUSK — Astor, transferred to
Grady B. Ellis. WOLFE CITY— Palace,
transferred to J. C. T. Wilburn. ROBY
— Artists, transferred to L. M. Davis.
GROESBECK— Palace, transferred to F.
F. Smith. FRANKSTON— Palace, transferred to A. S. Johnston. SULPHUR
SPRINGS— Palace, transferred to A. W.
Lilly. TURKEY— Gem, transferred to E.
L. Christian. ELDORADO — Ritz, transferred to A. M. Closings
Morgan.
DALLAS— Palace. SAN DIEGO— Palace.
EASTLAND — Connellee. SULPHUR
SPRINGS — Palace. ROYCE CITY —
Palace.

Openings

ALAMO— Alamo. GATESVILLE — Ritz.
AMARILLO — Paramount. BURNET —
Burntex. CANTON— Royal. CRANE —
Palace. CROSBY— Crosby. GROESBECK
Palace. HOUSTON— Azteca. LAREDO
—Royal. LUFKIN— Lincoln. KANAHANS— Pen-Ell. PT. LAVACA— Amusu.
RIO GRANDE — Dreamland. ROYCE
CITY— Palace. SAN ANTONIO— State.
SAM MARCOS— Plaza. VAN ALSTYNE
—Lyric. WESLACO— National. WEINERT— Rex. BEAUMONT— Tivoli. AUSTIN—Texas. THURBER— Opera House.
SAN BENITO— Juarez. THURBER —
Frankston. VAN ALSTYNE— Ritz. NAVASOTA — Dixie. MEMPHIS — Ritz.
SYNDER— Ritz. LONE OAK— Palace.
MORAN— Moran. MT. PLEASANT —
Palace. TEXAS— Anson. ENNIS— Plaza.
LUBBOCK— Broadway. LOCKHART —
Obrero.

New Theater

WELLINGTON— The

New.

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership
BUENA VISTA — Rockbridge, transferred to
Liberty Theater Corp. HOPEWELL —
Beacon, transferred to George Stath by
George Rollo. RICHMOND — Ponton,
transferred to Amusement Holding Corp.
by United Theaters, Inc.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership
SPOKANE — Bandbox (Egyptian), transferred to Lindsay & Happy by J. A. Clark;
State, transferred to Evergreen State
Amusement. WAPATO — Liberty, transferred to Paul Wolkman by Joe Blaschke.
OROVILLE — Oro, transferred to Plemmons & Gillespie by Frank Bartel.

METALINE

FALLS— Little Playhouse.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

ANSTED — Ritz, transferred to Morton
O'Neal
by Garland
Skaggs. CAB'IN
CREEK — Cabin Creek, transferred to R.
W. Phelan by C. M. Wheeler. DAVY—
Palace, transferred to D. W. Harris by
Sam Harris. FAYETTEVILLE— Plaza,
transferred to Morton & O'Neal by S. D.
Morton. FOLLANSBEE— Strand. > transferred to J. F. Huszar by A. G. Constant.
HUNTINGTON— Strand, transferred to
C. B. Hukle by Price Goomer. KINGWOOD — Arcade, transferred to C. E. Anderson. LEWISBURG — Princess,: transferred to P. L. Dysard by L. M. Grow.
PARKERSBURG— Strand, transferred to
Warner Bros, by P. W. Barrett. ROWELSBURG — American, transferred to C.
E. Anderson by T. E. Dunn. TERRA
ALTA — Alpine, transferred to C. E. Anderson by W. B. Urling. YUKON —
Union (formerly Yukon), transferred to
Eli Burnett by J. A. Little. ROMNEY
WEST — Ideal, transferred to Woodcox and
Willingham by J. B. Saville.

Openings

ANSTED— Ritz (formerly Lyric). DAVY—
Palace. DELBARTON—
Closing Palace. GLEN
JEAN— Opera House. HUNTINGTON—
Strand.
WEIRTON— State.
LEWISBURG— Princess.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

ARCADIA — Arcadia, transferred to Salby
Bros, by Leo Johnson. FOND DU LAC—
Fon du Lac, transferred to Fond du Lac
Amuse. Corp. by Wis. Amusement Enterprises, Inc.; Retlaw, transferred to FoxMidwesco by Retlaw Theater of Fond du
Lac, Inc. GREEN BAY— Bay, transferred
to Fox-Midwesco by Bay Theater Co. of
Green Bay, Inc.; Orpheum, transferred
to Dr. J. R. Minahan by Wis. Amus. Ent.
Inc. ELROY — Juneua, transferred to H.
C. Tebbett by Edmund Mohns and Donald
Wilcox. HANCOCK — Kerridge, transferred to Ray Kerridge by M. D. Thomas;
Orpheum, transferred to Charles S. Mason
by Braumart Amusement Co. of Iron
Mountain, Mich. JANESVILLE— Jeffries,
transferred to Statewide Theater Co. by
Saxe Amusement Management Co. KENOSHA— Orpheum, transferred to Statewide
Theater Co. by Saxe Amusement Management Co. MADISON — Orpheum, Strand.
Parkway, transferred to Ascher Levy by
Wise. Amusement Co. MILWAUKEE—
Garfield, Mirth, Modjeska, Princess, Tivoli,
Uptown, transferred to Statewide Theater
Co. by Saxe Amusement Management Co. ;
Savoy, transferred to Statewide Theater Co.
by Savoy Amusement Corp.; Plaza, transferred to Statewide Theater Co. by Alfred
Bartelt; Hollywood, transferred to Gutenberg & Fuchs by Hollywood Theater, Inc.
MANITOWOC — Capitol, transferred to
Land O'Lakes Theater, Inc. by Maintowoc
Theater Co.; Midado, transferred to F. M.
Kadow by Manitowoc Theater Co. : Empire,
transferee! to T. Goryczka by R. H. Vogel.
MADISON — Capitol, transferred to FoxMidwesco by Warner Bros. NEENAH —
Embassy, transferred to Bird Theater Corp.
by Embassy Theater Corp. OSHKOSH—
Oshkosh, transferred to Statewide Theater
Co. by Saxe Management Co.; Strand,
transferred to Fox-Midwesco by Strand
Oshkosh Amusement Co., Inc., Sol J.
Hankin; Star, transferred to R. T. Betlinger by Chas. Bauman. SHEBOYGAN
FALLS — Falls, transferred to Mr. Cook
by Mikeferred toLencione;
Van Corp.
der Vaart,
transJ. J. Closings
Realty
by B. J.
M.
Amusement
Corp.
JANESVILLE— Beverly.
BENTON— Blende.

RIO

—

Purtell.

Openings

ATHENS — Opera House. AUGUSTA —
Opera House. CLEAR LAKE — Community. GALESVILLE— Marinuks. GLIDDEN— Rex. OSSEO— Fox. PRAIRIE DU
SAC— Bonham. MARINETTE— RHalto;
Strand. RACINE — Mainstreet; Uptown;
State. RED GRANITE — Community.
SPRING VALLEY—
Community. STEV-Legion.
WYOMING
Closing
ENS POINT— Lyric.
INDEPENDENCE
LUSK— Lusk.

EXTREMELY

FINE GRAIN
♦ ♦ ♦ IHAT, of course, is the first essential in any film that is to serve
satisfactorily for projection background shots. Eastman Background
Negative has this prime requisite
. . . plus adequate speed . . . plus excellent processing characteristics.
In short, it is being demonstrated
every day that this new Eastman
film is ideally adapted to its important special purpose.
Eastman
Kodak Company. (J. E. Brulatour,
Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)
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Theater Reopening s in U. S. Last Month Totaled217

CODE AUTHORITY IS EVENLY DIVIDED ON DUALS
^ew NRA

Recommendation Would End Block Booking

Jet of Principles Applying
to All Industries May
Go in Every Code
ashington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — One of six basic
rinciples expounded by a joint NRA
ommittee and one from the Departlent of Commerce Saturday as a
^commendation for inclusion in all
ending codes, may abolish block
ooking. The principle was termed
oercion and stated that under this
iaption are the forced purchase of
(.Continued

on

Page

3)

Allied Names Managing Committee in Code Fight
Makeup of the managing committee to direct the independent exhibitor campaign,
headed by Allied, against the proposed industry code, was announced Saturday. In
addition to Abram F. Myers, Allied general counsel and chairman of its board, personnel
comprises: members of the code committee; Allied board of directors, one representative of each cooperating
but unaffiliated
exhibitor
unit.

Trem Carr Denies Indies Try to Make
Cheap Films for Double Bill Programs

Kuykendall Seen Holding
Balance of Power on
Double Bill Issue
Analysis of the personnel of the
Code Authority, court of appeal and
national enforcement body set up under the film industry code, indicates
that the best double feature proponents can hope for if the issue
reaches it,
is an oneven
from
(Continued
Page break
3)

UNION WAGE PARLEYS
RECESSED FOR 2 WKS.

Disputing charges made at the
industry code hearing in Washington last month and more recently in
exhibitor conventions, Trem Carr,
Monogram production head, on Saturday denied that independent producers are generally endeavoring to
make low-cost pictures specially designed for double feature programs.

"All independents, as well as major producers, start on a picture
with the idea of making a knockout," declared
who arrived
in
New York
fromCarr,
Cleveland
and left
again Saturday for the Coast. "They
sincerely try to make something
With no agreement as yet reached
unusual.
Only an occasional pro- on a wage scale covering locals af(Continued
on Page 8)
filiated with the I. A. T. S. E., the
Evils of censorship lie not so
conferences on this matter recessed
luch in the cutting of isolated
early Saturday morning, with plans
cenes and dialogue, but in its superciality and arbitrary inconsistency,
for resuming two weeks later, Fred
eclares the National Council on
Dempsey, I. A. T. S. E. official, told
The Film Daily Saturday. Union
1reedom from Censorship in a bookrepresentatives are meeting with vaet, "What Shocked the Censors,"
eleased yesterday and giving a full
rious independent exhibitor deleTheater
reopenings
in
the
U.
S.
plete
tabulation
of
reports
from
the
ecord of cuts made in 1932 and
gates, including President Harry
hrough March, 1933, by the New last month set a new record for Film Boards of Trade. It was the Brandt of the Independent Theater
several years, totaling 217, and second successive month that open- Owners of New York. Dempsey will
Tork tostate
censors. Theof deletions,
ings exceeded closings. Indications call the next session when he reaid
be characteristic
the work changes of ownership also made a
f censors in various states having new high at 264, while closings num- so far this month are that the upturns to New York from a trip.
trend has continued.
(.Continued on Page 8)
bered only 47, it is shown by com-

1ALL INCONSISTENCY
CHIEF CENSOR EVIL

217 Houses Opened, 47 Closed,
264 Changed Hands Last Month

ndie Union Officials
Held for Court Hearing
Pittsburgh — Charged with violatig a state law in operating without
permit from the secretary of the
ommonwealth, President William C.
Little, Treasurer Martin J. Joyce
nd Secretary Daniel Cross of the
ndependent M. P. 0. Union have
een held for court. Bond was set
t $500 each. Information against
he indie union was brought in beelf of the I. A. T. S. E. union.
Record
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Playing for eight consecutive weeks
at the Trans-Lux on Broadway, Disney's
"Three Little Pigs" was shown approximately 800 times in that period, an
all-time
record.
an

some

Es-

Atlanta — Sol A. Rosenblatt, NRA
Deputy Administrator, arrived here
Saturday to be the chief speaker at
the annual convention of the Southeastern
Theater
Owners
Ass'n. Preliminary
sessions
got under
way
yesterday and will continue until tomorrow, when Rosenblatt is due
back in Washington.

It is a sort of climax to the "rugged individualism" in cinema showmanship that
started to express itself in a big way some months ago when theater decentralization
was the talk of the country.
Showmen began to go after business as they saw it, not as a home-office
a thousand miles away used to chart it, and the business came through.

for Short

ie Annual
Film Daily Year Book Has
blished Reputation for Facts. — Advt.

Rugged Individual

Sol Rosenblatt in Atlanta
For Southeast Exhib Meet

A T about that time "Roxy" pulled stakes from Seventh Avenue and established
** his inimitable brand of theatrical wares, better known as the No. 1 Brand, over
in Radio City.
It left the old Roxy floundering for a while, but as soon as it severed its physical
ties and was taken in hand by the Harry Arthur and Fanchon b Marco forces it took

(Continued on Page 2")

Second-Runs

Fare Best

Canton, O. — Although downtown firstruns complain that business is not what
it should be, due chiefly to overseating, four second-runs are doing near
capacity, with standees on Saturdays
and Sundays. Two of the latter have
.raised admissions from a dime to 15
cents.
The 1934
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say about the —

on a new individualism that turned the place into the favorite rendezvous for families,
kids and bargain hunters for miles around.
A little farther down the street, Walter Reade retrieved the Mayfair and set right
in to give it a new personality through the medium of fancy and sometimes extraordinary lobby ballyhoo that kept the front of the house as busy as a penny arcade on a
Sunday afternoon.
Then Arthur Mayer took over the Rialto, and once more the superiority of personalized operation over rubber-stamp supervision was demonstrated.

•

DEFORE

it slips

from

memory,

quite

a

splurge

also

was

made

for

a

while

over

at

"
the old Hippodrome, where two showmen, A. J. Cooper and Cecil Maberry, came
in from the west with a load of ideas and began by giving the town its biggest combination show for the money.
Later they pulled another

surprise by an amazing

switch

to grand opera

at pop

prices — and cleaned up with it.
And more recently came Harry and Billy Brandt, Max Cohen, Stanley Lawton and
a few others who have converted about a dozen dark legitimate houses into active
movie theaters.

•

kyjEANWHILE

the deluxers

and

other regular stands

have

not

1934
Edition now

exactly stood still.

'"' Almost every opening at Warner's Strand or the Hollywood is accompanied by a
terrific campaign that is the equivalent of personalized operation, and houses like the
Paramount and Capitol likewise have stepped on the gas to keep up with the parade.
The net result of it all has been a stimulation that has brought benefits in many
directions.

in

Besides the additional employment provided, the opportunity given the public to
see pictures they missed and the extra change picked up by distributors in rentals,
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Herbert Hollingsworth
Dead
Herbert Hollingsworth, retired
stage and screen actor, who was
known as Herbert Barrington, died
last week at his home in Tarrytown.
He was 61. After appearing in many
early films, he was for a time location man for Norma Talmadge.
M-G-M
Buys Story
"Miss Bishop," novel by Bess
Streeter Aldrich, has been bought
by M-G-M.
SPECIAL

TRAILERS—

SPECIAL SCREEN SERVICE, Inc.
122 West

41st St., New

York

City
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saturation point in movie

attendance

"It is a most
ume, this 'Year
the Film Daily.
publishers want

will not be reached, nor will the possibili-

' ties for business be fully realized, until there is a wide open field everywhere for
all types of showmanship to flourish.
Summing up the increased number of picture houses that are able to keep going
in the Times

Square district, as against a 50 per cent drop in number

of legitimate thea-

ters now operating, it brings home the point that there's lots more attendance in "them
thar' hills" if it is gone after in enough different ways, and this is possible only under
manship.
conditions that allow free play for that aptly-termed "rugged individualism" in show-

Copenhagen — Due to a dispute
over alleged infringemnet of Danish
patents for noiseless recording, practically all American companies are
being barred from importing films
here, according to Nordisk Films.
United Artists is about the only
company on whom notice has not
been served, it is understood.
Simultaneous Run Record
With additional openings of
"Footlight Parade" over the weekend, there will be about 400 simulruns of the
in "A"
houses taneous
around
the picture
country
this
week, according to Andy Smith and
Grad Sears, Warner sales executives. This is a record for Warner
releases.
West
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Hollywood — Following completion
of "Sixteen Fathoms Deep," Monogram will place "He Couldn't Take
It" in work. It is from a "Saturday
Evening
Post" story by Albert Payson Terhune.
Sidney

Blackmer

Under

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Knife

DAILY

Hollywood — Sidney Blackmer is
resting easily following an operation
said to have been necessitated by a
football injury several years ago.

remarkable volBook' issued by
If the gracious
a blurb I can

give
themit.'
one:I 'I
wouldn't
be
without
seem
to have
heard that phrase before a couple
of times, but I feel sure no one
ever
the indorsement with
more gave
sincerity.
"In fact I'll go better than
that. The Film Daily has my
permission to say: 'Eric M.
Knight done
says he
couldn'tourgetYear
his
work
without

Denmark Curbs U. S. Films Prague Quota Parley Fails
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of these independently operated houses are proving a boon to independent
ducers who are anxious to get a crack at Broadway with their product.

preparation

"For this volume is my refuge,

Prague — After several days of negotiations over the question of a
quota for American films in Czechoslovakia, the parley has fallen
through.

my strength, my fortress, shield
and buckler. Whenever anyone
calls up and wants to know, as
people for some esoteric reason
do want to know, if there is, let
us say, a
Sleep N.
Book.'right
the
that there

Third Florida Short in Work
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Having already completed "Turpentine" and
"Sponges," Ray Friedgen now has a
third featurette, dealing with tobacco, in work at the Sun Haven
studios under the direction of Frank
Durlick. The shorts have human
interc-st stories and musical backgrounds in addition to giving an insight into native industries.

screen player named
Eat, I can thumb to
page and assure them
is and that he played

in 1932 in a film called 'The
"A remarkable book, this that
tells
all the things I ought
Monsterme Walks.'
to know as a movie scribbler and
don't. And if there is any question asked me that the book
doesn't answer, in all probability
it isn't the book's fault — it is
my inability to find the right

Eric Public
M. Knight,
Ledger,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Sidney Skolsky in Warner Film

West Coast Bureau of THE
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DAILY

Detroit

Hollywood — Sidney Skolsky,
Broadway columnist, will play a role
in Warner's "Hi, Nellie," Paul Muni
vehicle dealing with newspaper life.

"The
1933
Film
Daily Year
Book, a dandy and a great credit
to
you. Wewithout
couldn'tit.
run More
the
department
and Ella
more H. success
to you!"
McCormick,

Motion Picture Editor,
page."
Detroit Free Press,
Detroit, Mich.

"Most compelling motion picture this reporter
can recall, bar none." — N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

Ford ot ten
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Wire
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NRA MAY ABOLISH
ALL BLOCK BOOKING

FILM CODE AUTHORITY
SPLIT EVEN ON DUALS

(Continued from Page
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Ithe standpoint of votes on any plan
|to restrict the practice.
Five of its ten members, as major
company executives, are admittedly
opposed to dual bills. They are:
Sidney R. Kent, Fox; Nicholas M.
'Schenck, M-G-M; M. H. Aylesworth,
RKO ; Harry M. Warner, WarnerFirst National, and George J. Schae' fer. Paramount.
On the other hand four members
are on the records as objecting to
any restrictions on this policy. They
are: R. H. Cochrane, Universal; Nathan Yamins, Allied; W. Ray
Johnston, Monogram, and Charles L.
O'Reilly.
In view of this voting situation
Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.
P. T. 0. A., apparently occupies a
strategic position, with the balance
of power in his control as far as
a Code Authority vote goes. Kuykendall's various utterances have
been to the effect that his association opposes double features but he
personally nevertheless believes in
individual determination of the
policy. Whether or not he will support a move to impose restrictions
on the practice is not known and a
telegram from The Film Daily
querying him on the matter remained unanswered late last night.
Importance of the Code Authority
in connection with the double feature issue is emphasized by the fact
that this body appoints members of
the local grievance boards, jursidiction of which covers this issue,
among others, as exclusively printed
in The Film Daily of Oct. 5 and
later substantiated by Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt. Furthermore, appeal from local grievance board decisions may be made
to the Code Authority.
Ziehm Gets
Arthur Ziehm
', Sales Corp. has
pean production,
by Karl Dreyer,
tor.

Foreign Film
of General Foreign
acquired the Euro"Vampyr," directed
the Danish direc-

Harry Gribbon to Make Another
Harry Gribbon has been signed to
make a second Vitaphone comedy in
the east.
Some Splendid Shorts
We have just seen the first of the
Edwin C. Hill series of short subjects
as produced by Master Art Products,
Inc., and are thoroughly impressed with
their combined entertainment-educational
qualities as well as their timeliness. One
reel, containing an expose of the fortune-telling racket as well as the superstitions of sports champs, is full of
human interest. Another, telling the
story of the Roosevelt family in America,
is splendid, unusual and has an immediate national appeal. These shorts, the
first of a series, have class, the personality and voice of Mr. Hill is likable,
and they are good enough to show in
the finest of houses.
JACK ALICOATE

PHIL

M

DALY

• • • ABOUT THE middle of November
RKORadio will spring on a delighted world of exhibitors and their
patrons a beaucoup series of genooine tabloid Musical Comedies
from the workshop of Van Beuren
we have it
on the authority of no less than Jules Levy, general sales manager of RKO
that this series will set the style for the
very latest model in 1933-34 screen entertainment

*

*

*

*

• •
• THE BIG thought in planning this series of short
musicals has been to eschew
(there's a word!
meaning "to dodge, to pass up, to throw in the ashcan")
to eschew, we said, a story built around a worn-out musical set
every pix will be cast with stars who fit the various
roles
and look at the names!
Bert Lahr, Mills
Brothers, Ethel Waters, Ray Perkins, Arthur Tracy, Sisters of
the Skillet, Baby Rose Marie, Jimmy Wallington, Boswell Sisters, Singin' Sam, Harry
Richman,
*
*
*James * Melton
• • • SO THIS series of Van Beuren Musical Comedies
bids fair to administer the final kick in the pants to those terrible alleged musical comedy shorts
salvaged from the
outworn debris of ham vaude acts of the late '90's dressed up
with modern studio sets
it's the New Deal in musical
shorts
if

j|t

qs

•((

• •
• JUST TO give you an idea
the first will be
"Hizzoner"
featuring Bert Lahr as the dumbest man
in town who turns out to be the successful candidate for mayor
also in the cast will be Jimmy Wallington and James
Melton
Real Plots, Class Music, Big Names
how
can they miss
with Ray McCarey directing?
*
*
*
#
•

•

• MOST FILM events that are past are
not so the "Bowery
Ball" at the Astor
Thursday
nite
it was one grand hilarious
United Fund
Artists threw in aid of the N. Y. "American"
Relief

*

*

*

*

forgotten
Hotel last
party that
Christmas

• •
• THE ENTIRE ballroom was decorated to resemble
the Bowery
with the elevated structure running along
one side of the room
saloons and nickelodeons lined the
other
a swell combination
there were bustles and
tight-fitting trousers and brown derbies
beer served by
bartenders
lampposts and spittoons with walrus mustaches
• • • AND WOTTA motley mob!
2500 there, with
half of 'em in attire of the early '90's that would have given the
ole Bowery somethin' to talk about ...... ermines and turtlenecked sweaters ambled arm-in-arm
Al Smith was there
autographing
derbies and auctioning 'em off
Howard
Chandler Christy was painting portraits for 15 bucks
c'n ya imagine!
the guy's regular rate is $1,500
Rudy Vallee auctioned off several bottles of perfume
so
the Christmas Fund got a nice boost. .... Hal Home's exploitashe chief, Monroe Greenthal, was in charge of the build-up
for the program
assisted by Monte Prosser handling the
press
and the results paint the graphic proof of the
swell job they delivered
and the Big Names
present
from the social, theatrical and political worlds would fill this
kolyum
oke !
A Party
•

The committee found, it was
stated, that wbile unfair trade pracpers. tices can now be covered by six basic principles, there have been over
1,000 ways of stating them, stating that such a diversity of expression has presented great difficulties
in framing and consideration of
codes.
Educational Gets Vienna Short
"A Stroll Thru Vienna," Viennese
short, has been bought by Educational from Arthur Ziehm of General Foreign Sales Corp.
Universal Reports Loss
Net loss of $126,492 is reported
by Universal for the three months
ended July 29. This brings loss for
the first nine months of the year
up to $728,747.
Rowson Forms New Company
London — Simon Rowson is head of
a newly registered firm, New Ideal
Pictures, Ltd.
"Eskimo" at Astor Nov. 14
M-G-M's "Eskimo" will open its
two-a-day run at the Astor on
Nov. 14.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

•

• - IT SEEMS that Dave Mountan of Showmans Pictures is running for Councilman on the Democratic ticket up at
Harrison, N. Y
along with ole Colonel Alicoate
if elected
(we said IF)
the council meetings will
feature screen and stage shows
with a B. O. for visiting
reformers who want to sit in

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

one article by the purchase of another, and the discrimination known
as a black-list.
The other five principles included
inaccurate advertising attacking
competitors, price discrimination,
commercial bribery, breach of contract and a general provision relating to return of goods, trading
stamps and others on which there is
a wide divergence of opinion.
The committee based its recommendations on a survey of more
than 1,000 submitted codes, resolutions voluntarily adopted by industry through
tradeby associations,itsrulesvarious
approved
the
Federal Trade Commission at trade
practice conferences covering 150
industries in 15 years and advertising agreements expounded by better business bureaus and newspa-

industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

ine

Oct. 30
Sue
Zoe

Akins
Carol

George Marion, Jr.
Arthur Ben
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"FOOTLIGHT PARADE'S" SUCCESS DUPLICATED IN DRAMA H
A

FIRST

NATIONAL

PICTURE.

DIRECTED

BY

MERVYN

LEROY.

VITAGRAPH,

't/Mf

Muni of searing "Scarface!". . .Muni of Slashing "Fugitive!". . .Again
the raging fire-brand storms the screen . . . riding rough-shod through
a world of Women ... CRASHING ALL RECORDS AT N.Y.
HOLLYWOOD IN "A PICTURE TO CHEER ABOUT . . . EASILY
ONE OF THE FINEST REFLECTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SCENE
WHICH

THE SCREEN

TELEGRAM)

HAS

YET ACHIEVED"

. . ."UNQUESTIONABLY

A SUCCESS"

•

!R BROS.
fRIBUTORS

(N.Y. WORLD-

•

• •

held his destiny in soft white hands — hands
that

sought

to

strangle

his flaming

ALINE

MACMAHON,

ASTOR,

MARGARET

PATRICIA

soul I

MARY
LINDSAY,

ELLIS, JEAN

MUIR
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A ,,LITTLE,/ from HOLLYWOOD
Bv RALPH WILK

JOHN ROBERTSON
J ed by RKO Radio
rect "Declasse," from
play. Diana Wynyard
leading role. *
*

has been signPictures to dithe Zoe Akins
will have the

*

Emil Ludwig had ample opportunity to bring into use his linguistic ability at Warner Bros, t'other
day. He chatted with Wilhelm Dieterle in German, while he used
Hungarian for his conversation with
Michael Curtiz. Robert Florey talked with the famous biographer in
French and Tony Gaudio entered a
lengthy discussion with the distinguished visitor in Italian.

Agency Starts Radio Department

Schulberg-Feldman
agency
has launched
a radio department
booking
star „m«
for nafona
and coast broadcasts.
First to be placed are EliTsaLandi and L lyan TaTh
man over the Shell 0,1 Company
hour from San Francisco
Monday
Evenings
Depart
ment is ; under Margaret
Kuhns,
recently in charge
of the MJB
coffee broadcasts from
the

north,

and,

prior to that,

story editor for Sam

Goldwyn

Broadcasts

from

Lewis Foster, comedy director, production starring Norman Foster
wrote the adaptation for "Eight and Heather Angel.
Girls in a Boat," which Richard
Wallace is directing for Charles R.
Following his work in "7 Lives
Rogers. He also provided new com- Were Changed
Norman Foster's
," has
contract
with Fox
edy material since the picture went
been renewed
into production.
for
a
long
term
period.
* *
*

Our Passing Show: Ben Holmes,
the writer-director, berating some
unknown for a dirty trick — his cam
* *
'<■•
has
stolen and he can neither
Seven-year-old Douglas Scott, ap- writebeen
nor direct without it; Endre
pearing in Mickey McGuire comedies
Bohem motoring to the M-G-M stufor Larry Darmour, plans a trip to dios.
London next year. While in London
* * *
he will renew his friendship with
Gus
Meins
will direct Thelma
Dick Henderson, who! played his
brother in "Cavalcade." He has Todd and Patsy Kelly in "The Gold
of '98," for Hal Roach. The
been loaned to M-G-M for an impor- Jitters
comedy starts next week.
tant role in "Overland Bus."
Stuart Erwin is on loan from
Hugh Harman and Rudolf Ising
have been working with Director M-G-M to play the leading role in
Norman McLeod on the animated "Joe Palooka," from the comic strip
of that name, for Edward Small. It
cartoon part of "Alice in Wonder- is the first time Erwin has been off
land," to be executed by the "Car- the home lot since he signed a term
penter" and*
the "Walrus."
contract nearly a year ago.
*
*
Marc Lachman has been assigned
Following the completion of
by Universal to handle the special
exploitation, advertising and pub- "House of Murder," which he is
licity campaign on the world pre- now bringing to the screen, Lambert Hillyer has been assigned to
miere of John M. Stahl's "Only Yes- "Once
to Every Woman" as his next
terday," which will re-open the
Hollywood Pantages theater Nov. 9. directorial effort for Columbia.
Special work will be handled for
"The Comeback" is announced as
Margaret Sullivan and the premiere
will be a gala event with the "who's final title for M-G-M's new picture
who" of Hollywood present to wit- formerly titled "Payment in Full."
ness the birth of the new star ii. George Seitz will direct this production, with a cast that includes
this production.
Otto Kruger, Isabel Jewell and Una
Phillips Holmes never misses an Merkel.
* * *
opportunity to watch his dad, Tay"Transcontinental Bus," new Roblor Holmes, act before the camera.
Montgomery starring vehicle,
"I can learn more about acting in went ert
into work a few days ago
ten minutes by watching dad, than
I can in two weeks listening to any aboard a cross-country bus. Many
of the subsequent scenes will be
director," says
* young
* Holmes.
*
photographed on this bus. The players include Madge Evans, Nat PenHarvey Stephens will free lance
after the expiration of his contract Gordon. dleton, Ted Healy and C. Henry
with Fox next month. He is con* *
*
sidering two offers from New York
James
Gleason
and
Robert Armproducers for plays on Broadway
strong will be re-united in Parabut picture offers may hold him
here. Under his free lance program, mount's "The Search for Beauty."
he plans to do one or two plays be"Makin' Good," the second comedy
tween pictures.
* * *
in Educational's new Frolics of
Youth series, has just been placed
Al Boasberg will direct "Radio in
production with Junior Coghlan
Dough,"
Murray-Sidney
two-reeler,
for Columbia.
again in the lead. The supporting
east includes Dorothy Ward, Harry
Myers, Lila Leslie, Shirley TemGood Looks No Handicap
ple,
Howell, Broderick 0'Farrel, Kenneth
Ralph Ernest
and a flock
Although personality, voice, poise and
intelligence are the most important
of high school students. Charles
requisites in film aspirants these days,
Lamont is directing the series.
*
*
#
good looks are "not a handicap," sez
John Stahl, Universal director. The
search for new talent is being carried
Joseph Diskay, Hungarian tenor,
on with more vigor than ever, Stahl
has been signed by Fox Film to sing
declares, but with more discernment,
too.
in "7 Lives Were Changed." He will
sing Hungarian
folk songs in the

*

*

*

With
plans
afoot
to produce
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer" on an
elaborate roadshow scale, Director
Stephen Roberts, accompanied by
his production staff, left the Paramount lot a few days ago for the
mountains of Northern Arizona in
quest of location sites. Roberts was
accompanied by Harry Fischbeck,
cameraman; Charley Barton and
Clem Beauchamp, assistant directors; and W. B. Ihnen, of the studio
art department.
*
*
#
George Meeker, juvenile "heavy,"
nas been added to the cast of "Hip
Hips Hooray" at RKO Radio studios.

TOTS

Man" comedy, collaborate with ;
Fields on a two-reeler for Ha
Gribbon and Tom Kennedy, and i
//.
direct the latter production.

*

*

*

Buddy DeSylva will soon be
production on his second Fox r
sical tentatively titled "Bottc
Up."
David Butler will direct.

*

*

*

Walter
Byron will appear w
Francis Lederer and Elissa Landi
RKO's
"Man * of *Two *Worlds."
Immediately upon completion
her work in the Jesse L. Lasky p
duction, Fox
"I Amstar, Suzanne!"
Harvey,
will start 'Lilj
wi
story.
in
"The
Lottery
Lover,"
an
Rockett production.
Maurice H ;
line and
Sig Herzig
wrote

*

*

*

Alan Hale, Dorothy Burgess J
Marcelle Day are additions to Pa
mount's
"Miss
Fane's
Baby

*

*

*

Achmed Abdullah, noted Orien
writer and soldier of fortune, s
Waldemar
Young, scenarist, hz
Stolen."
completed the script of "Lives oj
Bengal
Lancer," Roberts
Paramount's
sp
tacle.
Stephen
will dire

* *
*
Warner Bros, have signed Enrico
Mary Brian and Bruce Cabot he
Caruso, Jr. son of the famous
Italian opera star, for a musical pic- been signed by Columbia for "1
ture to be done in Spanish. Follow- Criminal Within."
ing completion of the Spanish picAl Rogell has been signed
ture young Caruso will probably
appear for Warners in other pic- Charles R. Rogers to direct Edmu
tures produced in English.
Lowe and Victor McLaglen in "
More Women," which Rogers w.
produce
Paramount. Rogell v
Mack Gordon and Harry Revel, borrowed forfrom
Columbia.
*
*
*
writers of all the songs in "Sitting
Pretty," which Charles R. Rogers is
Walter
Connolly
is
another (
producing for Paramount, also will lumbia contract personality
to ,
play parts in the film. They join borrowed by Charles R. Rogers 1
Jack Oakie, Jack Haley and Ginger
"Eight Girls in a Boat," while Rio*
Rogers.
ard Cromwell was loaned to Fox i
Horace Jackson, writer, has been "House of Connelly."
signed by Paramount to work on a
Fox has added Wally Albright '
group of three stories, the first of
"Smoky," Georgia Caine to "I A
which
will
be
"We're
Not
Dressing,"
Suzanne," and Suzanne Kaar<
starring Bing Crosby.
* * *
newly signed beauty, to "Sleepe
*
*
#
George Raft, working in Paramount's "Chrysalis," has two more
Joseph Moncure March has be.
roles set for him. He will play a signed by B. P. Schulberg, indepe
world-famous dancer in "Bolero" dent producer at Paramount,
and a bullfighter in "The Trumpet write the screen adaptation of D
%
*
*
mon Runyon's story, "Little Mi.
East."
Paramount's "Alice in WonderBlows."land" and "Search for Beauty" both
Marion Dix, writer, and Hawoiv
will have spectacular dance num- Bromley, studio executive, we;
Marker." secretly last May in L
bers, with LeRoy Prinz directing married
the dances for the first and Jack week.
Vegas, Nev., it was revealed la;
Haskell for *
the second.
*
*
James Bush, who recently appeared in "Queen Christina" will
have a leading role in the Charles
R. Rogers-Paramount film, "Eight
*
#
*
Girls in a Boat."
Ben Holmes has received a triple
assignment at RKO. He will write
the story for the next "Average

Sophie Tucker May Sign
Whether or not Sophie Tucker will
listen to picture contracts will depend
on how she feels after a rest of about
four weeks in Hollywood, the "hot
mama" singer says. She added, however, that she is "not out West to outwest Mae West, but is out west for a
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• The Broadway Parade ©

f NEWS of the DAY
Srand Rapids, Mich. — Harry W.
mis, manager of the Isis theater,
d Warren 0. Wardwell, a doorman,
|re beaten on the head by two
med bandits who attacked them
the theater office recently and
d with $100 in receipts.
Wallingford, Conn.— The Strand
s reopened with a double-feature
[icy and
licy
four weekly
program
•anges.
Mount Vernon, N. Y. — George
ner has been appointed manager
,, Loew's Mount Vernon.
Holyoke, Mass. — The Majestic has
»en reopened by A. Desautels.
Bethel, Vt.— The Bethel has been
opened here by H. Spaulding.
Bridgeport, Conn. — Incorporation
I ^pers have been filed for the Astor
neater. Inc., with authorized capi.1 of $10,000, of which $2,000 is
iid in. Incorporators are Abraham
jvy, W. E. Burton and Isabel Domowski.

Picture

Distributor

Theater

Meet
the Baron
The World
Changes
Love, Honor and Oh, Baby!
Blind Adventure
Kennel
Murder
Case
The Wandering Jew (2nd weekl
I'm No Angel
(3rd week)
The Bowery
(4th week)
Footlight
Parade
(4th week)
Berkeley Square'
I Loved
a Woman**
Private Life of Henry VIIIs-

M-G-M
Warner Bros
Universal
RKO
Warner Bros
Jafa
Paramount
United Artists
Warner Bros
Fox
First National
United Artists

Capitol
Hollywood
7th Ave. Roxy
Mayfair
Rialto
Cameo
Paramount
Rivoli
Strand
Music Hall
Palace
RKO Roxy

Follows Gaiety two-a-day run.
Subsequent runs.

♦ TWO-A-DAY

Dinner

at

Eight

(10th

RUN

week)

M-G-M

4 FOREIGN

PICTURES

Waltz Time
Three
Thieves
Figaro e la sua gran Giornata
Thunder
Over
Mexico
Quatorze Juillet (2nd week)

♦ FUTURE

* Subsequent
run.
** Follows Blind Adventure.

1)

OPENINGS
United Artists
Universal
RKO
Fox
M-G-M
Monogram
Paramount
Paramount
First National
M-G-M

By CHAS. ALICOATE

♦
Astor

♦

Gaumont-British
Amkino
Hahn
Principal
Protex

Broadway Thru a Keyhole
(Nov.
Saturday's Millions
(Nov. D*
After Tonight
(Nov. 2)
My Lips Betray
(Nov. 3)
Day of Reckoning
(Nov. 3)
Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi**
Tillie and Gust
Way
to Lovet
Female§
"Eskimo"
(Nov. 14)

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

5th Ave. Playhouse
Acme
Caruso
55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie

♦
Rivoli
RKO Roxy
Music Hall
7th Ave. Roxy
Capitol
Mayfair
Rivoli
Paramount
Strand
Astor

t Follows Kennel Murder Case.
i Follows
I'm No Angel.
§ Follows Footlight Parade.

Buffalo — Manager L. M. Wick, of R. Hedges, Stewart A. Hoover and
the Park, Lackawanna, will take Herman R. Tingley.
Bridgeport, Conn. — The Barnum over and reopen the Linden here.
venue Theater, Inc., a corporation
Boston — Acme Exchange, run by
r-cently formed to operate the BarKalmazoo, Mich. — A small new Nellie McLaughlin, now distributes
im, neighborhood house, has elect- house is being built by R. P. Earl, the product formerly handled here
I officers as follows: Stephen central Michigan circuit operator, to by Majestic Films, Inc.
artin, president;
L. J. Anger, be called the Portage. House scheduled to open about first of next
j-easurer, and T. J. Ives, secretary.
Fall River, Mass. — The Academy
month. A. C. Early will be man- has been reopened by Bunn, Inc.
" Wenatchee, Wash. — Chas. Grieme ager.
'as reopened the Mission.
Beverly, Mass. — Manager Thomas
Buffalo — S. Mattison
has taken
Woodbury of the Ware, operated by
Bremerton, Wash. — The Colonial over the Carlson, Mayville.
Ramsdell Brothers, announces a
as been sold by W. D. Malone to
Buffalo — News has just leaked out part-time increased price policy.
eorge D. Martin.
that Eddie Waller, sales manager
Miami, Fla.— The Mayfair, a Woof the Paramount office, took unto
metco house, has reopened. Sonny
himself a wife in June.
Shepherd is manager.
Coming and Going
Denver — R. R. Raub, former director of publicity of the Denver
Oakland, Cal.— The Century will
theater, has gone to Pueblo as pub- reopen shortly upon completion of
h. MAXWELL JOICE, recently back from the
$75,000 alterations. Ralph Ford,
licago world's fair, is now in Washington
houses. licity director for Cooper-Publix manager, announces the name will
ndling exploitation for United Artists on
be changed to the Central.
Broadway Through a Keyhole," opening Thursly at Loew's Fox in that city.
Asheville, N. C. — C. L. and W.
LAWRENCE E. COHEN, manager of the Rialto,
Theaters, Inc., headed by S. W.
Miami Beach, Fla. — Seating cas Angeles, and also connected with United
Craver of Charlotte has leased the
pacity of the Community, Wometco
■tists, arrives in New York tomorrow from
Strand here and will remodel it.
Alifornia aboard the Santa Elena of the Grace
house, is being enlarged.

'"THE Brooklyn Vitaphone studios
took on the appearance of Hollywood transplanted to Flatbush the
other day when the local film plant
became the stamping grounds for
"alter egos" of the great and neargreat of the nation's screen stars.
Doubles for Jean Harlow, Marie
Dressier, John and Lionel Barrymore and Wallace Beery, stalked
through the halls of the studio waiting for the call to begin work. The
occasion was the beginning of Vitaphone's two-reel burlesque of "Dinner at Eight." The satire has been
titled "Come to Dinner" and is
scheduled to be completed by Wednesday. It will be included in the
Vitaphone series of "Broadway
•
A
member
of
a
nudist colony was
Brevities."
engaged as technical advisor on the
new Edkicational-Star Comedy Special, "Mr. Adam," which has been
completed at the Eastern Service
Studios, Astoria, with Ernest Truex
in the title role. Such points of fact
as that men and women share the
same confirmed
dormitory byinthe
nudists'
were
membercamvs
vjho
was retained by Producer Al Christie for the sake of accuracy. The
un-named.
advising nudist prefers to remain
•
Monroe Shaff, production head for
Magna Pictures, has signed Cliff
Edwards, to be featured in the second of the series being produced by
that company for RKO release and
scheduled to go into production
shortly at the Fox Movietone studio under the direction of Ray McCarey. An all-star cast will support Edwards in the
• short.
"Git Educational
Along Little song
Bogie"
the
second
hit isstory
to be placed in production. This will
dramatize some
"western''
songs. of our most famous

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S

ne.

TREM CARR left New York on Saturday afterion for Hollywood.
PEPPINO
DE LUCIA,
manager
of ALFREDO
: LUCIA,
Italian stage and screen actor, now
New
York,
leaves today
for the coast to
imfer with Warners.
i PETER FREUCHEN, Danish explorer and auior of M-G-M's "Eskimo," arrives in New York
day and will remain
for the premiere of the
. cture Nov. 14 at the Astor.
AL SELIG, Warner exploiteer, returned Friay from Detroit and left Sunday for Rochester
i aid in the
;iere.

"Footlight Parade"

ALINE
MacMAHON
returns
om New York in a few days
First National.
BERT
PERKINS
irces moves
on

to

of

to
to

campaign

Hollywood
resume work

the Warner
exploitation
Denver
this week
for the

'ual
of "Footlight
enver opening
and Aladdin.

Parade"

at

the

Idaho Falls, Ida. — Frank Larson,
manager of the Paramount theater,
won top .money for the second
month's best showing in the Fox circut's "New Show Year" drive.
Boston — Mrs. E. V. Corbett, formerly with. Educational-World Wide
and well known in the district, has
joined Universal here.
Fitchburg, Mass. — T. Vetrie, formerly of Newport, R. I., has opened
the Cumings here with new DeForest equipment.
Columbus, O. — Northwest Theater Corp. will operate the Grandview.
Incorporators
are
George

Oroville, Cal. — R.
opened the Rex.

A.

Hazel

has

Del Rey, Cal.— With Arthur R.
Clark as manager, the Lyric here
has reopened.
Parlier, Cal. — The Parlier has reopened.
3-Reeler in Color for Firestone
Detroit — Wilding Picture Productions, makers of business films, is
producing a three-reel Technicolor
subject for Firestone Tire & Rubber Co. It is the first Technicolor
three-reeler ever made here, according to R. L. Miller of Wilding.

Oct. 29-31:
Sol A.

Annual convention of Southeastern Theater Owners Ass'n, Atlanta.
Rosenblatt to speak.

Oct. 31:

Meeting of all Ohio independent exhibitors to form new statewide association
in fight on admission tax, Deshler Hotel,
Columbus.
Oct. 31: Meeting of Independent Theater
Astor.
Owners of New York at 1 p. m. at Hotel
Oct. 31 : Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
meeting, 2 P.M., at New York headquarters,
358 West 44th St.
Nov. 2: Hearing on code for music publishing
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Chamber of Commerce Building, Washington.
Nov. 14 Annual Meeting, Allied Amusements
of the Northwest, New Washington Hotel,
Seattle.
Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anNew Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New nual
York.

■a
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CHEAP FILM CHARGE
IS DENIED BY CARR
(Continued from Page

1)

Chesterfield Musical Cast
Coast

Bureau

of THE
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Hollywood — Chesterfield has completed the cast of "Rainbow Over
Broadway," musical special. Story
is by Winifred Dunn and Richard
Thorpe is the director. In the cast
are Joan Marsh, Frank Albertson,
Lucien Littlefield, Gladys Blake,
Grace Hayes, Glen Boles, Dell Henderson, Harry Meyers, George Grandee, Nat Carr, Maxine Lewis and
May Beatty, plus the three Foster
Sisters and a chorus of Fanchon &
Marco girls. Six songs have been
written by Albert Von Tilzer and
the musical supervision is by Edward J. Kay. George R. Batcheller
is personally supervising.
Making
Under-Sea Film
Miami, Fla. — Under-sea life of the
Florida Keys is being photographed
by Otis Barton, chief photographer
to William Beebe, scientist. Scenes
are to be used in a motion picture
of under-sea life begun by Dr. Barton last fall with an expedition to
Bermuda waters.
Making $100,000 Improvements
San Francisco — Nasser Bros, announce that $100,000 worth of alterations to commence immediately
at their new Fillmore theater.

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

GALL INCONSISTENCY
CHIEF CENSOR EVI
(Continued from Page

moter jumps in and deliberately
makes a picture an inferior picture
in hope of getting it by somehow."
Carr made the statement in answer to charges that many independents turn out pictures with no
intentions of quality and merely with
purpose of selling them for dual
feature bills.

West

Asks $2,000,000 in "Rasputin" Libel Suit

Suit for $2,000,000, charging libel in "Rasputin and the Empress," has been filed
in Supreme Court by Princess Irina Youssoupoff against M-G-M, producer of the
picture, and Richard Boleslavsky, director, and Charles McArthur, writer. The Princess
claims that, because of historical incidents and language used in the film, persons
throughout the world believe her to be the Princess Natasha and that she introduced
Rasputin to the Empress.

FILMS

"WENN DIE LIEBE MODE MACHT"
("When Love Sets the Fashion"), in German; produced by Bruno Duday; directed
by Franz Wenzler; with Renate Muller,
Robert von Meyerink, George Alexander,
Otto Wallburg, et al. At the 79th St.
Theater.
Pleasing romantic comedy about a seamstress in love with a great designer. Renate
Muller does fine in chief role.

"FIGARO E LA SUA GRAN GIORNATA"
'"Figaro and His Great Day"), in Italian;
produced by Cines Pittaluga; directed by
Mario Camerini; with Gianfranco Giachetti,
Leda Gloria, Maurizio d'Ancora, Gemma
Schirato.
At the Caruso Theater.
Very entertaining musical comedy in colorful Italian background. Well acted and
ably handled from a technical standpoint.
A real treat for Italian audiences.

Detroit Notes
Detroit — Frank Scheur has bought
the Doric from the Burton London
Circuit, which has dropped or closed
three houses recently. Another is
the Dix, which Charles Porter and
Fred Uhl have taken over.
Lew Kane is in charge of the new
Mayfair, 2,000-seater, formerly the
Detroit Civic theater, and just reopened by McAvoy Theaters, headed
by John W. McAvoy.
Herman Kleon has re-entered the
field by acquiring the Medbury, uptown, from Arthur Robinson Circuit.
C. B. Edwards and Celia Wexler
are new operators of the Greenfield,
north end, just reopened as the New
Art after being dark two years.
The Chalmers, east side house
owned by Jack Dunn, has been renamed the Chandler. Clifford Stevens is manager.
Edward H. Gayeski has bought
the Holbrook, north end, from Richard D. Maurice, who remains associated with the management. House
has been known as the Ruby for the
past year.
Educational Signs Molly O'Day
Molly O'Day has been signed by
Educational for the next Tom Howard comedy being made in the east
under direction of Al Christie.
Rivoli Books Educational Short
"Across the Sea," Romantic Journey, has been booked by Educational
into the Rivoli to run with "Broadnesday.
way Thru a Keyhole" starting WedFulton in Musical Short
Jack Fulton, featured soloist with
Paul Whiteman, has been signed by
Monroe Shaff to appear in the tworeel Van Beuren musical, "The
Strange Case of Hennessy," featuring Cliff Edwards and being produced by Meyer Davis, associate
producer, at the Fox Movietone studio Others included in the short,
under direction of Ray McCarey, include Jean Sargent, Johnie Downs,
Fred Hildebrand, Tom Smith, and
Grace Moore.
Bobby Connolly to Produce
Bobby Connelly, dance director,
whose recent work was in "Moonlight and Pretzels" and "Take a
Chance," will head a new company
now being formed for the production
of a series of two-reel and threereel musical featurettes. Production
will be in the east.

Fox Films Plans to Make
Own Features in England
London — Starting with "The Right
to Live," recently finished, Fox embarks on a policy of making its own
full-length British features, which
will be designed for distribution
abroad as well as in England, according to W. J. Hutchison, Fox
chief here, speaking at a luncheon
to Albert Parker, who directed the
first picture. Heretofore Fox has
been sponsoring four-reelers for
quota purposes. Production activities under the new plan will probably be at the Ealing Studios, with
"The Sunlit Way," from the May
Edington novel, as the next picture.
Parker is expected to direct here
permanently. J. G. S. Barrow will
be in charge of Fox British Productions. Furtherance of the plans is
expected with the arrival this week
of Sidney R. Kent, Fox president.

1)

such boards, dealt 44 per cent wi
sex, 29 per cent with violence,
per cent withandcrime,
government
3 per5 per
cent cent
withwi"rjj
ligion.
"Censorship," says the Counc
which is headed by Hatcher Hugh'
and was organized by the Americ;
Civil Liberties Union, "puts a prem
ium on sentimental, flabby pictur
and impedes honest, intellige
treatment of fundamental and co
troversial problems."
Mickey Mouse Christmas Tieup
One of the first of the Christnul
tieups has been made by Unitt
Artists with the Bloomingdale stor
which has prepared a big campaig
employing Mickey Mouse to su]
plant Santa Claus.
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Proposals May Delay Signing of Code

ROSENBLATT PREDICTS IDE SIGNATURE IN WEEK
Allied Gets Behind New Set of Six Trade Principles
Sees NRA-Commerce Dept.
Proposals Doing Away
With Evils
Washington — Allied is now championing the six basic principles of
"air practice formulated by the joint
\TRA and Department of Commerce
Committee and recommended for infusion in all pending codes, stating
hat the price discrimination, blacklist and coercion provisions as well
as the others will solve the "righto-buy" question as well as block
oooking, forcing shorts with fea(Continued on Page 2)

12 WARNER PICTURES
READY FOR RELEASE

75,000,000 to See "Cavalcade"

Having already played to more than 40,000,000 persons in the seven months that
it has been in release, it is expected that over 75,000,000 will have seen "Cavalcade"
by next June, according to estimates of Fox. This is said to be the same total as
that piled

up

by "Birth of a Nation"

in the

By J. H. REED
Film Daily Staff Correspondent

18 years since it opened."

LESTER COWAN URGES 12 NEW PRODUCTIONS
FAIR TRIAL FOR CODE TO START AT M-G-M
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Recommending that
Hollywood — In addition to 13 pictures now in various stages of prothe industry give the code "a fair
trial over a reasonable period of
duction, M-G-M is preparing a
time," Lester Cowan, executive sec- dozen others to start soon. In work
retary of the Academy of M. P. are "Cat and the Fiddle," "PrizeArts and Sciences, last night apfighter and the Lady," "Dancing
Mounpealed to players "to stop parading Lady," "Comin'
(Continued Round
on Page the
3)
their problems
in public and get
(Continued on Page 2)

Warner-First National have 12
eatures completed and ready to Western Pa. M.P.T.O.
neet release dates for the next two
Ratify Chicago Action
nonths. Eight of the pictures are
Pittsburgh
— Resolutions adopted
tlassified as women's pictures. These
ire "Female," "House on 56th St.", by independent exhibitors at their
'Havana Widows," "W o r 1 d meeting in Chicago last week, asking the President to appoint rephanges," (Continued
"Bedside,"
on Page "Convention
2)
resentatives toinquire into the draft
of the film code before approving it,
were ratified by the M.P.T.O. of
35 Eastern Theaters
Western Pa. and W. Va. at the
of their annual convention
Add Vaudeville Actsj opening
in the Hotel Schenley yesterday.
Thirty-five Eastern theaters have I
idded vaudeville as a regular attraction in the past six weeks, ac- i
ording to a survey made by The
riLM Daily yesterday. Territory in- j
Muded in the statement consists of
[■Jew England, New York City, New

Local Boards to Start in
About 20 Days, Deputy
Tells Southeast Meet
Atlanta— That the film code will
be signed this week and that state
and local grievance boards will be
set up within 10 days thereafter
was predicted by Sol. A. Rosenblatt,
Deputy NRA Administrator, in addressing the annual convention of
the Southeastern Theater Owners
Ass'n
yesterday.
The here
Film
industry
cannot be gov-'*■»n
(Continued
on Page 3)

NEILAN
1~PR0DUCE
8 PICTURES
IN EAST

United Artists Releasing
Master Art Shorts Abroad

With Wall Street backing, Marshall Neilan has formed Associated
Film Producers, Inc., with plans to
United Artists is expanding its make eight features in the East.
short subject activities by taking on
the distribution of Master Art Prod- Initial production will be "Social
Register," starring Colleen Moore.
ucts' organlogues in the following Work
will start in about one week
foreign territories: China, Manchu- at Eastern Service Studio, Long
ria, Japan, Formosa, Korea, Darien,
India, Burma, Ceylon, Afghanistan, Island, with Neilan directing.
Iraq, Persia, Strait Settlements, A. J. Balaban Dickering
Malaysia, Siam, French Indo China,
For Return to Film Field
Sarawak, British North Borneo and
Dutch East Indies.
A. J. Balban, formerly identified
with Balaban & Katz and who is.
now residing in Boston, is planning
to return to the film industry. He
is now considering several propositions. Balaban was in New York
yesterday.

Signing of Code by Roosevelt
May be Delayed by New Matter

(Continued on Page 3)

Would

Rate

Film Group Takes Over
Casino, Legit. House

Films Morally

Topeka — Classification of films by
the state censors according to morality is asked in a proposal introduced
in the legislative council by Rep. C. H.
Palmer. Kids would be barred from
attending pictures in the lower moral
ratings.

■low In Preparation — Out in January
!»aily Year Book
of 1934.— Advt.

The

Film

By WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
Film Daily Staff Correspondent

Washington — Expounding of the
principle of forcing purchase of one
Apro Realty Co., newly organized article by the purchase of another
by Haring & Blumenthal and Jack as an unfair trade practice, in the
recommendations of the joint NRA
Shapiro, has taken over the Casino
and
Department of Commerce ComTheater property at Seventh Ave.
mittee, is seen by some observers
and 50th St., former legit, house here as delaying the final drafting
occupied by Earl Carroll. Deal in- of the motion picture code.
volves about $2,000,000. House will
The NRA joint committee stateprobably be leased for musical
ment of this principle is seen as
shows.
(Continued on Page 3)

E. B. Derr in Comeback
E. B. Derr, formerly head of Pathe,
is planning to return to production,
with activities to be centered in the
East. He gave financial backing fc
"Move On, Sister," Broadway play,
which was originally scheduled as his
initial picture. Brief run of the show,
however, has altered Derr's plans as to
film production.

The
1934

Big Publishing
Event
Of The
Film Daily Year Book.— Advt.

Year — The

Tuesday, Oct. 31, 193B

Allied Gets Behind
Lester Cowan Urges
Fair Trial for Code
New Trade Proposals
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

tures and other mooted trade practices.
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"The principles are to be used
to further the independents' prosaid Abram
to The gram,"
Film
Daily.Myers yesterday
The following Allied officers arrived in Washington today to further the program of the Chicago
meeting, said Myers: Bennie Berger, H. M. Richey, Sidney Samuelson, Fred Herrington, Aaron Saperstein, H. A. Cole, Moe Horowitz of
Cleveland, Abram Stone of Albany,
and others.
The code is still in General Johnson's office.

Feinberg Reports Spurt
In Theater Renovations
Indicating exhibitor confidence in
the months ahead, re-seating business has increased between 75 and
100 per cent, declared J. George
Feinberg, special factory representative of Heywood-Wakefield, in
New York yesterday, following his
return from Chicago. The statement refers to New England, the
South East and the Chicago territory.

Coming and Going

down to the business of making good
motion
pictures."
"If the
industry has any dirty
linen to wash, it should be washed
industry's private laundry,"
in
declared.
he the

GRADWELL SEARS, Warner sales executive
left yesterday for a trip to St. Louis, Dallas
New Orleans and Atlanta. He expects to bt
gone
about
ten days.

Cowan's statements were made in
connection with his presentation of
his report on the recent Washington
code
to the Academy's
Board conferences
of Governors.

HENRY HERZBRUN, Paramount studio at
torney, leaves New York today on his returr
to the Coast.

12 Warner Pictures
Ready for Release
(Continued from Page 1)
City," "College Coach" and "Lady
Killer." The others are "The Big
Shakedown," "The Finger Man,"
"Dark Hazard" and "From HeadSpecial Eisenstein Film Preview
quarters."
A special preview of "Eisenstein
in Mexico," consisting of about 5,000 feet of new material from
Eisenstein's original "Qui Viva
Mexico," will be held at 3 o'clock
today at the 55th St. Playhouse for
movie critics. Regular opening of
the amplified Eisenstein picture
takes place tonight at that house.

J.
York

GEORGE
yesterday

FEINBERG
returned
from
Chicago.

fromD. A.
the DORAN
Coast.

has returned to New

LOLA WOURSELL
Hollywood.
NORMA

to

TALMADGE

New I

York

has returned East frorr '
is

in

the

East.

AL ROSEN has arrived in New York frorr
the Coast in connection with his plans to produce "The Mad
Man of Europe."
BUD DeSYLVA, DAVID BUTLER and SID SILVERS, all of Fox, 2re due in New York today
from the coast to conduct a search for girl
talent to be used in "Bottom
Up," musical.
RUSSELL PATTERSON, illustrator who will
do the settings and costumes for "Fox Follies," has left by plane for the coast.
LEO MEEHAN, who has arrived in New York
from the Coast, goes to Washington this week
on business.
MRS. JACK

WARNER

has left for the Coast.

MARTIN FLAVIN, playwright and scenarist,
Line.
and Mrs. Flavin arrived in New York yesterday on the Volendam of the Holland-American

and
LEWIS
MILESTONE
aiM
Greenbaum With Manley & Brown riveAL in SANTELL
New
York
today
aboard
the
lie de
Cleveland — Jack Greenbaum has France of the French Line.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
been made general sales manager
WARNER is due back in New York
Hollywood — Upon completion of of Manley & Brown, independent fromDORIS
the Coast this week.
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
"Hip
Hips
Hooray"
at
RKO,
Bert
Net
HARRY
COHN
left for the coast Sunday.
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey will distributors, who on a recent EuHigh
Low
Close
Chg.
ropean trip contracted with Deneappear in a stage musical to be zio & Cook
of
Rome
for
a
series
of
Am.
Seat
2'/2
2yi
21/i
produced here for a tour to New
Robert Young to Go on Air
Columbia
Picts. vtc
22
21
21—1
pictures for exYork. Thelma Todd and Dorothy American hibitionfeature
in their Italian theaters West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd. . 9'/2
9
9
—
%
Lee also will be in the cast. Tim
Hollywood— Next of the M-G-M
East.
Kodak
743/4
703^
70y4 — 3'/4 Whelan, Bert Kalmar
and Harry with Italian superimposed titles.
celebrities to go on the air in the
Fox
Fm
151/2
15
15
Ruby are authors of the show,
Two Holdups Net $1,100
weekly "Hollywood Homemakers" ;
Loew's,
Inc
29
25%
26
— 2y2 which is titled "Dumb Bells."
Revere, Mass. — Two holdups with- series tieup with General Mills will
Paramount
ctfs.
...
2'/8
1%
1 % — 1 Vi
in two hours netted about $1,100, be Robert Young. The broadcast,
Pathe
Exch
1%
1 1/4
1 1/4 —
Vs
Estabrook on Rex Beach Story
the victims being Manager William a Wednesday night feature, is titled
West Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
do "A"
8'/2
8V2
8 Vi +
%
Aaronson of the Boulevard here and
Hollywood — Howard Estabrook Manager Morris Schwartz of the "The Honeymoon Couple of HollyRKO
23/4
2l/2
21/2 —
Vs
Univ.
Pier.
pfd...
19%
19%
19%
+ 1
wood— Robert Young and His Wife.".
will do the screen play of "Green Uptown, Lynn.
Jean Hersholt will be heard the f ol- [
Warner
Bros
7
6 1/4
6V2 —
%. Gold," the Rex Beach story about
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
lowing week, and then Una Merkel. :.
the tropical fruit industry, to be
Bill Grady Joins M-G-M
made by Charles R. Rogers for
Technicolor
10'/2
9%
9S/8 —
%
Bill
Grady,
formerly
an
agent
and
Paramount.
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
2-Operator
Ordinance
in Canton
previously with the Dillingham ofGen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
4]/2
41/2
4l/2 +
1/2
fice,
has
joined
M-G-M
in
New
York
Canton
—
■
Local
operators'
union
Sues Watch and Ward
Society
Par. By. 5'/2s 51....
301/2
29
29
—
%
as assistant to J. Robert Rubin. He has asked the city council to draft
Boston
—
G.
E.
Lothrop
Theaters
Warner's
6s39
... 403/4
39i/2
39'/2
supplements activities of Al Altman. an ordinance calling for two men in
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
Co. has sued the New England
the booth. No attempt is made to
Para.
Publix
1%
13/4
1% —
l/4 Watch and Ward Society for $25,"Female" at Strand on Thursday
fix wage scales. Eight houses here
000 for bringing about the 30-day
Ruth
Chatterton
in
"Female,"
suspension
of
license
of
the
Old
are now
conforming
to union to
scales
First National release, succeeds and
exhibitors
are opposed
the '
Named Warner Chicago Manager
Howard.
It will be a test case.
"Footlight Parade" at the Strand new proposal.
Chicago — Eddie Grossman, foron Thursday evening.
merly with United Artists, has been
Holden Swiger in Akron
appointed Warner branch manager
Colonial, Akron, Cuts Prices
Akron — Holden Swiger has arWarners
Sign Broadway Actress
here by Gradwell Sears, western
rived from Indianapolis to take
Akron — A cut of about 20 per
Emily Lowry. who was in the
and southern sales head. Gross- charge of the Palace, Chatfeld
cent in admission scale has been
man succeeds Earl Silverman, re- house, replacing Jack Roth, who Broadway production of "Heat made at the Colonial, managed by
Lightning",
has
been
signed
by
went
to
New
York.
signed.
Warners and leaves this week for Frank King. Fox and RKO product
will continue to be shown.
the coast to appear in "As the
Lutz Shifted to Milwaukee
Century Circuit Leases in R. C.
Earth
Turns,"
followed
by
the
Milwaukee — Louie Lutz, formerCentury Circuit, headed by A. H.
screen version of "Heat Lightning."
Schwartz, has leased office space in
In the Limelight
ly manager of Warner's Appleton
theater has returned here as man2 for Dick Early in Kalamazoo
the RCA Building at Radio City.
Current newsreels contain glimpses of
Kalamazoo, Mich. — Richard Early
ager of the Egyptian. He is sucCharles C. Pettijohn of the Hays Ofceeded in Appleton by Al Sidlinger, who opened the Grand last spring,
fice and Hiram S. Brown, former presiformerly
of
Reading,
Pa.
dent of RKO, snapped with President
has now lighted up the Royal, 200Sam Katz Sells Estate
Roosevelt on his recent visit to WashSam Katz has sold his $1,500,000
showplace estate in New City to
A. M. Huntington, New York author,
at a reputed
price of $265,000.

Wheeler-Woolsey

to Tour

in Show

"Easy Millions" Booked
Monarch Exchange has sold
"Easy Millions" to several Loew,
Warner and RKO houses in the metropolitan area.

seat Pawtucket
house.'
House Reopens
Pawtucket, R. I. — The Imperial
has
reopened following complete
renovation.

ington College, Chestertown, Md.,
w-here he was awarded an honorary
degree. The yacht which brought the
President to Chestertown used the pier
on Brown's
estate.
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-OSENBLATT PREDICTS
.CODESIGNEDINWEEK

DAILY

IONC the

FEAR NEW PROPOSALS
MAY DELAY SIGNING

WITH
(.Continued from Page

1)

ned by catch words and slogans,
ft must be controlled by reason
d common sense, Rosenblatt said.
■ stated that the proposed code
•uld bring about co-operation for
i first time between
the three
(,anches of the industry — producers,
;tributors and exhibitors — and
>uld to a large extent eliminate
ch problems as industrial strife
tween theaters and employees,
ction between distributors and
hibitors, and unfair competition
cween exhibitors.
Although the grievance boards
11 have no legal jurisdiction and
11 be merely instruments through
lich the industry will govern itf. Rosenblatt stated that most of
» problems confronting theater
ners locally would be settled at
,-arings before these boards.
lAt the conclusion of his address,
•senblatt answered numerous quesns asked by exhibitors. A resolun was unanimously adopted by
Association endorsing the prosed code.

• Eastern Theaters
Add Vaudeville Acts
(Continued from Pane 1)

rsey and Pennsylvania. Fifty
uses in this area are now occa■nally playing vaudeville, accordt to the checkup, while approxiitely 15 are occasionally playing
oloid versions of Broadway shows.
According
one agent'sas estimate,
siness has toincreased
high as
0 per cent during the past six
r^eks.
Marriage on Approval" Release
National release date for Monoch's "Marriage on Approval" has
en set for Nov. 17, George L.
ett announces.

(Continued from Page 1)

PHIL
•

•

M. DALY

•

ONE OF the sanest articles on this subject of investigating high salaries in the film biz
is that of Harry
M. Forwood that ran recently in the Cincinnati "Post"
on the subject of star salaries, Harry has this to say
• • • "AFTER ALL, if enough people can be persuaded
to spend $1,000,000 to see Lizzie Blatz in her latest flaming role
doesn't it appear reasonable that Lizzie is entitled to a
generous cut of the swag?
The gentlemen who make it
possible for her to flame must, in all fairness, be given their
due
But how much pelf would be shoved through boxoffice windows in the absence of Lizzie?
No, under the
existing system, the stars, however ridiculously rewarded, get
no more than their names will earn."
•
•
• AND THAT sounds reasonable and sporting
when you stop to figure that the life of the average star "in
the money" is but a few years' span
f'rinstance
a Mae West is worth all she can get
and that applies
to several dozen B.O. Names
for next year they may
be Memories
but THIS year they are making it possible for all of us to stay in the film biz
so wott'ell
let 'em collect what's coming
this biz would be
be a Dismal Flop without Stars to Draw
so why kill it?
• • • THERE MAY be a disposition in some quarters to
make light of the importance of the foreign sales department
overlooking the fact that not so long ago foreign sales
constituted 40 per cent of the entire Hollywood gross
and that there is a New Deal under way in official Washington
circles to build up American prestige abroad through motion
pictures
and THAT story has never been in print before so mebbe foreign sales will come back
and
mebbe RKO-Radio execs have an inkling of what we know is
under cover right now in the Capitol
so that may account for Phil Reisman taking over management of the foreign
sales
they picked the biggest man available for the job
and Ned Depinet is satisfied
with Phil on foreign and Jules Levy handling domestic
sales
he has
nothing to worry about on the problem of Sales Volume
(NOTE: We have seen copies of some Official Washington correspondence, and know what we're talkin' about.)

giving added strength to some independents, which if presented by a
sufficient number of them to General
Johnson, could
mean off.
that Inthefact,
code's
completion
is weeks
in
General
Johnson's
office
at
the
present time there are said to be over
50 uncompleted codes, many of
which had their public hearings
weeks ago, the newspaper code being a notable example.
NRA officials have previously
stated that the picture industry is
90 per cent under the Blue Eagle
and as it is a high wage industry,
well unionized, there is no necessity
for a hurried completion of the code
in order to remedy existing labor
strife.

12 New Productions
To Start at 1)M-G-M

(Continued from Page

tain," "Going Hollywood," "Hollywood Party," "Malibu," "Queen
Christina," "Sons of the Desert,"
"Tarzan and His Mate," "Vinegar
Tree," "Viva Villa" and "Transcontinental Bus."
Those being readied are "Payment in Full," "Living in a Big
Way," "Jungle Red Man," "Marie
Antoinette," "Merry Widow," "Good
Earth," "Laughing Boy," "Paradine
Case," "Operator 13," "Mystery of
the Dead Police," "Show Off" and
"The Vortex."
■
"World
Changes"
Holds Over
Paul Muni in "The World
Changes," Warner release, will be
held over at the Hollywood.

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
=

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

THREE THIEVES," Russian silent; prored by Mezhrabpomfilm;
directed by J.
Protozanof; with B. Ilinsky, A. Ktorof,
I Klimof, Olga Zhivneva. Distributed by
jkino.
Fairly entertaining silent production dealwith thievery in small and big ways.
ting is good, for the most
part, and
Teral action has some
unusual
touches.
i CASCARRABIAS," Spanish version of
,rumpy"; produced by Paramount; with
'lesto Vilches, Ramon Pereda, Carmen
errero, Delia Magana, Barry Norton,
dres de Segurola.
vlade by the Paramount studios in
nee, this Spanish version of the English
nedy contains plenty of enjoyable fun for
in audiences, due chiefly to the likeable
rk of Ernesto Vilches. Supporting cast
b is unusually»good.

•
•
• AT THE premiere of M-G-M's "Eskimo" will be
Peter Freuchen, the author
now here from Hollywood
and stopping at the Warwick
Influence of "Three Little
Pigs" has penetrated our home town of Yonkers, with a roadside restaurant re-titling itself "The Big Bad Wolf"
and the London "Daily Express" ran a four-column cartoon
adapting the "pigs" idea to present economic conditions
• • • A SPECIAL "Midnight Broadway Party" will be
held at the Rivoli on Wednesday eve for 20th Century's "Broadway Thru a Keyhole"
guests will include Frances Williams, Rudy Vallee, George M. Cohan, Kate Smith, Lou Holtz,
Nancy Carroll, Helen Broderick and many other celebs
Exhibs, their wives and kiddies are invited to take part in the
monster parade to precede the La Guardia rally at Madison
Square Garden on Thursday eve
division forms at Columbus Circle at 6:45, with Louis Nizer chairman of the motion picture division
Charles Solomon, socialist candidate for mayor, will address the Roxy 7th Avenue audience
tonight at 8:45
(is this an Amusement
or Political
kolyum?
well, ain't our local Politics Amusing?)

«

«

«

»

»

»

By CHAS. ALICOATE

=

J^ALPH
B. STAUB,
head
of Columbia's
shorts former
department
and producer of "Screen Snapshots"
for seven years, and now under a
term contract as a director at the
Vitaphone studios in Brooklyn, is at
present working on a story with
Richy Craig, Jr. Craig is writing
his own plot, with Staub collaborating and directing. This will be
Staub's third comedy at the Brooklyn studios.
•
Raymond Klune, who was confined
to his home for a week with a bad
throat infection, has returned to his
desk at the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria to resume his duties as
production head of Educational
short series being made there.

•

Twenty shorts are in the cutting
room at the Vitaphone studios in
Brooklyn, according to Bert Frank,
chief of the film editing department.
They include two three-reelers, ten
two-reelers and eight of one reel.

THE

"BLIND

A Little
^^

"Lots"
m WILK
fro
RALPH
_^.
HOLLYWOOD

QREGORY LA CAVA, now directing "Gallant Lady," Ann
Harding vehicle for 20th Century,
has drawn another choice directorial plum
in "Operator
No. star
13," for
in
which
Marion
Davies will
M-G-M.

*

*

Clarence Brown has already
chosen three big names, Joan Crawford, Robert Montgomery and John
Gilbert, for the cast of "Sacred and
Profane Love," which he will direct
as a David O. Selznick production
for M-G-M. *
*
*
Russ Columbo, after making a
hit in 20th Century's "Broadway
Thru a Keyhole," was signed by
the same company for "Moulin
Rouge," with Constance Bennett.
James Dunn and Claire Trevor,
new Fox starring team, will appear in "Woman and the Law," following completion of "Jimmy
and
* *
*
Sally."
Bull Montana is recuperating
from an operation to cure an infected shoulder.

*

*

*

Fredric March, after a week's illness, is back at Paramount and production on "All of Me," formerly
called "Chrysalis," has resumed.
Katharine Alexander has been
signed by Paramount for "Death
Takes
March. a Holiday," next for Fredric

*

*

ADVENTURE"

with

By

*

£30*5;

DAILV

*

Robert Armstrong,
Helen
Mack,
Roland Young, Ralph Bellamy
RKO
65 mins.
VERY ENTERTAINING MYSTERY
DRAMA WELL PACKED WITH INTRIGUE, EXCITEMENT AND AMUSING
TOUCHES.
This is a decidedly refreshing mystery
yarn that does credit to its author, director, cast and technical staff. Intriguing
situations and a sustained thread of unforced comedy predominate and, together
with the work of the fine cast, are chiefly
responsible for the enjoyable qualities. It's
all about an American, Robert Armstrong,
who turns up in London seeking adventure
after having spent a period in foreign oil
fields. By accident he falls into the toils
of a gang of inte/national crooks who are
victimizing a prominent man and his niece,
Helen Mack, who has just arrived from
Canada. With the aid of an amiable burglar, Roland Young, whom they befriended,
Bob and Helen upset the scheme of the
master criminals and incidentally wind up
their own romance. Action moves along at
a nice pace, with plenty of surprises and
exciting incidents to keep interest keyed
upCast: Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack,
Roland Young, Ralph Bellamy, John Miljan,
Laura Hope Crews, Henry Stephenson,
Phyllis Barry, John Warburton, Marjorie
Gateson, Beryl Mercer, Tyrell Davis, Desmond Roberts, Charles Irwin, Fred Sullivan,
George K. Arthur, Ivan Simpson.
Director, Ernest B. Schoedsack; Author,
Ruth
Rose;
Adaptor,
same;
Cameraman,
Henry
Gerrard;
Recording
Engineer,
Hal
Baumbaugh;
Editor, Ted Cheesman.
Direction, Clever.
Photography,
Fine.

SHORT

"HER
with

Tuesday, Oct. 31, 19

FORGOTTEN
Monte
Henry

Blue,
B.

Barbara

PAST"
Kent,

Walthall

Mayfair

65 mins.

JUST

FAIRLY ENTERTAINING MIXTURE OF ROMANCE, POLITICS AND
MURDER. GOOD CAST HANDICAPPED
BY MATERIAL.
Though the cast is good, the so-so nature of this yarn makes for only a moderately satisfying drama. It starts with
the elopement of Barbara Kent with her
father's chauffeur, Eddie Phillips. He turns
out to be a rotter, as the girl had been
warned by her father, Henry B. Walthall,
and the couple soon split up. While back
home trying to forget her past, Barbara
gets into another romantic tangle with
Monte Blue, a go-getting district attorney,
and subsequently marries him. A political
campaign comes along, with a crooked
gang out to frame Blue, and at the same
time the former husband turns up again
as a burglar in Barbara's home, where he
is killed by one of the crooked henchmen,
with suspicion falling on Blue. Things look
bad for the district attorney, but the truth
finally is brought out and everything is
cleared up for the newlyweds. It's okay
for audiences in the not too discriminating
houses.
Cast: Monte Blue, Barbara Kent, Henry
B. Walthall, Eddie Phillips, William V.
Mong,
Dewey
Robinson.
Director, Wesley Ford; Author, George
Morgan; Adaptor, same; Cameraman, James
S. Brown, Jr.; Recording Engineer, Tom
Lambert; Editor, Fred Bain.
Direction, Passable
Photography,
Good.

SUBJECT REVIEWS

John Bright
RKO to work
the story and
Have a Right
*

has been signed by
journey starts at the Panama Canal
with King Vidor on
"Sign 'Em Up"
and takes in several interesting
with Wheeler and Woolsey
screen play of "We RKO
4 mins. South Sea spots, including a prison
to * Live."*
island off Ecuador and the enchantGood NRA Special
ing Tahiti, to which the major part
As RKO's contribution in the seEarl Oxford, New York stage acries of short reels made for the of the footage is devoted. Night fishtor, who made his bow on the screen
ing, the staging of a feast and an
the comedy team of Bert
in a singing role in "The Cat and NRA,
Wheeler and Robert Woosley takes exhibition of some mean torso shakthe Fiddle," with Ramon Novarro time
ing are among the highlights caught
off from the set to go around
and Jeanette Mac-Donald, now has
by the camera in the latter isle.
a long-term contract from M-G-M. and induce various stars to sign the
Consumers' Pledge. It brings in a
"Frozen Hell"
Richard Barthelmess will start number of celebs, giving the subject
with Capt. F. E. Kleinschmidt
of fan interest in addiwork in "A Modern Hero," by Louis a goodtionangle
to the comedy supplied by Capital
Bromfield, as soon as he finishes
30 mins.
Wheeler and Woolsey.
Fine Arctic Travelogue
"Massacre"
at First National.
A very interesting record of a
trip to the Arctic, showing life
"All Scarlet," race track story by
"I've Got(Merrie
to Sing
a Torch Song"
Okay
Melody)
Damon Runyon, has been bought by
among the Eskimos and other enRKO.
Vitaphone
7 mins.
grossing sights. Scenic beauties,
* *
*
unusual glimpses of animal life in
Irene Franklin and Roscoe Karns
A travesty dealing with the radio
frozen north, and some human
have been added to the cast of and caricaturing various stars of the
interest surrounding the natives
M-G-M's "The Comeback," in which the air as well as many movie cel- combine to give the subject a genOtto Kruger, Isabel Jewell and Una
ebrities, especially Greta Garbo.
eral appeal. Narration by Wilfred
Merkel will also be seen. Story is
singing "I've Got to Sing a Torch Lucas helps considerably.
by F. Hugh Herbert.
Song" in their respective styles.
Makes a fairly entertaining subject
of its kind.
"The Big Benefit"
Inside Dope on Fan Mail
Mentone-Universal 21 mins.
Leading film stars get from 1,000
letters a week and up, says an article
by Halsey Raines in Sunday's "New
York Herald-Tribune." Raines, who is
a member of the M-G-M publicity
staff, gives a lot of inside info on who
writes fan letters and why and what
happens
to them — the letters.

the
Pacific"
(E. "Exploring
M. Newman
Musical
World
Journey)

Something inGood
the nature of a
vaudeville show, with a bunch of

Vitaphone
10 mins.
Excellent
Augmented
by an
appropriate
musical
background,
this travel

kids
putting
a "benefit"
and
imitating
big on
headliners.
As each
youngster goes into his impersonation, the actual star fades into the

NEWS of the DAY
Limestone, Me. — The Star was i
opened recently by Leighton Bros
Boston — Joe Longo, formerly ej
sociated with Dana and DiPisa, hj
been named assistant publicity ma
ager at Loew's State.
Boston — "Forgotten Men" is t:
ing roadshown at the Tremoi
which reopens for the film und
licity.
the management of Patrick L. L
don. Floyd Bell is handling pu
Nelsonville, O. — The Orpheui
formerly the Pastime, has bet,
man.
opened by M. S. Porter, western c]
Cincinnati — The Family, manag<
by Joe Alexander, has returned
i
westerns, devoting first three da;
to this type of film.
Lorain, O. — The Elvira, clos<
most of the past year, is now ope
ating four days a week.
Cleveland —
man, is just
EVerett, Pa.,
for injuries
accident.

M. J. Glick, film sale
out of a hospital :
where he was treatc
sustained in an au1

Hartford, Conn. — The Fox-Poj
Capitol will in future be known i;
Poli's, its original name.
Joan Wheeler to Wed M. Ankru. ,
Akron, O. — Joan Wheeler, forme
local
a visit withherhon"
folks actress,
last weekon announced
ei
gagement
with
Fox. to Morris

Ankrum,

no

Janet Reade for Old Roxy
Janet Reade, screen and stag
headliner, will be on the comin
week's stage bill at the origin;;
Roxy. Ben Blue will head the shov
Neenah Gets Movies Again
Neenah, Wis. — The Embassy ha.
opened with Gilbert Courshon a
resident manager. Neenah has bee
without a theater for the past se^
eral years.
Two for Warners
in Kenosha
Kenosha, Wis. — Warners havr
taken over the Gateway, dark fo
the past many months. Warner
also operate the Kenosha.
scene and does the number. Bi
Robinson, Ann Seymour, Rae San
uels and other popular names ai
among the entertainers, and bt
tween them all they provide an ex
joyable variety revue.
"Henry" Boosts Business
RKO theaters in the metropolitan
district chalked up one of the circuit's best week-ends in box office
-receipts with all houses playing United
Artists' "Private Life of Henry VIII."
In several situations records for attendance were shattered.
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Sew Independent Exhibitor Ass'n Formed in Ohio

\LLIED GROUP CONFERS WITH JOHNSONJN CODE
Warner -Erpi Court Action to Take in Service Charges
riple Damages Are Asked
by Warners in New
Motion
Warner Bros, will continue its
i»ht for the elimination of service
iarges when its motion to make
rmanent the temporary injuncon against A. T. & T., Western
lectric and Electrical Research
-roducts has a hearing within six
;eks before Judge John P. Nields
the U. S. District Court, Wilmingn. In the action in which Warners
gure through Stanley Co., in as(Continued on Page 5)

KO STUDIO BUDGET
IS BEING REVAMPED
est Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

70 British Films for Canada This Year — 100% Jump
Toronto — British film releases in Canada this year will total about 70, an increase
of 100 per cent from the 35 shown in 1932. American features will run about 400,
against 450 last year, and the U. S. will also supply about 95 per cent of the approximately 1,500 shorts shown
in the Dominion.

Inside Story

(Continued on Page 5)

By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Allied chieftains
held a two-hour conference with
General Hugh S. Johnson late yesterday afternoon regarding the film
code draft, but all that Abram F.
Myers would say last night regarding the parley was that "a very
pleasant conversation" took place. It
was
also
learned that the code is not
compel employment of an operator
for each machine. Kuykendall de- yet ready to go to the White House.
Sidney (Continued
Samuelson,
Fred4) Herringclared that the right-to-buy clause
on Page
would have made possible the simultaneous showing of the same film
by any number of theaters in any
city or town in the country. He also
stated that theater owners had
achieved (Continued
major victories
on Page in
4) prevent-

of Film Code Told

By Kuykendall at Southeast Meet
FILM

By J. H. REED
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Atlanta — The "inside story"
of the motion picture code was revealed at Tuesday's session of the
Southeastern Theater Owners Association convention by Ed Kuykendall, who reviewed efforts of exhibitors to defeat the right-to-buy clause
and efforts of organized
labor to

INDIE EXHISS NAME

DAILY

Hollywood — RKO's studio finances
id budget are undergoing a comete re-vamping and rearrangement
hich will be completed next week,
e Film Daily learns. Herman
ihbel, New York executive and
easurer, who
arrived here last

Film Code Not Yet Ready
for Submission to
President

Ohio Independent M. P. League
Formed at Meeting in Columbus
FILM

PRODUCTJOMMITTEE

Appointment of a committee to
screen product available from First
Division and all other independent
exchanges, and to report back with
their recommendations on the pictures, was authorized in a resolution
represent 218 independent theaters
in Ohio. The main purpose of the adopted at a meeting of the Indenew organization, which will not
Theater Owners Ass'n held
affiliate with the M.P.T.O.A., is to yesterdaypendent
in the Hotel
The
(Continued
on PageAstor.
4)
repeal mentthe
state's 10 per cent amusetax law.

By J. W. LEHMAN
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Columbus, O. — Following several
hours of discussion during which
personalities were freely passed, an
independent exhibitors' association,
i Pittsburgh — Dr. C. E. Herman of styled the Independent Motion PicErnest Schwartz, president of the Settlement Averts
irnegie was re-elected president of
ture League of Ohio, was formed at
exhibitors'
e M.P.T.O. of W. Pa. and W. Va. a meeting of exhibitors claiming to Cleveland (Continued
on Pageorganization,
5)
Studio Walkout Here
j yesterday's closing session of the
Likelihood of a union walkout at
1flit's convention here. Other officers
Eastern Service Studio, largest plant
(Continued on Page 4)
operating in the New York territory,
has been averted through settlement
of differences between the cameraChaplin Ransom
Revealed
men's (Ccmtinued
local and producers
. . . should it be topical or historical; entertain or educate?
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
on Page 5) working

. E. Herman Re-elected
Head of W. Pa. M.P.T.O.

The Newsreel's Function Disputed

Hollywood — That Charlie Chaplin paid
$20,000 to kidnapers last August after
being held over night was revealed yesterday by a Department of Justice
agent, who added that more than a
dozen other film celebrities had paid
sums up to $15,000 for their freedom
from racketeers. Chaplin has had
private investigators on his case and
further revelations are expected to be
made at a federal investigation here
late this month.

e Coming
1934, Film Daily Year
Book
More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

Will
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Ontario Biz Up

to their craft is contained

increase of 12 per cent in attendance in the province of Ontario is
reported by American Consul Damon G.
Woods, Toronto. In the Toronto area
says.
the upturn amounts to 15 per cent, he

therein, in an article headed "A Glance at the Newsreels," by Robert Littell.
It is a provocative dissertation reflecting a good deal of labor on the part of its
author, who has quite a notion of what newsreels should be and quite a contempt for
what they are according to his observations.
Professing a deep concern for future generations, Mr. Littell deplores it as a
genuine pity that, with a social and political and economic upheaval in progress,
affording such gorgeous opportunities to record incidents and personalities that will be

{Continued on Page 2)
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of historical value a century hence, the newsreels

1)
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instead are squandering

■—

say about the —

celluloid on

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays baby parades, acrobats and speed contests.
In other words, he would have the newsreel specialize in history rather than
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. topical entertainment.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
He seems to assume that, although even the accredited historians admit they have
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Ti'asurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- a tough time putting their finger today on incidents that are likely to merit a place
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing in historical volumes fifty or a hundred years from now, the newsreel cameramen are
Editor. Entered as second class matter, seers enough to make that distinction.
•
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
AS AN instance, Mr. Littell believes any of us would be willing to give what's left
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, •** of our shirts for a flickering glimpse of George Washington refusing to tell his
Subscriber
should
remit
with
order,
father that lie about the cherry tree.
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Just when little George's remarks began to assume historical momentousness does
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. not come readily to mind, but it was a long time after their utterance; furthermore,
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hotly- Mr. Littell is indulging in a wild flight of assumption when he expects the newsreel
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- cameraman to be a 24-hour Johnny-on-the-spot within the intimate portals of official
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
families.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
And as for Mr. Littell's pining for a peak at Lincoln debating with Douglas,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La Napoleon reviewing the Grand Army or Betsy Ross sewing away at Old Glory, if the
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Cour- newsreels are missing any of the 1933 counterparts of these events we would be glad
des-Noues, 19.
to know

what

they are.
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history have to wait until they die to get even a thumb-nail

•

i/8
OTHER

words, the newsreels, like newspapers

"The fifteenth edition of the
Film Year Book published annually by the Film Daily, has
made its appearance. It contains
more than a thousand pages of
motion picture information and
is a reliable ready reference book
when in need of data on films,
film activity and film personalities. If the reader seeks upto-date material he will find it,
as for example in the reviews of
all 1932 film activities, if he
seeks historical material he will
find that, for example in the
listing of 13,262 motion picture
titles, covering pictures from
1915 to tistical
1932,information
if hethat
seeks
alsosta-is

photo in the paper.

and all other businesses which

must

of the picture, "This Is America," a compilation of national highlights of the past two
decades, packed with historical personalities who headlined in the war and post-war
period, teeming with milestone events caught in the raw, and assembled with the
utmost intelligence.

abundantly supplied. For buyer,
seller, exhibitor, student and patron of the motion picture there
is something in this encyclopedic

Despite these merits, and notwithstanding Mr. Littell's visions of the cherry tree
tale and Betsy Ross at her needle, the picture could not attract a paying audience.

•

WHEN
he criticizes newsreels
Littell becomes
a bit naive.

for obtaining

some

matter

by appointment,

preparation

New York

involved in a love nest scandal, or a photo and two-column story of Miss Fannie
Flickerstar because her pet kitten had its eyebrows burned off in a fire, while news
of state is condensed at the bottom of the page and thousands of men who are

3%
9

41st St., New

in

(1) that they are neglecting

Close

SPECIAL SCREEN SERVICE, Inc.

ANIMATIONS

on three counts:

Low

Kenny Handling Rivoli Midnite Show
Nick Kenny, Daily Mirror columnist and radio celeb, is in charge of
arrangements for tonight's special
midnight showing of the Walter
Winchell picture, "Broadway Thru
a Keyhole," at the Rivoli. Kenny
has lined up a long list of Broadway
luminaries to attend the event.
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""' history and going in for entertainment; (2) that they follow the calendar instead
of running after history; (3) that they have formed the lazy habit of pre-arranging
and rehearsing events instead of hunting by stealth.
As a matter of fact, historical stuff runs to a higher percentage in newsreels than
in newspapers, and if the reels also contain such unimpregnated items as beauties on
parade and animals in the zoo it is probably for the same reason that a newspaper
will plaster its front page with scareheads about two inconsequential persons being

»AtT

FINANCIAL
NEW

1934
Edition now

National Board of
Review Magazine,

Mr.

New York, N. Y.

In the case of a newspaper, the sinking of a ship in mid-ocean is news until it is
printed; but for the newsreel, unless a cameraman chanced to be anchored out there
on the deep just waiting for something to happen and thereby was able to get a shot
of the boat before it was swallowed by the waves, the incident is lost except for later
closeups of survivors, if any.

volume."

Chattanooga

And as for Mr. Littell's scorn of the pre-arranged incident, if there was any other
way in which the camera could have recorded, for instance, President Roosevelt in his
first White House broadcast — that epochal night when in a half-hour talk he turned
a nation of gloom into a nation of hope and started something that will send him
down in history as the most courageous President this country ever had — if Mr. Littell
can suggest how this world-important scene could have been obtained in any way
except by arrangement, the newsreel companies will be forever in his debt.

"If it's something about motion pictures I can answer it
because practically everything
there is to know about motion
pictures is in a 1,024 page volume that has just reached my

|T

desk — the Film Daily's 'Year
Book
of Motion
KEY Pictures.'
HART, "

BORDERS

on

the

idiotic,

however,

when

Mr.

Littell

charges

that

newsreel

men

Chattanooga

■ don't get to the fire along with the fire-engines and that "their ingenuity consists
chiefly in starting and filming a little synthetic studio blaze of their own"; and when
he says the newsreel cameras missed such incidents as the country milk strikes he
betrays a very incomplete acquaintance with the newsreel contents of the last few
months.
He also makes no allowance for the great mass of newsreel negative which, for
reasons of national public welfare, does not get to the screen, but which reposes in
storage vaults and some day will come to life — as in the case of those graphic World
War pictures which were field back until these last few years and which Mr. Littell
entirely ignored as he searched for subjects in unselfconscious action.
He was too preoccupied with whamming away at a dummy which he had set up
himself.

Times,

Chattanooga, Tenn,

* MOST WIDELY READ
*
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*
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PRAISED *

YOU'LL REMEMBER
NOVEMBER!

p
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ALLIED MEN CONFER
WITH GEN. JOHNSON
(Continued from Page 1)

N. J. Allied Ratifies Chicago Actions
Actions of the recent Chicago exhibitor mass meeting, at which objection was raised
to the industry code drafted by Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt and plans
were made for a vigorous protest campaign, were ratified by Allied Theaters of New
Jersey at a regular meeting yesterday. The committee appointed at Chicago was empowered to represent the unit and moral and financial support was pledged. President Sidney E. Samuelson was in charge of the meeting,
attended
by 37 exhibitors

ton, H. A. Cole and Moe Horowitz
were among those who accompanied Series of Soviet Films
Myers in the call on Johnson.
In Subscription Season
Earlier in the day, the AdministraA
subscription
series of film showtor attended a cabinet meeting in
ings on "The History of the Soviet
the White House.
Film" at the New School for Social
Feeling persists among indepen- Research is announced by the New
dents that they will get some further Masses and the Film and Photo
League. "Spring," a hitherto unreconsideration in the code's make-up leased
Soviet film, will open the sebefore the President .signs it.
ries Nov. 18, to be followed by four
Sol A. Rosenblatt has returned double feature programs on Saturfrom Atlanta, where he spoke to
days nights three weeks apart. The
subscription fee is $1.50 for the
the South-eastern exhibitors.
entire series of 5 programs. The
films, program notes and supplemenM-G-M Release Dates
tary lectures by Joseph Freeman,
Are Set to December 8 Joshua Kunitz, Nathan Adler, will
trace the development of the postM-G-M releases are now set to revolutionary Russian film.
Dec. 8, when "The Cat and the Fiddle," will go into distribution. Other Maj. Thompson, Blumberg
dates set are: Dec. 1, "The Vinegar
Presented to RKO Mgrs.
Tree"; Nov. 24, "The Dancing
J. R. McDonough yesterday forLady"; Nov. 17, "Christopher
mally presented Major L. E. ThompBean"; Nov. 10, "The Prizefighter
son to all RKO Theaters executives,
and the Lady"; Nov. 3, "The Chief."
as head of all circuit operations.
Thompson in turn presented Nate
Blumberg as his first lieutenant.
C. E. Herman Re-elected
headquarters will be in
Head of W. Pa. M.P.T.O. Blumberg's
New York and his successor in
(Continued from Page 1)
charge of the Chicago territory will
are: William Litsie, Blairsville, vice- be named tomorrow. Present at the
president; Fred J. Herrington, sec- meeting were Nat Holt, Charles
retary; Joseph Gellman, Duquesne, Koerner. David Canavan, Joseph
treasurer; Bennett Amdur and Wil- Brennan, W. B. England, Phil Reisliam D. Davis, Pittsburgh, and Wil- man, H. R. Emde, Charles MacDonliam L. Brown, Tarentum, directors. ald, Lou Goldberg, Robert Sisk, A.
A resolution was passed endors- P. Waxman, William Howard and
ing the analysis of the film code Arthur Willi.
submitted by Abram F. Myers on
behalf of independents.

Monogram Set to Start 4

West Coast Bureau of THE

Coming and Going
TAMAR LANE, editor of "The Film Mercury,"
is in New York from the coast and making his
headquarters at the Hotel Lincoln. He will
do some
interviewing
on film problems.
HUNT STROMBERG, producer of M-G-M's
"Eskimo," leaves the coast next week for New
York to attend the premiere of the picture at
the Astor. JOHN LEE MAHIN, dialoguer,
will accompany
him.
FRANCES DEE, after a honeymoon around
New York with Joel McCrea, has joined RKO's
"Rodney"
company on location
in Virginia.
JOEL McCREA will return to the coast immediately to start a new picture at RKO.
CLAIRE TREVOR, Fox player, will come to
New York for a vacation on completion of
"Jimmy and Sally."
EMIL LUDWIG, who has been in Hollywood
working on the "Napoleon" for First National,
arrives in New York today en route to his
home
in Switzerland.
RALPH MORGAN and Mrs. Morgan are coming east for a six-week
holiday.
LUCILLE BALL, one of the Goldwyn girls appearing in "Roman Scandals," arrives in New
York today.
COLLEEN MOORE, signed by RKO to make
two features, leaves for the Coast Nov. 18.
Miss Moore also expects to appear in a Marshall Neilan picture to be produced in the
East.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — First four pictures to
go in work under Monogram's higher budget will be "Woman's Man,"
"Beggars in Ermine," "Manhattan
Love Song" and "Mystery Liner,"
it is announced by L. L. Ostrow, executive producer. With two pictures
now in the cutting room, "Sixteen
Fathoms Deep" and "He Couldn't
Take It," Monogram will have
seven completed in the two-month
period ending Nov. 30, says Ostrow.

7 New Soviet Pictures
For Release Here Soon
At least seven new sound and
talking films for early release in
the United States will be received
by Amkino from Soviet Russia in
the next few weeks. Among them
are "Deserter," Pudovkin's widely
discussed film; "Six Steps," based
on A. Zeger's German prize novel,
"The Revolt of the Fishermen," and
directed by Ervin Piscator, German
director and playwright; Emma Cessarskaya in "Six Steps and Joy";
V.
Gardin film
in "The
Last Ataman," a
historical
of the
last days of
Tzarism in Asia; "Love," portraying
contemporary life in Soviet Russia;
"Song of the Steppes," a picture of
Old Ukraine, and "By Water and
Smoke," directed by Kavaleridize.

Way Cleared For Windup
Of Publix Reorganization
With all proposed theater partnership deals completed and ratified, the way is now cleared for sale
of Publix Enterprises assets and reorganization of the company. Just
when this sale will take place has
not as yet been determined. Due
to the fact that all preliminaries
have been completed, there is no important business scheduled for the
adjourned creditors' meeting on the
calendar for Monday at the office of
Referee Henry K. Davis. For this
reason the session will probably be
adjourned until a later date.

KUYKENDALL RELATE!
STORY OFHLM GOE
(Continued from Page 1)

ing, through
the code, a stri
called without the authority of t
national union organization and
compelling arbitration in labor d

Theater owners, Kuykendall poi
ed out, would bear 75 per cent
the increased cost of operation i
putes.
der the NRA and should be entit:
to some rights and benefits.
Nat Williams of Thomasville v,
elected president of the Associati
for the coming year, with Hu
Manning of Cartersville as first vi
president, Thomas E. Orr secc
vice-president, Mitchell Wolfs
third vice-president and Love
Harrell re-elected secretary. Re
lutions were passed condemning 1
publication of large salaries ai
box-office receipts as detrimental
the industry and calling upon tl
ater owners to cooperate in civic a
charitable movements in their co
munities as a means of improvi
public relations for their busines

Independent Exhibitors
Name (Continued
Product
Committi
from Page 1)

committee consists of the followi
members : Arthur Abeles, chairms
Milton Hirsch, Herman Rachn
Jack Hattem, Leo Justin, Ruse
Cohen and Abram Drogan.
It was also resolved to call a m;
meeting of all independent exhi
tors in the metropolitan area, to
held tomorrow at the Hotel Ast
for the purpose of discussing
mands of some major exchanges :
this year's product.
Fairbanks and Jr. to Return
Warners Preparing 7
London
— Upon
completion
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — In addition to five "Symphony
in Purple,"
starri
pictures before the cameras, the Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., "Return
Warner-First National studios have Don Juan," starring the senior Fa
and "Zorro," starring bo
seven in preparation. Those in work banks,
the two .stars will return to t
are "King of Fashion," "Hi, Nellie," United States, it is announced, s
"Mandalay," "Massacre" and "Easy ting at rest reports that they
to Love." The seven being prepared tended to become British subjec
include "Wonder Bar," "Napoleon — The
three pictures will be d
His Life and Loves," "Journal of tributed by United Artists.
Crime," "A Modern Hero," "British
Agent," "The Crowned Head" and
"The Heir Chaser."

Amalgamated Radio Deal Off
Although the studio facilities of
the Amalgamated Broadcasting System, with which Ed Wynn was identified until recently, were offered to
M-G-M, the latter will not take them
over, according to Major Edward
Bowes. A transmitting station for
the new M-G-M broadcasting facilities will soon go on the air with
tests at Astoria, but studios have
not yet been selected.

Movietone Adds News Feature
"Picture Paragraphs in the Day's
News," a departmental addition that
presents flashes of deadline pictorial news copy in short takes, has
been added to Fox Movietone News
starting this week. The idea is to
cover every important news break
that can be photographed.

Nov.

Kansas City Charity Ball

Nov.

Cagney Film Renamed
"Lady Killer" is the definite title
of James Cagney's forthcoming
Warner picture, previously called
"The
Finger release
Man." Dec.
It is9. scheduled
for national

Kansas City — Film Row's charity
ball, now an annual affair, will be
held at the Pla-Mor, Dec. 4. Frank
Hensler, manager for M-G-M, is
chairman
of the committee in
charge.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
2:
Hearing on code for
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt
ber of Commerce Building,
Nov.
2:
Mass
meeting
of
hibitors, Hotel Astor, New
Nov.
9:
Public
hearing
on
Washington.

music publish
presiding; Chi
Washington.
independent
York.
3 P. I
Burlesque
Cc

14
Annual
Meeting,
Allied Amuseme
of the Northwest, New Washington Ho
Seattle.

Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Cha
Ball, at the Pla-Mor,
Kansas City.
Fr.
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 31:
Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth
nual
New New
York. Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel PI
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WARNERS TO CONTINUE
SERVICE CHARGE FIGHT

THE

MONO

NEWISEXHIBITOR
FORMED INASS'N
OHIO
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

sociation with Duovac and General
Talking Pictures, the plaintiffs will
seek to extend the scope of the action to cover service charges. The
zemporary injunction obtained several months ago only covers inter:hangeability and equipment parts.
A motion for triple damages in
connection with this suit has been
filed by Warner Bros, before Judge
Nields. His court this week denied
a plaintiff's
a bill of
particularsmotion
and also for
another
motion
seeking to securing certain other information.
Commenting on the suit for triple
damages, Erpi last night observed:
"There is nothing new in these
suits. The issues involved have been
in litigation for months."
In connection with the preliminary injunction obtained by Warner
Bros, and associated plaintiffs last
summer the statement said:
"No attempt was ever made by
Erpi to enforce the first of these
provisions (providing for the furnishing of replacement parts by
Erpi) and the latter (thought to
limit distribution of pictures of producers licensees to theaters equipped
with Western Electric apparatus)
appeared only in the original licenses to Vitaphone and the Fox companies in which it was superseded
more than five years ago."

RKO Studio Budget
Is Being Revamped
(Continued from Page 1)

week, reports that the present system of paying production costs out
of current distribution grosses has
worked to advantage, with the studio carrying less operation costs
compared to previous years. At the
same time production costs have
been held to an average of $230,000
per picture.
Merian C. Cooper is now recuperating from his recent illness and
will resume charge of studio activities the first week in December.
Zohbel is planning to return to New
York in a few days.

Educational Signs More Names
James Melton, radio singer, has
been signed by Educational for the
next Song Hit Stories subject, "The
Last Dogie," while Henry King and
I his orchestra have been signed for
"Manhattan Lullaby." Benny Davis
and James
Hanley,
song-writers,
I also have been engaged to do the
music for Educational's second musical comedy.
I

"Henry" Goes Full Week

Setting a new precedent since it
changed to its present split-week policy,
the New Roxy will play United Artists'
"Private Life of Henry VIII" for a full
week. This follows its engagement at
the Music Hall.

PHIL

M. DALY

•
•
• IF YOU question the fact that Eastern production
is definitely on its way back to its old-time activity
just look in on the Movietone Studio on West 54th Street almost
any day
where you will find studio manager
George
Lane having his hands full trying to schedule all the production units that are trying to work there George has more
than he can handle
with practically all working time filled
in up to January 1
so they are thinking of taking over
the larger stage in the Fox building on 56th Street

•
•
• CAUGHT A few hours with the Meyer Davis unit
in action
on the third of a musical comedy short series
for Van Beuren
with Monte Shaff supervising
and Ray McCarey directing "The Strange Case of Hennessy"
a mystery musical comedy done in rhythmic dialogue
that sounds simple when you read it
but you should
see the director, players, composer and librettist literally sweating to get the lines timed right with the score

• •
• EACH BIT is rehearsed with the composer at the
piano as Director McCarey times it with a Metronome
the players go through their lines for each bit, until they can
hit it right on the nose in perfect synchronization with the
music
one scene had two couples at a bridge table all
speaking lines in natural conversation
and when they
shot the scene it automatically became rhythmic dialogue with
the musical accompaniment
should prove a real novelty
with the comedy mystery plot and fast action giving
it plenty of color and pep
Johnny Burke and Harold
Spina did the story, music and lyrics
two youngsters
of 24 and 25 years
youngest writers in the biz
it
seems that most of the production staff in this Meyer Davis
unit are young fellers
the Spirit of Youth is rampant
they move fast, and get Results
*
*
*
*
• •
• THIS TWO-REELER features Cliff Edwards
with Marjorie Hines and Johnny Downs for juvenile leads
you will remember Johnny as one of the original Our Gang
kids
he is now a handsome lad of 20 with plenty of stage
and screen experience
a Comer
watch him
but we got a slight insight into the merry life of a director
...... .for Jean Sargent, the featured femme, suffered a sudden
nervous breakdown and failed to appear the last minute
so into a quick huddle goes Director McCarey
they send
out hurry calls for a sub
and start shooting bits all
around the parts in which the featured lady appears
the show must go on
but with the staff Ray has, he
pulled himself out of the jam pronto
his assistant Joe
Nadel got busy on script and business of getting a sub
Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Levitt on the camera
"Let's
go!"
and they went
ya can't beat that Spirit of
Youth

was chairman of the meeting and
was named temporary president of
the new organization. A committee of one member from each congressional district, to be named by
the president, will meet in Columbus
within 14 days to name permanent
officers, adopt a constitution and bywork. laws and lay plans for legislative
The backers were principally exhibitors from Cleveland and Cincinnati, the former claiming to have
spent $10,000 to defeat the Ohio
amusement tax and failed.

Settlement Averts
Studio Walkout Here
(Continued from Page 1)

there. Controversy was brought to
an end through an agreement reached by Pat Casey, chairman of producers' committee, and O. V. Johnson, business manager for the local.
The cameramen's union had insisted that no cameramen could be
brought from the Coast to work on
pictures in its territorial jurisdiction. Producers pointed out, however, that various stars demanded
that their own cameramen be used
on their productions and generally
they came from the Coast. The dispute was settled on a basis allowing employment of one Coast first
cameraman on each picture but the
producer must also pay for services
of a cameraman identified with the
New York local.
Debrie Puts Out New Tripod
A new type rolling tripod, an imin that it provement
canon thebe so-called
operated "dollies"
by the
cameraman himself, steers like an
auto, raises and lowers and does not
get in the way of the technicians,
has been put out by Andre Debrie,
Inc. Combined with the ultra-silent
Super Parvo Camera, this tripod is
ment. to be the latest in studio equipsaid

MANY HAPPY RETUBN3

•

• • JUST ARRIVED from a sensational tour of London, Paris, Berlin and Brussels
the Cuban dancer, Mariana
she introduced the rhumba in Europe
she is
already lined up with two major producers for screen tests
Over. 700 Warner employees attended the Warner Club's
Hallowe'en Party Monday eve at the club rooms
Steve
Trilling handled the entertainment
and lined up a bunch
of stage and radio talent ... Jules Girden was gypped outa
winning the huckleberry pie-eating contest by Harold Rodner,
who fixed it for one of the gals to win

«

«

«

»
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»

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 1
M.

E. A. Tucker
Ernest

Laura La Plante
Rovelstad

THE
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

HOLLYWOOD

recently finfirst musical

comedy, "The Million Dollar Melody," is preparing production for a
new Coronet comedy, tentatively
titled "The Good Bad Man." Shooting will start this week at the Astoria studios, with Tom Patricola
and Charles Judels essaying the
comedy leads. Edna Mears will
have the feminine lead. Script is by
Harold
Atteridge.

$

#

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

' By CHAS. ALICOATE

TACK WHITE, who
J ished EducationaFs

NEWS of the DAY
JOAN BLONDELL, who recently
J completed one of the starring
roles in Warner's "Convention City,"
has been assigned the feminine lead
in the company's "Hell's Bells,"
which also features Pat O'Brien and
Allen Jenkins.
Jean Harlow, recently operated on
for appendicitis, has left the hospital
and returned home.

*

Jack Denny's second Vitaphone
short, two-reeler in the "Melody
Masters" series, was previewed by
Warner executives yesterday. Paul
Small, vocalist, and Minor and Root,
dancers, appear with Denny in the
picture.

•

Jack Fulton and Peggy Healy were
given screen tests recently at
the Fox Movietone studio for major
parts in the George White "Scancoast. dals" to be produced by Fox on the

Victor Fleming will direct M-GM's "High School," which Hunt
Stromberg will produce. Stromberg
and John Lee Mahin will work on
the story while en route east next
week.

r

HOLLYWOOD

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
— $2. SO vpr Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everythingto see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

®

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
Tha "Doorway of Hospitality
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

Mervyn LeRoy and Doris Warner
will walk up the altar Jan. 3 in New
York, according to advices here.
And wedding bells are ringing this
week for Adrienne Ames and Bruce
Cabot.
George O'Brien will have Mary
Brian as his leading woman in "Heir
to the Hoorah," Fox release. Henry
Johnson and Stuart Anthony are doing the screen play. Malcolm St.
Clair will direct.

♦

#

%

Four artist models, Marjorie
Brandon, Jean Vernon, Honey Smith
and Thelma Bruskoff, have been
added to RKO's

"Hip Hips Hooray."

45% Increase in Sales
14 Pre-Release Bookings
Reported by Montague
Set on Chatterton Film

Fourteen simultaneous pre-release bookings on "Female," starring Ruth Chatterton, which has its
New York premiere at the Strand
tomorrow night have been made by
•
Warners. The picture, set for naRecording and synchronizing of
tional release Nov. 11, will play the
the second and third of the Stan following theaters the week of Nov.
Laurel comedies being reissued by
Perfex Pictures has been started at 3: Boyd, Philadelphia; Warner, Milwaukee; Roger Sherman, New Hathe Reeves Sound Recording studio.
ven; Strand, Albany; Cameo,
Bridgeport; Stanley, Pittsburgh;
Metropolitan, Boston; Stanley, Baltimore; Martini, Galveston; Metropolitan, Houston; Capitol, Madison,
Wise; Warner, Worcester Mass.;
iC, Victoria, Harrisburg, the Des
Moines, Des Moines.

PLAZA

Pittsburgh — M. J. Cullen, mana;

WILK

Chicago Theater Damaged
Chicago — Fire believed to have
been of incendiary origin damaged
the State-Congress theater to the
extent of $2,500. Scenery and the
rear part of the stage were destroyed. The house had recently
been leased by C. W. Peel, who
planned to reopen it with pictures.
Peel told the authorities that firing
of the theater followed his hiring of
an operator belonging to an independent union.

Columbia sales are 45.20 per cent
ahead of last year and the company
has sold in excess of 850 accounts
more than any corresponding date
in its history, Abe Montague, general sales manager, stated yesterday. During the last three weeks,
sales of Columbia films have broken
all records to date, with last week
as the outstanding seven days, according to Montague.
"These figures are a trustworthy
barometer of the psychological attitude of exhibitors," said Montague.
"The industry has definitely 'turned
the corner'. Our progress has been
made in the face of unbelievable
handicaps, including a six weeks'
delay in getting under way."
Cleveland Circuit Changes
Cleveland — Associated Theaters
circuit has shifted managerial personnel. With the resignation of
Langdon R. Barnhyt as manager of
the Garden, Bill Smith moves from
the Capital to the Garden, Lee Berger goes to the Capital, and Al De
Shetler succeeds Berger at the

ing director of Loew's Penn, w
supervise the Aldine, which hi
opened
an indefinite showing i
"I'm NoforAngel."
Plymouth, Wis. — Fred Brow
Green Bay, has taken over the Ms
jestic here from Mike Gilman.
Boston — Harry I. "Zippy" Gok
man is now connected locally witi
Weldon Pictures, whose "Damage
Lives" is playing its sixth corj
tinuous week here.
Kansas City — In 13 out of 3
towns
on the Fox
circuit "/in thij
territory,
"Dr.
Bull"
outgrosse
"State
Fair,"
according- to
Gu
Kubitzki, Fox exchange manager.
Kansas City — High fidelity soun I
equipment
has been
installed
b;
RCA Victor in the Cozy, Pittsburg i
Kans.;
Temple,
Ferguson,
Mo.
Mansfield,
Mansfield,
Mo.,
am
Crocker, Crocker, Mo.
Fairfield, Me. — The Gem, operatei
by Gabriel A. Bisson, is open again

Extensive Bookings on "Sigma Chi'
Extensive
bookings
on "Sweet
heart of Sigma Chi" are reported bj
W. Ray Johnston, president of Mono
gram.
It will open for runs at the
Eckel,
Syracuse,
Nov.
9; Uptown I
Kansas City, Nov. 18; six first-run; I
at RKO
Theaters
in the Ornate |
territory;
RKO
Palace,
Cleveland
Nov.
17;
Colonial,
Eugene,
Ore.
Nov.
5; Hollywood,
Salem,
Ore.
Nov. 12; Rialto, Albany, Ore., Nov
19; Pantages, Portland, Nov. 9, and
the Schine
circuit in New
York
state. .
Monogram's "Broken Dreams" is
currently playing the Fox, San
Francisco, and has been booked for
first-run in St. Louis, Nov. 5, and
date.
the Castamba, Shelby, 0., same

Royal.

Handling Spanish Films
Inter-Americas Film Corp., with
headquarters in New York, has apKlangfilm-Zeiss Ikon Settlement
pointed Spanish Films Distributing
Berlin — An agreement between
Klangfilm G.m.b.H. and Zeiss Ikon Co. of Los Angeles as its agent for
A. G. has been made whereby in distribution of Spanish language
in California, Lower California
future Zeiss Ikon must equip its films
and Mexico.
projectors and sound reproducers
for the German market exclusively
Marcus Back from Washington
with Klangfilm amplifiers and loud
Salt Lake City ■ — Mayor Louis
speakers.
Marcus, who also is head of the
Marcus theater enterprises, has rePearl to Make Next Film in March
turned from Washington, D. C.
Jack Pearl, now back in New
Pantages Vaude in Boston
York after completing "The Baron,"
will go to Hollywood again in March
Boston — Inauguration of Pantages
to appear in another M-G-M fea- vaudeville here will take place Friture.
day night at the Uptown, which
George
season. A. Giles will reopen for the
Amity Gets Two Releases
"Savage Gold," feature, and
"Itchy-Scratchy," short, have been
Holding
"Footlight"
in B'klyn
acquired for distribution in the U. S.
Warner's "Footlight Parade" will
by Amity Pictures, it is announced be held a second week at the Brookby John
M. Crinnion.
lyn Strand.

Handling Monogram in So. America
H. Staunton Wallaeh will handle
Monogram product in South America, according to a deal just made
by the Richey Export Corp., foreign
distributors of the Monogram product. Wallaeh will make his headquarters in Buenos Aires and will
handle the following territories:
Argentine, Brazil, Uruguay, Paraguay, Venezuela, Ecuador, Chile,
Bolivia and Peru. Wallaeh formerly handled
Buenos
Aires. his own exchange in

Seek

Baby

Schnozzle

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood's maddest
search
film type
is on!
looking for
for aa baby
that looks
like They're
Jimmy
Durante, to play "Schnozzle's" own
child in his latest picture, "Joe Palooka," the Reliance Production which
will be released through United Artists.

i Features Reviewed in Film Daily Mar. 20 to Oct. 30
Title

Reviewed
rtif
4-19-33
Kek Balvany-XX
Jorable-F
5-19-33
10-26-33
ter Tonight-RKO
■g..e Appleby,
Maker
of
10-19-33
Wen-RKO
Smony Madness-M A Y . . . 5-5-33
mas Encontradas-XX ..7-7-33
Chekhov-AM
with
i Hour
9-6-33

in

Carver's

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS
ABC — Arkay Film Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG — Agfa
ALD — Allied
Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AU — Capt.
Harold Auten
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinematographique
EQU
— Equitable
Pictures
F — Fox

Profession-COL
6-9-33

.other Language-MGM. .8-5-33
in Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
iuna to Broadway-F. 7-22-33
the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
veneer,
The-MOP
10-4-33
tbv Face-WA
6-24-33
irbarian, The-MGM .. .5-13-33
•auty for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33
ed of Roses-RKO
7-1-33
■dtime
Story,
A-PAR. .4-22-33
rfore Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
•Jore Morning-GRB... 10-19-33
;low the Sea-COL
6-3-33
•rkeley Square-F
9-15-33
erlin Alexanderplatz-XX
5-13-33
;st of Enemies-F
7-17-33
g Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion)-BAV
7-25-33
g Brain-RKO
8-5-33
5-10-33
ie Cage. The-U
The-GRB . .8-30-33
g Chance,
lg Executive-PAR
10-19-33
tier Sweet-UA
8-25-33
lack
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
larney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
jndage-F
4-22-33
omben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
Drn Anew-AM
7-25-33
awery,
The-UA
10-7-33
reed of the Border-MOP
5-10-33
id Moment-COL
8-31-33
roadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
ureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
y Appointment

Onlv-INV
7-12-33
ilifornia
Trail-COL
7-22-33
aptured-WA
8-19-33
■entral
Aijport-FN
3-29-33
harlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
harles
XII— XX
4-3-33
heating
Blondes-C AP . . . 5-20-33
'leyenne
Kid-RKO
7-13-33
ircus Queen Murder-COL
5-6-33
ocktail Hour-COL
6-3-33
ohens and Kellys in TroubleU.. 4-15-33
6-14-33
Humor-PAR.
ollege
onquerors of the NightAM.. 8-1-33
onstant
Woman,
The-WW
5-23-33
6-21-33
Drruption-IMP
ougar.
The
King
KillerSNO
5-23-33
rojsfire-RKO
8-15-33
lance.
Girl, Dance
INV.. 10-26-33
• ance Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
aring Daughters-CAP . . 3-25-33
eadwood Pass-FR
6-6-33
eluge, The-RKO
10-7-33
•r Hellseher-XX
..
9-13-33
•er Liebling von Wien-XX
6-14-33
I er Schuetzen
Koenig-HER
5-10-33
'er Sohn der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
'estinstlon Unknown-U. . .4-8-33
evil's Brother-MGM
6-10-33
evil's in Love-F
7-28-33
''evil's Mate-MOP
9-23-33
•iamond Trail-MOP
4-19-33
'ie Frau von Der
Man
Sprieht-XX
4-26-33
ie Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
inner at Eight-MGM . .8-25-33
'•iplomaniaes-RKO
4-29-33
isgraced!-PAR
7-17-33
octor
Bull-F
8-31-33
•on't Bet on Love-U
7-29-33
»os Noehes-HOF
5-10-33
ouble Harness-RKO. ..7-13-33
>r«i Ta^e MittelarrestXX.. 5-18-33
irums
of Doom-MAF. .10-4-33
■rum
Taps-WW
4-26-33
ude Bandit-ALD
6-21-33
•agle and the Hawk-PAR. 5-6-33
asy MUlions-FR
9-6-33
Sa Maedei
Der
Strasse-XX
4-10-33
ie LUbesnacht-XX
...5-18-33

FAI — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The Film
Exchange
GFF — General Foreign Films
GB — Gaumont-British

GEN — General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GRF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema
Exch.
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewell Productions
JRW— J. R. Whitney
K FN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
MAF — Mayflower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
M G M — Metro- Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
._
PA R — Paramount
PO — Powers
Pictures
POL— Bud Pollard Productions

POR — Portola
Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.
PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX— Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RKO — RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
S NO— Sidney
Snow.
SUP — Superb
Pictures
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
SYN — Syndicate
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW
— Tower Prods.
U — Universal

Secrets

Eine

Reviewed
Nacht

Im

Paradise-AMR
2-23-33
Eine Tuer Geht Auf-PRX 2-8-33
Eleventh Commandment-ALD
3-25-33
Elmer the Great-FN
5-26-33
El Precio De Un BesoF.. 8-1-33
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33
Emergency
Call-RKO
6-24-33
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Ever in My
Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Ex-Lady-WA
S-13-33
Faithful
Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
Giornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
for JusticeCOL.. 5-17-33
Fighting Parson-ALD
8-2-3;
Fighting President. The-U. 4-8-33
Fighting Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Fires
of Fate-PO
4-4-33
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Footsteps in the Night-INV
5-10-33
Forbidden
Trail-COL
4-10-33
Forgotten-INV
5-20-33
Forgotten Men-IE
5-13-33
Flaming
Guns-U ."
6-17-33
Flaming Signal-INV
5-25-33
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
Fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
Gabriel Over the White House

El

Principe

MGM
4-1-33
Gallant
Fool-M O P
8-9-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR
7-13-33
Gefahren Der Liebe-MAD. 5-1-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EQU
7-19-33
Girl in 419-PAR
5-20-33
Glos Pustyni-XX
4-26-33
Gold Diggers of 1933WA.. 5-25-33
Golden
Goal
(Das Lockende
Ziel) -B A V
6-20-33
Goldie
Gets
Along-RKO . .6-3-33
Goodbye
Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Great Jasper. The-RKO . .2-17-33
Gun
Law-MAJ
7-13-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO .10-21-33
Hell Below-MGM
4-27-33
Hell on Earth-AE
3-31-33
Hello,
Sister-F
4-14-33
Hell's
Holidav-SUP
7-19-33
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAR
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U
9-?-33
Her Resale Value-MAY. .6-21-33
Her Splendid Folly
PRO.. 10-28-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN. 10-10-33
Heute
Nacht-Eventuell-XX
7-7-33
Hidden
Gold-U
3-22-33
High
Gear-GOL
3-22-33
His Private Secretary-SHO 6-6-33
Hold
Me Tight-F
Hold Your Man-MGM
Horizon-AM
Humanity-F
Hyppolit A Lakaj-ICE
I Have
Lived-CHE

5-20-33
7-1-33
5-13-33
4-22-33
..1-20-33
7-19-33

Title

Ship

Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
An
Eine Frau-BAV
10-13-33
Ihre Majestaet Die LiebeWA.. 2-8-33
I Loved a Woman-FN. .9-21-33
I Love That Man-PAR. . .7-8-33
I Loved
You
Wednesday-F
6-16-33
I'm No Angel-PAR
10-14-33
Important Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
India
Speaks-RKO
5-6-33
Infernal
Machine-F
4-8-33
I Cover the WaterfrontUA..
International House-PAR.
Island
of Doom-AM
It's Great to Be Alive-F.
Ivan-GRF
Jennie
Gerhardt-PAR
Jungle
Bride-MOP
Justice Takes
a HolidayKadetten-FX
Kazdemu
Wolng
Kennel

Murder

5-19-33
5-27-33
7-20-33
.7-8-33
2-23-33
6-9-33
5-13-33

'5-24-33
MAY.. 4-19-33
3-31-33
Kochac-XX

UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner Bros.
WEL — Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

Reviewed
Milady-GFF
Mindreader-FN

WA.. 10-28-33
Keyhole,
The-WA
3-31-33
King of the Arena-U. .. .8-23-33
Kiss
Before
the Mirror-U5-13-33
Korvettenkapitaen-AG
...3-25-33
Kuhle Wampe-KIN
4-26-33
La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33
Lady's
Profession,
A.
PAR.. 3-25-33
Lady for a Day-COL
8-9-33
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Lev del Haren-XX .. .6-20-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
Laubenkolonie-GEN
6-9-33
Laughing at Life-LFV. .7-12-33
La Voce del Sangue-SYA. 4-19-33
La Vuida Romantica-F. . .9-6-33
Law and Lawless-MAJ. .4-12-33
Les Trois
Mousquetaires-

9-13-33
4-7-33

Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Monkey's Paw, TheRKO.. 6-1-33
Moonlight
and
Pretzels-U 8-23-33
Morning Glory-RKO
8-16-33
Morgenrot-PRX
5-18-33
Mr. Broadway-BRO
9-15-33
Murders in the Zoo-PAR. .4-1-33
Mysterious Rider — PAR... 6-1-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Narrow Corner. The-WA. 6-20-33
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
..9-20-33
Night and Day-GB
5-27-33
Night
Flight-MGM
10-4-33
Night of Terror-COL
6-7-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO. . .8-4-33
Noc Listopadowa-PRX... 5-1-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Nuisance, The-MGM ...5-27-33
On Demande un CompagnonOne
One

Case

Man's
Sunday

XX.. 6-9-33
Journey-RKO .9-1-33
9-2-33
Afternoon-PAR

Out AU Night-U
4-8-33
Outsider,
The-M-G-M
3-29-33
Over the Seven Seas-XX. 5-24-33
8-25-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
Parole Girl-COL
Passion
of Joan
Past

of

Mary

of

4-10-33
9-9-33
Arc-KRE

4-29-33
Holmes-RKO

Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Peg O' My Heart-MGM.. 5-20-33
4-4-33
Penthouse-MGM
9-9-33
Phantom
Broadcast-MOP
Phantom

Thunderbolt-WW
6-14-33

Pick-Up-PAR
Picture
Snatcher-WA

5-1-33
in the Raw-F COM..10-19-33
of Jimmy
Dolan-WA
6-14-33
Lillv Turner-FN
6-15-33
Little Giant-FN
4-14-33
Lone Avenger-WW
6-30-33
Looking Forward-MGM. .4-29-33
Love,
Honor
and Oh.
Baby!
U- 10-2 8- 33
Love in Morocco-GB
3-20-33
Love Is Dangerous-CHE. 4-29-33
Lucky Dog-U
8-30-33
M— FOR
4-3-33
Madame
Wuenscht
Keine

Pilgrimage-F _
Pleasure
Cruise-F
Police
Call-HOL
Potemkin-KIN
Power
and the Glory,

Kinder-XX
Mama-F
Mama
Loves

Rangers' Code-MOP
Rebel,
The-U
Renegades
of the West

Life
Life

Papa-PAR

6-3-33
7-20-33

7-22-33
Man from Monterey-WA. 8-1 6-33
Man
Hunt-RKO
5-5-33
Man
of Action-COL
6-6-33
Man of the Forest-PAR. .8-25-33
Man
Who
Dared-F
9-9-33
Mano
a Mano-INA
2-23-33
Marius— PAR
4-19-33
Mary Stevens. M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Mayor of Hell-WA
6-23-33
Meet the Baron-MGM. .10-28-33
Melodv
Cruise-RKO
6-1 6-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33
Midnight Club-PAR ....7-29-33
Midnight
Marv-MGM. . .7-17-33

Primavera

3-25-33
5-19-33
7-T7-33
4-1-33
8-23-33
4-3-33
8-18-33
The-F

en Otono-F. . .5-24-33

Private Detective 62-WA. .7-8-33
Private Jones-U
3-25-33
9-21-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
Professional

Sweetheart-

RKO.. 5-27-33
Quartorze Juillet-PRX . 10-21-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. . .10-18-33

Return

of

9-20-33
7-27-33

3-29-33
6-30-33
Casey RKOJonesMOP

Return of Nathan

of

Shriek

UA — United Artists

Reviewed

Hollywood-SCO8-30-33

of

Shadow
Laughs-IN V
3-27-33
Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-33
She Had to Say Yes-FN
7-28-33
Shepherd
of the Seven
Hills
9-9-33

Title
Title

Reviewed

Savage
Gold-AU
5-23-33
9-13-33
Scarlet
River-RKO
5-24-33
Secret of the Blue Room-U

FAI
8-8-33
Men-SHO

Wanted
in the

Night.

A-ALD
7-22-33

Silk Express-WA
6-23-33
Silver
Cord- RKO
5-S-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Sleepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Smoke
Lightning— F
5-12-33
So This Is Africa-COL. .4-22-33
Soldiers of the Storm5-18-33
Solitaire Man-MGMCOL..
....9-23-33
Somewhere in Sonora-WA . 6-7-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-33
Song of the Eagle-PAR. .4-27-33
Song
of Songs-PAR. .. .7-22-33
Sphinx, The-MOP
8-16-33
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
State Trooper-COL
3-27-33
Storm
at Davbreak-MGM 7-22-33
Story of Temple DrakePAR
5-6-33
Strange
People-CHE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-MGM. .7-29-33
Study in Scarlet-WW
5-26-33
Sundown
Rider-COL
6-9-33
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Supernatural-PAR
4-22-33
S weepings-RKO
3-22-33
Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi
MOP. .10-26-33
Taming the Jungle-INV. .6-6-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI. 8-12-33
Terror
7-3-3 "
TelegraphAbroad-PAR
Trail-WA
3-29-"
Theodore Koerner-XX . . .5-10- This Day and Age-PAR. 8-16-3
This
Is America-BEE.. .6-23-3
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR 8-8-3
Thrill
Hunter-COL
10-4-3
Thunder
Over
Mexico-PRI
9-20-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR. . 10-28-33
Today We Live-MGM ..4-15-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR9-23-33
Tombstone
Tomorrow

Canyon-F
7-3-33
at Seven-RKO
7-12-33
Torch
Singer-PAR
10-7-33
To the Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
Trailing North-MOP
5-17-33
Traum
von Schoenbruhnn

XX.. 5-4-33
6-3-33
Treason-COL
Trick
for Trick-F
6-10-33
Trouble
Busters-MA J
8-30-33
Truth About Africa-ALX. 4-19-33
8-23-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
Turn
Back
the Ciock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczyna-XX. 10-10-33
Una
Vida
Por
Otra-INA 2-17-33
Under

the

Tonto

Rim-PAR
7-19-33

Unknown Valley-COL. . .8-18-33
Via Pony Express-MAJ. 6-17-33
.5-4-33
Victims
of Persecution-POL
Vi

Som

Gar

Koksvagen

Volt>aire-WA

SCA..

Walls
of Gold-F
Waltz
Time-GB
Wandering
Jew,

The

7-28-33
10-10-33
10-21-33
9-29-33

Warrior's Husband-F ...5-12-33
10-21-33
Wenn Die Liebe JAFA..
Mode Macht
West
What

of Singapore-MOP.
.4-1-33
XX.. 10-30-33
Price
Innocence-COL
Meet-MGM 6-24-33

When

Ladies

When

Strangers Marry-

Becker-

WOK.. 4-19-33
Reunion in Vienna-MGM . . 5-2-33
4-26-33
Revenge at Monte Carlo-MAY
Riot
Squad-MAY
7-26-33
Rivals-AM
4-10-33
Russia
Today-WEL
10-21-33
Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Saturday's Millions-U . . .10-14-33
Samarang-UA
5-18-33

Whirlwind, The-COLCOL..
...7-29-33
5-25-33
White
Sister-MGM
3-20-33
Wives Beware-REG
5-2-33
Woman
I
Stole-COL. . .6-30-33
Working
Man, The-WA. .4-12-33
World
Changes-FN
10-28-33
World
Gone
Mad-MAJ.. 4-1 5-33
Wrecker,
The-COL
Zapfenstrelch
Am
RheinZoo

in

Budspsst-F

8-5-33
4-lt-SS

JRW..

2-8-33
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eneral Ban on Duals Unlikely, Checkup Indicates

\%i CONTINUANCE OF RKO RECEIVER TILL NEXT MAY
Sen. Johnson Turns Over Code Conferences to Assistant
idministrator
Going
on
Trip — Allied Group
Still Consulting
Bv WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — ■ General Hugh 'S.
)hnson yesterday turned oyer furler conferences on the film code to
ol. Robert W. Lea, assistant admintrator, with whom the Allied group
as in conference all day. Johnson
te yesterday said that, due to his
ans for a trip around the couny, he personally could not devote
{Continued on Page 4)

ILM CODE SIGNED
BY ALL LABOR UNIONS
All organized labor unions, inuding the I. A. T. S. E. are unrstood to have signed the film
dustry code. Provisions affecting
|-cals identified with this national
pganization include one establishg wage scales of Aug. 23, last, as
|ie basis for negotiating new scales
ider the code.

'rudenfeld Leaves Detroit
[Following RKO-Fox Pool

Detroit— Arthur Frudenfeld, RKO
rcuit division manager, leaves this
eek for either New York or Chiigo, with Fred Lehmeier taking
•er management of the RKO DownIwn in the new pooling deal beveen RKO
and Fox.
Carroll's
(Continued on Page 5)
Durante Copyrighting Name
Wash. Bur. of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Jimmy Durante has applied for a copyright on his name. His
purpose is to prevent toy and candy
makers from using the Durante moniker
unless they pay him a royalty.

mprehensive — Complete — Everywhere The
al Year Book \>f Film Daily. — Advt.

An-

No

15 Silent Houses Operating Around N. 0.
New Orleans — At least 15 silent houses are still operating in this territory, a survey
by an exchange here reveals. The houses, many of them high school auditoriums and
mostly getting by with part-time operation, include: Washington, Electric, Miss.;
Bourgue, Gonzales, La.; Grand Isle, Grand Isle, La.; Magnolia, Hayes, La.; McKenzie,
McKenzie, Ala.; Port Eads, Port Eads, La.; Rex, Trimble, Tenn.; Rogers, Bogalusa, La.;
McKinley High School, Baton Rouge, La.; Nicholson High School, Baton Rouge, La.;
Pasqua, Bayou Goula, La.; Cecilia High School, Breaux Bridge, La.; Piave High School,
Piave, Miss.; D. Bernard,
Broussard,
La.; Lee, Cut Off, La.

Reorganization
Plan
Formulated Yet
for RKO

Thalberg Defends High Film Costs;
Predicts Classification of Houses

Continuance of the RKO receivership until May 8, 1934, pending "efforts of interested parties to effect
a reorganization" was requested by
the Irving Trust Co. in its second
report which was filed yesterday
with Judge Bondy in the U. S. District Court. The report covers activities of the receiver since Jan.
27, 1933, (Continued
when
Irving
was
on Page Trust
4)

$170,197 Profit Reported
Under St. Louis Receiver

SAENGER GIVES BREAK

A defense of high-cost films as the
safest way of assuring all-around
St. Louis — Operating profit of profits, and a prediction that the
$170,197 was realized by the St. theaters eventually will be classified
Louis Amusement Co. circuit of 16
houses while under Roy F. Britton into "A" houses showing the best
and Henri Chouteau, receivers, from
New Orleans — For the first time
product at higher prices and "B"
Nov. 24, 1931, to Aug. 7, 1933, ac- houses playing cheap films at low in years independent product is getadmissions,
are
among
highlights
of
cording to the final report of the reting a generous break in leading
ceivers, who were removed by the an article written by Irving Thalcourt on Aug. 8. The circuit is a
Principal's
"Tarberg and (Continued
Hugh Weir
for the current Saenger
zan" has houses.
been booked
first-run
at
on Page 5)
Warner subsidiary.
the Tudor here and in other Saenger
theaters in this territory. Monogram's
"Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi"
(Continued
on Page
7)

TO INDEP'T PRODUCT

Swope

Offers

Washington Bureau of THE

Self -Rule

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A new setup for the
NRA, whereby business would take
over the task of governing itself under the new industrial codes imposed
by the government, was proposed
yesterday(Continued
by Gerard
Swope, presion Page 7)

Plan

Under

NRA

Joe Brandt is Dickering
Mich. Allied Convention
For Rosen's Hitler Film
Scheduled for Nov. 14-15
Joe Brandt, formerly head of Co-

Detroit — Annual convention of Allumbia, is negotiating for the dislied Theaters of Michigan is planned
tribution rights to "The Mad Dog for Nov. 14-15 at the Durant Hotel,
of Europe/'
Hitler onpicture,
(Continued
Page 5) which Al Flint, with possibility of a change
in arrangements contingent upon
the Washington code situation. The
session this year is expected to be
one of the most_ important due to
conflict over dual bills, cooperative
buying and a second association.

National Move Against Duals
Is Not Likely to Materialize
Walter L. Brown Shifted
To RKO Real Estate Dept.

Apprehensions of independents,
particularly producing and distributing companies, that a national
Walter L. Brown, formerly assis- movement will develop to ban doutant to M. H. Aylesworth, president
ble features, will not materialize
of RKO, has been assigned to the provided statements made by virreal estate department of RKO thetually all major organizations yesaters, where he will analyze the
terday to The Film Daily hold
company properties. The post of assistant to the president has been
Executives
of
these
concerns
discontinued.
(Continued on Page 5)
good.

Cuba Resumes Censorship
Havana (By Cable) — Film censorship,
dormant for three months owing to the
political disturbance in Cuba, will be
resumed immediately, the State Department has notified distributors. It will
again be necessary to submit synopses
and stills to its censorship committee.

The 1934
Education

Film Daily Years Book
In Pictures. — Advt.

Is A

Liberal

THE

ASK CONTINUANCE
OF RKOJECEIVER
(Continued from Page

1)

appointed, up to the Oct. 15 balance
sheet on receipts and disbursements.
The consolidated profit and loss
statement for RKO and subsidiary
companies for the eight months ending Aug. 31, 1933, shows a loss of
$3,356,552.26, against a loss for 1932
of $10,695,503.20. The current eight
months' loss is divided as follows:
bankrupt subsidiaries from Jan. 1.
1933, to their respective dates of
bankruptcy, $282,372.11; subsidiaries which have ceased operations,
$440,931.11; service companies, $75,401.84; Radio City Theaters, $134,410,17; film companies, $1,441,847.86; Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.,
$4,104.33; theater companies currently operated, $997,484.84.
Debts of Subsidiaries
Theater operating and holding
company subsidiaries of RKO that
went into receivership or bankruptcy
at about the same time of the appointment of a temporary receiver
for RKO were in the majority heavily indebted to RKO and the receiver
has filed proofs of claim against
their estates. The bankrupts are
the Radio-Keith-Orpheum Western
Corp., which is interested in the operation of five houses on the west
coast; RKO Southern Corp., operating eight theaters in the South and
Southwest, with Herman Zohbel receiver for both; Cleveland Hippodrome Theater Co., with W. C.
Thompson trustee in bankruptcy;
Toledo Theaters and Realty Co., operating two theaters in Toledo, with
Stephen J. Balog and William B.
Welles, receivers; Orpheum Theater
Co. of Indiana, operating seven theaters in Indiana, with Hugh G.
Keegan as receiver; RKO Theaters
Operating Corp., operating seven
theaters in New Jersey, for which
the Irving Trust Co. was appointed
receiver, and the Orpheum Circuit,
an indirect subsidiary of RKO owning stocks of 40 theaters, vaudeville booking and allied companies
interested in the operation of 72
theaters in the west and middle
west, for which Irving Trust was
appointed receiver, but later withdrew and Marcus Heiman was elected successor trustee on Sept. 25,
1933.
$23,285,143 in Claims
Claims amounting to $23,285,
143.95 have been filed against RKO
in _ addition to an undetermined
claim of Rockefeller Center, Inc.
which is based on the breach of lease
covenants by RKO for rent on the
two Radio City theaters and office
space in the RKO Building. Eighteen contingent claims amounting to
$17,395,990.80 are listed .as being
based upon rent guarantees or direct leases, excluding the Rockefeller Center claim. Nineteen contingent claims amounting to $4,581,714.70 are based upon guarantees

All Claims to be Contested
All claims included in the RKO receiver's report and amounting to $23,285,143.95
will be contested, and the court will be asked to appoint a special master to hear and
determine
their dispositon,
H. A. McCausland
stated yesterday.

JOHNSON'S ASSISTAN
TAKES CODE CONFAB:
(Continued from Page

of financial obligatios, eight claims
amouting to $812,031.65 are founded on alleged breach of contract, 14
claims for goods and commercial services rendered amount to $21,399.84,
ten claims for other services rendered which include legal fees and
banking charges amount to $14,676.38, three income tax claims
amount to $259,763.13 and eight
miscellaneous claims amount to

states that "the results of operations indicate that the policy of eliminating vaudeville in order to reduce
expenses and so reduce admission
prices during the depression was
sound." Reductions in salaries of
executives and the cutting down of
floor space in the RKO Building are
also mentioned as contributing to
the general cut in costs.
Radio City Losses Explained

$199,567.45.
In the report the receiver points
out that RKO has a funded indebtedness of $16,239,708.76 consisting
of notes and debentures outstanding
in the following amounts; $2,814,500
of 6 per cent gold notes; $1,825,208.76 of 6 per cent secured gold
notes, and $11,600,000 of 10-year 6
per cent sinking fund gold debentures, and that subject to further
order of the court, holders of these
securities have been exempted from
filing claims.
58 Theaters Dropped
Considerable space is devoted to
an analysis of RKO theater operations in which it is shown that 58
theaters out of 162 have been dropped and that since the inception of
the receivership "theater rents per
annum have been reduced by approximately $250,000." The report also

Operations of the Radio City Music Hall and RKO Roxy are brought
to light in the report, which reviews
the losses sustained during the first
month of operation, but because of
recent improvement in net receipts,
the receiver states that operations
should continue and that "it is reasonable to assume that the Radio City
theaters can be conducted on a
profitable basis hereafter.
"The income from the theaters is
new placed in a new special account
to be applied, first, to the payment
of operating expenses of the theaters; second, to the maintenance of
a working fund of $100,000; third,
to a reserve fund not exceeding $25,000 for the payment of accrued operating expenses; and fourth, to a
rent payment of $50,000 per month
to Rockefeller Center, Inc. Onehalf of any balance then remaining

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Metropolis, 111. — The Elite has rePrinceton, Wis. — The Opera House
is scheduled to reopen some time in opened.
December under the direction of
Mrs. C. P. Thomas.
St. Louis — Clarence Goothe is the
new owner of the Grant, formerly
Shelton, Conn. — A safe contain- the Annex.
ing about $200 in cash and some
valuable papers was stolen from the
Shelton a few days ago. Morris
Humansville, Mo. — The CommunHadelmann is owner and manager.
ity has closed.
Woonsocket, R. I.— The Park has
added vaudeville.
Granite City, 111. — Roy Parsons
has transferred the Rialto to Lohr
& Jones.
The house has reopened.

Virginia, 111. — William J. Matthews has reopened the Virginia.
Mounds, 111. — Bud
taken over the Roxy.

Lawler

has

Grand Rapids, Mich. — The Fairmont has been bought by Joseh C.
Chervenke from E. C. Gordon.
Sparta, Mich.— The Our Theater,
only house here, has been reopened
by Homer Dillinbeck.
Addison, Mich. — The Merryland,
the
only local house, has been dismantled.

1)

the time to the code. Asked if th
meant he planned to get the code 1
the White House before he leave
Sunday, he said that it did not, an
replying to a query as to whethe
there would be any substantia
changes in the draft he said thei
may be some minor ones. It ha
not been established whether th
code can go to the White House i
his absence i-f it does not do so b<
fore he leaves.
Col. Lea's office last night sai I
there is no way of determining i
the code will go to the White Hous
before Johnson leaves. His office a',
so said that, if the draft is approve
in Johnson's absence, it will have t
be sent to him for approval and sig
nature.

at the end of each month is to b
paid to Rockefeller Center, Inc. a:
additional rent, one-fourth to th.
theater operating subsidiaries, an.
one-fourth into a special Reserv
Fund Radio
account."
Pictures Operations
Referring
to RKO
Radio
Pic
tures, the report states:
"Results of operations of RK(
Radio Pictures, Inc. and RKO Path.
Pictures, Inc. for the period fron
Jan. 1, 1933, to Sept. 30, 1933, com
pared with the corresponding perioi
in 1932, also indicates an improve
ment. During this period, total in
come declined from $15,942,541 ii
1932 to $14,212,505 (estimated) ii
1933, while the operating loss (be
fore accrued interest on indebted
ness to RKO, payment of which ha;
been suspended) dropped from $!.,■'
779,322 in 1932 to $703,747 (estimated). In connection with the estimated loss for 1933, it should be
borne in mind that throughout the
current year, and particularly during the early months, the over-cosl
films, production of which was completed or started prior to receivership, were being amortized. At the
present time, amortization is de-^
cidedly
less period
than of
during
responding
last the
year,cor-'1
or
during the early months of this
year. This factor, together with the
maintenance of a level release schedule, the quality of the pictures being
released, and the increasing attendance at theaters, has resulted in
the picture companies showing decided profits in recent weeks."
No plan of reorganization has
been formulated to date, to the
knowledge of the receiver, the report concludes.
The report, which covered 50
printed pages including eight statistical exhibits, was handed to the
newspapermen in the office of Col.
William J. Donovan, counsel for the
Irving Trust Co., as RKO receiver.
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ENERAL DUAL BAN
SEEN AS UNLIKELY

THALBERG DEFENDS

ILONGtiie

HIGHJILM COSTS

WITH

(Continued from Page

1)

minted out that they have no gen•al policy under which clauses probiting the playing of their pictures
l dual bills are inserted in film
•ntracts, and declared they have no
tention of adopting such a plan.
Two majors, Warner-First Naonal and M-G-M, at present are
aerating on general policies probiting use of their pictures on doue feature programs.
At the recent Washington indusy code conferences independent
aders expressed fear that their
arket might be entirely wiped out
uough first-line companies adoptg this procedure. Sol. A. Rosenatt, Deputy Administrator, at that
me emphasized the fact that if
ich a move proved a collusive one,
•mpanies involved would be liable
• prosecution under the Federal
ws. There is nothing in the stages, however, to prevent compaes from individually adopting the
an. In event such a move devel)ed, its opponents could protest to
ie local grievance boards to be set
p under the industry code, it was
ated.

oe Brandt is Dickering
For (Continued
Rosen'sfromHitler
Film
Page 1)
osen plans to produce, despite alon from the Hays ori ged oppositi
anization, against which he has
led a damage suit. Rosen yesteray said that Samuel Untermeyer
, as pledged his support for the proaction provided he finds the story
not objectionable.
Rosen stated
5 Jews will be included in the cast.
",e said he has arranged his finanng and will not seek aid from
;her sources. Part of the proceeds
ill be devoted to a fund for
rfugees from the Hitler regime.
;ated Rosen, who plans to start
roduction on the Coast before Dec.
While in New York, Rosen will
<amine stock shots with the idea
j incorporating two reels of this
aterial in his picture, written by
E S. Root.
,
; Warners Signs Dolores Del Rio
'{est Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Dolores Del Rio has
jen signed by Warners for "Won;r Bar," the Al Jolson picture. She
■places Ann Dvorak, who is busy
J. "Massacre."
"Eat 'Em Alive" at Cameo
"Eat 'Em Alive," animal picture
ade by Harold Austin, opens toorrow at the RKO Cameo.
Another N. R. A.
According to an authoritative exhibitor report, based on selling season
observations, NRA means "No Reductions Allowed."

PHIL

M.DALY

• • • IT WAS a sort of liberal education for us in the
tremendous
progress the Cartoon has made in the last year
to catch the first of that new series of Soglow animateds
now on display at the Radio City Music Hall
titled "The
Fatal Note,"
wherein
the famous
Soglow
newspaper
cartoon character "The King," almost lives and breathes upon
the screen
so we journeyed
over to the Van Beuren
studio to find out how it was done so cleverly

*

*

*

*

• •
• THERE SEEMS to be no limit to the entertainment
possibilities of the cartoon
and what can be done with
it
as witness the sensational "Three Little Pigs" in Walt
Disney's Silly Symphonies and his Mickey Mouse world-beaters
and here in the Soglow creation another rich field has
been opened up by the Van Beuren studio
taking a flat
funny strip from the newspapers and transforming it into a
goofy operetta with oodles of production technique and cunning
tricks of the animators is most certainly an Achievement
• • • OVER AT 729 Seventh Avenue the entire 16th floor
is devoted to Cartoon Creations the new Soglow "King"
series and the funny "Cubby Bear" product
picture at
work 17 Animators, 23 "in-betweeners" as they call the artists
who do the continuity, 40 tracers and opaquers
and you
get a slight idea of just how extensive and important this manufacture of cartoons really is
then there is Gene Rodemich's orchestra of 15 musicians specially trained on the animated technique
most of them capable of handling two or
three instruments
. we saw several harmonizers blowing
into instruments of peculiar designs that we never knew existed
in this way they secure tricky sound effects to
meet the unique requirements of the cartoon field
• •
• IF YOU think film production with human actors
is a highly technical procedure
you oughta visit this
cartoon plant
there are so many complicated mechanical
devices employed that you wonder how anything artistic can
ever emerge from it all
but the Creative Department
only uses the mechanics as a means to an end
the artistic
side is always predominant
a regular continuity is worked
out on every cartoon with the same meticulous care accorded
a big Hollywood feature
Charles Wolf as film editor has
a difficult and complex job
Winston Sharpies is the music
arranger
George Stallings acts as head animator, with
Steve Muffati, Ed Donnelly and Jim Tyer assisting
Gene
Rodemich is in complete charge of all music and animation
and what keeps him from going nuts like Soglow's
"King" is a mystery to us
well, what we started out to
say with all these preliminaries is
these lads have walked
into
something
New
and
Unique
for
the
with Soglow's
Series
at last the Cartoon creators screen
have discovered
that
their medium has something far more significant and entertaining to offer than a lotta dizzy animal characterization
s):
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«
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"Saturday

Evening

Spending an extra $100,000 on a
picture is not extravagant when it
turns a possible flop into a hit that
will gross the extra cost in the first
dozen theaters where it is shown,
says
Post."Thalberg.
Citing figures showing that product costs only about 10 per cent of
the total income of theaters even in
the depression period, Thalberg said
it is in distribution that overhead is
too high. He also advocates fewer
and better pictures, contending that
150 pictures could make more money
for producers than 700, and, by
closing certain houses, make more
money for theater owners, even after paying the cost of the closed
houses, if necessary. He says a good
picture even now will gross more in
its second or third week than a poor
picture in its first week.

Frudenfeld Leaves Detroit
Following
(Continued RKO-Fox
from Page 1) Pool
"Vanities," booked for the Downtown, now goes to the Fox, leaving
the Downtown for straight films. D.
M. Idzal will be local manager of
both houses.
Frank Stirling Dead
Utica, N. Y. — Frank Stirling, actor, teacher, author and at one time
operator of a movie house in New
Zealand, died here Tuesday night
after a long illness.
Father Coughlin in Film
Detroit— "The Fighting Priest," a
biographical story interspersed with
newsreel cuts of Rev. Fr. Charles E.
Coughlin, widely known radio
preacher, will be made and released
by Mirror Productions, local company, which has just appointed Joe
O'Donnell sales manager. Mirror
also is releasing some musical
shorts in color.

%

• •
• TWO HOURS in New York on their arrival from
Hollywood
and producer Buddy DeSylva, director David
Butler, and comedian Sid Silvers were holding auditions for the
leading femme role in Fox's "Bottoms Up"
the lucky
gal will make her debut in this elaborate musical with Spencer
Tracy and John Boles
Bebe Daniels and Pauline Gallagher,
who arrive at the Warwick today from Hollywood, are said to
be here to buy a load of dresses for their new fashion shop in
the cinema capital
Bobby Crawford will play host to r
group of song writers at the Friday nite showing of "Broadway
Thru a Keyhole" at the Rivoli
Mariana, the Cuban rhumba
dancer, just back from an eighteen months' tour of Europe, with
a film career in view, will show tonight at the Algonquin Supper Club how she taught the Prince of Wales to dance the rhumba at Monte Carlo

«

(Continued from Page

»
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many uappy returns
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 2
Charles Kenyon
Mabel Julienne

Terry Ramsaye
Scott

DAILY
"BROADWAY

THRU A
Sol

Coming and Going
BEBE DANIELS and
arrive at the Warwick

PAULINE GALLAGHER
today from
the coast.

AL ROCKETT, Fox producer, in New York
from Hollywood, will remain for about 10
days, during which he will see the new shows
and scout for material.
MR.

and MRS. ALBERT HACKETT have arrived at the Lombardy from the coast.

FRANK ELLIOTT has returned to New York
from the Coast with the intention of doing a
play.

Musical Exploitation Dept.
Added at Fox Film Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Due to the many musicals in production at Fox, the
company has added a musical exploitation department to its musical
division. Tubby Garron, professional representative on the coast for
Mjovietone Music Co., subsidiary of
Fox Film, has been assigned to the
film company by Sam Fox to head
this department, working closely
with James O'Keefe of the Fox Film
music department. He will also act
as liaison man between the picture
production department and the music publishing house.
The new department was set up to
insure quicker contacting of the
large orchestras throughout the
country and otherwise to help the
exploitation of the songs.

with Constance
Cummings,
Russ Columbo,
Paul Kelly, Blossom Seeley, Gregory Ratoff,

KEYHOLE"

Hugh O'Connell, Texas Guinan
United Artists
90 mins.
ENTERTAINING PRODUCTION
BASED
ON

RACKETEER ROMANCE
IN BROADWAY NIGHT CLUB
BACKGROUND.

Though it may not be what some audiences expect from its Walter Winchell
title, this 20th Century offering is a satisfactorily entertaining affair. Instead of presenting "keyhole views" of Broadway, it
unwinds a romance involving a racketeer,
admirably played by Paul Kelly; a childhood sweetheart, Constance Cummings,
who he truly loves and builds up to night
club fame, and a crooning orchestra leader,
Russ Columbo, the real heart interest in
Connie's life. After learning the truth
about how the girl feels, the racketeer
magnanimously steps aside in favor of the
crooner. The story is little more than a
routine affair, but by the grace of Lowell
Sherman's

intelligent direction, good performances bythe foregoing as well as by

Hugh O'Connell, pal of the racketeer;
Gregory Ratoff, musical producer, Blossom
Seeley, tuneful songs and chorus novelties
it totals up with a passing mark.
Cast:

Constance Cummings, Russ Columbo, Paul Kelly, Blossom Seeley, Greg-

ory Ratoff, Texas Guinan, Hugh O'Connell,
Hobart Cavanaugh, C. Henry Gordon, William Burress, Helen Jerome Eddy, Frances
Williams, Abe Lyman and Band, Eddie Foy
Jr., Barto and Mann.
Director, Lowell Sherman; Author, Walter Winchell; Adaptors, Gene Towne, Graham Baker; Cameraman, Barney McGill;
Music

and Lyrics, Harry Revel, Mack

Gor-

Beban Left $357,534
don; Dances, Jack Haskell; Editor, Maurice
A net estate of $357,534, after Wright.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Fine.
deduction of taxes and administration expenses, was left by George
Beban, silent film star, who died
Detroit Notes
in 1928, it was learned this week
Detroit
— As a protective measure,
through the filing of a transfer tax
coincident
with shift of manageappraisal. George Beban, Jr., of
ment at RKO Downtown, two-week
New York is the principal legatee.
notice has been posted for stage
hands at all Publix first-runs and on
operators at the Michigan.
"Wandering Jew" in East Side
Publix has dropped stage shows
"The Wandering Jew," Yiddish at the Ramona.
talker with Jacob Ben-Ami, after
Jake Schreiber's former Midwest,
a run at the RKO Cameo, will have
its East Side debut tomorrow at the previously the Woodward, has reopened as the Blackstone No. 2,
Clinton, where it will run indef- with John Warner as manager. Tom
initely.
Kirk succeeds Warner at the Colonial.
Old Howard Charges Libel
Lew Kane's new house, the MayBoston — Suit of the Old Howard fair, has closed for M-G-M product.
Vic Gretzinger has opened Motion
against the Watch and Ward Society is for alleged libelous state- Picture Supply Service.
Frank Yoshonis, former owner of
ments in the latter's annual report,
not due to closing of the house, it the Amo, is now managing the
Fordson.
is now disclosed.
Grande Theater, Inc., has been incorporated byThomas W. Lancaster,
Arthur A. Archer and Gustave W.
Funk to operate the Grand. Thomas
FACTS
J. Sullivan is house manager.

ABOUT
FILMS
About 70 per cent of children discuss
films at family round tables, according
to a survey by William Lewin, chairman
of Photoplay Committee, Council of
Teachers of English.

Prince of Wales Film in Toronto
Toronto — Earl Bessborough, Governor-General of Canada, accompanied by Countess Bessborough,
were at the Tivoli here last night
to view the first showing in Canada
of "The Life and History of the
Prince of Wales," in which the
Prince of Wales himself plays the
leading role.

Thursday, Nov. 2, W:

"EISENSTEIN IN MEXICO"

Lesser
50 mins.
PORTIONS OF SUPPOSEDLY CONTROVERSIAL MATERIAL NOT SHOWN
IN

"THUNDER OVER MEXICO''
SPECIAL
CLASS
APPEAL.
Compiled
shown

to supplement

LIMITED
the

previously

"Thunder Over Mexico" and containing about 5,000 feet of material filmed

by Sergei Eisenstein for his picture originally titled "Qui Viva Mexico," this short
feature holds no direct entertainment value
and its appeal is pretty much limited to a
small special circle. Chief interest in the
new footage centers around the controversy
that has been raging around Upton Sinclair, sponsor of the picture, over the supposed political nature of the material. A
viewing of the disputed scenes, however,
reveals no cause for all the fuss, unless
it be something

not apparant

to the ordi-

nary layman's eye. The compilation starts
out with a series of parades showing Mexico's policemen, soldiers and even firemen
showing off their marching style and best
raiment. Then comes a long series of closeups of native types, some fiesta scenes
with merrymakers indulging in sensuous
rhumba dances, some amorous byplay in
canoes, a few bits of religious matter, and
other random incidents such as a wandering
newsreel

cameraman

might catch.

Photo-

graphy is a highlight, of course, and composition of scenes have a certain distinct
tion from an artistic standpoint, aided by
an appropriate musical score, but on the
whole, from the standpoint of the audience
seeking entertainment, it is too long a dose
of what more or less amounts to just a
grand
travelogue.
Cast: All Native.
Director, Sergei Eisenstein; Cameraman,
Edouard Tisse.
Direction, Uncommercial.
Unusual.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

TO

Photography,

Today:
Hearing on code for music publish
industry; Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding; Cha
ber of Commerce Building, Washington.
Today:

Mass
meeting
hibitors, Hotel Astor,
Nov.
9:
Public
hearing
Washington.

of independent
New Yo;k.
3 P. f>
on
Burlesque
Col

Nov.

14
Annual
Meeting,
Allied Amuseme
of
the Northwest, New Washington Hot
Seattle.

Nov.

14-15:
Annual convention of Allied Tl •
aters
of Michigan,
Hotel
Durant,
Fli
Mich.
(Tentative).

Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Char
Ball, at the Pla-Mor,
Kansas City.
Fra
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth ;
nual New
New
York. Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Pla

Psychologist Attacks
Star-Rating Systei
Rating
use ;
stars
and of
halffilms
stars by is the
an impra
tical system, according to Walt
W. Hubbard, Ps.D., D.D., vice-pres
dent of Psychology Publishing C(j
in a statement
citing particular
the ratings
given
"The
Wor
Changes" and "The Story of Temp ,
Drake."
The former
picture r
ceived two stars and the latter i
stars.
out the
thatma: c1
the basisHubbard
of four points
stars as
imum
given
any
picture,
"Tl
World Changes" received only a f:
per cent rating, which he considei
far
obvioiill
meritsbelow
in thetheway picture's
of historical
terest to the youth of America, u

Monogram
60 mins.
SATISFACTORY WESTERN
THAT
SHOULD HAVE NO TROUBLE PLEASING
THE
OUTDOOR
ACTION
FANS.

well
and production
va '
ues. asBy acting
comparison,
Hubbard say
"Thunder Over Mexico" was ovei
rated by the critics.
The "ridiculously cumbersoir
half-stars" also are attacked b
Hubbard, who says that, if fot
stars are not enough to carry oi
the system, the number should t
increased to five or more.

Although the ingredients of this production are pretty much along the familiar
lines of its type, the handling is marked
by touches of freshness that should make
it specially satisfying to audiences that go
for westerns. The principal enjoyment is

Keaton to Appear Abroad
Buster Keaton will sail for Europ
the middle of November to pla
eight weeks of vaudeville in Eng
land, France and Germany and pei;

Bob

Steele

"GALLOPING

in

ROMEO"
Hayes

with Doris Hill and George

provided by Bob Steele and his teamworker, George Hayes, who plays the part
of an old cuss in a manner that just about1
steals many of the scenes. The two lads
make a likeable pair of galloping troubadors who are always getting into scrapes,
but who are good guys at heart despite
their outward appearances to the contrary. The feminine interest is supplied
by Doris Hill, as the daughter of a blacksmith who figures in the story as the head
of a holdup

gang,

and

remainder

of the

haps appear in a Gaumont-Britis '
picture.
Four Weekly Changes for Plaza.
Leo Brecher's Plaza on East 58t
St. will go to four changes weeklv
instead of three, starting Saturday

BIG
NEWS

cast is comprised of other seasoned outdoor performers, such as Lafe McKee, Ed
Brady, Ernie Adams and others, and the
directorial work of R. N. Bradbury is above
average.
It is a Paul Malvern production.
Cast: Bob Steele, Doris Hill, George
Hayes, Lafe McKee, Ed Brady, Frank Ball,
Ernie Adams, George Nash and Earl Dwire.
Director, R. N. Bradbury; Author, R N.
Bradbury; Adaptor, Harry O. Jones; Cameraman, Archie Stout; Recording Engineer,
Glen Rominger.
Direction,

A-l.

Photography,

Fine.

AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
"For a brilliant royal reception scene
in 'Queen Christina,' Greta Garbo wears
—M-G-M
a court gown that took 18 women
six
weeks'

time

to

make."

THE
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.AN OF SELF-RULE
UNDER NRA OFFERED
{Continued from Page

1)

at of General Electric, coincident
.h his resignation from the Indusul Advisory Council of the NRA.
der the plan, there would be loboards of control, with the gov.ment sitting in and exercising
dee powers to punish code violas, and with the Federal Trade
amission and Department of Jus» as ultimate courts for comints.
Jen. Johnson said last night that,
nough government men on all code
horities will not have voting
■<ver, they will have power of veto.

SAENGER GIVES BREAK

"LOTS"
A LITTLE from
Maude Eburne, Helen
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

from
since her
vehicleSHEARER
first M-G-M
'S return
jSJORMA
Tide,"
"Rip
be
will
recently
Europe
original by Charles MacArthur, to
be produced by Irving Thalberg. Edmund Goulding will direct and production starts in about two weeks.
Thalberg also has completed arrangements for "Stealing Through
Life," adaptation of Ernest Booth's
story, to be directed by Rowland
Brown.

Gordon Wong Wellesley is one of
the busiest writers in England. Having finished the stories and adaptations for three pictures, he starts
work
at once with British InternaDeMille Readying "Cleopatra"
<rt Coast Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
tional, collaborating with H. F.
Hollywood — Cecil B. DeMille is giv- Maltby on a story now titled "Over
• languid Hawaii an exhibition of
Garden Wall," for which he will
mkee energy, working with both the
also do the adaptation.
* *
*
ids to complete his current and get
next film productions under way.
By the way, Wellesley left HollyMille is spending
his daylight
wood for England, so he could reirs filming scenes for "Four
turn under the quota and become a
ghtened People," with Claudette citizen. He went to work the first
bert, Herbert Marshall, Mary Bohe arrived in London and has
:.d and William Frawley, and is day
been busy ever since. However, he
nding his nights working with is anxious to return to Hollywood
rtlett Cormack in the Hilo public and will do so as soon as he picks
j*ary, doing research and prepar- up a quota number.
* *
*
-Ibert
the will
scriptbe for
"Cleopatra."
Miss
starred
in the latter.
Dorothy Gray, 10-year-old actress, is playing the most important
Iwaukee Union Filing New
Bill role of her young career. She is
working in "As the Earth Turns,"
lilwaukee — A new complaint con- which
Alfred E. Green is directing
i ning additional charges will be for Warner Bros.
fted by the Independent M. P. 0.
, on, whose action against the I.
Arrowhead Hot Springs has been
T. S. E. operators' union was
missed a few days ago by the the setting for a number of gay
barbecue and informal tennis
cuit Court.
matches the past week. May Robson and a party of friends enjoyed
Iwig Plans Hollywood Biography an outdoor supper one evening.
£mil Ludwig, who returned to Clive Brook and Noll Gurney have
at tennis every morn■w York yesterday
from Holly- been ingbattling
and then continuing competition
)d, where he supervised the prep- in swimming
in the pool. Eddie
c.tion of the scenario of "Napo- Cantor, who was at the Springs for
jn: His Life and Loves," in which larly.
st National will star Edward G. several weeks, played tennis regu*
*
*
oinson, plans to write a "biophy" of the cinema capital.
Simile — As comfortable as a fan
dancer in Alaska.
Louis Theater Opens Tomorrow
i?t. Louis — Reopening of the St.
Eddie Sutherland is not afraid of
:iis Theater under the Fanchon &
bad screen mothers." In fact,
rco banner is slated for tomor- "big,
he threw a party for 15 screen
v. Stage shows and pictures will mothers, proud mothers of movie
the policy.
actresses. The "maters" had their
offsprings
in "Too directed.
Much Harmony,"
which
Sutherland
Jinxed
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — The run of bad luck
which forced two young actresses to
retire from the leading role of "Eight
Giris in a Boat," which Charles R.
Rogers is producing for Paramount, has
struck Dorothy Wilson, the third leading
woman the troupe has had. Miss Wilson was stricken with Kleig eyes as a
result of working on a setting where
open arc lamps were needed. She will
need several days rest, according to Dr.
H. J. Strathearn.

Freeman
and Ethel Griffies are the latest additions to the cast Columbia is assembling for "Fog," which Albert
Rogell is directing. Donald Cook
and Mary Brian are playing the
leads, with Reginald Denny, Edwin
Maxwell, Wallis Clark, Reginald
Barlow, Robert McWade, Samuel
Hinds and G. Pat Collins.

TO INDEP'T PRODUCT
(Continued from Page

1)

and other indie features also have
been bought through Bromberg Attractions to play the Affiliated as
well as United subsequent runs. Bill
Shields also has closed with United
ials. Affiliated to play four indie serand

BigAn Campaign
for "Little
Women"is
extensive national
campaign
Wallace Beery, Mona Maris, Donald Reed, Katherine DeMille and
the other members of the cast of
"Viva Villa" have gone on to Mexico City to join Director Howard
Hawks and Ben Hecht, who are already encamped there. Preliminary
scenes for this M-G-M film have
been photographed and Beery will
at once take over the title role.

planned
by RKO onHepburn
"Little Women,"
new Katharine
picture.
The press book, now being prepared
under supervision of Robert F. Sisk
and S. Barret McCormick, will include tieups with Western Union,
Eberhard Faber Co., five publishers
of the book, needlework manufacturers and other firms, in addition
to a magazine fictionization of the
novel and various newspaper stunts.

Paramount has added Adrienne
Ames, Jack LaRue and Roscoe
Karns to the cast of featured players for "The Trumpet Blows."
Geoi-ge Raft will have the leading
male role, under the direction of
Raoul Walsh. Production will begin as soon as Raft completes his
present role, with Fredric March
and Miriam Hopkins in "All of Me."

Run Determines Price for Play
Following the tendency of film
companies to pay for Broadway
plays on the basis of length of run,
Paramount's deal for "Sailor, Beware" calls for a minimum payment
of $42,500 and a maximum of $76,000. M-G-M also is expected to pay
about
"Ah, Wilderness."
Another$75,000
recent for
Paramount
stage acDoor," will likewise get aquisition,
big "Double
price.

William Anthony McGuire's original screen story, "Disillusion,"
has been purchased by Fox for production by Sol M. Wurtzel.

Kinematrade Adds Releases
Among newly added releases on
the Kinematrade program for this
season are "Kidnapping Gorillas,"
First National has completed the five-reel animal film; "Volga Volga,"
"Alice in Wondercast of "Mandalay," which features Russianland,"feature;
six-reel talker in English and
Kay Francis and Lyle Talbot, by
the addition of seven players. They "Main Stem," one-reeler made in
are Hobart Cavanaugh, Halliwell Hollywood. Two earlier German reHobbes, Herman Bing, Henry C.
leases, "Eine Liebesnacht" and
Nacht Im Paradise," also are
Bradley, Torbin Meyer, David Tor- "Eine
rence and Greta Meyer. Michael being distributed by Kinematrade,
Curtiz is directing.
along with a number of other foreign productions.
Constantine Bakaleinikoff will do
the background musical score for
Columbia's "Let's Fall in Love."
Sam Hellman, short story writer
and master of slang humor, has
been signed by Paramount to write
special dialogue for "The Search for

*

*

*

Beauty."
Sue Carol has the heroine role in
Columbia's
"Straightaway,"' opposite Tim McCoy.

H. B. Franklin
Opens
Offices
Ben Holmes, writer-director, is
Harold B. Franklin has opened
working with Joe Fields on the first City.
story he will produce in the "Fats offices in the RKO building in Radio
and Rivets" series which was started at RKO by Harry Sweet, who
Mrs. Lon Chaney
Dead
died recently. Harry Gribbon and
Tom Kennedy appear in the com- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Mrs. Lon Chaney, 46,
edies, which will be continued by
Holmes, and a comedy ace is being widow of the screen star, died Tuessought to be teamed with Gribbon
day in St. Vincent's Hospital after
and Kennedy.
a lingering illness.

Birmingham Poster Firms Merge
Birmingham — Stock of Premier
Poster Exchange here has been purchased by and merged with Alabama Poster Exchange.
Reopening After Five Years
Hattiesburg, Miss. — Dark for five
years, the Lomo is to be reopened
by Saenger Theaters. Contracts
haveshape.
been let for putting the house
in

Musical Sans Chorines
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles R. Rogers, independent producer for Paramount, is making a musical comedy without a single
chorus girl. 'The Girl Without A
Room," from Jack Lait's story, has
musical numbers, but they are sung
by the three featured players, Charles
Far-ell, Charlie Ruggles and Marguerite
Churchill, assisted by Walter Woolf,
Tandy MacKenzie and a vocal chorus.
The picture is now in production under
the direction
of Ralph Murphy.

.wJEHtf^Hlj
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DO I 0-TH
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CRADLE
in Para mount's
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'Maedchen in Uniform" definitely proved DOROTHEA WIECK'S great potentialities. PARAMOUNT.. . the: only company that
brought forth two great stars in the past year, MAE WEST and BING CROSBY. . . has taken great care to develop these
by providing Miss Wieck with an exceptionally fine screen play written by Marc Connelly, author of "Green Pastures."
Directed by Mitchell Leisen -
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034,289 Profit for Year

jLoew's, Inc.,

LLIED GROUP CONCLUDES CONFERENCES ON CODE

2 Features of Sociological Value Released Last Year
Nat'l Review Board Lists
Worthy Films — Name Dr.
Kirchwey Chairman

High-Cost Films
. . "fewer and better" a fallacy
=
k

By DON
SOUND

CARLE

and

GILLETTE

convincing

—

argument

in

supportThalberg.
of high-cost films is put forth
*~ Irving
Adding another $100,000 to a negative,
order to turn it from a miss into a hit,
ost certainly
is a profitable
investment
hen you consider that on the basis of a
ere 5,000 playdates the extra cost rep:sents only an average of $20 more per
teater, while the gross may run to twice
much as it might have been.
Actually, as Thalberg figures it, the extra
100,000 is recovered by the time the picj.e has played
a dozen
major
theaters,
here the difference
in gross between
a
ood and a bad film runs anywhere
from
5,000 to $20,000 or more.
Then
there are the holdovers,
grossing
ore on the second week of a good picture
ian on the first week of a poor one.

•

ONSTRUING

this

principle as grounds

for "fewer
and
better"
films,
howver, is somewhat of a fallacy.
A definite and large audience exists fo
ne cheaper brand of product — an audience
iat gets more satisfaction out of a modst western action picture than out of a
Berkeley Square."
If the industry limited

its output

to

bout 200 high-quality films, it would mean
ie loss of most of this patronage, withtit any compensating gain.
Producing pictures for the less cultivated
3stes is no different from mercantile caering to the masses
who
buy two-dollar
ats, three-cent cigars and five-cent weekmagazines.
Quality, universal appeal and box-office
re not always synonymous, and audience
atisfaction is the thing that counts in the
Dng run.
•
BETTER

Forty-two features of sociological
value were released in the year
ended Oct. 1, according to one of a
series of annual pamphlets compiled
by the National Board of Review
and issued yesterday, coincident
with the announcement
that Dr.
{Continued

on

Page

8)

o classify exhibition into "A" houses ofering quality entertainment at commenurate prices, and "B" and "C" houses
•resenting special type attractions and inexpensive pictures at low admission for
ans who are not particular except in the
natter of price.
Both producers and exhibitors are beoming more a.nd more convinced that this
ystetn would work out best.

19%

Co.,

No Comment Forthcoming
on Results of Further
Code Parleys
By
WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

yesterday.

SETTLEMENT OFFERED
BY G.T.E. RECEIVER

Washington — Allied heads yesterday concluded their code conferences
and left the city. Neither Abram
F. Myers, Allied counsel,, nor Col.
Robert W. Lea, to whom General
Johnson
assigned further handling
(Continued

on

Page

8)

NEW COMPANY PLANS
SERIES OF FEATURES

NEW TAXMEASURES
ALARM MO. EXHIBS

Merian Cooper to Rest
For Five More Weeks

St. Louis — Impending tax situation in the state legislature is "very
alarming," said Fred Wehrenberg,
M.P.T.O. president, on his return
from Jefferson City. One bill would
place an additional tax of from 6
to about 10 per cent on admissions,
while the other, said to have small
chance of passing, calls for a special film rental tax on a footage basis. Wehrenberg deplored the disinterested attitude of the industry toward these measures.

Wilmington, Del. — An order was
issued by the Chancery Court yesterday directing creditors of General Theaters Equipment Corp. to
appear here Nov. 17 and show cause
why Senator Daniel O. Hastings,
receiver for G.T.E., should not be
A series of pictures at a cost authorized to agree to a proposed
closely approximating major com- settlement of controversies between
pany productions is announced by him, the Fox Theaters receivers and
Southwestern Producers, Inc., said others. The settlement proposes,
to be capitalized at $1,250,000, with among other things, that Senator
Bettye Lou Blount as president. Hastings shall deliver to Fox Film
in Movietone News which
First will be "Way Down South." the stock (Continued
on Page 2)
Also in preparation
is a special ten(Continued
on Page 8)

Santell Reports Britons
Making Rapid Progress

With British producers embarked
on a policy of using American
Hollywood — Merian C. Cooper, "names" in their productions, their
vice-president in charge of the RKO plans for the current season take on
studios, will return about Dec. 11 to a "formidable" aspect, declared Al
resume active supervision of all pro- Santell, director, in New York yesterday following his arrival from
duction activities, says B. B. Ka(Continued on Page 2)
West Coast Bureau of THE
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Earnings of Loew's Show Gain
In Last Quarter of Fiscal Year

than to restrict production is the

"^ plan, oft suggested here and elsewhere,

Equipment Biz Up

Theater equipment business has increased 19 per cent as compared with
this time last year, said Walter Green,
president of National Theater Supply

Not Holding Second Parley
On theater
Supplysupply
Dealers'
Code
The
and equipment
business will be covered by the major wholesale code and not be represented by an individual code, NRA
(Continued

The
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Is The

Film

Net profit of $4,034,289.51, equal
to about $2.76 a share on the common, is reported by Loew's, Inc., and
subsidiaries, including M-G-M, for
the year ended Aug. 31, compared
with $7,961,314.15 or $4.80 a share
the previous year. The company
made its best showing in the final
quarter of the 1933 fiscal year, with
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Launch National Drive
Against Rental Demands
Launching a national campaign to
enlist exhibitor unit support against
high percentage demands and selecting of preferred playing time by distributors, a resolution condemning
these practices was adopted at a
(Continued

Suitable

on

Page

8)

Material Scarce

Al Rockett, Fox production executive
in New York looking at plays, yesterday said that, despite increased stage
activity, scarcity of suitable screen material exists. Rockett recently finished
"Hoopla," with Clara Bow. Upon his
return to the Coast within a few days,
Rockett
will make
"All Men
Are En-

The

1934 Film Daily Year
ing Opportunity. — Advt.
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MANY UAPPY (iETUt
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 3
James

Ford

Dunn
Paul

Panzer

%

84 Vi
28%

Sterling

Settlement Offered
Four Cleveland Circuits
Signed for Warner Lineup
By G. T. E. Receiver
(Continued from Page 1)

Cleveland — Milt Mooney, Warner General Theaters received in
July,
branch manager, has closed 100 per
cent deals for the entire Warner- 1931, from Fox Theaters. Receivers for Fox Theaters are to give a
First National and Vitaphone prod- general
release to General Theaters
uct with the Paul Gusanovic Circuit
operating 10 houses, Lefkowitz and and others against whom it was prepared to assert claims.
Greenberg Circuit operating 15 theSenator Hastings states the Moaters, Moe Horowitz Circuit operatvietone News stock had been aping 9 houses and Associated Thepraised at $1,548,611, the appraisal
aters operating 23 houses.
being based on past earnings.

Music Code Thrown Out
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Due to price
discount provisions, the music
was thrown out at its hearing
terday. It is to be revised to
form to NRA policies.

and
code
yescon-

Plunkett Sues Para. Over "M"
Foremco Pictures, headed by Joe
Plunkett, has filed suit in Supreme
Court for $100,000 against Paramount charging breach of contract
for distribution of "M," foreign picture. George Schaefer, Emanuel
Cohen, and Cecil B. De Mille, producer of "This Day and Age," are
made co-defendants. Saul E. Rogers is attorney for Plunkett.

ERNST
LUBITSCH.
having
completed
Pa
mount's
"Design
for Living,"
left Hollyw.
arrives
yesterday Sunday.
for a vacation
in New
York
TOMNewMEIGHAN
from
York.
SANTELL
the AL Coast.

Big "Prizefighter" Campaign
Following a screening yesterday
of "The Prizefighter and the Lady"
for M-G-M executives, who consider
it the best exploitation bet of the
year, an extensive national exploitation campaign is being launched
to accompany
taneous release the
next picture's
week. It simulopens
Nov. 10 at the Capitol here. A special showing for sports writers and
other newspapermen will be held at
midnight tonight in the Astor Theater.

Katharine Cornell Not for Screen
Coast reports that Irving Thalberg had signed Katharine Cornell
for "The Good Earth" were denied
by the stage star in New York yesUpstate Theater Staff Changes
go on tour in "The
Buffalo — Spencer Baker is now Barretts terday.ofShe will
Wimpole Street" and
managing the Broadway. J. R. Os- has arranged with M-G-M to defer
borne is managing the Colonial, El- filming this play until her tour is
mira. J. G. Freeland is managing ended next July.
the Canistee, Canistee. G. Rosing,
former owner, is now running the
RKO
Circuit Changes
Roosevelt, formerly a Shea house.
RKO's
Albee,
Brooklyn has been
T. G. Horton is managing the Town
Hall, Allegany, recently reopened. changed from the R. Emde division
William Gersong is managing the to that of Charles McDonald. Harry
Weiss is now manager. Harry
Laurel, Binghamton.
Moore has been transferred from
the Hamilton to the Coliseum to
Barrie Play for Helen Hayes
replace Weiss and Rudolph Kramer
"What Every Woman Knows," is now managing the Hamilton.
play by J. M. Barrie in which Helen
Hayes appeared on the stage, has
Employees' Nights Boost Biz
been purchased by M-G-M as a starFort Worth, Tex. — Ned Beck,
ring film for Miss Hayes. It will be
manager of the Hollywood, is the
an Irving Thalberg production.
originator of a tie-up with local
merchants in which the theater is
Fear Price War in St. Louis
group of emSt. Louis — Announcement of a 25 host toployesaeach different
Friday night.
to 40 cents scale at the St. Louis,
being reopened today by Fanchon A
Boyd Books Principal Subject
Marco with double features plus big
Philadelphia
— Marking the first
stage show, has aroused concern
time in years that it has booked an
over possibility of a price war.
independent picture, the Boyd, War^
Terry-Toon at Music Hall
ner house, will play "The Kick-Off,"
a Principal three-reeler, starting
"Beanstalk Jack," Terry-Toon re- Nov. 6.
leased by Educational, has been
booked by the Music Hall for its Anti-Standing Room Bill in St. Louis
current bill.
St. Louis — An anti-standing room
bill introduced in the city council
Edward J. Carney Dead
has enlisted the support of various
Buffalo — Edward J. Carney, as- safety departments and a majority
sistant manager of Shea's Century, of the Aldermen have indicated they
died Oct. 30. He is survived by a are in favor of it.
widow, one brother and two sisters.
Patrick M. Kelley Dead
Youngstown, 0. — Patrick M. Kelley, 60, owner of the A-Mus-U in
Struthers, died this week at St.
Elizabeth's Hospital here.
Comerford-Paramount Product Deal
M. E. Comerford circuit has signed Paramount product for 1933-34.

GUY
P.
MORGAN,
general
manager
United yesterday.
Artists in Argentine,
York
arrived
in h

has returned to Hollyw
leaves

New

York

today

WALLACE FORD arrived in Hollywood y
terday from New York.
BEN
FULLER,
Australian
theater
has gone to Panama from New York,
ary to sailing for his home.

opera i
prelim

HERSCHEL STUART has returned to N
York from Tucson, Phoenix and Kansas City
SAM E. MORRIS, vice-president of War
Bros., sailed Wednesday on the Rex for N
York after six weeks visiting Warner fore
exchanges, in London, Paris, Amsterdam, Ro
and Barcelona.
PEGGY
FEARS
visited Dallas this week
route from the coast to New York after si;
ing to appear
in two
pictures.
BARBARA
STANWYCK,
recovered
from
recent illness, left yesterday for Hollywood
begin work on her next Warner picture, "Bli
PAUL LUKAS
France.
the China."
coast and
of

is due in New
sails tomorrow

York today fr
on the lie

Santell Reports Britons
Making Rapid Progres
(Continued from Page

1)

abroad.
While visiting England
observed that English companies a
making serious progress on pictur
suitable for the American market
American producers are relyi:
too much on dialogue, in other wor
"noise" to inject entertainment in
their pictures, said Santell. Th
must keep in mind the fact that t
screen, silent in its original for:
won public support because it c
fered scope and motion which t
stage cannot provide owing to i
physical limitations, declared the c
rector. In filming stage plays pr
ducers collide with their natural r
strictions and thus are frequent
unable to get motion into their pi
turizations, he said.
Santell leaves today for the Coa;
His last picture is "The Right
Romance," which he made for RK
Catholics Endorse Code Protest
The Council of Catholic Men
America has sent to Preside
Roosevelt a resolution endorsing tl
Allied code protest as mapped o;
at the recent Chicago mass meetin
The protest also embraces a demai
that the code include the Hays mo
ality code.

"Fighting Priest" Nears Completion
Detroit — "The Fighting Priest,"
special short to be released by ShamSPECIAL TRAILERS—
rock Pictures, is nearing compleSPECIAL SCREEN SERVICE, Inc.
tion, it is announced by B. C. Fas122 West 41st St., New York City
sio, president.
Joe
O'Donnell,
forPEnn. 6-1520
merly with Graphic and lately with
Master Art, has joined Shamrock \ ANIMATIONS
:
: MAIN
TITLES
as sales manager.

//

BERKELEY SQUARE PROVES
ANOTHER FOX MOP-UP!
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BERKELEY
SQUARE.

PHILADELPHIA — at the Locust . . .
6th smash $2 week.
CLEVELAND — at the Hippodrome
...outstanding at pop prices...
beating "Paddy" and "Dr. Bull."
CINCINNATI— at the Lyric . . . smash
* . . packing them in to 50% over
previous week.

LESLIE HOWARD
HEATHER ANGEL
VALERIE
BROWNE

TAYLOR
♦

BERYL

♦

YORK_at Radio City Music Hall
. . . tremendous after six boom
$2 weeks at the Gaiety.

Just the beginning of a golden story
that will be heard the country orer!

IRENE
MERCER

From the play by John L. Balderston

Directed by Frank Lloyd

Jesse L. Lasky Production

f

|B

THE SCREENS
NEW "IT" MAN!

K

BOX-OFFICE
MEASUREMENTS!
"Max Baer destined to go places
-m. p. herald
on the screen."

s
W RIit'LL
ANOTH

LADIES!
for the

"Just as Mae West flamed across the
screen, so looms the new personality,
-m. p. daily
Max Baer."
"Baer a surprise. Wins an easy
decision !" - Hollywood reporter

Okay, boys, you got an
eyeful of MAE WESTand now it's the ladies'
turn to get excited

meet MAX

"A body that will set the femme

The New

1

O

BAER!

of the Screen!

fans on edge."

Such a film treat comes once
in a blue moon! Exciting
from start to finish! Because
it'sgot a love story that you'll
love! Because it'sgot the first
ring battle between Primo
Camera and Max
Because
it's so romantic!

WHEN

HE

CRUSHES

HER

everyARMSsoul
IN HIS
in the
audience
will feel
the thrill

SHOWMEN!
'PRIZEFIGHTER AND
THE LADY" has been
previewed East and West.
It comes to your screen
with more sensational advance attention than any
years. Thoupicturesands in
have
Exhibitors
of
contracted for it already
and therefore the sole purpose ofthis advertisement
is to urge you to GET BEHIND IT! M-G-M has prepared SPECTACULAR
a
brand of Showmanship
for a SPECTACULAR
picture! Joyfully presented by

M-G-M

10th Championship Year Hit!

of it.'

THE . '--.jbd**
%

• wax

V&L&*

* JACK t**S*»*

W»
Meeh*"— Associ
- "• ate
r» ProducerHum

Size — 230

"°
ctOYo*e:*

lines x 2 Columr
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You've never seen
THIS HEPB

<?

URN!

ELECTRIC
in

"Morning

Glory

D Y NAMIC
in "A Bill of Divorcement

. . . and

now,

the

VERY SOUL OF
ROMANCE
in America's best-loved love story
that brings a new enchantment of
sheer loveliness to glorify the screen!

WE DO OUR PART J iff /f /if
PICTURES

Directed by George Cukor

MERIAN

C. COOPER,

Executive Producer . . . Kenneth Macgowan,

Associate Producer

Nl
i**%*

u
l\atkaaxu^e

HEPBURN
in Louisa

M. Alcott's

With lO AN BENNETT, PAUL LUKAS, FRANCES
DEE, JEAN PARKER, EDNA MAY OLIVER,
Douglass

Montgomery

•

Henry

Stephenson

—JX^i
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ALLIED GROUP ENDS
CODE CONFERENCES
(Continued from Page

interfere with the codes. Swope's
plan was opposed yesterday by Robert L. Lund, president of the National Manufacturers Ass'n and
member of the NRA Industrial Advisory Board. Lund would keep
trade associations separate from
code organizations.

42 Sociological Films
Released in Past Year
1)

George W. Kirchwey, internationally known sociologist, author and
criminologist, had been chosen as
chairman of the Board. Of the 42
pictures seen by the Board's reviewing committee and rated as having
value in addition to entertainment,
39 are designated as suitable for
family audiences and 21 are appraised as "exceptional" productions.
Among the other pamphlets,
which are distributed at 10 cents
a copy, is a list of more than 100
Exceptional Films of recent seasons,
also Films for Junior Matinees, Selected Book-Films, and Foreign
Films Released in America.
New executive committee of the
Board includes, in addition to
Kirchwey, Dr. Frederic C. Howe,
Walter W. Pettit, Mrs. Miriam
Sutro Price, Dr. Myron T. Scudder,
LeRoy E. Bowman, Dr. Frank Astor, former Justice John R. Davies,
Dr. Louis I. Harris, George W. Zehrung and Dr. William B. Tower.

New Company Plans
Series of Features
(Continued from Pace

RIALT
PHIL M DALY

1)

of the code, would make a statement, although Lea admitted the
possibility that the code could go to
the White House this week.
The proposed Swope plan, with
the government sitting by as umpire
only, is in no sense approved by the
Administration and in no way will

(Continued from Page

THE

1)

tatively called "The Birth of Texas."
George Melford is in charge of production, and release will be sought
through a major distributor.

"Prizefighter and the Lady"
Revealing Max Baer as a film actor
who bids fair to make the Clark Gables
look to their laurels, this M-G-M picture yesterday sent a tough projection
room audience home cheering, which
means it ought to be a pushover. With
Primo Camera, Jack Dempsey, Myrna
Loy and Walter Huston in the cast, plus
a fight between Max and Primo that
has never had its equal in a film story,
the picture not only is an all-around
audience pleaser of the first order, but
its exploitation possibilities are such
that any exhibitor can clean up with it.
GILLETTE.

• •
• AN
ADDED
attraction at the AMPA
luncheon
stole the show
Dr. Konradi Leitner from Berlin vas dere
reading der minds ov der pressageys
IF dey got minds
to read
which of coorse is an Open Question
but
der Doc, he was goot
he did his best under werry trying
circoomstances
mit sooch guys as Ed Edelson und Jules
Ziegler to pick from
so he used goot judgment
and picked Archie Mayers of Embassy Pictures as his soobject
and went to work on him
• • • SO HE says to Archie to concentrate on taking
someting from one mug in der audience and giving it to
anodder
and what der object was he was to concentrate
on real heavy so as not to make a monkey out of der Doc
so Archie concentrates
der Doc goes into a sort of trance,
yumps across der room und grabs Archie up on der platform
den der Doc makes anodder quick yump und grabs
Archie's brudder, Bertrand
der gent wot is in der law
practice mit Bill Fitelson
den der Doc goes into a semifit and comes out of it and makes a grab for Hal Home
so when he has 'em all up on der platform he goes into Hal's
pockets and take out 8 dollars and sticks it in Bert's pocket. . . .
• •
• DEN DER Doc asks Archie if dot was wot he was
thinkin' abouit
and Archie says "Ya, ya"
and
der Doc says "Yah, yah, yah, perfect, I must be GOOT!"
he was
he only made it one mistook
he disclosed to
der hungry pressageys dot Herr Home had as mooch as 38 dollars in his pocket .... and before Hal got out by der street six
guys had borrowed it ALL
we loaned Hal a quarter

Minneapolis — Complete new Photophone High Fidelity sound apparatus has been installed in the
Hennepin-Orpheum here by Mort
Singei-,
also in the RKO Orpheum
in and
St. Paul.

Buffalo — George A. Mason, manager at the Hippodrome, and Robert T. Murphy, manager at the Century, both Shea houses, have exchanged jobs.

Buffalo — James A. Kelley, formerly manager of the Varsity here,
Montgomery, Ala. — Robert B.
Wilby has arranged for the instal- now is managing the Strand and
lation of RCA Victor High Fidelity Catarack in Niagara Falls.
equipment in the Montgomery Street
theater.
Syracuse — Harry Gilbert, well
known western New York film man,
Leominister, Mass. — The Mort died in a hospital here a few days
Shea Circuit has opened the Rialto.
ago.
Kansas City — Jack Stewart now
York Village, Me. — The Community has been reopened by William is covering northwestern Kansas
Jackson.
territory for Universal, formerly
covered by Dan Myers.
Buffalo — Robert Bertsky is now
Huntsville, Mo. — R. Parrego will
covering Syracuse for United Artists.
shortly open the Capitol.
Soviet Film Premiere
Sign for Group Insurance
"Spring," Soviet picture not prevPortland, Ore. — Rialto Amusement
iously shown here, will be the openCo. recently acquired a group life
ing attraction the night of Nov. 18
insurance policy from Prudential when the New School for Social ReInsurance Co. of America for the
search opens a series of film showprotection of its 53 employees. Each
ings. "The Man With the Movie
employee is eligible to coverage in Camera" also will be on the bill.
amounts ranging from $1,000 to
"Man's Castle" Print En Route
$2,500 according to rank. The policy
involves a total of $74,000 and is of
A
print of "Man's Castle," Frank
the contributory type, the employees Borzage's
Columbia production
sharing with the Rialto in the pay- which was hailed at coast previews,
is due in New York today.
ment of the premiums.

LOEWS REPORTS
$4,034,289 PROFI
(Continued from Page

1)

$1,450,762 profit reported in the la
12 weeks, against $2,583,527 in tli
first 40 weeks.
Gross revenue f'
the past year was $84,938,653.7against $107,416,036.33 in 1932.

Not Holding Second Parle
(Continued from
Page 1) Cod
On Supply
Dealers'

officials having decided that the ii
dustry should be handled as a div'
sion
and necessity
not separately,
thus a elin'?
inating
of holding
se
ond public hearing. The origin
code was rejected by Deputy Ai|
ministrator Dameron as not repri
sentative.
Change in NRA attitude is unde:
stood due to a decision that equi]
ment dealers sell to institution;
consumers, not consumers accordin
to the generally accepted definitk
of the word. A section of the m<
jor wholesale code will be devote
to trade practices while general hi
bor provisions are covered by tl I
parent code.

Launch National Drive
Against
Rental Demand
(Continued from Page 1)
meeting held under auspice's of tl
Independent Theater Owners Ass'
yesterday afternoon at the Asto
The association's board met yestei
day with Felix F. Feist to discus
M-G-M's position in the film bu:
ing situation in New York Cit;
Other sales managers have als
been invited to meet with the boar
in similar discussions.

Merian Cooper to Rest
For Five More Week
(Continued from Page

1)

hane, president of Radio Picture
Cooper, absent for some weeks du
to illness, plans a cruise in aboi
two weeks, after which he will vis
New York to line up stories for ne?
season's program.

Para. Reorganization
May Take Till Next Marc

Indications now are that the jc
of preparing Paramount Publix fc
reorganization will require unt
next March. Whether assets of tl
bankrupt corporation will be sold i
private or public sale has not as yt
been determined.
Muni

Establishes Award

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Paul Muni has established
the "Paul Muni Award" for cinema excellence in the College of Cinematography at the University of Southern
California. The award goes annually to
the student showing the greatest
ficiency in motion picture study.
nouncement of the establishing of
Paul Muni award was made by
University yesterday.
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ode is Expected to Go to the White House Today

>AiARY CONTROL CLAUSE TO FUNCTION MORALLY
f.O.C.C
and I.T.O.A. Won't Support Allied
Campaign
Pay Provision Expected to
greement with National
Exhib Unit Is Ended,
Says O'Reilly

The industry code protest camion instituted by Allied will not
ve the support of the T. O. C. C.
the Independent Theater Owners
<s'n of New York, despite the fact
s-e exhibitor units worked
with
'j national theatermen's organizan at the recent Washington con' ences {Continued
when they
all walked
out
on Page
2)

T,0,A,~WHfsiGN
F CHANGES ARE MADE
Provided the NRA effects certain
anges in the industry code, as
Bputy
Administrator
Rosenblatt
( s promised, the Independent Theer Owners
Ass'n of New
York
11 sign the draft, President Harry
•andt stated last night.
Most imrtant of the desired revisions is one
ving equal representation
on the
Authority to each of the classinvolved
in a dispute
which
aches it via the local zoning and
ievance boards.
Premise is that
(Continued on Page 2)

I. Schnitzer Working
)n New Production Plans

Workshop Movie School Started

Harry Alan Potamkin Film School, named after the cinema critic who died last
July, opens Nov. 13 £t 116 Lexington Ave. under the direction of Tom Brandon,
former vice-president of the Film Forum, Inc. It will be a workshop school based
on actual production and projection of American and foreign films, says Brandon,
with tuition based on the student's means. Classes, running two nights a week for
five months, will include History of the Movie, Film Criticism, Technique, Production
and Criticism. Among instructors are Irving Lerner, Leo Seltzer, Ralph Steiner,
Barton Yager, Samuel Brody, Lewis Jacobs, L. T. Hurwitz, David Piatt, Nathan
Adler and others.

URGE USE OF FILMS jANCHOR PRODUCTIONS
IN CHILD EDUCATION PLANS 8 FILMS HERE
Atlantic City — Use of films for
education and cultural work was
earnestly advocated at the closing
session of the 33rd congress of the
N. J. Parent-Teacher Associations
here yesterday. One speaker, Mrs.
Arthur C. Watkins, educational secretary and founder of the National
Congress of Parent-Teacher Associations, declared that two-thirds of
the "truck" children are required to
study in the present educational
system of the country is useless.
Radio also was recommended.

Anchor Productions, just formed
by Mitchell Leichter, until recently
associated with Harman-Ising's
"Merrie Melodies" and "Looney
Tunes," announces plans for eight
feature melodramas to be made in
the east for the state rights market.
Production will be at the Bud Pollard Studios in Grantwood, with
Pollard directing and Dal Clawson
and Mark Stengler doing the camera
work.

Expect Code to Be Presented
To President Roosevelt Today

Wash. Bur. of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Public hearings on the
master wholesale code, of which the
theater equipment code is now a part,
will begin Nov. 13 under Arthur Whiteside, division administrator. The equipment draft is now
being rewritten.
re Complete Tfjan Ever Before The 1934 Film
ily Year Book. — Advt.

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
The industry code clause dealing
with regulation of certain high
salaries will function as a moral
rather than an active provision seeking to prevent "unfair and destructive competition,"
according
an
authoritative
source,
close toto the
NRA, last(Continued
night. onThis
is exPage effect
2)

BEN BLUMENTHAL
RESUMES ACTIVITY
Ben Blumenthal, pioneer in exporting of American films, has returned to activity in the field as head
of Export & Import Film Co., which
he started years ago. Immediately
after the Armistice, Blumenthal
concentrated on the Central Powers
and completed a transaction with
Ufa that was one of the largest
deals for outright sale of films ever

Addition of 2 Houses
(.Continued on Page 2)
Gives Brandt Boys 16 Pascal and Thiele Plan
Increasing their circuit to 16
Production in the East Charles de Grandcourt
houses, the Bran at interests have
Production of a series of features
now acquired the Rialto, Newark,
Quits National Screen
in the East is understood to be

and the Halsey, Brooklyn. Former
house, which is dark, has been op- planned by Gabriel Pascal, who has
erated by Warners. Latter is an arrived in New York. William
Having completed his contract to
ake four features for RKO release, independent house, formerly run by Thiele, European director, is associated with him.
e Schnitzer, who is now in New
Drk, will have his new production Loew's.
ans set within a few days. His
•st picture is "Goodbye Love," with
larlie Ruggles.
Equipment Code Hearing

Curb Destructive
Competition

Goldstein-Publix Deal
On N. E. Houses Near
Deal under which the Goldstein
Brothers, Nathan and Sam, will take
back their New England houses
from Publix is understood to be approaching the closing point.
About
(Continued on Page 2)

Washington

Bureau

of THE. FILM

DAILY

Washington — Expectations are
that either Gen. Hugh S. Johnson
or his assistant, Robert W. Lea,
will make a formal statement on
the film code today, and that the
code will be taken to the White
the President's
for leaves
House today
nature. Johnson
tomorrow sigon
a trip in the interests of the NRA.

Charles de Grandcourt, for the
past nine years editor for National
Screen Service, resigned yesterday.
No official announcement of his successor has been made. De Grandcourt's future plans have not been
set.

Tripling in Salt Lake

Salt Lake City — Adoption of triple
feature bills by two leading houses
has set a new precedent here. The
Playhouse is offering three features and
vaudeville, while the Orpheum also h
playing triples. The Gem, formerly on
single features, has gone dual as a
result, and similar action by other
houses is expected.
The 1934 Film Daily Year Book is The Standard
Reference Volume. — Advt.

oing

T.O.C.C. and I.T.O.A.
Salary Control Clause
Will Function Morally
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pected to be obtained through power in disagreement with the drafts prepared by Sol A. Rosenblatt.
given to the Code Authority to make
public the findings resulting from
"Our working agreement with Alits investigations of compensations
lied is ended," President Charles L.
of this class. This data, it is be- O'Reilly of the T. 0. C. C. told The
.
.
The I. T
lieved, will prove persuasive in connection with stockholders.
o longer id
Provisions in the clause, which kicked up
a production tempest at the Coast, are n it
mandatory upon the Code Authority but male exercised by this national body, with th
consent of the Administrator, if it deems
such procedure necessary. High-salaried executives figure importantly in the makeup of
the Code Authority.
Furthermore, study was directed to the
phraseology of the clause which, in part, provides that a sum not to exceed $10,000 may
be assessed against any employer found to
be violating the forbidden practice. The
wording does not specify merely "excess payment" but "unreasonably excess payment,"
it was pointed out. This allows a great deal
of latitude in interpretation and application.
Additionally, in instances where producers
are found to he paying salaries conflicting
with the clause, no disturbance to the contracts involved results.

Ben Blumenthal
Resuming Activity
(Continued from Page
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Herkowitz Joins RKO Publicity
Fred Herkowitz has been appointed publicity and exploitation director for the Brooklyn Junior division
of RKO Theaters. The appointment
was made by Bob Sisk.
Presnell Report Denied
Denying a newspaper report from the
coast that Robert Presnell, supervisor
and writer, had quit Warner-First National and joined another company,
Jack L. Warner stated in New York
yesterday that Presnell is under longterm contract and there was no founda.ion for the report.

1)

made between two companies. He
formed Efa Productions in Germany
and brought to America such talent
as Pola Negri, Ernst Lubitsch, Emil
Jannings and others. Later he was
associated in these ventures with
Paramount. He also owns theaters
in Europe and was instrumental in
inducing American companies to
build abroad. In the early days,
Blumenthal helped finance indepenberg. dent producers like Selig and Schul-

Goldstein-Publix Deal
On N. E. Houses Near
(Continued from Page

1)

a dozen theaters are expected to be
involved in the transaction. Nathan,
who is handling the deal for his
company, is now in New York.

I.T.O.A.
to Sign Code
Allied-,If Changes Are Made
(Continued from Page

1)

producers should not sit on the Code
Authority when a case to be heard
concerns a distributor and exhibitor.
The I. T. O. has asked for somewhat similar changes in connection
with the administration of the local
boards. Revision in the wording,
but not the principle, of the clause
concerned with tieing in shorts has
been sought, as well as in the provisions on the 10 per cent elimination
clause. Modifications have also been
requested in the provisions dealing
with subsequent run advertising.
Master Art Closes 10 Deals
Ten mid-west circuits, including
the Balaban & Katz and Warner
groups, have signed to play Master
Art shorts featuring Edwin C. Hill.
The deals were handled by Pat
Garyn for Master Art.
Charles Dowe
Recuperating
Charles Dowe of the Music Hall
managerial staff is recuperating in
Lenox Hill Hopsital from an appendicitis operation.
Chuck Connors Suit Dismissed
Libel suit brought by Chuck Connors, Jr., against the Manager John
Wright of the Rivoli, over the showing of "The Bowery," was dismissed
terday.
by Magistrate August Dreyer yes-
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from

W. RAY JOHNSTON, EDDIE GOLDEN a
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leave for Toronto on Nov.
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day
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from
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Yorl

Civ

aboard
A'JL

the Me de
LUKAS
an.

Franc

GEORGE MIDULtiuiN, rormer rox Co
GiORGE:-.
story
editor, ■ who is in New York, will reti
to Michigan
within
a few days.

Vaude for Salt Lake House
Salt Lake City — Stage shows a)
returning to the Capitol, a Lou;
Marcus house, starting Nov.
Harry David, general manager
Marcus theaters, has been in L
Angeles booking talent. Ray Hendi
continues as house manager.
Two Set for Strand
"From
Headquarters"
and "H
vana Widows"
have been set 1]
Warners
to follow "Female," cu|
rent film, at the New York Stran
5 Warner-F. N. Releases Dated
Release dates have been set <|
five Warner-First National feature
Four being released this month a i
"The
College
Coach,"
"Female
"Havana Widows" and "The Wor
Changes." for
"From
scheduled
Dec. Headquarters"
2.
Terry-Toon Prints Up 50%
Expanding contracts and pla
dates has resulted in calls for !
per cent more prints on Terry-Tooi
as compared with the start of tl
year, according to Educational. Pa
Terry and Frank Moser, produce
of the cartoons, recently increasi
negative investment by one-third

"Annie" Single at Wallack's
Wallack's on 42nd Street, ord
Regular Metro-Goldwyn Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of narily a double-feature house, |
47% cents on the preferred stock playing "Tugboat Annie" single.
Brandt Not After Hitler Film
has been declared by Metro-GoldWarners
to Get Cleve. Hip.
Pictures, payable Dec. 15 to
"The only proposition I'm trying stock wyn
of record Nov. 24.
Cleveland — Warners will sot
to negotiate is the election of Ferclose a deal for the Hippodrome,
dinand Pecora as District Attorney,"
Warners
Buy Van Dine Story
said Joe Brandt yesterday, denying
local independent theater of 3,8(
Another S. S. Van Dine story has seats.
It is now a first-run house;
that he is interested in securing distribution rights to "The Mad Dog of been bought by Warners for William Powell.
It is "The Dragon
Europe," which Al Rosen plans to
produce.
Murder Case."

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

MANYUAPPVPinJTO

ALICOATE

start work the latter part of this
JSHAM JONES and his band have month. Joseph Henabery will distarted work on their first Vita- rect.
phone short. Gypsy Nina appears
with the band. Cyrus Wood did the
scenario.
Writers on Educational' s eastern
staff now include Harold Atteridge,
William Watson will direct James Harry Miller, William Watson, Billy
K. Wells, Burnet Hershey, Sig HerMelton in Educational' s Song Hit zig and Charles Judels.
Story, which goes in work within
a pew days.
Edgar Bergren, ventriloquist, and
Glen Lambert and Jack Henley his dummy, Charley, started work
are working on the script for the the other day in another Vitaphone
short in which Lulu McConnell will short.

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Will
J.

Rogers
S.

Nov. 4-5 Don

Alvarado
Dixie
Lee

Hummel

Will H. Hays
Hugh Allan
George J. Schaeffer Theodore
von Eltz
Joel McCrea
Helen
E. Hughes
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

'all Sty
n Villailes
ns

Saks, Brentano's Give
"Puppy Love" Displays

'THE

style

in motion

rvF

picture

£■&,•!■

and me suave villainies oi ^wurt
and drawing room, the bad men
of the screen have gotten in
their skullduggery
with gunplay, dirk and other forms of
mayhem.
But villains have become more polished with the
years. Their probable climax in
sophistication and charm
was
embodied
in Herbert
Marshall
as the lovable rogue in "Trouble
in Paradise."
But now along
! comes Lubitsch with a characij ter that doesn't employ
steel,
club or small arms, but who is
as contemptible as any Desperi ate Desmond who ever sneered
; through
a curved
mustache.
I And he doesn't even know he's
i a villain. The character is Max
Plunkett, advertiser of underwear, whose hopelessly
mean
little mind drives a girl to distraction in Paramount's "Design
for Living," the Noel Coward
play. Plunkett is played by Ed■ ward Everett Horton, who incidentally makes pretty much of
\ s the role in a comedy way, to
boot. For instance, having won
1 1 Gilda for his wife after she had
loved two men in Paris, Plunkett asks her this question on
their wedding:
"Now that it's
all over — the excitement and all
that — I'd like to know if you
j love me?" By such thoroughly
hateful dialogue, skillfully manipulated, Lubitsch fashions
the motion picture villain in his
latest and most frightful form.
— Paramount

led by Wally Caldwell of the
in Toledo
he petitioned Postmaster
porary gov< nment mailbox to be placed
collect <v>ngratulatory letters for Marie
Die
sr's
;
everybody thought it was
a gag
but Mister Caldwell fooled 'em ... the postbox has been officially licensed and delivered by the Postoffice
Dep't
the mail is pouring in ..... . Miss Dressier will
have a carload of mail by the time Nov. 9 rolls around
her birthday
and now it looks as if the idea is gonna
catch on all over the theaters of the country where "Christopher Bean," Marie's pix, opens Nov. 17
the Postoffice
is gonna make a lotta extra dough on Dressier letters
so is Emgeem
and
so
are
the
exhibitors
*
*
*
*
• • • ONE OF the classy publicity ideas of the season
is that produced by Barrett McCormack for RKO Radio's "Little Women"
featuring la Hepburn in Louisa Alcott's
famous story of a past generation
it is a gorgeous lithographed folding cover with beautiful art work in four colors
you open the folder and there is disclosed three pockets
one contains material on exploitation, another on advertising, and the third on publicity
the latter is a pip
a book containing all varieties of newspaper special
feature articles and stunts
with a cover of old-fashioned
wallpaper such as grandma had in her bedroom when grandpa
started his romancin' that resulted eventually in you and us
being here to talk about it
the whole conception of the
Idea is darn sentimental and romantic
Ralph Lund and
Fred Schaefer share honors with Barrett for a swell job that is
DIFFERENT
It intrigued us to learn that Mildred Kerr,
secretary to A. P. Waxman of the RKO offices
has her
individual Office Memos for inter-office circulation
with
her name printed on
this RKO gang certainly are cutting loose from the hackneyed style in most everythin'
more power to 'em, say we

from
WILK "LOTS'7
LEBy RALPH
A LITTHOLLYWOOD
The Boswell Sisters
£DUCATIONAL
has added three
writers to its staff.
They are
Eve Barcay, Nick Barrows and Al
Giebler.
*
*
*
Zoe Akins has signed a scenario
contract with M-G-M.

*

Tamar Lane's New Weekly
Tamar Lane, editor of "The Film
Mercury,"
Hollywood
weekly,under
will put
out
a New
York edition
the
same title starting in about a week
or two. Lane is now in New York
completing
arrangements.

Saks department store devoted
a prominent window to dog accessories and an enlargement
of a still from "Puppy Love."
Brentano's book store gave a
window to "Puppy Love Books
for Young and Old," using a
large papier mache Mickey
Mouse figure as a centerpiece,
around which was built a display of dog books. The fact
that these stores seldom give
window space to films shows
the immense respect and popularity attained by the Walt
Disney short subjects.
— Rivoli, New York
will have waiting for him the direction of B. P. Schulberg's "Thirty
Day Princess," starring Sylvia Sidney, from the story by Clarence
Buddington Kelland.

*

*

*

Richard Barthelmess will have
three leading ladies in "A Modern
Hero," his next First National
vehicle which is based on the novel
of the same title by Louis Bromfield.
Two have already been chosen, Margaret Lindsay
* and
* Jean* Muir.
Morgan Wallace has been signed

*
*East."
by Fox for *
"Sleepers

*

*

! New Trans-Lux Opens Nov. 10
Charlie Chaplin's manager, AlNewest link in the group of
fred Reeves, denies the stories
1rans-Lux Theaters, headed by about Chaplin having been kidlajor L. E. Thompson, opens Nov.
napped and required to pay $20,000
0, when the house at 60th and ransom.
* * *
ladison makes its debut.
Lee Tracy will be a reporter again
United Theater Advertisers Auction in M-G-M's "Viva Villa," with Wallace Beery.
Assets of United Theater Adversers will be sold at auction by Fred
Arthur Jarrett is working in the
V. Oberkirch, assignee for crediors, at 10 A. M., Nov. 15, at 2 Columbia musical, "Let's Fall in
afayette St.

"

CEVERAL effective merchandise tie-ups were made for
the showing of the new Mickey
Mouse
feature,
"Puppy
at
the Rivoli
theater,
New Love,"
York.

Further adventures of the "three
Love."
little pigs" are planned by Walt Disney. They will appear next in the
story of Little
* Red* Riding
* Hood.

Marianne Edwards, two and onehalf years old, who has already appeared in 14 productions, has been

will sing assigned another role in Fox's
* *
*
"Sleepers East."
three songs in 20th Century's "Mou* *
*
Director Harry Edwards has
lin Rouge."
placed
in production at the EducaCharles Bickford, who is worktional Studios a new Mermaid Coming in England in a B. I. P. producedy, tentatively
titled "Strained
Retion, "Red Wagon," being directed
lations," with George
Bickel, Billy
by Paul Stein, is reported to have Bevan, Josephine
Hall and Johnny
aroused quite a bit of comment over Harron.
* # *
there as a result of a frank interview which he recently gave out to
Curtis Benton, coast radio anthe "Daily Mail."
* ^ ^
nouncer, will play the role of a
in "Joe
T. Everett Harre's novel, "Heav- fight
Relianceannouncer
production
for Palooka,"
United
enly Sinner," based on the glamor- Artists.
* #
*
ous exploits of Lola Montez, California actress of settlement days,
Fox has assigned Nigel Bruce to
has been acquired
* * by M-G-M.
*
"Murder in Trinidad," and Frederick
George O'Brien, after settling the Vogeding, Marc Lobell and Perry
estate of his father, the former
chief of the San Francisco police, Ivans to "7 Lives Were Changed."
is back in Hollywood to prepare
for his next picture, "Heir To The
Army Post Premiere
Hoorah," from the play by Paul
Fort
Meyer, Va. — The first "HollyArmstrong. Mary Brian will be
wood Premiere" ever held at an army
his leading lady.
post will take place here Monday eve-

When Director Stephen Roberts
Harvey Stephens is working in
two productions simultaneously on finishes production on "Lives of a
the Fox lot. They are "Jimmy and Bengal Lancer," which Paramount
is producing on road-show scale, he
Sally" and "Sleepers East."

ning presented
when RKO's at"Midshipman
Jack"
will be
the post theater.
Stars from the "Rodney" unit, together with military notables from
Washington, will be present.

THE

"EAT

Lilian Harvey in

EM ALIVE"

Harold Austin

EXCITING AMERICAN
DESERT ADVENTURE SHOWING THRILLING FIGHTS
BETWEEN
VARIOUS ANIMALS.
In the field of natural adventure films,
this one ranks high. It was done by Harold

Myrna

"MY LIPS BETRAY"

60 mins.

Fox
MISSES
OF FAIRY
PRESS.

DUE

TO

STORY

AN

76 mins.
IMPOSSIBLE

THAT

FAILS

This is evidently a modern

TO

IM-

version of the

old "Graustark" imaginary principality romance, but it has been poorly conceived
and motivated. Adapted from the play,

a sidewinder rattler and a king snake that
is a pip. The king snake finally subdues
and swallows his adversary. Then comes

kingdom who rides home in the king's auto
when the tipsy chauffeur, El Brendel, offers
to give her a lift. This starts a rumor

a tough set-to between a gila monster
and a diamond snake, with the gila killing
his antagonist. A mongrel pit dog fights it

that she is the king's mistress, and causes
all sorts of complications for the young
king (John Boles) who is about to be betrothed against his will to some princess

which is a surprise finish. A centipede
killing a black widow spider is ferocious
and not a sight for the ladies to see. A
fitch, a pet of the explorer, battles with a
desert rat, and then tries to take on a
rattler, but changes
snappy

his mind

after several

rounds. The photography is exceptionally good and clear, with some good

judgment used in taking close-ups of all
the battles so that every detail of the
fights is disclosed. A man's picture, for
the femmes will shudder. Picture will be
roadshowed.
No

credits listed, with

Harold

Austin

the only one named, he appearing throughout the desert scenes.

SHORT SUBJECTS
Ted Healy in

"Plane Nuts"

United

Mouse

in

"The Pet Store"

Artists
7 mins.
Dandy Cartoon
In addition to antics in a bird
store which Mickey is left to watch,
this animated subject includes some
excitement by Bimbo, movie gorilla,,
who imitates King Kong and runs
off with Minnie. Re-enactment of
the Empire State Building scene,
with Mickey making a hilarious rescue, is the highlight of the short.
Nice musical score accompanies it.
Fatty

in order to save his kingdom from bankruptcy. But the scandal makes Lilian Harvey famous, and she gets a swell job in
a big cabaret. The king meets her in her
dressing room, introduces himself as the
composer of the song she sang, under an
assumed name. She falls in love with him,
and he with her. And so on through many
more impossible and far-fetched situations
to the fairy tale finish with the king
announcing publicly their betrothal, as the
princess has walked out on him when she
heard of the scandal that never existed.

Arbuckle in

"In the Dough"

Vitaphone
18 mins.
Broad Slapstick
Instead of throwing pies, this
comedy specializes in barrages of
slushy dough. It gets a fair amount
of laughs, though it's pretty sloppy.
Fatty takes a job as a baker in a
shop that refuses to pay racketeers
for "protection." Efforts of the
gangsters to wreck the shop supply
the main elements of the action.

Miss

Harvey

Cast: Lilian Harvey, John Boles, El Brendel, Irene Browne, Maude Eburne, Henry
Stephenson, Herman Bing.
Director, John Blystone; Author, Attila
Orbok; Adaptors, Hans Kraly, Jane Storm;
Dialoguer, S. N. Behrman; Recording Engineer, W. W. Lindsay, Jr.; Cameraman, Lee
Garmes.
Direction, Weak

M-G-M
20 mins.
Hilarious Hokum
Except for the interpolation of
some flash chorus routines, very
clever creations, this is pretty much
on the order of Ted Healy's favorite
vaudeville routine, employing three
male and one female stooge. It's
all very funny nonsense and should
make any audience roar.
Mickey

"Der Komet," by Attila Orbok. Lilian Harvey is a cabaret singer in this European

Boles' singing is good, and
looks cute.

Ruth

Photography, Very Good.
Chatterton

George

This production is box-office all over.
First there is its cast, with a big surprise
for both men and women in the way Max
Baer shows up as an actor anu even a
singer-and-dancer. Then an action story
combining strong love interest with fight
sequences that are pretty much the real
thing. For additional sport interest, a

Ready Reference Directory
Addresses
Recognized

group of old ring champs, from Papke to
Jeffries, appear in a sequence. And by
way of variety there are touches of music
in a night club background. The plot has
Max Baer, a husky roustabout, discovered
by Walter Huston, a down-and-out fight
manager, who thereupon takes interest
again, drops booze, and develops Max into
a fighting ace. Max takes Myrna Loy from
her gangster sweetie, Otto Kruger, and
marries her, but his uncontrollable yen for
women and his ego cause the faithful wife
much heartache and eventually causes Max
to split from both wife and manager, with
a dramatic reconciliation at the big fight
where
Miss

Max

is being

mauled

by

Primo.

Loy and Huston give grand performances. So does Kruger.

Cast: Myrna Ley, Max Baer, Primo Carnera, Jack Dempsey, Walter Huston, Otto
Kruger, Vince Barnett, Robert McWade,
Muriel
Evans,
Jean
Howard.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author, Frances Marion; Adaptors, John Lee Mahin, Jr.,
John Meehan; Cameraman, Lester White;
Editor, Robert J. Kern.
Direction, Aces.
Photography,
Fine.
Dix

60 mins.
ABOUT A
AND LOVE

Plenty of snappy fun in this one. It
depicts the adventures of a big business
woman, Ruth Chatterton, with a number
of male employees who catch her fancy.
Finding none who gives her the right kind
of a romantic kick, and being fed up with
dudes who want to marry her for her
she runs out on a lark and winds
amusement park shooting gallery,
she meets her Waterloo in George
Unlike the others, he is indifferent
her. Later it develops that he is a

newly engaged engineer in Ruth's auto
plant. So the complications get rather bad,
with George continuing his independence
and Ruth gradually weakening until she
finally becomes just the little wife.
Cast: Ruth Chatterton, George Brent,
Ferdinand Gottschalk, Philip Faversham,
Ruth Donnelly, Johnny Mack Brown, Lois
Wilson, Gavin Gordon, Huey White, Rafaela
Ottiano, Walter Walker, Charles Wilson,
Kenneth Thomson, Edward Cooper, Eric
Wilton, Douglas Dumbrille, Usay O'Davern,
Samuel Hinds, Sterling Holloway, Robert
Grieg, Robert Warwick,
Spencer Charters.
Director, Michael Curtiz; Author, Donald
Henderson Clarke; Adaptors, Gene Markey,
Sid

Photography,

Hickox;

A-l.

Evans,

Una
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Conway

67 mins.

DRAMA OF A MAN DOUBLE-CROSSED
BY HIS PAL IS A BIT HEAVY IN THEME
BUT MAKES FAIR ENTERTAINMENT.
to a plot which,

COIumbus

in

Tearle, Stuart Erwin
M-G-M

Due

of

* Engravers •

"DAY OF RECKONING"
Madge

and Phone
Numbers
Industry Concerns

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

LADY"

with

HIGHLY AMUSING
YARN
SUPERWOMAN
IN BUSINESS
SHOULD CLICK NICELY.

Direction, Smart

THE

With

Richard

Brent

Kathryn Scola ; Cameraman,
Editor, Jack Killifer.

AND

and

with Walter Huston and Otto Kruger
M-G-M
102 mins.
A KNOCKOUT! FAST-MOVING STORY
OF PRIZE RING MAKES TOPNOTCH ENTERTAINMENT FOR ALL CLASSES.

in

First National

money,
up at
where
Brent.
toward

Baer, Primo Camera
Dempsey
in

"THE PRIZEFIGHTER

"FEMALE"
with

Max
Jack

TYPE

Austin, responsible for "Africa Speaks" and
"Monsters of the Deep." The locale is
in the southwestern desert country, and
it features a series of detailed struggles
to the death between various denizens of
the desert. First comes a battle between

out with a rattler and wins. A monkeyfaced owl tackles a snake and kills it,

Loy,

though

it seems

to have plenty of stuff in it, yet doesn't
register very deeply until the last few
minutes, this turns out to be just a moderately satisfying yarn. It's about a husband, Richard Dix, who does some embezzling to keep up with his extravagant
wife, Madge Evans, and as a result gets
two years in prison. A supposed friend,
Ccnway Tearle, interested in the wife, had
his lawyer see to it that Dix received the
sentence, and Tearle then makes a play
for the wife until she weakens. Tearle's
cast-eff former sweetie gets sore, invades
his leve nest and kills Madge, with suspicion falling on Tearle, who lands in the
same prison where Dix is serving time. Then
follows some melodramatics as the inmates side with Dix in getting revenge on
Tearle, who falls off a prison hospital roof

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-MATS
Send for Booklet

O. W. JACKSON
"The

225-241

& CO., INC.

World's Largest Mat House"
WEST 34th
LAckawanna

ST., NEW
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
■ EXPORTERS—
IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon
226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

BERLIN

Hand Coloring

during a fight with
Dix.
Cast: Richard Dix, Madge Evans, Conway
Tearle, Una Merkel, Stuart Erwin, Spanky
McFarlane,

Isabel Jewell, James

Bell, Ray-

mond Hatton, Paul Hurst, John Larkin, Wilfred Lucas, Samuel Hinds.
Director, Charles Brabin; Author, Morris
Lavine; Adaptors, Zelda

Sears, Eve Green;

Cameraman, Teddy Tetzlaff; Editor, Adrienne Fazan.
Direction, Good
Photography, Fine.

HAND

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City
UNiversiry 4-2073
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2 Theaters^uiXfp- State New York are Reopened

EN. JOHNSON UPHOLDS SOL ROSENBLATT! COPE

ms

/ita. Lineup 50% Ready; 4 Months AheadCode of
Releases
Going to White House
65

Musicals

. going overboard again
. By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

=

IS time for producers
to pause and
ike stock of the musical situation,
he trend is once a^ain approaching the
gerous stage.
etween pictures already released, those
reduction and othars included in forthing schedules, the number of song-and:e films this season will run to about
in features alone.
nd they can't all be good enough to
ify that.

•

.PERIENCE of the stage has proved tha.
the quota of musical shows which the
lie is able to digest, with profit tc
lucers is in the neighborhood of 20
cent of the total attractions put out
ounting straight musical pictures, toler with those having song-and-dance
rpolations, plus the avalanche of twoers and other shorts of the musica
edy type, more than 40 per cent o'
current season's film output will come
Je or less in this category.
is too much even if all the pictures
d be that good.

•

HERE is not enough creative talent or
variety of stars or material to sustain
■office interest in such a flood of mills within a single season,
roducers who are turning out these pic■s on the one-track theory that as long
they're good they'll make money, are
e to wake up one of these mornings
find themselves with some good white
hants on their hands.
sr each new musical picture cannot be
•er than the one before, nor always
good; and even when they are, there
already signs in the air that this isn't
'jgh to assure as long a run or as big a
s as their forerunners.
ND while
should do
bers from
elsewhere
ased.

on the subject, producers
something to prevent song
being murdered on the air
long before the pictures are

little advance plugging is all right,
' playing the numbers until the public
ick of them is going too far.

Short Subjects Have
Been Combined
on
Current Program

Although production time allowed
for each short this season is greater
than at any other time, half of the
Warner-Vitaphone lineup of 133
subjects for this season will be completed when the Melody Master
short featuring Isham Jones is fin
ished today, according to Sam Sax,
production
head
at the Brooklyn
(.Continued

on

Page

4)

ACOUSTICAL DATA
COMPILED BY WOLF
Although all theaters can be
acoustically treated to make sound
projected in them acceptable, the
most practical shape for a sound
theater is rectangular, declares S.
K. Wolf, manager of the Electrical
Research Products acoustic consult(Continued on Page 4)

Resolute Pictures Folds;
Ebenstein in Insur. Again

Resolute Pictures, formed in June
by Herbert R. Ebenstein, Al Mannon and Alec Moss, is in process of
liquidation and its affairs will be
wound up this week, The Film
Daily learns.
The company, which
{Continued on Page 4)

Seats to Be Lower

Grand Rapids, Mich. — On the advice
of Dr. Henry Eastman Bennett, American Seating Co. research advisor, who
made a survey among theater patrons
and says he found that two-thirds of all
theater seats are too high, manufacturers plan to lower the height in newer
models. Best comfort is provided by
seats 16 inches high, instead of 18,
says Dr. Bennett.

NEW PLAN IS DEVISED
FOR ADMISSION HIKE
Boosting of admissions under a
gradual policy has been devised by
an independent circuit exhibitor
playing Fox product and is being
used in connection with "Berkeley
Square." {Continued
The ideaon isPage
to present
the
4)

This Week — Allied Fears
Called Unjustified
Bv
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Due to the absence
from the city of Col. R. W. Lea, assistant administrator, the film code
will not go to the White House on
Saturday, but is to be taken there
early this week by Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt and Col.
Lea. Gen. Hugh S. Johnson issued
the following statement Saturday
regarding the complaints of certain
exhibitors to the code:
"Upon {Continued
receipt of
the code from
on Page 5)

DETROIT DUAL BAN
DEAD ISSUE--RITTER

Detroit — Agreement among exhibitors in this area to ban dual bills
Roach's 20th Anniversary
is a dead issue, and it probably was
Being
Celebrated
Jan.
8
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
not legally binding anyway, says J.
Hollywood — Elaborate plans are C. Ritter, president of Allied Thebeing made for the celebration of
aters of Michigan, in a Film Daily
Hal Roach's 20th year in pictures interview. The plan had some unnext January. The ceremonies will
just features, says Ritter, as the
start Jan. 8, with Henry Ginsberg,
one
year's(Continued
protection
over
dual
on Page 5)
general manager of the Roach studios, together with M-G-M official?
and a long list of stars, presiding
over the event. Roach began hi? Kuykendall in Washington
For M. P. T. O. Luncheon
film career as a cowboy extra a' Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Universal.
Washington — Ed Kuykendall, M.
P. T. O. A. president, will be here
today for the regular monthly luncheon of the M. P .T. O. of the District
of Columbia at the Raleigh Hotel.
It is believed code business will be
the principle topic of discussion.
Buffalo — Improvement in the outlook in this territory has resulted
in 12 theaters reopening recently.
485,000 Attendance
The houses, some dark for a long
When
Mae West's
Angel"
ends its four-week
run "I'm
at the No
Paramount
time, include: Palace, Corning; Comon Thursday it will have played to apmunity, Solvay; State, Waterloo;
proximately 485,000, according to Robert Weitman, manager of the house.
Paramount,
Syracuse;
Cortland

Improved Outlook Up-State
Results in 12 Reopenings
Pat J. Flaherty Joins
Kay and Stuart Agency
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Pat
ganizer and former
Music Co., which
sidiary, has joined
Agency as general

FILM

DAILY

J. Flaherty, orhead of Red Star
was a Fox subthe Kay & Stuart
manager.

You Will Surely Find It in the Coming 1934
Film Daily Year Book.— Advt.

This is the house record for a picture.
MauriceFriday.
Chevalier in "Way to Love"
opens

(Continued on Page 5)

Over 1,200 Pages of Information— The
Film Daily Year Book.— Advt.
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Broekman and Chasnoff
P. A. Powers Presenting
Color-Musical Cartoons
Form
Synchronizing
Unit
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New "Emperor Jones" Edition
Eugene O'Neill's "The Emperor
Jones," recently filmed, has been
published in Comparative Classic
form with Shakespeare's "Macbeth"
as the parallel play by Noble &
Noble, publishers. The volume contains explanatory notes on both
plays and their authors.
Add "Blonde" to "Bombshell"
Because it was being mistaken for
a war picture and losing patronage
as a result, M-G-M's latest Jean
Harlow vehicle, "Bombshell," is now
being shown as "Blonde Bombshell."

Hollywood — David Broekman, at
one time music director for Universal, and Hal Chasnoff have organized
International Screen Music Service
to do synchronizing for producers.
The company has 300,000 feet of
music sound track and sound effects.

First of a new series of musical
cartoons in color, based on popular

What

of the 'world

fairy sored
tales
fo'k lorepresident
and sponby P. and
A. Powers,
of
Celebrity Productions, will make its
debut shortly on Broadway. They
will be known as "ComiColor Cartoons." The first release, "Jack and
the Beanstalk," Is already completed,
"The Brave Tin Soldier" is in
"Emperor Jones" Received and
Others to follow include
Favorably Throughout So. production.
"Sinbad
the
Sailor,"
in Boots,"
Contrary to advance apprehension "Cinderella," "The "Puss
Three Bears,"
over the Negro angle, "Emperor "Jack the Giant Killer," "Tom
Jones," the Krimsky-Cochran pro- Thumb," "Aladdin." "Snow White,"
duction starring Haul Robeson and "Hansel and Gretl," "The Bremen
released by United Artists, has been
received with unusual favor through Town Musicians," "The Little Red
the south, with business running Hen," "Tha Snow Queen," "The
ahead of expectations. The Miami Ugly Duckling." "The Golden Goose,"
"Dick Whittington's Cat" and "The
"Daily News" gave the picture four Little Mermaid" also are in preparastars, while New Orleans, Atlanta
tion for cartoon production.
and
other cities likewise praised it
highly.

Federation Withholding
Signature on Film Code

say about the —

Oliver Hinsdell Heads
M-G-M Dramatic School
West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

1934
Edition now

DAILY

Hollywood — Oliver Hinsdell, who
Members of the Federation of the made a national reputation in his
eight years as head of the Dallas
M. P. Industry, including Monogram
are withholding their signatures to Little Theater, is now training new
the film industry code pending a talent at M-G-M through the medium of the dramatic development
legal opinion as to whether or not
they can bring suit against workings dio.
department established by the stuof its provisions after they have
given the draft their formal approval. Provided the opinion is to Iowa-Nebraska Allied Unit
the effect that they are entitled to
Meeting to Discuss Code
institute legal actions, the group is
understood ready to go along and
Des Moines — Allied Theater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska will hold a
watch developments under the code's
fair practices. Its interest is prin- meeting here tomorrow and Wednescipally centered on double features
day to thresh out problems of inissue.
dependent theaters in connection
with the proposed code. Lester Martin, executive secretary of the asso"Broken Dreams" for Loew
ciation, of Nevada, la., called the
"Broken Dreams," with Martha
Sleeper and Randolph Scott, has meeting. Between 75 and 100 members are expected to attend.
been sold by Monogram to 44 Loew
houses in the metropolitan territory.
It opens Nov. 24.
To Probe Chase-Fox Deals
Chase Bank participating in the
Stage Shows for Butterfield
Fox film financing will be investigated by Ferdinand Pecora. special
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Under Butterfield circuit's policy of booking U. S. District Attorney, on Wednesday in connection with the Senate
stage roadshows occasionally, Pauline Frederick in "Her Majesty, the probe of Chase affairs.
Widow" plays the Majestic here
Sheehan Signs French Star
Nov. 9-11 and the Gladmer, Lansing.
Nov. 8. Plans also are understood
Ketti Gallian, young French actto be under way for extension of
ress, has been signed by Winfield
vaudeville bookings in Butterfield Sheehan for the leading role in
houses, with Jackson probably the "Marie Gallante," by Jacques Deva1.
next spot to open.
She will leave soon for America.

in

preparation

Portland
"After

checking

carefully I

find that about the only information pertaining to motion pictures which may not be found
within its covers is the starting
time of pictures now running in
the local theaters. There are
1.024 pages and all are crammed
with information of real value
to producers, distributors, and
newspaper men.
"Of course, this could go on
for hours. This volume contains
enough assorted information to
keep us busy for a long time.
It tells what ffie original story
titles of many pictures were before Hollywood decided it knew
more about how to write titles.
The book even gives a list of
Senators and Representatives to
the National Congress, a list of
historical dates and much valuable information for theater
managers on ways of exploiting
pictures to the best advantage.
It is the last word in the compilationmation.
of film
andwelcome
inforIt is Ken
adata
very
Berry,
addition to my library."
Evening
Express.
Portland, Maine.

Montgomery
"The Fifteenth Annual edition
of the Film Daily's year book
is the most complete, comprehensive and informative of any
of the directories of the motion
picture industry and allied trades
to reach the reviewer. As a
reference book for exhibitors and

Back Again in the Film Business

critics,

it is invaluable."
George L. Davis,
Montgomery, Ala., Advertiser,
Montgomery,
Alabama.

BEN BLUMENTHAL
President

Vacancy occurred for first class lady
film booker, used to writing own correspondence, obtaining out of town
bookings. Write, giving details, experience, salary expected, etc. Box 914,
The Film Daily
1650 Broadway
New York, N. Y.

newspapers

EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY
608 FIFTH AVENUE
BRyant 9-5227

* MOST WIDELY READ
*
* MOST WIDELY QUOTED*
*

MOST

HIGHLY

PRAISED *
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. . if it's a
,-RAMOUNT
ICTURE
's the best
how in town

PARAMOUNT

T U

R E

r
THE

Tim

McCoy

in

"POLICE CAR
with

Evalyn

17"

Columbia

58

mins.

FAST-ACTION MELLER OF POLICE
RADIO PATROL WITH McCOY DISHING
OUT THRILLS.
They took the western star and put him
into a city setting, and made a good job
of it. Tim McCoy plays the role of a radio
patrol officer in love with the daughter
of a police lieutenant who has been shot
after landing a dangerous head of a criminal gang. The latter breaks jail, and is
out for vengeance on the wounded officer.
He plans a jewelry store robbery before he
makes his getaway for good, and lines up
his gang in a clever scheme to outwit the
police after the job is finished. But Tim
and his buddy pick up the radio call as
an upset phone in the jewelry store tips
off the police. They get away, but the
hero lands a clue, which is the eventual
undoing of the gang and leads to the capture of the master criminal. Plenty of
suspense in the climax, with the wounded
police officer and his daughter kidnaped
by a fake ambulance to a house where the
crook is ready to bump them off. Well
selected
cast
and
good
production
setup
puts this over nicely with an exciting and
fast-moving yarn.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Evalyn Knapp, Wallis
Clark,
Ward
Bond,
Harold
Huber,
Edwin
Maxwell, Charley West, Jack Long, DeWitt
Jennings.
Director, Lambert Hillyer; Author, same;
Editor,
Otto
Meyer;
Recording
Engineer,
Edward
Bernds;
Cameraman,
Benjamin
Kline.
Direction,

Fast.

Photography,

Good.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

£

• The Broadway Parade o

Knapp

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

Distributor

Picture

Day of Reckoning
After Tonight
My Lips Betray
Eat 'Em Alive
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
Female
The World Changes
(2nd week)
Blind Adventure
(2nd week)
Kennel Murder Case (2nd week)
I'm No Angel (4th week)
Berkeley
Square*
Private Life of Henry VIII*

Theater

M-G-M

Capitol

RKO
Fox
Harold Austin
United Artists
First National
Warner Bros
,RKO
Warner Bros
Paramount
Fox
United Artists

Music Hall
7th Ave. Roxy
Cameo
Rivoli
Strand
Hollywood
Mayfair
Rialto
Paramount
Palace
RKO Roxy

Subsequent runs.

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Dinner at Eight

(11th week)

♦ FOREIGN
Quatorze
Juillet (3rd
Thunder
Over
Mexico
The
Patriot
Le

Sang

d'un

week)
(2nd

RUN

♦

M-G-M

Astor

PICTURES

♦

Protex
week) . . Principal
Amkino

Poete

Little Carnegie
55th St. Playhouse
Acme

Little Playhouse B'k'g Corp. 5th Ave. Playhouse

♦ FUTURE

OPENINGS

Berkeley Square
(Nov. 7)*
Fox
Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi (Nov. 8). Monogram
Only
Yesterday
(Nov.
9)
Universal
Cradle Song
(Nov.
10)
Paramount
Prizefighter and the Lady
(Nov.
10) M-G-M
The Mad Game
(Nov.
10)
Fox
Eskimo
(Nov. 14) (Two-a-day)
M-G-M
The Way to Love (Nov. 17)
Paramount
From
Headquarters*"
Warner Bros
Tillie and Gus|
Paramount
"Subsequent run.
"Follows Female.

♦
RKO Roxy
Mayfair
Music Hall
Paramount
Capitol
7th Ave. Roxy
Astor
..Paramount
Strand
Rivoli

f Follows Kennel Murder Case.

Acoustical Data
Resolute Pictures Folds;
Compiled by Wolf
Ebenstein in Insur. Again
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

announced 12 pictures for the current season, increased its manpower
in August when Walter Futter and
Joe Goldberg were admitted to the
firm as short subject producer and
sales manager, respectively. Later
in August, Jack Barnstyn was
named
foreign manager.
Ebenstein plans to re-enter the insurance business. Goldberg will join
Jack Bachman, former Paramount
producer, who plans 12 independent
features on the coast. Moss is expected to also join Bachman. Futter
will continue the production of short
subjects for Columbia release.
Mannon, who went to the coast in
September to start production on the
first two Resolute pictures, has not
announced his future plans.

New Plan Is Devised
For Admission Hike
(.Continued from Page

1)

picture only once each night in those
houses of his circuit having sufficient
capacity to make this profitable, the
showing being scheduled for 8:15
P. M. at a 10-cent raise in price.
By this means the exhibitor plans
to establish the psychological effect
of advanced prices.
Gets "Savage Gold" for Chi. Area
Chicago — Dick Beck and his father, owners of the Castle, have acquired Captain Auten's "Savage
Gold" for Illinois, Michigan and Indiana, and are now showing it at
the Castle. They also have "Nude
World" for these states.

ing department, in an interview with
The Film Daily. He bases this and
other findings on long experience in
studying acoustics, much information concerning which has been compiled in a file originated four years
ago.
Total

of 8,000 theaters have been studied
from the standpoint of acoustics by Erpi ii.
its
campaign
to provide better sound repro
duction.

Exhibitors desiring to build a house de
s gned to produce the be.t sound result,
should consult acoustical engineers, urgec
Wolf. If this procedure is not within reach,
they should themselves ascertain the acousti
cal properties of the materials going into ihi
interior of their projected theater to insur
tha* even balance of sound will result. Ii
addition they must determine the extent anc.
nature of exterior sounds penetrat.ng thti:
auditorium as well as the interior sounds a.
a consideration in the acoustical preparation
of the theater, Wolf pointed out.
Erpi's library covering acoustical materials and information is available to exhibitors using their equipment. It includes reports on approximately 100 materials usee"
in interior theater construction.
Theaters which have high ceilings, free of
obstructing decorations, are best suited for
efficient sound reproduction, Wolf explained.
It is as easy to bring about accurate sound
in a large house as a small theater, he stated.
"In designing, a theater with sound ii
mind, an exhibitor should consider its auditorium as part of the acoustical system as it
virtually amounts to that," declared Wolf.
He will deliver a paper on acoustics before
the Acoustics Society at Chicago in December.

VITAPHONE LINEUP
IS 50% GOMPLETE
(Continued from Page

1)

Vitaphone studios. The 65 compleshorts, aggregating 95 reels, are
vided among seven series. Out of
"Broadway Brevities" musical co
edy revues planned, 18 are finish
These include five of the six Tech
color subjects scheduled. Twelve
the 20 two-reel "Big V" corned
are ready; also 10 out of 13 "Melo
Masters," 5 out of 13 "Musi<
World Journeys," 16 out of 26 "P«
per Pot" shorts, and four out of
"Merrie Melody" and "Looney Tur
cartoons.
Names who have been used in t
"Broadway Brevities" series inclu
Ethel Waters, Hal Le Roy, Mil
Mayfair, Lita Grey Chaplin, Da\
O'Day, Allen Jenkins, Hugh He
bert, Ruth Donnelly, Patricia Ell
Tom Patricola, Olive Borden, Jar,
Reade, Frank McHugh, Norma Tc
ris, Molly Picon, Georges Metas
Jane Froman, Dorothy Lee and Gc
don Westcott, among scores
others.
Starred
in thereels,
"Pepper
Pot" ais
ries
of novelty
comedies
song shorts are, among others, Wj
■"er Donaldson. Dr. Rockwell. Not
Dame Glee Club. Harry Warre
Edgar Bergen, "Easv Ac:s," Geor;
Meyer, Roy Turk, Sigmund Spaet
Block & Sully and Little Jack Litt
Band maestros who have pe
formed with their mus cal aggreg
tions before the Vitarjhone earner.
are Dave Apollon. Clarde Hopkir
Dave Lopez,
Rubinoff,
Eddie
Duchin,
V"
cent
Isham
Jones,
Phil Spi
alny, Borrah Minnevitch and Ja<
Denny. Vocalists who appeared wi
'he bands in the "Melody Master
films are Jean Sargent, Nora Wi
Hams, Sylvia Froos. Sheila Barret
Gypsy
Nina, Paul Small, Frei
Washington.
E. M. Newman, author, lecture
and
world-traveler,
film and
edited the gathered
shorts whi<tl'
make up the "Musical World Jou
Duals at Downtown Temporary
Detroit — Current double f eatui
bill at the RKO Downtown will m
be a permanent policy, it is unde.
stood. the
No step.
other houses have fo
lowed
neys."

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"DAS SCHICKSAL DER RENATE LAt>
GEN" ("The Fate of Renate Langen"),

Butterfield Houses Sponsor Weekly
Grand Rapids, Mich.— "The Spotlight," theatrical digest, is being
issued here weekly under sponsorship of the five local Butterfield
houses. Publisher is Arthur H.
Vandenberg, Jr., son of Senator
Vandenberg of Michigan.

German; produced by Aafa; directed I
Rudolf Walther-Fein; with Mady Christian
Franz Lederer, Hiide Hildebrandt, Alfrc
Abel, Rolf Drucker. At the 79th St. The;
ter.
Just a fair domestic

drama

about a wo

man separated from husband and child an
finally being reunited. Cast is excelled
especially Mady Christians, who
appearing on the New York stage.

'

is no'

■c

&H

THE

DAILY

EN.JOHNSON UPHOLDS
IiOSENBLATT ON CODE

NEWS

OF THE DAY

(Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

le deputy administrator, I was adised by a certain group of exhibits that they desired a hearing and
n investigation in respect of the
nduet of the deputy administrate
1 the formulation of said code, ana
a respect of the provisions thereof
"I personally
heardmatter
this group
eferred
the whole
to R. anc
W
ea, assistant administrator for in
nstry, who accorded the requeste
earing and carefully investigatec
rie representation of this group.
"I have received Mr. Lea's report
rid discussed it at length with him
md I find that the charges made
gainst the deputy administratoi
re wholly without foundation, and
lat the complaints made with reject to the code are based principlly upon fear and suspicion that
i>t decisions may not be made by
ae administrative boards set up ir
Be code, and further, that others oi
le complaints could not be taker
are of in the code without the in
asion of legal rights.

Burlingame, Cal. — The College,
formerly the Regent, has reopened.
New lessors are J. Merz and P. Kyprios.
Detroit — Harvey White, formerly
^anager of the Beechword. died re"ntly. The business is being cared on by Cliff White, his son.
Bakersfield, Cal. — Granada is now
wned by a co-partnership, G. W.
""age and Paul Davini.

(Continued from Page

Cortland; Palace, Olean; Laurel,
Binghamton; State, Ithaca; Canistee, Canisteo and the Masque, Broadway and Roosevelt, this city. Another
Fulton, Mo. — Nick Cotsis and local house, the
Jubilee, is to be
John Zikos recently took over the
Gem. Nick used to be a waiter at opened by Schwartz & Cohn in a few
Planter's Hotel, St. Louis, when weeks. The Artistic, Elk Street,
George and Spyros Skouras were also is expected to reopen.
bartenders there.
Theatrical supply houses report
that the demand for new equipment
Ottawa, O. — -R. E. Wanamaker is has taken a decided spurt.
new lesee of the Rex.

Gilroy, Cal.— T. & D. Junior Enterprises have sold the Strand to
W. C. Bremer.

"I enjoyed directing 'A MAN'S
CASTLE' more than any picture
I have ever made. I owe sincere

"This code, as stated in the repor
E the deputy administrator, wil
'fequire most careful supervision and
jeh supervision the administratoi
troposes to exercise over all of it:
perations at all times."
Farnsworth Gels Appointment
William P. Farnsworth, who was
sgal advisor on the film code, ha.
made assis-anc deputy admin
;trator of the amusement industr.
ivision under Rosenblatt. He als
'ill be the third govemmen; msi
n the legitimate theater code.

)etroit Dual Ban
Dead Issue

12 UP-STATE HOUSES
HAVE BEENJEOPENED

thanks to Spencer Tracy, Loretta
Young, Glenda
Connolly,

Farrell, Walter

Arthur

Marjorie Rambeau

Hohl

and

for magni-

ficent performances."
Frank Borzage

Ritter
1)

ouses would have eliminated
th
■st runs entirely.
Ritter says that he went to Wash
lgton believing in the wisdom
o
lopping uuals, but was made t
.alize that different conditions i.
'arious parts of the country warrant
uch policies.
Es ential importance of the righ
} buy is the crux of the controversy
'ere, and if the code includes the
ight-to-buy there will be no need
t the co-operative
organization
,ii: states Theaters, Ritter said, but
_e said it is necessary as long a
jircuits have col'ective buying pow
«■. Insufficient product to give every
Jouse the runs and pictures it ds
res is the root of the discontent
ccording to Ritter.
Regarding threatened invasion of
iiclrgan by the M. P. T. 0. A., Riter said he feels sure that no rival
rganization will be formed because
here is no need for it.
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Gertrude Unger Joins Roxy
Gertrude Unger, formerly nanling New York office work for Walt
>isney, has joined the staff at the
n-iginal Roxy.

GLORIOUS

SINCE

"7th

Heaven"!

Production
YOUNG

PICTURE

A Screen Guild
Picture

*

THE

iMH

DAILY

A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
Bv

RALPH

WILK

gALLY EILERS and Victor Jory
will be co-featured in Fox's forthcoming "Disillusion," the original
screen story by William Anthony
McGuire. The production will go
before the cameras Nov. 25 and
Irving Cummings will direct. William Conselman is writing the screen
story.

*

*

*

Marjorie Gateson, Greta Meyer
and Montague Shaw have been added to the list of players who will
appear in Columbia's mystery story,
"Fog."
Loretta Young has been given the
feminine lead opposite George Arliss in his firth starring vehicle for
2th Century Productions, "The
House of Rothschild."
* *
*
Murray Roth, after completing
the dialogue on Reliance's "Joe Palooka," which Edward Small is producing for United Artists release,
with Jimmie Durante, Lupe Velez,
Stuart Erwin and Marjorie Rambeau in the cast, won the direction
of "Harold Teen," which originally

Lanfield Gets 5-Year Contract
Hollywood's first Christmas present of the year has been tendered Sidney Lanfield,
by Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck of 20th Century Pictures, in fcrm of a
new five-year contract. Lanfield recency completed direction of "Moulin Rouge,"
the Constance
Bennett
musical
for 20th Century
to be reelased
by United
Artists.

Lenore Kingston and Neysa
was
filmed in silent form by Mervyn
Le Roy.
•Nourse, two of the pupils in Carl
*
#
#
Laemmle, Jr.'s, Junior Stock Company, just graduated, have been addPaul Lukas, on his return from a
ed to the cast of Universale "Mavacation abroad, will be starred by
dame Spy." This Continental play,
Universal in "The Golden Fleece,"
written for him by L. G. Blochman. which William Hurlbut adapted, features Fay Wray and Nils Asther.
Tom Reed will adapt and supervise
it. He recently completed work with with Edward Arnold, John Miljan
and Noah Beery in important roles.
Elissa Landi in "By Candlelight"
for the same company. Lukas sailed Another pupil of the Junior School.
Saturday from New York on the Lois January, appeared in "By CanHe de France with London as his Paul Lukas.dlelight" with Elissa Landi and
*
*
#
first stop. He will visit Alexander
Korda, with whom he went to colBodil Rosing is an addition to
lege, and they will go to Paris and
Budapest together.
First National's
"Mandalay."
*
-Jr.
%
Glenda Farrell will appear ir
Instead of "The Crowned Head,"
as previously announced, Joe E Warner's "Heat Lightning," basec
on the stage play by Leon Abrama
Brown will have "A Very Honor- and George Abbot. Aline Mac
able Guy," by Damon Runyon, af Mohon will *
head #the cast.
%
his next First National starring ve
hide.
Warner's "King of Fashion" has
been renamed "The Fashion Plate.'
It stars William Powell and Bett<
Davis.
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TOTS

Marsh, Shirley Grey, Eddie GriMx
Lucille Gleason, Virginia Sale, Rai
mond Hackett, Mickey Rooney, Nc'
Madison and two of the
//. UniversJunior Stock Company payers, Gar
ry Owen and Lois January. T
music
"I Like
It ThatConrad
Way" wai;
writtenfor by
Gottler,
Mitchell and the dances are beii
staged by Sam Sheck, who was wi
Warner Bros.

*

Edward

*

*

G. Robinson, who wi

play the title role in "Napoleon
has received the "official sanctior
of Emil Ludwig. "He has the t\i
great qualities needed in portrayin
Napoleon," said Ludwig. "He is s
the same time energetic and fantai
tic. He understands the human sic
of the Emperor. Above all, he hs
the will to act this part and the wi
to accomplish a great task is ha
of success. Napoleon himself prove
this theory."
Nominated for "Hearty Cry,
Week: "Little Women," "Cradl
Song" and "Only
* * Yesterday."
*
Our Passing Show: L. B. Mayei
David Selznick, Walter Wangei
John Robertson, Sam Jaife, Howar
Estabrook, Ray Long, Mrs. A
Schulberg, Charles Feldman, Pandr
Berman, Jack Moss, Hugh Herber
at the premiere
Women.
* of* "Little
*

Merna Kennedy, Mae Busch and
Onslow Stevens have been added tc
the cast which Stanley Bergerman
has assembled for "I Like It Thai
Way," featuring Gloria Stuart and
George Sayre, formerly wit;
Roger Pryor. This musical, which Paramount and M-G-M, has joine
Harry Lachman is directing fron. Columbia and is writing an origina
Harry Sauber's story, already num- story, "Among the Missing."
* * *
bers among its performers
Mariar
Sign on the Fairfax marquee
Plans Bond Issue
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY, "The Man Who Dared," "The Gir
Washington — A first mortgage
bond issue filed by the Protectiv<
in Room 419."
Committee for Stanley theater
Universal is re-entering athleticBridgeton, N. J., in accordance witl in a big way. The studio will bu
the new securities act, is announced represented by basketball and base
by the Federal Trade Commission
ball teams. A few years ago, Uni
The committee called for deposits o versal won the local movie basket,
reorganization of Mercantile and ball league championship. At on*
Theater Properties, Inc., Philadel
time the studio had a social anc
phia. Committee members are:
athletic
club, numbering more thai
Moncure Biddle, George D. Lewis
William S. Johnson, Charles B. 1,000 members.
Lewis and George V. Strong, all of
Philadelphia.
R. C. Mayer's Publicity Book Out
"How to Do Publicity," by Raymond C. Mayer, for years in tho
motion picture field and at one timo
in charge of motion pictures for tho
U. S. Commission on Training Camp
Activities, will be issued today b'
Harper & Bros. The book cover:'
the whole range of publicity an ■•1
public relations, with special sections devoted to motion pictures.
Mayer now has his own agency ir.
New York.
RKO Circuit Books Terry-Toon
RKO Circuit in New York ha .-.
booked "The Gypsy Fiddler," a new
Paul Terry-Toon, over its entire circuit of theaters in the metropolitan
territory.

KS
E UST
BOO
RY'
THEDATIND
Nov. 9: Public hearing on
Washington.

i

Burlesque Code

Nov. 10: Motion Picture Ball, King Edwar( i
Hotel,
loronto,
Canada.
Nov. 13: Hearing starts on Wholesale Code, ol
which Theater Equipment Code is a part)
Mayflower
Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
Nov. 14 Annual Meeting, Allied Amusements
of the Northwest, New Washington Hotel,
Seattle.
Nov. 14-15: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Durant, Flint,
Mich.
(Tentative).
Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity
Ball, at the Pla-Mor, Kansas City. Frank
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.

twelfth anMotion Picture Salesmen's
Dec. 31: nual
New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
York.
New

A

box office Picture
Guide
most

offers the

intelligent and

efficient way to book
and exploit pictures now
available to exhibitors. u
Says E.Manager
G. SIMONS
Army Theatre,
Ft.

Leavenworth,

Kans.

"I find your BOX OFFICE PICTURE GUIDE most helpful. Although
I no longer do any booking myself I find that the short synopsis
gives me enough idea as to what the picture is to be able to discuss
it intelligently with my various managers. I also occasionally publish in the newspapers a copy on some particular picture of the
review as it is written so as to give the patrons an insight as to
what the picture is all about. Your service is well worth while
and I sincerely hope you will continue it."
— L. A. EDWARDS,

Div. Mgr.,

Prudential Long Island Theatres,
East Hampton, N. Y.
This

reproduction

is two-thirds

of

full

size.

t shows you WHAT
!
to book — and
pictures
HOW
to sell them.
lo more will you have to rely on memory that may be confused
ith the thousand and one things you have to think about in the
tsnductof your business. No more will you have to guess about

»hat to book — you'll know. No more will you have to dig through
lies of trade papers (if you keep files of them) to give you the
eatured players in a picture; or the running time; or to tell you
/hen it was reviewed; or who was the director. You have all of
nat information at your fingertips when you have THE PICTURE
iUIDE in your pocket or on your desk.
Vith THE

PICTURE

GUIDE

every bit of booking information is

"I am more than pleased with your BOX OFFICE PICTURE GUIDE.
I find it very useful in dating pictures; also in preparing news—LEE L. WARD,
paper and program copy."
Broadway Theatre,
Mr. Pleasant, Mich.

BOX OFFICE PICTURE GUIDE comes to you as a part of the BOX
OFFICE service to its subscribers. It is a handsome leather book, pocket
size. It is the direct result of a survey among

hundreds of exhibitors

who hail it as filling a long-felt want.

Date..

;

1933.

Associated Publications,
4704 East 9rh St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Gentlemen:
Please enter
OFFICE,
including

my subscription
for one
BOX
OFFICE
PICTURE

year
(52 issues)
GUIDE.
Herewith

for BOX
is $3.00.

Theatre

i your hands right when you need it. And — when you've overDoked ordering a press book. THE PICTURE GUIDE also tells how

Address

jD sell the picture and gives you ad-lines for your newspaper or
rogram copy.

City

State

Signed

Position

'...';

f
■2

*&
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EXPLOITETTEJ

TIMELY TOPICS

Successful Film Men
Owe Much to Women

Schools, Colleges, Clubs
Boost "Henry VIII"
POWERED exploitayY HIGHtion campaign, with United
Artists home office exploiteers
and those of the Radio C'ty Music Hall, gave "The Private
Life of Henry VIII" a big opening. Among the many angles
utilized was a tie-up with every
British and Canadian club and
organization in New York, all
of whom carried notices on their
bulletin boards about the film.
Every high school and elementary school history and English
department head was sold on the
idea of informing their classes
of the historical interest of the
picture. Colleges in New York —
Columbia, N. Y. U. and C. C.
N. Y., as well as Manhattan,
posted information about the engagement at the Music Hall,
calling the picture to the attention of the student body. Three
screenings were held prior to the
opening; one for representatives
of 600 women's clubs in the city,
the National Council of History
Teachers, the D.A.R. and other
prominent organizations. Ten
thousand post cards, carrying
the endorsement by the group
secretary, were mailed to the individual members. Another
screening was held for magazine and newspaper motion picture critics and editors with
much advance .publicity. Editorial writers, drama critics and
editors, prominent columnists
and news commentators comprised the audience of the third
screening. A tie-up was made
with Liggett drug stores whereby they displayed in every window throughout the city an eyecatching 40 x 60, done in the
Ripley manner, showing the unusual highlights of the matrimonial career of Henry VIII.
Book stores were contacted and
featured Francis Hackett's biography of King Henry.
— Music Hall, New York City

PHBBr U. DALY
• • • A SPECIAL newspaper extra was rushed through
the presses by Howard Dietz
after he and the other
M-G-M officials had lamped Max Baer in "The Prizefighter and
the Lady" at a projection room showing
100,000 copies
were printed for distribution at the Madison Square Garden
bouts Friday nite
and at the Fordham-St. Mary's and
Tulane-Colgate football games Saturday
■p
•¥
*T
*1*
• •
• THE IDEA was to sell the sporting elements on
the fight champ making his screen debut
the newspaper
special carried a big scarehead
"MAX BAER TO MEET
CARNERA
and then goes on to discuss the forthcoming championship fight between Camera and Max with Jack
Dempsey the promoter as referee
the tie-up with Max's
M-G-M pix is hidden
not even mentioned, no less!
just a tag line in display at the bottom
"Go to the Capitol Theater, starting Nov. 10"
darned clever, Mister
Dietz
the Old Master is still showing the way to the
fraternity of Publicists when it comes to doing the Obvious with
a Different Technique
♦
*fc ♦
ifc
• • • WE ARE violating no confidence when we state
that the Dietz Department of publicity experts scrapped their
entire campaign on "The Prizefighter and the Lady"
after they got a flash of Max Baer as a screen thespian
and planned an entirely new set-up of ads, publicity and exploitation building Max as the New Deal style in the HeMan of the Screen .
whom they are confident will prove
the big Triple Threat at the box-offices of the land
scoring right across the field with his marvelous
physique,
appeal to femmes and males alike, and last but not least
a pash lover who can really ACT
Leo the Lion has slipped another fast one over
•

• • EIGHT FAMOUS radio names are now under contract to Paramount
Bing Crosby in "We're Not Dressing," Ethel Merman, George Burns and Gracie Allen in "Six
of a Kind," Lanny Ross for "Melody in Spring," and the Three
Pickens Sisters now working in Charles Rogers' pix, "Sitting
Pretty"
W. C. Fields has called off the feud between
himself and Baby LeRoy who stole a lotta scenes from him in
"Tillie and Gus" and "Alice in Wonderland"
provided
they don't cast the *
kid in *
his next,
# ,"Six * of a Kind"
• •
• IT SEEMS that Max Cohen booked "Three Little
Pigs" to play Wallack's on 42nd Street starting Nov. 10
and Harry Brandt's Liberty next door put out a ballyhoo alongside the b.o. with three pigs in a pen
so Maxie sez he
had the Liberty "shopped" and found they were not showing
Walt Disney's classic "as yet".
Mister Cohen claims he
has protection on the film for surrounding houses
would
ya call this a case of a rival house pullin' a Ham Act

*

•

*

LAURENCE STALLINGS, who has been abroad
with Lewis Milestone, returned to the coast
this week. Milestone, who is to direct Stallings'
"Red Square," returns from Europe shortly, having delayed his sailing from the other side.
LOUIS TRENKER, actor and director of Universal Film Co., Berlin, arrives in New York
today on the Bremen of the North German
Lloyd.

MacMAHON leaves New
for the coast.

York

late

"pEW
people successful
realize the men
extent
to which
in
the motion picture industry are
indebted to women
for what
they are able to achieve in Hollywood. Few writers, directors
or executives but what owe to
their wives, sisters and even
the'r secretaries the credit for
some of their ideas and achieve-

<
J

j
!

ments. The woman's
is so essential
to the viewpoint
creative ;'
worker in the industry, that the *
smart man turns frequently to
the women
closest to him for
advice on many occasions. While
these women often supnly ideas
and suggestions of inestimable
value in producing
good pictures, they seem content to remain in the background and let
their men take the credit. There
are scores of high-salaried executives in the business who do
not hesitate to ascribe a large |
share of thier success to their
women associates. — Al Werker.

Stahl Says Supply and
Demand Governs Salaries
"^/AGES
employesandof salaries
motion paid
pictureto
companies are liberal, not
through the generosity and
prodigality of producers, but as
a result of the operation of the
law of supply and demand. Men
and women in the industry demand high salaries as a r^e.
because they are highly fitted
for the peculiar tasks they are
performing. The public in general expresses surprise at some
of the salaries paid in the industry. Often criticism is heard of
the amounts received by workers in Hollywood, in comparison
with other industries. The fact
is, the number of people qualified for the technical work in
Hollywood is limited, and therefore, their services are in great
demand. It is this demand for
them, that keeps their salaries
high. This same factor governs
all other businesses.
—John W. Stahl.

*

•

*

*

*

«

«

«

»

MANY UAPPY RETUtJNS

*

• •
• A DISTINGUISHED
honor came to Paramount's
"Cradle Song"
a portion of the scenario of Dorothea
Wieck's first American production is to be used in "The System
of Basic English" by C. K. Ogden
(Harcourt. Brace & Co.)
setting forth an international auxiliary language with
850 words doing the work of the normal 20,000-word vocabulary wotta godsend to a lotta film mugs!

GIFFORD COCHRAN, co-producer of "Emperor Jones," a U. A. release, also arrives this
morning
aboard
the Bremen
from
Germany.
ALINE
this week

*

• A LOTTA famous football stars are now in Hollywood studes
according to Rutgers Neilson
there
is Nate Barragar and Roy "Bullet" Baker on the production
staff of RKO's "Wild Birds" unit
other studios have
other grand old gridiron names on the roster
such as
Russell Saunders, Marshall Duffield, Bob Erskine, Jesse Shaw.

Coming and Going
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Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 6
H. M. Wilcox
Marie Prevost
June
Marlowe

Trem Carr
Ellis
RuthPaulSelwyn

1

%
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Upward Trend in Theater Reopening s Continues

CODE IS DELAYED GOING TO THE WHITE HOUSE
ITexas Court to Rule on Alleged Withholding of Films
Vill Decide Whether Major
Distributors Must Sell
to Indep't Exhibs

Dallas — Whether major companies shall be compelled to deal
•ith independent theater owners in
"exas will be decided in court here
■oon, when decision is rendered folowing the hearing on application
or a mandamus brought by B. Legg
|f Denison against RKO and several
ther major companies to compel
he companies to deal with the in.ependent theater owners.
Legg said that unless the eomianies were compelled to sell him
(Continued

on

Page

7)

, G, BACH MAN PLANS
12 FOR THIS SEASON
J. G. Bachman has production
lans calling for 12 features for
933-34 release. Joe Goldberg and
Jex Moss leave New York within
few days to join the company on
he Coast.

First National Case Off to Dec. 6
Anti-trust case brought by the Department of Justice against First National over
its merger with Warner Bros, several years ago has again been postponed, this time until
Dec. 6. Case had been slated for trial this week in the U. S. District Court, New York.

Gross sales of United Artists'
films show "a decided increase"
over last year, says Al Lichtman,
vice-president, in an interview with
Film Daily.
"It is not possible to
(.Continued

Elmer

on Page

Pearson

7)

Joins

In work
Frightened

DeVry

Elmer Pearson, who for 10 years
was with Pathe as vice-president,
has become vice-president and general manager of Herman A. DeVry,
Inc., Chicago manufacturer of portVilliams Again Heads
able sound projectors, and more reof a new double recording
Iowa-Nebraska M.P.T.O. system cently
camera. During his connecOmaha — Five members of the
tion with Pathe, Pearson was paroard of 15 exhibitors of the M. P.
ticularly interested in the non-the". 0. of Iowa and Eastern Nebrasatrical phases of motion pictures.
a were renamed to their posts at
ae annual meeting here when
iharles E. Williams was re-elected
resident for a fourteenth consecuive term. Board members relected included H. F. Kennedy, viceresident;(Continued
Walter on Creal,
secretaryPage 7)
G.-B. in Ad Film Field
London — G.-B. Screen Services, Ltd.,
has been launched by Gaumont-British
to produce and distribute advertising
and publicity films. Mark Ostrer will
be chairman of the new unit, with C.
M. Woolf as joint managing director
with Ostrer. It will be the only company in this country handling such films
from scenario to screen as one unit.
\he Standard
For 15 Years— What?
ally 1934 Year Book.— Advt.

The

Film

Utica, N. Y.— W. T. MacNeilly
is the new owner of four local
houses, namely, the Rialto, taken
over from Marx & Carl, Inc.; Lincoln, formerly operated by Slotnick
& Lewis; the James, acquired from
Kallet & Comerford, and the Highland, previously run by Highland
Theater Corp.

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY Staff Correspondent

Peak

are Cecil
B. DeMille's
People", with Claudette
(Continued on Page 6)

"Fcur
Colbert,

as Gen I Manager

Federation May Test
Chicago Dual Bill Ban
Independent producers and distributors connected with the Federation of the M. P. Industry may
test the Chicago double feature ban.
In event they receive a legal opinion to the effect that they cannot
sue if dissatisfied with operation of
(Continued

on Page

7)

Theater Reopening s Last Month
Continued Their Upward Trend

W. T. MacNeilly Acquires
Four Theaters in Utica

By
FILM

Washington — That the film code is
not yet in its final form and is unlikely to go to the White House until
General Johnson returns from his
trip was learned from an official
NRA source yesterday.
This upsets
the dope that the code might go to
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the President this week.
The NRA
Hollywood — Production activity at
source
states
that
the
code,
which
Paramount has hit a new peak on
the current schedule. Twenty pic- is understood to be in need of additional checking by NRA
officials,
tures are under way, 10 of them before cameras, four being edited and was given(Continued
to Colonel
Lea
on Page 7) to consix in preparation.

Para. Studio at New
Increase in U. A. Sales
Reported by Al Lichtman

NRA Not Through Checking Code— Held Up Till
Johnson Returns

Uptrend in theater reopenings
which showed a marked trend for
the month of September was continued, though at a slightly lower
pace, during October, it is revealed
in the first batch of monthly reports
from Film Boards of Trade. In the
Chicago area there were 22 openings last month, against only five
closings. The Kansas City Board
reports 10 openings and three closings. Pittsburgh, covering western
(Continued

on Page

6)

WM. GOLDMAN QUITS
WARNER ZONE POST
Philadelphia — William Goldman,
zone manager for Warner Theaters
in this territory, resigned yesterday.
No successor has been named yet,
according to Joseph Bernhard, general manager of the circuit.

New Ohio Exhibitor Unit
Meets Nov. 15 in Columbus
Cleveland — Ernest Schwartz, temporary chairman of the recently
formed Independent M. P. Theater
League of Ohio, has called meetings
to be held Nov. 15 at 7:30 P. M.
and Nov. 16 at 11:30 A. M. in the
Deshler Hotel, Columbus, to formulate organization plans, elect officers and discuss action against the
state admission tax. Independent
exhibitors throughout the state will
attend.

Colonels

Up

by

Three

The crop of Kentucky colonels has
further increased through commissions
given to Sidney R. Kent, E. A. Schiller
and Sam
Dembow,
In Schiller's
case,
if makes
him Jr.
a double
colonel.
He already is one.
Film

Daily

Everywhere

Annual
In

The

Year

Books

World. — Advf,

Are

Found

Five Substitutions Made
U. A. Studios Take Over
Two Additional Stages
On Current 'IP Program
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Changes in the current Universal
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Hollywood — Increased production
activities at the United Artists' studios has necessitated the taking over
of two additional stages at the
Pathe studios. The move may be
permanent. Meanwhile production
of "Gallant Lady" starring Ann
Harding will move into the Pathe
lot in addition to certain scenes being shot at the United Artists studio.

feature program include the withdrawal of five pictures previously
announced and the substitution of
others in their place. These include: "The Good Red Bricks," replaced by "A Trip to Mars"; "Glamour," replaced by an untitled
"Horton-Oliver vehicle; "The Left
Bank," replaced by "Countess of
Monte Cristo"; "The Exquisite
Thief," replaced by "If I Were
Rich"; "Rigadoon," replaced by "I
Phil Meyer Gets 2 Films Like
It That Way."
"Midnight,"
with Sidney Fox, O.
Two exploitation pictures, "Hell
P.
Heggie,
Henry Hull and Lynn
on Earth," war feature, and "The
Film Parade," produced by J. Stuart Overman, has been listed for release.
Blackton with a long list of film So has "Little Man, What Now?"
stars in it, have been acquired by
Phil E. Meyer, president of General RKO Film in Technicolor
Pictures Exchange, for early rel- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ease. Campaigns are now being
Hollywood — RKO will film the enmapped out for both pictures.
tire production ofAnn
"World
Outside"
in Technicolor.
Harding
will
Second Fanchon Royer Release
be starred and Edward H. Griffith
Fanchon Royer Pictures an- will direct. Production will start
nounces comrpletion of its second re- the first week in December under
lease on the current program, "The the supervision of Kenneth MacFighting Lady," with Peggy Shannon, Jack Mulhall, Mary Carr and
Marion Lessing. Carlos Borcosque gowan.
Wilby Gets Temple, Birmingham
directed from the play by Robert
Birmingham — R. B. Wilby has acOber.
quired the Temple, second-run and
former Loew house, now closed. AcWeiss Preparing Roadshow Film
cording to tentative plans, it will
Preparations have been started by not reopen soon. This gives Wilby
Louis Weiss on a roadshow feature six downtown houses and one neightentatively called "Memory Lane," borhood.
to be made in New York and CaliIrene Rich Back to
erans. fornia, with a cast of screen vetChicago — Irene Rich ,Films
been at A Century of Pr who has
last two months and also ogress the
"Footlight" May Go 4 Weeks
ing on a commercial air
appear
Columbus
—
"Footlight
Parade,"
' program,
Edwin now in its second week at the is returning to the screen is
Grand, is running, 20 per cent ahead ie version of "My Son. in a talkCarewe will produce the
of "Gold Diggers" and may be held sion.
over for at least four weeks, acnew vercording to Real Neth, theater owner.
Extend "Disraeli" Revivals
In its second week at the BrookIn addition to being re-released in
the
United States and Canada on
lyn Strand, "Footlight Parade" is
reported giving the house its best Dec. 16, "Disraeli," starring George
business in two years and is ex- Arliss, will again be released by
pected to hold two weeks more.
Warners in Great Britain, Australia,
New Zealand, South Africa and the
Tex Guinan's Body on Way East
Crown Colonies and British dependencies.
Body of Texas Guinan, early day
film star and later a night club
celebrity, who died Sunday in Van"College Coach" Moved Ahead
couver, is on its way to New York
"College Coach," and not "From
for burial.
Headquarters" as originally anwill follow
"Female"
into
RCA Reports Loss
the New nounced,York
Strand
tomorrow
Net loss of $525,158 is reported by night. Warners are shoving up
RCA for the quarter ended Sept.
30, bringing loss for the first nine "College Coach" in order to take
timeliness. of the picture's football
months to $1,793,370, against $592,- advantage
722 last year.
Kandel Gets Jungle Film
Grace Moore for Col. Musical
Grace Moore, Metropolitan Opera
M. J. Kandel, president of Prosperity Pictures, has purchased world
star, has been signed by Columbia
for a musical picture.
rights to "Found Alive," produced
by Sunrise Pictures. The film is a
New Salt Lake House Opens
jungle thriller and the cast is headed by Barbara Bedford and Robert
Salt Lake City— The new Sta- Frazer.
dium, manager by C. McDermond,
has opened.
Duals at Fox K. C. First-Run
Publix Meeting Postponed
Kansas City — In a "surprise value
month," the first-run Fox Uptown
Meetingscheduled
of Publix
Enterprises'
creditors
for Monday
has has introduced double features at
reduced
prices.
been adjourned until Nov. 20.

Coming and Going
SAM
morrow

E. MORRIS
on
the Rex. arrives in New

York to

JACK L. WARNER leaves New
this week
for the Coast.

York

lat

GEORGE BURNS and GRACIE ALLEN, fol
lowing a vaudeville tour, return to the Para
mount studios in Hollywood this week to ap
pear in "Six of a Kind," followed by "We'n
KUYKENDALL
NotED Dressing."
from
Washington.

is due in New

York toda<

LELAND HAYWARD returns to New
this week
from the Coast.
HOWARD SMITH,
rived in New
York
HARRY LICHTIG
from the Coast.
FRED

McCONNELL

Yorl

of 20th Century, has arfrom
Hollywood.
has arrived in New
left for Chicago

Yorl

Monday

LANNY ROSS, radio singer and star of "Cap- I
tain
Henry's
Showboat"
hour,
entrains
fo
Hollywood
next week
to begin his film careei
under a Paramount contract.
mount
through
the William
Morris
Office,
is on j
JOSEPH
GOLLOMB.
writer
signed
by Para-''
his way
to the coast.
GILBERT MILLER and MARQUIS HENRI Di
LA FALAISE arrive in New York today or
the Champlain
of the French
Line.
AL

ALT, vice-president of Screencraft Productions and supervisor of all Showmens Pictures, is in New York conferring with D. J.
Mountan,
president
of Showmens
Pictures.
LUCILLE BALL, Goldwyn Girl, returns to the
coast
with next
Anna week
Sten. to appear in "Barbary Coast"
RALPH MORGAN is in town from the coast
and will make a guest appearance tomorrow
night at the original Roxy in connection with
the preview of "Mad Game," in which he
appears.

Downstate Illinois Unit
Will Use Allied By-Laws
La Salle, 111. — Although the new
Allied sub-unit to be formed by E. E.
Alger is to have officers of its own
choosing and confine its activities
to the problems of downstate exhibitors, it will function according
to the by-laws of Allied Theaters
of Illinois. Alger is now proceeding
with
unit. the details of organizing the
Gene Murphy to Toledo
Chicago — Gene Murphy, for a
number of years in the publicity
department of Balaban & Katz here,
has been transferred to Toledo to
handle advertising and publicity for
two Publix houses.
Pioneer Film Actor Dies
Milwaukee — Edwin Harley Achuff,
84, old-time minstrel and movie
actor, died here last week. He played in pictures with Mary Pickford,
the Gish girls, Douglas Fairbanks,
Norma
Talmadge,
aldine Farrar
and Seena
D. W. Owen,
Griffith.GerClara

K. Young

Destitute

Benton Harbor, Mich. — Clara Kimball Young is almost destitute in a
California theatrical home, it is stated
by her lawyers here in connection with
the filing of a suit in Circuit Court on
her behalf against A. J. Aylesworth.
her uncle, for $5,900 said to be due
on a note.
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• ALICOATE DEFEATED!
! !
of all things
the Boss goes and runs for Councilman of Harrison, New
York
and lost out by six votes to the Republican ticket,
it being a Repub. community
but he polled 400 votes
ahead of his Democratic ticket
Because of the close
margin he may call for a recount
but what stops us
is that ole Colonel Alicoate tried to go from Big Time to
the Sticks
from the M. P. Academy of Politics to the
Harrison Grocery Store Conferences around the cracker barrel
only Dumb Luck saved him from eternal disgrace
thank gawd
WE'RE still in the publishin' biz

Omin Buys Control of Broadway
P. H. Omin has been elected president of Amusement Holding Corp.,
lessee of the Broadway theater,
succeeding David Herman, retired,
it is announced by S. W. Lawton,
managing director of this house and
the Gaiety and Cohan. The change
represents purchase of majority
control of that corporation by Omin,
says Lawton, but does not affect
management or policy.

• • • A MINIATURE movies exploitation stunt installed
by George Hoffman in front of the Astor Theater is drawing
big crowds to learn about "Eskimo", coming there
With
opening of the new Trans-Lux at 60th and Madison on Friday, the smaller house at 58th St. has closed
Another
local opening is the 1,600-seat Lane, Springer house, in Washington Heights
A French version of "Three Little Pigs"
under the title of "Les Trois Petits Cochons" opens Nov. 13 at
the Globe on the same bill with the subsequent run of "Private
Life of Henry VIII," both U. A. releases

Loew's Aldine Dark Again
Pittsburgh — Loew's Aldine, which
reopened Oct. 27, has closed again
after a week's run of "I'm No An-

•
•
• A BIG blowout in honor of prohibition's end will be
held Dec. 7 by the Lambs at the Hotel Astor
It will
be called The Lambs Repeal Gambol, starting with a dinner,
followed by dancing, entertainment, etcetera, and winding up
with a breakfast
Wally Howes is again booker for the
RKO
Cameo and Trans-Lux theaters

"BROKEN

DREAMS"

with Randolph
Scott, Martha
Sleeper
Monogram
70 mins.
CROWDS GOOD OLD HOKE IN SENTIMENTAL STORY OF FATHER AND SON
THAT WILL HIT FAMILY TRADE.
A very sentimental picture made for the
masses that uses all the recognized material for getting the women feeling emotional and teary over the plight of a
youngster abandoned by his father at birth
and then taken back again when he marries the second time. Dad walked out on
the youngster when his birth caused the
death of his wife. Six years later he returns from abroad and sets up his practice
as a great child specialist, marrying a society girl who hasn't much use for children. He meets his boy whom he had left
in care of an old couple running a pet shop,
and his paternal love asserts itself. He
takes the son back into the home of his
second wife. Then starts the conflict of
divided allegiance — does his wife or child
come first? It works out interestingly and
quite dramatically into the three being
brought close together in mutual love and
understanding. The fault is in the story
construction which hits the obvious and
misses the fine touches that a theme of
this nature demands.
Cast: Randolph Scott, Martha Sleeper,
Beryl Mercer, Joseph Cawthorn, Buster
Phelps, Charlotte Merriam, Sidney Bracy,
Adele St. Maur, Phyllis Lee, Martin Burton, Finis Barton, Edward LeSaint, Sam
Flint, George Nash.
Director, Robert Vignola; Authors, Olga
Printzlau, Maude Fultcn; Cameraman, Robert Planck.
Direction, Satisfactory. Photography,

Good.

(Continued from Page 1)
Marshall, Mary Boland and Willi;
Gargan; Charles R. Rogers' "Sitting Prett .
with Jack Haley and Jack Oakie; "All
Me," with Fredric March,
Miriam
Hopki
and
George
Fane's
Baby
Stolen,"
with Raft;
Dorothea"Miss
Wieck and Babv I
Roy; Search
Zane
Grey's
"The
Border
Legion
"The
for Beauty."
with the 30 L
ternational contest winners; "Alice in W
derland."
"The
Girl
Without
A
Roorr
based on Jack Lait's story; Marlene Dietric:
"Catherine the Great"; and Charles Roge
"Eight Girls in a Boat."
Pictures being edited include Doroth
Wieck's "Cradle Song"; Ernst Lubitsd
production of Noel Coward's "Design i
Living"; The Four Marx Brothers' "Du
Cooper.
Soup," and "Lone Cowboy," with Jacl
Herbert

PHIL M. OAtY

Pennsylvania and West Virginia,
just _ about broke even with 14
openings and 13 closings, strike
conditions probably having something to do with it. The Minneapolis Board lists 15 reopenings and
seven closings, while in New York
State, including Buffalo, Albany and
New York City areas, there were 30
openings compared with 17 closings.
The Philadelphia area had 21 openings against three closings, and Indianapolis 16 openings, four closings.

gel."

PARA. STUDIO AT PEM
20 FILMS UNDER WA

"FOUND
with

ALIVE"

Barbara

Bedford, Maurice
Murphy,
Robert
Frazer
Ideal
68 mins.
MEXICAN
JUNGLE
THRILLER
WITH
EXCITING
ANIMAL
FIGHTS AND
SUSPENSEFUL STORY.
Photographed along the delta of the
Rio Grande, this feature contains plenty
of material that lends itself to exploitation and ballyhoo. The story opens in
New York, where a wealthy man is
granted a divorce from his wife and is
given the custody of their young son.
Rather than give the boy up, the mother
and her faithful butler flee to Mexico
with the youngster and there live in the
heart of the jungle away from civilization.
Many animal fights occur in the vicinity
of their camp. A huge bear encounters
and defeats a panther in a thrilling tussle.
There are snake fights, the capture of
a monster crocodile, the trailing and capture of a wildcat, and numerous other interesting and exciting animal features. The
sex angle is introduced when the lad,
grown to budding manhood, holds clandestine meetings with a jungle girl, who is
first discovered bathing in the nude with
several other girls. A passing hunter
recognizes the woman, and informs the
husband and all ends well.
Cast: Barbara Bedford, Maurice Murphy,
Robert Frazer, Harry Griffith, Edwin Cross,
Ernie Adams, Cy Ceeder, Stella Zarco, Audrey Talley.
Director, Charles Hutchison; Animal Direction, Thomas Griffith; Author, Capt.
Jacob Conn; Scenarist, Adrian Johnson;
Adaptor, same; Editor, Rose Smith;
Cameraman, William Thompson; Recording
Engineer, J. S. Westmoreland.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

with

"GOLDEN

Richard
Chester

Paramount
TIMELY

Pictures in preparation are "No Mc
Women," "Kansas City or Bust." Geor
Raft in "Bolero". "We're Not Dressing
"Reunion"
and "Sub-Seal."

Sack Gets Spanish Feature
San Antonio — Sack Amusemei
Enterprises has acquired exclush
distribution rights in the Texas
New Mexico-Arizona-Florida terr
tory
"La made
Calandria,"
ten-re
Spanishfortalker
in Mexico
Cit
by Hispano Mexicano
grafica, S.A.
West

Menjou
Coast

Opposite

Bureau

Chatterton
FILM

DAIL

Hollywood — Adolphe Menjou hf
been assigned by First National 1
play opposite Ruth Chatterton i
"Journal of Crime."
Tim

HARVEST'

Arlen, Genevieve Tobin,
Morris, Rosco Ates

71

of THE

Cinematf

mins.

SUBJECT HANDLED IN ENTERTAINING DRAMATIC FASHION
THAT SHOULD PUT IT OVER FOR A
FAIR COUNT.

McCoy

in

"SILENT MEN"

with Florence
Britton
Columbia

58 min

FAIR WESTERN KEPT IN ROUTIN
CLASS BY RATHER TRITE PLOT AN
JUST MINOR STRESS ON THE LOVE Ih
TEREST.

This western is too much along the cu!
and-dried lines of such pictures, const
With locale divided between the wheat
country and the grain trading pit in the quently it never registers very strong, ar
Chicago Board of Trade, this Charles R. though the dyed-in-the-wool western far
Rogers production is an engrossing, timely may
find cattle
it fairly
satisfying.
It's aboia
the usual
rustling.
Tim McCoy,
story. Its best box-office chances prob- escaped convict who had been arreste
ably will be among the farming sections and convicted on a frameup, gets a jo
of the country, but it holds plenty of
interest for other communities as well. with a rancher whose cattle are bein
stolen. Tim complains to an official, an
Central story is about a farm lad, Chester
subsequently is framed for a murder, bu
Morris, who
goestrader
to Chicago
soon" is aided in breaking out again and thei
becomes
a big
in grain,andmaking
with his benefactor, goes out to get th
piles of dough while the farmers go broke,
bandits. There follows the usual melo
are overtaken by mortgages and face dedramatics, gunplay, killings, the rescue c
spair until Chester's brother, Richard Ar- a man held in a burning shack, etc., an
len, proposes a plan for maintaining grain
in the outcome Tim is cleared of false ac
prices. Woven into this agricultural probcusations and he winds up with a proposi
lem are several romances, giving the picture a generous share of love interest. to Florence Britton, who is at the othe
Comedy also is supplied in fair measure end of what little love interest the ya.
contains.
Cast is good.
by Rosco Ates, without his stutter, with
Elizabeth
Patterson as teammate.
Cast: Tim McCoy, Florence Britton, J
Cast: Richard Arlen, Chester Morris, Carroll Naish, Wheeler Oakman, JosepI
Genevieve Tobin, Rosco Ates, Julie Haydon, Girard, Matthew Betz, William V. Mong
Berton Churchill, Elizabeth Patterson, Lloyd Ingraham, Walter Brennan, Stephei
Charles Sellon, Frederick Burton, Lawrence Clark.
Director, D. Ross Lederman; Authoi
Gray, Richard Carle, Henry Kolker.
Director, Ralph Murphy; Author, Nina Walt Coburn; Adaptor, Stuart Anthony
Wilcox Putman; Adaptor, Casey Robinson; Cameraman, Benjamin Kline; Recording
Cameraman, Milton Krasner; Recording Engineer, W. M. Dalgleish; Editor, Orti
Engineer, Earl Hayman.
Meyer.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Good.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

DAILY

1M CODE DELAYED
IING TO WHITE HOUSE
(Continued from Page 1)

a certain of its parts, and it is
amed that inasmuch as it is not
its final form nothing formal
3d be done on it pending John's return.
Colonel Lea was at a White House
inet meeting most of yesterday,
no picture business was dissed.
n a statement signed by Abram
Myers, Sidney E. Samuelson and
A. Cole,with
dealing
ferences
Colonelwith
Lea Allied's
on the
e, it is predicted that when the
e is approved it will contain
feguards against the invasion of
legal rights of the exhibitors
ler existing laws and decrees."
also says that "the numerous
iplaints lodged against the code
re impressed the NRA with the
essity of appointing as Govern■t representatives on the Code
;hority men of outstanding inendence and ability who will not
sent to exercise of power con-ed by the code to promote monlies or to elimniate or oppress
all enterprises."
Id Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. presi,t. was here yesterday seeing Sol
"pRosenblatt.
He and
is going
from
to New York,
will return
•.r in the week.

is announced by Stephen Slesinger, Inc.. the producers. This marks Van Loon's first
venture in the motion picture field.
He sails Jan. 11 on the Franconia.

Increase in U. A. Sales
Salary Investigations
Must Be Finished Jan. 1 Reported by Al Lichtman
(Continued from Page 1)
Investigation of the film business
and other industries being conducted by the Federal Trade Commission must be completed by Jan. 1, as
Congress convenes on that date. The

probe is centered on "excessive salaries" and is authorized by the Costigan resolution, adopted by the
Senate last June.
In gathering data for the investigation the commission has communicated with all picture companies
listed on the New York stock exchange, asking for information concerning salaries.

New Iowa Theater Group
•ttumwa, la. — The Grand has rened under Tri-State Theater
p., recently formed to handle a
up of theaters in this section.
fry Weinberg opened the house.
Bernstein Offices Moved
■ondon — Offices of Bernstein Thers, Ltd., headed by Sidney L.
■nstein, are now located at 36
den Square, W. 1.

part or all of our season's proLichtman.
"Ourmerits,
films
are sold gram,"
onsaidtheir
individual
and each succeeding release the auditing department reports considererable increase in actual sales."
Para. Signs Foreign Star
Paramount has signed Carl Brisson, Danish actor, who has achieved
a big success on the British stage
and screen with his acting and singing voice. He will report at the
Paramount studio, Hollywood, at
the end of January-

(Continued from Page 1)

pictures he would be forced to go
out of business. Rubin Frels of
Victoria testified that because he
could not obtain pictures from the
defendant companies he had closed
his theater and his $90,000 investment was bringing in no returns.
H. A. Cole, president of Allied Thefied. ater Owners of Texas, also testi-

Williams Again Heads
Iowa-Nebraska M.P.T.O.
(Continued from Page 1)

treasurer; R. E. Falkenberg, Dale
Goldie and J. E. Schnoover. New
members are Charles Prokop, Harry
Day, A. H.
ings, W. A.
Nate Dax,
Johnson and

Lehman, H. E. BrookBowker, Dick Kerberg,
Sam Epstein, Oscar
A. H. Record.

CASTLE

is closer to 'Seventh
Heaven than anything the

(Continued from Page 1)

luni Film Holding Third Week
.ided by word-of-mouth advertis"The World Changes," starring
ll Muni, will be held over for at
st a third week at the Hollywood.

give any set percentage increase due
to the fact that we sell each feature individually and not along with

A MANS

deration May Test
Chicago Dual Bill Ban
ious
industry
code
provisions
vided they sign the draft, not
v will they withhold
their apval but will also move to attack
Chicago situation,
til distributors
identified
with
Hays association are inserting
i-dual feature clauses in their
tracts sold in Chicago, accordto the independents.
If their
templated
action
materializes
w will sue on the basis of violai of the anti-trust laws, chargcollusion in an attempt to stifle
policy in that territory.
Indedents claim they have the signa23 of 99 Chicago exhibitors who
it to play duals but cannot owto the major distributor opposii to the practice.

TEXAS COURT TO RULE
ON SALE OF PRODUCT

Van Loon Plans Travel Film
Hendrik Willem Van Loon, noted author of "The Story of Mankind" and other
works, will make a feature picture based on his forthcoming trip around the world, it

since."
director has done
The Hollywood Reporter
THE

mm

GLORIOUS

MOST

A

FRANK

LOVE

STORY

BORZAGE

SINCE

"7th

Heaven"!

Production

with

SPENCER
^

TRACY

• LORETTA

YOUNG

Screen play by Jo Swerling
From the play by Lawrence Hazard

A COLUMBIA

PICTURE

A Screen Guild Picture

^

NIAGARA FALLS
may run dry but-i

I'm No Angel"

with Cary Grant, directed by Wesley Ruggles

Six tremendous

weeks

at Oriental Theatre . . . Chicago

Four capacity weeks at Paramount Theatre, New York
Four crowded weeks at State Theatre . . . Detroit
Four weeks at Grauman's Chinese Theatre, Los Angeles
Three record weeks at Paramount Theatre . . . Newark
Three capacity weeks
****

Three big weeks

at first-run house

at first-run houses

The 2-week first-run engagements

P'ictwp/-'

. . . Cleveland

. . . San Francisco

of this picture are too numerous

to list here

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
International in Scope
Independent in Thought
■
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4. H. Blank Forms New Firm to Acquire Theaters

\U RECEIVERSHIP IS CONTINUED INDEFINITELY
>chulberg SaysForeign
H'wood
Has Talent EnoughDivorce
for of10RadioYears
Pictures
Field Has Nothing
Radi

. . . competition waning

West Coast Bureau of THE
p==

By DON

JRACTICALLY

CARLE
no more

GILLETTE
squawks

=
are be-

ing heard from exhibitors these days
aout the competition
of the radio.
The fact that theater attendance has
3en steadily improving
ling to do with it.

may

have

some-

When business is bad, showmen are apt
) reach out for branches on which to
ing the blame.
And the radio was a very prominent

twig.

"HERE

is a trend in broadcasting, however, that should give exhibitors hope.
The air is going in more and more for
2ws and other matter of a factual, eduitional or otherwise practical nature.
But especially news.

It would not be surprising if eventually
le radio became
chiefly a news medium.
That newspapers anticipate such a posbility is indicated by the precaution many
• them have taken in obtaining television
oodcasting licenses.
Radio systems, on the other hand, are
jilding up extensive news services.
So it looks as though radio will be cometing with the newspapers more than
ith theaters.

\S

commercial

entertainment,

the

radio

* never had a chance anyhow.
Lack of the visual factor is too big a
andicap for it to hurdle.
Television will be an improvement,
bt enough.

but

And television entertainment is pretty
2rtain to boom film business through the
scessity of broadcasting a very large per3ntage of its programs from films — because
ie screen has educated the world to a
:vel of "production values" far beyond
ie possibilities of a limited stage or twor'-four studio.

•

INCIDENTALLY,

Quiet on Code

to Offer America, Para.
Producer Believes

the publics capacity for

entertainment is steadily expanding.
With normal employment conditions and
lenty of leisure, folks will no longer be
fioosing between radio and movies, but
ill be going in for more of both.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hollywood today is
rich enough in writing and acting
talent to meet production needs for
the next 10 years, B. P. Schulberg
told The Film Daily yesterday.
The producer recently returned from
Europe without signing any foreign
stars or writers.
"Foreign
studioson have
nothing to
(Continued
Page 5)

LUBITSGH SAYS FILMS
MUST REFLECT TIMES
It is unfair to criticize producers
for the type of stories they make
because the screen, in order to survive, must reflect public interest,
declared Ernst Lubitsch in an interview in New York yesterday. The
screen
doesn't
depict
(Continued necessarily
on Page 4)

Brylawski is Re-elected
Head of Wash'n
M.P.T.O.
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A. Julian Brylawski
was re-elected president of the
M.P.T.O. of the District of Colum(Continued on Page 5)

Front

From RKO Is Urged
by Reade at Hearing

Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Status of the film code
remained unchanged yesterday, the
draft continuing in the hands of Colonel Lea and other NRA officials for
additional checking. It is still doubtful that the code will go to the White
House before General Johnson returns
from his trip.

i)

PUBLIX IS ALL SET !
ON REORGANIZATION
Reorganization
plans
Enterprises are set and
a few minor details are
presentation
to Henry
referee in bankruptcy,
Daily learns.
Reorgani
take place possibly with
and surely before Nov
(Continued

on

Page

of Publix
except for
ready for
K. Davis,
The Film;
zation
will
in 10 days
20,

it

is

New Company Takes Over
Western Service Studios
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — General Service
Studios has taken over the Western
Service Studios and will operate the
Metropolitan and Educational plants.
J. Maurice Ridge of Electrical Research Products is president and
Frank
A.
treasurer. Lamperti is secretary-

Blank Gets 5 Iowa First-Runs
In New Move to Acquire Houses
Airing Wiggin-Fox Battle
In Probe of Chase Bank
Washington — The stuggle between
A. H. Wiggin of the Chase Bank
and William Fox for control of Fox
Theaters and General Theaters
Equipment is expected to be aired
today at the Senate's stock market
probe being conducted by Ferdinand
Pecora.

Des Moines — A. H. Blank yesterday formed a new theater corporation here to buy five local first-runs
as well as "any and all" theater
properties offered. Blank, who has
been affiliated with Publix in theater operations in this territory, resigned on Aug. 23 as trustee of a
group of bankrupt Publix houses.

The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
Established Reputation For Facts. — Advt.

The 1934
Education

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

An

Appearing unexpectedly at the filof the
receivers'
report
with ingU.
S. RKO
District
Judge Bondy
yesterday, Walter Reade told the
court that the corporation could be
put on its feet if its film affiliate,
Radio Pictures, were dropped and
RKO Theaters allowed to continue.
Despite the pleas of counsel for
Reade and Lawrence Green, counsel for Harrison Trust & Realty Co.,
stockholder, that Irving Trust is not
qualified to carry on the business of
RKO, Judge
Bondy
permitted
the
(Continued
on Page
5)

Film Daily Years Book
In Pictures. — Advt.

Is A

Liberal

LESTER COWAN QUITS
M, P. ARTS ACADEMY
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lester A. Cowan resigned yesterday as secretary of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences. There had been friction between him and J. T. Reed,
president.

Patterson or Kalmine
May Succeed Goldman
Philadelphia — Although no appointment is understood to have
been officially made up to last night,
both Willard Patterson and Harry
Kalmine are reported to be under
consideration as successors to William Goldman, who has resigned as
general manager of the WarnerStanley Circuit.
Patterson
is now
(Continued on
Page 5)
Sunday

Show

Victory

Asbury Park, N. J. — End of the blue
laws in Asbury Park, Long Branch,
Freehold and Keyport was indicated
yesterday in complete but unofficial
returns. The recently amended State
law permits communities to have Sunday amusements if voted by local
referendum.
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Must Pay $80,000 Costs
$200,000 Is Studio Quota
In St. Louis Litigation
In Community Chest Drive

%
Vi

23/,
y2

YORK

Vi

newspapers

of the world
say about the —

St. Louis — Plaintiffs in the reFILM DAILY
ceivership suit against Skouras
Hollywood— A quota of $200,000
for eight major studios has been Bros. Enterprises, Warner subsidiary circuit, must pay costs of the
set in this year's Community Chest
drive. It is divided as follows: M- litigation, it has been ruled by Circuit Judge Henry Hamilton, who
G-M, $40,000; Paramount, $35,000;
the receivership in AugFox, $30,000; Warner-First Nation- dismissed
Similar action is expected in
al, $30,000; RKO-Radio, $20,000; the St.ust.Louis
Amusement Co. case.
United Artists including Sam GoldKoplar was the moving spirit
wyn and 20th Century, $20,000; Uni- Harry
in both suits.
versal, $15,000; Columbia, $10,000.
B. B. Kahane, president of RKORadio, is serving as executive chairman of the motion picture industry
Reviving "Intolerance"
D. W. leasedGriffith's
"Intolerance,"
committee. Joseph Schenck, Jack
in 1916 and
last shown re-in
L. Warner and Louis B. Mayer are 1926 at the Cameo, will be revived
vice-chairmen.
Frederick Beetson of the Motion starting Nov. 14 at the 55th St.
Picture Producers Association is in Playhouse to inaugurate a series of
revivals in aid of the "New York
charge of the independent compa- American" Christmas and Relief
Fund.
nies, laboratories, etc.

That "Footlight Parade" is piling
up bigger grosses than "42nd
Street"
Diggers where
of 1933"it
in
12 outandof "Gold
15 situations
has opened is shown in a report
compiled by Warners. Many of the
houses increased their admission
scale for the latest musical.

M. J. Sparks Dies

Jacksonville, Fla. — M. J. Sparks,
48, brother of E. J. Sparks and
manager of his central Florida
houses, died Tuesday in Covington,
Tenn.
M-G-M

Day at Ampa

1934
Edition now
in

X(

preparation

Ticket Broker Suspended
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — For excessive brokerage charges on certain tickets, the
Broadway Ticket Agency of New
York has been suspended for one
week by the NRA. Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy administrator, after a
hearing yesterday, also decided that
the three charges brought against
the Lyceum, New York, under the
legit, code were unwarranted.
Kurtzman Managing St. Louis
St. Louis — Charles E. Kurtzman,
former circuit executive in the east,
is now resident manager of the St.
Louis Theater, which reopened Nov.
3 under the general management of
Harry
representative forSinger,
Fanchon district
& Marco.

Today's Ampa luncheon in Sardi's
will have three guests of honor
from M-G-M. They include Peter
Castle Film Using RCA Sound
Technicolor
11 Vi
11
11 Vi +
Vi
Freuchen,
authorandofCapt.
"Eskimo";
William
Ferguson
Volney
Castle Films, producers of busiNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
ness pictures, has contracted to use
Phifer. Ann Ronnell, songwriter,
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40..
43/8
35/8
43/8 +
%
RCA - Victor Photophone sound
Keith A-0
6s46.... 46 1/4 46
46 1/4 + 1 1/4 and Hon. Joseph Higgins, sheriff of
New
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 27'/2
27'/2
27'/i —
%
there. York County, also will be equipment in future.
Par. By. 5Vis51
... 30
29 Vi
30
+
Vi
Gustave McClune Dead
Par. 5Vis50
ctfs.... 27Vi
2V/z
27i/2
Belle Baker For Vitaphone Short
Pathe 7s37
85
85
85
+1
Gustave McClune, for years manBelle Baker, for years a star in
Warner's 6s39
41
40
40
—
'/4
ager of Proctor's Fifth Ave. and
vaudeville and on the legitimate associated
with various film activiN. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
ties,
died recently in Alassio, Italy,
stage,
has
been
signed
to
appear
in
Para. Publix
1%
1%
1 Vi
a Vitaphone short subject. Cyrus according to word just received in
Wood, A. Dorian Otvos and Eddie New York. He had been connected
Moran are working on the scenario with Broadway stage and motion
Regular Eastman Dividends
Eastman Kodak yesterday de- under the supervision of Herman picture enterprises since 1902.
clared regular quarterly dividends Ruby. Dance numbers are in the
of 75 cents on the common stock and process of creation under the di- Lita Grey Chaplin at Paramount
rection of Paul Florenz.
Lita Grey Chaplin will be a spe$1.50 on the preferred, both payable
cial attraction on the stage proJan. 2 to stock of record Dec. 5.
Para. Buys Two Stories
gram opening tomorrow at the ParWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
amount in conjunction with the
Hollywood — "A Son Comes Maurice Chevalier picture, "Way to
ST. CHARLES
Home," original by Julian Joseph- Love."
the stage.Jack Benny also will be on
ATLANTIC CITY
son, and "Pursuit of Happiness,"
An Entire Block on the Boardwalk
Broadway play by Alan Child and
A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
Isabelle Loudon, have been bought
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
"Men in White" for M-G-M
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
M-G-M is understood acquiring
by Paramount. Grover Jones and
St. Charles make the days spent there a
William Slavens McNutt, writer- talker rights to "Men in White,"
delightfulRATES
memory
. . . Come
and enj'oyl
GREATLY
REDUCED
director team, will handle the form- current Broadway play. Price is
er.
reported to be $40,000.
Bros
NEW

What

West Coast Bureau of THE

"Footlight Parade" Ahead

FINANCIAL
NEW

Des Moines — Endorsement of the motion picture code was voted by Allied Theater
Owners of Iowa and Nebraska, a unit of Allied States Ass'n, Tuesday. Fifty members
attended the meeting. Recommendation was made that protection between towns be
omitted. A committee will be appointed by the directors to work with major producers on problems of the independent exhibitor.

tenia

"The year book is a huge and
pretentious volume of more than
1,000 pages, handsomely bound
in leather with embossed title,
beautifully printed and illustrated
and containing a volume of interesting facts about pictures.
"It has departments dedicated
to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, to actors
and actresses, to adaptors, associations, film corporations and
producers, codes of ethics and
contracts, film exploitation and
distribution, foreign and domestic
pictures, recording, lights, color
and direction, on screen service
and censorship, on organizations
of players and technicians, etc.
"It lists all the feature productions made since 1915, gives
a complete directory of the motion picture personnel, from
executive to players, and lists
all allied associations with offices and addresses. If there is
anything
connected inwith
pictures not contained
the Film
Daily Annual, no one will ever
discover it because of getting
lost in the maze of information

R. A. Higgens,
it does contain."

The

"We

Xenia

Gazette,
Xenia, Ohio.

Ottumwa
wish to commend

the

FILM DAILY, well known trade
paper, for its production of the
year book on the movie industry.
If for an instant you think that
the picture business is not a
giant industry, drop in an take
a look at this 1,000 page volume, filled with facts and figures galore. It is really a movie
encyclopedia. Not one actor,
director, writer, producer, exhibitor or any other having a
part inThethe Ottumwa
film biz isCourier,
omitted."

Ottumwa,

Iowa.

* MOST WIDELY READ
*
* MOST WIDELY QUOTED*
* MOST HIGHLY PRAISED *

ideationals biggest star lineup
Steps out in high with record hits
Names Are Box-office Keynote of Showmen's Recovery Program of
Short Features; Lillian Roth and Ernest Truex Score with
"Million Dollar Melody" and "Mr. Adam."
Current Comedy

ducational Pictures have taken another giant stride
ahead of the field. The big name stars of radio, stage

Clickers

and screen signed up to reinforce Educational 's established favorites, have begun to deliver .. .with a k. o.
wallop in every reel. Their comedy hits are scaling
new peaks of short subject box-office valuation.
East and West . . . Educational^ production units

ANDY
CLYDE
in

"HIS WEAK
MOMENT"
He was the town's
strong man till his
weak moment came
along. It's a scream.

"GIT

/«*

s*

Jl

ALONG

LITTLE WIFIE"

Coronet

Comedy
with
TAYLOR HOLMES

The
laugh's
on the
alimony
racketeer
in
this clever farce.

TOM
HOWARD
in

"STATIC"
High frequency
laughs in a radio
shop . . . with no
interference.

are giving 'er the gun in an unprecedented flight
of short subject
ln\
First
of New Stars in
showmanship . . .
Parade of Hits
stepping up on
a program of entertainment that
runs the gamut of public taste,
Lillian
ROTH
and gives the showman bigger
"M
ILLON
opportunities for profit.
E. W. Hammons Fulfills His
Promise of Box-office Talent

DOLLAR

No company has ever approached, in one
season's comedies, the grand array of box-office
names coming to you in Educational Pictures.
Among the outstanding favorites who are contributing to this showman's program are: Ernest
Truex, Andy Clyde, Helen Morgan, Tom Patricola, Tom Howard, Stoopnagle and Budd,
Moran and Mack, Milton Berle, Lillian Roth,
Olive Borden, Bob Hope, Charles Judels, Taylor Holmes, Junior Coghlan, Tom Howard, and

MELODY"

"MR.

Ernest
rRUEX

James Melton.

"MERRILY
first of the
newYO
series
of
URS"
"Frolics of
with
JUNIOR COGHLAN and
Youth"
MARY BLACKFORD
Frolicksome fun for youths of any age.

"LEAVE IT TO DAD"

Mermaid Comedy
One of the fastest action comedies
of the year.

Your Profits Are in Your Hands
too, in the single - reel pictures in
ch
which Educational is covering sun,
ma
e tshow
r emthen
angles.
ofitamfous
rasngeprof
a wideere'
Th
f There are no funnier cartoons to be
had than Terry-toons. Fast increasing sales show their growing popularity. There's a smile for everybody in the new
Song Hit Story, "Slow Poke," featuring Stepin
Fetchit, the original Lazy Bones. And "Your
Life Is In Your Hands," a gem from the Treasure
Chest, will have everyone in your audience talking and studying the lines in his hands. It offers
a score of opportunities for easy exploitation.
Your profits are in your hands,

The parade of hits from the eastern forces is
under way, with Lillian Roth and Ernest Truex
ADAEddie
M"
leading the procession. Miss Roth, with
Craven, gives Educational' s Musical Comedies
a great send-off in "Million Dollar Melody."
This Jack White production, with original
songs by James Hanley and Benny Davis, is a
picture of big feature calibre in story, music,
dialogue and action. And Mr. Truex, with all
his big feature successes, has never done a funnier role than that of the nudist colony recruit
in the Al Christie production "Mr. Adam."

DISTRIBUTED IN U.S.A. BY
FOX FILM CORPORATION

(l&dioccLtic-nni (Pictu.iQ
"THE SPICE OFTHE
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LUBITSCH SAYS FILMS
MUST REFLECT TIMES
{Continued from Page

1)

gangsters and divorces from its own
choosing, he said. Picturegoers' interest in these and other subjects
compel the studios to film them.
Raving over "Three Little Pigs,"
the Paramount director characterized Walt Disney as "the greatest
screen artist." Lubitsch hopes that
producers won't over-do musicals,
which he describes as a healthy
"meal ticket" provided it is used
judiciously. He advocates each
company limiting its musical output to a certain small percentage.
"And don't let everybody in the
cast sing," admonishes
Lubitsch.
The director has two more pictures to make for Paramount under
his current contract. While spending several weeks in New York he
will see various plays preliminary
to making his next picture. Lubitsch's last production is "Design
for
way. Living," soon to open on Broad-

WORDS

DAILY

and WISDOM

'""THE curse of the business is this
"I still insist that I'll match my
made effort to force more and private life with that of any woman."—MAE WEST.
more product on the public so as
to hide the extravagant cost of the
huge distribution machine and to
"Depite the fact that there are
avoid breaking up huge, unwieldly
theater circuits."— IRVING THAL- more capable actors in Hollywood
BERG.
today than ever before, every role
has its peculiar requirements and
"What I can't figure out is why I had to interview 30 experienced
it took them so long to find out players to fill a minor role in 'Advice to the Lovelorn' for 20th Cenabout me."— RUSS COLUMBO.
tury."—ALFRED WERKER.
"Without good pictures, it makes
very little difference whether the
"At this very moment, when our
industry is governed by an NRA great
President is asking for your
code
or
an
office
boy."
—
LESTER
A.
cooperation with his administration
COWAN.
in attempting to help solve the difficult problems of this nation, includ"I can lick any woman in Hollying the difficult problems of this inwood."—LUPE VELEZ.
dustry, our ears are assailed by the
raucous evil cries of the professional
"Even enemies of the movies must harpies of this industry who make
admit the films are a swiftly mov- their money living upon the life
ing medium — obvious, literal, if you
independent exhibitors." —
wish — but there is no denying that blood
SOL A.of ROSENBLATT.
in their rushing, kaleidoscopic quality, they have been in attune with
"I would rather drive a taxi than
the times."— JOHN S. COHEN, JR.,
be a star."— GEORGE RAFT.
New York "Sun."

1,500 Sign Erpi Contracts
More than 1,500 theaters already
have signed one-year Repair and Replacement Agreements recently
offered by Electrical Research Products, according to General Sales
"I got a swell idea for a screen
Manager C. W. Bunn. Among the story
during one of my blood translarger circuits that have availed
fusions."—LILYAN TASHMAN.
themselves of this contract are
Golden State Theaters of San Fran"Social consciousness at last is
cisco, the Poli New England The- beginning to see the motion picture
aters, the Walter Reade Theaters in as powerful force recreationally and
New Jersey and New York, and the
Crescent Amusement Circuit in New educationally."— DR. GEORGE W.
KIRCHWEY, National Board of Review.
Orleans.
New
Strauss Musical Opening
"Wiener Blut" ("Viennese Blood"),
Viennese screen operetta with music by Johann Strauss, opens tomorrow night at the Yorkville theater. Michael Bohnen, former Metropolitan Opera star, plays the chief
role.

"Hollywood is a chain gang and
we actors never escape." — CLIVE
BROOK.

JOE E. BROWN, First National star, is due
in New York within a few days for a vacation.
SOPHIE TUCKER, after a rest on the coast,
opens Nov. 15 at the United Artists Theater,
Los Angeles, and then plays San Francisco
and Oakland.
FRED DEMPSEY of the I. A. T. S. E. returns
to New York Tuesday from an out-of-town
trip.
ARTHUR LANDAU
for the Coast.

leaves New

York today

FOREIGN SITUATIONS
UP AT HAYS OFFIG
Question as to whether or foj
major companies associated with tl
Hays office will withdraw fro
Czechoslovakia remained unsettled ;
the conclusion of a meeting of fo:
eign department representativi
yesterday. Another meeting will 1
held on the subject next week, fo!
lowingthat
receipt
of more informatic
from
country.
The situation in Denmark, whic
has also caused withdrawal pre
posals, was not discussed, it
understood. Major Herrin of tr
Hays office did not attend as he
confined to his home with tr
grippe.

M. P. Federation Continue
The Federation of the M. P. Ii
dustry, whose membership comprise
independent producers and distribi
tors, has no intention of folding u]
following effecting of the industr
code. This is the statement mac
yesterday by President Pete Hai
rison and Attorney Jacob Schecl
ancing.
ter, general counsel. Arrangement
are being made for additional fir

"I recall that we among the pioneer exhibitors had to continually
feel the pulse of the public, put
Segal Buys
Holiday" Pic
Morris
Segal"Hell's
of Majestic
heart and soul into our theaters and tures Corp. has bought the right
operating policies, keep on our toes
Pictures'
"Hell's Hoi:
to meet the changes in public senti- to
day"Superb
for Ohio
and Kentucky.
ment as they developed, select our
material accordingly — and we loved
Stanley Hand Laid Up
it."— TOM MOORE (not the actor).
Stanley Hand, Northwestern Di
vision sales manager for Erpi, i
"I'll never appear in another hor- laid up by tonsilitis.
ror picture."— FAY WRAY.

DATE
STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THfc

Worldkino Yiddish Film Opening
"Laughter Through Tears," YidMickey McGuire in
open up the country to the western
dish talker with English superimworld. It is indifferently staged and
posed titles produced in the Soviet
"Mickey's Tentshow"
18 mins. acted, and fails to hold interest. A
Union and distributed in the U. S. Columbia
Just
Fair
subject of this nature should have1
and Canada by Worldkino Corp.,
Rather mechanical kid comedy been treated with due dignity to
opens Saturday at the Acme Theater.
that fails to register the laughs. accord with the importance of the
There is only one good bit in the momentous historical incident, but
entire reel, with Mickey doing an they muffed it badly.
impersonation of Mae West, which
is oke. The kids give a tentshow
Coming and Going
and go through the routine stuff
"Death Attends A Party"
that has appeared in these kid com- Columbia
9 mins.
edies
many
times
before.
Misses
H. B. WARNER, who has been in England
appearing
in New
the filming
of "Sorrell
Son,"
returned to
York this
week en and
route
to
California.
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A subject in the series of Minute
"March of the Years"
Mysteries
that is a very flat presenColumbia
10 mins.
tation of a murder of the host at a
Poor
party by one of the guests who is
One of a series depicting histor- in love with the victim's wife. A
ical events down through the years. private investigator does a Sherlock
The reel displays little originality Holmes to help out the police, and
and is poorly balanced in choice of discloses how the actual crime was
subjects. Most of the footage is de- committed and disproves the murvoted to a recreation of the hisderer's claim that it was suicide. It
torical events connected with Ad- has no suspense and lacks any dramatic punch.
miral Perry's mission to Japan to

Today:
Public
Washington.

hearing

on

Burlesque

Cod

Nov. 10:
Motion
Picture
Ball,
King
Edwai
Hotel, Toronto,
Canada.
Nov. 13:
Hearing starts on Wholesale Code, (.
which
Theater
Equipment Code
is a par
Mayflower Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
Nov. 14
Annual
Meeting,
Allied Amusemenl
of the Northwest, New Washington Hote:
Seattle.
Nov. 14-15:
Annual convention of Allied The
aters
Mich.

of (Tentative).
Michigan,

Hotel

Durant,

Flin"

Nov. 15-16:

Meeting
of newly
formed
Independent Motion Picture Theater League c:
Ohio to elect officers and discuss tax fight
Deshler
Hotel, Columbus.

Nov. 21-22:
Annual
Convention
of M.P.T.C
of Wisconsin
and
Upper
Michigan,
Mil
waukee.
Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charit
Ball, at the Pla-Mor,
Kansas City.
Fran
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec.
7:
Lambs
Repeal
Gambol,
for benefit
of Lambs
Memorial and Relief Fund, Hott
Astor, New York.
Dec. 31:
Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth an
nual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza
New
York.
Jan. 8: Start of celebration
of Hal Roach';
20th anniversary in motion picture business*

THE
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EES H'WOOD TALENT
LASTING TEN YEARS
'ev the American motion picture
lustry," said Sehulberg. "I firmbelieve that there are enough
;discovered screen possibilities liva: in the shadows of our studios
furnish producers with starring
iterial for the next decade. The
ung lady picked for 'Alice* has
en living here for four years. I
arant there are a score of Marie
esslers here, too. Foreign stories
e foreign actors, are all right for
•eign audiences, but they just
n'r fit properly into our entertain-

•nt."

rvlawski is Re-elected
Head (Continued
of Wash'n
M.P.T.O.
from Pane 1)
M for the ninth time at its meett this week. Sydney Lust was
;cted vice-president; Wm. Herbst,
:asurer, and Nat Browne, secrety. Maurice Davis, John J. Pay;e, A. Lichtman, W. Wilcox and
Heiser were elected to the board.
A resolution approving the film
de was adopted and sent to the
hite House and to President Ed
Uykendall of the M.P.T.O.A. In
e resolution Sol A. Rosenblatt
.s praised for his "sympathetic
<1 understanding attitude" toward
e problems
of theater owners.
Bryson Launches Co-op Plan
.London — A new cooperative plan
r production of British pictures
d purchase of accessories has been
epared by J. V. Bryson under the
me of the Empire Co-operative
jiendly Society. It is modeled
<ng the lines of the former First
»tional franchise plan in AmerParent-Teacher Recommend 5
Out of nine pictures previewed
the New
York Parent-Teacher
.s'n in its October report, five
■re Warner-First
National
pic■res, as follows: "Footlight Parle," "Gold Diggers," "The Nar,v Corner," "The Kennel Murder
se," and "The World Changes."
her pictures recommended were
erkeley Square," "Chance for
leaven," "Headline Shooter" and
;he New
Deal," Warner's
NRA
art.
Jien Cincy Variety Club Quarters
Jincinnati — Headquarters
of the
1 riety Club have been established
' the Netherland Plaza. Bill Goeh„ig of Fox is president of the club,
th Manny Shure of the RKO Pal2 as vice-president;
Abe Lipp,
■asurer, and Joe Rolling, secre-

Grippe

Hits

Hays Staff

Two members of the Hays Office
staff, Major F. L. Herron and Maurice
McKenzie. are laid up by the grippe.
A third, Frank J. Wilstach, has been
hit by the same malady but is fighting
it off by re-reading George Ade's fables, claiming they are better than pills.

GfTM
MRlAtTO

WITH

(Continued from Page 1)

PHIL

M. DALY

• • • THIS IS the day that the nation celebrates the
62nd birthday of a li'l gal who is about the most popular person in Hollywood
Marie Dressier
she who once
was so down on her luck that she sold hot dogs at Coney Isle
and tells the story on herself with great gusto
.....
that probably explains why she is so popular
she's so
regular and natural
•
•
• SO TONITE an international broadcast has been
arranged for Marie's birthday dinner celebration at the Emgeem
studios
the banquet goes on the air over NBC network at
11:30
speakers will include toastmaster Louis B. Mayer,
Governor James Rolph of California, Mary Pickford, Nelson
Eddy, Jimmy Durante and Polly Moran
with Pete Smith
presenting the program
Marie will be presented with that
birthday scroll containing over a half million names
headed by that of President Roosevelt
and a feature
of the celebration will be the showing of Miss Dressler's new
picture, "Christopher Bean," with Lionel Barrymore
• • • AND ARE they proud of personnel manager
Ralph Budd over at Warners
he was elected mayor of
Wyckoff, N. J.
the first democratic mayor in 20 yars
Ask George Harvey for one of his new business cards
on the back of which he gives a practical demonstration
on how to prepare Press Book copy In A Few Words
just a film gent using his noodle for somethin' besides a hat
rack
Walter Futter was the producer of "Africa Speaks,"
and not Harold Austin, as credited in the review of "Eat 'Em
Alive"
Charlie Jones, who calls hisself Charles Reed to
distinguish himself from the ordinary run of Joneses, has set
the three songs in "Enlighten Thy Daughter" for publication by
Mills Music, Inc.
•

•

• UP AT the Colgate-Tulane football riot last Saturday the RKO-Radio publicity lads pulled a neat tieup
it so happens that one of the Colgate squad is named Woolsey
Wheeler
so the Radio comics, Mister Woolsey and Mister
Wheeler, each sent their namesake a football inscribed with
their names
and officially "adopted" him
the Colgate
lads cheered the gesture and went out and lost their first
game after 17 straight victories over two seasons
which
goes to show how a good picture tieup helps everybody
• • • SOME DAYS ago a friend of Jawn D. Rockefeller
Joonior called N.B.C. to make an appointment for the Rockefeller City backer to speak over the company's network on NRA
J. D. Joonior's friend wanted to speak to the exec who
had power to arrange the important
broadcast
some
mug told him to "write a letter" making the request
and that, my dears, is why Mister Rockefeller made his li'l talk
over Columbia network
N.B.C's rival
oops
•
•
• AT THE AMPA luncheon today the cohorts of Leo
the Lion will do their roaring
Peter Freuchen, author
of "Eskimo", will be introduced in the Scotch dialect by Billy
Ferguson
Captain Volney Phif er, chaperone of Leo himself, will give the lowdown on this lion show biz
other
acts will be Ann Ronell, composer, and Hon. Joe Higgins, sheriff
of N. Y. County
and if this isn't a perfect example of
'Mixed Billing
name your own ticket
Marie Tracy,
sec life
to Johnny O'Connor,
head or
booker
will book
for
and for better
worse for RKO,
on Nov.
11 him

well, the gal must know what she's doin'

«

«

«
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RKO RECEIVERSHIP
CONTINUED BY COURT
(Continued from Page 1)

receiver to continue indefinitely. The
attorney speaking for Reade was
H. S. Colton of Schlesinger &
Schlesinger, counsel for the Broadway and 47th St. Corp., of which
Reade is vice-president. Neither the
corporation nor Reade is a RKO
stockholder, but the corporation is
plaintiff_ in a suit against RKO involving rent claims on the Mayfair
Theater amounting to $3,000,00
0.
Green, in denouncing Irving Trust
as "not qualified" to carry on the
business of RKO, based his statement on the assertion that Merlin
H. Aylesworth, president of RKO
and N.B.C, is one of the directors
of the Irving Trust.
Horace R. Lamb, counsel for Irving Trust, briefly answered the
charges made by Reade and Green,
but told the court that the specificanswers to all questions are contained in the report filed. Judge Bondy
directed all opposing counsel to file
petitions with the court and to confer with Irving Trust and make suggestions that will react to the betterment of the receivership management. Bondy permitted the receiver to continue indefinitely.

Patterson or Kalmine
May
Succeed Goldman
(Continued from Page 1)
handling labor relations for Warner Theaters, while Kalmine is Warner zone manager at Pittsburgh.
Joe Bernhard, head of Warner
theaters, is in Philadelphia in connection with naming a successor to
Goldman. He is expected to remain
here until late this week.
Boris Kaplan Not Joining Para.
Paramount yesterday denied a report that Boris Kaplan, who has
been general manager for Arch Selwyn, is joining the company in its
production department in New York.
St. Louis Variety Club Quarters
St. Louis — A 15-room residence
at 4490 Lindell Blvd. has been rented as headquarters of the recently
formed Variety Club.

MANY HAPPY REM

r- — -

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 9

Marie

»

»

Dressier
Forrest
Halsey

John

Mlljan
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

CATHARINE HEPBURN expects
to finish in RKO's "Trigger"
within 10 days, after which she will
fly to New York to appear in "Sky
Blue," Jed Harris stage production.
Jackie Searl has been signed by
Columbia for* "No* Cannons
Roar."
*
Shirley Temple is a recent addition to First *National's
*
* "Mandalay."
Mitchell Leisen, who directed Dorothea Wieck in "Cradle Song," has
now been assigned by Paramount to
directFredric
"DeathMarch.
Takes a Holiday,"
with

*

*

*

Film Players for Stage Cast
As part of its plan to give its young contract players sufficient tutelage on the
stage before casting them in important screen roles, Fox announces that a number of
its younger players will be seen at the Pasadena Community Playhouse in "The
Spider"
starting Nov. 14. The cast will be headed by Victor Jory. Others include
Lally.
Wini Shaw, June Vlasek, Dixie Frances, Blanca Vischer, Suzanne Kaaren and Howard

Sam Ash, Broadway musical comedy leading man who made his
screen debut with Alice Brady in
"Stage Mother," is remaining for an
important role in Charles R. Rogers'
production for Paramount, "The Girl
Without a Room."
*
*
*

work on his own
waters instead.

*

film in Catalina

#

*

Charles Bickford, now making a
picture in England, is receiving bids
from several Hollywood producers
to return here. Word from him is
expected this week.

PLAZA

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza, is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

G

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway or Hospitality'
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

*

*

Henry King, after
//. directin
"House of Connelly" for Fox, wi
take a vacation in Europe, goin

"Beggars in Ermine," Tristrai
Tupper adaptation of the Esthe
Lynd Day .novel, will go in wor
at Monogram
after will
"Woman"
Man."
W. T. Lackey
super
vise. "Mystery Liner" and "Mar
hattan this
Love month
Song"
also will b
started
* * by Monogram.
*
ing.
Alison Skipworth
in Fox'
"Coming
Out Party,"willa be
Lasky
pro
duction with John Blystone direct

*

*

#

Lenore Ulric's first RKO pictur
will be "I Love an Actress," origina
by Gregory Ratoff, with Humphre;
Pearson adapting it. Productioi
starts Dec. 15.

Evelyn
Venable,
who
appeare<
with Walter Hampden on the stage |
has been signed by Paramount.

Betty Blythe is returning to th< I
screen in a Fox picture starring I

*
George O'Brien.

*

*

Fox will produce "Now I'll Tell,' ]
by Mrs. Anold Rothstein and based
on the life and reign of the Broadway sporting*figure.
*
*
Valentin Mandelstamm, who, foi
14 years, was the French government's representative in Hollywood
film matters, will now concentrate
on writing and advisory work in connection with pictures having foreign
backgrounds. He is the prize
Hollywood-Paris commuter, having
made 25 trips to and from Paris

Things we can't imagine: Mae
West doing a spring dance; Henry
E. H. Griffith will direct Ann
Armetta with a new walk; Arthur
Caesar minus a flower; Larry DarHarding
in "World
Outside"
for
RKO.
Harry Chandlee, story editor of
* *
*
a words.
smile; Mike Simmons'
the Jesse L. Lasky unit producing mour
lackingminus
long*
•
•
Mary E. McCarthy, former staff for Fox, will collaborate with
writer at Universal, has been as- Gladys Unger and Clemmie GalloWarren B. Duff, formerly with
signed to adapt her own original
way on the screen play of "Grand M-G-M and Tiffany, is now writing
story, "Taxi Dancer" (tentative Canary," by *A. J.* Cronin.
*
the screen play and dialogue for
title), for Goldsmith Productions.
The picture *
goes in
work
Nov.
15.
Bill Cagney, John Halliday and "Heat Lightning," in collaboration
*
*
Vivian Tobin have been signed by with Brown Holmes. The picture
will be made by Warner Bros.
Reginald Denny, who now com- Trem Carr, Monogram production
bines the duties of producer, direc"Woman's
tor and actor under the banner of head,
based toonappear
Adelain Roger
St. Man,"
Johns
Reunion of Beauties
Angelus Productions, with George story, "The Great God Fourflush."
When Paramount's most recently
Weeks as his associate, has launched Edward Luddy will direct.
^
%
^
Dell, the
Dorothyreaches
"The Big Bluff" and will follow it
beauty,
signed
Universe"
of 1930,
the "Miss
coast
with
"Where
Do We
Go
From
Margaret Lindsay will appear
Nov. 20 for her first assignment in
"Cruise to Nowhere," there will be a
with
Leslie
Howard
in
First
Na*
*
*
reunion of several former pageant wintional's "British Agent."
ners and Ziegfeld girls now in pictures.
June
Vlasek's
contract
with Fox
Martin Starr, Miss Dell's manager, is
?"
has
Herebeen renewed.
William J. Cowen has been signed
arranging
to have a gala welcome
* *
*
tendered the former Ziegfeld star by
to direct "Taxi Dancer" (tentative
Irene Ware, Boots Mallory, Joan BlonNorman Foster, who had planned title) for Goldsmith Productions
dell, Thelma Todd and other beauty
the screen play by Mary E.
a vacation in Hawaii on completion from
McCarthy.
and winners.
contestants
pageant
of "7 Lives Were
Changed,"
will
years, has been added to Fox's
"Sleepers East."

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up. Single
$3.00 up, Double

*

by way of Panama.
Cyril Hume is working on the
script
of RKO's
"Dance
of Desire,"
a Donald
Henderson
Clarke
original
in which Dolores Del Rio and Joel
McCrea will appear.
*
*
*

Lloyd Bacon, who will direct Al
Jolson in "Wonder Bar" for Warners, is now supervising construction of several massive sets for the
production. The principal one will
June Brewster is a recent addi- be the cafe. Galaxy of names to
Carol Wines and Margaret Nearbe directed by Bacon in this film
tion to RKO's
Hips
Hooray." also
* "Hip
*
*
ing will appear in Columbia's secinclude Dolores Del Rio, Dick
ond musical, "Roaming Through the
Powell,
Kay Francis, Ricardo CorMilton
Joyce,
recently
in
ColumRoses," being made by Archie
Gottler with Zion Myers supervising.
bia's "Fury of the Jungle," goes to tez, Guy Kibbee, Glenda Farrell,
Arthur Jarrett has the featured role. Universal for a role in "Madame Ruth Donnelly and Hugh Herbert.
Production starts Friday.
Spy," and then will return to Co* *
*
lumbia. He is represented by HowSidney Toler is working in "Trigard Seiter.
Columbia
has
signed
William
ger," RKO vehicle for Katharine
*
*
*
Bakewell and Ward Bond for
Hepburn.
* ♦
*
C. Henry Gordon and Otto Kru- "Straightaway," Tim McCoy vehicle,
"Dark Sunlight" has been selected ger have been given new long-term and Miriam Jordan for "Let's Fall
in Love," musical.
by RKO as the new title for "Wild contracts by* M-G-M.
* *
*
*
*
Birds."
Lloyd Hamilton has been added
W. S. Van Dyke, M-G-M director, has left Arizona to pick sites
to the cast of the new EducationalMermaid comedy, tentatively titled for the filming
Boy."
* of* "Laughing
*
"Strained Relations," which now inEdward Ellis has joined the cast
George Bickel, Billy Bevan,
p, HOLLYWOOD
vq) Johnny cludes
Harron and Josephine Hall. of Warner's "Hi, Nellie."
*
*
*
Harry Edwards
* is
* directing.
*
Gregory
Cava, asked
by "SilMike Cantwell, the man who
ver Screen"Lamagazine
to select
the
trained Max Baer, Jack Johnson, ten names which have made the
Tommy Ryan and Ty Cobb, officially most impressions on the film indusopened a boxing school at the M-Gtry, is trying to fill the tough asM studios last week. Those who
signment when he's not busy directhave Clark
already
joined
Cantwell's
ing Ann Harding in "Gallant Lady."
are
Gable,
Stuart
Irwin, class
Jack
Conway,
Seymour Felix and DougCharles O'Malley, brother of Pat
las Shearer.
and a film character actor for 15
* *
*
Helen Chandler will play Ophelia
opposite John Barrymore in "Hamlet" at the Hollywood
* #
*Bowl.

"LOTS

Mitchell and Durant, Broadwa
comedians, have been signed f <
"Fox Follies."
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N-E-WS

O-F

T-H-E

Cleveland — Lew Thompson, forMontgomery — When the Empire
merly with Rappaport Studios, has
■opens Saturday under the Wilby
?gime it will be managed by Gene joined the Goodwin Corp. of America, merchandise distributors with
arrish, manager of the Strand. His
iccessor at the Strand has not yet headquarters in Chicago. The Rappaport Studios, have been appointed
een appointed.
distributors in this territory for
Youngstown, O. — The Astor, United Art Service of New York.
eighborhood house, is now on a
>ur-day basis. John Perruzzi is
Cleveland — W. D. Ward, formerly
anager. The Palace is now oper- with Fox in Detroit, has joined the
:ing three days a week, with L. J. local RKO sales force.
ritsch as general manager.
Boston — Ben Rosenberg, former
Carrollton, O. — R. E. Bishop, own- house manager of the Metropolitan,
of the Virginia, only movie here, has swapped jobs with Tom Wall
as leased the house to H. K. Rader. of the Modern.
La Belle, Fla. — A city ordinance
Delphos, O. — Frank Templin of
endallville, Ind., has acquired the enacted here forbids Sunday shows.
:ar and reopened it.
Cincinnati — The wife of Charles
Reading, Mass.— The Reading has Palmer, Columbia sales representaissed from the Phil Smith Circuit
tive, died a few days ago.
to the hands of M. Pouzzner.

D-A-Y

Cincinnati — RKO Albee joins the
ranks of RKO houses giving Saturday midnight performances.
Mount Vernon, N. Y.— Stuart Theater Corp. has leased the Westchester.
Wheeling, W. Va. — Tony Stern,
assistant manager of the Warner
theater in Pittsburgh, has been
named manager of the Victoria
here.

Norwich, Conn. — Judgment for
the defendant was given by Judge
Arthur F. Ells of Superior Court in
the $100,000 damage suit brought by
Frederick Ungar of Jersey City
against Dr. Napoleon B. Lewis,
owner of the Strand here. Ungar
Detroit — Another local first-run claimed that Dr. Lewis had refused
presentation house, the Harlem, is to give him a lease of the theater
scheduled
to open about Nov. 15. although he held an option.

Canton, O. — City council has
tabled indefinitely an ordinance
sponsored
the men
operators'
union
asking
thatbytwo
be employed
in a booth.

North Brookfield, Me.— The Star
being opened by Mrs. E. M. Kel-

"Beautifully

Ridgeway, Mo. — Leasenbury has
oened the Ridgeway, closed for
•me time.

enacted and producedAf Man's Castle'
is a romance belonging
in the popular category of

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Don WeirSm, manager of the Majestic, is
;tting a workout as a public speak, a number of local clubs calling
1 him to speak on his experiences
Hollywood.
Milwaukee — The Oriental, under
anagement of Johnny Jones and
joked by Billy Diamond of Chiigo has inaugurated a three-day
ludeville policy.
n Chicago — The Academy
oened under management
larger, with a picture and
vaudeville, three splits
inday, Wednesday and
ouse is booked by Dick
trough the Billy Diamond

has reof N. H.
five acts
a week,
Friday,
Hoffman
office.

The house was formerly the Broadway Strand and has been closed two
years. Policy will include presentations, with a permanent stock company and vaudeville acts. Special
appeal will be made for colored
trade. House is operated by Avon
Theater Co., headed by Ira Albright,
William Juran, and George Blondell,
with latter as general manager.
Richard D. Maurice is house manager. B. C. Fassio is producing the
presentations.

-.

( Seventh Heaven/"
THE MOST

GLORIOUS

LOVE

STORY

SINCE

'

Screen Book

"7th HEAVEN"!

[ Berlin, Wis. — Charles M. Dodson,
['•, owner and manager of the Lib\..ry Opera house here for many
ars, died recently.
Grand Rapids — W. W. Brown has
irchased the Roosevelt, formerly
•erated by C. E. Reynolds.
Sheridan, Mich. — The Community,
ily house here, has closed.
Dundee, Mich. — The old Electric,
ily theater here, has been disantled.
Lawrence, Mass. — The Auditorium
is been opened by Peter Contarino.
Pittsfield, N. H.— The Liberty has
en opened by Alfred Provencher.
Bradford, Vt.— H. E. Smalley, who
now operating his theater here
competition
with
his Fairlee
use.

A FRANK
with SPENCER

BORZAGE
TRACY

Production

- LORETTA

Screen Play by Jo Swerling
From the play by Lawrence Hazard

A

COLUMBIA
A

Screen

YOUNG

PICTURE
Guild

Picture
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DEAL CLOSED ON 12
SUPERIOR WESTERNS

■ i,;.,^-^—

Distribution deals on 12 westerns
to be made this season by Superior
Talking Pictures have been made
with Masterpiece, Philadelphia; Trio,
Washington; Jerry Abrams, Chicago; Capitol Exchange, Indianapolis;
Amity, Charlotte; Goodrow, New
Orleans; Mayfair Pictures, Atlanta;
Square Deal Exchange, Oklahoma
City, and Adams, Dallas. Buddy
Roosevelt and Buffalo Bill, Jr., each
will be starred in six of the pictures,
four of which have been completed.

Committees Appointed
By Western Pa. M.P.T.O.

PUBLIX IS ALL SET

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By

CHAS.

A/fTLTON BERLE, recently signed
by Educational, has been assigned the starring role in the second Musical Comedy to be made by
Jack White from a story by Harold
Atteridge under the title "Poppin"
the Eastern
Cork." Shooting
will begin
at
the
Service Studios
in the
Bronx on Friday.

Henley.
a story by Glen Lambert and Jack

ALICOATE

i

"The Strange Case of Hennessy,1'
featuring Cliff Edwards and produced by the Meyer Davis production unit of Van Beuren for RKO
release, has been completed at the
Fox Movietone studio. Supporting
Edwards in the short which was directed by Ray McCarey are, Jean
Eddie Roberts, who portrayed the Sargent, Jack Fulton, Johnie Downs,
comedy "tough guy" in Jack White's Marjorie Hines, Freddy Hillebrand
first musical comedy for Education- and Walter Fenner. Monroe Shaff
al, "Million Dollar Melody" appears supervised production with Joe Nadel assisting on the direction.
in the Coronet Comedy, "The Good
Bad Man" in support of Tom Patficola, Frances Upton, Edna Meirse
Vitaphone Vitamins: Lillian Reyand Charles Judels. The picture
nolds, who appeared in several coast
has just been completed. Fred features for RKO, has joined the
Scheld assisted on the direction and
Vitaphone chorus of beauties, rehandled the casting, with Larry Wilplacing Eileen Leahy . . . Milton
liams in charge of cameras.
Cohen has set Dec. 31 as his wedding date but refuses to devulge the
Glen Lambert and Dolph Singer girl's name. . . . The cutest set of
maids will adorn the burlesque
are doing the script for the "Pepper
Pot" short in which the Radio Ram- "Come to Dinner". . . . They're the
blers will star for Vitaphone. Ralph studio chorus who appear in particularly abbreviated garb for the
Staub is to direct, and production
starts late this week.
"Dinner At Eight" satire. . . .

ON REORGANIZATION
{Continued from Page \)

learned on good authority.
Prc-j
lems previously encountered whi
delayed the plan have been solvj
and the final analysis will show th |
Publix hastaken
retained
the bulk
theaters
over when
the ofbant'ij
ruptcy started Jan. 26. All opera1]
ing deals have been completed und
the supervision of S. A. Lynch, wlj
was
appointed
tive on
June 1. trustee's represent

Chinese Representative
Aiding Producers in U. i
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAIl

Hollywood — A better outlook f
American films in the Chinese ma'
ket is expected to result from 1. 1
establishing of a Consulate
hei I
with Mr. Yi-seng Kiang as the fir I
Chinese Consul, to assist studios
RESOLUTIONS — Morris Finkel, chairgetting correct and authentic info I
man, W. D. Davis, M. A. Rosenberg.
mation on China and the Chines I
LEGISLATIVE — W. L. Brown, chairman,
A. P. Way, Fred J. Herrington.
In the past there has been a goi I
GRIEVANCE — Wm. Finkel, chairman,
deal of trouble with American pi I
Wm. J. Walker, Harry Fleishman, A. Sleitures in China due to impersonatioi 1
singer, Frank Panopolos.
that offended the Chinese, and as 1
SERGEANT AT ARMS— Bart Dattola,
Carl A. Poke.
result the government of that cou 1
WAYS AND MEANS— Bennett Amdur,
try imposed restrictions on Amei j
chairman, Alex S. Moore, E. T. Beedle, E.
H. Goldberg, Morris Roth, J. H. Rankin, A.
Hal LeRoy will make another canMr.pictures.
P. Way, Wm. Finkel, Guy V. Ida. H. L.
Kiang is now acting as offici
Story preparations are under way short for Vitaphone before he goes
Shearer, Chas. S. Philbrook, Wm. J. Walker,
representative of the Chinese Mi
L. C. McElroy, Peter Antonopolos, Peter for the first Stoopnagle and Budd
to the coast for Warners to enact ister in Washington on motion pi
Profili, Harry Browarsky.
starring comedy which Al Christie
CODE — W. D. Davis, chairman. E. H.
the role of Harold Teen in a fea- ture matters. He sees a new angi
shortly produce for Educa- ture.
Goldberg. Alex S. Moore, Wm. R. Wheat. will
tional.
for producers to approach in tl
Dr. C. E. Herman.
filming of pictures with Chine
"Bud" Pollard starts shooting to- background, and is cooperating wii
Detroit Notes
Marshall Neilan, is scheduled to
day on a series of eight commer- M-G-M on "The Good Earth," 0
start
work
this
week
at
the
Eastern
cial shorts which he is directing for which
Detroit — Clyde Tanner, from New
he has recommended Jam
York, has replaced Sam Schubouf Service Studio in Astoria on the fea- General Business Films. The series Lee, a drama student of the U. S. <
as assistant manager of the Publix
ture tentatively titled "Social Reg- is being made at the "Bud" Pollard who has a proficient and authent
State.
ister," which will feature Colleen Studios, Grantwood, N. J. Don Mal- knowledge of China, to act as tec!
Milton Schwartz has been made Moore. William DeMille will co- kames is doing the camera work.
nical director.
assistant manager at the Michigan. direct, with Joe Nadel supervising
Mike Adams has left the Van
production.
"Git Along Little Wifie" has been
Dyke, which is now being managed
Another "Fugitive" Suit
selected as the final title for the new
Atlanta— Suit for $100,000 again;
by Wanda Zawistarki, owner.
Al Christie ivill start work Mon- Educational-Coronet Comedy featurWarners,
Atlanta Enterprises, Geo:
Maurice J. Kaplan of Metropoliday at the Eastern Service studio in
Holmes,
tan M. P. Corp. is head of the public Astoria, on the first of the series of head ing
andTaylor
Lena
Malena.Natalie Moor- gia Theater and R. B. Wilby he
service division of the Community shorts to star Moran and Mack to
been filed by L- C. Perkins charj
Fund drive.
James Melton, whose voice has ing that "I'm A Fugitive from
be
produced
in
the
east
for
Educa"I'm No Angel" has broken all tional.
thrilled the millions of radio fans, Chain Gang" was damaging to hiir
local records by going into a fourth
faced the cameras yesterday when Perkins says he was in charge (
week at the State.
the Campbell County convict cam
"Nervous Hands" has been defi- production started on the new Edu- from
which Robert Bums, author o
cational-Song Hit story, "The Last
nitely set as the title of Ben Blue's
Henry" in Sixth Paris Week
second Vitaphone short recently Dogie." The famous tenor, starred the story, escaped. A similar su
Paris — "The Private Life of Hen- completed at the Brooklyn plant. in this picture, will sing a number for $1,000,000 was filed by J. Ha:
rell Hardy, convict camp wardei
ry VIII," a London Films production
distributed by United Artists, is in The short .featured in addition to of the haunting cowboy laments who has since died.
Blue,
Loretta
Sayers
and
Billy
Halwhich
emanate
from
America's
its sixth week at the Lord Byron
ligan.
Ralph Staub directed from rugged west.
Detroit Fox Permits Smoking
theater.
Favor U. S. in Near East
Detroit had
— revoked
Just after
George "Wt
Another
Disney Holdover
Trendle
permission
Chicago U. A. Theater Bombed
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
smoke
in
all
Publix
houses,
the Fo
Following in the footsteps of
Chicago — A stench bomb dropped
Washington ■— ■ Despite language
it would permit smokei
"Three Little Pigs," Walt Disney's Saturday night in the United Artists handicaps, American films are most announced
in the mezzanine and balcony. 1
"Lullaby Land" has been held over Theater, Balaban & Katz Loop
in Egypt, Palestine and to is the first time smoking has bee
for a second week at Loew's State. house, drove patrons to the street. apopular
somewhat lesser extent in Syria, allowed at the Fox.
The management denied there had
according to a report to the Debeen any labor troubles.
partment of Commerce from its
Selling 8 Weeks Ahead
Cairo office.
London — Ticket brokers have made £
258 British Silent Houses
"Cuba" for Chicago Theater
550,000 buy, running eight weeks, on
London — Silent films are still being
"Sigma Chi" at Philly Fox
Charles Laughton in "The Private Life
"Cuba," Principal's two-reel subshown in 258 British cinemas, it is
of King Henry VIII," British-made
shown in a report made by Western
ject, has been booked in the ChiHarry Thomas' First Division ExUnited Artists release. Playing at the
change in Philadelphia has closed
Electric and issued by T. P. Drew, sales
cago Theater, Chicago, marking it
Leicester Square, it is doing the bigwith
the
Fox
Theater
for
first
run
chief. Exchanges are understood to
gest business of any film, American
the first time in many months that
have enough silent films on hand to
or British, since Chaplin's "City Lights."
this theater has played an indepen- of Monogram's "The Sweetheart of
supply these houses for two years.
dent subject.
Pittsburgh — Committees for the
year appointed by the M.P.T.O. of
Western Penna. and W. Va. at its
recent annual convention are as follows:

Sigma Chi."
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ses on Double Feature Policy

iEVISINGJX TRADE PRACTICES FOR JUL CODES
d Kuykendall Expects No Major Changes in Film Code
•ly Revisions in Wording
Anticipated by Head
of M.P.T.O.A.
/I do not expect any major
mges in the film industry code
n to be signed by President
Dsevelt," declared Ed Kuyken1. M. P. T. 0. A. president, upon
arrival in New York yesterday
lowing conferences with Sol A.
senblatt, deputy administrator,

Recovery Board Considered Film Code
Washington Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Report that the motion picture code was
meeting
of the special industry recovery board held this
firmed yesterday.

MORE MPTOA UNITS
1EADY TO SIGN CODE

on

Page

at a
con-

'BIG SPECIALS' ONLY (BUSINESS SPURTS
IN NEW ORLEANS
IS 20TH CENTURY AIM

'■&
Col. R. W.
Lea of Gen.staff
Hughin
Johnson's
administrative
ishington.
in "big specials" is
The only revisions Kuykendall an- to Specialization
be the aim of 20th Century Pic(Continued on Page 10)
tures, the Schenck-Zanuck unit producing for United Artists, according to Howard A. Smith, story editor, who is in New York looking
over the material market. Several
stories of the "headline" type are
expected to be brought back to the
coast by Smith when he returns in
about a month.
["wo more M.P.T.O.A. units are
■paring to act in the matter of
e endorsement. The M.P.T.O. of
r:h and South Carolina has Louis Nizer Continuing
nned a convention for Dec. 10 and
LaGuardia Association
in Charlotte at which officers
Attorney
Louis Nizer, who played
(1 also be elected.
President Ed
( Continued
on Page 1 1 )
an important role along with Judge
Samuel Seabury and Bainbridge
Colby in guiding the campaign
imins, Allied Leader,
which resulted in the election of
Reported Signing Code Fiorello La Guardia as Mayor of
siington Bureau
of THE FILM
DAILY
New York City, is understood slated
Washington — Breaking away to continue his association with La
■m the Allied policy of disap- Guardia in an advisory capacity. He
•val of the motion picture code, will particularly
concern
himself
{Continued on Page 10)
jthan Yamins, Fall River exhibit and national leader of the exitor association, is understood to
ve signed the draft. Allied is
shing its campaign, in which it
i enlisted widespread
exhibitor
I Continued

considered
week
was

Forcing of Shorts May Be
Completely Banned
by New Clauses
By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Possibility of a
complete ban on the practice of
forcing shorts with features was envisioned in some quarters here yesterday when announcement was
made by the NRA of the rewriting
of six basic principles of fair practices which are suggested
for in(Continued on Page

New

10)

Orleans — Increases in receipts and in number of holders
for the past two weeks reflect better conditions here. Even "Berkeley Square," predicted as a flop by
managers because it is a quality
picture, did S.R.O. at the Tudor and
— Reopening of six houses
was moved to Saenger's Globe for a in Denver
this territory is reported for the
second week. "I'm No Angel," after two heavy weeks at the Saenger past week. They include Fred
(Continued on Page 11)
Bronte's Yuma in Yuma; Auditorium, Limon, leased by Egon Weisselman; Princess, Ordway; Tom
Code Labor Board is Set
Love's Crystal, South Superior,
For New Orleans Region Wyo.; Gem, Hill City, S. D.. leased
E. Gould, and the Rio Grande,
New Orleans — Members of the by A. Cruces,
N. M., rebuilt by Fox
regional labor board which may be Las
West Coast, which is closing the
called in to settle disputes when the Del
Rio in that city.
theater code is adopted are:
For employers — Charles H. Behre, Meet Nov. 20 to Elect
president, Pelican Ice Co.; C. G.
New Midwesco Trustee
Muench, vice president, Celotex; E.
J. McQuirk, manager, Leyland
Milwaukee — Creditors of MidLine; W. H. Alexander, president,
wesco Theaters will meet Nov. 20
Feibleman's,
Inc.;on J.PageX. 11)
Wegmann, in the District Court before F. C.
(Continued
Westfahl, Jr., referee in bankruptcy,
to appoint a trustee to succeed Julius J. Goetz, who died recently.
Other necessary business also will
be transacted at the meeting.

6 THEATERS REOPEN
IN DENVER DISTRICT

Dual Bills at 10 and 1 5 Cents
In 27 Kansas City Theaters

10)

Studio Employment Up

New J. G. Bachman Co.
Called Preferred Pictures

Poli Circuit Fees
New

Haven — Three receivers for Fox

New England
Theaters
$75,000
fee. Other
lawyerswill
claimshare
$200,-a*
000 for services. The theater properties
were recently sold at auction and reverted to S. Z. Poli.

t In Preparation — Out in January
"7 Year Book
ef 1934.— Advt.

The

Film

Kansas City — With the first-run
Fox Uptown leading the parade of
houses showing double features, 24
Preferred Pictures, Inc., is the local exhibitors this week advertised
name of the new company formed double bills at 10 cents, and three
by J. G. Bachman, as president, in at 15 cents, making a total of 27
association with Joe Goldberg, vicepresident; David Schlein, treasurer, double billing. The practice has
and Julius Schlein, secretary. The become prevalent for all but weekend periods.
(Continued on Page 11)

Wed

Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Studio employment fur
September was 60.3 per cent rhead of
the same month last year, while payrolls were 40.3 per cent higher, according to the current monthly survey of
the Security-Fi-st National Bank of Los
Angeles.
The
1934

Big Publishing
Event
Of The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.

Year — The
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New Acoustical Plan
Jay Emanuel Resigns
For Trans-Lux Houses
Organization Posts
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK

MARKET

Net
High
Low
Close
Chg.
Columbia
Picts.
vtc. 23 V2
22%
22% —
V8
Con.
Fm. Ind. pfd..
95/8
9V2
95/8 +
V%
East. Kodak
76V,
74V4
75
+
Vi
Fox
Fm
15
14V2
14'/2 +
l/4
Loew's,
Inc
31 V4
293/4
297/,—
3/8
Paramount ctfs
1%
1%
1 34 —
V*
Patlie Exch
1%
1 V*
1% +
Va
do "A"
8'/2
83/8
8I/2
Va
RKO
23/8
2 y4
23/8 +
i/4
Univ. Pict. pfd
20
19%
20
+3
Warner
Bros
7V8
63/4
63/4 —
Va
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Technicolor
1 1 Va
10%
10%—
%
NEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . . 4
4
4
—
%
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 27 1/2 273/8
27% —
%
Par. By. 5V2s51
30
30
30
Par. 5!/2s50
ctfs.... 27%
27%
27 %
Warner's
6s39
4134
40
41+1
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
Para.
Publix
1%
1%
13A +
V4

Coming and Going
HARPO MARX
garla for Europe.
ARTHUR

sails tonight on the Beren-

LOEW

leaves today for the coast
first lap of a six months' round-theon
worldthetour.
"EDDIE CANTOR, who recently finished
'Roman Scandals" for Samuel Goldwyn, arrives
in New York on Sunday
from the coast.
W. RAY JOHNSTON and EDDIE GOLDEN
left last night for Toronto to confer with
Oscar R. Hanson, who will distribute Monogram
product
in Canada.
GRACE MOORE arrives in New York this
afternoon from Washington with her husband,
VALENTINE
PARRERA.
Spanish
screen star.
JOHN M. CRINNION, executive vice-president of Amity Pictures, left New York yesterday for a tour of th2 midwestern exchanges.
ALINE MacMAHON left yesterday for the
coast to start work in First National's "Heat
J_;rhtning."

Withdrawing from official participation in local and national exhibi:or organization work, Jay Emanuel
has resigned as treasurer of the M.
P. T. O. A. and also his membership
in the board of managers of the M.
P. T. O. of Eastern Pennsylvania.
He will devote his time to the conduct of Jay Emanuel Publications.
Confirming the report of Emanuel's resignation as an M. P. T. O.
A. official, President Ed Kuykendall in New York yesterday stated
that the office will remain vacant
pending a meeting of the executive
committee, date of which has not as
yet been selected.

A new acoustical technique designed by Schlenker Engineering
Co. is being employed by TransLux Theaters for the circuit of
houses it is creating with the new
theater at Madison Ave. and 60th
St., opening tonight, as the first to
be so treated. One feature of the
new acoustics, according to V. A.
Schlenker, head of the engineering
company, is a big reduction in undercurrent street noises by means of
low frequency treatment in foyers
and exit passages. The loud speaker system also has been adapted to
meet
Lux. the special needs of Trans-

Warner Studios Start Two
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two new productions
have just gone in work at the Warner studios. "As the Earth Turns,"
with Jean Muir and Donald Woods,
started yesterday under direction of
Alfred E. Green. "Hell's Bells,"
with Pat O'Brien, Joan Blondell and
Allen Jenkins, goes in work today
nearly a week ahead of schedule,
with Ray Enright directing.
"Easy to Love," with Adolphe
Menjou, Genevieve Tobin, Mary Astor, Edward Everett Horton, Patricia Ellis, Hugh Herbert and Guy
Kibbee, was finished yesterday. William Keighley directed.

Sennett Studio to Keep Open
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM
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Hollywood — In appointing Walter
C. Durst, an attorney, as receiver
for Mack Sennett, Inc., the federal
court requires him to take possession of the assets of the corporation
and maintain the Sennett studio in
North Hollywood as a going concern
so that rental contracts with independent producers can be fulfilled to
obtain from them money for the
benefit of the estate.

Warners Get Cleve. Hip.
Cleveland — The Hippodrome,
Cleveland's largest downtown theater, is going to Warner Bros, on a
10-ycar lease, according to anNew Hearing in Ameranglo Suit
nouncement yesterday by Nat Wolf,
A jury disagreement has resulted Warner zone manager, and C. R.
in setting of a new trial of the suit Morley and Sol Doty of the Hippobrought by Ameranglo Corp. against
drome Operating Co. Warners take
Columbia Pictures, Ideal Films of over the house Nov. 23, inauguratLondon, Walt Disney and Celebrity
ing a straight picture policy.
Productions seeking $13,000 in commissions allegedly due through disWilby Managerial Shifts
posal of foreign rights to "Mickey
Birmingham
— Jack Phillips, manMouse" and "Silly Symphony"
series. Hearing is scheduled for
ager of the Rialto, is being transferred
to
the
Strand, Montgomery;
Nov. 29 in the Supreme Court, New
York.
Milton Newsome, assistant manager
of the Paramount at Montgomery,
"Million jjollar Melody"
for Roxy comes here as manager of the Rialto; Fred Barton succeeds Newsome
"Million Dollar Melody," the first at the Paramount. All are Wilby
of Educational's new series of mu- houses.
sical comedies, has been booked tc
play the original Roxy starting Nov.
Gets Two Colorado Houses
17, in conjunction with "Invisible
Man." Cast of the two-reeler is
Denver — Westland Theater Corp.
has taken over the Rex at Greeley
headed
Craven. by Lillian Roth and Eddie
and the Mesa at Grand Junction"
from Harry Noland. The houses
Macgowan
Quits Federation
were being sold to Paramount-PubClaude A. Macgowan, executive lix, but the receivership threw them
secretary of the Federation of the back to Noland, who has been operating them since.
M. P. Industry, has resigned. So
far he has not announced his future
plans. Macgowan was formerly
Watch and Ward Suit Filed
connected with Mayfair Pictures.
Boston— Suit for $25,000 against
Gould Plans Isadora Duncan Film the Watch and Ward Society foi
alleged libel in its annual report has
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Symon Gould, here been filed by the Howard Athaneum
from New York, is preparing for in Suffolk Superior Court. The proproduction of a feature which will test case. ceedings will be in the nature of a
deal with the life of Isadora Duncan.
"Rodney"
Unit Returning
West
"Eat 'Em Alive" Holds Over
Completing location sequences of
"East 'Em Alive," the Walter "Rodney," the RKO Radio production unit now at Fort Myer, Va.,
Futter animal thriller, is being held
over for a second week at the RKO will start the westward trip to
Cameo.
Hollywood within a week.
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Lamps
ALL

OTHER

AND COMPANY
and

Carbons
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1600 B'way, CH. 4-5550
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BOUGHT AND SOLD
LARGEST

CLEARING
HOUSE
BUSINESS
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SHOW
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1600
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• Floor Mats •

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-HATS

Send for Booklet
O. W. JACKSON & CO., INC.
"The World's
Largest Mat House"
225-241
WEST 34th ST., NEW
YORK
LAckawanna

4-9182

Foreign •
AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable:
Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

•

PARIS

Hand Coloring

8ERLIN

•

HAND
COLORING
of POSITIVE
PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City
UNiversity 4-2073
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Box-office pictures . . . delivered on time . . . the secret of
the exhibitors' swing toward
FOX. Now . . . when you
want big pictures to cash
in on the rising atten- i
dance tide... FOX man-

"<? *

<>^*7 '» My,

power delivers these
great releases:

**4

SOtf

im

A-

bej.

apt*'"6 wg&

7%

6,

t

r\<he\alk of th
BOY! THERE'S AN IDEA! I SAW

A COUPLE

OF

TRAILERS WARNERS'VE GOT COMING ON "CONVENTION CITY" AND THAT BOOK-OF-THI-MONTH
THEY BOUGHT

WHAT

TH HECK

IS BILL UP 50 EARLY

FOR?

FOR ROBINSON, "DARK HAZARD,

ANO I'M TELLIN YOU THEY GOT MORE REAL1
ENTERTAINMENT IN 'EM THAN A HELLUVA LOT
OF SHORTS IVE PLAYED. . . PUT THOSE TRAILERS
UP IN LIGHTS, BILL .THE CUSTOMERSll

BEEN
ABOUT

LAVIN

AWAKE

THE CODE?

FEATURE

OR

OPPOSITION
JITTERS

Vilagraph,

NIGHTS

Inc, Distributors

IS THAT
GIVIN

AGAIN?

WORRY

IN

DOUBLEHIM

TH

MAKE YOU

HOLD'EM

PROBABLY

OVER A SECOND

WEEK

rade ...
NEWS! YOU GUYS CAN'T RIB ME! I'VE SEEN THE
SHOWS - ANO I'VE SEEN 'EM PERFORM- "WORLD
CHANGES" ANO "KENNEL MURDER CASE" COIN
INTO 3RD ANO 2ND WEEKS ON BROADWAY - ANO
CAGNEYS "LADY KILLER," JOE BROWN'S " SON OF A
SAILOR", ANO CHATTERTON'S "FEMALE" COMING
RIGHT UP! AND FOR THE REST Of THE LINEUP, JUST
REMEMBER THAT BY ACTUAL COUNT I'VE GOT MORS
TALENT -STARS, OlRECTORS AN WRITERS- WORKIN
FOR ME OUT AT THAT WARNER STUDIO THAN
ANY OF MY OPPOSITION . . . LAUGH

THAT OFF •

<

/■£■■. "A -.' '<l-kS
HmM

f
#!

I

F

lOUR

I T

customers must have their FUN.

PARA

So here is to

Parker & Pendleton, composers or You're in My Arms, But
I'm in the Hands of a Receiver'.' . .You can't go wrong with
a Parker song and Pendleton lyrics will give you hysterics.

Jack Oakie and Jack Haley

Oi II pretty? Yes, they sit pretty, listen pretty, look even
prettier. Two

good

numbers

that bring SEX-APPEAL

right into the picture . . ."Number one" red-headed
and rythmic . . ."Number two" blonde, blase, beautiful.

Ginger Rogers and Thelma Todd

THE

BEST

o w

TOWN!

\if very pretty! These hundred Hollywood
honeys, coached by Larry Ceballos to assume graceful

a
[iNO I'ng tunes by the boys who wrote "A Tree Was
ree", "Underneath the Harlem Moon", "An Orchid to
Vou". Heard just enough on the radio by your customers
o put them in a mood

I N

and enticing poses. "IT", multiplied by 100, gives you
SUPER-"IT", and that's what they give off in this picture.

for "Sitting Pretty" in your seats.

■ «j •«* ~*v ~^ ^ •«

>

Music by Gordon

by

Harry

100 Hollywood

& Revel

JACK OAKIE'JACK
GREGORY
RATOFF
Directed

»sx\v>> >^y--j-

Joe

Honeys

HALEY • GINGER ROGERS • THELMA TODD
• LEW CODY
and the PICKENS
SISTERS
Brown

^>
U

^
N

A

Charles

R.
I

Rogers
C

T

Production
U

from
THE BEGINNI
APPLAU

HEPBURN
in

■ Q&uL

^

ppHP^jIP^Il

JOAN BENNET
PAUL LUKAST
FRANCE
DEE
S
JEAN PARKER
Edna May Oliver

Douglass Montgomery
Henry Stephenson

i*

I
■I

.. •

Directed by GEORGE CUKOR, MERIAN
C. COOPER, executive producer, Kenneth
Macgowan, associate producer.

f,

■

to/Vy wood Preview . . .
F A NATION'S
THUNDEROUS
,)R "A PICTURE THAT WILL BE REMEMALKED ABOUT AND RELEASED LONG
FTER THIS GENERATION HAS PASSED"
reverem
made, with Katharine

Hepburn

and

ier supporting players happily Pitted

houvwood";
By GWYNN^

~"

ro the film version, "Little Women"

is

superbly done and impressive."
I
Daily Variety — Oct. 3?, 1933

■

««i and ch . V

By GWYnn

■^

?ri»i

La the f

"

showmen's dream of the ideal attraction
that means a golden rain across the counters

i arKer, Fran.

of every theatre in the country until the superstijs exhibitor will begin to believe that Hepburn

' cluhl.ood

—and

vas put on earth especially to lead him out of the
vilderness of depression
Artistically, it can be declared the finest
reduction Radio has ever turned out. It will
hallenge comparison with the best productions
hat have come from any other studios. It's no
rick to predict that it will be listed among the
nasterpieces of the industry by critics of all canons
ind degrees of fastidiousness
"Little Women" is a picture for the classes
and the masses — for Main Street and Park Avenue
— for the man who can't read or write and for
he wizard who is master of 14 languages — for
oung and old, for boys, girls, men, women. . .
The box- office will tell the final story on
'Little Women" — and what a story it will be I —
out the entire morion picture industry and the
American public can rejoice that 1933 gave them
his picture, whatever disappointments it may have
oassed out during its run."
Hollywood Reporter, Oct. 31, 1933

PROUDLY PRESENTED
"O THE THEATRES OF
THE WORLD BY

iKO- RADIO
PICTURES

fh«» aatftuaed about it
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A Little
— — r

from "Lots"

By

RALPH

WILK

_

Jy[ARIE DRESSLER, who yesterday celebrated her sixty-second birthday, will start work within the month on "Mrs. Van Kleek,"
a south seas story, selected as her
next film for M-G-M.

*

*

*

Al Giebler, who wrote the original series of "Toonerville Trolley" comedies, has been given the
writing assignment on the next
Educational-Andy Clyde Comedy.
Boris Karloff, who has not shared
honors with a male artist since he
was elevated to stardom, will do so
with George Arliss in "The House
of Rothschild,"
20thArtists.
Century production for United
Robert McWade, Samuel Hinds
and G. Pat Collins, are the latest
additions to the cast of Columbia's
"Fog," which Al Rogell is directing.
Donald Cook and Mary Brian are
playing the leads, with Reginald
Denny, Edwin Maxwell, Wallis
Clark and Reginald Barlow already
assigned to important roles.
Because of the extended shooting
time on "Mandalay," in which she
is starring, Kay Francis has been
taken out of the cast of "Wonder
Bar," and is replaced by Genevieve
Tobin. The cast for "Wonder Bar,"
now in production at the First National Burbank studios, includes Al
Jolson, Dolores Del Rio, Ricardo
Cortez, Dick Powell, Guy Kibbee,
Hugh Herbert, Glenda Farrell, Ruth
Donnelly and Robert Barrat.
s£

%?

YESTERDAY"

"THE

with

Margaret Sullavan, John
Boles,
Billie
Burke,
Reginald
Denny
Universal
108 mins.
STRONG HUMAN
INTEREST DRAMA
OF WOMAN'S
LOVE WITH
CAST
ADMIRABLY
DIRECTED.

GRAND

HOW

ACTION
COLLEGE

of the "Backstreet" type that ought to
click big, especially with the feminine
clientele. It starts with the market crash
of 1929 and focuses on John Boles, one

that is likely to kick up some

of the big Wallstreeters who were wiped
cut, deciding to commit suicide. Just
then he discovers a letter from a former
fiame, and as he reads it the incidents
are presented in flashback. He met the
girl, Margaret Sullavan, at the outset of
the war and she took it for real love, but
when John returns from France he doesn't
even recognize her any more. So she
makes her own way with her baby, meets
John again some years later and tries once
more to see if he remembers her, but he
doesn't, and eventually she dies of a broken
heart, after having written John a lettei
about it ali. After reading the letter,
he gives up the suicide idea and goes to
claim his son.
Cast: Margaret Sullavan, John Boles, Billi.2
Burke, Reginald Denny, Jimmy Butler, Edna
May Oliver, Benita Hume, George Meeker,
June Clyde, Oscar Apfel, Jane Darwell, Tom
Conlon, Berton Churchill, Onslow Stevens,
Franklin Pangborn, Walter Catlett, Noel Francis, Bramwell Fletcher, Barry Norton, Arthur
Hoyt, Natalie Moorhead, Joyce Compton, Betty
Blythe, Grady Sutton, Ruth Clifford, Dorothy
Grainger, Geneva Mitchell, Dorothy ChristyDirector, John Stahl; Screenplay, Arthur Richman, George O'Neill; Dialoguer, William Hurlbut; Cameraman, Merritt Gerstad; Recording
Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor, Milton Carruth
Direction,
Aces.
Photography,
Fine.

SHORT

Here is a breezy ten minutes of
newspaper reporting right on the
screen, featuring a nice variety of
slices from real life caught hot with
the camera. Opens with Mary McCormick, the opera star, twice married and recovered from both attacks, who gives some advice to
the girls on the marriage gamble.
Then we glimpse an English coach
expert who dismounts from his tally-ho on a Long Island estate, and

TURNED

Timeliness

chance.

INTO

a

DRAMA

A

fairly good

It depicts the

RACKET

controversy,
Box-office

professional as-

pects of college football, showing

an

un-

principled coach, Pat O'Brien, who makes
a rather rough business of the gridiron
game. Students who can play football
don't need to learn their lessons, because
the coach sees to it that they get through
their exams with a passing mark. For
romantic complications, O'Brien's wife, Ann
Dvorak, gets to playing around with a
puffed up football star, Lyle Talbot, who
comes
minute

through with the customary lastvictory. Then there is a conscien-

tious player, Dick Powell, who is disillusioned and walks out upon learning that
his exams were okayed even though he
didn't deserve it. Between one thing and
another, there is plenty doing all the time,
giving the picture a tempo that helps matters considerably, along with the good performances.
Cast: Dick Powell, Ann Dvorak, Pat O'Brien,
Lyle Talbot, Arthur Byron, Hugh Herbert, Arthur
Hohl, Guinn Williams, Phillip Faversham, Charles
C. Wilson, Nat Pendleton, Phillip Reed, Donald
Meek, Berton Churchill, Harry Beresford, Herman Bing, Joe Sauers.
Director, William A. Wellman; Authors, Niven
Busch, Manuel Seff; Adaptors, same; Cameraman, Arthur Todd;
Editor, Thomas
Pratt.
Direction,
Fast
Photography,
Fine.

REVIEWS

tells in cockney accent and very
seriously
all about
handed down
to himhisby"profession"
his father.
It's a scream. In the manner of
our modern newspapers the reel
switches to some human interest
stuff, with the interviewing of young
girls in a State industrial school —
two murderesses among them. They
tell why they bumped off their men,
and their present feelings about the
matter. Elizabeth Arden, the beauty
expert, gives the lowdown on success in business. The last is a pip,
showing the new school for bartenders, with some pupils telling
why they took up the study of the
art. Nice production values, with
Leo Donnelly supplying a snappy
narration. Newspaper reproductions
form
subject. appropriate titles for each
Columbia

Okay
'In Morocco"

SHORT SHOTS /rom
EASTERN STUDIOS

FOOTBALL

of the subject, plus a theme

give this yarn

SUBJECT

"Melody Tour"
with Sylvia Froos, Lew White
Master Art
8 mins.
Good Harmony
A medley of songs of various
cities, done with art embellishments
and atmospheric bits as Sylvia
*
*
*
Froos warbles and Lew White at
Abe Meyer Synchronizing Service the organ. Cities covered are Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, New
furnished the music for "The Sin Orleans
and New York. A good
of Nora Moran," which was promelody number stressing the sentiduced by Phil
Goldstone.
-% *
*
mental angle for those who come
Michael L. Simmons is writing an from these cities. The finish brings
the audience back to their own home
original story, which will co-star town of their childhood as the best
Slim Summerville and ZaSu Pitts.
The story will be based upon an city of all. Good production and
idea by Henry Henigson. Follow- melody gets this over nicely.
ing this assignment, Simmons will
"Broadway Gossip"
write the screen play of 'Interlude,"
No. 101
a story by Octavus Roy Cohen,
with Leo Donnelly
which will be produced by Stanley
United Newsreel
10 mins.
A Pip
Bergerman.

Drop K. C. Cut

ENTERTAINING
SHOWING
CAN
BE
BUSINESS.

S&

Kansas City — Independent exhibitors
have temporarily given up the plan of
going to 10 cents in protest over the
Loew's Midland 25-cent admission price
downtown.

COACH"

Suggested by the book of the same
name, but utilizing nothing from the book
except the title, this is another love drama

Otto Brower was signed this week
by Columbia to direct "Straightaway," Tim McCoy's next starring
vehicle. It is an automobile racing
story written by Lambert Hillyer
specially for the star.

Virginia sale and Art Jarrett have
been added to Paramount's "Sitting Pretty."

COLLEGE

with Dick Powell, Ann Dvorak, Pat O'Brien,
Lyle Talbot
Warner Bros.
75 mins.

7 mins.

A John P. Medbury laugh-travel
reel, in which he delivers a snappy
narration with plenty of laughs as
he conducts you through the deserts
and cities of Morocco, showing the
native life in all its colorful confusion. The camera work is exceptionally good, with plenty of pace and
variety. Ranks high in this type
of short subject.

By CHAS. ALICOATE

,„

(T1EM
Productions,
producers
o:
the
"GoofyTone"
news
ree :
which is being released by Univer
sal, have completed the fourth anc
fifth of the series and will start
work on the sixth under the supervision of George Brown with loland. cation shots to be made on Long Is-

•
Al Christie is scheduled to starif
work Monday at the Eastern Ser->
vice studio in Astoria on the first o/!
the series of shorts starring Moray,
& Mack
for Educational release.
"Divorce Sweets" is the title
the new Educational-Tom Howard
comedy just completed by the W. K.
D. Productions, headed by I. N.
Weber, at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria. Molly O'Day essays
the feminine lead in the short, wh:ch
was directed by Al Christie.
Pappy, Zeke, Ezra and Elton, the
Hill-Billy quartette appealing on
the air four times weekly, are
prominently featured in the new
Educational-Song Hit Story, "The
Last Dogie." "Home On the Range,"
the "song of songs" among cowboys, is sung by James Melton, who
is starred. Other numbers include
"The Big Corral," '"The Old Chisholm Trail" and "Red River Valley." Wm. Watson directed, assisted by Harold Godsoe, with George
Weber in charge of the cameras.
Production was .at the West Coast
Service studios.
Production begins this morning
at the Vitaphone studios in Brooklyn on a one-reel short featuring
the popular comedienne of the stage
and radio, Lulu McConnell. The
film,
a "Pepper
is un- i
der the
directionPot"of comedy,
Ralph Staub.
The scenario for the short subject
was written by Glen Lambert and
Dolph Singer.
Capitol Bookings Set
Bookings set for the Capitol to
follow "Prizefighter and the Lady,"
which opens today, include "Christopher Bean," with Marie Dressier
and Lionel Barrymore; "Dancing
Lady," with Joan Crawford and
Clark Gable, and "Dinner at Eight,"
now running two-a-day at the Astor.
All are M-G-M pictures.
New

Record

in Signs

Another record has been broken by
M-G-M. The hrgest electric sign ever
erected over a theater was put in place
at the Astor yesrerdsy. The sign is in
seven
colors
spells The
out sign
"Eskimo"
in 361/2
footand
letters.
uses
15.890 electric bulbs. The previous
:-cd w-s h=!d bv "The Champ" with
26 foot letters and 12,360 bulbs.
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Unit for Okaying Code

RADE COMMISSION OBJECTS TO SOME CODE POINTS
ohn

Hertz

•rmer Finance Chairman
Testifies at Meeting of
Creditors
Moves made by Paramount Publix
•cutives in an effort to financially
jabilitate the company during
12 and avert its collapse were
:lined by John Hertz, formerly
airman of its finance committee,
a creditors' meeting before Ref:e Henry K. Davis yesterday. AtTney Samuel Isseks, counsel for
trustees, plied him with quesfns concerning attempts to meet
nk loans, establish new lines of
(.Continued on Page 2)

B, DERR TO MAKE
6 FEATURES IN EAST

fells of Paramount

Rehabilitation Moves

NRA Would Tax Capital for Code Financing
Washington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — The
NRA
suggested
yesterday
that financial
support
of the Code
Authority
be apportioned
according
to income
and capital investment
of the various
members
of the industry.

Bankers' Film Ambitions Revealed
By Harley Clarke at Senate Probe
Roxy Bondholders Reject
Plan for Reorganization
Reorganization plan for Roxy Theaters Corp. which would have involved the possible return of S. L.
'Roxy' Rothafel as director of the
Old Roxy has been turned down by
the bondholders' committee, Howard
S. Cullman announced yesterday.
The present policy of the house will
continue, Cullman said.

Delay in Forwarding Code
Partly Due to Federal
Trade Commission
By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — The Federal Trade
Commission has objected to certain
features of the proposed motion
picture code, it was learned officially
by Film
Daily was
yesterday.
Trade
Commission
asked for"The
ad-

vice from the NRA reg?vding +>"
code," Charles H. March, chairman of the Commission, said, "and
Washington — Wall Street's at- the NRA was informed that there
(Continued on Page 2)
tempt to take over the film industry was gone into by Harley L.
Clarke, former Fox head, at yesterday's session of the Senate banking
inquiry. He told how he obtained
the aid of A. H. Wiggin, former
head of Chase Bank, to wrest control of Fox Film from William Fox,
with the result
thaton itPage
brought
bank(Continued
2)
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Production of six features in the
st is planned by E. B. Derr, formly head of Pathe. He has opened
lices at 1606 Broadway. Derr is
w at the coast.

FLOOD OF PROTESTS
OVER BLOCK BOOKING
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — NRA Consumers
Board last night reported
Three Special Productions Are Set by Sheehan aAdvisory
sudden influx of telegrams from
exhibitors and theatergoers protestWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing against block booking. The
Hollywood — As the first of the John O'Dell Extending
productions to be made by Winfield
of the Board's complete
New Detroit Circuit attitude
approval of the motion picture code
Sheehan, vice-president of Fox in
as it now stands will not be changed,
charge of production, since his reDetroit — John O'Dell, former cir- however, they reported.
astle Films Expands
cuit owner who has been making a
turn
from
Europe,
"Carolina"
with
With Chicago Office Janet Gaynor, Lionel Barrymore comeback by acquiring more than
As part of its expansion program and Robert Young goes in work to- half a dozen houses, has just added
the Dunbar, which will play films New Dates Are Scheduled
:ently launched with N. W. Ayer
day, to be followed Dec. 4 by "David
stock company.
AnSon handling the advertising end, Harum" with Will Rogers, and then and a colored
For Allied Mich. Meeting
(Continued on Page 2)
i.stle Films, producers of business "Fox Follies."
Detroit — New dates of the annual
ms, will open a complete new proconvention of Allied Theaters of
ction and servicing unit in ChiMichigan are Dec. 5 and 6, at the
go on Jan. 1. Walter A. Rivers
Hotel Pantlind, Grand Rapids. A
11 be in charge of production, J.
further change
mayon be
if warexander Leggett has been named
(Continued
Pagemade
2)
les manager and Charles Charlton
11 supervise the servicing division. Palm Beach Referee Sells
In a telegram charging disloyalty
DeLuxer Adds Stock
not only to Allied but to indepenFurnishings of 6 Houses
dent exhibitors, this national exDetroit — Marking the first time such
hibitor organization yesterday oustWest Palm Beach, Fla. — Sale of
Hertz Through — and How!
a policy has been tried by a local
ed Lester F. Martin, secretary of
furnishings of six theaters has been
Asked if he has any intentions of rehouse, Publix's de luxe Fisher is putting
suming his connection with the film
made to the landlords by Earl Curry, the Allied Theaters of Iowa-Nebrasin a stock company in conjunction with
industry, John Hertr, formerly chairman
first-run pictures starting this week.
ka, and the unit itself from its
referee in bankruptcy. They inof the Paramount finance committee,
The troupe is the Jewell Players, from
yesterday said he was through with the
clude: Stanley Theater, Investment membership roster. The decision,
station WXYZ, and they will offer onebusiness.
Securities Corp.; Kettler. J. P. based on a written ballot taken unanact plays of Broadway
caliber.
"And
how!"
he added.
imously by members of the Allied
Cochrane, receiver: Arcade, Ferdinand Kahler; Oakley and Beaux board, is based on action of Martin and his association in approving The Annual Film Daily Year Book Has An
e Coming
1934
Film Daily Year Book
Will
Arts, Stanley C. Warrick; Para(Continued on Page 3)
Established Reputation For Facts. — Advt.
mount, Sunrise Corp.
More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

Lester Martin's Allied Unit
Expelled for Approving Code

Saturday, Nov. 11, 19<

John Hertz Testifies
Federal Trade Commission
SomefromCode
Points
At (.Continued
Creditors'
Hearing Opposes(Continued
Page 1)
from Page 1)

credit, the resignations of Sidney R. were certain features of the code
Kent. Sam Katz and himself, and that we did not agree with. InasVol.LXIV, No. 35
Sat., Nov. 11, 1933
Price 5 Cents Corp.
much as the code is not in its final
the formation of Film Production
form, however, it was explained,
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher
Isseks particularly queried the no final opinion could be made as
far as the Commission was conPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays witness as to whether or not comat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
pany officials realized a receivershirj
hy
Wid's Films
and Film
J. W.
The chairman revealed, however, that at the
Alicoate,
President,
EditorFolk,
andInc.
Publisher;
was imminent when they decentral- present
time they have assigned several of
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Ti 'asurer
ized the corporation bv organizing their
own men to assist the NRA in making
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- four subsidiaries in November of acerned."
complete
study of the code. It is believed,
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
view of the Federal Trade Commission's
Editor. Entered as second class matter, last year. Hertz denied that "seri- in
objections to certain features of the code,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
ous consideration" had been given that these features, which were not revealed,
V Y., under the act of March 3. 1879. any such
move.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
would he drafted according to the Comm'sadvice, inasmuch as that body is loomof Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
Highlights
of Hertz's testimony sion's
inpr larger daily as a source of information
were as follows:

months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
Subscriber should remit with order,
$15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DArr.Y, 1650 BroaHwMv, New York. N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737. 7-4738. 7-4739.
fable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Frnest W. Fredman. The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin-^Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdes-Noues. 19.
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a Classic

It is a picture of unusual worth, one
that is sure to win the plaudits of all
who appreciate fine entertainment, that
RKO Radio Pictures has turned out in
this adaptation of the Louisa Alcott
novel. If ever a classic walked out of
book and into life with convincing reality, this one does. Everyone from adaptors and director to players, cameraman
and other technicians seems to have
caught the spirit of the story, and its
deeply sentimental charm is unfolded in
a sympathetic manner that brings out
all the emotional
and believed
holds'?
suspense
you wouldappeal
not have
possible. To George Cukor who directed, Sarah Y. Mason and Victoi
Heerman who did the script, and Katharine Hepburn, Frances Dee. Jean Parker, Joan Bennett. Douglass Montgomery,
Henry Stephenson, Spring Byington,
Edna May Oliver and Paul Lukas who
head the cast, highest praise is due.
Productions like this one do credit to
the whole business of motion Dictu-es
GILLETTE

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of Hie
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 11-12Edwin

Vi
1/4

Bankers' Film Ambitions
Revealed at Senate Probe
(Continued from Pane

and assistance in shaping the fair practice
sections of NRA
codes.
The study beiriT given the code by the
Commission plus the scrutiny being given i'
by Colonel Lea, it has now been determined,
is what is delaying the code. The NRA it«elf
yesterday ventured the opinion that the code
would not go to President Roosevelt before
he left for Warm Springs, Ga. However, a
last minute change, may alter this.

New Dates Are Scheduled
For Allied Mich. Meeting
^Continued from

Pane

I)

ranted bv unexpected developments
on the industry code. Because of
several controversies, the meeting
;s expected to be one of the most
mportant in the lvstory of the organization.

Bruce G. Colemai

Raquel Torres
Jack Oakie
Gwen Lee

Murray ReH
William Collier. Sr '
Joe Lee

John O'Dell Extending
New Detroit Circu
(Continued from Page

Preferred Pictures Gets "Mad Age"
World distribution rights to "The
Mad Age," historical compilation
of the past 15 years, which had a
pre-release showing under the title
of "This Is America," have been
acquired bv Preferred Pictures,
Goldberg.by J. G. Bachman and' Joe
headed

1)

drew Jackanic will double as ma
ager of this house and the Frow |
nac.
Jack Daley has succeeded
H. Gayeski as manager of the H
brook, another O'Dell house.
Mae Murray's Property on Bloc!

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAL

Hollywood — Mae Murray's
hor
and four other pieces of real esta
owned by her will be sold Dec. 4
auction to satisfy a judgment
$60,000 obtained by Mrs. Elizabe
M. Stack in Superior Court.

Keith-Albee-Orpheum Loss
Net loss of $552,792, after depreciation and amortization is reported
by Keith-Albee-Orpheum for the
nine months ended Sept. 30.

tin
tL,
Neighborhood

Theatre

now using D. C.
Low Intensity Reflector Arcs
IR

NATIONAL

COPPER

COATED

HIGH

INTENSITY

PROJECTOR

1)

ruptcy to Pynchon & Co., security
house, and heavy losses to other
participants.
Those who helped him in his venture were Pynchon. West & Co., W.
S. Hammons & Co. and Wiggin's
Shermar Corp., said Clarke. He explained the formation of International Projector Corp., a combine of
equipment firms, and of General
Theaters Equipment Corp., which
was created to finance the venture
into the film field, but turned out
to be a disastrous "white elephant."

Knop
i
Pat O'Brlet

Dave Weshner
Roland Young

1/4

82
— W*
26'/2 —
7/8
30
28—1
25 V2 — 2
85

413,4
41 SECURITIES
41 1/4 4EXCHANGE
1 1/2
1%
1 1/2 —

Women"

Vi

Hertzin tried
to buy Adolph
stock
the summer
of 1931 Zukor's
but the
deal failed to materialize.
Paramount attorneys told him
that transfer of negatives to Film
Production Corp. would not infrine-e
rights of debenture holders, as alleged by A. C. Blumenthal later in
suit which was later settled out of
court.
Centralization plan was proposed
by company's management committee consisting of Zukor. Leo Snitz.
Ralph Kohn and himself to satisfy
13 banks holding Paramount notes.
This plan was inspired by success
of theater decentralization moves
which resulted in important economies in taxes, operations, etc.
Sum of $200,000 was paid Sidney
I tract.
R. Kent in settlement of his conSam Katz severed his connections
with company when he "changed his
mind" after approving theater decentralization plan. He resigned at
Hertz's suggestion.
Blamed high theater leases for
heavy company losses.
Meeting was adjourned until Friday at 10 a.m., when Hertz will resume testifying. Glenn Griswold.
publicity man handling financial
matters for Paramount during the
Hertz regime, will later be called,
it was indicated.

MANYUAPPYROUW
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Richard

Dix

in

"ACE OF ACES"
with

Elizabeth
Allan,
Theodore
Newton,

Ralph Bellamy,
Joe Sauers

|0
72 mins.
WAR
THRILLER
WITH
SEVERAL
4ASH-BANG
AIRPLANE
FIGHTS
AND
X.
LE FOR DI
RO
T
A
E
» At the outset of this film Dix portrays
idealist who detests war, but when
his fiancee, he thrusts
lied "yellow" by
de his pacifist principles and enlists
fhe American Air Service. Once at
j front his personality takes a sudden
ange and he becomes the most dreaded
; in the air. After each killing he feels
; twinges of conscience, but carries on
itil he becomes brutal in his desire to
n.
In
inge enemy planes to destructio
Vis he again meets his former fiancee
g
bl
d she, realizin that she is responsi e
■ his cold-blooded attitude, offers herf to him to help him forget the tragedy
. war. He returns to the front and is
'■unded in combat. The film then moves
tng swiftly and logically to a clinch finish
th one swell airplane sequence just bee the climax. Dialogue between the air
ots is unusually clever, cast is fine.
Cast: Richard Dix, Elizabeth Allan, Ralph
•llamy, Theodore Newton, Joe Sauers,
ank Conroy, Bill Cagney, Howard Wilson,
Art Jarrett, Anderson
i'muth Gorin,
wlor, Clarence Stroud, Frank Melton,
,
er
Jr., Carl Eric Hansen,
^jde Gillingwat
2orge Lollier.
Director, J. Walter Ruben; Author, John
bnk Saunders; Adaptors, John Monk
njnders, H. W. Hanemann; Editor, George
vely; Cameraman, Henry Cronjager; Rerding Engineer, John Tribby.
Direction, Action
Photography, Excellent.

George

"BLOOD

Bancroft

with

Maurice

"TILLIE AND GUS"

W.

Fields, Alison Skipworth,
Baby LeRoy
Paramount
58 mins.
PLENTY OF LAUGHS IN BROAD COMEDY ABOARD A RAMSHACKLE FERRYBOAT, WITH W. C. FIELDS AS COMEDY
MOTIVATOR.

"THE WAY

C.

This might be called a slapstick counterpart of "Tugboat
sinceit its
is somewhat
the Annie,"
same but
hassetting
more
outright gag comedy and not quite so much
human interest. Tillie and Gus, played by
W. C. Fields and Alison Skipworth, operate a ferry boat that is about to fall apart.
A scheming rival has crookedly manipulated to take away the ferry franchise with
a newly built tub, and the commissioner
agrees to uphold the boat that wins a
race to be staged on the fourth of July.
Fields goes under water and ties the rival
ship to the dock, thereby delaying its
getaway, but his own boat runs into trouble
and is able to win only after using crates
of firecrackers for fuel. A young couple,
Clifford Jones and Jacqueline Wells, and
their little kid, Baby LeRoy, also are part
of the family on the boat with Tillie and
Gus.
Some of Field's gags are a riot.
Cast: W. C. Fields, Alison Skipworth,
Baby LeRcy, Jacqueline Wells, Clifford
Jones, Clarence Wilson, George Barbier;
Barton MacLane, Edgar Kennedy, Robert
McKenzie,
Masten Williams.
Director, Francis Martin; Author, Rupert
Hughes; Adaptors, Walter De Leon and
Francis Martin; Cameraman, Ben Reynolds;
Recording Engineer, Leslie Taft; Editor,
James Smith.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

MONEY"

eorge's faithful sweetie. Frances and
hick elope, leaving George in the hole
•r $50,000, which he had put up as bail
ir the kid. Angered, George had the
:y caught and locked up, whereupon the
ster gets a rival gang to go after George,
jt when
she finds out that it was all
ances' fault she rushes to George
just
time to save him from being blown up
i a loaded billiard ball.
Cast: George Bancroft, Frances Dee,
hick Chandler, Judith Anderson, Blossom
eeley, Etienne Girardot, George Regas,
neresa Harris, Kathryn Williams, John
I ffer, Ann Brody, Henry Lewis, Jr., Sanra Shaw, Henry Kolker, Bradley Page.
Director, Rowland Brown; Authors, Rowmd Brown, Hal Long; Adaptors, same;
Cameraman, James Van Trees; Editor,
Boyd Nosier.
Direction, Very Good
Photography, First-

in

TO LOVE"

with Ann Dvorak, Edward Everett Horton
Paramount
80 mins.
VERY ENJOYABLE ROMANTIC COMEDY IN TYPICAL CHEVALIER VEIN
WITH SPRINKLING OF SONGS.
Not quite as pretentious as some of the
Chevalier pictures, but nevertheless thoroughly satisfying entertainment. Chevalier
again is shown as a happy-go-lucky lad of
the Paris streets. He works at odd jobs
and has a secret ambition to become a
uniformed guide. In his wanderings he
meets Ann Dvorak, who is being abused
by her guardian, a knife-thrower with a
carnival, and when she runs away from
the show Maurice gives her a home on the
roof where he lives. He treats her platonically, despite his reputation to the contrary, but the entrance of a rival suitor
and other developments, particularly his
luck in landing that job as guide, eventually bring about a romantic culmination.
Chevalier is in fine form and Miss Dvorak
is a real treat.
Cast: Maurice Chevalier, Ann Dvorak,
Edward Everett Horton, Arthur Pierson,
Minna Gombell, Blanche Friderici, Nydia
Westman, George Rigas, Douglas Dumbrille,
George Hagen, John Miljan, Sidney Toler,
Billy Bevan, Grace Bradley, Arthur Housman, Jason Robards.
Director, Norman Taurcg; Authors, Gene
Fowler, Benjamin Glazer; Adaptors, same;
Additional Dialogue, Claude Binyon, Frank
Butler; Music and Lyrics, Ralph Rainger,
Leo Tobin; Cameraman, Charles Lang; Recording Engineer, Eugene P. Merritt.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Fine.

THE

in

with Frances Dee, Judith Anderson,
Chick Chandler, Blossom Seeley
nited Artists
65 mins.
GOOD CAST AND EFFICIENT HANLING MAKE SATISFACTORY ENTERMNMENT OF UNDERWORLD YARN.
As underworld stories go, this is a well
indled job. It has plenty of action, a
st studded with seasoned troupers, a few
•w twists to vary the familiar ingredients,
d some good lines.
Only thing lacking
a definite punch in the way of either
mance, heart interest or comedy. There
a little of each, but it never seems to
lite get under the skin. George Banoft, a bail dealer and prominent under
orld character, falls for Frances Dee, a
:h girl with an underworld complex, but
<e soon turns to Chick Chandler, a thief
hose sister, Judith Anderson, has been

Chevalier

WITH

R I ALTO

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• THE BIG benefit show for the N.V.A. Fund goes
on tomorrow night at the Metropolitan Opera House
Major Edward Bowes will supervise the monster entertainment
and the program will include a list of stars as long as your
two arms
El Brendel and his wife, Flo Bert, will resume
their vaudeville partnership for a tour east as soon as El finishes "Once Over Lightly" for RKO
and they will spend
Christmas in Philly D. W. Griffith will be there in person
when his
"Intolerance"
opens of
Nov.silent
14 atrevivals.
the 55th StreetSam
Playhouse as the
first of a series
E.
Morris, head of Warner's foreign department, just back from
abroad, devoted some of his time to further organizing the
company's new branches in Italy and Spain
Jack Sharkey,
former heavyweight champ, bought the first ticket at the Capitol yesterday for "Prizefighter
and
*
*
* the *Lady"
• • • ANOTHER of those newsreel feats was accomplished by Paramount News this week with the arrival here
yesterday morning of the uncensored and complete newsreel
story of the latest Cuban revolt
the films were smuggled
through
by
secret
plane
The
"Billboard's"
Index of the New York Legitimate
Stage came out1932-33
yesterday
a handy volume giving complete information about the
past season's legit, activities
«
»
» COMING and GOING: Mr. and Mrs. Martin Beck, also Robert Hurel
of France
Film Co., Montreal,
sail today
for Europe
on the Champlain
of the
French Line
Virginia Cherrill sailed yesterday from New York on the Scythia
of the Cunard Line
Joe E. Brown, who had planned to come to New York,
will spend
most of his vacation
in Toledo
and Pittsburgh
instead. ...... .Warren
William
is in town
for a fortnight's
diversion
before
continuing
work
at the
Warner
studios
M-ck
Gordon
and
Harry
Revel, who
did
the
music
for
"Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole"
and "Sitting
Pretty",
arrived
yesterday
from
the
coast
Buddy
De Sylva and his party have returned
to the coast
Irving Hoffman flies west today to sketch all Paramount directors, returning in
about
three weeks
to resume
his caricatures
for the "Mirror"
and "American"
Katharine
Hepburn
arrives Thursday
from
the coast to appear
in a Jed
Harris show
Cliff Work
arrived
from
the coast yesterday
George
Hirliman
will leave for the coast Monday

"THE MAD
with

GAME"

Spencer

Tracy, Claire Trevor, Ralph
Morgan
Fox
73 mins.
TOPICAL KIDNAPPING THEME WITH
TRACY DOING HIS BEST ROLE IN
BANG-UP
ACTION
DRAMA.
Where they go for a good red-blooded
drama with plenty of human angles, this
one is in the bag. Spencer Tracy does
about the best work of his career in a
part cut exactly to his measure. The
authors deserve a hand for their original
story that has caught the inside dope
on the timely theme of kidnapping and
present it convincingly with plenty of
emotional and very human elements. And
add to that the expert directorial ability
of Irving Cummings, and you have a picgood enough
to grace
showman's
screenturewhere
they want
theirany
actors
human
and their story values reflecting one of
the big front-page topics of the day.
In a word, it is everyday realism brought
to the theater. Tracy is the head of a
beer mob, who is framed by his lawyer
to do a stretch in Atlanta for income tax
evasion. Meanwhile Tracy's mob goes into
the "snatch" racket as beer is legalized,
and kidnap the son and daughter-in-law
of the judge who sent Tracy up. Tracy
arranges to get out on parole to help
Uncle Sam apprehend the kidnap ring.
From there on it is one fast series of
dramatic incidents culminating in a punch
through.
climax with plenty of human angles all
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Claire Trevor,
Ralph Morgan, Howard Lai ly, J. Carrol
Naish. John Miljan, Matt McHugh, Kathleen Burke, Mary Mason, Willard Robertson, John Davidson, Paul Fix, Jerry Devine.
Director, Irving Cummings; Authors,
William Conselman, Henry Johnson; Recording Engineer, S. C Chapman; Cameraman, Arthur Miller.
Direction, Expert.
Photography, Good.

Iowa-Neb. Allied Unit
Expelled for Code Action
(.Continued from Pag'1 1)

the NRA
code, which Allied is bitterly opposing.
Martin's association, however, is understood
to have resigned from Allied earlier in the
week, simultaneous with his notifying Deputy
Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt of acceptance
of the code by his unit. Notifying Martin
that his Allied franchise has been cancelled,
the telegram says, in part:
"The explanation made to the meeting
that action at that time was necessary to
insure representation on local board raises
question as to your authority to make such
statements inasmuch as exercise of the appointing power to coerce exhibitors is a most
serious reflection on the NRA. You will
cease using the name Allied and inform your
members you have no further connection with
Yamins, in a telegram to Abram
thisNathan
association."
K Myers yesterday, denied having approved
the industry code, as reported.
"You may assure Allied leaders of my
T'ntinued loyalty to Allied and to the cause
of the independent exhibitor." he said.

"World Changes" Fictionized
A 10-chat)tev fictionization of
"The World Changes" has been
rviade available by the Warner publicitv department and will be serviced to exhibitors in mat form
throusrh the company's merchandising plan on the picture.
Set Joe E. Brown Release
Joe E. Brown's latest comedy,
"Son of a Sailor," will be nationally released Dec. 23.

EMULSION
THE exceedingly fine grain of Eastman
Background Negative easily meets the
chief requirement of composite photography. But, in addition to minute grain this
new negative has surprising speed and excellent processing characteristics. Exhibiting
a rare combination of qualities, it stands out
as a remarkable emulsion... one that is gaining in importance every day. You are urged
to explore its wide possibilities. Eastman
Kodak Co. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
Background Negative
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VARNER .BROS. OPERATING IN THE BLACK AGAIN
4 More Theater Reopenings Reported for Last Month
Further Additions to the
Active List Shown by
Film Boards

All-Star Casts
. . good teams are much better
—

By DON

FTER

CARLE

GILLETTE

=^^

seeing and following up the re-

sults of several pictures boasting seed multi-star casts, it seems that the
its in their favor are not enough to
ify the threatened expansion of this
le cinematic experiment.
t is beyond argument that personalities
stitute the chief magnet for pulling
pie into theaters, but perfect entertainir combinations come from harmonious
iiing rather than wholesale
s.

bunching

of

lames in the marquee attract the cusers, but if the overloaded cast gives
•n histrionic indigestion instead of the
pie emotional pleasures that send them
te talking about the good time they had,
:re is the profit?

OMPATABILITY

of talent is far more

' important than quantity of stars,
i lavish
display
of names
merely
for
sake of names is likely not to help the
swing of any of them.
D the first place, with eight or ten big
s in a cast, none of them gets enough
nee to develop much of a characterizahe audience, in turn, is given a few
oles of several personalities but not
ugh of any one of them to constitute
sfaction.
.nd it may just happen that a lot of
s will get too little of the stars they
and too much
:>r about.

IE number

of those

they don't

a

is, in round numbers,

t also has been done with one, but the
Kds show that two, in other words a
■n, has proven
*e of years.

most

successful

for a

Tugboat Annie," with only two stars,
rie Dressier and Wallace Beery, but
:ectly teamed and aptly fitted to story,
Dringing in more profits per star and
Juction dollar invested than any 10-star
ure.
"he

A further addition of 44 theaters
to the active list in the past month
is shown in reports of Film Boards
of Trade just received. The reopenings included 10 in the Cincinnati
territory, 11 for the Los Angeles
and San Francisco areas, eight for
Detroit, five in the Little Rock region, four around St. Louis, four in
the Washington, D. C, area, and
three in the Omaha territory. The Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
same boards reported a total of 20
Washington — "Allied's eleventh
closings for the month.
hour fight to get a fair code for the
independent exhibitors has brought
into full operation the propaganda
mills controlled by antagonistic interests," declared a statement issued
by the association Saturday. It attributes the latest piece of propaganda to a report, denied Friday,
Yamins of Fall River,
Des Moines — Recommendation of that Nathan
(Continued on Page 11)
a retail sales tax on tangible goods
and amusements has been made by
the committee on tax revision to the No Attempt to Include
special session of the Iowa legislaBicycling in Film Code
ture now convening. The proposal
No major distributor effort will be
calls for a 2 per cent tax on admissions to amusement places.
made to have the industry code function to stop "bicycling" as these
are satisfied with results
Court Says Exhib Need Not companies
obtained through court actions
Hire Unessential Employes against offending exhibitors. Collections via copyright infringement
That an exhibitor has a perfect
right to carry on his business with- suits are sufficient to justify continuance of this method of redress,
out hiring employes for duties which
he can perform himself was the com- it is understood.
ment made by Judge Ben Terte in
During the code conferences last

PROPAGANDA TACTICS
CHARGED BY ALLIED

STATE TICKET TAX
PROPOSED IN IOWA

(Continued

on Page

(Continued on Page

11)

11)

•

of stars required to make

box-office winner

Code Causes Reopening
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — A theater reopening di'»
to the operations of the textile code is
revealed at NRA headquarters. The
house is the North Newton theater,
Newton, N. C, closed for a year and
a half.

Gaynor-Farrell
combination
(Continued on Page 2)

was

a

Code Still in NRA 's Hands;
Johnson Due Back Wednesday
Finds Europe Adopting
American Exploitation

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Word from Col. R.
W. Lea's office on Saturday stated
that
the film code was still in the
Foreign exhibitors are going in
more for American exploitation hands of the NRA and it was not
methods, and this has been a factor known when it might go to President Roosevelt. Gen. Johnson is due
in improved
business abroad, accord(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)

More Complete Than Ever Before The 1934 Film
Daily Year Book. — Advt.

The 1934 Film Daily Year Book is The Standard
Reference Volume. — Advt.

Small Profit Reported by
Warners
Sept., Oct.
—1932-33for Loss
Cut
After reporting deficits since 1930,
Warner Bros, earned a small net
profit after all charges for the
months of September and October,
says President Harry M. Warner in
his letter to stockholders accomthe company's
port. panying
For the
year endedannual
Aug. re26
the corporation had a net loss of
(Continued on Page

11)

DETROIT PRICE BOOST
DIES WITH DUAL PLAN
Detroit — With the dropping of the
anti-double feature plan, which was
to have gone in effect Nov. 15, the
clause of the agreement to raise
admissions at all houses in accordance with runs and clearance also
has been killed. Elimination of duals
by agreement of over 100 houses is
a dead issue for the present, according to E. S. Kinney, executive of
Allied Theaters of Michigan.

Skouras Bros. Enterprises
Files Bankruptcy Petition
St. Louis — Skouras Bros. Enterprises on Saturday filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy with the Federal Court. Schedule of assets and
liabilities will be filed within the next
10 days.is The
company'sbond
principal
liability
a $4,500,000
issue
on the
Ambassador Theater and office building.
Patron Wins Ruling
Salt Lake City — State Supreme Court
has upheld the plaintiff, a Filipino, in
a suit against the Publix Victory claiming he bought tickets for the lower
floor but was made to sit in the balcony. The Filipino sued for $4,000 in
the District Court, which dismissed the
case. He appealed to the Supreme
Court, which upheld his cause of action
on breach of contract, but ruled he
could seek only actual damages cf
$1.40,

cost of the tickets.
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Roxy
Paramount
Capitol
Rialto

Prizefighter and the Lady
M-G-M
The Way to Love
Paramount
Tillie and Gus
Paramount
Only Yesterday
Universal
Ace of Aces
RKO
College
Coach
Warner Bros
The Mad
Game
Fox
Midshipman
Jack
RKO
Broadway Thru a Keyhole
(last day) . .United Artists
Eat 'Em Alive (2nd week)
Harold Austin
The World
Changes
(3rd week)
Warner Bros
After Tonight4'
RKO
Private Life of Henry VIII*
United Artists
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Subsequent runs.
Laughter

Through

Le Sang d'un Poete

+ FOREIGN

Tears

♦ FUTURE
Eskimo
(Nov. 14; two-a-day)
Blood Money
(Nov. 15)
Intolerance
(Nov. 14)*
Ace of Aces
(Nov. 15)
Right to Romance
(Nov. 16)
Invisible Man
(Nov. 17)
Christopher
Bean
(Nov. 17)
Cradle
Song
(Nov. 17)
From
Headquartersf
White
Woman:|:
* Revival.

OPENINGS

JACK HULBERT
and CICELY COURTNEIDGl
Gaumont-British
stars, arrive in New
York t i
morrow from London to see the Broadway sho>
and then go to Florida for a vacation.
Duri
their New
visit they will be guests
Arthur
Lee. York
RUSSELL
HOPTON
and his wife and ELS 1
JAMS
and her husband
arrive in New
Yq
tomorrow on the Santa Lucia from California.

. Acme

Little Playhouse
B'k'g Corp
Principal
Protex

(last day)
week)

FRANK LLOYD, Fox director, arrives in Ni
York today and sails Wednesday for a vacati i
in England.

♦

Worldkino Corp

(2nd week)

Thunder Over Mexico
Quatorze Juillet (4th

PICTURES

KAY KAMEN, Walt Disney representative I
the east, sailed Saturday for Europe. He w
be gone about four weeks.

Music Hall
Palace
Strand
7th Ave
Mayfair
Rivoli
Cameo
Hollywood
RKO Roxy
Globe

5th Ave. Playhouse
55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie

♦

M-G-M
United Artists
D. W. Griffith
RKO
RKO
Universal
M-G-M
Paramount
Warner Bros
Paramount

Astor
Rivoli
55th St. Playhouse
RKO Roxy
Music Hall
7th Ave. Rcxy
Capitol
Paramount
Strand
Rialto

HOMER CROY. writer signed by Fox to do t
dialogue
for "David
Harum,"
is en route
Hollywood.
H. H. LICHTIG sailed Saturday on the Pen
sylvania
for California.
LUCILLE BALL, Goldwyn Girl, left New Yo
yesterday for Hollywood to appear in "Barba
Coast" for United Artists release.
PAT PATTERSON, English stage beauty, a
rives in New York tomorrow on the Majesl
en route to Hollywood under a Fox contract.
ANITA LOUISE leaves New
turn to the Coast.
JOAN
CRAWFORD
arrives
week from the coast.

t Follows College Coach.
% Follows Tillie and Gus.

York today to rj
in

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak

STOCK

All-Star Casts

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAY)

Net
Chg.

High

Low

Close

9S/8
75

9%
74%

9%
75

+

28y8
29
201/2
20l/2
H/4
1%
6'/2
6%
MARKET

+

Vi

. . good teams are much better
—

(Continued from Page

1)

—

Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 3'/2
Keith
A-0
6s46\ . . . 45%
Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs.... 25%

3i/2
45%
25%

3i/2 —
45%—
253A +

gold mine, Mae West is the whole show
Va herself, the same may be said of Charles
Laughton or Paul Muni or Chevalier or half
Va a dozen others, and could you imagine such
Va pillars of the cinema as Chaplin, Pickford,
Lloyd, or Fairbanks being such perennial
i/2 successes if they had submerged them%
selves in multi-star casts?
Neither can we.
i/4

Warner's

41

41

Va

Loew's,
Inc
Metro-Goldwyn,
Pathe
Exch
Warner
Bros
NEW

6s39

29
pfd. 20y2
13/g
63/4
YORK
BOND

41

+
+

—

Master Art Short for Music Hall
Master Art's first release of the
Edwin C. Hill series, dealing with
Eddie Cantor, who recently fin- the "Story of the Roosevelt Family
ished "Roman Scandals," Samuel in America," was booked for its
Goldwyn production for United Ar- world premiere showing at the Ratists, will be host at a press luncheon
dio City Music Hall. Latest circuit
this noon in Sardi's.
to book the Hill series on "Human
Side of the News" is Loew's.

Eddie Cantor to Treat

\5hese Qelebrated tyilm Stars
e+Ji
MAKE
<r-»o
THE ST. MORITZ
ON-THE-PARK

Hugh Trevor Dead
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

their NEW

Hollywood — Hugh Trevor, 30, a
film actor for the last four years,
died unexpectedly in a local hospital
following an appendicitis operation
last week.

CHESTER
HALE
PHILLIPS HOLMES
TAYLOR HOLMES
JAMES KIRKWOOD
ALEXANDER KIRKLAND
LOTTI
LODER
PHILLIP H. LORD
DOUGLAS MONTGOMERY
MARION
MARSH
BORRAH
MINEVITCH
OWEN
MOORE

Lincoln Quarberg Joins Universal
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood ■ — Lincoln Quarberg,
veteran newspaperman, long with
the United Press, has joined Universal and is writing an original
story under the supervision of Dale
Van Every.

NOW
BOOKING
ENTIRE U.
S.
STATE and FOREIGN RIGHTS for Sale
JEWEL PRODUCTIONS, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.

New Theater for Salinas
Salinas, Cal.— Crystal Theater Co.
will begin construction immediately
on a theater building here.

\\\m
^jOXUXLOl

LAURA
BENNY

home

LA PLANTE
RUBIN

JOSE RUBEN
LANNY ROSS
RUTH ROLAND
EDITH ROAKE
BLANCHE SWEET
WALTER SLEZAK
GLORIA STUART
ESTELLE TAYLOR
RACQUELTWELVETREES
TORRES
HELEN
ALICE WHITE

PAT O'BRIEN
MONROE
OWSLEY
Rates:
Single
ATTRACTIVE

YORK

$3.50-$5;
double
$5-$7;
WEEKLY
AND
MONTHLY

suites from
$8
CONCESSIONS

Moderately priced apartments furnished or
unfurnished available NOW

DIRECTION

. . S.

GREGORY

TAYLOR

£fe

New

York

Hi

i3

J

.

mm a>

"Oh, Mahatma
assistance,

!"James Dunn, with Cliff Edwards'
reads
Lona
Andre's
mind.

■AIxE

A

V-rlAfNjV-t

was the one big smash hit on

Broadway last year. Week after week it packed 'em in at $4.40
top at the Apollo Theatre for thirty-three consecutive weeks.
Laurence Schwab who produced this success, now brings it with
all its laughs and music to the screen. William Rowland and
Monte Brice, the "Moonlight and Pretzels" boys, are associated
with Mr. Schwab in this project. Bobby Connolly, ace Broadway
dance director, staged the dances. Buddy DeSylva, Vincent
Youmans, Lew Brown and Richard Whiting helped Mr. Schwab
with the book and the music. New
and

Buddy Rogers and June Knight
furnishing the Love Interest

"Eadie

Was

A

Lady"

numbers have been added,

remains

as ever,

"a

lady".

*

'...She has Klass with a Capital K!
Lillian Roth singing "Eadie Was a Lady!'

TW*

91

J
with JAMES DUNN
JUNE KNIGHT
LILLIAN ROTH
CLIFF EDWARDS
LILIAN BOND
DOROTHY LEE
LONA ANDRE
CHARLES

"Buddy"

ROGERS

A Paramount Release.
Produced by Laurence Schwab
in association with William Rowland and Monte Brice.

-Site

IT'S

A

PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

IT'S

THE

BEST

SHOW

IN

TOWN!

r

Bigger

Moonlight— Better

Pretzels !
Monte

William

ROWLAND

and

BRICE

Score Again!
with

The Fastest, Funniest, Sightliest Musical Ever Screened

TAKE A CHANCE
Sizzling Hot From Its Smashing Stage Run
Produced by WILLIAM

ROWLAND-MONTE

BRICE in association with LAURENCE

Based on one of the most notable musical comedy successes

in legitimate

SCHWAB

theatre

history.

Released by

PARAMOUNT
They said it couldn't be done — they said
New York could never rival Hollywood as
a production center — and then Rowland
and Brice made "Moonlight and Pretzels",
that great musical hit rolling up records and
repeat runs for Universal all around the
country right now! They said "Moonlight
and Pretzels" was an accident!

"TAKE A CHANCE" is New York at its
newest! Jam-packed with laughs and riotous comedy! The song hits of the show
plus new numbers especially written for the
screen version. New York's most beautiful
show-girls — the screen's and the theatre's
finest musical comedy talent combined in
one show with stars, stars, stars!

Directed by Monte Brice b Laurence
They will never say it again after seeing
Schwab
"Take a Chance," the musical extravaganza
that out-rivals anything Hollywood ever put
Supervised by William Rowland - Dances
out!
staged by Bobby Connolly
Made in New York

ROWLAND-BRICE PRODUCT
They'll be glad to know it's a Rowland-Brice Show!

THE

HARMS,

W^IMDM

congratulates

Messrs.

Inc.

Schwab, Rowland and
production of

"TAKE

Brice for their fine

A CHANCE"

for which Harms, Inc., publish all the songs —

PORTRAYED

"NIGHT OWL"
"IT'S ONLY A PAPER MOON"
"SHOULD I BE SWEET"
"NEW DEAL RHYTHM"

BY

"EADIE WAS

A LADY"

Harms, Inc., also publish all the songs for

"MOONLIGHT
the Wm.

MtMAM

ROTH

IN
"TAKE A CHANCE"

AND

PRETZELS"

Rou'land-Monte Brice production

"AH! BUT IS IT LOVE?"
"MOONLIGHT AND PRETZELS"
"DUSTY
SHOES"
"I'VE
GOT TO
GET UP AND
GO TO
WORK"
'THERE'S
A LITTLE
BIT
OF YOU
IN EVERY
LOVE
"ARE YOU
MAKING ANY
MONEY?"
"LET'S MAKE
LOVE
LIKE THE CROCODILES"

HARMS,
62 West 45th Street

Inc.

New York

"TA K E A
CHANCE"
Produced by Laurence Schwab in association
with Rowland b Brice

-

•

SONG"

Adapted for the Screen and Directed by
Monte
Brice and
Laurence
Schwab

THE

•cB2H
DAILY
Monday, Nov. 13,193=

A Little

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

-^r

Betty

By CHAS. ALICOATE

Is Yeast"
XJAL LE ROY has been signed to with Tom "Yeast
Patricola, Charlie Melson,
make his fifth Vitaphone short.
Dorothy McNulty
He will be teamed with Dawn O'Day
(Broadway Brevities Series)
Fair Novelty
in a two-reel "Broadway Brevities"
titled "Private Lessons," going into
A couple of marines, Tom Patriproduction today under direction of
cola and Charlie Melson, are shipRoy Mack. Eddie Moran and Cy
wrecked on a supposedly desert
Woods wrote the screen play.
island along with some boxes of
yeast. The isle soon comes to life,
first with couple of dusky torso tossers, who make the boys forget their
"Poppin' the Cork," new Educa- desire to be rescued, and then the
tional-Musical Comedy being produced under the direction of Jack scene goes into one of those musical
White at the Eastern Service Stu- comedy affairs with an army of
dios in the Bronx, will have a com- costumed natives kowtowing around
plete Broadway cast in its principal a white king who runs the place.
roles. Supporting Milton Berle, The king is annoyed by a rival, a
ivha has the starring role, will be Tarzan, and so there is a takeoff on
Gertrude Mudge, Norma Taylor and this character and a lot of other
Tony Hughes. Benny Davis and nonsense, totaling up a fair number
James Hanley are doing the music. of laughs.
Production started Saturday on
the new Educational-Song Hit Story,
"Manhattan Lullaby," starring Helen
Morgan and being under the direction of Jack White.

Al Christie starts production today on the first Moran and Mack
comedy to be made in the east.

"Mills'
Blue Rhythm
Band"
with Fredi
Washington
(Melody Masters Series)
10 mins.
Snappy Musical Novelty
Lively music, hot singing and fast
dancing make this a very entertain-a
After
ing subject of its kind.
Hamtree
club introduction,
night
Harrington takes the gang up to his
Harlem penthouse apartment for a
several more numparty,
rent bers
are put and
on there.

Vitaphone

CHARLESwROGERS

in?*

TAKE

A

CHANCE

9 9

"Parade of the Wooden Soldiers"
Paramo
unt
7 m\ns.
Very Good Cartoon
Recorded by Rubinoff and his orchestra, this animated comedy based
on the title song is full of action,
tuneful and generally satisfying. It
shows Betty in a toy shop, where
the toys come to life and do stunts,
with one big ape running wild
whereupon the other toys rush to
Betty's rescue and the proceedings
wind up with a march led by Betty.
"Kennel Kings"
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
10 mins.
Interesting
An interesting collection of various types of champion dogs selected
from the 70 or more breeds. Collies,
Scotties, police dogs, a St. Bernard,
hunting dogs and various others are
shown, with intelligent descriptive
comment.
Bing Crosby in
"Please"
Paramount
Okay Comedy

20 mins.

Between
Bing
several
vccal
numbers
and Crosby's
the intervening
comedy sequences this Arvid E. Gillstrom two-reeler manages to be consistently entertaining. Crosby, driving along the road, does a little
flirting with Mary Kornman, who
turns out to be a voice teacher. So
he stops at her place for lessons.
A rival, Vernon Dent, pulls verious
pranks to eliminate Crosby, but only
makes things worse for himself,
with Crosby finally coming through,
not only as the star crooner, but
also in a romantic way.
2 Showings of Each Soviet Bill
Each of the programs in the series of Soviet films under auspices
of the New Masses and the Film
and Photo League at the New
School for Social Research, starting
Nov. 18, will be shown twice the
same night, at 7:15 and 9:30 P. M.
Programs will take place on Saturday nights three weeks apart. American premiere of "Spring," together
with "The Man With the Movie
Camera," will comprise the first bill.
Unusual shorts and animated cartoons also will be shown, and there
will be a lecture with each program.
Strauss Writing
"Queen"
Music
London — Music for "The Queen,"
being made by British & Dominions
for United Artists release, will be
by Oscar Strauss. Samson Raphaelson wrote the story and Anna
Neagle inandit. Fernand Graavey are
starred

Appearing Nightly with
His California Cavaliers
College Inn, Chicago

By RALPH

To Lecture on "Henry
VIII"
Mrs. Samuel Scott, who has just
concluded a series of lectures on
the film version of "Emperor Jones,"
will make a similar tour for another U. A. release, "Private Life
of Henry VIII."

WILK

ts"
HOLLYWO01
from "Lo

Boop in

i

gARBARA
STANWYCK'S
nex
Warner picture
will be "Gam
bling
Lady."
Pat
O'Brien
will
hav(
one of the two male leads.
*

3=

%

Jack Holt will next appear it
"Whirlpool," by Howard Emmet
Rogers, for Columbia.

*

*

*

Educational has bought film right;
to three episodes in "Mild Oats,
novel by Florence Ryerson and Co
lin Clements. The episodes will b
adapted for the Frolics of Youth se
ries. Eward Adamson is preparini
the screen treatment.

*

*

*

Sam White has been signed by Co
lumbia to direct "Hold Your Tem
W.
per,"Grey.
two-reeler prepared by Joh

*

*

*

Nick Barrows, who recently fin
ished the screen treatment on Har
old Lloyd's next picture, has starte
work on an Andy Clyde comedy a
Educational. *
*
*
Rickey Newell, signed by Busb
Berkeley on his New York trip, ha
been assigned to Warner's "Fashio

*

*

*

"Back to the Soil," by Chark
Gordon Saxton, is the next Charli
Murray-George
Sidney comedy fo
Columbia.
Plate."
* *
*
Our Passing Show: Polly Moral
Rodney Pantages, Lincoln Stedmai
Maurice Kusell, Gertrude Shor
Myrtle Stedman, Edmund Burns a
Caesar's night club; Burr Mclntosl
William Boyd, Vera Gordon, Davi
Hutton, Sid Ziff, Nat Rosenstein a
club.
the opening of the "Gay Nineties

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN
"NO

DEJES

LA

FILMS

PUERTA

ABIERTA,

of "Pleasure Cruise"; pro
version
Spanish in
duced
Hollywood by Fox; with Rai
Roulien, Mona Maris, Tom Patricola. Dis
tributed by Fox.
With but a few alterations, this Spanis
Cruise"
"Pleasure
language
lows
the version
English ofdialogue
original
andfoli
a lively comedy of matrimonial mixups.
"LE SANG D'UN POETE" ("The Bloo
of a Poet"), in French; produced and di
rected by Jean Cocteau; with Enriqu
Rivero, Elizabeth Lee Miller, Paulina Car
ton, Odette Talazac, Jean Desbordes, Fer
nand Deschamps, Lucien Jager, Feral Ben
ga, Barbette.
At the Fifth Ave. Playhouse
Attempt to express poetry on the scree
turns out poorly from an entertainmen
standpoint, though the picture has som
points of interest in the way of technique

-
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RELEASE SCHEDULE
REVISED BY T

FIRST 3 RELEASES
IN CHADWSCK SERIES

National release schedule covering
Universal features to Jan. 1 has been
revised as follows: "Horse Play,"
Nov. 27; "Counsellor at Law," Dec.
4; "By Candlelight," Dec. 11; "Myrt
and Marge," Dec. 18; "Bombay
Mail,"1. Dec. 25; "Madame Spy,"
Jan.

Titles have been set for the first
three Chadwick specials to be released through Syndicate Exchanges
in the metropolitan area, Century
Film in Boston, and Masterpiece in
Philadelphia and Washington. Initial picture will be "Wine, Woman
and Song," with Lilyan Tashman
rnd Lew Cody. It will be followed
by Zangwill's "Melting Pot," then
"The Unchastened Woman" and a
fourth subject not yet selected.

Westerns Not Thru,
Says Harold Hurley
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

BAIL)

Hollywood — Commenting on a recent Hoot Gibson interview in which
the western star predicted "the sunset of outdoor romances," Harolc1
Hurley, Paramount director stated
to Film Daily that outdoor pictures
are as popular as ever and that our
"red-blooded race still thrives on
red-blooded deeds."
"Stories such as are turned out
by Zane Grey are in reality 'basic
American romance'," said Hurley.
"There is romance in the outdoors,
and also there is about 250 per cent
return on the investment. Both
should be interesting to the producer. Outdoor pictures now reach the
class A circuits because they bring
realism to the screen, a realism that
indoor dramas cannot approach.
Monte Blue who made over 200
thrillers of the plains before he was
taken into drawing room dramas bv
Ernst Lubitsch recently said, 'I'll
trade my tuxedo for a pair of spurs
any day'."
"Where's Elmer?" for Roxy
"Where's Elmer?" current gag,
will be answered on the stage of
the original Roxy on Friday when
the
"Elmer" acts
will ofappear
as
one original
of the featured
the new
stage show there.

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today: Hearing starts on Wholesale Code, of
which
Theater
Equipment
Code
is a part,
Mayflower
Hotel, Washington,
D. C.
Nov. 14: Annual Meeting, Allied Amusements
of the Northwest, New Washington Hotel
Seattle.
Nov. 15-16:

Meeting of newly formed Independent Motion Picture Theater League of
Ohio to elect officers and discuss tax fight,
Deshler
Hotel, Columbus.
Nov. 21-22: Annual Convention of M.P.T.O
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity
Pal1, at the Pla-Mor, Kansas City. Frank
Hensler,
M-G-M
imnager,
chairman.
Dec. 7: Lambs Repeal Gambol, for benefi:
of Lamb; Memorial and Relief Fund, Hote
Astor, New
York.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 5-6: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigin, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
'Tentative.)
Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth an
nual
New New
York Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza
Jan. 8: Start of celebration of Hal Roach's
23lh anniversiry in motion picture business.

•
•
• A SHOWMAN who has never yet gone overboard
in any advance statements about a picture
cuts loose
for the first time in talking about Universal's "Invisible Man"
scheduled to play the Roxy 7th Avenue
next week
Publicity Director Morris Kinzler told us
"If
this picture hasn't got it, I'm ready to go out of show biz."
and those are strong words, mates
, from a gent
who never to our knowledge has made an Overstatement
Morrie is the type of Real Showman who goes out and plugs his
show without conversation and lets the results speak for
him after it is all checked up in the B. O.

•

• THE REASONS for his enthusiasm are easily understood Director James Whale has done the seeming
impossible in "Invisible Man"
in which Claude Rains as
a young scientist discovers a chemical compound that makes
him invisible
and a madman
and he goes about
the countryside committing murders with the police authorities
powerless to apprehend him
a highly imaginative conception of H. G. Wells that Director Whale has handled on the
screen superbly
utilizing principally Camera Effects and
A Voice
with sensational, eerie, spine-tingling reactions
on the beholder

•

•

•

• JUST A few samples
a man choked to death
yet no one visible as the strangler
a broom flying through the air, knocking men down
a row of beer
mugs thrown at a group of terror-stricken townsfolk by the
invisible madman
a shirt dancing in midair
a
large group of men and women reeling back as the Invisible
Man hurtles through their midst
the director put his
players through countless rehearsals to get the realistic effects
where trick shots with invisible wires couldn't possibly be of
any use
and the sum total is a Novelty Thriller that
ranks Mister Whale among the greatest directors of all time.

•
•
• IN HIS Hollywood broadcast Sunday eve
Jimmie Durante announced that he would complete his unfinished symphony in "Joe Palooka"
the Reliance production for United Artist release
the "Schnozzola" has been
threatening in his recent broadcasts that he would finish the
symphony, "Inka Dinka Doo," pretty soon
claiming that
a real symphony should be sung as well as played
Beethoven, Schubert and Mozart to the contrary notwithstanding.

•

•

• DEMONSTRATING THAT a real newspaper man
no matter where you put him
never loses his
sense of values ...... just take a slant at those Educational
trade paper ads
sponsored by Gordon White
a
really new note in advertising style
attuned to the newspaper scale Gordon figures that a stepping-up in short
subject values demands a change of tempo in advertising
hence a series of snappy, readable newspaper-style ads
in show language

Expulsion
by Allied
Ass'n
A Closed Incident
— Martin
Nevada, Iowa — As far as Lester
F. Martin and Allied Theaters of
Towa-Nebraska are concerned, for
the moment at least, their expulsion
from Allied States Ass'n is a closed
incident. They have no plans for a
retaliating statement replying to the
charges, made by the Allied board,
that they were disloyal when they
endorsed the industry code which is
being fought by the national exhibitor association.
Special Camera for Wilkins
Chicago — Sir Hubert Wilkins, ,
noted explorer and scientist, has had
Bell & Howell prepare a movie camera for the purpose of making a
continuous map of the regions to be ,
traversed on a 3,000-mile airplane
dash to the South Pole. Single pictures will be taken automatically
from the air at intervals of approximately six seconds as the plane flies
over the Antarctic ice. These pictures will be later assembled into
one of the most perfect map records
ever made at either pole.
Reviving "Enlighten Thy Daughter"
Original version of "Enlighten
Thy Daughter," with Zena Keefe and Arthur Donaldson, will be re-;
vived at the Shubert Detroit Opera
House, Detroit. The picture is being
synchronized with music and released bv Public Welfare Pictures.
Salt Lake House Cuts Scale
Salt Lake City — Admission scale
at the Gem has been cut to 15 and
•20 cents by Manager W. E. Ship- :
pley.

MANY HAPPY RETUCNS

•

• ,. 9 IN THE midst of that terrific six-hour bombardment of the old Atares fortress at Havana
was Fernando Pelgado, staff cameraman for Fox Movietone
and
he was on the INSIDE of the fort during the siege!
he has shipped 1,000 feet of film
and if it isn't packed
with Thrills
then that word just doesn't mean a thing.

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 13
Gertrude

«

«

«

»

»

»

Olmstead
Lee
Edward Alperson

Ochs

Hi
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EARNERS OPERATING
IN THE BLACK AGAIN
{Continued from Page 1)

,,291,748.46, against a loss of $14,5.054.06 in the previous year, or
55 per cent cut in loss. The best
owing was made in the final quar■ when loss was reduced to $1,269,18 against $5,852,298.93 in the
(nie period of 1932. Before amor-.ation and depreciation, there was
(profit of $1,941,359.13 for the year
,ded Aug. 26.
In addition to the operating loss
.stained by the company, a net
large of $1,176,591.41 has been
ade to deficit. This represents
;sses of a non-recurring nature, injding losses arising from the disisal of certain unprofitable propties and including a profit of
,286,070.98 arising from the retireent of debentures and other fundobligations. Mortgages and
nded debt were reduced from $96,:2,500.84 to $90,627,930.73 without
aking any substantial change in
e cash position of the company.
ash on hand at Aug. 26 was $2,51,123.56 as compared with $2,928,15.45 on Aug. 27, 1932.

West

Lloyd
Hamilton Back
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Coast

Hollywood — After being absent from the screen for a year,
accident which nearly crippled him for life, Lloyd
Hamilton
has
Educational.
He is being co-featured with
Buddies," which Harry Edwards is directing.

George

Bickel

and

owing
to two serious
resumed
his work
at
Billy

Bevan

in

"Baby's

STILL IN DARK ON CODE
GOING TO PRESIDENT
(Continued from Page

Finds Europe Adopting
Propaganda Tactics
Charged by Allied
American Exploitation
(Continued from Page 1)
Allied leader, has signed the code.
The statement, in part, reads:

"Allied is investigating the source of suggestions made to certain leaders that they
must approve a formless and unofficial document in order to secure representation on
local grievance and zoning boards.
"Allied is not opposing NRA, but is striving for a fair code, and once such code is
secured will bend every effort to make it
a success. A detailed account of Allied's activities, including full information as to obstructions encountered, will be given all independent exhibitors when a code has been

Denial that Nathan Yamins, Alfrom New England, had
approved the code was made Saturday by Sol A. Rosenblatt, who said
he did not understand the source
of the report.
approved."
lied leader

(Continued from Page

1)

ing to Sam E. Morris, Warner vicepresident, who returned last week
from six weeks in Europe. Institutional advertising now plays an important part with theaters abroad,
Ohio MPTO Meets Dec. 5
says Morris, and elaborate campaigns, flashy fronts, ballyhoo and
To Map Campaign on Tax
increased advertising space have
supplanted the former conservative
Columbus — A plan for repeal of
methods of selling films.
the state 10 per cent amusement
tax will be the chief topic at the
Claudette Colbert for Columbia
annual meeting of the M.P.T.O. of
Ohio called by Business Manager P.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Claudette Colbert has J. Wood for Dec. 5 at the Deshlerbeen borrowed by Columbia from Wallick Hotel here. Wood deplores
Paramount for the feminine lead in the efforts of certain factions to
disrupt the organization.
"Night Bus," with Clark Gable.

A MANS

CASTLE

jo Attempt to Include
Bicycling in Film Code
(Continued from Page

1)

onth in Washington, distributor
•presentatives made no attempt to
sert an anti-"bicycling" clause in
le code. No code provision will di;ctly relate to the unlawful pracce.

ourt Says Exhib Need Not
[ire Unessential Employes
(Continued from Page

ISMOSTGREAT!"
THE
GLORIOUS LOVE

' The Hollywood Reporter „

STORY

SINCE

"7th

1)

ircuit Court last week when he set
•day for hearing on an order reraining the operators' union from
olesting the Sun theater, run by
harles
F. Easterly
and
Homer
Routs, who refused to hire union
■en.
N. O. House Raises Admission
New Orleans — Admission prices
: the Liberty have been hiked from
) and 20 cents to 10-15 at matijes and 15-25 at night. Raise was
isisted upon by exchanges. The
!?use plays independent and secondin United Artists product, with
;casional double features.
Cliff Work to Handle 2 Houses
San Francisco — Cliff Work has
Jen placed in charge of both RKO
• leaters on the Pacific Coast, the
olden Gate here, which he has
2en managing for some time, and
le RKO Hillstreet in Los Angeles.
Elmira
Firm Bankrupt
Buffalo — An involuntary petition
i bankruptcy has been filed in the
'. S. district court here against
'ewton Amusement Corp., Elmira,
oerators of theaters and theatrical
iterprises.

1)

back from his trip about Wednesday, when something of a more definite nature is expected. Meanwhile
the Federal Trade Commission has
taken a hand in the code, objecting
to certain points, as exclusively revealed in The Film Daily last week.

COLUMBIA
PICTURE

f ^
HEAVEN "! %

DAILY
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N-E-W-S
Denver — Howard Trumbo, formerly in charge of the warehouse for
Publix here, is now managing the
Palm theater in Pueblo.
Denver — Guy Bradford,
for Metro, has resigned.

salesmen

O-F
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T-H-E

D-A-Y

New Orleans — Ralph Beckham,
Bakersfield, Cal.— G. W. Page is
leasing the Granada from Paul Da- home office representative, was here
vini.
Nov. 8, negotiating a new contract
with F. F. Goodrow for distribution
Miami, Fla. — The Harlem, new of Mayfair pictures. He left SaturWometco house for colored patrons,
ward.day for Atlanta, then heads northhas opened.

Palmetto, Fla. — L. Moss is openDetroit — -Thomas D. Moule, manager of Publix houses here, has time.ing the New theater, closed for some
placed Dean Coffin as manager of
the United Artists theater. M. G.
Fader, who was assistant at the
latter house, moves to the Ramona,
where he becomes assistant to Roy
Miller.
Buffalo — The Palace which closed
recently, has reopened.

Washington,

la.— The

State

w?

badly damaged
by firefront
last ofwee'^
Practically
the entire
tl
building
was destroyed. Ralph Pra
is manager.

Salt Lake City— J.
exchange man, is here
with
H. B. Sobottka,
Salt Lake City — Stage programs
are being inaugurated this week at manager. They will
weeks.
the Capitol, Louis Marcus house.

ASK
"How

T. Sheffiel
from Seatfc
exploitatic
remain tw

US!

can I reseat my

theatre economically?'

Detroit — Julius Fisher has bought
the Plaza, East Side house, from
Arthur D. Baehr. Paul Kreps is
manager for Fisher.
Detroit — Punch and Judy theater,
Grosse Pointe de luxe house owned
by Detroit's wealthiest society, is
now under the management of Fred
Smith. Karl Krueger, who was manager, has been made manager of the
Fisher by Publix, but remains exofficio managing director at the
Punch and Judy as well.
Malvern, la. — L. Z. Henry, who
has been operating the Empress for
a year, has taken a two-year lease
on it from Mrs. Lela Mason. He
will install new sound equipment.
Lenore Ulric to Stay in Films
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Lenore Ulric, who is
to appear shortly in "I Loved an
Actress" for RKO, intends to continue in pictures. She is already
reading additional scripts, among
them being a play by Edward Knoblock, while Vicki Baum is writing
an original for her.

ave you
ike
fi
qu
rc
d
cost of discomfort ?

Roach Renews Patsy Kelly Contract
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Contract of Patsy
Kelly, former Broadway comedienne,
has been renewed by Hal Roach
through the Ralph G. Farnum Office.
She has been appearing in comedies
with Thelma Todd and a feature
part with Marion Davies in "Going
Hollywood."
Breaks 7-Year London
Record
London — Paramount's "Too Much
Harmony," with Bing Crosby, has
broken the seven-year record at the
Plaza. Marlene Dietrich's "Song of
Songs" also has been at the Carlton
for eight weeks.
William Beckley in Des Moines
Des Moines — William B. Beckley,
formerly of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
been named manager of the Strand
and Garden, A. H. Blank houses.
Metro Buys Collison Story
We I Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — -"Dolly," original by
Wilson
Collison, author of "Red
Dust," has been bought by Metro.

• Do they limp when they go out? And
stamp their feet to restore circulation
and relieve the chair paralysis resulting
from hard, lumpy and decrepit seats?
If so, you need
new chairs NOW!
J4RA.
«SWP

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable

Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums

General Offices: Grand
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

Rapids, Michigan

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

;

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion
Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old
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£en* Arranging Interchange of Stars With England

i& 10 CENT SCALES LOOM IN ST. LOUIS llCE WAR
11,000,000 Building Plans by Coast Independent Studios
eneral
Service
Studios
Plan Construction
Improvements
W

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A building program
volving between $800,000 and
,000,000 is planned by General
rvice studios, which will operate
e Metropolitan and Educational
jdios. Five new sound stages are
anned, the first to be started in
member at the Metropolitan stud. An office building for producers
(.Continued on Page 3)

. Y. PRODUCT DEALS
HELD BACK BY CODE
Pending operation of the industry
de, many exhibitors in the New
Drk territory are holding back on
m buys, despite the lateness of
e season, declared President HarBrandt of the Independent Theer Owners yesterday. Owing to
e fact that the code is not retrotive as to contracts existing at
(.Continued on Page 4)

lono. Franchise Holders
Kick In 100% on Increase
All Monogram franchise holders
ve sent in advances to cover the
cently adopted 100 per cent proction budget increase, says PresiiTit W. Ray Johnston, and the addappropriation is being applied to
I pictures now in production. First
leases to benefit are "16 Fathoms
(Continued on Page 3)

Bernard Shaw Gives
(Vest Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Is The

Washington Bureau of THE

Film

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Col. R. W. Lea's office yesterday denied making any statement about
a re-division of the film code to reduce labor classifications to four major heads. No
general order to make such reclassification has been given by the NRA, it was stated.
Sol A. Rosenblatt denies knowledge of the matter as well as the reported Trade
Commission's part in the code. No statements of any kind on the code have been
made by Col. Lea's office, where the code still reposes.

$78,000,000 WenttoG.T.E. and Fox,
Probe of Chase Bank Affairs Reveals
Dime Service Fee Passes
Opposed as Low Admission

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — More than $78,000,000 of Chase Bank funds went for
Cleveland — Practice of some the- motion picture financing, according
aters in issuing large quantities of to disclosures in the Senate probe.
passes, which have a 10-cent service The financing included about $69,charge, was protested at a meeting 000,000 for Harley L. Clarke's General Theaters Equipment and about
of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors
(Continued on Page 4)
$9,000,000 for Fox Films.

Eddie

Cantor Suggests

With plans under way for organizing a Directors' Guild, supplementing the Actors' Guild and the
Writers' Guild, these three groups
will launch a campaign to compel
producers to correct various production abuses, declared Eddie Cantor at a press luncheon tendered
him by United Artists yesterday at
(Continued on Page 3)

Cure for Production Ills

Joseph Robbins Appears
For Supply Dealers'
FILM Code
DAILY

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Joseph Robbins, representing Independent Theater Supply Dealers Ass'n, was the only theater equipment man to speak yesterday(Continued
at the hearing
on 3)the wholeon Page

Exchange of Stars With G-B
Being Arranged by S. R. Kent
Iowa-Nebr. Allied Unit
Standing Behind Martin

In

Hollywood — George Bernard Shaw
finally has consented to the filming
of one of his plays in Hollywood, with
RKO closing a deal for "The Devil's
Disciple" as a vehicle for John Barrymore. Kenneth Macgowan, associate
producer, negotiated it. Production
starts early next year.
Standard
Book
of Reference
<ly Year Book.— Advt.

Labor Reclassification in Code Denied

Despite action of Allied States
Ass'n in dismissing Lester F. Martin, secretary-treasurer of Allied
Theaters of Iowa-Nebraska from its
board of directors, the regional unit
stands solidly behind him, it is indicated by a letter which President
C. L. Niles has sent to Abram F.
Myers, Allied leader, in reply to the
(Continued on Page 4)

London — Conferences with Gaumont-British and C. B. Cochran on
casting cooperation and interchange
of stars between Fox and GaumontBritish are being held by Sidney R.
Kent, Fox official, now on a visit to
this side. English aritsts who may
be involved include Madeleine Carroll and Jessie Matthews, while
Warner Baxter and Spencer Tracy
are mentioned as possibilities for
English assignments,
the 4)latter be(Continued on Page

Independents in St. Louis
Panicked by Big Shows
at Major Houses
St. Louis — A threat to go to 10
cents for adults and a nickel for
children has been hurled by independent exhibitors in protest over
the price war raging among firstruns along Grand Blvd. In an effort
to bring peace, conferences have
been held with Harry Koplar, representatives of Fanchon & Marco who
are operating
the on St.
The(Continued
Page Louis
4)

PETTIJOHNWARNS
OF NEW TAXATION
St. Louis — Urging exhibitors to
support their organization financially as well as morally unless they
want to be the victims of unfair
special taxation, C. C. Pettijohn,
chief counsel of the Hays Office,
speaking at a luncheon arranged
here in his honor last week, said
that theater owners who neglect to
do their (Continued
duty in onthisPage respect
may
4)

Grad Sears Closes Deal
With 40 Saenger Houses
A 100 per cent Warner-First National-Vitaphone product deal with
the Saenger circuit of 40 houses was
closed by Gradwell Sears, Warner
sales executive, who returned yesterday from the southwest. E. V.
Richards and Gaston Dureau acted
for the circuit.
17th

House for Brandts

Harry and Billy Brandt will take
the Waldorf in the Times Square
trict on Dec. 1, thus increasing
circuit to 17 houses. Theater

over
distheir
seats

1,000. Its policy will be straight pictures. Joseph Shwartz, booker in the
Fox exchange here, has joined Brandt
Theaters to handle bookings.
The 1934 Film Daily Year Book.
ing Opportunity. — Advt.
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Charles Goetz to Handle
6 Dwain Esper Roadshows

New Screen Ad Service
Organized in Chicago

Charles Goetz, formerly of Exhibitors' Screen Service, has arranged with Dwain Esper for the
handling of six Esper roadshow productions in New York, New Jersey
and the Washington-Delaware territory. Goetz will form a local sales
company with Murray Bier in
charge. Offices will be in the Film
Center. Other roadshow representatives signed by Esper are Albert
Dezel, Chicago; L. C. McHenry,
Charlotte, and Jack Meyers, Boston.
Esper has completed "Narcotic," second of the series, and will put
"Motherhood" into production the
first week in January. The first
roadshowing of "Narcotic" is set for
the Strand, Perth Amboy, starting
Dec. 2. Negotiations are now under
way for a New York opening. Production of the Esper films will be
at the Phono-Kinema studios on the
coast.

Chicago — General Screen Advertising Service has been formed here
by J. Don Alexander, William Johnson and L. E. Franseen, who hold
the offices of chairman of the board,
president and vice-president, respectively. Through a co-operative arrangement with Alexander Film Co.
of Colorado Springs. General will
control exclusive contracts with
4,500 theaters for the showing of
advertising films. Macy and Klaner,
publishers' representatives, have
been retained as sales representatives for Chicago, and H. R. Doughty
and Associates for New York. A
New York office will be opened next
week with Franseen in charge. J. E.
Zetterholm is general manager at
the home office here.

N. O. Union Operators
Ask NRA Intervention
wi mo owl mat
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Am.
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New Orleans — Union operators
have asked the NRA conciliation
board to consider the case of Loew's
State, declaring the house uses nonunion men and that the union was
the victim of a violated verbal agreement. The board is reported to
have advised a private settlement to
avoid publicity. E. V. Richards,
Saenger circuit receiver, asked the
board to defer action until adoption
of the code, but the operators retorted that they asked nothing of
Richards' houses because of the receivership.
Claims "Enlighten Daughter" Title
All rights to the title of "Enlighten Thy Daughter" are owned
by Exploitation Pictures, Inc., which
is now releasing a roadshow of this
picture, says Robert Mintz, president, replying to an announcement
that a synchronized version of the
original silent film of this name is
to be shown by Welfare Pictures in
Detroit. It is understood Welfare
Pictures acquired the silent version
but not
inal title.to be shown under the orig-

New St. Louis Amuse. Co. Board
St. Louis — New board of directors
of St. Louis Amusement Co., WarPara.
Publix
1 1/2
1%
1%
ner subsidiary, consists of Leto J.
Hill, G. L. Wiegand, Sam B. Jeffries,
William LeMaire Dies
Paul F. Plummer, Harry M. WarWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ner, Albert Warner, Abel Cary
Hollywood — William LeMaire, ac- Thomas, Sam Carlisle and Arthur
tor, died Saturday
night in the E. Simpson. The board meets this
Cedars of Lebanon Hospital.
week to elect officers.

Par. 5'/2s50 ctfs.... 26%
26i/8
26% +
Va
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41
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N. Y. PRODUCE EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Ex-Advertising
Luncheon

given

Eddie

Cantor

by

United Artists yesterday at Sardi's was
notable for at least one thing. Cantor,
who did 99 per cent of the informal
talking, did not once mention his new
picture, "Roman Scandals." In fact,
the film wasn't mentioned by anyone
during the affair.

Speakers for Wis. MPTO Meet
Milwaukee — In addition to Sol A.
Rosenblatt, speakers at the annual
convention of the M. P. T. O. of
Wisconsin at the Hotel Schroeder
here, Nov. 21-22, are expected to
include Ed Kuykendall, Jack Miller
and Fred Wehrenberg. Fred S.
Meyer, president of the unit, has
invited all nearby exhibitors, regardless of affiliation, to attend the
meet.
Long Vita. Contract for Ben Blue
Following his appearance in two
Vitaphone comedies, "Here Comes
Flossie" and "Nervous Hands," Ben
Blue has been signed by Sam Sax
to one of the longest contracts ever
given a Vitaphone player. It calls
for 15 two-reelers over a period of
three years.

HUNT
STROMBERG,
producer
of M-G"Eskimo,"
arrives in New
York today for
premiere at the Astor tonight.
thisGARY
week.COOPER
coast.
LILYAN

TASHMAN

is scheduled
is

in

to come
town

<

from

ARTHUR W. KELLY, who is now en re
from the Orient to Genoa, Italy, is due b
in New York late this month.
SPYROS SKOURAS has returned east f
St. Louis, where his visit revived rumors 1
Skouras Bros, may acquire the Fox Theater.

MITCHELL LEICHTER, who recently forr
Anchor Productions to make some pictures
the east, has returned to Hollywood on bi
ness and expects to be back in New Y
next month.
LOUIS
SCHINE
and
GEORGE
LYNCH
Schine
Enterprises
have returned
to Roche:
ings. Cleveland, where they closed some
from
bo

ARRIVALS in New York today on the P I
of the French line include ROBERT ARMSL
producer;
French
BEN GLAZER, MRS. CHES'
BENNETT,
STANLEY
HOLLOWAY, JACK HI
BERT and CICELY COURTNEIDGE, all play
and COLE PORTER, composer.
BEBE DANIELS and MRS. SKEETS GALLAGr
checked
out of the Warwick
yesterday
returned to the coast.
CARY
GRANT,
having
completed
his w|
arri
"Alice in Wonderland,"
in Paramount's
Friday.
on
in New York Sunday and will sail for Engl

E. J. Sparks Now Operati
All W. Palm Beach Hous<

West Palm Beach — All W<
Palm Beach theaters, except the
dependent Park, will be operated
E. J. Sparks interests, according
court ruling.
The Kettler has be
leased for 18 months
at $1,0
New Radio Chain Formed
monthly;
the previous lease -w
$2,750 a month.
The Stanley hFormation of a third major radio been
leased for five years at $6,0
annually.
The Arcade
and Ria:
chain, dent
comprising
indepenstations, isvarious
announced
by are already being operated by t I
Sparks
company.
George F. McClelland, former vicepresident of NBC. The new group
will place greater restrictions on
Fifth for Showmens Pictures
sales talks and will devote part of
"The Big Race," fifth release
its program to broadcasting news. Showmens Pictures, of which Da
Mountan is president, has arrived
Herbert Marshall for M-G-M
New York. Cast is headed by Boc
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Mallory, Johnny Darrow, Paul Hur
Hollywood — Herbert Marshall has and Frankie Darro. The sixth pi
been loaned to M-G-M from Para"The Moth," is now beu
mount for "Rip Tide," Irving Thal- duction,
made by Screencraft on the coast.
ShearNorma
with
berg
er andproduction,
Robert Montgomery.
Edmund
Goulding
will
direct.
Charles MacArthur wrote the story.
"Design for Living" at Criterion
Paramount's "Design for Living,"
Ernst Lubitsch production with
Fredric March, Miriam Hopkins and
Gary Cooper, opens Nov. 22 at the
Criterion for a two-a-day run.

MANY HAPPY REM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to th*
following members of Hie
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Reorganizing Trailer Firm
Plans are under way for reorganization of Supreme Screen Service, trailer firm, according to Moe
Wax. New setup will be announced
within 30 days.

Fire Damages
Bloomington
House
Bloomington, Ind. — Fire of undetermined origin destroyed the Indiana theater Friday night. Harry
Vonderschmidt, owner of the theater
U. A. Branch in Porto Rico
building and operator of theaters in
United Artists has opened a
Crawfordsville, Greencastle and
Bedford, estimated his loss at branch at San Juan, Porto Rico.
Lester Sussman is in charge.
$100,000.

Nov. 14
Nicholas

M.

Schenck

John

Moynlhai

Eugene O'Brien
Betty Caldwel
Doris Anderson

"Deft
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HANTOR HAS A CURE
FOR PRODUCTION ILLS
(.Continued from Page 1)

5ardi's. He stated he will confer
vi:h President Roosevelt on Tuesday of next week regarding code
•evision demands, because Academy
•epresentatives who participated
n the recent Washington conferences failed to make themselves
leard.
Cantor, who talked on everything from Mae
West to George Arliss, listed several alleged
ndustry abuses and suggested the following
emedies:
'. 1. Cut
out screen
supervisors
relatives.
Prolong
lives and
of stars.
3. Close 50 per cent of all theaters beause of over-seating, with stockholders foreng the move.
4. Take more time to make pictures.
The Actors' Guild has no intention of
.(filiating with the A. F. of L. or Actors'
^uity, Cantor stated. "Actors are not wallowing in gold, as newspaper reports have
aused the public to believe," he said, pointng out that although some of them get high
alaries, they work only a few weeks a year.
Attacking efforts at salary control, as pro'ided under a clause in the industry code,
Cantor declared that personalities are entitled
3 large salaries. "If it hadn't been for
4 ae West, Paramount might have had to fold
,ip."
he asserted.
Cantor
dealt with star broadcasting, which
,ias caused many exhibitor squawks, from
he angle of giving players widespread pubicity. He viewed radio, as a whole, as contructive from the standpoint of pictures, despite his statement that 30,000,000 persons
au-h his broadcasts.
"Even if people do stay home to hear
oy broadcasts Sunday nights, they can still
;o to the theaters to see pictures the rest
>f the week," be said.
Briefly discussing the industry code, Canor particularly objected to the clause re.tricting the period in which offers may be
nade to players. He returns to the air next
Sunday, succeeding Jimmy Durante, and
a tour of the country beginning about
Thristmas.

directio ♦♦
n*
deligh
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humor ♦ ♦ ♦ stuirlrin
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3oast Studios to Spend
Million on Construction
(Continued from Page

1)

vill be erected, as will bungalows
'or stars. President J. Maurice
ilidge has appointed A. H. Hickox,
'ormerly with Erpi and First Naional, as business manager, and H.
E. McDonnell as studio manager.

Mono. Franchise Holders
Kick in 100% on Increase
(Continued from Page 1)

Deep," "Sagebrush Trail," "He
■ Wouldn't Take It" and "Woman's
vtan." Other specials going in work
shortly are "Beggars in Ermine"
ind "Manhattan Love Song."
Monogram has set up new offices
1 n Minneapolis
under Gilbert Nahanson.
The company now has 37
exchanges.

Joseph Robbins Appears
For Supply
Dealers' Code
(Continued from Page 1)
;ale code, of which theater equipnent is a par'*, with each of the
14 divisions likely to have separate
rade practices. He said a few
vords in endorsement of the code
National Theater Supply was not
epresented. It may come under a
separate code.

FRANK BORZAGE
SPENCER

TRACY - LORETTA

Production

YOUNG

Screen play by Jo Swerling
From the play by Lawrence Hazard

A

COLUMBIA
PICTURE
iMLSfci-^:',.; . Picture

;■;■:*■ 8

; A Screen Qui Ul,

"■^

ST. LOUIS PRICE WAR
MAY GOTO 5 & 10
(Continued from Page

MONCthe
WITH

1)

ater, and other managers, but nothing' has resulted, and it is understood the smaller houses are ready
to lower prices unless a truce is
reached soon. A downtown firstrun also is considering an opposition
move to combat the new competition.
The situation, which had been
none too well for some time due
to double bills at the Missouri and
big stage shows at other first-runs,
came to a climax when Koplar
turned the St. Louis over to Fanchon & Marco interests, who opened
with a bill including two features
and gigantic stage show at 25 cents
to 6 p.m. and 40 cents at night. This
week the Fox met the challenge by
going dual bill plus a stage show
of eight acts, and the Missouri
promptly went to double-feature
with Chevalier's "Way to Love" and
Barbara Stanwyck in "Ever in My
Heart." The Ambassador has its
usual stage show and "Take A
Chance," while Loew's State is playing "Prizefighter and the Lady."

Tom Goldberg Says Exhibs
Treated Well Under Code
Baltimore — Exhibitors in the main
"have fared pretty good" in the
drafting and revising of the film
code, says Thomas D. Goldberg of
the Walbrook & Harford Theaters,
and member of the board of directors of M.P.T.O. of Maryland. He
thinks the regional boards will
prove helpful on the theater owners' side.
Goldberg is in favor of block
booking with a reasonable cancellation clause. Individual or small
block selling would prove too costly
for theaters, he believes. He is opposed, however, to any clause that
will put union and non-union wage
scales under the supervision of the
A. F. of L. or any of its affiliates.
Though the Maryland M.P.T.O. is
an Allied unit, Goldberg says he has
not been in accord with the way the
Allied committee handled code matters, particularly the reverse of position on double features. Abram
F. Myers represented the Maryland
unit in code conferences, states
Goldberg, who also scouts reports
to the effect that Herman Blum,
member of the state unit, has agreed
to the code.
Roosevelt to See Film
"The Great Adventure," Arthur Hopkins-Eddie Dowling feature made at the
Astoria studios, will be shown at the
White House tomorrow evening. President and Mrs. Roosevelt will entertain
Lillian Gish, who is featured with Roland
Young in the picture, and Eddie Dowling
at dinner before the screening.
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• EVEN OUT in Little Rock, Arkansas
Mae
West is slayin' 'em
according to our local correspondent,
Tommy Westmoreland ...
the other week she was standing
'em up under the marquee on the outside
and her smart
flips were layin' 'em in the aisles on the inside
not at
one theater
but FOUR
the Pulaski, Capitol, Royal
and Arkansas
so the old theater men of the town were
knocked
groggy
and finally figured it out something
like this
Jjt

9|C

J|C

sp

• •
• THE GAL has something that no other dame ever
brought to the screen
she plays a genuine part, for a lotta
men have known women somewhat like her
then again,
Mae West is the type of gal whom every single man would like
to meet before he gets married
and what the married
men think shouldn't be difficult to guess
while the women like her because she makes a sap outa every man she
meets, and each man comes back for more
so there
you are
meanwhile from Appleton, Wis., manager Al
Sindlinger of the Appleton sends us a folder of Mae West
wisecracks he handed out
and he has been swamped with
requests from patrons
to their friends.
* for extra
* copies
* to give
*
•

•

• THEIR SILVER wedding anniversary was celebrated yesterday by Major and Mrs. Edward Bowes (Margaret
Illington of stage fame)
Some opener planned for M-G-M's
"Eskimo,"
at the Astor tonite
Harry Reser's Cliquot
Club orchestra on the marquee in Eskimo costumes with a snow
machine producing effects
a load of celebs attending, including officials of the Canadian Northwest Mounted, Harold
McCracken, Capt. Bob Bartlett, Capt. Steffanson, Joan Crawford, Nancy Carroll, Cliff Edwards
W. S. Van Dyke,
director of "Eskimo," opening at the Astor tonite, will also be
represented on the screen of the 55th Street Playhouse
where Griffith's "Intolerance" is being revived
Van Dyke
played the part of a French peasant at his Hollywood debut in
1915

Dime Service Fee Passes
Petti John Warns
Of New Taxation
Opposed(Continued
as Low
Admission
(Continued from Page 1)
from Page 1)
Ass'n last week. It was contended
that this is equivalent to a 10-cent
admission. A protest also was made
against 5-cent Saturday k i d
matinees.
Releasing World's Fair Paris Film
Chicago — A motion picture entitled "Streets of Paris," showing
scenes from the world's fair concession of the same name, is to be
released shortly. The picture is
owned by Andy Rebori, promoter of
"Streets of Paris" at the fair; John
Root and the Paris sponsors and
contractors.
Another Nudist Film
"The Nudists," feature produced
in this country under supervision of
Joseph Seiden and Michael Mindlin,
is being released on a state rights
basis by Josmin Pictures, Inc.

S, R.KENT ARRANGING
EXCHANGE OF STAR:
(Continued from Page 1)

ing figured to give the pictures
chance in the U. S. Asked aboi
"Cavalcade," Kent said it did n<
do as well as expected in Canad
and Australia. He estimated profil
on the picture as $400,000, on a
expenditure of one and a quarti
million, not as good a propositic
as on an average quality picture
Kent leaves in a few days for tl
Continent.

Iowa-Nebr. Allied Unit
Standing Behind Martii
(Continued from Page 1)

telegram ousting the local associ
tion and Martin from its ranks.
The Iowa-Nebraska letter, sa;
regardingthis
the matter
ousting:
consider
final "We
and wi
th
is duly accepted." It denies Alll<
charges of coercion.
In part the communication read
"In your wire you advise that Ma
tin was dismissed from the Boa!
of Directors on Oct. 24. If such
the case may I enquire as to wl
he was named on the protest grou
according to trade publications th
appeared on Oct. 25, if he had pre
viously been dismissed from tl;
board of directors? Because of th
criticism against Martin, he has vc
untarily presented his resignati<
to our local organization."

N. Y. Product Deals
Held Back by Cod
(Continued from Page 1)

the time it becomes operative, :
exclusively published in The Fil
Daily of Oct. 5, theater operate
find themselves obliged to pay far prefer to wait until they can ben
more in the long run. Arthur Cole fit from its provisions which w
of Kansas City, another speaker, be incorporated in contracts sigm
Brandt. date of effectiveness, sa1,
told of the destructive admission- after
price war in his territory. Pettijohn
At a meeting of the Independe:
also addressed the Missouri School
Theater Owners this noon at the A
Teachers Ass'n.
tor, the matter of preferred pla
ing time and percentage bookirtj
New Warner Writers' Bldg. Ready will be given further consideratio
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Work on the new
Pola Negri Stricken
$35,000
writers'
building
at the
Warner-First
National
studios
is
Pittsburgh — Pola Negri is confine
practically finished and the quarters to her hotel here following an a
will be ready for occupancy in a few tack described by doctors as inflan
days. It contains 20 offices. War- mation of the gall bladder. She co
tract. ners have 28 writers now under con- lapsed after the last show at a loci;
theater Saturday.
Seek to Foreclose Pickwick, Chicago
Chicago — Action to foreclose on
Week of NBC Celebrations
the Pickwick Theater building in
Ceremonies marking the opening of
Park Ridge, owned by Wm. H.
the new NBC quarters in Radio City
Malone, has been filed in Circuit
will continue for a week, with stars
Court by the Chicago Title & Trust
from all entertainment fields participatCo., as trustees for owners of a
ing in the series of special programs.
$350,000 bond issue.
At the inspiring initial broadcast Satur-

Waterman Joins Nate Blumberg
Chicago — Larry Waterman, assisNew Laughton Film at Rialto
tant to Herb Ellensburg, advertising
manager of the Essaness circuit, has
"White Woman," Paramount picture with Charles Laughton and
resigned to become assistant to
Nate Blumberg, general manager of Carole Lombard, opens Thursday at
the Rialto.
RKO theater operations.

day night, President M. H. Aylesworth
read a letter written to him by President Roosevelt extending felicitations
and lauding the achievements of radio.
A trans-Atlantic conversation with David
Sarnoff in London was the chief thrill
of the program.

lAf^v }6|^y(..■^H,y,

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion
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Back at Abratn F. Myers

Ed Kuyk

REVEAL MODEL CODE DRAFTED TWO MONTHS AGO
Half of Warner- F. N. Lineup to be Finished by Nov. 30
St

ones

... too much collaboration
—

By DON

CARLE

GILLETTE

=

'OMETHING like 70 per cent of the
' past year's weak pictures suffered in
■e main from incompatability of plot inedients.
Lacking a strong basic idea, the producs sought to remedy the deficiency by
irewing
in kitchen
everything
loes
to the
sink. from the baby's
Anywhere from a half dozen to a whole
jzen screen treatments of the yarn were
ade, sometimes by as many different
riters. and then the editorial board took
hat it considered the choicest tidbits
om each script, pasted them together,
id voila!
At least that's what appeared to have
ippened judging from what came out or
e screen.

•

A/HEN an author takes a novel to i
publisher and the work is found in
;ed of fixing up, can you imagine the
iblisher turning the job over to another
riter?
One man's darling brain-child is apt to
• just a brat to the next man, and the
trior best qualified to develop an idea
ccessfully or improve its weak spots is
e one who gets the original thought, or a
am in perfect accord on the theme.
Under such conditions, a subject can be
ided through logical channels to a fitting
d convincing conclusion.
But when a story is handed to two o;
jre adaptors, one of whom wants to sock
e fans by such devices as dynamiting
e Empire State Building, while another
s a weakness for tear-jerking death-bed
-enes, the result is not likely to jell.

•

'ET Hollywood
sends out picture after
picture that betrays such discord
in
llaboration.
That is why so many films jar thei:
■fences with one violent shock after anher, instead of thrilling them
with na/al climaxes.
It is ridiculous for producers to assign
iters by twos, fours and sixes in the bef that two can do a better job than one.
That rule is all right in some things,
t so is the one about too many
cooks
'ailing the gravy.

30 Features Ready by End
of This Month— 13 More
In Preparation
West Coast Bureau o) THE

FILM

"' onvention
City,*'
{Continued on Page 6)

'h.nk

3 MILLION BUDGETED
FOR 7 RKO FEATURES
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Seven new RKO features involving an outlay of $3,000,000 will be started within the next
two weeks. Two go in work Monday and will be well under way when
Merian C. Cooper returns to duty
(Continued

on

Pane

Filing of voluntary bankruptcy petition by Skouras Bros. Enterprises, St.
Louis corporation, does not in any way
involve the Skouras Brothers, now head
of Skouras Theaters Corp., the latter
pointed out yesterday. The Skourases.
who are operating theaters in the metropolitan area, have not been connected
with the St. Louis enterprise since
1928, when
they sold out to Warners.

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner-First National studios will reach the half-way
mark on their 1933-34 program by
Nov. 30, when 30 features will have
been completed. In addition to ten
already released, a dozen features
are now finished and ready for distribution. These include:
"Bedside,"

Skouras Bros. Not Involved

6)

COLUMBIA STARTING
SEVEN NEW PICTURES
West

Coast

Bureau

of TUP.

FILM

DAILY

An informal sales meeting will be City Music Hall will be boosted toheld by Paramount Pictures Dismorrow with the opening of RKO's
Morning
prices
tributing Corp. from Saturday
to "Little Women."
on

Page

8)

Bv
WILLIAM
FILM DAILY

SILBERBERG
Staff Correspondent

Washington — As early as last
September a joint NRA and Commerce Department planning committee worked out a model code for
all industry that by actual name
specified the practice of block booking and "tieing" as one of 13 unfair trade practices applicable to
all industry. The model code, dubbed
(Continued on Page

6)

WOULD PLACE ALLIED
IN PRODUCTION FIELD

Hollywood — In addition to eight
productions now in work, Columbia
is preparing to start seven others,
with a similar number in preparatory stages. The eight in production
Recommendation that Allied
are "No Cannons Roar," "Night
Bus," "Let's Fall in Love," "Sha- States Ass'n go into production and
dows of Sing Sing," "Fog," "Before distribution owing to lack of availMidnight," "Once to Every Woman"
able pictures for independent exhiband "Straightaway." Those to folitors was made by Allied Theaters
low (Continued
shortly are on "Ninth
Guest,"
Page 8)
of New Jersey in a resolution adoptnoon.ed at a meeting yesterday after-

Higher Scale at Music Hall
3-Day Para. Sales Meeting
With prices
'Little
Admission
at Women'
the Radio
Being Held This Week-End Starts
(Continued

Original
Draft
Banned
Block Booking and
Tieing in Shorts

(Continued

on

Page

The resolution, which urges Allied
to appoint a committee to consider
the proposal, will be immediately
sent to Abram F. Myers, chairman
(Continued

on

Page

8)

<>)

"Eskimo"

Myers9 "Propaganda" Charges
Are Answered by Kuykendall
$423,562 Quarter Profit
Shown by Pathe Exchange

Pledging M.P.T.O.A. support of
the NRA and the film industry code,
President Ed Kuykendall yesterday
Net profit of $423,562 is reported lashed back at Allied, and Abram
by Pathe Exchange and subsidiaries F. Myers, answering a statement
for the 13 weeks ending Sept. 30, made by this exhibitor association
compared with loss of $54,274.22 in
Monday
the previous 26 weeks. Principal last
eleventh
hourdeclaring
fight tothat
get Allied's
a fair
item of income was $490,000 in di- code for independent exhibitors had
vidends from Dupont Film Manu- brought
into full operation
the
facturing Corp.
(Continued
on Page 8)
The Coming
1934
Film Daily Year Book
Will
Be More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

Mala, the "Eskimo," his loves, happiness and heartaches moved into the
Astor Theater on Broadway last evening
to the tune of a colorful and swanky
M-G-M premiere. He bids fair, this
"Eskimo," to be a highly satisfactory
and profitable tenant for many weeks
to come. It is truly fine entertainment, this picture, because it is honest.
It is a picture that thrills, awes, amazes
and satisfies. Nothing this year on the
screen, in our modest opinion, will
offe' better entertainment to every
member of the family. W. S. Van
Dyke of "Trader Horn" fame did a
swell job
of directing
and inM-G-M
deserves a world
of credit
presenting
this unusual pictorial adventure. It is
sure-fire box-office and its principal
characters remain with one long after
the

final

fade-out.—JACK

ALICOATE.

The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
An
Established
Reputation
For Accuracy. — Advt.
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Blank Makes Stan. Brown Del Lord Made Vice-Pres.
Des Moines City Manager Of Phil Ryan Productions
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After 7,000,000 More
In reviving George Arliss' "Disraeli,"
which opens within the next three
weeks at the Hollywood on Broadway,
Warners expect to attract a new
audience of about 7,000,000 to see the
picture. It is estimated that, in the
four years since the film was first
shown, that many additional boys and
girls have reached the moviegoing age.
The picture already has played to more
than 100,000,000 persons, according to
Major Albert Warner, and it is expected that at least 25,000,000 more
will see it.

Va

Omaha — Stanley Brown, manager
of the Orpheum, has been transferred to Des Moines by A. H. Blank
to become city manager of the
houses of the new Tri-State Theater Corp. Brown was a former
district manager for Publix. Other
changes in the local personnel of
the Blank organization are expected to follow, according to Ralph
Branton, general manager.

Federation to Map Fight
On Chicago Dual Bill Ban

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

.oming an

DAILY

Hollywood — - Del Lord, veteran
comedy director, formerly with
Mack Sennett, has been appointed
vice-president of Phil L. Ryan Productions, Inc., making comedies for
Paramount release. The promotion
is due to his good work on the
currenttinueprogram,
to direct. which he will con-

Bob Savini Closes Deal
For 12 Western 3-Reelers

JOAN

d G

CRAWFORD arrived in New
terday from Hollywood.

York yes-

DAVID MANNERS, who recently finished
work in "Roman Scandals," new Eddie Cantor
picture for U. A., arrives in New York from
Hollywood on Friday and sails the same night
on the Paris for a vacation abroad.
HUGH WILLIAMS, actor signed in London
by Winfield Sheehan, arrived in New York
yesterday on the Roosevelt. MRS. MARK
OSTRER was another passenger.
JOHN M. CRINNION, executive vice-president of Amity Pictures, has returned to New

Bob Savini of Astor Pictures has York after a series of conferences with the
closed a contract with William midwestern exchange managers.
Plans for attacking the double
GARY COOPER and SANDRA SHAW, who
feature ban in Chicago, where major Steiner for the production of 12 have admitted their engagement, are scheduled
three-reel
western
comedy-dramas
to arrive in New York this week.
producers insert clauses in their featuring Ben and Budd with the
WILLIAM SAAL, CARL BERGER and GEORGE
film contracts prohibiting their fea- horse "Starlight" and the dog TERWILLIGER
will return Monday from Jamaica,
tures on bills with another feature, "Snoozer." Astor will release
will be discussed at a meeting of
where they filmed "Ouanga."
an arrangement with coastBERT KELLY is in New York from the
the Federation of the Motion Pic- through
to-coast co-operative exchanges. The coast.
ture Industry to be held late this
first,will
"Girl
Trouble,"Dec.
is 15.
completed
week in New York. The Federation and
be released
also will consider matters in regard
Testing Federal Power
to the industry code.
On Intra-State Control
Bing Crosby Laid Up
Due to illness that has kept him Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Whether federal
Gary Cooper With Anna Sten
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY on the coast under doctor's orders,
Bing Crosby will not make his control of intra-state business is
Hollywood — Gary Cooper has been scheduled appearance on the New legal will be tested in court here
signed by Samuel Goldwyn to co- York Paramount stage starting Fri- as the result of a case filed by some
star with Anna Sten in "Barbary
day. The booking has been set independent Michigan oil dealers
Coast" for United Artists release.
who were giving premiums with gas
back to February. Radio's "Show- and oil in violation of the oil code.
boat Revue" is the new incoming
The case was taken under advisestage bill.
Warners Signs McCrea, D'Orsay
ment. A ruling for the oil dealers
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
might prove significant to movies,
Hollywood— Joel McCrea has been
Columbus Variety Club Chartered
which have
they are insigned by Warners for one of the
tra-statecontended
business.
Columbus — Papers have been
male
leads
in
"Gambling
Lady,"
filed
chartering
the
Variety
Club
with Barbara Stanwyck. Fifi of Columbus. Incorporators are M.
Story on Nick the Greek
D'Orsay also has been signed for R. Clark, manager of the Paramount
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
the Al Jolson film, "Wonder Bar." branch here. Russell Bovim, manHollywood — Charles R. Rogers
ager of Loew's Ohio; Max Stearn, will produce "It's A Pleasure to
Finishing Fairbanks Film Nov. 20 manager of the New Southern The- Lose," based on the career of Nick
ater, and James V. Peppe.
the Greek, noted gambler, as his
London — "Symphony in Purple,"
ninth picture for Paramount this
starring Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., is
Acquire
Third
House
season. George Raft will have the
expected to be finished by Nov. 20
Denver — The Hiawatha theater leading role. Joel Sayre and Erwin
at the London Films Studios for
United Artists release. Another U. has been sold by Nakomis Theater Gelsey have been assigned to write
A. release, "Sorrell and Son," re- Corp. to International Amusement the original screen story.
cently was completed by British & Co., headed by Theodore Zadra and
Dominions.
H. A. Goodridge, who already own
New House for E. 57th St.
the Ogden here and the Liberty Bell.
A movie theater will be part of
Leadville, Colo. Louis Williams will the building program planned on
H. G. Wells to Write Story for U.A. be
manager.
East 57th St., where the Founders
London— H. G. Wells has agreed
Enterprise Corp. of America bought
to write a story to be produced by
Frank Buck Returning
property from the Manufacturers
Alexander Korda, production head
Frank Buck, who has been in Trust Co.
of London Films, for release by
Singapore
for
the
past
six
months
United Artists. The story wiil deal filming his second animal thriller,
with the future of the world.
"Wild Cargo," for the Van Beuren
Corp., will start his return journey
to the United States this week.
Plan South American Film
Cavaliere, head cameraLew Seiler, who was associated Nicholas
for the expedition, will return
with Harold Austin in producing with man
Buck.
"Eat 'Em Alive," intends to make
an animal feature in South America
Para. Signs Alice Brady
with his partner. Production begins
in about two months, he stated yes- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Best wishes are extended by
Hollywood — Paramount has signed
terday in New York.
THE FILM DAILY to the
Alice Brady for "Miss Fane's Baby
following members of Hie
is Stolen," with Dorothea Wieck.
Stage Player Signed by Para.
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:
Kitty Carlisle, appearing on
Censor's
Daughter
Her
Successor
Nov. 15
Broadway in "Champagne Sec," has
Jacksonville, Fla. — Gov. Dave
been signed by Paramount.
Sholtz has appointed Miss Eugenia
Lewis
Stone
Grover
Je»ej
N. Talley of Miami to the place on
Columbia Buys Hellinger Story
Samuel Ornitz
Hal Dinsan
the State Board of Motion Picture
Joseph Patrick Reddy
"Strictly Confidential," by Mark Review left vacant by the death of
Hellinger, "Daily Mirror" columnist, her mother, Mrs. Henry Talley.
has been bought by Columbia.

MANYUAPPVRETUI

THERE IS NOTHING

BIGGER THAN

Last night at the $2 Astor Theatre, N.Y.
"Trader Horn" yielded its laurels to an even
greater Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer attraction
A W. S. VAN

DYKE PRODUCTION

NUTS!
GROUCHO is
HARPO looks
CHICO sells
and the three of them

drive ZEPPO

NUTS!

to
LAUGHING

SOUP

... Concocted

by the greatest

collection of gag men in motion-picture history . . . Brewed

by

the hand of Leo McCarey, who directed "The Kid From Spain."
Decorated

by any

number

And dished up by the FOUR

of maidens

out of uniform.

MARXES.

"4 MARX BROS
DUCK SOUP
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"Ha-

REVEAL MODEL CODE
FRAMED 2 MONTHS AGO
(Continued from Page

WARNER -F.N. LINEUP
50% READY NOV. 30
(Continued from Page 1)

1)

"confidential"
bearing
the names
of the entireandNRA
research
and
planning committee, was shown to
Film Daily yesterday. This was
followed by a model code which was
then made public, but which had the
actual words "block booking"
omitted, and in its stead substituted
the termsale"coercion"
as applying
to
forced
of one item
in order to
purchase another. Subsequently,
this first model code was withdrawn,
it was learned exclusively by Film
Daily, and a model code of Nov. 6
was made public. In this latter
code, the coercion principle was rewritten to include sale and leasing
as reported in Film Daily, which
is another way of writing the block
booking principle. Of particular interest was a note appended to the
confidential code which said that
while the stated unfair trade practices were not mandatory upon an
industry any one of them could, by
executive order from the White
House, be inserted in the code when
it reached there.
Due to the horizontal inter-relation between all industries in the
country, the NRA is striving for a
model code containing trade practices that would be universal in
their application and at the same
time be acceptable to all industries.
The film code is still in Col. R. W.
Lea's office. Gen. Johnson returned
last night from his trip.

Higher Scale at Music Hall
With 'Little
Starts (Continued
from Page Women'
1)

will be raised from 35 to 40 cents.
From 1 to 6 P.M. the price will be
jumped from 55 to 60 cents. Evening prices will remain at 85 cents
except on week-ends and holidays
when 99 cents will be the scale. The
raise will be permanent. Starting
tomorrow morning the house will
open at 10 o'clock with the feature
starting a half hour later. Five
shows daily will be given.

• • • IT LOOKS as if South Africa now boasts the finest
atmospheric theater in the world
with the opening of
the Colosseum in Johannesburg the Wonder Theater
of I. W. Schlesinger's African Theaters Limited
it contains every modern device found in any de luxe American theater
and
then
some
South
African
innovations
in addition

*

*

are puzzled because they can't figure
out which picture is responsible for the
big draw.

*

• •
• AS YOU sit in the auditorium you are surrounded
by fantastic dream-castles
reaching up to the sky
a
marvelous, unbelievable sky that duplicates the heavens with
the starry constellations
this "sky" is lit with a weird
blue light that makes it seem as far away as the real sky
filled with twinkling stars in exact duplication of the heavens
in the Southern
hemisphere
clouds chase one another
across this blue expanse
the exit doors from the auditorium are the gates of the ancient castles that tower up all
around you
they say it is a triumph of engineering
skill in architectural and lighting effects that no other theater
in the world can equal
and in South Africa!
• • • IT SEEMS that almost everyone you meet is talkabout "The
and theLadLady"
at the
Capitol
with ingMax
Baer Prizefighter
the new Wonder
of the
Screen
he
has proved positively sensational so Major Bowes is holding the pix over for a second record week
"The World
Changes" holds over for a fourth week at the Hollywood
At the Strand opening tonite is a swell lobby exhibit of police
department devices such as riot guns, sub-machine guns, tear
and gas bombs to ballyhoo the new pix, "From Headquarters"
Tamar Lane's New York edition of "Film Mercury"
appeared yesterday
Doris Warner, back from the Coast,
is financially interested in "Men In White," bought by M-G-M
for films
Harry Reser's Cliquot Club orchestra, costumed as Eskimos, serenaded from a bus in front of the Astor
Theater
last night
and it
was
broadcast
over for
WORthe opening of "Eskimo"

Product Better Than Ever, Decision Expected Soon
Declares Hunt Stromberg
In Stanley-Erpi Action

General condition of box-office reports is not due to inferior pictures,
as product is better than in past
years, declared Hunt Stromberg,
M-G-M producer, on his arrival in
New York yesterday to attend the
premiere of "Eskimo," which he
made. Unsatisfactory returns are
due to an impaired public morale
based on business circumstances.
Two-Reel Travesty on Henry VIII
With the public mind unsettled in
"Henry the Ache," two-reel mu- many localities, reception of pictures,
sical travesty on "Henry VIII," will there is bound to lack enthusiasm,
be the third subject made by Meyer
of their quality, the proDavis for RKO-Van Beuren. Bert regardless
ducer asserted.
Lahr will star in it.
Stromberg believes that picturegoers want great love stories told in
Waiting List for "3 Pigs"
an
adult, sophisticated manner.
Cleveland — A waiting list of 100
Musicals will continue their current
dates for "Three Little Pigs" is re- revival provided real stories are
ported by M. A. Goodman, local
them and music is only used
United Artists manager. The car- given
toon is in its fifth week downtown. as an accessory.
The producer plans to remain in
New York 10 days, seeing shows
and reading material. Upon his reQuandary
turn to the Coast he will produce
With a subsequent run of "Private
"The
Painted Veil," Greta Garbo's
Life of Henry VIII" and the French
next picture.
version of "Three Little Pigs" on the
bill, the Globe is playing to S.R.O. and
everybody is happy, except that the
Brandt boys, managers of the house,

*

"Volga Volga" in English Ready"
Kinematrade has completed preparation and recording of the English
version of "Volga Volga," historical
romance of early Russia.

Decision of Judge John P. Nields
of the U. S. District Court, Wilmington, on the latest move in the
suit brought by Stanley Co. of
America, Duovac and General Talking Pictures against A. T. & T.,
Western Electric and Electrical Research Products, in which a temporary injunction has been obtained,
is expected any day. It will be in
connection with a petition by the defendant to file interrogatories. The
plaintiffs have filed their objections
which are now being studied. Pending this decision, Judge Nields will
not
case. fix the date for hearing of the
Fox

Picks

West

Coast

24 Beauts
Bureau

of THE

Hazard," "Easy to Love," "From
quarters," "House on 56th Street,'
vana Widows," "Lady Killer," "Mandalay,"
"Massacre," "Son of a Sailor' and "The Big
In production are "As the Earth Turns,"
"Hell's
Bells," "Hi, Nellie," "Wonder HeadBar,"
Shakedown."
"Gambling Lady" and "Heat Lightning," while
Journal
of for
a Crime"
and "The
are
listed
completion
by theHeir
end Chaser"
of the
month.
Lined up for production in the second half
of the studio year are "Anthony -Adverse,"
"Napoleon," "British Agent," "A Modern
Hero," "Dragon Murder Case," "Broadway
and Back," "A Very Honorable Guy," "Harold Teen," "The Happy Family," "Return
of the Terror," "Upper World," "Registered
Nurse," and another big musical, "Sweethearts Forever."

3 Million Budgeted
For 7 RKO Features
(Continued from Page 1)

the first week in December. Meanwhile Pandro Berman, associate
producer,
activities. is supervising all studio
The first new films to start will
be the all-star "Success Story" and
an Irene Dunne starring vehicle not
yet titled. Five more will go before the cameras upon Cooper's return. They are "So You Won't
Sing, Eh?" with ZaSu Pitts, Pert
Kelton and William Gargan; "The
World Outside," Technicolor film
starring Ann Harding; "Girl Meets
Boy," with Joel McCrea; "Three
Stand Alone," and one other as yet
untitled. RKO now has four films
in the cutting room and five in
production.
Seven of New Lineup Set by Ufa
Seven titles have been set by Ufa
out of 20 releases to be distributed
in 1933-34. Three of the features
are operettas, namely, "Waltz Contest," "Young Love of a Prince"
and "Victor and Victoria." Others
include "A Certain Mr. Gran,"
"Refugees," "Gold" and "Florian
Geyer. Ufa also will distribute a
number of English shorts, in addi- j
tion to 27 featurettes and 27 educa
tional pictures.
Society Sponsors Foreign Films
Denver — Having shown a profit
on their first foreign picture, Mrs.
Will Shafroth and Mrs. Wm. Downs,
local society women, will show
"L'Opera de Quat' Sous" at the
Bluebird for two matinees.

for Musicals
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Out of 1,100 applicants, Fox has picked 24 girls for
its forthcoming "Fox Follies" and
George White's "Scandals." The
girls
are: Dearing, Marion Weldon. Edith
Dorothy

Haskins, Zelda Webber, Geneva Sawyer,
Marbeth Wright, Anita Thompson, Georgia
Spence, Esther Brodelot, Lynn Bari, Iris
Shunn, Helen Lehigh, Kathryn Barnes, Bonnie Browning, Gaile Arnold, Bonita Barker,
Lee Bailey, Nadine Dore, Patricia Lee, Ardell
Unger, Edna Callaghan, Patricia Farr, Shir'ey Aaronson and Jean Alden.

Quits
Isn't
Member
West
CoastAcad.
Bur., —THE
FILM
DAILY
Hollywood — Sam Schneider, who with
Harry M. and Jack L. Warner and other
Warner-F. N. executives tendered his
resignation from the Academy of M. P.
Arts & Sciences, was not even a member of the Academy, according to Howard Green, vice-president. Hal Wallis,
William Koenig and Lloyd Bacon were
others who quit. Don Gledhill is temporarily acting as executive secretary in
place of Lester Cowan, who resigned.

MANPOWER

SCORES A HIT

WITH THIS FLAMING SUCCESSOR TO "CALL HER SAVAGE'
Clara Bow in the supreme dramatic
performance of her amazing career.
Thrills that halt your pulse beat.
Hearty, robust laughter. Above all . . .
romance . . . revealing the deep emotional currents of an impassioned
woman's heart. Prepare for one of
your greatest profit runs of the year.

BOW
HOOPLA
with

PRESTON
RICHARD

FOSTER
CROMWELL

Herbert Mundin
• James
Gleason • Minna Gombell
From theplay "The Barker" by JOHN
KENYON NICHOLSON. Stage play
produced
Al

by CHARLES L WAGNER.

Rocket*

Production

Directed by FRANK

Your patrons always like
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N. J. Unit Wants Allied
3-Day Para. Sales Meeting Columbia Starting
Seven New Pictures
To Produce — Distribute Being Held This Week-End
(Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)

of the Allied board. President Sidney E. Samuelson, who presided at
the session, afterward stated that
{Continued from Page 1)
"propaganda mills" controlled by his unit has no concrete plan in mind
antagonistic interests. KuykendalPs but puts the matter up to the nastatement reads:
tional exhibitor association.
"I am just a little bit surprised at this
outburst of pent up anger on the part of
Samuelson also discussed various
those mis-leaders who have no actual investment in this Industry — and no interest other clauses of the industry code.

TO MYERS' CHARGES

than an intense desire to capitalize for their
own personal interest. I cannot believe the
procedure of these three or four self-styled
leaders really represent the sentiment of any
appreciable number of the membership of
Allied States, because there are many fine
fellows who belong to it that are not given
to such rash ridiculous statements, so 1
must believe that all these outbreaks of speech
are not concurred in by the membership as
a whole and really come from the same men
who have become notorious for their capacity
to mak-e mis-statements of fact and want
the old ballyhoo of obstructionism to keep
them before the exhibitors of this country.
"The M.P.T.O.A. is now accused, in Abe
Myers' latest outburst, of supporting the
President's recovery program and of offering
ahead of selfour cooperation in the big jobpicture
industry
government in the motion
under the NRA code. This he thinks if
treason,
be
this
treason and treachery. If
then make the most of it. We are going
to play ball with President Roosevelt, we
will do our level best to make the NRA code
function fairly and to the best interests of
inthe independent exhibitor, and without
juring anybody. If we find lTr actual practice any part of the Code works an unreat.
sonable hardship on anyone, we will try
channelget it changed through the proper
knows that tie
as provided for. Everyone
tnc
signed
individually
MPTO.A. members
President's Re-employment Agreement, pledged
industry
an
their cooperation in developing
code, and will not welch on edthat foragreement.
the so e
"Allied, originally organiz
.A., adpurpose of opposing the M.P.T.O
prorecovery
the
oppose
vised its members to
gram in the beginning, to refuse to submit
lheir
ts,
agreemen
any codes or re-employment
eration
campaign of obstruction and non-coop Lawis at least logical and understandable
no
have
we
tely
Fortuna
yers must live.
lawyers interested in getting a fee to carry
nal
professio
nor
tely
indefini
'fight'
a
on
organizers who need 'controversies to help
them get money from some exhibitors who
that sort
probably will always be suckers for with
Mr.
of thing. We have no quarrel
ze
sympathi
fully
rs,
Myers and his organize
his personal atwith his position and think
agree
cannot
We
ied.
tacks are quite unjustif
exhibitor s indepenthat the measure of an
dence is solely based on how much he hate
the other parts of the industry.
"His quarrel is really with the National Recovery Administration, which operates thr
'propaganda mill' to secure the cooperation of
all industries with the President's recovery
program and the NRA codes. Apparently
the comdesertions in his own ranks andentice
away
plete failure of Allied efforts to
our members have blinded Mr. Myers with
r.
M.
the
by
rage over the success achieved
T O A. in securing code provisions long
inadvocated for the benefit of the small
dependent exhibitor. If Allied had produce
a definite, organized program in advance,
instead of trying to block the whole NRA
program, perhaps their blunders would no
have been so obvious to their own menibe'

ship."

New House for Lenoir, N. C.
Lenoir, N. C. — Business interests
of Lenoir and Morganton have combined to operate a new $65,000 theater, seating 800, to be completed
here in two months. C. Vernon
Davis of Morganton is president,
and F. C. Hands of Lenoir is treasurer and general manager.
Roxy Books Lillian Roth Short
"Million Dollar Melody," musical
short with Lillian Roth, opens Friday at the original Roxy. Phil
Regan, radio singer, also has been
added to the stage bill.
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Monday'at". White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va. George J. Schaefer, general
manager, will preside. Home office
executives attending wiH- include
Neil Agnew, J. J." Unger and Standistrict managers
Waite.be Eleven
also leywill
present.

"Take the Witness," "Whirlpool,'
"Produce the Body," "Black Moon,'
"Murder in the Studio" and an
aviation story for Tim McCoy
Others in preparation include
"World's Fair," "Sisters Under the
Skin," "The Most Precious Thing
in Life," "Whom the Gods Destroy,';
"Among the Missing," "Hello Big
Boy" and "Gambling Man."

"Class production that will add
prestige to Columbia's program.
Tracy's work will earn critical
raves. Miss Young's is no less
excellent. Both do excellentDailyjobs/7
Variety
THE MOST
STORY

FRANK

GLORIOUS

LOVE

SINCE "7th HEAVEN"!

BORZAGE

Production

ivith

SPENCER TRACY -LORETTA

YOUNG

Screen play by Jo Swerling
From the play by Laivrence Hazard

l

A
COLUMBIA
PICTURE
Screen Guild
Picture
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A
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Plan to End Anxiety Over Code Offered by Myers

COLONEL LEA REPORTS TO JOHNSON ON FILM CODE
Kuykendall is Challenged to Address Allied Meeting
Samuelson Invites MPTOA
Head to State His Case
Before N. J. Unit

Observations
. . along cinema
^--^ By JACK
I OST,

highway

ALICOATE =

strayed or stolen, one Motion

*" ture Code.

Last seen

Pic-

in the vicinity

of Washington, D. C. 'Twas not so many
moons ago that Washington instructed
quick concerted code action on the part
of this business, and got it. How and whsn
the code will be signed nobody seems to
know. As a result, the motion picture industry is suspended in mid-air. Indecision
rides the waves. Recriminations add fuel
to code

hearing embers. We are not unmindful of the fact that the code presents

many

complex problems. But, if any provisions cannot be adjusted, in fairness to
all they should be thrown out. In fact,
many have felt all along that working

Another step in the Allied-MPTOA
code conflict was taken yesterday
when Sidney E. Samuelson, president of the N. J. Allied unit and
member of the Allied Ass'n board,
countered by challenging Kuykendall to appear before a gathering
of his group and substantiate his
statements (Continued
of yesterday
"the
on Page 4)that

CODE POSfOFFERS
CHARGED BY ALLIED

•

Charging that "in quarters antagonistic to the independent exhibitors
trafficking in appointments" to local
boards to be set up under the motion picture code has already begun,
Allied yesterday
called on its affi(Continued on Page 4)

LJOW
time flies. On Sunday next "Roxy"
' ' celebrates his 11th year of broadcasting. It seems only yesterday that we

Boston Union Files Bill
To Repeal Mass. Blue Law

hours and conditions, and not trade practice, was the principal aim in code accomplishment. Delay in the final adoption of
the motion picture code is jeopardizing
the chances of a great industry to safe
and speedy recovery.

heard "Roxy" and his gang for the first
time over the air. His radio success and
achievements

mark

an

outstanding

page

in broadcasting history. When "Roxy" first
became popular over the ether there were
those who predicted a quick death for ths
theater. On the contrary, radio and pictures have continued to work hand in hand
will continue to do so.

and

\A/E

•

can't understand

it. Either politics

"' has hardened old Col. Alicoate or
the entire staff of this sheet is going softy.
We have not seen RKO's "Little Women,"
but it must have a spiritual quality about
it that makes soft-boiled eggs out of hard
ones. When
hardened old reviewerBroadwayites tell you that it got 'em, that
the tears rolled down their weazened old
cheeks as big as doughnuts, and that after
seeing it they are again thinking of an
occasional visit to church, it must have
something that most pictures have not.
It is violating no confidence to tell you
that the consensus of the Film Daily resweep

viewing staff is that "Little Women"
the eountry like wildfire.

will

Boston — A bill for repeal of the
blue laws has been filed in the state
legislature by the I.A.T.S.E. Local,
which is affected by the Sunday
restrictions on stage acts. Present
regulations require drastic cutting
of films for Sunday showing.

New

One-Night

Circuit

Denver — A circuit of seven towns has
been organized by Ray Raeburn, who
will show films in each town one day
a week, using portable equipment. The
towns, all in South Dakota, are: New
Underwood (headquarters). Wall, Keystone, Vale, Portola, Neisell and Wasta.

DISNEY GIVES DATA
ON CARTOON PROFITS
With the idea of dispelling the
growing impression that he already
is a millionaire and that "Three
Little Pigs" will net him another
fortune, Walt Disney yesterday
issued, through United Artists, his
distribution channel, the following
figures on cartoon costs and receipts:
"After

19(Continued
weeks ofon unprecedented
Page 2)

popu-

Allied T. 0. of Louisiana
Not Planning to Disband

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Declaring that the
industry "undoubtedly is suffering in
all its branches from the uncertainty
Resumption of conferences to resulting from the protracted code
draft a operators' wage scale for
Abram F. Myers, Althe New York metropolitan area has proceedings,"
lied counsel, yesterday offered a
been again delayed pending the re- plan of procedure for relieving this
turn today of Fred Dempsey, I. A. anxiety and enabling the industry
T. S. E. official, who had planned to go ahead with its work. His
(Continued on Page :4)
proposal
says:
"A man with the prestige of a national
Comprehensive — Complete — Everywhere The
nual Year Book
of Film Daily. — Advt.

An-

By
WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Col. Robert W.
Lea's office stated last night that
the
filmoncode,
together
withover
Lea's
report
it, was
turned
to
General Johnson yesterday. However, it was not believed that Johnson had looked at it yet. NRA officials said that chances of quick
action blatt
arewas very
slim.
Rosenunable
to Sol
see A.Johnson
today.
yesterday afternoon but may do so
Despite approval by the Labor
Advisory (Continued
Board ofon the
proviPage labor
4)

FURTHER CUT LOOMS
IN WORKING HOURS
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — There is a strong
New Orleans — Although mem- possibility that even shorter working hours may be specified in codes
bership of Allied Theater Owners
of Louisiana has been pared to a within the next few months, it was
working group, the organization learned yesterday. This is in line
does not plan to disband, says with the Administration's efforts to
Henry J. Lazarus, chairman of the re-absorb all unemployed through
board. The unit has been contrib- NRA operation.
uting to the code battle in Washington.
Beahan Joins Columbia

Myers Offers Plan to End
Uncertainty Over Film Code
Confabs on Union Scale
Meet With Another Delay

NRA
Officials See Little
Chance of Quick Action
on Code

(Continued on Page 4)

As Associate Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Charles Beahan, formerly eastern story editor for Universal, has joined Columbia as associate producer, it is announced by
Harry Cohn, president.
RKO

Stock Offer Approved

RKO has received permission from
Federal Judge Bondy to issue its common stock in exchange for common and
preferred stock of Keith-Albee-Orpheum
and Orpheum Circuit. The offer was
originally made by RKO before the
receivership.

The 1934
Education

Film Daily Year
Book
In Pictures. — Advt.
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Ward Wing and Chester Bennett
have organized Mayfair Pictures, larity, 'Three Little Pigs' has not returned
and Disney's
profit won't exLtd., with plans for producing two cost ofceed prints,
$25,000 over
a period
of two
years
features in Malacca and 12 two-reel- from all world markets.
ers in color. The producers, who this"Anshortoptimistic
estimate of the gross on
would be $125,000.
have just arrived in New York from
"Average cost of a 'Mickey Mouse' short
London, where the concern has es- is $18,000; a 'Silly Symphony,' $20,000.
tablished headquarters, have Eng"Counting distribution costs. 'Pigs' must
gross from $60,000 to $75,000 to break even,
lish backing. Titles of the features and
even the net over this does not all gr.
to Disney.
are "Remo Remo" and "Jungle
Love." Wing and Bennett leave
"Reported $400,000 annual income for Dis
New York next week for the Coast, ney is gross income, with net being far less.
has made an investment in plant
later to go to Japan and China to and"Disney
pictures totaling $750,000, which ha
produce their shorts, en route to
not
been
returned
yet."
Malacca. With the party is Lori
Territories
Assigned
Bara (Mrs. Wing), and Nell Emerald, English writer. The Bennett
To
Schlaifer
and Gold
color process will be used on the
Sales territories to be handled by
shorts, which will be made so they
can be split into single reelers.
L. J. Schlaifer and Harry Gold, acting as direct assistants to Al Lichtman, vice-president and general
Sperry Products to Handle manager
of United Artists, were anArctic Nu-Air, Kooler Aire follows: nounced by Lichtman yesterday as
Sperry Products, Inc., of BrookSchlaifer: District No. 3, Chicago, Cincinlyn is understood taking over Eastnati, Cleveland, Detroit. Tndianapolis and
ern distribution of the Arctic Nu- Milwaukee; District No. 5, St. Louis. Kansas
Air and Kooler Aire conditioning City, Omaha, Denver and Minneapolis; DisNo. 6, Los Angeles, San Francisco.
systems. The company will handle Seattletrictand
Salt Lake City; District No. 7.
installations, servicing and all mat- Canada.
ters in connection with the systems
Gold: District No. 1, which includes New
Boston and New Haven; District No
5,000 of which are in use in the- York,
2. Buffalo, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and
aters at the present time.
Washington; District No. 4. Atlanta, Charlotte, New Orleans
and
Dallas.

To Star Jackie Coogan
In 12 College Shorts Code Authority Members
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Need Not Attend Meetings
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Production Field Protests
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Protests against industry
code provisions affecting production are
pouring into NRA headquarters from
Coast and New York writers, including
many identified with the Screen Writers'
Guild of the Authors' League. They
particularly assail clauses concerning
salary regulation and restrictions imposed on the period and manner in
which
contract
offers may be made.

Personal attendance of members
of the Code Authority at meetings
in connection with administration of
the film industry code is not mandatory under the draft. In event
pressure of other business prevents
Sophie Tucker for "Fox Follies"
members from participating in its
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sessions they may appoint a substitute, with the approval of the
Los Angeles- -Sophie Tucker, who
has just opened a tour at the United Code Authority, which reserves the
Artists Theater
to reject selections.
will go
"Fox right
finishing
herin stage
Follies" after here,
The Code Authority does not plan
bookings. She also has a bid to
to hold regular meetings, but is explay with Slim Summerville at Unipected to convene whenever a suffiversal.
cient number of important matters
accumulate. Announcement of its
Ben Berk Quits Atlas for Coast Job personnel will not be officially made,
Ben Berk has resigned as vice- it is understood, until signing of the
president and general manager in ?ode by the President.
charge of the Atlas Soundfilm Recording studio and will today leave
Finish First Astor Release
for Hollywood to take over the west
William Pizor has completed
coast branch of the Cineglo Sound
"Death Fangs," the first of a series
System. Berk will make his head- of 12 action pictures to be released
quarters at the Alexander Bros. one a month by Astor Pictures
sound studios.
through independent exchanges with
Cincinnati — Harry Schrieber of Bob Savini supervising distribution.
the RKO Capitol here has replaced The picture features David Sharp,
stunt man, and will be reHorton Kahn, on leave of absence, Hollywood
leased Dec. 1. The series will be
at the Palace, Columbus. Jack Tierknown as the "Flash" series and
nan takes Schrieber's place at the each release will also feature the
Capitol.
police dog "Flash."
Loew Gets "Footlight" Nov. 24
Tashman, Grant at Ampa
Loew houses in the entire metroLilyan Tashman and Cary Grant
politan circuit will play Warner's
"Footlight Parade" starting Nov. will be the headline guests of the
24. It will run a full week in the
Ampa at today's luncheon in Sardi's.
de luxe houses and the four-day Auctioning of Vincent Trotta's
time in split-week stands.
book, "Screen Personalities," for the
benefit of the Film Daily Relief
Henry
Staab Dead
Fund also will take place, and there
Milwaukee — Henry A. Staab, 58, will be an announcement of imformer secretary of the M.P.T.O.
portance from the Service Bureau.
of Wisconsin for seven years, died Al Wilkie of Paramount will do the
honors.
at his home here Nov. 11.
Hollywood — I. A. Allen will make
twelve college shorts starring Jackie
Coogan at the Talisman Studios. He
has a major release which will be
announced shoi-tly.

Coming and Going
LILYAN TASHMAN leaves New York today
for Chicago to open a personal appearance tour
which includes Cleveland, Detroit and Cincinnati.
ROBERT SHAYNE, stage actor now under
RKO contract, is back in New York after appearing in "Rodney" on location in Virginia.
He goes west shortly.
ED KUYKENDALL leaves New York tomorrow
for Chicago and thence to Milwaukee to at->
tend annual convention of the M.P.T.O. of
Wisconsin
next
week.
from
the coast.MONTGOMERY
DOUGLASS
COL. FRED
in the east.
JOHN
part of

LEVY

is in New

York'

of Louisville is sojourning,

CLARK of Fox was in Boston the early
the week.

FRANCHOT

TONE

is in New

York.

GARY COOPER arrives in New York on
Saturday and will attend the premiere ofParamount's "Design for Living" at the Criterion
next Wednesday evening.
WILL
JAMES,
author
Cowboy,"
in New
coast and gets
will stop
at

WARD WING
arrived in New

of Paramount's
"Lone)
York Algonquin.
today
from
the
the

and CHESTER BENNETT
York
from
London.

haver

MONTY BANKS, who is producing in England, plans a trip to the United States soon.

100% CircuiTCoverage
On Educational Lineup

EducationaPs current program
will have 100 per cent circuit representation in every territory in the
country as a result of deals completed, the company states. DistribFox. ution
of the shorts is handled by

U. A.-Saenger Deal
New Orleans — United Artists has
closed a product deal with Saenger
houses in this territory, exclusive
of New Orleans, where Loew's State
has the product. "Henry VIII," however, will open at the Saenger here.
Monogram-Hallett
Deal
Mike Hallett has signed 100 per
cent for the Monogram product to
play in each of his five theaters in
Oneida, Rome and Utica.
"Footlight's" 4th Week in B'klyn
"Footlight Parade" will hold over
for a fourth week at the Brooklyn
Strand beginning today.

iiafe

MANY HAPPY RETUPilS,
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 16
Lawrence Tibbett
Keene Thompson
Caryl Lincoln

Corinne

Griffith

Bruce Mitchell

ijNdw! I never play any of
kem WARNER BROS. PICTURES!
HIS MAN

WILL NOT

1,623 EXHIBITORS

BE ONE

WHO

WILL BOOK

»aulMuni...in "The World

ames

Cagney

oe E. Brown

OF THE

Changes'0

... in "Lady Killer"'

... in "Son of a Sailor"0

: lay Francis in "House on 56th Street
: dw. G. Robinson ... in "Dark Hazard"
Wonder

Bar' ° . ."Anthony Adverse
'As The Earth Turns"

"
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LEA'S CODE REPORT
GIVEN TO JOHNSON
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(Continued from Page 1)

sions in the code, there is still much
disagreement among" the board's
members regarding the provisions
applying to actors. Strong representations have been made by Frank
Gillmore and Actor's Equity attorneys, it was said, against all of
Article 5 in the code. Dr. Leo Wolman, head of the Labor Advisory
Board, is understood to have the
problem now under advisement.
A general order suggesting not
more than 3 instead of 4 divisions
for wage scales in codes was said to
have General Johnson's approval,
although this is not official. While
this could materially affect the labor provisions in the code, it was
said the understanding among NRA
officials was that it was not to be
retroactive in its application. The
order, issued as confidential and in
which no announcement has been
made by NRA as yet, divided labor
into skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled labor only, specifying the
mention of only minimum wages for
these three classifications.
In other quarters it was rumored
yesterday that the blacklist and boycott provisions against Actors in the
code may be receiving close scrutiny
by the Federal Trade Commission
along with its study of distributorexhibitor relations as stipulated in
the code. The Commission, which
is irrevocably tied up with the National Recovery Act. is strongly opposed to any form of blacklisting
or boycotting.
Col. R. W. Lea saw Gen. Hugh S.
Johnson a short while yesterday,
but it is not thought picture business was discussed.

Code Post Offers
Charged by Allied
(Continued from Page 1)

Hated units to collect all information concerning alleged "unofficial"
offers of appointments to the
groups. Allied asks its members to
especially check on reports of "suggestions that such appointments
may be had in return for withdrawing from particular organizations or
the joining of others."

Confabs on Union Scale
Meet With Another Delay
(Continued from Page

1)

to be back in his office by Tuesday
of this week. The Independent Theater Owners are being represented
by a group headed by President
Harry Brandt.
Film Guidance

Plan

Grand Rapids, Mich. — A new plan of
selecting films devised by Marie Gezon
of the girls' guidance bureau in cooperation with a local newspaper has
elicited commendation from Allen Johnson, president of Neighborhood Theaters
Ass'n. The plan enables parents to
choose children's entertainment and the
exhibitors prefer it to censorship.

• • • IT WAS a field day for Eastern Production at the
private screening of Educational's latest output of short subjects there wasn't a Hollywood
production among 'em
and Earl W. Hammons along with the Educational and
Fox home office contingent walked out of the projection room
wreathed in smiles
and well they might
for they
had demonstrated conclusively that ace product can be made
right
here infrom
li'l the
ole New
the equal
of anything
that comes
studiosYork
on the sunkissed
shores
of Califor-nigh-aye
•

•

• THERE WAS a first-class exhibit of cartoon technique in Paul Terry-Toon's "Beanstalk Jack"
but Paul's
outfit has been turning out class cartoons for so many years
that it hardily constitutes news
still, it IS eastern production then there was "Million Dollar Melody"
a
Jack White production featuring Lillian Roth and Eddie Craven
an Eastern Studio product
a girlie-musical with
a real story that has everything it is possible to put into two
reels of melodic entertainment

MYERS OFFERSAPLAN
TO END CODE ANXIETY:
(Continued from Page 1)
figure could take the representatives
of frr
various factions into a room and in a shor
time find out how far they can agree o
a Code.
"Such national figure could then prepare ;
Code with a fair provision as regards laboi
(which provision would be in keeping wit!
established policies of NRA and would not con
tain experimental innovations) together wit!
such other provisions as the various faction
could agree to.
That would be the Code.
"A committee could then be created (Ex
ecutive, Administrative, or Congressional) t<
inquire into and report on the many issue
as to which the parties are unable to agree
We include this suggestion not only in the
interest of the independent exhibitors, bu
also in order that the mnay public and private
agencies and organizations interested i;
block-booking,
etc., may have the benefit ol
findings.
such thorough and impartial inquiries am|
"In the meantime, anxiety over the Cod
would be ended and the industry could surg
foiward in an atmosphere of understandin:
and

confidence."

Kuykendall Invited
To Address Allieci
(Continued from Page 1)

• •
• BUT THE prize entry was Ernest Truex in "Mr.
Adam"
something that Al Christie as producer can stack
against any of 'em
a honey for haw-haws,
beautiful
gals and topical theme with a classy snap
we don't
ask Hollywood to try and top it
that's impossible. ......
we only ask 'em to try and equal it
a banzai and a
round of yodels to William Watson and Art Jarrett for the best
kidding on Nudism to date
art cinematography by Bill
Steiner
a beautifully paced example of directorial skill
by Al Christie with all the fine facilities of the Eastern
Service Studios evident in every foot
now if this sounds
like a Rave
that's exactly what we aimed to convey. .....
for this li'l ole paper has been rooting for Eastern Production
for months
yea, for years
and it tickles us silly
that Mister Hammons' clever cohorts have vindicated our faith
in our own hamlet.
♦
s*
&
%
•

• • A BUNCH of film men will attend the confirmation exercises for David Joseph Sanders
son of Morris
Sanders
to be held Nov. 25 at the Jacob H. Schiff Center
in the Bronx
the lad's dad is assistant to Harry H. Buxbaum, Fox metropolitan manager
Louis Nizer and Dr. J.
Lyons are scheduled to speak
film gents attending will
be Samuel Rinzler, Louis Frisch, Charlie Moses, Ed Hyman,
Harry Shiffman, Ben Sherman, Jack Steinman, Lee Ochs, A.
Flum, Jack Hattem, Abe Leff, Sam Cocalis, E. C. Grainger,
William Sussman, H. H. Buxbaum, J. J. Lee, Rudolph Sanders,
Leo Abrams, Herman Becker, Edward Rugoff, Irving Gerber,
Ben Knoble, Louis Phillips, Jack Springer
and if that
gang don't confirm the confirmation, li'l Davie might just as
well quit
&
^
♦
♦
• •
• TODAY WILL find Paramount billed all over the
AMPA
luncheon
program
with Lilyan Tashman
and
Cary Grant as guests
and Al Wilkie doing the emcee
stuff
book,of the
"Screen
will
be
auctioned Vince
off for Trotta's
the benefit
Film Personalities,"
Daily M. P. Relief
Fund
Sidney J. Mitchell, widely known among the New
York film bunch, is now assistant manager of the Hamilton
Hotel in Washington, D. C.
so when in the Capital hunt
Sid up and he will give you a real welcome
Space only
precludes a resume of the Big Doin's at the opening of "Eskimo"
at the Astor the other nite
but we can't omit mention
of the fact that even God seems to be on the side of Emgeem
Bill Ferguson had a snow-effect for the opening ballyhoo out front
and the Lord Almighty closed the show
with a Real Snow Flurry
and how can ya lick such a
combination?
for an Eskimo pix?

«

«

«

»

»

»

procedure
three does
or four
self'
styled
Alliedofleaders
not represent the sentiment of any appreciable number of the Allied membership. In a special delivery letter tc
Kuykendall, Samuelson said:
" T cannot believe the procedure of thes
three or four self-styled leaders really repre
sents the sentiment of any appreciable num
her of the membership
of Allied States.'
"I believed that you should be given ai
opportunity to prove your assertion. There
fore, I extend to you a most cordial invita
tin to attend a meeting of the Allied The
ater Owners of New Jersey at which time yoi
will be accorded every opportunity to pre
sent to the independent exhibitors of New
Jersey your arguments in favor of the pro
posed code. This meeting can be arrangei
at a - time convenient to you in New Yorl
City or in any city in the State of New Jer
sey. If you desire that you be accompanies
by any members of the M.P.T.O.A., all ol
these persons will be given every courtesy aguests of New Jersey Allied.
"Let me assure you that this invitation i:
extended to you and such others as you cart
to bring along in a sincere effort to cleai
the atmosphere once and for all on the ques
Hon of the motion picture code.
"Your prompt acceptance designating th<
time agreeable to you and also indicating you:
choice of a city in which the meeting is V
be

held,

will

Eddie
Waslungton

be

greatly

Dowling
Bureau

appreciated."

Calls
of THE

at NRA
FILM

DAIL\

Washington — Eddie Dowling was
a caller at NRA offices yesterday
bureau.
He may be put on the speaker's
Publix Deals Up Tomorrow
Hearing on a motion to review approval given by Referee Henry K. Davis
of four Publix Enterprises theater deals
was postponed yesterday until tomorrow
in the U. S. District Court. Georgia
Realty Co. is endeavoring to nullify the
deals on the grounds that the properties involved should be disposed of
immediately. Trustees of Paramount
Publix, however, declare that they require more time in order to get the
properties in shape prior to a sale
of assets. Deals involved concern two
houses in Knoxville, one in Augusta, Ga.,
going to Lucas & Jenkins, and the
Palace and State, both at South Bend.

TODAY NEW YORK WILL ECHO
HUlSkDEROUS APPLAUSE FOR
A PICTURE THAT WILL LIVE ON
SVER...IN GLORY UNDIMMED

.**,-.
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"LADIES MUST LOVE"
with

June

Knight,O'Neill
Neil

Hamilton,

Universal

Sally

71 mins.

GOLDDIGGER ROMANCE WITH MUSIC MAKES FAIR
ENTERTAINMENT.
This is the story of four flashy gold-

George
Brent,
Margaret
Lindsay,
Hugh Herbert, Eugene Pallette
Warner
Bros.
63 mins.

"LITTLE WOMEN"

with

INGENIOUS

MURDER

MYSTERY

THAT

PACKS A GOOD SUSPENSE PUNCH AND
SHOULD PLEASE THESE FANS NICELY.

This is somewhat of a novelty in the
way of murder mysteries in that one
crime takes place within the walls of
police headquarters. Who commits the
first crime or how, is not revealed to the
audience at the outset, so that the efforts
Neil Hamilton, who plays the part of a of scientific sleuths to unravel the mystery remains a source of continuous susrich playboy. She arouses the girls' ire by
pense. The manner of working out the
refusing a handsome bracelet from Neil,
solution of the crime, with the aid of a
who jokingly places it around the pet cat's finger print expert, a doctor who seems
neck. The other girls immediately grab to take quite a pleasure in murders, and
the cat and forthwith pawn the bracelet. the other familiar officials, without forgetting the usual comedy characters, is quite
June falls more deeply in love. Her roommates double cross June and manage to intriguing and ought to prove thoroughly
satisfying to the folks who have a yen for
get the "merger" letter into Neil's hands.
He leaves June and after the usual situa- dramas of this type. Love interest also
tions, all ends well. The story is flimsy plays a part in the proceedings, with
and the action lacks pep. In the begin- George Brent and Margaret Lindsay as the
romantic team. The whole affair has been
ning, Miss Knight sings two "torch" numbers in cabaret scenes.
very effectively handled from a directorial
Cast: June Knight, Neil Hamilton, Sally standpoint by Wilhelm Dieterle.
Cast: George Brent, Margaret Lindsay,
O'Neill, Dorothy Burgess, Mary Carlisle,
George Stone, Maude Eburne, Oscar Ap- Hugh Herbert, Eugene Pallette, Theodore
Dorothy Burgess, Ken Murray,
O'Neill.
fel, Edmund Breese, Richard Carle, Ber- Newton,
Robert Barrat, Murray Kinnell, Henry
lon Churchill, Virginia Cherrill.
Director, E. A.duPont; Author, William
Director, Wilhelm Dieterle; Author, RobHuribut, Adaptor, John Francis Larkin;
ert N. Lee; Adaptors, Robert N. Lee, Peter
Dialoguer, same; Editor, Robert Carlisle;
Milne; Cameraman, William Reese; Editor,
Cameraman, Tony Gaudio; Recording En- William
B. Clemens.
gineer, Gilbert Kurland.
Direction, Fine. Photgoraphy, Fine.
Direction,
Fair
Photography,
Good
diggers who "merge" and sign a contract
which promises each a split of the others'
spoils. The girls carry on with their
night life and gay times, dividing minor
gifts, until June Knight falls in love with

with Joan Bennett,
Paul Lukas,, Frances
Dee, Jean Parker, Edna May Oliver, Douglass Montgomery, Henry Stephenson
RKO
115 mins.
A SUPERBLY WROUGHT ADAPTATION
OF THE CLASSIC NOVEL THAT SHOULD
GET A ROUSING RECEPTION.
Although it is based exclusively on clean
heart interest, this production packs a
wallop of emotional appeal that hits the
target in machine-gun fashion from start
to finish. Adapted from the Louisa Alcott
book that has a background worth plenty
of dough to exhibitors in the way of tieups and community support, the picture
has been handled with such sympathy and
understanding that it seems as though the
characters had actually come to life with
all the charm their author wove around
them. Story is about four sisters whose
kind mother and father bring them up into
beautiful womanhood in an idealistic atmosphere which nevertheless is not without its romances, hardships, joys and fulfillments. Everybody from scenarists and
director to players and technicians share
in the merited laurels.
Cast: Katharine Hepburn, Joan Bennett,
Paul Lukas, Frances Dee, Jean Parker, Edna
May Oliver, Douglass Montgomery, Henry
Stephenson, Spring Byington, Samuel Hinds,
Mabel Colcord, John Davis Lodge, Nydia
Westman.
Director, George Cukor; Author, Louisa
May Alcott; Adaptors, Sara Y. Mason,
Victor Heerman; Cameraman, Henry Gerrard; Recording Engineer, Frank H. Harris;
Editor, Jack Kitchin.
Direction, Sympathetic. Photography, A-l.

"ESKIMO"
M-G-M
117 mins.
THRILLING DRAMA OF FAR NORTH
COMBINING ELEMENTAL POWER, HUMAN CONFLICT AND MARVELOUS
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Besides being a polar epic, containing
some of the most unusual thrills of nature
ever caught by the camera, this W. S.
Van Dyke production embraces a strong
human interest narrative which, together
with the wonderful camera work, should
make it a box-office magnet of good proportions. The story end of the picture
deals with Mala, a brave Eskimo hunter
on whom the tribe chiefly depends for
food. Being an honorable fellow who,

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvo.
HOLLYWOOD

—

"gBL

according to Arctic custom, doesn't hesitate to lend his wife to a friend, he places
too much trust in some white traders, who
do wrong to the Eskimo women and then
take Mala into custody for avenging his
dead wife. Learning that the Canadian
Mounted Police plan to hang him, Mala
makes a grim escape, and when his pursuers catch up with him the Eskimo and
his faithful new wife prefer to walk off
together to their own death on an ice
floe — although the impression is given the
audience that the brave couple will be
floated safely to another refuge. The
cast is all Eskimo except for Van Dyke,
Captain Freuchen, the author, and a few
others.
Cast: Natives, supplemented by W. S.
Van Dyke, Peter Freuchen and others.
Director, W. S. Van Dyke; Author, Peter
Freuchen; Adaptor, John Lee Mahin; Cameramen, C'yde DeVinna, Josiah Roberts,
George Nogle; Recording Engineers, C. S
Crap,
Nervig. H. E. Watson; Editor, Conrad A.
Direction,
Superb.

Box-office.

Dillaway

"ONE YEAR LATER"

Katharine Hepburn in

"FROM HEADQUARTERS"

Photography,

"A MAN
with

OF SENTIMENT"

Marian

Marsh, Owen Moore, William
Bakewell
Chesterfield
68 mins.
FAIR DRAMA ABOUT GIRL WHO PREFERS HONEST LOVE TO EASY LUXURY.
OKAY
FOR POP HOUSES.
Nothing much

to this one in the way

of story, consequently a good deal of the
footage is taken up by talk. Marfan
Marsh, an ambitious girl, meets William
Bakewell as the result of an auto mishap.
Bill appears to be on his uppers, though
he actually is a rich man's son with blacksheep proclivities. Though Marian has a
chance to hook up with a wealthy playboy,
Owen Moore, she goes for Bill in the real
way, but is rebuffed by his stuck-up parents. So she walks out and subsequently
is stricken with pneumonia, winding up in
a hospital, where the romance eventually
works out to a happy conclusion. The
cast and director do the best they can
with the material at their disposal, but the
handicap is a little too much for them.
For the not too particular family houses,
however, the picture should get by all
right.
Cast: Marian Marsh, Owen Moore, William Bakewell, Christian Rub, Edmund
Breese, Emma Dunn, Geneva Mitchell I Jack
Pennick, Pat O'Malley, Sid Saylor, Lucille
Ward, Cornelius Keefe, Sam Adams, Otto
Hoffman.
Director, Richard Thorpe; Author, Frederick H. Brennan; Adaptor, Robert Ellis;
Dialoguer, same; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson; Recording Engineer, L. E Clark.
Direction, Okay
Photography, Good

with

Mary

Brian,

Russell

Hopton,

Dona

Allied
69 mi
GOOD HUMAN
INTEREST DRAV
ADAPTED WITH INGENUITY AND WEI
ACTED
BY CAPABLE
PRINCIPALS.
While
the story itself is nothing
jii
usual, the manner
in which
it has bei
adapted
and
the judicious
blending
light touches with the dramatic momen |
combine to make this a satisfying piece
entertainment.
In its straight form, tl
plot concerns the tragedy into which a ha|
py newly married couple, Mary Brian ar
Donald Dillaway, are thrown when the hu
band's employer
is accidently
fight between
the two men

shot in
because

the employer's
unwelcome
attentions
t
the wife. The action starts with the coi
pie on their honeymoon,
then
switchd
abruptly
to a Christmas
Eve when
tl
husband
is being
taken
to the priso
where he is to be electrocuted.
Belie)
ing his wife unfaithful, the husband
r<
fuses to see her, but she trails along o
the same train, which also carries a cor
sumptive newspaper reporter, Russell Ho
ton, to whom
the wife tells her stor
Hopton
changes clothes with Donald, e\[
fects his escape and leaps from the tra
as it crosses a high bridge.
Cast: Mary Brian, Russell Hopton, Dcr
aid Dillaway, George Irving, Will Ahen
Gladys Ahem, DeWitt Jennings, Jacki
Searl, Pauline Garon, Marjorie Beebe, /
Hill, Myrtle Steadman, Edward Keen*.
Harry
Holman,
Whitlock,
Nina William
Guilbert, Humphrey,
John Ince,Lloy"
P;
O'Malley, James Mack, Walter Brennoi
Herbert Evans, Jane Keckley, Kit Guar<
Al Klein, Tom London, Virginia Trt
Boardman.
Director, E. Mason Hopper; Author,
Hugh Herbert; Adaptor, same; Addition;
Dialogue, Will Ahern; Cameramen, Faxc
Dean, Tom Galligan; Recording Enginee
Pete Clark; Editor, Mildred Johnston.
Direction. Good.
Photography, Good.

"LAUGHTER

THROUGH

THE

(Yiddish-Russian Silent, Synchronized)
Worldkino
78 mini,
VERY GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FO^
YIDDISH AND SPECIAL AUDIENCES
NICELY HANDLED COMBINATION 0;
PATHOS AND COMEDY.
Based on the novel
by Sholem Aleichen
TEARS"
popular Yiddish author whose name uri
doubtedly will exercise box-office appe;
to that clientele, this is an engrossing an
enjoyable account of the tribulations in th.
Ghetto of a Russian village before 1917
with a satisfying love story included. We
acted, directed with effective touches an
photographed in like manner, the actio
skips from sad drama to lively humor i
a manner that makes for consistent en
tertainment values. Though produced as
silent, the picture has a synchronize
score, as well as descriptive talk in Yid
dish, and in addition there are some Eng
lish titles. The picture's main appea
however, is to the Jewish trade, and thes
fans seem to be going for the attractio
in a big way at the Acme Theater wher
it is having its initial presentation. Th
film was produced by Vufku.
Cast: J. A. Kovenberg, A. D. Goritchevs
D A. Cantor, M. D. Sen-Elnikova, S. J
Silberman, A. J. Vubnik, F. A. Soslovsky.
Director, G. Gritcher; Author, Sholen
Aleichem; Cameramen, Parkash, Verigc
Burnstyn.
Editor, Joseph
Borcvsky;
Direction, Fine Photography, Fine.
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REVIEWING
Ernest Truex in
"Mr. Adam"
(Star Comedy)

20 mins.
An Ace
One of the finest short .comedies
the year. Ernest Truex dishes
it one of the most hilarious comly characterizations seen on the
'■reen in months. He is the timid
jsband of Frances Halliday, who
ikes him to join a Nudist colony
i the doctor's orders. Mr. Truex
•otests to no avail, and is put
trough the works up at the Nudist
3 matorium. Every motion and gesire of the comedian is good for a
ugh. Pretty and seductive girls
ander back and forth in scanties
id shock Ernie almost unconsous. Then the fun really starts
hen they get ready to make him
srobe. The sexy stuff is handled
sry delicately and cleanly, and can
Tend nobody. It moves fast, and
ie support of Frances Halliday,
arry Short, Harry Miller and Jean
acy is perfect. The latter named
:tle lady has practically everying and should click big. Pip
ory by Arthur Jarrett and Wilam Watson. Ace camera by Wilam Stelner. Al Christie produced
id directed one that can't miss.
(iucational

"Killers of Chaparral"17 mins.
stor
Swell Animal Thriller
. The director has gone into the
... ild animal country of our own
uthwest
to film this amazing
ort, which combines novelty, humand thrills in a score or more of
p ! inch-packed
scenes.
Fifteen
to
■ I 'enty wild-cats are corralled and
J lotographed
as they battle over
e carcass
of a fallen animal.
ose-ups and long shots alike are
.; teresting and exciting.
Unusual
^jstures
of turtles
fighting
for
"^t. premacy are worked
in between
'"esuspenseful
big thrills. sequence
The film showing
ends witha
'■' ht to the death between a weasel
'j'd a rattler.
Photography is ex**!lent and the descriptive narrae is well written and capably
ndled.
"Beanstalk Jack"
» lucational
A Winner

7 mins.

,.A very clever and funny adapta>n of the fairy tale yarn to the
3 imated technique, with a comedy
Ip as Jack climbing the beanilk to the castle of the giant in
e clouds. There he experiences
me exciting adventures
and es, pes the terrible ogre and slides
ck down the beanstalk with the
ose that lays the golden eggs that
ve the old lady from losing the
I homestead.
It hits the new note
t cartoons sounded by '"Three LitPigs" and should prove immensepopular.

&JW

DAILY

THE SHORT

"Million Dollar Melody"
with Lilliam Roth, Eddie Craven
Educational
21 mins.
Clicks
Two reels of the latest modern
vogue in tabloid musicals, but this
one has the benefit of a real plot
carried through by Lillian Roth and
Eddie Craven.
Eddie is having a

SUBJECTS

tough time getting over as a song
composer, till he gets the idea of
posing as a suicide. Lillian, his
wife, collects the insurance and all
Eddie's melodies become instant
hits with his Greek music publisher.
Some swell dance numbers, girlies
and songs are introduced, Miss
Roth scoring heavily with her vocalizing. Has plenty of pep, comedy

and class. Jack White turned out
a real number, and such names in
the cast as Annie Sutherland, Leo
Donnelly, Patsy Flick, Eddie Roberts help a lot. Dances by Mosconi
Brothers. Music by James Hanley
and Benny Davis, with Al Colombo
as musical director. Plenty of talent for any short.

"A picture that can play
on the public's heart'
strings as the public likes
to have its heartstrings
touched, in any age*"
The Hollyivood Reporter

THE MOST

GLORIOUS

LOVE

STORY SINCE "7th HEAVEN"!

a FRANK

BORZ AGE Production
with

SPENCER
LORETTA

TRACY
YOUNG

Screen play by Jo Swerling
From the play by Lawrence Hazard

A COLUMBIA
P 1C T U R E
A

S' c r c en

Guild

P ic t u r c

16, 193J
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SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE ==

J^ALPH STAUB starts production
tomorrow at Vitaphone on a
comedy starring Ben Blue. Story is
by Jack Henley, Dolf Singer and
Glen Lambert.
Production on "Cold Heat, ' tentative title, first of the series of tworeelers featuring Moran and Mack
to be made in the east, under the
direction of Al Christie for Educational, will be completed today at
the Eastern Service studio in Astoria. Julie Chandler supports the
comedians in the short, written by
N. Dorfman arid William Watson
with adaptation credited to Sig
Herzig. Warren Murray assisted
on the direction.

•

Leigh Jason, recent addition to
the directorial staff of Magna Pictures, starts work Monday on a
musical comedy tentatively titled
"Hot 'n' Bothered," featuring Ethel
Waters. It is the first of a series
to be directed by him for RKO release. Joe Nadel, who is handling
the casting, will assist Jason on the
direction, with Joe Ruttenberg and
Sam Levitt doing the camera work.
Production will be at the Fox Mov. atone studio.
"Poppin' the Cork," starring Milton Berle, has been completed under
the direction of Jack White for Educational release. It is a cast of
100,
including
Henry King's orchestra.

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
M-G-M

Providence — Dropping
vaudevilli
has purchased "The Gravy the RKO
Albee has gone to
Game," by Harry Stuhldreher and straight picture policy, starting wit
£)UDLEY MURPHY, director of W. Thornton Martin. The story "Only Yesterday."
"Emperor Jones," has arrived was published last month in the
in Hollywood to talk business with
*
* Post."
*
several producers who have seen his "Saturday Evening
Salt Lake City— National Theatej
Supply
reports a pickup in equir
production of the Eugene O'Neill
Russell Hardie has a new con- month.
ment business during the pasplay. En route to the coast from
tract
at
M-G-M.
New York, Murphy stopped off in
* *
*
Pittsburgh to see Maxwell AnderNigel
Bruce
and
Florence
Desson, who was attending the opening
Pawtucket, R. I.— Lease taken b
mond are additions to the cast of
Leonard Goldberg on the Imperia
of "Mary of Scotland," starring "Fox Follies."
Helen Hayes. Murphy is interested
* *
*
formerly operated by Publix, run;
for five years.
in a play of Anderson's written with
Wilfred
Lucas,
Richard
Tucker,
George S. Kaufman.
George Gulh, Claire DuBrey, Robert Hamans and Paul Stanton are
Chicago — The Southtown theater'
Wallace Ford has been engaged
completely remodeled, has reopene
recent
additions
to
M-G-M's
"The
with Edward Masters, formerly wit*
by Monogram to replace Bill Cag*
*
#
ney in "Woman's Man." He will be
RKO, as house manager. Sam Dar i
co-starred with Marguerite de la Comeback."
former manager, has been transfer
William Nigh will direct "Mys- red to the Lamar as assistant mar
Motte. Cagney's present committery
Liner"
for
Monogram.
*
*
*
ments prevent his taking the role.
Also in the cast are John Halliday,
Rosemary Ames has been assign- ager.
Kitty Kelly, Barbara Bedford, Leigh
Louisville — Theater Enterprise^
ed to Fox's "Disillusion," with VicAllen, Jameson Thomas, Dom Dutor Jory, John Boles and Mona Inc., has been capitalized at $4,00
gan and Don Douglas. The film Barrie.
by Tom Norman, Frank E. Shuc
goes into production immediately.
now and Myron Oppenheim. Tr
Edward Luddy will direct.
Frankie Darro is appearing in Co- company has reopened the Nation?
* *
*
lumbia's "No Cannons Roar," which with pictures from Monday to Sal
Archie Mayo will direct Barbara Frank Borzage
urday
added on Sa1
* is * directing.
*
urday and
and vaudeville
Sunday.
Stanwyck
in
"Gambling
Lady"
for
Warners.
Constantin Bakalinakoff will direct the recording of all music in
Marjorie Rambeau has been "Joe Palooka," Reliance production
Milwaukee Convention Committee
for U. A.
signed by Warners for "A Modern
Milwaukee — Committee handlin
*
*
*
Hero," with Richard Barthelmess,
the annual convention of the M. I
Jean Muir and Margaret Lindsay.
Ruth Warren and Selmer Jackson T. O. of Wis. and Upper Mich., No
* *
*
Fay Wray will have the feminine are recent additions to "Let's Fall 21-23, at the Hotel Schroeder her.
includes George Fischer, chairmar
in Love," at *
Columbia.
*
*
lead in Columbia's "Once to Every
Russell
Leddy, B. K. Fischer, Roj
Woman," with
* Jack
* Holt.
*
Lloyd Bacon is celebrating his Baldwin, Jack Silliman, J. R. Kec
and Ben Katz. Among speal
Kay Francis is back in the cast tenth year as a director for War- gan
ners by starting production on ers scheduled are Sol A. Rosenblat
of First National's Al Jolson film, "Wonder Bar," with Al Jolson and M. A. Lightman and Ed Kuykendal
"Wonder Bar."
* *
*
an all-star cast.

Production on the feature, "Social Register," starring Colleen
Moore, and being directed and proAnn Dvorak and Lyle Talbot will
duced by Marshall Neilan with William DeMille as co-producer, got un- be teamed
by Warners
in "Heat
der way Tuesday at the Eastern
*
*
*
Service studio in Astoria. Support- Lightning."
Alan Mowbray, Helen Westley,
ing Miss Moore in the picture, which
is taken from the stage play by Florence Arliss and Murray Kinnell
Anita Loos and John Emerson, are have been added to "House of
Alexander Kirkland, Margaret Liv- Rothschild," 20th Century production starring George Arliss for U.
ingston, Charles Winninger, Ross
Alexander, Olive Olsen and Roberta A. release. *
* *
Robinson. Harold Godsoe is assisting Neilan on the direction, with
Kathryndiscovery,
Sergava, First
National'sin
Merritt Gerstad and Walter Strenge Russian
will appear
doing the camera work. M. Connol- "British Agent."
ly is in charge of casting.
"Henry the Ache," two-reel satire
Hal LeRoy is at work on his fifth on "Henry the Eighth" to be produced by Magna Pictures, is schedVitaphone two-reel musical comedy
uled to go into work Nov. 24 under
at the Brooklyn plant. This short, the direction
of Ray McCarey at
"Private Lessons,"" also features the Fox Movietone studio. Burnet
Dawn O'Day. he Roy completes his Hershey and Bert Granet have comwork Saturday and leaves Sunday
the dialogue, with music and
for Hollywood to be featured in lyrics pleted
to be furnished by Harold
Warner's "Harold Teen."
Spinna and Johnnie Burke.
RCA Sound for Biograph
RCA Victor Photophone High Fidelity
sound recording is being installed in the
new Biograph Studios in the Bronx.
DCA also will furnish engineers to run
the apparatus. The plant, when reconstructed, will be one of the best
equipped
in the east.

NEWS of the DAY

Alice Brady, who has just completed a new role in "The Vinegar
Tree" has signed a new long term
contract with* M-G-M.
*
*

Releasing 3-Reel Musicals Soon
Two
three-reel
musical
con/
edies are among the 26 complete
shorts which Vitaphone will releasj

in December, January and Februar;'
the Clock," with Norm'
Fox has exercised its option on "Around
Heather Angel and signed her to a man,
Terris, will
Etonbe Boys
and next
Lynn mont
Ove'
released
long term contract.
while a special with Mollie Picon
scheduled for January.
Pancho Lucas, an office boy at the
M-G-M studios, has been selected,
'Rainbow Over Broadwa
to portray Villa in the earlier se- Releasing
"Rainbow Over Broadway," Cher
quences of "Viva Villa."
terfield comedy drama with musi
"Bud" Pollard has been signed has been completed and will be r
leased shortly by First Divisio
to direct a series of musical juve- Joan Marsh and Frank Albertsc
nile pictures which he will produce head the cast.
for Jules Stone. The cast will consist entirely of child talent from the
Jules Stone Studios, Inc. Work on New French Musical for Carneg
"Mam'zelle Nitouche," French mi
the first of the series, to be made
at the Pollard Studios, Grantwood, sical with English dialogue title II
will begin at once. Helen Lardner opens Saturday at the Little Ca I
is doing the dialogue. I. Pollock negie Playhouse.
will do the song numbers. The Pollard Studios have just signed for
RCA High Fidelity
More Houses For Denv. Area
• sound.

The second cartoon in the new series being produced by the Van Beuren Corp., featuring "The Little
Preparatory work on "Sweet
King" character created by 0. Sog- Adeline," feature to be made by
low, has the kingdom adopting the Rowland-Brice for release through
N.R.A. to solve its depression prob- United Artists, has been started,
title.
lems. "Marching Along" is the with work scheduled to gel under
way within the next 30 days.

Denver — Rumor says J. H. Cooper
Theater Enterprises, Publix tieup, will
convert buildings into theaters in
Greeley, Grand Junction and Pueblo.
Also reported J. J. Goodstein is considering building in Alamosa, Colo., and
Santa
Fe, N. M.

Rosenblatt

Sticking to Job Till Finished

LABOR WILL NOT COME UNDER CODE AUTHORITY
Ohio Exhib Leaders to Face Grand Jury in Tax Probe
P. J. Wood and Others are
Subpoenaed Over Lobbying Activities
FILM

Bv /. W. LEHMAN
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Columbus — Subpoenas
have been
ed on P. J. Wood,
Columbus,
business manager of the M.P.T.O.
)i Ohio; Henry Greenburger, head
rf the greater Cleveland Exhibitors
iciation; G. W. Erdmann, sec-etary of the same group;
Myer
'Fine, John Kalafat, Paul Gusdano-

'ivi

{Continued on Page 4)

E. SCHWARTZ HEADS
NEW UNIT IN OHIO

Thacher Named

NRA

Master of RKO Claims

Thomas D. Thacher, former U. S. Solicitor General, has been appointed Special
Master to consider all claims filed against RKO. The appointment, made by Judge
Bondy in the U. S. District Court, is in response to a request made Nov. 1 by Irving
Trust Co., receiver for RKO, for a master to hear and determine the claims which
total $23,285,143.95. Prominent in the list are claims based upon rent guarantees
or direct leases, claims based on guarantees of financial obligations and founded on
breach of contract, claims for goods and commercial services rendered, and income
tax claims.

25 of MPTOA's 37 Proposals
Incorporated in Industry Code
Niles Sees More Gained
By Cooperating With Code

Regional Boards to
Handle Questions
on Labor

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — That Code Authorities will not have jurisdiction over
any labor problems in connection
with code enforcements has been
definitely determined. These problems will be left entirely to regularly ordained NRA regional labor
country.
boards being set up throughout the
While there was much skepticism
{Continued on Page 4)

Of the 37 proposals made by the
executive committee of the M. P.
T. 0. A. relating to trade practices, 25 of them are incorporated
Nevada, la.— "The motion picture
code, although not perfect, corrects in the industry code's third revision, President Ed Kuykendall states
some of the abuses and by coopera„n Columbus, 0. — The Independent
tion a great deal more can be ac- in a comparative analysis of adopted
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Ohio,
Emil E. Shauer, vice-president of
complished than by continual oppo- provisions sent yesterday to affili;ponsored by independent exhibitors,
ated unit leaders throughout the Paramount International Corp. and
sition," declares a bulletin issued
,vas launched yesterday at a mass yesterday by President Clifford L. country. Seven of the clauses not one of the founders of the presentneeting at the Deshler-Wallick Ho- Niles of Allied Theater Owners of fully embraced
in
the draft are day Paramount Publix Corp., died
(Continued
on Page 9)
{Continued on Page 11)
.el, with about 65 in attendance.
suddenly yesterday morning at his
home in New York. He was 67
The by-laws,
approved
at the execu(Continued
on Page 9)
years old. News of his death came
shock toon film
circles, as
Fox Films Starts Planning Its 1934-35 Program as a big (Continued
Page 4)

Personalities Rule Today,
Kuykendall Tells A.M.P.A.

-;
is
•
•
.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Fox has already
The industry, particularly as reraids theaters, is now operating on
started to plan on next season's
i "personality
basis,"
declared feature schedule, with several scripts
Resident Ed Kuykendall of the M.
D. T. 0. A. yesterday in speaking accepted for the new line-up. The
it the A. M. P. A. luncheon in present production season will end
when onthe Page1934-35
proiardi's. Depressed business condi- in March,(Continued
9)
ions have resulted in the eliminaion of the so-called "superman" and
n a return to the original methods
f operation, he told his audience.
Kuykendall,
in discussing the in{Continued on Page 4)

EMIL SHAUER DIES
OF HEART ATTACK

Educational's New Lineup Kuykendall Declines
Samuelson Invitation
Half Under Way by Dec. 1
Replying to a letter from PresiHalf of Educational's short subdent Sidney E. Samuelson of Allied
ject program will either be com- Theaters of New Jersey, inviting
pleted or well under way by Dec. 1.
him
to
attend a meeting of the unit
Of the 52 two-reelers scheduled, 19
and repeat his arguments in favor
are completed,
three
are
in
work
and
(■Continued on Page 11)
of the industry code, Ed Kuykendall,(Continued
M.P.T.O.A. president,
yesteron Page 9)

Sol Rosenblatt is Admitted
To Bar in Dist. of Columbia

New

Music

Hall Record

Business on "Little Women," Radio
picture, at the Radio City Music Hall
yesterday established a new opening
day record for that house. Figures compiled late last night showed a gross
in excess of the record established by
"Cavalcade."

'ou Will Surely
ilm Daily Year

Find It In The
Book. — Advt.

Coming

1934

Opening 8 Roadshows
On "Eat 'Em Alive"

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Loew

DAILY

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
last night told Film Daily that he
Harold Austin's animal picture, has no intention of resigning as
"Eat 'Em Alive," which today starts deputy administrator until all of his
its third week at the RKO Cameo, work is through. He was admitted
will be roadshowed throughout the to the District of Columbia bar yescountry, with plans now under way
terday, thereby enabling him to practice law here if he desires.
He did
to open it in eight key cities next
(Continued
on Page 9)
month.

Meeting

Deferred

Annual meeting of Loew's, Inc., was
adjourned yesterday to Jan. 16 due
to the sale of the block of 660,900
shares held by Film Securities Corp.
and slated to be auctioned Dec. 12.
Chemical Bank asked the adjournment
so that the new owners of the stock
would have a voice at the meeting.
Hearing on the report of Film Securities
scheduled for yesterday was set back
to Dec. 7.
Over
Film

1,200 Pages Of Information — The Coming
Daily Year Book. — Advt.

oing

Exhibitors and Warners
Majestic Sales Doubled
Discuss Film Problems
Following Budget Hike
Vol.LXIV, No. 40
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Bloomington
House
Reopening
Bloomington, Ind. — The Harris
Grand theater will reopen on
Thanksgiving Day. Roy Feltus will
be the manager.
Lubitsch-M-G-M

Sales of Majestic Pictures have
doubled since production budget was
increased, said President Herman
Gluckman yesterday coincident with
the formal announcement that E. H.
Goldstein, formerly with Universal,
had joined Majestic as executive
vice-president.
M. J. Weisfeldt, general sales
manager, has just returned from a
western tour with encouraging reports, said Gluckman, and optimism
also is expressed by Cleve Adams
and John Weber, other Majestic
sales executives.
William Shapiro is now on the
coast, where "Sin of Nora Moran,"
exploitation special, has just been
previewed. Another early release
will
"You Todd.
Made Me Love You,"
with beThelma

Dave Miller Heads
Buffalo Board
Buffalo — David Miller, local manager for Universal, has been elected president of the Buffalo Film
Board. He succeeds E. K. O'Shea of
M-G-M who held the office for six
Receiver for Alliance House
years. Other officers are: vice-president, Joseph Miller, Columbia;
Alliance, 0. — R. S. Wallace has
treasurer, Harry T. Dixon, RKO, ex- been named receiver for the Columecutive secretary, Emma Abplanalp.
bia theater by Judge Joseph L.
Floyd in Stark County Common
Pleas Court after judgment had
taken against the Smith
Two Wichita Houses Repeat "42nd" been
Amusement Co. in favor of the
Wichita, Kan. — ■ Warner's "42nd First National Bank. The receiverStreet," brought back to the Nomar,
an eighth run house, played to such
ship willerationhave
effect on
the op-is
of the no
theater.
Wallace
big business that the West theater, one of the largest in the city, secretary of Tri-Theaters, Inc.
has also booked the musical for a
return engagement.
Lowe-McLaglen Teamed Again
West Coast Bureau of THE

MARKET

High

pfd..

As part of the Warner Bros, policy to get viewpoints on public
tastes from exhibitors in the field,
conferences were held this week by
Harry M. Warner, Jack L. Warner
and Major Albert Warner with Ed
Fay of Providence, Ike Libson of
Cincinnati, George Trendle of Detroit and Mike Shea of Buffalo. Andy
Smith and Grad Sears, Warner
sales executives, also participated.
Theater and film problems were
frankly discussed.

Deal

Ernst Lubitsch, v/ho is now in New
York, will make a picture for M-G-M
under a deal virtually closed. He is
under contract to Paramount to make
two more features, in addition to the
new
deal.

FILM
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Hollywood — Edmund Lowe and
Testimonial for Chas. Stern
Victor McLaglen will be teamed
Boston — A testimonial dinner will again by Fox in two productions
be given Nov. 28 at the Copley- this season, Winfield Sheehan
anPlaza to Charles Stern, who soon
leaves to take up duties a,s Eastern
Division Manager of United Artists,
First Wide
Range
Abroad
directing New York and New England. The main committee includes
London — Western Electric Wide
Joseph Levenson, .Joseph Brennan, Range has been installed in the LeiWilliam Erbb, James McGuiness,
cester Square theater, marking the
John Irving and Abe Weiner.
first European installation of this
new sound system.
Hunt Made N.T.S. Mgr. in Detroit
Detroit — Herman Hunt has succeeded Ernie Forbes as local manager of the National Theater Supply. Forbes resigned. Clarence
Williamson will take the out-state
route through Michigan. Joe Watson, formerly with Publix, takes
over the city route.

John Hicks Plans Foreign Trip
John W. Hicks, Paramount foreign department executive, plans a
trip abroad soon after the first of
the new year.

and Goi
JACKyesterday.
L. WARNER
coast
N.

NATHANSON

York for th

is in town.

CARY GRANT, RANDOLPH SCOTT an
Europe.
DAVID MANNERS sail today on the Paris fc
LYNN FARNOL, Samuel Goldwyn represent;
coast.
five, arrived in New York yesterday from tf
ROY P. GATES of Flushear, Tex., and <
Beacon Films; J. KRAPP of Brunswick Recorc
ing Co., and LENNOX ROBINSON, Irish drarr
atist, are on the passenger list of the Par
sailing for Europe today.
HARVEY DAY, sales representative for Educ;
tional's Terry-Toons, left yesterday for a vis
to exchanges in Chicago, Minneapolis and oflv
cities.
DAVID PALFREYMAN leaves New York tc
day for Milwaukee to attend the annual cor
vention
of the M.P.T.O.A.
of Wisconsin.
M. C. LEVEE leaves New York today on h
return to the Coast.
LILYAN
TASHMAN,
who
went
to Chica?
yesterday
to make
a personal
appearance
;
the Palace
there, returns
to New
York
in
week.
POLA NEGRI, who was taken ill in Pitt:
burgh last week, has returned to New Yoi
to recuperate.

Hearing on Reading Houses
Reading, Pa. — Hearing is schec
uled before Judge Mays in Readin
Court for today in the action on be
half of owners and stockholders c
the Astor, Strand and Santo
theaters
to stop
a sheriff's
sale c
the houses
to satisfy
mortgage:
Harry J. Schad meanwhile is s<
questrator in charge of the propel
ties on appointment by the court.
"Roman Scandals" Coast Premier*
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

PAIL

Los Angeles
— Samuel
Goldwyn:
"Roman
Scandals,"
starring
Eddi
Cantor, opens Nov. 24 at Grauman
Chinese Theater here. The Ne1
fork opening has not yet been se
4,414 Wired in British Isles
London — Latest survey by Wes
ern Electric shows 4,414 wire
houses in the British Isles. Of th:
number, 1,666 are W. E. systems.

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S

"Bitter Sweet" Holding in Chi.

Chicago—
"Bitter
Artists
release
now inSweet,"_
its thirdUnited
week
at the World Playhouse, is doing
New Detroit Sound Service
such a splendid business at the box
office that it will be held over for
Detroit — Harry W. Mason has another week or two, according to
established the Detroit Sound Engineering Company. In addition to Dan Roche, who is handling the entheater sound system service, Mason
gagement.
is putting out a new type of widerange sound system. A trial in- Roadshow "Mr. Broadway" in Bos.
stallation has been made at the
Boston — "Mr. Broadway," with
Myrtle Theater.
Ed Sullivan, is being roadshown by
American Pictures at the Tremont.
Pop Gorman is representative with
Three Upstate Houses Reopen
the film, while Floyd Bell is handling publicity.
Buffalo — Fred Perry has reopened
the Avon, Binghamton. The Lafayette, Batavia, has been reopened by 'Broken Dreams' for Loew's Ziegfeld
Warners. The Linden, Buffalo,
Dreams"
closed four years, is now operating willMonogram's
have its New "Broken
York premiere
on
again.
Monday at Loew's Ziegfeld.

L.

left New

Nov.

18-20:
Paramount
Pictures
Distributi
Corp. sales meeting, White Sulphur Sprinj
W. Va.
Nov. 21-22:
Annual
Convention
of M.P.T.
of Wisconsin
and Upper
Michigan,
Hot
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Chari
Ball, at the Pla-Mor,
Kansas City.
Fra
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 5-6:
Annual
convention
of Allied Th
aters of Michigan,
Hotel
Portland,
Grai
Rapids,
Mich.
(Tentatiye.)

$38,000,000 G.T.E. Writeup
Wash. Bur. of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington— A writeup of $38,285,500
in six General Theaters Equipment subsidiaries in 1929 was admitted yesterday by Harley L. Clarke at the Senate
Banking
investigation.

'

THE PERFECT
SHORTS FOR
ANY SHOW •

Waffl®

FOX
NEWS

MOVIETONE
• • Twice Weekly

First all-talking newsreel . . . and more than ever far ahead of the field. More news
. . better news . . . quicker news . . . because Fox Movietone News has the
most complete world coverage of any newsreel. With sound and voice recorded at
actual scene of the action. Insist on genuine news.

MAGIC CARPET of
MOVIETONE • 26

One Reel
each

Let your patrons see the world from a theatre seat. With photography of unmatched beauty . . . natural sound . . . symphonic musical treatment . . . fascinating comment by a narrator's voice. Blends perfectly with any program. Showing in
leading theatres everywhere.

MOVIE

TINTYPES

12 One reel each
Screen hits of yesteryear . . . including "The Great Train Robbery" and eleven
other classics of the old Edison Company. Boiled down to one riotous reel each
. . . with side-splitting wisecracks by an off-stage voice. Just a belly-laugh natural.
They will even make you laugh your head off.

ADVENTURES of the NEWS
One
12
•
MAN
EL CAMERA

Reel
each

wmmm.

Thrills that will knock your audiences right out of their seats . . .because they're
REAL! Actual death-defying experiences of newsreel cameramen . . . who grind
as danger rushes at them. Plus a blood-stirring off-stage voice, so your patrons
won't miss a trick. Says Red Kann: 'The stuff is gasp-inducing in its excitement."

All Produced by Movietone News, Inc.

7
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OHIO EXHIB LEADERS

LABOR NOT TO COME
UNDERAUTHORITY

JjTHI;!

{Continued from Page 1)

and bewilderment over whether
NRA would seek to undo specific
labor provisions in codes already
agreed to by labor, it was learned
yesterday that all along the feeling
has been that only the basic minimum should be stated in the codes
themselves, leaving the finer divisional minimums for various classes
of labor to the regional boards in
each district to work from as a base
figure in any labor disputes.

Emil Shauer Dies
Of Heart Attack
(Continued from Page 1)

Shauer had been at his desk in the
Paramount Building as usual Wednesday and apparently in the best
of health and spirits. A sudden
heart attack at 10 o'clock yesterday morning was the cause of his
death. He is survived by his widow
and a son, Melville Shauer, assistant
to Albert A. Kaufman at Paramount's Hollywood studio.

Born in Bohemia, Shauer came to America
at the age of two. His family settled in
Chicago and he attended the public schools
there. At an early age he became an errand
boy for Mandel Brothers and before he
reached 21 he had become the youngest lace
curtain buyer in the country. This post
necessitated frequent trips to Europe and he
became extremely well acquainted with the
Continent.
In 1905 he came to New York, where
he associated himself with Adolph Zukor
and Marcus Loew in the penny arcade business. When the Famous Players Company
was organized in 1913, Zukor brought Shauer
into the organization because of the latter's
wide knowledge of' foreign affairs. He was
named assistant treasurer of the pioneer organization.
Some years later, when Paramount Famous
Lasky Corp. was created, Shauer was put in
complete charge of the company's foreign
business and under his leadership this division of the company became one of the most
important departments in the corporation.
With the creation of the Paramount International Corp. in 1932, Shauer was named
vice-president.
Funeral services will he held Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock from the Universal Funeral
Chapel, 597 Lexington Avenue. Burial will
be in Woodlawn
Cemetery.
Among expressions of regret over the
passing of Shauer was one from Nicholas M.
Schenck, who said: "I have known Mr.
Shauer for many years and am deeply grieved
to learn of his death. He was a splendid
character and had the love and respect of
everyone connected with the motion picture
business. The industry has suffered a severe
loss."
Joseph H. Seidelman said: "I came to
know him through 10 years of close association. He is a figure which the industry will
deeply miss."

Code Workers Thanked
In behalf of the M.P.T.O.A. executive committee. President Ed Kuykendall
yesterday expressed thanks for the unselfish cooperation of Ben Berinstein,
Morgan Walsh and L. S. Hamm, all of
whom are not affiliated with his association, in their efforts in drafting
the industry code.
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• IT'S THE Last Word in Thrills
referring
to the Fox Movietone series, "Adventures of the Newsreel
Cameraman"..
just saw four of 'em over at the FiftyFourth Street projection room
and we're still wilted
from the sock to our nervous system
but they were
grand !
all the combined ingenuity of fiction writers for
the screen, directors and studio technique.
cannot begin
to compare with the kick of these newsreel shots from Life
what you see actually happened
with the nervy
newsreel
shooting camera lads in the thick of the dangerous stuff they're
*
*
$
*
• • • FIRST WAS "Conquest of the Air"
showing every variety of thrill stunts at Kelly Field army maneuvers,
Hawaii Air Circus, the Templehof field in Germany
bombers sinking a derelict ship, a mimic air battle
20
parachute jumpers bailing out from one plane!
sensational and fatal crashes such as that of Capt. Fonk, the French
air ace
whew!
*
*
$
$
• •
• THEN CAME "Scouring the Seven Seas"
with the newsreel boys grabbing off perilous shots of sinking
vessels, typhoons, hurricanes and tidal waves in the Seven Seas
...... "Answering the Riot Call"
right in the thick
of political riots throughout the world
New York radicals
in Union Square, the French Reds on May Day, a China revolution, Greek soldiers shooting 'em down in the streets of Athens,
Hindus rioting at Bombay with plenty of carnage
but
the payoff is "Motor Mania"
with closeups of the speed
classics of the world
with loads of fatal spills
finishing with the Indianapolis classic in which six racing cars
crack up right before your eyes
rated the Greatest
Newsreel Shot in history !
Realism in Thrills !
sfc

:•:

^

%

• •
• THEY TELL us that the stunt men in Hollywood
collect big dough
they are amateurs compared to these
newsreel daredevils
who take, thrill shots and do stunts
at the same time
yet remain nameless and unsung
we'd like to print the names of every one of 'em
Fox
Movietonenews can be proud of these Legionnaires of the Lens
a nervy bunch!
• • • AGAIN THE Clara Bow Handicap will be run at
Bowie, Md
on Nov. 27
and Clara has sent a loving cup to Mayor Howard Jackson of Baltimore for the winner
.Miss Bow's pix, "Hoopla," will soon show at the new
Roxy
Warren William will broadcast highlights of his
pix, "The Match King," over WEAF next Wednesday nite
Alex Moss has no definite plans following the wind-up of the
affairs of Resolute
Richard Mack, radio writer, is handling publicity for Mills Artist Bureau
Charles Reed
Jones is now publicity manager for Chadwick Pictures
:£

:{:

^

TO FACEJGRAND JURY
(Continued from Page

Personalities Rule Today,
Tells A.M.P.A.
Kuykendall
(Continued from Page 1)
dustry code which he helped draft,
said that a morality clause was left
out of the code because it constisorship.tuted an invitation to "meddlesome
people" to use it in attacks on cen"Nobody has anything to fear
from the code," declared Kuykendall. "It will work out fairly and
Bickford
equitably."Sees Less Talent Imported
Europe's contribution to the
American film industry in future
will tend less to actors and more to
stories, according to Charles Bickford in a recent interview in the
"London Mail." Bickford has been
in England starring in "Red
Wagon" for B.I.P. He says America is developing plenty of new
players, but good stories are harder
to get and consequently anything of
merit from the foreign field will be
welcomed.
Weekly Birthday Party Aids Biz
Utica, N. Y.— A Colonial Birthday Party every Friday night is
proving a good business booster at
the Colonial, managed by Eddie Selette. Through a tieup with a bakery, cakes are given to those whose
birthdays falls within the week.

^t

• •
• ON BEHALF of the Committee of the Film Daily
Relief Fund
we are extending thanks to prexy John Flinn
and the officers of AMPA
for their splendid co-operation
in contributing to this worthy cause by their weekly luncheon
raffles of books
which is adding a tidy sum to the Fund
Mister Flinn's administration is playing to a crowded
house every week
Lou Goldberg did a swell thing
by proposing for membership Gregory Dixon, George Gray,
Arnold Van Leer, Leo Kaufman, Leo Friedman
thus keeping his promise that he would bring in the Columbia publicity
lads and support the prexy's constructive program
there
are several other producing companies to be heard from
who's next?
publicity mugs who can't get in back of
their own pressagey organizashe don't deserve any sympathy
when they're out of a job and start whining for help from
the Regular Bunch they ignored

MANY WW

«

«

»

»

»
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Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 11
John R. Freuler
Eddie Baker
Milton H. Feld
Betty Bronson
J. A. Tannenbaum
Leon

«

1)

vie, Ernest Schwartz and M. B.
Horwitz, all of Cleveland, to appear
before the grand jury in the investigation of lobby activities at the
last session of the Ohio legislature
when the amusement tax was adopted. Prosecutor Hoskins had previously questioned Greenburger and ]
Erdmann.

Edna Goldstein
Murphy
Samuel
Frank Fay
Crane Wilbur
Abe
Rosenberg

Brin

LITTLE WOMEN
FULFILLS
i

:
.

ITS

PROMISE

BIGGEST OPENING DAY
IN SHOW HISTORY!

'14,000
AT WEEKDAY

PRICES

•

BEFORE 3 P. M. $500
OVER THE HOUSE RECORD
*

HEPBURN

new tenzation.
aj: ^keet loveunete
latLTLe* Lite zcceeit

LITTL
in Louisa

M. Alcott's

Directed by George Cukor

MERIAN

C. COOPER,

Executive Producer

Kenneth

Macgowan,

Associate Producer

W/fhJOAN BENNETT, PAUL LUKAS, FRANCES
DEE, JEAN PARKER, EDNA MAY OLIVER,
Douglass

Montgomery

•

Henry Stephenson

Say— George Bancroft
is simply wonderful
Hello! There IS something new under the
Hollywood sun! It's
"BLOOD MONEY"
and 20th Century
makes it shine.

Listen . . . "BLOOD
MONEY" is packed
with entertainment!
It's a triumphal return
for George Bancroft.

in "BLOOD MONEY"
and Frances Dee and
Judith Anderson are

r.Yes, 20th

simply fine. A thrilling

Century hits
the bulls-eye again!

peek-in on a new
corner of crime.

A fine piece of entertainment.
DICK MOOK

//j&

Picture Play

i

is onr
cinat

pictu

~7twAtjMa preview
Bwmiheldn i
raved over the sensation

GEORGE
n

I
and the sensational come-

CHANDLER, JUDITH AND
as JOSEPH M. SCHENC

DARRYL

F. ZANUCi

'BLOOD MONEY"
zips along with mounting suspense to final

H

punch. Here's a timely
\j\ theme excitingly and
impressively handled

Here's a picture that

"BLOOD

proves there IS something new under the
underworld. A grand
come-back
for

a fine piece of entertainment, and the dialogue and situations
are exceptionally

George

MONEY"

is

Print this. ..in "BLOOD
MONEY" you'll see
the best piece of acting Frances Dee has
yetdone,
as the society
sensation - craving

Bancroft.
good.

ygiri!

up the wvm^/
Hollywood 300 critics
nmeback of*..

\NCHOFT

i\FRANCES DEE, CHICK
Df'N and BLOSSOM SEELEY
(resents the third big
hash for . . O^X™
CENTURY
PICTURES
Released

Thru

UNITED

ARTISTS

-%tk
THE
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

York production. The arrangement
was made to allow Howard to work
£HARLES
R. ROGERS
is all
smiles these days. His new con- in two more pictures, "Of Human
for RKO
and "British
tract player, Jack Haley, stage Bondage"
Warner
* Bros.
#
favorite, registered a decided hit in Agent" for *
"Sitting
Pretty,"
at
its
preview
reSidney
Lanfield,
who
still
has a piccently.
ture to direct for RKO Radio, was
* *
*
assigned by that company to direct
Our Passing Show: Harry Rapf,
Charles R. Rogers, Ralph Murphy, the first Lenore Ulric vehicle, "I
* *
*
Louis Swartz, Charles Feldman, Love An Actress."
Jack Moss, Esther Howard. Dave
The White family has a record,
Garber, Arthur Freed, Adolph Ram- in that it can boast of three brothish, Jack Haskell, Dave Bennett,
ers, who are directors. Jack is a
Allen Rivkin, Leonard Spigelgass, producer-director, while Sam, under
Lew Breslaw, Mrs. Michael Simmons, Dewey Robinson at the pre- contract to RKO, has just completedlumbia,"Hold
Your Temper"
Coview of "Sitting
to whom
he was for
loaned.
* Pretty."
^ ^
Jules
is
under
contract
to
M-G-M.
$ . $
$
Charles Lamont is directing
"What's to Do," a new "Frolics of
Sid Grauman, Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
Youth" comedy, which will be re- Harry Joe Brown, William Koenig,
leased by Educational. Lamont will
Fanchon and Marco, Samuel Brisdirect the entire" Frolics of Youth" kin and Herman Spitzel comprise
series.
the committee, which is in charge of
* *
*
the entertainment to be given at
Andy Clyde in his latest picture,
"Frozen Assets," wears a costume
that covers a period of two thousand years. He displays a body
armor of the days of Julius Caesar,
a 14th century helmet, a pair of
1860 spectacles and 20th century
garters.
* *
*
Cleveland — The Fountain and
Gloria Swanson is among those
being considered by First National Memphis theaters, recently acquired
for the role of Josephine opposite by Meyer Fischer, have opened.
Dick Lenden, formerly with AssoEdward G. Robinson
in# "Napoleon."
*
*
ciated Theaters, has been appointed
James Light did the dialogue for manager of the Memphis, and Frank
previously with E. C. Flani"Blood Money," 20th Century pic. Nolan,
gon in the Terminal theater, will
ture.
*
#
*
manage the Fountain.
Ginger Rogers will have the femCleveland — Victor Wolcott, former
inine lead in *
RKO's* "Success
Story."
*
owner of the Standard theater, has
R. William
Neill is to direct taken over the Southern, formerly
operated by Associated Theaters.
"Ninth Guest"
* for* Columbia.
#
Joel McCrea will have the male
Avon Park, Fla.— H. M. Johnson
lead in RKO's* "Three
Alone." has been appointed manager of the
* Stand
*
Avon, succeeding Louis Dane, transEdgar Selwyn will start "The Myferred to Vero Beach. Johnson comes
stery of the Dead Police" at M-G-M from the Beacham, Orlando.
in about 10 days. Robert Montgomery and Elizabeth Allan play the
leads.
Brush, Colo. — Ray Katzenbach,
* *
*
former owner of the Whiting theater, Thermopolis, Wyo., has bought
Leon Errol has been signed by Co- the Emerson
from John Anderson.
lumbia
for
"Hold
Your
Temper,"
two-reeler.
"%■ "k- *
Kansas City — Cole Theater Sup
Marion Dix is collaborating with ply Co. has moved to 1717 Wyandotte here.
Laird Doyle on "So You Won't Sing,
Eh?" at RKO.
*
*
%
Tampa, Fla. — Howard Jaudon has
Charles Riesner has been picked been appointed manager of the
by M-G-M to direct "Old Hannibal," Franklin, Sparks house.
May Robson vehicle, written by Dudley Nichols and
Palm Beach — Robert Thomas, for* Lamar
*
*Trotti.
mer manager of the Franklin,
Eleanor Hunt was married in Las Tampa, has been made manager of
Vegas this week to Dr. Frank S. the Kettler, a Sparks house.
Nolan, Columbia staff physician.
"*
*
*
Florence, S. C— The Colonial, forM. C. Levee, who leaves New York
merly
as the over
O'Dowd
ater,
has operating
been taken
fromthe-J.
today for the Coast, has arranged
for temporary release of Leslie M. O'Dowd by M. F. Schnibben.
Howard from a contract with Gilbert Miller, stage producer, for
Winter Park, Fla. — The Baby
whom he was to appear in a New Grand theater is being reopened.
By RALPH WILK

NEWS

Grauman's Egyptian Nov. 18 for the
benefit of the Los Angeles B'nai
B'rith. Al Jolson, Jack Oakie, Blossom Seeley, Benny Fields, Dick Powell, Jimmy Durante, Alice White,
Joe E. Brown and Vince Barnett
will be among* the* performers.
#
Charles Saxton and Rollie Asher
are writing an original, which will
serve as a starring vehicle for
George Sidney and Charlie Murray.
The
vising.comedy short will be made by
Columbia, with Zion Myers super-

*

*

*

Edmund Grainger, who produced
"Madame Spy," for Universal, will
also supervise "American Scotland
Yard," for this
* company.
*
*
George W. Pabst, and William
Keighley will direct "A Modern
Hero" and "Journal of a Crime,"
respectively, for First National.
Arthur Greville Collins will assist
Pabst.

OF THE DAY
Delphos, O. — C. Templin has
opened the Star.

re-

Maiden,
Mass. — The
Mystic.
Ramsdell house, has been reopened
under the management of Chet
Bent.
Cleveland— H. C. Bissell, Columbia branch manager, reports that his
office is 65 per cent ahead of sales
time.
compared with last year at this

"LOTS

Chief Myers, Indian athlete an
ball player, has been signed for M
G-M's "Laughing Boy."

//■

Raymond Hatton has been addei.
to M-G-M's "The Comeback," by F ,
Hugh Herbert.
Others in it includ
Otto Krugep,
Una Merkel, Isabe
Jewell,
Irene
Franklin
and
Be
Lyon, with *
George* Seitz
* to direcl
Charlie Ruggles has signed a ne^
contract with Paramount.
*
*
#
Sarah Y. Mason will do the scree:
play of RKO's "Age of Innocence.
Patricia Farley has been assigne

* to * "All * of Me."
by Paramount
William Gargan will appear wit
Pert Kelton and ZaSu Pitts i
RKO's "So You Won't Sing, Eh!
Helen Cromwell and Lilliam Harme
are additions to "Trigger."
Paramount writing assignment
this week include Frank Partos o
the screen play of "Good Dame
and Joseph
Gollomb
on "Murde
* *
*
at the Vanities."
Brown Holmes and Warren DuJ
of the First National scenario sta:
have completed the adaptation c
"Heat
Leon Abrams
George Lightning,"
Abbott stagetheplay.
One of the high spots in the celt
bration of Hal Roach's Twentiet
Anniversary next January will be
studio party, at which all scree
player
who have
ever will
workeai
under guests,
the Roach
banner,
pear in costumes which characteJ
ized them at that time. Hard

Lloyd is brushing
up his "Lorn
some Luke" *outfit* for *the occasioi1
After nine weeks of shooting, th
Portland, Me. — The Keith Theater
is being opened by Abe Goodside Salient Pictures feature, "Matin
with W. F. Freiday as manager on Time," is now in the cutting roon
a vaudefilm
policy.
Leo Birinski, author and directc
of the screen play, is supervisin
Merrill, Wis. — A. H. Nugent has the editing. Jeanette Loff is fez
resigned as manager of the Cosmo. tured in the picture, which was pro
by John
House is now under the direction of duced
Look.
* A. * Curtis* and Fran ;
A. L. Robarge, owner.
Owen Marks, veteran film editor
La Crosse, Wis. — The Rivoli has who cut "Voltaire," "Conventio
enlarged its stage to 36 by 14 feet. City," "Ever in My Heart" and "Th
William Freise is manager.
Green Goddess," will cut "Gamblin,
Lady," Mayo.
which will be directed b
Archie
* *
*
Ann Arbor, Mich. — Extensive
alterations are being made at the
Majestic
Gus Meins has completed "Loop:
road
shows.preparatory to playing
My Dear," co-starring Thelma Tod
and Patsy Kelly. Many of th
Cincinnati — The New Liberty has scenes for the Hal Roach corned
were filmed at the Grand Centr;
been reopened. W. Corbus is manairport, near *Glendale.
*
*
ager.
"Bear
Hunting"
is
the
title of
Kansas City — Paul W. Tyler is
opening a new show at Luray, Kan. new short filmed by Earle Frank, ac
venturous cameraman, for M-G-3
New Port Richey, Fla. — Z. A. with humorous explanatory remarl
* *
*
Huff of Titusville who operates sev- by Pete Smith.
eral houses in Florida has leased the
Meighan theater from L. C. Poole.
Albert Payson Terhune's origins
story, "It Would All Depend," dr£
Huron, O. — John Shleifenheimer matized by Daisy Wolf, has bee
has closed the Mecca.
bought by RKO.
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+25 MPTOA GLAUSES
ADOPTED IN CODE
(Continued from Page 1)

lartly covered by the code, he declares, and five proposals are not

Why

ROSENBLATT STICKING
TILL JOH FINISHED

Foreigners Like American Films Best

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Having previously explained why American technicians are ahead of
Europeans in the production of films, Roy Del Ruth, Warner director, now has supplied
a British publication with reasons for the greater popularity of American plots abroad.
He says it's because American life is richer in emotional excitement and in moral,
political and economic phenomena of a dynamic nature. There is more raw drama
in the everyday life of the American than in that of any other large nation. Del
Ruth points out, and as a consequence this country is not likely to be surpassed in
the cinema field.

(Continued from Page 1)

ncluded.

"Of the five proposals not includ- Kuykendall Declines
Fox Starts Planning
ed, two of them were suggested by
he distributors who withdrew their
Samuelson Invitation
Its 1934-35 Program
ecommendations, leaving three of
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
)ur proposals which were not in- day declined for two reasons. First, gram will be immediately started.
•luded in the NRA code," says Kuy- because of immediate sessions of Six films will be launched at the
kendall. In part he states:
"One
of the
M.P.T.O.A.
fundamental M. P. T. 0. A. units which he will Fox studios between tomorrow and
.■rinciples advocated by this Association over
period of years is the principle of home
attend, and second, because "the Dec. 1. They are "Woman and the
jule for the local exhibitor.
We have con- two main issues indicated by you
Law," "All Men are Enemies," "Daistently urged that local committees, arbitravid Harum," "Fox Follies," "Disilion boards, etc., composed
of local repre- could not be settled by these dis.entatives of distributers and exhibitors in
lusion" and "Coming out Pai-ty."
imately
familiar
with
the theaters,
their
Release dates are set to Feb. 23,
aerating
policies
and
local conditions
be cussions."
Kuykendall's answer is as fol- when "All Men are Enemies" will
:f vtablished and given authority to hear am
lows:
be released. Six features are in
li termine
local complaints
and
grievances.
\ determined
stand by this Association
for
"You seem to take exception to one par- New York awaiting release, four
his fundamental principle resulted in a comticular statement wherein I ventured to say are in the cutting rooms and "Sleeppete victory.
Under
the NRA
Code tht
that I did not believe the procedure of
Bcal exhibitor who has a grievance of al
ers East," "Carolina" and "Heir to
the Hoorah" are in work. Soon afO'ist any nature has a duly authorized loca1 certain self styled leaders was representative
■nmittee who will hear his complaint and of an appreciable number of the members
t termine it on its merits.
He no longer
ter the new year "George White's
i;is to become involved in costly and dilatory of Allied States Association. Of course what
Scandals," "Bottoms Up," "Murder
itigation to secure redress on the irritating I had particular reference to was the very in Trinidad" and "Lottery Lover"
ontroversies that continuously arise in th.s uncalled for and misleading statement in will go into production.
tusiness.
* ■' "The principal proposals that we were not
, .Me to secure were those for the control of
j feature exhibitions as unfair competi[on by cooperation between
the local exhib
tors and the proposal to abolish score charges.
The record speaks for itself.
The theater
:rs serving on the M.P.T.O.A.
comma's t who devoted their t;me and paid their
, expenses to attend these meetings are to
mmended
on the successful outcome
of
determined
effort on behalf of the in"rU pendent theater owners ofeverywhere.
Aptheir proposals
mately 90 per cent
fight
vhich they put up a determined
included in the NRA
Code."
I!

Harriette Lake Changes Name
•
* Harriette Lake, new Columbia discovery, has changed her name to
riAnn Sothern.
i<

Ban Saturday Midnight Shows
Youngstown, 0.— Midnight shows
■-, Saturday nights are banned in an
issued this week by Mayor
J|T;dict
Mark Moore.
Starts New Sound Service
Detroit — A new sound and proi ection service has been established
iy Clarence W. Marr, formerly with
office, under
Chicago
DeVry
rhe
„.,iame of Rencie Movie Service, with
Sees at 1321 Drexel Ave.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
Conduct a monthly service staff firedrill.

the press a day or so previous wherein some
ugly things were said about the code and
the Administration and wherein I was brought
into the argument personally by reference to
'Eil Kuykendall and his cohorts.' I merely,
in self defense, and without any personal
feeling whatsoever answered that statement
as I saw it.

"In reference to your very kind and considerate invitation to attend a meeting of
the Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey
I want you to know it is very much appreciated. This I must decline first because of
immediate meetings of MPTOA units scattered all over the country and because the
two main issues indicated by you could not
be settled by these discussions namely that
one wherein you want to prove who are
the leaders which I am sure the Exhibitor?
will settle finally because I find they are becoming more fully informed as time goes on.
The other wherein you say that we could
clear up once and for all the question of the
Motion Picture Code leads me to believe
you must not have read this over twice because I am reluctant to believe that you and
I or any other two discussing this before
your unit could possibly settle it. There i
some thought in my mind that the Administration itself, through the Honorable Sol A.
Rosenblatt will do the final settling of this
code.
"In reference to the third paragraph of your
letter I am sure you have extended me thi=
invitation in all sincerity and that everything would be arranged for me to have a
most respectful hearing, therefore I doubly
regret my inability to accept your gracious
invitation. Probably in the future we can
arrange a meeting of this k;nd, as I am still
mindful of the delightful little time we had
together in Chicago wherein we discussed the
Standard
Optional License Agreement."

Clark Again Heads Columbus Club
Columbus— M. R. (Duke) Clark of
Paramount has been re-elected president of the local Variety Club for
the third term. Russell A. Bovim
is vice-president; J. Real Neth, second vice-president: Thomas Lawson,
treasurer; H. E. Cherrington, secretary: Max Steam, J. C. Tritsch, Leo
Henline and Lawrence Burns, directors. Clark was presented with a
watch and a portrait was unveiled
for him.

not indicate whether this meant he
may eventually practice here.
General Johnson was not at his
offices all day yesterday, so Rosenblatt was unable to see him. The
film code is still in Johnson's office.

Ernest Schwartz Heads
New Indie Unit in Ohio
(Continued from Page

1)

tive meeting of the special organization committee Wednesday evening, was approved. Ernest
Schwartz of Cleveland was elected
president; Frank W. Huss, Cincinnati, vice-president; George W.
Erdman, Cleveland, secretary, and
Robert Menches, Akron, treasurer.
Board of directors consists of 20
exhibitors selected by state senatorial districts.

Tim Donahue Promoted
Buffalo — Tim Donahue, formerly
25% of Porto Rican Houses Closed office manager for Columbia, has
San Juan — Nearly 25 per cent of been promoted to city salesman.
Porto Rico's 101 theaters are closed. George Ferguson, formerly salesman, has been transferred to
Twenty-two
of the island's 85 wired Rochester
houses are dark.

WARNING
It has come to our attention that a "duped" negative
of the picture, "Mad Moments of Youth," is being
exploited and offered for sale under this and other
titles. This is the picture S. S. Millard claims to have
originally produced.
The trade is advised that the undersigned are the
exclusive owners of the above mentioned picture and
said "duped" negative has been wrongfully and unlawfully made. Certain scenes from the above picture are used in our picture, "Guilty Parents."
Distributors and exhibitors will take notice that no
person, firm or corporation is authorized to sell, lease,
license, distribute or exhibit said photo-play without
the express consent of the undersigned in writing.
JAY

DEE

KAY

PRODUCTIONS

Exclusive Sales Agents,
6362

Hollywood

Boulevard

Hollywood,
California.
I A T S E Locals No. 659, 695, 683, 37
By Herbert

Aller, Trustee
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REVIEWING
Harry Warren
with The Leaders, Gladys Brittain,
Marjorie Hines, Margaret LeRoy
Vitaphone
10 mins.
Okay

zjSWH

THE SHORT

self. After the playing is over, the
characters return to their respective books. It's an all-around enjoyable affair.

Harry Warren, popular songwriter, is surrounded by a drawing room
"Song
of Vienna"
group who participate in singing
(Treasure
Chest)
snatches from many of his hits, Educational
10 mins.
Charming
with Warren himself at the piano.
A bit of dancing also is worked in.
With music by Robert Stolz of
Sums up as a satisfying subject of
its kind.
"Zwei Hertzen" fame, and production and photography by Willy Goldberger, this is a little gem of short
production, showing alluring Vienna
"Here Comes Flossie"
with Ben Blue, Paul Everton
and in all fts varied charm and splendor. Typical Viennese harmonies
Shemp Howard, Janet Reade
Vitaphone
18 mins. and gorgeous photography with
subdued and suffused shots nicely
Amusing
varied through all phases of Vienna
With a farm as locale, this pre- night life as well as the daylight
sents some rustic comedy revolving
around an old farmer and his three scenes make this class entertainment. It is a charming number.
sons. Pop has saved up what he
calls a little fortune — a hundred
bucks — and he decided to let the
boys have a fling at their favorite
"Answering the Riot Call"
desires, with one lad choosing the
(Adventures
of the Newsreel
cow and another fixing his eye on
Cameraman)
a prospective wife. Fo Flossie, a Fox Movietone
9 mins.
showgirl, enters the proceedings, and
Riot Thrills
there follows a lot of comedy that
fetch a good number of laughs.
Very timely reel presenting graphically the front page stuff with riot
demonstrations in all parts of the
world, political and otherwise. Starts
off with the radical demonstrations
"The Mild West"
with Janet Reade, Olive Borden and in Union Square, New York. The
French Reds rioting with the genLyle Evans
Vitaphone
17 mins.
darmes on May Day. Over to China
Fair Hodgepodge
to catch closeups of the Shanghai
This is a rather curious mixture, mobs frantically storming to get inside the International Settlement
starting in an old western saloon,
then jumping to a jazz age and gate.
To Athens, where the Greek
face-lifting atmosphere, with a romance between Janet Reade, torch
singer, and Lyle Evans, another
singer, holding things together.
Olive Borden plays the role of a
vamp in competition with Janet, and
some chorus numbers are worked
By CHAS.
into the proceedings. Just fairly
entertaining.
VVTARNER'S Vitaphone Studio
W Baseball Club will hold a Beefsteak Dinner and Cabaret Night on
Nov.
25 at the Belvedere Tavern,
"Across the Sea"
Brooklyn. Milton Cohen and Sam
(Romantic Journeys)
Educational
10 mins. Marino are in charge of the arArtistic
rangements.
•
A picturesque presentation of
Hawaii in color that carries all the
Production on the next musical to
charm of the romantic island in be directed by Jack White for Educational release is scheduled to get
camera work and interesting narration by Claude Fleming. Excep- under way the latter part of next
tionally fine photography. It will week at the Eastern Service studio
exercise a wide appeal, especially in Astoria.
•
the beautiful sequences of tropical fish in natural colors.
The Radio Ramblers, who imitate
radio stars, have finished work on
the Vitaphone short entitled "Interference." Included in the surround"Old King Cole"
ing cast are Dudley Clements, who
(Silly Symphony)
United Artists
7 mins. is also appearing in "Let 'Em Eat
Good Technicolor Cartoon
Cake," current Broadway stage hit,
Janet Rathburn. Joe Henabery
In this color animated the various and
well-known characters of the fairy directed.
•
books, from the Pied Piper down to
the Three Blind Mice, come out of
Jottings: Chester Erskine working on something big pertaining to
their volumes and appear in a sort
of review before Old King Cole, who feature pr-oduction . . . .Bobby Connolly lining up stories for musical
joins in the games like a kid him- 1
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soldiers fire point blank into a mob
of election rioters. Trouble in Chicago, a radical riot in Denver, and
finally the Hindu riot in Bombay,
as the native police take a toll of
dead and wounded right in the
streets. And the Fox cameraman
is right in the midst of these, taking closeups and risking his life
every
minute. It's the Real Thing.
It thrills.

is given by Ed Thorgesen.
Thi
one stands out as an example
o!
classy picturization of life in a foi
eign city.

"Conquest of the Air"
(Adventures of the Newsreel
Cameraman)
Fox Movietone
Air Thrills

9 mini-

Thrills in the air, covering aii
plane adventures around the work
In an Army plane at Kelly Fielc
recording daring stunt flying. Th
Hawaii Air Circus, the Internatior
A camera trip through French In- al Air Races with Major Doolittl
do-China, presenting some unique
views never before screened. The breaking a world's record, stur
court dancers are seen in their odd flying at Templehof, Germany. The
some army maneuvers, droppin
ritual, and a boat race for the king bombs on a derelict ship. A mimi
of Cambodia with 20 men straining war in Oklaho
Then a supe
in each boat at the oars. Finally thrill with 20 ma.
parachu
jumper
the mysterious ruins of the palace bailing out from a single teplane, wit
of Angkor-Wat in the jungle, which
archaeologists are unable to account one gent giving you heart failur
as he gets his 'chute tangled in th
for. A very unusual and enter- plane.
The windup is a series d
taining subject.
shots of freak aircraft, with som
terrific crackups and general ex
citement. It's a darb for sensationE
shots.
"A Day In Tokyo"
(Magic Carpet)
Fox Movietone
9 mins.
"Outposts of France"
(Magic Carpet)
Fox Movietone
9 mins.
Unique

"Scouring the Seven Seas"
Splendid
A highly diverting and pictures(Adventures
of the Newsreel
Cameraman)
que presentation of modern Tokyo,
showing thenovations
contrast
cf Western
9 mins
with the old
customs inof Fox Movietone
the Japanese city. The photography
Ocean Thrills
is beautifully handled. Every phase
Thrilling adventures on the Seve
of the city life is shown in all its
colorful variety.
A fine narration Seas, with marvelous photograph
taken under the worst condition
in all sorts of stormy weather. Oper
with the cameraman on a line
answering an S.O.S. as a steame
founders in a terrific storm. Burr
ing of a British ocean liner an
rescuing all hands. Another shi
ALICOATE
in the War East destroyed by fire
shorts which he will start on his Shooting a flaming oil tanker. The
return from Boston. . . .Two modern into a series of shots of terrific se
sound stages being planned on the storms. The tidal wave at Har
rear lot of the Eastern Service stu- kow, China. A storm on the Gran
dio in Astoria. .. .George Hirliman Banks. Another in the Englis
on his way to the coast to line up Channel. A South Sea hurrican*
talent for a series of features to be A typhoon at Rio de Janeiro.
made in the east. .. .Edwin Carewe New England storm washing awa
working on a deal which will bring a fishing village. Plenty of ocea
atmosphere, with any number o
the silentscreen,
flicker,with
"My production
Son," to the
talking
in thrilling moments.
the east. . . .Magna Pictures headed
by Meyer Davis and Monroe Shaff,
talking feature production. .. .The
"Gem of the Sea"
production of five-reelers at the Vitaphone plant, headed by Sam Sax,
(Magic Carpet)
looks like a possibility in the near
future.... A series of shorts with Fox Movietone
9 mins'
Beautiful
an entirely different slant on comedy presentation being planned by
A gorgeous picturization of th
a studio executive....
beauty spots of Ireland. The cam
•
era work is unsurpassed in the an
Production activities continue at a nals of the screen. The shots ar
so delicate and beautiful that the
high pace, at the Brooklyn Vita- seem
like some dream world. I
phone studio with 14 of the com- fine narration
and some grand sing
pany's short subjects in the hands
of the studio's cutters. These shorts ing of Irish melodies makes this
include two special three-reelers, sentimental and delightful shor
five two-reelers and seven of one that will be hard to beat — even b
reel length.
Movietone.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

DAILV
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Four Marx

FOR LIVING"

[i*ith Gary Cooper, Miriam Hopkins, Fredric
March,
Edward
Everett
Horton
'Paramount
90 mins.
DELIGHTFUL ENTERTAINMENT
BINING SOPHISTICATION WITH
APPEAL
ERALLY.

THAT

SHOULD

CLICK

COMMASS
GEN-

that will be appreciated by a more extensive audience. The unconventional
theme is still there, to a certain extent,
and there is some sophistication, too. but
it is all handled in mass appeal fashion.
The story is that of a girl artist, Miriam
Hopkins,
who
meets
another
artist, Gary
. Cooper, and his playwright pal, Fredric
March, and falls in love with both, each
for his individual
qualities.
Eventually,
. after becoming successful, they split up
and Miriam marries a businesslike old
friend, Edward Everett Horton, but soon
gets fed up with his methodical life, and
when her two former boy friends turn up
again the three walk off together once
more. Bright lines, amusing situations and
Lubitsch's deft direction join to make the
fluffy affair very entertaining all the way
through.
Cast: Gary Cooper, Miriam Hopkins,
Fredric March, Edward Everett Horton,
Franklyn Pangborn, Isabel Jewel.
Director, Ernst Lubitsch; Author, Noel
Coward; Adaptor, Ben Hecht; Cameraman,
iVictor Milner; Recording Engineer, M. M.
IPaggi; Editor, Francis Marsh.
Direction,
Smart
Photography,

Fine

Niles Sees More Gained
By Cooperating With Code
(Continued from Page

1)

"MIDSHIPMAN

"DUCK SOUP"
Paramount

with

70 mins.

UPROARIOUS
COMEDY
WITH
THE
MARX BROTHERS KEEPING THE LAUGH
FIREWORKS GOING AT A LIVELY PACE.
Another

Practically a new play was written by
Ben Hecht from the Noel Coward stage
piece, with the result that the former
sophisticated comedy of unconventional
morals and strictly class appeal comes out
on the screen as a down to earth comedy

Brothers in

truckload

of hilarious nonsense

is delivered by that mad Marxian quartette
in their latest comedy extravaganza. It
is the same old type of foolery for which
they have become famous, except that
this time the action takes place in a mythical principality called Freedonia where
Groucho is the ruler and Louis Calhern is
a conniving foreign diplomat, using Harpo
and Chico as spies, who is trying to start
up a revolution so as to dethrone Groucho
and annex his kingdom. Then there is a
grand benefactress, Margaret Dumont, who
has lent money to keep Freedonia going
because she has a liking for Groucho.
Things keep happening at a lively pace,
working up to a fast finale where war is
declared and Groucho leads his followers
to an uproarious victory. Plenty of amusing gags are scattered throughout the action, an especially humorous sequence being
one in which three of the Marx boys make
up to resemble Groucho and run into each
other in Margaret's chamber.
is on an elaborate scale.

Production

Cast: Four Marx Brothers, Raquel Torres, Louis Calhern, Margaret Dumont, Verna
Hi Hie, Leonid
win Maxwell.

Kinsky, Edmund

Director, Leo

McCarey;

Breese, Ed-

Authors,

Bert

Kalmar, Harry Ruby; Adaptors, same; Dialogues, Arthur Sheekman. Nat Perrin;
Cameraman, Henry Sharp; Recording Engineer, H. M. Lindgren; Editor, Le Roy Stcne.
Direction,
Snappy.
Photography,
Fine.

"Henry VIII" Bucks Weather
Cleveland — After

playing two

big

weeks in one of the worst snowstorms
Iowa and Nebraska to all indepenever seen here, "The Private Life of
dent exhibitors in this territory.
Henry VIII," released by United Artists,
The communication reviews inciis being held for a third week at the
Allen.
dents prefacing the ousting of the
local unit by Allied States Ass'n
along with Lester F. Martin, as a
member of its national board of diEducational's New Lineup
rectors. In regard to Martin's resignation, which he voluntarily sub- Half Under Way by Dec. 1
(Continued from Page 1)
mitted to Allied Theater Owners of
Iowa and Nebraska, the bulletin nine are ready for the cameras.
action on the move "desays that
pends on the independent exhibitors Out of the total scheduled production of 56 one-reelers, 25 have been
in this territory."
So far there is nothing to indi- completed with one now in produccate that the unit intends to drop
tion. Educational's production schedthe name "Allied," despite demands
ule will reach its top speed between
to this effect from the national ex- Nov. 20 and Dec. 15. Production
hibitor association.
in the east consists of the Jack
White and Al Christie comedies
which include musicals, star comedies, coronet series, Tom Howards
and the Song Hit stories. Also the
TerryToon cartoons are being made
in
will b"e
madeNewin York.
the west Shorts
are thethat
remainder

"WIENER
BLUT"
("Viennese
Blood"),
musical,
in German;
produced
by Splendidfilm;
directed
by Conrad
Wiene;
with
[ Michael Bohnen, Lee Parry, Paul Hoerbiger,
; Gretl

Theimer,
Anton
Pointer, Max
Shipper, Ekkehard von Arendt
At the Yorkville Theater.

With
the
former
Metropolitan
Opera
i star, Michael
Bohnen,
heading
the
cast,
this is a thoroughly enjoyable musical that
should
appeal
strongly
to
the
German
clientele
in particular.
Production
is of
good quality, and
the picture has a good
amount
of action and comedy.
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Bruce

Cabot,
Betty
Albertson

JACK"
Furness,

RKO

Frank

73 mins.

Ready Reference Directory
With

Addresses

and

Recognized
NICELY
OF
THE
MAKES

Without

being

PROGRAM

of

i

FARE.

over-pretentious

way, this is a dandy

Numbers

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

HANDLED DRAMA-ROMANCE
U. S. NAVAL
ACADEMY

ENJOYABLE

Phone

Industry Concerns

in any

* Engravers •

little family picture.

It is set in the genuine atmosphere of the
U. S. Naval Academy and, in addition to
depicting the spirit of discipline and loyalty that is developed in the young men
who go it
to has
make
up the
country's
naval
officers,
a nice
bit of
love interest
and other human touches. Bruce Cabot
plays the part of a stubborn midshipman
whose disregard for discipline causes him
to be kept behind and put in charge of
training the younger students, who take

" CITY "
LL—
CAPHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)
250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. C.
Tel. COIumbus 5-6741

quite a liking to him because he really is
a good fellow under his tough exterior.
Bruce is rushing the commandant's daughter,
Betty Furness, who tries to put him on the
right track. But he keeps balking until
an accident occurs and, to protect Franic
Albertson, a student who had done him a

VORTKAMP

Cast: Bruce Cabot, Betty Furness, Frank

AND COMPANY

Lamps

good turn, Bruce decides to take the blame
and resign from the Academy. The commandant overhears the real story, however,
and all comes out happily.

}

Equipment

ALL OTHER

and Carbons
THEATER

SUPPLIES

1600 B way, CH. 4-5550

N. Y. C.

Albertson, Arthur Lake, Purnell Pratt, Florence Lake, Margaret Seddon, John Darrow
Director, Christy Cabanne; Authors
Frank Wead, McGrew Willis; Cameraman.
Alfred Gilks; Recording Engineer, Clem
Portman;
Editor, Basil Wrangel.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

FILM

LARGEST

CLEARING
HOUSE
BUSINESS

1600 BROADWAY,

Darmour, producer of Columbia's
Mickey McGuire comedies.
"Recognition on the part of the
producers of the changing attitude
toward the short comedy is causing them to move forward by experimenting with new techniques
and particularly with new storytelling methods," says Darmour.
"The old formula method of production, in use when shorts were

regarded as merelly 'fillers,' cannot
exist today. For the problem of
the short-subject producer parallels
and even exceeds the problems of
the producer of features, because
the comedy short has a terrific
pacer in the screen cartoon, with
its mechanical technique that has
of the Andy Clydes, Mermaid ser- little or no limitations in creating
ies, Baby Burlesks and Frolics of
Youth.
Darmour finds that after seven
comedy."
years of producing one series, the
New Orleans Reviews for Fans
Mickey McGuire comedies, he has
New Orleans — "Facts," a new to adopt a different procedure with
weekly edited by James Edmonds, every new comedy he contemplates
well-known newspaperman, is giv- producing. Thus a sentimental
ing special attention to film re- story is planned for one comedy, a
views. Sheet accepts no film ads slap-stick affair for the next, or
and uses no gloves in writing up a situation may motivate the happictures.
penings.

SHOW

NEW

YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

J

Floor Mats

DAILY

Hollywood — Two-reel comedy production is at present in a transitional stage, according to Larry

IN

S. O. S. CORP.

Good

Darmour Sees Comedies
In Transitional Stage
West Coast Bureau of THE

USED
EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT AND SOLD

IMPROVE
WITH

YOUR

LOBBY

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TYL-A-MATS
Send for Booklet

O. W. JACKSON
"The

225-241

b CO., INC.

World's Largest Mat House"
WEST 34th ST., NEW
LAckawanna
4-9182

YORK

• Foreign

1

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

BERLIN

• Hand Coloring
mmgaa^maa

HAND

tmi

n

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City
UNiversity 4-2073

I

THE REVIEWS

ARE GREAT

Use them in newspaper advertising!
ANOTHER CLARK GABLE!
A NEW VALENTINO!
This picture will win every award. It is
far and away the best of the year. Read the
critics in towns where it opened last week!

PITTSBURGH

WASHINGTON

"The whole picture is simply splendid. It starts right, it
ends right. And every moment between is filled with
suspense and just about the best natural acting one is
likely to see this season. Yes, even from Max Baer. The
picture is one of the best productions M-G-M has turned
out. It clicks from the start. It tells a believable story.

"I have no hesitation in listing it as one of 1933's most
entertaining pictures."
—ANDREW

R. KELLEY, Washington Times

COLUMBUS

It is superbly mounted. It bristles with fine talent."
—FLORENCE FISHER PARRY, Pittsburgh Press

"Max Baer looks good. He prances before the lens in
the leading male role, exuding personality and laughs.

LOUISVILLE

He fairly oozes with the 'what-it-takes' to get the feminine audiences." — TOD RAPER, Columbus Dispatch

"One of the best produced film stories of the ring to
come out of Hollywood. The love interest is skillfully
handled and the climactic prizefight is a nifty, packed
with excitement and real ring thrills."
—DAN THOMPSON,

NEW

Louisville Times

HAVEN

"The most exciting film of today."
— New Haven Journal Courier

ATLANTA

NEW YORK
' "-^^^/^...Max Baer is the most dazzling figure. ..in
his first movie picture he flashes across the screen with
the force of a comet. ..has good looks, a fine physique...
he has a clear, low-pitched voice that is pleasing... particularly to the feminine ear... he has poise and demonstrates his ability to act, sing and dance. He has everything that a young man needs to become a success in the
movies...I endorse it as a swell moving picture..."
—KATE CAMERON, News

"Max Baer has a simply magnificent presence; he is
handsome in a very large way, with the fondest pair of
shoulders ever displayed on stage or screen. The picture

"...here is a movie natural — one of the most thoroughly
entertaining films that have come along in months...

is amazingly worth seeing."
— O. B. KEELER,

that is unbeatable..."
—WILLIAM

Atlanta Journal

I don't remember when I've had as good a time. ..acting
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General Theaters Equipment Settlement Approved

I0DE MUST BE ACTED ONJN WEEK, SAYSJOHNSON
Wm. Fox Got $2,000,000 from Harley Clarke in 1929
ayment
i n Connection
With G.T.E. Probed
by Senate Group
ushington

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — William Fox receiv. $2,000,000 from Harley L. Clarke
11*29 when General Theaters
quipment acquired assets of seval small equipment firms, Clarke
Tealed at yesterday's session of
le Senate banking probe. Fox also
ceived 25,000 shares of G. T. E.
ock at $30 with a repurchase
neement, Clarke said. Ferdinand
(.Continued on Page 3)

, T. E. MAY RETAIN
LOEW STOCK EQUITY
A plan whereby it may be able
preserve an equity in the stock
owns in Film Securities Corp.,
•lding unit for the 660,900 shares
Loew stock to be auctioned Dec.
., is being worked out by General
leaters Equipment. This is one
the reasons for adjournment this
2ek of the hearing on the report
(Continued on Page 3)

?e Film Standards Raised
y Anglo-U.S. Interchange

Predicting a mutual rising of film
andards through the "hands across
e sea" policy on interchange of
ars recently inaugurated by GauMt-British Picture Corp. and Fox,
icials of the two firms held a getaether luncheon yesterday at the
inadian Club.
Jack Hulbert and
-

(Continued on Page 3)

Super-ing Fan Dancers
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Apparently bowing to the
fan dancing craze, Warners will have
50 — count 'em! — fan dancers in "Fashion
Plate." The costume of each will be
four feathers.
! Standard
For* 15 Years— What?
ily Year
Book. — Advt.

Columbia to Rush Soviet Film
As a result of new relations with Soviet Russia, Columbia has arranged to go
ahead immediately with its Russian picture which has been under contemplation for
some time.
Lewis Milestone, director, is being recalled from Europe for this purpose.

The

Film

First Division Reaches 65 Per Cent
In Move (or National Distribution
U. S. Films May Benefit
From Soviet Recognition
Although the company does not
officially know the details involved
in the Soviet recognition treaty being negotiated by Litvinoff, a representative ofAmkino last night said
no doubt that the move will bring
about more cordial relations between the two countries which
try.
would prove beneficial to the indus-

65 %

By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — General Hugh S.
Johnson said yesterday that, although he was not satisfied with the
motion picture code, it has to be
acted on within a week. He denied
that studio labor provisions in the
With the opening Wednesday of code were holding it up, but when
asked
what exactly did not satisfy
First Division's new Boston ex(Continued on Page 3)
change, the company will have 65
per cent national distribution coverage, Harry H. Thomas told Film
Daily yesterday. The Boston branch
which is located at 14 Piedmont St.,
is the twelfth exchange to be opened
by First Division and covers the
New England
territory. Carl Crawford is manager.

MANY CLAIMS
REVAMPING OF PARA.

"We

mean
to go
(Continued on

ahead

Page 3)

slowly

of Film Cuts Are in Sound, Says Kan. Censor

Approximately 65 per cent of the
deletions made by the Kansas censors are from sound, says Jessie
Hodges, member of the censor board,
at present in New York on a visit.
Double entendre slapstick comedy
gags head the list of deleted material, Miss Hodges states, while less
fault is found with the picture
scenes themselves.

Administrator Not Satisfied With Code— Labor
Not Delaying It

New Seating Co. Formed;
Feinberg Heading Sales

Millions of dollars' worth of
claims, including those filed by theater landlords, must be adjusted before reorganization of Paramount
Publix can be effected. Revamping
of the assets of the bankrupt corporation will include a change of
name, but(Continued
the Paramount
tradeon Page 2)

With J. George Feinberg as vice- RKO Theaters in Ohio
president in charge of sales and distribution and a member of its diSplit in Two Divisions
rectorate, International Seat Corp.
Theater department has split
has been formed and has plans for itsRKO
Ohio division into two parts and
installing (Continued
representatives
in
12
key
on Page 2)
now segregates Cincinnati and Dayton as one territory and Cleveland
and Columbus as another. I. Libson, former division manager for
RKO, will again supervise Cincinnati and(Continued
Dayton, on while
Page 2)Nat Holt

Approval of G. T. E. Settlement
Paves Way for Reorganization
Postpone Hertz Hearing
Until Next Wednesday

Wilmington, Del. — The proposed
settlement of controversies between
Meeting of Paramount Publix U. S. Senator Daniel O. Hastings,
creditors scheduled yesterday at the receiver for General Theaters
office of Henry K. Davis, referee in Equipment, and the receivers for
bankruptcy, to hear further testi- Fox Theaters Corp. and others, was
mony by John Hertz, former chair- approved by Chancery Court here
man of the company's finance com- yesterday. There was no opposition. Counsel representing the
mittee, was postponed until Wednesday. Hertz' representative stated debenture holders committee of Genthat a funeral prevented him from
eral (Continued
Theaters toldon the
court that
Page 3)
attending.

No

Shauer

Successor

Although no official decision has been
reached in the matter yesterday, expectations were that no successor will
be named to Emil E. Shauer, vice-president of Paramount International Corp.,
whose funeral will take place tomorrow
afternoon. Ralph A. Kohn and John
company.
Hicks also are vice-presidents of the
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Expect Changes by Trendle
Detroit— A major change in policy of local Publix is expected to
be made about Jan. 1 by George W.
Trendle, general manager, who went
to New York this week for conferences, according to Thomas D.
manager of downMoule,towngeneral
houses.

ST. CHARLES
An

Entire

ATLANTIC
Block on

CITY
the Boardwalk

A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
St. Charles make the days spent there a
delightful memory . . . Come and enjoy I
RATES GREATLY
REDUCED

1)

mark will be continued. Sale of
the company's assets will take place
at a public auction. Any attempt
to figure when the reorganization
will actually take place would involve "the wildest guess," Austin
C. Keough said Saturday.

(Continued from Page 1)

cities to handle its new-type chair
for theaters. The company, which
has offices in the Paramount Building, plans to be in full operation
by the first of the year.
Representatives will be appointed
for Boston, Atlanta, Dallas, Cleveland, Detroit, Memphis, Kansas
Angeles and SeatSecond Supply Code Draft City,tle, andLos
the firm will open its own
Is Reported Turned Down branch in Chicago. Its product is
A second version of the motion manufactured in various styles and
is of all-steel construction, without
picture supply
dealers'
is understood to have
been code
rejected
by bolts and nuts endangering patrons'
the NRA. Seating manufacturers, clothing. Its parts are interchangewhose industry was covered by the able.
International Seat has acquired
initial code, have drafted a separate code and will submit that to world rights to this chair, includthe NRA administration at Washing distribution privileges in Canada. Feinberg was special factory
ington next week. About 10 manuing.
for Heywood-Wakefacturers participated in its draft- representative
field for 16 years.

Saturday, Nov. 18, 1!

Coming and Going
KATHARINE
HEPBURN
coast by airplane.

has

arrived

from

ELISSA LANDI, recently signed by Colum
arrives in New York tonight from the c
for a brief visit.
MRS. JESSIE HODGES, member of the Ka
Censor Board, is in New York for a visit.

RKO Theaters in Ohio
Split
in Two Divisioi
(Continued from Page 1)
will be shifted to Columbus
w
Cleveland
also under his super
sion.
Arthur
Frudenfeld
will
assigned
to Cincinnati to assist L
son.

Para. Foreign Men on Visit H«
Paramount
International
Co:
has revived its former
policy
bringing its foreign representath
to the home office in New York
regular intervals. Tom Cochrane,
Review of Publix Deals
Majestic in Two Units
charge of distribution in Japan,
Is Denied by U. S. Court Under Goldstone, Sarecky now en route to that country af1
William Clark, At
Efforts to block four Publix En- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY a visit here.
tralian manager, is on his way
terprises theater deals failed when
Hollywood — Majestic Pictures
the bankruptcy division of the U. will break its production system in- New York, and Fred Lange of P
S. District Court, New York yesto two units starting Monday. Phil gentine is due here Nov. 30.
terday, denied a motion to review Goldstone will continue supervision
W. E. Equips Spanish Studios
their approval by Referee Henry
Madrid — Western Electric equ:
K. Davis. Attorney Allison Choate of the present unit, and Louis Sarecky, formerly Paramount produc- ment is being installed in the n>
represented Irving Trust Co. receivtion executive, has been engaged to
ers for the corporation. The move head the second unit. Each unit Fona Espana Studios here. Equ
was instituted by Georgia Realty will be assigned eight pictures and ment is the same as that recew
Co., which sought to nullify deals production will be speeded up. Ma- put into the Fona Roma studios
involving two houses in Knoxville,
jestic plans to release three month- Rome
one in Augusta, Ga., and two in
ly starting next month.
South Bend, Ind.
Van Beuren Acquires Travel Films
Jack Meredith Back on Job
Several of the travel adventure
Shreveport,
La.
—
After
being
1/2
confined
to his home for several films produced by Arcturus Pictures
weeks by a serious illness, Jack Corp. in the Mediterranean this
Meredith, general manager of the summer have been sold to Van Beuren Corp. for release through RKO
Saenger-Ehrlich Enterprises, is back
part of the Vagabond Adventure
at
his headquarters in the Strand as
Building.
series. F. Herrick Herrick directed.
James Boring, travel agent, plans
additional films. A feature story is
"Little Women" Release Nov. 25
in process of being written.
RKO has set Nov. 25 as the na- now
Herrick Herrick will continue in
tional release date for "Little Wo- charge of production.
men," now playing at the Music
Hall. This makes five films to be
released during the month. The Not Submitting Reorganization Plan
Despite reports to the contrary,
others are "Aggie Appleby, Maker
reorganization plan for Publix
of Men," "After Tonight," "Good- aEnterprises
not be submitted to
bye Love," and "The Right to Ro- creditors at will
the meeting scheduled
MOST CONVENIENT
for Monday before Referee Henry
Hotel in Hollywood
Old Chevalier
Film as Short
K. Davis, The Film Daily was inmance."
$2.50 up, Single
formed yesterday. The session,
'Shorts," starring Maurice CheS3, OO up, Double
valier in an adaptation of one of however, will be adjourned until a
Special weekly and monthly rate;
his early films, will be released by later date as no important matThe Plaza is near every
Educational as one of its Treasure
ters are ready for determination.
Chest series. It will have music The reorganization plan can only
thing to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for bus
by James Hanley and Benny Davis,
iness or pleasure.
be creditors.
submitted after 10 days' notice
while William K. Wells wrote the to
dialogue which is narrated by
Every room has private
Johnny Woods.
dressing room, bath and
Philly Warner Club Elects
shower. Beds "built for
Philadelphia — John Roach, man"Sheik" Revived at 55th St. Theater
rest." Every venience.
modern
ager of the Arcade Theater, is the
Fine foodscon-at
Rudolph
Sheik" new president of the local Warner
will
begin Valentino's
a revival "The
engagement
Club. Other new officers are: Earl
reasonable prices. Conventoday at the 55th St. Playhouse.
ient parking for your car.
Wolf,
vice-president
in
charge
of
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
"Krakatoa" will be on the same bill.
welfare work; John Noble, viceEugene Stern, Pres.
president in charge of membership;
Bushman in Liquor Business
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Leonard
Schlessinger,
vice-presiChicago — Francis X. Bushman
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
dent in charge of entertainment; J.
has entered the liquor business here
HOLLYWOOD
under the name of Francis X Bush- Ellis Shipman, treasurer, and Miss
Hecht, secretary.
man & Co.
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' ACTION ON FILM CODE
v WITHINWEEK-JOHNSON

iirijkWwtfri.
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

il, him, he said he preferred not to
w reveal that.
In answer to a question as to
whether Colonel Lea held the code
up with his consent, he said, "Yes."
He revealed that while he frequently holds conferences
with Colonel
IT Lea, nothing has been discussed on
the code between them especially. He
said he had not talked to the President about the code since he has
been back.
As exclusively reported in THE FILM
DAILY last week, studio labor provisions
are not holding up the code. While the
General took the responsibility as far as
NRA is concerned, a government department outsfde of the NRA, the Federal Trade
Commission, has not yet completed its findings for the NRA.
Regarding the relationship between the
NRA and the Trade Commission, the NRA
legal division said yesterday_ that it was
suggesting the following clause in all pending and future codes' fair practice sections:
4](effect
"Nothing
this code by shall
limit the
of any inadjudication
the courts,
or
I holding by the Federal Trade Commission,
or complaint
finding
and
order
that any
t practices or method is unfair, providing that
such adjudication or holding is not inconsistent with any provision of the act or of
this code."
It was explained that the insertion of the
clause in any code was not mandatory, but
that whether it was inserted or not this legal
). interpretation would apply to all codes.
This NRA legal interpretation clarifies the
relationship between the recovery act and
Trade Commission act as written in the law
itself.

William Fox Received
2 Million from Clarke
(Continued from Parte 1 )

Pecora, counsel for the probe, commented that "there seems to be another Santa Claus in the record."
Clarke's list of expenses in connection with acquiring some of the
equipment units included $100,000
"commission" to H. E. Van Duyne
of Los Angeles. More than $72,000,000 of Chase Bank funds were
poured into G. T. E. in the move to
acquire control of Fox Film, the investigating committee was told.

See Film Standards Raised
by Anglo-U.
S. Interchange
(Continued from Page 1)

Cicely Courtneidge
(Mrs. Hulbert),
Gaumont-British
stars on vacation
hove, were guests of honor.
Others
ling included Arthur A. Lee,
tive head of Gaumont-British
ierica ; Lowell V. Calbert, sales
?er; N. L. Nathanson, head of
us Players Canadian
circuit
. if Regal Films, handling G-B
product, and the following Fox officials: W. C. Michel, Charles C.
McCarthy, Dan Michalove, Clayton
Sheehan,
N.
L. Ahern,
Spyros
Skouras, Joseph Pinkus, Robert T.
Kane and D. A. Doran.
4Paramount
for Paramount
on B'way
will have four pictures on
Broadway next week. They are: "Cradle
Song" at Paramount: "White Woman,"
Rialto: "Duck Soup," Rivoli, and "Design
for
Living," cpening Wednesday at the
Criterion.

G. T. E. SETTLEMENT
APPROVED^ COURT

PHIL

M. DALY

•
•
• ONE OF the greatest shows ever presented in a
motion picture theater
is the current one at the Radio
City Music Hall
a beaucoup combination of stage and
screen de luxe entertainment on the screen is displayed
"Little Women"
which bids fair to rank as one of the
finest sentimental offerings of all time
it hits a fine and
beautiful note in human emotions and the American family life
something exquisitely tender, wholesome and refreshing
far removed from the sophisticated and tinselly Hollywood claptrap depicting the modern femme seen through bleary
Broadway eyes
and the femmes of all classes and degrees
are going for it enthusiastically
if it does this in the
Big Town
you can well imagine how it will hit the women in the smaller hamlets where American home ideals
are still cherished and adhered to
#
♦
$
3ft
• • • ADD TO this refreshing film an exceptional Roxy
stage show
in which the Old Master has extended himself
and the cash customers are sure getting value received a most elaborate number is "The Moth and the
Flame"
a gorgeous
extravaganza
in three dazzlingly
colorful scenes
the song that forms the musical motif
was written by Erno Rapee and Ed Heyman
not satisfied with this, Roxy throws in an atmospheric prolog for "LitWomen" Hall tenor
and a musical interlude sung by Jan Peerce,
the tle
Music
$

$

$

s]i

• •
• BY ALL means see "Little Women"
if for
no other reason than to gain an appreciation of what hand
coloring can do for the screen done by that artist, Gustav Brock
who applied his skill on colored fireplaces
and lighted candles which help tremendously in heightening the cozy atmosphere in contrast to the icy blasts outside
and getting over the spirit of the Yuletide in the pix
there are many motion pictures that lend themselves
to this exquisite hand-colored treatment
and comments
of the Music Hall patrons overheard show that the customers
fully appreciate it
•

•

• A SPLENDID
tribute is paid by Sammy Cohen
foreign publicity manager of United Artists
to the late Emil E. Shauer, who was his counselor, guide and
friend during the 13 years Sammy served under him in Paramount's Foreign Department
he sums up Mr. Shauer's
notable career in these words
"Many of the men holding
responsible positions in the industry today
both in and
out of Paramount
are eternally in his debt for the faith
he showed in them and for the help and encouragement he so
generously gave them
His whole life was wrapped up
in his work, in the organization he created and in the manpower he developed."
and no finer tribute could be paid
to any man than this from Sammy to one of the greatest characters the industry has ever known
• • • IN THE face of unusually cold weather, several
hundred people stood for 20 minutes at the 7th Ave. Roxy
doors waiting for admission to see "The Invisible Man"
The Vitaphone studio gang will throw a Thanksgiving
Eve
Party on one of the sound stages The benefit for the Milk
and Egg League, combined with the benefit for the Actors' Fund
will be held at the Imperial Theater on Sunday evening, Dec. 17 ....... . Lee Shubert is donating the theater, and
Warners' Artist Bureau under Steve Trilling will furnish the
talent ....:... Pola Negri is approaching a crisis at the Doctors
Hospital
Paramount has taken a four weeks' lease on
the Criterion, where "Design for Living" opens Nov. 22.
Ruth Etting, returned to New York after completing her role
in Sam Goldwyn's "Roman Scandals," will be interviewed by
Jimmy Fiddler over WEAF and the NBC network tonite at
11:30

the committee approved the proposal.
Senator Hastings informed the court
that the settlement of the controversies would be highly advantageous to the corporation both on its
own merits and because a prompt
settlement of the issues involved is
also necessary before it can be
hopederalthat
reorganization of gentheatersa can
be accomplished.
The proposed settlement provides
among other things that General
Theaters will transfer to Fox Film
stock in Movietonews, formerly FbxHearst Corp., which General Theaters obtained from Fox Theaters
in 1931. Fox Theaters will agree
not to sue General Theaters and
others on certain claims.

65 Per Cent of Country
Now Cover
ed by First
Div.
(Continued from Page
1)
but surely until First Division will
have coast-to-coast coverage and
the finest," says Thomas.
First Division exchanges are Other
now
located in New York, Albany, Buffalo, Washington, Philadelphia,
Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Louisville and New Haven.
The First Division home office and
some of the departments now
housed in the Film Centre exchange
will move early next month to the
RKO Building in Radio City.

Loew Stock Equity
G. T. E.
May~Retain
(Continued
from Page 1)
and petition of Film Securities trustees scheduled for this week and
postponed to Dec. 7. The trustees'
petition is for the purpose of ascertaining whether they should permit the sale of the stock.

Finishing Father Coughlin
Film
Detroit — Golden Arrow Productions, formed as a subsidiary of
Shamrock Pictures, is completing
production of "The Fighting Priest,"
a brief life of Rev. Fr. Charles E.
Coughlin, radio preacher. Shamrock, headed by B. C. Fassio, also
will release some musical shorts to
be made by Mirror Productions.

J!

'MANY UAPPY RCTUCNSf
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Claude

Nov. 18-19
Frances

Macgowan

Margaret Seddon

«

«

«

»

»

»

Ralph Gervers
Nancy Carroll William

Marion
Eugenia Gilbert
Louis Graf

Wallace Sullivan
Massce
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Dorothea Wieck in

"WHITE WOMAN"

"CRADLE SONG"

with

Carole
Lombard,
Charles
Laughton,
Charles Bickford, Kent Taylor
Paramount
68 mins.
INTERESTING PERFORMANCES OF
LEADING PLAYERS CONSTITUTE CHIEF
ENJOYMENT IN FAMILIAR TROPICAL
MELODRAMA.
With Charles Laughton and Charles
Bickford for characterizations, plus Carole
Lombard as eye interest, any picture is
bound to hold more or less fascination,

Paramount
76 mins.
DISTINGUISHED PRODUCTION BUT
RATHER SOMBER RELIGIOUS THEME
RELEGATES
IT TO
LIMITED
APPEAL.
Although this is a painstaking and very
conscientious production, the story is not
apt to prove sufficiently satisfying from
a mass entertainment standpoint, and consequently it won't give Dorothea Wieck
much of a send-off in American pictures.
It's the tale of a girl who, after having
been a mother to her brothers and sisters, realizes her dream to become a nun.
A baby abandoned at the convent gate
is adopted by a kindly doctor and placed
in her care. She dotes on the little girl
until the child grows up and shows a
yearning for the outside world — and love
— to the evident disappointment of the
nun, who had hoped all along that the
child would follow her example and take
the veil. Finally she resigns herself to
the situation, and there is a grand marriage for the girl. The convent life is
not without its light moments, but there
is neither any great depth of emotion nor
any other dramatic punch to the story.
Cast: Dorothea Wieck, Evelyn Venable,
Sir Guy Standing, Louise Dresser, Kent
Taylor, Gertrude Michael, Georgia Caine,
Dickie Moore, Nydia Westman, Marion
Ballou, Eleanor Wesselhoeft, Diane Sinclair, David Durand, Bonita Granville,
Rosita Butler, Mischa Auer, Gail Patrick,
Gertrude Norman, Howard Lang, R. D.
McLean.
Director, Mitchell Leisen; Author, G.
M. Martinez Sierra; Adaptors, Marc Connelly, Frank Partos, Robert Sparks; Cameraman, Charles Lang; Recording Engineer, H.
D. Mills; Editor, Ann
Bauchens.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Fine.

and that's the chief reason for whatever
enjoyment this affair contains. Basically,
it's another of those tropical yarns about
a couple of men fighting over a woman.
Carole Lombard, finding herself in a desperate situation in a Malayan resort, unwillingly marries Charles Laughton, known
as the River King, who has fattened on
the sweat of oppressed natives and fugitive white men. At Laughton's camp,
Carole falls really in love with Kent Taylor, who is promptly transferred up the
river. A tough American, Charles Bickford, arrives on the scene to work for
Laughton, but he isn't afraid of the boss,
and makes an open play for Carole. Finding she is in love with Kent, the American
matches wits with the River King and
eventually is instrumental in helping the
two lovers make their getaway. Laughton
gives another of his colorful characterizations.
Cast: Charles Laughton, Carole Lombard,
Charles Bickford, Kent Taylor, Percy Kilbride, Charles B. Middleton, James Bell,
Claude King, Ethel Griffes, Jimmie Dime,
Nobel Johnson, Marc Lawrence.
Director, Stuart Walker; Authors, N. R.
Raine, Frank Butler; Adaptors, Samuel
Hoffenstein, Gladys Lehman; Cameraman,
Harry Fischbeck; Recording Engineer,
Joseph Foohey; Editor, Jane Loring.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

"THE INVISIBLE MAN"

with Claude Rains, Gloria
Universal

Stuart
71 mins.

"MAM'ZELLE

NITOUCHE"

(In French)
Protex

80 mins.

NOVELTY THRILLER FROM H. G.
WELLS STORY HAS GREAT SUSPENSE
KICK WITH
POP APPEAL.

GAY
FRENCH OPERETTA WITH
LILTING TUNES INTRODUCING RAIMU,
AN UNUSUALLY FUNNY COMEDIAN.

This is a genuine novelty because of its
very unusual theme from the fertile and
imaginative brain of H. G. Wells. It

Easily understandable to American audiences because of the super-imposed English titles, this bit of French farce with
bright music provides more than an hour
of happy entertainment. The story is
clever and the entire production has been
given expert treatment by director David.
The story concerns a music professor in
a convent who lives a double life by com-

involves a young English chemist who dabbles in experimentation till he discovers
a formula that makes his body invisible.
Then he faces the dilemma of not being
able to attain visibility again, so goes into
hiding to experiment further in order to
perfect his discovery so he can become
visible or invisible at will. But meanwhile
the powerful drug affects his brain, and
creates in him maniacal tendencies to kill.
He inaugurates a reign of terror in a
British countryside, and the police exhaust
every ingenious device to apprehend him,
but to no avail. The incidental plot has
plenty of human appeal in the love of a
beautiful girl for the demented scientist,
and also a young doctor whom he forces
to be his partner in his infernal schemes.
The final victory of the police over the
maniac criminal is tense and packed with
thrill-punch. It will satisfy all those
who like the bizarre and the outlandish
in their film entertainment.
Cast: Claude Rains, Gloria Stuart, William Forrester
Harrigan, Harvey,
Henry Travers,
O'Con-E.
nor,
Holmes Una
Herbert,
E. Clive, Dudley Digges, Harry Stubbs,
Donald
Stuart, Merle
Tottenham.
Director, James Whale; Author, H. G
Wells; Adaptor, R. C. Sherriff; Cameraman, Arthur Edeson.
Direction, Excellent.
Photography, Fine.

posingfor
operettas
"on the
side."
He and
has
one name
himself
at the
convent
another when he meets his theatrical
friends. One of the convent girls discovers his secret and joins him in singing his operetta airs. On the opening
night of the operetta, the star becomes
temperamental and walks out, and of course the little convent girl is rushed
to the rescue. There is a romance between the girl and a young officer. Raimu,
as the professor, is one continuous laugh.
He knows every trick of his profession
and seems to give them all to the screen.
Janie Marese as the girl is sweet and
possesses a dainty little voice which just
fits the character. Other characters are
extremely
well portrayed.
Cast: Raimu, Alida Rousse, Janie Marese,
Jean Rousseliere, Alerme,
Edith Mera.
Director, Charles David; Authors, Melhac
and Milhaud; Music by Herve; Musical Director, Marcel Courmes; Adaptor, Jacques
Bousquet; Cameraman, Roger Hubert; Recording Engineer, not credited.
Direction, Classy. Photography, Excellent.

►//

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
J^OBERT EDMOND JONES has
arrived from the east to spend
four weeks making tests of the new
three-color film process devised by
Technicolor and to be introduced on
the screen by Pioneer Pictures,
backed by John Hay Whitney,
whose product will be released
through RKO.
*
*
#
Lona Andre has been borrowed
by Goldsmith Productions from Paramount for a featured role with
Lucille Gleason and Skeets Gallagher in "Taxi Dancer" (tentative
title), now in production under the
direction of William J. Cowen, former M-G-M director. Others in the
cast are Warren Hymer, Barbara
Weeks, Laura Treadwell, Eddie
Phillips, Jason Robards, Franklin
Parker, Joyce Coad, Erin LaBissoniere, Joey Ray, Ernie Adams, Ruth
Clifford and George Guhl. The original story and screen play are by
Mary E. McCarthy.
#
*
*

WILK

her daddy in*his *next RKO
picture.
*
Columbia has added Arthur Pierson, George Cooper, Bradley Page
and Otto Yamoaka to "Before Mid-

*

*

*

St. Petersburg, Fla. — Foreclosure
suit has been brought against Patio
Amusement Co., operators of Patio
theater.
Suit involves $85,000.
St. Petersburg, Fla. — The Park,
formerly the Paris, is opening under the management of Erwin Reiss.

now manager of both the Colonial
and Capitol.
Canton, O.— O. W. Crouch, until
recently at Loew's, Toledo, has been
named succeeding
assistant manager
of Loew's
here,
E. C. Colvin,
who
continues with the staff of the local
house.

Reginald Owen has an important
night."
role in "The House of Rothschild,"
Flint, Mich. — Palace has added
George Arliss' forthcoming picture
for the Joseph M. Schenck-Darryl four acts of vaudeville in addition
.Creston, la. — The Iowa theater is
Zanuck 20th Century Pictures, to be to a feature film. New prices of being reopened by the Glenn W.
25
and
35
cents
have
been
set.
released by *
United* Artists.
Dickinson Theater Co. E. Metzger
*
has been named manager.
Belmont, N. C— Tate and SumFilming isofscheduled
"Anthony to Adverse"
by
Warners
start about
mer are building a theater to be
Birmingham — The Homewood in
the middle of
ready for occupancy in December.
Homewood has been reopened by
* January.
*
*
Jimmie Thornton.
Ricardo Cortez is to be married
Draper,
C—about
The People's
thea-is
soon to Mrs. Christine Lee of New
ter, closedS.for
six years,
Boston — Harry Rathner has been
York.
scheduled to reopen soon under the appointed eastern division sales
*
*
*
management of J. Haley.
manager by Principal.
Henrietta
Crosman
has
been
placed under *contract
by
Fox.
Charlotte — A new exchange has
Detroit — The Empress, now play*
#
been opened here under the maning stock burlesque, will revert to
Jack Hess, press agent de luxe,
agement of J. U. McCormick and pictures in a week. Louis Chapohas been gathering reams of space J. W. Parker, distributing Tiffany, ton, owner, will take it over from
Fred (Jack) Ballard, who has been
for "The Divorce Bed," which will Chesterfield and Amity product.
be made by Phil Goldstone. He inoperating it.
Robert Barrat will appear in
serted a small ad in Los Angeles
Buffalo — Harry Berinstein of the
Berinstein interests has returned
Warner's "Wonder Bar."
papers, asking for a "girl with from a world tour.
Charlotte, N. C— Bert Adams of
£
$
' jfc
experience as a professional coParamount exchange and Roger
respondent or with first-hand knowlRichard Dix's baby, Mary Ellen
Mitchell of RKO have joined the
Dix, one-year-old, is to appear with
Elmira, N. Y. — Fred Schweppe is Jesters Club, film social group.
edge of collusive divorce."
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FLOOD OF PICTURES ON JUDISM IS INJROSPECT
Zanuck to Slow Up After Producing 8 in Four Months

w

rice

20th Century Producer to
Individualize on Five
Coming Specials

ars

. . giving too much show value
—

By DON

THOUGH

CARLE

it is yet

GILLETTE
to

be

West

=

determined

whether the NRA has power to act in
orice wars of a destructive nature, the
Administration on various occasions has
nade it plain that this type of competition
s contrary to the spirit of the President's
irogram.
So it would

not be surprising if some-

"hing, official or otherwise, were done
ibcut it one of these days — particularly if
here is continued price cutting instead of
trice raising.
That includes admission prices.

IN NO

line of industry is so much

value

being given for so little money
he movie business.

as in

Motion pictures that are superior in enertainment qualities to $4 legitimate
tage productions are being offered to the
lublic at the insignificant price of two
■its — even on their first run.
Talking pictures today are fetching a
swer admission scale than the far less
:xpensive and
ears ago.

less satisfying silents of

All because the industry has cut-throated
tself down to that level.

~OOD,
clothing
and
other
articles
and
commodities have been boosted in price
nywhere from 20 to 80 per cent within
he last few months.
But theaters, except for a few scattered
tid minor hikes, are still giving dollar
hows for a dime.

T

IS

impossible

for

this

industry

to

do

its full part toward recovery unless its
:ommodity
in trade
is able
to bring
a
sasonable return.
Showmen who cut prices or triple up on
alue to the point of forcing competitive
heaters
and
eventually
themselves
into
ankruptcy
are traitors
to the
cause
of
scovery.
And they are enemies of show business,
ecause
nothing
cheapens
entertainment
3 much as to undervalue it in box-office
arms.
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Hollywood — Having completed
eight features in four months, Darryl F. Zanuck, production chief of
the Schenck-Zanuck 20th Century
Pictures releasing through United
Artists, will drop mass production
methods and devote the rest of the
season to individual attention on five
specials. (Continued
These include
of
on Page "House
8)

Call Out the Reserves
Police reserves were called out Saturday morning to control the crowds waiting to enter the Radio City Music Hall
to see RKO's "Little Women." By 11
o'clock the huge theater was crowded
to capacity and by noon the line extended to Fifth Avenue. All opening
day records for attendance and receipts
were broken Thursday, with Friday topping the previous
record.stated
Charles
Griswold,
managingday's
director,
to
FILM DAILY that the four days ending
last ever
nightseen.
were the "most colossal" he
has

Avalanche of Nudist Films
on Way — Having Trouble
In Some States
Capitalizing on the current freak
interest in nudism, a flood of features and shorts dealing with this
subject is in prospect, a Film Daily
checkup shows. Spurred particularly by the success of one such picture, "This Nude World," which ran
for three months in Chicago, and
another picture, "Elysia," which is
playing to packed houses on the
Pacific Coast, at least a score of
similar productions are at present

FILM BILLS LOOM
100 CODE OPERATION
IN 5 MORE STATES
NOT UNTIL NEXT YEAR Five more State Legislatures are RKO MET. CIRCUIT
scheduled to begin special sessions
Complete operation of the motion this week with measures affecting
IN FOR A RECORD
picture code is not expected until the the industry in prospect in virtually
(Continued

on

Page

8)

next selling season as local zoning all of them. Today Oregon goes
Reports from all RKO theaters in
boards set up under its provisions in session, followed Wednesday by
will not generally begin to function Pennsylvania, Michigan and Mary- the metropolitan district on Saturday indicated the circuit will chalk
before next year. Inasmuch as the
land, and Thursday by West Vir- up the highest grosses in its history
code will not be retroactive, there is
ginia. On Dec. 4, Colorado
and this week. All circuit houses are(Continued
on Page 8)
no authority
for revamping exist(Continued on Page 8)
playing Paramount's "I'm No Angel,"
Mae at
West.
aters arestarring
opening
9 A. The
M. theand
Richards
to
Submit
Plans
Mass. Anti-Censor Bill
each is giving a midnight showing
For Saenger Bondholders of the feature. At several of the
Coming Up in January
New Orleans — Two plans, one to theaters, police reserves were called
Boston — Although a special meetcontrol
ing of the state legislature takes reissue bonds to present bondhold- out to view
showings.the crowds at the preplace soon, investigation by Film
ers of Saenger Realty Corp., ownDaily reveals that the bill to end
ers of Saenger theaters in New
movie censorship in Massachusetts Orleans, Mobile, Hattiesburg and Vallee, Harvey and White
will not be considered before the the I aramount, Clarksdale, and the
(Continued on Page 8)
regular session starting in January.
Head Film "Scandals" Cast
Rudy Vallee, Lilian Harvey,
George White and Cliff Edwards will
head the cast of the first Fox Film

138 Reopenings in Past Month
Reported by Film Trade Boards
Educational Releasing
13 Subjects in Month

Theater reopenings throughout
the U. S. last month totaled 138,
it is .shown by complete returns of
the Film Boards of Trade. Closings
In_ a step-up of schedule, 13 Edu- numbered 54, while transfers
cational short subjects will be re- amounted to 211. This was the
leased within the next month by
third successive month in which
Fox.
"Mr.
Adam,"on Page
the 8)first Star openings exceeded closings.
(Continued

The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
Established
Reputation
For Facts. — Advt.

An

The 1934
Education

Film Daily Year Book
In Pictures. — Advt.

Is

A

Liberal

edition dals,"of
George
White'sSaturday
"Scanit was
announced
by Robert Kane, producer for Fox,
(Continued

on Page

8)

Storm Hits Theaters
Cleveland— Business was off more than
30 per cent in local theaters last week
as a result of a big blizzard and a drop
in temperature to ten below. Only firstruns that made expenses were Loew's
State, with "Bombshell," and the Allen,
with "Henry VIII."

DAILY
Casey to Instruct Studios Hollywood Cowboys Ask
Classification in Code
OnAs Film
Code's Provisions
soon as President Roosevelt Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Monday, Nov. 20, 1933

Coming and Going

Washington — Cowboys and other
signs the film code, Pat Casey, chairin Hollywood are sendman of the producers' studio labor ridinging Solactors
A. Rosenblatt a petition in
Vol.LXIV, No. 42 Hon., Nov. 20, 1933
Price 5 Cents committee, will go to the Coast to
P. A. POWERS, president of Celebrity Produc- j
of their request for a spe- tions, is en route to the coast.
familiarize studios with its provi- support
cific
classification
from
the
Central
ROBERT KANE, GEORGE WHITE, RAY HEN- 1
JOHN W. ALICOATE
: : '. Editor and Publisher
sions. His conferences with producJACK YELLEN, IRVING CAESAR, JOE J
ers will particularly relate to clauses Casting Office, handling extras. The DERSON,
CUNNINGHAM, RUSSELL MARKERT and MARIES
riders
are
satisfied
with
the
code,
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays in connection with control of excesORMISTON left Saturday for the coast to start I
otherwise, they state.
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
sive salaries, agents and contract ofwork on Fox's first George White "Scandals." 1
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
PAT PATTERSON and HUGH WILLIAMS, J
fers.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Davenport Orpheum Sold
British players signed by Fox, are on their way!
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer P. A. Powers
to
Start
Davenport, la.— The RKO Orph- to Hollywood.
ind General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Assoeum theater and Hotel Mississippi
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Color Cartoon Series
PAT GARYN of Master-Art returned to New I
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
here
purchasedfor at
sheriff's
York Saturday from a tour of mid-west ex-B
P. A. Powers, president of Cele- sale bywere
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
the builders
$42,821,
to changes.
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
brity Productions, is on his way to satisfy building costs. Owner has
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
SAM
HARDY,
actor,
and
WILL
IRWIN, I
the right to redeem the property writer,
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6 Beverly Hills in connection with
arrived from
Europe aboard the Washington on Saturday.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, story and production details on the within a year. Operation of the
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. new series of "ComiColor Cartoons"
theater will continue as usual.
HAL LEROY left yesterday for Hollywood to
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., tp be put on the independent market
appear in the Warner feature, "Harold Teen."
by
Celebrity.
The
shorts
will
be
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
"House on 56th St." for Hollywood
S. CHARLES EINFELD, who leaves Wednes•"able Address: Filmday, New York. Holly- made in color by the Cine-Color
day to discuss exploitation and publicity at the
Warner's "House on 56th Street," Warner-First
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- process. Official announcement is
National studios, will be gone
starring
Kay
Francis,
will
follow
about four weeks.
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Rrnest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 now being prepared by C. J. Giege- Paul Muni in "The World Changes"
MARY
PICKFORD is coming
to New York
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne, rich, in charge of sales and exploita- at the Hollywood. The Muni film
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
from Hollywood next month at about the samel
tion.
may be held a fifth week. First Na- time that DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS is due from!
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la CourM-G-M Bowlers Meet Monogram
ies-Noues, 19.
tional's "Havana Widows" opens London.
M-G-M's bowling team, which has Wednesday at the Strand.
won four of its six games, will try
Nudist Film Packs 'Frisco House
to make it five straight against Coolidge Corner House Under Way
Boston — Progress is being made
Monogram representatives tomorrow
San Francisco — "Elysia," said to
evening at the Capitol Alleys. on construction of a theater at be the nudest nude film yet made, is I
them
in at the Strand,
Charlie Aaron is captain and the Coolidge Corner by Levenson packing
where it is in its second week.
team includes Tom Gerety, Frank Brothers.
McRoy, Eddie Aaron, Malcolm Miller, Frank Spree and Ed Grossman
of the home office, and Doug Peck,
Lou Allerhand and August Kubart
of the local exchange.
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Phil Ryan Signs Chic Sale Again
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

Central Radio System in RKO Bldg.
Installation of a centralized radio
receiving system in the 21-story
RKO Building at Radio City has
been made by RCA Victor. The
system provides for 1,200 individual radio receivers operating from
a single antenna known as the Antenaplex System, developed by the
RCA Victor Camden laboratories.
It is predicted by Victor that eventually all modern business offices
will
ceivers.be equipped with radio re-

DAILY

Hollywood — Chic Sale, who appeared in "The Old Bugler," produced by Phil L. Ryan, has been
signed for Ryan's next two-reel
comedy production for Paramount
release. Ryan also is dickering with
Sale for an option to make six more.
"Most compelling motion picture this reporter
can recall, bar none." — N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

For dot ten

For Bookings and State Rights Wire
JEWEL PROD, Inc., 723 7th Ave., New York City
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Hollywood — Barbara Stanwyck,
injured recently when thrown from
a horse, is understood to be battling
against permanent lameness and
possible disfigurement.
Farewell Dinner to 'Razz' Goldstein
Boston — Morey "Razz" Goldstein
of M-G-M, a prospective bridegroom, will be given a dinner at the
Hotel Brunswick, Dec. 5. Committee includes Chairman Phil Fox, Bill
Cuddy, Sam Berg, Henry Wolper,
Jack Goldstein, Abe Barry, Aaron
Goldstein, Phil Berler, Tom Duane,
Abe Weiner, Harry Goldstein, Tom
Fermoyle, Herbert Higgens, Harry
Martin, and Chet Grenier.
Quittner Must Appeal by Dec. 1
Dec. 1 is the deadline before
which Edward Quittner, Middletown,
N. Y., exhibitor, must file his appeal from the U. S. District Court
decision dismissing his anti-trust
suit against Paramount. So far the
action, although announced some
months ago, has not been taken.

MARGARET SULLAVAN
Universale

a name . . ♦ but big box-office news today r>r
only yesterday a face in the crowd ♦ . . but today the
darling of the Gods . . ♦
only yesterday a voice . . . but today a thrilling personality♦ . .
because this is a business of personalities . . ♦
and National Scene Trailers running ahead of the picture, introduces UniversaPs new name . . . UniversaPs
new face . ♦ . UniversaPs new star to a public hungry
for new personalities ♦ ♦ . with actual scenes and actual
dialog . ♦ ♦ sample vues of the new star herself » ♦ .
that's why National Scene Trailers give you the best
word-of-mouth exploitation in the business . . .

ATION

that's how sampelvue trailers by

SERVICEl

sell the stars with showmanship

THE
1

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
=

By CHAS. ALICOATE

4Dli©?sii
WITH

^^^

CIG HERZIG, author of the Jesse
Lasky production, "The Lottery
Lover," has been signed by the
Rowland - Brice Productions along
with E. Y. Harburg to do an original with music. The feature will
go into production in January. Upon
completion of "Taxi Lover," the
Rowland - Brice organization will
start production on the Oscar Hammerstein - Jerome Kern operetta,
"Sweet Adeline." •
"Them Thar Hills" has been selected as the title for the one-reel
"Pepper Pot" comedy, featuring Edgar Bergen, the noted ventriloquist,
recently completed at the Vitaphone
Brooklyn studio. The story for this
was written by Jack Henley and
Dolph Singer. Joseph Henabery directed.

•

"Corn on the Cop" is the tentative title of the script just completed by Glen Lambert and Jack
Henley of the Vitaphone scenario
staff for Harry Gribbon. The short
is scheduled to go into production
in about two weeks at the Brooklyn
plant.
Sack Gets Exploitation Film
San Antonio — Sack Amusement
Enterprises has closed a deal with
Richard C. Kahn Productions of
Hollywood for Texas, Oklahoma and
Arkansas rights on "Children of
Loneliness," sex feature, which Kahn
now has in production. Release date
in the Texas territory has been set
for Dec. 10, and Sack will send it
out as a roadshow.
Eisenstein Film for Loew Circuit
"Thunder Over Mexico," the
Sergei Eisenstein film released by
Principal,
has been
bookedThis
by Loew's
for
the entire
circuit.
is the
first circuit booking of this picture.
The Castle theater, Chicago, is opening the picture this week. It is being
released throughout the country
within the next two weeks.

STRYK'S
INDUBOO
THEDATE
Today:
Paramount
Pictures
Distributing
Corp. sales meeting, White Sulphur Springs,
W. Va.
Nov. 21-22: Annual Convention of M.P.T.O.
of Wisconsin and Upper Michigan, Hotel
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.
Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity
Ball, at the Pla-Mor, Kansas City. Frank
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 5-6: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
(Tentative.)
Dec. 7: Lambs Repeal Gambol, for benefit
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.

Ci

PHIL M. DALY
• •
• THE OLDEST
and most consistent champion of
Eastern Production
Warners' Vitaphone Studios
in a few weeks they will celebrate their Fifth Anniversary
five years of steady production of shorts in the East
is a record to be proud of
and long since this Brooklyn
studio established its reputation for the highest grade of product which in a very tangible way has created new
standards in the technique of shorts
especially in the
field of two-reel musical comedy revues and band singles
in this division they are eminently supreme
there is
nothing emanating from Hollywood that can touch them
*
*
*
#
•

• • IT WAS no sinecure
establishing this prestige there were several years of experimentation, headaches trying to get the right slant
to get away
from the hackneyed treatment
to give the exhibs and
the public something besides a rehash on the screen of old vaude
acts
the brilliant list of musical comedy tabloids and
band numbers that Vitaphone has consistently turned out for
more than a year is the evidence that it was not in vain

*

*

*

*

• •
• THE CREDIT must go to Harry Warner
for his vision and faith in the ultimate success of Vitaphone
he has consistently given General Manager Sam Sax
a free hand
the budget was always on hand for Sam
to go out and pick his Names that meant something on radio,
screen and stage
"Hang the expense," was Mister Warner's slogan, "just so long as you give the sales staff something
in shorts they can be proud to sell."
and they were
and they did
sales of Vitaphone shorts today
are running fully 50 per cent ahead of this time last year
and the previous year was a record-breaker
so that gives you a slight idea
how was it done? ......
well, Mister Sax is allowing almost double the previous production time on every short ...... and has added 30 per cent to
the budget cost
but it has paid
BIG
ask
shorts sales manager Norman H. Moray about that

*

•

*

*

*

•

• A BUNCH of veterans are in back of the Vitaphone studios' record
lads who were there when the
studio opened
and have never left the payroll
and five years in one studio for practically the entire list of
important cogs in the personnel is certainly a record
Experts All

*

♦

♦

*

• • • WE WELCOME the opportunity to give due credit
to the bunch who have put Vitaphone shorts up in the front
line
and kept them there
there is Eddie Savin,
ace studio business manager
Herman
Ruby, head of
story dep't
Ed Du Par, chief cameraman whose work
other cinematographers strive to emulate
Phil Quinn,
production manager and assistant to Mister Sax
George
Ackerson, permanent assistant director
George wises up
any new director who comes in, and smoothes the way for him
the regular staff of directors comprises Joe Henabery,
Ralph Staub, Roy Mack

*

*

*

«

«

>>

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Frank A
Kleaver has taken over the Uptowr
from H. A. Bird. The house was
formerly named the Rivoli.
Detroit — Coliseum, West Sid(
house, is now operated by J. Krass
manager of the Arcadia, owned bj
the J. D. London circuit.
Watson Remains at Cleve. Hipp.
Cleveland — William Watson con
tinues as manager of the Hippo
drome, now Warner's ace down
town house. J. Knox Strahan, wh.
handled Hippodrome publicity whei
the house was an independent, join
Warners as manager of the Al
hambra, Canton. He succeeds Did
Crusigar, transferred to Sandusk;
as manager of the Plaza. Lou Was
serman, also of the old Hippodrom
regime, is retained in the Warne
exploitation department under Sid
ney Dannenberg.
First of Liberty Specials Set
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAW

Hollywood — "Cheaters," suggeste
by a story by Fanny Heaslip Les
will soon go into production as th
first of a series of eight Libert;
specials, according to an announce
ment made by M. H. Hoffman, presi
dent of Liberty Pictures. Adel
Buffington has written the scree:
story, continuity and dialogue fo
the film, which will be made at th
Culver City studios under the direc
tion of Phil Rosen.
Panama Film Arriving
Costa Rica — Andre Roosevell
president of Exceptional Pictures
who is here with Capt. Eric Loc
to produce "Penitente," has com
pleted 4,000 feet of under wate
scenes and has shipped the negativ
to Fitelson & Mayers, New Yor
attorneys for the company. Man
of the interior scenes will be take
in Panama's "red light" district.
M-G-M After Cohan for 'Wilderness
M-G-M is still negotiating fo
George M. Cohan to play the prin
cipal Guild
role inhit"Ah,
The
ater
whichWilderness,"
it has acquire
for filming.

*

• •
• AND WHAT a set-up of writing experts!
Glen Lambert, Dorian Otvos, Jack Henley, Eddie Moran, Dolph
Singer
other regulars with years of experience are Bert
Frank, head cutter, Porter Evans, head of sound dep't
Dean Cole, head mixer, Richard Willis, head of makeup dep't
Helen McCullough (only femme in the stude production), script girl
Bryan Farley, prop man
Cliff
Hess writes all original themes for musicals
Dave Mendoza, head of Music Dep't
Ray Foster, ranking cameraman next to Du Par
Lee Stuart on casting
Some Gang!

«

Saginaw, Mich. — The Gem has
been reopened. New owner is Mrs
William Sturgess.

»

»

MANYUAPPYRLTU
r— -—

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 20
Robert W. Armstrong
Rosita Delmar

Elsa Benham

THE 1934
FILM DAILY
YEAR BOOK
Will be:
..Bigger than ever.
..More attractive than ever.
..More important than ever.
..More widely read than ever.
and from present indications
..Will carry more advertising
than ever as nearly 200
pages have already been
contracted for.

And this is a rather compelling
reflective indication of the permanence and stability of a great
industry that has held its head
high throughout the greatest depression the world has ever
known and is moving ahead more optimistic than ever.

THE

THEATER

CHANGES

ALABAMA
Change in Name
MONROEVILLE— Franston, changed
Monroe.

to

ARIZONA
Openings

GLENDALE— Rainbow; LOWELL— Studio
(Formerly
Central)

ARKANSAS
Changes in Ownership

DUMAS
Mitchell

by

Gem,
W.

transferred
I. Fish.

to

\V.

D.

Openings
CALIFORNIA
Changes in Ownership

HAZEN— Cozy ; TUCKERMAN— New.

AZUSA — State, transferred to Winn & CunEdwards; BAKERSningham by W. J.
transferred to G. W. Pag;
FI&L.D — Granada,
by P. Davini; CLOVIS— Rex, transferrer
to J. Kenneaster by John Hucknall ; LOS
ANGELES — Arrow, transferred to Jacob
Conn by M. M. Astor ; Bonita, transferred
to C. E. Clendenny by Gore Bros.; Brentwood, transferred to D. Spaeth by Go.dberg; Glassell, transferred to A. Bowman
Shaul; MARYSVILLE— Libby D.erty,R.transferred
to Midland Theater Co.
; OROVILLE— Rex,
Tom Bellessis
by
to Robert Hazel by Sturmer
transferred
Slissman; OAKLAND— Central (Formers
Century), transferred to United Theaters,
Theater Co.; PATTERCentury transferred
byPatterson,
Inc. SON—
to E. L. Fink
L. Bare Theater; SAN DIEGO—
R.
by
Tower (Formerly Avalon), transferred to
G. F. Fink by Rantz ; SAN FRANCISCO
— Parkview, transferred to Geo. Austin by
SAN MATEO— New ReJohn Phillips;
gent, transferred to P. Kypnos by Kegeni
Theater Corp.; STOCKTON — National,
transferred to M. Robbins by Fred Siegel; SUISUN — Arlington, transferred tc
Pincus by J. F. Doherty.
Henry

Closings

HERMOSA BEACH— Hermosa; LOS ANGELES — Alhambra; PETALUMA -Strand.

Openings

BELVEDERE GARDENS— Garden ; LONG
BEACH— Dale; LOS ANGELES— E.ite,
Granada, Pantages ; OAKLAND— Centra.
(Formerly Century); PETALUMA— MysWatts.tic; RIVERSIDE— Rubidoux; WATTS—

Change in Name

BRAWLEY— Eureka (.Formerly Aztecca) ;
FRESNO— Hardy's (Formerly Fresno) ;
OAKLAND — Central (formerly Century) j
(Formerly Imperial) : TURLOCK—
Rex
Broadway
(Formerly
New
Turlock).

COLORADO
Changes in Ownership

GRAND JUNCTION— Mesa, transferred to
Fox West Coast by Western Amusement
Co.; LIMON — Auditorium, transferred to
by John Blair; TRINIE. G.DAD—Weiselmann
Isis, transferred to Fox West Coast
Co.
by Western Amusement

Closings

TRINIDAD— Isis.

DISTRICT

OF COLUMBIA
Opening

WASHINGTON— Roosevelt.

IDAHO
Change in Name

GENESSEE — Cozy has been changed to
Audian.

ILLINOIS
Changes in Ownership

CHARLESTON — Lincoln, transferred to
Frisina Amusement Co. by Fox West
Coast; CHICAGO— New Home, transferred
to Antonio Feliciani, Jack Rose Booking
L. Fleischer; CICERO— HawCircuit by
thorne, transferred to A. S. Franks by B.
Bernesek; CLEARING — Mayfair (formerly Clearing), transferred to J. J. Skora by
A. Halper; COAL CITY— Opera House,
transferred to T. T. Esa by Tex Forker ;
CUBA — Orpheum (formerly Home), transferred to F. Evans; DES PLAINES—
Des Plaines, transferred to Franz Polka by
Polka Bros. ; LYONS — Lyons, transferred
to Otto Vonesh by J. Vicdomini ; MATTOON — Grand, transferred to Frisinia
Amusement Co. Dy Fox West Coast ; "K,"
transferred to E. F. Clarke by C. S. Ferris; McHENRY — Empire, transferred to
"Red" Johnson by F. B. Swanson ; OAK
PARK — Southern, transferred to E9saness Theater Corp. by Joe WOLF; PANA
— Illinois, transferred to Harry Tanner by
Roy M. Kennedy; PECATONICKA— Granada, transferred to C. H. Nieske; PIPER

SWi

REPORTED

CITY — Opera House, transferred to C. E.
Rice; ROSSVILLE— Idle Hour, transferred to Mr. McLaughlin; SAYBROOK
— Princeess, transferred to A. B. Wooley
by Wooley Bros.; VIRGINIA— Virginia,
transferred to Wm. J. Matthews by S. C.
Hailoway; WOODSTOCK— Miller, transferred to F. W. Anderson by Miller Theater Co.

Closings

CLINTON— Star; CLIFTON — Vialta ;
CHICAGO — German-Kino; MOLINE—
Orpheum; MEREDOSIA — Princess;
SPRINGFIELD— Tivoli.

Openings

ARGO— Grand ; CENTRALIA— Playhouse ;
CHICAGO — Avalon; Cornell Square; Irving, Julian, Logan Square, Milda, New
Wonderland, Orpheus, Town Talkies; CUBA
— Orpheum (Formerly Home) ; EAST ST.
LOUIS— Orpheum; MT. PULASKI —
Mt. Pulaski; PECATONICKA— Granada;
PIPER CITY— Opera House: ROSSVILLE—Idle Hour; SPRINGFIELD —
Tivoii.

I^Jew Theater

Lil.
GALESBURG—
Vita;

FOREST

PARK—

INDIANA
Changes in Ownership

DAILY

Monday, Nov. 20, 19:

BY FILM BOARDS
Openings
LACKEY— Lackey ; MARTIN
WILLIAMSBURG— Dixie.

—

Martin;

LOUISIANA
Changes in Ownership

GENNER— Beverly, transferred to
Feske by T. Thomassie.

Wm.

Openings

BOGALUSA — Redwood; ELIZABETH—
Paramount (Formerly Elizabeth) ; GLENMORE—
Amusu (formerly Rialto) ; GRETNA— Hollywood.

MARYLAND
Openings
NORTHEAST— New.
MASSACHUSETTS
Openings
VVILLIAMSTOWN— Walden.
MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership
BELLEV1LLL— Belleville (Formerly Martin), transferred to J. T. Cowan by Charlei
Council; CASSAPOLIS— Colonial, transferred to Glen Brugon by George Wildman; CONSTANTINE— Royal, transferred
to M. M. Adams by R. P. Ear.y ; DETROl i
— Colony, transferred to Harry Komer b>
Colony Amusement Co. ; De Soto, transferred to Frank Mellon by Lee Carrow ;
Plaza, transferred to Auto City Investment Co. by Arthur D. Baehr; GRAND
KAPIDS — Fairmont, transferred to Joseph C.town
Chervenka
by E. S. transferred
Gordon ; Up(Formerly Rivoli),
to

ALBANY — Hossier, transferred to Dr. L.
O. Scholte; BOSWELL— Roxy, transferred to Boswell Amusement Co. ; CARTHAGE— Auditorium, transferred to Earl
Bell; EVANSVILLE— American, transferred to American Theater of Evansville ;
Frank A. Kleaver by H. A. Bird; PEFA1RMOUNT— Royal, transferred to R.
TOSKEY — Temple, transferred to John am.
E. Bromer; GARY — Central (Former. y
Henry Galster by Mrs. Clara McCabe ;
Ritz), transferred to Paul Miller; GOSHQUINCY— Our,Closings
transferred to F. H. CotEN— Lincoln, transferred to Archie Robton by H. J. Rinegold.
inson; INDIANAPOLIS — Arcade, transferred to Crone & Cruch : INDIANA
GRAND
H.ARBOR — American, transferred to Mr.
munity. RAPIDS— Liberty, Powers; SAUShad ; Indiana, transferred to Inland
GATUCK— Pavilion; SHERIDAN— ComAmusement Co.; Vic (Formerly Victoria),
Re-Openings
transferred to Victoria Amusement Co. ;
ORLEANS — Orleans, transferred to Guy
DETROIT— Davison, Delray, Doric, Lib
Collier; OSSIAN— Strand, transferred to
rary, Van Dyke, Vendome ; SAGINAW —
P. J. Arick; PENDLETON— Pendleton,
Gem;
SPARTA—
Our.
MINNESOTA
transferred to A. McCarthy ; WARREN —
Closings
Mystic, transferred to Russell Sale; WINCHESTER—Lyric,
transferred to C. D.
Davis.
Closing
ARGYLE — Roxy (Formerly Community),
transferred to Thompson & Ferguson ;
FULDA — Crystal, transferred to George
LAFAYETTE—
Broadway.
, Family; NEW HAVEN—
Rauenhorst by C. Ramerth; MINNEAPOLIS— Cozy, transferred to M. Yellen bj
Openings
A. H. Geis;
THIEFto RIVER
FALLS—
GARY— Central (formerly Ritz) ; GOSHEN
Lyceum,
transferred
Berger Amusement
Co. by Roy Morgan.
Closings
—Lincoln; INDIANA
HARBOR —
American; Indiana; Vic (formerly Victoria) ; INDIANAPOLIS— Lyric, Ohio. HOWARD LAKE— Triangle; IVANHOE—
Hollywood— TERRE
HAUTE— Liberty.
Ivanhoe;
LITTLE
FALLS— Lyric

New Theater

GREENFIELD— State; INDIANAPOLIS
—Washington— N. MANCHESTER— Radio Electric.

IOWA
Changes in Ownership

BURLINGTON— Rialto.

Openings
—

Casino;

KANSAS
Changes in Ownership

ELKHART — Doric, transferred to W. D.
Cooper by Ed Rowland; FLORENCE—
Mayflower, transferred to Max Davisson
by H. F. Strewing; FREDONIA— Whiteway, transferred t© J. E. Huston from
Fox ; Orpheum, transferred to J. E. Huston from Fox; WILSON— Screenland,
transferred to John Trochto by Vernon
Baker.

Openings

ALMA— Colonial ; ELKHART
ULYSSES— Ulysses.

—

Openings

ARGYLE— Roxy; ADAMS — Adams;
PAUL— Radio, Strand, World.

DUNLAP— Idle Hour, transferred to A. V.
Shoecraft by W. A. Bowker; KINGSLEY
— Casino, transferred to H. H. Thomas by
Closing
E. L. Ross.

BOONE— Strand; KINGSLEY
PRIMGHAR— Primghar.

New Theaters

DELANO— Delano; ST. PAUL — Grandview;
STILLWATER— Auditorium.

Doric;

KENTUCKY
Changes in Ownership
GREENVILLE— Palace, transferred to Griff
Head; LAWRENCEBURG— Lyric, transferred to John N. Allison by C. O. Humiston; PRESTONBURG— Unique, transferred to T. E. Ward by T. H. Dingus;
ST. MATTHEWS— Evelann, transferred
to William
Wright.

Closings

DAWSON SPRINGS — Strand; EDDYVILLE — Strand; GREENSBURG— Bo-

ST.

MISSISSIPPI
Changes in Ownership

POPLARVILLE — Poplarville (Formerly
Gaiety), transferred to T. Ditcharo by W.
L. Daughdrill; ROSED ALE— Talisman,
transferred to H. L. Loebdell by Robert
H. Henley;
CITY—
transferred to Mrs.YAZOO
J. B. De
Voto Yazoo,
by Affiliated
Theaters.

Inc.

Openings

v

CHARLESTON — Superba ; FULTON—
Dixie; TACKSON— Capitol ; MAGEE—
Magee ; MARKS— Folly.

MISSOURI
Changes in Ownership

BOWLING BREEN— Huckstep, transferred
to Mrs. Bondinier by Carl Duncan ; KANSAS CITY— Gillham, transferred to Robert Rhoades by Fox; MANSFIELD—
Mansfield (Formerly Paradise), transferred
to Dean W. Davis by Robt. K. Yancey ;
ST. LOUIS — St. Louis, transferred to
aters.
Fanchon & Marco
by Metropolitan TheClosings
KANSAS CITY— Empire, Lyric. Penn Valley ; PARIS—
— Venus,
World.Opera House; ST. LOUIS

Openings
KANSAS CITY— Bellini, Gillham, Mokan,
New Centre, Rainbow, Royal ; MANSFIELD— Mansfield
(Formerly
Paradise).

NEW YORK STATE
Changes in Ownership
ALBANY — Arbor, transferred to A. Masconi by Suckno
Enterprises, Inc. ; State,

OF TRAD^

transferred to Louis Cappa; BINGH^
TON — Laurel, transferred to Mrs. Be i
B. White by William Gersony ; Bt
FALO — Broadway, transferred to B
Bros, by M. E. Kystaniak ; Fillmore J
ace, transferred to Herman J. Endres
Lydia J. Behling ; Jubilee, transferred
Gaby & Cohen by Schine Enterprises, Ii
Majestic (formerly Linden), transferred
F. P. Wicks ; Sylvia, transferred to G
& Behling; DOLGEVILLE — Str;
transferred to Evans B. Davis by Scl
Enterprises, Inc. ; FT. EDWARD — B
ley, transferred to Lew Fischer by D.
Parish; MAYVILLE — Carlson, transfei
to S. Mattison by Carlson Bros. Bake
MILLERTON — Paramount, transfei i
to
A. J. McKenna;
MONROE—
transferred
to Gleason
AmusementColoiG
by
W. Relyea;
PENN Yan
YAN—
wood,F. transferred
to Penn
TheatE
Inc. by H. C. Morse; ROCHESTE
Rexy, transferred to Mellophone Corp.
South Theaters Corp. ; Webster, tr:
ferred to Max Fogel and Wm. Tishk
SCHENECTADY— Colon, transferred
John Gardner by A. Dwore ; UTIC
Highland, transferred to W. T. MacN<
by Highland Theater Corp. ; James, tr:
ferred to W. T. MacNeilly by Slotnicl
Perlman ; Lincoln, transferred to W.
MacNeilly by Slotnick & Lewis; Ri=
transferred to W. T. MacNeilly by M
& Carl, to
Inc.;
WILLIAMSON—
transferred
Don R.
Stevenson by C S
De Zutter ; NEW YORK CITY— BROC
LYN — Bobby, 1160 Broadway, transfe:
to Patchen Amusement Corp. by Lafay ,
St. Amusement Corp. ; Myrtle, 1374 %
tie Ave., transferred to Raymark 1
ater Inc. (Harry Brandt) by Cone
Amusement Corp. ; Newkirk, 597 E. 3
St., transferred to Gert Amusement
Inc. (Harry Brandt) by Newkirk The
Operating Corp. ; Acme (formerly Alp]
2746 Myrtle Ave., transferred to Nac
Theater Corp. by Athos Amusement C
Halsey, 928 Halsey St., transferred
Harry Brandt by Heslah Amusen
Corp. ; Flora, 201 Atlantic Ave., tr;
ferred to Saber Amusement Co.. Inc.
E. F. G. Amusement Corp. ; Glory,
Park Ave., transferred to Prisco Luon
BRONX— Melrose, 417 E. 161st St., tr:
ferred to Victor Santini by Israel T;
ter; MANHATTAN, Adelphi, 2409 Brt
way, transferred to Yorktown The.
Corp. (Lee A. Ochs) by Trio Amuserr
Corp.; Gaiety, 1547 Broadway, transfer
to Gaiety Holding Co. (Stanley W. L
ton) by Clevehanna Realty Corp. ; Hat
42nd St.. transferred to Max Cohen ; <
cle. 1825 Broadway, transferred to V
Iiam Yoost by 1825 Broadway Amusem
Corp. ; Lincoln. W. 135th St. bet. 5th i
Lenox Aves., transferred to Leo Brech
Regun, 60 W. 116th St., transferred
Regun Operating Co., Inc. by Man!
tan Playhouses, Inc.; Tewel. 11 W. 1,
St.. transferred to Manfried Amusenv
Corp. bv Manhattan Playhouses, It
LONG ISLAND, HAMPTON BAY
Bays, transferred
to Fred
Sicu'ar— by
M'
cato
& Sicular;
JAMAICA
Carlt
transferred
to Robinson
Operating
(Harry Brandt) by Corse Payton & Cha
Collins: ST. JAMES— St. James, tra
ferred to William Barson by H. Kost
H. Hopkins; LONG ISLAND CIT5
New Idle Hour, 251 Jackson Ave., tra
ferred to Juned Theater Co., Inc. by T
Closings
ner Shea Amusement
Corp.
ALDEN— Alden: FAIRPORT — Rive
FLEISHMANNS— Maxbilt; FT. HEN
— Dery; INLET— Gaiety ; OSWEGO
Richardson; RICHFIELD SPRING!
Shaul's; ROUND LAKE— Round La
SHARON SPRINGS— Sharon Sprin
SYRACUSE
WESTPOR'
Memorial LONG
Hall— ; Arcadia:
WESTCHESTER—
Vernon;
ISLAND,
ST. JAM
St. James.

Openings
ALBANY— State; ALLEGANY — Tc
Hall; BATAVIA— Lafayette ; BERLJJ
I.O.O.F. ; BUFFALO— Fillmore Pala
Tubilee. Majestic, Victoria; DOL(
VILLE— Strand ; ELMIRA— Strand ; 1
EDWARD— Baradley; HILTON — I
tonia; MILLERTON— Paramount : MC
RIS— Central H. S. ; SCHENECTAD^
Palace;
Brighton
Palace; SYRACUSE—
VALATIE —
Valatie: TRO'1
; ^
TERFORD, New Casino; WATI
VLIET— Strand; NEW YORK CIT
MANHATTAN — Arden. 870 Colum
Ave. : Harris, 42nd St. : National, 1
1 1 7 Houston
St. ; Yorkville, 3rd Ave.
86th
St.
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

WILK

^)R. HUGO RIESENFELD has
arrived from New York under
special contract with John A. Curs, general manager of Salient Picires, to compose and supervise the
ecording of the musical hackround for "Mating Time," Salient's
\ nt picture. The noted composer
r.d conductor has been filling enf agements in the east.

*

George Barbier * has been signed
i
v *First National for "Journal of
rime."
* *
*
Kathleen Byrne, a professional
'^-respondent 28 times, won the job
! f technical adviser on the picture
i -and the newspapers are now givftg columns
to an expose of the
ollusive divorce racket.

*

*

*

George Bricker, who was manner of the WMCA station. New
fork, for three years, and who is
I former Ohio newspaperman, has
oined the Hal Roach writing staff.

*

*

*

Regis Toomey is playing the lead
n "What's Your Racket?" which
s being made by Mayfair Pictures.
Toomey
is being represented
by
'ialph Farnum.
* *
*
Emmett Vogan, Broadway leading
■nan, currently appearing in "The
Late Christopher Bean," at the El
Capitan, is playing the "heavy" in
'Chicken Rancho," a Universal Slim
Summerville - ZaSu Pitts comedy,
which William Seiter is directing.
\s many of the scenes will be filmed
at Palm Springs, Vogan has made
arrangements to fly back to Hollywood nightly to continue his stage
performances.

*

*

*

Dick Powell now gets more fan
mail than any other Warner-First
National player, the studio reports.
*
*
*
Preston Foster has joined the cast
of Warner's *"Heat* Lightning."
*

The third comedy of RKO's
"Blondes and Redheads" series will
start Monday, featuring June Brewster, Grady Sutton and Carol Tevis.
Dot Farley, Sam Apel and George
Lewis will also be in the cast.
George Stevens and Dick Smith
wrote the yarn. Stevens will direct.

*

*

*

On Wednesday the fourth and
concluding two-reeler of the Ruth
Etting series goes before the camElated

Over "Dancing Lady"

There has been dancing and jubilation
all over the Loew and M-G-M home
offices since last Friday when executives
previewed the new M-G-M musical,
"Dancing Lady," co-starring Joan Crawford and Clark Gable. Veterans of the
organization rated the picture equal to
any $6.60 musical comedy presented on
Broadway stages.

eras at RKO. Supporting cast will
include Tom Kennedy, Harry Bowen,
Eddie Baker, Jean Frontai and Les
Goodwin. Joseph Fields wrote the
story. Alf *Goulding
will
direct.
*
*

Arthur Hornblow, who recently
resigned as a production executive
for Samuel Goldwyn, was a Broadway playwright and producer transplanted to Hollywood by the need
in pictures for sound students of

the drama. One of his best known

"LOTS"

is at the head of the Seven Seas
New York productions was "The corporation, spoke over the radio the
Captive,"
from other evening. He outlined policies
the
French. which he adapted
of his company and told of produc* *
*
tion plans
for an
"Dark
Surrender,"
to
Mrs. Andy Clyde, wife of the be made
with
all Negro
cast and
comedian, made a good showing in Paul Robeson in the lead.
the city golf tournament, in which
only women *players
participated.
*
*
William Fiske, III, "boy producer," who, with Alfredo Carpegna,

Warners have added Preston Foster to the cast of "Heat Lightning."

"Spencer
Tracy, Loretta
Young and Borzageought to spell busy boxoffices for any sThehoHollywood
wman*Reporter
"
> THE MOST GLORIOUS LOVE
STORY SINCE "7th HEAVEN"!

Hli

FRANK

BORZ

AGE

Production

with

SPENCER TRACY- LORETTA

YOUNG

Screen play by Jo Swerling
From the play by Lawrence Hazard

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
A Screen Guild
Picture

THE

ZANUGK SLOWING UP
AFTER FINISHING 8
(Continued from Page 1)

Rothschild," starring George Arliss;
'"Love School," musical; "The Great
Barnum," "Gentlemen, the King,"
and a second Arliss picture, "Sentenced." The eight completed productions are : "The Bowery," "Broadway Thru a Keyhole," "Blood
Money," "Advice to the Lovelorn,"
"Gallant Lady," "Born to Be Bad,"
"Moulin Rouge" and "Trouble
Shooter."

Honorary Pallbearers for Emil Shauer

(Continued from Page 1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

ing protection schedules. Territorial
systems can be revised, however, if
both parties are agreeable to
changes, but exhibitor leaders generally consider that the possibilities
of such moves are practically nil.
The local grievance boards, however, will begin to operate as soon
as their rules are decided upon, following signing of the code by President Roosevelt.
Warner's Lake Cuts Scale
Cleveland — With the opening of
the Hippodrome as a Warner downtown first-run
21, Warner's
Lake will
cut itsNov.
admission
scale 5

Monday, Nov. 20, 193'

Honorary pallbearers for Emil E. Shauer, late Paramount executive whose funeral
was held yesterday, included Adolph Zukor, Will H. Hays, Al Shauer, Emanuel Stern,
Al Kaufman, Ralph Kohn, Morris Kohn, Eugene Zukor, Elek J. Ludvigh, George Schaefer,
John W. Hicks, Frank Meyer, Emanuel Cohen, Sigmund Weltner, Walter Cokell and
Philip Kohn.

Educational Releasing
13 Subjects in Month

100% Code Operation
Not Until Next Year

cents all along the line.

#&*l
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Comedy Special, with Ernest Truex,
goes out immediately, with "Frozen
Assets," a new Andy Clyde comedy;
"The Last Dogie," a song hit story,
and "Shipwrecked Brothers," a
Terry-Toon. "Song of Vienna," acquired by Educational for its Treasure Chest series, also is being released immediately. It has music by
Robert Stolz, author of the famous
"Two Hearts in Waltz Time," and
photography by Willy Goldberger.
Later in the week, "Divorce
Sweets," a Tom Howard comedy,
and "Manhattan Lullaby," song hit
story, starring Helen Morgan, will
be released. On Nov. 30, "What's
To Do," a Frolics of Youth, and
"Little Boy Blue," a Terry-Toon,
will be sent out. Subsequent releases for the month include "Poppin' the Cork," a musical comedy;
'Canyon of Romance," a Romantic
Tourney; "The Good Bad Man," a
Coronet
comedy,
and an untitled
'Treasure Chest."

Richards to Submit Plans
For Saenger
Bondholders
(Continued from Page 1)

FILMS ON NUDISM
TO FLOOD GOUNTR
(Continued from Page 1)

ready

for release

or on the wa;

Another
already shown
is "ThJ
Naked Age," while a French-title
silent, "March to the Sun," is amon
foreign prints now here, witJ
Saenger Theaters, Inc., an operat- the
ing company, may be presented to others understood to be on the wa;
Censorship
difficulties will kee
the Paramount bankruptcy referee
in New York shortly. Understood the pictures out of many localities
to be the work of Receiver E. V. although "This Nude World," afte
Richards, the plans are reported to being stopped by the police at th;
be favorable for bondholders.
Century
of Progress, arranged
t*
continue its Chicago run and at
Vallee, Harvey and White parently benefited from the intei
ference.
Catch-penny
appeal
i'
Head Film
"Scandals"
(Continued
from Page 1) Cast
counted upon as a box-office booste*
before departure of a contingent for by the majority of the pictures.
the coast. Others who will be in the
picture include Alice Faye, the Film Measures Loom
Loomis Sisters, Dixie Dunbar and
Marie Ormiston, all of stage and
In Five More State!
radio, plus
"Scandals"
beauties
and a25hostformer
of screen
names.
Hal Burney Dead
Eureka, Cal. — Hal Burney, widely known west coast theater man
and assistant manager of the Eureka for some time, died.
Saenger Reopening Mobile House
Mobile, Ala. — Saenger will open
the Empire here shortly. House
is now being redecorated.

(Continued from Page

1)

Wyoming convene. Currently in ses
sion are: Delaware, Iowa, Kansai
Missouri, where two sales ta
measures, tax on admissions and
:ax on footage are pending; Mis
souri, Massachusetts, New Jersey
A 10 per cent admission tax bill i
5cheduled for consideration by th
West Virginia assembly and th
Oregon solons will pass on a 5 pe
:ent admission tax proposal.

i

NOW

PRESENTS

THE

CULTURE

WORLD'S

FINEST

PEARLS

• In substance and structure. ..in fire and orient...
in form and lustre. ..in every characteristic that
inspires pride in the possession and wearing of
pearls. ..Tecla Culture Pearls and regular oriental
pearls are absolute equals! The only difference
is in their inception ... one is implanted in the
oyster by man, the other by accident of natur?!

EXQUISITELY MATCHED
T£CLA CULTURE

NECKLACES
PEARLS

OF

$50 to $15,000
Tecla Culture Pearls are also offered in Rings,
Earrings, Bracelets, Studs and other Jewel pieces,
in modern settings of gold or platinum, set with
genuine diamonds.

NOW

AT 608

FIFTH AVENUE

AT 49th STREET, NEW

YORK

Adjacent To
Rockefeller Center
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Film Industry Capitalization Cut by $250,000,000

DEPT. ONUSTICE DISAGREES WITH NRAJN CODE
RKO

Circuit Wcek-End

Mae West in "No Angel"
Chief Factor in
Increase
An increase of $30,000 over the
average week-end business for the
year in RKO theaters was chalked
up Saturday and Sunday, when all
orevic ^KO circuit records were
broken in an unprecedented total
attendance. Mae West in "I'm No
Angel" is playing- in all New York
metropolitan houses, while through
the middle-west strong stage shows
(Continued

on Page

Take 30 Grand Over Average

Urges Stronger Plugging of Family

Nights

St. Louis — Pointing to box-office returns realized by his theaters with family
nights that were heavily exploited with the cooperation of the Better Films Council,
President Fred Wehrenberg of the M.P.T.O., speaking at a Better Films meeting,
urged exhibitors to 24-sheet their family night shows and reap similar benefits. He
said the women's organization had been a big factor in dragging thousands of stayat-homes to the theater by convincing them that not all films are as bad as some
reformers claim.

A, G. SCHMIDT NAMED GOLDWYN COMPLETING
LINEUP BY APRIL 1
MIDWESCO TRUSTEE

Object to Code Authority,
Clearance and Boycott
Provisions
By
FILM

Washington — The Department of
Justice is not in agreement with the
motion picture code as drafted, it
was officially learned last night
from an official of the department.
The NRA asked the opinion of
the justice department on the code
some time ago, it was stated, and
(Continued

6)

WARNER PHILA. HOUSES
UNDER N. Y. OFFICE
Instead of appointing a successor
to William Goldman, Warner theaters in Philadelphia and surrounding towns will be operated under
the direct supervision of the New
York offices, it is announced by
Joseph Bernhard, general manager
of Warner Theaters. The present
Philly office in the Earle building
will be continued with Leonard
Schlesinger in charge of local matters.

New Four-Day Record Set
At Radio City Music Hall

Playing to 97,175 admissions
from Thursday to Sunday inclusive,
the Radio City Music Hall set up
a new four-day attendance record
over the week-end with RKO's "Little Women."
"Disraeli" vs. "Rothschild"
Approximately 400 bookings already
have been obtained by Warner-First
National on its reissue, "Disraeli," it
is understood. Reports reaching New
York from various territories indicate
some exhibitors are buying the picture
to play in opposition to "Rothschild,"
which Darryl Zanuck is making for
United
Artists.

Now
In Preparation — Out in January
3aily Year Book of 1934.— Advt.

The

Film

Milwaukee — A. C. Schmidt was
appointed trustee of Midwesco Theaters, succeeding the late J. J. Goetz,
at a meeting of creditors held yesterday before F. C. Westfahl, Jr.,
referee in bankruptcy. Other routine business also was taken up at
the meeting.

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

on Page

6)

ROXY BOOSTS SCALE;
'U' FILM HOLDS OVER

Samuel Goldwyn will complete
his program of five features for
United Artists release by April 1.
He has already delivered "The
Masquerader" and "Roman Scandals," and this week will finish
"Nana." "Barbary Coast" goes into production about Dec. 1, followed
In the face of a 10-cent increase
in Saturday and Sunday scale, putby "Wizard of Oz" in February.
ting it up to 65 cents, the original
Charles de Grandcourt
Roxy played to approximately 73,600 Additional Contracts
Entering Production
000 for the four days with Universal^ "Invisible Man," Irving Lesser
Charles de Grandcourt, who reby "U"
Year 600
This
Universal
has signed
more told Film Daily last night. The
Signed
cently resigned as head of the
editorial department at National exhibitor contracts since Jan. 1 than picture is to hold over for at least
Screen Service, plans to enter the wei-e signed for the first eight another week. Only four other pictures have played to bigger weekproduction field. He is now com- months of 1932, James R. Grainger
end business in the history of the
pleting arrangements in New York, told The Film Daily yesterday. "By
(Continued on Page 6)
with his initial picture scheduled to the end of the year we will have
start shortly on the coast. De at least a 30 per cent increase in
Grandcourt intends to utilize some sales over last year," he said.
Frank Cambria Joins
Twenty-six Universal features
new audience-appeal slants derived
from his extensive experience with will be either completed or in work
Capitol Stage Staff
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
Frank Cambria has been signed
by Louis K. Sidney as associate producer with Arthur Knorr at the
Capitol. He takes up his new duties immediately. Cambria for years
was a leading presentation producer for Publix theaters.

$250,000,000 Written Off
in '32-33
By Film Companies
Capitalization of the film indusCivitan Clubs Move

try has been reduced by more than
$250,000,000 in the past two years,
Charlotte, N. C. — A motion that it is shown in statistics being comthe 150 or more Civitan clubs in
piled for the new Film Daily Year
America be asked to support only Book. This cut, which brings the inpictures that are considered morally
dustry's capitalization below $1,wholesome was made after a two- 750,000,000, took place almost entirely in the last two years. Among
hour discussion at the 12th annual
convention of the Carolinas district the major slashes was the reduction in stated value of Fox Film
meeting of Civitan clubs.
Another
(Continued on Page 2)

For Better Pictures

(Continued

on Page

6)

Ft. Worth 100% Open
Fort Worth, Tex. — With the opening
of Karl Hoblitzelle's Majestic, next
week, and the Rose, a suburban house,
every theater in Fort Worth is in operation. Majestic will play second-runs
with occasional touring stage shows. It
has been dark three years.
The
1934

Big Publishing
Event
Of The
Film Daily Year Book.— Advt.

Year — The

Tuesday, Nov. 21, 193

600 Additional Contracts
Industry Capitalization
Reduced $250,000,000
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued
Page 1)
Signed
ThisfromYear
by "U"
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stock, which changed the company's
assets from $192,524,312 three years
ago to $54,061,969 this year, and
similar actions by Warner Bros.,
resulting in assets being placed at
$169,791,058 this year, against $230,185,444 in 1930, and change in the
RKO total from $91,163,087 to $69,799,219.
Columbia, on the other hand, with
a small capitalization shows an increase in assets over the same
period, having $6,612,459 at present,
against $5,797,650. Loew shows only
a slight change, the present figure
being $123,697,591, against $128,633,361 in 1930. Revaluations of
Paramount and other organizations,
as well as scattered unlisted assets,
will add considerably to the total.

by Feb. 12, with the remaining 10
on the present schedule ready for
production in March and April. Release dates have been set to March
12. Universal studios will not close
this spring. The new line-up will
start immediately upon completion
of the current program. Associate
producers now working under Carl
Laemmle, Jr.'s, supervision are
Henry Hennigson, Eph Asher, Stanley Bergerman, Edmund Grainger
and Benny Ziedman.
Margaret Sullavan, who has been
signed by Universal to a seven-year
contract, will appear next in "What
Now?" which Frank Borzage will
direct.

Charles de Grandcourt
Entering Production

West Coast Bureau of THE

DAILY

Hollywood — Upon completion of
"Wonder Bar" for Warners, Al Jol(Continued from Page 1)
son will retire, he definitely anN.S.S., where he analyzed the announces. With "a couple of million"
gles of more than 5,000 features tucked away and "a wonderful
over a period of 10 years. De wife" (Ruby Keeler), the comedian
Grandcourt also is a director of says he's had enough of fame and
the Playhouse Operating Co., where wants to enjoy life.
he is at present making his headHarry L. Knapp Dead
quarters.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New House in Monticello, Ind.
Los Angeles — Harry L. Knapp,
Monticello, Ind.— The Lakes The- former member of the Pennsylvania
ater, new house built by Frank censor board and for 40 years in
Carey and John Alexander of Le- charge of the theater page in the
banon, has succeeded the old Strand
2%
Saturday.
Inquirer," died here
STOCK
MARKET
here. It was opened a little over "Philadelphia
Net
Chg.
a week ago with gala ceremonies.
High Low Close
23y4
6%
The "Monticello Herald" ran a spe2%
27/8
Reopening Garden, Chicago
cial four-page section in honor of
+ 2% the occasion.
243,4 26
—
1
31/s
3%
Chicago
— Al Wolf, part owner of
+ %
the Family theater, Gary, Ind., has
934 10
— V*
10
76
J. M. O'Dowd Quits Show Biz
taken a ten-year lease on the Gar+ 2%
7334 76
den and on Nov. 30 will install a
31%
125
25 125
Florence, S. C— J. M. O'Dowd has
31% 1 30%
1% 1%
leased the O'Dowd Theater here to vaude-film policy, using five acts
14
14
14 1%
M. F. and G. E. Schnibben and will booked through Dick Hoffman.
13/4
1%
hereafter devote his entire time to
+ l3/4
68
681%
68
has
+ % "The
Wm.
Exton to Madison,
Wis.
been Morning
in show News."
business O'Dowd
since 1908.
2%
4- %
+ 2 1/4 He built the present house in 1919.
+
Madison,
Wis.
—
William
Exton,
63/4
11
91/4 11
+ 1% The Schnibbens will close it Dec. manager of the Rivoli, Muncie, Ind.,
23/8 2%
4 for improvements and reopen it for the past four years, has been
6%
63/4
Christmas Day as the Carolina.
+
1/4
MARKET
named manager of Warner's CapiCURB
tol here, succeeding Harry J. Cor11
+
%
10% 11
bett, who has returned to Chicago.
George O'Brien Gets Offers
45
BOND MARKET
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Kidnaping
Expose
at Harris
"Hot Money," an expose of the
kidnaping racket, opened yesterday
at the Sam Harris theater, 42nd St.
legit, house. It is a film record of
the sensational Urschel kidnaping
case, with Federal Judge E. S.
Vaught, who dealt the death-blow
to the kidnapers, playing a prominent role.

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
O'Brien,in
whose
contract —withGeorge
Fox expires
six weeks, is understood to have
received offers from Paramount,
RKO and Universal. RKO is understood to want him for "Three Came
Unarmed," and Paramount for
"Lives of a Bengal Lancer."
O'Brien's last for Fox is "Heir to
the Hoorah!"
Vallee to Continue Broadcasts
Rudy Vallee, who goes west Dec.
8 to appear in Fox's "George
White Scandals," will continue his
broadcasting from the coast, with
George White as master of ceremonies.

SIDNEY R. KENT returns to New
Europe just before Thanksgiving.
WALTER
York from

WINCHELL
Miami.

has

York fr

return

GEORGE BATCHELLER and MAURY COH
have arrived at the Coast from New York.
SAM
BRISKIN.
GEORGE
GREGORY
RATOFF
arrive
in
morrow
from
the Coast.

BROWN
New
York

IRVING ASCHER, in charge of Warner p
duction in England, arrives in New York
December and is due at the Coast ab>
Christmas.
WARREN
WILLIAM,
Warner player who
been on vacation
in the East, will leave to
for Hollywood
on Thursday with Mrs. Willi.
ANDY SMITH, Warner sales executive, lea
New York tomorrow for an extended sw
around
his territory in the East and Cana

Al Jolson to Retire
FILM

Coming and Going

JAMES R. GRAINGER returned to New Y
yesterday
exchanges. from a mid-west tour of Univei
MARION
MARSH
and ELISSA
from the coast yesterday.

LANDI

arr

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, Buffalo atton
for distributors, is in New York for a i
days.
DOROTHY DELL left New York on Satun
for Hollywood to make her first Paramoi
picture with Sylvia Sidney as star.
certDORIS
tour. KENYON

is coming

east

for

SIDNEY SALKOW is due in New York n
week from
the coast with a new
play,
Bernard
Second

J.
Mrs.Garber.
Tudor,'

by

Mike

Simmons

DAVID
SARNOFF,
LEWIS
MILESTONE
RAQUEL
TORRES
arrive in New
York
toi
on the lie de France
of the French
line.

FitzPatrick to Make
12 More for
James FitzPatrick
willM-G-]
prodt
12 one-reel TravelTalks for M-Gfor 1934-35 release. Shortly afi
the first of the year he will lea
New York for abroad to contin
production on the group. FitzP;
rick next week begins "Life
Tschaikovsky," first subject in 1
'"Musical Romances" series, wi
production scheduled at the F
New York studio.

Bombay's New De Luxe House
Bombay — Ranking as one of t
finest and most modern theaters
Burr Cline Joins Warners
the Far East, the Regal here i
Oshkosh, Wis. — Burr W. Cline,
was opened by Globe Tl;
formerly with Paramount Publix in cently
aters, Ltd., circuit headed by
Mitchell, S. D., has been named H.
Sidhwa and K. A. Kooka as joi
manager of Warners' Strand here. managing directors and P. M. Si
He succeeds W. L. Hendricks, shift- hwa as general manager.
The n(
ed by Warners to Memphis.
house occupies a prominent
ce
tral
location,
is
ultra-modernistic
New Sparks Manager in Palm Beach design and decorative scheme, a
Palm Beach, Fla. — R. R. Thomas has a bar and soda fountain, as w
of Tampa has been appointed city as an undergrown parking space. I
manager of the Sparks houses. He
succeeds M. F. Estes, who continues
Mrs. Walton
as Tri-State Sec;
as manager of the Arcade.
Memphis
—
Alma Walt
Sparks
has
closed
the Rialto, was unanimouslyMrs.
elected Secreta
West Palm Beach.
of the M.P.T.O. of Arkansas, M

Joseph Kinsky Joins Publix
Birmingham Bars 2 Nudist Films
Milwaukee — Joseph Kinsky, forMike Simmons
at Universal
merly with Fox-Midwesco as man- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Birmingham — ■ Two nudist picager of several local houses, has
Hollywood — Mike Simmons has
tures, "Back to Nature" and "Elybeen named field representative for been engaged by Carl Laemmle, Jr., sia," have
been barred by the local
Paramount Publix theaters, includ- to adapt "Interlude," by Octavus censor due to a city ordinance proing 27 houses in Iowa, Nebraska Roy Cohen. The film will be dihibiting pictures of nude female
and Illinois.
bodies.
rected by Stanley Bergerman.

sissippi & Tennessee at the twent
third semi-annual convention h(
here recently. M. A. Lightman
president. Mrs. Walton has h
wide experience with theaters
the South and as secretary of t
Memphis-Little Rock Film Board
Trade for a number of years.
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RUSSIA
RECOGNIZED!
IS

And of course the smart
showman is bringing his
program up-to-the-minute
with the authentic subjects:
MOSCOW,

THE HEART OF SOVIET RUSSIA

LENINGRAD,
One Reel Each!
'He does
make just
scenics !
He puts
ideas into
them."

gateway to soviet russia
Inside Stuff! Positively the real McCoy sky I
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DEPT. OF JUSTICE
DISAGREES ON CODE
(Continued from Page

MONTANA
Changes in Ownership

RED LODGE— Iris, transferred to S. F.
Kober.

Closings

1)

a report was submitted to General
Hugh Johnson with a copy of it
going to Deputy Sol A. Rosenblatt
outlining the points on which the
department did not agree. Objection was made to the Code Authority, the Clearance and Zoning Boards
and the Grievance Boards as set up
in the code, as well as objections to
the boycotting of exhibitors made
possible under code provisions.
The Administration of the code
as set up was declared in violation
of court decisions and the boycott
provisions are distinctly against
anti-trust laws, there being no need
for penalties other than those contained in the recovery act itself, the
department stated. With reference
to the Clearance and Zoning Boards
it was stated their administration
was contrary to the decision in the
Youngclaus case and that the membership of all the boards was contrary to their findings as well as the
principle of all the boards themselves. Objection was also made to
some omissions in the code.
What effect these opinions of the
department will have on the code
could not be learned last night.

Roxy Boosts Scale;
"U" Film Holds Over
(.Continued from Page 1)
house. They were "Cock-Eyed
World," "Four Sons," "Happy
Days" and "High Society Blues,"
The increased Roxy scale will be
permanent.

Civitan Clubs Move
For Better Pictures
(Continued from Page

Theater Changes Reported by Film Boards of Trade

1)

RENO— Roxie.

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

BRISTOW—
Bristoe, transferred to J. W.
Blair.

Closings

ELM

CREEK— Elm.

Openings
— White.
BERTRAND—
Bertrand; HAYES

CEXTER

NEVADA
Changes in Ownership

RENO — Roxie. transferred to T. & D. Jr.
by Mrs.
Cecil Stevenson.

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

FORT LEE — Fort Lee, transferred to Anna
Pooshyian by A. M. De Haven; HASBROUCK HEIGHTS— Strand, transferred
to Strand Amusement Co. by Mrs. Anna
Zukowsky; LAUREL SPRINGS— Laurel,
transferred to Lyman Medes ; NEWARK
■— Walnut, 214 Walnut St., transferred to
Tack Rosenfeld by Oscar Shapiro; PHILLIPSBURG — Majest, transferred to Odd
Fellows Hall Assn. by W. Nordby ; Main
Street (formerly Ritz), transferred to
George Kilpatrick by Ritz Theaters ;
WOODSTOWN — Opera House, transferred
to Harry
Rivers.
Closings
HIGHLANDS — New Auditorium; NEWARK—Lewis. 191 Bloomfield
Ave.

Openings

CLEMONTOX - - Clemonton : LAUREL
SPRINGS— Laurel; PHILLIPSBURG—
Main Street (.Formerly Ritz) ; WOODSTOWN — Opera
House.

ALLENTOWN— Park ; BRIDGEVILLE—
Strand; BRADFORD— Grand ; CLARIDGE— Dreamland; CLARK'S SUMMIT
—Summit: CORAPOLIS— Lyric ; DAISYCARSON — Avalon (formerly Orpheum).
TOWN— Rialto : DUNMORE — Orient;
transferred to Lester Haurtz by N.
HAWLEY— Dreamland ; KITTANNING
Amiok ; HAZEN — Mars, transferred to
—Lvceum; McDONALDS— Grand ; MILMrs. T. W. Hass; PAGE— Page, transTON—Legionaire ; PHILADELPHIA—
ferred to T. A. Closings
Pike.
Allen, Dixie, Rose, Harrowgate, Hill.
Met. Rivoli. York. Wyalusing; PITTSBURGH—Aldein ; POTTSTOWN— HippoSHARON— Sharon;
MINOT— Strand.
drome; READING— Park; SHILLINGOpenings
TON—
Roxy
; SLOVAN— Penn.
CARSON— Avalon ; BERTHOLD— Arcade ;
New
Theaters
HEBRON— Rialto : PAGE— Page ; TOLBROWNSVILLE — Plaza; CONNEAUT
LEY— Tolley ; WESTHOPE — Community (Formerly Arcade).
LAKE— Temple Closings
of Music ; MILLHEIM—
Municiple ; PITTSBURG—
Harris-Family.
OHIO

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Changes in Ownership

motion was made to have Dr. M. L.
Townsen, international president of
the organization, call on President
Roosevelt to use his influence for
better films.

CAMBRIDGE — Cort, transferred to Publix
Shea Theater Co. by Guernsey Theater
Co. ; Ohio, transferred to Publix Shea
Theater Co. by Guernsey Theater Co. ;
CINCINNATI— Crescent, transferred to
Bernard Bank by A. L. Barnes ; Riveria,
transferred to Riveria Amusement Co. by C.
Braun; ferredCOLUMBUS
Grandview,
transto Northwest — Theater
Corp.
by

Exhibit at Loew's Ziegfeld
An exhibition of architects' plans
for the development of Bryant Park,
submitted in a competition conducted by the Architects' Emergency
Committee, was held yesterday
afternoon at Loew's Ziegfeld Theater, managed by Miss Chelle Janis.

Grandview Theater, Inc.; MARIETTA—
Auditonum, transferred to Publix Marietta. Inc., by Ray Hickman; Strand,
transferred to Publix Marietta. Inc. bv
Ray Hickman; NELSONVILLE — Orpheum (Formerly PastimeL transferred to
M. S. Porter , by W. MacCombs ; OSBORN — Majestic (formerly Venard).
transferred to Amann & Fishwick by D.
Venard.
Closings

Bertram Bloch in Stage Venture
Bertram Bloch, head of the MG-M story department, plans to put
on some Broadway stage production in association with Sidney
Phillips.
Universal Signs Chester Morris

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Universal has signed
Chester Morris to a three-year contract. He will make three pictures
each year.
"Henry VIII" Breaks Aldine Record
Philadelphia— "The Private Life
of Henry VIII," United Artists release, broke the house record for
the Aldine Theater here last Saturday.

CINCINNATI— New

Liberty.

Openings

CINCINNATI— Crescent, Rivieria ; GRANVILLE—Opera House; NELSONVILLE
— Orpheum
(Formerly
Pastime).

OKLAHOMA
Openings

BINGER— Amusu; BLAIR— Palace ; CARTER—Liberty; FREEDOM — Liberty;
OKMULGEE — Hippodrome; POND
CREEK— State (Formerly Rex) ; SASAKWA— Liberty ; WANETTE— Cortez.

PENNSYLVANIA
Changes in Ownership

ALLENTOWN— Park, transferred to H. V.
Long and M. A. Edwards; BERWICK—
Temple, transferred to W. E. Schmidt bv
Edward Skyrm ; Palace, transferred to W.
E. Schmidt by Suit Brothers; BLAIR
STATION — Wayma (Formerly Lincoln),
transferred to Leo Wayne by L. Capruggi; BROOKLINE — Bou'evard. transferred to Joseph S. Hebrew by Manuel
Salasin ; COPLAY — Pastime, transferred to
M. A. Edwards by Wm, G. Walker ; COALDALE — Ritz. transferred to Peter A. Ma-

RKO WEEK-END TAKE
JUMPS 30 GRAND

gazzu by John McTauge ; BURHOLME
— Oxford, transferred to Theater Manaagement by Oxford Amusement ; DUNMORE — Orient, transferred to ComerfordPublix; EAST PITTSBURGH— Terrace
(Continued from Page 1)
(formerly Bessemer), transferred to F. E.
Hasley by F. J. Kimmerle ; HAWLEY—
were
the
attraction, with the outDreamland, transferred to Victoria Amuse- of-town circuit theaters breaking
ment Co.; Henry T. Richardson; HILL
house
records
in the majority of
STATION — Grand, transferred to J. Castelli by D. Falcone; JOHNSTOWN—
Nemo, transferred to Lewis Alleman by situations. These receipts are exclusive of the Radio City Music
John Thomas ; Embassy, transferred to
Lewis Alleman by Wilmer & Vincent ; Hall, not counted as a circuit house.
KITTANNING — Columbia, transferred to
Victor Theaters Corp. by D. Serrao ;
John O'Brien Dies
State, transferred to Victor Theaters Corp.
by D. Serrao; MASONTOWN— Liberty,
New Brunswick, N. J. — John
transferred to Dick Foote & David Trimble by G. Lane; MILTON— Bijou, trans- O'Brien, vice-president and business
ferred to Comerford-Publix _ Theater Corp. agent for the I.A.T.S.E., died Saturby Pappas Bros. ; Legionaire. transferred
as a result of injuries received
to Mrs. Anthea Pappas by Pappas Bros. ; in a dayfall.
MUNCY — Strand, transferred to Harold
F. Koons by Fred M. Brungard & Harold F. Koons; MT. CARMEL— Rialto,
transferred to G. Leitzel by Joseph Malison's; RED ROCK— Liberty ; COLOnowski; PALMERTON— Colonial, transRADO—Ritz; SIERRA
BLANCA— Peak.
ferred to Joseph L. Winer by J. Goldenberg; PHILADELPHIA— Castle, transUTAH
ferred to Castle Theater Corp. ; Allen,
Changes in Ownership
transferred to Michael Felt by L. Chasanov ; Dixie Rose, transferred to H. M. BRIGHAM CITY— Elberta, transferred to
W. Vosco Call by Huish Circuit; SALT
Schleifer ; Hill, transferred to William
LAKE CITY— Orpheum (formerly RKO
Wolf by Chestnut Hill; Met, transferred
to Met Company; Rivoli, transferred to
ater Co.
Orpheum),
transferred to Orphmar TheSansom Amusement Co. ; York, transNew Theaters
ferred to Jean Shender ; READING — Park,
transferred to Theodore Nyquist by Park
SALT
LAKE
CITY— Playhouse.
Theater; SHILLINGTON— Roxy, transVIRGINIA
ferred to Tames S. Gebhart by Stanley
Changes in Ownership
Walagorski; TREMONT — Tremont, transferred to Robert Bathrock and Mark Ru- GALAX — Galax, Closings
transferred
by Bernhard
Depkin.
Jr. to P. M. Gato
binsky by Amusement Corp. ; WYALUSING— Wyalusing. transferred to H. Allen
TAZEWELL— New.
by John Lee. Openings

BAKERTON— Nixon; BERWICK— Palace;
CONFLUENCE— Liberty; CONNEAUT
LAKE" — Park; CURWENSVILLE—
Strand; DIXONVILLE— City ;- FREDERICKSTOWN— Grand; MILTON— Bijou; NEW CASTLE— Strand ; NEW
PHILADELPHIA— Earle; REPUBLIC—
Grand, Princes; PITTSBURG— Elmore;
WILLIAMSBURG—
ING— Y. M. C. A. Dean ; W1LMERD-

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

ELKTON— Elk, transferred to R. K. Paul
by P. H. Parsons; GREGORY— Grand,
Lyric, transferred to L. F. Bonaventure
by Metzger & Fellows; HILL CITY—
Gem (formerly Opera House), transferred
to A. E. Gould by Amos J. Ewing; WESSINGTON— Scenic, transferred to L. W.
Hulbert by Guy King; WESSINGTON
SPRINGS— Rialto. transferred to Amy
Zimmer by N. J. Zimmer ; WOONSOCKET
— Gem,
Harold
May.transferred to Amy Zimmer by

Closings

LEMMON— Viking.

Openings

REEDVILLE— Reedville; RICHMOND —
Patrick Henry; State (formerly Broadway) ; TAPPAHAXNOCK— Essex.

WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

GIG
HARBOR — Peninsula,
transferred
to
B. C. Johnson by D. C. Mibward ; McCLEARY— McCleary, transferred to B. C.
Johnson by D. C. Millward ; PORT
TOWNSEND— Townsend. transferred to
Stevens & De Leo by W. B. McDonald;
Closingstransferred to Apex
SEATTLE — Orpheum,
Orpheum Theater Co. by RKO
Theaters.
CHEHALIS—
Music Box. Peacock; HARRINGTON

Opening

—

SEATTLE — Orpheum ; Metropolitan.

Change in Name
changed
New Theaters

PUYALLUP — Dream,
STEVENSON—

to Roxy.

Beacon.

WEST VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership

BUCKHANNON — Hymes, transferred to
Buckhannon Amusement Co. by H. M.
Hymes; LOGANClosings
— Logan (formerly Capitol), transferred to Ferd Mide.burg.
vey. MORRISON — Virginian; GLEN
GLEN
WHITE— Glen White; HARVEY— Har-

Openings
ASHLAND— Palace ; CAMERON — Almo ;
LOGAN — Logan (formerly Capitol) ;
MADISON— Rialto.

Change in Name

DELBARTON
— Delbarton (former'y PalStrand).
ace) ; HUXTTINGTON— Roxy (formerly

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership

Openings
EMERY— Sun; HILL CITY— Gem (formerly Opera House) ; WESSINGTON— Scenic ; WILMOT—
Ooera
House.
TEXAS

CLEAR LAKE — Community, transferred to
V. E. ditcher by Hevwood Amusement
Co. ; KENOSHA— Gateway, transferred
to
Fox Midwesco by Warner Bros. CirChanges in Ownership
cuit Managing Corp. ; MILWAUKEE —
DALLAS — Sunset, transferred to Brown &
Strand, transferred to Fox-M;dwesco by
Brown; FT. WORTH— Odeon ; IRAAN
Warner
Bros. Circuit; PLYMOUTH—
— Dixie, transferred to H. A. Short ;
Majestic, transferred to M. Gilman by
SHERMAN — Grayson, transferred to R.
Fred Brown; PRINUETON — Opera
House, transferred
to V. F. Havr by Mrs.
Closings
L. Jones; THURBER— Opera House,
C. F. Thomas.
Transferred to Gerhard & Son; TIMPClosings to Joe Steneno.
SON — Palace, transferred
ARCADIA— Arcadia;
FOX
LAKE— Home.
Opening
CARROLTON — Community; NIXON—
NEENAH— Embassy.
Arcadia; TIMPSON— Palace : WYLIE—
Community; VICTORIA — Uptown; Victoria.
WYOMING

Opening

Openings
DONNA

— Chapultepec ;

POTEET— Robin-

SOUTH

SUPERIOR— Crystal.

THE
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A Little
from "Lots
By RALPH WILK

SHORT
WITH

HOLLYWOOD

J^ALPH
signed
bv RKO.
"Cheat."

PHIL

BELLAMY
has
been
for three more pictures
The first will be "Sweet

*

*

*

Jackie Coogan is reported returning to films in an independent production planned by I. A. Allen.
Jackie will do his picture work between school periods. First vehicle
is titled "Love
* in* September."
*
Al Boasberg is a director again,
handling "Reformania," two-reel
musical in Technicolor,
* *
* for M-G-M.
Francis Lederer has completed
•Man of Two Worlds" for RKO.
Elissa Landi * plays
him.
* opposite
*
Paul Hurst and Dorothea WolIbert have been assigned to "The
Comeback." while Ruth Channing
makes her first location trip with
"Laughing
Boy," both M-G-M pictures.

*

*

*

J. Walter Ruben will direct
RKO's "Success Story," with Colleen More and Ginger Rogers.

*

*

*

Isabel Jewell has been receiving
congratulations from critics who attended a preview showing of Universal's "Counsellor-at-Law," in
which she appears with John Barrymore.

*

*

*

•

•

•

•

•

•

M. DALY

• BY WAY of setting all the phony rumors at rest
Walt Winchell told us yesterday that he definitely resumes his gossip kolyum on the "Daily Mirror" next Monday
following a return from a rest at Miami
Broadway and Hollywood rumors had Walter chased out of town by
gunmen owing to his authorship of "Broadway Thru a Keyhole"
suffering from all sorts of dread diseases
fired
etcetera, etcetera
but it was solely on his doctor's
urging that he went out of town for a rest
• ON SUNDAY nite Mister Winchell will also resume his weekly broadcasts over NBC
introducing a new
angle through which he will quote various newspaper reviews
on Hollywood pix
with the 25 grand he was paid for
"Broadway Thru a Keyhole"
he has leased a 10-room
apartment at the Majestic
and installed a flock of new
furniture
is

*

*

*

•

A NEW and unusual service to New York producers with the opening of the Hayman & Walton Agency
at 1650 Broadway
these boys will act as casting directors to pix producers
relieving them of all the preliminaries they select two or three prospects for each character then the director and producer make final selections at the agency offices
with no charge to the producer whatsoever
Herb Hayman is the former casting
director for Paramount and Warners
On Nov. 26 at
8 o'clock Eddie Cantor will celebrate the 20th birthday of the
southern song epic, "Waiting for the Robert E. Lee" over the
NBC network
The Milk and Egg League and Actors'
Fund Benefit at the Imperial Theater has been set back from
Dec. 17 to Jan. 27

Gregory La Cava is the latest
prominent director to turn farmward. Following the completion of
his 20th Century picture, "Gallant
Lady," in which Ann Harding stars,
By CHAS.
La Cava secured an option on a 20acre farm in Lankershim which he OAULINE FREDERICK has been
now intends to purchase.
added to the cast of "The Social
Register," starring Colleen Moore
Libson Making Xo Changes
and which Marshall Neilan is proCincinnati — Ike Libson, who has
ducing and directing as the first feaagain assumed control of RKO
ture of the newly formed Assohouses in this area, says there will
ciated Film Producers Corp. for Cobe no personnel changes other than
lumbia release. Charles Winniger,
Arthur Frudenfeld succeeding Nat veteran stage actor who has the
Holt, who takes charge of the Cleve- principal character role opposite
land division.
Miss Moore, is the nationally popular Captain Henry of the radio verVirginia Deletions Fewer
sion of "Showboat."
Richmond — Fewer deletions are
being made in films at present than
Dolph Singer of the scenario staff
during the summer months, when at Warner's Brooklyn studio has
record-breaking cuts were made, ac- started work on the script for "Camcording to Richard C. L. Moncure,
era Speaks" one-reel Vitaphone
director of the Virginia censorship "Pepper
Pot" novelty.
•
division.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
ALICOATE

Lee Stuart, casting director at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, and his
able assistant, Milton Singer, in between their regular duties, have
lined up a variety of talent for the
show which Warner Bros., under the
direction of Paul Florenz, will put
on for the inmates of Sing Sing
Thanksgiving Day. Among those
who are scheduled to appear on the
program are the Vitaphone chorus,
Ben Blue, Brook Allen, Leo Carrillo,
Nancy Carroll, Janet Read, William
O'Neal, Dawn O'Day, Minor and
Root and others.

•

SUBJECTS

Mickey Mouse in
"Mickey's Nightmare"
United Artists
7 mins.
Swell
After, Mickey has said his prayers and crawled into bed, his dog
Pluto sneaks in beside him and proceeds to lick Mickey's face. This
sets Mickey to dreaming he is being
kissed by Minnie, and he sees himself married with about two dozen
kids who turn the house upside
down. Then he wakes up, realizes
it was a dream, and rejoices that
he is single. An excellent subject
in the animated cartoon line.
"Screen Souvenirs"
Paramount
10 mins.
(No. 3-4)
Highly Amusing
Starts with a scene depicting
some oldtime bar-room harmony,
followed by a 1905 football game,
some glimpses of Lillian Gish and
Henry B. Walthall and other "Birth
of a Nation" stars, a 1909 auto parade, and then the usual melodrama,
this time titled "Her Sinful Past,"
made funnier by the humorous remarks of the commentator. A good
novelty for any bill.
"Umpa"
with Jack Osterman and Gloria Shea
Columbia
20 mins.
Good Musical
A generally entertaining musical
comedy which gets its title from a
rather nonsensical play on the expression "Umpa," which occurs over
and over again in ditties and dialogue. Jack Osterman, usually identified with wisecracking master-ofceremonies routine, here plays a role
with Gloria Shea opposite him.
Light romance, some comedy hits,
singing, dancing and a few flashy
ensemble numbers are embraced in
the proceedings, which on the whole
result in pretty good entertainment.
"Hot Money"
Jamieson Films
27 mins.
Real Life Drama
A reconstruction of the famous
Charles Urschel kidnapping case.
The highlights of the entire case are
presented, with actual scenes of the
operation of the kidnaping gang
right through to the time of their
capture, trial, and commitment to
prison with life sentences. The actual trial scenes are presented, with
closeups of the notorious prisoners,
Bailey, George Kelly and the three
Shannons. The courtroom scene is
very dramatic with the impressive
address of the committing judge as
he sentences the prisoners to life
imprisonment. Where they go for
the realistic newsreel stuff, this one
has plenty of kick.

Julie Chandler, Broadway stage
ingenue, played the feminine lead
opposite Moran and Mack in the new
Educational comedy completed Saturday under the direction of Al
"Yawning, Moon and Night" is
St. Louis Theatrical Ball
the working title of the script just Christie at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
St. Louis — Harold "Chick" Evans, completed by A. Dorian Otvos and
president of the Variety Club, an- Eddie Moran and which will feature
nounces that the Theatrical Ball Abe Lyman and his orchestra in a
Al Selig on Leave
will be revived this year, with the Vitaphone short to be made at the
Al Selig of the Warner-First Naevent taking place Dec. 8 at the Brooklyn studio. Joseph Henabery
tional exploitation department is
Arcadia Ballroom.
taking a leave of absence, returning
will direct.
•
to the force about Jan. 1.
Globe Stench-Bombed
Warner House Books "Sweetheart"
Production on "Hot V Bothered,"
Exploding of a stench bomb at the tentative title, starring Ethel Wa- Warners Reopen Okla. City House
Monogram's "Sweetheart of Sigma Chi" has been booked into the
Globe on Broadway Sunday evening
Oklahoma
City
—
Warner
have
reters, has started at the Fox MovieWarner Metropolitan, Washington,
caused part of the audience to leave
tone studio under the direction of
opened
the
Midwest,
showing
"Footthe theater.
beginning Dec. 8.
Leigh Jason, for RKO release.
light Parade" as a starter.
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Code Status Discussed at Wis. M. P. T.O. Meeting

ROOSEVELT
WON'T
TALK
CODE
WITH
SCHENCK,
Publix-Goldstein Close 50-50 Deal on 17 N. E. Houses
12 Conn. Houses and 5 in
Mass. Involved in
Agreement

Film Figures
. . . facts and fancies
= By JACK

ALICOATE —

/"NNCE again we are in the geographical
^■^ center of a tornado of cinema facts,
figures and fancies. It is our annual
editorial spree into statistics, data and information for the coming 1934 Year Book
of Motion Pictures. Picked at random
from

what

seems

to be

hundreds

of in-

teresting items we find that the average
admission price so far this year is 23 cents,
as against 35 cents in the boom period.
That films from these good old United
States take up 70 per cent of the screen
time of the world. That movie attendance
is now about 60,000,000 weekly, as against
a high of 100,000,000 and a low of 40,000,000 for the past five years. That
industry studio property is worth a cool
ninety million.
if.

And

so it goes.

Miles of

You'll find it all in the Year Book.

IF THIS

elusive motion

picture code

is

not soon placed upon the line, signed,
sealed and delivered there will be but few
people in pictures on speaking

terms.

At

the fade out of the stormy Washington
hearings it looked as though a fairly acceptable compromise had been reached and
that the industry could put the uncertainty
of the code behind it and get back to
work. Now, with the authoritative Department of Justice stepping into the picture, the whole thing looks slightly more
balmy than ever. At least this letting loose
of the inmates of the industry asylum
makes for good news copy.

POURING
"

we

have

seen three unusual pictures. We

the

past few

days

refer

to "Little Women," "I'm No Angel" and
"Eskimo." Each is completely different in
conception, story, treatment and presentation, yet each is major Box-Office and
sparkling entertainment. And with no relation whatsoever to the so-called complex
of the cinema-cycle. It is upon just
such entertainment diversification as this
that the screens of this country must depend if they are to successfully carry on.

-A deal
in which 17
Boston-in Massachusetts and Conhouses
necticut will be released by Paramount-Publix to a new corporation
on a 50-50 sharing basis has been
concluded and will be put into effect immediately. The houses are
the former Goldstein Brothers circuit, which includes 12 theaters in
{Continued

on Page

12)

NRA CHECKING UP
LABOR VIOLATIONS
On complaints that some independent exhibitors are working their
employees 52 hours or more weekly,
alleged violators have been ordered
to appear today at the local NRA
headquarters, where the NRA Compliance Board will review all exceptions granted before the Board
began to ( Continued
function. on Grover
A. WhaPage 6)

Monogram Program
One-Third Finished

Fla. Curbs itinerant Shows
Jacksonville — Competition from tent
shows, expositions and other itinerant
amusements will be drastically curbed
as a result of a ruling by State Comptroller James M. Lee, who stated these
attractions can no longer escape state
and county taxes by appearing under
auspices of fraternal or civic organizations.

SAM DEMBOW RAPS
ADMISSION SLASHES
"Cut-throat competition through
slashing of admission prices is doing untoldSam
damage
to the yesterday
business,"
declared
Dembow
.

President Won't Interfere
While Code Draft is in
Preliminary Stage
Warm Springs, Ga. — President
Roosevelt will not talk on the motion
picture code or other business matters with Joseph M. Schenck and
Eddie Cantor, who are visiting him
here this week, he said yesterday.
The President said he agreed to see
the film men only on the understanding that they would not bring
up industrial matters. His position
on the film code is that it is in the
hands of the NRA and he will not
interfere while the draft is in the
preliminary stage.

GEN. JOHNSON MUM
ON CHANGES IN CODE

He blamed producers and distributors for selling to 10 and 15 cent
houses which, he declared, are mainly responsible for the condition.
Broadway has been tremendously
damaged by this type of operator, Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
said Dembow. He especially critiWashington — Stating only that
cized subsequent run exhibitors on the film code is in the shape that
"the Main{Continued
Stem" on who,
in playing he is willing to recommend, Gen.
Page 12)
Hugh Johnson, who leaves tomorrow for Warm Springs, Ga., to pre-

Approve $150,000 Fees
To Counsel in Poli Deal

{Continued

on Page

12)

Hartford, Conn. — Disbursement of William Fox Subpoenaed
$150,000 for counsel fees and inciTo Take Stand Tomorrow
dental expenses in winding up the
One-third of the Monogram proWashington Bureau
of TILE FILM DAILY
Fox
New
England
receivership
has
gram for 1933-34 has been comWashington — William Fox has
pleted, with nine features now fin- been approved by U. S. District
ished, stated President
W.
Ray Court Judge E. S. Thomas.
Larg- been subpoenaed to appear tomor(Continued on Page 12)
{Continued on Page 6)
row before the Senate bank investigation committee to give testimony
in connection with the financing of
General Theaters Equipment. Fox's
tesitmony will conclude the G.T.E.
case.

Wis. M. P. T. O. Hear Code Talk;
Sol Rosenblatt to Speak Today
New Jersey Allied Unit
Weighs Part-Time Closing
Following a meeting of Allied
Theaters of New Jersey, at which
depressed business conditions were
discussed, President Sidney E. Samuelson last
night declared that many
{Continued on Page 6)

By

FILM

DAILY

Staff

Correspondent

Milwaukee — An outline of the history of the film industry code by
President Ed Kuykendall of the M.
P. T. O. A. was the highlight of the
opening session of the annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of Wisconsin & Upper
Michigan
being
{Continued

on

Page

6)

Halt

Free

Admissions

Kansas City — Aroused because the Fox
Apollo gave away free admissions at
corners and from autos, while the Fox
Rockhill handed out coupons allowing
holders to get admission for 10 cents
to pictures still in the 25-cent zone,
exhibitors protested to Fox officials and
the matter has been satisfactorily adjusted.

Nov. 22, 1933
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Broadcasting Full Score
F. & M. Reported After
Fox St. Louis House Of Metro's 'Dancing Lady'
A nationwide NBC network of
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Securities Act Delaying
Publix Reorganization
Study of the National Securities
Act, passed by Congress last Spring
with object of controlling sale of
securities, is an important factor in
holding up reorganization of Publix Enterprises, The Film Daily
learned yesterday. Attorneys for
the receivers are endeavoring to determine whether or not provisions
of the act apply to stock issues
such as contemplated in connection
with rehabilitation of assets of the
company. According to one legal
opinion the act has no jurisdiction
over certain phases of receiverships.
Publix Enterprises controls the
stock of 74 subsidiaries, which, in
turn own approximately 54 affiliates engaged in operating theaters.

FINANCIAL
NEW

St. Louis — Having already acquired the St. Louis Theater, Fanchon & Marco is now reported bidding for the Fox Theater, also said
to be sought by the Skouras
Brothers and by Balaban & Katz.
Meanwhile the price-war turmoil
continues, with Loew having threatened to go to 25 cents unless a
compromise is reached.

V/2 —

Va
Va

Va
i/4
V4

%
i/2
Vs

Sack Gets Royer Lineup
San Antonio — Fifteen dramas
scheduled by Fanchon Royer Pictures, Inc., for the 1933-34 season
will be distributed in the Texas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas territory by
Sack Amusement Enterprises, according to an announcement by Lester J. Sack, sales manager. "Neighbors' Wives," starring Dorothy
Mackaill, and "The Fighting Lady."
with Peggy Shannon and Jack Mulhall, have been completed and will
be released in the Southwest at
once, Sack said.

Sixth

!

House for Brecher

the complete score of M-G-M's new
Marion Davies film, "Going Hollywood," will be broadcast on the
Whiteman program.

RATOFF,

who

recently

finished

Fall in Love,"
ar-T
from
the coast tc
on the radio.

GEORGE
O'BRIEN and MARGUERITE
CHURCHILL will come east as soon as O'Brien
finishes "Heir
to the Hoorah"
for Fox.
WARD WING and CHESTER BENNETT areL
en route to the coast from New York, pre^i
liminary
to departing
for Asia.
SOL NEWMAN, managing director for Radio
Pictures, Ltd., arrived from London yesterday
on the lie de France.
MERIAN
coast Nov.

C. COOPER
30.

will arrive from

the!

Replying to attacks made in someT
quarters, upon Deputy Administra-:
tor Sol A. Rosenblatt, the I. A. T|
S. E. rushes to his defense in the!
current issue of its house organ in|
which it describes him as "hard-i
Fox Renews Contracts
working, careful, conscientious."
Under the code "labor in general!
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
lose some minor privileges," rq
Hollywood — Fox has renewed the will
was stated.
The article continues:
contracts of Harrietta Crosman,
"Frankness compels the state
Irving Cummings, Reginald Berke- ment that it (the code) is neithe
ley and Hamilton McFadden.
perfect nor an instrument of tor
ture.
Britain Imported More Blank Film
"The code may be right or wrong
London — Imports of blank film for But it is manifest that our code
the first nine months of this year reads good enough to impress such
were 42,094,965 feet, against 28,careful
and Green,
keen labor
spokesmen''
William
president
of the
779,984 last year, while positive as
film imports were 12,430,968, com- A. F. of L. and other international]
pared with 11,552,330, and negative leaders, states the paper, which re-l
2,833,155, against 3,477,613. Ex- fers to the film industry code as
ports of blank film were 7,147,778, "one of the outstanding codes forj
against 6,153,427; positive 20,197,labor in the country."
217, against 12,120,311, and negative, 750,957, against 827,711.
Indies Discuss Percentage:
Percentage deals were discussed
at a meeting of the Independent]
Delay "Roman Scandals" Premiere
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Theater Owners of New York atl
the
Astor yesterday at a session!
Los Angeles
— Samuel
Goldwyn's
"Roman
Scandals,"
starring
Eddie which generally concentrated onP
Cantor, will have its premiere at routine business. In the absence of
Grauman's Chinese on Nov. 27 in- President Harry Brandt, who is i\\\
stead of Nov. 24, as previously an- Leo Brecher presided.
nounced.
reopened the Broadway, at 52nd St.,
on a subsequent run film policy, is
adding vaudeville to the bill. The
change will eventually be followed
in other of his houses, Lawton says.

Circuits Book Color Cartoon
Arthur J. Newman of Beverly
Hills Productions has sold the onereel colored cartoon, "Snowman," to
the RKO, Warner, Skouras, Walter
Reade, Century, Hattem and Snapper circuits. The short is the first
of a series of 12.

Franchot Tone Signed Again
Franchot Tone, now in New Yoi'k
on vacation, has been given a new
contract by M-G-M. On his return
west he may appear in "Stealing
Through Life."

GREGORY

work
in Columbia's
"Let's
rives in New
York
today
appear
with
Eddie Cantor

Stanley Lawton Adding
Vaudeville at Broadway Rosenblatt Defended
By I. A. T. S. E.|
Stanley W. Lawton, who recently

Fadman Buys Bali Film
Edwin Miles Fadman, here on a
buying trip for his European company,' The Film Red Star, Paris,
Jolson Changes Mind
has purchased world rights to the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
negative of the Bali feature, "The
Hollywood — Al Jolson, who anIsle of Paradise," photographed by
nounced earlier in the week that he
Charles Trego in the South Sea Islands. It had its opening release would retire after making "Wonder
at the Vanderbilt Theater, New Bar," is understood to have given
Jack L. Warner an option on three
York.
more pictures.

Reisman Closes Argentine Deal
Featured
in "Magoo"
Phil Reisman has completed nego- West Being
Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
tiations with Max Glucksman for
Hollywood — Miriam Hopkins, Jack
the distribution of all RKO's 1933- Oakie and Alison Skipworth will
•34 line-up in the Argentine. Glucks- be featured in Paramount's producman handled the last year's prodtion of "The Great Magoo," the
uct for RKO.
play by Ben Hecht and Gene Fowler. Leo McCarey will direct.
Leo
Brecher
has
acquired
a sixth
house
for his circuit.
It is the Boston
Post Road
theater
in the Bronx, seating 1,600.
He
took
it over
from
Arthur
Abeles.

53 stations will feature the musical
score of M-G-M's "Dancing Lady"
tomorrow evening during the Paul
Whiteman Kraft - Phoenix hour,
broadcast locally over WEAF at 10
P.M. Broadcasting of the complete
score of this new Joan CrawfordClark Gable picture, which opens
Dec. 1 at the Capitol, is an innovation in radio circles. A week later

Coming and Going

Maureen O'Sullivan Under Knife
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
Maureen O'Sullivan
was
resting —comfortably
yesterday
following an appendicitis operation.

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S
Today:
Annual
Convention
of Wisconsin
and Upper
Schroeder,
Milwaukee.

of
M. P. T. O
Michigan,
Hotel

Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity,
Ball, at the Pla-Mor,
Kansas City.
Frank |
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 5: Annual
convention
of Allied Amuse-j
ments
of the Northwest,
Seattle.
Dec. 5-6:
Annual
convention
of Allied
The-;
aters of Michigan,
Hotel
Portland,
Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
(Tentative.)
Dec.
7:
Lambs
Repeal
Gambol,
for benefil
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New
York.
Dec. 8:
Theatrical
Ball
under
auspices
on

Dec.

Variety
Club
of St. Louis, Arcadia
.room, St. Louis.
10-11:
Convention
of M.P.T.O.
of
and South Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.

Ball-:
North

Dec. 31:
Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth an-j
nual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plazaj
New
York.

AS ADVERTISED

Bk

Jfl
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Joan Crawford and Clark
Gable in "The Dancing
Lady" are bringing to
your screen the greatest
musical romantic sensation this industry has ever
known. M-G-M of course!

Warner -First National Line-up
Leads 1933-34 Gross Surve
Big Names Lined Up
For "Wonder Bar" Cast
One of the biggest name
casts
[ever assembled in a Warner picture
: is assigned to "Wonder Bar," now in
production and one of the most important productions on the company's
program.
Line-up
includes many
[new names
on Warner
roster as
Maxwell Arno, casting head, looked
for types most suited to the musical
I roles regardless of studio affiliations.
Stars already cast in the musical
are Al Jolson, Dolores Del Rio, Kay
Francis, Dick Powell, Fifi D'Orsay,
Guy Kibbse, Hugh Herbert, Glenda
Farrell and Ruth Donnelly, with
many others to follow.

"DISRAELI" RE-ISSUE

You certainly have gone box-office in this
Philo Vance show of yours! It's getting
so I can't pick up a trade mag without
reading about how 'Powell holds over on
Broadway,' 'Powell gets double week in
Washington,' 'Powell boosts average' in
Denver, New Haven, or Four Corners . . .
No clowning, though, it's one grand show.
I almost went screwy trying to figure
who was knocking off all those muggs —
and you know your old Public Enemy
when it comes to murder! So it's no
mystery to me why they're going big for

WILLIAM POWELL

THE KENNEL MURDER CASE
A Warner Bros, picture with Mary Astor,
Eugene Pallette, Ralph Morgan, Helen
Vinson.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.

taken
to observe
program
releases receipts
instead of
of regu"
men
the roadshow class.
In addition to the recognized le;
ership in practically every situat
of Warner's musical ace, "Footlig
Parade," during the past month, 1
company's October and early r
vember program sent five steady,
pendable money-makers into 1
field. Representative findings of
business registered by these fil
follow:
"The Kennel Murder Case," ma
ing William Powell's return as Pr
Vance, grossed well over house .

erageY.,inand
its first
N.
was week
held at
forthea Ria'
secc
week. McVickers, Chicago, doub
house average; Met., Washingt
The announced re-release of War- held over; dual run at Par and F
ners' "Disraeli," George Arliss prize
way, Boston, aggregated aim
film of 1929, and generally conceded $2,000 over the usual business.
as the star's greatest mass vehicle,
With "The World Changes," W.
has met with speedy response from ners
hit a new house high at
exhib. leaders. Over 400 bookings
Hollywood, N. Y. It is in its c
have been obtained already by War- rent 4th week with a 5th to foll<
ners. Ike Libson of Cincinnati, Ed Boston and Newark, only other ;
Fay, Providence circuit head and uations tabulated, showed excepti
Bill Keyes, well-known Dayton
strong results.
showman are prominent among ally"Female"
is easily Ruth Chatt
those who have signed. The date of
ton's biggest with Detroit and
re-release has been set for Decem- Louis representative
of its exc
lent business.
ber 16.
A strong draw is anticipated for
The first two dates of "Coll.
the picture because of the numerous Coach," timed at the height of
football
fever, showed
the Dov
new angles connected with its reissue. A recognized fact is the ex- town, Los Angeles, and N. Y. StrE
both very satisfactory.
by "Disachievedreturn
business earlier
envarious
raeli" in ceptional
Barbara Stanwyck's different r
gagements. Also, a new generation in "Ever in My Heart" drew a gr;
seen
never
but
of
heard
that has
20 per cent over average in its lat
Arliss' greatest can be counted on date at the Chicago Thea., Chi.
Going farther back in the n<
for a mass turnout. A third advantage is cited in the current season schedule, analysis indica
correspondingly favorable resr
scarcity of genuine "family" enter- with the Warner output, such as
tainment.
e's his- Loved a Woman" and "Bureau
A check-up ondaytheofpictur
its original
since the
releasetory shows:
Persons."
1697 consecutive days of playing Missing
Hal LeRoy
to Coast for Warn
time.
Hal LeRoy, one of Broadwa
Shown in over 29,000 houses.
v topmost
dancing favorites, has b<
Seen by more than 170 million signed by Warners to play the ti
role in the company's picturizat
persons, speaking 24 different lan- of
"Harold Teen," based on >
its
ot
drama
st
greate
the
popular newspaper comic strip. H:
Voted
guages.
time by 192 recognized critics.
ing completed
Lessons,'
2-reel
"Broadway"Private
Brevities"
musi
Ben Blue to Vitaphone
comedy
at the left
Brooklyn
Vitaphc'
studio,
LeRoy
Sunday
night
:
The recent producer race for Ben Hollywood. Murray Roth, forn.
comic,
Blue, vaudeville and radio
comes to a close with Warners m Vitaphone director, has been
the lead. The comedian has been signed to direct "Harold Teen.".
tion chief
signed by Sam Sax, produc
of the Brooklyn Vitaphone studio,
to make a series of fifteen comedies
More 'Vance' for Powell
en a three-year term. The rush
conSuccess of "Kennel Murder Case,"
a movie
to compl
to signtractBen
William Powell's first in years as Philo
etion of
on the
started Blue
Vance, sent Warners scurrying after lathone, 'Here
est S. S. Van Dine chiller, "Dragon
his two reelers for Vitap
Murder Case" for quick purchase. HowComes Flossie" and "Nervous
"Vances"
twoPowell
together
is decision
liable tothat
type
too
ever, smart
The Ben Blue shorts will be redefinitely, gives Bill the starring role in
"Big
two-reel
"Fashion Plate" first.
's
Vitaphone
in
leased
V"
comedies
series, featuring com."
Hands
edy stars of stage, radio and screen.
Advertisement
Advertisement

GETTING^ BIG PLAY

LET ME BE THE LAST TO CONGRATULATE YOU, BILL POWELL

A detailed business check-up
1933-34 product already released i
tionally by major distributors, sho
the combined Warner-First Natioi
product definitely leading. Sur\
included smaller situations as v»
as key cities and offers positive
dication of the general box-off
trend. In every instance, care v>

Footlight ' Outdraws Earlier
i W. B. Musicals in 80% of Dates
ixhibs over the country are re?ing over the prosperity biz they
■ doing with "Footlight Parade."
rt'ith elaborate ad and exploitan campaigns helping for record
siness, more money
has poured
0 the coffers over the past couple
week-ends
with "Parade"
than
ny houses have seen in plenty of
1 weeks.
Accounting on "Footlight" hookas to date shows 80 % of the
nations topping former highs esMished
by "42nd
Street"
and
old Diggers of 1933." Holdover
gagements are registered in 90 <~^
the dates. Typical "Footlight"
josses are indicated in the followl listing of key city runs selected
random :
i irk tBranford) — First week 109!
"Gold
Diggers" — 14%
above
•"
Picture
built, with
second
nir receipts 16 '7 ahead "i "Gold
15'.
ahead of "42nd
Street."
i three weeks, with last week 20%
I.dld ird Diggers."
"42nd
Street"
only two weeks.

ahi id
"42nd
week
DigShow
above
played

I -sey City (Stanley) — Folks went
usical giving it 46% over "Cold
and 35 7c above "42nd Street."

ga-ga
I
Held

tford (Strand)— 21 ''I ahead of "42nd
t"; 10%
ahead
of "Cold
Digs
i •!! over.
forabove
12';
Ran
—
y)
rgh (Stanle
I
Held over.
musicals.
Warner
irPittsbu
(Roger Sherman) — 157 ahead
New Haven
"42nd Street": 11% ahead of "Gold Dig
helped.
Dan Finn's terrific campaign
r- !" over.
iphis (Warner) — Howard Waugh's
helped bring grosses yi' ', ahead of
Street" and 11% ahead of "Cold DigISrooklyn
(Strand) — Finishing
fourth
big
( sets, with best biz in two years and way
< ve previous melody
shows.
.. Troy
(Troy)— Opening
day
35%
better
'on anv other opening.
Denver (Aladdin)— 25% better than "Gold
'pggers."
! Hoston
(Met) — Way
over average.
- Angeles — (Hollywood
and Downtown)
I lu '1 opening ofF to smash
start, leading
"42nd Street" and "Cold Diggers"
by

40 Xmas Week Dates
Set for Joe E. Brown

Coast Executives Watch
Warner-F. N. Previews
Rave reports in local papers after
sneak previews of recent WarnerFirst National releases have upset
the coast executives, anxious to know
what's going on. Rival studio heads,
who never failed previously to catch
a Warner preview, feel left out of
things since the Warner bunch has
decided to keep the previews really
secret. The showings are held in
the usual manner, but the Warner
staff has been instructed to keep
the dates quiet until a few hours
before showing time.

WB-FN PRODUCTION
HITS STUDIO HIGH
High speed production tempo inaugurated on the WB-FN lot has
resulted in a new record for early
completion of output by a major
distrib organization. With 60 pictures set for 1933-34 consumption,
the associated companies last week
started active filming on "Wonder
Bar," bringing total of films past
the preparation stage to 33, more
than 50 per cent of the entire program. Of these, 25 are already released, awaiting date of distribution
or in final cutting stages.
Record is mainly attributed to the
fact that the largest personnel contracted by any studio is listed for
the combined companies. Number
of stars, featured players, supporting artists, directors, writers and
production execs on the line was
checked at 156.
Thirteen films not yet generally
distributed have been definitely
dated through January. Winding
up the current month's release
schedule are "Havana Widows,"
laugh special with cast of six
comics, set to go on the 18th, and
Muni's dramatic smash, "The World
Changes"
and
slated pre-released
for the 25th.to wow biz

Over 240 simultaneous playdates
ave been lined up for Joe E.
.iiown's new First National comedy,
;Son of a Sailor," for Christmas
reek showings. This is the largest
umber of advance bookings ever
December gives the trade six°j
ecoi-ded on a Joe E. Brown picture, promising money-makers from this
s exhibs everywhere are planning studio with "From Headquarters"
3 cash in on the comic's huge ap- on the 2nd; "Lady Killer," Jimmy
peal to youngsters and family trade Cagney's lowdown on the moviemecca on the 9th; re-release of
!"ith the Yule playdates.
Arliss in "Disraeli" prompted by
flood of requests from leading exSergava Wins Warner Contract
hibitors, on the 16th; two for the
Kathryn Sergava, exotic Russian yuletide — Joe E. Brown's panful of
anseuse, brought to Hollywood by fun for the family, "Son of a Sailor"
Earner Bros., is generally consid- and Kay Francis in "The House on
red a sensational type "find."
As 56th Street" with Ricardo Cortez
result of her role in "Bedside," and Gene Raymond; and Edward G.
eaturing Warren William in the Robinson in W. R. Burnett's bookiale lead, Sergava was signed to a of-the-month, "Dark Hazard," on
the 30th.
)ng term Warner contract.
"Hero's" 3 Femme Leads
First National is going heavy on
he woman angle in Dick Barthelness' next, "A Modern Hero," the
jouis Bromfield yarn. A trio of
emme favorites already cast for
he picture includes Margaret Linday, Jean Muir and Marjorie Ram>eau. Direction will be by G. W.
3abst, noted European import, as
lis initial American assignment.
Advertisement

Bacon 10 Years with Warner
Lloyd Bacon, Warner Bros, director, is celebrating his tenth year of
service with the company. Bacon,
who is the son of the late Frank
Bacon, handled many of Warners'
outstanding hits. His current assignment on the Burbank lot is
"Wonder Bar," with Busby Berkeend. ley collaborating on the musical
Advertisement

AND I WANT TO BE THE FIRST
TO FELICITATE YOU, MR. CAGNEY
on the swell job you've done in 'Lady
Killer.' I caught last night's preview at the
Beverly, and did my heart beat when I
realized it was the inside story of a
certain famous movie star's career! . . .
That return bout with little Mae Clark,
the girl you slapped from obscurity
to fame in 'Public Enemy', is the real
battle of the century. And when you
threw your
. out of
your
on her
,1 said to myself -'Those Warner
boys are going to be mighty proud of

JAMES CAGNEY
LADY

KILLER'

A Warner Bros, picture with Mae Clark,
Margaret Lindsay, Henry O'Neill, Leslie
Fenton.
Directed by Roy Del Ruth.
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NRA CHECKING UP
LABOR VIOLATIONS

NGlTHt

(Continued from Page 1)

len, local NRA administrator, says
the Compliance Board will investigate the exceptions granted and ascertain whether they are unfair to
other employers who live up to the
44-hour provision of the President's
blanket code, which is supposed to
be observed until the industry code
is signed.

Monogram Program
One-Third Finished
(Continued from Page

PHIL

•
•
• ALWAYS
SHOWMEN
referring to that
gang chaperoned by Howard Dietz at the Emgeem home office
they crashed through with what is easily the most practical, down-to-earth pressbook that has been issued this year
the one on "Dinner At Eight"
nothing arty or
fancy about it ...... . printed on plain stock
no trick designs or expensive color processes
just the regulation Selling Manual that didn't shoot the bankroll
BUT
here's the Smash Stunt ...... the regular press book pages
are preceded by eight pages on yellow tint
that present
countless selling angles that have been Actually Used on big
roadshow engagements in key spots

1)

Johnston yesterday. Pictures completed are: "Broken Dream,"
"Sweetheart of Sigma Chi," "The
Avenger," "Sensation Hunters,"
"Sixteen Fathoms Deep," "He
Couldn't Take It," "Woman's Man,"
now being edited, and two John
Wayne Westerns.
During the week ended Nov. 11,
Monogram established a new record
for sales, said Johnston, its gross
representing a 25 per cent increase
over the previous high. He attributes the record partly to key city
bookings on "Sweetheart of Sigma
Chi" and "Broken Dreams." Among
other important bookings "Sweetheart" has been booked by the entire Saenger circuit headquartering
in New Orleans.
Transamerica Resuming Dividend
San Francisco — Transamerica
Corp., headed by A. P. Giannini,
may soon resume dividends, it was
stated by Giannini on his return
from the east this week.
Darst to Manage Auditorium
St. Louis — James E. Darst, once
an editor for Fox newsreel, will
manage the new Municipal Auditorium here.

• •
• NO GUESS WORK here, Mister Exhibitor
first you are given a solid page of reviews and comments by
the leading newspapers in such cities as Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Columbus, Baltimore, Toronto, New York and London
with a suggestion to tear
it out and show it to your local editor
then two pages
of actual photos showing how the theaters in these spots played
up their fronts
the window displays secured with big
department and other stores
scores of tie-ups actually
put over with national advertisers and local dealer representatives and a raft of ballyhoos, special printed matter,
contests and newspaper articles

*

"Beau Geste" at 55th St.
"Beau Geste" opens tomorrow at
the 55th St. Playhouse as the next
of the series of revivals at that
house.

Claims

E. Lombard and G. M. Billings, attorneys representing the William J.
Donovan office, will start work today
on claims against the estate of RKO.
Lombard and Billings will represent
Irving Trust Co., receivers for RKO, at
the claim hearings before the special
master
appointed
by Judge
Bondy.

*

*

$

$

■*

$

• •
• AWARDS
HAVE
been announced by Paramount
on the "Design for Living" poster contest
coincident
with the world premiere of the pix at the Criterion tonite
over 600 commercial artists and students throughout the U. S.
submitted sketches and designs
Robert Gillham, Director of Advertising and Publicity, arranged the stunt

*

*

*

*

• • O TONIGHT IS the nite that Warren William will
broadcast highlights from Warners' "Match King" over WEAF
On Sunday Dec. 10 Beulah Barbara Brandt, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William Brandt, will be married to Martin
Levine at Beth-El Temple, Great Neck, L. I.
Albert S.
Howson of Warners will direct three one-act plays at the Community House in Forest Hills Gardens, by the Garden Players.
^

%

-t

• • • A STRONG radio play is being secured for the
harmonies in RKO-Radio's "Flying Down to Rio" and "Hips
Hips Hooray"
the musical compositions by Vincent Youmans, Harry Ruby and Bei't.Kalmar in these two pix will be
featured by Frank Black and his Ipana Troubadours, Fred
Huffsmith, baritone, Paul Whiteman and a big slice of the most
important radio orchestras

*

Bela Lugosi in Vaude
Bela Lugosi, who last appeared
in "Murder in the Vanities," Earl
Carroll show, is planning a vaudeville tour in a sketch based on
"Dracula."

*

• •
• tried
IT ISandall proven
dumpedadvertising
right in the
lap
and theater
publicitymanager's
he simply picks from eight pages crammed with selling ideas
the stunts that fit his locality and budget
then goes out
and slams the pix over

^

Start on RKO

M. DALY

*

*

«

«

»

(Continued from Page 1)

held at the Schroeder Hotel here
Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy administrator of the NRA, is scheduled tc
speak on today's program.
Fred S. Meyer, president of the
state unit, advocated clean advertising, and there were expressions
along the same lines by Frank McWilliams, president of the Allied
Independent Theater Owners of
Wisconsin, Father Thomas Reilly
and Irving Maier, advertising manager of thenights
"Milwaukee
Journal." by
Family
were advocated
Mrs. James Buckland, representing
the Federated Women's Clubs.

New Jersey Allied Unit
Weighs(Continued
Part-Time
from Page Closing
1)
of his members are considering
closing their houses from two to
three days a week pending an improvement in the situation.
"The exchanges ought to quit
selling inflation and prosperity and
help
keep the theaters in business,"
he said.
The film industry code was talked
about and attention was paid to the
shortage-of-product subject. Samuelson said that so far he has not
heard from Abram F. Myers, chairman of the Allied board, in reply
to his unit's proposal that Allied
enter production and distribution in
order to furnish independent exhibitors with product.
"Something will come out of the
plan, I believe," commented Samuel
son.
"House on 56th Street" Serialized
Warners are making available a
six chapter newspaper serialization
of "The House on 56th Street" starring Kay Francis and scheduled for
release the week of Dec. 23.
"World Changes" for 5th Week
First National's "The World
Changes" will begin its fifth Broadway week at the Hollywood today.
The film will also have its preview
opening at the Brooklyn
Strand.

*

• • • REQUESTS FROM art galleries from all parts of
the country
for the exhibition of the original drawings
on Walt Disney's Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphonies
have made it necessary for the College Art Association, which
is touring the drawings, to revise its schedule to accommodate
all the requests
Alfred W. Schwalberg, prexy of the
Warner Club, received his third Masonic Degree at Robert
Fulton Lodge Tuesday nite before a large delegation of Warnerites headed
by Harry
Warner
Eugene
Castle of
Castle Films plans to project 16-millimeter talkies in many of
the closed theaters in small communities throughout the
Youessay
houses that Couldn't afford the 35 mm. equipment, so went dark till this time

«

CODE IS DISCUSSED
AT WISCONSIN MEEI

»

»

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

Nov. 22
Arthur DeBra
Sam Silver
John Monk Saunders
Charles Mack

Bobby Denny
Burns
Reginald
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A MESSAGE TO
"EARMARKEC
There is an adage in our business which says: "The dollar
that gets away never comes back!"

"Little Women" is the kind of attraction that saying was
meant to describe ... an event which comes but once into a
showman's

life.
•

Three generations have been waiting for this picture! . . . and
they're coming afoot and in limousines, in wheezy old Fords
and on the subway . . . they're coming in kiddie cars and
wheel chairs to see it.
*

The shattering of all show history records by crowds that are
storming Radio City is a glorious tribute to a picture of sheer
beauty and inspiration ! ... it is a tribute to the whole motion
picture world for "Little Women" belongs to all of us in
conclusive proof that ours is an art and industry that enriches
life with such works of genius.

Across the width and breadth of this land "Little Women"
will be seen by more people than any picture ever shown
before! It will play to the highest grosses! It will bring people
to your theatre who have never been there before! ... it will
bring back those who have drifted away! It will do more to
revive interest in motion pictures than anything that has
ever happened!
*

There are millions of dollars waiting to be spent for this
picture ... it is money "earmarked"

for "Little Women". . . .^

SHOWMEN ABOUT
ONEY
!
quarters and dimes and dollars reserved for this show and
this show alone. . . it is money held in the clenched fists of
eager children who for weeks have looked forward to the day
when they can spend it for a ticket ... it is money that folks
who have to count pennies, have set aside for this joyous
event in their lives ... it is money that mothers and fathers
and grandmothers and grandfathers will gladly spend to recapture a priceless memory!

Take their money! . . . for in exchange you will give them
more than entertainment, you will storm their hearts with
gladness and give them back something that belongs to the
soul that will live on forever in glory undimmed!

Don't deprive these people of an opportunity to see "Little
Women". . . advertise in the newspapers and on the billboards as you have never advertised before!. . . extend your
playing time ! . . . open your doors earlier ! . . . give extra
shows I mm m leave no avenue of publicity unexplored for remember that this is "earmarked" money, reserved, set aside
by its owners for "Little Women" and the dollar that gets
away never comes back !

•

KATHARINE

*

HEPBURN

•

in "LITTLE WOMEN"

by LOUISA MAY ALCOTT.., with JOAN BENNETT.. PAUL LUKAS..
FRANCES DEE . . JEAN PARKER . . EDNA MAY OLIVER . . Douglass
Montgomery . . Henry Stephenson . . Directed by GEORGE CUKOR
MERIAN

*.•'.*

C. COOPER,

RKO

Executive Producer.. Kenneth Macgowan, Associate
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DAILV
Ann Harding in

"SITTING PRETTY"
with
Jack
Oakie,
Jack
Haley,
Rogers, Thelma
Todd,
Gregory
Lew Cody
Paramount

Ginger
Ratoff,
85 mins.

ENTERTAINING MUSICAL COMEDY
THAT CLICKS GENERALLY WITHOUT
ANY ATTEMPTS AT LAVISHNESS.
Without going in for pretentiousness,
this Charles R. Rogers musical production
manages to be a consistently entertaining
concoction that should please pretty well
anywhere. Having two topnotch comedians
in the cast, Jack Oakie and Jack Haley,
as a pair of songwriters who hitch-hike
to Hollywood and bluff their way along
until they land on top, there is always
something doing in a comedy way. For
sentimental interest, there is a romance
between Haley and Ginger Rogers, who follows them west and helps them get along.
Thelma Todd also figures in as a vamp
who leads Oakie to the dogs and then
ditches him. There are many catchy tunes
in the production, as well as one flashy
ensemble number where a flock of feminine
beauty is given ample display, while Art
Jarrett, who is not billed, vocalizes an accompanying song with Ginger
Rogers.
Cast: Jack Oakie, Jack Haley, Ginger
Rogers, Thelma Todd, Gregory Ratoff, Lew
Cody, Harry Revel, Jerry Tucker, Mack
Gordon,
Hale Hamilton,
Walter
Walker.
Director, Harry Joe Brown; Author, Nina
Wilcox Putnam; Adaptors, Jack McGowan,
S. J. Perelman, Lou Breslcw; Music and
Lyrics, Mack Gordon, Harry Revel; Dances,
Larry Ceballos; Cameraman, Milton Krasner.
Direction, Lively.
Photography, Fine.

Marie

"THE RIGHT TO ROMANCE"
with
RKO

Robert

Young,
Nils
Maritza
Radio

Asther,

Dressier

with

Helen

67 mins.

Ann Harding at pretty near her best,
together with fine performances by Robert
Young, Nils Asther and other members of
the cast, doesn't cover up the basic shortcomings of this story, and as a result it
makes just so-so entertainment. Miss
Harding is a beauty surgeon who yearns
for romance. So she goes to California
after a gay lad, Robert Young, who had
missed her attractiveness when he saw her
in uniform. Seeing her in a more feminine
frame, Robert falls for Ann, and they
marry. But they are not exactly mated,
and when she catches him playing around
with a former girl friend, Sari Maritza, she
leaves him. One incident follows another
until Robert and Sari are hurt in an airplane crash, and Ann is the only one who
can perform the operation necessary to
restore the girl's beautiful features. Realizing that Robert loves Sari most, Ann
makes the sacrifice, and then turns to
the arms of Nils Asther, the doctor and
faithful friend who had loved her all along.
Cast: Ann Harding, Robert Young, Nils
Asther, Sari Maritza, Irving Pichel, Helen
Freeman, Alden Chase, Delmar Watson.
Director, Alfred Santell; Author, Myles
Connelly; Adaptors, Sidney Buchman, Henry
McCarty; Cameraman, Lucien Andriot; Recording Engineer, W. C. Mocre; Editor,
Ralph Dietrich.
Direction, A-l.
Photography, Fine.

Lionel

"CHRISTOPHER

Sari

FINE WORK BY ANN HARDING AND
SUPPORTING CAST BARELY SAVES
RATHER TRITE ROMANTIC STORY.

and

Mack,
H. B.
Hersholt

Barrymore

M-G-M
SENTIMENTAL
MAKES
FAMILY

DOMESTIC

Jean

75 mins.
DRAMA

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
AUDIENCES.

FOR

Though neither Marie Dressier nor
Lionel Barrymore have roles that equal
their more recent hits, this adaptation of
the Broadway play is a fairly satisfying
affair. It's a somewhat involved sentimental
drama, starting out with some art collectors bidding for the works of the late
Christopher Bean and then chasing out to
the home of his doctor, Lionel Barrymore,
to obtain other paintings left around by
the artist. Some of the canvasses are
jealously guarded by Marie Dressier, the
maid in the doctor's family, and she puts
up quite a fight for them, eventually revealing that she was the wife of the now
famous Bean. As incidental interest, there
is a romance between the lovable younger
daughter of the doctor, while the stern
mother is trying to marry off her disagreeable elder daughter first. Marie helps
the real lovers to realize their happiness.
Cast: Marie Dressier, Lionel Barrymore,
Helen Mack, Beulah Bondi, Russell Hardie,
Jean Hersholt, H. B. Warner, Helen Shipman, George Coulouris, Ellen Lowe.
Director, Sam Wood; Authors, Rene
Fauchois, Sidney Howard; Adaptors, Sylvia
Thalberg, Laurence E. Johnson; Cameraman,
William
Daniels; Editor, Hugh
Wynn.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
S2.SO up, Single
S3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.

i?

Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd
HOLLYWOOD

S

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
-^-^—

By CHAS.

ALICOATE

When. Margaret Livingston was
£HARLES
andNorma
Tom married to Paul Whiteman two
Patricola, JUDELS
assisted by
Taylor, will be featured in a two- years ago it was announced that
reel comedy from an original story she would retire from the screen
by Harold Atteridge and scheduled and devote her time to the business
to go into production tomorrow un- of being a wife. However, when
der the direction of Jack White, for Mickey Neilan, one of Paul's best
Educational release. Fred Scheld friends,
sought her for a role in
will assist on the short which will "The Social Register" starring Colbe made at the Eastern Service
leen Moore, Margaret exercised the
studio in Astoria.
well known "woman's prerogative*
•
and is back in the spotlight once
more.
John Miljan has been added to
•
the cast of "Social Register," starring Colleen Moore and Pauline
The Warner Club at the BrookFrederick, and now in production
lyn Vitaphone studio now has its
at the Eastern Service studio in own governing committee. Members of the committee are : from the
Astoria under the direction of Marshall Neilan, for Columbia release. studio, Milton Cohen, chairman;
•
Helen Fletcher and William DuLuis Trenker, who starred in Brul; from the laboratory, Ivy Fail"The Doomed Battalion," has writ- koff, recording secretary of the
ten an original, "The Prodigal Son," committee, Loretta Dodd and John
and has stai'ted work on the fea- H. Rugge, governing committee. The
ture, which he is producing for Uni- first affair being arranged by the
versal release. Maria Andergast committee will be a general getwill support Trenker, who is play- together at a Thanksgiving Eve
ing the leading male role in the Frolic to be held Nov. 29 on the
picture. New York sequences are studio stage. A committee has also
now being made under the direction been appointed to gather some
of Arthur Cozine. Werner Klingler Broadway stars and other entertainment for the big night. Through
is assisting Trenker on the production, with Larry Williams doing the the efforts of Joseph Spray, head
camera work for the New York Se- of the laboratory, a new club room
has been obtained.
quences.

65 mins

BRITISH MYSTERY MELLEfc RE-RE
CORDED WITH AMERICAN VOICE!
FAILS TO DELIVER MUCH.
The experiment of re-recording Britisl
features with American voices didn't un
cover anything particularly noteworthy it
this one. A Gainsborough production wa:
given the treatment of American voices
but they couldn't change the
anc
involved British treatment. The slow
acting ol
a very good cast failed to get the feature
under the wire with the American audience
at a local showing. It displayed little
interest. The mystery is from a story by
Edgar Wallace, and is too involved anc
confusing for the first two reels. Aftei
that the attentive patron can begin tc
get a line on what it is all about, but the
effort is too much for the average thrill
fan who wants his entertainment made
easy for him. Several different groups
are mixed up in the murder of an adventurer in a cheap section of London.
By the time the inspector and his staff
have run down the intricate clues, eliminated most of the suspects, and finally pinned
the crime on an innocent appearing individual, most of the interest has been lost.
Cast: Renee Gadd, John H. Roberts,
Hugh Williams, Richard Bird, Jeanne Stuart,
Nora Swinburne, Leslie Perrins, Clare Greet,':
Gordon Harker, George Merritt, D. A.
Clare Smith, Gibb McLaughlin, Norman
McKinnel.
Direction,

Slow.

Tom

HOLLYWOOD

FACE"

Helber Pictures

BEAN"
Warner,

"WHITE

in

"WAR

Photography,

Good.

Tyler in

OF THE

Freuler

RANGE"
59 mins.

ROUTINE WESTERN WITH CRUDELY
DEVELOPED PLOT HAS ONLY ACTION
TO RECOMMEND IT.
Here is a rather crude sample of the
western that follows the threadbare formula
to the last, and injects nothing new or
novel. Tom Tyler works overtime in his
part, and there is a good supply of action,
and thrills, but they cannot disguise the
lack of logic in many of the situations that
simply do not make any sense. For the
fans who are out for excitement it may
answer the purpose, but even they are
being educated up to something more
workmanlike even in their western fare.
Tyler works at
in running down
The old man has
the cattlemen

odds with his own fathera bunch of cattle rustlers.
fenced off his land which
use to run their cattle

through to grazing land and water. This
gives opportunity to the bad man and his
gang toa start
trouble.
It takes
Tyler's
father
long time
to see
the error
of
his methods, and then the hero, dad and
his ranch hands and the sheriff's posse a!l
go into action for a grand slam finish.
Cast: Tom Tyler, Charles K. French,
Lafe McKee, Theodore Adams, Lane
Chandler, Caryl Lincoln, William Malan.
Wesley
Giraud,
Fred Burns, Charles Whittaker, Billie
Franey.
Director, J. P. McGowan; Author, Oliver
Drake; Adaptor, Same; Editor, Fred Bain;
Cameraman, Edward Kull.
Direction, Weak.
Photography, Okay.
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fee of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Kek
Balvany-XX
4-19-33
-able-F
S-19-33
3 Tonight-RKO
10-26-33
Appleby,
Maker
of
Men-RKO
10-19-33
. -nony Madness-MAY .. .5-5-33
mas Encontradas-XX ..7-7-33
E Hour
with
Chekhov-AM
9-6-33
In

Carver's

ABC — Arkay Film Exch.
AE — Aeolian
Pictures
AG— Agfa
ALD— Allied Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Arakino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AU — Capt.
Harold Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV — Bavaria Film A-G
BEE — Beekman Film Corp.
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
Cinematographique
EQU
—
Equitable
Pictures
P — Fox

Profession-COL
6-9-33

icther Language-MGM . .8-5-33
.im Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
i.'ona to Broadway-F. 7-22-33
; the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33
venger.
The-MOP
10-4-33
lbj Face-WA
6-24-33
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Sauty for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33
ed of Roses-RKO
7-1-33
edtime
Story,
A-PAR. .4-22-33
•fore Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
;!ore Morning-GRB. . .10-19-33
i.ow the Sea-COL
6-3-33
. jrkeley Square-F
9-15-33
erlin
Alexanderplatz-XX
5-13-33
;st of Enemies-F
7-17-33
eg Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion)-BAV
7-25-33
g Brain-RKO
8-5-33
lig Cage, The-U
5-10-33
:g Chance,
The-GRB. .8-30-33
. ig Executive-PAR
10-19-33
i-ter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
lack
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
larney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
:nd Adventure-RKO. .10-31-33
. ood
Money-UA
11-11-33
ondage-F
4-22-33
■omben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
orn Anew-AM
7-25-33
owery,
The-U A
10-7-33
reed of the Border-MOP
5-10-33
rid Moment-COL
8-31-33
roadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA. .11-2-33
roadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33
Iroken Dreams-MOP. .. 1 1-8-33
ureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
y

Appointment

Onlv-INV
7-12-33
alifornia
Trail-COL
7-22-33
aptured-WA
8-19-33
ascarrabias-PAR
10-31-33
harlie
Chan's
Greatest
, Case-F
10-7-33
harles
XII— XX
4-3-33
heating
Blondes-C AP . . . 5-20-33
-.eyenne
Kid-RKO
7-13-33
I ircus Queen Murder-COL
5-6-33
ocktail Hour-COL
6-3-33
ohens and Kellys in TroubleU.. 4-1 5-33
.ollege
Coach-WA
11-10-33
'ollege Humor-PAR.
6-14-33
. onquerors of the NightAM.. 8-1-33
Constant
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The-WW
5-23-33
orruption-IMP
6-21-33
Cougar,
The
King
KillerSNO
5-23-33
radle Song-PAR
11-18-33
rossfire-RKO
8-15-33
i3ance.
Girl, Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Oance
Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-26-33
'as Schicksal der Renate
| Langen-XX
11-6-33
• ay of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Jeadwood
Pass-FR
6-6-33
iOeluge. The-RKO
10-7-33
ler Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Jer Liebling von Wien-XX
6-14-33
5er Schuetzen
Koenig-HER
5-10-33
Oer Sohn
der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Jesign for Living-PAR. 11-17-33
)evil's Brother-MGM
6-10-33
)evil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Jevil's Mate-MOP
9-23-33
diamond Trail-MOP
4-19-33
3ie Frau
von
Der
Man
Spricht-XX
4-26-33
3ie Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
dinner
at Eieht-MGM . .8-25-33
Diplomaniacs-RKO
4-29-33
Mseraced!-PAR
7-17-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U. .. .7-29-33
Dos Noches-HOF
5-10-33
double
Harness-RKO. . .7-13-33
Orei Tage
MittelarrestXX. .5-18-33
Orums of Doom-MAF. .10-4-33
Drum
Taps-WW
4-26-33

FAI — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX — The
Film
Exchange
GFF — General Foreign Films
GB — Gaumont-British
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Duck
Soup-PAR
11-17-33
Dude
Bandit-ALD
6-21-33
Eagle and the Hawk-PAR. 5-6-33
Easy
Millions-FR
9-6-33
Eat
'Em
Alive-AUS
11-4-33
Eine Liebesnacbt-XX
...5-18-33
Eine

Nacht

Im

Paradise-KIN
2-23-33
Eine Tuer Geht Auf-PRX 2-8-33
Eisenstein in Mexico

PRI. .11-2-33
Elmer the Great-FN
5-26-33
El Precio De Un BesoF.. 8-1-33
El Principe . Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33
Emergency
Call-RKO
6-24-33
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Eskimo-MGM
11-16-33
Ever in My
Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Ex-Lady-WA
S-13-33
Faithful
Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Female-FN
11-4-33
Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
Giornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
for JusticeCOL.. 5-17-33
Fighting
Parson-ALD
8-2-3:
Fighting
Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Footsteps in the Night-INV
5-10-33
Forgotten-INV
5-20-33
Forgotten Men-JE
5-13-33
Found
Alive-IDE
11-8-33
Flaming
Guns-U
6-17-33
Flaming Signal-INV
5-25-33
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From
Headquarters-FN. 11-16-33
Fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
Gallant
Fool-M O P
8-9-33
Galloping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR
7-13-33
Gefahren Der Liebe-M AD. 5-1-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EQU
7-19-33
Girl in 419-PAR
5-20-33
Glos Pustyni-XX
4-26-33
Gold Diggers of 1933WA.. 5-25-33
Golden
Goal
(Das Lockende
Ziel)-BAV
6-20-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
Goldie
Gets Along-RKO. .6-3-33
Goodbye Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Great Jasper. The-RKO . .2-17-33
Gun
Law-MAJ
7-13-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO. 10-21-33
Hell Below-MGM
4-27-33
Hello,
Sister-F
4-14-33
Hell's
Holidav-SUP
7-19-33
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAR
8-5-33
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First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten
Past
MAY. .10-31-33
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PRO. .10-28-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN . 10-10-33
Heute
Nacht-Eventuell-XX 7-7-33
His

Private

Secretary-SHO 6-6-33

Hold
Me
Tight-F
Hold Your Man-MGM

5-20-33
7-1-33

POR— Portola
Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.

GEN— General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GRF — Garrison Films
HEL — Helber Pictures
HER— Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL— Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema
Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — Imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
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JE — Jewell Productions
JRW— J. R. Whitney
K ITJ — Kinematrade
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LEV — Nat
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MAD — Madison Pictures
M A F — M ayf lower
MA.T — Majestic Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PAR — Paramount
PO — Powers
Pictures
POL— Bud Pollard Productions
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Secret
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PRO — Progressive
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PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
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RKO — RKO-Radio
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PRO. .11-18-33
Baron-MGM .. 10-28-33

Melody
Cruise-RKO
6-16-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR . .8-9-33
Midnight
Club-PAR
7-29-33
IViiuniKut
Marv-MGM. . .7-17-33
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9-13-33
Money
Talks-SYN
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My
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Return
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Meet
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Madness-F
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She Had to Say Yes-FN

UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA— Warner
Bros
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.
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Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33

the

Wanted
in the

Seven

Hills
9-9-33

Men-SHO
FAI
8-8-33

Night,

A-ALD
7-22-33

Silent
Men-CJOL..
11-8-33
Silk Express-WA
6-23-33
Silver
Cord-RKO
5-5-33
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-33
Skyway-MOP
10-18-33
Sleepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Smoke
Lightning-F
5-12-33
So This Is Africa-COL.. 4-22-33
Soldiers of the Storm5-18-33
Solitaire
Man-MGM COL.. 9-23-33
Somewhere in Sonora-WA. 6-7-33
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-33
Song of the Eagle-PAR. .4-27-33
Song
of Songs-PAR
7-22-33
Sphinx, The-MOP
8-16-33
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Storm
at Daybreak-MGM
7-22-33
Story of Temple DrakePAR
5-6-33
Strange
People-CHE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-M GM . . 7-29-33
Study in Scarlet-WW
5-26-33
Sundown
Rider-COL
6-9-33
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Supernatural-PAR
4-22-33
Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi
MOP.. 10-26-33
Taming the Jungle-INV. .6-6-33
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI. 8-1 2-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
Theodore Koerner-XX .. .5-10-33
This Day and Age-PAR. 8-16-33
8-8-33
This Is America-BEE. . .6-23-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Thrill
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
Thunder
Over
Mexico-PRI
9-20-33
Tillie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR .10-28-33
Today We Live-MGM . .4-15-33
9-23-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR
Tomorrow
Torch
To the
Trailing
Traum

at

Seven-RKO 7-12-33

Singer-PAR
10-7-33
Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33
North-MOP
5-17-33
von Schoenbruhnn

Treason-COL
XX.. 5-4-33
6-3-33
Trick
for Trick-F
6-10-33
Trouble
Busters-MAJ
8-30-33
Truth About Africa-ALX. 4-19-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-12-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the Clock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczyna-XX. 10-10 33
Una
Vida
Por
Otra-INA 2-17-33
Under

the

7-19-33
Rim-PAR

Tonto

Unknown Valley-COL. . .8-18-33
Via Pony Express-MAJ. 6-17-33
.5-4-33
Victims
of Persecution-POL
Vi

Som

Gar

Koksvagen

Voltaire-WA

7-28-33
10-10-33

SCA..

Walls
of Gold-F
Waltz
Time-GB
Wandering
Jew,
The

10-21-33
9-29-33

Warrior's
Husband-F
JAFA.....5-12-33
10-21-33
Way
to Love-PAR
11-11-33
Wenn
Die Liebe Mode Macht
6-24-33
XX. .10-30-33
Innocence-COL

What

Price

When

Ladies

When

Strangers

Meet-MGM 6-24-33
Marry-

5-25-33
Whirlwind,
The-COLCOL..
...7-29-33
White
Woman-PAR
11-18-33
Wild
Boys
of the
Road
Wives
Beware-REG FN. .9-22-33
5-2-33
Woman I Stole-COL. .. 6-30-33
Working
Man, The-WA. .4-12-33
World
Changes-FN
10-28-33
World
Gone
Mad-MAJ. .4-15-33
Wrecker,
The-COL
8-5-33
Zapfenstreich
Am
RheinZoo

in

Budapest-F

JRW..

4-12-33
2-8-33

•%

&!
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PUBLIX-GOLDSTEIN
CLOSE 50-50 DEAL
(.Continued from Page 1)

Connecticut and 5 leaseholds in
Massachusetts. The latter are the
Paramount, North Adams; Capitol
and Strand, Pittsfield; Strand, Holyoke, and the Paramount, Springfield. Half the stock in the new
corporation will be retained by
Paramount-Publix. It is likely the
Goldstein Brothers will operate for
the new corporation.

Sam Dembow Raps
Admission Slashes
(Continued from Page

1)

old product, so handle their marquee advertising so as to give the
impression that the picture is new.
Under this practice, Dembow pointed out, the original and real title
of the picture is displayed in small
letters while another sentence, resembling a new title, is given greater prominence.
Commenting on a report that he
is to go the Coast to advise at the
Paramount studio from the angle
of box-office, Dembow said: "I
haven't heard about it."

Plan to Steer Clear
Of Tieups With Beer

A LITTLEBy RALPH
from
WILK "LOTS
HOLLYWOOD

Hervey Allen, author of "Anthony
Adverse," best seller which Warners
JOHN
BARRYMORE
and
Mary
J Carlisle have been selected for will film, may go to the Coast to
advise on preparation of the script.
* *
*
leading roles in "It Happened One
Day," the tholomew
novelParadies.
by This
Marjorie
BarElizabeth Young, signed by Parawill be a
mount as a result of her work with
David O. Selznick production for
M-G-M and the director will be Wil- Judith Anderson in "Fire Bird" on
liam K. Howard. Production starts the New York stage, has been given
after Howard completes the Ramon a new contract by the company.
Novarro-Jeanette MacDonald picJoseph Moncure March and Jack
ture, "The Cat
* and
* the* Fiddle."
O'Donnell have been assigned to
Alan Dinehart has been assigned write the screen play for B. P.
to "Ninth Guest," Columbia pic- Schulberg's production of Damon
ture.
Runyon's magazine story, "Little
* *
*
Miss
Marker,"
Paramount
studios
announce.
C. Aubrey Smith will appear as
*
%
%
the Duke of Wellington in 20th
PARAMOUNT Notes: Paul Green
Century's "House of Rothschild."
added to writing staff Burns and
First National finished "Journal Allen will appear in "Often a
of A Chatterton.
Crime"
yesterday.
It stars Bridegroom," adapted by J. P. McRuth
Evoy Mitchell Leisen will direct
* *
*
"Murder at the Vanities" WesHarry Woods and Bradley Page
ley Ruggles to megaphone "Shoe
will appear in Columbia's "Shadows the Wild Mare" Richard Arlen
cast
for "Double Door" Cary
*
*
*
of Sing Sing."
Grant and Edward Arnold for
Sidney.
Rickey Newell is a recent addi- "Thirty Day Princess" with Sylvia
tion to Warner's
"Hell's% Bells."
%
$~
M-G-M has acquired rights to
"Bill" Boyd, Dorothy Mackaill
and June Collyer have been signed "The Body Beautiful," original story
Jerome Horwin and Edward
for the leading roles in "Cheaters," by
which has gone into production as Eliscu.
the first of a series of eight Liberty
Evalyn Knapp has been signed by
Specials
under
Phil
tion. Others
in the
castRosen's
include direcAlan Columbia for "Air Devils," starring
Tim McCoy.
Mowbray, William Collier, Sr., and
* *
*
Guinn Williams.
* *
*
Richard Dix, although he has
George Meeker will appear with never "gone" for polo, tennis or
George O'Brien in "Heir To The golf, is one of the finest sportsmen
Hoorah," now in production at Fox. of the picture colony. Whenever he
Herbert Mundin, Betty Blythe, gets the opportunity he retreats
Roger Imhof, and Russell Simpson from Hollywood to his hideaway
ranch, where he rides, hunts and
also
are in it. George Marshall is fishes.
directing.

GEN. JOHNSON MUM
ON CHANGES IN COD
(Continued from Page

1)

sent a batch of codes to Presidei
Roosevelt, flatly refused to commei
yesterday on what changes, if an;
were made in the draft. He ah
declined to talk on a direct que:
tion regarding the Department c
Justice's divergence of opinion wit
the NRA on the code. Whether th
Department's stand will have an
influence on the President's signin
of the code in Warm Springs r(
mains a matter of speculation.
Sol A. Rosenblatt denied receh
ing the communication which tb
Department of Justice stated it ha
sent to the NRA with copy to th
Deputy. He said he had no know
edge of the Justice Department
not coinciding with the NRA o
the code.

Approve $150,000 Fees
To Counsel in Poli Dea
(Continued from Page 1)

est items go to Attorney Thoma
Spellacy, special master, $27,000
Attorney Benjamin Slade, $35,00G
Attorney Abraham Weisman, cour
sel for receivers, $30,000; comper
sation to first mortgage trustees
$50,000.

Pass One-Operator Bill

Sheboygan, Wis. — An operato
for each projector is required ur
der a city ordinance recently enad
ed here. Measure was passe
through efforts of the Oshkosh an
Beaver Dam, Wis., and the She

Despite repeal of the Eighteenth
Amendment, major companies are
expected to refrain from making
exploitation tieups with liquor companies on the grounds that such associations might be considered as
boygan locals.
objectionable in some quarters.
Launching "Welcome" Tieup
Warner yesterday stated that
such tieups will be avoided, as in
Exhibitors throughout the cour'
the past, although several propothe are
Welcome
Wagonto Co.,
try
to be asked
tieup heac
wit"
sals along this line have been made
quartering in Memphis The plaf
to the company. Its studio will connow functioning in Westcheste
tinue to use "dummy" liquor instead of "the real stuff" in scenes
County,
New York,
is to "welcome
new
residents
of a community
wit
in its pictures.
gifts
from
various
local
dealers, ir
So far the Hays organization has
eluding a pass to a local theater.
not considered the matter of liquor
"Wonderbar" Release in January
tieups, but it was indicated yesterday that if the subject comes up,
Des Moines — C. G. Mulanix, who
Warners have tentatively schec
manager at the Allen theno doubt action taken will be to ban operates the Star, second-run here, appointed
ater, succeeding Fred Cleary, now uled "Wonderbar" for release Jar
such arrangements.
will open the Varsity near the cam- managing the Coliseum at Mans- 10. Starting soon, five songs ir
pus of Drake University about Dec. field.
eluded in the picture will be give
10. The house seats 330 and will
use
second-runs.
Fairfield, Me. — Gabriel A. Bisson heavy publicity via broadcasting.
Cliff Boyd Resigns
has opened the Gem.
Earl Murray
Transferred
Cincinnati — Cliff Boyd, manager
Des Moines — A suburban theater
Tampa, Fla. — Earl Murray, wh
of the Strand since its reopening,
Cleveland — Irving Lefko, former- formerly managed the Baby Gran
remodeled by Gerney Mulahas resigned. Asher Meyer is in is being
nix at 2423 University Ave.
ly with RKO, is now with First Di- theater, Winter Park, has bee
charge pending appointment of a
vision as shipper and assistant transferred by Sparks to the Tam
new director.
booker.
pa.Winter
Bob Daugherty
,succeeds hh
Winfield, la.— The Uptown theain
Park.
ter opened Nov. 10 under the manSidney, la. — Lawrence Whisler of
agement of the Pfeiff Bros.
Publix Hearing Off
Farragut has taken over the
ment.
Owing to fact that Saul E. Rogers,
Strand and installed sound equipCrabbe Changes Name
I attorney representing a group of creditBerea — H. A. Flynn of the Pasors, is to be out of town today, meettime theater was elected council'West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
ing of Paramount Publix creditors schedman at the recent election.
Hollywood — Buster Crabbe, when he
Waterloo, la. — L. L. Kaplan of
uled at the office of Henry K. Davis,
appears in his next Paramount film,
has been deferred until Monday. John
Sioux Falls, S. D., has opened the
"Search for Beauty," will be known by
his right first name,
Larry.
j Hertz
will continue
his testimony.
Cleveland — Charles Lynch, for- State here in the building formerly
merly of Meadville, Pa., has been occupied by the Crystal.
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Gov't Code Veto Power Replaces Anti-Trust Law

FILM CODE SUPERIOR TO OTHERS, SAYS ROSENBLATT
Educational Shorts Are to be Made
Subjects of 1 to 4 Reels
on 1934-35 Lineup,
Says Hammons
Plans are being considered by
Educational for the release of "oddength" shorts starting with the
934-35 line-up, Earl W. Hammons
old Film Daily yesterday. Sublets will range from one to four
eels depending on the "entertainnent length" of each release.
"In other
words,on Pane
if a 3)subject is
(Continued

MILD BUREAU HEAD
VS. BLOCK BOOKING
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — A protest against
■lock-booking was made by Grace
ibbott, head of the Children's Bueau of the U. S. Department of
^abor, in a recent conference with
)eputy Sol A. Rosenblatt, it was
(Continued on Pace 3)

^0 Let-Up Contemplated
At the Columbia Studios
No off-season closing is planned
y the Columbia studio, which exacts to complete its 1933-34 program by March 15, stated George
jSrown, director of advertising and
Publicity, on his arrival in New
oik yesterday from Hollywood.
Eleven of the 49 features on the
ompany's current list have been
inished. Six are now in produc■ion.
See Compliance Boards Out
Wash. Bur. of THE

FILM

Jhe Standard
For 15 Years— What?
■aily 1934 Year Book.— Advt.

The

Estimate $9,000,000 Added to Studio Payroll
Effecting of production labor clauses provided in the industry code will increase
major studio overheads by approximately $9,000,000 annually, according to figures
compiled by first-line company executives. Delay in putting the code into operation
is therefore saving these majors tens of thousands of dollars weekly, it was pointed
out yesterday.

Rumors of Emanuel Cohen Quitting
Termed Malicious by Geo. Schaefer
Cooke Now Prod. Mgr.
For Preferred Pictures

Spiking reports that Emanuel
Cohen will quit as head of Paramount production, George J. SchaeWest Coast Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
fer, general manager, yesterday deHollywood — Joe Cooke, formerly
scribed them as "malicious in inproduction manager at the Columtent and seeking to disorganize
bia Studios, has assumed a similar work at the studio.
post with Preferred Pictures, of
"Cohen is doing one of the finest
which Jack Bachman is president
production
jobs at the Coast," said
and Joe Goldberg is sales manager. Schaefer, following
his return to
The company plans 12 features.
(Continued on Pane 2')

17

Releases

Are

Set

by Paramount

Film

to April 1

With 17 features listed for re- St. Louis Fox Theater
lease in January, February and
March, Paramount has now set its
Joins Price-Cutting War
distribution schedule tentatively up
St. Louis — The first run price war
to April 1. Dates are as follows: became more intense today when
Fox announced the reduced rate
Jan. 5, "Eight Girls in a Boat";
today of 20 cents in orJan. 12, "Miss Fane's Baby is effective chestra
and balcony to 6 p.m., 35
Stolen" and
"It's on a Page
Wise3) Wife";
(Continued on Pane 3)
(Continued

Johnson Says Code Veto Power
Substitutes for Anti-Trust Law
Managers Get Pay Raised
Following Business Drive
Denver — Success of the businessbuilding contest conducted by Rick
Ricketson in district
Fox West
termountain
has Coast's
resulted Inin

DAILY

Washington — Ultimate abolition of
the NRA's elaborate federal compliance
system for code control is seen here
with the announcement by Gen. Johnson
that the NRA policy is to pass on to
code authorities all compliance functions.

Flexible in Length

most of the theater managers getting a boost in pay. Many unusual
exploitation campaigns were turned
in by the boys competing for the
silver cup, won by Chet Miller of
(Continued on Pane 2)

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Veto power vested
with government representatives on
code authorities is the substitute for
the waiving of the anti-trust laws
under the code, said General Johnson yesterday. Nothing further on
the film code was forthcoming from
the Administrator, who leaves today
for Warm Springs, Ga., to present
several code drafts, including movelt. tion pictures, to President Roose-

Duals a Matter of Sales
Policy, Deputy Tells
Wisconsin Meeting
fly

FILM

DAILY

Staff

Correspondent

Milwaukee — The motion picture
industry code setup, providing industrial courts within the industry
where all parties get a fair hearing,
is better than similar setups in other
codes and should meet with favor
when the code is submitted tc the
President this week, Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt said in
(Continued on Pane 3)

OUSTINGOTWM. FOX
IS TOLDJT PROBE
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Details of the ousting of William Fox from his companies in 1930 were rehashed at
yesterday's session of the Senate
banking inquiry into the affairs of
General Theaters Equipment. Chase
National Bank and its affiliate,
Chase Securities Corp., lost $69,572,180 as a result of Albert H. Wiggin financing Harley L. Clarke in
(Continued on Page 3)

"Design"

a

la Lubitsch

"Design

for Living," the ultra sophisticated bit that had the metropolis
agog for many months, returned to
Broadway last evening and is now on
display
the Criterion.
The has
"Design"
that weat enjoyed
last night
been
completely de-Cowardized. It has fallen
victim to the celebrated Lubitsch touch.
For the purpose of the cinema it is a
happy substitution, too, for in place
of thin ice we now have fields of
sterilized Spring flowers and the sophistication of the modern drawing
room takes the place of lines and situations formerly intended only for Broadway consumption. How could a combination like Lubitsch, Cooper, Hopkins,
March, Horton, Coward and Hecht fail
in bringing forth something extremely
worth
"Design have
for no
Living"
immensewhile.
and should
troubleis
in clicking. It is a Paramount picture
—JACK
ALICOATE.
and one of the best in town.
s
Film
Daily
Everywhere

Annual
In The

Year
Book
World. — Advt

Are

Found

Managers Get Pay Raised
Schaefer Spikes Rumors
Following Business Drive
Of Manny Cohen Quitting
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm

Bros
NEW

Par.

5y2s50

Close

3i/4
vtc. 27
pfd..
93/4
80%
.... 14

2%
257/g
9%
78
14

3l/4
27
9%
78i/4
14

+
+
—
+

y4
1 1/4

31 3^
1%
1%

301/g
1 1/2
1 5/8

30]/8 —
1 1/2 —
1 5/8 —

V2
l/8
l/8

9%
10l/2 +
21/4
21/4 —
61/4
6I/4 —
MARKET

l/2
i/s
3/8

...

YORK

Publix

11
21/4
6l/2
CURB

vtc. 2S
YORK

ctfs....

Warner's 6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE
Para.

Net
Chg.

Low

Columbia
Picts.
Technicolor
NEW

MARKET

High

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
ctfs.
Pathe
Exch
do "A"
RKO
Warner

STOCK

25!/2

26

107/8
BOND

10%
10%
MARKET

23l/2

23'/2

13/8

1 3/g —

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 23
Henley
Stephen
Rosetta
Duncan

J/8

231/2

MANY 14APPY (cOlIM

Hobart

%
1

+2

+

403,4
40l/4
403/8 —
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
1 1/2

Delta, Colo., $250; E. C. O'Keefe,
Babcock, Billings, Mont., $150; Geo.
Paper, Longmont, Longmont, Colo.,
$100; and $50 each to Don Sheedy,
Rio Grand, Las Cruces, N. M.; Wm.
Fowers, Jr., West, Trinidad, Colo.;
Fred Bezold, Lotus, Sheridan, Wyo.;
Ed Marquand, America, Ft. Collins,
Colo. The three monthly prizes of
$50
by O'Keefe,
Moore
and were
Frank won
P. Larson,
Paramount,
Idaho Falls. Ida.

100 Beano Game Parlors
Hit Grand Rapids Houses

Grand Rapids — Alarmed at competition from more than 100 Beano
game parlors opened here within a
All pending eastern product deals few months, exhibitors have appealed to city authorities to ban the
on Warner-First National product
have been closed, it was announced games on the grounds of violation
the -state gambling statutes. The
yesterday by Andy Smith, sales exe- of
cutive, before leaving on a tour game men in return say they will
stop houses from operating on Sunthrough his territory. Smith's first
day. Business men also claim
stop will be Cleveland.
Beano games unfair because they
give free merchandise.

All Eastern Deals Closed
By Warner-First National

Erpi Promotes Three

Roberts

5/8
i/8

Coming and Going

{Continued from Page 1)

Cheyenne. Wrist watch for best
record in theater attendance went
to E. K. Taylor of the Wilma, Missoula, Mont. Cash prize winners
included Harry Moore, Egyptian,

~Z

*

New York yesterday after holding
a distribution conference at White
Sulphur
Springs.
"Handing out of advertising contracts in a certain quarter would
put a stop to the rumors concerning
his resignation," he declared.
_ Schaefer stated that he is compiling a box-office chart covering
between 50 and 60 houses throughout the country which play all
brands of "A" product. His analysis for last February, March and
April, he said, shows that "I'm No
Angel" was the biggest money-getter among all releases. Out of 12
pictures which brought in the heaviest grosses during that period, five
were distributed by Paramount,
Schaefer
asserted.

Three distribution promotions NRA Labor Hearing Today
Hearing scheduled for yesterday
were pnnounced yesterday by Electrical Research Products. They are at local NRA headquarters to sift
as follows: Harry Dodge, Central complaints about some independent
Division general manager, to gen- exhibitors violating the President's
eral manager of Western division; employment agreement was postponed until today.
Stanley Hand, Northwestern Division sales manager, to general manMore Film Music On Air
ager of Central Division, succeeding
Dodge; Bert Sanford, from merRudy Vallee will feature music
chandising manager to Northeast- from Eddie Cantor's "Roman Scanern Division sales manager, sucdals" and the RKO musical, "Hips,
ceeding Hand. Changes are effecHips, Hooray," in addition to the
tive immediately.
M-G-M "Dancing Lady" score, on
his radio program tonight. Abe
Photophone Field Staff Changes
Lyman also will play some "Roman
Photophone Division of the RCA Scandals" numbers on the air tonight.
Victor Company has appointed
Elmer Grace to the San Francisco
Today's AMPA Guests
territory, replacing M. F. Lowry,
Among guests of honor slated to
and J. W. Sims to the North Carolina and South Carolina territory- appear at. today's AMPA luncheon,
known as "International Day," are
replacing C. A. Mathews. Sims' Gary
Cooper, Ernest Truex, Cicely
beadquarters will be in Charlotte,
N. C.
Courtneidge, Jack Hulbert, Ona
M'unson, Stanley Smith, Howard
Smith and Al Christie. Arthur Lee
Photophone For United Newsreel
will act as toastmaster.
United Newsreel Corp. of New
York has contracted for the use
Zanuck
Considering
Tryouts
of RCA Victor portable sound re- West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cording equipment under a limited
Hollywood — A plan for stage trylicense agreement. The new com- outs of his screen productions is bepany will begin work soon on a
ing considered by Darryl F. Zanuck
series of 12 one-reelers.
and may be started with "House of
Rothschild," next 20th Century production.
Supplying Machines with Ad Films
Castle Films, makers of business
movies, has extended its service by
Mayfair, Detroit, Goes First-Run
Detroit — The Mayfair, run by
supplying sound-on-film apparatus
and operators for showings anyarie, goes to a full week policy
where in the U. S. This is expected this week and will play first run
to greatly increase the use of indusopening
with "One Year
:luct.
trial motion pictures for sales meet[ouse is signed for Exings, conventions, teaching, etc.

S. L. "ROXY" ROTHAFEL left for Miar
yesterday for a ten-day vacation.
WARREN WILLIAM leaves New York tod;
for Hollywood to resume work at the Warn
studios.
LEWIS MILESTONE, who has arrived in Ne
York from abroad, will leave for the Coa
Monday to resume work on "The Red Square,
for Columbia. He made scenes for the pictui
in Russia.
MRS. B. P. SCHULBERG arrived in New
yesterday
from the Coast.

Yoi

JOE E. BROWN, after a visit to his hon
in Toledo, leaves Saturday for Hollywood 1
start
work in "A Very Honorable Guy" f<
First National.
LOUIS EPSTEIN, agent for Mae West an"
other stars, has arrived in New York fro
the Coast.
MARIAN MARSH sailed yesterday on tr
for Europe.
Washington
STUART
arrived
in
staying
at

WALKER,
Paramount
New
York
from
the
the Lombardy.

director,
h;
coast and

DR. WM. H. VOELLER, vice-president t
Conquest Alliance Co., leaves Nov. 30 for th
West Indies to supervise rehearsals and broac
casts over Station WKAQ for various America
accounts. He will also engage new talent fc
future
broadcasts.
CARL
LAEMMLE,
SR., is in New
York.
JOE BREEN left New York last night o
his return to the Coast.

Conquest Alliance Co.
In Transcription Fielc
Conquest Alliance Co.. Inc., ha
signed a contract with Allied Broad
casting, Inc., Hollywood, to act a
exclusive eastern representativeMore than 20 shows have been linec
up to give agencies and advertiser:
a selection suitable for any product
The contract with Allied Broadcast
ing carries also the radio represen
tation of many motion picture star:
whose radio representation Allieo
Broadcasting has at present.
Fox Signs Aunt Jemina
Aunt Jemina (Tess Gardella)
vaudeville, musical comedy and ra
dio artist, has been signed by Fo:
to appear
Follies."
leaves
Dec. in
1 for"Fox
Hollywood
afterShre
personal appearance in St. Louis
Fredric March Set at 20th Century
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILi

Hollywood — Negotiations were
completed yesterday whereby Fred
ric March joins 20th Century under
a long-term contract and will b
one of the stars in the five remaining specials this
to beseason.
produced by Dar '
ryl Zanuck

Publicity —

Advertising

Motion picture publicity and
advertising director available.
Formerly with major film
company. Former newspaper
editor and Washington correspondent. Box No. 986, The
Film Daily, 1650 Broadway,
New York, N. Y.
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BELIEVES FILM CODE
, BETTER THAN OTHERS
(Continued from

17 Para. Releases
Are Set to April 1
i

THE

(.Continued from Page 1)

Wan. 19, "Four Frightened People";
Jan.
26, "Six
of a Kind"
and
'Search for Beauty"; early February, "Border Legion" and "All of
Men"; Feb. 9, "Bolero";
Feb. 16,
•No More Women"; Feb. 23, "Cath1 erine the Great"; Mar. 2, "Good
• Dame";
Mar. 9, "Death
Takes a
Iflfioliday";
Mar.
16, 'Melody
in
Spring";
Mar.
23,
"We're
not
dressing";
Mar. 30, '"It Ain't No
■' -5in" and "Murder at the Vanities."

FLEXIBILITY IN LENGTH
FOR EDUCAT'L SHORTS
(Continued from Page

Page 1)

addressing the convention of the M.
P. T. 0. of Wisconsin and Upper
ftlichigan here yesterday.
The double feature question is
i essentially a matter of sales policy
of various companies
and cannot
"ae dealt
with
as
such
in
the present code, declared Rosenblatt.
The
Cancellation feature will give exhibitors the right to eliminate certain
iDictures, he pointed out, and abuses
rincidental to licensing of pictures
are fairly dealt with in the code.
f The present code was not written
'pith
any
intention
of adversely
affecting any court decision on block
booking already handed
down, the
Deputy stated, but it does hold that
^'exhibitors shall be given the right
Id eliminate some pictures which in
:heir judgment
do not fit certain
,■Communities.
i Formal action on the code will
e taken today by the WisconsinJpper Michigan unit. Officers for
he year also will be elected.

DAILY
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• • • WONDER WHAT the other stars in Hollywood
think about
as they watch Margaret Sullavan, the Universal "find," skyrocketing
to the heights overnight
she did it on the strength of her first work in pix
"Only
Yesterday"
and the newspaper editors all over the country have been besieging her for interviews
most stars
struggle along for years before they are recognized
Miss Sullavan of the stage took a flier in films and copped
without a struggle
she possesses the histrionic gifts of
a Duse and the personality and charm of a combination Crawford-Gaynor-Harding-Garbo
so^how could
she miss?
%
^
^
• • • SO TOMORROW the Chi newspaper scribes will
conduct a combination
long-distance interview with the new
Screen Sensation
those who will talk to her are Hazel
Flynn (Evening American), Carol Frink (Herald-Examiner),
Clark Rodenbach
(Daily News), Doris Arden
(Daily Times),
and Mae Tinne (Tribune)
Miss Sullavan is still dazed
at the furore she has created. .
and it is not a pose
she sez
"An actress' job is to act, so why make a rumpus
if
she does
somewhat Unusual
for
a film
star the job well?"

1)

complete in two and three-quarter
reels, that may be the length decided upon," said Hammons. "All
too often are many clever scenes
and big laughs left on the cutting
room floor because the release was
above the specified conventional
length. There is no reason for the
waste of either entertainment value
or the money spent in producing
the deleted scenes. It is also possible that a four-reeler can be sold
to a circuit or certain group of theaters, and then cut down to a tworeeler for the remainder of houses.
The matter is being given serious
thought
by Educational
executives."
Hammons
stated that Educational
shorts are now being played by 4,800 houses in the U. S. and that
sales have increased 25 per cent
over last year.

Head of Child Bureau
Protests Block Booking
(Continued from Page 1)

• •
• A NIFTIE
for opening
of Warners'
"Havana
Widows" at the Strand last nite
small boxes of candy
handed out to each patron
the confections were loaded
with the real Barcadi
rum
right from Havana
12 of
those Vitaphone beauts in chorine garb dispensed the sweets
Breaking all b.o. records for Radio City Music Hall,
"Little Women" played to 167,000 and grossed $118,000 for the
week ending last nite
holding over for two more weeks
The new Hays association advertising and publicity
censor system will commence to function Monday, with J. J.
McCarthy
in charge.
there will be a reading staff of
six
the unit will pass on press books, advertising and
other publicity matter Columbia has arranged two broadcasting tie-ups for Gregory Ratoff
he will talk over the
air with Rudy Vallee tonite, and with Eddie Cantor on Sunday
eve
Peter Freuchen, author of "Eskimo," will be guest
Friday at a luncheon given by the American Museum of Natural
History

learned

yesterday.

Miss

Ab-

to The
Film to Daily
other staterr
thar "-"■'•
bott refused
make any
say that she has asked for eii
the abolition of block booking c
sufficient amount of eliminatioi
allow pictures alleged to be hi
ful to children's morals to be cancelled by an exhibitor.
She declined to reveal what she had done
along this line other than to state
she haddeputy.
presented her case to the
NRA
A rumor that she has the backing of Secretary of Labor Perkins
was unconfirmed. She refused to
answer the question.

it. Louis Fox Theater
Joins Price-Cutting War

Ousting- of William Fox
Is Told at Bank Probe

(Continued from Page 1)

the Fox control fight.
The bank's
loans to Fox enemies totaled $103,685,000 in about 18 months, records
showed. More revelations were made
of profits by bankers, without putting up a dollar, through the various
stock and debenture issa
in e
the bankers
participatec

rents in orchestra and 2,000 seats
J't 25 cents after 6 p.m.
Mezzanine
eats 35 cents to 6 p.m. and therefter 55 cents,
ii A protest meeting was attended
y representatives of every subse. iient run theater in town. They dejj ided to confine price slashing to
:' he Grand Boulevard for the time
The Ambassador and Loew's
tate, downtown first run, also are
: eing.
emporarily standing pat.
100 Enroll in Film School
One hundred students, the capacity
of accommodations, have already enrolled in the Harry Alan Potamkin Film
School, sponsored by the Film and Photo
League and now in its second week,
if is announced by Tom Brandon, director. Tuition fees are based on the
ability of students to pay. Exhibitors
in the metropolitan area are being asked
by Brandon to extend reduced rates to
the students. Other individuals interested in helping are invited to send
books, magazines
and equipment.

(Continued from Page

Quincy, Mich. — The Our theater
has been taken over by F. H. Cotton from H. J. Rinegold.
Providence, R. I. — Leonard
Amusement Co., Inc., has been chartered by Anna E. Goldberg of
Brookline, Mass., Leonard Goldberg
and Herman Koffler.
Cincinnati — Buddy Winthrop has
shifted from RKO publicity office to
the Paramount here.
Cincinnati — Clem Pope has resigned as local manager
of the
RKO Albee.
William Dod 1
tant manager will be in t
charge.
Fort Worth, Tex. — Bob
former publicity director
Palace, has been appoinl
ager of the Majestic.

East Jordan, Mich. — The Temple
has reopened under new management of Hollis Drew of Grand
Rapids.

1)

below
to the
puh ;'
lating the
the cost
ousting
of Hal:
& Co. from the banking house ;
aligned with Chase, an official i
latter, Murray W. Dodge, said that
with Halsey, Stuart out it would
be possible to discuss future financing of the movie
venture
with
Denver — West Masters has reKuhn, Loeb & Co. There was some
signed as organist at the Para- dispute, however,
on splitting the
mount and has left for San Fran"gravy."
Fox himself will take the
cisco, where he will ■ play at the stand
today or tomorrow.
ranada.

Denver — Emmett Thurman, secretary of the Rocky Mountain Theater Owners' Ass'n, was elected
president of the Colorado Sportsmen's Protective League.

Canton, O. — Dick Crusiger, for
iore than two years manager of
Earner's Alhambra, is leaving the
cal house soon to be assigned to
nother
Warner theater in northistern Ohio.

Monogram

to Start Two

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Monogram
will
place
"Beggars
in Ermine"
in work
Nov. 27
and
"Mystery
Liner"
starts
Nov.
29.

THE

DAILY
■gfr*

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

'"J'HE
by Hugoin Riesenfeld,CRISIS,"
and presented
one of
the Ziegfeld "Follies," is the second
short starring Helen Morgan to be
produced by Educational at the
Eastern
Service studio in Astoria.

PERMITTING
Paulrelease
Malvern,
ducer, to meet
datesproon
two Lone Star westerns with John
Wayne, Monogram has postponed
the starting date on "Mystery
•
Liner" until Dec. 10. The westerns,
Shooting ivas completed yesterday "West of the Divide" and "Blue
at the Fox Movietone studio by the Steel," are scheduled for immediate
production
with R. N. Bradbury directing.
Meyer Davis unit on "Hot 'n' Bothered," Van Beuren two-reel feuturette starring Ethel Waters.
Lew Brown and Jay Gorney have
Supporting Miss Waters in the completed work on the music and
short, directed by Leigh Jason, was
Frank Wilson, The Southernaires, lyrics of nine songs for "Fox FolNBC Quartette, Rosamond Johnson's Negro spiritual choir, Hamtree
Jesse L. Lasky, who years ago had
Harrington, Joe Byrd and a chorus
vaudeville act called "Lasky's
including girls from the Cotton a lies."
Club Revue, Burnet Hershey and Redheads," will have 80 redheads in
Bert Granet are credited with the his musical picture, "Red Heads on
story, with Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Parade," for Fox. Barry Trivers
and Joseph Mankiewicz are the auLevitt doing the camera- work.
thors.

*

*

*

Ben Blue, recently signed to a
Richard Barthelmess in "A Modlong term contract by Warners for
ern Hero" starts work Monday at
a series of shorts, will complete one First National. George W. Pabst
more at the Brooklyn plant before will direct.
he sails for London, where he is
scheduled to appear early in JanuRay Walker, who appears in
ary at the Cafe de Paris.
Monogram's "He Couldn't Take It"
•
Mich. Allied Convention Committee
"Cuba," latest release of the Vagabond Adventure Series, has been
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Local committee on arrangements for the ancompleted at the Van Beuren Stunual convention of Allied Theaters
dio, the accompanying narration be- of Michigan includes Allen Johnson,
ing delivered by Alois Havrilla.
William U. Murray, Emmett Good•
rich, Oscar Varneau, Howard T.
Sigmund Spaeth, known on the Reynolds, Roy G. Taylor and G. L.
air and screen as the Tune Detec- Wilier. Convention dates, tentatively Dec. 5-6, will be definitely
tive, starts work today in a "Pepper
Pot" short at the Vitaphone studio determined after the motion picture
in Brooklyn. The Revelers, mixed code has been signed by President
quartet, also radio entertainers, will Roosevelt.
appear in this short. Betty Kean
Service Staff Union Formed
and Jack Reese, dance team, appearopposite Spaeth.
St. Louis — Embracing about 250
ushers, with cashiers and ticket
takers also to be asked to join, the
Mrs. Reginald
Barlow
Dead
Building Service Employes InternaWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
tional Union, Local, 111, launched
Los Angeles — Mrs. Reginald Bar- this week at a meeting in Theatrical
low, who was known on the stage
headquarters, is seekas Selma Rose, died here this week Brotherhood
ing recognition by theaters. No
at the age of 60. Her husband is other demands are made at this
Col. Reginald Barlow of the films. time. Officers are Thomas W. Allen, president; Rolla Denness, vicepresident; William Roch, treasurer;
Youngstown Houses Absorb Tax
Edward
J. Burke,, secretary.
Youngstown — Joseph Shagrin,
manager of the Park and ParaGeorge Trumbull Dead
mount, is changing admission prices
at both houses immediately, with
Denver — George Trumbull, 42,
the theaters absorbing the tax.
manager of the Colorado theater,
died at his home here.
Para.

Premieres

Two

Two Paramount releases had their
Broadway premieres yesterday, the Marx
Brothers' "Duck Soup" opening in the
morning at the Rivoli, while "Design
for Living," directed by Ernst Lubitsch,
with Gary Cooper, Miriam Hopkins and
Fredric March, started its two-a-day
run last night at the Criterion. Both
were reviewed
Nov. 17 in FILM
DAILY.

►//

SHORT

By CHAS. ALICOATE

•

Thursday, Nov. 23, 1933

Leon Leventhal at Columbia
Leon Leventhal has joined Columbia's story department in the charge
of Jeanne Cohen.

WILK

SUBJECTS

"Freak Fish of the Seven Seas"
William Alexander
14 mins
Good Novelty

and has been signed for several
more pictures, is being borrowed by
Some of the most intimate shot
Columbia.
^
^
#
ever taken of seldom-seen deep se?
monsters are shown in this interest
Monogram has signed Virginia ing film. A few smaller fish ar
Brown Faire for "West of the Di- included, among them the "trigger
vide," with John Wayne.
fish and some specimens that put
up like a balloon when attacked
Wanda Tuchock, writer, has been The reel ends with some great shot
made a director at RKO and will of sharks and pilot fish, and a hand
to-hand battle between a shark an<
handle "Just Off Fifth Avenue."
a daring young fisherman. The ree
Clarence Brown, in company with abounds with novelty. Musica
John Meehan, scenarist, has gone tory.
background is okay and the narra
to Palm Springs to concentrate on tive by William Hurst is satisfac
his next assignment, an untitled
story in which Joan Crawford will
star. Brown was scheduled to direct "Sacred and Profane Love,"
"The Busy Bee"
which has now been postponed.
(Conflicts of Nature Series)
9 min
Interesting
Unless he finds a story which is Principal
satisfactory to him in every respect,
Richard Wallace plans to accept the
Another engrossing subject in th(,
lucrative offer made him by British series showing how nature apparent
International and will sail for Lon- ly conflicts. In this one the bees
don following the completion of the which on the one hand are feared b:
cutting of his latest Paramount people for their sting, are shown ii-(
their productive occupation of mak
production, "Eight Girls In A Boat." tertaining.
ing honey. Both instructive and en-;
Merna Kennedy will appear in
First National's "Wonder Bar."
"Invisible Man" Holds 6 Days
"Bosko's Mechanical Man"
Universal's "Invisible Man," being Vitaphone (Looney Tune)
held over Starting Friday at the
7 mins
Old Roxy, will play an extra six
Good
days, with "Hoopla," starring Clara
In order to get
out of working
Bow, opening Thursday.
Bosko creates a mechanical man b;
putting together a lot of odds an<
Western
Kansas
Business
Off
ends from flat-irons to stove-pipes
Kansas City — Theaters in western Then the robot starts in to cut cap
Kansas are not faring so well, due ers, doing a lot of destruction, unti
to lack of money and poor crops, it finally blows up. An entertaining
according to Harry Taylor, local Co- animated cartoon.
lumbia manager, who just returned
from a tour of the section.
Okay
Para. Has Piece of Stage Hit
Paramount has a financial interest in "She Loves Me Not," which
opened Tuesday night, with rave
notices from Broadway critics resulting. Company will film the play.
Fadman Gets Two More Pictures
European and African distribution rights to "Virgins of Bali" and
"Syama" have been purchased from
William Pizor by Edwin Miles
Fadman of Films Red Star of Paris.
Fire Doesn't Scare Audience
Fall River, Mass. — A fire raging
in the Academy of Music building
didn't scare an audience attending
a show on the second floor. They refused to obey when the manager
asked the folks to leave, so police
had to be called to force them out.

Gerald Whitney Heads Chamber
Showing
Kodacolor
Films
Boulder, Colo. — Gerald Whitney,
John Harsen Rhoades will present city manager for Fox, was elected
president of the local chamber of
a collection of Kodacolor films at commerce.
the Hotel Carlyle tonight.

"Leave
to Dad"
(MermaidIt Comedy)
Educational
20 mins

lit

Using a plot that has done goo
service on many other occasions.
this turns out to be a fairly satisfy
ing two-reeler. Action revolve
around the well-known situation o;I
a, couple of youngsters with matri]
monial yearnings being opposed bj
their never
parents,
widowed
buhave
metwho
eachareother.
A meet
ing takes place, however, with cir
cumstances leading up to the respec<
tive father and mother marryin '
themselves.

Annual
to induce
P. O. campaign
Urges 'Mail
Early'early
mailing of Christmas cards and parcels
in order to insure delivery before
Christmas Day has been launched by
-Postmaster J. J. Kiely and Assistant
Postmaster C. Lubin. The Postmaster
General has announced that there will
be no deliveries on Sunday, Dec. 24,
and Monday,
Dec. 25.

-
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Wm. Fox Names Mayer and Others in LoewDealFlop

NO OFFICIAL ADMISSION ON CODE GOING SOUTH
la. -Neb. Allied Vote Against Lester Martin Quitting
Members in Ballot by Mail
Reject Resignation of
Secretary-Treas.

Short Shots
. . . on-a-string

->

—
■

By

JACK

\AJE

KNOW

'
ZODE

picture
outcome

ALICOATE —

of some
plans
...

rather AMBITIOUS

awaiting
The most

the
final
POPULAR

"•heaters are usually
those
with
the most
' I0MFORTABLE seats . . . ARTHUR loew
ind the MRS. radio that all is well on that
•ound-the-world-tour
iion films, back
of
experimentation,

(.Continued on Page 4)

. . . THIRD
dimenwhich
are YEARS
of

are still NOT

practical for

,.-he
theater
. . . EUGENE
o'neill
again
3PINES that he is NOT interested in the
icreen
'-.eems

...

Of all those

MOST

involved,

satisfied with

LABOR

the code

. . .

;j-ooks
now
like over
SIX
MILLION
will
:iiave visited the RKO Music Hall during its
;' irst year . . . S. JAY kaufman, the DAD'3Y of the chatter columnists, may be back
n pictures SOON.
a
AM

goldwyn,

after years of service, is

still the most COLORFUL personality
fi the industry . . . Our coast staff infos
hat it is harder to get the REAL age of
nale stars than
those of the ladies . . .
• OHN flinn has jumped the gun on the
(ELIEF FUND DRIVE and is doing a
3REAT job of it . . . GEORGE skouras is
he ORATOR of the family ... A scientist
;oes to gieat length to tell us that COLOR
■ iix are NOT as hard on the eyes as the
ilack-and-whites ... If anyone deserves
■IOT to be criticized for his TOLERANCE
; t is that square-shooter

SOL

rosenblatt . . .

'i'iRNST lubitsch has NOT lost that touch;
"ATTEST "Design for Living."

•

USINESS
good

is
ones

SPOTTY,
getting

with
the

only

money

the
.

.

1i 'Little Women" was passed up by most
■f the smart boys
before
landing at the
- :KO Radio lot . . . The run-of-the-mill
■HORT PRODUCT coming through is deidedly better . . . Two important EXECS
re again MAKING FACES at each other
. . BEN blumenthal is again taking an
■ctive interest in pictures . . . We wonder
ow well that gorgeous piece of feminine
skimo architecture in "Eskimo" speaks
inglish . . . She certainly throws that
'Eskimo"
language
around
like nobody's
^.usiness . . . Yes, our career in POLITICS
as come

and gone, if anybody's interested.

Des Moines — Resignation of Lester Martin as secretary-treasurer of
Allied Theater Owners of Iowa and
Nebraska has been rejected by
members of the organization in a
vote conducted by mail. The association will continue to function as

.

DECISION RESERVED
ON LABOR VIOLATIONS

Nothing on Salaries
Wash. Bur. of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Department of Justice
stated yesterday that its memo on the
movie code did not concern legality
of salary regulation. The Department
admitted, however, that an opinion on
other aspects of the code was asked
of its anti-trust
division.

COLUMBIA EARNINGS
SHOW ANOTHER JUMP

Filmsof Not
NRA'sto List
Codeson Taken
President
Bv
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Although it is taken
for granted that the film code was
among those taken to Warm Springs
yesterday by General Johnson for
delivery to President Roosevelt,
neither the film, radio or newspa(.Contitmed

on Page

8)

WIS. MPTOPLEDGE
SUPPORT OF CODE

Net profit of Columbia for the
quarter ended Sept. 30 was $241,778.63, equal, after all charges and
preferred dividends, to approximateDecision as to whether the I. T.
ly $1.36 a share on the common.
By FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent
This compares with $220,027.98 or
0. A. may continue to work its em- $1.23
Milwaukee — A resolution pledga
share
in
the
corresponding
ployees 52 hours a week pending the
ing themselves to such a code as
signing of the code was reserved yes- period last year.
Consolidated balance sheet as of may be adopted to the best interterday by the NRA Compliance
(Continued on Page 4)
ests of their business so that the
Board following the testimony of
National Recovery Act may not be
Milton C. Weisman, counsel for the
hampered was adopted by members
(Continued
on Page 8)
Joe Brandt is Reported
of the M. P. T. 0. of Wisconsin and
With
Rosenzweig
Venture
at the closing sesCriminologist Refutes
Joe Brandt, former Columbia Uppersion ofMichigan
the annual convention here
Charges Against Films president,
is understood to have be- yesterday.
Fred onS. Page
Meyer8) was re(Continucd
come associated with the new film
Refuting claims frequently made
that films have a bad influence on company plan projected by Charles
youth, Dr. Carleton Simon, crim- Rosenzweig, formerly general sales President Will Wield
inologist, in a statement yesterday manager of Columbia. Sam Rosoff,
Block Booking Stick
at hearings before the U. S. Senate contractor and builder, is reported
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
(Continued
on Page 8)
likely to help finance the firm.
Washington — -The set of model
code provisions, first revealed in
The Film Daily on Nov. 15, under
which the President may invoke certain clauses including one that
would abolish
booking,
will
(Continuedblock
on Page
4)

Department of Justice Records
Changed Against Him, Says Fox
Siegel Quits Paramount
To Re-enter Exhibition
Henry Siegel has resigned as
New York branch manager for
Paramount and has been succeeded
by Myron Sattler, who has been
New Jersey manager. Edward Bell,
salesman, succeeds Sattler. Siegel,
who at present has three theaters,
plans to re-enter exhibition and increase size of his circuit.
The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
An
Established
Reputation
For Accuracy. — Advt.

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Taking the stand
before the Senate banking investigation to tell how he was "forced
out of business" by a. banking pool,
William Fox yesterday brought in
the names of Louis B. Mayer, President Hoover and various Department of Justice officials, in addition
to Harley L. Clarke and the Chase
bank group,
figuring
in theAmong
overthrow of hisasfilm
empire.
statements made by Fox, many of
which have
appeared
before
in the
(Continued
on Page
4)

Scrambled

Dual

New Orleans — A new kind of doublefeaturing was witnessed at the Orpheum
here this week when Constance Bennett
in "After Tonight" was doubled with
Jack Holt in "Master of Men." Evidently in last minute cutting, a scene showing Connie eluding pursuers got pasted
onto the Holt film, with the result
that Connie

The

picture.
1934
Film

Education

walked

Daily

right into Jack's

Year

In Pictures. — Advt.
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Rowland-Brice to Make
Phil Meyer Acquires
Four More for 1934-35
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Dave Cohen, for 21 years in
charge of M. E. Comerford houses
m the Bmghamton district, has established his headquarters at the
A. & B. Dow vaudeville agency,
New York, to handle vaudeville
bookings for the circuit's 11 houses
on this policy. Ned Kornblite, a
Comerford partner, who retired
from active connection with exhibition several years ago, has returned
to take charge of the 12 theaters
formerly supervised by Cohen. Budd
Irwin is with Cohen as his aide.
These moves follow plans for allowing Amalgamated Vaudeville Agency to lapse into inactivity.

1/2
i/4
l/8

Alvin T. Sapinsley represented Metropolitan in the proceeding before Referee Davis,
and Keppler & Keppler represented Sono Art.

U/s —+
2

%i/g

John Dowd on RKO Theater Advg.
John A. Dowd has been appointed manager of the publicity and
advertising department of RKO
Theaters to succeed A. P. Waxman,
who recently resigned. Elliston
Vinson, recently manager of the
Scollay Square, Boston, will soon Kansas Town to Vote on Blue Law
join the department to handle genManhattan, Kan. — Local controeral exploitation and publicity
versy over Sunday movies is to be
work.
settled at an informal election set
for Dec. 7 to 9 by the city commisJames Brennan Dies
sion. On those dates all duly regJersey City — James M. Brennan,
istered citizens will be permitted to
who built and operated several Jer- cast secret
ballots on the issue.
sey houses, died this week of a heart
attack at his home. He was 60
Grinding 18 Hours a Day
years old.
Under its new film policy, the

61/s
Id/2
21/4
18'/2

IOI/2
21/4

.....

I8I/2

6Vs —
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Paramount 6s 47 ctfs 23 V2
Par. 5i/2s50 filed. .24

23 1/2
24

23 1/2 —
24

l/2

Publix

of a dispute between Metropolitan Sound
Studios and Sono Art, now known as Pictures Realization Corp. Metropolitan claimed
the funds by an assignment from Sono Art.
Both companies are now in bankruptcy and
the Trustee for Sono Art disputed the validity
of the assignment.
While the dispute between the two Trustees
in bankruptcy was pending, Paramount went
into bankruptcy and the Trustee made the
claim that the fund belonged to the creditors
of Paramount, and that Sono Art and Metro
politan were merely general creditors. Thereupon this proceeding was brought by the
Trustees in bankruptcy of the two companies
to -declare the fund as a trust fund, ; nd
directing the Trustees of Paramount to turn
the fund over to them so that they might
determine as between them to whom the fund
belonged.

Dave Cohen to Book
Vaude for Comerford

9 1/8
91/4 —
76%
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decision directing the Paramount trustees to turn over to the
trustees for Sono Art Co. and Metropolitan Sound Studios the sum of
$15,388.63, claimed by them to be
a trust fund, has been handed down
by Referee Henry K. Davis, in a
controversy growing out of the distribution by Paramount of the picThe ture
fund "Honeymoon
was held byLane."
Paramount because
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Paramount to Release
"Honeymoon Lane" Fund

General Pictures Exchange, headed by Phil Meyer, has acquired
world rights to 12 features to be
produced by Pyramid Productions.
First will be "It Happened at Midnight," which goes into distribution
in January, with others to follow
at the rate of one a month.
Titles of the other 11 pictures
are: "Night Lights," "The Beautiful Unknown," "Forgotten Women,"
"Crash in Midair," "To the Highest
Bidder," "Radio Dragnet," "Back
Page," "Punishment," "Between
Floors," "Yellow Cargo."
Meyer, who is distributing "The
Film Parade" in New York territory, has signed with Loew to play
the picture on all of its houses starting Dec. 19.
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In addition to the four features
which Rowland-Brice are producing
for 1933-34 release, the company
plans a similar program for 193435, William Rowland stated yesterday. Third picture, an original
musical, on its current list goes into
production soon at the Eastern Service Studio on Long Island, with
"Sweet Adeline," stage musical, to
be the fourth.
"Ex-Judge" will be the first for
1934-35. Two of the features will
be produced in association with
Lee Shubert.
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"Sheik" Revival Extended
Revival showing of Rudolph
entino's "The Sheik" has been
tended four more days at the
St. Playhouse. "Beau Geste"
follow on Monday.

Valex55th
will

Book Nudist Film
Fox Master Art Pictures is distributing "Elysia," nudist picture produced
in this country. Bookings have been
obtained for Warner houses in Chicago
and Milwaukee, Loew houses in Boston
and the Balaban
house
in Detroit.

Bellman Gets Bachman Lineup
Jack Bellman of Hollywood Film
Exchanges has closed a deal for distribution of J. G. Bachman's 12 Preferred Pictures releases in New
York, Buffalo, Philadelphia and
Washington.

Oppose Ad Censorship Setup
Dissatisfied with the personnel of
the advertising and publicity managers' committee engaged in working out a copy censorship arrangement in conjunction with J. J. McCarthy of the Hays organization,
two companies are reported planning to protest to Will H. Hays. Columbia is definitely objecting to the
committee makeup and Paramount
is understood to share the view.

Sam H. Harris Theater, formerly
legitimate, is giving continuous performances from 8 A. M. to 2:30
A. M., with three weekly changes
of program.

Sparks Circuit Staff Changes
Miami, Fla. — Recent shifts of perAnother New House for Richmond
sonnel in Sparks houses include:
Richmond, Va. — -Permit to erect P. P. Peeler, transferred from the
a theater in the West End residen- Paramount here to the Oakley, Lake
tial district has been obtained by Worth; F. L. Alig, Jr., assigned to
Realty Investment Corp. A building manage the Howell, Walatka; Byron
at 2820 West Cary St. will be re- Cooper, transferred to the Ritz,
modeled.
Winter Haven.
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What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

Engravers

"CITY"

ENGRAVING
LL—
CAPHOTO
(Day and Night Service)
250 W. 54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

N. Y. C.

5-6741

Equipment
VORTKAMP AND COMPANY
Lamps
ALL OTHER

and

Carbons

THEATER

SUPPLIES

1600 B'way, CH. 4-5550

N. Y. C.

Floor Mats

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TyL-A-MATS

Send for Booklet
O. W. JACKSON & CO., INC.
"The World's Largest Mat House"

225-241

WEST 34th
LAckawanna

ST., NEW
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

BERLIN

• Hand Coloring •

HAND

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City

Printing

UNiversiry 4-2073

PRINTING
Service — Quality —
Price
Modern — Economical — Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.
229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740

IN. ..AS
SAVAGE WITH THIS FOLLOW-UP SENSATION
More

of everything

show

...

You'll

that makes

a showman's

glow with

show

satisfaction

the crowds

...

pay out. A great

a ticket-seller's jamboree.

?ftffltt<%Ks'.«ount

up

your rece'Pts

HOOPLA
with

PRESTON
RICHARD
Herbert
Gleason

FOSTER
CROMWELL

Mundin
• Minna

• James
Gombell

From the play "The Barker" by JOHN
KENYON NICHOLSON.
Stage play

produced by CHARLES L. WAGNER.
Al Rockett Production

Your patrons always like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

Directed by FRANK

LLOYD

THE

THE

WM. FOX NAMES MAYER
IN LOEW DEAL FLOP

III II. DALY

trade press and in his biographical
volume, were:

IA.-NEB. ALLIED VOTE
FOR MARTIN TO STAY
(.Continued from Page

an independent unit until the national body, Allied States Ass'n, removes its criticism, President Clifford L. Niles of the Iowa-Nebraska
unit, has written Abram F. Myers,
Allied States chairman and counsel.

Columbia Earnings
Show Another Jump
(Continued from Page

1)

September 30, 1933 shows current
assets of $6,668,942.67, against
which there were total liabilities of
$2,069,196.49, leaving an earned
surplus of $2,213,771.46. Cash aggregated $960,224.98, including
$200,000 U. S. treasury certificates.
An increase in sales and a substantial increase in returns from the
foreign field because of the greater
value of foreign currencies in terms
of the dollar were partly responsible for the higher earnings.
Chi. Palace Gets "Little Women"
Chicago — "Little Women," over
which there has been spirited bidding by local theaters, will open at
the RKO Palace Dec. 1 for a twoweek run. On Thanksgiving Day
the picture will be released in all
of the RKO and Mort Singer houses
in the Chicago division with the exception of Champaign, 111., 11 houses
in all.
New Alberta Amusement Tax
Calgary, Alberta — A new amusement tax of three cents on admissions up to 25 cents and five cents
on tickets between 25 and 50 cents
has been announced by Premier J.
E. Brownlee of Alberta.

Coming and Going
CARL LAEMMLE, who is in New York, plans
to return to the Coast on Monday.
EDWIN MILES FADMAN of Films Red Star,
Paris, sails tomorrow on the lie de France
after a stay of several weeks in New York
lining up product
for distribution
abroad.
HOWARD S. CULLMAN of the original Roxy
returns to New
York today
from Washington.
WERA ENGELS, foreign actress brought tc
the coast by RKO, is back in New York and
stopping
at the Lombardy.
NORMA TALMADGE and GEORGE
arrived
in Palm
Beach.

(Continued from Page

1)

JESSEL have

ROBERT (Believe It or Not) RIPLEY arrives
in New York today on the Europa from abroad.
PAUL MUNI, having completed "Hi, Nellie"
for Warners, leaves Hollywood in about a week
for New York. Mrs. Muni will accompany
him.
ENRIQUE BAEZ, general manager for United
Artists in Brazil, has arrived in New York
to discuss the new season's program with executives of the company. He will remain
about
six weeks.
SCHECHTER, attorney for independents, was in Washington yesterday, understood to be conferring on the slot-machine
hearing
principally.

•
•
• A MOST enlightening talk on the work of the
Story Editor was given at the AMPA by Howard Smith
who acts in that capacity for 20th Century Pictures
he
detailed the methods by which his company selects and builds
box-office pictures that is the first and last consideration
it has to have the ole B. O. label all over it
otherwise it has no place on the company's program
the pressageys realized when he got through that a story editor who
knows his job as does Mister Smith, must have a thorough
knowledge of the requirements of the advertising and publicity
departments
so that the selling material for them to go
to work on will be incorporated right in the production ....
it was one of the most helpful talks the AMPA boys have had
the pleasure of listening to
•
•
• AS ONE who knew the gent
Gordon White
introduced Al Christie, and gave him a great send-off . . .
Al got out of a sick bed to attend the luncheon
he gave
some highlights of his picture career of 22 years
then he
introduced Ernest Truex
assuring the guests that Ernie
would slay 'em with his stories
but the sight of so many
pressageys must have awed the lad
he tells his best
stories when he has just two or three mugs in a huddle .
Gary Cooper admitted that he gets most of his love technique
from reading love stories
Ona Munson and Stanley Smith
put on a number from their show, "Hold Your Horses"
• •
• IT WAS the biggest attendance Prexy John Flinn
has had
for the Film Daily Relief Fund they auctioned
off three copies of "Design for Living"
autographed by
Ernst Lubitsch
which brought the Fund up 53 smackers
and 20 more at the gate
not bad .
next
week the luncheon will be Wednesday with a turkey raffle.
• •
• FOLLOWING ON the success of "Little
Coast reports indicate that producers are showing
interest in several Gene Stratton Porter stories
"Keeper of the Bees" and "Girl of the Limberlost"
looks as if there will be a flood of wholesome screen
and the screens
* can*certainly
* stand* 'em

Women"
increased
such as
material

• O
• ADDED STARTER on the Paramount stage show
opening today will be Ed Sullivan
Tonite at the Shuberi
theater will be ushered in "The Drums Begin"
in the cast
is Alice Reinheart, who has worked in various pix and is well
known on the air
Frank Wilstach is still confined to his
home with grippe
$
> *
*
*
• • • IN ORDER to properly celebrate Repeal on Dec.
5th, Charles Stern, assistant treasurer of M-G-M, is sending
out invitations to a party at his Riverside Drive residence ....
on a special letterhead that gives you a slight idea wot a hilarious party it is gonna be
one of the pranks will have the
guests blindfolded and provided with corkscrews
with
prizes to those who are able to plant the weapon in the cork
of an enormous bottle

1)

That he paid $2,000,000 to Mayer in settlement of a previous claim and then received
a promise from him to aid in getting the
Department
Loew merger.of Justice's approval of the FoxThat Mayer told him that he had caused
the Department of Justice records to bj
changed.
That, after being given to under tand it
was okay for him to acquire the Loew stock,
the change in administration, with Hoover
coming in, upset the situation and he was
told by Republican leaders that "it would
payThat
him he
to have
a talk
with Mayer
Louis B.$2,000,000
Mayer."
offered
to give
in cash if and when the merger went through
— Mayer having felt he was unfairly treat. I
by not being allowed to get in on the deaj
when Fox bought the big block of Loew stock
at prices far above the market.
That when he told Mayer of his difficulties
with the Department
ot Justice unuer iiu. .
new the
administrat'on,
Mayer back, saidbut heit would
coulu |
have
records changed
be harder.
That he believed it was Harley L. Clarke,
not Mayer, who actually had the records
changed, if they were changed.
That he called on Hoover and was as-ured
he would obtain fair treatment from the Department of Justice.

President Will Wield
Block Booking Stick
(Continued from Pa-je 1)

be made public soon by General Johnson, it is authoritatively
reported. The provisions, which were
approved by Johnson, also include
clauses to outlaw tieing-in, such
as the forced sale of shorts with
features. The block booking feature
is covered under the caption of
"coercion." Whether the President
will use the powers embodied in
this model code is not known, but
it is regarded as significant that
the instrumentality has been created. In some quarters it is felt
that if the coercion clause does not
make its appearance in the film code
at present, it will creep in later.
Yiddish Film May Move Uptown
"Laughter Through Tears," Yiddish dialogue feature released by
Worldkino and now having a run at
the Acme on Fourteenth St., may be
moved uptown for a two-a-day run.
Circuits are reported bidding for the

picture.

MANY HAPPY RETURNS,

•

• • WONDER WHAT chance an exhib has who wanders into the domain of the Publix Enterprises trustees
as you enter, you pass through the offices of Messrs. Mennis,
Hurt and Lynch!
Today the Capitol inaugurates a new
stage show policy
the house will offer a 65-piece orchestra in its pit, with Don Albert conducting.
and a ballet
type of stage production

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:
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THE REORDERS ARE ROLLING IN!
From Ed Fay of Providen
ce-from Bill Keyes
of Dayton -from Ike
libson of Cincinnati
and scores of others
. . . a flood of book■•"9S for FULl-WEEK
return engagements
of
the screen classic of
all ,ime . . . George

ARIIIS DIIRAEl
These smart showmen

know there are mill-

■ons who wan, to see "D
israeli" aga;„...They
know there's A NEW
GENERATION that has
"ever seen it...They kn
owtheycantfindanywhere a better family
show!... Take their tip
!

WARNER BROS. HAVE THE SHOW
YOU NEED FOR THANKSGIVING
AND CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS
Vffagroph, Inc., Distributo
rs

WHEREVER

A HUMAN HEART BEA1

NEW

YORK

CITY OF 7,000,000
THE SEVENTH DAY
GREATER THAN THE
FIRST.. .AND THAT
BROKE RECORDS AT
RADIO CITY. . .
Thursday .
Friday . .
Saturday.
Sunday
.
Monday .
Tuesday .

.
.
,,
.
.
.

Wednesday

. November 16,
. November 17,
. November 18,
. November 19,
. November 20,
. November 21,

23,073

. November

23,761

22,

23,033
28,354
22,915
21,561
23,148

165,845 PEOPLE
In A Single Week! ... Eye -Staggering Figures!
and Continuing Indefinitely At Radio City!

KATHARINE

HEPBURN

in "LITTLE WOMEN

by LOUISA MAY ALCOTT...with JOAN BENNETT.. PAUL LUKAS
FRANCES DEE . . JEAN PARKER . . EDNA MAY OLIVER . . Douglas
Montgomery . . Henry Stephenson . . Directed by GEORGE CUKO
MERIAN

C. COOPER,

Executive Producer .. Kenneth Macgowan, Associa

. . . THE ANSWER

IS THE SAME!
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CAPACITY ACTIVITY
AT WARNER STUDIOS
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Addition of three
pictures to the group in work yesterday brought the number in production up to seven, marking capacity activity at the Burbank plant.
The new starters are "Journal of
Crime," "Gambling Lady" and
"'Heat Lightning." Others in work
are "Wonder Bar," "As the Earth
Turns," "Hell's Bells" and "Mandalay."
Two others, "The Heir Chaser"
and "A Modern Hero," start in a
few days.

Wisconsin MPTO Pledge
Support
of Film Code
{Continued from Page 1)

elected president. Others elected
were: Jack Silliman. Milwaukee,
vice-president; Ernest Langemack,
Milwaukee, treasurer; W. L. Ainsworth, Fond du Lac, secretary, and
the following directors: Ross Baldwin, Earl Fischer, George Fischer,
H. J. Fitzgerald, J. S. Grauman, A.
C. Gutenberg, Johnny Jones, Paul
Langheinrich, Jr., A. D. Kvool, D.
E. Weshner, all of Milwaukee; A.
C. Berkholtz, West Bend; H. C.
Buchanan, Superior; R. S. Guiterman, Manitowoc; Frank Koppelberger, La Crosse; William Roob, Port
Washington; L. F. Thurwachter,
Waukesha; Martin Thomas. Intermountain, Mich.

9 Educational Comedies
Are Set for Production
Educational's production activities
are taking a jump, with two subjects going in work immediately and
seven others being readied to start
soon. Shooting begins today on
the third Coronet Comedy which
Jack White is producing at the Astoria Studios, and on a new Andy
Clyde Comedy, tentatively titled
"Springtime and Gypsies."
Al Christie is planning to place
in production next week the second
in the new Star Comedy Specials,
starring Ernest Truex. A Stoopnagle and Budd starring comedy and
a Musical Comedy are Christie's
next two assignments.
Jack White will make another
musical following completion of the
Coronet Comedy now shooting with
Charles Judels and Tom Patricola
in the leading roles.
On the coast, story preparations
are under way on new subjects in
the Mermaid, Frolics of Youth and
Andy Clyde Comedy series.
Otto Lederer Laid Up
Otto Lederer of First Division is
ill at his home.
Buy 10 Stories for '34-35

Columbia has already purchased 10
stories for its 1934-35 program. Three
yarns are being acquired for Elissa Landi,
who is now in New York on a vacation.

A LITTLE from "LOTS

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
aret have been added to the cast of

NO OFFICIAL WORD
ON CODE GOING SOU!
(Continued from Page

1)

per code was on the official list fl
TAMES CAGNEY and Joan Blon- Monogram's "Woman's Man," which NRA of 14 codes that went souy
Edward
Luddy
is
directing
for
the
with the Administrator. In view d
J dell will be teamed again by War- Ben Verschleiser unit.
the General's statement a few dafl
ners
in
"The
Heir
Chaser,"
going
in work shortly.
ago, however, the draft may ha-q
Roy Del Ruth, commenting on the been taken along despite not beixj
Lola Lane was cut and bruised in number of former marquee names on the list, but nobody around NRj
an auto accident this week. She who are now in Hollywood willing headquarters was sure about it. Al
was taken to the Hollywood Police to do bits in pictures without the that Colonel Lea's office would sJ
Hospital for treatment.
formality of screen credit, says that was that the code was in the Gel
* *
*
hands. One source remark!
in his two recent Warner produc- eral's
that the NRA may not wish 1
Patricia Ellis will play a vamp
tions, "Bureau of Missing Persons" state the code went to the PreJ
role
Warner's "Harold Teen" with and "Fingerman," he used about 20 dent in case it should be rejectel
Hal inLeRoy.
actors who, though not billed, and
New Code Authority Committee
some of whom didn't speak a line,
Johnston
yesterday named
Colonel Robel
were
at
one
time
or
other
stars
in
Lee Tracy's five-year contract
W. Lea as chairman of the new code autlv
has been terminated by M-G-M, offi- their own rights.
ity organization
committee
which NRA
hi
cials of the company are reported to
created to assist and advise both deputy al
ministrators
and
existing
code
authorities
have advised the Mexican governorganization
and
procedure
for code
cc.
ment, which squawked over alleged
Addie McPhail, widow of the late pliance.
Other members consist of Dr. WJ
insulting conduct by the star while Roscoe Arbuckle, returns to the man of the Labor Advisory Board; Loil
screen for the first time since the Kirstein, Dr. Wilson Compton of the NR:
making
"Viva* Villa"
in
*
# Mexico.
association division:
Blackwell
SmiJ
death of her husband, in a new Edu- trade
associate
counsel
of NRA,
and
Frank!
cational-Andy
Clyde
Comedy,
tentaPollack of the compliance
division.
Robert Lord's original story,
Other government departments are to J
tively titled "Springtime And Gyp"Dames," and the Elmer Davis
sies." Cast also includes John vise with the committee through the fl
lowing: Edward F. McGrady. assistant seel
novel, "Friends of Mr. Sweeney,"
will be filmed by Warners. Dick Sheehan, Betty Boyd, Lloyd Ham- tary of labor, Assistant Attorney Genel
Powell and Ruby Keeler may appear
ilton, Cecilia Parker, Spec O'Don- Harold Stephens: Chairman March of tf
nell, Lynton Brent, Fern Emmett Federal Trade Commission and Edwin 1
in the former, and Sidney Suther- and Chiquita Montez.
George of the Trade Association Section !
land is working on the script of the
the Commerce
Department.
*
*
*
latter.
the committee's chief functions w
*
♦
*
Donald Cook has been signed by be Among
to submit model administrative provisicfor
future codes, analyze provisions in e
necessary.
Eddie Barnes and his singing Columbia for the male lead in isting
codes and submit modifications whel
"Ninth Guest."
waiters from the Gay Nineties cab-

Criminologist Refutes
Decision is Reserved
Charges
Against Films
on Labor Violations
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page

1)

on Racketeering, deexhibitor association, who was in- Sub-Committee
clared that crime can be fought more
vited to appear and answer com- effectively with freedom of the
plaints in which alleged violations
of the code were claimed. Weisman screen and press than by suppressing movies or news dealing with
told Thomas J. Donovan, chairman
of the board, that an exception to the subject. Speaking specifically
the 40-hour maximum clause had about movies, Dr. Carleton said in
been granted the I. T. 0. A. by Carl
"I have in my possession a document,
Denowitz, special NRA deputy, and
circulated during the last two years,
that all members of the association privately
which : attempts to lay at the door of the
part
were
ruling.acting in accordance with the movies, for instance, responsibility for every
Donovan stated that the board could not
grant any group exceptions to the blanket
code and
"individual
hardships"
would
be thethat
basisonly
on which
exceptions
would
be made.
A lengthy outline of the method of operating independent theaters and the manner
with which product is purchased was voiced
by Weisman, who claimed that since the
signing of the blanket code the I. T. O. A.
members have shortened hours 20 per cent
and increased wages 22 per cent. He pleaded
that, since the final code is expected to be
signed by the President within the next few
days, the Compliance Board withhold action
until the entire industry is forced to comply
with the final reading.
A stack of complaints citing alleged violations in independent theaters and citcuit
houses has been received by the board and
each case is being investigated. Donovan
stated that some letters claim that theaters
are working employees in excess of 52 hours.
Weisman denied that any members of the
I.T.O.A. were working employees in excess
of 52 hour exception. William Small a member of the executive board of the I.T.O.A.
was also present.

Foreign Film at Cameo
"Farewell to Love," with Heather
Angel and Jan Kiepura, opens today
at the RKO Cameo.

crime on the calendar. The document is a
collection of 'horrors,' lovingly culled, 1
would judge, to serve a specific propaganda,
from newspaper files of 10, 12 and even 16
years ago. The good, bad and indifferent
in motion picture production are all under
wholesale condemnation
in this report.
"This 'Chamber of Horrors' was compiled,
if you please, to furnish the basis for a
series of 'scientific' studies that would tell
the truth about the movies ! Some of the
conclusions, since published, are exactly what
such method of approach would lead us to
expect. Throughout these widely publicized
conclusions the responses or reactions of
children housed in delinquent institutions or
public homes are made to appear as applying
to the vast majority — the normal child.
"Science is made to turn hand-springs
with statements like these, and I quote the
following textually from one of the reports:
'At the end of a month a child recalls nearly
or quite 100 per cent of what he knew on the
morning after seeing the picture, and not infrequently, more than 100 per cent — sometimes as much as 110 per cent.'
"Common sense and observation supplv the
explanation for this curious conclusion. Given
a leading question and the adverse mental
slant towards the motion picture and the
child will react in the direction expected.
In other words, he can be made to say that
he saw 10 per cent more, or, for that matter, 100 per cent more, of the allegedly bad
things in pictures than the pictures actually
contained."

"U" Sets Release Dates
On 13 New Productioi

Release dates on 13 pictures hal
been set by Universal, as follow ]
"Myrt and Marge," Dec. 4; "GvJ
Justice," Dec. 11; "By Candlelight!
Dec. 18; "Counsellor at Law," De
25; "Bombay Mail," Jan. 1; "Mai
ame Spy," Jan. 8; "Cross Counti
Cruise" (tentative title), Dec. li|
"Midnight," Dec. 22; "Belovedl
Dec. 29; "I Like It That Wayj
Feb. 12; "The Poor Rich," Feb. 2f
"Special Investigator" (tentatr
title), March 5. and a Summervill,
Pitts picture, March 12.
Louisiana Tax Cut Held Invalit)
Lake Charles, La. — Tax asses/j
ment
reduction
from
$64,450 :V
$33,500
in behalf
of
Southei]
Amusement
Co., operators of til;
Arcadia
and Paramount
theater!
has been ordered rejected by til
Lake Charles Commission
CounciJ
The cut, granted by the Louisiar
State
Commission,
was
held ii
valid.
Latins Like Musicals
Audiences in Brazil and the Argentine are showing a strong partiality
for musicals, with comedy flavoring, according to Enrique Baez and Guy Morgan, United Artists distribution heads
in these countries, and who are now
in New York. Baez arrived yesterday
from Rio de Janeiro, while Morgan has
been in town for some time. Both reported
business ingood.
their respective territories
as fairly
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JACK OAKIE-JACK
RATOFF
GREGORY
A Paramount

• Directed by Harry Joe Brown • A Charles R. Rogers Production

Picture
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THE SHORT

REVIEWING

SUBJECTS

poor Sterling, who fails to deliver.
"Fast Fingers"
Has a fast and hilarious windup
(Minute Mysteries Series)
Columbia
10 mins. with the unexpected return of the
Fair
"Girl Trouble"
girl's husband who starts to make
'itaphone
20 mins.
This is along the lines of an idea it hot for poor Sterling. This one
Pleasing Musical
that has been tried before in pic- is fast paced, and plentily gagged.
Holloway has his own original style
Photographed attractively in Techtures. It consists of a crime spe- of
humor that scores strong.
licolor and possessing
the knockcialist
relating
a
case
to
a
newsut comedy antics of that favorite
paper reporter, with the incident
audeville pair, Mitchell and Durant, then presented on the screen, allowI say nothing of the feminine backing a brief intermission for the
rround, this musical has plenty of audience to guess the solution,
"Big Casino"
(Mentone
Production)
troduction class and should prove which is then revealed in another
Universal
21 mins.
Novelty
ery nicely satisfying. Action takes
Should prove diverting
ilace at a health resort, where the sequence.
to fans who go for the mystery
>ads go for a rest and to get away stuff.
A lively two-reeler featuring Rex
rom girls, but run into a big batch
Weber, the character singing star
tf chorines who are rehearsing for
of "Americana," as a gang leader
1 show.
who has a fight on his hands with a
"He Couldn't Take It"
with Sterling Holloway
rival gang. Before they go into
action he craves some entertainment,
(Warren Doane Comedy
liarles Judels and Shemp Howard in
Universal
19 mins. so his lieutenant kidnaps a night
Plenty Funny
club floor show and brings them to
"Pugs and Kisses"
'itaphone
21 mins.
his
apartment where they put on
This
one
clicks
strong
with
SterlFair Comedy
their acts. The artists include Maring
Holloway
as
the
pal
of
Eddie
A lot of horseplay about a lazy Nugent. Eddie brings him along guerita Padula, Patsy Flick, the
Irizefighter and his coterie, includ- to keep a date with his girl and en- Donovan Sisters, with Ress & Owen.
Guizar, South American tenor,
hg Charles Judels as the exaspertertain the girl's cousin while he Tita
ted manager.
Outside of one very
Marney Francis, Charles Lawrence,
pops
the
question
to
Dorothy
Ward.
just
fcmical sequence, the affair is
The cousin fails to show, but Eddie the Belmont Sisters and the Chester
utine.
The amusing
bit comes
enlists
the help of a fat dame pass- Hale Girls. Here is plenty of var'hen the champ is being knocked
ied night club entertainment put
ing in the hall. She obliges, and
]1 around the ring by his opponent, wants a lotta caveman
stuff from over in a new atmosphere.
'hile a radio announcer alternates
etween praising the champ's perprmance and then announcing that
e's been knocked down.
After the
ray, the manager stages a framethe fighter of his weak<psstoforcure
women, but it fizzles.
~"
Trank Mitchell, Jack Durant and
Gordon Westcott in

Louise Fazehda in
"Out of Gas"
Universal
20 mins.
Boisterous
A sprightly and fast moving comedy featuring Louise Fazenda as
the middle aged dame who goes out
on a wild party with Paul Hurst as
the iceman. Ben Alexander and
Madge Bellamy supply the juvenile
love interest, but Hurst insists on
making it a very boisterous affair
and giving Louise no end of anxiety
and embarrassment. It is the noisy
broad comedy type of humor that
should appeal to the pop crowds.
James W. Home Pewrote
ppy and directed.
"Merry Old Soul"
(Oswald Cartoon)
Universal
8 mins.
An Oswald cartoon, with the
funny rabbit doing the pinch hitfor Old Oswald
King Cole's
merry ting
fiddlers.
stages three
some
clever caricatures of Hollywood
celebs including Chaplin, Garbo,
Durante, Mae West and the Marx
Brothers. Winds up in a grand piethrowing contest, with the king
joining in. Has plenty of comedy
and fast action.
Sterling

Holloway

in

"Not
the Doane
Marrying
Kind"
(Warren
Comedy)
Universal
20 mins.
Comedy Wow
This lad Sterling Holloway is
ALICOATE
stepping right along as a strong
comedy bet. In this one he wows
Arthur Jarrett and William Wat- you with a characterization of the
son have started work on the script sap college pal of Eddie Nugent,
which will star Ernest Truex in the football hero. He sells Sterling
the second of the series of two- the idea of eloping with his girl to
reelers for Educational release. Al a hotel and registering there as
Christie will direct the short, which man and wife till Eddie can get a
license and a justice of the peace.
is scheduled to go into production Complications
that are hilarious
within a week at the Eastern Serarise when the girl's father arrives
vice studio in Astoria.
at the hotel and starts to make
trouble for Sterling. Marion Shilling is the girl. Plenty of funny
Eastern Service Studio Notes: A
varied assortment of bright colored gags and situations.
berets adorn the heads of Mickey
London Films Preparing Three
Neilan, Cameraman, Merritt GerLondon — Having completed "Castad and the entire technical staff
therine the Great," with Douglas
on the production of "Social Regis- Fairbanks, Jr., and Elizabeth Bergter". .. William deMille set the fash- ner, in addition to "Private Life of
ion with his navy blue top piece,
Henry VIII" previously delivered to
and to add more color to the gen- United Artists for release, London
eral atmosphere Neilan provided a Film Productions is now preparing
dozen of the funny little hats for his "Exit Don Juan," starring Douglas
crew. . .Johnie Dor an elated over Fairbanks, Sr., to be followed by
the new furnishings that adorn his "Zorro Rides Again," with both
office. . .Colleen Moore putting Dan
Doran on the scout for furniture for Fairbankses in it, and "Congo Raid."
Art Schmidt Joining Loew
her miniature doll house which is
Art Schmidt, formerly advertising
Godsoe
.Harold
.
hobby.
her greatest
hiding behind dark glasses to evade director of the Publix-Kunsky Thethe extras. . .
aters in Detroit, will join the pub-

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

theanLaw"
hs in
"LaugDan
with
Colem
and
Hugh Cameron
8 mins.
itaphone
Mild
This Pepper Pot novelty shows up
iome of the crazy laws that have
ieen on the statute books of this
A man haled into court
&untry.
Ills the judge that the law under
|-hich he was pinched has become
bsolete, and he proceeds to tell of
ther funny laws, such as one where
must not beat a wife
husband
ithastick of more than a certain
lickness, another forbidding a wolan from going through her husand's pockets, etc. After hearing
lese things, the judge excuses the
risoner.
Charley Chase in

"Luncheon at Twelve"

SHALLsticNEILAN
JyJAR
enthusia
each daygrows
aboutmore
the
ts
ed
prospec
for increas
production
in the east. His new company,
Associated Film Producers Corp., is
now making its initial feature, "Social Register," with seven more
planned.
•
"Buried Alive" is the final release title for the Arnold Bennett
fantastic comedy adapted from, his
novel of that title and the stage
version known as "The Great Adventure." It stars Lillian Gish and
Roland Young and was recently completed at the Eastern Service studio
in Astoria for Paramount release.

•

Shemp Howard and Monte Collins will support Bert Lahr in
"Henry the Ape," satire on "Henry
VIII," to be produced by the Meyer
Davis unit of Van Beuren under the
direction of Ray McCarey. Monroe
Shaff will complete casting for the
short this week. The short will go
into work
Monday at the Fox Movietone studio.
•

l-G-M
21 mins.
Good Slapstick
"Dinner at Eight,"
to parody
Titled
Chase comedy is pretty
Charley
lis
ell packed with knockabout action
i which the luncheon guests and
le servants, painters and others
•in in a melee that is nutty but
Roosevelt Short Held Over
Paul Whiteman and Walter
-nusing. In the course of the proeedings there is a good deal of O'Keefe are steady visitors to the
Detroit — "The Story of the
lint-throwing, which results in Marshall Neilan set in Astoria,
Roosevelt Family in America," first
:etty near everybody being smear- where their respective wives, Mar- of a series of Edwin C. Hill shorts
1 in white along lines that will
made
by Master Art Products, has
garet Livingston and Roberta Rob'oke gleeful howls from slapstick
Colleen Moore been held for a second week at the
supporting
inson,
are
Idicts.
United Artists here.
in "Social Register."

licityNov.department
Loew's
aters,
27. Heofwill
be in Thethe
home office, assisting Ernie Emerling, according to an announcement
of Oscar Doob, director of advertising and publicity for Loew's. Perry
Spencer has been added to the
Bronx publicity staff of Loew's.

MILLION DOLLAR MELODY" STRIKES
BOX-OFFICE TUNE; HAS EVERYTHING

Educational^ First Musical Comedy Runs Full Scale
of Laughter and Song Entertainment; Public
Responds to Big Name Short Features

g

AsaEducational' s new

big-star-name short features have
struck the box-office keynote. This is evident from the
chorus of praise greeting these showmen's short subjects.
"Million Dollar Melody," the first musical comedy in this
sensational series, is swelling the Box-Office Hallelujah at
the original Roxy. The astute Film Daily critic reports:
"A girlie-musical with a real story that
has everything it is possible to put into
two reels of melodic entertainment."
Exhibitors who enjoy that sweet music, will join in the"Million Dollar Melody" chorus
when they show this smart
But This Review Is News
Jack White production.
100 Per Cent Circuit Sales
The big showmen who run Aecoun try's
great ciaaHS know4$ie valjg|«£the big
names Educational is putting in its short
features. Sales of the current Educational..
Pictures program through Fox Exchanges
hasjuscreachedlOOpercemcoveragejWith
circuit representation in every territory.

LILLIAN

ROTH

Taking in a private screening of new
Educational Pictures in his stroll "Along
The Rialto," Phil M. Daly wrote:
"There was a first-class exhibit of cartoon technique in Paul Terry-Toon's
'"Beajriwlk Tack"*: .-but Pauls-outfit hasJji
been turning outclass cartoonsxor^o%
many years that it hardly constitutes news

who sings new song hits by James Hanley
and Benny Davis in

u

MILLION

DOLLAR

MELODY"

. .^|winnfttji^ery clever and 'funfflL^ *
should prove immensely popular."

Stack this one up against the
featured with Lillian Rot!
m "MILLION DOLLAR
MELODY"
as the com*
ost-r who
had ro^'die" to
e famous.

DISTRIBUTED IN U. S. A. BY
FOX FILM CORPORATION

best of this or any other season.
Adam's battle against joining
the Nudies for his health is a riot
of comedy that just can't miss.
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15 Million Missing from Fox Theaters — Wm. Fox

BELIEVElNLY PARTS OFJODE WENT ^PRESIDENT
Final Orpheum Circuit Report Shows 6 Million in Claims
[rving Trust Asks to be
Dismissed as
Receiver

New RCA Subsidiary May Be for Television
RCA is understood to be planning to organize a $30,000,000 corporation in addition to its present subsidiaries. Speculation along Broadway is to the effect that
the company will function in connection with television whenever the parent corporation deems the market
is right for its introduction.

Claims against the Orpheum Ciruit total $6,346,735.53, it is stated
n the final report of Irving- Trust
ro., receiver, filed in U. S. District
?ourt yesterday with Oscar W.
ihrhorn, referee in bankruptcy. In
;he report Irving Trust asks to be
3ischarged as receiver. Marcus Heiiian was qualified on Oct. 2 as trus- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
With his recent visit to President
:ee for the circuit.
Washington — Deputy William H. Roosevelt at Warm Springs a failThe report states that when the Davis
was announced yesterday as
ure, as the Chief Executive would
(Continued on Pane 2)
national compliance director suc- not discuss the film industry code
ceeding Colonel Robert W. Lea, who with him, Eddie Cantor is understood to be ending his efforts to
was acting temporarily in that capacity. Davis' duties will be to bring about modifications of its proact as liaison officer between the
visions(Continued
to the liking
of Coast proon Page 2)
code
authority
organization
com(Continued on Page 2)

WM, H. DAVIS NAMED CANTOR ABANDONS
EFFORTS ON CODE
COMPLIANCE HEAD

5AENGER CIRCUIT
EXPANDING AGAIN

New Orleans — Renewed expansion
if activity by the Saenger circuit,
vhich hints at reorganization shorty, is under way with leasing of a
;pot for a theater in the heart of
Meridian. The Lomo, Hattiesburg,
vill be reopened under Horace
.itoughland, and the Alamo, Vicksjurg, under Jack Manning.

^ode Will be Signed Soon,
Kuykendall Says in St. L.
St. Louis — In an address before
ocal exhibitors President Ed Kuy:endall of the M.P.T.O.A. said that
ie believed the President will sign
•he code within a few days. He
(Continued on Page 3)

Charles L. O'Reilly, president of the
T. 0. C. C. and who served as a coordinator during the New York industry code conferences last summer, will
confer with Deputy Administrator Sol
A. Rosenblatt in Washington over the
week-end. Although the nature of the
meetings has not been officially revealed, it is understood that personnel
of the local zoning and grievance board
may
enter the conversations.

The

Plans are set for the showing of
seven more silent revivals during
the next four weeks at the 55th St.
Playhouse. Starting with Christmas
week, the policy will be changed to
the showing of new Pathe-Natan
features. Rudolph Valentino in "The
Sheik" is now playing at the house
and will be followed by "Beau
Geste," "Son
of on
the PageSheik,"
"The
(Continued
2)

Film

by Warner-First National in December and January. They are: "From
Headquarters," Dec. 2; "Lady Killer," Dec. 9; "Disraeli," Dec. 16;
"Son of a Sailor" and "House on
56th St.", Dec. 23; "Dark Hazard",
Dec. 30; "Big Shakedown", Jan. 6;
"Convention City", Jan. 13; "BedJan. 27.side", Jan. 20; "Fashion Plate",

William Fox Charges Banker
Told Hoover to "Lay Off
Indie Houses Ordered
To Observe 40-Hr. Week

O'Reilly to See Rosenblatt

<ow In Preparation — Out in January
"aily Year Book
of 1934.— Advt.

10 Warner-F. N. Releases
7 More Silent Revivals
December, January
For 55th St. Playhouse SetTenforfeatures
are set for release

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

Code Still Not Ready for
the Signature of
Roosevelt
By
WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — While Deputy Sol.
A. Rosenblatt informed newspapermen yesterday that the movie code
had gone to Warm Springs, The
Film Daily established the fact
that the code is not yet ready for
the President's signature and has
not gone to Warm Springs unless
only certain of its parts were taken
there for (Continued
inspection.on PageWhether
this
3)

ANY GODEGHANGES
VOID SIGNATURES
In event any changes are made in
the code as signed by major companies affiliated with the Hays organization, these approvals will be
automatically nullified, it was
pointed out yesterday in New York.
If alterations
are on effected
(Continued
Page 2) by Gen.

Mark Dittenfass Dies
Following Long Illness

Mark M. Dittenfass, pioneer in
the film industry and for years in
the laboratory field, died Thursday
at his home in Grantwood, N. J.,
after an illness of several months.
Funeral services will be held at 1
o'clock Sunday afternoon at the Riverside Memorial Chapel.

DAILY

Washington — That $15,000,000
had mysteriously disappeared from
the Fox Theaters Corp. treasury
Independent theater owners in the since he sold control of the company
New York area who have been work- was charged by William Fox at yesing employees 52 hours a week,
terday's hearing before the Senate
investigation. In the courseir>
claiming an exception to the NRA banking
of further recounting of his fight
40-hour week was granted by with bankers, Mr. Fox said that
Deputy Carl Denowitz, have been when the H°over administration
ordered by the Local Compliance tried to arrange a loan for him from
Board to adhere to the 40-hour the Chase bank a message was sent
by Albert(Continued
H. Wiggin,
bank's
on Page the
3)
schedule or lose their blue eagles.

St. Louis Ushers Strike
St. Louis — Members of the new
ushers' union were picketing the Grand
Central and the Missouri theaters yesterday after four ushers from the former
house and six from the latter walked
out on strike because an usher was
alleged to have been discharged for
union activities. The new union is
seeking recognition and rigid enforcement of the NRA code. Theater managers claim they are living up to the
requirements.
The
1934

Big Publishing
Event
Of The
Film Daily Year Book.— Advt.
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Win. H. Davis Named
Final Report on Orpheum
Shows 6 Million in Claims
Compliance
Head
(Continued from Page 1)
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Expect Flywheel Patent Ruling Soon
Decision in the flywheel patent infringement suit brought by American Tri-Ergon Corp., controlled by
William Fox, against Wilmer &
Vincent and Publix, in connection
with houses operating in Pennsylvania, is expected late this month.
Case was argued in Scranton last
month, with Erpi handling the defense.

(Continued

from Page

Hugh S. Johnson or President
Roosevelt the code will have to be
re-submitted for okay by the interests which have already signed it.
Expectations from authoritative
sources, however, are that no further revisions will be made following the third edition, which is the
one signed by a number of groups.
"Even the insertion or changing
of a comma would nullify all signatures," said one important executive yesterday.

receiver took over the circuit it owned and controlled 49 houses and
that 29 had been dropped by Sept.
15. The remaining 19 are owned
by 12 subsidiary companies. Annual rentals as of Jan. 27 amounted
to $341,438.33, and by Sept. 15 had
been reduced to $202,355.

(Continued

from Page

Coming and Going

1)

Any Code Changes
7 More Silent Revivals
Void Signatures
For 55th St. Playhouse
(Continued, from Page 1)

9 Loew Houses
Set "Henry VIII"
"Private Life of Henry VIII" has
been set in at nine Loew key houses.
The schedule follows: Nov. 27 — National, Richmond, and Norva, Norfolk; Dec. 1 — Vendome, Nashville;
State, Houston, and Grand, Atlanta;
Dec. 2— Midland, Kansas City; Dec.
7 — Colonial, Reading, and Regent,
Harrisburgh; Dec. 10 — Victory,
Evansville.

FINANCIAL
NEW

mittee and the Secretary of Labor,
chairman of the. Federal Trade Commission, Attorney General and Secretary of Commerce. Frank Heaiy,
former chief of the Blue Eagle Division, will head the trade practice
and administrative branches of the
compliance division now set up.

1)

Ten Commandments," "The Patriot,"
"Monsieur Beaucaire," "Peter Pan,"
and "The Sainted Devil." Each silent will be played from 3 days to a
week, depending on business. Opening Christmas week will be "The
Two Orphans." produced in France
by Blue Ribbon Photoplays, in
French dialogue with English titles.
The
will bein"Ariane,"
also second
made feature
in France
English
language.
Jack Lyons Now Solo in Exchange
Buffalo — Jack Lyons will continue
operating the Buffalo Film Exchange following dissolution of his
partnership with Basil Brady. Brady
is said to have another independent
film venture in view.

Buys "Enlighten Thy Daughter"
Arthur Greenblatt has bought
New York and Northern New JerErik Hakim Quits Cinema House
sey rights to "Enlighten Thy Daughter," first of four roadshow pictures
London — Erik Hakim, a pioneer in
presenting Continental film seasons to be made by Exploitation Pictures,
here, has resigned as managing di- headed by Robert Mintz.
rector of Cinema House to extend
Para. Gets Haiti Film for England
his activities in other directions.
"Drums of Night," which Ouranga
Para. Tax Rebate Due to Mergers Films, headed by William Saal, has
Washington
Bureau
of THE
FILM DAILY
just completed in Haiti, will be reWashington — Tax rebate of $7,leased by Paramount in Great Bri204,413 granted Paramount for overtain as a quota picture. George
assessment in 1929 was due to dup- Tex-williger directed, with Walter
lications resulting from mergers of Sheridan as assistant.
subsidiaries with the parent company, according to the Internal
Revenue office.
Amity Buys "Puss in Boots '
"Puss in Boots," a Picture Classics
Kenneth Macgowan Signs New Pact featurette with a cast of 65 chilWest Coast Bureau of THE
FILM DAILY
dren, has been bought for U. S. distribution by Amity Pictures, it is
Hollywood — Kenneth Macgowan, producer, has received a renewal announced by John M. Crinnion.
of contract from RKO. He is now
John E. Martin Dies
preparing "The World Outside," Ann
Harding vehicle.
John E, Martin, 77, former stage
and screen actor, died this week.
"Henry VIII" Opens in Stockholm
Funeral services were held yesterStockholm — "The Private Life of Fund.
day under auspices of the Actors'
Henry VIII," the London Film Production released by United Artists,
James Plunkett Dies
was accorded a tremendous opening at the China Theater here with
James E. Plunkett, 50, former
members of the Royal family, gov- Keith booking agent and brother of
ernment officials and society leaders Joseph Plunkett, died yesterday of
attending.
a heart attack in Southern Pines,
N. C.
Hollywood Exhibit in Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh
Hollywood's
World's K. C. Movie Ball to Admit Public
Fair
exhibit, —showing
how pictures
Kansas City — The third annual
are made, has opened a week's stay motion picture ball, which will be
at Gimbel's department store. Luther held Dec. 4 at Pla-Mor, will admit
Reed, Jane Starr, and Martin Bur- the public for the first time, accordton feature the exhibit.
ing to Frank Hensler, chairman.

CHARLES STERN, New England district man
Jger
Boston.for United Artists, is in New York fron
ERNST

LUBITSCH

leaves New

York

toda

for thewith
Coast.
his regarding
arrival he
wi'
confer
Irving Upon
Thalberg
makin
a picture for M-G-M.
ROBERT
Z. LEONARD
coast
Monday.

will arrive from th

GILBERT MILLER, accompanied by Mrs. Mil
ler, sails for Europe today on the lie de France
DAVID
BERNSTEIN,
vice-president
an.
treasurer
of Loew's,
Inc., sails on the Cont
de Savoia
today
with
Mrs.
Bernstein
for
sojourn abroad.
SAMUEL
J. BRISKIN
of Co
lumbia
sails on the same
boat.
HARRY FOSTER, London manager for th>
William Morris agency, sails today on th
lie de France for Europe.
Europa.
JOHN K. BALDERSTON, author of "Ber
keley Square," sails for England tonight on th.
LEWIS J. RACHMIL, vice-president of Gold*
smith Productions, and son of Hyman Rachmil-Ihead of the Windsor circuit, arrives in Nev/l
York tomorrow from Hollywood for a si '
weeks'
stay during which time he will marr
Helen
Goldman.

Eddie Cantor Abandons
Efforts
on Code Changes
(Continued from Page 1)
duction people. The comedian ha:
been a leading figure in the Coas
offensive against the code, especially
on its clause dealing with contrc
of big salaries and relations t
tween
agents, producers and pla;>
ers.
"All further statements
on th
campaign
will
come
from
th.
Coast,"
said
Cantor
yesterday
ir
New York.
British Radio Stars in Musical
London — A long list of radic.
stars, including Roy Fox and Band
Anona Winn, Clapham and Dwyer
Jane Can-, Eve Beck, Derek Oldham
Mario de Pietro, Laurie Devine,
Hugh E, Wright, Harry Champior.
and Edwin Styles, appear in "Or
the Air," British Lion musical com-:
edy, just completed. Davy Burna^by, Reginald Purdell and Betty As
tell play the leads. Herbert Smith
directed. Another British Lion picture, "Keep It Quiet," with Frank
Pettingell and Bertha Belmore, has
directing.
gone
in work with Leslie Hiscotl
Developing New Color Process
Audio Productions, headed by William Bach, is perfecting a new two
color process known as Cinecolor ii
its New York plant. The company
which is understood to be affiliated
with Electrical Research Products
interests, is also planning to produce several series of shorts.
Saskatoon House Reopens
Saskatoon, Sask. ■— The Empire
has manager.
reopened with George Gratias
as
Sam Moscow in Boston Hospital
Boston — Sam Moscow, Southern
manager for Columbia, is ill in th€
Beth Israel Hospital.
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i15,000,000 MISSING
, FOX SAYS AT PROBE
(.Continued from Page

|OIW»m

• • •SIX OF the 30 winners of Paramount's international "Search for Beauty" will remain in Hollywood
under contract following completion of the pix in which they
appeared
the lucky six are Gwenlillian Gill of Edinburgh,
Clara Lou Sheridan of Dallas, Elred Tidbury of Johannesburg,
Julian Madison of Minneapolis, Alfred Delcambre of Dallas,
Colin Tapley of New Zealand
Paramount figures there
arc at least a coupla future stars in this selection

1)

pked exhibitors to give it their supOrt. Speaking of the local ushers'
tficulties, Kuykendall said the code
es been amended to place head
■ ? hers or assistant managers on the
i me basis as managers so far as
purs of work are concerned and
.«at they must not be paid less than
minimum hourly wage for
triers.

WIDOWS"

ith Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Guy
Kibbee,
Lyle Talbot,
Allen Jenkins,
Frank McHugh
-st

National

62

mins.

HILARIOUS COMEDY ABOUT GOLDGGERS PROSPECTING IN HAVANA.
.ENTY OF ACTION AND LAUGHS.

*

*

with

"TAKE A CHANCE"

James
Dunn,
Cliff
Edwards,
June
Knight, Lillian Roth, Buddy Rogers,
Dorothy Lee, Lilian Bond
Paramount
80 mins.
SCREEN VERSION OF BROADWAY
STAGE HIT MAKES FAIRLY ENJOYABLE
ENTERTAINMENT
OF ITS KIND.

Considered strictly on its merits as enrtainment,
this production
is calculated
provide plenty of glee for any audice. The story itself is nothing much

fairly entertaining even though it doesn't
rank with the several original screen musi-

aneuver their way

to Havana

in the

pe of shaking down some millionaires,
io are supposed to be all over the place
wn there, according to evidence brought
ck by another showgirl.
But all doesn't
according to schedule. Guy Kibbee,
d by the girls as their easy mark,
t pan out as they planned. Inally, Joan falls in love with Kibbee's
yle Talbot. And on top of it they
■ L.irsued by Allen Jenkins, who forged
r>3ck to provide the girls with pas;e money to Havana — though they told
n they were going to Kansas to look
er a sick mother. A lot of gag coml, sousing and other action keeps the
air going at a lively pace throughout.
Cast: Joan Blondell, Glenda Farrell, Guy
iDbee, Lyle Talbot, Allen Jenkins, Frank
;Hugh, Ruth Donnelly, Hobart Cavangh, Ralph Inee, George Cooper, Maude
jrne, Charles Wilson, Garry Owen.
Director, Ray Enright; Author, Earl Bald■; Adaptor, Same; Cameraman, George
"nes.
»
Direction, Snappy.

Photography, A-l.

*

• • • ALL ZONE managers of Warners have been asked
by Joseph Bernhard, theater manager, to get from their men
suggestions for the actor best fitted to play the starring role
in "Anthony Adverse"
"White Women,"
with Charles
Laughton, is holding over for a few days at the Rialto

There are quite a few names in this production and it has been filmed pretty
much along the lines of the stage version,
together with the inclusion of some new
song numbers, so that altogether it proves

just a yarn about a couple of showIs, Joan Blondell and Glenda Farrell, who

*

"THE
with

Benita

WORST

WOMAN

Hume,
Adolphe
Helen Chandler

Fox
PARIS?"

1)

probable.
There also was a belief around
NRA yesterday afternoon that the
general may stay in Warm Springs
over Thanksgiving, which might
preclude any possibility of any formal announcement on it until the
following Monday even if action
was taken on it in the meantime.
The Deputy held a press conference yesterday afternoon and announced to the press a novel plan
proposed to him for enforcement of
the legitimate theater code whereby Actors' Equity, I. A. T. S. E.
and the American Federation of
Musicians would act in unison in
calling out all actors, stagehands
and musicians from any theater that
violated the legit, code. This is
contrary to efforts of the NRA to
avoid strikes at any cost. Rosenblatt said he had not acted on it
yet,
when
questioned regarding this
contrary effect
of the proposal.

• •
• THAT NEW Brooklyn Warner Club just organized
by the staff of the Vitaphone studio is stepping out
their inaugural affair will be a Thanksgiving Eve Frolic on the
studio stage Wednesday eve, Nov. 29
Milton Cohen is
chairman of the Governing Committee in charge of arrangements assisted by Helen Fletcher, William DuBrul, Ivy
Fialkoff, Loretta Dodd, John H. Rugge
a load of Broadway
stars to entertain the guests is being lined up by David Mendoza, Roy Mack, Lee Stewart, Cliff Hess, Paul Florenz
just an Inside Affair
with outsiders scrambling for a
chance to get in
each member is allowed one guest
so IF ya know a mug or muggess over at the Vitaphone stude
take a hint and get yourself a Good Time

'ode Will be Signed Soon,
Kuykendall Says in St. L.

"HAVANA

(Continued from Page

means it will be sent there in the
next few days could not be determined, but this was not believed

PHIE, M. DALY

1 yesterday's testimony, which inicated some of the loans were past
ne. The former film head was
)ld he hadn't completed his case
bout a conspiracy against him.
ecords of the Fox companies are
> be subpoenaed to determine
hether there was a bankers' con>iracy.

Pane

BELIEVE PARTIAL CODE
TAKEN TO PRESIDENT

WITH

1)

jairman, to "tell the President to
lind his own business."
Some statements made by Mr.
fox the previous day, to the effect
lat banks had called loans on him
efore they were due, were refuted

(.Continued from

DAILY

Ufa Passes Dividend
Dividend for the year ended May
31, 1933, has been passed by Ufa.
Boris

IN

Menjou

Karloff

in

"THE GHOUL"
and

78 mins.

MILD AND MIS-TITLED ROMANTIC
YARN THAT FAILS TO DEVELOP
ENOUGH DRAMATIC STRENGTH.
In spite of the sensational intimations
contained in its title, this is just a leisurely and comparatively straight-laced affair

about a girl, Benita Hume, called "the
cals shown recently. There's a plot in it, worst woman in Paris" though no evidence
dealing with James Dunn and Cliff Ed- is presented to prove it, and a playboy
wards, carnival barkers who pick pockets business man, Adolphe Menjou, who are
on the side, and Lillian Roth and June fed up with each other and decide to
Knight, sideshow performers. Disgusted
part. She quits Paris and proceeds to
with the pickpockets, one of the girls goes Kansas, where she is hurt in a train wreck
to New York and becomes famous. Later and is forced to lay up at the home of
the remaining trio follows on to the big Harvey Stephens, a young school principal.
city, where they get mixed up with a Romance springs up between them, but
gambling joint and eventually are rescued Benita finally pulls out of it on the ground
by one of the girls and Buddy Rogers, the that her notorious reputation would hurt
producer of her show. Locale includes the his promising educational career, and she
usual backstage stuff, plus a swanky society turns him back to his local sweetheart,
bazaar on Long Island and some novelty Helen Chandler. Then Benita goes back
to Paris, helps Menjou to get back on his
sequences in the comedy line. RowlandBrice produced the picture in association feet in business, then marries him. Talk
with Laurence Schwab.
predominates over action, and the lack of
Cast: James Dunn, Cliff Edwards, June any sprightly qualities in the script is a
Knight, Lillian Roth, Charles (Buddy) Rog- handicap to the able players. Jesse L.
ers, Lilian Bond, Charles Richmond, Doro- Lasky produced it.
thy Lee, Robert Gleckler, Lona Andre.
Cast: Benita Hume, Adolphe Menjou,
Directors, Laurence Schwab, Monte Brice;
Harvey Stephens, Helen Chandler, MarAuthors, Laurence Schwab, Buddy De Sylgaret Seddon, Adele St. Maur, Leonard
va, Monte Brice; Adaptors, same; CameraCarey, Maidel
Turner, George
Irving.
man, William Steiner; Recording Engineer,
Director, Monta Bell; Author, Monta
Z. F. Tuthill; Dances, Bobby Connolly;
Bell; Adaptors, Marion Dix, Monta Bell;
Music, Jay Gorney, Lou Alter, Herman
Hupfeld; Lyrics, E. Y. Harburg, Billy Rose, Dialoguer, Martin Brown; Cameraman, Hal
Arthur
Swanstrom;
Editor, Robert
Snody. Mohr; Recording Engineer, S. C. Chapman.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Good.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

Gaumont-British
85 mins.
SPINE-CHILLER GETS OVER REAL
THRILLS WITH KARLOFF AS THE
DRAW.
BEING THE MAIN
GHOUL
Looks like a return to the cycle of
shockers with "The Invisible Man" and
now this offering from the London studios. The feature has some fine atmosphere in the old English house and surroundings, with the story opening on the
secret of an Egyptologist who believes that
possession of a sacred jewel, stolen from
an Egyptian temple, will enable him to
arise after death. He leaves instructions
with his servant just before he dies that
the jewel be buried with him. But the
servant withholds it, and the dead man
becomes a living-dead ghoul, and goes
wandering around at night searching for
the jewel and vengeance. There is plenty
of excitement and all sorts of suspense.
The Karloff make-up and acting will send
chills up and down the spine of the most
blase. The ghoul commits a murder and
returns with the jewel for the rightful
heirs in the other world. The thrill fans
should go for it. There is some love
interest and comedy sidelights to relieve
the tension. Play up Karloff and build
exploitation on the shocker angle. The
director, an American, worked in some
deft to'iches.
Cast: Boris Karloff, Anthony Bushell,
Dorothy Hyson, Cedric Hardwicke, Ernest
Thesinger, Kathlee Harrison, Harold Huth,
D. A. Clarke-Smith,
Ralph Richardson.
Director, T. Hayes Hunter; Authors, Dr.
Frank King, Leonard Hines; Adaptor, Rupert Downing; Cameraman, G. Krampf;
Recording Engineer, R. Birch; Editor, Ian
Dalrymple.
Direction,

Good.

Photography,

Okay.

EMULSION
f | ^HE exceedingly fine grain of Eastman
-^ Background Negative easily meets the
chief requirement of composite photography. But, in addition to minute grain this
new negative has surprising speed and excellent processing characteristics. Exhibiting
a rare combination of qualities, it stands out
as a remarkable emulsion... one that is gaining in importance every day. You are urged
to explore its wide possibilities. Eastman
Kodak Co. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors, New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
Background Negative
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M-G-M Passes Halfway Mark on 1 933-34 Schedule

JEW PROBE LOOMS AS RESULT OF WM. FOXCHARGES
J. S. Indie Producers Face Loss of British Market
English Studios Catching
Up on Low-Cost Films —
1c Dual Houses

Revivals
possibilities barely touched
By DON CARLE GILLETTE =
MOVIE

attendance

over the past three

years averaged only around

60,000,000

a

■ek, compared to more than
100,000,000
1928-29, it means that the pictures resed during this trio of seasons were not
6n by 40 per cent or more of the nan's potential moviegoers.
There is no reason why that patronage
iuld be considered entirely and permantly lost.
Just as news

is news

until it has been

nted, a movie is a new movie
is until they have seen it.

CONSIDERING

that even

to most

in the boom

* years the saturation point in motion
ture attendance had not been reached,
en conditions get back to where a norI number of people are employed, and
•e is all that extra leisure created by
s shorter work week, a great many of
:se past releases could come back and
k up a lot of the trade which they were
able to get before.
All other ballyhoo to the contrary, every
isible showman knows that the shortage
change in the public pocket has been
j chief factor in lower attendance.
Pictures, on the whole, not only have
sn better, but compared with the lower
ces of admission they have been such
-gains for amusement
dy could kick.

O

WHEN

enough

seekers

of the

that no-

public does

have money again, they not only will
end current pictures more, but the films
;y missed in recent years, especially the
re worthy productions, will stand a fine
■ nee of getting their belated patronage.
Even if only certain selected pictures
re revived, such as those that won places
ong the Ten Best and Honor Roll, and
presented in small houses as a repertory,
; proceeds ought to run into a nice
ount.
And it would, be
tributors.

mostly

gravy for

the

London — Distribution in England
of American made independent pictures will continue at its present
pace for at least another year, when
it is expected British studios will
be so far advanced as to produce
the cheaper grade of product which
will'
prove insatisfactory
audiences,
the opinion toof English
British
film authorities contacted by The
(.Continued

on

Page

8)

7 SLATED TO START
AFTER LULL AT RKO
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Only one picture,
"Rodney," is now in production on
the RKO lot, but seven are about
to go into work, with casting practically completed on five. Production will get under way next week,
(Continued

on

Page

6)

Code Adding 10 Per Cent
To Short Subject Costs
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — An increase of 10 per
cent will result in short subject production costs under the NRA motion picture code, it is estimated by
producers here. Educational states
(Continued

on Page

6)

Music Hall Figures
Records are being tossed overboard so
fast at the Radio City Music Hall that
even the house can't keep track of all
of them. Fox's "Cavalcade," which in
two weeks played to 172,535 and 172,064 admissions, respectively, still claims
the record for the fortnight period,
though inquiry at the Music Hall on
Saturday elicited the info that even this
record was in jeopardy. Figures published last week that "Little Women"
drew about 170,000 in its first week
were somwhat under the actual attendance, the Music
Hall contends.

20 BRITISH FILMS
FOR UNITED ARTISTS

Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — William Fox's
charges before the Senate banking
investigation last week may lead to
a new federal inquiry, particularly
into the alleged changing of Justice
Department records said to have
been engineered by Louis B. Mayer.
Senator Adams of Colorado, member of the Senate committee, demanded Saturday that Mayer and
officials of the Hoover regime be
subpoenaed.
At the same time Sen(Continued on Page 8)

ST. LOUIS PRICE WAR
BEING HELD IN CHECK

In association with British & Dominions, United Artists will produce
20 features in England for current
season release, President Joseph M.
Schenck told The Film Daily Saturday. Schenck sails from New
York within two weeks to discuss
St. Louis — Following a conference
of representatives of all subsequent
production(Continued
plans inon London.
In
comPage 7)
runs here, it has been decided that
the admission price war shoujd be
confined for the present to the Grand
New Kandel Unit Plans
Blvd. sector, where the combination
Features and 3-Reelers policy St. Louis and Fox are the
factors, with the Grand
Four roadshow exploitation fea- principal(Continued
on Page 7)
tures and eight three-reelers will be
released by Olympic Pictures Corp., Laemmle Tells of Trying
newly formed by M. J. Kandel of
Ideal Pictures and General Film Library. J. Fred Thompson, formerly
To that
Unload
"Counsellor"
Universal's "Counsellor
secretary-treasurer
of Principal Dis- at Now
Law" has turned out to be a big
(Continued
on Page 7)
hit, Carl Laemmle confesses that he
tried his best to sell the play but
nobody would take it off his hands.
Universal paid a high price for the
stage hit, Laemmle says, and when

26 Features Already Finished
By M-G-M on Current Program
West

Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
called "Vinegar Tree," Dec. 1; "The
Hollywood — Passing the halfway Women in His Life," formerly "The
mark on its production program Comeback," Dec. 8; "Going Hollyearlier than at any time in years,
wood," Dec. 22, and "TranscontinenM-G-M has already completed 26
talreleased
Bus," Dec.Friday.
29. "Dancing Lady"
was
pictures on its lineup of 46 for 1933In addition, the following are com34. Four have just been set for release in December. They are:
pleted and awaiting release dates:
(Continued on Page 6)
"Should Ladies Behave?" formerly
The Coming 1934
Film Daily Year Book Will
Be More Important Than
Ever.— Advt,

Louis Mayer, Other Hoover
Men To
MayTestify
Be Called

The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
An
Established
Reputation
For Accuracy.— Advt,

(Continued

on Page

7)

Loew's 30th Anniversary
All Loew houses in the metropolitan
district will hold a 30th Anniversary
celebration during January. Out-of-town
houses have been invited by C. C. Moskowitz to join with the New York
theaters in the anniversary, which will
feature four weeks of the latest M-GM product and also lobby displays of
old photographs
and relics pertinent to
the
industry.

oing
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Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
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Address all communications to THE FILM
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4 TWO-A-DAY

% Revival.
Eskimo
Design

(2nd week)
for Living

RUNS

♦

M-G-M . . . .
Paramount.

♦ FOREIGN

♦ FUTURE
of Men

(Nov.

27)

OPENINGS

Little Carnegie
Acme
5th Ave. Playhouse
Caruso

♦

Columbia

Rialto

Paramount
Warner Bros
Fox
M-G-M
Paramount
Warner Bros

RKO Roxy
Strand
7th Ave. Roxy
Capitol
Paramount
Hollywood

Get New York Distribution
New Independent Exch.
For Features and Shorts
Is Organized in Seattle

80'/2

79'/4

79V4 —

3^

Seattle— Tri-State Film Corp.,
with main offices here, has been organized by E. F. Bailey and Fred H.
Reece to distribute independent product in the entire Northwest territory. Their first releases include
ten Harold Lloyd short subjects,
synchronized with sound and music.

Loew's
Inc
Paramount ctfs

29'/2
134

29
15/8

2V/2 —
1% —

Vi
Va

Two More for Frisina

Pathe
RKO
Warner

1 1 Va
2i/8
6'/4

H

ll'/a +
2
—
6'/8 —

Va
Va
Va

Charleston, 111. — Frisina Amusement Co. is now operating the Lincoln, recently acquired from Fox
West Coast. Frisina also took over
the Grand, Mattoon, from Fox.

NEW

YORK

(QUOTATIONS

STOCK

MARKET
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Am. Seat
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Fm.
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3
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RKO

Signs Joan Bennett for 2

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

"Most compelling motion picture this reporter
can recall, bar none." — N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

For Bookings and State Rights Wire
JEWEL PROD, Inc., 723 7th Ave., New York City

Distribution of 12 features in the
New York territory is planned by
Principal Film, headed by Nat
Cherin and S. S. Krellberg. Initial
picture will be "Thunder Over Mexico," to be followed by "Sea Killer."
The company, which has moved
from the third to the seventh floor
in the Film Center Building, also
plans to handle six three and fourreel featurettes, 12 two-reel educational subjects, six one-reel "Conflicts of Nature" shorts, six two-reel
Kazan
novelties.dog subjects and 26 one-reel

Hertz Resumes Stand

Hollywood — Joan Bennett has
John Hertz will resume testifying
been signed by RKO for two pic- on Paramount's financial affairs
tures to be made early next year,
it is announced by Pandro Berman, when an adjourned meeting of creditors is held at 10 o'clock this mornwho is in charge at the studios during at the office of Referee Henry
ing the absence of Merian C. Cooper. K. Davis.
Buy Play for Irene Dunne

"Volga Volga" for Cameo
Kinematrade has booked the English version of "Volga Volga" into
the RKO Cameo, where it will have
its American premiere next month.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

JOSEPH S. BARKEY, manager in Chile I
Warner Bros., arrives in New York tomorr<
with his family on the Grace liner Santa Mar

MR. and MRS. S. L. ROTHAFEL will lea
Miami in time to reach New York Dec. 5.

♦

* Subsequent
run.
i Follows World Changes.

FINANCIAL

SIDNEY R. KENT, Fox president, and MA!
OSTRER of Gaumont-British arrive in New Yo
tomorrow on the Cunard liner Berengaria.

MRS. B. P. SCHULBERG, who is in N<
York after screen material, will remain e;
for at least a month.

Astor
.Criterion

PICTURES

Mam'Zelle
Nitouche
(2nd week)
Protex
Laughter Through Tears (3rd week) . . .Worldkino
En Glad
Gutt
Scandinavian Pictures
Passe L'Amore
Luce
Master

SYDNEY TOWELL,
Fox Film treasurer, retu.
to New York tomorrow with Mrs. Towell on t
Grace liner Santa Paula from a southern cruii
MRS. FRANK LLOYD, wife of the director, is
the same boat.

JOE McCONVILLE, Columbia sales supervisi
returns to New York today from a midwest toi

* Reviewed Feb. 3 as City of Song.
t Subsequent runs.

The Way to Love (Nov. 29)*
Son of a Sailor (Nov. 29)
Hoopla
(Nov. 30)
Dancing Lady (Dec. 1 )
Sitting Pretty ( Dec. 1 )
House on 56th Street^:

•

Rialto
Hollywood
Palace
RKO Roxy
55th St. Playhouse

.Universal
Universal
Paramount

uniy TesterdayT
Only Yesterdayf
Beau Gcstct
. . .

G

Theater

Distribute;

Christopher
Bean
Take
a Chance. .

.ommg a nd

DAILY

Hollywood — ■ "Love Flies in the
Window," stage play by Ann Morrison Chapin, has been bought by
RKO as a vehicle for Irene Dunne.
It will be retitled "Transient Love."
Jane Murfin is working on the
script.
Max Leo Dies
Lakewood, N. J. — Max Leo, father
of Joe and Jack Leo, and father-inlaw of William Fox, died last week
at his home here after a long illness.
He was 77 years old. Two other
sons
vive. and three daughters also sur-

Loss by Loew's Boston Theaters
Boston— Net loss of $14,969, after
depreciation and all charges, is reported by year
Loew's
Boston
Co. for the
ended
Aug. Theaters
31. This
compares with profit of $99,642 the
previous year.

WANTED
Will pay the highest price for exclusive
use of unusual shots of a magazine
nature.
Submit print for screening.

WILLIAMNOVELTIES
ALEXANDER'S
729 Seventh Avenue

New

York City

U. A. Publicity Changes
Charles Leonard, who has bee
director of advertising and publicit
for the United Artists Theater i
San Francisco, has been transferre
to the New York office for a positio
in the advertising department unde
Hal Home. Hal Sloane of tli
Trans-Lux Theatres has replace
Bill Depperman at the U. A. horn
office in the handling of Micke
Mouse publicity and exploitatioi
Depperman has resigned to aceej
a position with Western Unioi
Leon Lee has also resigned his pos
tion in the U. A. publicity and ac
vertising department.
Sten Finishes
"Nana"
West Anna
Coast Bureau
of THE FILM
DAIL
Hollywood
— "Nana,"
starrin
Anna
Sten, was
finished Saturda
by Samuel Goldwyn. Miss Sten wi
take a .short rest and then start i
"Barbary Coast." "Nana" will b
released early in January by Unite
Artists.

"THE

Hear Evidence in N. O. Union Cas
New Orleans — Evidence was hear
by the U. S. Regional Labor Boar
last week from operators and man
agers in the union's petition to rein
state
operators
Loew's agree
State
where four
violation
of aat verbal
ment is claimed. A committee wa
recommended to take up the matte
with Loew representatives.
Now in Preparation

LOS CON IN the enClydeT Beatty Tand
ENT"
tire Hagenback - Wallace
with

Circus of Wild Animals.

MASCOT
PICTURES
CORP.
1776 Broadway
New York

Christmas
Bookings
The December 9th issue of
THE FILM DAILY will be
devoted to Short Subjects
and Features particularly
suitable For Christmas week
bookings.
:the

UfPDtAIitVe
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All THE NEWS
AIT THE TIME

NEW

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

On

•

Ben Blue has completed work on
his third Vitaphone two-reeler at the
Brooklyn studio. This is Blue's first
"Big V comedy to be completed under his new 15-picture-three-year
contract recently drawn up by Sam
Sax, production chief of the Brooklyn plant. Sybil Bourne, who played
opposite Blue, made her first appearance on the screen as a lead in this
two-reeler. Cyril Chadwick, Russell
Hicks, Eddie Bruce, Allan Wood and
Ross Hertz, make up the supporting
cast. Direction of this short, as yet
untitled,
was
handled
by Ralph
Staub.

•

Sarita Romero, Brendon Peters
and Norma Taylor have been cast
for supporting roles in the new
Educational-Coronet Comedy, as yet
now shooting at the Asuntitled,
toria Studios. Charles Judels and
Tom Patricola play the leading comedy roles.

•

Burgess Meredith, who will soon
sign with a Coast Studio, opened
Monday night in the leading comedy
role in "She Loves Me Not" at the
46th St. theater. Last season Meredith made one of the hits of the
year in "Little OV Boy" as the tough
reform school boy.

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE

Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity
Ball, at the Pla-Mor, Kansas City. Frank
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 5: Annual convention of Allied Amusements of the Northwest,
Seattle.
Dec. 5-6: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids, Mich.
(Tentative.)
Dec. 7: Lambs Repeal Gambol, for benefit
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Dec. 8: Theatrical Ball under auspices of
Variety Club of St. Louis, Arcadia Ballroom, St. Louis.

the Art and Business
of Motion Pictures

By CHAS. ALICOATE

T)OROTHY STONE, daughter of
Fred Stone and star of many
musical comedy successes, and Gus
Shy, stage comedian, have started
work in "The Silver Lining," tworeel Broadway Brevities musical
comedy revue at the Vitaphone
Brooklyn studio. The short is really
a miniature edition of the famous
success, "Sally."
stage plays
Ziegfeld
Stanley Smith
the juvenile
lead. Claire Whitney, star of the
old silent days, Olin Howland, stage
comedian, Ditmar Poppen, baritone,
and Alice "Weaver, stage headliner,
are also in the cast. The Vitaphone
chorus of 16 beauties will appear
with Stone and Shy in a series of
dance numbers that are being staged
by Paul Florenz. Joseph Henabery
is directing.

BOOKS

•

• • WONDER IF the Paramount officials fully appreciate the word-of-mouth buildup that Mae West's pix is getting?
in the last two weeks we have attended a half dozen
social affairs
and at every one of 'em Mae's "I'm No
Angel" became the subject of animated discussion some time in
the course of the evening
invariably there were those in
the groups who had not seen it
wanted to in the worst
way ...... and wondered where it was to be seen, as they
had missed the opening Broadway showing
*
*
#
*
• •
• ON FRIDAY nite we attended the last showing of
Mae's pix at RKO Proctor's
in our home town of Yonkers
the wife insisted on seein' it again
first time she ever
has felt that way about a pix
it made the third time
for us
and we enjoyed it better than the first session
next morn when she drove us to the station in the bus
and we hops out she give us a Mae West wink and sez
"Come up'n see muh sometime!"
hell, when it can get
your
the doggone pix has gotta
lot wife feelin'
sez we That Way

*

*

*

*

• • • FIRST STAGE appearance of Gary Cooper at the
Broadway Paramount on Friday with Margaret Sullavan, hit of
"Only Yesterday," in an original skit directed by Ernst Lubitsch
Anthony
Muto is still lost in the honeymoon
daze
after his marriage to Irene Crisp in Washington a week ago
Mister Muto was one of the Hays workers on the Code,
and Irene was sec of the Washington Film Board
George
Tucker, member of Oscar Doob's staff at Loew's, has joined
the A. P. to handle the New York kolyum formerly conducted
by Bill Gaines
Harry Hornik, film actor, is playing a
role in "Sailor Beware,"
which Paramount has acquired for
filming
Felix Ferry, producer of "Monte Carlo Follies"
now running in Lunnon
is remaining at the St. Moritz
hotel another week to select talent for new shows he will produce in London and Monte Carlo
audition on Tuesday
at 3 o'clock at Henry Miller's theater
go to it, chorines,
singers and dancers

*

*

*

*

• • • THE NEW YORK, if not the world record, for
making caricatures of leading stage and screen personalities
is held by Alex Gard
His collection adorns the walls
of Sardi's restaurant
Herr Ernst Lubitsch's
recent
broadcast with Adela Rogers St. Johns in a tieup with "Design
for Living" got plenty of radio ed. applause
Arthur
Lubin, ex-actor and recently engaged in coast production, is
the producer
of "Growing
Pains," current Broadway
show
Pix producers are displaying interest in "The World
Waits," which is allegedly inside stuff on a famous historymaking expedition
Ed Kuykendall has gone on a diet,
cutting his eating schedule from eight to seven meals a day,
plus beer
Herschel Stuart is still wandering around Publix
corridors, claiming no assignment as yet, despite a cloud of
rumors about an important post in view
• • • YOU CAN discount reports about possibilities of
the NRA gang reopening conferences on the film industry code
It's only rumor conversation
Furthermore principal execs avow if such should occur they wouldn't participate
as all the facts in the case have been already submitted and
another session would only mean repetition and a waste of
time and money
No newspaper
story is getting the
front page breaks that the Chase-Wiggin, etc., probe is rating
at Washington
It's the industry's major conversational
topic .,.,.., Carl E. Milliken and Gabriel L. Hess were among
those who appeared at the local session of the Senate subcommittee on crime control
to refute the injurious influence
of films on youthful minds
Gypsy Nina, radio singer,
has been engaged to headline the new stage show which opens
Thanksgiving Day at the original Roxy theater

HOW TO APPRECIATE M
TION PICTURES. A Manual
Motion-Picture Criticism Prepar
for High School Students, by Edig
Dale, research associate, Bureau
Educational Research, Ohio Sta
University. Published by The Mo
millan Co., New York.
In this volume of the group
books being sponsored by the Pay
Fund an attempt is made to provi
a guidance for youth in the sek
tion of worthy film entertainmei
A general idea of the book's servic
ability may be gleaned from i
table of contents, which inclu
chapters as follows: What is M
tion Picture Appreciation? Sho
ping for Your Movies, The Histo
of the Movies, A Visit to a Stud
Motion-Picture Reviewing, The SI
ry, Acting, Photography, Setting
Sound and Music, Direction, Wh
Are Motion Pictures For?, Wh
Next?, Suggested Readings, and
glossary of Motion-Picture Vocab
lary. At the end of various cha
ters there are lists of questions f
a review of the subject treated
that chapter. The volume is an
lytically instructive as well as i
teresting reading for persons bo
in and out of the film industry.
Making Industrial Air Film
Chicago — A two-reel sound film
being completed by Progress Fil
Co. for American Airways. It w
dramatize the movement of ms
mail and merchandise through t
direction
Morris
A. Epstein.
skies, andof was
produced
under Dit'
tribution will be in theaters as w<
as to business groups.
National Screen Adds Space
National Screen Service has leas
additional space on the tenth flo
of the Film Center Bldg. Compa:
already occupies the entire secoi
fourteenth and half of the nin
floors.

MANY HAPPY PITIM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

Nov. 25-26-27
Lincoln Quarber;

Margaret Livingston
Vera Reynolds
Leon Holmes
Frances
Dee
John

Hunter Booth

Louis

D. Lightoi

Julian Johnsoi
Philip Longdoi
Madge

Hun

A Three -in -One Service
to Exhibitors
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The Pulse of the Motion Picture Industry

Published in Seven Sectional
Editions covering ever/ phase
of the Motion Picture Industry....
Production
Distribution
....Exhibition

The Equipment Section
of BOX OFFICE
Devoted Expressly to the
Mechanics of
Theatre Operation and
Maintenance

BLIND BOOKING
BANISHED!
Geared for service! All of the LOCAL
news, intensively covered and accurately
reported. What is going on in your territory about people you know and about
matters in which you are interested. A
digest of the important national news. A
practical and useful reviewing service (of
which the PICTURE GUIDE is a part).
Exploitation ideas. First run reports in
percentages. Production news from the
studios. An aggressive but constructive
editorial policy.

MHO

This little pocket-fitting book is proving a
boon to exhibitors in the booking and selling
of pictures. It eliminates all guess work.
The unbiased reviews, printed in BOX OFFICE
each week, with their practical selling suggestions become a part of the PICTURE
GUIDE in visible index form. The information is there when you want it— at your
fingertips. It shows you WHAT pictures to
book— and HOW to sell them. It throws the
floodlight of helpful, practical, information on
all feature releases for your benefit and profit.
It banishes blind booking.

Y

Once every four weeks THE MODERN
THEATRE is a part of BOX OFFICE. Its
contents are designed to give advice and
information to exhibitors in the care and
maintenance of their theatres. It does not
go in for technical literature. It deals in
facts — practical and useful facts — as they
relate to the box-office side of successful
theatre operation. Money-saving ideas,
money-making ideas are a part of the service of THE MODERN THEATRE.

The Pulse of the Motion Picture Industry
'National in Scope — Intensive in Local Service
BOX OFFICE
HITS YOU
WHERE YOU
LIVE

i—
Date

, 1933.

Associated Publications, Inc.,
4704 East 9th St.,
Kansas City,. Mo.
Gentlemen:
Please enter my subscription for one year (52 issues)
for BOX OFFICE, including BOX OFFICE PICTURE GUIDE.
Herewith is $3.00.
Theatre
Address
. . . State

City...
Signed

.

Position

.

BOX OFFICE
IS YOUR
HOME TRADE
PAPER
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M-G-M COMPLETES
HALF OF PROGRAM
(Continued from Page 1)

"Cat and the Fiddle," "Dinner
at
Eight" and "Queen Christina."
Others in production at present include "Hollywood Party," "Laughing
Boy," "Malibu," "Rip Tide," "Sons
of the Desert," "Tarzan and His
Mate" and "Viva Villa."
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from "LOTS"
A LITTLE
HOLLYWOOD
By RALPH

^ALTER WANGER has called
off a European trip to start
work on "Operator 13," next Marion
Davies film at M-G-M. Wanger also
is to supervise "Timber Line," Gene
Fowler story. "The Latest from
Paris," next for Joan Crawford, also
starts at M-G-M as soon as the star
returns from New York.

WILK

Wallace Smith has finished another novel, "Bessie Cotter," his
second published this year, in addition to his screen work.

Alfonse Corelli, musical director
at Educational, set a pace for composers and arrangers. At 10 P. M.
one night, he was notified that a
special musical number was needed
Code Adding 10 Per Cent
* *
*
for next day's shooting. The music,
To Short Subject Costs
original composition complete
Claudette Colbert has signed a an
(Continued from Page 1)
with arrangements and individual
new
Paramount
contract
and
will
that its total increase for the year
parts for a 20-piece orchestra, was
appear next in Cecil B. de Mille's delivered on the set the next day
may amount to $100,000. The ad- "Cleopatra."
at 9 A. M.
vance in costs is due mainly to
* *
*
shorter hours for actors and the
Warren William begins work soon
Harrison Wiley, who designed the
minimum of $25 a day for "bit"
in Warner's "Upperworld."
players.
sets for "Cross Country Cruise," at
Universal, and "She Was His Gal,"
Columbia has signed Mary Car- Premier Productions, will be the art
Frank Drew in Hospital
lisle and Ben Alexander for "Once director on "Mystery Squadron," a
Cleveland— Frank Drew, M-G-M
Mascot production.
branch manager is at Charity Hos- to Every Woman," and Dorothy
* *
*
Grainger
and
Jean
Hart
for
"Hold
pital, where he is reported to be
Ralph
Block
is
acting
as president
Your
Temper,"
Leon
Errol
comedy.
resting comfortably after an operation.
pro-tern of the Screen Writers Guild.
Sally Eilers will appear in "Baby John Howard Lawson, the Guild's
in the Ice-Box," Charles R. Rogers president, is in the East to put on
Cleve. Exhibs Meet Tomorrow
production for Paramount.
two new plays. Oliver H. P. GarCleveland — The Cleveland Motion
rett is acting chairman of the
Picture Exhibitors' Ass'n will hold
Ann Dvorak has replaced Emily finance committee.
a luncheon meeting tomorrow, at
which time members will hear a re- Lowry in Warner's "Heat LightJack W. S. Nelson has completed
ning." Miss Lowry is busy in "As
port of the Columbus meeting of
"Walking
Under a Ladder," "Rabthe independent theater owners.
the Earth Turns."
* *
*
bit's Foot" and "Three on a Match,"
in his "Superstitions" se"Loops, My Dear" has replaced subjects
ries. The pictures were directed by
Sixth Week for "World Changes"
"Gold Jitters of '98" as Hal Roach's
Warner's "The World Changes," current Thelma Todd-Patsy Kelly Ray Nazarro, with Jerry Ash doing
starring Paul Muni, will be held for comedy vehicle. Gus Meins is di- the camera work.
* *
*
a sixth week at the New York Holrecting. Supporting cast includes
Don Barclay, Wilfred Lucas, Billy
lywood.
"The Woman Who Dared," directBletcher and others.
ed by Millard Webb and produced
* *
*
by William Berke, attracted much
Ernest Truex Goes on Air
James Parrott, who was handed favorable attention at its preview.
Ernest Truex, under contract to
a long-term directorial contract last Claudia Dell, Monroe Owsley and
Lola Lane head the cast.
Educational for a' series of two-reel
* *
*
comedies, starts a series of national week at the Hal Roach studios, is
a brother of Charles Parrott, who
broadcasts tomorrow to appear ev- in real life is none other than CharThe title of Dore Schary's origery Tuesday, Thursday and Saturley Chase of the films.
inal story, "Born Tough," made by
day evening at 8 P. M. over WABC.
* *
*
Monogram, has been changed to
Louise Keaton, sister of Buster, "He Couldn't*Take* It." *
Preparing
Fairbanks
Story
has been signed for a new EducaRalph Bellamy will appear in Cotional Mermaid
Comedy which
London — -Story preparations are
lumbia's "Once to Every Women,"
now under way on "Exit, Don Juan," Charles Lamont will place in pro- Wray.
duction within a few days. Elea- with Walter Connolly and Fay
the Douglas Fairbanks starring venor Hunt also will appear in this
hicle for London Film Productions, comedy.
* *
*
which will be released by United
* *
*
After suffering several days, Joan
Artists. Production is scheduled to
get under way late next month.
RKO Radio Pictures' fourth Aver- Blondell decided to undergo an apage Man comedy of the season goes
pendicitis
* operation.
*
*
into production this week, featuring
Katharine Hepburn will make a
Edgar Kennedy, Florence Lake, Dot
BIG
Farley and Billy Eugene. Carroll picture for RKO based on Joan of
Graham and Sam White are writing Arc. It is to start after she rethe yarn.
White will direct.
turns from her Broadway stage enNEWS
>£
' 4s
$

*

AS
SEEN
BY
THE PRESS
AGENT
"Spinach green is the new shade, according to Sally Eilers. whose brown
eyes are now being admired over a
velveteen evening coat in this color.
Sally's coat has shirred three-quarter
length sleeves, a gathered peplum and
a huge velveteen collar."
— FOX.

7 SLATED TO START
AFTER WLL AT RKO]

*

*

Roscoe Karns will appear in gagement.
Lee Tracy, on his return to Holly"Good Dame," B. P. Schulberg's new
wood from Mexico, declared that
Sylvia
Sidney
vehicle
for
Paramount.
they "got him all wrong" down
there. The Mexicans are a very
*
*
-Jr.
Robert Young is the romantic ac- sensitive people, Tracy says, and
tor selected to share with Loretta quick to take offense even when no
offense is intended.
Young the love interest in "The
*
*
*
House of Rothschild," in which
Charles
Lamont,
who
has directed
tury.
George
Arliss will star for 20th Censeveral "Frolics of Youth" comedies

(Continued from Page 1)

a few
Merian
pletely
illness.

days before the return oli
C. Cooper, who has com-i
recovered from his recent
The pictures ready for pro

duction are "Success Story," "Fam
ily
Man,"
you won't
Sing, Eh?"
"Girl
Meets"SoBoy,"
"The World
Out
side," "Three Stand Alone" and "]
Love an Actress."
maid" comedy. will direct a "Merfor Educational,

*

*

*

Fred Quimby, M-G-M's short subject sales manager, is here, conferring with Hal Roach and Henrj
Ginsberg of the Hal Roach studios.

*

*

*

Our Passing Show: Barbara Stanwyck has two stand-ins, each working half of her present picture, because both girls needed work;
Patricia Ellis, who never had a
chance to go to college, plays a college girl in "Harold Teen"; Allen
Jenkins' new bride has the prettiest ,
smile;
Herbert
sleep he when
starts Hugh
answering
mail can't,
that
has accumulated and gets to sleep
real quick.
*
#
&
Maurine Watkins has been signed
by RKO to write the screen play of
"Dynamite."

Composing a suite entitled "Can-,
has
started work
on Salient
Pic- U
ine Moods,"
Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld"^"
tures' "Mating Time," writing the :
music and supervising the recordings
of the musical background of this
h
picture, which is now being filmed1
at Mack Sennett studios. The work
of composing
the music and syn
chronizing the score is taking placeiw
at Meyer
Synchronizing
Service»|e!
where Dr. Riesenfeld has established
headquarters.

Although several studios are seeking his services for either one pic-;,
ture or a long term contract, Rich-;",
ard
making
trip Wallace
to New isYork
and plans
perhapsfor toajJ .,
Europe.in a Boat,"
Since afinishing
Girls
Charles R."Eight.;
Rog- "
ers production for Paramount,
he
has read numerous stories submitted
him as prospective assignments.

FACTS
ABOUT
FILMS
Richard Dix has starred in nearly
features
in the last 10 years.

75

f
-
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IT. LOUIS PRICE WAR
BEING HELD IN CHECK
(.Continued from Page

1)

entral and Missouri trailing on
ual bill policies. Results in the
?xt few weeks will determine what
:tion shall be taken by other
?uses.

.aeminle Tells of Trying
To (Continued
Unload from"Counsellor"
Page 1)

20 BRITISH FILMS
FOR UNITED ARTISTS
who
recently obtained
Syracuse, N. Y. — The Arcadia, of Matthews,
which Maurice Fitzler is manager, the house from S. C. Halloway.
has closed for an indefinite period.
Addison, N. Y.— W. A. Smith has
reopened the Star.

Bowling Green, Mo. — The Huckstep is now being operated by Mrs.
J. Bondinier.

Buffalo — The Fillmore has been
renamed the "Little German Theater." German moving pictures are
shown with English subtitles.

Mansfield, Mo. — The Mansfield,
formerly the Paradise, has reopened
under the management of Dean W.
Davis.

Jble
triedto toborrow
cast it he
found
it imposstars
from
other
•mpanies. Then he tried to get
Greenwich, Conn. — William Mich• me of his investment back by sell- alson has opened the Greenwich
,g the play, but the companies quit Playhouse with straight films.
<lding for it, Laemmle states. Frank G. King is resident manager.
inally by a stroke of ideal luck
»hn Barrymore was obtained for
Bloomingdale, Ind. — With the ree leading role.
cent installation of RCA Victor
High Fidelity sound in the Indiana
Dix Out of Danger
theater here, the H. P. VonderUst Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
schmitt Theater Enterprises became
; Hollywood — Richard Dix, who has 100 per cent Photophone equipped.
en laid up by pneumonia, was rented to have passed the crisis SatChicago — Alvin D. Popell, former!day.
ly manager of the Grenada, is now
Joan Blondell also is reported do- manager of the Essaness Keystone.
,g nicely following an appendix

moval.

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

LACHENDE
ERBEN"
(''Laughing
irs"), in German; produced by Ufa;
:cred by Max Ophuels; with Lien DeyHeinz Ruehmann, Ida Wuest, Max
albert, Lizzi Waldemueller, Julius Falk;rein, Walter Janssen, Friedrich Ettel.
tributed by Ufa. At 79th St. Theater,
/ery entertaining romantic comedy in
neland vineyard background, with fine
t of players, enjoyable comedy and
ising music.

.EN GLAD
Norwegian;
; directed
s, Goerril
n Hatlen,

GUTT"
("A Happy
Boy"),
produced by National Toneby John Brunius; with Tore
Egede
Nissen, Harold
StorHauk Aabel, Ragnhild Hald,

'en Schoberg, Andreas
Playhouse.

Bjarke. At Fifth

:sed on a novel by Bjornstjerne BjornNobel Prize winner of 1903, this is
oleasant pastoral romance between a
farmer's son and the granddaughter
rich landowner. Not for general audi, but should please the Scandinavian

>ASSA L'AMORE"
("Love Passes By"),
talian; produced by Luce; directed by
to Palermi; with Armando Falconi, Paola
gi, Vittorio de Sica, Camillo Pilotto, et
At the Caruso Theater.
medy with music, enacted in a radio
dcasting and backstage background, has
lineup of players, but story and genproduction handling are just fair.

Chicago — Sylvanus Long has i-eopened the Bell theater at Bellwood,
local suburb.
Detroit — Alterations are under
way at the Lyric, downtown house
owned by Ernest Blasdell. House
has been closed since spring.
Beverly, Mass. — Paul Purdy, formerly connected with the Granada,
Maiden, is now manager of the Larcom here, another house in the
Ramsdell circuit.
Chicago — Jack Cooney has reopened the Ogden theater on the
southwest side.
Canton, O. — Keith Chambers, lately assistant manager of the Palace,
Lockport, N. Y., for George R. Delis, has returned to his former post
of assistant manager of the Palace
here.
Akron, O. — Paul Bien, for several
years with Akron district theaters
and a well known publicity man, has
joined WGAR, Cleveland.
Delphos, O. — C. Templin has
opened the Star.

re-

Pana, 111. — Harry Tanner has acquired the Illinois theater from Roy
M. Kennedy.
McHenry, 111. — F. B. Swanson has
transferred the Empire to "Red"
Johnson.
Virgin, 111. — The Virginia theater
is being operated by William
J.

St. Louis — The Venus
dark for the present.

theater

Mattoon, 111. — C. S. Ferris recently transferred the K theater here
to E. F. Clarke.

(Continued from Page

1)

menting on the film industry code,
which he has opposed in part,
Schenck said that he hopes President Roosevelt studies it further
before signing the document.

New Kandel Unit Plans
Features and 3-Reelers
(Continued from Page

1)

tributing Corp., has been appointed
special representative to handle sales
and exploitation of the first attraction, "Found Alive," featuring Barbara Bedford, Maurice Murphy and
Robert Frazer. "The Golden Ghost"
is the first three-reeler to be com-

NED
WAYBURN
pleted.

RADIO
BROADCASTING
MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE

EVERY
TYPE
OF DANCING

who staged the most successful editions of the "ZIEGFELD FOLLIES" and directed
and helped to fame, such outstanding stage, screen and radio stars as Al Jolson, Marilyn
Miller, Fred and Adele Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Mae West, Ed Wynn, Jeannette McDonald,
CHfton Webb, Marie Dressier, Harry Richman, Fannie Brice, Marx Bros., Claire Luce,
Willie and Eugene Howard, Charlotte Greenwood, Bert Wheeler, Patricia Ellis, Hal Leroy
and hundreds
of others, both here and abroad, announces

Fall classes just starting — Lowest rates ever!
REDUCING AND BUILDING UP—
AND KEEPING FIT
Ned Wayburn's
famous
one-hour "limbering
and stretching" classes (Mondays to Fridays,
inclusive).
Mornings at 10:30. Afternoons at
3:30.
Evenings
at 7:30.
Five-times weekly
(morning or afternoon)
$8 weekly — Evenings
$5 weekly.
DANCING
CLASSES
FOR ADULT
GIRLS OR WOMEN
Mondays to Fridays, inclusive. For beginners,
advanced
pupils,
professionals,
or teachers,
Mornings,
afternoons
or evenings.
"Tap.
"Acrobatic,"
"Ballet"
(classical — interpretive
— too) and "Musical
Comedy" technique and
routines. Five times weekly (morning or afternoon) $8 weekly — Evenings $5 weekly.
BUSINESS
GIRLS'
WOMEN'S
ONE-HOUR
EVENINGAND CLASSES

CHILDREN'S SPECIAL ONE-HOUR, ONCEWEEKLY,
AFTER
SCHOOL
CLASSES
(4:30 to 5:30 P. M.) 35 consecutive weeks
$35, payable $1 weekly plus $5 enrollment fee
which pays for the last five weeks.
SOMETHING NEW FOR TINY TOTSKINDERGARTEN DANCING CLASSESAGES 3 TO 7 YEARS
Kindergarten Dancing Classes. Every Thursday, 3:30 to 4:30 P. M. Starting next Thursday
(35 consecutive
Thursdays).
Pay lessons
$5
enrollment
which pays
for last five
and only secutive
$1 for
each other lesson for 30 conThursdays.
RADIO
BROADCASTING
Instruction for "Talkies," Television, Voice
Culture, Diction, Speech Improvement, Singing, Song Rendition, Language, Microphone
Technique. Studio Deportment. Experience on
our own radio programs. 10-lesson courses
for children and adults. Class or private instruction. Private lessons (not less than 10)
afternoons $4 each. Evenings $2.50 each.
Class lessons (not less than 10) $15. All
tuition payable in advance. Free Radio Tests
or Audition without obligation of any kind.
Patricia Ellis, new movie star, received all of
tion.
her instruction under Ned Wayburn's direc-

('/2 hour of "limbering and stretching" — and
conditioning — and
J/2 hour
of "Tap"
and
"Musical Comedy" dances).
BEGINNERS—
twice weekly. Mondays and Wednesdays — 7:30
to 8:30 P. M.— $3 weekly. ADVANCED PUPILS (with previous dance training) 7:30 to
8:30
P. M. — Tuesdays
and
Thursdays — $3
weekly.
ONCE
WEEKLY— Friday evenings
—7:30 to 8:30 P. M.— $2 weekly.
CHILDREN'S COURSES
For both girls and boys — ages 8 to 16 years.
Regular Saturday classes. Rounded training in
"Tap." "Acrobatic," "Ballet" (Toe)_ and BALL ROOM
DANCING
"Musical Comedy" dancing. Rate, paid by
term in advance; FALL TERM (Starts next One lesson $4 — 6 lessons $20 — all the latest
Saturday)— $48. WINTER TERM (Begin- dances. Newest steps. Patient, painstaking
ning Jan. 6th)— $39. SPRING TERM (Com- instructors. Special mixed classes arranged.
mencing April 7th) $39. If three terms are We specialize in arranging "Exhibition" Ball
Room Dance Routines.
paid in advance — cost is $105.
Free dancing tryouts at any time, No obligation.
Call or; write for free illustrated, 42-page
booklet, "Your Career,
or "Home Study Course in Stage Dancing."

NED WAYBURN

INSTITUTE OF DANCING
AND RADIO BROADCASTING

SCHOOL

Studio F2, 625 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
(Between 58th & 59th Sts.

Tel. Wlclcersham 2-4300)
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NEW PROBE LOOMS
FROM FOX CHARGES
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INDIES FACE LOSS
OF BRITISH MARKET
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page

1)

ator Gore of Oklahoma said Fox's
charges of a conspiracy to take his
properties should be probed more
deeply and that Attorney Berenson
who filed the receivership action
against Fox should be called to testify. Further inquiry into the charge
that A. H. Wiggin had sent word
to President Hoover "to mind his
own business" also was urged. Wiggin, from New York on Saturday,
denied having made such a statement.
The investigation will resume today and opportunity will be given
to anyone desiring to answer Mr.
Fox.

Exhibitors More Hopeful,
McConville Found on Trip
Exhibitors around the country are
mostly in a more hopeful frame of
mind, with many of them already
experiencing better box-office returns, reports Joe McConville, supervisor of sales for Columbia, on his
return from a swing around the
midwest territory. McConville says
he opened several hundred new accounts and increased the business of
several hundred others.
Amity Upheld in Suit
Motion to dismiss the complaint
of Amity Pictures against Educational in a $100,000 suit for an accounting of distribution grosses has
been denied by Justice Shientag in
the New York Supreme Court.
Herman Goldman, attorney for Educational, was ordered to proceed
to trial. Fitelson & Mayers appeared as counsel for Amity. The case
will be tried early next month.
1934 Astrological
Reel
Wynn, noted astrologer, will make
forecasts for 1934 in a reel which
Educational will release as the next
subject in its Treasure Chest series.
He will not only discuss the new year
as it will apply to individuals, but
what it will mean in national and international affairs.

SHOWMAN'S

REMINDER
It's not too late to give your lobby
and auditorium a festive Thanksgiving
atmosphere.

"Hollywood pictures radiate the
vitality and joy of life that are characteristic ofAmerica. Those qualities endow a film with refreshing
"Talkies are a great medium, a and cheering elements that Euroreally great medium, but they can
pean production cannot equal." —
never take the place of the legiti- FRANCIS LEDERER.
mate theater. They borrowed some
of the good, but took most of the
"When you realize that in a sense
bad from the stage." — EVA LE each picture depends for its final apGALLIENE.
pearance almost equally on the
story, board, producer, continuity
"There are not enough big people writers, director, stars, cameramen,
to go around."— SIDNEY R. KENT. light men, sound men, technical department, special effects department, scenery designer, and all the
"Musical numbers on the screen
should, in common with other screen machinery, gadgets, tools and apentertainment, be based on the
paratus pertaining thereto, as well
theory that moving pictures must as upon the carpenters and their
move." — RICHARD BOLESLAV- unions, grips and their unions, plastSKY.
erers, metal workers, machinists,
extras, secretarial force in the front
office and secretarial force that
Claim Arbitration Clause
worked for the writers, you will begin to see how easy it is to blow
Voids Warner Franchise in sweet
music and have horrible
Minneapolis — That the clause permitting arbitration of film rentals in noises come out."— PHILIP WYLIE.
event the producer and exhibitor
cannot agree upon a price, makes
the Warner franchise illegal and not
binding on either party, will be the
defense of the company, defendants
in a suit brought by Albert Lea
Amusement Co., to force performance of the contract under franchise.
This surprise contention of Warners in the franchise, drawn by the
producing company legal department, is held indicative of the death
knell of the franchise, the assumption it has outlived its usefulness.
The case is scheduled for hearing
today. S. P. Halpern, local attorney,
represents the plaintiffs.
An attempt by local exhibitors to
boycott Warner pictures because of
percentage demands fell through
when Al Steffes, head of the exhibitor unit, told the members to abide
by their agreements.

'"T'HE

takes of today are the reLUBITSCH. takes of tomorrow." — ERNST

Cast of Chatterton'sFILM
NextDAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

Hollywood — Cast of "Journal of
Crime," Ruth Chatterton's next First
National picture, has been completed
by the addition of Claire Dodd, Henry O'Neill, Philip Reed, Edward McWade, Ruth Donnelly, Frank Reicher, Henry Kolker, Leila Bennett and
Harold Huber. Adolphe Menjou and
George Barbier had already been
selected for principal roles. "Journal of a Crime" is now in production under the direction of William
Keighley. F. Hugh Herbert (not
the actor) and Charles Kenyon
made the adaptation of Jacques
Duval's story from the original
French.
Harry Sachs to Dallas
Cleveland — Harry Sachs, Warner
theater feature booker, and Mrs.
Sachs are leaving the middle of December to spend the Christmas holidays in Dallas.

Film Daily. Under present conditions the program-class British picture falls far below the standard
set by American made independents.
Eighty per cent of the theaters here
now show double feature programs,
an increase of 72 per cent in the
last three years. Twenty per cent
of all footage shown at English theaters must be British made, according to the quota which goes into
effect next year, and it is predicted
that no more than that percentage
will be available for at least 12
months. American independents
now looking to English distribution
as a means of recouping production,
costs exclusive of American distribution, will be taken care of this
year, but with present strides in
British made pictures, it is expected
that by 1935 local exhibitors will
find that it will be possible to include on their programs 50 per cent
British film which will be entirely
acceptable.
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Dr. Lowell Expected to Present New Morality Code

CODE ANNOUNCEMENT IS DELAYED UNTILTOMORROW
Cantor Pledges Fair Play as Code Authority Member
Says Overpaid Executives,
Not Actors, Should
Take Cuts
"Fair play in every decision we
•and down" was pledged by Eddie
Cantor yesterday in his first interiew since President Roosevelt appointed him and Marie Dressier to
epresent actors' interests on the
ode authority.
"Salary control is a matter of
upply and
demand,"
(Continued
on Page said
10) Cantor,

:. J, WILSTACH DIES
FOLLOWING ILLNESS

Local 306 Sues 420 Houses Charging NRA Violations
Suit for $1,000,000 damages

against 420 independent houses in Greater New

charging violation of the President's re-employment agreement, was filed in the
Supreme Court yesterday by Local 306. Harry Sherman, president of the union,
entered the suit, naming 150 persons and corporations as defendants. He charged
that the defendants, after signing the re-employment agreement to cut working
hours to a 35-hour week, actually raised them to 52 hours and reduced wages and
staffs. Sherman also filed motion for a temporary injunction pending outcome
of his suit to enjoin the defendants from continuing to carry out an alleged conspiracy
against the union. Two of the principal defendants are the Independent Theater
Owners
Ass'n and the Allied Motion Picture Operators Union.
on Monday.

on Page

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Receipts of the film industry this year may rise to $900,000,000, after touching a low of $700,000,000 in 1932 and $275,000,000 in
the first six months of 1933, according
to figures given by Harley L. Clarke
before the Senate banking committee
| this week. Clarke said his own company, General Theaters Equipment, had
experienced improved business in recent months.
3u Will Surely
Jm Daily Year

Find It In The
Book. — Advt.

Coming

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Changes in Film Code May
Exceed
Expectations
Effective
Dec. 5 —
Washington Bureau of THE

1934

Functions of Dr. A. Lawrence
Lowell, former president-emeritus
of Harvard University and now
chairman of the Motion Picture Research Council, are expected to be
among the most important on the
Code Authority, according to information obtained yesterday by The
Film Daily. In the appointment
of Dr. Lowell, the President is said
to have had in mind the tremendous
national influence of the motion pic-

FILM

DAILY

■ Washington — Due to the delay of
General Hugh S. Johnson in returning to Washington from Warm
Springs with the film code as signed
by President Roosevelt on Monday,
official release of the complete text
did
not take place yesterday, and is
today.
now expected to occur sometime
Deputy(Continued
Administrator
Sol A. Roon Page 11)

THIRD CODE DRAFT
IS OKAY WITH KENT

Washington — Allied will take no
definite position on the code pending a thorough analysis including
the executive order and General
Johnson's statements, said Abram
On Board the Berengaria — ■ Provided no material changes have been
F. Myers yesterday. From information at hand, Myers interprets effected in the industry code since
the action to mean the President is its third revision, Sidney R. Kent
determined to make the Government approves it, he told The Film Daily
(Continued
on Page 8)
yesterday
afternoon
arrival in New
York upon
after his
several

William Fox's Testimony
Contradicted by Wiggin
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Declaring that the
story told by William Fox last week
at the Senate banking investigation
was 'absolutely and entirely false",
former President Albert H. Wiggin
of the Chase Bank yesterday denied

weeks spent in England and France.
The Fox president stated that he
has been out of touch with developments since his trip began.
Kent has no expectation of being
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Double Feature Bills
Restored in Germany

First break in the German Government's film policy in permitting
uhe return of double feature showings has just occurred, but whether
ving
or not it was due to the elections
on November 12, probably will not
be known for several months, when,
some
Day, film leaders think here, the
ture and the necessity, therefore, of single-feature policy will be restored,
(Continued
on Page 8)
supervision of certain phases, particularly the moral side.
No
Daily
Thanksg
Dr. Lowell at present is at his
Tomorrow
home in Cambridge, but at the ofPaper
rvance
fices of the Motion Picture Research
In there
of
obse will be no issue of
Council here it was learned yesterThe
day that Dr. William H. Short, who
Film
tomorrow.
has been directing the work of the
Council in its several years of activity, will suggest a new morality Over 1,200 Pages Of Information — The Coming
(Continued on Page

10)

Functions of Dr. Lowell on Code
Expected to be Far-Reaching

9)

Clarke Predicts Upswing
Wash. Bureau of THE

Motion will be argued

20% BUILDING BOOM ALLIED SEES CODE
FITTING ITS AIMS
IS SEEN BY OSTRER

On Board the Berengaria — Showing its biggest spurt in years, theater construction in Great Britain
will be 20 per cent greater this year
Frank J. Wilstach, assistant to than last year, it is estimated by
Vill Hays in the Motion Picture Mark Ostrer, managing director of
roducers and Distributors of Amer- Gaumont-British, who arrived in
:a, died yesterday in the Manhat- New York yesterday afternoon. The
Company has six theaters
an General Hospital after an ill- Gaumont (Continued
on Page 9)
ess of four weeks.
Born in Lafayette, Ind., Oct. 20,
65, and educated at Purdue Uni- One Per Cent Tax Bill
rsify, Wilstach had a wide acPasses Missouri House
! uaintance(Continued
among- on authors,
actors
Page 9)
St. Louis — House of Representatives in St. Joseph yestei-day passed
Governor Parks' 1 per cent retail
Varners and Cooper Pool sales
tax bill, at the same time overwhelmingly defeating the Ways and
Oklahoma City Theaters
Means Committee's substitute of %
Formation of a new organization per
cent on retail sales and services
nown as Standard Theaters Corp., for hire. The Park bill now goes
to
the
Senate.
"hich will manage and control the
lerged interests of Warner Theters, Criterion Theater Corp., Re(Continued

York,

(Continued on Page

11)

Film

Daily Year Book.— Advt.
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FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Columbia
Picts. vtc.
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
Con.
Fm.
Ind.
East.
Kodak
Fox Fm
Loews,
Inc
Paramount ctfs
Pathe
Exch

24%
24
2l/2
2%
pfd. 8%
8%
771/2
1% 76l/4
28%
14
14
28%
13/4

do "A"
RKO
Univ.
Pict. pfd
Warner
Bros
NEW
YORK
Technicolor
NEW
YORK

10%
21%
25%

1 1/2
1%
10
5%
2

Net
Chg.

Close
24 '/8
2%
85/8
76l/4
14
28l/2

—
—
—
—
+
+

1 1/2 —
1%
■
10

21

2

+

%
%

EDDIE CANTOR returned to New
ferday
from
Washington.

U. S. Films May Benefit
New Jersey Allied Unit
Meets Dec. 19 in Trenton In Franco-German Accord
Plans for holding its adjourned
14th annual convention, which opened in Atlantic City in October, in
Trenton on Dec. 19, were made at
a meeting of Allied Theaters of
New Jersey yesterday. Abram F.
Myers, chairman of the Allied national board, is expected to speak.
The independent product situation
was further discussed.

Sol Lesser Enthusiastic
After Film Survey Abroad

Paris — By the terms of the recent Franco-German accord, the
number of German films is restricted to 15 for the current cinema
year. It is estimated that the number of dubbed films from other countries will probably be fixed at one
or two each for Great Britain, Italy
and Czechoslovakia, leaving about
120 films available for the United
States.
The French accords with the other
countries restricting the showing of
French films have not yet been published. It would appear however
that if the other accords are made
along the same lines as the German
accord and the number of their
dubbed films restricted to their previous proportionate share, the position of American films will be
strengthened.

An enthusiastic attitude on film
conditions is reflected in cable dispatches from Sol Lesser, president
of Principal Distributing Corp., after several weeks of touring in Europe, whree he made a careful study
of the film market. Lesser said he
axpected to sail from France for
New York the middle of this week,
with several important deals closed
and some announcements to be made 'Man's Castle' Tops 'Lady'
Box-office reports received by Coon his return that will have an imlumbia from first showings of
portant bearing on Principal's fu- "Man's Castle" state that the Spenture policy.
der Tracy-Loretta Young picture is
Pictures already released this seatopping
for a Day."
and Hartford,
first Inof Newthe
son by Principal include "Thunder Orleans "Lady
Over Mexico," Eisenstein film;
bookings, receipts are reported
"Jaws of Justice," first of the Ka- trial
20 and 25 per cent, respectively,
zan series; "Cuba" and "City of ahead of "Lady." In Cedar Rapids,
Contrasts." two-reelers, and a num- Hie Iowa Theater is holding over
ber of one-reelers. The second Kathe picture for four extra days.
zan picture starts soon.
1/4

4 F. N. Releases in Jan.
3/4

W. E. for Fox Paris Studio

York yes

EILEEN KARRI-DAVIS, stylist for Associate
Talking Pictures of London, is in New Yor;
and plans to return to England after Christmas
day.
morrow.
IRENE
DUNNE
will leave for the coast to]
LENORE

Paris — Western Electric sound
First National will release four
CURB
MARKET53/4 —
equipment is being installed in the
pictures
in
January.
The
first
will
%
10%
9%
93/4 — 1%
studios being constructed for Fox
be "Dark Hazard." Edward G. Rob- at
BOND
MARKET
Saint Ouen. The apparatus will
inson's latest. The following week
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40
be used chiefly for the dubbing of
31/2
3%
3% .
"The Big Shakedown," with Charles
Loew
6s 41 ww
80 1/4 80 1/4 80 1/4 . 13/4
T^arrell, Bette Davis and Ricardo Fox's
dialogue.own pictures with French
Paramount 6s47 ctfs. 221/2
221/2 22% —
Cortez,
will
be
released.
Then
Par. By. 5%s5T . . . . 28%
28% 2834 —
"Convention Citv," with Joan BlonPar. 5%s50 filed... 253/4
25% 253/4 +
RKO Signs Thelma Todd for Term
ES
dell, Adolphe Menjou. Dick Powell West Coast Bureau, THE FILM DAILY
38
38 —
Warner's
6s39
. . 39
"Bedside,"
N. Y. PRODUCE
and Jean Muir
EXCHANGE
SECURITI
and Mary
Hollywood — Thelma Todd has
with
W«rrenAstor.
William,
Para. Publix
been signed by RKO on a long term
1%
HA
1%
and Kathryn
Sergava.
contract. Her first role will be in
Moe Silver Now
a Colonel
Supreme Screen Service at Auction
"Strictly Dynamite."
Assets of Supreme Service will
Moe Silver,has Warner theater d exThree Thursday Openings
ecutive, been appointe a
be sold at public auction the afterThe Capitol, Roxy and Hollywood
noon of Dec. 5 through Under- Colonel by Governor Ruby Laffoon
writers Salvage Co. of New York, of Kentucky, as aide-de-camp on all are onening their new bills toit is announced by Irving Trust Co., the Governor's
staff.
morrow, Thanksgiving Day. "Dancreceiver.
;ng Lady" comes into the former
Carter Barron a Daddy
bouse,
with
"Hoopla" at the Roxy
Washington
Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
-nd "House on 56th St." for the
Washington — Carter Barron, man- Hollywood.
aging director of Loew Theaters
here, is the father of a boy.
"Great Adventure" Retitled
"The Great Adventure," Arthur
Lambert
Hillver Injured
West
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAILY
Hopkins-Eddie Dowling production
Hollywood — Lambert Hillyer, Co- to be released by Paramount, has
lumbia director injured in an auto been retitled "His Double Life." It
stars Lillian Gish and Roland
collision
recovery. Monday, is on the way to Young.
21
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Nov. 28, 1933

THE industry has lost a loyal and true friend in the passing of Frank Wilstach. As
director of publicity of the Hays organization and assistant to Mr. Hays, he was
beloved by all of his fellow workers for his kindly and human qualities. The end
came suddenly. He passed away quietly yesterday at Manhattan Hospital after an
operation following a brief illness. Frank was one of the old school. We knew him
well. He might well have been considered the dean of the press agents. He was in
charge of publicity for the Shuberts for many years and is best known in the literary
world for his annual "Dictionary of Similes.'' He was ever the champion of clean
advertising
and leaves a world
of friends to mourn
his passing.
JACK
ALICOATE.

Nov. 29, 193:

the

ULRIC

SOL NEWMAN
Berengaria.

leaves for the coast Satur
returns to England today 0

KARL KRUG, U. A. publicity chief, is driv
ing to Pittsburgh this evening for the Thanks
giving
Dinner
with
the kiddies.
ROBERT
Z. LEONARD,
M-G-M
director,
visiting in New
York, where his latest picturs
"D:ncing Lady," opens Thursday at the Capito
SOL LESSER is expected to sail today fror
France for New York.
GWEN HELLER, a member of Charlie Ein
feld's advertising and publicity staff, returne
yesterday to New York from a four-week sta
at the Warner Burbank studio in connectio
with special fashion stills for publicity pur

Preparing Circus Serial

poses.

West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL)

Hollywood — "The Lost Conti
nent," Mascot serial for which Na
Levine has signed Clyde Beatty am
contracted for the use of the Hag
enbeck-Wallace Circus attractions
is now in preparation, with Shermai
Lowe, Wyndham Gittens and Alber
Martin preparing the story. Colber
Clark and David Howard will direct
The production will be released witl
an initial seven-reel episode, fol
lowed by the remaining episodes ii
two reels each.

Gets Ed Wynn Film
M-G-M's "The Chief," starrinf
Ed Wynn, will open at the Mayfai:
with a preview tomorrow night.
Sennett
West

Coast

Firm

Adjudged

Bureau,

THE

Bankrup
FILM

DAIL)

Los Angeles — Following f ailun
of Mack Sennett, Inc., to responi
to subpoena service in a creditor
plea for bankruptcy proceedings
the firm has been automatically ad
judged a bankrupt by the Federa
District Court.
5 Majestic Releases in December
Five Majestic pictures will be re! :
leased in December. They are "Th<
Sin of Nora Moran," "The Charm
ing Deceiver," "You and Me Lov<
You," "The Morning After" anc
"Divorce Bed."
Hal Oliver Resigns
day.
Hal Oliver of the RKO Theater
exploitation staff resigned yestei

-1 ORGANS FOR SALE L
UNUSUAL

BARGAINS

Fifteen instruments originally costing $10,000-$1 5,000 each, will be sold for any
reasonable
offer. Apply in person or by
letter
to
1531
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THE

NEXT

DANCE

IS

NASHVILLE's hot . . . Houston's stepping!
ATLANTA'S in a whirl . .. .WASHINGTON'S
dizzy . . . RICHMOND and NORFOLK are on
their ears . . . PROVIDENCE'S palpitating!
COLUMBUS, LOUISVILLE, INDIANAPOLIS
are shaking their hips . . . CHICAGO'S nuts . . .
DENVER
and ST. LOUIS are in a lather . . .

— and

here's
the
happy reason! She's
dancing with joy
in your heart!

JOAN

CRAWFORD,

CLARK GAB

J

with FRANCHOT TONE, MAY ROBSON,
WINNIE
LIGHTNER, FRED
ASTA
ROBT. BENCHLEY, TED HEALY and his STOOGES— ROBT. Z. LEONARD, Din
Screen piety by Allen Rivkin and P. J. Wolfson, from the book by James Warner Bellah,
DAVID O. SELZNICK— Executive Producer, John W. Considine, Jr. — Associate Producer
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IN TEN DAYS!...
QUARTER
OF A
Eye-staggering figures at Radio City
Music Hall as "Little Women" crashes
all show-world records and carries on
into a third week for the first time in
the theatre's history!
...AND WHEREVER A HUMAN HEART
BEATS... THE ANSWER
IS THE SAME!
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MY INTENTION TO WIRE YOU IMMEDIu,f^!^
~. ATELY
^Ts^LT~--~Sansh
HOWEVER I WAS SO COMPLETELY
STUNNED BY ITS SIMPLE GRANDEUR I
•'OMEN
COULD NOT GATHER MYSELF TOGETHER
T^0US AND
TO WIRE YOU. IT LIFTS THE INDUSTRY TO
NEW HEIGHTS AND IT SHOULD EASILY
WIN ALL THE NINETEEN THIRTY THREE
AWARDS. MY WIFE AND SEVERAL OTHER
LADIES HAD INTENDED TO GO TO ANOTHER SHOW AFTERWARD AND THE
GREATEST COMPLIMENT THEY COULD
PAY THIS PICTURE WAS TO SAY IT
WOULD BE SACRILEGIOUS TO SEE ANY
OTHER PICTURE DURING THE SAME DAY
HAD SEEN LITTLE WOMEN THERETHEY
Li FIVE
FORE THEY WENT HOME TO PONDER
LITTLE WOMEN. I CAN NOW SEE WHY I
RECEIVED FROM YOU THE MOST GORGEOUS PRESS BOOK AND PRESS ACCESSORIES EVER CREATED FOR A PICTURE.
I RAISE MY HAT TO RKO FOR PRODUCING LITTLE WOMEN AND SAY I AM VERY
PROUD TO BE THE POSSESSOR OF THIS
PICTURE IN SEATTLE PORTLAND AND TACOMA. KINDEST REGARDS.
JOHN HAMRICK.
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D BALTIMORE
JULES LEVY=
RADIO PICTURES
JULES LITTLE
STOP

FOR THE CROWDS

WOMEN"
GEORGE

101

SPLINTERS

BY LOUISA MAY ALCOTT with
JOAN BENNETT .. PAUL LUKAS
FRANCES DEE . . JEAN PARKER
EDNA MAY OLIVER . . Douglass
Montgomery . . Henry Stephenson
BY

BNA9

DEAR

"LITTLE
DIRECTED

BALTIMORE

CUKOR

RADIO

IS SMASHING
THAT DOES

THAT ARE UNABLE
I HAVE

DOLLARS

UP BALTIMORE

GREATEST
WORDS

WOMEN

WOMEN'S FIRST

TWO HUNDRED
BLOCK

CORPORATION

AMD EVEN

STOP AS YCU KNOW
LITTLE

MD NOV 24 \^j-j

PLAYED

STREET

FAIL ME IN DESCRIBING
IS RAPPAPORT..

RECORDS

NOT DO THE PICTURE
IN FAR EXCEED

THE VERY EIGGEST
EXCEEDS

OUR HOUSE
ON PICTURE

IN ALL MY YEARS

HERE

INTO

JUSTICE
THOSE

THAT CAN

ATTRACTIONS

LIKe!d TO THE CORNER

ST0F COMMENTS

I HAVE EVER HEARD

NYC=

ALL HOUSE

TO GET

DAY BUSINESS
STOP CROWDS

CITY

RECORD

BY

AND A HALF
BY FAR THE

IN THIS BUSINESS

IT CONGRAT UL AT I CNS=

YET

STOP

■z

aw

THE

John Wayne

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Columbia

20 mins.

Mildly Funny
A lot of typical Smith and Dale
nonsense, but not quite as funny as
some
pastin efforts.
It's ofa
drawn ofouttheir
affair
which one
the lads tries to sell fire prevention
apparatus to the other while his
house is supposed to be burning.
After a lot of dickering in the house,
they go to the fireman's office, where
some demonstrations take place, including a fire hose spraying water
all over the place, then back to the
house, where the fireman collects
his money, after which it is discovered that the supposed fire was
just a burning steak in the kitchen.
Leon Errol in
RKO

"Autobuyography"

18 mins.

Fair
This reel would go big at an
automobile dealers' convention, but
for general distribution it does not
warrant a high rating. Errol sets
out to buy a new car. The sales
talk at the dealer's showroom is an
exaggerated idea of the usual patter. The salesman manages to confuse Errol, who is doubly confused
by the manager's questions. Errol
buys the car and while crossing the
California-Nevada line the machine
breaks down. It ends with the
Nevada auto club wrecking truck
pulling one half back into Nevada
and the California truck pulling the
other way.
Bert Lahr in
RKO

"Hizzoner"

19 mins.

Okay

This is the first Van BeurenMeyer Davis musical short. The
sketch is practically all Bert Lahr,
with short vocal numbers by James
Melton and Loretta Sayers. The
picture shows Lahr as a dumb policeman selected to run for mayor.
All goes well until the opposing
party frames him and he is discovered in a hotel room with a beautiful blonde. Lahr uses all his laughprovoking tricks and his followers
should be more than satisfied. Melton and Miss Sayers have too little
to do and their numbers are not
especially interesting. The film has
a wow, surprise finish.
George Raft to Star
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

Boots

in

"RIDERS OF DESTINY"
Monogram

60 mins.

FAST ACTION WESTERN HAS PLENTY
OF SIZZLING FIGHTS AND GUN PLAY
WITH
WAYNE
SCORING.

Smith and Dale in

"Hot Daze"

DAILY

DAILY

Hollywood — George Raft has signed a
new contract with Paramount which
elevates him to stardom. Heretofore
he has been carried on the roster of
featured
players.

Here is a peppy western that moves
fast all the way and has an unusually
intelligent and well constructed plot for
this type of opus. John Wayne is under
cover most of the time as a secret service
agent sent by Washington to help the
ranchers who were in the midst of a fight
with a local bad man who had tied up all
the water rights by tricky legal methods.
They were in a fair way to lose all their
land till Wayne got the lowdown on the
gang leader's method of operation and
pulled a fast one on him. He induced
the gang leader to dynamite the well on
the girl's property, which released the
water for the entire valley, and destroyed
his strangle hold. There is a continuous
round of action stuff worked in logically
and the scenario avoids the routine hike
that usually overloads these westerns. John
Wayne handles himself well in the saddle
ind is in and out of one scrap after another. You can book this without any
worry that it will please the thrill fans.
Cast: John Wayne, Cecilia Parker,
George Hayes, Forrest Taylor, Al St. John,
Heinie Conklin, Earl Dwire, Lafe McKee.
Director, R. N. Bradbury; Author, same;
No other credits listed.
Direction,

Good

Photography,

Okay.
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Mallory

"CARNIVAL

in

LADY"

Goldsmith
Prod.
64 mins.
RAMBLING YARN WITH CARNIVAL
ATMOSPHERE POORLY MOTIVATED
AND FAILS TO SCORE.
This is a jumble of a lot of incidents
set against a carnival background, with
the rich youth who has lost his fortune
joining the carnival as the masked high
diver and winning the love of the girl who
dees the come-on act for one of the side
shows. It is all very naive and fairy-tale
like, and fails to register because of its
lack of conviction. Boots Mallory walks
through her part and Allen Vincent seems
miscast in the part of the youth who goes
carnival. The scenario is very talky and
filled with a lot of incidents that have
nothing to do with the main thread of
the story. Vincent joins the carnival, and
takes the place of the lad who is injured
in doing the high dive into the tank. How
a society youth can qualify for this dangerous professional stunt is hot disclosed.
It rambles on through a mass of incidental
business and works up to a climax with
the killing of the rival diver who comes
back to claim his job and his girl whom
the society lad has stolen. For the cheap
houses only.
Cast Boots Mallory, Allen Vincent, Donald
Kerr, Rollo Lloyd, Jason Robards, Gertrude Astor, Anita Faye, Richard Hayes,
Earl McDonald, Kit Guard.
Director, Howard Higgin; Author, Harold E. Tarshis; Adaptor, Wellyn Totman;
Cameraman,
Edward
Kull.
Direction, Weak
Photography, Fair

Pathe Review No. 2

forgets his rubbers. The royal faithful dog is dispatched to take the
rubbers to the king who meanwhile
Fair
has been captured by cannibals and
"How the Earth Was Born" is the is being prepared for the feast of
first subject in this short and con- the tribe. The dog arrives and when
sists of a semi-technical lecture on the king escapes the rubbers are
how the development of the earth, substituted on the pan. The canni5.000 million years ago, came about. ing. bals eat the rubbers and blow up.
The second item, "Sneeze-ology," is Some laughs, but nothing outstanddull and unfunny. "Sailor, Beware,"
which follows, consists of several
scenes of girls sailing a sloop. The
scenes are well photographed, but Allied Sees Code
provide little interest. The reel
Fitting Its Aims
ends with "The Adventures of Bun{Continued from Page 1)
ny," which is cleverly produced and
will please the kids. It shows a 'nfluence felt in the industry so that
mother bunny in search of a wan- practices that have given rise to so
dering daddy bunny.
much turmoil and have resulted in
RKO

8 mins.

many appeals to government for intervention, may be ended. He said
they are anxious to learn what is
contemplated by the requirement of
a full report within 90 days on all
unfair practices and says if this
means a report to the President by
his representatives of the Code Authority, it conforms to suggestion
made by Allied Nov. 13.
Allied also is concerned as to the
meaning and practical effect of the
provision vesting final decision on
all questions with the Administrator. Right of appeal to an unbiased
federal agency has been an imporThe Little King in
tant part of the Allied policy since
its formation, Myers said.
"On the Pan"
(Soglow Cartoon)
The entire subject will be considRKO
7 mins.
ered at the Michigan Allied convenFair
tion, Dec. 12-13 in Grand Rapids,
This is the third of the series by the managing committee appointed by Allied at the Chicago meeting.
produced by Van Beuren. The King
decides to go hunting wild game. Allied's analysis of the code will be
With much pomp
he departs, but issued later in the week.

"Cuba"
(Vagabond Adventure)
RKO
10 mins.
Good Travel Film
Life on the Island of Cuba, including historical points of interest.
Havana,
"Sloppy
Joe's"
and otherSans
wellSouci,
known
places
are
clearly and entertainingly shown in
this release. The film covers many
miles of ground and the descriptive
matter, narrated by Alois Havrilla,
has been carefully constructed.

THIRD CODE DRAFT
IS OKAY WITH KENT
{Continued from Page

1)

called to testify at a Paramount
Publix creditors' meeting
as the;
trustees investigate the affairs of
bankruptcy.
the
company,
particularly those
pre-'
ceding
the receivership
and latei
While in Paris Kent conferred
with Erich Pommer, in charge of
Fox production there. Two French
features have already been completed on the French studio's schedKent.ule, which calls for between six and
eight features' this year, stated

:

Kent leaves New York Sunday
for a visit to the Fox Coast studio.
Arriving with him yesterday were
Mrs. Kent and Walter J. Hutching
son, managing director for Fox in
England.

Double Feature Bills
Restored in Germany
{Continued from Page 1)

according missioner
to American
Trade ComGeorge R. Canty.
A feature of the Film Chamber's
recovery program was the elimination by order of all double-progran
bills. This was to have been effective on Sept. 15, but, according 1
to reports coming to Berlin, many
Rhineland cinema-owners completey ignored the order and continued
to release double and triple-feature
bills in order to protect their in
vestments. Drastic means would
have been employed to bring these
recalcitrants into line had not a
special election suddenly been ordered. Instead, it seems, the Filn
Chamber, anxious to appease these
provincial cinera owners, ordered :'
that programs hereafter may be un
limited as to footage, as against the
previously ordered limit of 3,20G
meters per show, and, in additior
to a feature of any length, they
may include a second feature of noW
more than 1,600 meters.
As regards American trade benefits from this amendment, a checkup reveals
thatcutbut
features can be
so 12
as or
to 15
qualify
under this footing as adequate en
tertainment.

Vitaphone Signs Gertrude Niessen T
Gertrude Niessen, radio singer
has been signed by Sam Sax. iiivj|,
charge of production at the Vitaphone Brooklyn studio, to appeal
in "The Silver Lining," three-reel
version of "Sally," in which Dorothy Stone is starred. Gus Shy
Stanley Smith, Olin Howland, Claire
Whitney, Ditmar Poppen, Alice
Weaver and a chorus of 14 Vitaphone beauties are in the cast.
First in 13 Years
Toronto — For the first time in 13
years the Imperial Theater here has
held a picture over for a second week,
the attraction being "The
of

Henry

VIII."

Private Life

DAilV
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F. J. WILSTACH DIES
FOLLOWING ILLNESS

20% BUILDING BOOM
IS SEEN BY OSTRER
(Continued from Page

Corroborating
Mark Ostrer's
statements
about increased
theater
building activity in England, despatches from London report that
the Oscar Deutsch circuit, now numbering 50 houses, will soon be increased by about 12 houses; C. J.
Donada is building about half a
dozen theaters and acquiring seven
or eight more. Bernstein Theaters
ii building four supers at present,
(while the Morris group, with eight
houses now, expects to have 20 by
r!the end of the year. Other small
circuits that are expanding include
Mistlin & Lee, Shipman & King, H.
Bancroft and several more.

Warners and Cooper Pool
Oklahoma City Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)

feal Theaters, Inc., and J. H. Cooper
^Theaters in Oklahoma City, effective Dec. 1, was announced yesterday by Joseph Bernhard, General
Manager of Warner Theaters.
Warner theaters in the deal are
'the Empress, Folly, Liberty, Mid,west and Palace. The Criterion has
'been pooled by Criterion Theater
Corp., and the Ritz, Circle and Victoria theaters have been pooled by
jRegal Theaters. Joe Cooper will
.nave active charge of the management of the
theaters under the pooling
arrangement.

STRYK'S
INDUBOO
THEDATE

.Dec. 4: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity
Ball, at the Pla-Mor, Kansas City. Frank
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
iDec. 5: Annual
convention
of Allied Amusements of the Northwest,
Seattle.
if>ec.

7:
Lambs
Repeal
Gambol,
for benefit
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Dec. 7: Convention of M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, Philadelphia.
Dec. 8: Theatrical Ball under auspices of
Variety Club of St. Louis, Arcadia Ballroom, St. Louis.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.

'Dec. 19:

(Continued from Page

1)

under construction, bringing its circuit up to 370. Theaters being built
-eat 2,000 or more in each instance,
said Ostrer.
Gaumont will produce between 20
and 25 features this year, the executive told The Film Daily. He
goes to Milwaukee today on personal matters, later returning to
New York for a stay before returning to England.

Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey, Trenton, N. J.

Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New York.

•
•
• THEY ARE keeping it under cover over at the
Warner home office
a novel sales drive that looks as if
it will have every man in every exchange up on his toes
trying to cop the prize money
which is well worth fighting
for
right now they are planning a very unusual series
of trade paper ads
designed not only to pep up the sales
staff
but get the exhibs going on the Warner product
that is in the offing
there is a comedy gag attached to
the sales competition that is a pip
here is one major
producer alive to the fact that the season ahead is a Selling
Season
and the Salesman is very much a part of the
picture
mebbe the good ole days are coming back again
who can tell?
• •
• ON ACCOUNT of Thanksgiving
the AMP A
luncheon
will be held today at Sardi's
with a real
Broadway show staged under the auspices of Bill Rowland and
Monte Brice
here is the talent they will line up to entertain the pressageys
Paul Whiteman, Yacht Club Boys.
Frank Parker, Lilian Bond, Jean Sargent, Phil Dewey, Jack Fulton
this lineup is being staged in association with Laurence Schwab
and added attractions are not so hard to
take, either
Lenore Ulric and Gregory Ratoff
the latter will raffle off the turkey for the benefit of the Film
Daily Relief Fund
4c
¥
♦
#
• •
• UNDER THE aegis of prexy John Flinn
the AMPA is going ahead at a brilliant pace ...... new members coming in by the droves at every meeting
the following are the latest to be passed upon favorably Leslie
G. Anderson, Gregory Dickson, Ernest Emerling, Leo Friedman,
George Gray, Arthur Jeffries, Morris Kinzler, Lester Kaufman,
Robert Sisk, Ralph F. Stitt, Arnold Van Leer, Mike Vogcl,
Bernard Waldman
•
•
• A SLICK contest has been arranged by Emgeem
with the fan mag, "Modern Screen"
announced in the
December issue
the contestants paste together segments
of four pictures
each a scene from "Dancing
Lady"
starring Joan Crawford
and writing a 10-word description of the star
the winner will be entertained by Joan
in her Brentwood Heights' home in Hollywood
all expenses paid for a grand time in the cinema capital
wonder how Joan will go about entertainin' the winner
if he happens
or mebbe we shouldn't have
brought
it up to be a male
•
•
• ANOTHER FILM gent who knows what it is all
about
Charles de Grandcourt
may soon step over
to the foreign field
where the present boom in production can use his expert knowledge Charlie has influential
connections in Paris and London through his family, who controlled five European publications
Charlie has analyzed
the selling values in over 5,000 features in the past few years
and if he can't help a producer analyze the stuff before
shooting we don't know anyone who can
•
•
• A SPECIAL honor has been bestowed on Warner
productions by King Fuad of Egypt
by royal command
he has viewed in the royal palace "42nd Street," "I Am A
Fugitive," and "Gold Diggers"
now he insists On seeing
"Footlight Parade"
and a print is being rushed from
Lunnon
Dorothy Short, who won the screen test as the
Atlantic City beaut from 120,000 entries in the Emgeem Traveling Studio contest
has had her contract renewed after
a three-month trial

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

and producers in the American entertainment industry. He had an
encyclopaedic knowledge of the
American theater and many notable
figures of the American stage have
been helped in their rise to fame by
the exploitation campaigns conducted by him. During his professional
career he was business manager of
such prominent stage figures as De
Wolf Hopper. Viola Allen, William
Faversham, Mrs. Leslie Carter, E.
H. Sothern and Julia Marlowe.
He was the author of "Wilstach's
Dictionary of Similes," "Wild Bill
Hickok," and the "Prince of Pistoleers"
and Lambs
was a Club.
prominent member of the
"Kindly, sympathetic, able, his
loss will be felt deeply by the many
t-housands that came in contact with
Frank J. Wilstach, both in business
as well as in social life," declared
Will H. Hays. "He was a man of
■terling
character."
Wilstach,
who lived at 320 Manhattan Ave., is survived by his wife
and son, John.
Funeral arrangements had not
been completed late yesterday.
Asher Gets New England Rights
New England distribution rights
to
Thy Daughter,"
of "Enlighten
four road show
features tofirst
be
produced by Exploitation Pictures,
have been acquired by Harry Asher
of American Pictures, Boston. Robert Mintz, president of Exploitation,
handled
company. the deal for the production

Closing Keith's, Grand Rapids
Grand Rapids, Mich. — B. F.
Keith's, important Butterfield house
playing vaude and film, closes Dec.
2 until conditions improve. Walter
J. Norris, manager, moves over to
the Regent, succeeding Lowell Ritchey, who becomes assistant to Don
Weirsum, manager at the Majestic
Gardens.

MANY HAPPY RLTUM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Nov. 29-30

Mildred Harris
Rod La Rocque
Harold
Beaudine
Kay Johnson
Genevieve Tobin
Naomi Ruth Stevens
Louise J. Reider
Jacqueline
Karl

Struss

Logan

—JZfr*
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CANTOR PROMISES
!
FAIR PLAY ON CODE

A LITTLE from "LOTS

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD in production the third comedy

CHRISTMAS
BOOKINGS
ALL ABOUT
WHAT
PRODUCT
IS AVAILABLE
FOR

THE

HOLIDAYS

]y[YRNA
LOY,Richard
Robert Boleslavsky
Young and
Director
have signed new long-term contracts
with M-G-M. Miss Loy's next assignment will be in "Streets of New
York," which William Wellman will
direct, with Clark Gable in the
principal male role. Robert Young
has just been added to the cast of
"Old Hannibal," May Robson's
forthcoming starring film, and
Bcleslavsky has just completed direction of Robert Montgomery's
"Free, White and Desperate." The
latter film was formerly known as
"Transcontinental Bus."
Betty Furness has had her option
renewed by RKO. Her next assignment will be a featured role in "Just
Off Fifth Avenue," which Wanda
Tuchock
and George Nichols will
direct.
Wanda Tuchock, incidentally, becomes the second woman director in
ner.
pictures.
The other is Dorothy Arz-

*

*

CHRISTMAS
EXPLOITATION
IDEAS-TOO
Special Edition
of

FILM DAILY
OUT

Dec. 9th

*

*

Donald Cook is another addition
to
the castWallace
of M-G-M's
starring
Beery. "Viva Villa,"

#

*

Richard Dix's next RKO vehicle
will be "The Crime Doctor," by Israel Zangwill. Jane Murfin will
write the screen play.

*

*

*

"Night Flight," which Clarence
Brown directed for M-G-M recently,
served as the basis of a sermon by
Dr. Hendrick Van Dysen, Minneapolis minister. As a result, Brown
hase received numerous complimentary letters from members of the
congregation.

*

*

*

decision we hand down."
Shooting has been finished on the
Beatrica Van has been added to new Educational-Andy Clyde ComWilliam Fox's Testimony
Contradicted by Wiggin
Educational Studios' writing staff
edy, tentatively titled "Springtime
and has received, as her first as- and Gypsies," which Harry J. Ed{Continued from Page 1)
edy.
wards directed with a cast which in- to the Senate committee that he had
signment, the next Andy Clyde comcludes, in addition to the comedy
star, Addie McPhail, John Sheehan, ever sent word to President Hoover
Shooting will commence Dec. 10 Betty Boyd, Lloyd Hamilton, Spec to "mind his own business." Wiggin verified figures showing that
on Warner's "The Dragon Murder O'Donnell, Cecilia Parker, Lynton his
Shermar pool operations in Fox
Case," the latest of the S. S. Van Brent, Fern Emmett and others.
Film stock made $332,410 and lost
* *
*
Dine thrillers, in which William
$1,572,752 in General Theaters
Powell will once more appear as the
Herman Timberg, for years an
Equipment
stocks. Shermar partisuper-detective,
Philo
Vance.
actor, composer and writer in the
*
*f*
i&
cipated in 13 pools in the two stocks
Graham Baker and Gene Towne musical comedy field, has joined the with Chase Securities. Figures also
have been signed by Charles R. writing staff at Paramount, his first were introduced showing that Shermar had profits of $161,011 from
Rogers to prepare an original screen assignment being added dialogue for
"Six of a Kind."
pool operations in other subsidiaries
story, on
"It'sthea career
Pleasure
based
of to
NickLose,"
the
of
G.T.E., the International ProjecSupply.
tor Corp. and National Theater
Greek. George Raft will have the
John Miljan is one of the busiest
free-lance actors on the coast.
He
leading role.
^

%

sfc

Charles Lamont has just placed
Salt Lake Orpheum Drops Vaude
Salt Lake City — Stage attractions
have been dropped by the Orpheum,
managed by Charles Pincus. House
will play outstanding films. At the
Playhouse, Manager George Allen
is installing the Rex Jewett musical
comedy troupe in addition to films.

^

{Continued from Page 1)
in
Educational's new Mermaid series. "and the producers will see the wisdom of dropping the salary control
Tentatively titled "The Fur Flies,"
it will feature John Sheehan, Elinor clause. After all, the producer
Hunt, Tom Francis, Louise Keaton,
doesn't pay; it is the public that
Neil Pratt, Dorothy Dix, Herman pays
in 10-cent pieces. Producers
Bing, Fay Pierre, Billy Cinders and have never reached a point where
George Mayo.
they will meet together on common
#
*
*
ground. They are not on the level
with each other.
Jack Hays, producer of Educa"Rather than lower salaries of
tional's Baby Burlesks, is preparing
to start on the second in the cur- stars whose value has been proven
rent series. The new comedy will at the box-offices, reductions should
be a football story. Gloria Ann be made in the salaries of highlyWhite will replace Shirley Temple paid executives who contribute litin the leading lady role, Shirley
tle to the production of pictures.
having passed the age limit of the
"I am not in favor of the clause
Baby Burlesks. She has been gradu- that prohibits negotiations between
into Educational's Frolics of actor and prospective employer corYouth atedseries.
porations or individuals for 30 days
before the actor's contract expires.
However, everything in the code
Dorothy Dell, the "Miss Universe
should
be given a fair trial. Picof 1930" has been assigned by Paratures should be cleaned up. Dirty
mount to a featured role with Sylvia
pictures are a disease and must be
Sidney in B. P. Schulberg's "Good eliminated. I can distinguish right
Dame" as her first talking screen from wrong, and that will be my
role.
policyfore in
all matters
come first
bethe board.
I am that
a citizen
Minna Gombell has been signed by and actor second.
"As to the selection of Miss
Charles R. Rogers to play the leading feminine comedy role in "No Dressier, I can only state that no
More Women," featuring Edmund finer, fairer woman ever lived. The
Lowe and Victor McLaglen. Sally President has been wise in selecting
Blane is enacting the romantic lead. that great woman. I have been
asked why the producers have not
Albert Rogell
mount release.is directing for Para- been
represented on the board. Let
* *
*
me state that it is possible that Miss
Included in the number of come- Dressier and Eddie Cantor might be
dians who will assist Leon Errol the producers' choice. After all, I
have been on the arbitration board
in Columbia's short feature, "Hold
for
a number
years. from
I don't
Your Temper," are Eddie Borden
will takeof place
nowknow
on,
and Arthur Hoyt. Sam White is di- what
but
I
do
know
that
we
shall
stand
recting. Dorothy Grainger and Jean
for justice and fair play in every
Hart also have prominent parts.

is playing an important role in "The
Poor Rich."
Crusiger to Sandusky
Canton, O. — Dick Crusiger, manager of Warner's Alhambra, has
been transferred to the Plaza, Sandusky, also a Warner house. He is
succeeded here by J. Knox Strachan,
formerly
of the Hippodrome, Cleveland.

Principal in Film Center
Principal Distributing Corp. has
leased space on the seventh floor of
the Film Center through Erwin SWolfson, broker.
Wm. Barry at Poli, Meriden
Meriden, Conn. — William F. Barry has been named manager of the
Poli.

■2
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CODE ANNOUNCEMENT
IS DELAYED A DAY
ed from Page 1)

^enblatt is in possession of the third
evision in substantially
the form
in which it is believed to have been
signed by the President, but in the
absence of the Executive Order and
the possibility of some changes havng been made by the President and
not revealed by General Johnson in
us announcement at Warm Springs.
Rosenblatt is withholding release of
he draft until the arrival of the
Administrator today.
From Atlanta last night General
fohnson advised that no more infornation on the code and the Code
Authority would be forthcoming un,il he returned to Washington.
General opinion here is that the
•equirfng of detailed statistics on
h\\ salaries
and
trade
practices
/vithin 90 days
constitutes
more
omplete government supervision in
he film code than in any other code
Except oil and liquor.

LOWELL MAY PRESENT
NEW MORALITY CODE

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

{Continued from Page

By CHAS.
equipment

MEW,
ultra-modern
and a specialized study of effects are among the services offered to eastern studios by Audio
Productions, Inc., and already used
for Krimsky-Cochran's "Emperor
■Tones," Sobel shorts, and Fox and
Educational productions. Among
the facilities is George Lane's new
design for an optical printer. Its
most distinct merits are the ability
to combine a number of prints into
? single negative and the mechanism
for simplifying zooms by moving up
on a shot with unusual speed.
Audio also claims one of the largest assortments of wipes in the industry. The collection totals 117,
all available in any footage.

Shooting was completed yesterday
on the third of the series of Coronet Comedies being produced by
Jack White for Educational release.
j
Charles Judels and Tom Patricola
are featured in the cast, supported
Another British Station Movie
by Sarita Romero, Norma Taylor
■ London — Following the success of and Brandon Peters. Glen Lambert
he Victoria railroad station cinema, co-directed.
tnother newsreel theater of this
•
ype is to be installed in WaterProduction
on
the new series of
oo station in cooperation with the
Dick Leibert organ shorts to be
Southern Railway. Last week's at- made at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
tendance at the Victoria movie
; otaled 14,000, a record for the studio is scheduled to get under
louse, which seats only 261.
way late in December, with Wurlitzer supplying its biggest organ
for the studio. Herman Ruby is
Financing French Independents
authoring the continuity.
•
Paris — L'Union
International
"iematographique has been formed
Tom
Patricola
and Frances Up>ith a capital of 20 million francs
ton, appearing in the Joe Cook
o finance ten independent producers each year.
H. Lipmann is be- show, "Hold Your Horses," now at
the Winter Garden, are being feahind the venture.
tured in a musical short for release
ies.
)t
the
Paramount "Headline)-' serNew German Film at Yorkville

ALICOATE

'

Dog," which will feature Edgar
Bergen, ventriloquist. Joseph Henabery will direct.

•

Edward Garvie, who has appeared
in more than 200 roles in as many
different plays during his 40 years
on the stage, is the newest addition
to the cast of "The Social Register," starring Colleen Moore, and
now in production at the Eastern
Service Studio in Astoria, under the
direction of Marshall Neilan. It is
Garvie's first movie assignment.

1)

code for presentation by Dr. Lowell
to the industry. Dr. Short contends that the Hays production code
is unworkable, declaring that if it
were enforced to the letter it would
be impossible for producers to make
pictures. The plan he has in mind,
however, is entirely feasible, he declared.

The Council is not in favor of
federal censorship of films, Dr.
Short pointed out, but it thinks
regulation at the source is essential
to public welfare.
As additional evidence of the keen
•
interest of the White House in moNancy Carroll, Tony Canzoneri,
tion pictures, it has been reported
former lightweight champion, and that Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt was
instrumental
in having the Hays ofGus Shy are the latest additions to
the show to be presented by the
fice create the new advertising censorship board headed by J. J. McBrooklyn Vitaphone studio at SingCarthy and now meeting regularly
Sing prison Thanksgiving day.
to pass on all ad copy.

A one-reeler for release in the Raquel Torres May Appear in Play
Educational treasure chest series,
Raquel Torres, who recently returned from England where she apfeaturing "Wynn", noted astrologer,
depicting the destinies of life for
peared in "The Red Wagon" for
1934, has been completed at the Wes B. I. P., may appear in a Broadway
Coast Service studio.
play unless the Lumington Studios
are successful in signing her for two
Spanish pictures to be made in the
Jottings : Work of reconstructing Argentine. Her last American film
the Biograph studio into a most was "Duck Soup," starring the Marx
modern sound film plant is expected Brothers, starting its second week
to be completed and ready to turn today at the Rivoli.
over to its operators by Dec. 5
H. H. Rogers, Jr. is looking over
feature material with the intention
of starting production in the near
HOLLYWOOD
future Ray McCarey, who planned to bring his family east where
he is now directing shorts, is holding them on the coast, pending the
outcome of negotiations on an offer
to direct feature comedies in the
west A series of six features,
with three to be made in the east,
•
is planned by Johnny Walker
"Der Storch Hat Uns Getraut"
"The Stork Has Married Us"),
Opening of the Fox studio on 57th
Milton
Cohen,
chairman
of
the
roduced by Aafa and starring Lil
St. or the enlarging of the Fox Movietone studio on 54th St. is being
)agover, opens tomorrow at the Vitaphone studio Warner Club, is
expecting
a
record
attendance
at
the
considered to meet the demands for
'orkville theater.
Thanksgiving Eve Frolic which will
eastern producers. . . .
Tet under way tonight on the BrookWarners Close Mansfield House
lyn film plant's studio stage. The
Mansfield, O.— The Majestic, opMargaret Livingston (Mrs. Paul
rated by Warners, has been closed entertainment committee has been
very busy the past two weeks lining Whiteman), who returned to the
MOST CONVENIENT
-(definitely.
Broadway stars for the gala event.
Hotel in Hollywood
•
films
in
"Social
Register,''
now
in
Ferde Grofe Held Over
production at the Eastern Service
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Ferde Grofe, composer-conductor,
studio,
has
been
cast
for
an
imShooting on "Henry the Ape,"
Special weekly and monthly rates
3 being held for a second week at satire on "Henry VIII," being promusical, "Sweet
duced by the Meyer Davis unit of Adeline,"portanttopart in
be the
produced by Rowjhe Capitol as guest conductor.
The Plaza is near everyVan Beuren for RKO release, will land-Brice at the Astoria film plant.
thing to see and do in
be completed Friday at the Fox
Hollywood.
Ideal for busMovietone studio. Included in the
iness
or pleasure.
Production is scheduled to start
cast of the short, which is being diEvery room has private
rected by Ray McCarey, are Bert Monday on Educational's next Star
dressing room, bath and
Comedy
Special,
featuring
Ernest
Lahr, Shemp Howard, Leni Stengel, Truex. Al Christie will produce the
shower. Beds "built for
Monty Collins and Janet Reade.
rest."
Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
Stork,"
at the
Monty Shaff is supervising produc- "omedy,
Eastern titled
Service "Dr.
Studios
in Astoria.
tion, with Burnet Hershey and Bert
reasonable prices. ConvenGranet credited with the story and
ient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Joe Ruttenberg and Sam Levit doShooting has been completed on
ing the camera work.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
the new Educational-Coronet Com•
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
edy which Jack White has been makVine at Hollywood
Blvd
Build Saturday
morning business with
ing at the Astoria studios. The cast
Dolph Singer and Jack Hanley of
juvenile shorts.
HOLLYWOOD
the Vitaphone scenario staff are of principals includes Charles Judels, Tom Patricola, Sarita Romero
busy on the script for the new
and Norma Taylor.
"Pepper
Pot"
one-reeler,
"Hot
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Six Important Issuey Are Omitted in Final Code

IN FILM CODE
Ohio MPTO

Invites Other State Units to Attend Meet

iosenblatt to Talk on Code
at Convention in
Columbus
Columbus — Because of the sched.led appearance of Deputy Adminisrator Sol A. Rosenblatt, in his first
.ddress before exhibitors since the
igning of the film code, as well as
Sidney R. Kent of Fox, W. Ray
ohnston of Monogram, Robert Robns of the American Society for the
Protection of the Motion Picture
'heater, and other important speakrs, exhibitors from other states are
{Continued

on Page

26)

EADERS TO SPEAK
AT GAR. CONVENTION

Only Minor Alterations Made After Third
Draft by Rosenblatt — Duration of Suspension of Salary Glauses Not Indicated

AS PREDICTED
Setup ot the Code Authority, as
formally announced in the motion picture code text Wednesday afternoon, is
the same as the personnel which was
first published in full by THE FILM
DAILY on Oct. 27. In the same issue,
this publication predicted that no major
changes were made in the code as
presented to the President following the
third draft. On Oct. 20, THE FILM
DAILY first stated that the salary clause
would be dormant.

President Roosevelt signed the motion picture industry code
without changes as submitted to him by Administrator Hugh
S. Johnson and as drawn up by Deputy Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, whose final draft embodied only minor changes
as compared with the previous (third) revision, it is shown
by a comparison of the complete official code text, released in
Washington late Wednesday. The few revisions made, aside
from insertion of the Code Authority personnel, which was

COURT RULES FILMS
INTERSTATE TRAOE

International Release

Orleans — Leasing and disParamount's "Alice"
For
tributing film is an interstate busiParamount's "Alice in Wonderness, the Louisiana Supreme Court
land" will be released internationally as well as throughout the
ruled Nov. 27, denying the state
Charlotte, N. C. — In addition to right to tax the Paramount ex- United States on Dec. 22, according
Ed Kuykendall, who already has acchange. Selling advertising matter to an announcement made today by
epted an invitation to attend, in the state by exchanges is taxable, John W. Hicks, Jr., vice president
(Continued on Page 27)
peakers at the annual convention the court decided.
f the North-South Carolina M. P.
'. 0. are expected to include Sol A.
Iosenblatt and Jack Miller, with S.
{Continued

on Page 27)

i. H. Blank Completes
His Omaha Organization

New

Final Industry Code Passes Up
6 Controversial Trade Practices
block booking, double features,
charges, cooperative buying
overseating. Jurisdiction of
grievance boards, however,
cover some of these subjects.

The film industry code, as apOmaha — Completion of A. H.
proved by President Roosevelt, omits
Hank's organization locally is an- any direct
reference to at least six
ounced with the appointment of
major or near-major controversial
:alph Goldberg, World Realty com- issues.
They
are: right to buy,
any executive, as city manager of
ne Tri-State Theaters. Blank now
ontrols four downtown houses here,
(Continued

on Page 27)

lam Jacobson Supervising
ill Van Beuren Production
Sam Jacobson, former director-innief of Universal Newsreel and re?ntly a production supervisor at
ne Universal coast studios, has been
ngaged by Amedee J. Van Beuren
) supervise all Van Beuren Corp.
roduction units. George Stallings
as been advanced to head the car)on department,
succeeding
Gene
(Continued oil Page

27)

ie Coming
1934
Film Daily Year Book
: More
Important Than
Ever. — Advt.

Will

The NRA

score
and
local
may

Motion Picture Code

. . . and its significance to the Industry
By JACK

ALICOATE

Pictures by President
THE suspense is over. The signing of the Code of Motion
Rocsevelt makes it possible for a great industry to again push forward unhampered
It is
by the uncertainty of the rules and regulations under which it is to operate.
violating no confidence to say that the completed code, carried in full in this issue
of THE FILM DAILY, does not meet with the full approval of all. Even the most
morning
optimistic did not expect that. As we see it, in these wee small hours of the
and fresh off the wire from Washington, it does represent a happy and reasonable
compromise. We firmly believe that it will result in the greatest good for the greatest
The framing of the code was hard
What has gone before does not matter.
number.

(Continued

on

Page

2)

first published in full by The Film
Daily on Oct. 27, were almost exclusively for the purpose of clarifying various clauses. That there
would
no important
the codebe after
the third changes
draft a ;»~
was forecast exclusively by T it.

Through
clauses
Film
Daily revision
on Oct. of
27. the
'
dealing with the Code Authority,
provision is made for the selection
of permanent alternates by members
of this body, each appointment being
made with the approval of the Administrator. Anew paragraph also
provides that "no employer in the
industry shall have more than one
representative at any time upon the
Code
Authority."
Alteration
of the clauses regarding free lance players qualifies them
as "receiving compensation of $150
or less per week," for the purposes
of a standing committee, to be appointed by the Code Authority, to
supervise relations between producers and this class of players.
In connection with the local determination plan covering premiums, the final version of the code
authorizes the local clearance and
grievance boards to define the voting areas set up under the arrangement. In the previous draft existing
film zones were regarded as the territories in which the practice can
be prohibited when 75 per cent of
active theaters affiliated with com(Continued on Page 4)

Thp
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Year
Book
Has
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Established
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For Accuracy. — Advt.
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and irritating work. Tempers and tongues were not always under control. Bitterness
and acrimony at times took the place of good judgment. That is history. We are
now face to face with the fact that effective on Thursday next this industry will be
operating
under the NRA
code.

•

For the first time in its history, the industry, indirectly at least, will be operating
under the supervision of the Government of the United States. Significant is the
fact that exhibitors who have not signed the Code by January 10 are specifically
barred from filing complaints under the Grievance Board section. Except for the
outlawing of manifest vices from most every corner of the cinema yard, there is no
basis for believing that the industry wili be upset, or will not proceed pretty much
as of yore. Compelling is the fact that those who have just complaint, from now on,
will be promptly heard. The remedy is obvious. As a saving clause, if the code, in
any of its component parts, is found either unworkable or inequitable, it can and
will be changed. Nothing could be more on the up-and-up. In fact, as we read it,
it resolves itseif more into a ninety-day trial arrangement, with a new deal in the
offing if it does not stand up.

•

The appointment of Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell of Harvard is important. As part
of the code authority, representing directly as he does the government, his voice will
carry considerable weight. He has definite and decided opinions and will not hesitate
to air them. Cantor and Dressier know what it is all about and are happy choices.
The balance of the code authority could not have been more wisely chosen. Now
that the code is signed we believe that it is the patriotic duty of every man and
woman in the industry to lend their enthusiastic support. After all, it is not the most
important thing on earth, for it is only part of a great efficient movement to bring
back to our peoples happiness and prosperity. If this great NRA movement for any
reason fails, the code of motion pictures will be of comparative little significance.
For the first time in many months, for this industry, it looks like GREEN
lights ahead.

Liabilities of 3 to 1
Wm. deMille to Continue
In St. Louis Bankruptcy
Production in the East

WEDNESDAY)

783/8
14

(.Continued from Page 1)

William deMille, at work on his
third feature picture in the East
in the last five months, has made
plans to remain in New York and
continue production activity. He is
currently supervisor on "The Social Register," which Marshall Neilan is directing at the Astoria Studios for Columbia release. Colleen
Moore is the star. He was also supervisor for "Emperor Jones,"
which United Artists released, and
"His Double Life," is to be released
by Paramount in January, with Roland Young and Lillian Gish as the
featured players.

FRED
W. LANGE,
general
manager
of Parah
mount's
organization
in Argentine,
Paragua
and Uruguay,
has arrived in New
York on th
Southern
Prince
for his regular
visit to th
home
office.
MERIAN
C. COOPER
coast
tomorrow.
on

HUNT
STROMBERG
his return to the

JULIA
abroad.

FAYE

has

will

arrive

left New
Coast.
arrived

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
New
York
from
Europe.

in

from

York
New

thl

yesterda |
York

f ror !

JR. has arrived i

JOE MAY,
noted
European
director, sails fc
New
York this week
on the Majestic.
He ii
under contract
to Columbia
and after a shor
stay in New York will go directly to Hollywpo
to start his directorial
contract.
LESLIE BANKS is on the Berengaria en rout
to England for the holidays. He recently fin
ished

work

in Fox's

"I Am

Suzanne."

MARGARET SULLAVAN, hit of Universal'
"Only Yesterday," sails for California toda
on the Grace
liner Santa
Cecilia.
IRENE DUNNE left New York yesterday fc !
the coast to start work in RKO's "Transien
HARRY ROSENQUEST, assistant
H. Moray, Vitaphone short subject
sales manager, returns today from
trip to Indianapolis, Cincinnati and
branches.

to Norma
and trailer
a ten-da
Washingto

LENORE ULRIC leaves New York tomorrov
for
Hollywood to appear in her first RKO pic
Love."
ture, "I Loved
An Actress."
COLLEEN MOORE goes west on Monday t
start preparations for her role in "Succes
Story"
under the RKO
banner.

Arrest Picket in Buffalo

Buffalo — Arrest of Bernard E
St. Louis — Schedules filed in court
by Leto Hill, president of Skouras Murray, projectionist at Keith's
Bros. Enterprises (Warner subsid- culminated picketing and dissensioi
iary and not connected with the between the I.A.T.S.E. and the In
present Skouras Theaters organiza- terstate Projectionists Union. Mur
tion in New York), show liabilities ray, a member of the IPU, was re
of $5,008,419 and assets of $1,694,- leased on bail and the case will bi
195. Principal liability is a bond aired in the city courts. The IPl
issue of $4,050,000 secured by a deed resulted from a merger of the New
on the Ambassador and Missouri York State Operators Union ant
theater buildings and a leasehold on the Empire State Operators and ha;
the Grand Central. The suit has no' a two-year contract at Keith's call
affected
houses. the operations of any of the ing for a weekly wage of $45.
Catholic Film at Warner Theater

Dickering on New Harlow Contraci
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILl

Hollywood — M-G-M and Jear
"Through the Centuries," feature Harlow are in the throes of negoVi
of
special
interest
to
Catholics,
will
Omit
Services
for
Wilstach
Va
tiating a new contract. Harlow, whe
In accordance with his wish ex- have its world premiere tonight at is understood to now receive a salthe
Warner
Theater,
where
it
is
pressed just prior to his death, no booked for two weeks. The story ly. ary of $1,500 per week, is reportec
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 3'/2 3 1/4 3Vi —
Vi
Loew
6s 41 ww
80
80
80
—
Vi funeral services were conducted for
seeking an increase of $1,000 weekFrank J. Wilstach of the Hays or- is by Francis X. Talbot, S. J., literParamount 6s 47 ctfs. 227/8 22'/8 22%
+
%
ary
editor
of
the
weekly
magazine
ganization who passed away Tues- "America,"
Par. By. 5V2s51
28% 285/8 28% —
Va
narration by Pedro
day at the Manhattan General Hos- de Cordoba,with
Par. 5V2s50
ctfs
24
23% 24
— 1
stage star and past Fredric
"Les FILM
Miserables"
West
CoastMarch
Bureau, in THE
DAILY
Warner's 6s39
38% 37% 38% +
%
president of the Catholic Actors'
pital.
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
J. J. McCarthy, who recently Guild.
Hollywood
—
First
starring
vehicle
Rita
C.
McGoldrick,
chairPara.
Publix
1 Vi 1%
1 Vi
joined the association to handle
man of the Motion Picture Bureau for Fredric March under the 20th
censorship of advertising and pub- of the International Federation of Century banner for United Artists
licity copy, is expected to assume Catholic Alumnae, supervised the
Gilda Gray in Chicago
will be Victor Hugo's "Les
broader duties by way of public film, which was produced by Beacon release
Miserables," it is announced by
Chicago — Gilda Gray is back in relations work.
Darryl F. Zanuck.
Films, Inc. The picture tells of the
Chicago and is preparing to make
growth and missionary adventures
some picture house appearances.
of the Church from the Crucifixion
Rosenblatt-O'Reilly
Confer
to the present.
Sol A. Rosenblatt and Charles L.
ST. CHARLES
ATLANTIC CITY
O'Reilly, who are to be among the
An Entire Block on the Boardwalk
principal speakers at the annual
Third Week for "Little Women"
A most beautifully appointed resort hotel
RKO's "Little Women" yesterday
convention
of the M.P.T.O. of East. . . Excellent Cuisine . . . Spacious, sunny
ern Pennsylvania on Dec. 7, are started its third week at the Radio
rooms . . . The homelike atmosphere of the
understood to have conferred over City Music Hall. It is the first picSt. Charles make the days spent there a
ture to run more than two weeks
delightful memory . . . Come and enjoyl
the holiday at Great Neck, where
RATES GREATLY
REDUCED
both have homes.
since the house opened.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF MOTION PICTURE CODE
SIGNED BY PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT

1)

panies and 75 per cent of active unaffiliated theaters so vote.
Administration — Code Authority, comprising 10 members representing
three major branches of industry, which will function as appeal
In formally releasing the code
here, Gen. Johnson did not include
court and enforcement body.
the press statements given out by
him in Warm Springs on Monday
Grievance Boards consisting of five members, to hear complaints of
with regard to reports required to
code violations and to settle various territorial disputes.
be made within 90 days on trade
Clearance and Zoning Boards composed of seven members to set
practices and other matters not contained in the executive order.
up zoning systems for each territory.
The order also does not specifv
the length of time during which Uniform Contract — Optional standard license agreement drafted in 1933
which will be revised to conform with code.
the salary and raiding clause remains suspended, although writers,
authors and dramatists are entirely
Salary Control — Code authority empowered to impose fines not exceedexempt.
ing $10,000 in instances where employers are paying unreasonable
salaries.
Close Eastern Film Deal
Anthony Lucchese, of Gold Medal
Film Co., Philadelphia, has acquired Tieing in Shorts — Distributor cannot compel exhibitor to buy greater
number of shorts than total features under contract.
the Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern
New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland.
District of Columbia and Virginia Overbuying — No exhibitor shall buy more pictures than he reasonably
rights to "Enlighten Thy Daughter,"
requires.
first of four road-show productions
which Exploitation Pictures plans
for the current season, it is an- Eliminations — When exhibitor has bought a distributor's entire program,
nounced by Robert Mintz, president
paying an average of $250 or less per picture, he may eliminate 10
of Exploitation.
per cent under certain conditions.
Lucchese has set openings for
Philadelphia, Washington, Baltimore, Atlantic City and other key Designated Playdates — Exhibitors can take differences to local grievance board.
spots prior to road-showing the picture throughout his territory.
Substitutions — Distributor forbidden to change stars, director, wellRavenscroft
Succeeds
Moneyhan
known author, book or play named in contract.
Cleveland — Ralph Ravenscroft,
former exploitation man with Uni- Premiums — May be banned in territories where 75 per cent of indepenversal in the middle west, has been
dent active theaters and 75 per cent of affiliated active houses so
vote.
appointed publicity and advertising
man in charge of the local Loew
theaters. He succeeds Frank Moneyhan, who resigned to accept another Rebates — Lotteries, prizes, coupons, throw-away tickets, two-for-one
position.
admissions, and other practices which tend to lower announced admission prices prohibited.
Arthur Israel on Honeymoon
Arthur Israel of the Paramount Non-Theatrical Competition — Distributors must not sell non-theatrical
legal staff and Fanny Wallace of
accounts except educational institutions, hospitals, army camps,
Salisbury, N. C, who were marnaval posts, etc.
ried in New York Wednesday, have
gone to Bermuda for a wedding Theater Wage Scales— I. A. T. S. E. scales of Aug. 23, 1933, used as
trip.
basis for negotiating contracts with operators, stagehands and certain other classes of employees.
Bette Davis Replaces Blondell
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Due to illness of Joan
Blondell, Bette Davis will appear
opposite James Cagney in Warner's
"The Heir Chaser."

Contract Defaults — Distributor forbidden from holding up dates on features ifexhibitor defaults in playing shorts.

Closing Keith's 105th St., Cleve.
Cleveland— Keith's East 105th St.
closes Dec. 15, according to an announcement by Nat Holt, division
manager, for the purpose of taking
stock and deciding upon the future
policy of the house.

Agents — Agency committee of 10 members to handle relations between
agents and various production elements, with power to register and
blacklist agents infracturing rules of fair trade practices.

Warners

to Make

"Rival Wives"

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "Rival Wives," comedy, is announced for early produccast, tion by Warners with an all-star

Open Shop — Employees may organize and bargain collectively.

Change:

MEMO ON LOWELL,
DRESSLER, CANTOI
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL

Washington — Appointments of D
A. Lawrence Lowell, Marie Dressle
and Eddie Cantor on the Code At.
thority are covered in a separat
memorandum signed by Generc
Johnson and reading as follows:
"Pursuant to the provisions
Article 2 (B) of the Motion Pictur
industry code, and by direction o
the President, Miss Marie Dressle
and Mr. Eddie Cantor are hereb
designated as members fo the Cod
Authority with a right to vote t
represent the actor class of em
ployees engaged in the motion pic
ture industry as and when any ques
tion directly or indirectly affectinj
such
is to be considered
th '•
Code class
Authority.
The code by
provi
sion respecting the appointment o
one such representative is hereb;
waived in respect of such appoint
ments.
"Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell is here
by designated as a representative 0]
the administration uuon the code au
thority of the motion picture indus
Darmour Sues Over Mickey
West code."
Coast Bureau,
THE
FILM
DAIL}
try
Hollywood — A temporary restraining order preventing Mickey Rooney, young featured film playei
from further appearing in a Universal picture now in course of production, has been granted by Superior Court Judge Hartley Shaw
in favor of Larry Darmour Productract. tions, who have the boy under conLarry Darmour, in filing the suit,
also specified
for'
alleged
delay $50,000
to hisdamages
production
schedule. Hearing on a permanent
injunction will be heard Dec. 4.
Milo De Haven Leases 2 Houses
Chicago — Milo DeHaven, who has
managed several suburban houses
the past year, has leased the Lyric,
Genoa, 111., and will reopen it Dec.
3. The house, entirely remodeled,
seats 350. DeHaven also has leased
the Crystal, Harvard, 111., and will
reopen it about Dec. 15.
M-G-M Signs Fay Bainter
M-G-M has signed Fay Bainter to

appear in "It Happened One Day,"
opposite Lionel Barrymore. Miss
Bainter, who was signed after a test
30
Star Raiding— Producer cannot make contract offer to player until
made by Al Altman in New York,
days before expiration of current contract.
has gone to the Coast.
Contract Offers Procedure — Standing committee appointed by Code Au"Henry VIII" at Carnegie
offers.shall name registrar to function as clearing house for contractthority
"Private Life of Henry VIII" and
"Three Little Pigs" opened a subrun yesterday at the Littl
Player Contract Infractions— Code Authority may blacklist players vio- Carnegie sequent
Playhouse.
lating employment contracts.

THE
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Drafting of Film Code Was
Fair Practice Regulations
Expected to End Many
Controversies
By ARTHUR

W. EDDY

A Federal set of fair trade practices, expected to settle various perplexing problems which have afforded bitterly-controversial issues
almost since the inception of the
film industry, become operative next
Thursday when the motion picture
code, signed by President Roosevelt
Monday, becomes effective. Under
authority of the National Recovery
Act, the code was drafted after
weeks of conferences, both in New
York and Washington, and was
finally completed by the NRA Administration after a prolonged deadlock on a number of important disputed proposals.
A preliminary move toward drafting of an industry code occurred the
middle of July when General Hugh
S. Johnson, entrusted with the
work of organizing and operating
the NRA machinery, appointed Sol
A. Rosenblatt, attorney, as deputy
administrator in charge of amusement field codes.
Following an announcement from
General Johnson, various industry
elements such as the Hays association, the M. P. T. 0. A., Allied States
Association, Federation of the Motion Picture Industry and the
Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences, began individual sets
of code proposals.
General Meeting Held
The first major and concerted action toward coordinating the different drafts into a tentative master
code for submission to the NRA Administration took place on Aug. 8
when a general industry meeting
was held at the Bar Association
Building in New York City.
As Deputy Administrator, Rosenblatt presided and announced the selection of Sidney R. Kent, president
of Fox Film Corporation and for
years a leader in industry conciliation moves, and Charles L. O'Reilly,
president of the Theater Owners
Chamber of Commerce, New York,
and nationally known as an exhibitor figure, as coordinators assigned
to the job of correlating the multitudinous code proposals.
Rosenblatt also announced the
appointment of three committees to
tackle the task of studying the
scores of recommendations and put
them in shape for correlating. Comprising the committee were: producer: Harry M. Warner, Louis B.
Mayer, B. B. Kahane, Adolph Zukor,
Joseph M. Schenck, M. H. Hoffman,
W. Ray Johnston, William Saal,
George Batcheller, Phil Goldstone
and J. T. Reed; distributor: George
J. Schaefer, Nicholas M. Schenck,
M. H. Aylesworth, Earl W. Hammons, Jack Cohn, R. H. Cochrane,
Herman Gluckman, Harry Thomas,
Edward Golden, Charles W. Trampe,

DAILY

Long and Arduous Task

Chronology of Motion Picture Code
April 24 — Rumblings of planning of National Recovery Act to generally increase employment in film and other industries and to establish fair
trade practices.
June 13 — Congress passes NRA measure; General Hugh S. Johnson appointed
National
Administrator.
June 16 — President Roosevelt signs act, thus making it a Federal law.
Aug. 8— Public hearing held by Rosenblatt at Bar Association Building, New
York, to explain purposes of code, and start of code-drafting conferences
immediately
pointed
Aug. 23 — Codifying
controversial

afterwards; Sidney R. Kent and Charles L. O'Reilly apcoordinators.
conferences adjourn with factions deadlocked on all major
issues.

Sept. 13 — Public hearing on code held at U. S. Chamber of Commerce
Washington.

Building,

Sept. 14 — Hearing terminates with virtually all major issues in deadlock;
groups begin conferences in effort to harmonize conflicting viewpoints.
Sept. 16 — Rosenblatt recesses meetings until Sept. 23 owing to persistence of
deadlock.
Sept. 23 — Codifying sessions resume at Mayflower.
Sept. 25 — Rosenblatt indicates intention of writing code himself owing to
failure of various factions to agree, and calls recess until Oct. 4.
Oct. 4— Conferences resume at Mayflower, as Rosenblatt announces first code
draft.
Oct. 5— Independent producers, distributors and
Allied walk out on conferences.
Oct. 10 — Second
revision of code made
public.

exhibitors affiliated with

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

11 — President Roosevelt orders probe of "excessive salaries."
12 — Major company executives depart for home as conferences close.
17 — Third edition of code announced.
27 — Bearing signatures of Hays group, code transmitted by Rosenblatt to
Gen. Johnson.
Nov. 27 — President Roosevelt signs code.

Arthur C. Bromberg and J. Berkowitz; exhibitor: Edward Kuykendail,
M. E. Comerford, Fred Wehrenberg.
Jack Miller, Abram F. Myers.
James C. Ritter, H. M. Richey, Sidnev E. Samuelson, Joseph Bernhard
Col. E. A. Schiller, Harold B. Franklin, Sam Dembow, Jr., George
Skcuras, Harry Huffman, Gus A
Metzger, John Hamrick, A. H
Schwartz and Harry Arthur.

meetings, proceeding day and night,
drew to a close, the two latter factions were able, in part, at least, to
reconcile their views.
Tentative

Code

Drafted

The principal problem of correlating occurred between the distributor and exhibitor committees, which
drastically differed on a number of
major clauses. Finally, on Saturday,
Aug. 19, a tentative code was comDleted by the committees. Clauses
Kent, O'Reilly Head Committees
Kent was placed in supervision of incorporated in it represented the
the producer and distributor group - majority opinion, in many instances
minority in hot disagreeas coordinator and O'Reilly func- with the ment.
Approximately six major
tioned in a similar capacity for the
controversial issues were left for
exhibitor committee.
Rosenblatt made it clear that al; determination at the Washington
industry issues would be given con- hearing to be conducted by the NRA.
sideration. Representatives of eacr
With the parent committees adfaction echoed the promise that al
journed, drafting and sub-committees assumed the work of improving
would cooperate to the fullest possible extent.
and clarifying phraseology and
generally preparing the code for
That afternoon the committees
at individual meetings, set to work submission to Rosenblatt.
On Wednesday, Aug. 24, both
engaged in the assignment of pre
paring separate codes for eventua
Kent
and O'Reilly went to Washcorrelation in a master draft. The
ington to present the tentative master code to Rosenblatt. The date for
producers' meetings, comparatively the hearing was set for Sept. 12.
speaking, were without serious dissension. At the distributor sessions.
Public Hearing
Held
the subject of block booking presented an issue which led to sharp
The public hearing, proper, occucontroversy.
pied three days in which sessions
Of the three conferring groups, took place in the U. S. Chamber of
the exhibitor committee furnished Commerce Building in Washington,
the most excitement, with three with Rosenblatt presiding. Every
strongly-organized factions partici- phase of the industry within jurisdiction of the motion picture code
pating. One element was composed
of producer-owned circuit represen- was discussed. Sidney R. Kent, his
tatives, a second of M. P. T. 0. duties as co-ordinator completed,
A. leaders and a third of Allied acted as the major spokesman for
States Association members. As the the companies
affiliated with the

Hays association. The independent
producers' and distributors' side of
the question was presented by Attorney Jacob Schechter, general
counsel of the Federation of the
Motion Picture Industry; Edward
Golden, general sales manager of
Monogram, and others. Exhibition
problems were clarified by President
Ed Kuykendail and various other
M. P. T. 0. A. leaders and Abram
F. Myers, general counsel and chairman of the Allied board, as well as
unaffiliated exhibitors. Attendance
at the meetings ran as high as 600
persons. Conclusion of the public
hearing on Sept. 15 found the various factions deadlocked on virtually
all major controversial issues.
Immediately following adjournment smaller groups, representative
of all branches of the industry, held
a series of conferences, principally
at the Mayflower Hotel, in an effort
to harmonize their views. Confronted by the continued deadlock, Deputy Administrator Rosenblatt on
Saturday, Sept. 18, called a recess
until the following Saturday.
Further Meetings
The meetings
resumed
on Sept.
23 at Washington, with none of the
groups showing
signs of receding
from their positions.
Finally convinced of the futility of the various
j conflicting groups settling their own
I differences Rosenblatt
on Sept. 25
indicated that he would write the
code himself, taking into considera, tion proposals submitted by the conferees. He dismissed the codifiers
the following day, instructing them
to be prepared
to resume
conferences exactly a week later.
Once more the meetings resumed
but it was the same familiar story
of deadlock. That night Rosenblatt
made public his first draft of the
code and upon examining it the independents, producers, distributors
and exhibitors broke out in open
revolt, assailing the document as
unfair. The following day, Oct. 5,
a group of independents, comprising
both exhibitor units headed by Allied and producer-distributor companies walked out on the meetings
and held a rump session.
Following more conferences with
industry representatives who remained "in the fold," the Deputy
Administrator on Oct. 10 announced
a second revised draft which resembled the initial version to the extent
of approximately 90 per cent. This
one, too, was read with general
dissatisfaction by independents.
On Thursday, Oct. 12, the conferences began to peter out. Major
company executives left for their
home offices, expressing general satisfaction with the code, M. P. T. O.
A. leaders generally described the
draft as "acceptable" although not
wholly satisfactory and expressed
willingness to give it a chance to
prove its fairness. The Allied group,
however, announced itself ready to
resist the draft, which is reported
as entirely beyond approval from
their standpoint.

Here's some Recovery Action. FOX

manpower

ready ... as usual . . . with six releases . . . brimming
with box-office . . . brilliant with stars . . . sparkling with
entertainment. Swell samples of the consistent hits
FOX has been turning out...month after month. Lead
the upswing in your town . . . under the FOX banner.
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WILL ROGERS

Rochelle Hudson, Florence
Desmond, Harry Green
Eugene Pallette
Based on the story "Green Dice"
by Anne Cameron
Directed by James Cruze

Released December

22

.LETS GO/
• Lilian Harvey at her captivating
best. . . 3 sensational revue numbers
...gorgeous girls... ecstatic romance
... 3 smash songs . . . plus a unique
surprise in the Teatro dei Piccoli
puppets, an audience sensation.

I AM SUZANNE
LILIAN
HARVEY
with

GENE RAYMOND
LESLIE BANKS
Podrecca's Piccoli
Marionettes
Directed by Rowland V. Lee
Jesse L. Lasky production

Released January 5

• Delightful romantic comedy by the author
of "When Ladies Meet." A wife who took a
fling in Europe. . . met her Paris playmate in
Dubuque... and tried to explain to hubby.

AS HUSBANDS
WARNER

with

GO

BAXTER

HELEN VINSON
WARNER OLAND
Catharine Doucet
From Rachel Crothers' stage hit
Directed by Hamilton MacFadden
Jesse L. Lasky production

. Released December

29

If
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WHOOP

THINGS UP

Detroit and San Francisco first to
revel in Clara Bow's magic draw
Detroit's Fox Theatre, giant 5,000-seater,
a sell-out with town's outstanding busines . . . San Francisco's Warfield hits
SRO from opening, in record-breaking
pace. Fireworks start everywhere on
Thanksgiving
Day (national
release date) . . . thanks
to FOX manpower!
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PRESTON
FOSTER
RICHARD CROMWELL
HERBERT MUNDIN • JAMES
GLEASON • MINNA GOMBELL
[from the play "The Barker" by John Kenyon Nicholson,
Stage play produced by Charles L. Wagner
Your patrons
always like

FOX

Al Rockett Production

Directed by FRANK

LLOYD

MOVIETONE
NEWS
I
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DAILY

The MOTION
EXECUTIVE
An application having been duly made, pursuant to and in tull compliance with the
provisions ot Title 1 of the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933,
for my approval of a code of fair competition for the motion picture industry, and a
hearing having been held thereon, and the Administrator having rendered his report
containing an analysis of the said code of fair competition together with his recommendations and findings with respect thereto, and the Administrator having found that
the said code of fair competition complies in all respects with the pertinent provisions
of Title 1 of said act and that the requirements of clauses (1) and (2) of subsection
(A) of Section 3 of the said Act have been met:
Now, therefore, I, Franklin D. Roosevelt, President of the United States, pursuant
to the authority vested in me by Title 1 of the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933. and otherwise, do adopt and approve the report, recommendations,
and findings of the Administrator, and do order that the said code of fair competition
be, and it is hereby, approved, subject to the following conditions:
To effectuate further the policies of the Act, that:
(1) Because the constituency of the Code Authority is named in this code, the
Administrator shall have the right to review, and if necessary, to disapprove any act
taken by the Code Authority, or by any committee named by it, and any act taken by
any board named
by it; and
(2) If, in the administration of this code, any member or temporary alternate of
any member of said Code Authority, or any member of any board appointed by the Code
Authority shall fail to be fair, impartial and just, the Administrator shall have the
rigtit to remove such member or temporary alternate from said Code Authority, and to
remove
such member
of any such board, and, if he deems
necessary,
to name
another

PREAMBLE
This Code is established for the purpose of
effectuating the policy of Title I of the Naional Industrial Recovery Act and shall be
rinding upon all those engaged in the moIon picture industry.

ARTICLE I
Definitions
1. The term "motion picture industry" as
used herein shall be deemed to include, without limitation, the production,
distribution
ir exhibition of motion pictures and all activiiee normally related thereto, except as
specifically excepted from the operation of this
■>'te.

. , ,
2. The term "Producer" shall include,
ivithout limitation, all persons, partnerships,
enshall
who
corporations
and
.ssociations
gage or contract to engage in the production
•i motion pictures.
3. The term "distributor" shall include,
without limitation, all persons, partnerships,
ssociations and corporations who shall enrage or contract to engage in the distribution
>i motion pictures.
4. The term "Exhibitor" shall include,
»ithout limitation, all persons, partnerships,
ssociations and corporations, engaged in the
■wnership or operation of theaters for the exabition of motion pictures.
5. The term "legitimate production" as
ised herein shall be deemed to refer to theatlical performances
of dramatic
and musical
•lays performed on the stage by living per'ons.
6. The term "employee" as used herein
l.all be deemed to refer to and include every
erson employed by any Producer, Distributor
r Exhibitor as hereinabove denned.
7. The term "clearance" as used herein
hall be deemed to refer to that interval of
ime between the conclusion of the exhibition
f a motion picture at a theater licensed to
jchibit such motion picture prior in time to
.s exhibition at another theater or theaters
r:d the commencement of exhibition at such
ther theater or theaters.
8. The term "zone" as used herein shall
e deemed to refer to any denned area emraced within the operations of a local clearrce and zoning board.
9. The term "non-theatrical account" as
sed herein shall be deemed to refer to
hurches, schools and other places where mo.on pictures are exhibited but which are not
perated in the usual and ordinary course of
le business of operating a theater for the
othibition of motion pictures.
10. The term "affiliated Exhibitor" as used
erein shall be deemed to refer to an Exibitor in the business of operating a motion
icture theater which business is owned, conrolled or managed by a Producer or Distribuor or in which a Producer or a Distributor
as a financial interest in the ownership,
cntrol, or management thereof. The mere
v.-nership, however, by a Producer or Disiributor of any theater premises leased to an
inhibitor, shall not constitute any such ExMtor an "affiliated Exhibitor."
11. The term "unaffiliated Exhibitor" as
sed herein shall be deemed to refer to an Ex-

hibitor engaged in the business of operating
a motion picture theater which business is
not owned, controlled or managed by any
Producer or Distributor or in which no Producer or Distributor has an interest in the
ownership,
management
or control thereof.
12. The terms "Outside or Associated Producer" as used herein shall refer to a Producer of motion pictures, including features,
short subjects, and/or cartoons, and which
Producer operates his or its own production
unit independently of, though in conjunction
with, another Producer or Distributor under
whose trade name or trade mark the productions of said Outside or Asociated Producer are released and distributed.
13. The term "Administrator" as used
herein shall be deemed to mean the National
Recovery
Administrator.
14. The term "effective date" shall be and
this Code shall become effective on the tenth
day following the approval of this Code by
the President of the United States.
15. Population, for the purposes of this
Code, shall be determined by reference to
the 1930 Federal Census.

ARTICLE II
Administration
1. A Code Authority of the Motion Picture Industry constituted as in this Article
and herein referred to as the "Code
provided
Authority" shall be the agency for the administration ofthis Code, and shall have such
powers as shall be necessary therefor, together
with such other powers and duties as are
prescribed in this Code.
2. (a) The Code Authority shall consist
of the following representing affiliated pro
ducers, distributors and exhibitors: Merlin
H. Aylesworth, Sidney R. Kent, George J.
Schaeier, Nicholas M. Schenck, Harry M.
Warner. Representing unaffiliated producers,
distributors and exhibitors: Robert H.
Cochrane, W. Ray Johnston, Ed Kuykendall.
Charles L. O'Reilly, Nathan Yamins.
(b) As and when any question directly
or indirectly affecting any class of employees engaged in the motion picture industry
is to be considered by the Code Authority,
one. representative of such class, selected by
the Administrator for nominations made by
such class in such manner as may be prescribed by the Administrator, shall sit with
and become for such purposes a member
of the Code Authority with a right to vote.
(c) The Administrator may designate
not more than three additional persons
without vote who shall not have any dire.ct,
personal interest in the motion picture industry nor represent any interest adverse
to the interest of those engaged therein, as
representatives
of the Administration,
(d) In case of the absence, resignation,
ineligibility or incapacity of any member
of the Code Authority to act, an alternate
of the same general class of the industry
and a bona fide executive or, a bona fide
Exhibitor, as the case may be, designated
by such member shall act temporarily in
place of such member. Such designated
alternate shall be certified to the Code
Authority
by such member
but the Code

PICTURE CODE
ORDER
member or alternate from the general class represented by such removed member or
alternate to replace such removed member or alternate upon said Code Authority or
upon any such board; and
(3) If, in the administration of this code, it shall be found by the Administrator
that there has not been sufficient representation of any employer class in this industry
on the Code Authority, the Administrator shall have the right to add members from
any such class to such Code Authority; and
(4) Because the President believes that further investigation with respect to the
problems of payment of excessive compensation to executives and other employees in
this industry is required, the provisions of Article V, Division A, Part 4, of this code
are hereby suspended from operation and shall not become effective pending further
report from the Administrator after investigation;
and
(5) Because the President believes that writers, authors, and dramatists are engaged
in purely creative work, the provisions of Article V, Division B, Part 5, Section 1(6), 2,
3, 4 and 6, of this code, shall not become effective with respect
to such employees; and
(6) Because the President believes that further investigation is required with respect
to problems generally affecting unfair competitive methods for the services of classes
of employees of producers rendering services of an artistic, interpretative, technical,
supervisory or executive nature, the provisions of Article V, Division B, Part 5, Section
1(6), 2, 3, 4 and 6, of this Code, are suspended from operation and shall not become
effective pending further report from the Administrator, after investigation, as to whether
such provisions should be definitely suspended, or modified, altered or changed, or
become effective.
—FRANKLIN
D. ROOSEVELT.

Authority
may
reject such alternate and
require another to be so designated.
(e) Each alternate designated by a member of the Code Authority to be a permanent
alternate for such member shall be approved by the Administrator.
(f) In the event any member of the
Code Authority is unable for any reason
to designate his alternate, the Code Authority, subject to the approval of the Admitrs
trator, shall select such alternate from tin
same general class as that of such member
(g) No employer in the industry shal
have more than one representative at any
time upon the Code Authority.
(h) A vacancy in the Code Authority
subject to being filled in the same manner
as above provided in sub-section (f) of
this section, sha'l exist when any member
shall cease to be a bona fide executive or
a bona fide exhibitor.
3. The Code Authority may make such
rules as to meetings and other procedural
matters
as it may from time to time determine.
4. The Code Authority may from time to
time appoint Committees which may include
or be constituted of persons other than members of the Code Authority as it shall deem
necesary to effectuate the purposes of thV
Code, and may delegate to any such Committee generally or in particular instances any
power and authority within the scope of the
powers granted to the Code Authority under
this Code provided that the Code Authority
shall not be relieved of its responsibility and
duties hereunder. The Code Authority may
at any time remove from any Committee anv
member thereof. The Code Authority shall
coordinate the duties of the Committees with
aaction
viewupon
to promoting
jo'nt andinterest.
harmonious
matters of common
Any action taken by any of such committees shall be reviewed by the Code Authority.
5. (a) The Code Authority shall be empowered to collect from the members of the
industry all data and statistics required by
the President, or reasonably pertinent to the
effectuation of Title I of the National Industrial Recover Act to compile the same
and disseminate without individual identi
fication among the members of the industry summaries thereof, all in such form and
manner as the Code Authority or the Administrator shall prescribe. No such statistics, data and information of any one member of the industry shall be revealed to any
other member. The dissemination of summaries of such information shall not be
deemed a disclosure thereof. Tn addition to
information required to be submitted to the
Code Authority, there shall be furnished
to government agencies such statistical information as the Administrator may deem
necessary for the purposes rec:ted in Section 3 fa) of the National Industrial Recovery Act.
(bl The Code Authority shall have the
right to make independent investigations of
violations or alleged vio'at'ons of the Code
by any branch of the industry or bv anv
person, firm or corporation engaged in any
branch of the industry.
6. The Code Authority shall assist the
Administrator in administering the provisions

of this Code, in making investigations as to
the functioning or observance of any of the
provisions of this Code as its own instance or
on the complaint of any person engaged in
the industry,
shall matters.
report to The
the Code
Administrator onand
any such
Authority may initiate and consider such recommendations and regulations and interpretations, including those pertaining to trade
practices, as may come before it.
7. The Code Authority, after notice and
hearing, may prescribe additional rules governing the conduct of Producers, Distributors
and Exhibitors among themselves and with
each other and with their employees, which
rules shall be submitted to the Administrator
and if approved by the President after such
notice and hearing as he shall deem proper,
shall constitute rules of fair practice for the
industry,stitute a violation
and any of
violation
thereof shall conthis Code.
8. The Code Authority shall, to such extent and in such manner as may seem most
useful, utilize the facilities of national, regional and local trade associations, groups, industry. stitutes, boards and organizations in the in9. No member of the Code Authority shall
sit on
matter directly
involving
or
his
ownanyinterest
andhisnotcompany's
as a class.
In such case the Code Authority, including
such ineligible member shall designate an alternate of the same general class not connected with the company
or theater of the
neligible member
to sit in his place.
10. (a) The Code Authority shall have
the right to appoint, remove, and fix the compensation of all persons whom it may employ to assist it in any capacity whatsoever
in administering
this Code.
(bl The expenses of the Code Authority
in administering this Code shall be budgeted
and fairly allocated among the three divisions of the industry and assessed against the
respective members thereof who accept the
benefits of the activities of the Code Authority or otherwise assent to this Code, in such
manner
Authority.as shall be determined by the Code
(c) Any person who shall fail to promptly
pay any assessment or levy made pursuant
to an order of the Code Authority as an expense in administering this Code shall not be
entitled
to file any
complaint under any Article or PART
thereof.

ARTICLE

III

General Provisions
Section 1. (a) Employees shall have the
right to organize and bargain collectively
through representatives of their own choosing, and shall be free from the interference,
restraint, or coercion of employers of labor,
or their agents, in the designation of such
representatives or in self-organization or in
other concerted activities for the purpose of
collective bargaining or other mutual aid or
protection ;
(b) No ployment
employee
and no asonea condition
seeking em-of
shall be required
employment to join any company union or to
and
refrain
from joining, organizing, or assisting
a labor organization of his own choosing ;
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Maximum Hours and Minimum Wages for Studio Workers
(c) Employes shall comply with the maximum hours of labor, minimum rates of pay,
and other condit.ons of employment, approved
or prescribed by the President.
Section 2. This Code is not designed to
promote monopolies or to eliminate or oppress small enterprises and shall not be applied to discriminate against them nor to permit monopolies or monopolistic practices.

ARTICLE IV
Labor Provisions

time, nor to newsreel cameramen and soundmen on roving or "gypsy" assignments; nor to
(.5) employees ot producers of animated
motion pictures cartoons in the following
classifications; animators; assistant animators;
cartoon photographers; story and music department employees; tracers and opaquers;
the working hours of tracers and opaquers
shall be limited to forty-four (44) hours in
any one week, subject to the exceptions made
herein in cases of emergency.
(e) With respect to those classes of employees specified within sub-divisions (2) ot
the foregoing
subdivision (d) of this Section 1,

A.
On and alter the effective date of this
(1) such employees employed on an hourCode, m the Pl-cODUCXlON
ot Motion Pictures:
ly basis qr on a daily basis with overtime
compensation shall at the conclus.on of any
Section 1. HOURS OF EMPLOYMENT.
be given a full day off withi.a) iNo employee
shall woi'K more tnan singleout production
pay for each six (6) hours of work in
forty (4U) Hours in any one weeK.
l,b) iNo employee of the tollowing classes excess of a thirty-six (36) hour weekly
shail worn more than forty (40) nours m average during the production; employees
employed on a weekly basis, whether by
miy one week.
Accountants; accounting machine operators, agreement in writing or otherwise, shall not
oe
deemed to be within the purview of this
bookkeepers, clerns; nremen; garage clerks, subsection
(1).
gaiduers, janitors; librarians; mail clerks;
(2)
art directors, assistant directors, com
messengers, mimeograph operators; porters,
pany wardrobe men, women and assistants
readers; restaurant workers; seamstresses,
costume designers, draftsmen, make-up artists
secietaries (.exclusive of Executives' secretar- nair
dressers, optical experts, also projection
.es receiving $3a.UU or more per week; ,
stenographers; telephone and telegraph opera- ists, script clerks, and wardrobe fitters receiving
$70.00 or less per week without overtime
tors; time-Keepers; typists; and watchmen.
(c) No studio mechanic of the following compensation, at the conclusion of any single
classes shall work more than thirty-six (.36; production shall he laid off one full day, without pay, for each six (6) hours of work in
nuurs in any one week:
excess of a thirty-six (36) hour weekly averArtists and sculptors; automotive mechanage
during the production period but for each
ics; biacKsmiths ; carpenters; casters ana
inuuiUmaiiers (.Staff); cement finishers; chaut- six (6) hours or fraction thereof which each
icis anu trucK drivers ; construction fore- such employee has worked in excess of a
,iicii (.carpenters); electrical foremen; elec
fifty-four (54) hour weekly average during
said production such employee shall receive
„ieai woriters; tioormen (electric); ioundry
men, garters, grips; laborers; lamp opera
one full day's pay. No such employee shall be
im„, macmnists; marble.zers; grainers anc, permitted to work in another studio during
. uinuure nmshers ; modelers (Staff); model
-he time of such lay-off.
Section 2. MINIMUM
WAGES.
makers (Start) ; moulders (metal) ; operating
...0iueers; ornamental iron workers; painters
(a) No employee of any class shall be
paid
less
than
forty
(40)
cents per hour.
pattern maicers; plasterers; plumbers; pro
jecuonists (except process projectionists),
(b) The following clerical, office and service
employees
shall
be
paid
not less than
piupertymen; scenic artists; set drapers,
shec-metal workers; sign writers; sprinkle,
dfty (50). cents per hour:
Accountants, accounting machine operators;
fitters'; steam htters; structural steel workbookkeepens ; clerks; file clerks; firemen;
ers; swing gang (property); upholsterers,
welders; and laboratory workers ot the fol- parage clerks; readers; secretaries; stenographers; telephone and telegraph operators;
lowing classifications; chem.cal mixers; ne.ime-keepers; typists.
gative assemblers and breaker-downs; nega
(c) No employee of the following classes
live developers' assistants, negative notchers,
of studio mechanics shall be paid less per
negative splicers; positive daily assemblers,
positive developers' assistants ; positive release hour than the rates specified for each class:
and
Sculptors
$1.94
-pucers; primers, processing and negative Artists
Automotive
Mechanics
1.00
poi shers, release inspectors, rewinders, sensitometry ass.stant, shift boss printers and vault
Blacksmiths
1.16 2/3
cierKs.
Carpenters
1.16 2/3
Casters
and
Mouldmakers
(staff).
1.16
2/3
(d) The maximum hours fixed in the fore- Cement
Finishers
1.16
2/3
going paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) shai
Construction
Foremen
(carpenter).
1.33
1/3
not apply to employees on emergency, o, ,
1.33 1/3
maintenance and repair work; nor to cases Electrical Foremen
Electrical
Workers
1.16
2/3
cat lestrictions of hours of skilled workFloormen
(electric)
1.00
ers on continuous processes would hinder,
Koundrymen
1.16 2/3
reduce or delay productions;
nor to
Gaffers
1.16 2/3
11) employees in executive or managerial
irips
1.00
capacities, professional persons, actors, (exLaborers
60
clusive of so-called "extras"); attorneys and
Lamp Operators
1.00
ther assistants; department heads and their
Machinists
1.16
2/3
assistants; directors; doctors; managers; executives, their assistants and secretaries ; pro- Marbleizers, Grainers and Fur
Finishers
1.40
lessional nurses; producers and their assistModelers
(staff)
1.94
ants ; purchasing agents ; unit business managers; and writers; nor to
Modelmakers
(staff)
1.25
Moulders
(metal)
1.16 2/3
(2) employees engaged in production work
Engineers
1.16 2/3
whose working time must necessarily follow Operating
Ornamental
Iron
Workers
1.16 2/3
that of a production unit, including
Painters
1.16 2/3
directors, assistant directors; cameramen and
Pattern Makers
1.16 2/3
assistants, company wardrobe men, (women)
Plasterers
1.25
and assistants; costume designers; drafts1.16 2/3
men ; make-up artists and hair-dressers ; op- Plumbers
1.25
tical experts ; positive cutters and assistants, Projectionists
Propertymen
(first)
1.00
process projectionists ; script clerks ; set dres(second)
90
sers ;"stand-by" or "key-men"; sound mix- Propertymen
2.25
ers; sound recorders; wardrobe fitters; nor to Scenic Artists
1.00
(3) employees regardless of classification Set Drapers
Sheetmeta!
Workers
1.16 2/3
ass gned on location work; nor to
Sign Writers
1.66 2/3
(4) employees engaged directly in newsSprinkler
fitters
1.16 2/3
reel production work in the following classi- Steamfitters
1.16 2/3
fications; editors and sub-editors; film cutStructural Steel Workers
1.16 2/3
ters
and'
film
joiners;
type
setters;
camera
men and sound men; the working hours of Swing
gang
(property)
75
1.10
news-reel cameramen and soundmen shall be Upholsterers
limited to three hundred and twenty (320) Welders
_. . 1.16 2/3
When any of the above studio mechanics
hours in any eight week period, to be computed from the time such employees leave works more than six (6) hours per day on;
tleir base of operat on with their equipment
(1) emergency or maintenance or repair
until the time of their return, or are required work, or (2) to avoid hindering, reducing
to remain in a designated place; contacting or delaying production, he shall be compensated at not less than time and one-half
and planning shall not be computed as working hours; nor shall this limitation on work- for all overtime in excess of six (6) hours.
(d)
No
employees of the following classes
ing hours apply to news-reel cameramen and
soundmen who make special trips of a semi- shall be paid less per hour than the rates
vacational nature on trains, ships, etc., or specified for each class:
Assistant Cutters
$1.00
who shall be assigned to duty at a summer
83 1/3
or winter resort for an extended period of Chauffers and Truck Drivers

Laboratory workers of the following classifications:
Chemical
Mixers
$ .70
Negative Assemblers and Breakeraowns
81
Negative
Assistants...
.81
i\egative Developers'
Notchers
75
jNegative
Splicers
70
.Positive Da,iy Assemblers
75
Positive
Developers'
Assistants
74
Positive
Kelease
Splicers
64
Printers
81
Processing and Negative Polishers.
.70
Kelease
Inspectors
70
Kewinders
64
densitometry
Assistants
81
Shitt Boss Printers
93
Vault Clerks
81
film Loaders
83 1/3
When any of the above employees works
more than thirty-six (36) hours in any one
week on: (1) emergency or maintenance oi
repair work; or (2) to avoid hindering, reducing or delaying production, he shall be
compensated at straight time for all overhours. time in excess of thirty-six (36) cumulative
(e) With respect to the following classifications there may be substituted a weekly
wage in lieu of an hourly wage:
Construction Foremen
(carpenter).... $76. 7i
Electrical
Foreman
76. 7i
Gaffer
68.5l
Floorman
(electric)
60. Ot,
Grips
60. 0t
Propertymen
(first)
60. Ot,
However,
or "key-men,"
not
more
than for
one "stand-by"
man of any
of the above
classifications shall be assigned to any one
producing unit.
(f) With respect to all employees listed ii.
paragraphs (c) and (d) of this Section, the
toregoing scale of minimum wages shall pre
vail on all locations except that the following,
wage scale may be paid in lieu thereof oi,
distant location, if so stipulated before employment commences and all such employees
expenses are paid:
Distant locations when employed less thai
one week of seven (7) days and subject to
"call at any time":
Distant
location daily
Studio
rate when
Distant
hourly
less than location
rate
one week
weekly rate
$2.25
$27.25 $161.75
1.94
24.00
141.75
1.66 2/3
20.75
121.75
1.40
17.25
101.75
1.33 1/3
15.75
91.75
1.25
14.75
86.75
1.16 2/3
13.75
81.75
1.10
13.25
78.00
1.00
12.25
71.75
.90
11.50
66.75
.83 1/3
8.50
51.75
.75
8.50
46.75
.60
6.50
37.75
When the distant location daily rate above
is employed, the total wage for any one week
shall not exceed the distant location weekly
wage.
(g)man Every
shall be news-reel
given onecameraman
day off or
withsoundpay
for every four (4) cumulative days (24 hours
per day) that he is away from his base of
operations,
assignments. except if on roving or "gyps.y"
Section 3. PROVISIONS REGARDING
"EXTRAS"
The Code Authority provided for in this
Code shall undertake and provide for rules
and regulations to be adopted by all casting
agencies and/or Producers with respect tc
"extras," and shall appoint a standing committee representative of employers, extra
players," and the public, to effectuate the
foregoing purposes and to interpret the terms
of any provisions made for "extras" and tc
supervise the same, receive and pass on complaints and grievances, and to otherwise aid
in effectuating the foregoing provisions, subject to review by the Administrator.
Such standing committee under the supervision oi the Code Authority shall cause a
reclassification of "extras" and "extra talent"
to be undertaken, based upon the following
qualifications for such labor:
(a) "Extra players" shall be those who by
experience and/or ability are known to be
competent to play group and individual business parts and to otherwise appear in a motion picture in other than atmospheric background or crowd work.
(b) Atmosphere people who are not to be
classified as dependent on motion pictures for
a livelihood, but who may be recorded, listed
and called upon for occasional special qualifications not possible of filling from the reg-

istered Extra Players.
(.c; Crowds not classified, including racial
groups, location crowds where traiisportauoii
is unpractical and crowd assemblies ot a public nature.
The minimum
the foregoing classifications shall he pay
as for
follows:
(a) "Extra
players," $7.50 a day, with
a minimum graaed upward
according to tne
character and importance of the pertormance
and the personal wardrobe required, the minimum tor Class A "dress" people to be $la.
per
day; provided
if any to"extra
employed
as such that,
is required
play player
a part
or bit with
essential
story
dialogue,
such
player shall not be deemed
to be an "extra
player"
and shall shall
becomebe afixed
"bit byplayer,"
anu
qis compensation
agreement
uetween such player and the Producer betorc
,he part or bit is undertaken, but the minimum
compensation to such "bit player" shall not be
less than twenty-five dollars
($25.00).
(b) Atmosphere people, $5 per day, provided that any "extra player" may accepc
atmosphere work without losing or jeopardizing his registration as an "extra player."
Crowds, shall
$5 not
per prevent
day, provided
that
ihis(c)minimum
the employment of large groups under special circumjtances at a rate lower than the minimum.
(d) Transportation to and from location
shall be paid to "extra players." There shall
also beviews and
paid
to "extra
players"provided
for interfittings
the payments
for
in Order 16-A of the Industrial Welfare
Commission of the State of California; except
that in the event that any interview extendi
oeyond one and one-half hours, the "extra
player," although not engaged, shall receive
not less than one-fourth of a day's pay, and ii
any interview shall extend beyond two hours,
me "extra player" shall receive an add.tiona,
jne-fourth
day's pay
for every additional
two hours of
or afraction
thereof.
The following shall be provided for by said
jtanding committee among the working conui
aons to be regulated as above provided:
(a) In ployment
Casting
casting
eminterviewsBureaus
of women
and and
children
shall
by women casting officials, and
men bybemen.
(b)tra No
be employed
as anwho"ex-i,
player"oneor shall
"atmosphere
worker"
a dependent member of the immediate tamm
of any regular employee of a mot.on picture
company or any person who is not oblige!,
to depend upon extra work as a means, o,
livelihood, unless the exigencies of production
reasonably construed, require an exception to
ue made. And further, no one shall be en,
ployed as an "extra player" or "atmospheie
worker" on account of personal favoritism.
(c) A day's work in any State shall be
eight (8) hours, with overtime as provide,
by the existing California Statutes relating
thereto.
(d) No person coming under the above
classifications shall be permitted to work ii.
more than one picture for the same dayS
pay, including overtime, this provision be
mg intended to spread employment.
(e) Rotation of work shall be established
to such reasonable degree as may be possible and practicable.
(f) No person not a registered "extra
player"
a studio
ing officeshall
from beanyrequested
casting by
agency,
and casteach
legistered "extra player" shall be provided
with a card of identification; suitable regulaadopted.
uons for carrying out this provision shall be
Section 4 (A).
PROVISIONS
REGARDING "FREE LANCE"
PLAYERS
The Code Authority provided for in this
Code shall undertake and provide for rules
and regulations to be binding upon all Producers with respect to "free lance" players,
receiving compensation of One Hundred
Fifty Dollars ($150.00) or less per week
and shall appoint a standing committee representative of employers, "free lance" players, and the public, to effectuate the foregoing purposes and to interpret the terms
of anyers, and
provisions
made the
for same,
"free lance"
to supervise
receive playantl
pass on complaints and grievances, and to
otherwise aid in effectuating the foregoing
provisions subject to review by the Administrator.
Such standing committee, under the supervision of the Code Authority, shall make
full investigation with respect to the workconditions
of such
lance" for
players
and ing
shall
undertake
in "free
and provide
By
the rules and regulations herein above provided for with respect to hours of employment for such "free lance" players, rotation
and distribution of work to such reasonable
degree as may be possible and practicable,
and minimum adequate compensation therefor.
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Greatest amusement property of our time! Glorified
by 12 brilliant stars. It flames with drama ... the fallen
matinee idol ... the millionaire's frivolous wife
the amorous doctor of the idle rich . . . stolen hours
of romance. Thrilling entertainment in M-G-M's
"Dinner at 8" and already publicized to the public
over months of showman-sponsored road-sh
ows!

4 MONTHS ON
BROADWAY3 MONTHS IN
LOS ANGELESAnd brilliant road-show
engagements ranging from
one to four weeks in

Saratoga, N.Y., Asbury Park, N. J.,
Atlantic City, N. J., Montreal,
Buffalo, Toronto, Cleveland,
Columbus, St. Louis, Cincinnati,
Detroit, Atlanta, Baltimore, Philadelphia, New Haven, Boston
Pittsburgh, Hartford, Chicag
Washington, D. C.

The Pride of

METRO
GOLDWYN
MAYER

i

MARIE

•DRESSLER

• BARRYMORE
• WALLACE
BEERY
HN
JO

LIONEL

•

BARRYMORE

•

lee

• EDMUND
•

billie

TRACY

LOWE
BURKE

it MADGE EVANS * JEAN HERSHOLT
* KAREN MORLEY * PHILLIPS HOLMES

Directed by GEORGE CUKOR
From the Sam H. Harris stage
success by George S. Kaufman
and Edna Ferber. Produced
by David O. Selznick.
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* * * * (Four Stars) "I was thoroughly entertained." Kate Cameron, Daily News

"Not since 'Grand Hotel' has Hollywood flung
forth such a star-spangled banner. Mightiest

"Lives up to every expectation. Cast of 25 . . .
most of the stellar lights of the M-G-M studios.
One of those rare pictures which keeps you in
your seat until final fade-out. Greater variety of
characterizations than have been witnessed in

congress of stars ever assembled — the season's
championship event. More effective than the
play.

Will be Gotham's table topic for months."
Regina Crewe — American

A grand
evening."
Mordaunt
Hall, N. Y. Times

"Stupendous! Just look at the names. Enough
stars, stories, dramas, big scenes to have made
half a dozen movies. Destined to make a hit.

"Lively and entertaining display of the histrionic
talents of most of the California heirarchy. Jean
Harlow gives the grandest show. An excellent

You'll heartily applaud every player. Great. You
can't afford to miss it."
Bland Johaneson — Mirror

any other picture.

example of smart and vigorous theatre."
Richard Watts, jr. — Herald-Tribune
Fine picture. Exciting, many-sided drama. Cast
contains practically every star on the M-G-M lot.
If you seek an entertaining film, the Astor is where
you can find it."

"M-G-M masterpiece. Most gorgeous entertainment that has yet come out of the cinema city.
'Grand Hotel' fades into insignificance. Most
dazzling array of stellar luminaries ever assembled.
The Astor will undoubtedly be jammed for months,

William Boehnel — World-Telegram

with lines forming at the box office."
Rose Pelswick — Journal

"Once more a parade of names at the Astor. All
play well. It's another 'Grand Hotel' both as to
names and box office."
John S. Cohen, Jr. — Sun

"Really superlatively acted and worth every cent
they are charging at the box office."
Charles Hammond — Post

Never so
many stars in
any picture

ARE YOU READY FOR
WEDNESDAY NIGHT, TOO?
To immortalize this
glorious drama on the
screen, M-G-M chose
for each exciting role
a brilliant Star! When
"Dinner at 8" is revealed at its World
Premiere Wednesday
Night, a new fame
will be written in the
annals of the Astor
Theatre.

TWICE
NIGHT

SAT. MIDDAILY, 2:50 — 8:50. THREE TIMES, SAT., SUN., HOLS., 2:50—5:50-8:50.
SHOW.
MATS., 50c TO $1.00. EVES., 50c TO $2.00. SEATS FOUR WEEKS IN ADVANCE.

BROADWAY
& 45th STREET

CUrfxrt

A typical advertisement from the "Dinner at 8" campaign

H. Herrii Hat* play by
GEORGE S. KAUFMAN
EDNA by FERBER
DintUd
DAVID O. SELZNICK
CEORCE

CUKOR

&.

m

TOO
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"Thrilling tale! Human interest! Mala
would permit his wife to sleep with men
of his own tribe, but the white man's touch
meant death. Filled with amusing, interesting and thrilling incidents."

"A fascinating film. It should be seen.
Really thrilling, beautifully photographed
and worthwhile. Genuinely arresting and
dramatic. A motion picture of the better
order."

William Boehnel — World-Telegram

Kate Cameron — Daily News

"Vigorous and entertaining romance.
Thrills! Mala is magnificent! His wives
are fetching and exotic!"

Bland Johaneson — Mirror

"Melodrama photographed in the Artie —
by an artist. Genuinely thrilling and
authentic scenes: (l)the caribou stampede;
(2) Mala's fight with the polar bear; (3)
the walrus hunt; (4) Mala's hand-to-hand
fight with a wolf; (5) the breaking up of
the ice floes."
John S. Cohen, Jr. — Sun

"Merits the title 'Epic'. Its excitements
keep each fibre tense; it fills the throat
with sobs and laughter by turns. More
than entertainment, an unforgettable
achievement. There is no compliment

::-:::v:-:-.v:-:-::-:-:-»:->.-:-.-x^.-.

Robbed of the wife he loved, vengeance flames
in the Eskimo hunter's heart. A story of elemental power. A background of overwhelming
grandeur. Scenes never before revealed. Nature's children are the actors — the mad, stampeding caribou, the giant whale hunted by
humans, the hungry wolf threshing the snow
in mortal combat with a man. Filmed by
W. S. Van Dyke who gave Trader Horn to
the world. ESKIMO is his masterpiece!

great enough, 'Eskimo' is super-superb!'
Regina Crewe — American

"Exciting melodrama. A remarkable film,
that awakens wonder as to how the camera
men were able to photograph some of the
scenes and record the impressive sound."

Mordaunt Hall — Times

"That adventurous cinema director, W. S.
Van Dyke, returns with a motion picture
...good-looking, exciting, real as its settings
and its people. Scenes showing the social
practices are managed with an accent on
their comedy possibilities."
Richard Watts, Jr. — Herald-Tribune

"Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, the enterprising
movie company which sent an expedition
to Africa to film 'Trader Horn,' now goes
to the Arctic. Must be regarded as one of
the important movie achievements!"
Martin Dickstein — Brooklyn-Eagle

Sample newspaper ad, "Eskimo" campaign
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Great names ! They attained the heights of
glory and brought to theatres millions of
ticket-buyers. Now again the spotlight of
Astor Theatre fame illumines two new
M-G-M giant attractions, "DINNER AT 8"
and "ESKIMO". They come to a public already aware of their magnitude, to audiences
which are eager for the screen's mightiest!
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Working Scales
Section 5. OVERRIDING PROVISIONS
ll the prevailing wage scale and maximum
number oi hours per week as of August
_j, iyJ3, as fixed in any agreement or as
cutorceU between the employers and associations of any such employees, however, shall
be at a rate exceeding the minimum wage
scale provided for or less than the number
it hours per week herein provided for with
1 cspect to any of such employees, such scales
and hours of labor in the localities where
same were enforced shall be deemed to be,
and hereby are declared to be, the minimum
scale of wages and maximum number of
hours with respect to such aforementioned
employees in such localities under this Section
i the Code.
Section 6.
CHILD
LABOR
On and after the effective date of this
Code, no person under sixteen (16) yeart
it age shall be employed in the production
A motion pictures, provided, however, where
a State law provides a higher minimum
age, no person under the age specified by
;aid State shall be employed in that State,
and provided further, however, where a roller roles are to be filled or appearance made
by a child or children, a Producer mai
utilize the services of such child or children
upon his compliance with the provisions of
itate laws appertaining thereto.
B. On and after the effective date o;
this Code, in the DISTRIBUTION of Mo
ton Pictures:
Section 1. HOURS
OF EMPLOYMENT
(a) No employee except outside salesmen
shall work more than forty (.40) hours ii.
any one week.
(b) This provision for working hour:
shall not apply to professional persons era
ployed in their profession nor to employee,
m a managerial or an executive capacity o.
in any other capacity of distinction or sole
responsibility who now receive more than
S3i.00 per week; nor to employees on emer
sjency or maintenance and repair work.
Section 2. MINIMUM
WAGES
No employee shall be paid:
(a) Less than fifteen dollars ($15.00)
per week in any city over 500,000 population
or in the immediate trade area of such city.
Uj) Less than fourteen dollars and fiftj
cents ($14.50) per week in any city between
J50.000 and 500,000 population or in the immediate trade area of such city.
(c) Less than fourteen dollars ($14.00)
per week in any city or place up to 250,001
population or in the immediate
trade are;
f such city or place.
Section 3. On or after the effective date
no person under sixteen (16) years of age
-.hall be employed in the distribution of moion pictures, provided, however, where i
State law provides a higher minimum age,
no person below the age specified by sucl
State law shall be employed within that State.
C. On and after the effective date of this
Code, tures : in the EXHIBITION of Motion PicPART 1. EMPLOYEES OTHER THAN
ACTORS.
Section 1. No person under sixteen (16)
years of age shall be employed ; provided,
however, that where a State law provides a
higher minimum age no person below the age
specified by such State law shall be employed
in that State.
Section 2. No employee, notwithstanding
the provisions of Section 6 (a) hereof, shall
work more than forty (40) hours in one
week, except that such maximum hours shall
not apply to employees in a managerial, executive or advisory capacity who now receive
thirty-five dollars ($35.00) or more per week,
or to employees whose duties are of general
utilitarian character, or to emergencies.
Section 3. With respect to employees regularly employed as ticket-sellers, doormen, ushers, cleaners, matrons, watchmen, attendants,
porters, and office help, such employees shall
receive not less than a twenty percent (20%)
increase over the wage paid to them as of
August 1, 1933, in cities and places having
a population of less than 15,000, provided
that this shall not require a wage for these
employees in excess of twenty-five (25) cents
per hour.
Section 4. With respect to employees regularly employed as ticket sellers, doormen,
cleaners, matrons, watchmen, attendants, porters, and office help, such employees shall receive not less than thirty (30) cents per
hour in cities and places having a population
of more than 15,000 and less than 500,000,
and not less than thirty-five (35) cents per
hour in cities and towns having a population
of more than 500,000.
Section 5. With respect to employees regularly employed as ushers, in cities and places
having a population
over 15,000, such ern-
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ployees shall receive a wage of not less than
twenty-five (25) cents per hour.
Section 6.
(a) Employees associated with organizations of or performing the duties of billposters, carpenters, electrical workers, engineers, firemen, motion picture machine operators, oilers, painters, theatrical stage employees, theatrical wardrobe attendants, or other
skilled mechanics and artisans, who are directly and regularly employed by the Exhibitors, shall receive not less than the minimum
wage and work no longer than the maximum
number of hours per week which were in force
as of August 23, 1933, as the prevailing scale
of wages and maximum .number of hours of
labor by organizations of any of such employees affiliated with the American Federation of Labor with respect to their respective
type of work in a particular class of theater
or theaters in a particular location if a particular community, and such scales and hours
of labor with respect to any of such employees in such community shall be deemed
to be, and hereby are declared to be, the minimum scale of wages and maximum number
of hours with respect to all of such employees
in such communities in such class of theater or theaters.
(b) In the event, however, that there exist
in the particular community organizations of
such employees above mentioned, membecs
of which were directly and regularly employed by the Exhibitor or Exhibitors on August 23, 1933, and which organizations are
affiliated as above set forth, and (1) no prevailing scale of wages and maximum number
of hours for such employees exist in such community with respect to such employees, or
(2) any dispute should arise as to what is
the minimum scale of wages or the maximum
number of hours of labor with respect to any
of such employees for a particular class of
theater or theaters in any particular community, then and in either of those events
such disputes shall be determined as follows:
(1) If the question at issue arises with an
organization of such employees affiliated with
the American Federation of Labor, then a
representative appointed by the National President of such affiliated organization, together
with a representative appointed by the Exhibitors, shall examine into the facts and determine the existing minimum scale of wages
and maximum number of hours of labor for
such class of theater or theaters in such particular locality, and in the event they cannot
agree upon the same, they shall mutually
designate an impartial third person who shall
be empowered to sit with such representatives, review the facts and finally determine
iuch dispute, with the provisio, however, that
in the event such representatives cannot mutually agree upon such third person, then the
Administrator shall designate such third person ; or
(2) If the question at issue arises with unorganized employees or with an organization
of such employees not affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor, and if in said
community there exist members of such affiliated organization directly or regularly employed by an Exhibitor or Exhibitors, then
a representative of such unorganized employees, or, as the case may be, a representative
appointed by the President of such unaffiliated
organization or both, together with a representative appointed by the National President of such affiliated organization above referred to, together with a representative appointed by the Exhibitors, shall examine into
the facts and unanimously determine the existing scale of wages and maximum number of
hours of labor for such class of theater or
theaters in such particular community, and
in the event they cannot unanimously agree
upon the same, they shall mutually designate
an impartial person who shall be empowered
to sit with such representatives, review the
facts, and finally determine such dispute, with
the proviso, however, that in the event such
representatives cannot mutually agree upon
such impartial person, then the Administrator
shall designated such impartial person; or
(3) If the question at issue arises with
unorganized employees or with an organization of such employees not affiliated with the
American Federation of Labor and not, subject to the foregoing provisions of sub-paragraphs (1) and (2) of pararaph (b) hereof,
then a representative of such unorganized employees, or, as the case may be, a representative of the President of such unaffiliated organization or both together with a representative appointed by the Exhibitors, shall examine into the facts and determine the existing minimum scale of wages and maximum
hours of labor, for such class of theater or
theaters in such particular locality, and in
the event they cannot agree upon the same,

Presentation Houses

they shall mutually designate an impartial
person who shall be empowered to sit with
such representatives, review the facts and
finally determine such dispute, with the proviso, however, that in the event such representatives cannot mutually agree upon such
impartial person, then the Administrator shall
designated such impartial person.
(c) Pending the determination of any such
dispute, the rate of wages then paid by the
Exnibitor in such theater or theaters in such
community, and the maximum number of
hours then in force (if not more than the
hours provided for in this Code) shall not be
changed so as to decrease wages or increase
hours.
(d) In order to effectuate the foregoing
provisions of this Section 6 hereof, and pending the determination of any dispute as above
specified, the employees herein embraced and
provided for agree that they shad not strike,
and the Exhibitors agree that they shall not
lock out such employees.
Section 7. In no event shall the duties
of any of the employees herein above specified in Section 6 (a) directly or regularly
employed by the Exhibitors as of August 23,
1933, be increased so as to decrease the number of such employees employed in any theater or theaters in any community, except by
mutual consent.
Section 8. With respect to any employee
not hereinbefore provided for, such employee
when directly and regularly employed by the
Exhibitors shall be paid not less than forty
(40) cents per hour.
Section 9. By reason of the professional
character of their employment, the minimum
wage and maximum hours of employment of
employees performing the duties of musicians
shall as heretofore be established by prevailing labor agreements, understandings, or
practices.
Section 10. With respect to disputes arising between employees and employers in the
EXHIBITION branch of the Motion Picture Industry, the parties pledge themselves
to attempt to arbitrate all such disputes.
Section 11. The Administrator alter such
notice and hearing as he shall prescribe may
revise or modify any determination of any
dispute pursuant to Section 6 of PART 1
of devision C of this Article IV.

Part 2. — Actor Employees in Vaudeville and Presentation Motion
Picture Theaters
Section 1. DEFINITIONS.
(a) Presentation and vaudeville shall include both permanent and traveling companies of artists playing presentation and
vaudeville houses, but is not intended to include: amateur shows, "rep" shows, "tab"
shows, "tent" shows, "wagon" shows, "truck"
shows, "medicine" shows, "show-boat" or
"burlesque,"
in
the theater. as these terms are understood
(b) A "traveling" company, as used in this
Code, means
a company
which moves
from
theater to theater irrespective of locality.
Section 2.
AUDITIONS.
(a) Principals. It shall be an unfair trade
practice for any Exhibitor or independent
contractor under the guise of public audition
to break-in, try-out or to require a performer
to render service for less than the minimum
salary established by this Code. This shal
not prohibit, however, the appearance or participation of any performer in benefit performances which have been approved by the performer or by any bona fide organization of
the performer's
own choosing.
(b) Chorus. It shall be an unfair trade
practice for any manager or independent contractor, under the guise of a public audition,
break-in, or try-out, to require the chorus to
render services for less than the minimum
salary established by this Code. This shall
not prohibit, however, the appearance of the
chorus or participation in benefit performances which have been approved by the chorus or any bona fide organization of the
chorus' own choosing.
Section 3. REHEARSALS.
(a) Principals. Rehearsal period for principals shall be limited to four weeks, and
they shall be guaranteed two consecutive
weeks' compensation for employment for
said four weeks of rehearsals, which shall
immediately follow the rehearsal period. In
the event that any rehearsal over four weeks
is required there shall be compensation for
an additional consecutive week's playing time
guaranteed for each week's rehearsal. This
shall not apply, however, to principals, owning their own acts.
(b) Chorus. No Exhibitor or independent
contractor shall require for an engagement
of only one week any chorus person to rehearse in excess of five (5) days, nor for an

engagement of two or more weeks to rehearse
in excess of two (2) weeks. Any such engagement shall follow immediately such respective rehearsal periods. The Chorus shall
not be required to rehearse for more than
forty (40) hours a week and rehearsal shall
be considered to be continuous from the time
the chorus is called on the first day of rehearsal until the opening day. For each additional week of rehearsal there shall be compensation for an additional week's consecutive
employment.
Section
4.
MAXIMUM
HOURS
AND
MINIMUM
WAGES.
(a) Principals. Owing to the peculiar nature of the stage presentation and vaudeville
business and the unique conditions prevailing therein, the necessary policy and variations in the operation of such theaters, the
changing nature of the entertainment and the
fact that such entertainment is of a character requiring the services of artists of unique
and distinctive ability who cannot be replaced, itmaxmum
is recognized
is impossib'e
to fix the
hoursthat
per itweek
of artists
appearing
in such theaters.
(1) For performers with more than two
years' theatrical experience, there shall be a
net.
minimum wage of forty ($40) dollars weekly
(2) For performers with less than two
years' theatrical experience, there shall be a
minimum wage of twenty-five ($25) dollars
weekly net.
(3) The minimum wage of performers employed on a perdiem basis .shall be seven
dollars and fifty cents ($7.50) per day net.
(b) Chorus. No singing or dancing chorus
person shall be required to work more than
forty (40) hours in any week and there shall
be one day out of every seven during which
the chorus shall be released from work with
pay. Working time shall include the entire
time of a performance or presentation in
which the chorus appears in one or more
numbers as an integral part of the presentation, and all rehearsal time excluding dressing
and undressing time. No chorus person shall
be required to report at a theater before
nine o'clock in the morning.
On the day a chorus person is released
with pay, such chorus person shall not be
required to rehearse or report to the theater
or perform any service. This provision for
a free day shall not apply to traveling com(1) There shall be a minimum wage of
panies. ($30) dollars per week in any De Luxe
thirty
Theater.
(2) There shall be a minimum wage of
thirtv-five ($35) dollars per week in traveling companies.
(3) There shall be a minimum wage of
twenty-five
($25)
dollars per week in other
than De Luxe
Theaters.
(4) Wherever a theater augments the
chorus by employing additional chorus persons such additional chorus persons shall not
rehearse more than five (5) days.
(5) It shall be an unfair trade practice for
any Exhibitor or independent contractor to
engage any chorus person under any agreement which would reduce the net salary beow the minimum wage through the payment
of any fee or commission to any agency
(whether such fee is paid by the Exhibitor
or independent contractor or by the chorus),
or by any other form of deduction.
(6) After the first two weeks of consecutive employment, if a lay-off is necessary, the
Exhibitor or independent contractor shall pay
each chorus person not less than three ($3)
dollars per day for each day of lay-off. In
connection with a traveling unit after the first
two weeks of consecutive employment, if layoff is caused on account of traveling, the Exhibitor or independent contractor shall be
allowed two days traveling without pay for
each four weeks of employment West of the
Rockies, and one day's traveling without pay
tor each four weeks of employment East of
the Rockies.
(7) Wherever on August 23, 1933, any
theater paid a rate to chorus persons in
excess of the minimum wages or employed
chorus persons for a number of hours per
week of labor less than the maximum hours,
said higher wage and lesser number of hours
shall be doomed to be, and are hereby declared to_be, the minimum scale of wa^es
and maximum hours of labor with respect
to such theaters in this section of the Code.
Section o.
ucJERAL
PROVISIONS.
(a) If in any city or place where by custom Sunday performances by living actors,
or the performance of particular classes of
acts, are not given, no performer or chorus
person engaged to work in such city or place
shall be required to perform or give performances of such particular class of act in such
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on, in a changing world, to a new understanding of human rights and human helpfulness.
•

Aloft the Blue Eagle soars, symbol of a common determination bya people that none shall hunger in a
land of plenty and, that as Man's genius frees Man
from soul-crushing toil, so shall Man forever free
himself from the slavery of his own creations . . .
that by distribution of wealth we increase wealth,
as grains planted in fertile soil bring forth their
harvest.
By these acts we acknowledge that Man's leisure
as well as Man's toil is for the earth's enrichment
and that culture, recreation, happiness . . . that
books, music, drama, motors, the radio, motion pictures and all that make for a fullness of life are the
worthy fruits of his labor.
The code of our industry has been signed, an instrument, like all our President's works, aimed for
the greatest good of the greatest number.
Because ours is an art and industry born of this
modern age that does not live by bread alone, it
becomes our obligation and privilege to foster the
ideals and hopes of NRA and by full-hearted example help bring to fulfillment the great work of
reconstruction.
To this end, this company
strength.

pledges

its faith and
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city or in any other place on the Sunday of excess payment to such person, not, however, to exceed the sum of Ten Thousand
the week for which such performer or chorus
person was engaged to render services in such Dollars ($10,000.00), and to make public its
findings, but nothing in this PART shall in
city or place.
(b) Wherever any unit, traveling company any manner impair the validity or enforceability of such agreement of employment. All
or artist is required to give more than the
regular number of performances established such assessments shall be paid to the Code
Authority
for use by it in the Administrain the theaters in which they appear, said
tion of its functions.
unit, traveling company -or artist, all artists
and chorus persons shall be paid for said B. PRODUCERS.
extra performances pro rata.
PART 1. It shall be an unfair trade
Section 6. CHORUS TRANSPORTATION.
practice for any Producer to aid, abet, or assist in the voluntary release or dismissal of
(a) Transportation of the chorus when required to travel, including transportation any author, dramatist or actor employed in
from point of organization and back, includ- rendering his exclusive services in connecing sleepers, shall be paid by the employer
the production
of the
a "legitimate"
whether Exhibitor or independent contractor. drama tionorwithmusical
comedy for
purpose of
(b) If individual notice of contract termi- securing the services of such author, dramatist or actor.
nation is given, the chorus shall only be
PART 2. It shall be an unfair trade
paid in cash the amount of the cost of transportation and sleeper of the chorus and bag- practice for a number of Producers who, in
gage back to the point of origin whether the usual and ordinary course of business,
the chorus returns immediately or not.
rent their respective studios or studio faciliSection 7. WARDROBE.
ties to Producers (other than their affiliated
(a) Principals. The Exhibitor or indepen- companies), to conspire, agree, or take joint
dent contractor shall furnish to every artist action to prevent any responsible Producer
in a presentation unit or traveling company or Producers from renting such studios or
(not including what is commonly known as studio facilities.
a vaudeville act) and receiving less than fifty
PART 3. It shall be an unfair trade prac($50) dollars per week, without charge, all
tice for a Producer to knowingly employ as
hats, costumes, wigs, shoes, tights and stock- an "extra" any member of the immediate
ings and other necessary stage wardrobe ex- family of any employee or any person who is
cepting street clothes.
not obliged to depend upon "extra" work
(b) Chorus. The Exhibitor or indepen- as a means of livelihood, unless the exigencies
dent contractor shall furnish the chorus, of production require an exception to be
made.
without charge, with all hats, costumes, wigs,
4.
Section 1.
shoes, tights, and stockings and other neces- PART
sary stage wardrobe.
No Producer, directly or indirectly, shall
Section 8. ARBITRATION.
transact any business relating to the produc(a) Arbitration of all disputes under this
tion of motion pictures with any agent who
section of this Article of the Code shall be under the procedure hereinafter set forth
in accordance with the arbitration provisions shall be found by the Agency
Committee:
of this Code as hereafter generally provided.
(a) to have given, offered or promised to
Section 9.
CHILD
LABOR.
any employee of any Producer any gift or
(a) On or after the effective date of this gratuity to influence the action of such emCode, no person under sixteen (16) years of Producerployee; in relation to the business of such
ago shall be employed as a principal or chorus person in connection with the exhibition
(b) to have alienated or enticed, or to have
of motion pictures, provided, however, where attempted to alienate or entice, any employee
a State law provides a higher minimum age. under written contract of employment, from
no person under the age specified by said such employment, or to have induced or adState law shall be employed in that State,
vised without justification any employee to
and provided further, however, where a role do any act or thing in conflict with such
or roles are to be filled or appearances made employee's obligation to perform in good faith
contract of employment, whether oral
by a child or children, an Exhibitor or in- any
dependent contractor may utilize the services or written :
(c) knowingly to have made any materially
of_ such child or children upon his compliance
with the provisions of State laws appertaining false representation to any Producer in negothereto.
tiations with such Producer for or affecting
Section 10. The Code Authority may re- the employment or contemplated employment
of
any
person
represented by such agent;
ceive complaints with respect to alleged vio(d) to have violated or evaded or to have
lations by an independent contractor of any
of the foregoing Sections of this PART 2 attempted to violate or evade, directly or
of PARTS
and may after notice and hearing and with indirectly, any of the provisions
V.
the approval of the Administrator prescribe 4 or S of this ARTICLE
(e)
to
have
failed
or
refused
to
have regisrules and regulations governing the relations
tered as an agent, in the event that such
between Exhibitors and independent contracregistration is required as provided for in
tors guilty of any such violations.
Section 3 of this PART, or to have transacted business as an agent after his regisARTICLE V
tration shall have been revoked, cancelled, or
suspended.
Unfair Practices
Section 2. The Agency Committee shall
A. GENERAL.
of ten (10) members, five (5) "of
PART 1. The defamation of competitors consist
whom shall be Producers of Producers' representatives named by the Code Authority,
by falsely imputing to them dishonorable
conduct, inability to perform contracts, ques- and the other five (5) shall consist of one
agent,
one
actor,
one writer, one director and
tionable credit standing, or by other false
representations or by the false disparagement one technician, who shall be selected by the
Administrator
from
nominations as to each
of the grade or quality of their motion pictures or theaters, shall be deemed to be an class named respectively by agents, actors,
writers, directors and technicians, in such
unfair trade practice.
PART 2. The publishing or circularizing equitable manner as may be prescribed by
of threats or suits or any other legal pro- the Administrator.
Section 3. In order to effectuate this
ceedings not in good faith, with the tendency
or effect of harassing competitors or intimi- PART, the Agency Committee may recomdating their customers, shall be deemed to
mend to the Administrator uniform terms and
conditions for and an appropriate procedure
be an unfair trade practice.
PART 3. Securing confidential informa- for the registration of all agents with whom
tion concerning the business of a competitor Producers may transact business relating to
by a false or misleading statement or repre- the production of motion pictures, and for
sentation, by a false impersonation of one the suspension, revocation, or cancellation of
in authority, by bribery, or by any other any such registration and appropriate rules
unfair method, shall be deemed to be an and regulations affecting the agents as prounfair trade practice.
vided for herein. Such recommendations of
PART 4. To avoid the payment of sums the Agency Committee, together with the
unreasonably in excess of the fair value of recommendations of the individual members
personal services which results in unfair and thereof, shall be submitted in writing to the
destructive competition, the Code Authority Administrator, who after such notice and
shall have power with the approval of the hearing as he may prescribe, may approve or
Administrator to investigate whether in any modify such recommendations. Upon apcase any employer in the motion picture inproval by the Administrator, such recommendations shall have full force and effect
dustry has agreed to pay an unreasonably
excessive inducement to any person to enter as provisions of this Code. No agent shall
into the employ of such employer. If the be deprived of the right of registration without affording such agent a full and fair opCode Authority finds that such emplover has
done so, the Code Authority shall have the
portunity to be heard, and without the
proval of the Administrator. Should it appower, with the approval of the Administraat
tor to impose an assessment against such em- any time be determined to provide for the
ployer in the amount
of the unreasonable registration of agents as hereinabove set forth,
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then all persons regularly transacting business as agents at such time shall be entitled to registration as a matter of course,
provided application is made to the Agency
Committee within thirty (30) days thereafter.
Secton 4. The Agency Committee may,
after due notice and hearing, and with the
approval of the Administrator, set up rules
ot fair practice governing relations between
Producers and agents, writers, actors, directors and technicians.
Section 5. The Agency Committee shall
make hndings of fact concerning any mattei
coming betore it pursuant to the provisions
of this part and shall make such recommendations to the Administrator as it may deem
proper if the Committee is unanimous, otherwise separate recommendations may be submitted, together with a report that the Committee has disagreed. No hearing or proceeding shall be conducted without due notice
and a full and fair opportunity to all interested parties to appear and be heard.
A complete transcript of all testimony ana
arguments shall be made and certified to
the Administrator, together with the recom
mendations of the members of the Committee. The Administrator shall approve,
reject or modify such recommendations or
any of them and may conduct such further
investigations and hearings as to him may
seem necessary or advisable. The order of
the Administrator shall be final.
Section 6. The Agency Committee, subject
to the approval of the Administrator shall
have authority to require all Producers to
furnish such information as may be desired
to effectuate the provisions of this PART.
Section 7. The Agency Committee shall
have full power and authority to prescribe
reasonable rules of procedure for determining
all matters of dispute or controversy which
may properly arise before such Committee in
connection with this PART.
Section
Theto term
"agent" (including
as used
herein
shall8.apply
any person
firms, corporations or associations), who,
directly or indirectly, for a fee or other
valuable consideration, procures, promises or
undertakes to procure employment for any
person for or in connection with the production of motion pictures.
Section 9. The provisions of ARTICLE
II, Section 7, of this Code shall not supersede the operation of this PART 4 and the
following PART 4 (A).
Section 10. It shall be an unfair tra.de
practice for any Producer, or any employee
of a Producer, directly or indirectly, to engage in, carry on, or in any way be financially
interested in or connected with the business
of an agent as herein defined, without making
known such fact to the Agency Committee
within twenty (20) days from the effective
date, or if such interest is acquired subsequent to the effective date, then within ten
(10) days after the acquisition of such interest. The Agency Committee shall require
such public disclosure to be made of such
interest as it may deem advisable ; and the
Agency Committee may make such further
rules in connection with the subject matter
of this Section as it sees fit, subject to the
approval
the Administrator.
PART 4 of(A).
Should the Administrator determine at any
time upon a fair showing, after notice, that
a set of fair practices should be adopted governing relations between Producers and any
one of the following classes : writers, directors, technicians, actors and agents, a special
committee shall be appointed for that purpose. The Producers and the class interested
in such fair practices in each instance shall
be entitled to equal representation on such
committee.
The Committee members shall be appointed
in the manner, and its proceedings and those
of the Administrator shall be the same, as
above
provided in the case of the Agency
Committee.
At the same time that the findings or report of the Committee shall be sent to the
Administrator, the same shall be made public
in such manner as may be determined by
the Administrator.
PART 5. Section 1.
No Producer, directly or indirectly, secretly or otherwise shall
(a) Entice or alienate from his employment any employee of any other Producer
or induce or advise any such employee to do
anything in conflict or inconsistent with suet
employee's obligation to perform in good
faith any contract of employment.
(b) Foment dissension, discord or strife
between any employee of any other Producer
and his employer with the effect of securing
the employee's release from employment or a

Field

change in the terms of any contract under
which the employee is engaged or of causinp
the employee to be or become dissatisfied with
'his subsisting contract.
(c) In any manner whatsoever negotiate
with or make any offer for or to any employee under written contract to any other
Producer prior to the last thirty (30) days
of the term of the contract of employment,
regardless of the compensation.
Section 2. All production employees rendering services of an artistic, creative, technical or executive nature, for the purpose of
this PART, shall be classified as follows:
(a) Employees not under written contract
who are employed at not less than $250.00
per week or $2,500.00 per picture.
(b) Employees under written contract, for
a period, inclusive of options, if any, of less
than one year, whose compensation is not
less than $250.00 per week or $2,500.00 per
(c) Employees under written contract for
picture.
the period of at least one year, or at least
three pictures, inclusive of options, if any,
whose compensation is not less than $250.00
per week (exclusive of lay-off periods) or
$2,500.00 per picture.
The term "contract" as used in subdivisions
(b) and (c) shall be deemed to mean and
include not only any subsisting contract with
any Producer, but also any prior contract
with such Producer or with any parent, subsidiary or predecessor corporation of such
Producer, provided that the employment thereunder has been or may be continuous.
(d) Nothing
hereinbefore
in subdivision
(c) of Section 1 or in subdivisions (a), (bj
and (c) of this Section contained shall apply to so-called "free lance" players, writers,
directors or other employees who are engaged to render services of an artistic nature in connection with one or two pictures
only, unless the actual period of employment
of any such employee is intended to or shal:
cover a minimum
period of one year.
Section 3. Should any Producer make anj
offer for the services of any employee of any
other Producer, and such employee is classified within either subdivision (a), (b), (c;
or (d) of Section 2, and registered as here
inafter in Section 6 provided, then on the
same day such offer is made, the Producer
making such offer shall notify the employing
Producer in writing that such offer has beer
made, and shall state the full and complete
terms and conditions thereof, including particularly the compensation, the proposed period of employment, and any additional special terms. Simultaneously, a copy of said
notice shall be delivered to the Registrar
hereinafter provided for. The employing Producer thereupon shall be afforded a reasonable opportunity, not exceeding three (3)
days, to be determined by the Registrar as
hereinafter in Section 6 provided, within
which time to negotiate for and contract
with such employee for his continued services, on such terms as may be mutually
acceptable, but the employee in every instance shall have the full and independent
choice as to which offer he will accept. Any
offer made by any Producer and reported to
the employing Producer shall be conditional
upon the right of the employing Producer
as hereinabove provided, and shall be a firm
^offer not to expire until at least twenty-four
(24)^ hours after the period permitted the emvided ploying
for. Producer to negotiate as herein proThe notice hereinabove provided for need
be given,
however, with reference to employees classified
in subdivisions (b) and (c) of
Section 2, only upon the condition that prior
to the last thirty (30) day period of employment the employing Producer shall have made
an offer in good faith to such employee for
a renewal or extension of his contract of
employment and shall have communicated
that fact to the Registrar.
Section 4. Should any Producer desire to
continue, renew or extend the period of employment of any employee classified within
subdivision (c) of Section 2 hereof and if
he shall have evidenced such desire by making an offer in good faith to such employee
prior to the last thirty (30) day period
of
his employment and such offer be rejected,
and provided the compensation of such employee last paid by the employing Producer was at least $500.00 per week or $5,000.00 per picture, such Producer nevertheless shall be entitled to notice of offers which
may be made to such employee by other Producers, during the period hereinafter provided, following the termination of such employment. Should any other Producer make
any offer for the services of any such employee within, such period, then on the same
day that such offer is made such Producer
shall notify the former employing
Producer
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approval of the Administrator, to order all
the Registrar in like manner as is pro- Producers to refrain from employing any
•or in Section 3. The same procedure,
and conditions shall govern
with ref- such person in connection with the business
e to offers made under this Section as of producing motion pictures for such period
that : of time as may be designated by the Code
end
the
to
3,
Section
in
for
a e provided
(a) the former employing
Producer
shall Authority, and it shall be an unfair trade
practice for any Producer to employ such
1 "he entitled to a reasonable
period not ex- person
in violation of such order, or for any
days within which to nego- Distributor or Exhibitor, respectively, to dis(3)
[ ceedingand three
contract for the service of the emtribute or exhibit any picture produced durit in question;
ing the period prescribed by the Code Authe offer of the second Producer shall
thority by or with the aid of such person.
• ue as a firm offer for twenty-four (24)
Such hearing shall be conducted only upon
s beyond the period referred to in sub- due
notice. A full and Lair opportunity shall
- u (a) : and
the employee at all times shall have a be afforded to all interested parties to appear.
:id independent choice as to which offer A complete transcript of all testimony and
arguments, together with the findings and
I lie will accept.
order of the Code Authority shall be made
The
period
during
which
the first em- and
certified to the Administrator, who may
bloying Producer
shall be entitled to notice
approve, reject or modify such order, and in
such
connection conduct such further inves('©:" offers
made
by
other
Producers,
as
hereinprovided for, shall be three (3) months
and hearings as to him may seem
the date of termination of the first em- necessary tigations
or advisable. The order of the
ent in all cases where the compensaI r the employee in connection with the Admin:strator shall be final.
Section 8. If any Producer deliberately,
■ employment
was at the rate of less
or persistently violates any of the
< 1.000 per week
(exclusive of lay-off willfully,
Is), or if the employe was employed on provisions of this PART and the Code Authority
so finds, and such findings is upheld
a picture basis, less than Sl<Ui00 per picture.
la all other cases where the compensation by the Administrator, the Code Authority,
with
the
approval
of the Administrator, shall
was equal
to or in excess of the above
to impose such restrictions, pro^mounts, the period shall be six (6) months. have power
hibitions
or
conditions
as it may deem proper
Section 5.
Xo Producer.
Distributor
or
Exhibitor shall violate or aid or abet in the upon the distribution or exhibtion of motion
; violation of this PART.
It shall be an unfair pictures produced by any such offending Producer. Due notice of the ruling of the Code
(jtrade practice for any Producer to use coer- Authority, as approved by the Administrator
cion to prevent offers being made any em- shall be published in such manner as the
ployee by other Producers.
Code Authority prescribes.
Section 6.
The Code Authority
shall ap- PART
6.
' ->iint a standing committee, which shall have
(a) No cartoon Producer shall employ anv
tufl power
and anyauthority
to deternr'ne
the person during such time as he is employed
exid
faith of
offer made
by the emfull time by another.
ng Producer, so as to entitle such Pro(b) No cartoon Producer shall make any
: Incer to notice of subsequent offers, as hereinabove provided for,
and
to
determine offer directly or indirectly of any money inducement or advantage of any kind to anv
« -nether
the period
notice employee of any other cartoon Producer iii
i must
be given
shouldwithin
be for wh'ch
three such
(3) months
an effort to entice, persuade or induce such
,pr six (6) months.
The Registrar shall be employee to leave or become dissatisfied or to
-.^appointed and removed by said standing com- breach any contract covering his employment.
mittee at will, and any act or decision of the
(c) No cartoon Producer shall adapt a
i Registrar
shall be subject
rev'ew. or
reversal or modification
by said tocommittee
by cartoon character of another in such manner
that the use of the adapted character shall
.'.'•the
Code Authority
its own party.
motion
or constitute an appropriation by him of the
-..m appbcation
of mv on interested
The Registrar shall provide an appropriate good will of the creator.
Jtnethod whereby all Producers may ascertain C. PRODUCERS-DISTRIBUTORS.
n each instance when, and the period during
PART
1.
Where
any contract granting
i.«vhich, notices of offers are to be transmitted
the motion picture rights in any dramatic
. :o the employing
or former employing
Pro- or dramatico-musical work specifies a date prior
jjlucer.
Said Registrar shall also prescribe to which no motion p:cture based upon such
Y:he procedure so as to prevent any employing work may be publicly exhibited, it shall be
.„}- any former employing Producer
from any deemed to be an unfair trade practice for
inreasonable
delay or from withholding
any anv Producer or Distributor to permit the
public exhibition of such motion picture
lotion or decision permitted under the pro- prior
.' sions hereof, to the end that the immediate PART to2. such date.
(.employment
of any persons with whom
any
iSther Producer
desires to contract shall not
(a) It shall he deemed to be an unfair
J.ie unreasonably
delayed or prevented.
In trade practice for any Producer or Distributor, by any of its employees or through
.'".such connection
the Registrar
shall have
Hwer in any instance to designate a reason- other persons who have a direct or indirect
Tible period, in no event to exceed three (3) •merest, whether financial or otherwise, in
lays, within wlvch the second Producer shall any such Producer or Distributor, to knowprecluded
from executing
any proposed
ingly and intentionally directly or indirectly
• ntract with the employee
or former em- interfere with existing relations between an
Outside
or Associated Producer and a Proo'oyee of the first employing or former emducer or Distributor, or to do anything to
ploying Producer.
Xotwithstanding anything contained in this alienate or entice any such Outside or Asso
jfcPART to the contrary, the provisions of this c-'ated Producer away from a Producer or
JjrART
shall apply only to employees
whose Distributor, or to do anything which would
a:iames are registered with the Registrar by tend to create discord or strife between such
j he employing
Producer,
and the right of Outside or Associated Producer and a Producer or Distributor, or foment dissension
[[Registration or continued registration may be
[ letermined in any instance by the standing between them, for the purpose of inducing
such Outside or Associated Producer to breach
■ mmittee either upon its own motion or on
attempt to breach any existing contracts
4:'" plication of any person interested, including or
,|| he employee affected.
In the event of the between it and any Producer or Distributor,
M ermination for any reason whatsoever of the or to secure a chancre in the terms and conditions of any existing contract between any
JL-mployment
of any person whose
name
is
egistered.
the former
employing
Producer such Outside or Associated Producer and ?
Producer
or Distributor.
;hall notify the Registrar in writing forth(b) To effectuate the foregoing, no Prowith of such termination.
Any Producer may
ducer or Distributor shall negotiate with or
withdraw from registration the name of any
•mployee or by written notice served on the make any offer for or to any such Outside
■ Registrar may waive the right to be notified or Associated Producer at any time prior
;>f offers made to any employee by any other to sixty (601 days before the termination of
,?rqducer, but he shall not refrain from regis- any existing agreement between such Outride or Associated Producer and any other
:ering the name of any employee, withdraw
.ny name
so registered or waive any such
Producer or Distributor, or not nrior t<"
(60) davs before the date wben snc4>
"ight to notice by virtue of any agreement c,'xty
Outside or Associated Producer shall fulfil'
, o that effect with the employee.
The Rcis'ts delivery commitment to the Producer or
rar shall provide
an appropriate
method
or notifying all Producers
iromnt'v
of all Distributor with whom it has contractua1
obligations, whichever
date is earlier.
-egistrations,
withdrawal
of
registrations,
erminations of employment and waivers.
D. DISTRIBUTORS.
Section 7. If the Code Authority, or any
PART 1. No Distributor shall threaten
ommittee appointed by it for that purpose, or coerce or intimidate any Exhibitor to enter
fter notice and hearing shall find that any
mployee of any Producer has refused without into any contract for the exhibition of motion pictures, or of
to pay
rentals h-<ust cause to render services under any con- the commission
any higher
overt film
act evidencing
ract of employment, the Code Authority an intention to build or otherwise acquire a
hall have full power and authority, with the motion picture theater for operation in com-

,
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petition with such Exhibitor, but nothing in
this ARTICLE shall in any way abridge the
right of a Producer or Distributor in good
faith to build or otherwise acquire a motion
picture theater in any location.
PART 2. No Distributor's employee shall
use his position with the Distributor to
interfere with the licensing of motion pictures by an Exhibitor operating a theater
in competition with a theater in which such
employee may have a direct or indirect interest, provided, however, that an employee
of a Distributor shall not be deemed to have
an
interest in any theater affiliated with such
Distributor.
PART
3.
(a) No Distributor shall substitute for
any feature motion picture described in the
contract therefor as that of a named star
or stars or named director or named wellknown author, book or play one of any other
star or stars, director, author, book or play,
nor shall such Distributor substitute any
other feature motion picture for, one which
in the contract therefor is designated "no
substitute" ; and no Exhibitor shall be re
quired to accept any such substitute motion
picture.
(b) Nothing in this ARTICLE contained
shall be interpreted to prohibit any Distributor from changing the title of any motion picture contracted for. from makinr
changes, alterations and adaptations of any
story, book, or play upon which it is based
and from substituting for any such story
book or play another story, book or play, or
from changing the director, the cast, or any
member thereof of any such motion picture,
except as hereinabove
specifically prohibited.
(c) _ If for any such author, book or play
there is substituted another author, book or
play, notice of such substitution shall be
given by a paid advertisement of not less
than one-quarter pace in at least one issue of
a national trade publication before the release
date of the
stitution motion
has been picture
made. in which such subPART 4.
(a) It shall be an unfair practice for any
Distributor to license the exhibition of its
motion pictures for exhibition by any nontheatrical account, contrary to anv determina
tion, restriction or elimination by a local
Grievance Board. where such exhibition
shall be determined bv such Grievance
Board provided for in this Code to be unfair to an established motion mature theater.
(b) Nothing in this PART shall be ;nterpreted to prohibit the licensing of motion
pictures for exhibition at armv posts, or
-amps, or on board shins 0f the United State*
Navy or shins engaged in carrying passengers
to foreign or domestic ports or at educational
or relig'nns institutions or at institutions
housing "shutins",
such as prisons, hospitals,
ornhana^es.
etc.
PART 5. No TVctriWnr shall require as
a condition of entering into a contract for the
licensing of the exhibition of feature motion
nictures that the Exhibitor contract also for
the
licensing
of the
exhib'tinn
of a greater
number
of short
sublets
(exceptine
newsreels) in proportion of the feature pictures
for which a contract is negotiated bears to
the total number of feature pictures required
hv the Exhibitor.
PART

6.

No

Distributor sbalt divulge or

authorize or knowingly permit to be divulged
by any employee or checker anv information
received in the checking of the receipts of its
motion pictures, except that such information may be divulged in anv arbitration or
grievance proceeding or litigation concerning
a controversy and for any Government or
Code Authority report.
PART 7. No D:=trihtttor shall convey or
transfer its assets for the ournose of avoiding the delivery to any Exhibitor of anv
feature motion picture licensed for exhibition by such Exhibitor.
PART 8. No Distributor shall refuse to
make a fair adiustment of the license fees
for the exhibition rights of a number of
pictures licensed in a group for a stated
average sum per picture and so stated in
the license agreement, if the total number of
nictures so licensed by any Exhibitor are
not delivered bv such Distributor, provided
such Exhibitor shall have fully and completely
performed all the terms and conditions of
'uch license on the part of the Exhibitor to
be performed. Any dispute or controversy
concerning any such adiustment shall be
determined
a Local
vided for inbythis
Code. Grievance Board proPART 9.
(a) No Distributor shall require
specific day or days of the week for the
hibition of specified pictures or class of
tures unless specifically provided for in

any
expicthe I

Exhibitors

only.
Exhibitor's contract therefor and in no event
if the license fee therefor is a fixed sum
(b) Where under an exhibition contract
which provides that the rental to be paid
by the Exhibitor for any feature motion picture specified therein shall be determined in
whole or in part upon a percentage basis
and that said picture shall be played by the
Exhibitor upon a designated day or days
of the week and the Exhibitor seeks to he
relieved from the obligation to exhibit such
motion picture upon such designated day or
days for the reason only that the subject and
character of the motion picture so designated
are unsuitable for exhibition at the Exhibitor's
theater on such day or days, the claim of the
Exhibitor shall be determined by the Local
Grievance Board provided for by this Code,
and the Distributor, if such Local Board so
determines, shall relieve the Exhibitor from
the obligation to play the motion picture upon
the day or days designated by the Distributor;
provided that the Exhibitor makes such claim
within three (3) days after receipt of the
notice of availability
of such
feature
picshall
determine
'2r« proceed
In suchto cases
the saicI
the Local
matter Board
upon
forty-eight
(48) hours' notice if the Distributor so desires.
(c) If the said Local Board shall sustain the claim of the Exhilrtor:
(1)_ the Distributor
have the right
to designate for the same shall
day or dates another
motion picture, licensed upon a percentage
basis, upon the same or similar terms

theretn5
question, theif
picture
motion
•\s
be one
licensed;
and in
to designate
motion picture objected to for a later date
or dates
but upon
another
day
or other
the
said
Local
Board
shall (2)
not the
be deemed
tn
ifyS ?J the week; and
award of
apply to any other theater in the same or
any other location;
(d) Where because of a proceeding before
a Local Grievance Board, or because of an
award of such Local Board, it shall be impractical to serve subsequent-run Exhibitor
<n compliance with anv notice of availabilitys
or confirmed plav dates given anv such subsequent-run Exhibitors, the Distributor shall
PART 10.
shallplay
refuse
~e.~£.e
rlghtNot0 Distributor
change such
datesto
deliver _ to any Exhibitor any feature motion picture licensed under an exhibition
-ontract^ therefor because
Exhibitor's
default in the performanceof ofsuch
anv exhibition
7or,tract licensing the exhibition of short subjects of such Distributor, or vice versa, provided such Exhihitor has agreed to arbitrate
all_ claims and controversies arising under all
existing11.Optional Standard License AgreeDART
ments between them.

(a) If any Exhibitor
contracted tn
exhibit more than fiftv perhascent
(50%) of
(he total number of motion nictures announced
for release during anv given season bv a
Distributor and such Distributor shall during
such season generally release any feature
motion picture in addition t0 the number
so announced. snot, Distributor shall first
qffer to the Exhibitor for license such additional motion pictures for exhibition at the
^xhib'tor's
theater
the time
of
such offer
such provided
Exhibitor that
shallathave
nerformed all the terms and conditions ofdulv
all
existing exhibition contracts between such
Exhibitor
and Distributor and is not in default thereunder.
(b) In cases where two Exhibitors have
each contracted to exhibit, respectively, an
eoual division (i.e., 50%) of the number of
motion pictures announce for release by p
Distributor during any given season, and
the Distributor shall generally release during
'"* . season any feature motion picture in
addition
to the number sn announced, such
Distributor shall first offer such additional
motion picture for license to one of such
Exhibitors, in the discretion of the Distributor, provided that at the time of such offer
such Exhibitor shall have duly performed all
the_ terms and conditions of all existing exhibition contracts between such Exhibitor and
Distributor and is not in default thereunder.
PART 12. Tn each territory wherein any
Distributor maintains an exchange, such Distributor shall abide by the regulations promulgated by the Code Authority for the prevention of fire, for the holding of fire drills,
and rigid monthly inspections, the inspection
of _ prints, the storing of inflammable material, the maintenance and testing of sprinkler systems and fire extinguishers, the avoidance of smoking and other cautions, methods
and devices to protect the lives of employees
and the public and to insure safety against
fire hazards.
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Clearance and Zoning Board for Each Exchange Territor
E.

EXHIBITORS.
PART 1. Any Exhibitor entering into a
contract for the exhibition of motion pictures
which permits the Exhibitor to select from
the total number of pictures licensed less than
eighty-five per cent (85%) of the total number, and to reject the remainder, shall by
written notice to the Distributor reject each
of such motion pictures not to exceed the
number which may be rejected, within twentyone (21) days after its date of availability
in the exchange territory wherein is located
the Exhibitor's theater, and upon the Exhibitor's
to give
such shall
noticebeofdeemed
rejection, each
offailing
such
pictures
to have been selected.
PART 2. No Exhibitor shall contract for
a license to exhibit more motion pictures
than such Exhibitor reasonably shall require
for exhibition in any theater or theaters
operated by such Exhibitor, with the intent
or effect of depriving a competing Exhibitor
from contracting to exhibit such excess number of motion pictures, provided, however,
that nothing herein contained shall be deemed
to prohibit any Exhibitor from contracting
for a reasonable number of motion pictures
in excess of the number which are actually
to be exhibited in the theater or theaters
of such Exhibitor in order to reasonably
protest such Exhibitor against non-delivery
of motion pictures.
PART
3. Section 1.
No Exhibitor shall (a) lower the admission prices publicly announced or advertised
for his theater by giving rebates in the form
of lotteries, prizes, reduced script books,
coupons, throw-away tickets, or by two-forone admissions, or by other methods or devices of similar nature which directly or indirectly lower or tend to lower such announced admission prices and which are unfair to competing Exhibitors, or which deceiye the public: or (b) fail at all times to
maintain the minimum price of admission
specified in any contract licensing the exhibit:on of hibition
any thereof.
motion
during
Thispicture
Section
shall the
not exbe
deemed to prohibit Exhibitors from reducing
or increasing their admission scales as they
see fit, except as may be prohibited by exhibition contracts.
Section 2. The giving of rebates such as
premiums in the form , of gifts or other
thinsrs of value shall be deemed to be included
within the provisions of Section 1 of this ARTICLE in those areas as shall be defined by
each local Clearance and Grievance board, where
the Exhibitors operating not less than seventyfive per cent (75%) of the number of the
then actively and continuously operated theaters not affiliated with Distributors or Producers and the Exhibitors operating not less
than seventy-five per cent (75%) of the number of the then actively and continuously
operated theaters affiliated with Distributors
or Producers have both declared in writing
that the giving of rebates in such form shall
not be permitted. For the purpose of such
declaration each Exhibitor shall be entitled to
one vote for each theater then actively and
continuously
operated by such Exhibitor.
Section 3. In case any Exhibitor is found
after notice and hearing by a Local Grievance Board provided for in this Code, to
have violated any provision of this PART,
and if such Local Board shall on account
thereof declare that such Exhibitor shall not
be permitted to license the exhibition of any
motion picture unless the Exhibitor ceases and
delists from such violation, the Local
Grievance Board shall have power to direct
that Distributors of motion pictures shall refuse to enter into license contracts for the
exhibition of their respective motion pictures
bv such Exhib-tor and shall refuse to make
further deliveries of motion pictures to such
Exhibitor under license agreements executed
after the effective date of this code if the
Exhibitor fails or refuses to so cease, and
de=ist.
Section 4. Notwithstanding any action
which may he taken by the Exhibitors in anv
area as above in this Part 3 defined,
ruling out the giving of rebates as defined iri Section 1 hereof, such ruling shall
not become effective until ninety (901 days
after such action on the part of such Exhibitors as aforesaid.
PART 4. No EvVdhitor shall transfer the
ownership or possession of a theater or theaters operated by any such Exhibitor for thp
purpo=e of avoiding uncompleted contracts fo'
the exhibition of mot:on pictures at such theater or theaters. Any disputes or controversies with respect to any transfer shall h'
submitted to and determined by a Local
Grievance Board, and the finding of such
Board shall be binding upon all parties concerned.

PART
5.
(a) No Exhibitor licensed to exhibit a
motion picture subsequent to its exhibition by
another Exhibitor having the right to a prior
run thereof shall advertise such motion picture
by any means of advertising prior to or during its exhibition by such other Exhibitor.
(b) Notwithstanding anything herein contained, in the event any Exhibitor shall
make complaint that the restrictions embraced
in this PART work an unfair hardship on
him, the Local Grievance Board shall have
the right to hear such complaint and after
determination of the facts presented shall fix
and specify the time limit within which such
Exhibitor may advertise such motion picture;
provided, however, that should the subsequentrun _ Exhibitor be granted permission to advertise before the completion of said prior
run, he shall not advertise prior to the commencement of said prior run, nor shall he
have the right to advertise in any way, shape,
manner or form, or issue any statement that
the prices of admission are or will be les=
than the admission prices charged by the
Exhibitor _ having the first or prior run of
such motion picture; provided further, however, that such subsequent-run Exhibitor may
be granted the right in cases where the run
of such Exhibitor follows the prior run in or
within a period of seven (7) days, to advertise
upon the screen of the Exhibitor or to distribute within the Exhibitor's theater a printed
nrogram or mail such printed program to a
list of regular patrons, such programs
to be limited to announcement of the motion
pictures which will be there exhibited during
the period of not more than seven (7) days
immediately
following.
(c) Nothing herein contained shall be
deemed to prohibit any Exhibitor from advertising generally all of the feature motion
pictures licensed for exhibition by such Ex
hibitor as a group, but such general advertising shall not refer to any one of such motion pictures at any time prior to its exhibition by any other Exhibitor having the
first or immediately prior run thereof excepting as hereinabove
provided.
PART 6. To_ prevent disturbance of the
continued possession of a theater by an Exhibitor, it shall be an unfair trade practice
for any person engaged in the motion picture
industry knowingly and intentionally, directly
or indirectly, to interfere with pending negotiations between such Exhibitor and any other
party pertaining to or affecting the possession,
operation or occupancy of any such theater
then
actuallyof operated
by such Exhib'tor,
or
in respect
any modification,
renewal or
extension of any agreement affecting the
same, for the purpose of preventing the consummation of such negotiations so as to deprive such Exhibitor of the continued operation, possession, or occupancy of such theater.
PART7. No Exhibitor shall exhibit a
motion picture previous to dawn of the first
licensed and booked day of exhih'tion without securing express written permission therefor under the license agreement.
F.
DISTRIBUTORS-EXHIBITORS.
PART 1. The so-called Optional Standard
License Agreement (1933) negotiated by Exhibitors and now being used by a large number of Distributors shall be the form or
license contract to be used by Distributors
for licensing the exhibition of motion pictures, unless the parties mutually agree that
a different form be used, and excepting that
in case any condition or provision thereof is in conflict or inconsistent with any
provision of this Code, such condition or
provision of said Optional Standard License
Agreement shall be deemed amended to conform with such provision of this Code, it being the intention that the provisions of thi'
Code shall govern. Individual Distributor
sales policy provisions may be inserted ir
the Schedule of such form , but shall not h'
contradictory of any provisions thereof.
PART
2.
(a) The arbitration of all disputes between Exhibitors and Distributors arising
under any exhibition contract, if the parties
shall agree on arbitration, shall be in accordance with the optional arbitration clause
of the so-called Optional Standard License
Agreement, provided for in this Code, excent
as the provisions of such clause may be modified by the provisions of this Code.
(b) By stipulat'on of the parties to anv
dispute crowing out of an exhibition contract,
the number of arbitrators to be appointed
by each party may be reduced to one. with
power in the two thus appointed, if they can
not agree upon an award, to appoint an umpire as provided in said optional arbitration
clause.
PART 3. No Exhibitor or Distributor
shall induce or seek to induce the breach of

any subsisting contract licensing the exhibition of motion pictures.
PART 4. No Exhibitor or Distributor
shall give any gratuity or make any offer
of any gratuity for the purpose of procuring
advantages that would not otherwise be procurable, or as an inducement to influence a
Distributor or Exhibitor, or representative of
either not to deal with any competing or
other Exhibitors, or Distributors.
PART S. No Exhibitor or Distributor
shall make any disclosure of box-office receipts for publication except necessary reports to stockholders, credit and governmental
agencies and to other like bodies. No Exhibitor or Distributor shall be responsible
for disclosures in violation of this PART
made by agents not authorized to do so.
PART 6.

hibitor's notice of exclusion, and apply
such average the percentage
terms specif
eluded.
in the license agreement
for the picture i
(2) If no feature motion pictures of t
Distributor were exhibited at the Exhibitc
theater during said ninety (90) day peri
average the daily gross receipts of the P
hibitor's theater for the period of thirty (;
operating
days preceding
the toExhibitor's
tice
of exclusion
and apply
such avera i
the percentage terms specified in the Hcei
agreement
for the picture excluded.
(f) In computing the number of feati
motion pictures which may be excluded he
under, fractions of more than one-half (;
shall be regarded as one (1).
(g) Upon
the exclusion of each featv
motion picture, the license therefor and
rights thereunder
shall terminate
and sh
revert to the Distributor.

(a) _ If in any license agreement for the
exhibition of feature motion pictures the
(h)
The Optional Standard Licence Agn
ment referred to in PART
1 hereof shall
Exhibitor has contracted to exhibit all o' deemed
amended
by substituting in place
the motion pictures offered at one time by
Article of
FIFTEEN
of such contract the p
the Distributor to the Exhibitor and the visions
this PART.
license fees of all thereof average not more
than $250.00, the Exhibitor shall have the
ARTICLE VI
privilege to exclude from such license agreement not to exceed ten per cent (10%) of
1.
CLEARANCE
AND
ZONIN
the total number of the motion pictures so PART
i
BOARDS.
licensed; provided the Exhibitor
Section
1.
To
provide
against
clearan
(1) is not in default under such license
and unreasonable length and /or area in aj
agreement, and
exchange
territory, fair, just, reasonable a \
(2) shall have complied with all of
eou'table schedules of clearance and zoni-.J
the_ provisions thereof, if any, for the ex- may be prescribed by a Local Clearance a
intervals. hibition of such motion pictures at specified Zoning; Board created for such territory.
Section 2.
Each such Board shall be a
(b) Such privilege of exclusion may b' pointed by the Code Authority and shall co
exercised
only
upon
the
following
terms
and
sist
of
two
representatives
of Distributoi
conditions:
I one of whom shall be a National Distribute
with theater affiliations and one of whom sh
(1) The Exhibitor shall give to the Dis- be a Distributor
without circuit theater ;
tributor written notice of each motion picture
representatives
of first-rv
to be excluded within fourteen (14) days filiations ; two
theaters
located
in such
territory,
one
after the general release date thereof in the whom
shall
be
an
affiliated
Exhibitor,
the
exchange
territory out of which the Ex- be one. and one of whom shall be an ifunafi
hibitor isserved.
iated Exhibitor;
and two representatives
(2) The Exhibitor may exclude without subsequent-run
unaffil:ated theaters operatii
payment therefor one (1) motion picture of i within
such territory : and one person a
each group_ of ten (10) of the number of 1 proved by the Administrator who shall ha
feature motion pictures specified in the license I no direct
or indirect
affiliation
with
ai
agreement provided he has paid for the other branch of the motion pxture industry w!
nine (9) of such group.
shall be regarded as the impartial represent
(3) If such privilege of exclusion is not tive of the Code Authority
and who sh
exercised as provided in paragraph (b) (2) vote on any question before the Board on
above, the Exhihitor may nevertheless exercise in the case where the Board is deadlocke
of each Boar
such privilege by paying the license fee of There shall be a Chairman
each motion picture excluded with the notice selected by a majority vote of the membe
of
the
Board.
Any
vacancy
in the Boa
of its exclusion. In such case, such payment shall be credited against such tenth or sha'I be fil'ed from the class of members
succeeding tenth motion picture, as the case whxh the vacancv occurred.
Section 3. Each Local Clearance ai^
may be, wh;ch the Exhihitor would otherwise
be privileged to exclude as provided in para- Zoning Board shall, promptly after its ere,.'
tion. and prior to January 1, 1934, and pri.
graph fb) (2) above.
If the only or last group licensed is less to January 1st of each year thereafter, Bo,
than ten (10) and more than five (5) motion mulate, prescribe and publish for its ten
pictures, the privilege to exclude shall apply tory, schedules of clearance as in Section
provided the Exhibitor has paid for all mo- above descr'bed, for the season next ensuin
I Such schedules may classify theaters by zon
tion pictures but one of such group.
other classifications suited to local cone;
(c) Upon the failure or refusal of the or
tions, but for the sole purpose of fixing tl
Exhibitor to comply with any term or condi- maximum clearance in length of time ai
tion of such license agreement, or to comply area after the conclusion of the prior runs
with any arbitration award in resnect thereto, such theaters. Each Board may after fa
the privilege of exclusion forthwith shall be and reasonable notice and hearing to inte
revoked and the Exhibitor shall lie liable for. ested parties change, modify or vary
and pay to the Distributor the license fees of
I part of the schedule set up bv it. providi:
all motion pictures theretofore excluded.
[ that_
changeto,oraffect
modification
not inany
any such
wise apply
.or modify sh;
ai
(d) _ If the license fee of any feature mo- exhibition
contract made subject to or in r
tion
picture
spec'fied
in
the
license
agreement
liance
upon
or
pursuant
to
any
such sche
is to be computed in whole or in part upon
a percentage of the receipts of the Exhibi- ules, without the prior written consent of tl
tor's theater, such license fee (for the pur- parties to such contract.
Section 4. Each Board when making ai
pose of computing the average License fc
of all of the motion pictures licensed) shall classification of theaters or when fixing tl
maximum period or area of clearance in r.
be determined
as follows:
spect of any theater shall, among other thing
(1) Average the license fees of all of thp consider
and give due regard to the follov
Distributor's feature motion pictures exhib:ted ing factors:
upon a during
percentage
basis at
(a) that clearance to a very considerab
theater,
the period
of the
one Exhibitor'^
year prior extent
determines the rental value of motic
to the term of such license agreement.
pictures
: exhibitions of the same motion pi
(b)
that
(2) If none of the Distributor's feature
motion pictures were exhibited upon a per- ture within the same competitive area at tc
centage basis at such theater during said short an interval after the conclusion of
perod, average the license fees of all feature preceding run or runs thereof by unduly r.
motion pictures exhibited upon a percentage stricting the competitive area in which clea
basis at such theater during the said period. ance is_ limited, depreciates the rental vah
(e) If the rental of any motion picture of motion pictures ; and
<c) that all such depreciations of the rent:
excluded is to be computed in whole or in
part upon a percentage of the receipts of values of motion p-'ctures tend to reduce tl |
number
of motion pictures produced, discou:
the Exhibitor's theater, the sum to be paid
by the Exhibitor as provided in paragraph a<res_ the production of motion pictures <
'b) (3) hereof shall be determined as fol- quality involving large investments of capita
lows:
labor, skill and enterprise and thereby ten
reduce employment.
(1) Average the gross receipts of all the to (d)
that unreasonable clearance to a cot;
Distributor's feature motion pictures exsiderable extent affects the value of motio"
hibited at the Exhibitor's theater during the pictures
for subsequent-run
theaters.
ninety
(90) day period preceding
the Ex-
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Boards Will

(e) that unreasonable clearance depreciates
the potential return from motion pictures to
subsequent-run
theaters.
(f) that unreasonable clearance as to time
and area diminishes the potential revenue to
Distributor and subsequent-run
Exhibitor.
Section 5. The decision of each Board
upon any question shall be determined by a
majority vote, but in case the Board is
evenly divided, such question shall be submitted for determinat:on to the impartial representative of the Code Authority, who is
provided for in Section 2 of this PART. The
decision of the Board and/or the impartial
representative, as the case may be, shall be
in writing.
Section 6.
It shall be the duty of each
such Board to promptly
publish the schedules formulated by it, and file a copy thereof
immediately with the Code Authority.
Section 7.
(a) Any party aggrieved by the schedules
shall promptly and not later than thirty (30)
days after publication thereof, file a protest
. in writing with the Board issumg them.
Thereupon such Board shall promptly convene and give reasonable notice of hearing to
all parties concerned or having an interest
in the proceedings and hear them and accept
, from them all papers and evidence. The
'Board shall have power to make reasonable
rules respecting notice of the time, place and
manner of hearing. The Board shall make
its decision within fifteen (15) days from the
;filing of the protest, or within three (3) davs
after the parties shall have been fully heard.
-whichever date is sooner. Any party aggrieved by the decision shall have the absolute right to appeal therefrom to the Code
Authority, provided such appeal be filed or
mailed by registered mail or delivered in
writing not later than five (5) days after
the decision of the Local Board is rendered.
n which case the protest, with all evidence
Jaken before the Local Clearance and Zoning
Foard, shall be referred to the Code Authority.
(b) All persons interested in the decision
shall have the right to appear before the Code
Authority and present additional evidence
IThe Code Authority, after investigat:ng such
irotest and reviewing the evidence theretofore
aken and considering the additional evidence.
'lot
f any,
shallthan
promptly
decision,
later
fifteenrender
(15) its
days
from and
and
ifter the date of the hearing upon the apleal. The requirement as to the various
;teps herein prescribed shall be mandatory in
order to give full relief before the buying
oason commences.
?ection 8.
(a) The schedules presented and /or decions made by any Local Clearance and Zonj«ig Board and /or decisions of the Code AuJjharity upon any appeal to it. shall be binding upon all Distributors and Exhibitors in
he territory affected.
(b) Pending the final determination of any
ispute or controversy,
all existing contracts
tween the disputants shall continue to be
[ Vrformed in every respect.
Section 9. The jurisdiction of the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board shall be limited
s herein specifically provided and such Board
J, hall _ hear
no questions
other
than
those
V ertaining strictly to clearance and zoning
'natters.
'APT 2.
GRIEVANCE
BOARDS.
Section 1. The complaint of any Exhibitor
hat a competing Exhibitor has committed
ny of the acts set forth in the following
aragraphs (a), (b), (c), and (d) with the
"itention and effect of depriving, without
-ist cause, the complaining Exhibitor of a
ufficient number of motion pictures to oprate such Exhibitor's theater, shall be reared for determination to a Local Grievance
loard constituted as hereinafter provided:
(a) The licensing of more motion picjres than are reasonably required.
(b) The adoption of an unfairly competing
perating policy of unnecessary and too freuent changes of motion pictures.
(c) The exaction without just cause of an
Treement from any Distributor as a cond:on for entering into a contract for motion
ctures that such Distributor refrain from
censinsr
'ts motion pictures to the complaing Exhibitor.
(d) The commission of any other similar
St with_ the intent and effect of depriv'ng
ithout iust cause the complaining Exhibitor
! a sufficient number of motion pxtures to
aerate such Exhib-'tor's theater.
Section 2. Each such complaint shall be in
riting and made immediately after the
■mmission of the act or acts complained of,
f in cases where an act or acts is threat■ied, immediately after notice thereof, and
e Local Grievance Board after a fair and
lpartial consideration of all of the facis
, esented, a full, expeditious
and complete

Handle

hearing of all the parties concerned, including the Exhibitors directly involved, the Distributors having contracts with the Exhibitor
complained against, and Exhibitors having
contracts for runs subsequent to each of the
Exhibitors directly involved, and if it deem?
it necessary, an independent investigation of
the facts, shall make a prompt determination
of each complaint submitted to it.
Section 3. The Local Grievance Board
shall determine whether or not any Exhibitor
complained of has committed any of the acts
specified in paragraphs (a), (b), (c) and (d)
of Section 1 of PART 2 hereof, and shall
make findings of fact in such regard. The
Local Grievance Board upon the facts found
shall make an award (a) dismissing the complaint, or (b) granting such relief as the
Local Board may deem appropriate. The
Local Grievance Board shall not have power
to award damages. No award shall be made
in favor of a complaining Exhibitor unless
the Local Grievance Board shall find as a
fact that the complain;ng Exhibitor is able,
ready and willing to fully carry out and comply with all of the terms and conditions which
may be fixed by the Local Grievance Boird
as a condition for making the award, which
terms and conditions shall in no event be
less favorable to the Distributor concerned
than those contained in the license contract
of the Exhibitor complained of, inc'uding the
Distributor's loss of revenue, if any, resulting
from the elimination of or reduction of revenue from any subsequent run or runs made
necessary by such award, and such other
terms and conditions as the Local Grievance Board may prescribe.
Section 4. All complaints and grievances
of exhibitors or distributors concerning
provisions of this code or otherwise, and
not specifically designated to be heard or
passed upon in the first instance by the Code
Authority or by arbitration or by the Local
Clearance and Zoning Board shall be heard
by the Local Grievance Board, and if such
Local Board by a majority vote of the representatives thereon shall deem that any such
complaint or grievance shall be certified to
the Code Authority for determination, it
shall be so certified, and the Code Authority
shall consider and determine the same; otherwise_ such complaint or grievance shall be
dismissed with a right of appeal from such
dismissal to the Code Authority. Such proceedings before the Local Grievance Board
and before the Code Authority shall be within the periods of time hereinafter prescribed
in Sections 6 and 7 thereof.
Section 5. Each Distributor shall have the
right to license all or any number of the
motion pictures distributed by such Distributor for exhibition at theaters affiliated with
such Distributor, and no Local Grievance
Board shall have jurisdiction to hear or
determine any complaint by any Exhibitor
based upon the fact that a Distributor has
licensed the motion pictures distributed by
it for exhibition at theaters affiliated with
such Distributor.
Section 6.
(a) There shall be established a Local
Grievance Board, appointed by the Code
Authority, in each exchange territory. Each
such Board shall consist of two representatives of Distributors, one of whom shall be
a National Distributor with theater affiliations
and one of whom shall be a Distributor without circuit theater affiliations, and two representatives of Exhibitors, one of whom shall
be an affiliated Exhibitor, if there be one,
and one of whom shall be an unaffiliated Exhibitor, and one person who shall have no
direct or indirect affiliation with any branch
of the motion picture industry, who shall be
approved by the Administrator, who shall be
regarded as the impartial representative of
the Code Authority, and who shall vote on
any question before the Board only in the
case where the Board is deadlocked. There
shall be a Chairman of each Board, selected by a majority vote of the members of the
Board. Any vacancy in the Board shall be
filled from the class of members in which the
vacancy occurred. No member of such Board
shall sit on any matter involving his own
or his company's interests.
(b) The decision of each Local Board
upon any question submitted to it shall be
determined by a majority vote, but in case
the Board is evenly divided, such question
shall be submitted for determination to the
impartial representative of the Code Authority, as provided in paragraph (a) of this
Section. The decision of the Board and/or
the impartial representative, as the case
may be, shall be in writing. All decisions
of the Local Board shall be made within
fifteen (15) days from the filing of the protest, grievance, or complaint, or within three
(3) business days after the parties shall

have
been
earlier.

Exhibitor Complaints
fully

heard,

whichever

date

is

Section 7.
(a) Any party aggrieved by any decision
of the Local Board shall have the absolute
right to appeal therefrom to the Code Authority, provided such appeal be filed or mailed
by registered mail or delivered in writing
not later than five (5) days after the decision of the Local Board is rendered, in
which case the grievance or complaint, together with all the evidence taken before
the Local Board shall be referred to the
Code Authority.
(b) Pending
the determ'nation
of such
appeal,
the determination
order or other
action of the Local Grievance Board shall be
stayed.
(c) Any party aggrieved shall have the
right to appear before the Code Authority
and present additional evidence. The Code
Authority, after investigating the complaint
or grievance and reviewing the evidence
theretofore taken, and cons'dering the additional evidence, if anv, shall promptly render its decision not later than fifteen (15)
days from and after the date when the
parties have been fully heard on appeal.
Section 8. No Exhibitor or D;stributor
shall be entitled to file any complaint under
this or any other ARTICLE of this Code
unless such Exhibitor or Distributor shall
have duly executed this Code in its entirety
within forty-five (45) days after it is signed
by the President of the United States, and/or
forty-five (45) _ days after engaging in the
motion picture industry, and shall have thereby agreed to comply with all the requirements
of the National Industrial Recovery Act.
Evidence of such compliance shall be filed
with the Code Authority.
PART 3. All members appointed to serve
on respective Clearance and Zoning Boards
and Local Grievance Boards shall be persons
of good repute and of good standing in the
industry, and shall upon acceptance of appointment subscribe and file with the Administrator an oath to fairly and impartially
determine whatever issue is presented to the
Board to which such member has been appointed. No such Board shall contain in its
membership more than one representative of
any Distributor or Exhibitor.
PART 4. If a member of any board
provided for by this Article VI ceases to belong to the class he represents upon such
board, his memberslrp shall terminate and
the Code Authority shall fill the vacancy so
caused
designating a representative of
the
same byclass.

General

ARTICLE VII
Trade Policy Provisions

PART 1, The industry pledges its combined strength to maintain right moral standards in the production of motion pictures as
a form of entertainment. To that end the
industry pledges itself to and shall adhere
to the regulations promulgated by and within
the industry to assure the attainment of
such purpose.
PART 2. The industry pledges its combined strength to maintain the best standards
of advertising and publicity procedure. To
that end the industry pledges itself to and
shall adhere to the regulations promulgated
by and within the industry to assure the
attainment of such purpose.

ARTICLE VIII
Miscellaneous Provisions
PART 1. Any Exhibitor forwarding or
delivering to another Exhibitor a print of a
motion picture at the request or upon the
order of the Distributor thereof, shall, bu'
only for such purpose, be deemed to be the
agent of such Distributor.
PART
2.
(a) Wherever in this Code arbitration
of any matter is provided for, other than
arbitration as provided in the Optional Standard License, Agreement (1933) or as may
be otherwise specifically provided for, such
matter shall be submitted for determination
to an Arbitration Board. Such Arbitration
Board shall consist of four (4) members.
Each of the groups concerned in such matter shall appoint two of such members. In
any such case where arbitration is to be
used as provided in this Code, upon the
written request of either group to the dispute or controversy the group making such
request shall name therein two arbitrators,
stating the business address and business or
business connection of each, and shall designate therein the date, time and place of the
hearing of such controversy. The date of
such hearing shall not be earlier than seven
(7) days from the date of the sending of

such notice, unless it shall be claimed in
such notice that irreparable injury will result unless there is a speedy determination
of such controversy, in which case such
hearing may be designated to be held earlier
than the said seven-day period.
(b) Within five (5) days from the mailing of such request for arbitration, or within twenty-four (24) hours if the date of such
hearing shall be earlier than seven (7) days
from the date of the sending of such notice,
the group upon whom such request is made
shall name two arbitrators in a written notice
mailed or delivered to the other party, stating
therein the business address and business or
business connection of each arbitrator. If
either group fails or refuses to name the arbitrators as herein provided, or if any arbitrator so named shall fail or refuse to act,
or be unable to serve, or shall be challenged,
and others are or another arbitrator qualified
and then available to act is not appointed,
others or another arbitrator may be appointed
by the other group as the case may be.
(c) No member of an Arbitration Board
shall hear or determine any controversy in
which ,he has an interest, direct or indirect,
and any member having such interest shall
be disqualified to act.
(d) If the arbitrators or a majority of
them are unable to reach a decision, they
or a majority of them shall immediately
select an umpire who shall not be engaged
in the motion picture business. In such case,
the hearing before the umpire shall be at such
time and place as the umpire shall designate
and_ shall be had before the umpire alone, the
arbitrators not to be permitted to attend the
hearing before the umpire. If the arbitrators
or a majority of them are unable to agree
upon the selection of an umpire, the Admintion.
istrator shall upon request make such selecPART 3. Nothing in this Code shall be
deemed to apply to the production, distribution or exhibition of motion pictures on film
of recognized sub-standard widths, or to slide
films, or to non-theatrical mot;on pictures designed primarily for educational, scientific,
industrial, commercial, advertising, (selling
or other non-theatrical purpose, or to television of motion pictures, pirovided that
the commercial
hibition of such production.
films shall d:str'bution
be subject or
to exinvestigation by the Code Authority to determine whether such production, distribution
or exhibition of such films is unfair competition to an established motion picture theater or theaters. If found to be unfair
competition, the Code Authority shall
promulgate rules and regulations governing
such unfair competition.
PART 4. The provisions of this Code
shall be separable.

ARTICLE

IX

Mandatory and Amending Provisions
PART 1. This Code and all the provisions_ thereof are expressly made subject to
the right of the President, in accordance with
the provision of Clause 10 (b) of the National
Industrial Recovery Act, from time to time
to cancel or modify any order, approval,
license, rule, or regulation, issued under Title
I of said Act, and specifically to the right
of the President to cancel or modify his approval of this Code or any conditions imposed by him upon his approval thereof.
PART 2. Such of the provisions of th:s
Code as are not required to be included therein by the National Industrial Recovery Act,
upon the application of the Code Authority
approved by the Administrator and with the
approval of the President, may be modified
or eliminated as changes in circumstances or
experience may indicate. It is contemplated
that from time to time supolementary provisions to this Code or additional codes will
be submitted for the approval of the President
to prevent unfa'r competition and other unfair and destructive practices and to effectuate
*he other purposes and policies of Title I of
the National Industrial Recoverv Act consistent with the provisions hereof.

9 Legislatures Set Dates
Nine regular legislative sessions are
scheduled to start in the days following Jan. 1. Law-making bodies will
meet as follows: Kentucky, Rhode
Island and Mississippi, Jan. 2; Massachusetts and New York, Jan. 3; New
Jersey and South Carolina, Jan. 9;
Virginia, Jan. 10; Louisiana, May 14.
A
10 per in
centVirginia.
Amission tax will be
introduced
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COSTUME CYCLE NEXT;
SAYS ROBERT LEONARD

OHIO MPTO INVITES
OTHER UNITS TO MEET
(Continued from Page

1)

being invited by Business Manager
P. J. Wood to attend the annual convention of the M. P. T. O. of Ohio
at the Deshler-Wallick Hotel. Dec. 5.
Rosenblatt will explain the provisions of the code and probably
will speak at the banquet which
closes the session. Kent is expected
to stop here on his way from New
York to the coast. Johnston is to
give the independent producer's side.
Governor George White, a friend
of the industry, also will have an
important place on the program.

NEWS of the DAY
St. Joseph, Mo.— The Rivoli has
been reopened under the management of L. Trilinsky. This is an
800-seat suburban house originally
built and operated by Ed Peskay.
Independence, Mo. — Associated
Theaters have reopened the Electric. This gives Independence four
houses.
Fulton. Mo. — L. Bangs of St.
Louis has taken over the Fulton,
formerly operated by Dubinskys.
Kansas Citv — Humston & Norris
havp taken over the New Diamond
at 15th St.. and Prosnect Ave. and
rponened it under the new name
of the State.
Kansas Citv — W. Dauker is onenmor the Avalon, formerly the New
Palace, at 15th and Cherry Sts.
Kansas Citv — Independent Film
Co., which still is handling: silents,
has moved to 1712 Baltimore St.
Cleveland — Edward Kohl, veteran
local exhibitor and owner of the
Lexington theater, was held up by
two men on his way home Sunday
niarht and robbpd of the night's receipts, about $250.
Cleveland — Frank Drew, M-G-M
branch manager, is back at his home
following a recent operation.
Boston — The Paramount, Scollay
Square, and Fenway Theaters, all
M. & P.-Publix houses, have arranged for free garage parking for
patrons.
Urge Deposit of Para. Stock
Duncan A. Holmes, chairman of the
Paramount Publix stockholders protective
committee, has sent a notice to common shareholders urging them to deposit their stock so that the committee
will be able to represent a substantial
majority of the 3,380,121 shares outstanding. Holmes says 900,000 shares,
representing over 7.000 stockholders,
already
have
been
deposited.
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• •
• ANOTHER RECORD luncheon of the AMPA was
held Wednesday
with a load of celebs as honored guests
with Gregory Ratoff copping the spotlight as he talked
in his natural Minsk Dialect
or is it Omsk?
Greg
said he found himself in a helluva spot
having made a
pix for Columbia, now opening on Loew vaude time, and signed
on a contract with RKO
so he wasn't sure who he belonged to.

*

*

*

*

• • • HE ADMITTED that in Hollywood he was just one
of the common pipple
but as soon as he hopped a rattler to come East he became a Great Guy
to the Pullman porter
his debut some years ago in America with
a Russian caviar company was positively sensa-shu-nal
they played 9 consecutive performances at the Booth Theater
yezzir, Gregory is a real Comedian, and very fast on
the trigger
he made a great hit with the pressageys.
• • • EASTERN PRODUCERS were represented by the
presence
of William
Rowland,
Monte
Brice and Laurence
Schwab
Lenore Ulric and Lilian Bond added the femme
lure
Bill Dewey sang "Without A Song"
Bill
O'Neill took a bow
"Ham" Fisher, the Joe Palooka cartoonist, did a Ratoff dialect
Rutgers Neilson did the emceeing
and the auctioning of copies of "Little Women"
autographed by Katharine Hepburn netted the Film Daily Relief
Fund $75
Augustin J. Powers bid 20 for a book if Miss
Ulric would autograph it
which she did gladly
Messrs. Brice, Rowland and Miss Ulric bid high for their copies,
too
Mister Sardi put up a swell turkey for the Relief
Fund raffle, won by Hortense Schorr of Columbia Vivian
Moses delivered a splendid eulogy of the late Frank Wilstach
a Thanksgiving letter from prexy John Flinn on the
Coast was read
Bill Rowland excused hisself as he said
he had an appointment with H. J. Yates
and Laurence
Schwab sez ....... "Sorry ya gotta go, Bill, and I hope ya
raise the dough."
oops
• • • DEDICATED to the RKO film, "Little Women"
has been written by Fred Ahlert and Edgar Leslie and looks
like a hit song
published by Irving Berlin
one
of the fastest hits ever put over
finished last Friday
with professional copies and sheet music already available
with Paul Whiteman
starting it off on the air
Thanksgiving over WEAF, George Jessel over WABC Saturday,
and Eddie Cantor over WEAF and the NBC network Sunday
also Phil Spitalny will offer the number on his Sunday
hour over WJZ
and THAT is what ya might call a
record for exploiting
* a new* song #
*
• • • A BIG air hookup for the entire score of Marion
Davies' "Going Hollywood" was put over on the Paul Whiteman
hour Thursday eve
53 stations hooked in
Through
courtesy of Howard S. Cullman, the Roxy 7th Ave. Theater will
sponsor a gala benefit show and dance on Friday eve, Dec. 8
to raise funds for the new building of the Walden School
Since Nov. 27, "Count Your Blessings," one of the songs
in "Palooka," has been plugged 39 times over the air
The Roxy 7th Ave. management was host to its entire staff of
more than 160 at a Thanksgiving dinner in the restaurant of
the theater
Hs

*

s£

Next cycle in pictures will b<
costume stories, declared Robert Z
Leonard, M-G-M producer and di
rector, in New York yestreday, fol
lowing his arrival for a thre<
weeks' business visit. Declaring tha
the public is fed up on highly-sexec
pictures he said the trend toward:
costume productions is indicated fr
such
as "Henry VIII,'
"Queenpictures
Christina" and "Little Wo
Leonard has just signed a new
two-year contract with M-G-M un
der which he will produce and di
rect two pictures a year and su
pervise three annually, in addition
While in the East he will look foi
stories for his productions.
men."
Motion Picture Studio for Egypt
Cairo — Backed by the Banquc
Misr, the Societe Misr pour h
Cinema et le Theatre is construct
ing a modern film studio at Shou
bra, near Cairo. Plans call for twe
stages, a sound room and labora
tories. The productions of the company contemplated in their progran
have not been announced but then
equipment and capacity for turning
out films will be too small to offei
competition to American films. Banl<
Misr's assistance in the project if
largely nationalistic in inspiration
Salt Lake House
Goes Triple
Salt Lake City — Triple feature
programs are announced by the Stai
theater. The Tower, managed bj
Ed D. Smith, went double feature
this week, with two weekly changes
of bill.
Forney Bowers to McKeesport
New Philadelphia, O. — Forney L
Bowers, for several years manager
of the Union Opera House, de luxe
movie,
to become
man- '
ager ofhastheresigned
Orpheum,
McKeesport
Pa., succeeding Lester Hutchinson
Third House for W. P. Huston
Wichita, Kan. — W. P. Huston o;
this city has taken over the Mainstreet, Chanute,
Kan., giving hin :
three houses.
He already had the ;.
Crawford and the Kansen here.

sfc

• •
• A NEW morning newspaper starts in this hamlet
about Dec. 15
to be called "The Morning Express"
published in the La Tribuna building at Lafayette St. and 4th
Ave.
it will feature stage, screen and all sports news
plenty of jack in back of it
Millicent Barr won
the Emgeem
Traveling
Studio Screen Test contest for the
Cleveland territory from 6,000
and Peter Scaffidi, a 7year-lad, copped
the juvenile
honors
News'"
sponsored
the contest,
and gave
it oodles the
of "Cleveland
space
The
biz at Radio City Music Hall is so big on "Little Women" that
the specs have been busy, so the management put a sign out
front warning that tickets bought from the gougers would not
be honored at the gate

1
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Joe

"SON
' with

E.

Brown

Tim

in

Todd,
Johnny

Jean
Muir,
Frank
Mack
Brown

Columbia

, (First National
73 mins.
LIVELY COMEDY
IN THE TYPICAL
JOE E. BROWN
VEIN SHOULD PROVE
SATISFYING
TO
HIS
FOLLOWERS.
Joe E. Brown,

as an ambitious

gob this

time, hands out another batch of his popular comedy antics. The picture is mostly
loe E. Brown, whose battleship career leads
ro

one

hilarious complication after another, culminating in an action climax
where Joe prevents some international
spies from pilfering secret naval plans in
•he possession of the Admiral.

Brown

is

-ight in his better element in sailor's garb,
which allows him a good latitude of freedom for his roustabouting, and scattered
ilong the course of the action are a goodly
lumber of amusing gags, including one
:hoice scene where Joe finds his battleship being used as a target for air-bombing
practice. The star's supporting cast is
'first-rate, although their assignments are
datively small, and Lloyd Bacon has diamount
nand.

rected with an eye to getting the greatest
of value out of the material in

Cast: J;e E. Brown, Jean Muir, Frank
(vIcHugh, Thelma Todd, Johnny Mack
crown, Sheila Terry, George Blackwood,
\'erna Kennedy, Kenneth Thcmscn, Samuel
.Hinds, Noel Francis, George Irving, Arthur
Vinton, Walter
Miller.
Director, Lloyd Bacon; Authors, Al Cohn,
-Paul Gerard

Smith;

Additional

Z'nest Pagano, H, M. Walker;
i -a Morgan;
Direction,

Editor,
Snappy

in
George

"HOLD THE PRESS"

OF A SAILOR"

Thelma
McHugh,

McCoy

dialogue,

Cameraman,

James Gibbons.
Photography,
Fine.

GOOD
PAROLE

THRILL
RACKET

MELLER
HAS

63 mins.
BASED

PLENTY

OF

ON
AC-

TION AND EXCITEMENT.
Tim McCoy deserts the western plains
to do his stuff in the big city as an ace
newspaper reporter out to uncover the
gang in back of the parole racket. His
eventual scoop discloses how some big
politicians were working with racketeers
to tip them off on prisoners about to be
paroled, and splitting the money. In order
to get the lowdown, he goes to jail and
spends a month getting the inside track,
then goes out and starts a whirlwind of
action stuff that creates plenty of suspense.
Of course there is the love interest with
a girl involved who has been mixed up
with the leader of the parole racketeers
in an endeavor to get her kid brother
out of his clutches. It becomes the mission of Tim McCoy to save the young lad
while at the same time uncovering the
evidence and landing the big scoop for his
paper.

These things he accomplishes successfully, with an attempt at murder and
a rescue, a motorcycle police raid, and the
final capture of the gang leader.
Cast: Tim

McCoy,

Shirley Grey, Henry

Wadsworth, Oscar Apfel, Wheeler
man, Samuel Hinds, Joseph Crehan,
ley Page, Julian Rivero, Ed Le Saint.
Director,

Phil Rosen;

Author,

OakBrad-

Good.

Photography,

with
Claire
Trevor,
Fox

in

El

Brendel
65 mins.

SWELL WESTERN ABOUT
ON THE RANCH.
PLENTY
AND
MANY
LAUGHS.

RACKETEERS
OF THRILLS

Horace

Okay.

Ready Reference Directory
With

Addresses
Recognized

and Phone
Numbers
Industry Concerns
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apposed only by Mort Singer's Bran3eis.
Goldberg's appointment came folowing a rental agreement for the
*Vbrld and State theaters on which
he World Realty Co. holds a 99/ear lease. Both houses were formrly part of the bankrupt PublixN'ebraska string.
Other appointments, announced
yy G. Ralph Branton, Blank's genral manager, include the promotion
>f Paul Ives from assistant manager of the Orpheum to manager
jf the Paramount, succeeding Joe
ilosenfield, who is switched to the
:3rpheum to fill the vacancy caused
>y Stanley Brown's transfer to Des
*Ioines as city manager.
Lionel Wasson, who has obtained
i six months' leave of absence, is
emporarily managing the State.
Arthur Abelson of Des Moines succeeds Wasson as manager of the
fVbrid.
The Town theater, owned independently by Goldberg, will be included in the Blank-World Realty
)ool after the first of the year, it
s understood.
Gary Cooper to Wed Sandra Shaw
Formal announcement of the engagement of Gary Cooper to Sandra
■>haw, in private life Veronica Balfe,
ivas made this week. Wedding date
lias not been set.

Two
In addition
to
by Samuel
Goldw
ican vehicle
for
picturization
of
I of this title has
showing
at
the
Title
ling. role is play

"Nanas"

George O'Brien as Tom Bailey goes out to
a ranch that has been willed to him. There,
he finds a gang of white-collar gangsters
who have taken possession and are about
to have the ranch registered to one of
their number. Tom manages to win the
confidence of the gang and he is selected
to pose as Tom Bailey. The gangsters
later find that they picked the real heir.
Before this happens Tom and the girl fall
in love and she is the means of notifying
the police in time to save Tom from th;
vengeance of the gang. The film ends
with a great fight, and plenty of acrobatic:
by Tom. El Brendel is great as a bashfu
killer. Scenery is beautiful and dialogu
unusually well written and delivered.
one should go big everywhere.

Thi

Cast: George O'Brien, Claire Trevor, El
Brendel, Matt McHugh, J. Carrol Naish

"CITY"

ENGRAVING
LL—
CAPHOTO
(Day and Night Service)

250 W.

54th St.,
Tel.

COIumbus

Tinling; Author,

Lamps
ALL

and

OTHER

THEATER

N. Y. C.

]

Floor Mats

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY
WITH

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

TrL-4-A4ATS
Send for Booklet

"The

225-241

& CO., INC.

World's Largest Mat House"
WEST 34th
LAckawanna

ST., NEW
4-9182

YORK

Foreign
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Rodemieh, who resigned Wednesday.
Rodemich also handled the musical
scores of the cartoons and that department has been taken over by
Winston Sharpies, who formerly assisted Rodemich. Units that _ will
come under Jacobson's supervision
are thebles,Meyer
Davis, Aesop's
FaLeaders Slated to Speak
Soglow cartoons,
Vagabond
At Carolina Convention Adventure, one other short subject
unit and two features now under
(Continued from Page
1)
way. One feature is the new Frank
R. Kent and Will H. Hays also in- Buck adventure film to be released
vited, according to Charles W. Pic- next season by RKO. The Vagabond
quet, Pinehurst, president of the unit will continue under the co-opunit. The meeting takes place Dec.
erative direction of Charles Spauld11 at the Hotel Charlotte.
ing and Alois Havrilla.

J

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

IERLIN

Hand Coloring

Skeeter Bill Robbins Killed
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Roy (Skeeter Bill)
Robbins, western actor, was killed
of Paramount International Corp. and
nine others were injured in an
Arrangements have been completed
for the simultaneous release of auto accident during a snowstorm
in Mint Canyon yesterday.
"Alice" in England, Holland, Norway, Sweden and Denmark.
Harry Beaumont at Capitol, Chi.
State, Boston, Nets $15,800
Chicago — Harry Beaumont, district manager for Warners, has
Boston — State Theater Co. reHarry Turrell as manager
ports for the year ended Aug. 31 succeeded
of the Capitol.
a net profit of $15,800, equal to
three cents a common share. This
Philip Bloomberg 111
compares with $142,337 a year ago.
Salem, Mass. — Philip Bloomberg,
formerly with M-G-M on the west
Phil Baker in Screen "Vanities"
coast and now manager of the ParChicago — Phil Baker is reported mount, has been laid up a week
slated for the lead in the picture by the grippe, during which time
production of "Murder in the Vani- Christopher Beloff has been running the house.
ties."

SUPPLIES

1600 B'way, CH. 4-5550

Excellent.

Sam Jacobson Supervising
All Van Beuren Production
(Continued from Page

Carbons

Zane

Grey; Adaptor, Stuart Anthony; Dialoguer,
same; Editor, not credited; Cameraman,
Arthur Miller; Recording Engineer, Bernard
Freericks.
Directoin, Snappy. Photography,

N. Y. C.

5-6741

Equipment
VORTKAMP AND COMPANY

Seorge Reed, Lucille LaVerne, Ruth Warren, Luis Alberni, Edward LeSaint.

the "Nana"
produced
ynAnnaas the
AmerSten, firsta French
the
Emil
Zola
novel
been booked for early
55th
St.
Playhouse.
ed by Catherine
Hess-

International Release
For (Continued
Paramount's
from Page "Alice"
1)

i

Engravers

angles and makes the girl a secret service
operative who poses as a racketeer aide.

O. W. JACKSON

A. H. Blank Completes
His Omaha Organization

of

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

This is a humdinger from start to finish.
The story is away from the usual routine
in that it includes some excellent mystery

Director, James

McCcy; Editor, Otto Meyer; Cameraman,
Benjamin Kline; Recording Engineer, Glenn
Rominger.
Direction,

O'Brien

"THE LAST TRAIL"

HAND

COLORING

of POSITIVE PRINTS
528 Riverside Drive
New York City

Printing

UNiversity 4-2073

J

PRINTING
Service — Quality —
Price
Modern — Economical — Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.
229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740

VIRGINIA CHERRILL
became

an international figure as the leading

lady in "City Lights" — now she's a favorite in her
own right playing opposite

RAY WALKER
IN

MONOGRAM'S

GEORGE

E. STONE

and STANLEY

A W. T. Lackey Production

FIELDS

Directed by William Nigh

Story and Screen Play by Dore Schary
* "Couldn't" To You

His work in "Devil's Mate" and "Skyway" made Columbia grab him
for one picture and now Monogram has signed him for a series.
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Kent Expected to be Made Code Authority Chairman

ROSENBLATT MAY BE PERMANENT FILM CODE HEAD
Johnson to Hold Temporary Post on Code Authority
Will Serve Until Two More
Administration Members Are Named
flv
FILM

II ILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Marl Correspondent

Washington — Pending appointment of the two remaining- administration members on the Code Authority, General Johnson himself
will serve in that capacity, he said
yesterday. He did not indicate when
the other appointments would be
forthcoming.

CODE WILL CURE ILLS,
SAYS A.J. BRYLAWSKI
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Hailing the motion
picture code as signed this week by
the President A. Julian Brylawski
of the M.P.T.O.A. board of directors
and president of the local M.P.T.O.
said yesterdday:
'"The news
that President
Roosevelt
has
signed the film code should he received hy all
exhibitors
with
feelings
of unmixed
satis' faction and pleasure and particularly with the
(Continued
on Page 2)

Leaders Favorable to Code
A'though industry leadsrs g2nerally withheld official comments on the motion
picture code, as signed by President Roosevelt, it was understood yesterday that a
majority of them, with the exception of those affiliated with Allied, considered the
document acceptable. Asked for their opinion on the code in most instances they
stated that they require more time to study it before going on the records as to
their views.

KUYKENDALL URGES MEYER AND VINCENT
FAIR TRIAL OF CODE GET M.P.T.O.A, POSTS
Election of Fred S. Meyer of the
Taking another slap at Allied
leaders, Ed Kuykendall, M.P.T.O.A. Alhambra, Milwaukee, as secretary
president and a member of the Code and Walter J Vincent of the Wilmer
& Vincent Circuit as treasurer of
Authority,
"ex- the M. P. T. 0. A. was announced
hibitoryesterday
organizers who declared
have waged
futile and sometimes misguided yesterday by President Ed Kuykenfights against the recovery program
dall. Meyer, who is chairman of
and the code should now change the association's committee on pubtheir tactics and help make
the
lic relations, succeeds M. J. O'Toole,
(Continued
on Page 2)
who recently resigned. Vincent, who
(Continued on Page 4)

Ohio Exhib Convention
Extended to Two Days Playhouse Operating Co.
Invades N. J. Territory
Columbus — Because of several

vital subjects to be discussed, the
M. P. T. 0. of Ohio convention, to
which exhibitors from other states
invited by Business ManGlucksmann Predicts Rise have been
ager P. J. Wood, will be extended
In South American Grosses over Tuesday and Wednesday. In
American distributors can look to addition to Sol A. Rosenblatt, who
a substantial increase in distribu- will explain the code, there will be
tion grosses throughout South a talk by a qualified speaker on the
patent decision
just handAmerican countries in 1934 if the fly-wheel (Continued
on Page 2)
present quality of story and star
value in films is sustained, Jacobo
Glucksmann told Film Daily yesterday.
"We are
already on sensing
(Continued
Page 2) a change

Playhouse Operating Co., which
has 14 houses in Westchester, Connecticut and Long Island, is entering the New Jersey field with the
acquisition of a house in Princeton, where Charles P. Winkelmann,
general manager of the circuit, will
make his headquarters for the next
few months. . Several other theaters
tion.that territory are under observain

Code Authority Chairmanship
Expected to Go to S. R. Kent

Harry Jones Appointed
RCA Sound Supervisor

3 More Kentucky Colonels
Three additions to the list of Kentucky Colonels were made this week
in the appointments of J. H. Stevens,
Paramount branch manager in Indianapolis; Frank McCarthy, Universal eastern sales manager, and E. T. Gomersall,
Universal western sales manager.
Comprehensive — Complete — Everywhere The
nual Year Book
of Film Daily.— Advt.

An-

Harry W. Jones, formerly sound
engineering advisor to Photophone
licensees in New York and Hollywood, has been appointed sound
supervisor in charge of all RCA Victor Photophone film recording operations in New York.

Election of Sidney R. Kent, Fox
Film president and long an industry leader, as chairman of the Code
Authority was indicated yesterday
as likely to occur at the initial meeting of the code-governing body
which will take place at Washington within a few days after the
(Continued on Page 4)

Code

Authority to Open
Headquarters in
New York

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is expected to be named
permanent administrator in charge
of operation of the motion picture
code. Appointment of Rosenblatt,
who wrote the code personally after various codifying factions failed
to break prolonged deadlocks on all
major controversial issues, is anticipated
via Gen. Hugh
(Continued
on Page S.4) Johnson,

WM. FOX HAS WEDGE
TO RE-ENTER FILMS
Victory of American Tri-Ergon
Corp. in its fly-wheel patent infringement action may pave the way for
re-entry of William Fox. who controls American Tri-Ergon, into the
film industry, according to speculation in some
quarters
yesterday.
In
(Continued
on Page
4)

Loew's State, St. Louis,
Forced Into Dual Bills
St. Louis — To meet the competitive war,
Loew's State
has only
gone the
to
double
features,
leaving
Ambassador among first-runs offering only one feature. Latter house
has a big stage show, however. As
an added headache for local exhibs,
a walkathon started this week at
the Palladium Rink.

"Dancing Lady" Packs 'Em
Biggestwassingle
day's Thursday
business atin the
14
months
recorded
Capitol with
the opening
M-G-M's
"Dancing
Lady,"
starring of
Joan
Crawford and Clark Gable. Attendance for
the day was 18,256. Yesterday the
theater opened at 9:45 A.M. and by
noon there was such a mob clamorin"
to get in that the police reserves had
to be called. An extra show will be
given today.
The 1934
Education

Film Daily Year Book
In Pictures. — Advt.
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Coming and Going

Extend Grind on "Little Women"

to the continued rush of unprecedented business at the Radio City Music

Hall, the house will open this morning at 9 o'clock and the midnight showing of
"Little Women" is scheduled to finish at 2.01 A.M., Sunday. The film, after three
stay.
weeks at the Music Hall, will move Thursday to the RKO Roxy for an indefinite
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Code Will Cure Ills,
Kuykendall Urges
Fair Trial of Code
Says
A. J. Brylawski
(Continued from Page 1)
{Continued from Page

1)

code machinery work fairly for all
concerned." Commenting further,
Kuykendall said:
"The NRA code for the motion picture industry, just now signed by President Roosevelt, deserves a fair trial and the honest
support and cooperation of all exhibitors and
exhibitor organizations.
"The President (and NRA) retain ultimate authority under the Code in all matters, which to our way of thinking insures
a square deal all around. The code itself,
in our opinion, provides for this, which has
been repeatedly pointed out by MPTOA. in
urging support for the NRA program. The
President's message confirms this opinion. If
the Independent exhibitor cannot get a square
deal from President Roosevelt, where can
he get it ?
"If the local boards do their job intelligently and fairly, the Code Authority should
have little to do in settling local disputes
and controversies. Much can be done by
these local boards to restrain unfair and
stupid cut-throat competition, remove abuses,
fairly settle local controversies and really
improve
trade relations.
"And I want to add that we should all give
a rising vote of thanks and appreciation to a
young man named Sol A. Rosenblatt, whose
tireless efforts, extraordinary patience, surprising knowledge of this intricate business
and accurate appraisal of those engaged in
it unfailing courtesy and fairness to all who
were fair with NRA has made this opportunity possible. He undoubtedly had the
toughest job of us all and he made a mighty
fine record for himself."

good tidings that the principal provisions
affecting exhibitors remain as in the last
revision. These provisions carry so many
clauses so strongly beneficial to exhibitors,
and especially small exhibitors, that the
caviling and disparagements of some politically-minded exhibitor leaders display a feeling
of base ingratitude for the fine consideration
that was given exhibitor problems by the
Administration.
"If the code contained nothing more than
those great provisions which provide 'a place
to go' for exhibitor problems, as provided
in the set-up of the grievance, zoning and
clearance boards with voluntary and equitable
arbitration machinery, we would have much
to be thankful for and I feel that the
ushering in of the code will bring about a
fuller and better understanding of exhibtior
problems by the distribution branch of the
industry and that they will learn to work
together in a spirit of friendly cooperation
and realization that the problems of one
branch of the industry are the problems and
the concern of every other branch of the industry and that it will be proven that it is
possible, practicable and profitable to sit
around a common table and handle the problems of the industry within the industry."

PAUL MUNI arrives in New York from
Hollywood the latter part of next week after
making
"Hi, Nellie!"
for Warners.
HARVEY B. DAY, special representative for
Terry-Toons, is back from a tour of Fox exchanges.
ROBERT M. AMSLER, film producer of Paris,
and THEODORE PAHLE, chief operator for FoxEuropa, sail for Europe today on the Champlain
of the French line.
,
STOOPNAGLE and BUDD have returned to
New York from a personal appearance tour to
start work on their first Educational comedy.
ABE MONTAGUE, Columbia general sales
manager,
spent Thanksgiving
in Boston.
JOSEPH A. McCONVILLE
Boston over the week-end.

of Columbia

is in

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, JR., will arrive from
Europe Monday on the Bremen. He was previously reported already here.
GEORGE GIVOT, radio and movie star, has
arrived at the Warwick Hotel from Hollywood.
MERIAN C. COOPER, RKO production chief,
arrives in New York today from the coast.
ARTHUR HORNBLOW, JR., recently signed by
Paramount as an associate producer, arrives in
New York Tuesday from Hollywood aboard the
Virginia.

Para. Buys Two Stories
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood
— Caspary,
"In Conference,"
Glucksmann Predicts Rise original
by Vera
has been
In South American Grosses bought
by
Paramount
as
allstar vehicle tentatively foran Cary
(Continued from Page 1)
Grant, Miriam Hopkins. George
for the better," said Glucksmann. Rapf and Claudette Colbert.
"Word - of - mouth advertising in
"End of the World," by Vina DelBuenos Aires and other large communities can make or break any film mar, also has been bought by Paramount for the 1934-35 schedule.
shown in South America. The peoThe company has more than half
ple will flock to the first showing
Ohio Exhib Convention
its current product finished and
released.
if the picture is disliked, the of
Extended to Two Days but
exhibitor
might
as
well
save
his
{Continued from Page 1)
advertising expenditures and change
ed down in Pennsylvania and which his program immediately. The
may make all exhibitors liable for majority of current pictures and
Labor May Go on Codes
heavy damages. Carlton Dargausch
that are promised for the fu- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of the Ohio Tax Commission will those ture
months make me believe that
Washington — That labor may obspeak on taxation. Dr. B. O. Skin- American distributors will be greattain representation on important
ner, state censor, and Rabbi Jacob
code
authorities
was indicated yesly
surprised
at
what
good
screen
Tarshish will be at the banquet
terday by General Johnson. Labor
material means to the South AmerTuesday night.
ican market. It means infinitely has centered its efforts for code authority representation on the coal
more down there than here in the
board.

How Clarke Made Millions
Shown at Senate Probe
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAII V

Kidnapers Miss Maloy
states."
Chicago — Three gunmen who
thought they were kidnapping Tom
Maloy,
headhisof the
operators'
union,
snatched
reputed
bodyguard,
George Graham, instead. Graham
was released after his captors realized they had "got the wrong

Washington — How Harley L.
Clarke made a paper fortune of
$65,000,000 in the movie business
with an investment of about $1,000,000 was disclosed by records at
yesterday's Senate stock market inquiry. Starting with ownership of
Acme Motion Picture Projector
Corp. in 1925, Clarke acquired the
Wallace Beery Set as Barnum
General Theaters Equipment groun.
with a market value of $65,000,000 West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arrangements have
in 1930. Today, however, the stock
been completed whereby Wallace
is nearly worthless.
Beery will be loaned by M-G-M to
20th Century for the lead in "The
Para. Meeting on Monday
Greatguy."
Barnum" for United Artists
release.
Next meeting of Paramount Publix creditors has been adjourned
Sam Moscow Improving
until Monday at 2:30 o'clock in the
office of Referee Henry K. Davis.
Boston — Although he is still in
John Hertz will be examined by At- the Beth Israel Hospital after an
torney Saul E. Rogers, counsel for operation, Sam Moscow, southern
manager for Columbia, is improving.
a group of security holders.

MANY UAPPY RETDl
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 2-3E. W.

Alfred Louis Werker
Julian Arthur
Joe W. Farnham
Frank Reicher
Basil

Alec

Hammons
B. Francis

Alfred
Otto

Reeves
Brower

Smith
Monty
Marion
Shilling

Collins

THE
DAILY
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Joan

Crawford

and

"DANCING

Clarke Gable

Ed

in

Wynn

in

Kay

"THE CHIEF"

LADY"

with Franchot Tone
and Winnie
Lightner
M-G-M
92 mins.
SMASH MUSICAL WITH UNUSUALLY
GOOD BACKSTAGE STORY AND PLENTY
OF CLASS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS.
Though its story falls in the backstage
category, the romance and dramatic interest that form the basis for this musical
are sufficiently different and have enough
ineat in them to make the picture one of
the best of its kind that ever came along.
Besides a most appropriate cast, the ingenuity in adapting the production, from
love interest to the big flash numbers, and
the sizzling tempo of Bob Leonard's direction, plus a sumptuous background combine
to bring out a grand piece of entertainiment. Joan Crawford plays the role of
an eastside burlesque show dancer who
aims for bigger things on Broadway. Franchot Tone, a rich lad, plays a hard game
to make Joan, but she falls for Clark
Gable, the stage director who gives her
a chance but who adopts a tough attitude
to conceal his love for her, until near the
2nd of the picture when Joan ditches the
rich boy friend after learning that he paid
to have the show closed so he could have
Joan with him.
Cast Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Franthot Tone, May Robson, Winnie Lightner,
^-ed Astaire, Robert Benchley, Ted Healy,
Gloria Foy, Art Jarrett, Grant Mitchell,
Maynard Holms, Nelson Eddy, Sterling Hole-way, Moe Howard, Jerry Howard, Larry

fine.

Director,
Robert
Z. Leonard;
Author,
James Warner Bellah: Adaptors, Allen Rivn, P. J. Wolfson; Cameraman, Oliver T.
'arsh; Editor, Margaret
Booth;
Dances,
jammy Lee, Eddie Prinz.
Direction, Aces
Photography,
Fine.

with

Dorothy
Mackaill,
Chic
George
Givot
M-G-M

Francis

Sale,

Margaret Lindsay, John Halliday
Warner Bros.
68 mins.
COMBINATION
ROMANCE
AND
GAMBLING YARN MAKES ENGROSSING
ENTERTAINMENT, CHIEFLY
FOR
ADULTS.

63 mins.

HODGE-PODGE OF COMEDY GAGS IN
A MAKESHIFT STORY THAT PROVES
DISAPPOINTING EXCEPT FOR THE KIDS.

I'olynesian and Molynesian
groups.
Many
lovel scenes
are presented
never before
creened.
The islands of Tahiti, Samoa,
iji, and New Guinea are visited, and the
ative life shown
in a very interesting
nd entertaining
manner.
The
narration
s done by a member
of the expedition,
nd is handled very well.
The big kick
omes in the last sequences, with a visit
o the Western
Solomon
Islands and the
ome of the head-hunters.
Here is staged
ealistically a re-enactment of an historical
aid made by Gow, head of the head-huntrs, against another
tribe that has stolen
is daughter.
The film recommends itself
or its truthful recording of events as they
appen without any showmanship hoke. It
olds plenty of suspense and thrills, and
hould go well in spots where
this type
f film has a vogue.
The reputation
of
^apt. Salisbury
as a world-famous
exlorer and lecturer vouches
for the aulenticity of his material.
Camera
work
unusually good for this type of film.
No credits listed.
Nothing but Natives
japear throughout the film.

with

Preston
Foster,
Richard
Cromwell,
Herbert Mundin, Minna Gombell
Fox
78 mins.
FAIRLY ENJOYABLE CARNIVAL DRAMA WITH SCANTILY CLAD CLARA
BOW AS THE MAIN POINT OF INTEREST.

r

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

PUNCH

This is a partial presentation of the adventures of Capt. E. A. Salisbury, explorer,
*ho conducted
a scientific expedition
to
he South
Seas over a period of years.
.The film presents
the highlights of the
, rip and the material
that lends
itself
. ppropriately to popular screen fare. There
as no hokum in the film, being a straightorward account of the experiences of the
:xpedition in the various islands of the

in

A few loopholes in the story, including
Taken from the "The Barker," stage
be atbut the a finale in which two high-class crooks play, which was filmed on a previous occasion, in 1928, this carnival yarn emerges
that it team up to continue their illicit career afas just a passable entertainment for the
and his
ter the lady member's likeable former not too discriminating. Punch probably
to the partner is murdered without anybody paying any kind of a penalty for it, rather was lost in changing the basic theme of
moviestion
— starts
which
they
apparently
aren't.
Ac- spoil what might otherwise have been a the story to make Clara Bow, instead of
in a radio broadcasting studio,
with Wynn as The Chief telling Graham very excellent drama. Kay Francis, after the barker, the central interest. Miss Bow
marrying a rich lad and living happily in
McNamee about an "opera" he has writ- a fine mansion, is hounded by a former doesn't have opportunity to do much, howten. Then it switches to the old Bowery,
ever; but she will make 'em sit up on
several occasions when she comes forth
where a couple cf rival political factions lever, who is accidentally killed in her
attired
in the scantiest raiment she ever
want The Chief as their candidate for al- presence. She is convicted and goes to
jail for 20 years. Meanwhile her husband wore on the screen. Story is about a
derman. One clique kidnaps Wynn's
mother in order to make him stop running is killed in the world war, so she wanders midway manager and spieler, Foster, who
for office on the opposition ticket, but about and finally joins a card shark, Ricardo wants to keep his grownup son, Richard
the old lady softens the hearts of the tough Cortez, who has obtained the gambling Cromwell, away from the carnival. When
concession in a swell speakeasy. Arriving the kid comes on the show and insists on
muggs, especially Nat Pendleton, who effects her release, with the crooked gang at the place, Kay finds it is her former staying, the father splits with his sweetie,
being rounded up, etc., and so back to home. One of the patrons of the place Minna Gombell, so his son won't lose rethe radio station, where Wynn finishes off turns out to be her own daughter, who
spect for him. Minna gets sore and consents to pay Clara, a cooch dancer, $100
with some bits of his familiar air routine. loses heavily and then gets in a scrape
The whole affair is a two-reel comedy that results in Cortez being shot. So th- if she makes the boy, but Clara falls in
mother helps the girl make a getaway and love with him, and all ends happily.
idea padded out to seven reels.
Cast: Clara Bow, Preston Foster, Richard
then Kay ties up with the owner of the
Cast Ed Wynn, Dorothy Mackaill, Charles
Cromwell, Herbert Mundin, James Gleason,
'Chic' Sale, William Boyd, Effie Ellsler, C.
Cast Kay Francis, Ricardo Cortez, Gene Minna Gombell, Roger Imhoff, Florence
Henry Gordon, Mickey Rconey, Bradley
Raymond, Margaret Lindsay, John Halliday, Roberts.
Page, Purnell B. Pratt, George Givot, Tom joint.
Director,
Frank
Lloyd'
Author,
John
Wilson, Nat Pendleton, Bob Perry, Jackie Frank McHugh, Sheila Terry, Henry O'Neill.
Theodore Newton, Nella Walker, Samuel Kenyon Nicholson; Adaptc
Searl.
Joseph Moncure March; Cameramat.
Hinds, Hardie Albright, William
Boyd.
Director, Charles F. Riesner; Authors,
Recording
I
Aiken.Palmer;
Director, Robert Florey; Author, Joseph est
Arthur Caesar, Robert E. Hopkins; Adap- Santley; Adaptors, Austin Parker, Sheridan
Direction, Good. Photoj
tors, same; Cameraman, Edward Paul; Edi- Gibney; Dialoguer, William Keighley; Camtor, William S. Gray.
eraman,
Ernest
Haller;
Editor,
Bud
Bretherton.
Direction, Handicapped Photography,
Okay.
Direction, Good.
Photography,
Good.

56 mins.
IN SOUTH

">EA ISLANDS CARRIES THRILL
N UNUSUAL ACTION SHOTS.

Bow

"HOOPLA"

Ed Wynn's radio following may
tracted by his screen appearance,
vehicle provided him is so weak
would be a fizzle even if Wynn
style of comedy were adaptable

"GOW"
•Film Exchange
AUTHENTIC ADVENTURES

Clara

in

"THE Ricardo
HOUSE Cortez,
ON 56th
STREET"
with
Gene
Raymond,

>JiiAt!rfr.ii.j,i.^J.J-.,^^
■....
WITH
PHIL

M DALY

• •
• GET SET for that smash Lambs' Repeal Gambol
at the Astor Hotel on Thursday next
Arthur Hurley,
Collie of the Lambs, has a great program lined up
he
has added a feature attraction called "As Millions Cheer"
written and directed by Bertrand Robinson
it was one
of the knockouts of the recent Lambs' Inaugural Gambol
it presents a series of four blackouts
the following Lambs
will be featured in it
Harry Short, Curtis Arnall, Charles
O'Brien Kennedy, Frank Otto, Robert R. Sloan, Dave Herblin,
Herman Lieb, Lionel Adams, Clarence Chase
all good
natured satire
one of the most laughable skits the Lambs
have ever presented in their long and illustrious career of
Gambols

*

*

*

♦

• •
• AND NOW Felix Ferry has received a cable from
Brussels
asking for a command performance for the
Belgian King and Queen on Dec. 15
Mister Ferry is the
producer of "Monte Carlo Follies" now running in London with
Carl Randall' and Barbara Newberry
the impresario is
holding daily auditions at Henry Miller's theater for show girls
and musical comedy performers for his Continental attraction.
• 9 # A REPEAL celebration midnite show of "Design for Living" will
be held Tuesday eve at 11:30 at the Criterion .. The Thanksgiving Eve party of
the Brooklyn Warner Club at the Vitaphone stude had a turnout of over 600...
they had a list of talent as long as both your arms. ...Eddie Moran acted as
emcee... Ed Savin collects a lotta credit for being the prime mover throughout
...also Lee Stewart for assembling the talent. . Cliff Hess, who wrote special
songs. ... Paul Florenz for staging dance ensembles. .. and Dave Mendoza who
acted as musical director. . . .

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00 up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality
Vine

at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

THE

ROSENBLATT MAY BE
HEAD OF M. P. CODE

-<%tk
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"LOTSheS"was
A LITTLE frtoomLa Bennett.
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

also Miss
Bennett's
"stand-in"
for
"Moulin
A/fALCOLM
STUART
BOYLAxM,
(Continued from Page 1)
Rouge," a Twentieth Century Pronational administrator of the NRA,
who adopted "Hell Divers" and duction.
* *
*
or from President Roosevelt.
"If I Had a Million," has been engaged by Fox Film to work on an
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, chairKen Goldsmith has purchased
man of the M. P. Research Council untitled story scheduled for production shortly after the first of "Born to Hang," the George Bruce
who has been named a member of
the Code Authority, is understood the year.
novel, published in "Contact Maga* * *
zine," and has assigned Aubrey
to be one of the three additional
Robert
McWade
will
again
be
a
Scotto to prepare an adaptation and
members, without vote, authorized
by the code. He will function along city editor in the newspaper scenes continuity for
* early
* production.
*
lines of studying of various pro- of Fox's "Woman and the Law,"
co-featuring
James
Dunn
and
Claire
Lionel
Atwill
has
been
signed by
posals and making recommendations Trevor.
to the Administrator.
* *
*
Monogram for "Beggars in ErEddie Cantor and Marie Dressier,
mine," which Phil Rosen will direct.
A Hollywood newcomer is Ula
both of whom have been appointed
to the Code Authority by the Presi- Love, lovely blonde from Paris,
Otto Brower will direct Tim Mcwho closely resembles Condent, will only sit on matters per- Tenn., stance
Bennett. In fact, she won a
taining to actors.
Coy in "Straightaway" for ColumThe Code Authority will open newspaper contest here when she lead. bia. Evalyn Knapp has the feminine
headquarters in New York follow- arrived, because of her resemblance
ing its organization at its initial
meeting at Washington soon after Schenck Upholds Laemmles Mayers and Shapiro Form
the code becomes effective ThursNew Distributing Co.
On Inexorbitant Salaries
day. It is expected that an executive secretary will be selected to
Archie Mayers, former sales mannck
ager for Embassy Pictures, and
have charge of the office.
A statement by Joseph M. Sche
First meeting of the Code Author- that he considered the furies of Irvin Shapiro, recently with the
ity has not yet been set, said Rosen- Carl Laemmle and Carl Laemmle RKO exploitation department, have
formed DuWorld Pictures Corp. for
blatt yesterday in New York, but
adequately and unreasonwill probably take place shortly jr "inlow," was among the affidavits the distribution of exploitation picably
tures throughout the world. The
after
.aJSuis
Dec.the7. code's effective date, which filed this week in replya to
company has opened offices at 729
l
ersa
Univ
by
suit
Seventh Ave. and at 10 Sudstrasse,
nreme Court
for a reduction
stockholder askingsala
,
mnte
Laei
Four Amer.
ries
Zurich,ican Switzerland.
es*
in the executiv
made features have already
Meyer and Vincent
voted himr
neve
had
he
said
Get M.P.T.O.A. Posts Sr
acquired by DuWorld for for"tre- been eign
release. The company will also
self a bonus nor collected any
(Continued from Page 1)
"
salary.
handle
shorts.
mendous
has been active in M. P. T. 0. A.
conventions, succeeds Jay Emanuel,
io
Cineglow for Alexander Stud
Swedish Film in Chicago Debut
Philadelphia trade publisher, who
FILM DAILY
West Coast Bureau of THE
recently quit the office. The elecstur Bros, glow
ande
Alex
—
ood
lyw
Hol
and Bendel,"
tions were by unanimous vote of the
Chicagong— "Patterso
all-talki
Swedish n picture
from
dio is being equipped with Cine
board of directors.
tion
alla
inst
The
t.
sound equipmen
successful
og's
Hammenh
Waldemar
tterk
Ben
by
ed
is being supervis
romance, was presented for the first
d engi- time in the United States at the
"Son of Sailor" Draws Kids
chief soun
y Belock,ntly
and Harr
from
ved
arri
rece
who
neer,
About 75 per cent of the matinee
theater on Thanksbusiness at the Strand, playing Joe New York. Berk will make his head- Essanessgiving Julian
Day.
and
io
r
stud
quarters at Alexande
E. Brown in "Son of a Sailor," conucers.
sists of mothers and children, ac- will cater to independent prod
Cincy Theater Staff Changes
cording to Harry Charnas, head of
First Wide Range in Cuba
Cincinnati — Ralph Morgan sucWarner metropolitan theaters. Receeds Cliff Boyd as manager of the
quests for "A" bookings on this film
Havana — First Cuban installaBoyd resumes his old post
for Christmas week are ahead of
Strand.
wide
tions of Western Electric's
any previous Brown picture, accord- range sound equipment will be com- as manager of RKO Albee. "Happy"at
ing to the Warner offices.
Meininger is the new manager
pleted shortly at the Encanto and the
RKO Capitol.
Nacional theaters here.
Kay Francis Film to Hold Over
Gollas Bros. Add House
Cincy Lyric Robbed of $1,100
Kay Francis in "House on 56th
Street," which opened Thanksgiving
Chicago— The Hyde Park theater,
nati — While the noon- audiCincin
at the Hollywood, drew more in its
ence was engrossed with the pic* 53rd and Lake Park Ave., lately
first full day than any previous ture, two bandits forced their way used as a commercial building, has
Francis picture on Broadway, and into the RKO Lyric office and fled been taken over by Gollas Brothers,
will probably be held over, accord- with $1,100.
who operate the Ray theater. After
ing to Warners.
alterations, it will open Christmas
E. Levy Opens Newburgh House
E. R. Austerlade will be house
Day.
RKO to Star Pert Kelton
manager.
Newburgh, N. Y.— Eugene Levy,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
owner of the Park, has taken over
Frank Weitzel to Pittsburgh
Hollywood — Pert Kelton is being the old George Cohen theater and
elevated to stardom in the renewal remodeled and reopened it as the
i — Frank Weitzel has
Cincinnat
of her option by RKO. She will be Ritz. Clinton Lake, formerly with
been transferred from the local
House
co-starred with ZaSu Pitts in "So Publix, is house manager.
RKO Distributing Corp. office,, to
You Won't Sing, Eh?"
play vaudeville the last half of head booker for RKO in Pittsburgh.
will
the week.
RKO Circuit Buys Terry-Toon
Bob Kelly Opens N. O. House
Win Sunday Opening
"Little Boy Blue," Educationalof
Terry-Toon, has been booked to play
Orleans — The subsequentBoard
New
The
—
Conn.
Manchester,
the maximum playing time over the Selectmen has granted the State run Gentilly has reopened under
Bob Kelly, former
ement
managsalesm
RKO Metropolitan Circuit, starting theater's request for a 5 P. M. open- film
an. of
Dec. 9.
s.
on
ing Sunday
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SEE KENT CHAIRMAN
OF CODE AUTHORITY
(Continued from Page

1)

code becomes operative Thursday.

Although
cod&' I
deal with no
the provisions
procedure inin the
connection
with
naming
of
chairman
the Code Authority, authoritativeof"|
sources yesterday stated that its!
membership will fill this important,
post through an election.
Kent acted as spokesman for the
companies
affiliated
the public*
Hays'
organization
at thewithcode
hearing at Washington in September and previously as one of thet
two coordinators who helped whip
'he initial code draft into shape
at New York conferences last Julyi

Wm. Fox Has Wedge
To Re-enter Films:
(Continued from Page

1)

event the higher courts uphold the
decision of the Federal Court ir
Scranton, Pa., against RCA Photo
phone, under which the plaintifl
will be able to collect large dam
ages, RCA subsidiaries will be com
pelled to arrange a settlement. Thi:
agreement is believed likely to in
elude important stock holdings ir
picture companies.
Extend Time in Quittner Appeal
Deadline for filing the record ir
connection with the appeal of Ed
ward Quittner from the U. S. Dis
trict Court decision dismissing hi'
anti-trust suit against Paramoun
has been extended to Jan. 15. Las
date was Dec. 1. Graham & Rey
nolds, counsel for the plaintiff, ar*
ranged the extension of stipulatior
with Cravath, DeGersdorf, Swain'
& Wood, Paramount attorneys. Th
case goes to the U. S. Circuit Cour
of Appeals.
Won't Dismiss Suit Over Film
After viewing "A Lady's Profes
sion," Justice Shientag yesterday
denied a motion by Paramount tc
dismiss the suit brought by Robert;
M. Yates charging the company ha<
used her story without credit. Sh
asks an accounting and damages.
Amity Gets Kiddie Short
"Kiddie Genius," a short featui
ing a group of talented kids, ha
been acquired by John M. Crinnio
for distribution by Amity Picture
in the U. S.
Brin House Adds Vaude
Milwaukee — L. K. Brin's Garde:
theater is the latest first-run to spc
vaudeville in addition to picture:
The Place and Wisconsin have bee
playing stage attractions for th
several weeks. The Riversid
past
continues with the same policy.

Charter New Milwaukee Lab.
Milwaukee — Articles of incorpon
tion have been filed by the Milwai
kee Film Laboratories, manufactui
ers of advertising, industrial and ec
ucational film. Incorporators are: J
Hartmann, F. Buck and W. Puban„
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ilfh Daily Relief Fund Drive Starts

FACTORS CALLED FAVORABLE FOR MOVIEJECOVERY
M-G-M

Accepts Only 17 Scripts Out of 5,000 Read

Published Novels Lead in
Material Accepted for
Production
Indicative of the dearth of good
story material, only 17 suitable
scripts have been definitely accepted
by M-G-M out of approximately
5,000 novels and short stories passed
1 upon byment,the
story Lewton.
departheadedcompany's
by Mrs. Nina
Of the material accepted, novels are
in the lead, the total of such scripts
r about equalling the number of plays
t and originals combined.

Novels that have been announced
for the
' 1934-35 program include "Vanessa"
by Hugh
-Walpole;
"The Wicked Woman," a magazine
{Continued
on Page 8)

PHIL KAUFFMAN DIES;
WARNER FOREIGN MGR.
Stockholm — Phil Kauffman, general manager for Warner Bros, in
."Germany,
Scandinavian
countries
Sand Central Europe, with headquar:i;ters in London, died here Saturday
•:noon.
He had been with Warners
usince 1926.
A wife and three children survive.

Pender and Crockett
Planning New Circuit
Norfolk, Va. — Bayne-Boland Corp.
-has been formed by David Pender,
:hain store owner, who recently enrered the theater field, and W. F.
Zrockett, Virginia Beach theatrical
! man, to own and control a group of
:heaters in this territory. Pender
'^ouilt the Bayne Theater in Virginia
^'Beach.
Crockett has been operating
:he Roland.
N. O. Goes for Westerns
New Orleans — Major and independent
exchanges were caught short here last
week when a demand for Westerns
swept this territory. Demand, which is
peculiar to this section, is expected to
last 30 days, by which time exchanges
will be able to meet it.

L

Recovery in Attendance
Seen by Standard
Statistics

Those in Need Are Calling
. . . The Film Daily Relief Fund Again Asks Your Help
=^

By JACK

ALICOATE

^=

'HE seventh
annual
Relief Fund
Drive starts today.
From
now
until Christmas
Eve the Committee will strive to collect enough to TOP all previous drives.

Times, unfortunately,
MUST help.

are

pretty

bad.

In this, of all years, those who can help

The Fund and its administrating committee have functioned for six years without
ONE penny of expense. Every dollar goes direct for RELIEF. The committee is glad
to do the work, but YOU, too, must aid.
Misfortune, sickness and suffering never announce their coming. Here in New
York the industry has its full share of those in distress. The fund must not be allowed
to die now that the need for it is GREATEST.

Some of the cases brought to our attention are pitiful. Some who had it
YESTERDAY are BROKE today. Sympathetic understanding can best come from those
who know their record and background. The committee works with a SMILE, but
that smile many times is but a mask for a TEAR.

No matter what your pet charity might be, no dollar can buy more relief than
right here in YOUR industry.
Funds are low and money is needed NOW.

Don't put it off.
PLEASE.
to the Film Daily Relief Fund.

Send in your check today.

NOW.

Make

{Continued

on

Page

8)

MONOGRAM DROPS
UNIT PRODUCTION
Monogram has definitely abandoned unit production and hereafter
all studio activities will be under
the executive supervision of Trem
Carr and Lou Ostrow, with an assistant supervisor assigned to each
film, W. Ray Johnston stated to
Film Daily on Saturday.
"We
have
been on trying
out our
{Continued
Page 8)

it payable

The Committee for 1934 is as follows: Don Mersereau, "Red" Kann, Al Lichtman,
John Flinn, Billy Brandt, Lee Ochs, Louis Nizer, and Jack Alicoate as chairman.

Film Daily Relief Fund Starts
Its Seventh Annual Drive
By DON HANCOCK
With a proud record of unselfish
benevolence and unstinted generosity
since it was established in 1927, the
West Coast Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Film Daily Relief Fund today
Hollywood — Columbia has signed starts its annual drive in the belief
Claudette Colbert to make four more that the most substantial sum ever
pictures, two each year for the next realized for this worthy cause will
two years. She is now appearing be donated during the next four
{Continued on Page 8)
with Clarke Gable in "Night Bus."

Columbia Signs Colbert
For Four Productions

Irregular recovery in theater attendance is proceeding,
sonal factors
favorable with
over "seaearly
future months," says Standard Statistics Co. in its December summary
of the business and industrial outlook. In many lines of manufacture,
activities are showing a contra- sea.
sonal strength, the survey states.
The forecast is in line with scattered film trade reports from key
centers, exhibitors for the most part
being hopeful of soon reaping great'

Hays Ad Council is Set;
Thompson Aids McCarthy
Creation of the Hays Office advertising council, headed by J. J.
McCarthy, has been completed, Will
H. Hays announces. Lester Thompson will be McCarthy's assistant.
Purpose of the department is to
eliminate objectionable features in
all types of movie ads.
Kent Goes Direct to Coast
Sidney R. Kent, who left New York
yesterday for the Coast, will not stop
ioff at Columbus to address the exhibitor
convention starting tomorrow. The Fox
president on Saturday declined to comment on the code as signed by President Roosevelt on the grounds that he
had hot had an opportunity to study- it
thoroughly
as yet,
;

■%

£!
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Educational Releasing
20th Century Takes Over
Several Holiday Shorts
U. A. Studio Properties
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Formal announcement has been made of the deal
Cents
5
Price
VoLLXIV. No. 53
whereby the studio properties of
United Artists Corp., Ltd., in which
JOHN W. AUCOATE
; :
Editor and Publisher
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford were principal owners, have
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., been taken over by 20th Century
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. Pictures, headed by Joseph MAlicoate, President, Editor and Publisher; Schenck and Darryl F. Zanuck.
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Tfasurer Samuel Goldwyri also is involved in
Assoand General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy,
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing the deal. Robert Fairbanks and
matter,
class
second
as
Editor. Entered
James Dent will continue as genMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
eral manager and assistant general
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States outside manager, respectively.
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of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
remit with order.
$15.00. Subscriber should
AHdress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, lo50 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Francaise, Rue de la CourCinematographie
de«-Noue«,
19.
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Dell Moves to New Offices
Dell Publishing
Co., which puts
out a number of screen magazines,
has moved its offices to 149 Madison
Ave.

ISWARO
lA RACKET!*

Having acquired seven Brooklyn
houses operated by Jack Hattem, the
Straussberg circuit has increased its
theaters to nine. Hattem acquisitions are: Kismet, State, Sumner,
Berkshire Park, Ritz and Williamsburg. Straussberg also has the College in College Point and the C.anarsie in Canarsie.

Herb Given Opens Office
Herbert W. Given, Inc., has
opened offices in the Film Center to
distribute in the foreign and domestic markets all of the Tom
White Productions. Given has a series of shorts and one feature. Several subjects were made in conjunction with the Huntington Expedition
under the personal direction of Tom
White.
Goldwyn Delays "Barbary
Coast"
FILM DAILY

JEW'L

PRODUCTIONS,

U.
S.
for Sale

723 7th Ave., N.Y.

Dec. 5-6: Annual convention of M.P.T.O. of
Ohio,
Deshler-Wallick
Hotel,
Columbus,
Dec. 7: Lambs Repeal Gambol, for benefit
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Dec. 7: Convention of M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware, Philadelphia.
Dec. 8: Theatrical Ball under auspices of
Variety Club of St. Louis, Arcadia Ballroom, St. Louis.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Dec. 19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey, Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anNew nual
York.,
New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,

being handled by Sid Rechetnik and
Lee Blumberg.

West Coast Bureau of THE

BOOKING
ENTIRE
and FOREIGN RIGHTS

Today: Kansas City Film Row's Annual Charity
Ball, at the Pla-Mor, Kansas City. Frank
Hensler,
M-G-M
manager,
chairman.
Dec. 5: Annual convention of Allied Amusements of the Northwest,
Seattle.

Selzer Transferred West
Ed Selzer of the Warner home
office advertising and publicity department has been promoted to duties at the studios on the coast. He
left Saturday, and his family will
follow at
in the
a few
Selzer's
duties
homeweeks.
office are
now

Hollywood— Filming of "Barbary
Coast" has been postponed by Samuel Goldwyn until next1 spring. Gary
Cooper, who was to have appeared
in it with Anna Sten, will appear
with Marion Davies in "Operator
13" for M-G-M.

NOW
STATE

Gov't Post for Pierson

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S

. H^Wayne" Pierson will shortly assume an important Governmental
"Christopher Bean" Retitled
Bert Ennis Joins Majestic
M-G-M has changed the title of
Bert Ennis, formerly head of the post in Washington. He has reas general sales manager of "Christopher Bean" to "Her: SweetColumbia advertising department Weldon signedPictures
Corp.
and recently with the 7th Ave.
Roxy, has been appointed head_ of
publicity and advertising for Majestic Pictures, it was announced Saturday by E. H. Goldstein, executive
vice-president. Evelyn Lee Koch
heart."
will continue with Majestic as assistant to Ennis.

.^Whr;

(QUOTATIONS

9 in Straussberg Circuit

Educational will release within
the next few weeks a number of
shorts particularly suitable for the
holiday season. Among the subjects
are: "Day Dreams" and "What Does
1934 Hold?" in the Treasure Chest
series — the first a Christmas fantasy, and the second featuring
Wynn, the astrologer, making important forecasts for the coming
year; 'Poppin' the Cork," a musical
comedy starring Milton Berle; "The
Good Bad Man," a Coronet, featuring Charles Judels and Tom Patricola; "The Freeze-Out," Moran and
Mack comedy; "Pop's Pal," Mermaid comedy; "In Venice" and "The
Sunny and
South,"
in the
Terry-Toon
series,
an Andy
Clyde
comedy,
tentatively titled "An Old Gypsy
Custom." "Little Boy Blue," the
Paul Terry-Toon just released, will
also be an appropriate subject for
the Yuletide season.

Another Legit. House to Films
The Waldorf, former legitimate
theater, is now a motion picture
house with RCA Victor High Fidelity sound. The house, which was
remodeled, has been taken over by
Myron Robinson, ex-treasurer of
Keith-Albee, who also heads Mentone Products Co.

THE

ST. MORITZ ON-THE-PARK
their NEW YORK home

CHESTER
HALE
PHILLIPS HOLMES
TAYLOR
HOLMES
JAMES KIRKWOOD
ALEXANDER KIRKLAND
LOTTI
LODER
PHILLIP
H. LORD
DOUGLAS
MONTGOMERY
MARION
MARSH
BORRAH
MINEVITCH
OWEN
MOORE
PAT
O'BRIEN
MONROE
OWSLEY
Rates:
Single
ATTRACTIVE

LAURA
BENNY

LA PLANTE
RUBIN

JOSE
RUBEN
LANNY ROSS
RUTH
ROLAND
EDITH ROAKE
BLANCHE
SWEET
WALTER
SLEZAK
GLORIA
STUART
ESTELLE
TAYLOR
RACOUEL
TORRES
HELEN TWELVETREES
ALICE WHITE

$3.50-$5;
double
$5-$7;
WEEKLY
AND
MONTHLY

suites i_fr_om_ $8
CONCESSIONS

Moderately priced apartments furnished or
unfurnished
available
NOW

DIRECTION

. . S. GREGORY

TAYLOR
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In Lobby Exploit "Bowery"

TN ushering in the premiere of

"The Bowery," manager Harry F. Shaw of Loew's State
Theater, Syracuse, N. Y., obtained a tie-up with the Zitts
Brewery Company which erected a complete bar in the lobby
of the theater where free lunch
and drinks were served "on the
house." In addition a street
ballyhoo, on the opening day,
was arranged in which thirty
Zitts Brewery trucks heavily
bannered were paraded through
the principal streets of the city.
Another tie-up was effected with
the students of Syracuse University whereby cash prizes
were offered for the best Bowery costume. The University
band was enlisted and paraded
from one fraternity to another
picking up the various entrants
and then paraded to the theater
where the final awards were
made. In this parade was an old
1909 Hupmobile with two characters dressed as in the days of
the old Bowery. Banners playing up the picture, theater and
stars were prominently displayed. At the Syracuse-Ohio Wesleyan University football game,
20,000 circulars announcing the
attraction were dropped from an
airplane. Five thousand trick
cigars with bands reading
"Chuck Connors Special" were
distributed and 200 window
streamers were effectively used
in a Coca-Cola tie-up.
— Loew's State,
Syracuse, N. Y.

Coming and Going

WITH

PHti, M. DALY
•

on

GLUCKMAN

left for the

coast

CLEMENCE DANE, playwright, arrives today
the Bremen from England.

SIDNEY R. KENT
for Hollywood.

left New

York yesterday

CHARLES LE MAIRE left New York on Saturday for the coast to design the costumes for
George White's first "Scandals"
for Fox.
RUDY VALLEE and ALICE FAYE both slated
to appear in the Fox "Scandals," leave New
York for the coast on Dec. 8 and 5, respectively.
EUSTACE L. ADAMS, author of Monogram's
"16 Fathoms Deep," is in Florida getting material for a new story.
ED SELZER, of the Warner home office advertising and publicity department, left Saturday
for the company's coast studios, where he will
assume his new duties immediately upon his
arrival.
JOAN CRAWFORD
from New York.

has returned to the coast

•

WHAT

LOOKS

like a brand new one has been

$

#

Jje

sfc

• •
• A NEW
all-time record for a short subject has
been hung up by "Three Little Pigs"
with a run of 18
consecutive weeks on Broadway
first it ran a week at
the Music Hall
then at Roxy 7th Ave. for six weeks,
and an eight-week stretch at the Trans-Lux
and a French
version is now into the third week at the Globe A neat press
reception was held by Don Dean at the Warwick Hotel Saturday
he is the native Hollywood lad who became a sensation
over the South American air waves with his singing
• • • ON THE morn of Dec. 14 the "Minute Breakfast"
of the Federation for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies will be held at the Waldorf-Astoria
Mrs. Albert
Warner, wife of Warners' vice-prexy, is chairman of the entertainment committee
Douglass Montgomery, who came
to New York for a stage role, is confined to his home at Beekman Place with influenza
They suspended blasting for
four hours the other day on the Rockefeller Center excavations
for fear the explosions might panic the crowds lined around
Fifth Ave. into 51st St. waiting to enter the Music Hall
*
♦
lit $
• • • NOW THAT the Code is signed
the Thanksgiving turkey has been assimilated
business is definitely
on the upswing
and the outlook generally is of a rosy
hue
it becomes
your privilege and honor to kick in
with your bit for the Relief Fund
we have but three
short weeks to go
to replenish the Fund and take care
of all the needy cases
most of them are gents you probably know
but of course we'll never tell who they are
so come on, Gang!
slip your name on a check
for this most worthy cause
and that's one time
at least you can be proud of your signature
no matter
how small the amount
a five or ten-spot means a lifeline to some poor unfortunate brother and his dependents
and we're not Beggin' you
we're TELLIN' you
ya Mugg!
•

HERMAN
Friday.

•

pulled by Wally Caldwell ....... manager of Loew's Valentine
in Toledo
Wally extended an invitation to mayor-elect
Solon T. Klotz to hold his induction ceremonies on the stage of
the theater, no less
and Hizzoner accepted!
so
the ceremonies
will be held on New
Year's Day
the
mayor-elect decided to use the theater lobby for his reception
as the city hall office couldn't accommodate the crowds
after the inaugural ceremony on the stage, the mayor will make
his first official address there
which puts Wally's theater definitely in the historical archives of Toledo
a 40piece band will play
Mister Klotz at one time was
prexy of the union
and played a bassoon in the Valentine when legit stage productions were shown there

•

*

•

*

*

*

IT IS seldom in the independent field that a comprehensive merchandising pressbook
is created
but it
certainly has been done in the case of Exploitation Pictures'
"Enlighten Thy Daughter"
Charles Reed Jones didn't
miss a thing that the majors incorporate in their selling sheets
all kinds of paper
stunts
window tieups
lobby displays
special newspaper slants
and a swell plugging angle
hitting at parental prudery
in keeping girls in ignorance
*
* of the*Facts * of Life
• •
• OUT IN the Detroit section
Andy Smith
reports that the Warner theater forces have sewed up Joe E.
Brown in "Son of a Sailor".
on first-run bookings for
Xmas Week
the angle is that Joe is a natural as a
Family Bet
his fun is always clean and wholesome
the kids are home from school for the Holidays
so that
here is one pix that can be booked without any qualms or fear
of kick-backs

«

«

«

»

»

»

Classified Film Houses to
Solve Film Problems
"EXHIBITORS must be considered first in any plan of
industry to better its conditions
and profits must not be made by
a few at the expense of the
many. Regarding an article
which appeared in a national
publication recently, I agree
that classified houses are a coming solution to many pressing
problems of the moment. I have
always heartily endorsed this,
because it is a constructive
practice and offers a panacea
that works hardships on no one.
However, I must heartily disagree that fewer and better
pictures should be made. Why
not more and better pictures?
Better pictures should, by all
rules of logic, offer greater inducements to the public to atpicture houses —stepped
with the
volumetendconsequently
up.
When it is said that 150 pictures could make more money
for producers than 700, I ask
the simple question — -which producers? The producers of the
150 pictures, of course. But
what about the other producers? And what about the exhibitors who have made the producing companies of 150 super
features possible? Should not
these exhibitors be kept in business by the producers who so
easily say they will close some
of their own houses? It is my
belief that producers are faced
by a moral obligation to turn
out as many films as is possible to keep every exhibitor
provided with ample product to
choose from — and not to turn
out a minimum of features
which he is obliged to book to
keep open. Let us conserve the
spirit of the day — let us keep
faith with the exhibitors — and
let us make as many good pictures as he
for. Profits which
are can
not pay
distributed
are
loss!
usually found to be an ultimate
— John R. Freuler.

MANY HAPPY RETU
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 4

Lloyd F. Bacon

Jack Sullivan
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JAMES CAGNEY in LADY KILLER

.

.

.

Dec. 9

The most hilarious Hollywood lowdown in history!

JOE E. BROWN in SON OF A SAILOR" . . Dec .23
Gobs of girls— gobs of gags—gobs

of fun !

KAY FRANCIS m' THE HOUSE ON 56th ST. Dec. 23*
"Mary Stevens" money all over again !

EDW. G. ROBINSON m DARK HAZARD . . Dec. 30°
From the best-seller by "Little Caesar's" author.

THE BIG
SHAKEDOWN «»h S2&KR!?!" . . Jan. 6°
Dramatic dynamite hurled at the new underworld !
CONVENTION CITY with ALL-STAR CAST . . Jan. 13°
10 laugh stars fling "conventions" to the wind!

BEDSIDE with WARREN WILLIAM, JEAN MUIR . Jan. 20°
The lowdown

on

a notorious "heart" specialist !

WILLIAM
POWELL i. FASHION PLATE i(BK) Jan. 27
A smashing girl-and-gown surprise show!
'9^>

*A Y/arner Bros. Picture

"A First National Picture

Vitagraph, Inc., Distributors
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• The milling throngs
storming
.;>*

the doors

10 a. m. on the 16th day of its New York run and
20/000 people milling, crowding, storming the Music
Hall doors • • • three times as many waiting in the cold
as could be admitted at any time!
This week • . • throughout America in more than 200
key cities attendance records are crumbling before the
mighty onrush of a sea of people eager to spend their
"earmarked" money for a picture that will live on forever in glory undimmed!
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M-G-M ACCEPTS 17
OF 5,000 SCRIPTS
(Continued from Page

1)

serial by Mary Austin; "Marie Antoinette.
An Average Woman" by Stefan Zweig; "Living in a Big Way." by Louis Bromfield;
"Operator 13," a magazine series by Robert W. Chambers; "Mrs. Van Kleek," by
El nor Mordaunt; "The Paradine Case," by
Robert Hichens; "Two Thieves," by Manuel
Komroff; "Mystery of the Dead Police," by
Philip Macdonald; "Nancy Stair," by Elinor
Macartney Lane ; "Two Much Air," magazine
story by Thomson Burtis; "The Gravy
Game " from the magazine story by Harrs
Stuhldreher and W. Thornton Martin; "It
Happened One Day," by Marjorie B. Paradis; "Three Indelicate Ladies." by Hawthorne
Hurst; "Viva Villa," by Edgcumb Pinchon
"Ihe Kink," magazine story by Thomson
Burt's; and "Heavenly Sinner," forthcoming
novel by T. Everett Harre.
Plays announced for picture productio
next season include "Ah Wildnerness,"
Eugene O'Neill's Theater Guild play now
having a successful run in Xr.v ^ork;
"So'itaire Man," Barrie's "What Every Woman Knows " "The Vinegar Tree," "The
Show-Off,"
"Forsaking
all Others."

Lekus Joins Inter-Americas
Max Lekus, has been placed in
film sales in the Newcharge
England ofStates territory for the
Inter'-Americas Film Corp., producers and distributors of Spanisl,
language talking pictures. "El Compadre Mendoza" is the title of the
first for release on the 1933-34
schedule. The company, headed by
M. David Strong, has enlarged its
office space.
Meridian House Awarded Rent
Meridian, Miss. — Hamasa Building Ass'n has been allowed $3,360
in rent from E. V. Richards, Saenger circuit receiver, in a decree by
Judge Edwin Holmes in Vicksburg
Federal Court, in a suit growing
out of the operation of the Saenger
Temple, which was turned back to
the owners last April. The Temple is now being operated under the
management of A. H. Yeomans and
temple.
from Hamasa
a committee

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Detroit — M. W. McGee, veteran
Detroit theatrical manager, died of
heart disease last week.
Leadville, Colo. — Fire which evidently started backstage caused
$20,000 damage to the Liberty Bell
theater. Loss is partly covered by
insurance.

Eureka, Nev. — Fred
reopened the Eureka.

Bartine

has

Denver — Harry Nolan, theater
owner and manufacturer's agent,
has gone to Texas for a visit at his
ranches.

Monogram

ABOUT
FILMS
Out of 5.000 novel and play scripts
read and reported by M-G-M's reading
department in a year, only 17 were
accepted
for production.

(Continued from Page

1)

BROWN WOULD BACK
FREEDOMS PRESS
Wet

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Freedom of the press,
now a sharp issue in national politics, is a principle which the motion
picture industry should defend to
Chicago — "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" is proving the biggest the utmost, according to Clarence
draw United Artists Theater has Brown, M-G-M director. The interhad in months.
ests of pictures and the newspapers
are closely allied in this respect.
New Orleans — George Hecht,
While the screen does not enjoy
owner of Fiorito's Dream, celebrated the uncensored freedom the press
his 35th birthday and his 19th wedding anniversary on Nov. 26. Rela- does, it has been able to enjoy wna-.
tives and employees gave him a freedom it does have only by vigilance and aggressiveness, declares
party.
Brown. If there is any credit due

HOBLITZELLE FAVORS RELIEF FUND BEGINS
ITS SEVENTH DRIVE
LESS POMP IN MOVIES

Dallas — "Southwesterners want
shows down their alley," said Karl
Hoblitzelle, veteran circuit operator.
"It is obvious that the day of the
motion picture cathedral with its
pomp and circumstances and lack of
personality has gone. Those guiding the destinies of the Texas theTwo More Houses for Richmond
aters believe the public wants a little personal attention. They want
Richmond — Two more new theaters are in prospect here, with Wal- shows down their alley, not those
ter J. Coulter announcing that he designed for a vast circuit and with
and his associates in Byrd Theater a metropolitan taste in mind. They
Corp. will build a $60,000 house in want 'home folks' attention in the
the West End, while H. Carl Mes- theater and not 'service' with a
serschmidt is in charge of plans for
converting the building at 2820 West flourish."
Cary St. into a movie.

FACTS

FACTORS FAVORABLE
FOR MOVIE UPTURN

Jewett City, N. Y. — Finn's The- er benefits from the recovery proater here was robbed of $50 recently. John F. Barnett is house manAnother industrial forecaster,
ager.
gram.
United Business Service, on SaturSuffern, N. Y. — J. Friedman has
day issued its annual outlook, pretaken over the former Liberty and
dicting an upward trend for 1934,
is preparing to reopen it as the
Strand.
with increasing employment and
consequently more money for the
Woonsocket, R. I.— The Park the- public to spend on movies.
ater has been closed by J. Currie.

Denver — M. C. Sinif t, formerly
manager of the United Artists exchanges in Minneapolis, has been
added to the selling force at the loChicago — The remodeled Irving
cal Universal exchange, succeeding
theater on the Northwest side reEd Walton, resigned.
opened Thanksgiving Day.
Millbury, Mass.— The Town Hall
has been opened for the showing
Detroit— The Delrey, West Side
of first runs by W. H. Tebeau.
suburban house, has been reopened
by Mrs. Bertha Farkas. Joe Simoi.
Vacaville, Cal. — W. J. Clark is is house manager. House was taken
now associated with Phil Frease in over from Frank Scheuer, now operating the Doric.
the operation of the Vacaville theater.
Covelo, Cal.— With Lovell Durnford and Grant Winters as the managers, the Owl theater has opened.
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Drops
Unit Production

(Continued from Page

1)

present plan for the past ten months
and it has resulted in a saving of
considerable time and better product," said Johnston. "Under this
plan we are enabled to sign up more
writers and to prepare our product
well in advance of production. Right
now we have our January production schedule all set for work. The
films are 'Manhattan Love Song,'
'Loudseason
Speaker'
and 'Jane
Last
Monogram
had fiveEyre'."
units
I in work at all times.

anywhere for the repeal of prohibition, for instance, the screen should
have its share.
"When prohibition was in effect,
censorship
would have forbidden us
(Continued from Page 1)
weeks. It has been a tough year to present any scene which included
and the fund is down to nothing. liquor," asserts Brown. "We took
The money so generously contrib- the position that motion pictures
uted a year ago has saved many a
reflect American
fellow and his family from being should depict and
dispossessed. It has provided food life, and cocktail parties and speakeasies were definitely a part of that
for his hungry little ones, his wife
and himself. It has sheltered many life. We were able to prevail to a
homeless film men and given them
I believe that it
that new start, that new hope, which large extent, and
banishes fear and tides them over to was the motion picture, showing
better times. Their stories are heart- that in spite of prohibition, liquor
rending. Yesterday they were was an immense factor in American
happy, comfortable, prosperous, but life, that had a great deal to do
today they are broke, dejected and
alone.
with changing sentiment on the
You, who have weathered the recent storm of depression and uncertainty, are the only benefactors
to whom these unfortunate men can
apply for aid. Your assistance,
through the Film Daily Relief
Fund, will take care of the hundreds
who need your help now, and those
who will apply for aid during the
next year. This is YOUR charity.
See that it carries on to greater benevolence this year. Send your
check or money order to the Film
Daily Relief Fund, 1650 Broadway, today. Don't wait till tomorrow. Let's have it. Let's get off
to a great start!

question."

SHOW-

REMINDER
MAN'S

show.planning
EveStart

for

gala

New

Year's

Used Every Day
Throughout the
Year by....
Executives

Studios

Critics

Exhibitors

Producers

Newspapermen

Exchanges

Secretaries

Casting Directors

Supply Dealers

Press

Architects

Agents

Film Editors

Directors

Exporters

Writers

in fact

EVERYONE
who

is

ANYONE
in the industry

Due to the constantly changing
conditions of the industry
throughout the year the coming 1934 Edition will be
more important and comprehensive than ever before.
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A TITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD
CTEPHEN

ROBERTS has been assigned by Paramount to direct
"The Trumpet Blows," with George
Raft and Frances Drake in leading
roles.

Newcomer

in Six Films Within 2 Months

Rickey Newell, one of the six beauties brought from New York by Busby Berkeley,
has received six Warner-First National assignments since she landed here only two
months ago. Her latest is a role in "Wonder Bar." Others are in "A Modern
"Convention City," "Fashion Plate," "Hell's Bells" and "Hi, Nellie."

Hero,"

Nydia Westman has been signed
by RKO for "Success Story," starring Colleen Moore.
Ed
and
Rubv,
parts
son's

Paramount's "Six of a Kind," gas stay in Washington, D. C. While
gone into production with Charlie there he called upon President
Roosevelt and Postmaster General
Ruggles, Mary Boland, W. C. Fields, Farley.
Alison Skipworth, George Burns and
Blondell, father of Joan; Helen
Allen. Leo McCarey is di>
Gertrude Keeler, sisters of Gracie
Eddie Tamblyn, who appeared in
recting from an original story by
and Pat Somerset have extra Anne Cameron and screen play by
Monogram's "Sweetheart of Sigma
in "The Wonder Bar,'; Al Jol- Keene Thompson.
Chi," has been signed by Warners
new First National picture.
for "Harold Teen."

Barbara Sheldon has been signed
by Paul Malvern to play opposite
John Wayne in "The Lucky Texan.'
Lone Star western, under direction
of R. N. Bradbury. Monogram will
distribute the picture.
Rickey Newell, Warner recruit
from Broadway, will appear in "A
Modern
Hero," starring Richard
Barthelmess.
*
*
*

Andy Clyde caused quite a bit of
excitement by emerging from his
dressing room at Educational made
up as Charlie Chaplin. The resemblance was perfect but Andy is not
giving
up
his own
familiartobewhiskered screen
character
imitate
even
"Chariot"
himself.
Andy was
Georgia Caine, Mary Foy, KathPat Paterson, British actress, will
erine Claire Ward, Billie Seward make her Hollywood film debut as merely on his way to one of those
and J. Farrell MacDonald are addi- the feminine lead opposite Spencer Hollywood parties, where all the
screen stars impersonate other film
tions to the cast of Columbia's Tracy in Fox's "Bottoms Up," to be celebrities.
"Once to Every Woman," being di- produced by %B. G.%DeSylva.
*
*
*
%
rected by Lambert Hillyer. Walter
Connolly, Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy,
Rochelle Hudson will appear in
Clay Clement is an addition to the
Mary Carlisle and Ben Alexander
cast of First National's "A Journal Warners' "Harold Teen."
also are in it.

Ben Holmes is working on stories
of a Crime."
Robert Presnell has bought four that will be used as vehicles for the
Arabian horses and placed them on four remaining comedies in the
his ranch in the San Joaquin Val- Harry Gribbon-Tom Kennedy series
ley, where he intends to breed a new that Holmes will direct for Louis
type of horse especially suitable to Brock, with release by RKO.
the California climate.
*
*
*
*
#
*
Minna Gombell is a late addition
Dick Powell and Pat O'Brien will
be in the Warner musical, "Radio to RKO's "Rodney."
Romance," by Paul Moss and Jerry
Christian Rub has been cast for :.
Wald. Al Dubin and Harry Warren
"No
Greater Glory" formerly "No
are doing the* score.
*
*
Cannons Roar"), which Frank Borzage is directing
James Cagney will play the role
*
*for Columbia.
*
*
* to Town."
of a jockey *
in "Going
titlechanged
of "ThebyBorder
Legion'tc
Paramount
A studio romance culminated in hasThebeen
Zane Grey's "The Last Round-up.'
Barbara Adams, Randolph Scott anc
Monte Blue *
are in* leading
roles.
*
:fc

Will Rogers, Harold Lloyd, Jean
Harlow, Janet Gaynor, Lupe Velez
and Bebe Daniels, Lionel Barrymore,
Our Passing Show: Samuel Gold- Jackie Cooper and Polly Moran are
wyn, Gloria Swanson, Eph Asher. among the former Hal Roach playHenry Henigson, M. C. Levee, Harold
ers who are expected to attend the
Lloyd, Groucho Marx, Jack Sherrill, dinner-dance which will be held at
Nat Perrin, Arthur Sheekman, How- the Roach studio Dec. 7 in celebraard Spellman at the opening of
tion of Mr. Roach's twentieth anniversary as a comedy producer. Fred
"Roman Scandals."
C. Quimby, M-G-M's short subject
sales manager, will also attend the
Margaret Sullavan is en route affair.
back to Hollywood by boat to appear in Universal's "Little Man.
Joseph Halloran, actor-technician,
What Now?" Frank Borzage will
direct and Lew Ayres has the male has just completed
a two-months'
lead. Joe Swerling has been borrowed to adapt the story.
*

*

£

The West Coast branch of N.V.A.
staged its latest Clown Night show
on Saturday at the Hollywood
Plaza Hotel. Sophie Tucker and
Ted Healy, N.V.A. president, will
be the special guest stars. The
Clown Night shows are presented
monthly at the hotel.
♦
*
*
Frank Melford has been signed
by I. A. Allen as production manager of the Jackie Coogan series,
which will be directed by Eddie
Cline. Production at the Talisman
studios.
Victor Records Disney Tunes
A group of the best known Silly
Symphony and Mickey Mouse songs
have been recorded by RCA Victor
and are being brought out in a special children's album of "Picture
Records" which have actual pictures
of the famous Walt Disney characters under the transparent surfaces
of the discs. The songs, with vocals
sung by Frank Luther, include,
"Who's Afraid of the Big Bad
Wolf," "In a Silly Symphony,"
"Mickey Mouse and Minnie's in
Town," "Lullaby Land of Nowhere,"
and "Dance of the Bogey Men."

TOTS

the marriage of Eddie Pyle, cameraman and tennis star, to Marcelle
Sweeney, secretary to Cliff Reed,
RKO producer. Not to be outdone
by her former room //.
mate, Berdie
Sweeney, secretary to Phil Gersdorf,
coast press representative for Sam
Goldwyn, was married to Eddie
Scheffer, of the Goldwyn art department.
*
*
*

^
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• The Broadway Parade •
Picture
Dancing Lady
Sitting Pretty
House
on 56th Street
Son of a Sailor
Hoopla
The
Chief
Through the Centuries
Gow
Master of Men
Duck
Soup
(2nd week)
Little Women
(3rd week)
Invisible Man*
Invisible Man*
Private
Life of Henry VIII*
Beau Geste**
Subsequent
Revival.

Distributor
M-G-M
Paramount
Warner Bros
First National
Fox
M-G-M
Beacon Films
Capt. E. A. Salisbury
Columbia
Paramount
RKO
Universal
. . Universal
Paramount
United Artists

♦ TWO-A-DAY

Eskimo
Design

(3rd week)
for Living

(2nd week)

RUNS

♦

M-G-M
Paramount

♦ FOREIGN

Astor
Criterion

PICTURES

♦

Laughter Through Tears (3rd week) ... Worldkino
En Glad Gutt (2nd week)
Scandinavian Pictures

♦ FUTURE
Counselor at Law (Dec. 7)
His Double
Life
(Dec. 8)
Charming
Deceiver
(Dec. 8)
Should Ladies Behave?**
Shadows of Sing Singf
Advice to the Lovelorn^:
King for a Night§

OPENINGS
Universal
Paramount
Majestic
M-G-M
Columbia
United Artists
Universal

* Subsequent run.
** Follows
Dancing
Lady.

Theater
Capitol
Paramount
Hollywood
Strand
7th Ave. Roxy
Mayfair
Warner
Cameo
Rialto
Rivoli
Music Hall
.Palace
RKO Roxy
^_55th St. Playhouse
Little Carnegie

Ned Sparks will appear with ZaSi^
Pitts and Pert Kelton in "So Yov.
Won't Sing, Eh?"
Signs "Wine, Women and Song"
Syndicate Exchanges has acquirer.
New York and Northern New Jer
sey rights to "Wine, Women anc
Song," first of four pictures plannec
by Chadwick. Gaumont-British ha:
the British rights to the produc
tions.
George Wilson Re-wires 3 Houses
George C. Wilson, Pennsylvania the
ater operator, has arranged for the
installation of Photophone High Fi
delity sound equipment in the Rivol
theaters at Johnstown, Portage am
Ebensburg.

Acme
5th Ave. Playhouse

♦

Music Hall
Paramount
7th Ave. Roxy
Capitol
Rialto
Rivoli
Mayfair
t Follows Master of Men.
y Follows Duck Soup.
§ Follows The Chief.

Third Week for "Duck Soup"
"Duck Soup," with the Four Mar:
Brothers, starts its third week a
the Rivoli on Broadway.
Releasing
"Fighting
Detroit
— "The
FightingPriest"
Priest,
with Father Coughlin, is being re
leased Dec. 8 by Shamrock Picture
Corp. Powers Pictures has signe
the Michigan territory.
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SHORT

SUBJECTS

"THROUGH

THE

CENTURIES"

Beacon Films
VERY INTERESTING AND

60 mins.
IMPRESSIVE

RELIGIOUS-HISTORICAL COMPILATION
DESIGNED
FOR CATHOLIC AUDIENCES.

"Kissing Time"
with Jane Froman, Georges Metaxa,
Don Zelaya, Philip Ryder
(Broadway Brevities series)
/itaphone
22 mins.
Entertaining Musical
This is a combination of romance
..nd a comedy revolution in a Latin
:ountry, with the action arranged
o give Jane Froman, radio singer,
. . chance to vocalize a few numbers.
Jlot is just a lot of hokum, with
3on Zelaya as a fat rebel leader,
Jeorges Metaxa
as his lieutenant
"n love with Jane, and a legendary
[tell that is supposed to ring every
"ime a lover steals a kiss. In addiion to the singing, some
lively
1 (ancing numbers are worked in, so
hat all in all it makes a fairly enoyable novelty.

"Movie Memories"

with Leo Donnelly
itaphone
9 mins.
Amusing
Another
dip into
the
oldtime
creen vaults, bringing forth some
nore amusing and interesting bits
;>f earlier films.
They include- the
eremonies
at the starting of one
" f New York's first subways, scenes
f the Jeffries-Johnson
champion•hip event in Reno, a staged se'•■ uence in which "Has Anybody Here
Seen Kelly?"
is sung in oldtime
ostume, and a condensed early day
ilm drama.
Leo Donnelly does the
■ff-stage spieling.

Intended primarily for Catholic audiences, this is an engrossing account of the
development of the Catholic religion from
early times to the present. Through the
medium of scenes from old religious films,
newsreel clips, animated drawings and a
running comment by Pedro de Cordoba, it
tells the story of Christ, the struggles of
Christianity in early days, the gradual onward march of the Catholic Church, and
finally some of the latter day scenes of
massive Eucharistic Congress and other religious gatherings. Intelligently compiled,
with story by Francis X. Talbot, S.J., and
supervision by Mrs. Rita C. McGoldrick,
it is a production that should impress any
audience, although Catholics will be most
keenly interested in it. An appropriate
musical score accompanies the action. Photography isgenerally all right. The New
York showing is on a two-a-day basis at
the Warner theater at $1 top.

li

H AVE You
A JOB OPEN?
THEN

YOU NEED ONE OF THESE
EXPERIENCED MEN

Publicity man for stage units
Handled such shows as RIO RITA and SCANDALS.

Arthur Kelly Reports
Big Market in India

Paris — An extensive market for
American and British films exists in
India, says Arthur W. Kelly, vicepresident of United Artists, in
charge of foreign distribution, on
his return here from that country.
"The demand in India for Englishdialogue pictures is increasing," said
Kelly. "Action pictures and musicals are particularly popular."
Native producers, with 30 studios, are making at least 100 pictures a year, in four different native
languages, Kelly states. The U. A.
executive returns to New York in
the near future.

"Heart of Paris"
(E. M. Newman Musical World
Journey)
More Stage Shows for Detroit
"/itaphone
9 mins.
Interesting
Detroit — Publix will increase
D With the added values of a well- stage shows in all suburban houses,
itted musical score, plus the always it is announced by L. H. Gardner,
lelpful running talk by E. M. New- general manager. This will partly
nan, this is a very interesting tra- eliminate dual bills.
: elogue number.
It shows the Paris
•f today, with modernity which still
Variety Club for Detroit
Retains the surrounding artistic asDetroit — Organization of a Deiects of the city's makeup.
troit Variety Club is being undertaken by the Detroit Film Board of
"Merry
Old
Soul"
Trade.
Otto W. Bohle, Audrey Lit(Oswald cartoon)
tell and Jack Flyim are among those
Jniversal
7 mins. active in the move.
Good Animated
Animated cartoon comedy that
Henry Armetta in
nakes enjoyable diversion of its
:ind, although on a less pretentious
"Open Sesame" 19 mins.
cale than some of these subjects. Universal
Amusing Comedy
?or booking consideration, it has
. holiday angle.
Though Henry Armetta has been
a lot funnier than on this occasion,
when provided with better material,
"She Done
Him cartoon)
Right"
there is enough in the skit to serve
(Pooch
the Pup
Jniversal
7 mins. is purpose as a comedy spotter.
Good Animated
Armetta has a wife who is two-timing him with Franklyn Pangborn.
Another of the many take-offs on
lae West. This time Mae's coun- So he hires Fred Kelsey, the familiar comedy detective, to help him
■ erpart is Poodles, a canine singing
iren, and Pooch is a billposter out get the goods on the home-breaker.
Mastering the town with bills her- On the signal, "Open sesams," from
.lding her arrival, which gets all the husband, the dick is supposed to
he town excited. A villain makes crash in and do his stuff, but the
ff with Poodles, with Pooch prompt- plans go astray, with the usual
y saving her. A vocal rendition amusing results. Dorothy Christy
f a "Minnie the Moocher" is in- is the attractive wife, and Otis Harlan also has a role in it.
luded with £ood effect.

Former

publicity director Allen Theatre, Cleveland. Five years'
experience in press department of two major motion picture companies, including position of publicity supervisor
for group of forty theatres in Florida. Put him to work
— he'll prove his stuff.

Expert on pressbooks
A top-notch copy writer and lay-out man, ten years'
experience on pressbooks, sales promotion ideas, pamphlets and general advertising campaigns. Well known
as magazine and newspaper feature story writer.

Handled foreign publicity for thirteen years
Former City Editor of the "Register and Leader," Des
Moines. Then for thirteen years director foreign publicity and advertising for one of our major companies.
Handled publicity for the motion picture industry on
the Liberty Loan drive and is now free lance contributor
to many leading magazines.
try him.

Hi's a sura-fire bet. Just

Exploitation Advance man
Has bee.i ahead of some of New York's biggest theatrical attractions, including Theatre Guild shows. Hard
plugger who'll always grab off space in the newspapers
regardless of what city you will send him to. Pleasing
personality and well liked by motion picture critics in
many

cities.

The accomplishments of the above four men are listed as a guide to those employers
who are in the market for GOOD men who will deliver GOOD work.
These men are no weak sisters. They are experienced in their line and are qualified
to deliver better than full value for the salary you will pay them.
We

have purposely refrained from mentioning their names, but if you will communicate with either of the two members of the Service Committee of the A. M. P. A.

listed below, they will have these men
MARVIN KIRSCH
FILM
DAILY
1650
Broadway
New York City

ASSOCIATED

orcontact

you at your convenience.
MONROE
W. GREENTHAL
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORP.
729 7th Avenue
New York City

MOTION PICTURE ADVERTISERS, INC.

THIS IS THE FIRST OF A SERIES OF SIMILAR ADS. DESCRIBING THE QUALIFICATIONS
OF OUTSTANDING
MEN
FOR WHOM
THE A. M. P. A. IS DESIROUS OF SECURING
EMPLOYMENT.
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SHORT SHOTS FROM EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

Jack Henley and Dolph Singer of
the studio scenario staff are writing
the script.

^HOOTING on "The Silver Lining," the miniature edition of
•
"Sally," Broadway stage hit, has
William Watson and Sig Herzig
been completed at the Brooklyn
Vitaphone studio. Dorothy Stone have the script which will feature
and Gus Shy have the featured parts Stoopnagle and Bud in a two-reel
in this three-reeler. Stanley Smith, comedy to be produced and directed
Gertrude Neissen, Olin Howland, by Al Christie for Educational. Production will get under way tomorClaire Whitney, Ditmar Poppen,
row at the Eastern Service studio
Alice Weaver and the Vitaphone
chorus of 14 girls are included in in Astoria.
•
the cast.
•
T. K. Glennon, vice-president of
Miss Franklin Crawford and Eastern Service Studios, Inc., is
Joseph Caskey, dancing stars of the back at his desk at the Astoria plant
new Petit Palais, have completed after a three weeks' sojourn to the
their first Warner short subject, coast.
•
titled "College Sweetheart." It was
directed by Richard Henaberry un"Little Stranger" is the title of
der the supervision of Lee Stewart, the script just completed by Harry
with Dr. Sigmund Spaeth featured Miller and Art Jarrett for Ernest
in the cast.
Truex's second two-reel Educational
•
comedy. Production will be at the
Eastern Service studio in Astoria
Jean Sargent, musical comedy
star featured in the RKO Van under the direction of Al Christie.
•
Beuren-Meyer Davis musical featurette, "The Strange Case of HenHaving completed Ben Blue's latest comedy for Warners, Director
sailed last week for a vacation nessey,"
in Bermuda.
Ralph Staub starts a new Vitaphone
•
comedy this week, featuring Harry
George Givot and Charles Judels Gribbon, supported by Shemp Howard and an all star comedy cast.
are scheduled to make another "Big
V" comedy the latter part of De- This is Staub's fifth comedy under
cember at the
Vitaphone
studio. his new contract.

Robert Benchley has added an- Dreams" is a fantasy with a special
other identity to the list by agree- appeal on holiday programs, as it
ing to accept a featured part in shows the dream experience of a
Marshall Neilan's production, "The child on a visit to Santa Claus'
Social Register," starring Colleen headquarters.
Moore.
•

•

"Bud!' Pollard Productions, Inc.,
whose studios are in Grantwood,
N. J., has leased office space in the
RKO building in Rockefeller Center.
Production on a series of Kiddie
featurettes for Jules Stone, Inc.,
and a series of industrial pictures
for General Business Films, Inc., is
way at the company's Grantunder
wood plant.

•

Sid Herzig, free lance writer who
was engaged by Fox to collaborate
on the picture version of the "White
Scandals" with White, has forwarded to the coast the complete script
for this production.

Edgar Bergen, ventriloquist, is.
scheduled to start work in a new
novelty comedy for Vitaphone atJ
the Brooklyn studio this morning.
It will be released as one of the
"Pepper Pot" series and is a onereeler entitled "Hot Dog," the second short Bergen is making for]
Vitaphone this season. In additionto his inseparable pal, the dummy
he named Charlie McCarthy, Bergen
will be supported by Owen Martin
and Sam Bernard, Jr. Dolph Singer
and Jack Henley of the Vitaphone'
writing staff wrote the script for
this one-reeler which will be directed by Joseph Henabery.

•

Detroit Publicity Staff Revamped
Detroit — Publicity department of
United Detroit Theaters, Publix operating company here, has been reorganized under the general supervision of Howard 0. Pierce. New
for "Day Dreams," the latest in staff includes Sam Rubin, Milton
Educational 's single-reel pictures in Herman, William Freyse and Mrs.
Alice Gorham.
the "Treasure Chest" series. "Day
Henry King, with his Hotel Pierre
orchestra augmented with members
from the Philharmonic, has completed recording of a special score,
including music written for the occasion by himself and Walter Scharf,
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Raid on Hollywood by English Producers Foreseen

FIRST MEETING OF CODE AUTHORITY MAY BEDELAYED
John Hertz Tells More About Changes at Paramount
Katz-Kent

Clash and Financial Matters Aired
at Creditors' Meet

Incidents in connection with the
Sam Katz-Sidney R. Kent differences in Paramount which led to
the latter's resignation were brought
to light by John Hertz, formerly
chairman of its finance committee,
as he was examined by Attorney
^nul E. Rogers, counsel for a group
of bondholders, at a Paramount
Publix creditors'
{Continued meeting
on Page 6)yesterday

COLUMBIA LINING UP
STORIES FOR '34-35
We t Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With every one of the
six Columbia stages occupied and
prospects that 75 per cent of the
1933-34 line-up will be completed by
Jan. 1, Harry Cohn has started the

Only Supreme Court Can Rule on NRA
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

Legality

DAILY

Washington — Though various court decisions are expected on Ihe legality of the
Recovery Act and its encompassing of intra-stafe business, none is regarded here as
likely to be important. The Supreme Court is the only body that can finally decide
the constitutionality of the Act, it is stated, except for changes that may be made
by the new Congress.

Big Turnout Indicated
For Ohio MPTO Meeting
Columbus — A record turnout is indicated for the M. P. T. 0. of Ohio
convention today and tomorrow at
the Deshler-Wallick Hotel, it is indicated by the response to P. J.
Wood's invitation to all exhibitors
from nearby states. Sol A. Rosenblatt, as the chief speaker, will give
his first analysis of the code since
(Continued

on

Page

2)

(Continued on Page 3)

Success of Code is Up to Exhibs, Says Lightman

Whether or not exhibitors like the Steffes Holds Open Meet
industry code, it's up to them to get For Northwest Exhibitors
behind it and give its provisions a
fair trial, declared M. A. Lightman,
Minneapolis — -An open meeting of
of the Tri-State associa- exhibitors from Minnesota and the
Charlotte, N. C— North Carolina president
tion and former president of the Dakotas will be held today and toTheaters, Inc., with headquarters
morrow at the Hotel Radisson on a
here, has added the Universal and M. P. T. O. A., upon his arrival in
York yesterday from Memphis. call sent out by W. A. Steffes, presiImperial theaters in Lenoir to its NewSuccess
of the code from
the
dent of(Continued
the Allied
Minnesota-Dacircuit, making a total of 36, Heron Page 3)
(Continued
on Page 2)
jbert F. Kincey, treasurer, announces. The original group, including the Carolina and State in
Charlotte, was owned by the Paramount-Publix interests. A. F. Sams
of Winston-Salem and A. F. Sams,
Jr., of Statesville, are among the
stockholders.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — A raid on Hollywood
Hearing of Union's Suit
talent by British producers is bound
Postponed Until Friday to break eventually according to
Going Intimate
Hearing
of the $1,000,000 suit Tay Garnett, director, who returned
New Orleans — The "friendly theater"
brought by Local 306, Operators here recently after a year abroad.
slogan originally used by Warren Salles,
manager of the Garden, has been adoptUnion, against 420 local indepen- Within the last few weeks more than
ed by numerous subsequent run houses,
dent exhibitors charged with viola- 200 of the leading American writall striving to create the intimate
atmosphere.
tion of the NRA employment proers, directors and players have received "feelers" through their agents
visions, was put over yesterday until Friday morning in the Supreme from English
producres,
says GarVou Will Surely Find It In The Coming 1934
(Continucd
on Page 6)
Court.

200 Hollywood Artists Get
Bids from British Studios

Year

Book. — Advt.

FILM

DAILY

Do Your Bit for Relief Fund!

Carolina Circuit Adds 2
Increasing Total to 36

Daily

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
has not yet decided when to call
the Code Authority together for
their first meeting, he said yesterday before leaving for Columbus.
S. R. Kent's trip to the coast this
week, however, may delay the date.
expected to be made chairYOU produce, WE: distribute. Kent manisof the
Code Authority.
That's the way The Film Daily
Selection of membership of varRelief Fund works. No matter who
ious boards and drafting of rules
you are or what part you play in and regulations of the governing
our great industry, now is your op- body will probably take place at the
portunity to produce a few dollars first meeting.
for this long established fund of
charity and humanitarianism. Every
cent is carefully and wisely distribtress. uted to film men and women in disUnbelievable conditions and cases

(Continued on Page 3)

Film

Kent's Trip to Coast May
Mean Later Date for
Code Confab

RESERVES DECISION
ON PARA. TRUSTEES

Decision was reserved by the U.
S. Circuit Court of Appeals yesterday following arguments on a motion by Attorney Samuel Zirn, lawyer for a group of Paramount Publix bondholders, seeking to oust the
(Continued on Page 3)

Joe Weil is Promoted
To forLaemmle's
Joe Weil,
the last eight Ass't
years
exploitation director for Universal,
having handled both film and theater exploitation, has been promoted to assistant to the president,
Carl Laemmle, effective Jan. 1. At
the same time Laemmle announces
the promotion of Andrew H. Sharick to exploitation manager.
Abramson Case Delayed
Trial of Ivan Abramson's anti-trust
action against major companies and
the Hay office, scheduled to begin
yesterday in New York, was deferred.
The David A. Podell firm is representing the plaintiff.
Over
Film

1,200 Pages Of Information — The
Daily Year Book. — Advt.

Coming
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Success of Film Code
Big Turnout Indicated
For Ohio MPTO Meeting Up to Exhibs — Lightman
(.Continued from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page \)
it was signed by the President.
Jack Miller of Chicago also has been
added to the program, and Edward
Golden of Monogram will come from
New York to speak for independent
producers. William M. James,
president of the unit, will be toastmaster at the banquet tonight.

standpoint of the theaterman depends upon the organization he sets
up in connection with its operation,
Editor and Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Lightman said. As in the instance
of his own regional unit, associaPublished daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
tions must make a thorough study
by
Wid's Films
and Film
J. W.
of its clauses and inform their memAlicoate,
President,
EditorFolk,
andInc.
Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer
bership of their rights under it.
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing Fadman
Lightman expressed the hope that
Closes
Film
Deals
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
Edwin Miles Fadman of Films the code will correct situations in
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Red
Star, Paris, has concluded a which theaters are receiving too
Terms (Postage free) United State9 outside
deal
with
Bob Savini and Al Bondy much protection in connection with
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
low admission scales and also overmonths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, of Astor Pictures for world distri- buying.
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order.
bution rights, excluding only the
Address all communications to THE FILM
"The code will prove its greatest
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., U. S. and South and Central Amervalue in situations in which great
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
ica, on the two-reel animal picture,
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollyexist," asserted Lightman.
"Killers of the Chaparral," which abuses
wood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Holly- also
He plans to remain in New York
has been booked by the RKO until
wood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
late this week.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91 circuit. Fadman also acquired from
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin— Lichtbildbuehne, Savini and Bondy the foreign rights
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La to a new series of three-reel comCinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courde»-Nouei, 19.
Subsidized Drama Planned
edy westerns, titled "Bud 'n' Ben."
Plans for a State Theater, proposed by the State Department of
Apollo, A. C, Goes Movie
Adult
Education to give performAtlantic City — Famous for a score
ances throughout the state in coopof years as a legitimate house, the
eration with professional players,
Apollo has been acquired by Frank- are expected to get under way soon
land Realty & Leasing Co., headed
under the sponsorship of Lewis A.
by George Franklin Weilland and P. Wilson,
assistant commissioner of
Mortimer Lewis, and will be remod- education, and other educational
eled at a cost of about $150,000
into a movie house seating about leaders. The project is looked upon
as a the
means
of reviving "The Road"
1,700. Lewis will be general man- for
drama.
ager of the new house. He acts in
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the same capacity for the Strand
Another project, with Actors'
Net
theater group.
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Vivian Moses, recently with Exproduction,
"Misbehavingrelease.
Girls," for
Goldsmith Productions
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special publicity campaigns on CoBarthelmess Release Moved Up
lumbia pictures.
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Pathe 7s37
81
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l/2 Warners to the middle of January.
Pacent Electric Co. has been disN. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
charged from bankruptcy by Referee
Para.
Publix
1 3/8
iya
] 3/8
Henry K. Davis. Move followed a
Lahr Signed for 2 More Shorts
petition by three creditors, including
Bert Lahr, who already has com- the John H. Emmerich Optical Co.
pleted two musical shorts produced
Val Lewton to Free-Lance
Val Lewton, assistant publicity by the Meyer Davis unit of Van
director for M-G-M and author of Beuren Corp. for RKO release, has
been signed to make two more.
"No Bed of Her Own," "Four
Wives" and other novels, will leave
M-G-M on Feb. 1 to devote his time
Columbia Signs United Circuit
to free-lance writing of books and
screen material.
New Orleans — Columbia has signed a subsequent run product contract with United Theaters, operators of 18 houses here.
Hearing on R. C. Leases
Yol.LXIV, No. 54
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FINANCIAL

terms of the Radio City theaters lease held by Rockefeller Center,
Inc., as proposed in the receiver's second report, will be the subject of a
hearing Friday at 4:30 P. M. before
Judge Bondy in the District Court of
the United
States.

SIN

New

M. W. McGee Dead
Howell, Mich. — M. W. McGee, 57,
former manager of the Majestic,
Detroit, died recently at his home
on Lake Chemung, near here.

Coming and Going
ELIZABETH YOUNG, Paramount
player who has just completed a

contract
featured

role
with Greta Garbo in M-G-M's "Queen
Christina,"
arrives in New York City today
for
a vacation.
WILLIAM WYLER, director of Universal1*
"Counsellor at Law," arrives in New York
today from the Coast to attend the premiere
of the picture at the Radio City Music
Hall.
M. A. LIGHTMAN arrived in New
terday from Memphis.

York yes-

CHARLES R. ROGERS spent the week-end
Boston,
visiting his mother
in Brookline.

in

MRS. PATRICK CAMPBELL is en route to
Hollywood under contract to M-G-M to appear
in "Rip
Tide."
JOHN M. CRINNION has left for a visit
to Amity Pictures exchanges in Charlotte and
Cosentino.
Atlanta.

He

is accompanied

by

"Johnny"

MR. and MRS. RALPH MORGAN have returned to the coast after a sojourn in New
York.
JOE MAY, European director, arrived today
on the Majestic en route to Hollywood under
contract to Columbia.

I

Changes in Law Firm
The law firm of Hirsh, Newman,
Reass & Becker, counsel for William
Fox, has been converted into a new
firm comprising Emanuel Newman,
Benjamin Reass, Murry C. Becker,
Julien W. Newman and Daniel G.
Rosenblatt. The original firm was
dissolved following death of Hugo
Hirsh. Rosenblatt, who is a new
member of the reorganized company, personally handles much of
the Fox litigation.
Pauline Frederick Co. Bankrupt
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Los Angeles — Frederick Productions, headed by Pauline Frederick
and Morris J. Herbert, has filed •
voluntary
petition in bankruptcy. Liabilities total $16,000.
Gen'I Talking Names K. C. Agent
Kansas City — Thomas Reddy has
been appointed by M. A. Schlessinger as the first representative for
General Talking Pictures Corp. in
this territory.
Kansas Legislature Adjourns
Topeka — Without passing a single
movie bill, the Kansas legislature
adjourned last week.

Can It Ever
Be Right?

Can It Ever Be Forgiven?

I

THE
DAILY
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RESERVES DECISION
ON PARA. TRUSTEES
(.Continued from Page

Steffes Holds Open Meet
For Northwest Exhibitors
1)

kotas units. Purpose of the gathering
is primarily to discuss the film code.
Another subject will be the Twin
City exhibitors' "strike" against
Warners over percentage demands.
The Allied unit recently declined to
approve the "strike," which has resulted in picketing of the Warner
exchange.
Science Group to Make Bird Films
Chicago — F. R. Dickinson, vice! president, and Alfred M. Bailey, dii rector, of the Chicago Academy of
Sciences, will soon embark
on a
the Verphotographic expedition to along
the
million Parish, Louisiana,
motion
Gulf of Mexico, to make
! films of the ducks and geese of that
' region for the film library of the
For
Chicago Academy of Sciences.
the past five years the Academy has
been building a film library of the
animal
and plant life of North
America,
and over 50,000 feet of
negative have been secured, mostly
shot with Bell & Howell
Eyemo
cameras.
"

RY'S
THEDATIND
E UST
BOOK
convention of Allied AmuseAnnual
Seattle.
ments of the Northwest,
5-6: Annual convention of M.P.T.O. of
Columbus.
Hotel,
Deshler-Wallick
Ohio.
Dec. 5-6: Open meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Minnesota and Dakotas, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Dec. 7: Lambs Repeal Gambol, for benefit
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Dec. 7: Convention of M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Broadwood
Delaware,
Dee. 8: Theatrical Ball under auspices of
Variety Club of St. Louis, Arcadia Ballroom, St. Louis.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.

Today:
Dec

Dec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Dec. 19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey, Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 31:
New

(Continued from Page

1)

Bankrupt company's trustees. Zirn
especially attacked the naming of
Eugene Leake and Charles Richardson, claiming that they are associated with the Chase interests and
therefore disqualified for acting as
trustees.
Nathan Burkan, counsel for the
bondholders' committee, and Grenville Clark of Root, Clark & Buckner, counsel for the trustees, opposed Zirn.

(Continued from Pane

MC?to

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza.
York,

EVERYONE MUST DO
BIT FOR RELIEF FUND

PHIL

M. DALY

• • • CELEBRATIONS will be the order of the day this
week
among today's is a reunion of The Cheese Club
at 1 P. M. in Joseph Leone's Restaurant Harry Hershfield is inviting the old gang there to See Prohibition Repealed
Tomorrow at noon the Principal Film Exchange, headed
by Nat Cherin and S. S. Krellberg, who recently took space at
630 Ninth Avenue, will officially celebrate the opening of their
offices
and on Thursday, as you all should know by this
time, comes that big Lambs Repeal Dinner Gambol and Ball
starting with a dinner in the evening and winding up
with a breakfast the%next morning
*
^
*

1)

came before the committee during
the past 12 months. Unbelievable,
yet investigations proved that the
stories were true, that aid was imperative. The Fund saved scores
of families from hunger. It gave
shelter to men, women and children
faced with temporary misfortune.
Men who possibly have worked side
by
side balmy
with you.
Men Film
you've
in the
days.
menknown
with
plenty of spirit, but without funds.
Last year'shausted.collection
been
exNot one cent has
left.
Every

• • • DOWN at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, under the
direction of Edward
T. Ricci, something
different will be
launched on Thursday
when 'Mr. Zero" of Bowery fame
becomes guest-manager in charge of a program for the aid of
his "Old Bucks and Lame Ducks"
first offering will be
the American opening of "Penny Opera" ("L'Opera de Quat
Sous")
introduced by "Mr. Zero" in person and in English, and prologued also in English by Dan O'Brien, hobo poet
in accordance with "Mr. Zero's"
and
New philosopher
Deal, will be *
near prices,
zero
*
*
*

day weusreceive
aid. Money
Don't
force
to turnappeals
them for
down.
is needed IMMEDIATELY.

• • • TODAY being Walt Disney's birthday — his 32nd,
if you must know which — the creater of Mickey Mouse and the
Silly Symphonies will celebrate by sticking close to his studios
probably because that's the only place where he won't
be likely to hear "Who's Afraid of the Big Bad Wolf?"
Don Dean, Hollywood boy who became a South American orchestra and radio favorite and is now back in this country to
make a re-broadcast arrangement with one of the national networks, has left New York for the radio show in Chicago
after which he will visit Hollywood
*
#
#
*
• •
• SOMETHING
out of the ordinary for a theater
.
the original Roxy next Friday will be the scene of
a benefit dance given by the Walden School Building Fund
the dancing will take place on the stage
and when
James Wallington, NBC announcer, makes his first appearance
at the Roxy on Friday as the headliner of the NBC All-Star
Radio show, he will have the entire NBC announcing staff as
his guests
Eimest Truex's first Educational
two-reel
comedy, "Mr. Adam," also will be on the bill
Loew's
Sheridan, operated by Manager Percy Pierce and his assistant,
Ray Simons, has changed its policy from three changes a week
to two

purchase of stories for the new season. At least three scripts have
been accepted by Cohn, with the
reading staff working at a high
pitch to find more acceptable material before the new year. Seven
films are scheduled to start production Jan. 1. Eight are now in work,
while 15 are completed and in the
majority have been released.

*

*

*

*

• • • AFTER making a picture in England, a United
Artists release titled "Catherine the Great," in which he did not
play the title role, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., arrived in New York
last night
following a brief stay here, he will proceed to
the
coast
to
appear
with Colleen
"Success
Story"today
for
RKO
Miss Moore
herself Moore
departsin for
the coast

That means, send your contribution today to the The Film Daily
Relief Fund, 1650 Broadway.

Columbia is Lining Up
Stories for 1934-35

(Continued from Page 1)

Making
Solar Film
Chicago — Ru Roy Sibley, astronomer and geologist, announces
the preparation of a popular film on
astronomy, to be known as "LookGreat
which ingisThrough
also the
titleTelescopes,"
of a book
by Mr. Sibley soon to be published.
Sibley is using Bell & Howell equipment and plans to finish the picture
about Feb. 1.
Alice White Weds Si Bartlett
Magdalena,
Sonora, were
Mex. married
— Alice
White
and Si Bartlett
in the Town Hall here on Sunday.

As part of his diversion over the Past week-end, Monte
Prosser of the United Artists publicity department went and
married Julie Jennar, who is described as "of the 'Follies' "
the splicing took place in Baltimore
• •
• REPLYING
to a recent statement
by Marshall
Neilan that more production is trending eastward
Jack
L. Warner rises in Hollywood to state that he disagrees with
Neilan
"Exactly the opposite is true.
Hollywood is the
best place to make pictures.
All the facilities for it are here,
besides the favorable climate"
so sez Jack L. Warner
and' thus another East-West controversy is concluded
Three foreign winners
in Paramount's
"Search
for
Beauty" contest arrive in New York tomorrow en route home
after finishing their roles in the picture at the coast
they are Nita Harvey and Sidney Towlson, who sail tomorrow
for England, and Lucille DeToit, who proceeds to Pretoria,
British South Africa,%later %
in the week
%
#
•
• • NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD FILM
FOLK TO COME TO THE AID OF THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND.

MANY UAPPY RETUBNS!
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

Dec. 5

Walt
Disney
Al Boasberg
Virginia
Lee Corbin
Aisney
H. Aigier
W. P. Garyn
Eurega Eloy David
John Doran

:

-— _™„»™™

A,

Lafayette The atre,Buffalo
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Rialto Theatre, Atlanta
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Hill Street Theatre, Los Angeles
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Orpheum Theatre, New Orleans
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Palace Theatre, Milwaukee

u
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Loew's Theatre, Hartford
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MORE PARA. DETAILS
TOLD BYJOHN HERTZ
(Continued from Page

1)

afternoon at the office of Referc
Henry K. Davis.
Describing the situation between
the two major executives as "unhealthy," Hertz said that at the
agreement of the company's executive committee, he "suggested" that
Kent resign.
Rogers concentrated his examination particularly on the bank agreement under which Film Production
ParaCorp. was organized and the
mount Publix decentralization under
which six major subsidiaries were
formed last Fall.
t
Hertz testified that he accepted a contrac01
with Paramount Publix at the insistence
him
company executives, the agreement giving
of stock. He discall on a certain amount
claimed knowing any details of the dea under
loans through
their
d
which 13 banks secure
Production Corp., deorganization of Film
claring that they were worked out by the
treasurer and general counse of the firm
which
He pointed out that the subsidiary, adcli
under the agreement could not assume
ns
concer
ones
the
than
ions
obligat
tional
was a wholly-owned
agreement,
in the ntbank Publix
affiliate.
Paramou
"What assets were left in Paramount Publ.x
after the decentralization involving the form
aries?" Rogers asked
the six subsidi
ing of didn't
remember exactly, but had the
Hertz
d companies like
impression that they include
& Katz, Famous Players Canadian,
Balaban
etc.

purposes behind the deDigging into the
centralization plan, Rogers asked the witness
it, and. he rep hed that
by
gained
what was
y in Federal taxes resulted as weL
an aeconom
saving in bookeeping.
as
Penetrating Hertz's activities from the
viewpoint of effecting economies m Paramount
nt
Publix, Rogers brought out the stateme n
that the former finance committee chairma
as general coune.iminated Elek John Ludvighsaving
an annua,
sel of the company, thus
declared he cut
salary of $75,000. Hertz legal
ent
departm
the
ng
the costs of operati
substantially. He admitted that he approve,:
rg's contract toi
settlement
. of B. P. Schulbe
5300,000
next came into
Kahn
Felix
of
case
The
speculation as
the proceedings, with general to
Otto Kahn.
related
is
he
not
to whether or
Hertz asserted he failed to find out what
his salary
cut
his duties were and finally
in half in conjunction with arrangements for
his resignation on Jan. 1, 1933.
"I found several Felix Kahns in the company," said Hertz.
Hertz reiterated his statements made at
a creditors' meeting last week to the effect
receiverthat during his period at Paramount
ship conversation was never anything more
n
Associatio
definite.
never
than general and
of Albert D. Lasker and William Wrigley
testimony.
the
entered
briefly
with Paramount
While Emanuel Cohen was in charge of the
company's newsreel department he was paid
between $160,000 and $200,000 annually,
stated Hertz, but received a smaller salary
when he took over charge of production.
Attorney Samuel Zim again also asked
Hertz questions. The meeting adjourned sine
Another adjourned meeting of credidie. torscheduled for yesterday was postponed
morning at 11:30 o'clock
tomorrow
until
when several matters will be considered.

Stardom for Aline MacMahon
West Coast Bur., THE
Hollywood
MacMahon
which goes
her role in

FILM

DAILY

— Warners will elevate Aline
to stardom in "Fur Coats,"
in work after she finishes
"Heat
Lightning."

SEES HOLLYW'D RAID
BY BRITISH STUDIOS

A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

WILK

(Continued from Page

from M-G-M.
He is now working
on numbers for "Hollywood Party."

1)

nett, and this is in addition to the
Y^/ALTER WANGER has started
many Hollywood names that have
preparations at M-G-M for the
Achmed Abdullah, new addition to already been signed for recent or
filming of "Vanessa," Hugh Walpole
novel, which may become a vehicle Columbia's scenario staff, is doing forthcoming British pictures.
for Helen Hayes.
Financial status of the British
"Too Tough to Kill," Jack Holt
vehicle, as his first assignment.
film industry at present is better
than that of American companies,
Sidney Lazarus, former scenarist,
declares Garnett, and as a result
and his wife were found dead yesBeth Brown's "Man and Wife",
terday in the garage at the rear of
the
producers over there are in a
dealing with the "professional cortheir home.
respondent" system, has been ac- position to make good offers for talent. The rise of the pound sterling,
quired by M-G-M.
Jean Harlow and Hal G. Rosson,
with corresponding decline o£ the
her husband, arrived in San FranKathryn Sergava, Russian find, dollar, is looked upon as another
cisco yesterday on a vacation trip
during which Miss Harlow will re- has been added to the cast of "Won- factor to the advantage of artists
der Bar," while J. M. Kerrigan in accepting offers from England.
cuperate following an appendix
The British have ample money
joins "A Modern Hero," both First
operation.
National pictures.
and equipment, besides having dem-,
onstrated that they can turn out|
M-G-M has completed the purgood pictures, says Garnett, and
Gary Cooper will play opposite have just been waiting for the right I
chase of "Men in White" and "ForMarion Davies in "Operator 13," opportunity to invade the American !
gotten Girl."
which goes in work soon at M-G-M. field for stars and technicians.
• i
Warners have applied to Lloyd's
M
of London for a $50,000 insurance
Changes in Atlantic City
Joan Blondell is improving after
policy against the possibility of
an appendix removal.
Atlantic
City — I. B. Finn is now ■
Bette Davis getting fat. Lloyd's is
managing the Virginia. Milt Russell I
to pay the sum if Miss Davis
remains as manager of the Aldine,
reaches 120 pounds, though the inLionel Barrymore, Mary Carlisle, which recently went into receiver
surance company has the right to
put her on a diet if she touches Mae Clarke, Tom Brown and Eddie ship, with P. Mortimer Lewis and
that weight. Miss Davis has never Nugent have been assigned to M- fairs.
G-M's "It Happened One Day," in James T. Murray handling its' af4 \
weighed more than 108.
which Fay Bainter will make her
talker debut.
Dual Bills in Omaha
Nydia Westman and ZaSu Pitts
Omaha — Suburbans and some
are among the players already cast
Ferdinand Gottschalk and Robert downtown first-run houses here are
to appear with Colleen Moore and Barrat have been added to the cast double-billing.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in RKO's
Lady," the new Bar"Success Story." H. N. Swanson will of "Gambling
bara Stanwyck picture which is
supervise,
with J. Walter Ruben di- now in production at Warners under
recting.
*
* . *
the direction of Archie Mayo. Pat
O'Brien and Joel McCrea have the
Seymour Felix, who staged the two principal masculine parts.
Claire Dodd and J. Aubrey Smith
dances in "Dancing Lady," has re- are
also in the cast.
ceived a new long-term
contract

NEWS

OF THE DAY

Charlotte, N. C. — Eugene W.
Street, manager of the Carolina theater, has been nominated for president of the local Civitan Club.
Camden — The Broadway has reopened with Martin Ellis as mana-

ferred to the Lansdowne
Lansdowne, Pa.

theater,

Reading,
Sheriff's
sale here
of theis
three
Carr Pa.
& —Schad
houses
to take place this month.
Caldwell, O. — The Lyric, closed
cently.
for several months reopened re-

ger.
Harrisburg, Pa. — - Lawrence J.
Katz has been nominated for presiBradford, Vt.— The Colonial has
dent of the operators' union for the been darkened by H. M. Smalley.
sixth consecutive year. Election
takes place Dec. 17.
Stowe, Vt. — The Auditorium has
been closed by H. E. Pike.
Wilmington, Del. — Warner-Stanley's Arcadia has closed. Manager
Bill Gallagher recently was trans-

New Iberia, La. —
has closed.

Elks theater

Fox Cameramen in K. C.
Kansas City — Carl Bjere, sound!
and Charles Geis, camera, form the;
Fox Movietone unit which will now!

headquarter
at the Fox
here.
They formerly
were exchange*
in Newf j
York.

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"ZWEI
GUTE
KAMERADEN"
("Twr*
Good
Comrades"),
in German;
produceby Aafa; directed by Max Obal; with Frit
Kampers,
Margot Walter,
Paul Hoerbigei
Jessie Vihrog.
At the 79th Street Theater
Enjoyable comedy against World Ws
background, with Fritz Kampers and Pai
Hoerbiger in roles of the Quirt-Flagg typ
in "What Price Glory."

"DER

STORCH

HAT

UNS

GETRAUT

("Married by the Stork"), in German
produced by Aafa; directed by Hermai
Kosterlitz; with Lil Dagover, Hans Reh
mann, Margaret Kupfer. At the Yorkvill
Theater.
Excellent work by Lil Dagover and Han
Rehmann is highlight of amusing drama abou
a sculptress whose mother love overcome TJ
her romantic impulse.

Christmas
Bookings

(^Ji#T

AND HOLIDAY SEASON
B USINESS B UILDING NUMBER

OF

THE FILM DAILY
OUT

DECEMBER

9th

ERNEST TRUEX GOES 'NUDIST';
'CAN'T TAKE IT' IN "MR. ADAM
Getting Down to Bare Facts, Famous Comedian's Kidding of
"Strip" Cult is One of the Most Hilarious Comedies
of This or Any Other Season.

77!

k jp ducational presents something new -de
inin the way of short subject entertainment
Mr. Adam," with Ernest Truex in
i role
|fL/the
of a big clothing manufacturer
who is compelled by his wife and his
doctor to join the cult of the great unclothed, for
his health. And modest Mr. Adam can't take it

"I thought I'd join as a
junior member"

PHIL M. PALY TAKES

"The cops are coming, we're saved"

IT BIG!

Read Comedy
this raveSpecials,
from theandFilmthenDaily
firstinofexploiting
Educational'
Star
stripover
for the
action
this's
1augh hit foAig additional business:
". . . prize entry . . . Ernest Truex in 'Mr. Adam' . . .
something thatAl Christie as producer can stackagainst
any of 'em ... a honey for haw-haws, beautiful gals and
topical theme with a classy snap ... a banzai and a
round of yodels to William Watson and Art Jarrett
for the best kidding on Nudism to date . . . art cinematography byBill Steiner . . . a beautifully paced example
of directorial skill by Al Christie... now if this sounds
like aRave . . . that's exactly what we aimed to convey. . ."
Distributed in U.S.A. by

FOX
FILM
CORPORATION
Do you sell your short subject entertainment or give it away? SELL this
one for added dollars with this humorous one-sheet poster in colors, and
with lobby cards, photographs and
newspaper ads.

"THE SPICE OF THE PROCR

AM!

Playing the original ROXY, N.
- beginning Dec. 8

"THE GOOD BAD MAN," a rollicking comedy of old Mexico's bandits, with Tom Patricola
and Charles Judels. A Coronet Comedy, produced by Jack White.
"POPPIN'THE CORK," a Musical Comedy with' Milton Berle, just at the right moment for its
new hit songs, "Poppin* the Cork" and "Here's Lookin' At You" Produced by Jack White.
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12 Texas Theaters Reopened for Business in Month

ROSENBLATT PROMISES FAIR DEAL THROUGH CODE
ndependent Group Defers Action on Industry Code
M.

The Ten Best
. . . voting
t=
\S

By DON
THESE

gets

CARLE

lines are

under

way

GILLETTE

=

being

written

the

* motion
picture critics of the nation
-e again in the throes of selecting the
:ar's Ten Best pictures.
And when we say they are in the throes,
e mean in the throes.
For the past year brought forth so many
ctures of general and particular merit
ia t the task of picking the ten most
eritorious is Herculean to say the least.

•|UT

the hardy critics appear to be anything but daunted.
inter-office memo from the Ten
Department informs that, within a
after the voting forms went out,
than a hundred of the scribes had
to the cinema
poll and done their

An
est
eek
ore
me
<ty.
And many of them, including some
terans of eleven previous Ten Best polls,
are conscience-impelled to add apologetic
otnotes on their ballots voicing regret
at there was not room among the Ten
r this and that other film of exceptional
:rit.
All of which indicates that the 1933 poll
II be the most interesting so far.

•

IS little short of amazing how this Ten
Best idea has grown and expanded.
Started twelve years ago as a feature
The Film Daily Year Book, it has asmed greater scope and importance anally, until now approximately 400 of
€ it. nation's

foremost

critics

participate

Picking the Ten Best actually has heme such a passion with some critics
at they can't wait for the official voting
ason, so they start doing it in their own
lumns as early as mid-year.
Scores of other Ten Best polls — local,
;titutional, specialized, native and for;n — have cropped up in recent years, but
hough they have flattered none has
ailed the original and authoritative Film
ily Ten Best Poll, the results of which
3 awaited eagerly by newspapers, magales, the trade, and the public as one of
most important cinema stories of the
ar.

P. Federation
Turns
Matter Over to Committee for Action

Executive committee of the Federation of the M. P. Industry yesterday passed responsibility of acting on the industry code ratification
question to a general membership
meeting to be held within 10 days
in New York. At yesterday's committee meeting held at the office of
Jacob Schechter, general counsel,
those in attendance included, in addition to Schechter: W. Ray John{Continucd

on

Page

6)

EXHIDS ADD CLAUSE
IN FILM CONTRACTS
Inasmuch
itself is not
of exhibitors
its benefits
covering this

as the industry code
retroactive, a number
wishing to cash in on
have inserted clauses
situation in their film

{Continued

on Page

6)

Cinecolor Closes Deals
On 9 Million Feet of Film
Contracts have already been
closed by Cinecolor covering 9,000,000 feet of color film for the coming year, according to C. Lang
Cobb, the{Continued
company's
representative,
on Page
6)

Minneapolis

Meet

Delayed

Minneapolis — Meeting of Allied Theaters of Minnesota and the Dakotas
originally called for yesterday by President Al Steffes was postponed to Dec.
15. Copy of the film code was not
received
in time.

By J. W. LEHMAN
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

AMPA, M-G-M BOYS
GET BEHIND FUND

{Continued

on Page

6)

52 Cleveland Exhibitors
Join New Ohio Association
Cleveland- — Out of 76 independent
exhibitors here, 52 already have
joined the new Independent M. P.
Exhibitors of Ohio, according to G.
W. Erdmann, secretary of the unit
and also secretary of the Cleveland
M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n. Akron independents have signed solid. Erdmann is holding meetings throughout the state to line up members.

Pacific Northwest Exhibs
Meet Fri. to Discuss Code

Dallas — Reopening of 12 theaters
in the past month reduced the number of dark sound theaters to 64,
according to the Dec. 1 report of
Seattle — Allied Amusements of the
Film Board of Trade. Among
the Northwest will hold its annual
houses operating again are the
meeting Friday at the New Wash- Angleton, Angleton; Nacional, Crysington Hotel, with a discussion of
tal City; Rigg, Marble Falls; Olney
the code as the main item on the
{Continued on Page 6)
(Ritz),
Texan, Olney;
Roaring Robinson's,
Springs; Poteet;
Palace,
San.
Diego;
Majestic,
Fort Worth;
The Standard
For 15 Years— What?
The
Film
1934 Year Book.— Advt.

FILM

Columbus, O. — That fair treatment and reasonable action on all
matters pertaining to the code will
be the practice of the administration was promised yesterday by Sol.
A. Rosenblatt, Deputy Administrator, in his first public appearance
since the signing of the code, at
the twelfth annual convention of
of Ohio. ApproximateAnticipating the urgent need be- the lyM.P.T.O.
300 exhibitors and others interhind this year's Film Daily Relief
ested in motion picture industry
Fund campaign, contributions have
were present at the opening sesalready been started by the A. M. sion.
P. A. and the M-G-M publicity deRosenblatt urged that exhibitors
partment. In fact, Prexy John
{Continued on Page 8)
Flinn of the A. M. P. A. saw to it
that every member of his association would become "Fund Minded."
The result will be a nice check, and

Closed Theaters in Texas
Reduced to 64 Last Month

Daily

400 Hear Deputy Administrator Talk at Ohio
MPTO Convention

{Continued

on

Page

6)

CHAS. BOGERS PLANS
12 FOR NEXT SEASON

Between 10 and 12 features will
comprise Charles R. Rogers' program for 1934-35, the producer told
The Film Daily yesterday in New
York. Rogers has completed six of
the 10 pictures under his distribution deal with Paramount for this
season. Two of the pictures yet to
be made are "It's a Pleasure to
Lose" and "Green Gold." While in
{Continued

on

Page

8)

British Making Strides,
Says Fairbanks on Return
Although not surpassing Hollywood in the general production of
feature pictures, Great Britain has
made greater strides in many technical{Continued
points involving
sound and
on Page 6)

Drop 5-Cenr
Matinees
a recent meeting

Cleveland — At

of

the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n,
members agreed to drop all 5-cent
Saturday matinees.
Film
Daily
Everywhere

Annual
In The

Year
Books
World. — Advt.

Are

Found

Schenck-Zanuck Set
Erpi Claims Point Won
Remainder of Lineup
In Wilmington Action
West Coast Bureau of THE
Vol.LXIV, Na. 55
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Hollywood — With a couple of revisions in plans, principally through
the addition of the Ronald Colman
picture, 20th Century Pictures,
headed by Joseph M. Schenck and
Darryl Zanuck, announces the remainder of its 1933-34 program has
been set for U. A. release as follows:
George Arliss in "House of Rothschild,"
with Loretta Young, Boris Karloff and
Robert Young.
second Arliss
picture, "Sentenced," from
the A London
stage play.
Fredric March in "Les Miserables," from
the Victor Hugo
novel.
"Bulldog Drummond Strikes Back," the
new Colman picture from another book by
H. C. McNeile.
Wallace
Beery in "The
Great Barnum."
Zanuck is now editing "Moulin Rouge,"
musical with Constance Bennett, and "Gallant Lady, ' with Ann
Harding.

George Bilson Heads
Warner Trailer Dept.
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Warner Bros, hereafter will make all their own trailers, with George Bilson appointed
to head the department.

FINANCIAL
NEW

YORK

STOCK
High

MARKET
Low

Net
Chg.

Close

Am. Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con. Fm. Ind. pfd...
East. Kodak
Fox Fm

3l/2
26 Vi
9'/4
84'/2
141/s

3%
26 Vi
9'/4
79'/2
14

3'/2
26 Vi
9y4
84'/2
14'/8

+
Vs
+
l/2
+
i/4
+ 5Vi
-f
Vs

Loew's,
Inc
Paramount
ctfs
Pathe
Exch

303/8
1%
1%

29l/4
1 Vi
1%

30% +
13/4 +
1 34

1%
y4

4 Arcturus Shorts Titled
First four of the Arcturus shorts
to be released by RKO as Vagabond
Adventures in the Van Beuren group
are tentatively titled "Espana Morisca," "Isles of Madeira," "Mediterranean Guardian" and "Jerusalem."
P. Herrick Herrick produced these
four reels in association with James
Boring, noted traveler. Each subject has actual sound and they are
the first of over 20 subjects that
Arcturus Pictures Corp. made on its
first expedition to the Mediterranean
last summer. A new trip is being
planned by Herrick.

The order issued Tuesday by Judge
John P. Nields of the Federal Court,
Wilmington, directing Stanley Co.,
General Talking Pictures and DuoVac Radio Corp. to furnish more
specific charges in connection with
their action against Electrical Research Products and others is claimed by Erpi as a point in its favor.
At the Oct. 30 hearing before Judge
Nields, Erpi attorneys contended
that the original charges in the case
were
nature.too vague and general in their
Liberty to Start Second
West

Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — "When Strangers
Meet," from a story by Zona Gale
with screen play by Adele Buffington, goes in work soon as the second Liberty Special, it is announced
by M. H. Hoffman. The six remaining pictures on Liberty's schedule of eight include "Mad Honeymoon," by Eleanor Gates; "The Quitter," by Damon Runyon, "Take the
Stand," by Earl Derr Biggers;
"School for Girls," by Reginald
Wright Kauffman; "Without Children," by Mrs. Wilson Woodrow,
and "Two Heads on a Pillow," by
Dorothy Canfield.

Coming and Going
ERNST

LUBITSCH will come to New Yor
holidays.
the Christmas
spend
IRVING HOFFMAN, cartoonist, arrives i
New
York
tomorrow
from
the Coast.
MAJOR ALBERT WARNER went to Chicag
yesterday to join Gradwell L. Sears, Warne
western division sales manager, who is work
territory.
in that
deals
ing out product
MEL SHAUER, who has arrived in New Yor
from the Coast, plans to depart over th
coming week-end.
to

TOM BAILY, head of Paramount's stud*
publicity department, has arrived in New Yor
from the Coast for a week's stay.
HAROLD HURLEY, producer of Paramour
Westerns, leaves New York today for th
Coast to make "Sailor Beware," Broadw;
play which
the company
recently
acquired.
BILL RUDOLPH, U. A. exploiteer, left vi
terday for Cleveland to exploit "Broadway Thr
a Keyhole" at the Allen Theater.
LEO MORRISON arrives in New York tc
morrow from the coast with MAX BAER.
LAURA LA PLANTE returned to New Y01
from abroad yesterday on the Majestic. MAR
CONNELLY,
playwright, was on the same Boa
MR. and MRS. LUIS TRENKER and JAM!
WHALE will sail for Europe tonight on tt
Bremen.

SOL LESSER, who arrived in New York ye:
terday on the Majestic from a business tri
abroad,
leaves shortly for the coast.
has

N. J. Allied Meet at Stacey Theater
Stacey theater at Trenton will be
the scene of the adjourned annual
convention of Allied Theaters of
New Jersey, President Sidney Samuelson stated following a regular
meeting of the association yesterday. Samuelson goes to Grand Rapids Dec. 12 to attend the Michigan
Allied convention, during which the
national Allied board will meet.

HARRY BRAND of 20th Century Picture
the coast.
arrived in New York from

4 Monarch Releases for Chile
C. Gonzales of the Reliable Fill
Exporting Co. has completed negc
tiations with Tomas Garcia Co. c
Santiago, Chile, for four Monarc
productions, "Kiss of Araby,"
Fighting Gentleman," "The
Code" and "The Savage Girl."
will be distributed throughout
after Spanish superimposed
have been interpolated.

"Th
Pern
The
Chil
title

Nizer on Welfare Committee
Louis
Nizer has been named chairdo "A"
11%
11
ll'/i +
3/4
man of the Motion Picture Division
"Girl Without Room" at Rialto
RKO
2i/g
2'/8
21/s
Univ. Pier, pfd
193/i
17
17—4
and Industry Com- Marionettes
at Plaza Xmas
Wee
In a booking switch, Paramount's of the Commerce
mittee formed to raise $4,000,000
Warner
Bros
6'/4
5%
&Va +
5/8 "Girl Without a Room," produced
NEW
YORK
CURB
MARKET
Sue Hastings' Marionettes wi
by Charles R. Rogers, with Charles among 85 trade and professional
give a series of four special mornin
Farrell and Charlie Ruggles, opened
Technicolor
9Vi
9'/2
9Vi
groups
for
the
Citizens'
Family
WelNEW
YORK
BOND
MARKET
fare Committee. Quota for the film performances at Leo Brecher's Plaz
with a preview last night at the
theater on Dec. 26, 27, 29 and 3i
branch is $25,000.
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. . 3Vi
3'/4
3Vi +
i/4 Rialto. "Killers of the Chaparral,"
All seats are to be reserved at thes
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
4
2}4
4
+1
two-reel animal picture distributed
Keith A-0 6s 46... 463,4
463/4
463A +
%
by Astor Pictures, opened on the Lilian Harvey German Film to Open performances
at 11 A. M. which will take plac
Loew
6s 4tww
81 Vi
81 1/2 81 1/2 +
Vi same bill and also opens today at
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs 24
23%
24
+
14 the Fox Brooklyn.
"Quick, Koenig der Clowns," Ufa
production directed by Erich PomPar. 5'/2s50 ctfs.... 24
24
24
—
l/2
mer and starring Lilian Harvey and
Pathe 7s37
80 Vi
80Vi
80]/2 —
i/2
Buffalo Indie Union to Fight
Hans Albers, will have its American
Warner's 6s39
39
38 Vi
39
+
l/4
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
Buffalo — Claiming to have a de- premiere on Friday at the Yorkfense fund of $10,000 though its ville Theater.
Para. Publix
1%
1 Vi
1% +
Va
membership is about 25, the Interstate Projectionists Union has
New Birmingham Censor
Monta Bell's First Assignment
threatened to extend picketing to all
Birmingham — Mrs. Harriet. B. houses in the city unless I.A.T.S.E. West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Adams, prominent church woman,
Hollywood — "Men in White," cursucceeds Mrs. Neil R. Wallace as pickets are removed from Keith's,
rent Broadway stage hit, will be
which is using the independent
city censor, effective Dec. 15.
union's men. Interstate is now Monta Bell's first assignment under
his new producer-director contract
picketing
the Academy and Hippo- with
M-G-M. Waldemar Young will
drome.
40 Million for Shorts
prepare the script.
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
"Gow" Holding Over
Hollywood — Exhibitors in this counMass for Jules Mastbaum
try are spending $40,000,000 annually
"Gow,"
the Capt. E. A. Salisbury
for short subjects, declares Fred Quimby,
Seventh anniversary mass for
south
sea
feature,
is
being
held
over
head of the M-G-M short subject disat the RKO Cameo. The subsequent Jules E. Mastbaum will be celetribution department. Distribution of
brated at 9:30 A. M. tomorrow in
M-G-M shorts has increased 25 per
run of Universal's "Invisible Man"
cent this season, he stated.
at the RKO Roxy also has been ex- the Lady Chapel of Saint Patrick's
Cathedral.
tended through tonight.

WE'VE GOT A
MILLION OF 'EM

A typical telegram:

"'Dancing Lady' opened
Buckley's Palace Theatre,
Albany, yesterday breaking
every record."

LEO OF M G M STEPS
OUT
WITH
HIS
a
DANCING LADY'!

It's a jolly holiday at box-offices from Coast to Coast. JOAN CRAWFORD
sings love songs for CLARK GABLE. Sights to see, melodies to hear —
and the lively cast includes Franchot Tone, May Robson, Winnie Lightner,
Fred Astaire, Robert Benchley, Ted Healy and his Stooges. Robert Z.
Leonard directed! WATCH THE EXTENDED RUNS! A PLEASURE!
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INDEPENDENTS DEFER
ACTION ON THE CODE
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WITH

AMPA, M-G-M Boys
Get Behind Relief Fund
{Continued from Page 1)

every cent of that contribution, together with other monies received,
will go toward giving a helping
hand to some of the lads who are
up against it.
Halsey Raines, head man in MG-M'shatpublicity
department,
passed
the
around during
the football
season when the girls and boys were
spending plenty on stadium tickets, pennants and whatnots. Everyone in the department came across.
THAT'S THE SPIRIT! Cheerful
givers to a most worthy cause.
This is the seventh annual drive.
Six have been commendable. Make
this the ACE campaign. Checks,
money orders, or cash. Send YOUR
bit along. Don't delay. The more
received, the greater the amount of
distress that can be alleviated. Less
than three weeks to go. Let's go
now.

Exhibs Add Clause
In Film Contracts
{Continued from Page 1)

contracts. Under these provisions
various code clauses can be invoked
immediately following effective date
of the code, which is tomorrow, provided both the distributor and exhibitor agree on the step.
Sources close to the NRA Administration yesterday expressed
the opinion that Sidney R. Kent's
trip to the Coast will not have a deterring effect upon calling of the
initial meeting of the Code Authority, of which he is a member. They
pointed out that it is important to
the industry, as well as to the national recovery plan, that the code
machinery commence to function
without further delay. Kent plans
to return to New York before
Christmas.
"Beau Geste" Opens Today
"Beau Geste," third of the revivals
at the 55th St. Playhouse, opens
today.

Kuykendall Drops 2 Houses
Ed Kuykendall, president of the M.
P. T. 0. A., has sold his interests in
houses at West Point and Tupelo, both
in Miss., to his partner. He retains
his interest in the Princess, Columbus,
Miss. Kuykendall plans to devote more
time to M. P. T. 0. A. affairs.

PHIL

M BALY

•
•
• ALL SIGNS point to the fact that Eddie Cantor
is the reigning International
Star of the Screen
His
third musical, "The Kid from Spain," played 15 weeks at the
Adelphi in London
then played 71 theaters in the greater London area alone on its first-run engagement
grossing the highest figures in England of any pix since "The Jazz
Singer"
meanwhile in Paris Eddie's pix played at the
Lord Byron continuously from April through August
so great was its success that they withdrew it to dub it in
French
and is now burning up France and establishing
new records in all key cities.
so as Eddie finishes his
"Roman
Scandals"
he finds himself an international
favorite without having been to Europe in ten years!
not bad
he expects to attend the first showing of his
new opus in London in June
•

.'.

•

• AND NOW
comes an invitation from Hollywood
to attend the dinner-dance in honor of Hal Roach and
the 20th anniversary of the Hal Roach studios
on Dec.
7
okay, Hal
we'll be there
as soon as you
send the Airplane Tickets
•
•
• ONE OF the first theaters to co-operate with Uncle
Sam's postoffice dep't
is the Roxy 7th Avenue
which is showing a trailer requesting patrons to "Shop Now —
Wrap Carefully — Mail Early"
and that goes for all of
us
It should intrigue you to learn that Baby LeRoy has
graduated from the three-cornered underwear and now wears
regular shorts
but why should the kid go dry at the
very time the entire nation goes wet?
it must be a
Paramount publicity gag.
•
•
• WE ARE reserving a nice li'l spot for you
in that Roll of Honor
for reg'lar fellers contributing to
the Film Daily Relief Fund
only a few days to go before Xmas
time is short
the list of needy cases
is long
won't you do your bit ?
or must we come
around
personally
and
chisel
it outa
ya'
•
•
• ANNOUNCEMENT
IS made
by Amalgamated
Vaudeville Agency that they will handle "outside Bookings" as
well as bookings for the Comerford circuit
Dave Cohen
is in charge of bookings, with Bud Irwin assisting
The
Capitol did its biggest biz in over a year
for over the
week-end the attendance hit 110,000 with "Dancing Lady"
Rose Mulaney, formerly connected with the casting dep't of
Emgeem on the coast, has joined the Hayman & Walton agency.
•
•
• A NEW publication devoted to New York's west
side
called "The Westsider"
with Joan Kennison
doing the motion picture and music dept's
Claire Julianne
Spieker, costume designer, has been appointed fashion editor
of Broadway and Hollywood "Movies," monthly fan mag
•
•
• THIS WEEK
the AMPA
luncheon is by way of
being a Van Beuren gala affair
headed by Amedee J.
hisself
with Meyer
Davis, Bert Lahr, Monte
Collins,
Miriam Battista (former child star), Jean Sergeant and Janet
Reade from musical comedies
Frank Snell, vice-prexy
of Van Beuren Corp.
Monroe Shaff, production manager Otto Soglow, cartoonist, George Stallings, head
animator
with Bob Hope of the "Roberta" company as
master of ceremonies

«

«

«
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12 TEXAS THEATERS
REOPENED IN MONTH
{Continued from Page 1)

{Continued from Page 1)

ston, Pete Harrison, Harry Thomas,
Charles Glett, Jack Bellman and
Bob Savini.
In discussing the code, "no complete satisfaction" was indicated by
the committeemen, who are still opposed to the code's failure to incorporate provisions prohibiting restrictions on double features.

urn

»

»

»

Victoria and Uptown, Victoria;
Isis, Lockney; Majestic, Roscoe. O.
B. Bridges also is opening the Midway, Houston, and a new house on
Forest Ave. is expected to open
about Christmas.

Cinecolor Closes Deals
On 9 {Continued
Million fromFeet
of Film
Page 1)
now in New York from the coast.
Cinecolor's two-color process already
is in use by Paramount for its
Pictorials, by P. A. Powers for his
cartoon series, by Brown-Nagle for
shorts released through Educational,
and others. Audio Productions also
is a Cinecolor client.

British Making Strides,
Says Fairbanks
on Return
{Continued from Page 1)
stage construction, Douglas Fairbanks told Film Daily in an interabroad.view yesterday on his return from
"England is not trying to usurp any wind
from the sails of Hollywood," said Fairbanks. "On the contrary, they are working hard to make good pictures for their
domestic distribution. Our company at Elstree is in reality an American company which
will make eight pictures a year for distribution in England and America. Amerproducers
picturesicanneed
not of
fearthe
any so-called
change in'program'
English
distribution of their product. The English
program picture is perfectly satisfactory to
them but would not do over here because
of the typically British themes and customs.
Our studio is the last word in sound-proof
construction. We have one stage upon which
a horse could trot without much, if any,
sound ed.
entering
the going
recorders
wantBritons are
aheadif it
andisn't
must
be
considered as real, efficient motion picture
Fairbanks, who appeared abroad in "Catherine the Great," with Elizabeth Bergner, for
United Artists, leaves today by plane for
producers."
the coast, where he will make "Success
Story" for RKO release. He returns to New
York in about four weeks and sails for England to start work in "Zorro Rides Again."
co-starring" with his father, for U. A. In
February, Fairbanks, Jr._ plans to return to
New York to appear in a stage play.

Pacific Northwest Exhibs
Meet Fri. to Discuss Code
{Continued from Page 1)

program. Officers also will be elected. A Bowery Ball in the Eagles
Auditorium will climax the convention. Jim Hone is secretary of the
association.
Duals, Vaude at Seattle Orpheum
Seattle — The Orpheum is trying
double features plus shorts and six
or seven vaudeville acts, making
close to four hours of entertainment.

Hornblow to Make Eight
Seven

features will be

made

Arthur Hornblow, Jr., Paramount

by

asso-

ciate producer,He
for arrived
the company's
35 program.
in New 1934York
yesterday from the Coast to look ove^
story material, prior to officially joining the firm Jan. 1, when his contract
begins.
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HOLLYWOOD

]\TORMA SHEARER, after nearly
a year away from the camera,
has started work in "Rip Tide,"
Irving Thalberg's first production
in his new series of six for M-G-M.
Edmund Goulding is directing from
an original story by Charles MacArthur. Robert Montgomery and
Herbert Marshall have the principal
male roles. Others in the cast include Mrs. Patrick Campbell, Ralph
Forbes, Earl Oxford
and Arthur
Jarrett.

*

*

*

John Boles, having been made a
Kentucky Colonel, sang on the
"Kentucky Colonel Hour" over the
CBS network last night in behalf
of the NRA. Boles will soon be seen
in "Bottoms Up," Buddy DeSylva
production for Fox.
Charles Bickford, back from England, is reported being sought to
appear as leading man opposite Mae
West in her next Paramount production, "It Ain't No Sin." It is said
that the suggestion to team Bickford with Miss West came from a
prominent Pennsylvania exhibitor
and was accepted with enthusiasm
by Chief Executive Emanuel Cohen.

*

Barrymore,

*

*

Wilson Collison's new story, "Forgotten Girl," and Beth Brown's
novel, "Man and Wife," purchased
a few days ago by M-G-M, are both
possibilities for the current production program.*
*
*
John R. Freuler, president of
Monarch Productions, announces the
purchase of the Priscilla Wayne
novel "Love Past Thirty," published
by the A. L. Burt Co. Shooting will
start within the next few days and
casting is now in progress. It is
, being adapted by Earl Snell, while
Vin Moore, long associated with
Universal, has been signed to direct.

Conway

Alice

Brady

in

LADIES BEHAVE?"

Tearle, Katherine
Mary
Carlisle
M-G-M

Alexander,
78 mins.

Ken

Maynard

"STRAWBERRY

in

ROAN"

Universal
59 mins.
WILD STALLION FEATURED IN WESTERN WITH REALISTIC STAMPEDE PEPS

UP_THE
USUALcenters
ROUTINE.
The action
around a wild stallion known as the Strawberry Roan, the
subject of a famous cowboy song. The
stallion is credited with going on a rampage and luring away the mares from a
The happy combination of a sophisticated
big ranch. In reality, a gang of rustlers
theme and convulsively funny situations are responsible for stealing the horse, and
results, in this case, in a photoplay that blaming it on the depredations of the
should well satisfy all sorts of movie audi- Strawberry Roan. Ken Maynard and his
pals are hired to help in rounding up the
ences. Alice Brady stands out in the leadwild herd led by the famous bandit horse.
ing part and her intelligent and highly
The stallion is eventually captured, and a
humorous conception of the character is
about the best thing she has done. Lionel prize of a ranch offered to the man who
can ride him. All fail, and the stallion
Barrymore, as her aged husband, is very
breaks free again. Later Maynard sees
convincing, and Mary Carlisle, as their
the leader of the rustlers and his men
daughter, is vivacious and filled with the
spirit of youth. Mary falls in love with torturing the stallion in order to wear it
down so the leader can ride him and win
Conway Tearle, who is having an affair
the ranch. Maynard interferes, and the
with Mary's aunt. Everyone tries to pre- stallion leads the wild herd in a stampede
vent the union, which never takes place
through the corral and ranch. This is
due to unexpected happenings and an ac- done very realistically, and carries a thrill.
cident. The film has a surprise-laugh
Finally the stallion is captured and about
finish. The picture is an adaptation of
to be shot, when Ken intercedes for him,
"The Vinegar Tree" and in its transfer
to the screen none of the original humor securing a promise that the animal's life
has been lost, and much comedy properly is at his disposal if he rides him. He
added.
puts up a great exhibition of horsemanship, and finally subdues the animal. As
Cast: Lionel Barrymore, Alice Brady, its owner, he elects to free the stallion
Conway Tearle. Katherine Alexander, Mary to still rule as king of the plains.
Carlisle, William Janney, Halliwell Hobbes.
Cast: Ken Maynard, Ruth Hall, Harqldjj
Director, Harry Beaumont; Author, Paul Goodwin, Frank Yaconelli, Charles King,;
Osbcrn ; Adaptors,
Bella and Samuel
Spe- William Desmond, James Marcus, Jack'j
Sccnarists, same;
Dialoguers, same; Rockwell,
Bob Walker,
Ben Corbitt.
Editor, Hugh Wynn; Cameraman, Ted TetzDirector, Alan James; Author, Natell
laff; Recording Engineer, Douglas Shearer.
Gatzert; Cameraman, Ted McCord.
Direction, Very Fine. Photography, ExDirection, Good
Photography, Okay.
cellent.
HIGHLY AMUSING
COMEDY-ROMANCE WITH ALL CHARACTERS EXTREMELY WELL HANDLED.

the leading male role in "Registered
Nurse," at Warners.
* *
*
Nunnally Johnson, one of the
ace scenario writers on the 20th
Century Pictures staff, will adapt
Ronald Colman's first picture for
the Joseph M. Schenck-Darryl Zanuck Company, "Bulldog Drummond
Strikes Back," to be released by
United Artists. A report had it
that Bess Meredyth, newly-signed
member of the writing staff, would
do the Colman script.

Mary Astor draws the feminine
"Looking For Trouble" is the new
lead opposite Warren William in title of 20th Century's Spencer
"I'pperworld," the Ben Hecht Story, Tracv-Jack Oakie comedy originallv
which is to be filmed by Warner called "Trouble Shooter."
Bros.
* * *
Verree Teasdale, who recently
Joseph M. Schenck, now- in New- completed a role in "The Fashion
York, is the recipient of a tele- Plate" opposite William Poweil, has
gram of thanks sent him by the been added to the cast of First NaScreen Actors Guild in appreciation
tional's "A Modern Hero," starring
of his efforts to obtain a better Richard Barthelmess. Also added
break for actors in the film code.
to the cast yesterday were Florence
* *
*
Eldridge, wife of Fredric March,
and Theodore Newton, First NaHugh
Herbert's
contract
with
Warner-First National as a featured
tional contract player. The cast to
player has been renewed for a long date includes, in addition to the
term.
players mentioned, Jean Muir, Mar* * *
garet Lindsay, Marjorie
Rambeau
and
J. M. Kerrigan.
Af:er previewing "Convention
* *
*
City," a satirical farce, Warners
Genevieve Tobin has been signed
have decided to make "Hit Me
Again," a comedy along the same by Columbia for the feminine lead
lines, by F. Hugh Herbert.
in "Ninth Guest," with Alan Dinehart and Donald Cook. Roy William
Lyle Talbot has been assigned Neill is directing.

"UNDER
Progressive

SECRET

ORDERS"

Pictures

60 mins.;

RAMBLING STORY OF CENTRAL
AMERICAN ADVENTURE POORLY MOTIVATED AND LACKS
CONVICTION.
Just another of those rambling semi-;
melodramas involving a beautiful senorita
who isn't on the level and a blonde American charmer, with the brave young American lad doing the heroing against terrific;
odds. It is all very amateurish in plot
and execution, and fails to impress. The
one redeeming spot is the superior work'
of J. Farrell McDonald, who makes the
rest of the cast look very amateurish by
comparison, with the one exception of
Matthew Betz, the villain. Donald Dillaway is commissioned by his San Francisco
bank to carry some valuable bonds to an
American client in Central America. From
the time he starts on the boat, he is involved in a series of mixups with the cutthroat gang who are out to possess the
bonds with which they plan to pay for a
boatload of guns and ammunition in order
to start a revolution. MacDonald acts as
the young man's counselor and friend. With
his help he succeeds in thwarting the
gang and delivering the bonds safely, winning the love of the rich man's daughter of
course.
Pretty weak.
Cast: Donald Dillaway. J. Farrell MacDonald, Nena Quartaro, Phyllis Barrington,
Don Alvarado, Lafe McKee, Matthew Betz,
Paul Ellis, Leon Holmes.
Director, Sam Newfield; Author, Eustace
L. Adams; Editor, Walter Thompson; Cameraman, Jules Cronjager.
Direction, Weak.

Photography, Good.

NEWS of the DAY
Buffalo — George R. Moeser, former head of Principal Exchange,
has become sales manager in the
Buffalo and Albany districts for
Hollywood Pictures.
Omaha — Dick Schniffbauer has
been named assistant manager of
the Orpheum and Arch Johnson
appointed to a similar capacity at
the Paramount by G. Ralph Branton, general manager of Tri-State
Theaters, A. H. Blank's company.
Omaha — Lionel Wasson, awaiting
the arrival of Arthur Abelson, is
temporarily managing both the
World and State.
Birmingham — A year's contract
with the International Association
of Motion Picture Operators &
Sound Engineers, Local 53, Mobile
was signed last week by N. H.
Waters, operator of three neighborhood houses, Fairfield, North Birmingham and Norwood.
Seattle — After four weeks of Pantages vaudeville, the Roxy returns
to a film policy. Mark Bowman has
replaced Ray Grombacher as manager.
Seattle — H. B. Sobotka has been
appointed manager of the Coliseum,
replacing Morrie Nimmer, who held
the position temporarily after Al
Backer was transferred to the Fox
at Spokane.
Ketchikan, Alaska — Charles Beale,
formerly manager of the Harbor
theater, Aberdeen, Wash., is managing the Revilla and the Coliseum.
Eugene, Ore. — Jimmy O'Connell is
managing the McDonald, and Barney Kenworthy is at the Rex. Both
are Evergreen houses.

National Tieup on 'Roman Scandals'
A national advertising tie-up,
aimed to aid exhibitors with newspaper ads in 39 principal cities during the engagement of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Roman Scandals," has
been arranged by Lynn Farnol,
Goldwyn representative, and the
Lux Toilet Soap organization. These
ads, inserted to coincide with local
first run showings, will appear in
leading newspapers in Akron, Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Boston, Buffalo, Chicago, Cincinnati,
Cleveland, Columbus, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Houston Indianapolis,
Jersey City, Kansas City, Louisville,
Memphis, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Newark, New Orleans, Oakland,
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland,
Providence, Rochester, St. Louis, St.
Paul, San Francisco, Seattle, Toledo,
Washington, Hollywood, Los Angeles and New York.

z3Mm
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FAIR DEAL PROMISED
BY SOL ROSENBLATT
(Continued from Page

1)

watch the appointment and functioning: of the Grievance Boards
and, if there are any slip-ups, to
report them to the Administrator.
He declared that 80 per cent of
the exhibitors' complaints come from
the other fellow overbuying. About
10 per cent from questions of clearance and the remainder from a
variety of causes. He said that in
every case when the phrase "right
to buy" was presented he took the
phrase, "right to sell,"
corollary
and
analyzed the proposition. Thus
he soon arrived at something near
a fair line in the demarcation between the rights of one individual
or group and the rights of another
individual or group.
He answered many questions as
to clearance, advertising restrictions and other fair practice features. He said that where there
was no competition he saw no objection to giving away an automobile or other prizes.
Other speakers were Jack Miller
of the Chicago Exhibitor Assn., Robert Robins of the American Association for the Protection of the Motion Picture Theater, and Eddie
Golden, sales manager of Monogram.
A banquet was held in the eve
ning with about 130 in attendance.
Sneakers were Governor George
White: Dr. Skinner, head of the
Ohio Censor Board; Mayor Henry
C. Worley, Senator Buckley, Rev.
Tippett and others. William M.
James, president of the unit, was
toastmaster.
The big turnout was due to invitations sent out by Business Manager P. J. Wood to all exhibitors
in nearby states.

Chas. Rogers Plans
12 For Next Season
(Continued from

Par/e

1)
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Censors See Improvement
Richmond — A better lot of films has
come along in the past month, according to Richard C. L. Moncure, Mrs.
Emma Sampson and Edwin S. Reid, Virginia censors. They report fewer deletions in that period than in several
previous
months.

15 FILMS UNDER WAY
AT THE FOX STUDIOS
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Activity at the Fox
studios is running high, a total of
15 pictures being in various stages
of production. Before the cameras
are "Coming Out Party," "Caroline," "Woman and the Law" and
"Heir to the Hoorah." Films in
the cutting room include "I Am Suzanne," "Orient Express," "Sleepers
East," and "Mr. Skitch." Among the
stories in preparation are "Disillusion," "David Harum," "Fox Follies," "All Men are Enemies," "Lottery Lover," "Bottoms Up."

6 Of 7 Best Money Films
Were Musicals — Hamrick

Seattle — Of the seven films that
made the biggest grosses in John
Hamrick theaters this year, six
were musicals, according to Hamrick. Four pictures — "42nd Street,"
"Gold Diggers," '"Moonlight and
Pretzels" and "Footlight Parade"—
ran a total of 16 weeks at the Music Box. "Kid from Spain" and
"Melody Cruise" played five weeks
at the Blue Mouse. The seventh was
"The Bowery."
Head Jewish Federation Drive
Albert Warner, David Loew,
Ralph Kohn, Jack Cohn and Max
Gordon comprise the executive committee of the motion picture and
theatrical division of the Federation
for the Support of Jewish Philanthropic Societies which aims to raise
$100,000 in the amusement field toward the $4,200,000 total for the
support of its 91 affiliated agencies.

New York Rogers will buy stories
Tri-Ergon Case Up Jan. 4
for the two remaining productions
Arguments on an appeal in conon his schedule, which he plans to
nection with infringement suit
complete by April. He will start
brought by American Tri-Ergon
work on his 1934-35 list in May.
Corp. against Ton-Bild, Leo Brecher, Associated Cinemas and others
Eddie Golden on Tour
will
be heard in the Appellate Disale?
Edward Golden, Monogram
vision, Circuit Court of Appeals,
chief, who was in Columbus yester Jan. 4. Louis Nizer represents the
day to address the M.P.T.O. of Ohu defendants.
convention, will proceed from there
Second Soviet Film Program
to Detroit, Cleveland, Chicago anc
Milwaukee for sales conferences
Second in the series of film showwith Monogram franchise holders.
ings by the Film & Photo League
at the New School for Social Research will take place Saturday.
2 Join Para. Writing Staff
The program will be all-educational
West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
and scientific, including "Mechanics
Hollywood —
Sylvia Thalberg and
of the Brain," "Problem of Fatigue"
Julian Josephson have been added to
and "Master of Existence." The
the Paramount writing staff. Miss
latter is an animated cartoon dealThalberg will collaborate with Austin
ing with the question of cleanliness
Parker on an adaptation of "Honor
Bright," from a story by Jack Kirkland
and hygiene in Russia, using maand Melville Baker. Josephson will
rionettes for its characters. Peradapt "Woman of the Earth," A. J.
formances will be at 7 P. M. and
Cronin story.
9:30 P. M.
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Martin Smith Succeeds James as Ohio MPTO

Head

TEXAS ALLIED DISAPPROVES OF CODE AUTHORITY
Hays Group Undecided on Protest Over Executive Order
Another Meeting Will Be
Held to Consider
Code Section

Now Expect Code Authority Meeting Next Week
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — First meeting of the Code
Authority
is now expected
to take place
here next week,
according to Sol A. Rosenblatt.
The Deputy Administrator will be
in Philadelphia
today
to address
the convention
of the M.P.T.O.
of Eastern
Pa.,
Southern N. J. and Del.

With its members in disagreement as to whether or not proviions of the executive order, signed
•y President Roosevelt and accom•anying the code, holds genuine dan;ers by way of Federal control of
he industry, the Hays association
£ understood to have not as yet
iecided if it will protest to the NRA
.nd the White House. Another
A greater number of feature picneeting of chief executives will be
tures of the better type, bringing
leld within a few days to further
increased playing time, has resulted
onsider the question.
employment of 1,200 additionAnother problem which has arisen in the
al men to take care of an increase
{Continued
on Pane 7)
of 102 per cent in the number of
days worked monthly by the Ross
Federal Service checkers, Hai-ry A.
Ross, president, stated to Film
Daily yesterday.
The increase is

FILM

ROSS FEDERAL SERVICE FIRST DONATIONS
RECEIVED BY FUND
ADDS 1,200 CHECKERS

motiojTpicture club
s being reorganized

Reorganization of the Motion Picure Club, with transferring of
headquarters to a new location on
16th Street just off Broadway conaining more desirable facilities at
t substantial saving in operations, is
mnounced by President Lee A. Ochs
ollowing {Continued
a meeting
on Pageof 7)the club's

iATSE Waging Campaign
For Support of the NRA
Worcester — Instructions to more
.nan 6,000 I.A.T.S.E. members in
^ew England to contact their senaors and congressmen urging support of President Roosevelt's NRA
urogram, were authorized this week
{Continued

on

Page

7)

40 British Cinemas Merged
London — Merger of Union Cinema Co.
and the Southan Morris circuits has
been concluded. This brings together
more than 40 cinemas, making it one
of the largest independent groups in
the country. An extensive building
program also is planned.
'The Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
An
Established
Reputation
For Accuracy. — Advt.

{Continued

on

Page

8)

The ice is broken! The first batch
of checks for the Film Daily Relief Fund arrived yesterday morning. Some fi*om old-reliables, some
new comers, but every one sent with
a message of cheer and hope that
this year's collections will top all
previous marks. Here they are —
the first to sign on the dotted line—
the first to answer the call for this
{Continued

on

Page

8)

Family Night Adopted
First Casualty Reported
In St. Louis Price War
By 3,500 Theaters
St. Louis — Marking the first
casualty in the local admissionprice war, the Grand Central is
slated to close at the end of the
week. House, first deluxer here,
in recent weeks has been operated
by Central Theaters Co., with Cullen
Espy and George Tyson as local
representatives, but with the Skouras boys believed to be behind them.

on

Page

8)

ANN
DAILY

BRADSHAW
Staff Correspondent

Dallas — Unanimous disapproval
of the code administration being in
the hands of producers-distributors
was voiced at the Convention of
Allied Theater Owners of Texas
held here this week. Some apprehension was expressed over the
likelihood that small theater owners might not receive the same
break as big groups. Definite action in the matter is in abeyance
pending a further study of the code.
Col. H. A.
Cole of Dallas was re{Continued on Page 7)

JOSEPH ITSCHNITZER
MAY JOIN MAJESTIC
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

By NRA Consumer Board

FILM

By J. W. LEHMAN
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Columbus, O. — Martin G. Smith,
who was president of the M.P.T.O.
After opening branches in Lon- of Ohio for the first three years of
don and Paris, Sol Lesser of Prin- its existence and who has been an
cipal Pictures has returned to New active member for 12 years, again
York, preliminary to departing Sun- heads the association by unanimous
day for the Coast. Under super- election at the closing session of
vision of Jack Barnstyn, J. A. Mc- the convention yesterday. He succeeds William M. James, who has
Gilley, formerly with Fox, has taken
charge of the new London
office, served for nine years. Vice-presi{Continued on Page 8)
{Continued

By

Hollywood — Joseph I. Schnitzer,
Approximately 3,500 neighbor- former president of RKO Radio
hood theaters are now regularly Pictures and recently an independent producer for this company,
running "family nights" as compared with 3,000 a year ago, ac- will likely join Majestic Pictures,
cording to figures compiled by the the Film Daily learns.
Whether
{Continued on Page 8)
Hays organization. Houses on this
policy, used principally over weekends in order to appeal to juvenile New Plan is Submitted
trade, are located in every section
of the country.

Ohio MPTO Legislative Body
Blames Cleve. Group for Tax
Lesser Opens Offices
In London and Paris

Exhib Unit Is Opposed to
Distributor Majority
in Code Setup

Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington
A plan whereby
consumers would be represented on
all Code Authorities in the same
manner that labor seeks representation was laid before Gen. Johnson yesterday by the NRA Consumers Advisory
Board.on Page In 8) the film
{Continued

U. A. Circuit Reports Loss
Net loss of $358,902, after all
charges, is reported by United Artists
Theater Circuit for the year ended Aug.
31. This compares with $194,715 the
preceding year.
The
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Hollywood — Warner-First National story department announces
a stronger inclination toward novels
in the purchase of new story material, Jack L. Warner being of the
opinion that a certain amount of
ready-made patronage awaits pictures based on popular books.
Novels already purchased for this
season include "Anthonv Adverse."
"Dark Hazard," "British As?ent,"
"As the Earth Turns," "A Modern
Hero" and "The Dragon Murder

Selzer

MARKET

Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
East. Kodak
Fox Fm

Trend Toward Novels
Weisfeldt On His Own
In Warner Story Buys
As Producers' Agent
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
M. J. Weisfeldt has resigned as

Butterfield Closings Total 12
Case."
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Additional
closings by the Butterfield circuit
this week bring the total of its dark
houses up to 12. including: Keith's
here; Franklin. Saginaw; Desmond
Port Huron: Gladmer, Lansing, and
houses in Pontiac and other cities.
Houses will reopen when business
improves.

FINANCIAL

1
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RY'
THEDATIND
KS
E UST
BOO
Today: Lambs Repeal Gambol, for benefit
of Lambs Memorial and Relief Fund, Hotel
Astor, New York.
Today: Convention of M.P.T.O. of Eastern
Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey and
Delaware,
Broadwood
Hotel, Philadelphia.
Dec. 8: Theatrical Ball under auspices of
Variety Club of St. Louis, Arcadia Ballroom, St. Louis.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.

Completed

London — "25,000 Years to Trap a Shadow," detailing the birth and biographical
history of moving pictures, has been completed by W. E. L. Day, F. R. P. S., F. R. S. A.
It is the most comprehensive and exhaustive compilation of its kind ever attempted,
starting with the earliest forms of moving shadow pictures that date back to 5,000
B.C., and tracing each step in the development of the art up to the present day.
The work is in two elaborate volumes, with about 500 illustrations, and will be sold
on subscription at four guineas (about $21.50) for the set. The author, a prominent
cinema technical authority, spent about 30 years in collecting his material.

Set in New
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Hollywood — Ed Selzer, transferred
here from the Warner home office,
has been appointed by Jack L. Warner to head the company's studio
publicity. George Thomas remains
in another capacity.

general sales manager for Majestic to start his own business as producers' representative. He has opened offices at 729 Seventh Ave. and
has acquired the rights to 14 stories
owned by the Gene Stratton Porter
estate. He also is representing Leo
Meehan, producer. E. H. Goldstein,
executive vice-president of Majestic,
will take over Weisfeldt's former
duties.

Coming and Going
RAY McCAREY, who has been directing
musical two-reelers for the Meyer Davis unit
of RKO-Van Beuren in New York, is on his
way back to Hollywood to resume work there.
abroad.
DON ALVARADO returned this week from
S. CHARLES EINFELD is scheduled to leave
the coast Sunday for New York.
SOL LESSER, who has just arrived in New
York from abroad, leaves Sunday for the Coast.

Spurt in Business Films

Detroit — Makers of commercial
films report a rush in business. Jam
Handy recently finished a picture for
Kroger Grocery and is now working
on films for Procter & Gamble as
well as some for General Motors.
Wilding Pictures is doing some for
Chrysler.
Ace Berry After Houses
Metropolitan Motion Picture
Indianapolis — Ace Berry, who re- Studios, which has been using only
signed a few davs ago as general cameramen and sound men from the
manager of the Indiana and Circle. union, is now negotiating for comChatkin-Feld houses, to acquire a
plete unionization. Metropolitan
circuit of his own in conjunction produces a newsreel and other films.
with a local group, is understood to
have several houses lined up. I. M.
Halpern.ceededformerly
with Publix, sucBerry.
Regular Loew Dividend

168 Nominations by Local 306
One hundred and sixty-eight
names were accepted as nominees
for ten offices in Local 306, operators' union, at a meeting held yesterday. The term of Harry Sherman, president, does not expire until 1935. Election will take place
Dec. 27.

Omer LeDoux Dies
New Bedford, Mass. — Omer A.
Joe Miles' Father Dies
LeDoux, one time owner of the
A. W. Miles, father of the late Rialto here and the American, FairJoseph R. Miles of Lloyds Film haven, died at his home here following aheart attack.
Storage, passed away Sunday at his
home at Tippecanoe City, O., at the
Gainsborough Reports Profit
age of 94. He was the oldest veteran of the Civil War in Ohio. Mrs.
London — Profit of approximately
Joseph R. Miles is attending the $115,000 is reported by Gainsfuneral.
borough Pictures, Ltd., for the year
ended June 30. Directors plan to
Stench Bomb at Chicago Theater
pay a 9 per cent dividend.
Chicago — A stench bomb caused
Fadman Gets Insect Novelty
100 to leave the Chicago theater the
other night. House has had no
"Just a Vagabond Lover," twotroubles. Manager Raymond Bruder reel insect novelty, has been actold police. On the same night a
quired by Edwin Miles Fadman of
bomb was discovered in the Woods, Films Red Star from William Pizor
another Loop house.
of Imperial Distributing Corp. for
world distribution outside of the
U. S.
Loew Managers Switch Posts
St. Louis — Clinton Wander, for
Walter Huston for Stage Pla.v
three years assistant manager and
Walter Huston will play the lead
treasurer at Loew's State, has
switched posts with Raymond L. in "Dodsworth." Sinclair Lewis
Jones of Loew's Ohio, Columbus, O. novel which Max Gordon will produce for the Broadway stage soon
after Jan. 1.
4 Bookings Set for Old Roxy
Four pictures have been dated at
Reviving Cartoon for Xmas
the Seventh Ave. Roxy. They are:
Vitaphone is re-releasing "The
Dec. 8, "Gay Deceiver," Majestic;
Shanty Melodie
Where Santa
Lives,"
Merrie
cartoon,Claus
for Holiday
Dec. 15, "Sallv and Jimmy," Fox; bookings.
Dec. 22, "Mr. Skitch," Fox; Dec. 29,
"By Candle Light," Universal.

Regular quarterly dividend of 25
cents on the common stock was declared yesterday by Loew's, Inc.,
payable Dec. 30 to stock of record
Dec. 16.
2 Majestic Films for Fox B'klyn
"Charming Deceiver" and "You
Made Meleases,Love
You,"
Majestic
rehave been
booked
for the
Fox Brooklyn. The first opens
Dec. 16.

SIN
Can

It Ever

Be
Right?

Can It Ever Be

Forgiven?
Must It Always Be
Punished?

FTCVAT

TOO BUSY TO SEE
YOU TODAY!
//

But the door of the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
is open day and night. Behind its door is a sympathetic and intelligently impersonal organization
which is never "too busy" for the heart-sick and
weary of this industry. These men and their families,
temporarily down on their luck, will never know
from where the help came * « . but your heart would
be touched if you knew to what depths of despair
your alleviating help has gone.
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THE

Ann

Harding

"GALLANT
with

Clive

Brook,

Otto

DAILY

in

"GIRL WITHOUT

with

LADY"
Kruger, Tullio

Carminati, Dickie Moore
United Artists
84 mins.
SWELL

CHRISTMAS
BOOKINGS
I

AVAILABLE
PROD
H O Ul D AY
EXPLOITATION
IDEAS-TOO

MOTHER LOVE STORY ENHANCED BY AN UNUSUALLY COLORFUL AND ABLE CAST AND SMART DIRECTION.
Another honey of a picture, especially
for the feminine clientele, is here delivered
by the Joseph M. Schenck and Darryl F.
Zanuck 20th Century organization. It
not only presents Ann Harding at her best,
which in itself is box-office, but in addition to its appealing story of mother love
it contains a human entanglement that
should grip the interest of any audience.
Miss Harding, robbed of a father for her
child when her lover is killed in an airplane smash, allows the child to be adopted, then spends her life working to forget. Meeting the kid a few years later
just as the foster-father, Otto Kruger, is
about to be married again to a mercenary
woman who doesn't like the little boy,
Ann
herself
beingher
Kruger's
bride schemes
so that she
can into
be with
chiid.
On the side are Clive Brook, a sentimental
down-and-out doctor who befriended Ann,
and Tullio Carminati, an ardent Italian
admirer, both giving grand performances.
Production quality is aces all around.
Cast: Ann Harding, Clive Brook, Otto
Kruger, Tullio Carminati, Dickie Moore,
Janet Beecher, Betty Lawford, Ivy Merton,

df
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Dec. 9th

A ROOM"

Charles
Farrell,
Charlie
Ruggles,
Gregory
Ratoff, Walter Woolf,
Marguerite Churchill
Paramount
75 mins.
AMUSING MIXTURE OF COMEDY, SATIRE AND ROMANCE PUT TOGETHER
JUST FOR THE LAUGHS AND GETS
THEM.
Though critical opinion of this Charles
R. Rogers production may not run high,
from an audience viewpoint it is full of
the kind of hokum calculated to keep an
audience in a merry mood. The story is
nothing, but the lines, situations, continuity and direction keep things moving at a
good laughing pace. Charles Farrell plays
another sap role as an artist in Paris, where
he has a misunderstanding with his sweetheart, Marguerite Churchill, and takes up
with a greedy golddigger. Walter Woolf,
an amiable drunkard, makes a play fo,
Marguerite, but the comical Charlie Ruggles, afriend of both boys, eventually engineers a reconciliation of the real lovers.
Some of the incidents, especially a duel in
which Ruggles becomes involved, fall into
the hilarious slapstick category, but it's all
good fun and those who want to laugh
should enjoy it. Walter Woolf, leading
man from the musical comedy stage, looks
a good bet.
Cast: Charles Farrell, Charlie Ruggles,

Theresa Maxwell Conover, Adrienne D'Ambricourt, Charles Coleman.

Marguerite Churchill, Gregory Ratoff, Walter Woolf, Grace Bradley, Leonid Snegoff,
Mischa Auer, Leonid Kinsky, Alex Melesh,
August Tollaire, Adrien Rosley, Perry Ivans,
William P. Colvin, Sam Ash.
Director, Ralph Murphy; Author, Jack

Director, Gregory La Cava; Authors, Gilbert Emery, Douglas Doty; Adaptor, Sam
Mintz; Cameraman, Pev. Marley; Editor,
Richard Day.

Lait ; Adaptors, Frank Butler, Claude Binyon; Cameraman, Leo Tover; Recording Enrier.
gineer, Ghil Wisdom; Editor, Richard Cur-

Direction,

Fine.

Photography,

Fine.

Direction,

Lively.

Photography, Good.

NEWS of the DAY
Cleveland — Frank
Drew, M-G-l
branch manager, is home from th<!
hospital after an operation, and ex I
apects
week.to be back in his office withii
Seattle — Harold Schaffer, former i
ly publicity man fori the Orpheum
has joined Sheffield Exchange Sys |
tern.
Cleveland — Kaplan I brothers hav
acquired the Grand Central, making
the fifth link in th«ir subsequen
run circuit. The others are th.
Waldorf,
Crown, Arion, and Super
ior.
Cleveland— Nat Holt, now RKC
theater district manager over Co
lumbus and Cleveland, has move. \
his family here. He;is doubling a:
manager of the RKO Palace. Franl
Hines is transferred to Keith's Eas
105th St., which has discontinue
vaudeville.
Brewster, N. Y.— iThe Ritz, for
merly the Cameo, ha*s reopened.

— A occupied
building '
on New
MainBritain,
Street ConH.
originally
by the Scenic theater is being re |
modeled
theater. and will agaSn be used as £j
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PLAZA

Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly in

SpeciaiI Edition

Thursday, Dec. 7, 1933

"Beauty and the Bus"
M-G-M
18
Good Comedy

mins.

In this Hal Roach two-reeler,
Thelma Todd and Patsy Kelly are
out joy-riding and get into one
smash-up after another. Stopped by
a cop, the girls vamp their way free
and continue on their tour of destruction, ending with the girls being left with only a tough old buggy
which they can't smash. Plenty of
action, laughs, etc., to keep any
audience amused.

"Screen
Paramount

Souvenirs"

(No.
3-5)
Amusing

10 mins.

Oldtime clips in this collection include Dorothy Gish and Jack Pickford in an early film scene. Ruth
Roland ditto, the late King Edward
and other members of the British
royal family, including the present
King George, on a hunting trip,
glimpses of winter in New York
back in the old days, and another
of those heavy early screen dramas,
"When a Dancer Loves." Aided by
witty running talk, it provides a
load of laughs as usual.

"A Radio Roundup"
Paramount
10 mins.
Good Novelty Revue
Joseph Cawthorn in
With Molasses 'n' January, the
"Cold Turkey"
blackface funsters of the Showboat
radio hour, as masters of ceremon- Paramount
19 mins.
Fair Comedy
ies, this one-reeler presents a group
of radio personalities in a miniature
A fairly amusing comedy revolvrevue that is bright and snappy.
The entertainers include Mary
ing around Joseph Cawthorn's winning a live turkey at a raffle. HavSmall, Anthony Frome (The Poet
ing the bird on his hands turns out
Prince), Vaugh De Leath, and Three
X Sisters, who do a very amusing to be a rather troublesome business
in at good deal of knockarrangement of "Who's Afraid of and results
about action.
the Big Bad Wolf?"

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
S3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
iness or pleasure.
Hollywood.
Idefal for busEvery room has private
dressing roomj bath and
shower. Beds ''built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking fqr your car.
Chas. Danzigtr, Mgr.

Eugene Sterol, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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HAYS OFFICE MEMBERS
IN DOUBT ON PROTEST
(Continued from Page

1)

in the minds of major company officials is as to whether their signatures to the code prior to its signing by President Roosevelt remain
valid. According to some legal
opinions even the most minor of alterations following affixing of company signatures nullifies this approval. On the other hand, an opinion exists to the effect they still
hold good. Persons who share this
view are also inclined to point out
that the executive order is a separate document and does not require signatures to indicate industry approval.
Powers specified for the National
Administrator, who is Gen.^Hugh S.
Johnson, under the executive order
is a principal reason for objections
raised in some producer-distributor
quarters. Section 1 of this document authorizes him to review anv
act of the Code Authority, which
has been considered by some as the
highest court of appeal under the
code, and disapprove of the act, if
he deems fit. Another provision
under fire is that empowering the
Administrator to remove members
of the Code Authority if "they
shall fail to be fair, impartial and
just." and to appoint successors. A
third anerle which has awakened
considerable attack is a clause allowing the National Administrator
to increase membership of the Code
Authority.

Motion Picture Club
Is Being Reorganized
(Continued from Page

©TMt
10MRHJ3F0
PHI&, M. DALY
• • • A MAJOR tradition of the newspaper field was
broken last Sunday by the Philadelphia "Record
by leading off its entertainment section with a front page devoted to
motion picture news instead of legit theater news
Dave
Stern, publisher, took the drastic step, realizing that the motion
picture is no longer a stepchild of the drama
but a
mature form of entertainment supported by more people than
any other form of diversion in any field, including sports
• • • THE GENT who did much to influence publisher
Stern was Harry Goldberg
in charge of Warner publicity in the Philly zone
with the following arguments
First: More people are interested in the motion picture
than in drama
Second:
The American public are so
intensely interested in the films that they support many fan
mags, whereas all the sports together can't make one national
mag pay
Third: Newspapers
derive more advertising
revenue from motion pix than from the legit
so the entire
industry should hail Dave Stern of the "Record" as a Newspaper Pioneer
the first newspaperman to place the Motion Picture in its rightful editorial and news position
FIRST

*

*

*

*

•

• • FOR XMAS week Paramount has planned a worldwide simultaneous release schedule for "Alice In Wonderland"
with 120 cities in the U. S., 12 in Canada, and 50 in
Europe and Asia
presenting the beloved Lewis Carroll
classic on the screen Dec. 22
a Real Xmas Pix
if
there ever was one
Songs in Columbia's musical, "Let's
Fall In Love," will be featured by Paul Whiteman's orch over
WEAF
Thursday
eve
Gregory
Ratoff will be guest of
honor tonite at the after-theater gala in the new Continental
Grill of the St. Moritz.
Arthur James will be managing
ed of the "Morning Express" which starts about Dec. 15
a regular daily featuring sports and screen
One of the
Meyer Davis orchestras will appear at the AMPA today, along
with a score of other personalities, including Amedee J. Van
Beuren, Bert Lahr, and others

1)

TEXAS UNIT OBJECTS
TO CODE AUTHORITY
(Continued from Page

1)

elected president for the eleventh
time. Other officers elected were
Rubin Frels, Victoria, and Mrs.
Martha Spadden, Electra, vicepresidents, and A. W. Lily, Greenville, secretary-treasurer.
The meetings were devoted almost
entirely to discussions of the new
code, the
general business
theater administration
and of
electric
light rates. United States Representative Joseph W. Bailey spoke
briefly on the code to the hundred
delegates. A roof dinner and dance,
with arrangements by J. M. Reynolds and B. H. Haralson, both of
Dallas, took place Tuesday night.

IATSE Waging Campaign
For (Continued
SupportfromofPagethe1) NRA
at the union's semi-annual district
convention here this week. About
400 delegates attended. Report was
made on the proposed liberalization
of Sunday shows in Massachusetts,
so that movies could be shown in
the same form as on week days and
permission would be given for stage
attractions. Allied Theater Managers refused to approve such a
change, fearing it might result in
stricter censorship.
Abramson Suit Up Today or MondayTrial of the anti-trust suit instituted by Ivan Abramson against 47
defendants, and which has been held
up owing to the fact that Attorney
Max D. Steuer, counsel for the defendants, istrying a case elsewhere,
is expected to begin tomorrow or
Monday in the U. S. District Court
before Judge Patterson. Defendants
in the action include Will H. Hays,
Nicholas M. Schenck, Adolph Zukor,
Jesse L. Lasky, William Fox and
others.

officers. The new location will b<~
known as the Motion Picture ClulBuilding with this inscription appearing on the entrance. Private
club dining room will be operated
by the Edison Hotel, adjoining, with
By RALPH WILK
quality food at moderate prices. A
HOLLYWOOD
The RKO and Warner Bros, conminiature theater also is included
troversy over Chick Chandler ended
one one of the floors. New setup TACK HALEY has been added to
Exploiting
"Damaged
calls for limiting of membership to J Fox's "George White Scandals," this week when it was agreed by
Boston
— Harry
Kufman, Lives"
manager
100 and a reduction in dues. This completing the
both companies to use him. Pre- of Weldon
cast
of principals.
Pictures, has gone to
*
*
*
viously, RKO had been reluctant tr
is expected to assure a compact and
to exploit
"Damaged
active membership.
Edgar George Ulmer has signed a let him go to Warners, because he St. Louis
contract to write and direct for was wanted for a part in "So You
Publix Meeting Off Till Monday
Universal. He has directed here Won't Sing, Eh?" by Radio. But
Meeting of Paramount Publix and abroad and was with Ufa for he now starts in "Harold Teen," tr
creditors has been adjourned until two years.
play "Lilacs,"
after lot
which
* * ^
return
to his home
Dec. he16. will
Monday morning at 11:30 o'clock in
Lives."
the office of Referee Henry K. DaDorothy Dell, Jack LaRue and
vis. Action is still pending on a Noel Francis have been added to
Ben Holmes is directing the secplan to compromise claims in con- the . cast supporting Sylvia Sidney
ond Tom Kennedy and Harry Gribnection with Walter Reade and
bon
comedy
at RKO,
Louisand
Fredric
March
in
"Good
Dame,"
other matters.
Brock.
He will
direct for
the entire
B.
P. Schulberg production for Para- series of comedies with these conmount.
* *
*
tract players.
Best wishes are extended by
* *
*
THE FILM DAILY to the
Jim Morton and Phil Dunham
'U* at Half-Way Mark
Louis Brock is so enthusiastic
following members of the
Half of the current Universal prohave joined the cast of "Hold Your
industry,
who are celebratgram of 36 features is completed and
ing their birthdays:
over
"Flying
Down
to
Rio,"
the
Temper," Leon Errol comedy being musical he made for RKO, that he
the other half is merely a matter of
directed by Sam White for Colum- has sent letters to exhibitors all
selection of material, the company anbia.
nounces. James R. Grainger, distribuDec. 7
*
#
*
over the country telling them about
tion chief, left this week on a tour
of exchanges. On reaching the C03st
the
picture.
*
*
*
he will confer with Carl Laemmle and
George Raft, upon completion of
A. M. Brentinger
M. J. O'Toole
Elsie Allen
Lee Marcus
Paramount's "It's a Pleasure to
Carl Laemmle, Jr., on plans for 1934-35.
Arthur Kober has been borrowed
Grainger returns via the south about
Marcella Albani
Lose," plans a European vacation by Columbia from M-G-M to adapt
Jan. 1.
with appearances in night clubs to "Twentieth Century."
pay his way.

A LITTLE from "LOTS"

{MANY HAPPY RcTUBNS
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FIRST DONATIONS
RECEIVED BY FUND
(Continued from Page

5 Leading Women
West

Coast

Bureau

Thursday, Dec. 7, 1933

Opposite Barthelmess
of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Richard
Barthelmess
will be supported
by no less than
five leading
ladies in "A Modern Hero," now in work at the Warner-First National studios. These
include Dorothy Burgess, who replaces Margaret Lindsay; Jean Muir, Marjorie Rambeau,
Verree Teasdale and Florence Eldridge.

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

worthy cause: Harold B. Franklin,
Charles C. Moscowitz, James R.
Grainger, Jack Alicoate, J. S. MacLeod, Hal Hode, David Bernstein,
William Massce, Jerry Cohen and
Don Mersereau.
That's a starter. Now's YOUR
turn to help that fellow, his wife
and little ones from desperation.
Stories of hardship, of bad breaks,
of striving to get a job, day-afterday without success, stories that
sound like fiction but are unbelievable facts, come before the committee every week, sometimes daily.
They can't all be printed in detail
but, without divulging the names of
the unfortunate brothers, we'll be
glad to tell you of some of the
saddest conditions imaginable. Decide RIGHT NOW to help one or
two of these chaps to a new start.
Send something. ANYTHING!
BUT SEND IT ALONG IMMEDIATELY! Address the FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND. 1650
Broadway.

ELECT MARTIN SMITH
HEAD OF OHIO MPTO

Ross Federal Service
Lesser Opens Offices
Adds 1,200 Checkers
In London and Paris
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

while Oliver Gaillot is running the figured over the past three months
Paris branch. Lesser also made a compared with the same period last
deal with Ernst Hubsch to distrib"Districts are checking a much
ute his product in Germany and
greater range of houses than ever
Eastern Europe. Under another year.
arrangement made with Gaumont before," said Ross, who last week
returned from a tour of the midthat company will handle 80 advenwest and coast territories. Three
ture pictures in France.
years ago we had as our record a
Lesser visited London, Paris and 7,000-day checking period for an
the Hague. In the latter city Loet outstanding feature film. So far this
season, five pictures have broken
Barnstyn will have charge of dub- that record. One film checked for
bing of foreign versions.
8,000 days another for 13,000 and
Lesser acquired rights to a Brit- the record film for 16,000 days. Inish & Dominions picture, tentatively
creased gross receipts warrant the
titled "Bride for a While," for dis- employment of an outside checker,
tribution in this country. Cast in- the same as company managers
cludes James Rennie, Benita Hume used to check legitimate shows on
and Anna Neagle. He made a num- the road. Better pictures have
ber of deals on "Thunder Over changed the attitude of exhibitors
Mexico." Production of an internaevery Ross
part of
the country."
tional radio feature is planned by in The
agency
now has 32
Lesser under title of "Radio Pa- coast-to-coast offices and representaNew Plan is Submitted
tives scattered so that any theater
rade." The picture partly will be
in which the ra- in the country may be reached by
By NRA Consumer Board madedio instarscountries
work and the balance at a Ross checker within one hour.
(Continued from Page 1)
code the exhibitor is considered the the Coast.
"Convention City" Opening Set
consumer, and that branch already
Warners have set the Broadway
has a place on the Authority. In
Joseph I. Schnitzer
view of Johnson's remarks in Warm
opening
City" for
21 atofthe"Convention
Strand.
May Join Majestic Dec.
Springs, however, that public reac(Continued from Page 1)
tion would play a pai't in the code
contents, this could mean ultimately Schnitzer will produce for the coma moviegoers' representative on the
pany or join it in a financial or adcode.
ministrative capacity is not known.
William Shapiro is now here in
charge of Majestic production.

dents are Sam Lind, Zanesville; A.
J. Holt, Cincinnati, Edward Hiely,
Newark, and Henry Beaverson,
Delaware. John Schwalm, Hamilton, was named secretary, and Max
Stern, Columbus, treasurer. New
trustees are: J. Real Neth, Columbus; C. F. Pfister, Troy; Ike Libson, Cincinnati; Nat Holt, Cleveland; L. F. Eich, Martins Ferry,
and W. A. Finney, Columbus.
By rising vote, James was made
an honorary member of the board
of trustees.
Report of the legislative committee headed by Martin G. Smith, To- ! *
ledo, reviewed the work done in defeating several bills and in securing the elimination of censorship
in newsreels and the enactment of
the stench bomb law. It was stated
that, were it not for the flood of
telegrams
came fromtaxCleveland whenwhich
the admission
was
being considered, the bill would
likely have been defeated. The
board of trustees immediately met
to outline a program for the coming year's activities.
Musicians' Stagger Plan Helps
St. Louis — An increase of 25 per
cent in musicians' employment has
resulted from the stagger plan effected by the union whereby theater
musicians are permitted to work not
more than three weeks in four.

Detroit Notes

A Symbol
HP HE Yule log — symbol of Christ■!■ mas through the ages. On the
great holiday the lord of the manor
threw wide the doors, and misery
and squalor were forgotten in the
cheer
sail. of the boar's head and wasCustoms change, but the Christmas
spirit is ageless. Today millions express it by the purchase of Christmas Seals — the penny stickers that
fight tuberculosis — still the greatest
public health problem. Your pennies
will help.

Buy Christmas Seals

Detroit — Joseph E. Mitchell, original owner of the Rex. has acauired control of Wesford Theater
Co., operating the Rex, taken over
from Leland G. Hillier and Alfred
Lane.

G. Coplan has bought the Columbia, downtown, from Jim Bennett.
E. Blaisdell is preparing to resmall downtown
house. open the Lyric,
McArthur Theater Equipment reports pickup in business.
New Orleans Union Efforts Fail
New Orleans — Attempts to negotiate a new Loew's State contract
to employ union operators, while the
matter was still in the U. S. regional labor board's hands, has failed.
the board's special comMeanwhile
mittee held two conferences with E.
V. Richards, who has been authorized to represent Loew, in which
the committee is reported to have
strongly urged the reemployment of
Loew's State
union
is
ownedprojectionists.
by Saenger Theaters, Loew
and Erlanger.
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Warner, Franklin, Zanuck, Lichtman See Bright '34

EXECUTIVE ORDER IS DEFENDED BY ROSENBLATT

Film Company Heads in Accord Against Executive Order
Delegation from New York
to See President
This Noon

Sh owmen
... a new crop on the way

■=

By DON CARLE GILLETTE =

sJOW

that the big majority of theaters

" are back in individual hands and mangers have the leeway to utilize the full
rope of their ideas, there are unmistakfcle signs here and there that a new
■rop of honest-to-gosh
ie making.
The mass-operation
lowmanship.

showmen

era was

is in

ruinous

to

Rubber-stamp directions from a distant
:me office proved themselves a complete
op the minute times became tough and
jsiness had to be gone after in special ed ways according to the character and
.ndition
of each
locality.

HIS doesn't mean
that
is a fallacy in toto.

the

circuit

idea

Executives of all the leading- film
companies yesterday arrived at complete accord on a stand in opposition to certain phases of the executive order in the film code, and a
delegation representing the entire
group is in Washington today for
(Continued on Page 5)

RELIEF FUND LAGS!
NEEDS QUICK ACTION!
Snap into it! Do your bit for
the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
right away! Only two weeks left
and collections to date are behind
last year. First, make your personal donation, then pass around
(Continued on Page 5)

In the case of a group like Loew's, for
stance,
where
changes
of theater
man
[ers are comparatively
rare, it is almost
e same
as
though
each
house
were
crated
individually.

Allied Contemplates Move
For Repeal ofofTHETicket
Tax
Washington Bureau
FILM
DAILY

The managers are fitted to their situa;ns and they reflect that spirit of pernal interest so necessary to intelligent
d profitable operation.

Washington — While no definite
plan has been mapped, Allied contemplates seeking repeal of the admission
tax, it is on
learned
(Continued
Page 4)from Ab-

J LIKE
when

manner,

on the old Keith circuit,

a manager

was

assigned a house

became a life job — as long as he kept
livering the goods — and very seldom did
:se managers fail to deliver.
Contrast this with the spectacle of one
circuit which, at the crest of cenilized operation, had more managerial
fts in one
year
than
its total number
houses, and you have one sufficient
ison why that system failed.

OU can't list more than a handful of
really outstanding showmen
who
were
'eloped
n.

in

the

period

of

mass

exhibi-

3ut there were plenty of real go-getters
ore that time> — and there will be plenty
re now that the field is open again.

300 at Philly Meet

Loew Earnings Up
Earnings of Loew's, Inc., at present
are running about 100 per cent higher
than last year at this time, according
to a summary of the company's status
by Dow-Jones. The foreign exchange
situation will give the company an additional $3,000,000 this year, it is
stated. In addition, domestic operations have been adjusted to the lower
grosses.

CIRCUITS POSTPONE
ADMISSION BOOSTS
Major theater circuit executives
have decided to "sit tight" on admission prices until about Jan. 15,
the Film Daily learns. With a
general raise in prices considered
inevitable, theater operators are
watching for more definite results
(Continued

on Page

5)

Frank C. Walker is Given
NRA Super Council Post
Wa-Mngton

Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Frank C. Walker,
national Democratic treasurer, has
been appointed by President Roosevelt as temporary executive director
of the National Emergency Council,
(Continued on Page 4)

Year of Opportunity is Seen
By Executives inA '34
Forecasts
definite feeling that 1934 will

Asher After U. S. Material
To Use in British Films

Irving Asher, head of WarnerFirst National production in England, arrived here yesterday en
route to Hollywood for a threeweek stay during which he will
select a number of stories and arrange for several prominent names
for the next program at the Teddington studios.
The British plant,
(Continued on Page 4)
You Will Surely Find It In The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.

Coming

1934

Hear

Deputy Code
Administrator's
Talk
By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Philadelphia — Defending provisions of President Roosevelt's executive order in the film code,
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenyesterdayto that
"it's
up to blatt
thedeclared
Government
see that
the zoning and grievance boards
function properly." Addressing
more than 300 exhibitors attending
a meeting sponsored by the regional
M. P. T. O. at the Hotel Broadwood,
he expressed amazement at "all the
publicity" the order has occasioned
and asserted
that under the code the
(Continued on Page 4)

EXEMPT INDIVIDUALS
IN CODE SIGNATURES
Philadelphia — That code signatures affixed by exhibitor organizations do not cover individual members was the opinion expressed by
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt yesterday to several exhibitor
leaders attending the M. P. T. 0.
meeting (Continued
here.
Heon Page
indicated
that
4)

Code Authority to Allow
Widest Self-Government
Washington

Bureau

of_ THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Aim of the NRA in
all code authorities is to permit the
bring better things to the film in- widest possible range of self-govrnment subject to the ultimate redustry is reflected in the first foresponsibility of theon Administration,
casts received in the annual sym(Continued
Page 4)
posium for subsequent inclusion in
THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
The expressions, coming from Jack
200 Votes Already In
L. Warner, Harold B. Franklin,
Darryl F. Zanuck and Al Lichtman,
Voting
in this year's annual FILM
follow :
DAILY poll for the Ten Best Pictures
is running well ahead of previous years,
the number of ballots returned by critics
already exceeding 200, compared with
about 150 at the same stage last year.

Up to the Pictures

By J. L. WARNER
TN 1934 or any other year, good
pictures will always make money,
just as they have done in every year
(Continued

on Page

2)

Over
Film

1,200 Pages Of Information — The
Daily Year Book.— Advt.

Coming
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See Opportunities in '34
(Continued from Page
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of the screen's
history. Warner
Brothers
demonstrated
the truth of
that statement when they released
"42nd Street'' at a time when the
country was in the lowest ebb of
depression and the bank moratorium was at its worst. The success
of that picture was so sensational
that it helped in no small measm*e
to bring about a revival of general
business, and started it on the upgrade that it has been climbing ever
since. "Gold Diggers of 1933" proved that "42nd Street" was not merely a happy accident by duplicating
the success of its predecessor.
"Footlight
ther history.Parade" is making furThe opportunity for the producer
of good pictures has never been
greater than it is today. In no way
can this industry do its part more
in assisting the general recovery
than by turning out the best productions of which it is capable, and
there are no problems facing the
motion picture business, now or at
any other time, that good pictures
will not successfully solve.

2 Major Reorganizations
By H. B. FRANKLIN
HE year 1934 will result in reorganization for at least two of
the major producing, distributing:
and exhibiting organizations. With
this reorganization will come a realization that permanent success in
show business can only come with
showmen at the helm.
The solution of many of the problems of the industry can only be
accomplished by those who are
equipped with experience and approach the industry's problmes sympathetical y in a spirit of _ compromise and cooperation, which must
result in greater cooperation between the producers, distributors
and exhibitors. It is incumbent upon the leaders of the industry to
foster a spirit of confidence in the
Government, industry, and in one
another.
Such a code will usher in a new
period of progress.

T
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Point in Suit

First skirmish in the suit recently
brought against Universal by a stockholder was won by the company this
week, when Justice Wasservogel in
Supreme Court gave the following decision: "On the papers submitted the
court would not be justified in substituting its own judgment for that of
the directors of the corporation defendant with respect to the salaries
here involved. Motion to enjoin payment of salaries to Carl Laemmle and
to Carl Laemmle, Jr., or to reduce
such salaries denied."

1
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l/2

1
%
l/2

Individual Production
7/8

Coming and Going

By DARRYL F. ZANUCK
A S Hollywood film production goes
into 1934 there is noticeable a
trend which I believe will be the
most significant development of the
new year. This trend is a change
from mass production to individual
production. In order to prosper, pictures must be better and bigger,
which means greater concentration
on each separate production. Mass
production methods make individual
concentration impossible, hence the
change must come. Mr. Schenck and
I have already taken the steps to
follow this plan in all our future
20th Century
Pictures.
In individual production I believe
lies the solution of most of the prob-

lems the production end Of the industry is facing.
Inasmuch as the NRA code provisions for the industry are an integral part of the entire NRA program for putting more people to
work, it should eventually work out
satisfactorily; but until we have
worked under the code long enough
to test all its merits and demerits
it would not be expedient to attempt
a definite opinion as to the general
effect. We have had enough of generalizing.
But it should be sufficient to say
for 1934, as in the past, the companies making the best entertainment will prosper best. And if, as
I believe, economic conditions improve, the whole tone of the film
industry will be better in 1934.

Reconstruction Progress
By AL LICHTMAN
'T'HE year 1933 will be remembered
as Reconstruction Year in our
industry. There were sharp changes
in every branch of our business, all
factors struggling valiantly to keep
their heads above water and hoping
for better times.
The signs are promising. Al!
signs indicate world recovery. Once
the monetary problem is solved in
this country, industry will find a
normal level and our business,
naturally, will settle accordingly.
One outstanding lesson we learned
during the past year is that the
only remedy for bad business in our
industry is good motion _ pictures.
Hard as every one has tried to reduce cost of production, they found
that the cheapest motion picture is
a good motion picture, and that the
most expensive motion picture, regardless of cost, is a bad motion
picture, and there is no substitute
for quality in our business. The ingredients that the public finally
stamp as a good motion picture and
a bad motion picture are so intangible that a producer cannot
stop at anything in an attempt to
turn out a successful attraction.
A condition that must be corrected is the double-bill evil, two-forone admissions, and other false business stimulants. Admission prices,
too, must be brought up commensurate with the costs of production and
exhibition.
All in all, the clouds are clearing
and there seems to be bright skies
ahead in the motion picture industry
for 1934.
"Lovelorn"

at Rivoli Dec.

13

Lee Tracy in "Advice to the Lovelorn," 20th Century production released by U. A., opens Dec. 13 at
the Rivoli after three weeks of
"Duck Soup," Marx film.
Spigelgass
Made of "U"
Ed.
West Coast Bureau
THE Scenario
FILM DAILY
Hollywood — M. Leonard Spigelgass has succeeded Albert J. Cohen
as Universal scenario editor, it is
announced by Carl Laemmle, Jr.

EDWIN MILES FADMAN of Films Red Star,
Paris, who has been in New York for two
months on a buying trip, is definitely set to
return
Dec. 16.to Europe on the He de France, sailing
IRVING ASHER, Warner production chief in
England, left New York by plane yesterday
weeks.
for the coast. He returns east in three
MARY PICKFORD expects to leave Hollywood
tomorrow for New York to spend the Holidays.
GLORIA
h:va come

SWANSON
east from

and MICHAEL
the coast.

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,
Hollywood to start work
in

"Success

FARMER

JR., is en route to
at the RKO studios

Story."

arrives
in New V.
YorkHENRY,
on Sunday.
CHARLOTTE
Paramount's "Alice,"
ROY DISNEY has arrived in New York from
the the
coast
by plane. He will return west
for
Holidays.
ROBERT S. SISK leaves for the coast today
by airplane.
He will return to New York
next
week.
JOHNNY O'CONNOR, RKO Theaters booker,
returned
from the coast yesterday.
LUIS LEZAMA, who is now RKO branch
manager in Mexico City, sailed Wednesday
for Mexico
on the Orienfe.
AMBROSE "BO" DOWLING will return fro.n
a tour of South America about Dec. 22.

Ritchey to Negotiate
Several Deals Abroad
Norton V. Ritchey of Ritchey Export Corp., handling all Monogram
pictures abroad, sails shortly to sit
m on the closing of several important distribution deals covering the
entire European continent. He will
spend some time in London, then
visit Paris, where Frank Bates is
the Ritchey representative. At present Ritchey is working out a deal
for the Monogram lineup in the Far
East. The South American office
recently opened by Ritchey in
Buenos Aires, with H. Staunton
Wallach in charge, is reported doing well.
Robert Cunningham Leaves Agfa
Robert G. Cunningham, who has
handled eastern sales for Agfa, resigned yesterday. His future plans
will be announced next week.

DATE BOOK
THE INDUSTRY'S
Today: Theatrical Ball under auspices of
Variety Club of St. Louis, Arcadia Ballroom, St. Louis.
Dec. 10-11: Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South
lotte, N. C.Carolina, Hotel Charlotte, CharDec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Portland, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Dec. 15: Open meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Minnesota and Dakotas, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Dec. "19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.
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ROSENBLATT DEFENDS
CODE'S EXEC. ORDER
(Continued from Page

Pierson May Be Code Secretary
Philadelphia — Wayne Pierson, identified with the film industry in various executive
capacities and active in behalf of Roosevelt in the presidential campaign last fall,
is understood to be a candidate for the post of executive secretary to the Code Authority. He recently resigned as general sales manager of an independent distributing
company headquartering in New York.

1)

Government has the right to take
such steps to insure its fair operation.
Rosenblatt's statements were obviously in reply to apprehension expressed by some major companies
at provisions of the executive order
authorizing the NRA Administration
to exercise intimate supervision of
the Code Authority and its decisions.
This latitude, according to these
concerns, amounts to direct Governmental intervention in the picture
business.
Clarifying operation of the various code clauses, Rosenblatt made
the following highlight statements:
Provisions covering cancellations
and substitutions will probably be
retroactive but the arbitration
clause will become operative when
code begins to function.
Wage scales effective last Aug.
23, regardless of whether or not
they were summer scales providing
for reduced wages, constitute the
basis of new minimum wage scales.
Exhibitors are not required to
buy
a company's
in
orderalltoofobtain
benefits program
of 10 per
cent cancellation clause.
Cancellation clause applies to
shorts as well as features.
In instances where distributors
try to hold up dates on any pictures
during Holy Week, dispute will be
settled by local boards.
Disputes in which a distributor
transfers a picture from a program
purchased by an exhibitor, to the
following year's program can be
submitted to arbitration.
Votes on all cases passed upon by
local zoning and grievance boards
will be open to the industry. _
No provision against distributors
delivering fewer pictures than they
sell at opening of season as far as
season involved is concerned.
Exhibitor associations may challenge appointments to local zoning
and grievance boards providing they
deem them improper.
Dr. Lowell to Watch Morality
Rosenblatt, in his address which
occupied 55 minutes, indicated that
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, one of the
three Government representatives
on the Code Authority, will function as a "watchdog" against immorality in pictures. Various proposals were made to the NRA to
incorporate drastic clauses on the
subject in the code, Rosenblatt said,
but the administrative officials decided to give the industry a chance
at "self -discipline."
"If the industry fails to regulate
this matter itself, there is always
An Early Start
Philadelphia — The motion picture
code seems to have gotten a premature
start in Easton, Pa. According to W.
E. Atkinson, exhibitor of that city. ?
NRA board called him on the carpet
early
week for failure to "comply"
with this
the code.

BOARD PERSONNELS
NOW BEING MADE UP

Philadelphia — Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is now preparing personnels of local zoning
and grievance boards authorized by
the film code, he told The Film
Daily yesterday. He made it cleat
that he is open to nominations
tions.
especially from exhibitor associaRosenblatt stated that so far hi
has not set a date for initial meeting of the Code Authority which i;
expected to take place in Washing
ton next week. Absence of Sidnej
R. Kent at the Coast will not defej
holding of the session, the Deputy
said.
Rosenblatt's final exhibitor meet
ing speaking date will be at the annual convention of the M. P. T. 0:
of North and South Carolina, whicl
takes place Sunday and Monday a
Charlotte. M. A. Lightman, form (
er M. P. T. 0 .A. president who i
now in New York, will also partici

they must play in helping the code
to operate efficiently. He complimented the Philadelphia unit on its
able representatives which particiThe dress
Deputy
Administrator's
adpated in the code conferences at
coincided with
the first birthWashington earlier in the Fall and
day of the code, which became oper- told the meeting that under the
ative yesterday. At the opening of
his speech he reviewed industry con- NRA, they are assured of a "fair
ditions prior to the code, characterDave Barrist, who introduced
izing them as productive of "con- Rosenblatt, said that the NRA adstant warfare" and "chaos." Only
ministration gave all a fair opporthe oil industry has the same comtunity to present their views during
plex ramifications resembling those
codifying period. He admitted,
jf the film business, declared the the
deal."
Deputy Administrator. In efforts however, that exhibitors in his territory are "nervous" as to the workto draft a code, each group enings of the code.
deavored to regulate the other
M. A. Lightman, member of the
group, he declared.
Situations in which theaters have M. P. T. 0. A. board of directors
over-bought product are responsible and former president, was on the
dais, having made the trip from
for 85 per cent of the complaints New
York in order to attend. He
which have been made at the Deputy
returned to New York last night.
Administrator's office, Rosenblatt,
stated. Ten per cent of them are
based on zoning and clearance dif- Asher After U. S. Material
ferences while the remaining five
To Use in British Films Code Authority to Allow
per cent are miscellaneous in na(Continued from Page 1)
pate.Widest Self -Government
ture, he said.
(Continued from Page 1)
Board Actions Out in Open
where Asher has already made 55
All actions of the local grievance pictures in two years, is on a nine- which would "fill the blanks in in
week layoff. Laura LaPlante, who
self-government," said Wi
and zoning boards are "to be out already has made two pictures for dustrial
iiam H. Davis, new NRA nationa
in the open," Rosenblatt assured Warner in England, has been signed compliance director, yesterday. Th
exhibitors. Success of the code deoutlined plans for cod
pends upon industry cooperation, for two more. Monty Banks, direc- statement
tor, also has been engaged for four anforcement and said that wher
coupled with government supervithe national compliance board is un
iion, he asserted.
able to settle violations of codes
"I don't know whether the code pictures.
the Federal Trade Commission
will work," admitted Rosenblatt, Exempt Individuals
Attorney General would step in, a
'You can't tell about an apple until
In Code Signatures cording to nature of the complai
youOn have
a bite."he declared,
(Continued from Page 1)
the taken
other hand,
it must have a fair trial and any theatermen will be personally con- Frank C. Walker is Given
tacted later for assurance of their
attacks upon it at the present time
NRA (Continued
Super fromCouncil
Pos
Page 1)
are premature and unwarranted. In- participation, through a questionclusion of a morality clause in the
naire which will go out soon after
dseigned to cocode would have placed ammunition the Code Authority begins to func- a new super-council
ordinate the activities of the NRA
in the hands of district and other tion.
The new department will have
In view of this announcement, the central information bureau an
governmental attorneys with political ambitions, enabling them to in- local exhibitor unit, which has so branches throughout the country
voted to determine its atti- Walker's post carries a salary 01
blatt. stitute "moral crusades," said Rosen- far not
tude on the code, will probably deem
In order to determine if the code such action unnecessary, President §10,000 a year.
I
is operating fairly and effectively, Lewen Pizor told The Film Daily
Allied
Contemplates
Movi
the Code Authority will contact exfollowing*
hibitors in a survey, the results of If the comments
Tai
addressheard
and replies
to For Repeal
(Continued of
from Ticket
Page 1)
which will be studied, explained the Rosenblatt's
questions is any indication, those
Deputy Administrator. He appealed present are satisfied to accept the ram F. Myers. The matter maj
for support of the Code Authority code.
come up when public hearings at
and the code as a whole. At the
held before the House Ways arf
conclusion of Rosenblatt's address, New Draft of Poster Code
Senal'c;
the meeting broke into thunderous
Means Committee
Banking
Committee and
on the
revision
the tax laws. Theater interests ai
applause. The Deputy Administrator then spent some time answering Going to Wash'n Next Wk. expected to ask abolition of tt
Philadelphia — A new draft of the ticket tax as one of the nuisanc
questions regarding workings of the
code and departed for Washington poster industry code will be taken levies.
late in the afternoon.
by George Aarons, general counsel
The morning session, at which of the National Poster Service Association, to Washington on WedPresident Lewen Pizor presided, dis14,000 Freak Squawks
cussed code clauses. Adjournment
nesday for submission to John Powwas taken at noon for a luncheon,
er, aide to Deputy Administrator
Philadelphia
Listingof "freak"
plaints out of —a total
14,000 comfiled
at his office in connection with the
which was attended by nearly 150 Whiteside. A date will then be
film men.
code, Deputy Administrator Rosenblatt
fixed
for
a
public
hearing
on
the
code.
yesterday
included
the following cases:
Femme Western exhib who squawked
Charles L. O'Reilly, president of
because she is being forced to pay $3.50
for a feature.
the T. 0. C. C, opened the afterAarons, who has been importantnoon session with a talk in which
ly associated with drafting of the
New York State exhibitor who wants
he particularly emphasized the need locument, yesterday
to eliminate hardware store competition
said that his
which is hurting his giveaway nights.
of strong exhibitor associations as association represents 80 percent of
never before, owing
to the part he known poster exchanges.

time to consider ways and means
of regulation," Rosenblatt pointed
out.
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RELIEF FUND LAGS!
NEEDS QUICK ACTION!
(Continued from Page

1)

the hat, put
on will
a stunt,"
SOMETHING that
help DOswell
the
fund to a greater total than ever
before. Become a committee of one
to talk "Relief Fund." Pass the
word around. Tell 'em about this
worthy cause. Tell 'em how every
penny collected goes directly to the
out-of-luck men and women of this
industry. A few more checks arrived yesterday. Do yourself a
favor.
SEND YOURS TODAY.

Put

YOUR

• Hirold
B. Franklin
Charles
C. Moscowitz
James
R. Grainger
Jack Alicoate
I 1. S. MacLeod
: Hal Hode
i David
Bernstein

name

HERE

William Massce
Jerry Cohen
D^n Mersereau
Richard
Brady
Cresson Smith
D?n Carle Gillette
Don Hancock

Circuits Postpone
Admission Boosts
(.Continued from Page

1)

in the present inflation trend. Word
has been passed around for all to
hold admission prices "status quo"
f for at least six weeks.
Kuykendall
to Charlotte Meet
Columbus, Miss.— Ed Kuykendall
will go to Charlotte, N. C, to speak
at the M.P.T.O. convention there
Monday. Sol A. Rosenblatt also
will be a speaker. Kuykendall i-ecently sold out his holdings in two
theaters to his partner, John T. Sanford, so he could devote more time
to exhibitor organization matter.
Delaware Unit Meets Sunday
Dover, Del. — Independent Theater
Owners of Delaware will meet Sunday to discuss the motion picture
| code and clarify its various clauses.
Para, to Make Texas Epic
"Yonder Lies Jericho," by Samuel
B. Harrison, dramatic story of
Texas through three generations,
has been bought by Paramount.
Wesley Ruggles will probably direct
it.
"Sitting Pretty" Holds Over
"Sitting Pretty," Paramount musical, holds over at the New York
Paramount. With Gary Cooper in
person on the stage, the house has
been packing them all week.
Not Notifying Authority

Wash. Bureau of THE

FILM

HCffiS

DAILY

Washington — No formal notification
will be sent by the NRA to members
of the Code Authority to inform them
of their appointments. The signed
code itself, with their names as part
of the text, is regarded as official
notice, the NRA states. In the case
of Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, Marie
Dressier and Eddie Cantor, however, inasmuch as they were named by General
Johnson at the President's request, and
not in the original code, notice will be
sent.

PHIL M.DALY
• •
• ANOTHER GREAT boost for Eastern Production
at the AMPA
luncheon
136 present
almost a
record luncheon
hitting in a pinch for prexy Jawn Flinn,
vice-prexy Rutgers
Neilson lined up a whizz-bang
array of
talent
and lassoed 'em on short notice, too
the
Show was Great
the luncheon service was Sensationally
Lousy
wonder*where*Mister *Sardi *eats HIS luncheons?
• •
• THE FESTIVITIES were a bow to RKO and the
Van Beuren shorts units in particular
Amedee J. Van
Beuren was present, with vice-prexy Frank Snell
Arthur
Friend, attorney, and charter AMPA member
Jules Levy,
Radio's general sales chief Al Mertz, his shorts sales aide
George Stallings, chief animator of Van Beuren cartoons
Otto Soglow, papa of ye Li'l Kink
then there
were Eddie McEvoy, Cress Smith, Barret McCormick, Bob Wolff
all fine upstanding gentlemen even though they are in
the fillum biz
it was a pleasure to be with 'em
but that Sardi luncheon service was indeed lousy
• •
• FRESH
FROM
his role in Van Beuren's satire,
"Henry the Ache," came "Kink" Bert Lahr to auction off copies
of "Henry the VIII" for the Film Daily Relief Fund
autographed by "Roxy" and Bert
then there were other
laugh-makers Monte Collins, Fred Hildebrand
Bert Hope of "Roberta" aided Rutgers on the emcee work
Douglas
Montgomery
and Laurie of "Little Women"
we got all this dope from the Committee
we
heard nothing, saw nothing
we bought our luncheon
ticket and fought for three-quarters of an hour to get some
famous Sardi Service
we and two score other optimistic
suckers laboring under the delusion that Sardi's was a place
where they served FOOD
haw!
and IF ya did
get served, ya took what the waiter brought
we ordered
roast beef and got a cold steak that some customer downstairs
must have passed up
all one mug got for his dough was
a cup of coffee
but the Entertainment was swell
so wott'ell
*
*
#
#
• •
• INTERLUDES
OF melody
were provided by a
Meyer Davis unit, led by Jack Meyers
others who took
bows were Miriam Battista, former starlet now in musicals
Johnnie Downs, grad of "Our Gang" and a charming
youth
Monroe Shaff, production manager for Amedee,
and his entire gang
genial Gus Edwards was rung in
from downstairs
and with him his latest proteges,
"Arkansas Travelers"
and how these three kids from
Puddin' Ridge can strum and strut!
• • • AND DID those "Henry VIII" books go at top
prices in the Relief Fund auction! bought by Messrs Van
Beuren, Meyer Davis, Bert Lahr, Doug Montgomery, Jules Levy
and Herb Berg held the lucky ticket for the Otto Soglow highball glasses
what a casting director Monroe
Greenthal would have made!
didja see the two blondes he
hogged for hisself?
well, he bought their lunches
but
they85 GET
ha
pageFund
Mister Sardi
..... didover
berries'em?
collected for
the Relief
next
week the collection should be turned over to the hungry guests
who fail to get their Sardi luncheon
we have starvin'
pressageys in our midst
on Thursdays
someone
should suggest to Mister Sardi to serve FOOD in his meetin'
hall
it MIGHT develop into a Restaurant
• • • -HE GUARANTEED to refund the dough to any
dissastified
afterHayman
seeing ofColumbia's
"A Man's
did patron
A. Charles
the Lafayette,
Buffalo Castle"
and not one kick through the entire holdover engagement
Songs from
musical,
"Let's
In Love,"
broadcast
fromColumbia's
coast to coast
on the
Paul Fall
Whiteman
hour were
over
WEAF last nite

LEADERS IN ACCORD
ON FILM CODE STAND
(Continued from Page

The President's executive order,
which
it is claimed
completely
hanges the meaning of the code,
was the result of an opinion from
the Department of Justice on the
Code Authority, as originally reported exclusively in The Film
Daily, it was revealed yesterday by
tion.
i source close to the Administra-

NRA May Take Action
On Give-away Admissions

Unless New York theatrical managers and producers act to curb the
widespread
"passes"
which admit issuance
bearers to of
legit,
shows
upon payment of tax, there is a
likelihood that the Code Authority
for the theater will take action. A
meeting of the legit, field to discuss
this question is scheduled for today.
"Roman Scandals" Trade Shown
A national trade and press showing of "Roman Scandals," starring
Eddie Cantor, will be held by United
Artists on Dec. 12. In New York
the preview will take place in the
Astor theater at 11 A. M.
'King for Night' at Mayfair Tonight
Universal's "King for a Night,"
with Chester Morris, Alice White
and Helen Twelvetrees, opens at 8
o'clock tonight at the Mayfair.

MANY HAPPY PITUWS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 8
Bryan
Paul

«

«

«

»

»

»

1)

a conference at the White House
around noon. Among the officials
in agreement on the situation are
Will H. Hays, Adolph Zukor, Nicholas M. Schenck, Joseph M. Schenck,
Robert H. Cochrane, J. Robert Rubin, M. H. Aylesworth, E. W. Hammons, H. M. Warner, Jack Cohn,
George Schaefer and W. C. Michel.
Only Hays and two others, however,
will go to the White House, the
President not wishing to see a large
delegation.
As Friday is cabinet meeting day,
it is not expected that the film conference will run into the afternoon.
If General Johnson returns from
New York in time, he too will attend
he meeting.

Foy
Cavanaugh
William

Wallace
Wors'ey
Fred Herkowitz
S.

Hart
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Clive

"IF I WERE

LEISURELY

DRAMA
AND

Brook

John Wayne

in

"SAGEBRUSH

FREE"

with Nils Asther, Henry
RKO
TRIANGLE

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

and

Stephenson
66 mins.

THAT

FAILS

TO

MOVES

TOO

DEVELOP

A

"LIVE
AND Dialogue)
LAUGH"
(Yiddish

in

TRAIL"

Monogram
PLENTY

OF

SHOOTING
IN

IN

OLD-TIME

FAST
WILD

MELLER

Jewish
59 mins.

ACTION
WESTERN

AND
DONE

STYLE.

PUNCH.
Mediocre story material and poor dialogue prevent this film from rising above
the program class. The characters are

* Engravers •

capably handled, but, without opportunity
for anything but the general reading of
parts, the stars and feature players seem
wasted. The story concerns Irene Dunne,
who is unhappily married to Nils Asther.
He leaves her and she soon meets Clive

CALL—
PHOTOENGRAVING
(Day and Night Service)
250 W.

Brook, an English barrister, who, because
of an unhappy married life, is lonely and
wasting his time and talents. They fall
n love and everything is rosy until Henry
Stephenson, a mutual friend, tells Irene

54th St.,
N. Y.
Tel.
COIumbus
5-6741

that she is hampering Brook's professional
career. Irene is about to leave him when

Equipment
VORTKAMP
Lamps
ALL

OTHER

she learns that he is to undergo an operation which may prove fatal. All ends
Locales are Paris and London.

AND COMPANY

well.

and

Scenery in spots is very beautiful, but
lack of action and purpose hold the film
down. It is an adaptation of the play

Carbons

THEATER

SUPPLIES

1600 B'way, CH. 4-5550

"Behold, We
Live."
Cast: Irene Dunne,

N. Y. C.

USED EQUIPMENT
BOUGHT
LARGEST

AND

IN

SHOW

S. 0. S. CORP.
1600 BROADWAY,

NEW

Engineer, George
Direction,

YORK

Tel. CHickering 4-1717

COLORFUL— ATTRACTIVE

Send for Booklet
O. W. JACKSON & CO., INC.
"The World's Largest Mat House"
WEST 34th ST., NEW
LAckawanna
4-9182

YORK

Foreign

of

AMERANGLO
CORPORATION
EXPORTERS— IMPORTERS
Cable: Chronophon

226 WEST 42ND STREET
NEW YORK CITY
LONDON

PARIS

Ellis.

Photography,

once John Wayne really starts, there can
be no complaints. There is more shooting
in this one than in the average dozen
westerns. Wayne is convicted of a killing
back east that he did not commit. He
escapes from prison, and treks out west
to get the real criminal. He joins an
outlaw gang on a tip that his man is
among them. He meets the murderer under an assumed name, and when they become pals and he later learns his identity,
he strives to protect him. He prevents
several holdups, working under cover with
John Law, and his buddy helps to cover
him up when the head of the outlaws
grows suspicious. Then into a slambang finish, with a long sequence of
chases and counter plots, with a pitched
battle at the end as the gang closes in

Nils

Fair.

Philadelphia — Twelve StanleyWarner houses, all neighborhoods,
have eliminated matinees in a test
to determine if the move will boost
evening business. A number of independents are likely to adopt the
plan providing the experiment produces the anticipated results.

IMPROVE YOUR LOBBY

225-241

Fair

D.

plenty in this shot'emup film. It is a
trifle slow in getting under way, but

on the two pals, with the sheriff's posse
coming just in time to save the hero as
the

pal

IERLIN

Printing

PRINTING
Service — Quality — Price
Modern — Economical — Accurate
BARNES PRINTING CO., Inc.
229 W. 28th Street, New York
Telephone, PEnnsylvania 6-4740

Mintz Closes Negro
Film Deals
"Drums O' Voodoo," with an allNegro cast, has been sold by Robert,
Mintz, president of International
Stageplay Pictures, to M. C. Howard
of Atlanta for the southeastern
states, and to Sack Amusement Enterprises of San Antonio for Texas,
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
Appeal Fox N. E. Assessment
New Haven — Benjamin Slade and
Samuel Spring, receivers for Fox
New England Theaters, which is reverting to Poli control, yesterday
filed an appeal in Civil Superior
Court from assessments in Waterbury for 1931 and 1932. They said
the sites of the Palace and Strand
were assessed $896,000 each year.
Dowling
Play in Rehearsal
"Big Hearted
Herbert,"
production which will
later stage
be filmed
by Eddie Dowling, has gone in rehearsal at the Astoria studio and
opens Christmas night at the Boulevard Theater, Jackson Heights.

dies.

Cast: John Wayne, Nancy Shubert. Lane
Chandler, Yakima Canutt, Wally Wales,
Art Mix, Robert Burns, Earl Dwyer.
Director, Armand Schaefer;
Lindsay Parsons; Adaptor, Same.
Direction,

Matinees Out to Aid Night

• Floor Mats •

WITH

Brook,

Asther, Henry Stephenson, Vivian Tobin,
Laura Hope Crews, Tempe Pigott, Loraine
MacLean.
Director, Elliott Nugent; Author, John
Van Druten; Adaptor, Dwight Taylor;
Scenarist, same; Editor, Arthur Roberts;
Cameraman, Edward Cronjager; Recording

SOLD

CLEARING
HOUSE
BUSINESS

Clive

If it's thrills the fans crave in their
westerns, which they do, they will get

Fast

Photography,

Author,

Very Good

"Little Women" to Run On
After establishing a record of three
weeks at the Radio City Music Hall,
RKO's "Little Women" has gone direct
to the RKO Roxy, where it is planned
to continue the run through the Holidays. At the Music Hall, the picture
played to 450,701 paid admissions in
three weeks. The one day record for
all time was chalked up Saturday the
seventeenth day of the run, when 30,010
admissions were paid.

Blake
West

McVeigh

Coast

Bureau

as

Selzer

of THE

FILM
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DAILY

Hollywood — In the reorganization
of the Warner studio publicity department, Blake McVeigh has been
made assistant to Ed Selzer, new
head of the department.

Talking

FIRST

Pictures

YIDDISH

SHOULD PANIC
COMMUNITIES.

'EM

MUSICAL
IN

THE

60 mins. I
REVUE \
JEWISH.

Here is the first all-Yiddish musical revue, and it includes all the names favorably known to the patrons of the Jewish
theater. There is nothing pretentious
about the production, but it has all the
talent there. Max Wilner acts as master
of ceremonies at a Jewish theater where
all the stars are to do their bit. His
wife insists on coming along and injecting
herself as a master of ceremonies, too.
This gives the comedy

highlights as they

battle on

the stage in between the performances. Menashe Skulnick, the leading Yiddish comic, does a skit. Mae
Simon, the Jewish Sarah Bernhardt, has a
dramatic sketch with Eddie Friedlander as
her son, who sings a traditional mourning
hymn on the death of the father. Then
there are Joseph Buloff, leader of the
Vilna troupe; Hymie Jacobson, Chaim Tober, the famous radio Payatz — the Clown,
singing "Laugh, Clown, Laugh"; and a
long list of lesser stars. The big bet is
the late Cantor Rosenblatt, who sings
splendidly with his ensemble of 11 voices
in a Wailing Wall presentation.
Cast: Cantor Joseph Rosenblatt, Menashe
Skulnick, Joseph Buloff, Pincus Lavenda,
Seymoure Reichtzeit, Yudel Dubinsky, Boris Rosenthal, Hymie Jacobson, Jack Shargel, Eddie Friedlander, Meyer Machtenberg, Chaim Tober, Max Wilner, Sadie
3anks, Mae Simon.
Director, Max Wilner; Recording Engineer, Murray Dichter; Editor, Sam Rosen.
Dircetion, Fair. Photography, Spotty.

John Auer to Produce Here
John H. Auer, director of Spanish Pictures for Paramount for the
past two years arrived yesterday
from Mexico City after completing
a series of five features. Auer, in
association with Arthur Ziehm,
plans to produce four features for
American distribution. He is now
negotiating for an eastern studio.
1,500 Attend K. C. Party
Kansas City — More than 1,500 attended Film Row's charity ball this
week. It was the most successful
ever held. Frank Hensler, Arthur
Cole, Irving Dubinsky and Bill Warner were among the most active in
putting it over.

Butterfield Lingering in South
Greenblatt
Acquires
Product
Arthur Greenblatt has secured
Miami Beach, Fla.— W. S. Butterthe New York state distribution field, president of the Butterfield
rights for "Farewell to Love," six theater enterprises in Michigan, is
Buddy Roosevelt shorts and six Buf- extending his sojourn here indefinitefalo Bill Jr. western shorts.
ly. His circuits have been obliged
to close a number of theaters due
to over-seated situations, and Butterfield says it will be necessary to
Art Display at Loew's Ziegfeld
A display of paintings by Kyra correct this condition before the inMarkham, former stage actress, is
dustry can again make reasonable'
being placed on view in the Patricia
Lounge of
Loew's Ziegfeld Theater
starting
today.

profits.
Xubitsch May Direct Marx Bros.

"Son of a Sailor" Holds Over
First National's "Son of a Sailor,"
with Joe E. Brown, is holding over
at the Strand.

Hollywood — Next vehicle for the
Four Marx Brothers will be a
musical revue, probably directed by
Ernest Lubitsch, according to information credited to Groucho Marx.
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A LITTLE from "LOTS

N-E-W-S OF THE DAY

By RALPH WILK

HOLLYWOOD

.Y^yiLLIAM
CONSELMAN
will
prepare the story treatment for
he fh-st screen edition of George
White's "Scandals," to be produced
33 y Fox.
Irene Dunne is back from New
York to start work in "Transient
Love" at RKO. Miss Dunne has a
commuting contract," whereby she
comes west on ten days' notice before each of her pictures is ready
to start.

*

*

*

Vance Randolph and Dore Schary
ire writing the screen play and dialogue for "Comin' Round the
Mountain," which will co-star Polly
Moran and May Robson. Harry
jlRapf will produce the picture for
I.I-G-M. Randolph is the author of
"An Ozark Holler" and several
c ther books dealing with the Ozark
mountains. Schary wrote "He
(■ouldn't Take It" for Monogram
pnd was formerly with Columbia.

♦

♦

♦

produced by Premier Prods. Hans
Weeren will continue as head of the
sound department at Talisman.

New Orleans — M-G-M exchange
will move shortly to the Vitagraph
building at S. Liberty and Cleveland
Ave. American Displays has taken
The first of the Jackie Coogan over the second floor of the building which formerly housed the Saensubjects, being produced by I. A.
Allen, was completed under sched- ger main offices.
ule. Margaret Marquis, who played
New Orleans — Universal has
the lead opposite young Coogan, aters
and with Affiliated and the
Gladys Blake and Glenn Boles have aters here
here and to Affiliated and the
been signed for the entire series.
Albert Von Tilzer will write the Saenger circuit outside of the city.
music and the songs will be sung Frank McCarthy, eastern division
by Miss Marquis. Eddie Cline di- sales manager, was recently here.
rected the initial subject, with Frank
B. Good at the camera.
Chicopee, Mass. — Hollywood Theaters Corp. has been formed here
with $50,000 capital by Joseph J.
Wudyka, Walter J. Papuzynski and
Fredric March will make "The Af- Anthony
Galary.
fairs of Cellini" as his first picture
for the Joseph M. Schenck-Darryl
Panama City, Fla. — Carl Gray,
Zanuck company, 20th Century, inowner of the Eastside, has opened
stead of "Les Miserables" as previ- the
house for the season.
ously announced. Production on
"The Affairs of Cellini," based on a
combination of the autobiography
Wellsburg, W. Va. — Strand is now
of Cellini and the Edwin Justus being operated by Charles Manas of
Steubenville. House formerly was
Mayer Feb.
play,1 under
"The Firebrand,"
start
the directionwill
of operated by H. G. Anas, who retains
his theaters in Weirton and FollansGregory LaCava. Bess Meredyth bee.
will
adapt
it.
"Les
Miserable"
will
be the second March vehicle for 20th

Corson Jowett will handle the
■-ound recording on the productions
to be made by J. G. Bachman at
the Talisman studio. He was also Century. Both pictures will be released by United Artists.
the recorder on "She Was His Gal,"

f

OR more than thirty years, the most
/'or
J women of the cinema world and
placed their seal of approval upon the
Tecla. It is in keeping with this tradition

now presents its newest creation, the
Culture Pearls — treasures of the sea,
Mr. Oyster himself and destined for
than to complement the loveliness

Meadville, Pa. — Strand goes dark
shortly for remodeling and redeco-

rating and will be reopened under
new management. David Victor,
operator of the Victor, New Castle,
has leased the house and it will be
known as the Victor when reopened.
Mrs. C. E. Eiler had it for a number of years.
Rossiter, Pa. — James Sabella has
reopened the Victory. He is identified with the Smith theater,
Barnesboro. Arch Catalano was former owner of the Victory.
Greensboro — Forty-three dollars
was taken in a holdup of the boxoffice of the Carolina.
Boston — First Division's new exchange is expected to open about
Dec. 19, according to Manager Carl
Crawford.
Newton, Conn. ■— Citizens here
haveSunday.
voted to prohibit film shows
on
Pittsfield,
N. H.— The
Libertygoing
theater has changed
owners,
from Alfred Provencher to William
Trayers.
Beverly, Mass. —
dropped vaudeville.

smartly dressed
society have
creations of
that Tecla

world's finest
produced by
no other fate
of a beautiful

woman! Exquisitely matched necklaces, of unsurpassable color and orient, are priced from $50 to $15,000.

CULTURE
NOW

PEARLS

AT 608

FIFTH AVENUE

AT 49th STREET, NEW
(Adjacent

To

Rockefeller

YORK
Center)

Tecla Culture Pearls also set with genuine diamonds
in modern mountings of gold or platinum, in Rings,
Earrings, Bracelets, Studs and other Jewel Pieces.

The Ware has

Greeted JVith

APPLAUSE
Background Negative is
EASTMAN
winning wide acclaim among the many
producers and cameramen who have already
discovered its possibilities. Its remarkably
fine grain meets the prime requirement of
background shots that are to be projected
and rephotographed. Other qualities .
particularly a surprising degree of speed . . .
give it a potential versatility that may well
lead to finer photography in other directions. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN
Background Negative

Holiday Booking

Number
The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought

VOL.

LXIV.

NC.

NEW
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Grainger, Dembow, Kuykendall Have Faith in NRA

HAYS, RUBIN AND SCHAEFER SEE THE PRESIDENT
$1,800,000 Offered for Publix Enterprises Assets
Famous
Theaters
Corp.
Bid to be Considered
at Auction Dec. 21

Jack Alicoate on "CHRISTMAS

There is a kindred relationship between the spirit of the Christmas Holidays
and the spirit of the Theater. Reflected in each is an atmosphere of gayety
and good will. Both offer a haven from the hard reality and irritations of daily
life. It is obvious, then, that the Christmas holidays offer the theater an
unusual annual opportunity to promote and become important in civic and
community affairs. Of our national institutions the Theater, most of all,

Famous Theaters Corp., headed
by Y. Frank Freeman and consisting of interests now identified with
Publix Enterprises, has made an of- 1 and
fer of $1,800,000 for the assets of rV
mas
the bankrupt firm, it was disclosed
yesterday in a notice of a special qb^^
creditors' meeting to be held in the
office of Referee Henry K. Davis
on Dec. 21, when all assets and
properties will be offered at a pub(Continued

on Page

16)

HAL ROACH DINED
BY MORE THAN 500
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAI Li

Hollywood — A banquet that
brought out more than 500 cinema
celebrities and others marked the
opening of the celebration of Hal
Roach's twentieth year as a comedy
producer. Festivities of one kind
and another are to continue throughout the week.
The opening dinner, held at the
(Continued

on

Page

4)

2 Gaynor-Farrell Films
Scheduled for Next Year
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Winfield Sheehan has
signed Charles Farrell to be teamed
again with Janet Gaynor in two
pictures to be made early next year.

Poli Circuit's Long Story

New Haven — Document filed in the
Town Clerk's office this week trans. ferring Fox New England Theaters
from the receivers back to S. Z. Poli
consisted of 700 printed pages, with
acknowledgements made in 30 courts.
A first mortgage of $6,943,150 on the
former holdings of Fox New England
Theaters was recorded with it.

Over 1,200 Pages Of Information — The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.

rv
M

Coming

and the THEATER"

from a non-sectarian
as

mirrored

through

standpoint, compellingly reflects the spirit of Christ"Peace

on

Earth

and

Good

Will

Toward

Men."

SchulbergSays Industry Can't Continue
Umess Whole Recovery Plan Succeeds
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — It will be impossible
for the film industry to continue under the conditions imposed by the
NRA unless the entire Recovery
A.ct movement succeeds, in the opinion of B. P. Schulberg, who is now
producing independently at the Paramount studios. In a statement to
The Film Daily, Schulberg said:
"Production

costs will be increased

without

returning any proportionate compensation in
the quality of the product.
"There there is this to consider: the benefit
to labor will not bring about the same proportionate result of increased consumption as is
the case in other industries, because:
"The
buying
thatis w'll
result fromincreased
the studio
labor power
increase
limited
to one city only, Los Angeles. And the men
who are engaged in the making of picture j
in the studios are not inclined to spend their
leisure in attending motion picture theaters.
"Therefore, the return can come only from
(Continued on Page 16)

Abramson's $1,500,000 Anti-Trust Suit Settled

Leaders Mum
Following
Half-Hour Call at
White House
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Will H. Hays, accompanied by J. Robert Rubin of
M-G-M and George Schaefer of Paramount called on President Roosevelt
at the White House at 4:55 P. M.
yesterday and emerged at 5:25 P.
M. with nothing to say. It is an
inviolable rule that the discussions
at all such conferences with the Chief
Executive are not to be disclosed
unless the White House chooses to
make a statement. Administrator
Hugh S. (Continued
Johnson and
Deputy
Sol A.
on Page
4)

JOHNSON OUTLINED
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — That General Johnson's letter transmitting the film
code to the President contained
recommendations that resulted in
important sections of the executive
order was revealed yesterday.
In

(Continued on Page 16)
The $1,500,000 anti-trust suit settlement was not revealed. Abramson stated, however, that the vicbrought by Ivan Abramson, indepentorycial.
was Hemore
finan- Century Circuit Reports
dent producer, against major comsaid "moral"
that thethan
producers
panies has been settled out of court, involved in the litigation had agreed
Higher Profit for Year
it was disclosed yesterday. The to furnish him a market for his picNet profit of $273,607 is reported
tures.
Abramson
stated
that
he
by the Century Circuit, Inc., for
trial was pending before Federal
plans to make six features, two
the year ended Aug. 31. This comJudge Robert P. Patterson. By mutual agreement the nature of the probably in Russia.
pares with $198,088 in the previous

Faith in Outlook Under NRA
Voiced by Industry Leaders
to this effect come from James R.
Belief that the industry's chances
for a better showing next year are Grainger, general manager of distribution for Universal; Sam Dembetter as a result of the NRA probow, Jr., president of Theater Mangram is expressed in another trio
the Paramountagement Corp.,
of forecasts for 1934, being com- Publix theater
subsidiary,
and Ed
piled for inclusion in the FILM Kuykendall, president of the M. P.
on
Page
2)
ents
Statem
DAILY YEAR BOOK.
(Continued

year. A

few days ago J. R. McDonough,
RKO general manager, moved his offices
from the board room into President

M.
H. Aylesworth's
quarters,
which are more
seldomcomfortable
used by
the latter. Yesterday about a dozen
sources had heard a rumor that Aylesworth was "out."
You Will Surely Find It In The
Film Daily Year Book. — Advt.
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Best Christmas Present

Here's the best Christmas present you can give — making a distressed one happy.
Send a check today to THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. Six more generous checks
came in yesterday. Six more regular fellows to hear the call and ACT. Here they are:
Ned Depinet, M. Van Praag, Alexander Kempner, City Photo Engraving, J. H. Tannenbaum, Hattie T. Hecht.
Will YOUR
name be in Monday's listing?

Leaders Hopeful of NRA
(Continued from Page 1)

T. O. sions
A. follow:Their individual expres-

Must Gear to New Deal
By

JAMES

R.

GRAINGER

T AM

and have always been thoroughly sold on the fact that the
motion picture industry, properly
organized and operated, is a profitable business. However, producers
must take into consideration that
at the present time admission prices
have been drastically reduced in the
past year, which naturally will affect grosses, and pictures must be
produced with that thought in mind
so that the rentals obtained under
these conditions will show a profit.
What happened in the past during peak times should be eliminated
from the minds of all. Those times
may come back again, but it will
take quite some time. Anyone producing pictures or operating theaters with the thought of the years
1929 and 1930 in mind is simply
inviting financial troubles for himself.
I believe the NRA is a step in the
m-oper direction, and I feel the
Government has given the matter
careful consideration before putting it into effect. Everyone should
r>ut his shoulder to the wheel and
do everything possible to assist the
Government in this step, all pulling
together with that end in view and
looking forward to better times.

Industry Cleansed
By ED KUYKENDALL
T FIRMLY believe the motion picture industry, as a whole, has
ahead of it the brightest future it
has had in years. I base this, first,
on the fact that the last two years
of nightmare have cleansed the industry of a lot of leeches and parasites, and that those who have managed to hold on have demonstrated
their ability as showmen and, with
the improved conditions that must
come, together with the redoubled
efforts of producers to make product
that will appeal to the masses, are
scheduled to earn more than a bare
living, unlike the past. This will
first be felt at the box-office of the
theaters of this country. The industry code, just signed by the President, will tend to stabilize this industry and eliminate many unfair
trade practices, and those who are
on the up-and-up, and inclined to be
fair, will profit by the code.
Speaking of NRA as a whole, this
plan of our President has created
new employment for nearly five million people since it became active
and as obstructionists and jealous
politicians are shoved aside by public opinion, its value will increase.
There is no question in my mind
but that 1934 holds prosperity for
the motion picture industry.

Dec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Pantlind, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Dec. 15: Open meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Minnesota and Dakotas, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Dec. 19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.

Stiff Fight on Tax
Urged by Samuelsonj
An appeal to exhibitors to organize "afederal
vigorous
offensive'
against the
admission
tax
as a means of staving off state
taxation programs was made bj
Sidney E. Samuelson, president cd
Allied Theaters of New Jersey, yesterday. He pointed out Congres
sional committees are now consid
ering revision of the present ta>
laws to be submitted to Congress.

T.O.C.C. Signs Code
Washington Bureau

of THE

FILM

DA1J 1

Washington— The T. O. C. C.
New York exhibitor association, i:
understood to have signed the mo
tion picture code. This group wa:
;dentified with the Allied movemen
which walked out during the Wash
ington meetings called to draft i
code.
Tito Coral Signed by Fox
Tito Coral, singer, has been signec
to a five-year contract by F03
through Lou Irwin.

1/4
1
%

First Quarter Pickup
By

1/4
l/2
1 1/£
1%
l/2
%
Vl

Coming and Going
TIM McCOY, Columbia western star, arrived
in New York yesterday from the coast foi
a vacation.
MERVYN LEROY is expected to come east
from
Hollywood
next week.
RUDY VALLEE left yesterday for the coast
to appear in George White's first screen "Scandals" for Fox.
KETTI GALLIAN, French actress signed b
Winfield Sheehan in London, arrives in Nev
York on Tuesday aboard the He de France.
AARON JONES, who recently took ove
operation of the State-Lake, Chicago, is ir.
New
York.

SAM

TTHERE

DEMBOW,

JR.

has been such a perceptible drop in theater grosses during the past two months that one
hesitates to forecast the business
prospects for 1934. However, it is
not unreasonable to expect a decided improvement during the first
auarter, based on the number of
outstanding pictures that will be
available during that period: and
also based on the additional employment that will be created by the
CWA and the PWA — which, in our
opinion, must ultimately reflect itself at the box-office.
Beyond the first quarter, unless
CLhere is a general stabilization of
world wide conditions, it is anybody's guess.
It is also my humble opinion that
1 strict adherence to the Code on
■"he part of all branches of our industry will eventually bring about
\ more sympathetic understanding
if one another's problems, and perhaps cure some of the existing evils.

dllN—

Can It Ever

Be Right? Can It Ever Be
Forgiven — Must It
Always Be Punished?
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HAL ROACH DINED
BY MORE THAN 500

THE

JON CHIEF EXECUTIVE

WITH

(Continued from Page 1)

Roach studios Thursday night, was
broadcast over a nationwide hookup between midnight and 12.20 over
the NBC network. In New York
the ceremonies were heard over
WEAF.
Charlie Chase, who has been associated with Roach for 14 years,
acted as master of ceremonies.
Speakers included Thelma Todd,
Patsy Kelly, Stan Laurel, Oliver
Hardy, Jean Harlow and Will Rogers, both of whom have appeared in
Roach productions; Chico Marx,
Henry Ginsburg, general manager
of the studios, Louis B. Mayer and
Roach himself. Mayer said he considered Roach a genius and that he
has "driven away more cares and
made more people laugh and discovered more stars than anyone else
in the industry."
Roach began his career in motion
pictures as a cowboy extra at Universal. Later, when an assistant
director suggested Roach's name for
the same kind of work in "The
Squaw Man," and advised that his
salary was $5 a day, Cecil B. De
Mille, the producer, rejected the
offer, penning across the notation:
"Too Much!"

Lightman-Publix Deal

M. A. Lightman has worked out
an operating deal with Publix in
connection with the Paramount,
900-seat house in Jackson, Tenn.
The deal runs two years.
Ethel Merman Westbound for Film
Ethel Merman leaves New York
tomorrow for the coast to appear in
"We're Not Dressing," Paramount
production.
Fox Buys Kathleen Norris Novel
"Wife for Sale," by Kathleen Norris, has been bought by Fox for production by Sol Wurtzel.
Amity Gets Color Short
"Out Where the West Begins,"
one-reel novelty suggested by the
Harold McCracken poem, has been
acquired by Amity Pictures. The
picture, in tones and color, has
music by Nat Shilkret.

•
•
• A FEW reminders to the exhib on
what can be done to increase the patronage for
the Holidays
and the first essential of
course is to create the proper Holiday atmosphere everything
connected
with
the
house must reflect the Yuletide Spirit
starting with the stage, through the auditorium,
to the front
and NOW is the time to
start

Rapf Home is Robbed
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood— Harry Rapf, M-G-M
producer, yesterday reported to the
police that burglars had entered his
home and stolen about $60,000 worth
of furs and jewelry.
McNamee

Signs Over

Graham McNamee has renewed his
Universal Newsreel contract for another
year, it is announced by Carl Laemmle.
He will continue as the Talking Reporter of the reel edited by Allyn
Butterfield.

#

%

*

•
•
• ALL PROGRAMS
at this season should be of a
lighter nature to get the children
as it is through
the kids that their mothers are brought in at this time
Christmas is essentially a period devoted to the happiness of
children
and by appealing to the youngsters you are
playing safe
the short subject field lends itself especially to juvenile appeal
and where the stage is utilized,
special Holiday programs are not hard to arrange
and
a good bet always is the use of local talent among the kids
or have a local dramatic society put on a little Christmas skit
in lighter vein
•
•
• WHERE
A theater is located
in the shopping district
have your
ads carry announcement of a special arrangement for checking bundles
so
the tired shoppers can drop in for an hour
or so of rest and diversion
in this
way you can get the matinee trade to offset the evening slump of the Holidays
• •
• THEN
THERE
is the Xmas
Tree in the Lobby
around which are to be piled the gifts from more
fortunate children to destitute kids
it is advisable to
get your publicity on the Xmas Tree donations through some
local personality
preferably a prominent woman who
will sponsor the gifts
all children bringing gifts get
their names on an Honor Roll in the lobby
what Sophie
K. Smith, manager of the Little Picture House in New York
has done for years with her Xmas Tree fete, can be duplicated
by hundreds of houses
$
$.
$
$
•

THE TREE stunt can be supplemented with a Santa Claus
appearing in the lobby at certain times
advertise as "Santa's Headquarters," "Santa's Party," etc.
have a "Wish Box" in
the lobby for the kids to write and deposit
their gift desires ...... these are forwarded by your Santa to the parents. .....
creates all sorts of goodwill
simple
and inexpensive
and you will have
the youngsters mobbing your lobby till Yuletide
add a
fireplace with stockings
* hung* up *
*
•

West Coast Bureau of THE

(Continued from Page 1)

PHIL M. DALY

^

•

•

•

• THEN THERE are the special shows for orphans
bring 'em to your theater
or tie in with a welfare association for a hospital visit to the shut-ins ...... presenting 'em with the Xmas Tree gifts
merchants will
kick in with gifts
and if you can't collect a load of
publicity on this
all
the
dope
is
screwy
*
*
#
*
• • • WORKING CLOSELY with
the stores, welfare associations and civic
organizations
your theater is the
ideal place for them to start their Xmas
Drives
. and there are so many
Holiday stunts to be worked with your
local radio station
the Opportunity is yours, Gentlemen of the Theater
go to it!
and a right
Merry Xmas will be yours

FILM LEADERS GALL
meeting.
Rosenblatt also were present at the)
That the call on the Presidentl
was not likely to bring any immedJ
iate action was a foregone conchi-l
sion, since Roosevelt could hardly!
be expected to back down on a code!
he had signed, at least not untilf
there had been some test of its
practicability or impracticability.
Among the queries understood to!
have 'oday.
been put to the President was!
athequestion
as to who would
makr-'
salary investigation.
Roosevel
declined to answer this, accordin
to report.
All the executives who were in
town last night met with Rosenblatt. Heads of practically all major
companies were included in this conference. Further discussion withM
Rosenblatt will probably be heldfl
Reade Given 10 Days to File Briefs
Attorneys for Walter Reade were
given 10 days in which to submit
briefs in opposition to a petition
made by the Irving Trust Co., receiver for RKO, in which the court
is requested to approve the one year
lease made Sept. 1, 1933, by Rockefeller Center and Radio City Theaters for the Radio City Music Hall
and the RKO Roxy. The matter was
heard yesterday by Judge Bondy in
the U. S. District Court.
BookBarren
"Wandering
Jew"
Larry
sales manager
oi
Jewish American Film Arts, has
booked "The Wandering Jew" into
four Warner houses in Philadelphia,
several Consolidated Amusement
houses, the RKO Empire, and- several houses in Minneapolis.
Majestic Film at Strand
"Sin of Nora Moran," a Majestic
picture, opens Tuesday at Warner's
Strand. "Convention City" follows!
Dec.
22 on
and Dec.
James29. Cagney in "Ladjl
Killer"

MANY UAPPY RETURNS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 9-10

Edward J. Dowling
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Mark Hamilton
'
Bert Sprotte
Harry
George
Victor

D. Wilson
Lewis
McLaglen

R. M.

Blumenthal
Una

Merkel

Sidney

Fox
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get if you didn't go after it!

We've been talking about the money "earmarked" for "Little
Women". . it's the VELVET for the kind of showmanship willing to
spend money to make money!... it's the VELVET for the showman
smart enough to cash in when opportunity pounds on his door!
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RADIO PICTURES HAS GIVEN THEATRE OPERATORS A REAL
DETROIT.
THANKSGIVING STOP AFTER ESTABLISHING A NEW HIGH
REASON FOR
:i^:a'-.'
ATTENDANCE RECORD AT THE FOX THEATRE LITTLE WOMEN OPENED
TODAY TO THE LARGEST
EXTENDED RUN AT THE RKO DOWNTOWN
CROWD IN HISTORY OF HOUSE STOP MOTION PICTURE CRITICS
EDITORIAL WRITERS CHURCH REPRESENTATIVES EDUCATOR ORGANIZATIONS AND WOMENS CLUBS WERE UNANIMOUS IN HEAPING PRAISE ON
I
THE PRODUCTION STOP MY SINCERE CONGRATULATIONS AND AGAIN
SAY WE ARE ALL THANKFUL FOR LITTLE WOMEN D M IDZAL
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marks to pupils for seeing it! . . critics without exception have
lavished praise heretofore unknown
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for "little Women" and those theatres so fortunate as to play
it during the Christmas Holiday season will enjoy undreamed
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of attendance. Ta every theatre playing "Little Women" we
urge the most extensive advertising campaign you have ever
done . . . increase your newspaper
ways and byways
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space ... go into the high-

with posters . . . contact your schools and

PARK THEATRE OPENED OP YESTERDAY WITH
READING.
LITTLE WOMEN AND SMASHED ALL TIMEATTENDANCE RECORDS
STOP HOUSE GROSSED IN ONE DAY WITHIN A FEW DOLLARS OF
THE RECORD FOR WEEK OF SEVEN DAYS
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civic organizations . . . utilize the wealth of material provided
for you in what exhibitors say is the greatest press book ever
produced. If you have advertising budgets throw them

over-

board and shoot the works, for this "earmarked" money that
has been set aside by its owners for this show and this show
alone is your VELVET.
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Features With Special Appeal or
Angles (or Christmas Bookings
25 MANUFACTURERS
MAKING XMAS ITEMS
Particularly adaptable to Holiday
season exploitation are the various
toys, souvenirs and even articles of
a more useful nature bearing the
Mickey Mouse trademark and manufactured by about 25 different
firms under license from Walt Disney, producer of the Mickey Mouse
and Silly Symphony animated cartoons distributed by United Artists.
The items include children's toys
and novelties, manufactured by the
big firm of George Borgfeldt & Co.,
New York; novelty jewelry, Cohn &
Rosenberger, New York; illustrated
story books, David McKay, Inc.,
Philadelphia; Mickey Mouse candy,
Brandle & Smith, Philadelphia;
paper cut-outs, Collins-Kirk, Inc.,
Chicago; children's stationery, Davis
& Holly, New York; pencil boxes,
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey
City; caps, pennants, banners, etc.,
Fisch & Co., Los Angeles; greetingcards, favors, etc., Hall Bros., Kansas City; purses and pocket books,
Herz & Kory, New York; baby
silverware, etc., International Silver
Co., Meriden, Conn.; bathroom accessories and baby gifts, Richard G.
Kreuger, Inc., New York; nicker
books, Moviescope, New York; ties
and neckwear, D. H. Neumann Co.,
New York; knitted underwear, Norwich Knitting Co., Norwich, N. Y.;
covers and snuggle rungs, Rock Run
Mills, Inc., Goshen, Ind.; paint
books, Saalfield Publishing Co.,
Akron; chinaware, Schumann China
Corp., New York; boys' belts, M.
Slifka & Sons, New York; door
stops, Foster D. Snell Corp.,
Rochester, N. Y.; boys' blouses, pajamas, play dresses, etc., Thomas
P. Taylor Co., Bridgeport, Conn.;
art needlework and novelties, Vogue
Needlecraft Co., New York; handkerchiefs, Volz & Fawcett, New
York; masquerade costumes, Wornova Mfg. Co., New York.

JOE BROWN AS SANTA
IN EXPLOITING FILM

ALTHOUGH the number of pictures with a specifically
Christmas story is practically zero, a Yuletide plot need not
be considered particularly essential for programs to be plugged
during the Holidays. The shorts will supply enough of this
Christmas flavoring to fill the bill. In the case of feature-length
productions, the aim in compiling this list has been to include
pictures that either have a touch of Christmas in their stories
or are of a clean, wholesome, cheerful family type and offering
special inducement to the great juvenile patronage available
during the Yuletide holiday period.

A one-sheet poster idea for ex"Son of a isSailor"
Holiday ploiting
attraction
offeredas bya j
Warners. The layout calls for an
illustration of a typical American

ALLIED
ONE

YEAR
LATER — Good human
interest story with
taking place on Christmas
Eve.

BEACON

an

important

part of the action

FILMS

THROUGH THE CENTURIES— Religious compilation
Catholicism.

depicting the birth and growth

of

COLUMBIA
LADY

FOR

A DAY — Sentimental nature of story and its sure-fire general appeal qualities make it ideal as a family trade holiday bill.

FOX
MR. SKITCH — Family comedy with Will Rogers and ZaSu Pitts heading the cast.
PADDY, THE NEXT BEST THING— Swell for juveniles as well as grownups.
SMOKY — Will James'
ALICE

story about

a horse.

Fine for kids.

KINEMATRADE

IN WONDERLAND— Six-reeler,
for children.

originally

released

in

1931,

designed

specially

M-G-M
THE

CHIEF — Ed Wynn comedy that should please the kids generally and also entertain
the adults among his radio following.

MEET
PEG

THE
BARON — Has possibilities, like "The Chief," among
plus Jimmy
Durante and ZaSu
Pitts in the cast.
0' MY

TUGBOAT

HEART — Romantic
ANNIE— Ditto."

comedy

Jack

Pearl's air fans,

of the ideal type for juvenile and family trade.

MONOGRAM

BLACK
BEAUTY— Popular juvenile story.
OLIVER TWIST — Dickens classic, very good for holiday special.
SWEETHEART
OF SIGMA
CHI— Part musical with
college
life and
ground has possibilities for student trade during the Holidays.
BROKEN

ALICE

DREAMS — Human

interest

story

LITTLE

production

HUMOR — Possibility for student

Christmas

of

juvenile

back-

sequence.

classic,

with

imposing

business during Holiday vacation.

RKO RADIO

PICTURES

WOMEN — Superb piclurization of famous classic has a good angle of appeal
through the Yuletide season as well as any other time.

UNITED
BITTER

a

PARAMOUNT

IN
WONDERLAND — Elaborate
cast of star names.

COLLEGE

with

fraternity

ARTISTS

SWEET — Sentimental
nature of story and
type of romance for a holiday special.

its musical

charm

make

it a

nice

UNIVERSAL
ONLY

YESTERDAY — Strong on sentiment
entertainment qualities.

and

WARNER-FIRST

Sets Canton Record

romance,

in addition

to

other

unusual

NATIONAL

Canton, 0. — All-time long-run record
for a film here was established at the

SON OF A SAILOR — Joe E. Brown comedy that is a natural for the juvenile trade.
DISRAELI — Re-release of George Arliss picture has possibilities for class trade.

Palace by "Little Women." It held up
consistently for 11 days, with the start
of the second week bringing better
business than the opening day for the
film, G. B. Odium, Palace manager,
said 30,000 people saw the film in six
d?ys.
,

SHEPHERD OF THE SEVEN HILLS— Dealing with the Pope and the Vatican, has limited
prospects, chiefly in religious channels.

FAITH PICTURES
JAFA

THE

WANDERING
borhoods.

JEW— Starring Jacob

Ben-Ami,

could be plugged

in Jewish

neigh-

on which
hungan aopenChristmas
boy
shoutingisfrom
window''
wreath with a picture of Joe E.
Brown wearing a Santa Claus beard
and a sailor cap. Copy for use on
the poster is as follows:
"Hey fellers! I discovered the real ;
Santa Claus. He's Joe E. Brown —
honest! An' look he's brought us
a great big bag loaded with funny
tricks, and stuff that will keep you
laffin' for years . . . I'm goin' to see
him in 'Son of a Sailor' at the
Strand . . . It's his big screen treat
for our Christmas Party. Boy, it's
Expect Premiums to Stay in Philly
Philadelphia— Exhibitor symptoms
indicate that premiums are likely to
survive in this territory if the polkeen!"
icy comes up for determination under the code, which allows its banning if 75 per cent of active
independent exhibitors and 75 per
cent of active affiliated theaters vote
against it. Six companies are engaged in the business at present.
David Barrist, an M. P. T. 0. leader,
is also in the premium business.
"China Shop" Music on Air
The musical score of "The Chinal
Shop," a new Walt Disney Silly!
.Symphony, soon to be released bjf
United Artists, will be played on|
the
ning.California Melody hour by Raymond Paige and his orchestra overl
the CBS network on Tuesday eve-|
Saenger Adds Greenwood House
Greenwood, Miss. — Saengers have
taken over the Lyric, an opposition
house here.
Preview at Convention
Detroit — In connection with the national trade showing, on Dec. 12, of
Samuel Goldwyn's latest production,
"Roman Scandals." M. Dudelson, United
Artists branch manager here, has arranged to preview the picture before
the Allied convention in Grand Rapids.
The preview will take take place at the
Hotel Pantlind, Grand Rapids, where
the Michigan Allied exhibitors will hold
their annual
convention.

THE NATION'S GREATEST STARS
ARE COMING TO YOUR HOUSE1

■HE

FIRST OF
2 REEL
MUSIC
SHOWS

FEATURING TOPMONEY STARS
OF RADIO AND
THE BROADWAY
STAGE
. . . THE CREAM OF RKO'S
VAST RESOURCES IN THE
THEATRE ■
AND^ ON
THE AIR!

Van Beuren Musical Comedies
•*

^

HERE ARE THE STARS
FEW

Produced in New York by WiBEUREN
CORR Associate producer, Meyer Davis,
world known master of musical hits whose

ISSUES

MORE

OF

TO
c,

THE FIRST

COMEI

m*m
;, ^m

100 bands are touring the country. Directed by Ray McCarey, former ace director for Mack Sennett and Hal Roach;
and Leigh Jason.
R
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Pictures
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ONLY WALT DISNE\
SO MAGNIFICENT!
All the world's a-rage
over his NEWEST

SILLY
SYMPHONY
TECHNICOLOR

Bookings NOW

at your :
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Millions are clamoring
to see again
AND

MICKEY
MOUSE
in
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DEED"
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Shorts With Particular Suitability
for Holiday Programs
A

WEALTH

of short subject product of a Christmas nature is available for exhib-

^^ itors this season, as the accompanying list reveals. Many of the shorts have a
distinct Santa Claus story in them. Others are from famous fairy book and nursery
tales, gleeful stuff for the kids, and reminiscently enjoyable for most grownups, too,
at this time of the year. Then there are some subjects with a timely instructional
angle, regarding the background of Christmas, probably of chief interest to grownups
and to the more advanced juveniles.
In addition to the serviceability of these shorts in injecting a Christmas atmosphere into programs during the Holiday season, excellent possibilities are afforded
for making up all-shorts bills and offering them at special juvenile matinees.
The nature of all these pictures, either when shown as special programs of shorts
or in conjunction with similarly wholesome features, affords unusual opportunities for
cooperation from women's clubs, school authorities, churches and other local organizations.
It is probably the best opportunity of the year for building up the kind of goodwill that means so much to the continuous stability of the movie theater.

AMITY
PUSS IN

BOOTS—

NERTSERY

Featurette with a cast of 65 talented children.

CELEBRITY
JACK

AND

THE

GOOD OLD WINTER TIME— Various winter sports.
Also various subjects in KRAZY
KAT KARTOONS,
MICKEY McGUIRE and other series.

SCRAPPY

CARTOONS,

EDUCATIONAL
BEANSTALK JACK— Story of Jack and the Beanstalk.
TOYLAND — Terry-Toon
containing a Christmas
party by the Terry-Toon
characters.
LITTLE BOY BLUE — Terry-Toon based on famous nursery rhyme.
WHAT DOES 1934 HOLD? — Forecasts for the coming year by Wynn, the astrologer.
DAY

DREAMS — Christmas fantasy showing adventures of a little girl in Santa
domain.

Claus'

MERRILY

YOURS — Frolics of Youth
two-reeler depicting antics of high school boys
and girls.
THE VILLAGE BLACKSMITH— Terry-Toon fairy tale treatment of the classic poem.
SHIPWRECKED BROTHERS— Terry-Toon cartoon story of Robinson Crusoe.

FOX

MAGIC

CARPET

OF MOVIETONE

and MOVIE

TINTYPE

series.

JERUSALEM, CRADLE OF FAITH— One-reel trip through the interior of churches in
the Holy Land, with offstage voice in English.

ARTS

ORGANLOGUES — One-reel subjects, including one which features the following musical
compositions with artistic effects and live tabloid scenes: "Jingle Bells,"
"Silent Night" and "Auld Lang Syne."

MAJESTIC

BELLS — Two-reeler depicting the history of bells and portraying such famous chimes
as St. Peter's, Milan; Leaning Tower of Pisa, Florence, etc.
JINGLE BELLS — Two-reel song cartoon.
KIDDIE REVUES — Two-reelers with casts composed of children from 4 to 11 years old.

M-G-M

TOY

PARADE — Re-issue of one-reel Oddity which
season.

was a popular

SEASIN'S GREETINKS— Popeye the Sailor cartoon.
MOTHER GOOSE LAND— Talkartoon.
PARADE OF THE WOODEN SOLDIERS— Talkartoon.
BETTY BOOP'S BIRTHDAY PARTY— Talkartoon.
PARAMOUNT PICTORIAL— No. 10, including Birth of the Year.
Also various subjects from the SCREEN SONG, SCREEN SOUVENIR,
WOOD ON PARADE and other series.

Flip the

Holiday subject last

MENU — One-reel Oddity in Technicolor wherein
Henry Bassetti, famous chef of the
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, explains his favorite recipes for special holiday
dishes.

HOLLY-

PRINCIPAL
CONFLICTS
OF NATURE
SERIES— One-reelers
including "Her
Majesty,
the
Bee," "Farmers' Friend" and "Queen
of the Underworld."
CUBA — Two-reeler dealing with the tropical island.
CITY OF CONTRASTS— Human interest study of New York, in two reels.

Queen

RKO RADIO PICTURES
JUST PALS — A"Little King" cartoon in Vaji Beuren's Soglow series.
Also Charlie Chaplin re-issues, Cubby the Bear cartoons, Tom
toons, Masquers Comedies, etc.
PATHE

KINEMATRADE
MASTER

Revues series.
Laurel-Hardy comedies,

PARAMOUNT

BEANSTALK— Animated cartoon in color.

COLUMBIA
IN THE

RHYMES — One of the Colortone
Musical
Also various Our Gang, Charley Chase and
Frog cartoons, FitzPatrick TravelTalks, etc.

REVIEW — Issue

containing

"Adventures

of a

UNITED ARTISTS

and Jerry car-

Bunny."

SANTA'S WORKSHOP— Silly Symphony in color.
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTMAS— Ditto.
MICKEY'S GOOD DEED— Mickey Mouse cartoon with Christmas story.
Also various additional Silly Symphonies, such as "Babes in the Wood," "Father
Noah's Ark," "Old King Cole," "Pied Piper," "Three Little Pigs," etc.

UNIVERSAL

MERRY OLD SOUL— Oswald ca-toon.
THE
BIG BENEFIT — Juvenile performers
put on a show in which
they impersonate
stars.
etc.
Also various "Strange As It Seems" subjects, "Pooch" and "Oswald" cartoons

VITAPHONE
THE SHANTY
WHERE
SANTA
CLAUS
LIVES— Re-issue of Merrie Melodie
SEASONED
GREETINGS— Two-reeler with Lita Grey Chaplin.
JERUSALEM, THE HOLY CITY— E. M. Newman Musical Journey.
FROM BETHLEHEM TO JERUSALEM— E. M. Newman World Adventure.
Also various Looney Tunes, Merrie Melodies, etc.

cartoon

• Run your eye over that cast ... see why
this is the perfect happiness show... for
children and adults. A guarantee of big
trade .. . morning, noon and night!
• Rollicking adventures of the wandering
Skitches... roaming the U.S. in their rheumatic old car . . . taking in the tourist camps
... being taken over by tourist scamps.

WILL ROGERS
ZASU

PITTS

Rochelle Hudson
Florence Desmond
Harry Green
Eugene Pallette
Directed by James Cruze
Based on the stojy "Green Dice" by AnO? Cameron
Your patrons always like
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WORLD-WIDE RELEASE
FOR
"ALICE" DEC. 22
A world-wide simultaneous release
schedule has been prepared for Paramount's "Alice in Wonderland" for
Christmas week, with 120 cities in
the United States, 12 in Canada,
and 50 in Europe and Asia presenting the beloved Lewis Carroll classic
in screen form on Dec. 22.
In Europe and Asia the releases
include "Alice" premieres in 10 cities in Great Britain, 12 in Japan,
seven in Holland, three in Sweden,
three in Denmark, three in Norway
and three in Finland.
While Charlotte Henry, who was
picked from more than 7,000 candidates to play the title role, is making a personal appearance tour of
the United States which brings her
into Ne_w York City tomorrow, Director Norman McLeod is completing work on the production to conform with the Dec. 22 release date.

400 Christmas Dates Set
On Joe E. Brown Picture
More than 400 Christmas week
bookings on "Son of a Sailor," starring Joe E. Brown, have already
been made, according to the Warner
sales department. In the majority
of these dates, the picture is to be
exploited as a natural for kid trade.

STORES IN TIE-UPS .
ON CARTOON SHORTS
Department store Christmas tieups in conjunction with both the
Walt Disney, Mickey Mouse and
Silly Symphony shorts released
through United Artists have become
widely popular. Many stores are
building their entire holiday campaign around these Walt Disney
subjects, using Mickey as a central
theme for
their advertising and
window
displays.

One ofmentthe
the with
huge the
display
used Mouse
ab Bio and
omingSilly
dale' Symphony
s DepartStore sections
in New ofYork
Mickey
characters as the principal theme in their Christmas decorations.

EDUCATIONAL LISTS 40 STORES TAKE PART
22 HOLIDAY SHORTS IN MICKEY CONTEST
In addition to four Terry-Toons
based on fairy tales and nursery
rhymes, as well as a Treasure Chest
Christmas
and
anotherfantasy,
Treasure"Day
ChestDreams,"
subject

called "What Does 1934 Hold?" Educational lists 16 other subjects considered more or less suitable for
holiday bookings. They include
"Mr. Adam" in Extended Chi. Run "Merrily Yours" and "What's to
The Educational - Star Comedy Do" in the Frolics of Youth series;
Special, "Mr. Adam," with Ernest "The Good Bad Man," Coronet comTruex in the title role, has started
edy; "Million Dollar Melody" and
an extended run at the Balaban &
"Poppin' the Cork," musical comKatz Oriental theater, Chicago. The
edies; "Song of Vienna," romantic
two-reel comedy has been booked tour; "Kid'n' Africa," Baby Burlesk:
for the entire run of "Man's Cas- "Enchanted Trail," "Across the Sea"
tle," which is expected to stay sev- and "Canyon of Romance," in the
eral weeks at the Oriental. "Mr. Romantic Journey series; "Walking
Adam" also is currently playing at the Dog" and "You and I and the
the original Roxy in New York.
Gatepost," in the As a Dog Thinks
series; "The Last Dogie" and
"Manhattan Lullaby," in the Song
Philly Musician Settlement
Hit Story series.
Philadelphia — Stanley - Warner
circuit has adjusted its contract disNew Richmond House
pute with musicians formerly regularly employed at two of its neighborhood houses, the Circle and the
Richmond — Benjamin T. Pitts'
State. Under the compromise plan new theater here, the Patrick Henry, opened this week. Herman G.
these theaters which recently drop- Wilson
is manager.
ped stage shows will use the musiJames
Fox & Sons have been
cians Saturdays and the circuit will
also give them employment in other awarded contract for converting the
building at 2820 West Cary St. into
of its houses.
a movie for Venetian Amusement
Co.
"Puss in Boots" Display

A dandy window display for plugging
"Puss in Boots" is suggested by Amity
Pictures, distributors of the picture.
The idea is to get a bare window space
in a prominent location. On the plain
background, post "Puss in Boots" onesheets and lettered displays of the
show. In the window, a dozen boots —
rubber boots, if no others are obtainable— and any number of kittens just
old enough to be playful and lively.
To keep them lively, sprinkle catnip in
the boots and on the floor. Will they
attract attention!

Saturday, Dec. 9, 1933

In one of the biggest window display tie-ups ever effected, 40 stores
from coast-to-coast will participate
in a contest, with many prizes ranging from $100 to $10, for the best
Christmas
displayThe
dealing"
with
Mickey Mouse.
campaign,
known as the Mickey Mouse StoreWide Promotional Program, was arranged with the cooperation ol
Mickey Mouse licensees and United
Artists. Stores taking part include:

Brown Thomson, Inc., Hartford; Outlet
Company,
Providence;
P. Wiest's
Sons,
York;
Strawbridge
& Clothier,
Philadelphia;
Stewart & Co., Baltimore; Kaufman's, Reading; Fowler, Dick & Walker in Binghamton; Union Home Furnishers Troy; Goodman's Home Furnishers, Utica; H. Leh &
Co., Allentown; Maison Blanch Co., New
Orleans; Brown-Dunkin Co., Tulsa; J. N.
Adam & Co., Buffalo; Kaufman Dept. Store,
Pittsburgh ; Erlanger Dry Goods, Canton ;
Scruggs- Vandervoost Barney, St. Louis; La
Salle & Koch Co.. Toledo.
G. M. McKelvey Co., Youngstown; Higbee Co., Cleveland; Jordan Marsh, Boston;
Lansburgh & Bros., Washington; Mandel
Bros., Chicago; M. E. Blatt & Co., Atlantic
City; People's Outfitting Co.. Detroit; Wurzburg Dry Goods, Grand Rapids; Stewart
Dry Goods Co. Louisville; Boston Store, Milwaukee; Morehouse-Martens Co.. Columbus;
Forbes & Wallace, Springfield; John Shillito
Co., Cincinnati; Rike-Kumler Co., Dayton;
Kerr Dry Goods Co., Oklahoma City; Sanger
Bros., Dallas; Jones Store Co.. Kansas City;
Gold & Co., Lincoln; Munn & Co. Houston;
Cohen Bros., Jacksonville; Monnig Dry Goods
Co., Fort Worth; Block & Kuhl, Peoria; Wm.
Miami.
F. Gable Co., Altoona and Burdine's in

Union Case Again Put Off

In New York the Bloomingdale
store has prepared an especially
pretentious campaign which will be
backed by considerable cut-outs and
figures of Mickey Mouse and the
Silly Symphony subjects. In many
stores, it is claimed, Mickey is
scheduled to supplant Santa Claus.
Lord other
& Taylor,
Frederick
and
big stores
also areLoeser's
using
Disney
displays.
Cut-outs and animated papier
mache figures of Mickey, Minnie,
Pluto, Horace Horsecollar, Clarabelle Cow and the Goof, will also
play an important part in the holiday program.
Two of the Silly Symphonies provided the basis of other Christmas
campaigns.
Last year's subject,
"Santa's Workshop,"
is offering
many unusual possibilities for tieups between theaters and department stores. This year's Christmas
Silly Symphony, "The Night Before
Christmas," is even better.

Zanuck Signs LaCava
On Long-Term Contract
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Gregory LaCava, who
directed Ann Harding in "Gallant
Lady" for 20th Century, has been
signed to an exclusive long-term
contract by Darryl F. Zanuck, vicepresident in charge of production.
His next assignment is "The Affairs
of Cellini," starring Fredric March.
"Santa Claus" Short Popular
Because it proved one of the most
popular "Merrie Melodies" released
by Vitaphone during the past year,
according to Norman H. Moray,
sales manager, "The Shanty Where
Santa Claus
Lives" isforbeing
reissued by Vitaphone
holiday
bookings. Women's clubs particularly praised the cartoon subject.
Fred Meyer Addresses
Milwaukee — Fred S.
dent of the M. P. T. O.
cil.
was toastmaster at
luncheon of the Better

Film Council
Meyer, presiof Wisconsin,
this week's
Films Coun-

Hearing of the snit in which Local 306, Operators' Union, charges
420 local independent exhibitors
New Orleans Withstands Repeal
Washington — An educational film with violating the NRA employment
New Orleans — Repeal of prohibition has caused no drop in theater
depicting "A Trip Through the Oil regulations, was again postponed
Lands of Europe and Africa," is the yesterday, this time until next Tues- grosses here.
latest addition to the film library
day morning, in Supreme Court.
of the United States Bureau of
Mines, visualizing the mineral and
N. O. Unions to Give Ball
"Skippy" for Kid Matinee
allied industries. The film, which
New Orleans — Members of the
Paramount's "Skippy," feature reis in three parts, without sound,
leased in 1931, is being revived for
stagehands', musicians' and operaChildren's matinees at the Lenox Little
tors' unions will unite to give a ball
was
prepared
under
the
Bureau's
theater
this week-end.
supervision in cooperation with one in the Municipal Auditorium on
of the country's large oil companies. Feb. 4.
Complete

Washington Bureau

Film

of THE

on

Oil

FILM

DAILY

A

REAL

PICTURE!

HOLIDAY
A

treat for children . . . and

their parents.
The

horse

that stands with

Black Beauty in the hearts of
America's millions.
The book that ranks high in the
best-seller ratings of all time.
A motion picture hitting with
an emotional punch that
topples the hardest-boiled!

Victor JORY
with

Irene BENTLEY

Will JAMES
Directed by Eugene Forde
• Screen it before a
mixed audience . . . then
you'll know what a swell
holiday booking this
is. Prints now available
at all Fox Exchanges.

Your patrons always like
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THE SWEETHEART
with MARY

of SIGMA

CARLISLE and BUSTER

CHI

CRABBE

Based on the Famous College Song

Directed by EDWIN

W. T LACKEY

L. MARIN

Production
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JOHNSON OUTLINED
EXECUTIVE ORDERS
(Continued from Page 1)

recommending the Code Authority,
Johnson did so with the following

ESTHER

RALSTON

ALEXANDER

KIRKLAND
HALE HAMILTON
GAVIN GORDON
DON ALVARADO
•

Based on one of the World's
Prize Novels by Anna Sewell
Directed
An

I.

by
E.

PHIL

CHADWICK

ROSEN
Producfio

OLIVER
TWIST
with

DICKIE MOORE
WILLIAM BOYD
IRVING PICHEL
DORIS
LLOYD
BARBARA
KENT
•
The CHARLES

DICKENS

Classic Read

by Over 100,000,000 Today and
Over a Billion Since it was Published

•
Directed

by

Supervised
An

I.

E.

by

WILLIAM

COWEN

HERBERT

BRENON

CHADWICK

Production

proviso:
"That the Administrator have the right
upon proper showing to disapprove any of
its acts or the acts of any committees appointed by it; and that the Administrator
further have the right to remove any member
or alternate from membership upon said Code
Authority and to appoint his successor if
such shall be deemed advisable, and to add
members to said Code Authority from any
employer class in the industry should the
same be advisable."
With regard to the $10,000 fine for payment of excessive salary, Johnson said:
"I recommend that such proposal shall not
become effective and that the same shal'.
be definitely suspended from operation pending further order from the President."
Suspension of the clause against negotiating
for services of contract players also was recommended by the Administrator "pending
further report from the Administrator after
investigation," and in the case of writers
authors and dramatists he urged that the
limitation of salary should not apply.
Creation of the Grievance and Zoning
Boards "is intended particularly to care for
the buying problems of exhibitors, and sc
they may be assured to the greatest degree
possible of a sufficiency of product," the Administrator wrote, adding that "the various
advisory boards have approved this code,
as well as labor and representative employers

2 "Alices" and 3 "Jacks"
Two

features titled "Alice in Wonderland" and two shorts on "Jack and
the Beanstalk" are bidding for holiday
bookings.
The major with
"Alice"
is the
Paramount production
a cast
of
star names as long as your arm. The
other, being distributed by Kinematrade,
was made a short while back for the
kid trade. "Jack and the Beanstalk"
is the title of a ComiColor Cartoon
just released by Celebrity Productions,
while "Beanstalk Jack," also from the
popular fairy story, is an Educational
Terry-Toon. And another "Jack and
the
Beanstalk"
short was released by
Paramount
in 1931.

OFFER $1,800,000
FOR PUBLIX ASSETS
(Continued from Page 1)

lie auction. This is the only offer
indicated by the notice.
Terms of the proposed purchase
provide that $240,000 be paid by
certified check at closing of the deal.

The offer also specifies that "the
undersigned may present claims,
duly proved and allowed against the
estate in bankruptcy of Publix Enterprises, Inc., and that there shall
be credited as dividends upon such
claims such portion of the purchase
price, after deducting the sum statin the industry."
ed in the foregoing subdivision
He
said
that
the
code
as
revised
"complies
in all respects with the pertinent provisions
($240,000), as the amount of the
of the Recovery Act," and that it "is not
designed to promote monopolies or to eliminate claims filed against said estate,"
or oppress small enterprises and will not
with a few exceptions. The balance
operate to discriminate against them."
"The three economic divisions of this in- of the purchase price shall be paid
dustry are entirely interrelated with and de
by certified check. The offer expires Dec. 23, this year.
pendent upon each other," Johnson stated,
addin? that "the industry assumes a position
Assets comprise stock in partnerof unusual importance because of its farreaching influence upon social and economic
ships, houses owned outright, leases,
land, accounts receivable, etc. in 94
standards and conduct throughout the world."
subsidiaries, and involve approximately 250 theaters.
$500,000 Annually
Total amount of claims filed
Estimated Code Cost against Publix Enterprises is $13,381,333.11. Of this amount $972,Unofficial but authoritative esti- 660.23 has been disallowed $592,mates figure operating costs of the 327,21 has been released, $3,126,industry code, as it affects distribu- 129.21 represents reductions under
tion and exhibition, at approximate- compromise, objections have been
ly $500,000 annually. If film ren- filed to $3,557,377.19 in rent claims,
tals aggregate $250,000,000, as esti- claimants.
and $926,269.61 has been allowed to
mated by the same sources, a 2
per cent assessment would furnish
ample financing, exhibitor leaders
Says Fate of Industry
pointed out yesterday.
Queried on the matter by The
Hangs
on NRA Success
(Continued from Page 1)
Film Daily while in Philadelphia
country.of buying
this week, Deputy Administrator entire
an _ increase
power
through
the
Rosenblatt stated that so far no
"However,
in
my
opinion,
the
motion
picofficial estimate has been made on
ture industry is performing a great patriotic
the matter. The subject will be con- service in complying so whole-heartedly to
sidered at one of the early meetings this phase of President Roosevelt's recovery
of the Code Authority.
Warner Managers Switch
Wheeling, W. Va. — Tony Stern
program."
has
moved again in the Warner or"Night
Before Christmas"
ganization, exchanging managerIf there is any film that can deships with Earl Ochsenbein who
light the kiddies more than "The Three
Little Pigs," it is this holiday gem. It
toria.
goes from the Liberty to the Vichasn't a theme song, neither has Walt
Disney created any new characters. It's
just a rosy, happy, laughing Santa with
a bag full of animated toys, new gags,
surprises and the sweetest old Christmas
story ever told, in up-to-date style with
color that is a joy to the eye. The
kiddies will go completely wild over
this Silly
will
never Symphony
forget it. and the grown-ups
HANCOCK.

"Volga Volga" for Cameo
English
of "Volga Volga,"
distributedversion
by Kinematrade,
has
been booked for its American premiere at the RKO Cameo, where it
begins
Dec.
14. an indefinite engagement

EDUCATIONAL STARS FORETELL
PROFITS FOR WISE SHOWMEN
OU CAN READ IT IN THE STARS! Educational'* Big-Star-Name
attractions are blazing across the film firmament, and astrologers of the
show world foretell profits for wise exhibitors from the favorable conjunction of major constellations in this stellar group. Every star of major
magnitude! Every subject a sparkling unit of entertainment.
Every group a nebula of scintillating subjects. Hitch your Short Subject
Policy to the Big-Star-Name Educational Program for a brilliant success during the coming year.
The Busy Comedy Lots
EDUCATIONAL Studios
in Hollywood . . . literally
a bee-hive of production
industry.
Bee' E.H.
Allen
and'King
his swarm
of
comedy concocters completing "FROZEN ASSETS"
with ANDY CLYDE buzzing around as Easy Mark
Anthony . . . making hot love to Queen
Bee Cleopatra! . . . There's a honey of a
role for Andy! .

LLOYD HAMILTON . . . temporarily
out of commission due to an accident . . .
toddles in again in a MERMAID COMEDY . . . "POPS PAL" (oh what a pal!)
. . with George Bickel and Billy Bevan.
The youngsters who make so much hotcha
in "Frolics of Youth " are whooping it up
in "WHAT TO DO?" ... and are producing for the next one "PARDON MY
PUPS" (There's *a title!)
* * *
AND IN THE EAST . . . Tom Howard
has made his most uproarious comedy . . .
he's a dumb detective with a just-as-dumb
partner . . . The name of this sweet patootie
is "DIVORCE SWEETS."

Strike up your mandolin ! . . . Tom Patricola and Charles Judels . . . have completed
a rollicking comedy of Old Mexico and its
bad hombres..."THE GOOD BAD MAN"
MORAJN & MACK ... the 'Two Black
Crows' ... fly all the way from frozen
Alaska to Hades for laughs in "THE
FREEZE-OUT." . . . they're hot laughs! . . .

EDUCATIONAL'S
"TREASURE CHEST"
a Box Office Cache
of scintillating entertainment gems that
radiate as much brightness and joy as a
Christmas tree ablaze
with Yuletide cheer.
These one reel jewels
will fill your house to the roof-top with the
festive spirit all the year 'round.

BIG STAR NAMES
IN FIRST RELEASES
TWO MORE FAMOUS STARS make
their first appearance for Educational, in
new single-reel subjects in the popular
SONG HIT STORY series

JAMES MELTON
IN

"THE LAST DOGIE"

with the noted tenor

singing several of the
famous cowboy laments.

HELEN INMORGAN

"DAY DREAMS"

"MANHATTAN LULLABY"

... a fantasy of rare
loveliness . . . the visual-

with the famous torch singer
at her melodious best.

ization of a child's
dreams . . . with special
music by Henry King
and Walter Scharf . . .

BEAUTY— ROMANCE-FUN
WHILE EDUCATIONAL'S ONE-REEL
MUSICAL gems make a perfect setting for
the melody spots on your programs .
LAUGHS and ROMANCE are also found

orchestra
is anKing's
ideal
played by ...
Henry
subject for holiday
bookings.

DOES HOLD"
( * / r\
V/ "WHAT 1934

. . . another timely gem
for the holidays from
the "Treasure Chest"
... in which the internationally famous astrologer WYNN will
show what is in store
for the coming year . . .
according to his readings of the stars.

in abundance in Educational' s single-reel
entertainment . . . Nothing is more surefire for a laugh than the TERRY-TOON
cartoon classics . . . and nothing more beautiful than the natural color "ROMANTIC
JOURNEYS."

SHIRLEY TEMPLE GRADUATES FROM
BABY STARS
GRADUATED
from TOthe "FROLICS"
Baby Stars after having
been featured in several
of Educational' s Baby
Burlesks . . . SHIRLEY
TEMPLE is now appearing in "FROLICS OF YOUTH"
is seen in "WHAT'S TO DO?"

DISTRIBUTED
FILM
FOX

. . She

IN THE
U.S.A. BY
CORPORATION
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A "LITTLE" from HOLLYWOOD

By RALPH WILK
jRRANK
TUTTLE
will
direct
"Springtime
for Henry,"
the
i Jesse L. Lasky production for Fox,
\ and will work with its author, Benn
Levy, in preparing the screen play.
Nigel Bruce and Leslie Banks already have been assigned to the
1 cast.
i

George R. Batcheller, producer of
Chesterfield Pictures, has signed
Ruth Hall, Shirley Grey, William
I Bakewell, Charles Starrett, Edward
Van Sloan and J. Farrell MacDonald for roles in "Campanile Murder
Case," which Richard Thorpe is directing at Universal. Story is from
magazine yarn of same name and
also was "best seller" in book form.
Picture will probably be released
under the title of "Murder on the
Campus." It will replace "Hell's
Ballyhoo" on* Chesterfield's
program.
*
#
Columbia has
Wadsworth and
"Night Bus," and
Beau Anderson
Glory."

assigned Henry
Ward Bond to
Jimmie Butler and
to "No Greater

Florence Lake, after a month's
radio broadcasting from Chicago
with her brother, Arthur, is back in
Hollywood to resume work at RKO.
While in the midwest city, Miss
Lake was married to Jack Good,
musical comedy actor. She will re-

"U" to Start Six in January
Six pictures are slated to go in work at Universal in January. Among them will
be "When the Time Comes," by William Anthony McGuire, with William Wyler directing. Wyler at present is in New York, where "Counsellor at Law," which he directed, opened this week at the Radio City Music Hall. Another picture set to start
early in January is "Countess of Monte
role, and Kurt Neumann
directing.

"THE WOMEN

in

IN HIS LIFE"

72 mins.

with Otto Kruger, Una Merkel, Ben Lyon
M-G-M
75 mins.

BRITISH ROMANCE OF MIXED IDENTITIES AMBLES ALONG WITHOUT
UNCOVERING
ANYTHING.

ARTIFICIAL STORY TOO RAMBLING
AND UNCONVINCING TO BUILD UF
REAL INTEREST.

This one suffers as do many other British

One of those ultra modern yarns about

"THE CHARMING

PLAZA

Cristo." with Gloria Stuart in the leading

Arthur Ripley and Joe Fields,
writers of screen comedy, have been
sume radio work with her brother
Ginger Rogers gets the feminine signed by Lou Brock, associate proin the near future.
ducer of RKO Radio Picture short
lead in Warner's "Radio Romance."
*
*
*
subjects, to write two comedies starWilliam Bakewell will appear in
Radio Pictures cast assignments:
ring Edgar L. Kennedy. They will
Ralph Bellamy, Harvey Stephens, Columbia's "Air Devils."
be for the "Average Man" series,
with Florence Lake, Dot Farley and
Paul Kelly, Kay Johnson, Vivian
Ann Dvorak is an addition to Billy Eugene in the cast.
Tobin for "Transient Love," starring Irene Dunne; Frank Morgan
Warner's "Upperworld," with Warfor "Success Story," with Douglas
The fourth in the new series of
ren William and Mary Astor.
Fairbanks, Jr., and Colleen Moore.
Andy Clyde Comedies, tentatively
*
*
*
Armetta has started work titled "An Old Gypsy Custom," has
Bebe Daniels will star in War- in Henry
his third Warren Doane comedy been placed in production at the
Educational Studios by Director
ner's "Registered Nurse," with Lyle
Talbot opposite.
for Universal, titled "Full Cover- Harry J. Edwards. Supporting the
age," by James
W. Home
Al- starring comic in this two-reeler
bert
Austin. Cast
also and
includes
Fifi D'Orsay and Maurice Hill, Elaine Baker, Herbert Corthell and are Dorothy Dix, Jason Robards,
Addie McPhail, Arthur Hoyt, Jack
following their marriage here this Paul Hurst.
week, were given a reception at the
Norton and Broderick O'Farrell.
*
.*
*
*
*
*
Beverly Hills home of Lew Cody.
Trem Carr, Monogram production
Kurt
Neumann,
Universal
direcAnd from Danbury, Conn., comes head, has started "Beggars in Ertor, at present confined to a hosmine," with Lionel Atwill and Betty
word that Ricardo Cortez will marry
bed, is expected to be out
Mrs. Christine Conniff Lee of that Furness. Phil Rosen will direct. within pital
the next week. He starts
Immediately upon completion of this work the first week in January on
city after the holidays.
*
*
*
film, shooting will begin on "Mys- "The Countess of Monte Cristo,"
tery Liner" under the direction of with Gloria Stuart in the leading
Leonard Praskins has been asig)
signed by Columbia to write the William Nigh. "Manhattan Love role.
story for the Grace Moore picture.
Song," musical, will go in work
Constance Cummings

HOLLYWOOD

DECEIVER"

Majestic

light romantic subjects on the screen be- a super-criminal lawyer who never loses a
cause it moves along mechanically without case or a woman — and the latter all fall
change of pace or any sparkle to lift it for him. Otto Kruger was given the tough
assignment of trying to make this highly
out of the groove. Constance Cummings
artificial characterization of the lawyer
plays a dual role, that of a mannequin
from London sporting at the French seaside resort, and impersonating a famous
American screen star whom she can double

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up. Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality'
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

"LOTS

Dec. 15. "The Loud Speaker," by
Ralph
Spence,
"Janeby Eyre,"
from the
famousandclassic
Charlotte Bronte, will go//.
before the
cameras about the same time.

for. Constance had gone on her vacation
to the fashionable place following a British
lad she had met casually. Eventually she
winds up on his yacht, with the publicity
man of the star trying to have her arrested
for impersonating the other dame. It is
all very mixed up and confusing, but all
hands seem to have a lot of fun in a refined British way. Finally the hero saves
the heroine from the embarrassment of
being arrested for impersonating another.
Back in London everything is straightened
out in the typical manner, but there is
nothing in the entire production that carries a real kick or anything to lift it from
the stereotyped formula.
Cast: Constance Cummings, Frank Lawton, Binnie Barnes, Gus McNaughton, Iris
Ashley, Claude Hulbert.
Director, Monty Banks; Author, Fred
Thompson; Dialoguer, Same.
Direction, Weak.
Photography, Good.

sound convincing. The plot is quite involved, and rambles through a lot of
episodic treatment to finish in highly
colored meller, with a condemned man
saved from the electric chair just as they

with

"KING FOR A NIGHT"
Chester

Morris, Helen
Alice White

Universal

Twelvetrees,
77 mins.

GOOD

DRAMATIC STORY IN PRIZEFIGHT BACKGROUND WITH STRONG
GENERAL
HUMAN
INTEREST
APPEAL.
Very fine work by an able cast, in a
story of human qualities that builds up to
a real punch climax, makes this a picture
that should prove quite satisfying to almost any audience. This is in spite of a
sad ending.
Chester
Morris,comes
a minister's
son
with boxing
ambitions,
to the
city to seek his opportunity. He is followed by his sister, Helen Twelvetrees,
who plays nice to John Miljan, a fight
promoter, When
so he Chester
will advance
career.
learnsher
of brother's
this relation from a girl friend, nicely played by

The
theme
with the man
lawyer's
efforts
to concerns
save theitself
condemned
by
uncovering the real criminal. The interest
is divided up between several characters
and you are never quite sure just where
your sympathies are supposed to go. There
are long stretches of detailed incident that
make this a sort of guessing contest as to
just
take. which direction the story is going to

the sprightly Alice White, he goes wild.
It is the night of his big fight, and right
after a smashing victory Chester goes to
the apartment where he finds Helen has
killed John. Whereupon Chester takes
the blame and, despite the efforts of
Helen, is convicted and sent to the chair.
Final big scene, a tear-jerker build-up, is
where the minister father comes to say a
last prayer for his son. The story also
has some comedy here and there.
Cast: Chester Morris, Helen Twelvetrees,
Alice White, John Miljan, Grant Mitchell,

Cast: Otto Kruger, Una Merkel, Ben
Lyon, Isabel Jewell, Roscoe Karns, Irene
Hervey, C. Henry Gordon, Samuel S. Hinds,
Irene Franklin, Murial Evans, Raymond
Hatton, Jean Howard,
Paul Hurst.

Frank '
Meeker,Tucker,
Stone, George
Albertson,
George E. Warren
Hymer, Harlan
Harry Galfund, Clarence Wilson, Dorothy
Granger, George Billings, John Sheehan,
Wade. Boteler, Maxie
Rosenbloom.
Director, Kurt Neumann; Author, William

Director, George B. Seitz; Author, F.
Hugh Herbert; Editor, Conrad Nervig;
Cameraman, Ray June.
Direction, Fair.
Photography, Excellent.

Anthony McGuire; Adaptor, Scott Pembroke^ Cameraman, Charles Stumar; RePhil Cahn.cording Engineer, Gilbert Kurland; Editor,

are ready to turn on the juice. Kruger's
estranged wife has been murdered, and
her second husband is tried and convicted.

Direction, Very Good. Photography, Good.
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SHORT SHOTS FROM EASTERN STUDIOS
Bv CHARLES

ALICOATE

More Than 100 in Musical Short

^L

CHRISTIE, in charge of half
One of the biggest casts ever to appear in a Vitaphone short is being used in
of Educational's eastern nroduc"Let's Play Post Office," two-reel musical starring Jean Sargent, with Eleanor Whitney,
May Joyce, Betty Jane Cooper, Lathrop Boys, Three Robertson Brothers, the Vitaphone
rion. is preparing two comedies for
chorus of 20 and more than 75 extras and bit actors. Paul Florenz is staging
the dances.
immediate shooting1. Sets are now
beinor built at the Eastern Serviep
studios in Astoria and shootine- wil1
start Wednesday on the first Coro- lis, who is in charge of make-up and Harold Godsoe, assistant director,
net comedy. The story, tentatively who yelled for help as there were always on the jump . . . Andrew
titled "Stoopenstein." will feature over 75 persons in the cast of "The Jeoly satisfying producers at the
studios with his costumes from
Stoopnagle and Budd. It was writSilver Lining," three-reel musical
short.
Eaves
. . . Merritt Gerstad, cameraten
by
Sig
Herzig
and
William
Watson.
•
man, always sure of his shots , . .
•
Ray McCarey, director for the Bobby Snody carrying out his duties
Upon completion of "Stupenstein," Meyer Davis production unit of Van as production manager . . . T. K.
Al Christie will place in production Beuren, after spending the holidays Glennon figuring out a way to rea new Star comedy special, the sec- ivith his family on the coast, plans duce.
ond with Ernest Truex. Written by to return east Feb. 1, when he will
William Watson, Art Jarrett and again take up his duties as director.
More than 75 people are included
Harry Miller, the story will present McCarey left New York Thursday.
•
Truex in the throes of approachinn
in the cast of "Let's Play Post,
fntherhnod. Chrii*;e will personally
A two-reeler featuring Baby Rose Office," new "Broadway Brevities"
direct both comedies.
Marie, Sisters of the Skillet, Arthur musical that gets under way at the
•
Tracy and Monty Collins has been Brooklyn Vitaphone studio Monday.
Edsrar Bereren, ventriloouist, has put into production by the Meyer Besides Jean Sargent, radio singer,
completed work at the Vitaohone Davis unit of Van Beuren for RKO Eleanor Whitney, May Joyce, Betty
Brooklvn studio in his second one- release at the Fox Movietone studio. Jane Cooper, The Lathrop Boys and
reel novelty comedy for this season Leiph Jason is directing, with Joe the Three Roberts Brothers, a Vitaphone chorus of 20 beautiful girls
Titled "Hot Doe" it will be released Nadel as production manager and
than 40 extras ivill be inas one of the "Pepper Pot" series. handling the casting, and Monty and more
cluded in the cast.
Besides "Charlie McCarthy," Ber- Shaff supervising.
•
sren's dummy, the cast includes
Eleanor Kinsr and Owen Martin.
Joseph Henabery directed.
"The Social
sturr'uig
Jack Henley of the Vitaphone
Colleen
Moore Register,"
and produced
by
•
Associated Film Producers Corp. writing staff is busily engaged writ"Corn on the Cop," featuring for Columbia release, was completed
ing the in
script
for Ben
a newBlue,
"Bigradio
V"
Harry Gribbon, is now in work at this iceek at the Eastern Service comedy
which
the Brooklyn Vitaphone plant un- studio in Astoria under the direc- and stage comedian, will be starred.
der the direction of Ralph S faith
tion and supervision of Marshall Blue will start work in this short
Supporting Gribbon in the cast of Neilan, with William de Mille as the latter part of December. The
the short, which will be released in
associate producer. Supporting Col- comic has completed three "Big V"
leen Moore in the cast are: Pauline
Vitaphone's series of "Big V" comerHes. are Shemp Howard, Tony Frederick, Alexander Kirkland, Ross
Hughes and Mary Doran.
Alexander, Charles Winning er, Mar•
garet Livingston, Roberto, Robinson,
Harry Berkheart, formerly on the Olive Olsen,
Georgette Harvey, John
make-up staff of the Brooklyn Vita- Miltcrn, Edward Garvie and Robert
phone studio, was called back to
Benchley. Harold Godsoe assisted
work last week to assist Dick Wil- Neilan
on the direction and handled
the casting, ivith Robert Snody as
production manager. Merritt Gerstad and Walter Strenge were in
charge of the cameras, while Walter
Keller is credited ivith the art direction and Joe Kane had charge of
sound.
•
A two-reel musical featuring Cab
Calloway and his orchestra, being
produced for Paramount release, is
scheduled to go into production immediately at the Eastern Service
studio in Astoria. Fred Wahier will
direct.
•

liohday exploitation of Educational's TerryToons, serving the double purpose of putting
>l'e series over with the kiddies during the
Christmas week, and creating good-will for
'he theater is in the form of a balloon carrying the above design. The theater may liave
Us own imprint. Tlie balloon will be available
after the holidays without
mas" line.the "Merry Christ-

Shooting has been finished and
cutting is now under way on Educational's new Coronet comedy featuring Charles Judels and Tom
Patricola. Jack White produced the
short,- tentatively- called- "North ofZero," at the Astoria
studio.
•
Eastern Studio Notes: Johnnie
Doran, stage manager, celebrated
his birtlniay last Monday with his
office looking like a floral shop . . .
Sally Marshall, secretary to Marshall Neilan, making preparatory
-notes on the next- production- .- — ^

comedies
at the Brooklyn Vitaphone
studio.
•
Fray and Braggioti, radio pianists, will appear in one of the scenes
of "The Social Register," being
made bylumbiaMarshall
Neilan for Corelease.
•
"His Double Life," the first of
the pictures which Eddie Dowling
has produced at Astoria, is to open
at the Paramount Theater on
Broadway next Friday. The subject is an adaptation of Arnold
Bennett's "The Great Adventure"
and features Lillian Gish and Roland Young. It was directed by Arthur Hopkins and William deMille.
Sales and releasing arrangements
for Mr. Dowling's productions are
in the hands of A. Pam Blumenthal.
•
Harry Gribbon, who completes
"Corn on the Cop" this week under
the direction of Ralph Stuub, is
slated to make one more short for
Vitaphone this month and two more
in January. Upon completing work
at the Brooklyn plant in January,
Gribbon is planning a vaudeville act
which will include his wife, Shemp
Howard and ttvo or three stooges.
•
Production is scheduled for Wednesday on the Stoopnagle and Budd
starring comedy, as yet untitled,
which Al Christie will make for
Educational Pictures at the Eastern
Service Studios, Astoria.
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Optimistic Views on 1934 Voiced by More Execs

JOHNSON NOT TO HAVE APPOr TIVE OR VETO POWER
Restoration of Publix Circuit Jeen in Temporary Deals
Re-assembling
of Houses
Believed Likely When
Times are Better
Indicative of a plan to re-assemble
virtually all of its houses in a centralized operation as in pre-depression days, is the fact that partnership deals being made by Publix do
not generally run more than two
years. Most of the arrangements
cover one and two years. Calling
in of these theaters is understood to
be dependent upon business recovery
and reorganization of the parent
company.

8 FILMSTOST ART
AT WARNER STUDIOS
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — In addition to seven
pictures now shooting, the WarnerFirst National studios have eight
in preparation and set to start as
soon as stages are cleared for them.
The eight include "A Very Honorable Guy," starring Joe E. Brown;
"Registered Nurse," with Bebe Danwith iels;
Dick "Anthony
PowellAdverse";
and Ruby"Dames,"
Keeler;
(Continued

on

Page

7)

First Allied Code Move
Aimed at Cleaner Films
Initial move of Allied States
Ass'n under the industry code i?
expected to be a campaign designed
to make producers use greater care
in eliminating anything immoral
from pictures. The matter will be
discussed at a secret meeting of
the Allied board at the annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan at the Hotel Pantlind, Grand
Rapids, tomorrow and Wednesday.
Abram F. Myers, James C. Ritter,
(Continued

on Page

Lubitsch-M-G-M
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM
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Set
DAIL Y

Hollywood — Arrangements have been
concluded for Ernst Lubitsch to direct
Maurice Chevalier in "The Merry Widow" for M-G-M. The feminine star of
the film has not yet been decided upon.

NRA

Test Case Orders Pay Cuts Restored
Washington

Washington — In a
ordered the Loft Stores
the blanket code and
by the company against
as a precedent because

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAII

test case regarded
of far-reaching
impc
to pay as arrears Itie difference between
those actually
paid, even though formal
the code as finally drafted.
NRA off ic.
a chain system was involved.

:e, the NRA
has
js agreed upon in
:st had been made
egarded the issue

Film Heads Satisfied with
Agreement Reached on
Executive Order
By
FILM

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — After an hour's conference late Saturday in General
Johnson's office, with participants
including Donald Richberg, chief
NRA counsel, and Sol A. Rosenblatt,
for the Administration, and Will H.
Hays, Nicholas M. Sehenck, J Robert Rubin and George Schaefer for
the producers and distributors,
Des Moines — Tri-State Theater Johnson
came to an agreement with
Corp. has taken over 13 Iowa houses
the film group regarding the disand five Nebraska houses since it
puted sections of the executive order in the film code. The agreement
was organized last month, according to A. H. Blank, president. They was accomplished through the issuinclude the Strand, Des Moines,
ance by Johnson of a "Memorandum
Paramount and Garden here; the re Administrative Policy in the Ad(Continued
on Page 4)
World, Orpheum, State and Paramount, Omaha; State and Paramount, Cedar Rapids; Paramount

18 Iowa-Neb. Houses Acquired
By Blank

Tri-State Theater Corp.

Loew's State, Cleveland,
Goes to Double Features
Cleveland — Starting Friday,
Loew's State, ace first-run downtown house, goes double first-run
features with present admission
scale. Announcement does not state
whether this covers holiday season
only or is permanent.
Loew's other
downtown
house, the Stillman,
also

Needy Film Folk

CODE AUTJJORITY MEET
AWAITS FINAL MEMBER

Here's a good code for everyone. Richey Cites Achievements
Keep smiling. Work full time. Draw
In Michigan Allied Report
your pay check every Saturday —
Detroit — In the annual report to
and— SEND YOUR BIT TO THE
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND- be presented to Allied Theaters of
RIGHT AWAY. Give a thought to Michigan at the convention tomorrow, H. M. Richey, general manager,
(Continued on Page 4)
the chap (Continued
who hasn't
had 4)a pay-day
on Page

Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt
said Saturday that the Code Authority would meet as soon as the
hird and final Government appointee
was named, explaining that he was
the second NRA appointee. The third
will be named this week. Dr. Lowell is the other.

plays

double

feature

first-runs.

(Continued

A Code In Which All Agree-Help

on Page

4)

Jack Cohn, Bernhard, Gluckman,
Goldsmith, Johnston, Butterfield
View Next Year With Optimism

Transcription Studios
Prepare for Television
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Hollywood — Freeman Lang's sound
studios, producers of electrical transcriptions, are ready to carry out
their television plans formulated
Six
more
prominent
industry
offitwo years ago. In the future one
Publix Enterprises Offer
cials today join the list of leaders episode of each transcription serial
Favored by Irving Trust voicing optimism for 1934, in the an- will
be run
off on film for the ac(Continued on Page 7)
survey for THE FILM DAILY
Irving Trust Co., trustees for Pub- YEAR nualBOOK.
The
sextette
includes
Hx Enterprises, favors the offer of
$1,800,000 made by Famous Thea- Jack Cohn, vice-president of Colum"Pigs" Gets 10 Best Votes
ters Corp., representing interests
bia; Joseph Bernhard, general manThough shorts are not included in
ager of Warner Bros. Theaters;
now associated with the bankrupt
the ballot for the Ten Best Pictures of
company, for assets of the firm Dr. A. N. Goldsmith, president of
the year, critics voting in the 1933 Fi'm
vhich will be sold at public auction the Society of Motion Picture EngiDaily Poll have a'ready cast 10 votes
neers; W. Ray Johnston, president
Dec. 21 at the office of Referee
for "Three
Little Pigs."
(Continued on Page 8)
Henry K. Davis.

21 Story Properties
Acquired by M-G-M
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Total of 21 story properties, including 11 novels, five plays, two
biographies, a novelette, an operetta
and a short play, have been acquired
in recent months by M-G-M for
early filming. Titles are "Vanessa,"
"Green Hat," "The Old Maid," "Man
and Wife," "Miss Bishop," "The
Paradine Case," "Two Women,"
"Five Days," "It Happened One
Day," "Men in White," "What Every
Woman Knows," "Miracle in the
Mountains," "The Vortex," "The
Show-Off," "The Merry Widow,"
"Marie Antoinette," "Timber Line,"
"Living in a Big Way" and "The
Gravy Game."

"Love or Money"
"Murder Isn't Necessary"
"I Love You Best"

STAGE & SCREEN
PRODUCTIONS

Charlotte — Exhibitor leaders who
are here for the annual convention
of the M. P. T. O. of North and
South Carolina, now in session, took
exception to a statement made by
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt to the effect that shorts, as
well as features, come within jurisdiction of the code's 10 per cent
elimination clause. Referring to
Rosenblatt's speech at the M. P. T.
O. meeting in Philadelphia last
Thursday, they pointed out that
Part 6 of the exhibition section of
the document specifies that the provision only applies to features.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Today:
Convention of M.P.T.O. of North
and South Carolina, Hotel Charlotte, Charlotte, N. C.
Dec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Pantlind, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Dec. 15: Open meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Minnesota and Dakotas, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Dec. 19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 31: Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anNew Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New nual
York.

Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
"Road to Life" at 5th Ave.
Warner
Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.
Under its new policy of weekly
change
and
reduced
admission,
the
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Kandel Closes Foreign Deal
Hollywood — Increasing demand Fifth Avenue Playhouse will show
for animated cartoons in color is aThursday.
revival of "Road to Life" starting
M. J. Kandel has just closed a
resulting in expansion and developlong-term contract whereby Edwin
ment of the Animated Pictures Corp.
Miles Fadman of Films Red Star,
M-G-M Film Re-titled
studio, it is announced by Ub
Iwerks, studio head. Staff will be
Paris,
will handle exclusive foreign
Lovers" is the final title
increased, space will be enlarged, for"Fugitive
the M-G-M transcontinental bus distribution of all product, present
new equipment acquired and per- story formerly known as "Free, and future, of Ideal Pictures, Prossonnel divided into several units
White and Desperate." Robert tures. perity Pictures and Olympic Piceach capable of producing individual Montgomery
is starred.
pictures.

Cartoon Studio Expands

Martin Mooney Joins Majestic
Martin Mooney, well-known newspaperman, has been appointed to
the exploitation staff now being organized by Bert Ennis for Majestic
Pictures. His first assignment will
be on "The Sin of Nora Moran,"
opening tomorrow at the New York
Strand, and "The Charming Deceiver," now at the original Roxy.
Helen Morgan for Vita. Short
Helen Morgan has been signed bv
Sam Sax. production head of the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, to star
m a two-reel musical comedy. Le^
Stewart is now lining up the cast.
Re-Issuing Joe Penner Shorts
As a result of the radio popularity
achieved by Joe Penner, comedian
Vitaphone is re-releasing several of
his shorts made last season. Penned
has a contract for 79 consecutive
Sundays on the air over WJZ.
Underwood Joins 20th Century
Franklin Underwood, formerly
with the American Play Co., today
assumed his duties as eastern story
"ditor for 20th Century Uictures.
He
ists. will headquarter at United Art-

Attack"

"Companionate Baby"
"On Margin"

Claim 10% Elimination
Doesn't Apply on Shorts

Columbia Signs Lou Holtz
Lou Holtz, stage comedian and
master of ceremonies, has been engaged by Columbia for two two-reel
comedies. Work on the first will
start within the next few days.
Warner Film Re-titled
Warner's "Fashion Plate," with
William Powell and Bette Davis,
has been re-titled "Fashions of
1934."

The next best thing
to giving him a job
# Gone are his days of putting in a brisk eight hours of work ... of
coming home to a happy wife and family ... of candy for the youngsters
... a little surprise for the better half.
# That man is hungry now... the landlord's on his neck... his savings
gone . . . and friends of yesterday hurriedly pass him by. He's down and out.
# He envies the street cleaner his regular weekly check.
# All that's left is hope . . . and the Film Daily Relief Fund . . . which
gives and tells no secrets . . . gives without reproach.
#

FILM

The finest thing you can do this Christmas is to
send your check to the

DAILY

RELIEF

FUND

1650 Broadway
Copy: Carl R. Mos, Layout: Louis Shanfield, Art: Kenneth S. Fagg of Fox Film Corp. — Typography: Supreme Ad Servicejnc. — Engraving: Wilbar Engraving Co-
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CODE FOR EVERYONEHELP NEEDY FILM FOLK

JOHNSON WON'T HAVE
RIGHT TO VETO ACTS
(Continued from Page

Coming and Going
ARTHUR L. BERNSTEIN, general manager of
Jackie Coogan Productions, has returned to
Hollywood from Florida.
JOHN M. STAHL
this week
from
the
CLAIRE
east from

is expected in New
coast.

(Continued from Page 1)

WITH

1)

ministration of the Motion Picture
Industry Code," stating that the Administrator would not in any sense
be a court of review of the actions
of the Code Authority or the regional boards and committees, but
would merely have the right to inquire into the general course of conduct of the mechanism of the code.
The producer group had protested
against the Administrator having
the right to veto actions of the
Code Authority or boards and to remove or appoint members thereof.
A change in the rules governing
writers also is included in the statement, which says that the provisions
eliminating writers from the code's
anti-raiding and salary control were
construed to include only writers
not employed for definite periods,
and that all who are hired for stated
periods would come under Section
6 of the Executive Order, which
states that the code's provisions
would be suspended pending an investigation.
The meeting with Johnson on Saturday was the result of the White
House conference the day before.
The Administrator explained that
the White House meeting brought
out the fact that those parts of the
Executive Order depriving the Code
Authority of its powers were the
contention. He said "it
bone of
n-wer
was the intention to review
everything done by the various
boards, but the NRA will simply
watch the activities of the Code
Authority."
Immediately following the conference and before issuance of the
Johnson statement, Will H. Hays
said: "The result of the conference
Johnson's
General conferenc
d by These
is evidence
es
ndum.
memora
on is
conclusi
the
and
cordial
were
ory."
very satisfact
Johnson spoke to newspapermen
that "the meetings
said
and likewise
discussions." He
were friendly spirits,
and so did
seemed in good
the film leaders who had conferred
with him and his aides.

York

TREVOR, Fox player, is on her way
Hollywood.

HERBERT T. SILVERBERG, film attorney in
Buffalo, is in New York for a few days.
GEORGE OPPENHEIMER of the Sam Goldwyn
editorial force has arrived in New York from
the coast.
CECIL B. DeMILLE left Hollywood Saturday
for a business and vacation jaunt in the East.
He will spend several days in Washington and
then come to New York to look over stage
players for a suitable actor to play the role of
Marc Anthony in his Paramount production,
"Cleopatra."

PHIL

M

DALY

O • • WARNER CLUB members, plus their friends, are
pepped up over the fifth annual banquet and ball scheduled for
the Waldorf-Astoria, Jan. 20
Al Schwalberg, president
of the outfit, and Harold Rodner, its managing director, are in
charge of the plans
In addition to the dinner, supervised by the nationally-famous Oscar, entertainment of a de luxe
character will be furnished by stars of the stage, screen and
radio and there will also be dancing
Steve Trilling,
vice-president of the club, is in charge of entertainment arrangements and is lining up scintillating talent, no less

*

•

*

*

*

•

• A BENEFIT performance to aid the wife and parents of Richy Craig, Jr., stage and screen comedian who died
recently, will be held by friends of the late star Sunday, Dec. 17,
at the New Amsterdam
Max Gordon has donated the theater Eddie Edelson starred in a Sardi dramatic presentation the other noon
• •
• M-G-M had a swell time paying off 800 Navajo
Indian extras
at the coast studios last week ........
They had appeared in "Laughing Boy"
Some bright lad
thought up the idea of finger-printing the red-men and squaws
so 800 Indian thumb-prints
were registered
our correspondent does not divulge the secret of how they registered the Indian equipment, etc
maybe they took the
horses' shoe-prints
and, who can tell ...... possibly
the papooses sat at the bottom of each contract

*

*

*

*

The film group who came here
besides Hays, Nick Schenck, Rubin
i.nd Schaefer, included Gabriel Hess,
Louis Nizer, Harry M. Warner,
Aaolph Zukor, W. C. Michel (representing S. R. Kent), M. H. Aylesworth, R. H. Cochrane, Joseph M.
Schenck, Al Lichtman, Jack Cohn
and E. W. Hammons. All returned
home Saturday night.
Rosenblatt left last night for
Charlotte, N. C, to address the
M.P.T.O. convention today.
The "Memorandum" by Johnson
follows:
"The administrator construes numbered
paragraphs
1, 2 and 3 of the Executive or-

der of the President on the Motion Picture
Industry Code as not creating any right of
appeal from the determination of the Code
Authority under Article II, Section 4 ; Ar't:cle II, Section 10 (a), Article V, Division
D, Part 9, and Article VI, or from the determination of the boards set up in Article VI,
or in any sense creating the Administrator as
a Court of Review of the action of these
boards or the Code Authority in individual
cases. These paragraphs refer to the right of
■l-'e Administrator to inquire into the general
course
of conduct of the mechanism of the
code.
"The Administrator will exercise his discretion under Paragraphs 2 or 3 of the conditions incorporated in the executive order in
accordance with the recommendation of at
least a majority of the voting members of
the entire Code Authority and the successor1
of any person removed under the condition
in said Paragraph 2 shall be appointed in
the manner provided in Article II, Section 2
subdivision (f) of the code.
"The provisions of Section 5 of the executive order are interpreted to include only
such writers, authors and dramatists as are
not employed for stated periods by producers.
All writers, authors and dramatists employed
by
order.producers for stated periods shall be inc'uded under Section 6 of the said executive
"It is recognized that, based on the foregoing construction of the exercise of the Administrator's authority conferred upon him
'n the said executive order, the signatory producers and distributors have given their consent to the code as approved."

5 Weeks

M. P. A.
Regular A.Fellows

Harold B. Franklin
Charles C. Moskowitz
James R. Grainger
Jack Alicoate
J. S. MacLeod
Hal Hode
David Bernstein
William Massce
Jerry Cohen
Don Mersereau
Richard Brady
Cresson

Smith

Don Hancock
Don Carle GilletteLeopold Friedman

Arthur
W. Ray Eddy
Johnston
John C. Flinn
William R. Ferguson
Ned Van
Depinet
M.
Praag
Alexander Kempner
City Photo Engraving
J. H. Tannenbaum
Hattie H. Hecht
Randforce Amusement Co
Samuel
Rinzler
Automatic Devices Co.
Irving Samuels

Richey Cites Achievements
In Michigan
Allied Repon
(Continued from Page 1)
is summarizing the benefits of th
organization under his leadershir
which has been challenged by op
position groups, as follows for th
past
season:with film exchanges to continu
Agreement

to

• •
• AND, SPEAKING of Injuns
"Azuni Nizuni"
is none other than our darling Lupe Velez
Chief Seginitso, one of the heap big spokesmen for the Navajos, gave
the title to the star upon the completion of the film. .......
Regarding the Executive Order,
Johnson said it was rewritten following a meeting with some indeoendents, explaining that Colonel
Lea had recommended the order.
This was believed to mean the meeting with the Allied group at which
time Lea asked the Department of
Justice for an opinion on the code.
Johnson also told newspapermen
that some independents had claimed
Rosenblatt to be biased, but that he,
Johnson, had subsequently found
this not to be true.
Before the conference with Johnson late Saturday, Richberg had a
lengthy confab with him. Rosenblatt also was thought to have met
with the producer group outside of
the
NRA building earlier in the afternoon.

in months — years. Who would work
any number of hours each week i± j
he could only find a job. Help himj
over the rough road.
He'll pull
through
and make
good, but he
needs YOUR
assistance until the
sun shines for him and his f amilj
again.
More checks arrived Saturday. Still more must come in to-i
morrow.
See that yours is among
them. You'll feel better for doing it

for

Yiddish

serve ten cent admission
houses.
Agreement with exchanges eliminating fre
competition of I. M. A. Auditorium at Flin
Sending of $5,000 from Michigan 1
finance code fight and other Washingtc
representation.
Agreement with Butterfield circuit to coi
tinue present protection clauses, abandonin
increased protection claimed.
Maintaining all Michigan theaters ope
national.
during the banking holiday, both state an

Exemption of theaters from the three p<
cent sales tax, on retail sales, and defeat c
the five cent admission tax.
Defeat of local censorship in Grand Rapid
Preparation of agreement on eliminatii
dualAt bills
and pricebusiness
maintenance
in
the opening
session of
vention in Grand Rapids, speakers
elude Abram F. Myers, Sidney E.
son, Fred J. Herrington and others.

18 Iowa-Neb. Houses
Acquired
by1) Blan
(Continued
from Page
and Strand,Sioux
Waterloo;
Capitol &V
ar'
Princess,
City; Capitol
Rialto, Newton,
and Capitol ar
Majestic, Grand Island, Neb.

MANY UAPPV RETUBNa
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

Film

"Laughter Through Tears," Soviet Yiddish comedy from the novels by Sholom Aleichem, is holding
over for a fifth week at the Acme
theater.

Detro'j
the
co:
will i:
Samue

industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 11
Sally

Eilers

Gilbert

Roland

DAILV

N-E-W-S

D-A-Y

T-H-E

O-F

Warners to report in HollySeattle — Al Rosenberg of this city from wood
for a screen test.
was elected president of Allied
Amusements of the Northwest at
the annual convention here. ViceBaltimore — Joseph Brodie, owner
oresidents elected were Arthur
of Brodie's theater, recently boosted
Bishell, Spokane; W. G. Ripley. admission
prices at his house to 15
Evelso; Leroy Johnson, Seattle. Jim
Hone was again named secretary. cents for adults in the afternoon.
A committee was appointed tc study
:he code.
Galax, Va. — The Galax theater is

now being operated by Bernard
Depkin. He took it over from P. M.
Gato.
Des Moines — The Star, secondrun here, is closed for the installation of new sound equipment.

Inc., of Marquette, have taken over
the Vista here from J. J. Rytkenon.
Calumet, Mich. — The village of
Calumet has taken over the Calumet theater here and will operate
the house full time after Dec. 25.
It was formerly operated by F. J.
Martin.

Negaunee, Mich. — Delft Theaters,

Chicago — James C. Petrillo, president of the Chicago Federation of
Musicians for the last 11 years, has
been re-elected. Carl A. Baumann
was returned as vice-president, and
Henry Kaiser as treasurer. Edward
A. Benkert was elected recording
secretary.
New Orleans — The Liberty closed
this week. House may reopen soon
under new owners.
New Orleans — Ralph Peckham.
Mayfair representative back again
on business, announced that Nat
Baskett, former St. Louis film man,
had opened the Kansas City Film
Exchange and would represent Mayfair in that territory. Baskett is to
open a branch in Omaha.

Shh,

Boston — "Road to Ruin" has
for an inopened at the Majestic
definite roadshow run. Floyd Bell
on this First Diis doingvisionpublicity
release.
Boston — Harry Goldman is in
! charge
of Weldon
Pictures here
while Harry Kaufman is in St. Louis
with "Damaged Lives."
Hartford, Conn. — The Princess
"Road to Ruin."
has opened with formerly
First NaMartin Kelleher,
tional executive here, is manager.
Detroit— W. H. Green, new publicity chief for the Brown Enterprises, local circuit, is back on the
job after seven weeks in the hospiGreen
tal following an operation.
■ is promoting the opening of the new
Belmont, Highland Park on Thursf day.
Bradford, Vt. — Before closing, the
from H.
Colonial was transferred
Jenkins.
H.
J M. Smalley to George
Brockton, Mass. — A name contest
n has reconducted by M. J. Perlstei
sulted in the Majestic being dubbed
the Modern.

Milwaukee — Dougal Mack, leading
man for the O'Shea Players at the
Davidson theater here for the past
notice
received
has
six months,
Showing World

Fair Film

Century of Progress," five-reeler
in"Ablack-and-white and color, will be
shown the night of Dae. 14 at the
Brooklyn Institute of Arts & Sciences by
the photographer, Herbert Johnson, of
Eastman Kodak. A prismatic two-reeler
by Johnson was picked as one of the ten
best amateur films of the year by the
Amateur Cinema League, Inc.

Must They Bring Cushions Along?
• Theatre goers are comfort lovers. If they drive
to your theatre in automobile comfort, will they
sit contentedly on hard, lumpy, worn-out chairs?

ASK

US,

"How can I reseat my
WE DO OUR PART

theatre economically?'

American Seating Company
Makers of Dependable Seating for Theatres and Auditoriums
General Offices: Grand Rapids, Michigan
BRANCHES

IN

ALL

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

Features Reviewed in Film Daily May 4 to Dec. 9
Titlt
Title

Review*

Reviewed

KEY TO DISTRIBUTORS

Ace of Aces-RKO
11-11-33
Adorable-F
5-19-33
After
Tonight-RKO
10-26-33
Aggie
Appleby,
Maker
of
Men-RKO
10-19-33
Almas
Encontradas-XX
..7-7-33
An
Hour
with
Chekhov-AM
9-6-33
Ann

Carver's

ABC— Arkay
AE — Aeolian
AG— Agfa

Another Language-MGM. .8-5-33
Ann Vickers-RKO
9-29-33
Arizona
to Broadway-F. 7-22-33
As the Devil Commands-COL
9-1-33

Broken Dreams-MOP. .. 11-8-33
Bureau of Missing Persons-FN
9-2-33
By

Appointment

Onlv-INV
7-12-33
California
Trail-COL
7-22-33
Captured-WA
8-19-33
Carnival
Lady-GOP
11-29-33
Cascarrabias-PAR
.... .10-31-33
Charlie
Chan's
Greatest
Case-F
10-7-33
Charming
Deceiver-MAJ. 12-9-33
Cheating
Blondes-C AP . . . 5-20-33
Cheyenne
K" DKO
7-13-33
Chief,
The-MGM
12-2-33
Christopher
Bean-MGM . 1 1-22-33
Circus Queen Murder-COL 5-6-33
Cocktail
Hour-COL
6-3-33
College
Coach-WA
11-10-33
College
Humor-PAR
6-14-33
Conquerors of the NightAM.. 8-1-35
Constant
Woman,
The-WW
5-23-33
Corruptmn-IMP
6-21-33
Counsellor at Law-U. .. 11-28-33
Cradle
Song-PAR
11-18-33
Crossfire-RKO
8-15-33
Dance.
Girl,
Dance
INV. .10-26-33
Dance
Hall
Hostess-MAY
8-2fi-33
Dancing
Lady-MGM
12-2-33
Das Schicksal der Renate
Langen-XX
11-6-33
Day of Reckoning-MGM. 11-4-33
Deadwood
Pass-FR
6-6-33
Deluge.
The-RKO
10-7-33
Der Hellseher-XX
9-13-33
Der Liebling von Wien-XX
6-14-33
Der
Sohn der Weissen
Berge
XX-10-28-33
Design for Living-PAR. 11-1 7-33
Devil's Brother-MGM
6-10-33
Devil's in Love-F
7-28-33
Devil's
Mate-MOP
9-23-33
Die Grosse AttraktionBAV.. 7-25-33
Dinner
at Eight-MGM . .8-25-33
Disgraced 1-PAR
7-17-33
Doctor
Bull-F
8-31-33
Don't Bet on Love-U
7-29-33
Dos
Noches-HOF
5-10-33
Double
Harness-RKO... 7-13-33
Drei Tage MittelarrestXX.. 5-18-33
Drums
of Doom-MAF. . 10-4-33
Duck
Soup-PAR
11-17-33
Dude
Bandit-ALD
6-21-33
Eagle and the Hawk-PAR
5-6-33
East of First Avenue — COL
11-28-33
Easy
Millions-FR
9-6-33
Eat
'Em
Alive-AUS
11-4-33
Eine Liebesnacht-XX
...5-18-33
Eisenstein in Mexico
PRI.. 11-2-33

Film
Exch.
Pictures

ALD — Allied
Pictures
ALX — William Alexander
AM — Amkino
AMR — American
Roumanian
Film
Corp.
ARL — Arthur Lee
AU — Capt.
Harold
Auten
AUS — Harold
Austin
BAV— Bavaria Film A-G
BEE— Beekman Film Corp.
BRO — Broadway-Hollywood
CAP — Capitol
Film
Exchange
CHE— Chesterfield
COL — Columbia
COM — Compagnie
Universelle
C inematographique
EQU
— Equitab.e
Pictures
F— Fox

Profession-COL
6-9-33

Avenger,
The-MOP
10-4-33
Baby
Face-WA
6-24-33
Barbarian,
The-MGM .. .5-13-33
Beauty
for Sale-MGM .. .9-13-33
Bed
of Roses-RKO
7-1-33
Before
Dawn-RKO
10-17-33
Before
Morning-GRB. .. 10-19-33
Below the Sea-COL
6-3-33
Berkeley Square-F
9-15-33
Berlin
Alexanderplatz-XX
5-13-33
Best
of Enemies-F
7-17-33
Big Attraction
(Grosse
Attraktion)-BAV
7-25-33
Big Brain-RKO
8-5-33
Big Cage, The-U
5-10-33
Big
Chance,
The-GRB. .8-30-33
Big
Executive-PAR
10-19-33
Bitter Sweet-UA
8-25-33
Black
Beauty-MOP
8-23-33
Blarney
Kiss-PRI
8-19-33
Blind
Adventure-RKO . . 10-31-33
Blood
Money-UA
11-11-33
Bomben Auf Monte Carlo
XX.. 9-28-33
Born Anew-AM
7-25-33
Bowery,
The-UA
10-7-33
Brief Moment-COL
8-31-33
Broadway
Thru
a Keyhole
UA.. 11-2-33
Broadway
to Hollywood-MGM
9-2-33

Secrets

FAI — Faith Pictures Corp.
FAM — Foreign American Films
FD — First Division
FOR — Foremco
Pictures
FR — Freuler Film Associates
FN — First National
FX— The
Film
Exchange
GFF — General Foreign Films
GB — Gaumont-British

I itte
Reviewed
Elmer the Great-FN
5-26-33
El Precio De Un BesoF.. 8-1-33
El Principe
Gondolero-PAR
9-13-33
Emergency
Call-RKO
6-24-33
Emperor
Jones-UA
9-16-33
Eskimo-MGM
11-16-33
Ever in My Heart-WA. 10-13-33
Ex-Lady-WA
b-13-33
Faithful Heart-HEL
8-15-33
Female-FN
11-4-33
Figaro
e la Sua
Gran
Giornata-XX
10-30-33
Fighting
for JusticeCOL.. 5-17-33
Fighting Parson-ALD
8-2-3;
Fighting Texans-MOP
..7-26-33
Flying Devils-RKO
8-26-33
Footlight
Parade-WA
9-30-33
Footsteps in the Night-INV
5-10-33
Forgotten-INV
5-20-33
Forgotten Men-JE
5-13-33
Found
Alive-IDE
11-8-33
Flaming
Guns-U
6-17-33
Flaming Signal-INV
5-25-33
F. P. 1-F
9-16-33
Frau
Lehmann's
Toechter
XX-10-28-33
From
Headquarters-FN. 11-16-33
Fugitive,
The-MOP
9-13-33
Gallant
Fool-MOP
8-9-33
Gallant
Lady-UA
12-7-33
Galloping
Romeo-MOP. .11-2-33
Gambling
Ship-PAR
7-13-33
Ghoul,
The-GB
11-25-33
Gigolettes
of Paris-EOU
7-19-33
Girl in 419-PAR
5-20-33
Girl Without
a Room-PAR
12-7-33
Gold Diggers of 1933WA.. 5-25-33
Golden
Goal
(Das Lockende
Ziel)-BAV
6-20-33
Golden
Harvest-PAR
11-8-33
Goldie
Gets
Along-RKO. .6 3-33
Goodbye
Again-FN
9-2-33
Good
Companions,
The-F
10-10-33
Gow-FX
12-2-33
Gun
Law-MAl
7-13-33
Havana
Widows-FN
11-25-33
Headline
Shooter-RKO .10-21-33
Hell's
Holidav-SUP
7-19-33
Heroes
for
Sale-FN
7-22-33
Her
Bodyguard-PAR
8-5-33
Her First Mate-U
9-2-33
Her Forgotten Past
MAY.. 10-31-33
Her Resale Va'ue-MAY. .6-21-33
Her Splendid Folly
PRO.. 10-28-33
Her Unborn Child-WIN. 10-10-33
Heute
Nacht-Eventuell-XX 7-7-33
His

Private

Secretary-SHO 6-6-33

Hold
Me
Tight-F
5-20-33
Hold
the
Press-COL... 12-1-33
Hold Your Man-MGM
7-1-33
Hoopla-F
12-2-33
Horizon-AM
5-13-33
House
on 56th
Street-WA
12-2-33
I Have
Lived-CHE
Ich
Glaub
Nie
Mehr
Eine Frau-BAV

7-19-33
An
10-13-33

GEN— General Films
GRB — Arthur Greenblatt
GOL — Ken Goldsmith
GOP — Goldsmith
Productions
UKF — Uarrison Films
HEL— Helber Pictures
HER — Charles B. Herrlitz
HOL — Hollywood
HOF— J. H. Hoffberg Co.
ICE — Int. Cinema
Exch.
IDE— Ideal
IMP — imperial Dist.
INA — Inter-Americas
Films
INT — Interworld Prod.
INV — Invincible Pictures
J A FA— Jafa
JE — Jewell Productions
JEW — Jewish
Talking

Pictures

JRW—
J- R- Whitney
KIN — Kinematrade
KRE — Sherman S. Krellberg
LEV — Nat
Levine
MAD — Madison Pictures
M A F — M ayf lower
MAJ — Majestic Pictures
MAY — Mayfair Pictures
MO — Monopole Pictures
MGM — Metro-Gold wyn- Mayer
MOP — Monogram
Pictures
PA R — Paramount
PO — Powers
Pictures

/ ttle

Reviewed

If I Were Free-RKO
12-8-33
I Loved a Woman-FN . .9-21-33
I Love That Man- PAR. . .7-8-33
6-16-33
I Loved
You
Wednesday-F
I'm No
Angel-PAR
10-14-33
Important
Witness-TOW. .9-6-33
India
Speaks- RKO
5-6-33
I Cover the WaterfrontInternational

UA.. 5-27-33
5-19-33
House-PAR.

Invisible
Man-U
11-18-33
Island
of Doom-AM
7-20-33
It's Great to Be Alive-F. .7-8-33
Jennie
Uerhardt-PAK
6-9-33
Jungle
Bride-MOP..
5-13-33
5-24-33
Kazdemu
Wolng
Kochac-XX
Kennel
King
King
Kiss

Murder

Case

WA.. 10-28-33
For a Night-U
12-9-33
of the Arena- U
8-23-33
Before
the
Mirror-U5-13-33

La Cancion Del Dia-XX. 8-28-33
Ladies
Must
Love-U ... 11-16-33
Lady
for a Day-COL
8-9-33
La
Femme
Nue-XX
8-28-33
La Ley del Haren-XX .. .6-20-33
La Melodia Prohibida-F. 10-10-33
Last
Trail-F
12-1-33
Laubenkolonie-GEN
b-9-33
Laughing at Life-LEV . .7-12-33
Laughter
Through
Tears
WOK. .11-16-33
Vuida Romantica-F.
. .9-6-33
Sang
D'un
Poete
XX. .11-13-33
Les Trois Mousquetaires-

La
Le

Life
Life

5-1-33
in the Raw-F COM..10-19-33
of Jimmy
Dolan-WA6-14-33

Lilly Turner-FN
6-15-33
Little Woman-RKO
11-16-33
Live and Laugh-JEW. .. .12-8-33
Long
Avenger- WW
6-30-33
Love,
Honor
and Oh,
Baby!
U-10-28-33
Lucky Dog-U
8-30-33
Madame
Wuenscht
Keine
Kinder-XX
6-3-33
Mad
Game-F
11-11-33
Mama-F
7-20-33
Mama
Loves
Papa-PAR
7-22-33
Man from Monterey-WA. 8-1 6-33
Man
Hunt-RKO
5-5-33
Man
of Action-COL
6-6-33
Man of the Forest-PAR. .8-25-33
Man
Who
Dared-F
9-9-33
Man
of Sentiment
CHE. .11-16-33
Mary Stevens, M.D.-WA. 7-28-33
Master of Men-COL
11-28-33
Mayor of Hell-WA
6-23-33
Maz-Zelle
Nitouche
PRO.. 11-18-33
Meet the Baron-MGM .. 10-28-33
Melodv
Cruise-RKO
6-16-33
Melodia de Arrabal-PAR. .8-9-33
Midnight Club-PAR
7-29-33
Midnight Marv-MGM .. .7-17-33
Midshipman
Jack-RKO. 11-17-33

PRO — Progressive
Pictures
PRX — Protex Dist. Corp.
REG — Regent Pictures
REM — Remington
Pictures
RKO— RKO-Radio
Pictures
ROY — Fanchon Royer
SCA — Scandinavian
Pictures
SCO — Lester F. Scott
SHO — Showmen's Pictures
S NO— Sidney
Snow.
SUP— Superb
Pictures
SYA — Synchro Art Pictures
SYN— Syndicate
TF — Tobis Foreign Film
TOW—
Tower Prods.
U — Universal

Ship

9-13-33

8-16-33
5-18-33

Mr.

9-15-33

Broadway-BRO

My
Lips
Betray-F
11-4-33
Mysterious Rider — PAR... 6-1-33
My
Weakness-F
9-22-33
My
Woman-COL
10-17-33
Narrow Corner, The-WA. 6-20-33
Neighbors' Wives-ROY
..9-20-33
Night and Day-GB
5-27-33
Night Flight-MGM
10-4-33
Night of Terror-COL
6-7-33
No
Dejes la Puerta Abierta
F.. 11-13-33
No Marriage Ties-RKO. . .8-4-33
Noc Listopadowa-PRX . . . 5-1-33
Notorious but Nice-CHE. 8-23-33
Nuisance, The-MGM ...5-27-33
On Demande un CompagnonXX.. 6-9-33
Journey-RKO. 9-2-33
9-1-33
Afternoon-PAR

One Year
Later-ALD. .11-16-33
Only
Yesterday-U
11-10-33
Over the Seven Seas-XX. 5-24-33
8-25-33
Paddy the Next Best Thing-F
9-9-33
Passion
of Joan
of Arc-KRE
Patriots,
The-AM
9-25-33
Peg O' My Heart-MGM.. 5-20-33
Penthouse-MGM
.9-9-33
Phantom
Thunderbolt-WW6-14-33
Picture
Snatcher-WA
Pilgrimage- F
Police Call-HOL
Police
Car
17-COL
Power and the Glory,

$-19-33
7-17-33
8-23-33
11-6-33
8-18-33
The-F

en Otono-F. . .5-24-33

Private Detective 62-WA. .7-8-33
9-21-33
Private Life of Henry VIII-UA
Prizefighter and the Lady
MGM.. 114-33
SweetheartRKO.. 5-27-33
Quartorze Juillet-PRX . 10-21-33
Rainbow
Ranch-MOP. .. 10-18-33
Rangers* Code-MOP
9-20-33
Rebel, The-U
7-27-33
Return
of Casey
JonesMOP
6-30-33
Professional

Riders of Destiny-MOP.
Right
to Romance
Squad-MAY

Russia

9-9-3
Men-SHO
FAI.. 8-8-3
Behave?-MGM

Night.

Men-CJOL

A-ALD
12-6-3
7-22-3.
11-8-33

Express-WA

6-23-3.*

Silver
Cord-RKO
5-5-3."
Sing, Sinner, Sing-MAJ. .8-12-3.'
Sitting
Pretty-PA R
1 1-22-3:
Skyway-MOP
10-18-3:
Sleepless
Nights-REM
..7-22-33
Smoke
Lightning-F
5-12-3.
Soldiers of the StormCOL.. 5-18-3:
Solitaire
Man-MGM
9-23-33;'
Somewhere in Sonora-W A. 6-7-33
Son of a Sailor-FN
12-1-3J.
Son of the Border-RKO. .8-2-3;
Song
of Songs-PAK
7-22-33
S. O.
S. Iceberg-U... 11-28-33
Sphinx, The-MOP
8-16-33
Stage
Mother-MGM
9-30-33
Storm
at Davbreak-MGM 7-22-33

Reviewed

Morning G'ory-RKO
Morgenrot-PRX

Riot

Ladies
in the

Silent
Silk

Money
Talks-SYN
8-12-33
Monkey's Paw, TheRKO.. 6-1-33
Moonlight
and
Pretzels-U 8-23-33

Primavera

Wanted

Should

Vlilady-GFF

Man's
Sunday

of

Shriek

UA — United Artists
UFA— Ufa
WA — Warner
Bros.
WEL— Carveth Wells
WIN — Windsor
Pictures
WK— Willis Kent
WOK— Worldkino
WW— World
Wide
XX — No
distributor
set
ZBY
Polish-American
Film— Zbyszko
Co.

One
One

Hollywood-SCO

8-30-3
Shanghai
Madness-F
9-23-3
She Had to Say Yes-FN
7-28-3
Shepherd
of the Seven
Hills

POL— Bud Pollard Productions
POR — Portola Pictures
PRI — Principal Dist. Corp.

Title

of

11-29-33

RKO.. 11-22-33
7-26-33

Today-WEL....

10-21-33

Rustlers' Roundup-U ...9-16-33
Rusty Rides Alone-COL. 10-10-33
Sagebrush Trail-MOP ..12-8-33
Saturday's
Millions-U. .. 10-14-33
Samarang-UA
,
5-18-33
Savage
Gold-AU
5-23-33
Scarlet
River-RKO
5-24-33
Secret of the Blue Room-U
9-13-33

Story of Temple DrakePAR
5-6-33
Strange
People-CHE
6-17-33
Stranger's Return-MGM. .7-29-33
Strawberry
Roan-U
. . . 12-6-33
Study in Scarlet-WW
5-26-33
Sundown
Rider-COL
6-9-33
Sunset
Pass-PAR
10-28-33
Sweetheart
of Sigma
Chi

\
I
I
J

MOP. ...10-26-33
Take
a Chance-PAR.
11-25-33
Taming
the Jungle-INV. .6-6-33 ;
Tarzan the Fearless-PRI . 8-1 2-33
Terror
Abroad-PAR
7-3-33
Theodore Koerner-XX .. .5-10-33
This Day and Age-PAR. 8-16-33
8-8-33
This Is America-BEE.. .6-23-33
Three-Cornered
Moon-PAR
Three
Thieves-AM
10-31-33
Thrill
Hunter-COL
10-4-33
9-20-33
Thunder
Over
Mexico-PRI
Tillie and Gus-PAR
11-11-33
Toda Una Vida-PAR 10-28-33
9-23-33
Too
Much
Harmony-PAR
Tomorrow
Torch
To the
Trailing
Traum

at

Seven-RKO 7-12-33

Singer-PAR
10-7-33
Last Man-PAR. 10-26-33 •
North-MOP
5-17-33
von Schoenbruhnn

Treason-COL
XX.. 5-4-33
6-3-33
Trick
for Trick-F
6-10-33
Trouble
Busters-MA J
8-30-33
Tugboat
Annie-MGM
8-1 2-33
8-23-33
Turn
Back
the Clock-MGM
Ulan I Dziewczvna-XX 10-10-33
Under
Secret
Orders-PRO12-6-33
Under

the Tonto
Rim-PAR
7-19-33
Unknown Va'lev-COL. . .8-18-33
Via Pony Express-MAJ. 6-17-33
.5-4-33
Victims of Persecution-POL
Vi

Som

Gar

Koksvagen

Voltaire- WA
7-28-33
SCA.. 10-10-33
Walls
of Gold-F
10-21-33
Waltz
Time-GB
9-29-33
Wandering
Jew,
The
War of the Range-FR.
JAFA.. .11-22-33
10-21-33
Warrior's Husband-F
...5-12-33
Way
to
Love-PAR
11-11-33
Wenn Die Liebe Mode Macht

When

6-24-33
XX.. 10-30-33
Innocence-COL
6-24-33
Ladies
Meet-MGM

When

Strangers Marry-

What

Price

Whirlwind, The-COLCOL.. !!7-29-33
. 5-25-33
White
Face-HEL
11-22-33
White
Woman-PAR
11-18-33
Wild
Boys
of the
Road
Woman
Women
World
Worst
Wrecker,

FN..
I Stole-COL
. . .9-22-33
6-30-33
in His
Life-MGM
12-9-33
Changes-FN
Woman
in Paris? 10-28-33
The-COL

F.. 11-25-33
8-5-33

'
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8 FILMS TO START
AT WARNER STUDIOS

IN WONDERLAND"

with Charlotte
Henry as "Alice"
Paramount
90 mins.
STRICTLY JUVENILE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH CLEVER CHARACTERIZATIONS
ITS GREATEST ASSET.
The Mad Hatter, the March Hare, the
Queen of Hearts, Humpty Dumpty and all
Lewis Carroll's immortal characters come
to life in astounding likenesses in this feature that will appeal to every child who
has heard, or read, the fantastic story of
Alice Through the Looking Glass." Great
care has been taken in make-up, costumes
and scenery. The dialogue is somewhat
stereotyped and spoken in a monotone by
.ill with the exception of Ned Sparks as the
Caterpillar and W. C. Fields as Humpty
Dumpty. The action is disjointed and lacks
continuity. Little has been done to brighten
up the dialogue which tends to confuse
rather than explain the rapid sequence of
scenes. Charlotte Henry's debut on the
screen is not very impressive.
Cast: Charlotte Henry, Richard Arlen,
fjfosco Ates, William Austin, Billy Barty,
B^van. Colin Campbell, Harvey Clark.
.Gary Cooper, Jack Duffy, Harry Ekezlan,
Leon Errcl, Louise Fazenda, W. C. Fields
V\lec B. Francis, Skeets Gallagher, Meyer
iGrace. Cary Grant, Ethel Griffies, Lillian
■Harmer, Raymnod Hatton, Sterling Holloa/ay, Edward Everett Horton, Roscoe Karns,
.Colin Kenny, Baby LeRoy, Lucien Little-f-eld, Mae Marsh, Charles McNaughton,
;!Polly Moran, Jack Oakie, Patsy O'Byrne,
■Edna May Oliver, George Ovey, May Robeson, Charlie Ruggles, Jackie Searl, Alison
.'ISkipworth, Ned Sparks, Will Stanton, Ford
'.Sterling, Joe Torrillo, Jacqueline Wells.
Director, Norman McLeod; Author, Lewis
arroll; Screen Play, Joseph L. Mankiewicz,
ham Cameron Menzies; Music, Dimitri
JenEffects, Gordon
Technical
nings, Farciot Edouart,
Masks
and Costumes, Wally Westmore, Newt Jones, Settings, Robert Odell;
Cameramen,
Henry
i, Bert Glennon,
Recording
Engineer,
l "Eugene Merrit; Editor, Elsworth Hoagland.
Direction,
Fair.
Photography,
Fair.

"DIE GALAVORSTELLUNG" ("The
Great Performance"), in German; produced
by Monopol Film; directed by Friedrich
Zelnik; with Alfred Abel, Reinhold Bernt,
Leonhard Steckel, Karl Harbacher, Leo
Peukert, Eugen Rex, Olga Tschechova,
Max Adalbert, Margot Walter, Walter
Slezak, Carl Stepanek, Arthur Hell. At
the 79th St. theater.
Entertaining mixture of mystery, comedy, music that moves along at a nice
pace and will keep any German audience
very much amused throughout.
"10 . . . TU . . . Y . . . ELLA" ("I . . .
Thou . . . and . . . She"), Spanish dialogue
film, produced by Fox in Hollywood; directed by John Reinhardt; with Cataline
Barcena, Gilbert Roland, Rosita Moreno,
Mona
Maris.
Based on the novel, "Mujer," by Martinez Sierra, this is an entertaining drama
about the inconsiderate man and the woman who forgives. Excellent cast and
production.

Transcription Studios
Prepare for Television
(.Continued from Page 1)

tion scenes, and the transcription
for voice. Thus when commercial
television finally opens up, sponsors
will know how their act looks. They
may then spot the film, as well as
the transcription, on radio stations
throughout the country.

IjtTiomkin;

'■■'

A Symbol
log — symbol of ChristTHE Yule
mas through the ages. On the
great holiday the lord of the manor
threw wide the doors, and misery
and squalor were forgotten in the
cheer of the boar's head and wassail.
Customs change, but the Christmas
spirit is ageless. Today millions express it by the purchase of Christmas Seals — the penny stickers that
fight tuberculosis — still the greatest
public health problem. Your pennies
will help.

Buy Christmas Seals

Lightman to See Deputy
On Non-Theatrical Issue
M. A. Lightman, former M. P. T.
0. A. president and now president
of the Tri-State exhibitor unit and
who left New York on Friday for
Charlotte, N. C, will confer with
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt concerning an interpretation of the code provisions covering
non-theatrical competition. He specifically has in mind a situation at
Oxford, Tenn., where R. X. Williams, exhibitor, has opposition from
a theater operated by the state university there. Since this university
theater is charging admissions- and
is inviting the public in, it is in
regular competition with the Williams house, Lightman will declare,
and should come within regulation
of the code machinery.

Seek Legit. Code Change
On Sale of Film Rights
At a meeting of the Legitimate
State Code Authority on Dec. 18
action is to be taken on the clause
in the theater code relating to sale
of film rights to plays. This clause,
if ratified, would permit managers
to share in the profits from the sale
of screen rights without having the
play run for three consecutive weeks
in New York, as now required by
the basic agreement. The dramatists
certain conceswould
sions. also receive

"QUICK,

KOENIG

DER

CLOWNS"

("Quick, King of the Clowns"), in German;
produced by Ufa; with Lilian Harvey, Hans
Albers, Genia Nikolajeva, Paul Hoerbiger,
Willy Stettner, A. v. Kersten; directed by
Robert Siodmak.
At the Yorkville theater.
Very enjoyable comedy about a wealthy
young divorcee who falls in love with a
famous clown but doesn't know him when
he is without his makeup. Plenty of action, some nice bits of music, comedy, and
fine work by Miss Harvey and Aibers.

"L'OPERA DE QUAT SOUS" ("The Beg
gar's Opera"),
in French;
produced
by
Prewith Albert
National;
Warner-First
jean, Mile. Florelle; directed
by G. W.
Pabst.
At the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.

Somewhat modernized version of "The
Beggar's Opera" holds appeal only ror special class audiences.

(Continued from Page

1)

"Radio Romance," with Dick Powell,
Pat O'Brien and Ginger Rogers;
James Cagney in "Goin' to Town,"
and "Upperworld," with Warren
William, Mary Astor and Ann
Dvorak. Those in work are "Heir
Chaser," "A Modern Hero," "Harold
Teen," "Journal of Crime," "Gambling Lady," "Heat Lightning" and
"Wonder
Bar."

First Allied Code Move
Aimed at Cleaner Films
(Continued from Page 1)

H. M. Richey, Al Steffes, Sidney E.
Samuelson
and other national Allied leaders will be present.
Some leaders of Allied units,
which have never approved the code,
are still insisting that exhibitors do
not come under its jurisdiction.

NED
WAYBURN

EVERY
OF

RADIO
BROADCASTING
MICROPHONE TECHNIQUE

TYPE

DANCING

FOLLIES" and directed
the "ZIEGFELD
of screen
editions
successful
mostsuch
staged tothefame,
who
and radio stars as Al Jolson, Marilyn
stage,
outstanding
and helped
Mil'er Fred and Adele Astaire, Eddie Cantor, Mae West, Ed Wynn, Jeannette McDonald,
C ifton Webb, Marie Dressier, Harry Richman, Fannie Brice, Marx Bros., Claire Luce,
Willie and Eugene Howard, Charlotte Greenwood, Bert Wheeler, Patricia Ellis, Hal Leroy
and hundreds of others, both here and abroad, announces

Fall classes just starting
— Lowest
rates ever!
CHILDREN'S
SPECIAL ONE-HOUR,

REDUCING AND BUILDING
AND KEEPING
FIT

UP—

Ned Wayburn's famous one-hour "limbering
and stretching" classes (Mondays to Fridays,
inclusive). Mornings at 10:30. Afternoons at
3:30. Evenings at 7:30. Five-times weekly
(morning or afternoon) $8 weekly — Evenings
$5 weekly.
DANCING
GIRLS OR

CLASSES
WOMEN

FOR

ADULT

Mondays to Fridays, inclusive. For beginners,
or teachers.
professionals,
pupils,
advanced
"Tap,"
evenings.interpretive
or
afternoons
Mornings,
"Acrobatic,"
"Ballet"
(classical—
— too) and "Musical
Comedy" technique and
routines. Five times weekly (morning or afternoon) $8 weekly — Evenings $5 weekly.
BUSINESS GIRLS'
WOMEN'S
ONE-HOUR
EVENINGAND CLASSES

WEEKLY,

AFTER

SCHOOL

CLASSES

ONCE-

(4:30 to 5:30 P. M.) 35 consecutive weeks
$35, payable $1 weekly plus $5 enrollment fee
which pays for the last five weeks.
SOMETHING NEW FOR TINY TOTSKINDERGARTEN DANCING CLASSESAGES 3 TO 7 YEARS

Kindergarten Dancing Classes. Every Thursday, 3:30 to 4:30 P. M. Starting next Thursday (35 consecutive Thursdays). Pay $5 on
enrollment which pays for last five lessons
and only secutive
$1 for
each other lesson for 30 conThursdays.
RADIO

BROADCASTING

Instruction for "Talkies," Television, Voice
Culture, Diction, Speech Improvement, Singing, Song Rendition, Language, Microphone
Technique.
Studio Deportment. Experience on
C/2 hour of "limbering and stretching" — and
conditioning — and
yi hour
of "Tap"
and our own radio programs. 10-lesson courses
"Musical Comedy" dances).
BEGINNERS—
for children and adults. Class or private intwice weekly. Mondays and Wednesdays — 7:30
struction. Private lessons (not less, than 10)
to 8:30 P. M.— $3 weekly. ADVANCED PU- afternoons $4 each. Evenings $2.50 each.
PILS (with previous dance training) 7:30 to Class lessons (not less than 10) $15. AH
8:30
P. M. — Tuesdays
and
Thursdays — $3
tuition payable in advance. Free Radio Tests
weekly.
ONCE
WEEKLY— Friday evenings or Audition without obligation of any kind.
—7:30 to 8:30 P. M.— $2 weekly.
Patricia Ellis, new movie star, received all of
CHILDREN'S COURSES
tion.
For both girls and boys — ages 8 to 16 years. her instruction under Ned Wayburn's direcRegular Saturday classes. Rounded training in
"Tap." "Acrobatic," "Ballet" (Toe)_ and BALL ROOM DANCING
"Musical Comedy" dancing. Rate, paid by
term in advance; FALL ■ TERM
$105. (Starts next One lesson $4 — 6 lessons $20 — all the latest
Saturday)— $48. WINTER TERM (Begin- dances. Newest steps. Patient, painstaking
ning Jan. 6th)— $39. SPRING TERM (Com- instructors. Special mixed classes_ arranged.
mencing April 7th) $39. If three terms are
We specialize
in arranging "Exhibition" Ball
Room
Dance Routines.
paid in advance — ^cost is
for free illustrated, 1,2-page
write
or!
Call
obligation.
No
time.
any
at
tryouts
Free dancing
booklet, "Your Career." or "Home Study Course in Stage Dancing."

NED WAYBURN

INSTITUTE OF DANCING
AND RADIO BROADCASTING

SCHOOL

Studio F2, 625 Madison Avenue, New York, N. Y.
(Between 58th & 59th Sts.

Tel. Wlekersham

2-4300)
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Optimistic Views on 1934 Voiced by More Execs\
(Continued from Page

1)

of Monogram; W. S. Butterfield,
head of the Butterfield theater interests in Michigan, and Herman
Gluckman, president of Majestic
Pictures. Their statements, embracing some good trade suggestions
as well as giving views on the coming year, follows:

Good Films Plus Adv't'g
By JACK

COHN

"CVERY indication for the new
year is so promising that it affords greater encouragement than
has been apparent in a long time. If
the process of recovery continues at
the present rate 1934 should prove
a banner year, not only for Columbia but for the industry as a whole.
Two important factors must govern recovery in the motion picture
industry.
First, the production of more
truly great pictures;
Secondly, an awakening among
exhibitors to the helpful power of
aggressive and progressive advertising.
This is demonstrated by the fact
that during the last two years the
public has shown a tendency to shop
for entertainment and to patronize
in paying numbers only those pictures which have given adequate
value for the admission prices.
There will be no change with the
return of good times — the public
will continue to demand values.
However, no matter how good the
product made responsive to this demand, the exhibitor cannot extract
its full box-office value without letting the public know through advertising that he is vending quality pictures. The combination of good
product and adequate advertising
will correct every situation confronting the industry. This calls for
greater cooperation on the part of
the producer after completion of his
picture. In this connection I recently suggested that producers
create a school of showmanship by
having advertising, publicity and
exploitation experts available to advise exhibitors concerning their
problems whenever important conventions of theater owners invite
such cooperation. Columbia is not
only willing to do this, but for its
own good will be glad to send an
expert to demonstrate proper merchandising of film.
This idea was the outgrowth of
disclosures incidental to a nationwide survey of the effect of Blue
Laws upon the industry. I believe
that its future development rests
with the smaller towns. In these
the need of showmanship is greatest,
owing to the fact that exhibitors
have largely been drawn from other
fields of activitv and left to shift
for themselves. It is here, too, that
Sunday closing is most felt, restricting theater operation to about 85
per cent of the available time.
The

Our business is like any new bus15 per cent clipped off by arbitrary
iness; it grew so rapidly, and so
Sunday closing shuts down the theaters on the day most convenient many different factions entered it.
and available for country trade and that no code of ethics has in the
when
patronage ordinarily is great- past 30 years been worked out
est.
which will in an honest way benefit
Reference to NRA suggests a final the business, and until the producer,
word on that score. It represents distributor and exhibitor understand
one of the ideas conceived by our each other and work for all interPresident for the general good, and business.
ests, our business will be nobody's
as such should be given full support
by our industry to afford every
To my way of thinking, there are
chance for its success. Shortsighted too many theaters of all classes,
individuals within the industry have but this can only be adjusted by the
overlooked the fact that the NRA three interests, and we all know
has only a short time in which to that in any other business, such as
operate, and have devoted more hotels, office buildings, newspaper
nervous energy combating its vari- business and even the banks of this
ous features than would be neces- country only adjust themselves
sary to assure it a fair trial. The where they eliminate the surplus of
best thing we can all do for the overproduction.
industry and for ourselves is to get
As for the industry under the
behind the NRA and build it up.
NRA, it naturally will improve and
This done, we shall have nothing become better very rapidly, for the
to worry about for 1934.
NRA has a tendency to make the
three interests meet each other and
become better acquainted, and it is
only knowledge and understanding
More Novelty in Films
which gives us the insight to correct
the errors of our business.
By JOSEPH BERNHARD
TN THE beginning it was novelty
that crowded theaters. First, the
novelty of motion pictures themselves. When that phase had passed
because of the public's always increasing taste for something better,
there began the cathedral era in
theater building.
For a time sumptuous decorations
and rich atmosphere stimulated business. But the public soon adapted
itself to the new luxurious home of
the motion picture. With keen theater competition to enlighten the
patrons they no longer had to search
for the novelty of gorgeous surroundings. But novelty entertainment was still elusive and oftentimes remote.
Sound was hailed as a new force
in 1928. But five years of sound
prove that the device has long
passed its novelty period. An everwiser public still selects the best
and ignores the others.
In lieu of making a prediction for
1934, I would like to make a wish —
a wish for the continued succession
of pictures like those which formed
the backbone of Warner Bros. 1933
product.
It means giving a jaded public
taste the novelty element in comedy and drama which is lifeblood to
the theater.

Three-Way Understanding
By W.

S. BUTTERFIELD

' AM inclined to feel the 1934
prospects are very much better
for an understanding between the
producer, distributor and exhibitor.
Our business will never be right or
on the proper foundation until there
is a better understanding between
these three interests.

ernmental procedure or lack of red
sonable self-restraint and construe!
tive planning in business may rt
ard recovery or reverse the trem..
but many have the impression thai
the country has partly learned itj
lesson and is headed for better dayw
The motion picture industry i
similarly due for internal improve
nent. It has been accused of bein
excessively "hard-boiled," and it ha
been said that some members of th
ndustry are proud of the distinc
tion. But, after all, no one can ge
nourishment from boiled rocks am
"he time is ripe for more cooper
tive effort and a tightening-up
o
normal business ethics. The entei
irise of normal business men caf
orobably contribute more to recov

?ry than
any written
code — onas Eng"
'and
has shown
by getting
fairl
well without even a written
cor,
stitution. Improved conditions mus
be a symbol of reasonable coopera
^ion among business men or els<
hey are merely an expression o
bureaucracy and stagnation.
The motion picture industry i
showing a fine vitality after havin;
been stimulated by adversity. Dra
matists, actors, directors, and ex
ecutives are doing better work thai
a year ago and presumably wil
Industry in Good Position still further improve their perform
ance during 1934, which should b
By W. RAY JOHNSTON
a good year for the industry. And
T BELIEVE that the motion picture, 7ast but not least, the engineers ar
nlanning to add much to the per
business is in a better position fect;on of photography,
sound, am
this year than in any other year of studio
and theater construction am
its existence. I am not referring ->rocesses. This will lead
to greate
now to its financial status, but
better performances, am
rather to its recognition of what economy,
genuine screen entertainment should a: gsr net from the box office.
be. There have been better pictures
produced this year and in greater
number than at any time since the Confident and Hopeful
talkies. This is largely because
production heads have now come to By HERMAN GLUCKMAN
a realization that the story is the
thing. Cast, settings and production YV/'ITHOUT any sense of falsi;
are now built around a definite
optimism and with a full knowl
story. There is less haphazard edge of the problems facing th*
shooting and, when the cameras country in general and our indus
start cranking today, it is because try in particular during the cominj'
the studios have a definite plot and vear, I may honestly say that Ma
definite motivation.
jestic Pictures enters the year 193
If the studios continue to be confidently and hopefully.
Our own prospects for 1934 ar
story-conscious, I believe the industry will come into a new era of excellent, and the same prospect
are in store for all companies wh
prosperity.
Personally, I do not believe the realize first, that good pictures ar,
NRA and Code will have a great essential backed by cooperative ex
deal of effect on the production and ploitation, and second, that the;
distribution of pictures, except to must rise or fall in proportion t
add somewhat to the cost due to the uhe measure of confidence they enjo;
from their exhibitors. The exhibi
labor provision.
for is the keystone on which rest
dustry.
fhe future security of the entire ir

Internal Improvement

I have confidence in the ultimat
"■ood to be achieved by the Motio?
By DR. ALFRED N. GOLDSMITH Picture Code, always provided tha
me chiselers, the shirkers and th
'"THE individual determination of connivers
are singled out for promp
the business man of the United
States and the natural wealth and -■nd drastic action. The motion pic
strength of the country seem to be ture industry is an essential indus
asserting themselves and slowly try — it will exist and thrive so Ion;
leading toward an improvement in as the wiser heads guide its des
business
conditions.
Unwise
gov- tinies into the right channels. W.
welcome
1934 with optimism.
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Warners to Net $100,000 in November

A. C. BLUMENTHAL

l-N.JJIRCUIT

Col. Cooper, Arthur Lee,
Classified Films
... to end standardization
=
IN

By DON

THE

CARLE

GILLETTE

face of the undiminishing

=
clamor

of purists, moral watchdogs and multiminded censors who insist on fettering the
screen with a standard of morality suitable
equally for 10-year-olds and 70-year-olds,
it becomes increasingly apparent that producers and exhibitors must eventually
segregate pictures into several classes if
they hope to avoid the slough of stagnation that eventually leads to extinction.
Instead of continuing to try to make
every picture appeal to every class of people, producers must soon start making
one type of film for adults, another foi
juveniles, another for the foreign market,
and so forth, at a cost proportionate to
the market.
Until this is done — until the screen unchains itself from censorial restrictions
that impose the same moronic moral code
on

every class of picture, be it a slapstick comedy or a piece of classic literature— there never will be a real motion
picture art.

THE

argument

of the watchdogs

against

permitting movies to have the same freedom of theme and substance enjoyed by the
stage, books and magazines is that the
screen's vastly wider sphere of activity and
influence makes it socially imperative that
its content be circumscribed. By dividing
that sphere, however, and limiting the exhibition of adult themes to adult audiences
at adult prices, why shouldn't the screen
have the same leeway as a stage which
produces "Design for Living" and "Sailor,
Beware" or a publisher who puts out
novels like "An American Tragedy" o"Farewell to Arms"?

/"\N
THE other hand, for juvenile
^■"^ audiences the films could exude a preponderance of sweetness and light, while
for the countries abroad it might be desirable to produce inocuous affairs free from
gunplay, gin-guzzling, caricaturing of other
nationalities, sex emphasis, over-opulence
and whatever else might possibly give
the rest of the world a wrong conception
of America.
Anyhow,

it's an

idea.

Prosperous Year is Seen
for Canada — Upswing
For U. S., Too
Canada joins the U. S. in predicting better results during 1934,
the spokesman for the Dominion
outlook being Col. John A. Cooper,
president of the Motion Picture Distributors of Canada. Two others
whose optimistic views join the several already published in the annual series for THE FILM DAILY

Monogram

'34
bin Optimi
P o 1sts
i Named on
Treasurer,

Signing Code

Monogram Pictures will sign the motion picture code, and in fact already
has put it into operation in its home
office and studio, President W. Ray
Jchnston announced yesterday.

YOUNGCLAUS SETTLES
SUIT OUT OF COURT

(Continued on Parte 5)

EXHIBS OF CAROLINAS
ENDORSE M. P, CODE
By MARY
BROOKS
FILM
DAILY
Staff

Quarter

PARHAM
Correspondent

Charlotte, N. C. — Explanation and
endorsement of the motion picture
code featured the annual convention of the North and South Carolina Theater
Owners' annual winter
(Continued on Page 5)

Rocky
Ass'n
MeetsMountain
Dec. 19 in
Denver
Denver — Annual convention of the
Rocky will
Mountain
Asso.
be heldTheater
at the Owner's
Brown
Palace Hotel Dec. 19 and 20. This
meeting, a postponed affair, that was
held off on account of the code, will
be devoted strictly to business. No
registration fee is being charged
this year.

Lincoln, Neb. — Arthur F. Mullen,
national Democratic committeeman
yesterday effected a settlement in
the restraint of trade action brought
by William N. Youngclaus, Madison
exhibitor, against the Omaha Film
Board of Trade and 12 national distributors. Action which was for
$250,000 was an aftermath of zoning and protection suit brought by
Youngclaus last year. The amount
of the settlement was not revealed.

Sagal Manager
to be General
New Haven — Poli New England
Theaters yesterday announced completion of its reorganization with
A. C. Blumenthal as president, S. Z.
Poli as treasurer and Lewis M.
Sagal as assistant treasurer and
general manager.
The new company recently took
back from Fox, 14 theaters in Connecticut and 4 in Massachusetts.

CODE IS APPROVED
BY UNITED ARTISTS

United Artists now approves the
motion picture code, following the
obtained by the proNew Ohio Exhibitor Unit clarification
ducers in Washington, Al Lichtman,
To Cooperate Against Tax vice-president in charge of distribution, stated yesterday. With this
Columbus — The new Independent
Motion Picture Exhibitors of Ohio company now registering its okay,
will cooperate with the M. P. T. O. all organizations indentified with
of Ohio in the fight for repeal of the Hays association are signatories.
Samuel (Continued
Goldwyn,on who
the state amusement tax, it is indiPage emphatical6)
cated by members of the latter organization. A delegation from the
new unit attended the M. P. T. 0. 90-Day Trial for Code
a series of state-wide meetings.
Agreed by Independents
G. W. Erdmann of the Cleveland
The Federation of the M. P. In(Continued on Page 5)
dustry has informed President
Roosevelt that it is willing to subscribe to the industry code for a
period of 90 days in order. to observe
its results, President P. S. Harrison
disclosed (Continued
yesterday. on PageIts 6) members

Warner Management Upheld
By Directors at Annual Meet

Wilmington — Warner Bros, will
show a net profit of at least $100,000 for the quarter ended Nov. 30,
against loss of $1,766,000 in the
Indianapolis — Associated Theater
Owners of Indiana will hold their same period last year, Samuel Carlisle, comptroller, told stockholders
annual convention Dec. 19, in the
Claypool Hotel. Principal topic for at the annual meeting here yesterday. Replying to a query, Carlisle
discussion will be the film code.
said that although the contract of
the three Warner brothers calls for
The 1934 Film Daily Year Book
Is A Liberal

Indiana Theater Owners
Hold Convention Dec. 19

Education

In Pictures. — Advt.

(Continued

cm

Page

6)

Buttling Wins

Hobbes Fame

Halliwell Hobbes has achieved fame
as a player of butler roles. Within
the last week, three magazines, including "Time," called THE FILM
DAILY for information on Hobbes and
his buttling
record.
The
Annual
Film
Daily Year
Book
Has
An
Established
Reputation
For Accuracy. — Advt.
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New Committees Named
Coast Cameraman Elect
By M. P. T. O. of Ohio
Estabrook Gen'l
Manager
West Coast Bureau
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Form Photography Class
A

class in elementary photography, designed to be a practical
workshop for training those with no
experience, is being formed by the
Film and Photo League of New
York. Registrations are now under
way and classes begin the night
of Jan. 5. Nominal tuition will be
charged.

l/2

1 '/2

Dressier Film Re-Titled
M-G-M has changed the title of
"Christopher Bean," with Marie
Dressier, to "Her Sweetheart."
"Most compelling motion picture this reporter
can recall, bar none." — N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

for 6 ot ten

For Bookings and State Rights Wirt
JEWEL PROD, Inc., 723 7th Ave., New York City

Elsie Pornhagen Dies
Elsie Pornhagen, secretary to S.
Charles Einfeld and for 14 years in
the employ of Warner Bros., died
Sunday following a throat operation. She was married and is survived by her husband, Arthur Munzer, and her parents. Services will
be held tonight at 7:45 at Yorkville
Memorial Chapel, 332 East 86th
Street.

Coming and Going
JOSEPH

M.

SCHENCK

has sailed

for

Europe.

PANDRO BERMAN, who has been in charge
of Radio Pictures production activities during the absence of Merian C. Cooper, arrived
in New York yesterday en route to Europe
on an eight-week
vacation.
the

MARY PICKFORD reached
coast this morning.

New

York from

FRANK LLOYD, director, arrives in New
York
today
on the Washington
from
abroad.
MARTIN BECK, PAUL LUKAS and DENNIS
KING returned from Europe yesterday on the
Me de France. Also arriving on the same boat
were JULES DEMARIA, honorary president of
the French Motion Picture Syndicate, and
KETTY GALL1GAN,
Hollywood actress.
PETER FREUCHEN, author of M-G-M's
"Eskimo," leaves New York tomorrow for the
coast.
He is working on another story for
Metro.
RICHARD HALLIDAY of the Paramount story
department is back from a vacation in Bermuda.
the

D. A. DORAN,
coast today.

Fox story editor, arrives on

W. N. SKIRBOLL of Cleveland is in New
York combining business with a social visit
with his brother, Jack, of Educational.

Reiner, Dalrymple Join Given
Henry
J. Reiner, formerly with
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
National Screen Service, has been
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Roy Rel Ruth will
Hollywood — Arthur F. Beck, for- shortly conclude a 10-year asso- appointed New York exchange manager for Herbert W. Given, Inc.,
mer exchange executive with Uniciation with Warners and will leave
versal, has joined the sales staff of for a long rest in Europe, his first who recently opened a branch in the
Romance Productions, Inc., headed vacation in that time. Contrary to Film Center. George H. Dalrymple,
by George W. Stout and Harry O. report, the director has not signed formerly with Krimsky & Cochran,
Hoyt. Romance is making "Young a new contract and does not con- also has joined Given as heard of
advertising and publicity.
Eagles," Boy Scout serial, at the
template signing for the present.
Metropolitan Studios.
Arthur Beck Joins

FINANCIAL
NEW

Columbus — At the first meeting of
Hollywood — -As the first step in the new M.P.T.O. of Ohio board,
reorganization plans, the executive steps were taken to revise the conboard of Cameramen's Local 659,
stitution and by-laws with the apI.A.T.S.E., at a special meeting, unanpointment of a committee consisting
imously elected Edward T. Esta- of W. A. Finney, Max Stearn and
brook general manager, effective P. J. Wood. The latter, re-engaged
immediately.
as business manager of the organiThe position was created for the
zation, was named to draft an enincumbent, who is to be the chief
tirely new constitution. A legislacontact official of the body in its
tive committee was named comprisdealings with production authorities
ing J. Real Neth, W. A. Finney,
and cameramen. Howard Hurd, Henry Bieberson, Sam E. Lind, Marwho for five and a half years has
tin G. Smith and Wood. Max Stearn
been business representative of the was made chairman of the finance
committee.
cameramen, continues in the position.

Romance

Expedition Film at Harris Theater
"Death Drums of New Guinea,"
three-reel expedition film made by
Comm. F. Strange Kolle and M. P.
Greenwood Adams, F.R.G.S., opened
yesterday at the Sam Harris theater. It has a narrative spoken by
Norman Pierce of the radio. Majestic is releasing it.
Hawkins Made Astoria Studio Mgr.
Stanley Hawkins, formerly of the
studio contact group at ERPI, succeeds L. W. Davee as studio manager under the supervision of T. K.
Glennon at the Eastern Service studio in Astoria.
"Phil M. Daly" in Hospital
"Phil M. Daly" (Jack Harrower)
was taken to the Yonkers General
Hospital on Sunday to undergo
treatment for a stomach disorder.
Doctors expect to give him a blood
transfusion today.

Del Ruth Ends 10 Years at W. B.

«5l IN—

Be Right — Can It Ever Be
Forgiven — Must It
Always Be Punished?
WHOSE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Alan Crosland, who
recently finished directing Richard
Barthelmess in "Massacre," has
been signed to a long-term contract
by Warners.
George Chennell Dies
Columbus — George L. Chennell,
president of Columbus Bill Posting
Co. and widely known among theatrical and motion picture people,
died yesterday.
He was 67.
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Musical Cartoons in Color
Real Headline
Attractions

A Series of Six Short Subjects
IN CINE-COLOR
Succeeding Subjects to be
Selected from The Following

World

Stories Now

Music, Rhythmic Lyrics and Presented in

in Preparation.

"The Brave Tin Soldier", "Sinbad the
Sailor", "Puss in Boots", "Cinderella",
"The Three Bears," "Jack the Giant
Killer", "Tom Thumb", "Aladdin".
"Snow White", "Hansel and Gretel",
"The Bremen Town Musicians", "The
Little Red Hen", "The Snow Queen",
"The Ugly Duckling", "The Golden
Goose", "Dick Whittington's Cat" and
"The Little Mermaid."

Famous Fantasies Set to Symphonic

Full Color Cartoon Comics —
//
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COOPER, LEE, FREULER
OPTIMISTIC ON 1934

{Continued from Page 1)
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YEAR BOOK are Arthur A. Lee,
■executive vice-president of GaumontBritish Picture Corp. of America,
and John R. Freuler, president of
Monarch. The three statements follow:

Canada is Looking Up

By JOHN A. COOPER
YV7ITH regard to prospects for
1934, Canada's hopes are high.
There is a strong feeling of optimism although we have no NRA.
A comparison of all indices such
as imports, exports, balance of
trade, employment etc. indicate an
increase in business of about 30
per cent. Our car loadings and
building permits are the only items
which do not show this increase.
The motion picture business depends upon two main items, national
income and national employment.
Our national income has been going
up since February, and our national
employment has shown a small but
steady increase since May of this
year. The theaters have shown increases in receipts since September.
Therefore everybody looks forward
to 1934 with considerable hope.
Canada is prospering with the improved position of the Canadian
dollar, so our remittances to the
United States have been about 15
per cent higher in 1933 than in
1932. As the Canadian dollar is
now at a slight premium in New
York it means a good deal to the
people who sell pictures to this
country.
The steady decline in the number
of theaters has stopped and quite
a number
of closed theaters have
1 been re-opened during the last four
months.

More Internationalization
By ARTHUR A. LEE
THE coming year should see a
further upswing in motion picture business, its degree of ascent
gauged by the further application
of President Roosevelt's Recovery
Program and the extension of the
NRA. The industry, unified by the
code, will augment its bid for public support with productions drawn
from the world's production centers.
JThe year. I believe, will find a further breaking down of the alleged
prejudice
against imported
films,
Adv'g Plan

With

a Success

heads of major company advertising and publicity departments
"unselfishly cooperating," censorship
plan developed by the Hays association
is working out successfully, declared J.
J. McCarthy, in charge of the project, yesterday. He indicated that the
results, which will show themselves in
the field within two weeks, will be
satisfactory to all elements as the industry code goes into operation. Joe
Breen is in charge of a similar plan on
the Coast.

• • • LEAVE IT to Miss Elizabeth Perkins and the
group who operate that swell Little Picture House on East
50th St
They never forget what the Film Daily Relief
Fund stands for
Again this year
with Sophie K.
Smith, who manages the theater they are establishing a
"Tree for Other People"
to make Christmas a happier
time for some of the many who will have no celebration
Miss Perkins wants the names of families connected with the
motion picture industry who will have no Christmas
and to quote her letter to the Fund, "It's hard sledding for us
all these days, but a helping hand all around makes things
easier"
That's the true spirit of all who contribute to
this cheerful charity
How about YOUR "helping hand"
Grab a dollar
or five
or fifty with it, and
send it along Pronto
It's not what you are GETTING
for Christmas
*it's what
* you *are GIVING
*
•

•

• STILL ARGUING for production in the east, Marshall Neilan says he is willing to compare the cost sheets of
his first Associated Film Producers picture, "The Social Register," with the cost sheets of any similar type of picture made
in the west
Ed Selzer's family will soon be following
him to Hollywood
where the popular and able Ed is
now head of publicity at the Warner-First National studios
M-G-M's "Should Ladies Behave" will be shown tonight at the ball in the St. Regis for the benefit of the Southern
Women's zanineEducational
Alliance
on the were
mezfloor of the NBC
studios in Photographs
Rockefeller Center
taken by Margaret Bourke-White, the well-known artist
they were taken in the usual way and then enlarged on special canvas
ten feet wide and sixteen feet high
must be that inflation
Columbia's basketball team defeated the Baer-Stern outfit from Wall St
19 to 10
=s=

•

*

*

*

•

• HERE'S AN ace stunt that the United Artists publicity staff put over last night
The 20th Century film,
"Gallant Lady," was shown to Diego Rivera, McLelland Barclay, Howard Chandler Christy, James Montgomery Flagg,
Bradshaw
Crandall, Henry
C. Raleigh and Hayden
Haydeii
. . . and after the show each of the prominent artists made
an impressionistic sketch
giving his conception of the
style art work that will best fit the pix
That means
seven master ideas by seven outstanding artists

convention here yesterday. Following detailed explanation by Sol A.
Rosenblatt, whoi appealed for support of the code, the association
adopted resolutions pledging the cooperation and support of its members.
Other speakers included Ed Kuykendall, president, and M. A. Lightman, former president of the M. P.
T. 0. A., both of whom discussed
the code and urged complete support and sympathetic co-operation
on the part of exhibitors. Kuykendall warned the theater men that
"Chiselers" and "Cheaters" will be
driven from the industry, and Lightman declared that whether they
like it or not they will have to "take
it The
and speakers
obey it." stressed the problems and conditions existing in the
industry heretofore and said the
Government's aid as extended
through NRA and the code would
help solve many of the problems.
Charles W. Picquet was re-elected
president; Albert Sottile, first vicepresident; W. T. Culpepper, second
vice-president, and J. Murphy Gregg,
H. E. Buchanan, George M. Bailey,
J. E. Simpson, Herbert F. Kincey,
H. S. Berry and S. S. Stevenson,
directors. The secretary will be
elected
rectors. later by the officers and diFollowing two business sessions
yesterday the theater men had a
banquet and dance last night.

New Ohio Exhibitor Unit
To Cooperate
Against Tax
(Continued from Page 1)

M. P. Exhibitors Ass'n and a leading spirit in the new state unit, has
issued an emphatic denial of the
statement said to have been made
in connection with the report of the
with theater owners and the public
Barring further internal upheav- legislative committee of the M. P.
als and outside influences beyond in- T. O. to the effect that a flood of
extending a hearty welcome to
dividual control — as well as any telegrams from Cleveland was
meritorious product regardless of
its source. Encouragement of this protracted code disturbances — busi- largely responsible for the passing
ness, if left to work out its indi- of the tax. Erdmann will shortly
development will help strengthen
vidual problems henceforth, should hold a series of meetings here to
and solidify the industry throughfunction soundly and sanely in the line up membership for the I. M.
out the world.
interests of major and independent P. E. of Ohio.
producer, distributor and exhibitor
alike.
Test
of
the
"New
Deal"
By JOHN R. FREULER
'pHE year 1934 will, I feel, be the
testing ground of the "new
deal" — when the motion picture
code will be given the benefit of
practical experience as opposed to
the theoretical auguries of 1933.
I believe a majority of those engaged in picture making during
1934, realizing -the necessity for
producing within the earning ability of the individual picture, or of
the average of a series released,
will conduct their affairs on a firm
business foundation — while past experience points to the necessity for
a balance of official power that will
assure the genius necessary to real
entertainment and artistic endeavor.

Morrison Says Studios
Not Developing Names

Studios are failing to develop
"names" which are badly needed for
pictures, declared Leo Morrison,
Coast agent, yesterday, following
his arrival in New York for a 10day visit. He stressed the market
for leading men and women. Novels
and plays continue to be sought by
the studios in preference to origals, said Morrison.
Jimmy Durante in RKO Film
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

Hollywood — Jimmy
been signed by RKO
Dynamite."

FILM

DAILY

Durante
has
for "Strictly

MANY HAPPY ROM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 12
Rube
Edna
Owen
1. J.

Jackter
Herbert Crooker
Marion
Harry M. Warner
Moore
George Milton Lepschultz
Felder
Karen Morley

THE

WARNERS TO SHOW
$100,000 PROFIT
(Continued from Page
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THE BEST XMAS GIFT ,j

Duals Temporary at State, Cleveland
Cleveland — Double feature policy of Loew's State is to be for the week of Dec. 15th
only, according to H. M. Addison, Loew district manager. Warner had threatened to
put duals into the Hippodrome
is temporary.

but rescinded the order when

IS JOY OF HELPING '

assured the State policy

Fourteen more days — and ther
Christmas. YOU are looking for

1)

a joint salary of $10,000 weekly,
they are drawing only $5,000 and
have waived rights under the contract; also that for the six weeks
ended March 4 they drew no salary
at all.
Six directors whose terms expired
were re-elected. They are Waddill
Catchings, Henry A. Rudkin, Abel
Cary Thomas, Albert Warner,
Harry M. Warner and Jack L. Warner.
John P. Laffey, former general
counsel for I. E. du Pont, and who
was elected a Warner director last
year, told stockholders that he had
carefully looked into the affairs of
the company and found that the
charges of mismanagement and irregularities made last December are
groundless. He said he considered
the company well managed.

"U" British Production
S.M.P.E. Convention
Gets Under Way Jan. 1
Set For Atlantic City
Spring convention of the S. M.
P. E. takes place at Atlantic City
in May. Plans will be discussed
at a meeting of its board of directors Jan. 19 at the Hotel Pennsylvania. A meeting of the society's
projection practices committee will
be held Dec. 20 at the Paramount
building, with Harry Rubin in
charge, to further work on its report to be submitted at the spring
meeting.
The New York Section of the Society will hear F. C. Barton of
RCA Victor deliver a paper and
demonstration on disc recording at a
meeting tomorrow night at 411 Fifth
Ave.

Texas Allied Directors Named
Dallas, Tex. — New directors of
Allied Theater Owners of Texas are
announced by Col. H. A. Cole, presi(Continued from Page 1)
follows: T. W. Lewis, Texly disagreed with various code pro- arkana;dent, asJ.
B. Adelman, Fort Worth,
visions, especially those applying to and F. W. Zimmerman,
San Marcos.
production, has not as yet officially Re-elected were: C. H. Cox, Gilmer;
indicated whether or not he intends
Will Dorbant, Athens; Mart Cole,
to approve the document.
Rosenberg; Leaman Marshall, Terrell; Paul Scott, Dallas; Howard
Bland, Taylor; Tom Donnell, Step90-Day Trial for Code
enville; P. V. Wiliams, Mundey, and
Agreed by Independents Homer Mulkey, Clarendon.

Film Code Approved
By United Artists

(Continued from Page 1)

in the field will be asked to study
Principal Acquires Product
workings of the code, especially
Nat Cherin of Principal Film Exfrom the angle of personnel of lochange has closed with Celebrity
cal grievance and zoning boards, and Pictures for six ComiColor cartoons,
report to New York headquarters.
the first two of which are "Jack
Members of the Federation's board and the Beanstalk" and "The Brave
may meet at luncheon today.
Tin Soldier." A comedy, "No Funny
Business," with Gertrude Lawrence,
Fred Strief Heads New Company
Jill Esmond and Laurence Olivier,
Cincinnati — Fred Strief, former and a three-reeler, "The Sea Killpresident of the Allied Theater
ers," also have been acquired by
Owners Association here, has incor- Principal.
porated the Kenova Amusen.ent Co.
to operate theaters in Ohio, KenTwo Upstate Exhibs Dead
tucky and West Virginia.
Buffalo — Charles E. Dickinson,
70, who owned and once operated
Buffalo Union Seeks Permit
the Palace in Lockport, and James
Buffalo — Interstate Projectionists Macris, 55, owner of the Temple,
Union have filed an application with Wellsville, and also formerly operathe county clerk of Erie County to
tor of houses in Olean and Springdo business under that assumed ville, died last week.
name. Those signing the application are Bernard E. Murray, ClarVan Beuren Acquires 2 More
ence Synder, Alexius C. Nowicki,
Two more Arcturus shorts, mak-'
Laverne Stickler and Paul L. Witing six in all, have been acquired
by Van Beuren from Arcturus Pictures for release in the Vagabond
Adventure series. They are "Al$15,000 Negative
giers" and "The Glass Master,"
IV est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
made
from material brought back
Hollywood — Lou Ostrow, Monogram
production executive, is understood to
by F. Herrick Herrick.
be preparing to make a picture from a
story bought by him from a major
studio, with ultimate cost of the production not to exceed sbout $15,000.
Several names will be in the picture.
Ostrow's contention that he can produce a story at this low cost hac
aroused
interest.

Brandt Acquiring Another House
Harry Brandt is understood to be
negotiating to take over the Victory
at West Bayside. The house, which
has been operated by the Lyman interests, went dark Saturday night.

ward to it — but what about that'
chap who hasn't a cent to his name'
Possibly his Christmas present wilj
London — Production of British be a dispossess notice. But he ano
pictures by Universal gets under his family will not be thrown ou1
way about Jan. 1, according to S. on the street, because there is sj
F. Ditcham. They will be made in FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
conjunction with Julius Hagen at Every dollar contributed last yeaii
the Twickenham studios, with Edgar has helped some worthy film mar
Wallace's "The Man Who Changed out of a bad fix. The Fund needs
His Name" as the first story pur- money. Needs it NOW. Needs it
chased.
for film folk who are deserving oi
your
help. Make it a Merry ChristCode May Cause 70 to Lose Jobs
mas for all. Come across TODAY^
Denver — Declaring they cannot
Be Here Tomorrow
afford to pay the wage scale speci- Harold B. Franklin
A. M. P. A.
fied in the code, Harry Huffman
Charles C. Moskowitz W. Ray Johnston
i
and Frank Milton, who maintain
Arthur
John C. Eddy
Flinn
R. Grainger
chorus troupes at the Tabor and James
Jack Alicoate
Rivoli, respectively, state they will
William R. Ferguson
S. MacLeod
Ned Depinet
have to drop the 70 girls thus em- J.
Hal Hode
M. Van Praag
ployed. Huffman has posted notice David Bernstein
and will run on a week to week basis William Massce
Alexander
Kempner
until the matter is settled.
City Photo Engraving
Allied Code Analysis Delayed
Allied's analysis of the code, held
up to await outcome of the conferences held by the producers in
Washington last week, will be issued
after the Grand Rapids meeting today and tomorrow, says a bulletin
from Abram F. Myers.

YOU

CAN

HAVE

Jerry Cohen
Don Mersereau
Richard Brady

J. H. Tannenbaum
Hattie
H. Hecht

Cresson Smith
Don Carle Gillette

Randforce Amusement
Samuel
Rinzler

Don

Automatic Devices Co.
Irving Samuels

Hancock

Leopold

Friedman

Co

::;

Toby Gruen
Chick
Lewis

Jay
Ben Emanuel
Amsterdam
Atlantic
Theaters

HIGH INTENSITY
ILLUMINATION
In Your

Neighborhood

Theatre

at an added cost of less
than 2 cents per hour

. . One More Patron Per Day Pays the Bill . .
NATIONAL

COPPER

COATED HIGH INTENSITY A.C.
PROJECTOR CARBONS
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A much higher level of screen
illumination than the low intensity D.C. reflector arc
provides.
SNOW WHITE QUALITY
INCREASED PATRONAGE
New Type Lamps Required
Available Now
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Sold exclusively through Distributors and Dealers
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INC.
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Kahane, Cohen, DeMille Give Views on Coming Year

CODE AUTHORITY WILL MEET IN NEW YORK DEC. 20
Allied Leaders
Michigan Will Fight Any
Attempts at Invasion,
Convention Told
FILM

flv JC.
DAILY

G. SILBAR
Staff Correspondent

Indicate

Resistance to industry Code
NRA Invites Suggestions
For Posts on Various
Regional Boards

Rosenblatt Going to Coast in January
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Sol A. Rosenblatt, NRA deputy administrator, is expected to go to
California in January on Government business. It is expected that this may be in
connection with the investigation of salaries called for in the code's executive order.
It is now generally believed that the NRA's Research and Planning Division will
make the investigation of the industry called for in the executive order.

Grand Rapids— That Allied States
Ass'n Directors will resist the film
code was indicated at a special meeting held here under Abram F.
Myers coincident with the annual
convention of the Michigan Allied
unit. "We are going to stand by
Stranger than any fiction ever
fhe President and by the NRA," told in books or on the screen are
Fred Herrington
declared,
(.Continued on
Page 4) "but we many of the pitiful cases of destitution that come before the FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND committee
each week. Take for instance the
situation that confronted a former
film salesman who signed Relief
Fund
application No. 432.
Since

By
FILM

SPEAKING OF CASES-

ORIGINAL ROXY SHOWS
PROFIT FOR THE YEAR

Under supervision of Howard S.
Cullman as receiver, the Seventh
Ave. Roxy shows a profit of $18,521.33, after expenses but excluding
interest, for the year ending Dec.
15, compared with net loss of $229,526.14 for the previous year, according to a report submitted to
Judge Francis G. Caffey in the U.

(Continued

on

Page

6)

28 Openings, 15 Closings
In Penna. and W. Virginia
Reports of the Philadelphia and
Pittsburgh Film Boards of Trade
show 16 theaters reopened, against
11 closings, in November. In West
Virginia, covered by the Pittsburgh
and Cincinnati Boards, there were
12 openings and four closings.

Producing Firm Here

of outlooks for 1934 already published in the annual series compiled
Increases in admission prices avfor THE FILM DAILY YEAR
eraging 10 cents have been effected
BOOK, B. B. Kahane, president of by 51 houses comprising the Schine
circuit during the past year, George
RKO Radio Pictures, Emanuel Cohen, vice-president in charge of Par- Lynch stated in New York yesterday. All theaters. in the group are
amount, and Cecil B. deMille, independent producer for Paramount, charging from 35 to 40 cents top at
present, he said. Lynch is in New
today visualize what's ahead and York
from Gloversville with Meyer
what's needed
of the
(Continuedforon the
Page good
8)
Schine.

Ivan E. Cedar, European producer, has formed Ivan.E. Cedar
Productions with headquarters in
the RKO Building and plans to enJay Means Sees Code
gage in production here. His first
activity will probably be a group of
As
a
'Starting
Point'
Kansas City — The code as it is shorts. Samuel G. Harris, formerly
at present represents a distinct im- of Amalgamated Broadcasting Sys(Continued on Page 4)
provement over the conditions that
'formerly obtained in the film industry, is the belief of Jay Means,
president of the Independent Theater Owners here. Though it falls
short of what it might have been,
it is a starting point and, by modi. . . and the duty of all to support it
fication permitted in its provisions,
should eventually become a good in■ By JACK ALICOATE
strument, says Means.

The NRA

13 Openings Reported
In Chicago Territory

Code for Motion Pictures
■

THE motion picture industry is now operating under the provisions of the NRA code.
On behalf of President Roosevelt, the Government under which we live, and the

Sydney — Import
features has been
shilling to 18 pence
shorts (under three
mains at four pe.ice

duty on American
reduced from one
a lineal foot. On
reels) the tax rea foot.

Washington — The Code Authority
will hold its first meeting Dec. 20 in
the Bar Association Building, New
York, Sol A. Rosenblatt announced
last night. He is to preside at the
first meeting pending the election
of a permanent chairman. It is
thought Eddie Cantor and Marie
Dressier will also be in attendance,
to be on hand in case any problems
affecting actors arises.
No announcement has been made
yet as to the identity of the third
Government appointee. A rumor
here to the effect that Edward McGrady, assistant
secretary of labor
(Continued on Page 4)

Views on the 1 934 Prospects
SGHINE B. 0. PRICES
By DeMille, Kahane and Cohen
10c ABOVE YEAR AGO
Adding their views to the group
Ivan E. Cedar Forms

(Continued on Page 8)

Australia Cuts Import Tax

WILLIAM SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

great constructive NRA movement under vyhich we hope to carry on, it deserves a
fair and impartial trial. It further deserves; the wholehearted and enthusiastic support
of every man and woman in this business, j The code, indirectly, has already helped
the industry. As far as trade practice is concerned, the business at this time is considerably better off than the day the code was first suggested. Chiseling, from every
angle, started to melt as code discussions became
significant.
Unfair practice from

(Continued

on

Page

2)

Chicago — Thirteen openings and
three closings are reported by the
Chicago Film Board of Trade for
November.
19 Houses for Consolidated
Having taken over operation of five
Lee, A. Ochs houses in the Bronx, total
strength of Consolidated Amusement
circuit has now been swelled to 19 theaters. Ochs has five left under his
direct operation.

^
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"Roman Scandals"

Vol.LXIV, No. 61

Wed., Dec. 13, 1933

JOHN W. ALICOATE

In this latest Eddie Cantor musical comedy for United Artists release, Samuel Goldwyn once more demonstrates that he has no peer in the production of sure-fire extravaganzas, and Cantor proves again that he is the only musical comedian who can
carry a picture of this kind from start to finish without a casualty. Cantor cavorting
amid the palatial grandeur and decorative pulchritude of a Roman emperor's establishment is Cantor at his funniest. The action — and there is loads of action — abounds
with big laughs, while the tuneful musical pieces are just in the right quantity.
The story basis and material, contributed mainly by George S. Kaufman, Robert Sherwood and William Anthony McGuire, is all swell stuff, and the directorial handling
by Frank Tuttle has invested it with added zip. Pictures like this one h-ive a bis
audience waiting for them any time.
GILLETTE.

Price 5 Cents

Editor and Publisher

Published daily except Sundays and Holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W.
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Tr»asurer
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Associate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Editor. Entered as second class matter,
May 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
. . . and the duty of all to support it
Terms (Postage free) United States outside
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
(Continued from Page 1)
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign,
Subscriber
should
remit
with
order,
$15.00.
every corner of the play yard has, to a great extent, migrated to other climes. No
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., one expected the code would suit everybody. Obviously, that was impossible. The
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739. code does represent, however, splendid compromise.
•
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. LondonK|OW that the battle is ever we can't understand what all the shootin' is about.
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
' ^ Labor is satisfied. That is important, for it was an irritating situation to hurdle.
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne, The little fellow seems amply protected. Providing he has just cause for complaint
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris— P. A. Harle, La he will be heard promptly before an impartial tribunal. To question the integrity
Cinematographie Francaise, Rue de la Courand honesty of the personnel of the Code Authority is to question the Government
des-Noues, 19.
itself. It is the foundation stone upon which the industry will again rise to power
and prosperity. All agree that the business was well within its rights in insisting
upon self government and regulation. The government quickly saw the point and the
good ship Code again rode out what might have been a tornado.

The NRA

Code for Motion Pictures

•

THE

' and clean-cut handling of the entire matter on behalf of the major elements of
the business. His courage, character and understanding was a great inspiration
during all the deliberations. Sid Kent, a natural leader, played his commanding part
as only Sid Kent can. He carried through with more friends, if possible, than ever
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O'Reilly again proved the dynamo and able diplomat. Abram Myers
Harry Brandt, Ed Schiller fought for what they thought right, but
In fact all those who took active part deserve the praise of an entire
were fighting the battle for all.

JOHN C. CLARK, who with Sidney R. Kent
is now in Hollywood conferring with Winfield
Sheehan on Fox's 1934-35 lineup, is expected
to leave tomorrow for New York.
MUNI,left
having
"Hi,night
Nellie"
forPAUL
Warners,
the finished
coast last
for
New
York.
SOL EDWARDS, assistant sales manager for
Educational, leaves this morning for Boston.
LESLIE HOWARD plans to leave London on
Friday for New York and thence to Hollywood
to appear in RKO's "Of Human
JACK HULBERT and CICELY
Gaumont-British stars, are en
after a. visit in New York and

Bondage."
COURTNEIDGE,
route to London
Florida.

A group of recent arrivals from Hollywood,
deluding LESTER COWAN, LEO MORRISON,
HAROLD HOPPER and A. B. SIMON, are at
the Warwick.
ARTHUR A. LEE, operating head of GaumontBritish in America, has returned to New
York from
Montreal.
JOHN M. STAHL
leaves the coast Friday for
New
York
to consult
with
Fannie Hurst on
her
"Imitation
of
Life,"
which
he is to diect for Universal.
HARRY BRAND, 20th Century representaJanuary.
Hve, who leaves New York today on his return to the Coast, plans another trip here in
PAUL LUKAS, just back from abroad, has
!eft for Hollywood to resume work at Universal in "The Golden Fleece."
GROUCHO and CHICO MARX arrive in New
fork today
from
the coast.
FREDRIC MARCH, upon completion of "Good
Oame"
for Paramount, will come east by boat
February.
for a vacation, returning to Hollywood in

•

A S far as we are concerned, Sol Rosenblatt did a splendid, workmanlike job. His
** bed was far from being one of roses. In fact, for nights, three hours of rest
was his alloted sleep period. Sharpshooters were at him from all sides. Politicians
were at it, too. Through it all he was never unmindful of the great duty he was
pledged to perform. He was always the gentleman. Always understanding. Alwavs
the square-shooter. We wonder what might have happened were the framing of the
code in the hands of one less qualified.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

•

A ND now what?

To work, of course. The uncertainty is over. The code is here.

** Optimism prevails. Business, generally, is on the upswing. This motion picture
business will play a greater part than ever in the progress of these great United
Vs States. This industry has never been found wanting. It has a fine patriotic and
economic duty to perform and will fully measure up to the emergency like it always
15
— 1
63/8 +
Va does. What the industry needs most is more cooperation, an occasional helping hand
6
and smile, and decidedly less destructive criticism. It can take care of its enemies.
MARKET
It has a hard time protecting itself from its friends.
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EXCHANGE SECURITIES

Publix

respect and admiration of all concerned belongs to Will Hays for his constructive

Coming and Going

1 1/2

2

+

WANTED

— to demonstrate and sell motion picture
sound projectors to schools, churches, clubs,
etc., on commission basis. A really promising permanent opening for reasonably capable man with car and enough expense
money to finance travel in his immediate
territory. Motion picture experience valuable, but not necessary. Address — General
Manager,
1111 Center St., Chicago.

Vi

Stanley Comoany Renorts
Poli Circuit Not Going
$2,439,104 Loss for Year
To Loew for the Present
Poli New England Theaters will
continue to operate its circuit "for
the time being," stated A. C. Blumenthal, president, yesterday in
New York. Reports from authoritative sources, however, persist to
the effect that later Loew will take
over management of the group. The
circuit netted $37,000 last week.
Blumenthal told The Film Daily.
Audio Makes A. T. & T. Xmas Film
"The Other Christmas Tree," 2
one-reel Christmas fantasy for thr
kids, has been completed by Audit
Productions for A. T. & T. Carlyle
Ellis directed.

Stanley Company of America.
Warner subsidiary, reports net loss
of $2,439,104 for the year ended
Aug. 26. This compares with loss
of $1,745,333 the previous year.

"U" To Make Costume Film
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Universal will revive
the costume picture cycle by producing "Elizabeth and Mary," and ordinal story by Adrian Johnson dealing with the two queens. Lowell
Sherman will direct and may possibly play the male lead.
Third Week for "House on 56th"
Warner's "House on 56th Street"
•vill be held a third week at the
Hollywood.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
$3.00

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

v<r

A NEW SHORT

SUBJECT

a
h
t t's

HOWLING
SUCCESS!
Remember how Leo topped the Short
Subject lists with his clever "Dogvitle
Comedies"? Remember how he followed
through with "Fisherman's Paradise"
They were the sensational short subject
series of their day. Now he repeats with
the last word in lovely lunacy!

LEO, THE LAUGHING

LION

presents the newly born
M-G-M Comedy Series

"GOOFY
MOVIES
ONE

ROARING

99

REEL EACH

Talk by Pete Smithj the Mad Chatterer
%

FIRST DELIRIOUS
RELEASE DEC. 23d

S SMART TO BE "GOOFY"!

THE

ALLIED LEADERS
WILL RESIST CODE

j^X
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AUTHORITY TO MEET
IN NEW YORK DEC, 20
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

are not going to support a code we
do not believe in. Furthermore, we
will keep on fighting and let the
trade know what is being enacted.
Our very right to exist in business
is being challenged. It was far better for Allied to ask representatives
on the code committee to walk out
on the code hearings and lose than
to stay in and be betrayed."
Sidney E. Samuelson expressed
displeasure with the code and declared that his New Jersey unit
would follow the decision made here
by national directors. Col. H. A.
Cole declared it a shame that internal disruption has developed in
Allied circles when greater unity is
needed. Nathan Yamins said he was
disturbed over reports of attempts
to invade Michigan exhibitor circles. Others, who pleaded for state
unity were Aaron Saperstein, Moe
Horwitz and Myers. The latter also criticized exhibitor organizations
who delegated power of attorney to
persons interested in shaping the
code. He will lead a discussion on
the code this morning.
Ray Branch, president of the state
unit, presided at the opening sessions. Delegates were welcomed by
Ernest Conlon, Grand Rapids city
manager, and Allen Johnson, local
exhibitor. In his annual report,
Branch decried internal bickering
and defended H. M. Richey, Allied's
general manager. A report of the
board of directors' meeting Monday
night was suppressed because of
trade paper men present. E. S.
Kinney read the report of State Secretary John E. Niebes, mentioning
the fact that for the 14th year
Michigan has had no adverse legislation. He paid tribute to James

RY'
THEDATIND
KS
E UST
BOO
Dec. 12-13: Annual convention of Allied Theaters of Michigan, Hotel Pantlind, Grand
Rapids,
Mich.
Dec. 15: Open meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Minnesota and Dakotas, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Dec. 19:

Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.

Dec.

19:
Meeting of S.M.P.E.
board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York!
Dec. . 19: Annual convention of Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana, Claypool Hotel,
Indianapolis.
Dec. 19-20: Annual convention of Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners Ass'n, Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.
Dec. 20:

Meeting of S.M.P.E. projection practices committee, Paramount Building, New

York.
Dec. 31:

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annaal Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.

• • • THE CHEESE Club, Broadway relic of by-gone
days, continued its revival campaign yesterday when a second
meeting took place at Leonie's ..... Harry Hershfield, entertainer and cartoonist of the improved variety, is importantly
active in the club, which hopes to eat regularly in the future
every Tuesday, to be exact
Julius Cohen is among
the fixtures
Melvyn Douglas and Ruth Weston are rehearsing in a new Broadway show
Trixie Friganza, recently returned to Manhattan, is likely to go a-vaudevilling
soon and once more
Harry Buxbaum's big boy, star
fullback of Lawrence High out Long Island way, was picked
for the Long Island All-star team
it'll be Harvard or West
Point next for him
George Hoffman of Art Guild put
up a front, 50 x 120, for the Henry Ford flivver show at the Port
of Authority Building on 8th Ave. .
Henry's gone theatrical
in his ballyhoo
From Charles Giegerich of Celebrity
Productions we learn that it was Ub Iwerks himself who made
those bright and snappy colored cartoons used in yesterday's
"Jack
and theillustrations
Beanstalk" from
insert the animated
and that
the pictures
are faithful
cartoon

*

*

*

*

• • • AT TONIGHT'S Tribute Dinner to Grover A.
Whalen, local NRA administrator, Major Edward Bowes will
supervise the entertainment
Gene Austin will head the
new stage show at the Old Roxy starting Friday
and
Sylvia Froos, before going west to appear in the "Fox Follies,"
will appear the coming week at the Palace
while starting tomorrow down at the Fifth Avenue Playhouse, "Mr. Zero"
in person will be moderator of the cineforum program that includes the Soviet film, "Road to Life," and "Art and Culture in
Soviet Russia," the Piatnitzki
newsreels.. .
*
* chorus*and Russian
*
• • • ESTABLISHING some kind of a record at the
RKO Roxy, "Little Women" is being held over for another week
the picture already played three weeks at the Music
Hall, then a fourth week at the RKO Roxy, which is ordinarily
a split-week house
Educational has booked its Song Hit
Story, "The Last Dogie," into the Rivoli on Broadway starting
today..
Motion pictures taken of the Harmony Mills
property, Cohoes, N. Y., were used to show to realty brokers
interested in buying the property
and the sale was made
without necessity of visiting Cohoes
. ... so chalk up
another for the screen
Tim McCoy, Columbia western
star, was tendered a reception last night by the Confederated
Indian Tribes of America, made up of some 600 Indian residents
of New York City.
C. Ritter, national Allied president,
for his code activities.
Any attempt to split the state organization will be resisted to the utmost, it was stated following a
pledge of renewed support to the
national Allied unit. Agitated by
pleas of national leaders that the
M. P. T. O. not be allowed to gain
a foothold in Michigan, members
declared they no longer will be passive or permit pussyfooting, even
sary.
if internal reorganization is neces-

Ivan E. Cedar Forms
Producing Firm Here
(Continued from Page 1)

tern and assistant to George A. Godfrey, will be general booking manager. Larry Gordon will handle
publicity.

would be the third appointment was
entirely uncomfirmed. A possibility
exists that a woman will be chosen.
NRA is now making preparations
for the issuance of a form to be
sent all distributors and exhibitors
whieh will enable them to formally
signify their consent to the code
pursuant to their getting the
benefits of the grievance and clearance and zoning boards.
Rosenblatt says the Code Authority and he will be happy to receive
recommendations of exhibitor associations throughout the country respecting memberships on the sundry
boards. At the same time, he said,
he is also keeping all data that has
come to him so far respecting these
appointments.
Only bona-fide exhibitors and distributors will be eligible for these
places. The Code Authority will see
to it that "only men of the highest
repute in the industry will be eligible for these appointments," he said
A total of 64 boards, two for each
exchange territory in the country,
each board having an impartial
representative of the Code Authority sitting in as an observer, will
be set up. Government observers
of the Code Authority, if they oh
ject to any action taken by it, wili
report to the administrator.

6 Mass. Reopenings
Boston — Six houses in the statt
were reopened, while one was
closed temporarily for repairs, ir
November, according to the month
Trade.
ly report of the Film Board o1

M-G-M Signs Raoul Walsh, Hecht
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAIL1

Hollywood — M-G-M has signe<
one more director and a writei
Raoul Walsh will make two fea
tures, one starring Marion Davies
Ben Hecht has been signed to d
the script on "Prisoner of Zenda.
The company has taken up it
option on Florine McKinney, actres;

Ford Film at Apollo, Chicago

Chicago — "These Thirty Years,"
a talking picture produced by the
Ford Motor Co., is being shown at
the Apollo for a week, complimentary tickets being distributed by
First day's session closed with a Ford dealers.
The educational mapreview of "Roman Scandals" at the
terial of the picture is fiction coated.
Savoy, arranged by M. Dudelson,
United Artists branch manager in
Detroit.
Swanky "Alice" Premiere
Chicago — -World premiere of ParFox Changes Two Titles
amount's "Alice in Wonderland" on
Dec. 21 in the ballroom of the
Fox has changed the title of Stevens Hotel is being sponsored by
"Heir to the Hoorah" to "Ever Since a local maternity center. Main floor
tickets are to be $1.50, balcony $1
Eve," while "Manhattan Love and
boxes $25.
Song" becomes "Sun Shines Bright."

MANY UAPPY RETUPNS
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 13
William
Norman

R. Fraser
Foster

Richard Schayer
Burnet Hershey I

CHRISTMAS
•

from
M

London

i

l
■

!

to all of our
friends
in

America
THE DAILY
FILM RENTER
ERNEST
89-91

W.

FREDMAN

Wardour

LONDON,

Street

W. I.
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Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

BETTER INDIE BREAK
IS URGED BY BERMAN

ALICOATE

Staub in three eight-hour working
^RTHUR
JARRETT
and Bud
Kusell have
completed
the .ays. Harry Gribbon is featured in
1915, up to the time he found him- script which will feature Lilliar.
he picture,
supported
by Mary
self out of work in 1929, this man Miles in a two-reel musical to be Joran and Shemp Howard.
had worked in various branches of
produced by the Meyer Davis production unit of Van Beuren fo
the industry. During the bad times
With the completion of five short
RKO
release. Leigh Jason will di
of that fateful year he was among
subjects for Fox-Educational rerect
the
short,
tentatively
titled
the many who were forced out of
lease, Jack White returns to Holly"The Knife of the Party." It is
employment. His wife and three lit- scheduled to go into production Mood at the end of this week for
tle ones smiled through the first dio.
Monday at the Fox Movietone stu- he Holidays. White has made no
year of his unemployment in hope
lefinite plans regarding future production.
that he would "soon" find another
position. Day after day he looked
A big cast has been lined up for
for work. Night after night he
Production on "Vaudeville on Pawould return and try to smile as he the Stoopnagle and Budd comedy
be produced by Mentone
told his anxious wife "Nothing to- which Al Christie has placed in pro- Picturesrade" tofor
Universal, has started
duction at the Eastern Service studay." Their savings slowly but
dio in Astoria. Olive Borden will at the Fox Movietone studio. Insurely dwindled.
cluded in the
of the short,
A few months ago this man, his play the feminine lead. Winnie Law which is being cast
directed by Milton
wife and the children walked into and Joan Castle have also been
the Film Daily office. It was 8 signed for important roles, while no Schwarzwald, are Harry Hirshfield, Jim Wong Troupe, Three Girl
P.M. They had had nothing to eat less than 50 attractive girls have Friends,
Mosconi Bros., Dorothy
since morning. In his pocket was been selected for "atmosphere."
v"an
Alst,
Dave Apollon, Nora Wilis by Sig Herzig and William
a sheriff's notice that they must va- Story
Jams, Harold Stern, Jans and Whacate the one room in which they Watson.
•
en,
Slim
Timblin,
Gypsy Nina and
all had existed since poverty entered
.he Albertina Rasch girls. Frank
their once comfortable lives. You
Production on the two-reel mus- tucker will be in charge of the
possibly know this man, but as well
ical featuring Cab Calloway and cameras.
as you know him you could never his orchestra, scheduled to be made
picture the look in his eyes as he
at the Eastern Sersobbed out his pitiful story. The by Paramount
Arthur "Street Singer" Tracy,
vice studio in Astoria, has been
Relief Fund paid his back rent that shifted to the West Coast Service Baby Rose Marie and the Sisters
night, and made sure that the lit- studio with work to get under way of the Skillet are featured with
tle family would have food until per- Monday.
Monte Collins, in "Sea Sore," a new
manent relief could be obtained.
Van Beuren musical film being produced this week by Meyer Davis,
Application No. 359 was filled out
one cold stormy night by a former
A two-reel industrial being pro- associate producer, at the Fox StuHollywood director. A man whose
dios in New York. Leigh Jason is
duced by Audio Cinema Producname appeared on scores of main
tions for Squibbs Dental Co. gets director. Mady Correll plays opposite Monte Collins. Others in the
titles. Everyone knew him, every- under way Friday at the Eastern
one would remember his name now, Service studio in the Bronx.
large cast include Hugh Cameron,
•
Jack Daley, Emily Van Loesen, fan
but to the Fund he remains applidancer of the Paradise Restaurant;
cation No. 359. Things just didn't
Ralph
Staub,
Vitaphone
director,
seem to break right for this man. broke all records at the Brooklyn Jack Shutta, brother of Ethel;
He directed his last picture four
plant in shooting his latest picture, Jerry Portman, Ruth Brande, Virginia Vaughn, Thyrza Sturges.
years ago. His savings went quick"Corn on the Cop." The short was
ly on doctors' bills. He was suffer- scheduled for four and a half days Ruth Clarke, Julia Chandler, Ed
and Tom Hanley.
Roberts
ing from an illness which necessi- of shooting, but was completed by
tated a certain diet. His friends
helped him as long as they could.
His illness became worse. Finally Fund Committee weekly. Every Dual Bills in Germany
his wife was forced to return to cent received goes DIRECTLY to
Permitted Until July
her family for support. The man the worthy film men and women
Berlin — Recent ruling of the Gertried to go it alone but jobs were
scarce and his illness robbed him of who need help. Why not send someman Film Chamber permitting resumption of double features is to
your
the vigor and ambition that all em- brothers thing
whotoday?
look Don't
to you fail
for aid
in
expire July 31, 1934, at which time
ployers demand. The night before time of need.
exhibitors must revert to the orhe applied for aid he had slept at
These Have Shared
iginal order limiting shows to 3,the Bowery Mission. He came to
A. M. P. A.
200 meters of film.
the right place when he asked the Harold B. Franklin
W. Ray Johnston
Charles
C.
Moskowitz
Fund for assistance. The money James R. Grainger
John C. Flinn
Arthur Eddy
2 Fox Musicals Starting
YOU had contributed was waiting Jack Alicoate
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
William R. Ferguson
J. S. MacLeod
just such a case. A room, food and Hal
Ned Depinet
Hode
M. Van Praag
Hollywood — Fox will place "Botmedical assistance were provided.
David Bernstein
toms Up," B. G. DeSylva musical,
Alexander Kempner
William Massce
These are only two of the in- Jerry
in work Dec. 18, followed shortly
City Photo Engraving
Cohen
credible cases that come before the Don Mersereau
J. H. Tannenbaum
Richard Brady
Hattie H. Hecht
by George White's "Scandals."
Randforce Amusement Co.
Cresson Smith
Pizor, Mascot in Fadman Deals
Samuel
Rinzler
Don Carle Gillette
Automatic Devices Co.
William Pizor of Imperial DisCode Authority Not on Pay
Don Hancock
LeoDold Friedman
Irving Samuels
tributing Corp. has signed a longAlthough no official statement has
term
contract with Edwin Miles
Toby
Gruen
Jay Emanuel
been issued on the matter, it is underChick
Lewis
Ben Amsterdam
stood that members of the Code AuthorFadman
of
Films Red Star, Paris,
Val Lewton
ity and local zoning and grievance
Quigley
Charles Cohen
for
exclusive
foreign distribution.
Wm.
B. Publications
Brenner
boards will serve without compensaHenry Ginsberg
Sam E. Morris
Mascot Pictures, through Morris
tion. The industry code, does not refer
Phil deAngelis
Halsey Raines
to the matter
of salaries.
Goodman, sales manager, has made
Marvin Kirsch
Milton Weiss
a similar deal with Fadman.
Atlantic Theaters
(Continued from Page 1)
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Smaller production schedules for
major companies and a better break,
for independent producers who con- y
tribute to major lineups will result
in a greater number of pictures of
the better type, Pandro S. Berman,
RKO associate producer, told Film
Daily yesterday. Major companies
that schedule 40 or more films each ,
season must of necessity make many
films that cannot be considered
Class A productions, he stated.
"Independents who make films for
major companies are held down to ]
too low a production cost for them, ]
to do justice to their stories or their }
stars," said Berman. "Majors can ■
cut down on yearly programs and
fill the gaps with good independents J
if they will allow the independents i
as much, or nearly as much, as the ,
company itself provides for a first-,,,

Berman
sails Saturday on the IIe;:
class
production."
de France for a vacation and at the ;
same time
to lookneeds
over several
fore:'gn good
talent. Hollywood
juvenile stars, he said.
Kinematrade Feature Ready

"Kidnapping Gorillas," African
expedition picture which will mark
the entrance of Kinematrade into the ' B
feature and short subject distribution field with product for Amercian
theaters, has been recorded and will
be released by Kinematrade in 1934. :;
Novelty shorts also will be import- Lit£

ed.

|i{

Lind Resigns Directorship
Columbus — Herbert H. Lind, asso- fi
ciated in the management of three
theaters with his father, Sam Lind,
in Zanesville, and recently elected a
director in the Independent Motion
Picture Theater Owners of Ohio, has 1 1
resigned that position because of
press of other business.
Yorkville Books "Kadetten"
< "Kadetten," German feature, se- K
quel to "Maedchen
Uniform"
and \.
dealing
with life ofinboys
in school,
opens Dec. 25 at the Yorkville theater. H. Pergament, representing
D. Manheimer
the
booking. and E. Hertzig, closed

George W. Cook Re-elected
Columbus — George W. Cook, a I
friend of exhibitors, has been reelected president of the Columbus
unit of the Federation of Musicians
for the third time.
Sailors Long and Short
In addition to making a feature picture of "Sailor, Beware," current stage
hit, Paramount released a two-reel
Walter Catlett-Eugene Pallette comedy
the past summer under the title of
"Sailors, Beware."
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"HE COULDN'T

with

Ray

TAKE

IT"

Walker, Virginia Cherrill,
Geroge
E. Stone
Monogram
65 mins.
AMUSING
COMEDY-ROMANCE
WITH
PLENTY
OF
EXCITEMENT
AND
SUSPENSE.
Ray Walker, Monogram's new juvenile
star, does a very satisfactory job as a
care-free lad, who, because of his quick
temper finds it practically impossible to
hold a job for more than a day. Notwithstanding the urgings of his sweetheart
Virginia Cherrill, that he settle down and
become a gentleman instead of a roughneck, Ray drifts from bus driver to the
prize ring and finally winds up as a process
server and Federal agent. In the latter
position he trails an evasive gangster and
with George E. Stone, another operative,
he lands his prey, and gets the girl. Dialogue is well written and cleverly delivered

"SECRET

SINNERS"

with Jack Mulhall, Sue Carol,
Mayfair

Nick Stuart
70 mins.

CHORUS GIRL ROMANCE WITH GOOD
CAST AND FAIR AMOUNT OF COMEDY AND DRAMA.
Nick Stuart's bright smile and snappy
performance are outstanding in this story
that tells of a beautiful country girl who
finds work in the chorus of a Broadway
revue and falls in love with a wealthy man,
only to discover that he is married and is

p'George E. Stone Stanley Fields, Dorothy
|3Granger, Jane Darwell, Paul Porcasi, Don•ald Douglas. Astrid Allwyn, Franklin Parker,
lUack Kennedy.
Director, William Nigh; Author, Dore
Schary; Adaptor, same; Dialo^uer, George
Waggoner; Editor, not credited: Cameraman, George McKenzie; Recording Engineer, John A. Stransky.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography, Good.

being trailed by his estranged wife. The
girl is befriended by Sue Carol, another
chorine and Nick Stuart, a struggling song
writer who is in love with Sue. There is a
misunderstanding and the girl leaves the
wealthy playboy. While out riding with
another chap, there is an accident and she
is rescued by the rich man and all ends
well. During the film there are several
musical ensemble numbers and some specialties. Jack Mulhall as the wealthy
lover gives a fine performance. All other
characters are well handled. The film is
a bit draggy in spots, but Stuart manages
to brighten up most of the dull places with
his clever antics.
Cast: Jack Mulhall, Sue Carol, Nick
Stuart, Cecilia Parker, Natalie Moorehead,
Armand Kaliz, Bert Roach, Gertrude Short,
Eddie Kane, William Humphries.
Director, Wesley Ford; Author, F. McGrew Willis; Adaptor, same; Dialoguer
same; Editor, Fred Bain; Cameraman, Jame5
^ Brown; Recording Engineer, Tom Lambert.
Direction, Fair. Photography,
Okay.

Stage Unit on Sparks Circuit
Jacksonville — John L. Crovo. manager of two local E. J. Sparks
houses, is handling a Florida tour
of this circuit for Nick Lucas, the
Kelo Brothers, Marie & Antoinette,
Helen Thompson, Beatrice Howell
and Ray
orchestra opening
here
Dec. Teal's
17.

Steve Bauer Heads Night Club Ass'p
Milwaukee — Steve Bauer, formerly secretary of the M. P. T. 0. of
Wisconsin, and now operator of thr
Coconut Grove, local downtown
night spot, has been elected president of the newly organized Wis
consin Protective Night Club Ass'n.

by all. Scenes in the gangster's apartment with Ray apparently cornered, will
: bring plenty of laughs. The romance is secondary to the comedy and mystery angle.
; Virginia Cherrill a^ain registers very wel'
'with her beauty and talent. One musical sequence in a cabaret scene which ends with
a free-for-all fight, has been particularly
well directed.
Cast: Ray Walker, Virginia Cherrill,

Mrs. A. F. Baker Dies
Kansas City — Mrs. A. F. Baker,
; .wife of the manager of the Electric
jItheater here and mother of George
Baker, manager
of the Newman,
died a few days ago.
Paul Ash Opens Stage School
Chicago — Paul Ash of orchestra
; ;fame is establishing the Paul Ash
''College of the stage.
Associated
with him is Morris Silver of the
■'William Morris offices. Will J. Hariris, for many years producer for
I !Balaban & Katz, will be in charge
of production.
Stage and ballroom
dancing will be taught by John and
Edna Torrence.

JOIN

Sell Mae Murray's FILM
Home DAILY

West Coast Bureau of THE

Los Angeles — Mae Murray's
$100,000 beach mansion was auctioned off for
$11,000
sheriff's
sale. Four
other
pieces atof a property,
including a Pasadena apartment
house, were bid in at $1 each.
Glenn to Manage Asheville House
Asheville, N. C. — Chester R.
Glenn will manage the new house
opening shortly on the site of the
old Strand. C. L.-& W. Theaters,
Inc., leased the location for five
years.
3 Weeks for "Women" at Keith's
Boston — "Little Women" is running for a third consecutive week
at the first-run RKO Keith, something that has not happened for

a Lafayette, Buffalo, Adding Vaude
f ■ Buffalo — Starting Dec. 31, the
— Lafayette will add stage shows, ac- years.
Brink Joins Majestic in Buffalo
3 :;cording to Charles Hayman, managing director. Lou R. Latz will diBuffalo — Howard F. Brink, manager of the Educational and World
rect the 12-piece orchestra.
Wide film exchanges here for 12
Spanish Programs in Miami
years, has been made sales manager
Miami — Due to the number of for Majestic Pictures in the Buffalo
Cuban refugees here, the State _ is district. He will be associated with
[offering a series of weekly Spanish Jack L. Berkowitz of the Standard
matinees.
Exchange.
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Trend to Wholesomeness
By B. B. KAHANE
^AUTIOUS optimism seems to me
a good gauge with which to
measure any prediction of business
prospects for the motion picture industry during 1934, as it will be
operative under the NRA code.
Paraphrasing Patrick Henry, I
say, if this be a code, let us make
the most of it! There have been
numerous objections and criticisms
of the NRA code for the motion picture industry. But it is not right
for us to prejudge how it will work.
We should conscientiously lend our
efforts toward the carrying out of
the provisions of the code and hope
for the best.
Business has been "spotty," and
will perhaps continue to be so during at least a part of the coming
year. But that only increases our
responsibility and our determination
to make the finest pictures ever produced in Hollywood and with that
spirit this industry can't lose.
It is my opinion that the trend in
1934 will be for cleaner and more
wholesome themes in pictures. Sex
and gangsterism will wane and be
replaced, to a marked extent, by
stories of human interest, pathos,
good clean fun and humor and higher emotional influences in screen entertainment.
The outstanding success of "Little Women" leaves no doubt that the
public want and will patronize pictures of this type, and patronage
of the kind accorded "Little Wolems. men" will solve this industry's prob-

Industry on Upgrade
By EMANUEL

COHEN

"THE picture
edly on the industry
upgrade.is undoubtTheaters
are doing an increasingly better
business and, with the pictures of
better quality which must be made,
the business must continue to improve.
What the industry faces in the
coming year, however, is the problem of how to make pictures of
better quality at costs that will permit a profit even in the face of the

End
of Ostrow's
Report from the

DAILY

from
WILK "LOTS"
A LITTLEBy RALPH
HOLLYWOOD
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industry in the coming year.
statements appear below:

5^2

!

Experiment

coast that Lou
Ostrow is experimenting on a plan for
making a picture with major company ingredients but at much smaller
cost caused President W. Ray Johnston
of Monogram to state yesterday that
no such low-cost film will be released
by Monogram, which has Ostrow under
contract. Johnston also stated that
Ostrow's full services have been placed
under contract, precluding his making
any pictures
on the side.

Coogan's Christmas vacation away
from Santa Clara college. Produc^LTHOUGH Mervyn LeRoy fintion will be at the Talismen studio.
ished "Heat Lightning" nine
days under schedule, he did not rush
Ralph Bellamy will jump into his
the scenes. In fact, he re-took one
scene seven times to get the results third successive leading role this
he sought. He lost four and a half week, when Columbia places in production "Murder at Rexford Arms,"
pounds making the picture.
written and prepared for the screen
Our Passing Show: Kenneth Mac- by Harold Shumate.
* *
*
gowan, Glen Allvine, Phil Gersdorf,
Greta
Meyer,
now
being
featured
John Hammell, L. D. Lighton, Lou
Fall in Love" for ColumOstrow, Al Kaufman, A. M. Bots- in "Let's
bia, tells the one of the dumb extra
ford, Henry Herzbrun, Manny Wolf,
thought the Pied Piper was a
Joe Mankiewicz, Lewis Foster, who
drunken plumber.
Merrit Hurlburd, Barry Trivers,
* *
*
Jack Sherrill, Charles Smith at the
George K. Arthur, popular in the
preview of "Alice in Wonderland." silent days, has been signed by
M-G-M for the new Norma Shearer
Frank Melford is busy as production manager on the Jackie Coogan
series being made by I. A. Allen. picture.
Alice Brady and Frank Morgan
Two subjects will be made during have
been given leading roles in

Wednesday, Dec. 13, 1933

ORIGINAL ROXY SHOWS
PROFIT FOR THE YEAR
{Continued from Page 1)

S. District Court yesterday. Judge
Caffey extended Cullman's term as
receiver for another six months'
A supplementary report submitted
period.
by
Alfred L. Rose of Proskauer,
Rose & Paskus, attorneys for the
receiver, showed that during a 25week period from June 5 to Dec. 8,
the house's profit was $96,595.40 as
compared with a gross loss of $136.071.55 in the same period last year.
Cullman, in a statement yesterday, said that he will devote $50,000 of the cash on hand to pay off
accrued taxes owed New York City.

Van Osten Mourned
San Francisco — News of the death
of Thomas D. Van Osten on Monday has brought numerous expressions of condolence, especially from
independent theaters throughout
"Mademoiselle," adaptation of the the
stage play by Jacques Duval, soon the state for whom Van Osten had
done much good work in fighting
to go into production at M-G-M studios. Adaptation is by Herman legislation.
Mankiewicz and Harry Beaumont
will direct.
Vilaphone Signs Queenie Smith
Queenie Smith, stage musical
Ken Goldsmith has bought "I star, has been signed for the twoHate Women," original by Mary E. reel Vitaphone musical comedy starring Helen Morgan.
McCarthy, and plans to put it in
work Jan. 10 with Aubrey Scotto directing. Goldsmith also announces
change in title of "Misbehaving will co-star in "Cabby," original by
Ladies" to "Woman
Michael L. Simmons, for M-G-M.
*
% Unafraid."
^
Harry Rapf will produce it.
* *
*
Barbara Stanwyck, after a period
of recuperation at Malibu, has reBen Bernie and his lads will apturned to Hollywood to resume work
at Warners.
pear in Paramount's "Murder at
* *
*

financial
stress
under
which
we
must all work.
Among production essentials, aside
from the fact that pictures must
be of better grade because no other
kind will draw enough business, is
the need of more and better comedy, the extension of the comedy
treatment to so-called sex stories,
the creation of a new kind of musical such as the romantic operetta
to take the place of overdone backstage stories, and a revival of the
old reliable romantic love story replacing the gradually waning gangster and horror pictures. A decided
trend to costume stories also is under way, but the success of such
Irving Pichel is being sought by
pictures will depend on their being
based on some great character, such Universal to direct Gloria Stuart in
as Cleopatra, Marie Antoinette, her first starring vehicle for that
Queen Christina, Napoleon and
company, "Appleby's
Corner."
^
^
=£
Queen Elizabeth.
The Hal Roach anniversary dinner-dance was easily one of the best
parties held on the coast in years.
Unit System Upheld
Louis B. Mayer, Will Rogers, Jesse
By CECIL B. DeMILLE
L. Lasky, Harold Lloyd, Jean Harlow, Walter Wanger, Eddie Mannix,
J AGREE with Darryl Zanuck that Theda Bara, Sam Wood, Harry
the program picture is a dead is- Beaumont, W. S. Van Dyke, Darryl
sue. Producers should realize that
Zanuck, Frank Butler, Walt Disney,
the only pictures they can make Sid Grauman, Harry Hammond
money on are good pictures, and Beall, Sam Marx, Ben Thau, Ralph
arrange the number of their product Farnum, Leo Morrison, Chico and
through some sort of a central com- Groucho Marx, Fred C. Quimby,
mittee that can govern or control Bebe Daniels, Ben Lyon were among
the amount of pictures produced so those who attended.
that the little program picture need
* *
*
not be continued. They are as obAdolphe Menjou will appear in
solete as wooden railroad cars.
Paramount's "The Trumpet Blows,"
The pictures that make money are with
George
Raft
and
Frances
Stephen
the pictures that are really crea- Drake.
* Roberts
*
* will direct.
tions, and the unit method of operation is the only way to achieve
Kay Francis has signed a new
this. In 1931, I made this state- contract with*Warners.
*
*
ment, which was nublished and
answered the following day by a
Walter Connolly will be featured
number of the larger producers who with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and
said
was wrong
and Colleen Moore in RKO's "Success
that the
the unit"
mass system
production
was right.
*
*
*
What have the intervening years
Wallace Beery and Jackie Cooper
shown?
Story."

*
*
the Vanities."*
Two writers have been signed by
Paramount: Houston Branch, who is

now adapting "Often a Bridegroom,"
and Garrett Ford, assigned to "The

* *
*
Trumpet Blows."
Three more writers, Lulu Vollmer,
Louis Weitzenkorn and Margaret j
Hawkins, have been added to the
M-G-M scenario staff.
*

*

*

Hamilton McFadden's fifteenth directorial job for Fox will be "Promenade Deck,"*starting
in
*
* January.
Una Merkel has joined the cast
of M-G-M's "It
* Happened
*
* One Day."
Howard for
Higgin
will direct
Line-Up"
*Columbia.
*
*

"The

Herbert
Mundin
leaves Jan. 15
for London under a loan arrangement to Gaumont-British.
He re- 1
turns to Fox in March.
Sennett Files Petition
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Voluntary petition in
bankruptcy filed yesterday in Federal
Court by Mack Sennett shows liabilities of $925,681 and assets of $1,600.
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32 ReopeningsinSouthReflect Improved Conditions

ALLIED EXHIBS TO DECIDE INDIVIDUALLY ON CODE
Pandro Berman,MoreH.Optimism
A. Cole,
Lester Martin Myers
Bullish
on '34
at Michigan Meeting
Expressed
Joe Goldberg Dead

Big Brothers

in Outlooks for the
Coming Year

. . . of the Relief Fund
By

JACK

ALICOATE

TODAY
this column is pointed generally
at those who have contributed to ths
Relief Fund, and specifically to that
splendid, constructive organization, the A.
M. P. A., and its human, understanding
President John Flinn. Here is an outfit
with

a heart

as big as its member-Kip

It has not allowed
gram or its weekly
to the realization
too, has probably
those in sickness
M.

either its business progayety to dim its vision
that this great industry,
more than its share of
and distress. The A.

P. A. is doing a splendid, noble

job

for the Relief Fund in gathering in dollars. Dollars that will buy more relief
here in this industry than anywhere else.
A bow to you, John Flinn, and your fine
body of men. Somehow we know that
the old fellow above will not forget to
place gold stars on your report cards for
this great unselfish work.

THOSE

who

think that no

major studio

' ' can be run without chaos or a certain
amount of hit-and-missing should pay a
visit to Sam Sax and his Vitaphone studio
over Brooklyn way. We did, and what we
saw amazed us. No time clock to punch.
Strictly NRA hours. No night work. Everything on schedule. Morale like that of a
college cheering section. Organized labor
happy and satisfied, and adding its strength
to splendid team work. Lunch rooms. Club
rooms. A pat on the back here and there.
' Perhaps that's why 160 prints are needed
of every Warner Bros, short that leaves
. the Vitaphone studio.

•

IT IS hard for us to see how

this salary

' question can end any way but in status
quo. A star, writer or director is worth
every penny he can bring to the boxoffice. That is what keeps this business
alive, and every man and woman in the
industry knows it. If we do not pay our
artists top wages, England will. Already
they are raiding our studios for high class
| talent and the depreciated dollar continues
to make it easier for them to do so. This
business has

more

to worry

about

what it pays* its chief bread-winners.

than

Three more industry figures who
have bullish views on 1934 are quoted in today's trio of outlooks for
the coming year. They are Pandro
Berman, associate producer for RKO
Radio Pictures; Colonel H. A. Cole,
president of Allied Theater Owners
of Texas, and Lester F. Martin, secretary-treasurer of Allied Theater
(Continued

on Page

Joseph H. Goldberg, sales executive,
died suddenly yesterday morning in
New York. He had recently joined
Preferred Pictures as vice-president and
general sales manager and was formerly connected with Columbia, Resolute
and Wafilms. Before coming east he
was film buyer for the Fox West Coast
Theaters. He is survived by his widow
and a son who is attending school in
Los Angeles. Funeral services will be
held at 2:30 this afternoon at the
Riverside Memorial Chapel, 76th St.
and Amsterdam Ave.

8)

Suggests 3 Alternatives
on Code Action
FILM

By W.
DAILY

G. SILBAR
Staff Correspondent

Grand Rapids, Mich. — Believing
that signing of the code is a matter for the individual exhibitor, national directors of Allied States
Ass'n, at a special meeting here yesterday, recommended three alternatives to the Allied Theaters of
Michigan convention. Abram F.
Myers, national chairman and general counsel, said to the delegates:
"I don't believe it is fair to ask
national (Continued
leaders toon decide
Page 8)the ques-

HE HELPED THE FUND;
ENGLAND TO PRODUCE
THE FUND HELPED HIM
Here's the sort of a story that NEW PUBLIX DEAL
IN '34 seldom
FEATURES
150
finds its way into print. It's
Latest survey
of product planned about
a former theater manager
by British producers for the current who in his time handled some of
season indicates that about 150 fea- the de luxe houses in the east. This
FOR WILBY-KINGEY
tures will be made. Figures com- chap, through no fault of his own,

Atlanta — Contracts will be signed
piled for the 1934 edition of The was thrown out of work about two
Film Daily Year Book show the and a half years ago. From then this week between the Wilby-Kincey
following number of features plan- on, his story is not unlike hundreds circuit, with headquarters in this
ned: British International, 20; of others that have been brought to
city, and Publix Enterprises pro(Continued
on Page 2)
Gaumont-British,
including
Gainsviding for the operation of Para(Continued
oil Page 8)
mount theaters in 14 southern cities
by
under a shortSpokane First-Runs
term Wilby-Kincey
arrangement terminating
next

Nine Michigan Houses
Reopened Last Month

Detroit — Nine theater reopenings
in November are reported by the
Detroit Film Board of Trade. In
the same period there were only
three closings, although a number
of houses have been closed this
month by Butterfield.

Back to Double Bills

Spokane — Virtually every firs! summer.
the local operators are
run house in Spokane has returned nowAlthough
managing
the theaters, the new
(continued on Page 6)
to double bills. By mutual agreement, local theater men cut out
duals June 1. When the Liberty 65 N. Y. State Theaters
resumed them some two months ago
the other houses did likewise to proChanged Hands in Month
tect their own interests.
An unusual number of houses in
New York State changed hands in
November, according to the monthly
Film Board of Trade report. In
Greater New York there were 37
transfers, including four in New

Improved Conditions in South
Is Reflected by 32 Reopenings

Atlanta — Reflecting improved conditions in this territory, due chiefly
to better cotton prices, 32 theater
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
reopenings are listed by the Atlanta Film Board of Trade in its reLos Angeles — In a unique ruling,
port for November. Sixteen of the
Municipal Court Judge Irving TapIan has handed down an edict that houses are in Alabama, seven in
in Georgia and three in
Claire Windsor
great dra- Florida, six
(Continued
on Page 8)
(Continued possesses
on Page 8)

Star's Ability to Act
Upheld in Court Ruling

(Continued

on

Page

6)

Nick Schenck a Dad Again
A baby girl joined the family of
Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas M. Schenck yesterday afternoon, having been born at a
New York hospital. This is their third
girl, supplementing Martha Elizabeth,
aged five, and Joanne, aged 1.
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He Helped the Fund ;
Clearance System Deadline
The Fund Helped Him Expected to be Put Back
(Continued from Paoe 1)
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NRA Compiling Data
The NRA Administration, under supervision of Deputy Administrator Sol A.
Rosenblatt, has commenced work of
compiling vital industry statistics to
be used by the Code Authority in the
administering of the motion picture
code. Questionnaires are going out to
all elements of the industry in the
effort to obtain information dealing
with every phase of the business. This
will be the initial time the Federal
Government has compiled industry-wide
data.

1
V4
Vs
V4

the attention of the FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND. All the "sure
thing" leads failed to materialize.
He had a small family to support
in addition to contributing to the
support of his aged mother. Soon
his savings were gone. His friends
helped him along for a while. All
through the trying days this man
was earnestly seeking work. Finally, when the pangs of hunger stung
to the quick, he remembered the Relief Fund to which he had consistently contributed in former years.
Relief was given this man and his
family immediately. Without funds
in the bank, the Fund cannot provide aid for these worthy cases of
film men and women who are deserving of YOUR support. This is
the time to contribute. Every man
and woman who is deriving a living
from the motion picture industry
should give something. Why not
NOW?

Build This Up
Harold B. Franklin
Charles C. Moskowitz
James R. Grainger
Jack Alicoate
J. S. MacLeod
Hal Hode
David Bernstein
William Massce
Jerry Cohen
Don Mersereau
Richard Brady
Cresson Smith
Don Carle Gillette
Don Hancock
LeoDold Friedman
Jay Emanuel
Ben Amsterdam
Quigley Publications
Wm. B. Brenner
Sam E. Morris
Halsey Raines
Marvin Kirsch
38
Atlantic
Theaters
Addie
Dannenberg
Edni Sussman
E. A. Schiller
Louis K. Sidney
C. C. Pettijohn
Leo Klebanow
Longacre Press
Gabriel
Hess
H. M. Masters

A. M. P. A.
W. Ray Johnston
John C. Flinn
Arthur Eddy
William R. Ferguson
Ned Depinet
M. Van Praag
Alexander Kempner
City Photo Engraving
J. H. Tannenbaum
Hattie H. Hecht
Randforce Amusement Co.
Samuel
Rinzler
Automatic Devices Co.
Irving Samuels
Toby Gruen
Chick Lewis
Val Lewton
Charles Cohen
Henry Ginsberg
Phil deAngelis
Milton Weiss
Maurice McKenzie
David
Palfreyman
Louis Nizer
S. S. Braunberg
W. P. Wentz
Eastman Kodak Co.
Hal Roach
Phil Rvan
Gabe Yorke

Henry Randel Heads
N. Y. Film Trade Board
Henry Randel of Paramount was
elected president of the New York
% Film Board of Trade at its annua!
13/4
Vi meeting last night. Other officers
elected for the ensuing year are:
2
Leo Abrams of Big U, first
vice-president; Harry Hummel of
Warner Bros., second vice-president:
Jack Bowen, M-G-M, treasurer;
Harry Decker, Warner Bros., secretary; Edward Schnitzer, Columbia, sergeant-at-arms. The installation takes place in January.

Although the film industry code
specifies that clearance systems for
each territory must be ready by
Jan. 1 for use in the ensuing season, it is understood that this deadline will be put back owing to the
limited time between the first Code
Authority meeting, scheduled for
Dec. 20, and the first of the year.
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt is now receiving nominations
for membership in the local zoning
as well as the grievance boards, as
exclusively indicated in The Film
Daily of last Friday.

Phil Meyer Boosts Staff,
Acquires More Product

Phil Meyer of General Picture?
Exchange has increased his stafl
with the addition of Moe Kermar
to handle the Brooklyn and Lon^
Island territories, and Norman Elson to handle New Jersey sales
This rounds out the sales force,
with Mannie Meyer sales managing
the metropolitan area.
New product just acquired by
Meyer includes 12 features from Pyramid Productions: "Found Alive,'
Jungle thriller, and "Freak Fish 0.'
the Seven Seas," two-reel novelty
Another
feature,
"Film
Parade,'
which includes
a long
list of
stars
has been booked by Meyer over the
Loew circuit.

MERVYN LEROY. Warner-First National director, arrives in New York today from Hollywood to spend the Christmas holidays in the
East. On Jan. 2 he is to be married to Do;is
Warner, daughter of H. M. Warner.
PAUL MUNI will arrive in New
Saturday from Hollywood.

York

ROBERT S. SISK will return tomorrow
the coast.

on

from

MITCHELL
and
DURANT,
stage comedians,
'eave New
York
next week
for the coast to
ppear in the "Fox
Follies."
SYLVIA
FROOS
;oes west Dec. 27 for the same film.
MICHAEL FARMER is scheduled to sail from
New York on Saturday for Europe. GLORIA
"WANSON changed her plans and is remaining
n Hollywood.
F. W. LOVEJOY of Eastman Kodak arrives
From abroad today on the Conte di Savoia.
KAY FRANCIS, Warner star, left Hollywood
'iy plane yesterday for New York, where she
vill spend the Ch'istmas holidays with her
lusband,
Kenneth
McKenna.
S. CHARLES EINFELD, Warner's director of
publicity and advertising, arrives in New York
today
from
Hollywood.
NORTON RITCHEY of Ritchey Export Corp.
>ails tomorrow on the Washington for Europe
to close negotiations in leading foreign countries for Monogram
product.
CHARLOTTE HENRY left last night for Boston.
CECIL B. DE MILLE will arrive in New
.'ork from the coast Saturday.
he

I. E. CHADWICK arrived in New
coast yesterday.
RANDOLPH

SCOTT

York from

is back from his Euro-

pean jaunt.

Metro
Signs Mike Simmons
Warner-F. N. Releases
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Are Set Up to Feb. 24
Hollywood — Michael L. Simmons,
Warner-First National has now
set feature dates to include Feb. 24
Schedule is as follows: Dec. 16
"Disraeli"; Dec. 23, "Son of s
Sailor" and "House on 56th Street":
Dec. 30, "Convention City"; Jan. 1.
"Big Shakedown"; Jan. 13, "Massacre"; Jan. 20, "Easy to Love," and
"Hi, Nellie"; Jan. 27, "Bedside";
Feb. 3, "Dark Hazard"; Feb. 10
"Mandalay"; Feb. 17, "Fashions of
1934"; Feb. 24, "Hell's Bells."
Cochrane Brothers Lose Sister
Mrs. L. K. Merrill, sister of the
Cochrane Brothers, died this week
:n Toledo. All except one brother
will attend the funeral today in that
lity; They include R. H., P. D. and
George Cochrane who have gone from
New York; Witt K. Cochrane of the
Cochrane Advertising Co., Chicago,
and Negley D. Cochrane of the
Scripps-Howard newspapers. Tom
Cochrane, who is on his way to
Japan for Paramount, is the only
one absent.

Open Exchange on Coast
Australian Duty 8 Pence
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
New Australian import duty on
Hollywood — Ira Simmons and Lou
American features is 8 pence s Sejler have opened a local exchange,
lineal
foot, not "18" pence as stated ^alled the Independent Film Distribday.
uting Co., Inc.
through typographical error yesterMilton Beecher Loses Mother
Mother of Milton Beecher of the
M-G-M home office passed away this
week.

Coming and Going

Leon Lee on Dietz's Staff
Leon Lee, who recently left
United Artists publicity department,
has joined Howard
at M-G-M.

Dietz's forces

who came recently West to help prepare "The Bowery" for 20th Century
ind has been busy ever since, this
week signed a long-term contract
with M-G-M. Simmons incidentally
has knocked out a play called "The
Second Mrs. "Tudor" in collaboration with Bernard Garber. It will
be staged by the Pasadena Playhouse in January, with a Broadway
showing to follow if it clicks.

Discuss Hays Office Budget
The budget covering operation of
he Hays association for the ensuing
year is understood to have been
briefly considered at its quarterly
meeting yesterday afternoon, with
major company executives attending. It will be further taken up at
an adjourned meeting.
John Eckols Joins Cooper-Publix
Colorado Springs, Colo. — John
Eckols, formerly an RKO manager,
has been made manager of the
America, a Cooper-Publix house.
Vaude has been added week ends.
Merger

of

Electrics

Seen

Likelihood of a merger of all communication systems, inc'uding radio,
telegraph, cable and telephone facilities
into one big combine under Government
control, was reported from Washington
yesterday. The plan is now being
studied in the capital.
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Bristol, N. H.— The Bristol, formerly known as the Gem, has been
opened by a new owner and head of
an independent circut, E. B. Conant.
Columbus, Ga. — Willis Braswell,
manager of the Liberty, and Clarence Porter, ticket seller, were
slightly wounded recently when the
theater was held up by three negro
bandits.
Salt Lake City — Joe E. Madsen,
booker and assistant office manager
of the United Artists exchange, has
been elected worshipful master of
Kaibab Masonic Lodge.
Canton, O. — Johnny Lennon, formerly identified with the Palace, has
joined the Palace, Lockport, N. Y.,
under George R. Delis, manager. He
will produce the stage shows.
Canton, O. — George Starr, formerly at Warner's Alhambra, has resigned to become business manager
for Fred Hall's "Words and Mutabloidhouses.
musical playing eastern
Ohio sic"film
Chas. Yaeger Quits Fox West Coast
Denver — Chas. Yaeger, district
manager for Fox West Coast, has
resigned and will devote his time
to
Night" to theaters.
Thisselling
is his"Bank
own stunt.
Albert Stetson in Salt Lake
Salt Lake City— Albert Day Stetson, formerly of Phoenix, Ariz., has
succeeded Charles Pincus as manager at the Orpheum.
Cleveland
Relief Show
Cleveland — Instead of the annual
Christmas dance for the local film
relief fund, plans are being made
for a midnight show at the Allen
on Dec. 19, with tickets at 50 cents.
Warner Managers Switch
Sharon, Pa. — John Fisher, Warner
manager here, has been transferred
to Ridgeway. Ed Whyte of Ridgeway comes here as Fisher's successor.
M-G-M Releases to Jan. 12
M-G-M has fixed release dates to
include Jan. 12. Schedule is: Dec.
22, "Going Hollywood," Dec. 29,
"Sons of the Desert," Jan. 5, "Fugitive Lovers," Jan. 12, "Dinner at
Eight."
Schaefer Pleased
Gratification at the decision of the
Government "to leave control of the
industry in the industry's hands" was
expressed by George J. Schaefer, Paramount general manager and recentlyappointed member of the Code Authority, in New York yesterday. Schaefer,
who participated in the conferences on
the code at Washington over the past
week-end, said he was pleased with
their results.

•

• ACCORDING TO the Loew outfit, the first theatrical publicity tie-up ever to appear in the Baltimore "Sun"
was put over by their exploitation expert in that city, Herb
Morgan
While Kate Smith was at the Loew house, Herb
had the plentiful radio singer appear at a children's hospital to
sing a plug for the Community Chest Drive
four-column
art and a long story in the "Sun" was Herb's reward
Here's
something
to tell
your screen
f emme patronsNorma Shearer
two of and
the
best dressed
women
on the
Lilyan Tashman
will appear as sisters in M-G-M's "Rip
Tide" which Irving Thalberg is directing
that means
next year's fashions
today
• • • DIDJA HEAR the gag about the theater manager
who had six female midgets traveling around town as a ballyhoo
for "Little Women"
or had you heard it
but you didn't hear about the RKO executive whose
face is very red because last year he turned down the suggestion that "Little Women"
shouldn't be made
because
it
WOULDN'T sell
Speaking of gags, don't forget to attend
the A.M.P.A.
gathering
today
Harry
Hershfield heads
the list of guests
which includes Ferde Grofe, composer,
Don Hall Trio, Ham Fisher, cartoonist, Frank Parker, tenor,
and Harry Goetz president
of Reliance
Pictures
♦
*
*
#
• • • WARNERS are sponsoring a benefit for the Milk
and Egg League and the L. A. Sanitorium for the N. Y. Tubercular Poor Sunday evening, Jan. 28, at the New Amsterdam
it's a chance to see some extraordinary entertainment for a mighty worthy cause
Wolf Kaufman titled the
Yiddish film, "Laughter Through Tears," which tomorrow begins its seventh week at the Acme
a record for the
house
■F
*P
"IS "F
• • • THERE ARE lots of Kentucky Colonels these days,
but Arnold Van Leer, Columbia exploiteer has just been vested
with a less common honor
he's been appointed a Deputy
Sheriff of New York County by Sheriff Joseph T. Higgins
Kathryn Sergava, Warner's Russian "find," is headed for stardom judging by the comments of company officials after seeing her in "Bedside"
On tonight's Rudy Vallee radio
program, from the coast, will be June Knight and Chic Sale,
booked by the Leo Morrison office, which also handles Max Baer,
who had a big opening at the Casino de Paree in New York
Wednesday night and starts an engagement at Loew's State
tomorrow
:£
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• • • THAT IDEA of staging special skits as trailers
for coming films, now being used by Warner-First National, is
clever stuff
in the one on "Convention City," a cop inter upts a couple of safecrackers, just to tell them where the
pix is playing
then a husband walks in on his wife and
her sweetie, to tell them the same thing
and when an
acrobat, who is being balanced in mid-air, tells his partner about
the picture, the latter walks out from under and leaves the
former floating in mid-air
%
^
s£
%

BOOKS

the Art and Business
of "Motion Pictures

NOT KNOWING WHITHER HE
WENT, By Thornwell Jacobs. Published by Oglethorpe University Press,
Oglethorpe University, Georgia. $175!
With a gift of literary style, an
inspiration about converting the
screen to the furtherance of Christian principles, and an optimistic
assumption that his plan is feasible,
Thornwell Jacobs has written a
novel that is stimulating and provocative as well as possessed of a
certain amount of dramatic interest.
It is a mixture of fiction and religious thought, a bit weighted down
with long sermons and editorials,
but nevertheless it grips the attenreading.
tion and is very much worth the
The story is about a Presbyterian
Minister who is fired with a new
purpose after witnessing the performance of a movie star. So he
goes to Hollywood, meets the actress, influences her into giving up
sexy films and leaving the movie
capital. Later, when he is ostracized for preaching more modern religion, she gives him the idea about
using the screen as his medium of
expression, with the two of them
combining their efforts on the production of idealistic Christian
movies. The story ends with the
assumed fact that the plan succeeds.
Jacobs says the idea for the book
came to him after seeing Madge
Evans in "Lovers Courageous."
Chadwick Brings First Print
A print of "Wine, Women and
Song," first of four films to be made
this season by Chadwick Productions was brought from the coast
yesterday by I. E. Chadwick, president. The films will be distributed
by Harry H. Thomas of First Division in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio
and Kentucky. Syndicate Exchange
will handle the product in New York.
Charles Reed Jones is representing
Chadwick in New York.
F. D. Gets Animal Film
First Division has contracted to
distribute
'Em Alive."the animal feature "Eat

• • • B. A. ROLFE and his swell orchestra, heard over
a coast-to-coast radio hook-up each week, have been signed by
Sam Sax for a one-reel Vitaphone subject
"Should Ladies
Behave" M-G-M's film which gives Alice Brady her best screen
chance opens tomorrow at the Capitol
then the bookings
so far are "Going Hollywood" starring Marion Davies and Bing
Crosby for the week of Dec. 22
and "Dinner at Eight"
starting Dec. 29
Paramount's
"Alice in Wonderland"
and RKO's "Flying Down to Rio" will also be on the Main
Stem Christmas-New Year's week
Ginger Rogers has
decided to drop the "Ginerer" from her name, but not from
her personality
RKO studio officials are soliciting suggestions the new name must make the customers visualize
her as a "straight dramatic actress"
according to the
publicity
James
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And That* s Only the Beginning/ hoiks, Only the Beginning!
With the Roxy booking "You Made Me Love You," starring Thelma Todd,
for January presentation, The Fox Theatre, Brooklyn's big first run,
offering "The Charming Deceiver," starring Constance Cummings, beginning December 15th, Warner Brothers' Fabian Theatre, Paterson, N. J.,
presenting "The Sin of Nora Moran," beginning December

15th, Warner

Brothers' Branford opening "You Made Me Love You," December 15th,
and a raft of other first run bookings — This Is Only The Beginning, Folks,
ONLY THE BEGINNING.
Majestic is out front — It's going to stay there.

MAJESTIC

PICTURES

CORPORATION

Herman Gluckman, President
R-K-O

Building

:

Radio City

n. y.

THE

"CONVENTION

CITY"

with Joan Blondell, Adolphe Menjou, Dick
Powell, Mary Astor, Guy Kibbee, Frank
McHugh, Patricia Ellis, Hugh Herbert, Ruth
Donnelly, Grant Mitchell
First National
69 mins.
SNAPPY AND
HILARIOUS FARCE
THAT WILL KEEP AUDIENCES ROLLICKING THROUGHOUT.
Making pretty much of a burlesque out
of conventioneering in Atlantic City, setting it up as 5 per cent business and
95 per cent booze and women, this is
a refreshing concoction that should have
no trouble giving satisfaction to those who
want a mixture of laughs and spice. With a
name cast as long as your arm, including
plenty of comedy talent, plus a continuity
and direction that propel the action at 2
springy gait, there is something doing all
the time, and mixed in with the farce
are a couple of romances. Plot is of
minor consequence. The basic idea revolves around a big company's annual convention in A.C., with all the delegates
bent on a spree rather than business, and
the apparently church-minded president
himself turning out to have a similar weakness. Not a jamboree to be taken seriously, but lots of fun.
Cast: Joan Blondell, Adclphe Menjou,
Dick Powell, Mary Astor, Guy Kibbee,
Frank McHugh, Patricia Ellis, Ruth Donnelly, Hugh Herbert, Grant Mitchell, Hobart Cavanaugh, Sheila Terry, Gordon
Westcott, Barbara Rogers, Harry C. Bradley, Douglas Dumbrille, Lorin Baker, Samuel Hinds, William Burress, Virginia Howell,
Egcn Brecher, Sam Godfrey.
Director, Archie Mayo; Author, Peter
Milne; Adaptor, Robert Lord; Cameraman,
William
Reese;
Editor, Owen
Marks.
Direction, Lively.
Photography, Fine.
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DAILY
Eddie

Lee Tracy in

"ADVICE TO THE LOVELORN"

with Sally
Blane and Sterling
United Artists

Holloway
62 mins.

GOOD ENTERTAINMENT FOR POP
AUDIENCES WITH LEE TRACY IN ANOTHER OF HIS RAPID-FIRE NEWSPAPER
ROLES.
Though

the basis for this picture was

obtained from the book, "Miss Lonelyhearts," there is nothing in it that could
bring a blush from anybody's aunt. In
fact, it is rather an amusing bit of satire
on the "lovelorn" columns, and in addition
it has some good touches of dramatic
human interest, plus a romance to hold the
whole thing together. Because of being
under contract to the newspaper, Lee Tracy
is compelled to take over the lonely hearts
department when the former incumbent
walks out. He puts new pep into it by
giving modern advice, which brings him
quite a following. A racketeer bribes Lee
into helping him promote his bootleg drug
line and to make a certain girl. Meanwhile Lee's own girl, Sally Blane, quits
him because he wouldn't take a job in her
father's garage. Not knowing Lee is the
lonely hearts editor, Sally writes the agony
column for advice — and what she is told
leads to a quick marriage, with Lee. Then
some suspense and melodrama as the
racketeer angle is brought to a climax.
It's a 20th Century production.
Cast: Lee Tracy, Sally Blane, Sterling
Holloway, Jean Adair, Paul Harvey, Judith
Wood, C. Henry Gordon.
Director, Alfred Werker; Author, Nathaniel West; Adaptor, Leonard Praskins;
Cameraman, James Van Trees, Sr. ; Editor,
Alan McNeil.
Direction, Snappy.
Photography, Fine.

REVIEWING

"ROMAN
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Cantor

in

SCANDALS"

with Ruth Etting, Gloria Stuart, David
Manners, Edward Arnold, Verree Teasdale
United Artists
85 mins.
KNOCKOUT MUSICAL
EXTRAVAGANZA, A RIOT OF COMEDY, BEAUTY
AND
TUNEFULNESS, SHOULD BE A
CLEANUP.
The Samuel Goldwyn-Eddie Cantor combination ishard to beat when it comes to
turning out musical comedy entertainment,
and in this production they give the exhibitor another assured box-office success.
No matter how you look at it, from the
standpoint of laughs, gorgeous girls, catchy
song numbers, grandeur of settings, action
or general excellence of the cast, the picture ranks A-l. Plot on which the antics
are based concerns a kind-hearted grocer's
clerk, played by Eddie, who is kicked out
of a town called West Rome because he
got into the crooked local politician's hair.
Knocked unconscious when hit by a wagon,
Eddie dreams he is in ancient Rome, where
he runs into an amusing series of similar
troubles because of his efforts to aid those
who are oppressed by the cruel emperor.
It's a picture that can't miss.
Cast: Eddie Cantor, Ruth Etting, Gloria
Stuart, David Manners, Verree Teasdale,
Edward Arnold, Alan Mowbray, Jack Rutherford, Grace Poggi.
Director, Frank Tuttle; Authors, George
S. Kaufman, Robert Sherwood; Adaptor,
William Anthony McGuire; Additional Material, George Oppenheimer, Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin; Songs, Al Dubin, Harry
Warren, L. Wolfe Gilbert; Dances, Busby
Berkeley; Cameraman, Gregg Toland; Recording Engineer, Vinton Vernon; Editor,
Stuart Heisler.
Direction,

Big-time.

Photography, Grand

THE SHORT

Chase in

Changed Hands in Month
{Continued from Page

"Santa's Workshop"

(Silly Symphony)
United Artists
Dandy

7 mins.

A grand animated cartoon comedy in color. It shows Santa Claus
going over the list of kids who have
written him for presents, while his
workshops are busy turning out toys
in mass quantity like a flivver factory. Then Old Nick loads his sleigh
and drives off on his merry mission.
Will please young and old, at Yuletide or anytime.

1)

Tersey. Among them were seven
houses taken over by the Strausberg Circuit and seven assigned to
Consolidated Circuit subsidiaries.
The Buffalo Film Board reported 24
transfers, and Albany eight, making a total of 65. changes in New
York State. The Albany Film
Board also reported 13 openings,
closings, while in Bufagainstfalo seven
and Greater New York the
closings were slightly in excess of
the openings.

MORAN"

GOOD WORK OF A CAPABLE CAST 15
CHIEF MERIT IN DEPRESSING STORY 01
WOMAN WHO SACRIFICED FOR LOVE
Falling in the category of the recen
series of pictures employing the flashbacl
system for the telling of practically th(
entire story, this production is handicappe
by a theme too full of grief. Nor is thi
continuity handled with much effect. Si
about the only merit from an entertain
ment standpoint is the work of the play
ers, who do conscientious service. The ac
tion centers around Zita Johann, who give
up her lover, Paul Cavanagh, when it de
velops that his association with her ma
prevent him from becoming Governor. Late
she takes the blame for a murder com
mitted by Paul. She is tried, convicte
and sentenced to death. When Cavanagh
after having been elected Governor, finall
wakes up to all that Zita has done fo
him, he decides to sacrifice his own in
terests and reputation to save her fron
the chair. But by that time it is to
late, Zita having died. From an exploita
tion angle, the picture has possibilities.
Cast: Zita Johann, Alan Dinehart, Pab
Cavanagh, John Miljan, Claire Dubre\
Sarah Padden, Henry B. Walthall, Cera Su<
Collins, Aggie Herring, Otis Harlan.
Director, Phil Goldstone; Author, Willi
Maxwell Goodhue; Adaptor, Francis Hy
land; Cameraman, Ira Morgan; Record
ing
rett. Engineer, Earl Crain; Editor, Otis Gar
Direction,

Fair.

Photography, Good.

SUBJECTS

and ear. Santa Claus, his reindeer,
"The Last Dogie"
with James Melton
toys that march, prance and playtricks on each other and a bag full
Educational
10
mins.
"Sherman
Was
Right"
M-G-M
17 mins.
of gags that are sure to please every
Good
Doughboy Comedy
One of the Song Hit Story series. child and grown-up, make this one
Though it isn't Charley Chase at
Disney's
best cartoons.
a cowboy's quarters setting, of
ColorWalt
is fine
and Christmas
carols
his best, this comedy has enough In
where the lads of the plains play
sung
by
an
excellent
quarette form
amusing content to serve its pur- pranks on each other, do rope tricks,
a most pleasing background. It is
pose. Not realizing that the Armistice has been signed, Charley and sing, etc., James Melton, the popu- a gem.
lar radio tenor, enters and leads the
his troop continue fighting, with
men from their own side. After vocalizing of cowboy laments. Makes
"Death Drums of New Guinea"
some horseplay along this line, an entertaining novelty.
Majestic
29 mins.
Charley is about to embark for home
Just Fair
with a French sweetie, but is yanked
"The Night
Christmas"
This three-reeler will suffer by
Silly Before
Symphony
back repeatedly and put to work
8 mins. comparison with the many other
by the French authorities for unpaid United Artists
adventure films released this season.
Aces
bills. Finally, as he is about to
This
one
is
a
treat
for
the
eye
Photography is far from satisfacreally depart, the boat pulls out suddenly, with his girl abroad and
New Publix Deal
Charley left on the pier.
65 N. Y. State Theaters
Charley

"THE SIN OF NORA

with Zita Johann,
Alan
Dinehart,
Pau
Cavanagh, John Miljan, Claire Dubrey
Majestic
65 mins

tory and the subject matter is onl;
moderately interesting. Scene
around the island of New Guines
huts built on piles, native dance
and war-time headgears worn b;
warriors make up the subject mat
ter. The "death drum" sequenc
fails to develop into anything wortl
while. The narrative lacks drama
tic punch and is spoken in more o
^ss of a monotone by Norma
Pierce. The expedition was heade
bv Commander F. Strange Kolle an
M. P. Greenwood Adams, F.R.G.S.

"Manhattan

Clock-Tale"

with Norma Terriss, Lynn Overmar
Four Eaton Boys, Eddie Bruce
Vitaphone
29 mins
Fair Musical
For Wilby-Kincey
(Continued from Page 1)
A fairly entertaining, thoug
contract provides for a guaranteed somewhat padded, skit built aroun
weekly salary and percentage of the Norma Terris, playing the part o
net for the Wilby-Kincey outfit. The a Broadway entertainer who #i
present arrangement carries no
guarantee nor a division of the ul- midnight
trailed around
from morning
by a suitor.
Finally ti'
h
timate net earnings.
Theaters included in the deal are makes his proposal at a night clul
where the girl is too busy to notic
in Knoxville, Chattanooga, Nash- him much, and later after she ha
ville, Birmingham, Johnson City,
gone to bed she calls him up to giv |
Bristol, Sumter, Columbia, Green- him the answer. The specialties b
ville, Spartanburg, Charlotte and
Anderson. The original operating Miss Terriss and other performer
deal was made Sept. 17.
but in between ther
enjoyable,
are some
are
dull spaces.
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COD
MOTION PICTURE
THE THEATER
RADIO
LABORATORY
Published in full, for permanent
reference, in the coming 1934,
(16th Edition) of The Year Book.
Over 1000 pages of informative and
statistical data compiled by the Film
Daily with the enthusiastic co-operation of every branch of the business.

There is only one Year Book
of Motion Pictures and that is
published annually by Film
Daily. It is comprehensive and complete and is referred
to as the Encyclopedia of the motion picture industry.

THE

IVIDUAL DECISION
BY ALLIED ON CODE
{Continued from Page

1)

tion of the code for you. To enable you to make individual decisions, Allied is to issue a handbook
suggesting three alternatives: First,
to sign the code as it is, qualifying
yourself to make complaints to
grievance boards, waiving all rights
and assuming all obligations; second, accept the code with the hope
the code authority may modify it;
or third, refuse to sign. In the latter case you are bound by it anyway, as it will be law, but you will
not qualify to make complaints.
You have until Jan. 10 to sign the
code or not."
Analyzing the code, Myers criticized the personnel of the code authority as favoring the major companies.
Myers rapped Gen. Johnson's interpretation ofPresident Roosevelt's
executive order. Johnson interpreted
the ruling by requiring a majority
vote of the Code Authority to
change members, which Myers declared was unfair, as producers and
distributors hold the balance of
power.
Of the inducements held out to
theater owners to support the code,
Myers criticized the anti-block
booking provisions, the exclusion of
one picture in ten if objectionable,
designation of dates exhibitors
could play pictures and price-cutting. Grievance boards he labeled
"wailing walls" and said they are
impotent.

Executive Order
Riles Allied Ass'n
Grand Rapids — General Johnson's
clarification of the film code's Executive Order following protests of
producers, resulting in what Allied
exhibitor leaders consider an "emasculation of the protective provisions" of the President's order, has
so aroused the Allied States Ass'n
chieftains that a new campaign for
exhibitor rights will be launched
shortly, it was learned following 2
secret session of the organization's
national board here Tuesday night.
"The Managing Committee is convinced that there must be a radical
change in method if exhibitors are
to be protected against further invasion of their rights," declared
Abram F. Myers, Allied chairman
and counsel. "Policies which I have
heretofore advised against because
of my confidence in the innate fairness of the administration have been
approved and will manifest themselves after Jan. 1.
I am not
Assr.

Mgr.,

Cash

Missing

Syracuse — Search for Frank Shephard,
assistant manager of the Eckel, Schine
house, and who has been missing since
Monday, has brought no results so far.
About the same time, approximately
52
safe.000

disappeared from

the theater's

-3&>*
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD
pAUL MARTIN will direct Lilian
Harvey in Fox's "Lottery Lover."
He recently made his first American
film, "Orient #Express."
#
#

BERMAN, COLE, MARTIN
ARE BULLISH ON 1934

WILK

It is because of the three musical
productions soon to go before the
cameras that Fox is rushing work
on the $200,000 construction work
on new buildings at Fox Movietone
studios. Three buildings will be
constructed.

{Continued from Page

1)

Owners, Iowa-Nebraska unit.
expressions follow:

Their

No Basis for Fears

By PANDRO BERMAN
W/J3EN
someone came to BenjamBetty Compson and Irving Weinin Franklin to warn him that
*
*
*
berg, her manager, were married in
the
sun
was
John Qualen, Rolf Ernest, Wesley total eclipse being blotted out by a
Albuquerque yesterday during a 20and that many feared
minute train wait while en route Giraud and Julius Molnar have been it
would mean the end of the world,
from Chicago to California.
added
to
the
cast
of
Columbia's
"No
his characteristic reply was some#
♦
%
Greater Glory," being directed by
thing to this effect:
John Halliday and Ruth Donnelly Frank Borzage.
"If the Creator sees fit to put an
are additions to First National's
Louis King and George Hadder end to the world, I wish to be found
"Registered Nurse."
#
#
*
will co-direct "Murder in Trinidad" at And
my with
post that
of duty!"lighted his lamp
for Fox.play.
Seton I. Miller is doing the and continued withhe the
Columbia has signed Helen Flint screen
task at hand.
and Nella Walker for "The Ninth
There's an object lesson for the
%
^
%
motion picture industry. Nobody
Guest," and Walter Byron and Ed
Alan James will direct Ken May- has predicted its end. But there
LeSaint for "Once to Every Wonard in "Honor of the West," which have been dire rumblings and fears
#
*
*
will be the only company in work expresse
d as to its health during
starting Friday.
Andre de Segurola will appear in at Universal
1934. If everyone concerned will get
man."
down to work and be found at his
Fox's "Every Girl for Herself,"
George Bilson, demon polo and
formerly called "Woman and the
post of duty, making the best enLaw," with James Dunn and Claire tennis player, now hurls a chaltertainment possible, the eclipse will
lenge to members of the film colony,
Trevor. Edward Gargan, Mary Jane
to be only a myth
prove
probably
Sloan and William Augustin also who are ping-pong adepts. Howard and the sun of prosperit
y will shine
are in it.
Dietz, attention.
privileged to go into details and can
only say that the leaders have concluded they must resort to the same
weapons that have been used
against them. I look for new personalities and the maximum exertion
of political and economic power."
Yesterday's closing sessions of the
Allied Theaters of Michigan convention were devoted to discussion
of the code. A dinner-dance, with
Sen. Arthur P. Vanderberg as speaker and Kim Sigler as toastmaster,
concluded the affair.
Ray Branch,
reelected president,Hastings,
defeating was'
a field
of seven candidates in a stormy
election, while Fred A. Wetsam, Detroit, was re-elected vice-president
and Edgar E. Kirchner, Detroit,
treasurer, marking the first time in
the organization's
history thatDavid
officials have been renamed.
Newman, Detroit, succeeds John E.
Niebes as secretary. Ten directors
were re-elected, as follows: C. R.
Beechler, M. J. Chargot, Fred De1 odder, A. Eisman, Allen Johnson,
William London, J. C. Ritter, P. C.
Schram, G. A. Cross and Alex
Schreiber. Five new directors elected were Sam Brown, G. R. Doorich.
Tames Minter, F. A. Schneider and
Lew Wisper.
Detroit may be the site of the
1934 convention. H. M. Richey,
Allied States general manager, is
regarded as certain to be re-employed by the board of directors.
Ruling Against Indep't Union
Pittsburgh — True bills have been
returned against Daniel Gross. William Littell and Martin J. Joyce,
Jr., officers of the Independent Motion Picture Machine Operators'
Union No. 1 for transacting business
without legal authority.

The NRA is yet an untried and
again.
unproven experiment.
But its general premise and the motive behind
it are good. Let's just keep on working . . . hard, and wait to see what
Tennessee. These are the only
states covered by the Atlanta board happens. Personally, I believe everygoing to be all right.
With
Closings during the month included "Little thing's
Women," "Flying Down to
only five houses in Florida and twe
in Georgia. Eighteen theaters Rio," "Lost Patrol," and "Man of'
changed ownership during the same Two Worlds," not to mention a few :i
other real RKO hits, I can't see how
RKO Radio Pictures can help but be
period.
very much all right.

32 Houses in South
Opened Last Month
{Continued from Page 1)

Star's Ability to Act
Texas Outlook is Rosy
Upheld
in Court Ruling By H. A. COLE
{Continued from Page 1)
matic ability and not "capable only
of appearing in silent films." Richard Alter, producer, has sued Irving Taplin, manager for Miss Wind
sor, claiming
didn't
make
good in aMiss
stageWindsor
role.

England to Produce
150 Features
{Continued
from Page 1) in '34
10.
borough,

40; British

& Dominions.

Twenty-seven studios are now established inEngland, with 20 having
sound recording equipment.
Staging Play, Then Film
Irvin Franklyn and associates are
planning to produce "Hotel Alimony" as a play and also film the
story. Washington Pezet, who
adapted the play by Adolph Phillip
and Max Simon, will direct the stage
production.
Cagney Film for Loew "A" Time
James Cagney's latest Warner
picture, "Lady Killer," has been
booked for "A" playing time by
Loew's Metropolitan Theaters.

^PEAKING
for Texas,
I anticipate
a most prosperous
twelve
months.
The Government is pumping a lot*
of money into the veins of commerce
through its policy on cotton, and
we are feeling the effects of it. It
is very difficult to make any general
orediction as to the future, so I'll
have to confine my remarks to the
doming twelve months. Certainly'
our industry can stand a little pros-'
verity after the drastic illness it has
■?one through, but I believe the out'
'ook is good for the coming season

Brief, But Outimistic
By LESTER

F. MARTIN

^\FTER
all the onshooting
ha?
been going
at me, that
I think
•"he best thing for me to do is tc
keep
still, except to say I am stil'
optimistic.
Dual Wedding Bells
St. Louis— Probably it's the doublefeature influence, but anyway two managers of St. Louis Amusement Co. circuit houses will march up the aisle
next week. One is Bill Reid of the
Lafayette and the other is Jack Hoehn
of the Granada.
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W. B. Will Drop Duals if Opposition Does^Sernhard

50 COSTUME FEATURES FOR RELEASE THIS SEASON
RKO

Trend Away from Sex Stories, Says Merian Cooper
Flexible
Program
and
Appropriation for
1934-35

Silver
. films' golden opportunity
By DON CARLE GILLETTE =
IF ALL

this talk about the monetization

' of silver leads to the actual event, the
film industry will be in line for a golden
harvest of new revenue from the foreign
field that should be enough to pay off
its entire funded
debt.
The amount now grossed by American
pictures in the silver-standard countries
that hold about four-fifths of the world's
population is just a drop in the bucket.
Lack of money to spend on movies is
. the only reason why four-fifths of the people in the universe never or seldom see a
film.
If silver monetization is established to
the extent of putting movies within the
reach of these hundreds of millions, screen
entertainment will catch on with them
just as it has caught on with all other
countries in the world.
AFTER

several

months

in

which

film

J*» - qualit
quality
average,

maintained
an unusually
high
the index had taken
a sudden

I and sharp dip.
Among the handicaps partly responsible
llfor this has been the wide range of ex.- perimentation with new types of subjects,
V? in an effort to give the public something
... different.
In tackling an unfamiliar theme, the
;.. chances of missing are always greater than
j ; with tried and proven material.
If the picture clicks, the producer is
hailed as a trail-blazer.

If it misses, he isn't even accorded the
■ t consolation
of a bit of credit for having
tried
to do something
off the
beaten
-track.

*

THE

box-office,

indeed,

' of good intentions.
But it is hard to work
pathy for the arguments
sional harpies who are now
simo against the producers

is no

respecter

up much symof the profeswaxing fortisfor not making

all pictures the equal of "Little Women"
and "Three Little Pigs."
If these harpies were
baseball scribes,
they probably would pan Babe Ruth every
• 'time
went run.
up to bat and didn't knock
out a hehome

Non-sex pictures, a flexible appropriation and concerted effort to
turn out only Class A films are the
highlights of RKO's plans for the
1934-35 season, Merian C. Cooper,
Radio Pictures production chief,
stated yesterday in his first interview since he was taken ill on the
coast three months ago. Stories
made from the classics and original
stories devoid of any sex theme can
(Continued on Page

10)

METR0-60LDWYNNETS
$1,326,827 IN YEAR
Net profit of $1,326,827.11 is reported by Metro-Goldwyn Pictures,
Loew subsidiary producing M-G-M
pictures, for the year ended Aug. 31,
compared with $2,965,974.96 the
previous year. Net income was $26,144,776.08, against $31,099,529.40 in
1932.

Code Authority Meeting
Taking Place at 2 P.M.
First meeting of the Code Authority next Wednesday in the Bar
Association Building here will take
place at 2 o'clock in the afternoon.
Sol A. Rosenblatt will preside.

House Adopts Class Policy
Kansas City — A new policy of playing class pictures which, because of
their type, doesn't go downtown, has
been adopted by the Fox Apollo, suburetc. ban house. Type of films includes "Emperor Jones," "Maedchen in Uniform,"

In the wake of the success of
"The Private Life of Henry VIII,"
"'She Done Him Wrong" and "The
Bowery," almost 50 costume films
are scheduled to be released before
the close of the present season. In
a Film Daily survey, it is shown
that United Artists heads the list
with 12 costume pictures coming.
M-G-M is next in line with seven.
Then follows RKO with five, Paramount
with four, onWarner
The real heart of the motion pic(Continued
Page 10)and Uniture industry can be measured by
the number of contributors to the
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. Out
of thousands who CAN send something to this worthy cause, only
comparatively a few have come across
during the present campaign. Inquiries show that PROCRASTINATION is the reason.
Nominations for appointment to
Don't say
"I'll send
something
to(Continued
on Page
8)
local boards under the motion picture code will be decided upon at
a meeting of the general memberUnion to Meet Again
ship of the Federation of the M. P.
to take place in New York
On Wage Scale Here Industry
in about a week or 10 days.
Following return to New York
"Importance
ourPageassociation
to
(Continuedof on
8)
yesterday of President William Elliott of the I. A. T. S. E. and Fred
J. Dempsey, treasurer, the latter will Warners First to Close
call another conference on a basic
Film Deal With Russia
wage scale for the metropolitan terFirst
American film deal with the
ritory. In all probability the meeting will be held next week. Harry Soviet Union, which recently won
recognition from the U. S., has been
Brandt heads the exhibitor group.
closed by Warners, it is announced
by Sam E. Morris, vice-president in
charge of foreign sales. Arrangements were made through Amkino,
and the initial picture to be shown
in Russia under the deal will be
Richard Barthelmess in "Cabin in
"We are ready to eliminate double
feature bills whenever opposition
which forced us to go into the pol- the Cotton."
300 "Ten Best" Ballots In
icy is willing to drop them," Joseph
The three-hundredth ballot in this
Bernhard, general manager of Waryear's "Ten Best Pictures" poll, conner Bros, theaters circuit, told The
ducted annually as one feature of The
Film Daily yesterday in commentFilm Daily Year Book, was counted in
ing on the dual feature situation.
yesterday. A number of critics are still
to be heard from and the final total is
"In fact we are more than agreeexpected to top last year's record.
able to such an arrangement," amplified Bernhard.

PROCRASTINATION
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Bernhard Says Circuit is Ready
To Quit Duals if Others Do So
Burton George to Handle
Ivan Cedar Film Activities
Ivan E. Cedar, European producer who is preparing to engage
in film and theatrical activities here,
has appointed Burton George manager of his film activities. Other
additions to the personnel of Cedar
Productions
include Harry H. Rich(Continucd on Page 8)

United Artists, With 12,
Leads in Period Films
Planned
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People are accustomed to thinking of the motion picture as, at best, a harmless
diversion
that costs little and gives much amusement.
Another and interesting view, however, is presented by Edward Kuykendall, of Columbus, Miss., president of the Motion Picture Theater Owners of America.
Speaking to Wisconsin and Upper Michigan theater owners, meeting in convention
here recently, he told them that the motion picture is one of the most influential
of trade stimulators.
He explains:
"Mrs. Jones goes to a movie and comes away with new ideas of clothes
she would like to wear, and of the furniture and decorations she would like
in her home.
When she can, she acts on those ideas."
Come to think of it, that may account for a great deal
American standards of living during recent years. — WISCONSIN
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Ostrer Dined by Fox Execs.
Mark Ostrer, managing director of
Gaumont-British Corp., yesterday was
given a luncheon at the New York
Athletic Club by executiv3S of Fox Film.
Besides the guest of honor, rhoie at the
luncheon included C. P. Sheehan, Will
Hays. W. C. Michel, Earle Hammons,
Truman Talley, Sydney Towell, Charles
McCarthy, Arthur Lee, Dan Michalove,
Edward Alperson, Joseph Pincus, William
Sussman, I. A. Maas, Sam Fox and M.
L. Ahern.

l/2
i/4

in

Far East Product Deals
G-B is Going Through
Closed by Warner Bros.
With "Jew Suss" Film
Signing of the Nippon Gekijo
Gaumont-British is going through

with the filming of "'Jew Suss"_ despite reported objections of Hitler
and his alleged threat to ban from
Germany the star of the film, Conrad Veidt, and the director, Lothar
Mendes, according to word received
by Arthur A. Lee, in charge of the
American G-B company. The picture will introduce Pamela Ostrer,
daughter of Isidore Ostrer, head of
G-B. Three other pictures, "Turkey Time," with Tom Walls, "Princess Charming," with Evelyn Laye,
and "Wild Boy," with Mick the Miller, are now in work at the G-B
studios in Shepherd's Bush.

Warner-T. & D. Deal

FINANCIAL

of the improvement
NEWS.

Theater, Tokio's new 4,000-seater
opening Dec. 24, as the home of Warner-First National product has been
effected by J. S. Hummel, general
foreign sales manager, now in the
Far East, according to advices just
received at the Warner home office.
The Toyo Gekijo Theater in Osaka,
a 3,200-seater, also has signed with
Warners. Bookings also have been
closed by Hummel and Harold Dunn
with first-runs in four Manchurian
situations. In Shanghai, Hummel
supervised the opening of the new
Warner exchange and arranged
first-run deals in five Chinese cities. After setting up a branch in
Manila, Hummel is leaving for Singapore, thence to Sydney, Australia.

Entire 1933-34 output of WarnerFirst National features and Vita- Stevenson with Pathescope
Edward Stevenson, for years
phone shorts and trailers has been
bought by the Golden Gate T. & D., president of Visugraphic Pictures,
Jr., circuit embracing 52 houses in has become associated with PatheCalifornia. Carl Lesserman and
scope Company of America as speJack Brower acted for Warners in
cial representative, it is announced
the deal, while Bob McNeil and Mike by Clinton F. Ivins, vice-president.
Naify represented
the circuit.
Va. Censor Criticizes Posters
Richmond — Posters have caused
Burly-Films for Brooklyn House
A new policy of burlesque and more complaints than pictures in
films will start tomorrow at the recent weeks, according to the Virginia censor board. Richard C. L.
Century, formerly Shubert's Teller, Moncure, head of the board, says
now operated by Berg & Goldman. he hopes the incoming legislature
Top admission will be 25 cents.
more power to censor ofSound equipment and public address will givefending
posters.
system was installed by Cleveland
Sound Engineering Co.
May Re-Make Old Silent
"Men Who Have Made Love to
Garnett to Direct "China Seas"
Me," by Mary MacLane, produced
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
as a silent by Essanay in 1918, may
Hollywood — Tay Garnett, recently be re-made if negotiations now unback from Germany, where he was
der way materialize into a deal. Calwith Ufa for a time, will direct
vin Harris is the prospective pro"China Seas," an Irving Thalberg ducer.
production for M-G-M. Clark Gable
and Jean Harlow are slated for the
Demonstrating "Musical Moods"
leads.
A demonstration of a new development in musical entertainment
E. H. Allen and Hammons
Confer
with visual accompaniment, known
E. H. Allen, production manager
at the Educational Studios on the as "musical moods," will be given
by Audio Productions on Monday
coast, is in New York conferring afternoon in the review room at 250
with E. W. Hammons and other Ed- West 57th St.
ucational executives on future production plans. Allen leaves TuesLiberty, New Orleans, Reopens
day on his return to the coast.
New Orleans — With A. Thomas of
Chicago as operator and J. L. CarBlue Law Fight in Virginia
rigan as manager, the Liberty has
Richmond — Proposal? to eliminate reopened at 15-cent top.
"blue spots" in the Sabbath observGarbo Picture Completed
ance law are among matters coming
up in the legislature, which convenes West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jan. 10. A lively fight is expected
Hollywood ■ — Final scenes have
to be waged to give theaters the
been
completed for M-G-M's "Queen
right to remain open Sunday.
Christina," starring Greta Garbo.

FRANK HARLING has arrived from Hollywood
and is at The Warwick.
RAQUEL and RENEE TORRES left The Ritz
Tower
yesterday
for Hollywood.
CARL
route to

LESERMAN of Warner Bros, is en
Chicago
from San Francisco.

FARMER
on MICHAEL
the Europa.

sails for Europe tonight

HARRY CARR, columnist of the Los Angeles "Times," sails from New York today on
Santa Ana for California.

the

JEAN

LENAUER,

representative of the French

tradeEurope
paper,tomorrow
"Cinematographic
for
on the lie Francaise,"
de France. sails
forHARLEY
a brief L.
stay.CLARKE

has arrived in London

O'Reilly Sees Rosenblatt
Charles L. O. Reilly, who was recently appointed to membership in
the Code Authority and who is also
president of the T. O. C. C, yes- i
terday conferred with Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt in
Washington. Subjects discussed are
understood to be connected with
putting the code provisions into effect. First meeting of the Code Authority is scheduled for Dec. 20 in
York York.
today. O'Reilly returns to New
New
Tab Stage Musicals Doing Well
Four condensed versions of Broadway stage successes are now playing
picture houses under sponsorship of
the William Morris office, which describes their reactions as highly
successful. The shows are: Earl
Carroll's "Vanities"; "Student
Prince," "50 Million Frenchmen"
and "Crazy Quilt." No more shows
will be tabloided until after the first
of the year, it was stated at the
Morris office yesterday.

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Dec. 15: Open meeting of Allied Theater
Owners of Minnesota and Dakotas, Radisson Hotel, Minneapolis.
Dec. 19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 19:
Annual
convention
of
Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana, Claypool Hotel,
Indianapolis.
Dec. 19-20:
Annual
convention
Mountain Hotel,
Theater
Palace
Denver.Owners

of
Ass'n,

Rocky
Brown

Dec. 20:
Code
Authority
holds first meeting
the M.Bar Association Building, New York.
2in P.
Dec. York.
20: Meeting of S.M.P.E. projection practices committee, Paramount Building, New
Dec. 31:
New

Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
York.

Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel
New
York.

Says MOTION
PICTURE DAILY:
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SMOKY WILL

UNDOUBTEDLY PLEASE ALL
CLASSES OF AUDIENCES...
A classic of the romantic

west

with a balance of drama, comedy/
and romance blending horse
interest with human interest
Not a 'horse opera' or even what
the trade knows as a western/'

Victor JOR
Irene BENTLEY
and

Will JAMES
r Directed by Eugene Forde

Read by
a million

Your patrons always like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETETS

Romantic Screen Hero
Gone Never to Return

Cleveland Stores, Libraries

'"THERE would seem to be only
the remotest possibility, at
least in the near future, of
again developing such phenomenally popular men stars of the
calibre of Wallace Reid, Rudolph Valentino, John Gilbert
and the somewhat lesser known
Harold Lockwood. In the old
days, it would have been professional suicide for any actor
to be shown hitting a woman
or being disrespectful to her.
We were careful about preserving the illusion of romance then.
Now it is considered good box
office policy for a leading man
to hurl anything at, or even
strike, the gentler sex. The
great romanticists of the screen
are gone. The time must come
' when we shall be compelled to
re-popularize this type which
made the motion picture popular.
I believe that women, through
the influence of our current economic situation, are largely responsible for tbe demise of romantic screen types. In recent
years, women have been compelled to engage man in a bitter
battle for existence. Thus women have been forced to work in
the factories and offices and
even at manual labor with the
result that they have lost the
capacity for romantic day
dreaming which once made possible the adoration of romantic
youth. Their enterprise in the
fields of commerce and industry
has had the effect of turning
men from lovers to competitors.
Through close working contact
with men, they are more than
ever aware of their fallibilities,
and so it has become increasingly hard for a working woman to
associate any average man with
the illusion of chivalry. The
male star of the future will differ from the Reid type and the
Valentino type, for there appears little hope of a complete
change back to chivalry. This
new actor will embody the best
features of Warner Baxter and
Valentino, a man innately chivalrous, yet capable of vigorous
action when the situation arises.
Above all, he will have respect
for women.
— Jesse L. Lasky.

FACTS
ABOUT
^Ht
Out

FILMS

of 236 foreign films released
in
by major
Japan
las t year,
113 were
companies
and only 2 from
| American
1 England.

Boosted "Henry VIII"

•
•
• FOR THE LADS and lassies who failed to gather
at yesterday's A.M.P.A. turn-out
we're laughing at you
because you missed the outstanding meeting since prexy
John Flinn took over the gavel Swell entertainment
a theme song that socked you right under the heart a bit
of serious and forceful chaffer by President
Flinn
dreamy music by Aldo Ricci and his "Phantom Strings" group
.......
and Harry Hershfield with enough new jokes to break
up any banquet
Jerry Baker sang the theme song, "Count
Your Blessings"
and, take it from us, it fit right in to the
spirit of prexy Flinn's remarks about the Film Daily Relief
Fund
John told a real, true story of what the Fund has
done for one unfortunate chap in particular
and it registered right under the skin of everyone who had filled up on
hot lamb chops and fixin's
What Have You Done
To Help the Fund?
•
•
• HAM FISHER, the famous cartoonist, was there
Harry Goetz, president of Reliance, took a nod
Ferde Grofe, who with Irving Caesar and Edgar Guest composed the theme song, made a nifty little speech
Chester
Erskine waved
to the customers
and then came the
grand news from President Flinn that during the past week
all back dues have been paid up
all bills paid
and the A.M.P.A. owes NOTHING
at the same time
giving treasurer Paul Benjamin an orchid for his efforts in
gathering the dollars and quickly wiping out the mill-stones
SO
get this
and don't forget
Next Thursday, at the Hotel Astor, the A.M.P.A. will hold its
Christmas
luncheon
in the Grand Ballroom
at
only ONE DOLLAR a plate
Everyone in the industry
should be there
It'll be the biggest money's worth of
the year
Ten dollars worth of entertainment and a million dollars worth of good fellowship
Bring a friend
bring two
make your date now
Needs YOUR BU
The Relief' Fund
•
•
• MARIE
DRESSLER
has just been
voted the
favorite screen actress, by blind residents of Brooklyn
who
have made use of some 8,500 passes distributed by local movie
houses in co-operation with the Exchange for The Blind ...
Arthur Weinert, social service director of the Exchange, sent
out questionnaires to a heavy list
so, a testimonial printed
in Braille will be presented to Miss Dressier
Here's a
tribute to the genius of Walt Disney
a complete short
subject program of Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony films
will be shown at Carnegie Hall Dec. 27 to 30 inclusive
Mrs. Joseph Sonneborn is sponsoring the show for the Uniter]
Parents Association
and of course "The Three Little
Pigs" heads the program
Don't Forget
Remember the Fund
• •
• TALK
ABOUT
A song-plugging
stunt
"Song of Surrender," and other bright numbers in the 20th
Century film "Moulin Rouge" will be heard Sunday night and
Monday night over the Columbia Broadcasting network...
and on Dec. 21 and 25 over the N.B.C. hook-ups
The
pix will soon be released by U. A
Following "Roxy's"
stupendous production of "Scheherazade," which is being held
over at the Music Hall next week, the patrons will hail the
return to the Gang of Maria "Gamby" Gambarelli
she
starts Dec. 21 in Roxy's production of "Coppelia"
Not Much Time Left
To Help The Funi!
• • • JOSEF BERN'S classic four-reeler, "Black
has been acquired by those two hustling lads, Archie
and Irvin Shapiro
it's their first buy and from
scout we hear that a Broadway feature showing has

Dawn,"
Mayers
a secret
already

been arranged
Anotherat scout
tells will
us that
Eva Siega'l,
secretary
to Stanley Shuford
Warners,
be married
soon
to Sol Weiner
a very lucky mugg

and an attractive
street
TS^UMEROUS
window tie-up;
ballyhoo were used by A. Kramer, manager of the Allen theater, Cleveland, to exploit "The
Private Life of Henry VIII."
Window display tie-ups were
arranged with the Koerner &
Wood book store and Halle
Bros. Department Store, each
featuring a biography of Henry
VIII, with a 40x60 still and
mentioning the picture's engagement at the Allen. McCrory Stores gave a window for
a music tie-up; the Hubbard
jewelry store and an empty
store on Euclid near 12th St. also
carried displays. A tie-up with
the local library authorities resulted in having 200 stills placed
in the school department of the
main library and a similar number of stills in the history department, also 2,000 4x6 cards
were distributed throughout the
32 branches in the city. Twenty
Klein trucks, distributors of
"Liberty Magazine," displayed a
number of 44 x 60 posters, and
about
20 mounted were
"Liberty"
cover reproductions
used
for downtown displays by newsdealers and at newsstands.
— Allen, Cleveland.

Parent-Teacher Ass'n Gets
Behind "Tugboat Annie"

"pOR
a weekAnnie,"
in advance
"Tugboat
Managerof
Leo Rosen of the Troy theater,
had his ushers dressed in sailor
uniforms with white sashes announcing the playdate of the
Dressier Beery picture. Rosen
also issued 200 invitations to
the gala midnight premiere to
school principals, teachers and
other officials. Arrangements
wer6 made through the ParentTeacher Ass'n of Troy for special matinees to be attended by
bodies of students. Two boys
carried a stretcher with a dummy 'on it through the streets.
vCopy
on thelaughing
dummy at
read:
"This
man died
Dressier
Troy, Troy,
N. Y .
and Beery in— 'Tugboat
Annie'."

Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 15
Charles Rosenzweig

«

«

«

»

»

»

During Christmas Week . . . GET THE

YOUNGSTERS AND THE OLDSTERS, TOO
with this family hit
Not since "A Connecticut Yankee" has Will Rogers
had a picture so appealing to folks of all ages. A
holiday break for you . . . because adult admissions
. . . day and night receipts . . . are essential to your
profits. Making this the perfect Christmas booking !

ROCHELLE HUDSON
Florence

Desmond

Harry Green
Eugene Palette
From Anne

Cameron's

story "Green

Directed by James

with
Dice"

Cruze

ZASU

PITTS
/M

mk wr#M*fi

Your patrons always like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

JOAN

BLONDELL

The latest model in farmer's daughters .... out to get even with the
traveling men!

FRANK

McHUGH

Sogooda salesman he can closea deal
without thinking — and usually does!

PATRICIA ELLIS
She's the

sweetie of many

Vifogroph, Inc., Dii tributort

a suite!

ADOLPHE

MENJOU

He made himself sales manager overnight— and what a night!

GUY KIBBEE
He brought his wife along — but he
doesn't know it yet!

RUTH

DONNELLY

No husband can fool herl She reads
men like an open pocket-book!

DICK POWELL
He thinks all "conventions" should
be done away with — at conventions!

MARY

ASTOR

She's hunting an excuse for a divorce
— and it might be you!

HUGH

HERBERT

They gave him the Freedom of th
City — and does he take liberties!

READ YOUR FUTURE IN
THESE TRADE PREVIEWS!
"Comedy from start to finish . . . Grade A and
novel . . . Brimful of fast-moving laugh-drenched
topical amusement . . . Big entertainment for big city
and small town ... A new, different, unusual 70
minutes of laughter . . . Selling 'Convention City'
should be a cinch. "
... Motion Picture Herald
"Should be a money magnet at all houses . . . Was
evidently built for entertainment and nothing else
and succeeds 100 per cent . . . Kept preview audience running the gamut of laughter from start to
finish!"
• • • Variety Daily
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PROCRASTINATION
HOLDING FUND BACK
(Continued from Page

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

HOLLYWOOD

1)

morrow," Why not do it now, before you finish reading this morning's Film Daily? Hunger can't
wait. Landlords WON'T wait. Since
1927 The Fund has been on the job,
every day, to help the out-of-luck
film folks who apply for temporary
assistance. Money must be available for their needs. It must come
from YOU. During the past year,
with its dearth of jobs, The Fund
was drained dry. We must build it
up to greater and stronger proportions than ever to meet the coming
year. Don't wait another minute.
Send something, ANYTHING, but
send it today.

INDIES HOLDING MEET
ON CODE NOMINATIONS

ROBERTing outYOUNG
has for
beenthehandthe cigars
last
couple of days in celebration of the
arrival of an* eight-pound
*
# daughter.
Edward Everett Horton, Nat Pendleton, Lucien Littlefield and Billy
Griffiths will appear in RKO's "So
ou Won't Sing, Eh?" Others in the
cast include Pert Kelton, ZaSu Pitts,
Chick Chandler and Ned Sparks.
*
*
#
Grant Withers has taken a mar
ital leap with Alys G. Walsh of New
York.

*

*

*

WILK

comedy-drama by Dudley Nichols
and Lamar Trotti. Production starts
in January
uponYork
Misswhere
Trevor's
return from New
she will
go
on
Dec.
15
to
spend
the
holidays
with her family.

*

♦

*

Barbara Sheldon has been signed
by Paul Malvern to appear opposite
John Wayne
in "Lucky
Texan,"
western
for Monogram
release.

*

*

*

First National has added William
Janney to the cast of "A Modern
Hero," and Noel Madison, Walter
Pidgeon, Frank Darien and Olay
Hytten to "Journal
* * of *Crime."

Genevieve Tobin will play a fea
Stephen Gross, signed by Monotured role in "Success Story," RKO
picture, with Douglas
Fairbanks,
for "Beggars
Ermine,"
with
Lionelgram Atwill
and inBetty
Furness,
Moore.
Yesterday's contributors include Jr., and Colleen
$
$
$
has attracted the interest of major
Will H. Hays, Sam Dembow, Jr.,
Duncan Renaldo lost his appeal to companies, with Warners and Fox
Harry M. Bernstein, W. F. Rodgers,
David A. Levy, Sydney S. Cohen, the U. S. Court of Appeals in con- already having arranged to make
nection with his passport difficul- tests of him.
Walter Reade, Ed Churchill, Donties, and as a result must serve two
ohue & Coe, Sam Stern, Mascot Pictures Corp., Harold Auten, Joe Lee, years at McNeill
* *Island.*
Zona Gale's "The Way" is to be
Arthur Israel, Jr., J. J. McCarthy
the second Liberty Special to go in
and Jack Levy.
"Murder on the Campus," a work. Richard Cromwell and Arline
Surely YOU want to help. Be a Chesterfield picture and a First Division release, is now in production Judge are featured, with others in
regular fellow. Address the FILM
cast including Charles MiddleDAILY RELIEF FUND, 1650 at the Universal studios. The film is the
an adaptation of the Whitman ton, Barbara Weeks, Sheila Terry,
Broadway.
Lucien Littlefield, Luis Alberni and
Come On In!
Chambers novel, "Campanile Mur- Ray Walker, under direction of
der."
The
cast
includes
Charles
A. M. P. A.
Harold B. Franklin
Christy Cabanne. Adele Buffington
Starrett, Shirley Grey, J. Farrel Mc- did the screen play.
Charles C. Moskowitz W. Ray Johnston
John C. Flinn
Donald, Ruth
Hall * and *others.
James R. Grainger
*
#
*
*
Arthur Eddy
Jack Alicoate
J. S. MacLeod
William R. Ferguson
Lloyd Bacon will direct Joe E.
Warners are planning big things
Hal Hode
Ned
Depinet
David Bernstein
M. Van Praag
Brown
"A Very Honorable Guy" for Hugh Herbert, who has just
William Massce
Alexander Kempner
for Firstin National.
been re-signed. He will be given bigCity Photo Engraving
Jerry Cohen
Don Mersereau
J. H. Tannenbaum
ger parts and will not be required
Ann Dvorak gets the feminine to appear in as many pictures as he
Hattie H. Hecht
Richard Brady
Cresson Smith
Randforce Amusement Co.
lead in Warner's "Rival Wives." did this year. Warners also believe
Don Carle Gillette
Samuel
Rinzler
Hugh Herbert and Guy Kibbee also "As the Earth Turns" will skyDon Hancock
Automatic Devices Co.
have
been added to the cast. Story
Leopold Friedman
rocket Jean Muir and Donald Woods
Irving Samuels
Jay Emanuel
Toby Gruen
to fame.
is by Robert *Lord.*
*
Ben Amsterdam
Quigley Publications
Wm. B. Brenner
Sam E. Morris
Halsey Raines
Marvin Kirsch
Atlantic
Theaters
Addie
Dannenberg
Edna Sussman
E. A. Schiller
Louis K. Sidney
C. C. Pettijohn
Leo Klebanow
Longacre Press
Gabriel
Hess
H. M. Masters
Harry M. Bernstein
W. F. Rodgers
David A. Levy
Sydney S. Cohen
Walter Reade
Ed Churchill
Donohue & Coe
Sam Stern

Chick Lewis
Val Lewton
Charles Cohen
Henry Ginsberg
Phil deAngelis
Milton Weiss
Maurice McKenzie
David
Palfreyman
Louis Nizer
S. S. Braunberg
W. P. Wentz
Eastman Kodak Co.
Hal Roach
Phil Ryan
Gabe Yorke
Mascot Pictures Corp.
Will H. Hays
Harold
Auten
Joe Lee
Sam Dembow, Jr.
Arthur Israel, Jr.
J. J. McCarthy
Jack Levy

Those Titles Again
And then there's the one about the
exhibitor who was approached the other
day by a salesman seeking to sell him
a mystery
melodrama.
"What's it called?" asked the exhib.
"It's 'The Ghoul'," replied the salesman.
"Don't want it," said the exhib.
"My customers don't tike football pictures "

*

Theodore Robinson and

Frank

*

*

A new Baby Burlesk, which will
Haliday will appear in Columbia's have the Baby Stars playing foot"Night of Love."
ball, is now being readied for production. Shooting is scheduled to
Sammy Fain, the songwriter, is to start next week, with little Gloria
play a role in Warner's "Harold Ann White cast in the leading lady
Teen."
He'll sing one of his own role. Gloria replaces Shirley Temsongs.
* *
*
ple, who has been graduated from
the
Baby
Educational's
Jack Holt's next for Columbia, Frolics ofBurlesks
Youth to
series.
Daniel
"Whirlpool," is in final scenario Boone, eighth lineal descendant of
form. It was adapted by Brian Mar- the historic Boone, will essay the
low from a story by Howard Em- male lead in this comedy, tentativemett Rogers.
Robert North will
ly titled "Kid* 'N' *College."
be associate *producer.
*
*
*
Burlesque
dancers
are having
H. W. Hanemann, noted dialogue
writer, under contract to RKO, their innnings on the screen. Joan
works best with his eyes closed and Crawford portrays one in "Dancing
his feet cocked up on top of his Lady," while Ann Dvorak will play
character in "Upper World,"
desk.
He hasn't touched a penci' aat like
Warners. I. E. Chadwick rein years — he *dictates.
*
*
cently finished producing "Wine,
Felix Young will be associate Woman and Song," long a favorite
in burlesque and which had Bonita
producer lumbia
onrelease.
"The Party's Over," Co- as its star behind the footlights.
#
#
#
*
*
*
William
Dieterle,
director,
has
Spencer Tracy will again be
been
given
a
new
contract
by
Warteamed with Claire Trevor in Fox's
ner Bros.
"Gold Rush of 1933," an original

(Continued from Page

1)

independent producers and distributors has been increased by the
code," declared Attorney Jacob
Schechter, counsel of the Federation, last night.
"Independent companies particularly need an organization to protect their interests under the code
and to police its regulations. At
the coming general meeting a general program of procedure will be
mapped
out for the Federation.

Burton George to Handle
Ivan Cedar
Film Activities
(Continued from Page 1)
ards, who will look after production
of night club shows; Fred Norman,
in charge of radio and sound recordings, and Abner J. Greshler,
handling resort bookings. Larry
Gordon heads the publicity department and Sammie Harris is the general booking manager.
Debs
West

Coast

in Lasky

Bureau

of THE

Film
FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Debs and sub-debs
from all parts of the U. S. will appear
in Jesse L. Lasky's production for
Fox, "Coming Out Party," starring
Gene Raymond, Frances Dee and Alison Skipworth. A list of the socially
prominent girls includes Betty
Flournoy, St. Louis; Patricia Scott,
of Calgary, Canada; Helen Peterson, Wilkensburg, Pa.; Jeanne Ruwe,
San Antonio, Texas, and many
others. Some of the boys include
Maury Ginn, Jr., son of M. E. Ginn,
former head of Ginn and Company,
Massachusetts book publishers, and
John Ruwe, of San Antonio. Most
of the girls and young men will
turn over their checks to the Junior
League.
Columbia Signs Nixon, Gargan
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Columbia has signed
Marian Nixon and William Gargan
for
leads Higgin
in "ThewillLine-Up,"
which theHoward
direct.
"Beaucaire" at 55th St. Playhouse
"Monsieur
Beaucaire,"
with Rudolph Valentino, is the latest revival
house.
showing at the 55th Street PlayUfa Film in French and German
Berlin— Ufa's "Gold," with Hans
Albers and Brigitte Helm, will also
be made in a French version.

"Photoplay" Likes Lee Tracy'

Lee Tracy was mentioned the mcst
times ancesin
Performof the"Photoplay's"
Month sectionBest
during
1933.
Tracy was listed six times while John
Barrymore and Helen Hayes each bad
five citations. Lionel Barrymore and
Ann Harding followed with four each
and the following were mentioned three
times: George Arliss, Wallace Beery,
Mary Boland, James Cagney, Claudette
Colbert, Richard Dix, Walter Huston,
Charles Laughton, Edward G. Robinson
and May Robson.
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Audiences will sit enthralled at this vital, vivid
drama of a woman who braves a firing squad to
bring her country victory.

THE REAL LIFE STORY

OF A BEAUTIFUL

SPY . . .

exerting every feminine charm . . sacrificing every
tender emotion ... to her perilous profession.
Never

have

production.

Your patrons always like

FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

you shown

a more

absorbing
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50 COSTUME FILMS
ON SEASON'S LIST
(Continued from Page

1)

TREND WAY FROM SEX
SAYS MERIAN COOPER
(.Continued from Page

1)

Akron, O. — The Palace, Chatkin- Warner house, is being renovated be obtained in sufficient
quantity to
vsrsal with two each, Columbia and Feld house, has dropped stage shows and is expected to be reopened the
make an entire season's program,
for
double
feature
programs
at
lowlast
week
in
December.
Monogram one each, and at least
Cooper believes.
er prices.
12 foreign costume films complete
"If it were possible to secure a
Providence — Associated Theaters,
the list.
Youngstown, O. — After several Inc., have leased the Castle from sufficient number of satisfactory
stories, directors and feature playweeks of vaude-film, Palace has the P. & H. Realty Co.
United Artists' line-up includes switched
ers to make one film per week durto straight pictures.
"Catherine the Great," starring
ing the year, we would do it. Our
Cleveland — Sandor Klinger, Stot- schedule
will be flexible as will our
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and ElizaNew Philadelphia, O. — F. L. Bow- ter, Berkowitz circuit, is leaving the
beth Bergner, made in England by
ers has returned to the Union Opera middle of the month to take his costs of production," Cooper stated.
engaging most of our stars
London Films; George Arliss in House as manager after pinch-hitting wife to Florida to recuperate after "In
directors on a percentage basis and
we
for Lester W. Hutcheon at the Or- an operation.
"The House of Rothschild"; Anna pheum, McKees Rocks, Pa. Hutchfeel that we do get, and will continue to derive, the utmost in talent
eon made a trip through Ohio for
Sten in "Nana"; Eddie Cantor in
Cleveland — Kenneth Means suc- and service.
the Shea interests.
Those who viake good
ceeds Howard Higley as assistant for RKO
"Roman Scandals"; "The Count of
should share in the profits,
manager
at
RKO
Palace,
now
under
Monte Cristo," which will be made
Orwell, O. — The Gem, only movie the direct management of district which by the way, are increasing
for U. A. by Reliance; Douglas house
here, suffered loss estimated manager Nat Holt. Higley goes to
Cooper expects to return to the
Fairbanks, Sr., in "Exit Don Juan"; at $10,000 in a recent fire.
Keith's East 105th St. as assistant
both the Senior and Junior Faircoast next week. For the new seaLeadville, Colo.— The Liberty Bell to Manager Frank Hines.
weekly."
son he suggested that Francis Ledbanks in "Zorro Rides Again," to
erer and Fred Astaire would join
be made in England; Fredric March theater will reopen Sunday after reCleveland
—
Corwin
Collins,
former
pairs following a recent fire.
assistant manager at the Hippo- the list of genuine stars. Two other
in "Cellini" and in "Les Miserables";
drome, is now office manager at the stars are being considered by RKO
"The Wizard of Oz," "Barbary
Iola, Wis. — Phil Neidert has taken
Cooper would not divulge their
Coast," and Wallace Beery in "The over the Iola theater here from the Rappaport Studios, succeeding An- but
identities.
I. O. O. F. Hall.
Great Barnum."
drew Semple, who is now out on the
In the M-G-M line-up of costume
road selling the Rappaport theater
Six Reopenings
Fond du Lac, Wis.— The Retlaw, display service.
pictures are "A Prisoner of Zenda";
Norma
Shearer
in "Marie
AntoiIn Portland Area
nette"; Greta Garbo
in "Queen
Portland, Ore. — Reopening of six
Christina," "Marion Davies in "Op- Halmook Film Corp. Gets
See First-Run Price Hike
houses in this territory last month
13," a Civil
story; MauriceeratorChevalier
and WarJeanette
Mac
European Films for India If Premiums Are Dropped is shown in the current report of
the
Portland Film Board of Trade.
New Orleans — Pressure by major
Calcutta — Among principal feaDonald
in "The
Merry
Widow";
tures recently acquired by Halmook exchanges to hike first and certain Only one theater closing was re"The Good Earth" and "Viva Villa."
The RKO
costume films will in- Film Corp. for distribution in India, second-run admissions is seen here
ported in the same month.
clude Katharine Hepburn in three Burma and Ceylon is the Julius if the code boards abolish premiums.
Detroit Notes
setup has first-runs offering
"Queen
Elizabeth," "Joan of Arc" Hagen British production of "The Present
matinees as low as 15 and 25 cents,
Detroit — John O'Dell Circuit has
and "Lady of Tudor"; George Bern Wandering Jew," with Conrad Veidt, while Saenger and Loew get 60
ard Shaw's "The Devil's Disciple," the Sterling production, "Going days' clearance. United Theaters, reopened the Dunbar with Andrew
Gay," with Arthur Riscoe and Naunand "Green
Mansions."
Jackanic as manager and William
get pick of subse- Gesch as house manager.
Paramount will make "Catherine ton Wayne, and the two German whose quent18run houses
majors,
is
allowed
60
days
"M" and "Kameradschaft."
J. B. Krul has bought the White
the Great," starring Marlene Diet- hits,
Halmook also handles the product also. Certain independents, whose
rich; "Cleopatra," starring Clau- of various American independent exchange contracts do not permit Star, Hamtramck, from Art Rowland, who resumes his vaudeville
dette Colbert"; "It Ain't No Sin," producers. A. K. Haldar, directoi adult admissions under 15 cents,
with Mae West, and "The Trumpet of the company, says he hopes some maintain they must give prizes to booking office.
The Rivoli, now dark, is to reopen
Blows."
day to see a much greater exchange get business. Other independents
Warner's costume pictures for the of pictures between this country have been trying to abolish prizes. Dec. 23 with "Thunder Over Mexremainder of the season are "Na- and the world.
Charles Garner and Paul LeVeque
poleon"' and "Anthony Adverse."
Superior Sells Territories
Two shorts, "India Snake CharmUniversale will be "Elizabeth and
have opened Foreign Film Distribuers" and "The Car Festival," reSuperior Talking Pictures antors to handle foreign films in the
Mary," and "Beloved" with John
cently were completed by Halmook.
Boles and Gloria Stuart. Columbia
nounces closing of the following territories on its six Buffalo Bill, Jr., Michigan field.
has "Red Square" on its lineup.
and Buddy Roosevelt westerns:
"Forgotten Men" Extends Runs
New
Projection
Lamp
Monogram will make "Jane Ayre."
"Forgotten Men," now playing its Greater New York, New Jersey,
Toledo — A new projection lamp
Fore:'gn
producers
are
expected
to send over more than a dozen to fourth week at the Hanna, Cleve- North and South Carolina, Louisi- operating on alternating current has
ana, Georgia, Oklahoma, Texas,
land, has also been brought back
swell the total.
put on the market by Strong
and is now playing the fifth week Arkansas, Northern Illinois, Indi- beenico."
ana, New England, Ohio, Kentucky, Electric Corp. Called the Strong
at the Shubert Detroit Opera House.
Copenhagen
Trade
Up
Jewel Productions, distributors, has Pennsylvania, Washington, D. C. and A. C. Mogul Automatic Reflector
Arc Lamp, it is intermediate in
Copenhagen — Admissions to 35 named special representatives on Philippines.
light intensity and operating costs,
theaters in the Copenhagen-Fred- the West Coast for the handling of
especially designed to meet the
Close Bogota
Broadcasting
Deal
riksberg district in the first half this picture.
of 1933 totaled 4,235,771, compared
Conquest Alliance Co. has closed needs of medium-sized theaters now
Opens Kansas
City Office a deal with Station HKF of Bogota, using low intensity arcs but which
with 3.878,806 in the same period Weldon
of 1932.
require more light as a result of
Kansas City — Alex H. McLaugh- Columbia, giving Conquest exclusive the
installation of enlarged porous,
lin of Chicago has opened a Kansas representation in all countries where
screens and where the operating
City office for Weldon Pictures to the latter has offices.
costs of hylows would be prohibitive.
cover the western Missouri, Kansas
Censorship by District
and Oklahoma territories.
New
Chinese Film Regulation
Detroit — In refusing to allow "This
Nude World" to play in neighborhood
Peking — A set of regulations govhouses. Police Censor L. S. Potter Ins
New House for Taylor, Texas
Duals Spread Around Omaha
erning the taking of motion picestablished censorship by district in
tures in China has been set up by
Omaha — Following the lead of local
principle at least. Potter said the film
ritory.
Taylor, Tex. — Oscar Korn has a
new theater under construction at the Executive Yuan. It requires obhouss, double-feature has spread in alwas fit on'y for "sophisticated, blase
most every direction around this terdowntowners."
Taylor with opening set for about
taining a passport, and subject matter must conform to certain rules.
I Jan. 1.

A
FRIEND
INDEED
Be the good friend he
always thought you.
Help him get that new
start, by sending in
your contribution to the

FILM DAILY
RELIEF FUND

an impersonal representative
for you in helping men and their
families in the motion picture
industry that are in distress.
Contributed by the
PARAMOUNT

ADVERTISING

DEPARTMENT

(Box Office;

First, Monogram came through with "Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi," it could have been an accident,
we thought. It was excellent entertainment however and we tagged it accordingly. Next came
"Broken Dreams," another swell piece of entertainment and we tagged it "Worthy of the label
of any major producer." Now, third on the list,
comes "He Couldn't Take It," Monogram's most
entertaining picture to date and we are doffing
the chapeau to the Monogram

organization.
—Box Office

Excellent entertainment. . . Should have no trouble
cashing .

— Variety

Clocks a good many more laughs and punches
per reel than many a major studio offering . . .
Should be a strong money maker .
— Hollywood Reporter
Amusing comedy romance . . . Plenty of laughs,
excitement and suspense.

— Film Daily

Exceptionally good... A credit to its producers.
— Showmen's Round Table
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Approve Code, Make Nominations

3R0DUCING DISTRIBUTINGHEXHIBITINGCO-OPPLANNED
5hil Reisman Heads New
Ambrose Dowling as Field
Representative — Three
Division Managers

RKO

Foreign

13 More Checks for Relief Fund
Thirteen more checks were received by the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND yesterday.
Let's have more than 13 in Monday's mail. It will be a cold week-end for everybody,
but BITTER COLD for the unfortunate film folks who haven't shelter, who haven't
food, and who need warm clothing. THINK IT OVER while you're enjoying all
the comforts of home. Remember that every dollar contributed goes to relieve suffering, goes to pay back rent, goes to feed hungry men, women and children who
are deserving of YOUR aid, and goes to help hundreds to a new start. Send something along right away.
You'll feel better for doing it.

RKO's new foreign sales setup anlounced yesterday by Ned E. Depilet places Phil Reisman in super'ision of all foreign sales activiies, with Ambrose Dowling as field
^preventative and three division
nanagers in charge of territorial
°!?". Robert K. Hawkinson will be
n charge of Cuba, Porto Rico, Santo
Domingo, Mexico, Panama, Jamaica,
ionduras, Guatemala, Salvador,
Tosta Rica, Nicaragua,
Venezuela,
Delegating of most of the work
olombia, Peru, Ecuador, Brazil,
\rgentina,
Paraguay,
Uruguay, connected with the organization of
(Continued
on Page 4)
the Code Authority and various code
ramifications, such as local zoning
and grievance boards, to sub-committees is expected to occur at the
initial meeting of the body Wednesday at the Bar Association
Building, New York.
In addition to the task of selecting memberships for boards in all
(Continued on Page 2)
Resignation of Phil Goldstone as
upervising producer for Majestic
'ictures was announced yesterday N. Y. Operator Situation
y E. H. Goldstein, vice-president,
Discussed With Rosenblatt
ollowing a series of telephone conersations with President Herman
The operator situation in New
Jluckman, who is on the Coast. York as it figures in the establishJpon his return to New York next
a general
projectionists'
(Continued on Page 2)
scaleing of is
understood
to have wage
been

Sales Setup

Tom Moore and Prominent
Industrialists in
New Venture

Formation of a new co-operative
producing - distributing - exhibiting
organization bringing new and important factors into the industry is
near completion and will be announced shortly. Among those identified with the project are Tom
Moore of Washington, D. C, formerly active in the exhibition and
distribution fields and who was instrumental inbuilding up the original Associated First National ExMinneapolis — The labor commithibitors; Lloyd H. Atkinson, fortee of Allied Theater Owners will
merly of Bethlehem Steel, vice-presmeet a committee of St. Paul maident of Air Reduction Co., chairchine operators on Monday, and on
man of Foreign Trade Committee
the following day will meet with of the Chemical
Alliance, and until
(Continued on Page 4)
a committee of Minneapolis operators, to discuss certain sections of
the code regarding wages.
At today's Allied meeting, chairman W. A. Steffes gave rapid replies to (Continued
scores of onqueries
Page 2)in an ef-

SEE SUB-COMMITTEES ALLIED LABOR GROUP
HANDLING CODEWORK TO MEET OPERATORS

iOLDSTONE LEAVES
MAJESTIC PICTURES

Peeking a Wider Field
For Screen Advertising
Following a meeting last week by
ae Eastern Ass'n of Non-Theatrical
ilm Producers, a committee on pubcity consisting of Arthur H.
oucks, W. W. Wood and Francis
awton, (Continued
Jr., was onappointed
to inPage 2)
710 Wired

in Dominion

Although business recovery in Canada
and Newfoundland has been slight during the past year, number of wired theaters has increased, according to a survey made in behulf of the 1934 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK. Theaters with
equipment now total 710, against 687
a year ago. ,

ALLIED MAYCALL
GENERAL MEETING

Decision is Reserved
In Union Labor Action

Viewing pretationGeneral
Johnson's
interof the executive
order
in

Judge William T. Collins in the the film code as "further complicating" the situation, Allied States
Supreme Court yesterday reserved
decision in the $1,000,000 damage Ass'n may call a general meeting
to
consider
where its members should
suit filed by Local 306, Operators
sign the code, says a bulletin just
420 independent thediscussed by Charles L. O'Reilly, Union, atersagainst
in the metropolitan district. sent out by the association. Decipresident of the T. O. C. C, yestersion as to(Continued
the meeting
will be made
on Page 2)
day as he continued his conference The plaintiffs charge violation of
with Deputy Administrator Sol A. the President's
re-employment
agree(Continued
on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

Mo.- III. MPTO Approve Code,
Make Nominations for Boards
St. Louis — At a meeting of the
M.P.T.O. of Eastern Mo.-Southern
111. yesterday the code was approved and the following nominations
submitted to Sol A. Rosenblatt: For
clearance and zoning boards, Charles
Goldman, S. E. Pirtle for independent subsequent runs, alternates,
Clarence Kaiman, Albert Crichtlow.
For independent
first-runs, Cullen

Espy; alternate, George Tyson. For
affiliated first-runs, Harold Evans;
alternate, H. H. Horman. For grievance committee, Fred Wehrenberg,
for independents; Leto J. Hill, for
affiliated; alternate, Oscar Lehr, for
independents; Lon Cox, for affiliated. For non-industry member,
both
committees, George Eigel, local
attorney.

Independents to Join
In Ad Censorship Plan

Advertising men for companies
not affiliated with the Hays group
are expected to join in the plan for
submitting ad copy to the censorship (Continued
council recently
with.
on Pagecreated
2)
Ad

Films

for Television

In anticipation of the advent of television, Eugene W. Castle states that he
is at present designing all business pictures made by Castle Films so they can
be readily adapted for broadcasting.
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Allied Labor Group
To Meet Operators
(Continued from Page

1)

fort to give members a clearer understanding of paragraphs in the
code applying to them. The Association refuses to advise owners
how to run their business, but before the next meeting on Jan. 4,
they will know what action to take
individually regarding the code;
whether to sign regular blanks; to
sign under protest, or refuse to
sign the blanks distributed.

MARKET
Low

Close

4Vs 4i/g +
263/8 26%
.
9%
95/8 —
1%
8iy2 81 1/2 —

ment and have asked injunctions on
several counts. They specifically
charge the discharge of Local 306
men from 11 theaters in violation
of the agreement. Samuel BirnNet11/4 baum appeai-ed as counsel for Local
Chg.
.% 306. Defending attorneys were
Milton Weisman for the I.T.O.A.,
Joseph Tepperson-for the Allied Motion Picture Operators Union, and
Va
Kelly & Connolly for the Springer% Cocalis Circuit.
2
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(Continued from Page 1)

sections, these districts must be defined by the Authority and its representatives. Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt indicated at
the Washington conferences that the
established film zones will not be
used in laying out territories.
The Code Authority is also expected to name an executive secretary, who will be located in New
York, and a counsel.

(Continued from Page

1)

week, Gluckman will announce Goldstone's successor. Gluckman has
completed arrangements for making
the balance of the Majestic 193334 program.

1%

l7/8—

Va

Coming and Going
MARK OSTRER, Gaumont-British chairman,
sailed from New York yesterday for London
on the Berengaria.
PAUL MUNI arrives from Hollywood this
morning.
ANDY SMITH is back from a New England
trip.
CLAIRE TREVOR is in New York from the
coast for the holidays.
PAT and TOBY WING reach New York Monday for Pat's marriage.
GENE LAYMON
has left for the coast.
AL FRIEDLANDER is in Boston.
RUTH ETTING has gone to David City, Neb.,
to spend Christmas, after which she returns
*• the RKO studios.

Empire Members Enjoin L"nion
Eleven members of Empire State
Operators Union have obtained . an
order from Supreme Court Justice
Wasservogel restraining the union
from interfering with them in their
employment, pending: an action now
before the court. The men charge
they were threatened by the union
with dismissal unless they paid $115
balance of an assessment of $200
V"
ordered last year.
They claim that
although the union collected $317,000 in 1932 it is now about to
merge with Local 306 and only some
members are to be taken in.

(Continued from Page

J. H. SEIDELMAN, Columbia's foreign sales
manager, left yesterday for Mexico City, where
the
is nowcompany's
in work. Spanish picture, "Maximillian,"
for

PHILLIPS HOLMES left the coast yesterday
New York by plane.

With

Addresses
Recognized

N. Y. Operator Situation
Discussed With Rosenblatt
(Continued from Page

1)

Rosenblatt in Washington. With two
unions operating in the territory,
the problem confronting exhibitors
trying to arrive at a scale is complicated.York
O'Reilly istoday.
expected to return to New

(Continued from Page

and Phone
Numbers
Industry Concerns

of

What To Buy And
Where To Buy It

* Engravers •

1)

vestigate and report on a plan for
promoting a broader use of screen
advertising and sales. Officers elected for the new year are: William J.
Ganz, president; Arthur H. Loucks,
vice-president; Clinton F. Ivins,
secretary-treasurer.

"CITY"
PHOTOENGRAVING
CALL—
(Day and Night Service)
250 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. C.
Tel. COIumbus
5-6741

Equipment
VORTKAMP AND COMPANY
Lamps
ALL

OTHER

following regional meetings, including the one in Grand Rapids earlier
in the week, and others in Pittsburgh, Boston, Trenton and Albany.
Meanwhile Allied has advised exhibitors to await issuance of its
printed analysis of the code, adding
that final advice will be given in
time for exhibitors to- sign before
the Jan. 11 deadline when signatures must be affixed if exhibitors
want to be eligible to file protests
against the schedule or to appeal to
the Code Authority.

Independents to Join
In(Continued
Ad Censorship
Plan
from Page 1)
J. J. McCarthy at the head, it was
indicated yesterday following a
meeting at which John C. Flinn
urged cooperation by the indie
group. Another meeting will be
held next week, at which time McCarthy will speak to the independent advertising men.

New Warner Publicity Setup
New publicity setup at the Warner home office, following appointment of Ed Selzer as publicity head
at the coast studios, was set yesterday by S. Charles Einfeld. Sid
Rechetnik will be in charge of trade
paper publicity, Gilbert Golden will
edit merchandising plans, and Lee
Blumberg is to handle press book
exploitation.
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Luncheon to Harry Moskowitz
Friends of Harry Moskowitz will
Jules Rieff Joins Columbia
tender him a luncheon today at the
Jules Rieff, formerly office man- Tavern on the occasion of his deager for U. A. in Cincinnati, has
parture for Sydney, Australia,
joined Columbia as easteim division where he will
join Arthur Loew and
day.
booker. He leaves for Buffalo toJoe Vogel to confer on the remodeling of the Loew theater in Sydney.
CHARLOTTE HENRY, Paramount^ "Alice,"
left New York last nUht for a personal appearance in Atlanta, then New Orleans, Dallas, Denver and Portland.
PANDRO BERMAN and EDWIN MILES FAD*
MAN
sail today on the lie de France.
HOWARD SMITH. 20th Century story editor,
left yesterday for the Coast.
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PLAYING "LITTLE WOMEN"
DURING THE HOLIDAYS!
With interest nation wide, you would probably play to exceptional business if
you brought "Little Women'7 in on gum-shoes . . . but no showman is going to
be so foolish as to pick his own pocket or rob his own Christmas stocking.

Sure, the holidays are always good for show business . . . but you'll never know
how good they can be until you shoot the works for "Little Women" and get
the final count up! We've told you there were millions of dollars of "earmarked"
money waiting for this show and toppling records, extended runs and soaring
grosses have proven it!
The holidays are going to be sensational for showmen

smart enough to realize

that "the better the day, the better the deed" . . . and that "the more fertile
the soil, the more abundant the harvest" . . . Don't be satisfied just because
the holidays are always good . . . get the Velvet by going after that "earmarked" money!
This week, before they close, make your school contacts . . . everywhere educators have been eager to cooperate with theatres! Start your advance advertising NOW in the newspapers . . . make yours the one theatre the whole family
will want to attend during the holidays! Do your posting now to get them talking about it for anticipation of a coming event is a showman's greatest asset!
Open your doors earlier . . . give extra shows . . . advertise as you have never
advertised before . . . the money is there waiting for you . . . it's "earmarked"
for "Little Women" . . . nothing else will get it ... If you don't get it by going
after it you're just robbing your own Christmas stocking.

RKO

H
2

"Women"

Runs 19 Days in City of 5,000

Salem, Va. — After doing capacity for 12 days at the Salem Theater, managed by
Bernard Depkin, Jr., RKO's "Little Women" was rebooked for another week. Since the
population of Salem is only 5,000, this is considered something of a record.
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BRAND, 20th Century publicity chief,
York on Saturday
for Hollywood.

GARY COOPER and his bride, VERONICA
BALFE, who appeared on the screen as Sandra
Shaw, have left New York for a honeymoon in
the west.
SOPHIE TUCKER arrives in New York today
from a western tour to open Friday at the
Hollywood Restaurant. She goes to Hollywood
in January to make a feature for Majestic.
PATRICIA BOWMAN will go to Washington
on Christmas Day to be guest of honor at a
reception given by her former dancing teacher,
Lisa Gardiner.
ENRIQUE BAEZ, U. A. general manager in
Brazil, left New York on Saturday for Havana
to spend the holidays with his family.

Saul Rogers, Zirn to Fight Pacific Studios Continuing
Paramount Trustee Claims Trailer Work for Warners
Stiff opposition to the payment West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of amounts totalling $296,053 to
Hollywood— The Pacific Title and
Paramount Publix receivers and Art Studios, operated by Leon
their attorneys for their services in Schlesinger, will continue the physical work on the trailers for Warner
connection with the equity receivership which preceded the current Bros. The Pacific company has done
bankruptcy, will show itself when the Warner work for the past six
creditors meet at 2 P. M. today at years. George R. Bilson is preparthe office of Referee Henry K. Daing several innovations for forthvis to consider the claims. Attorcoming Warner trailers.
neys Saul E. Rogers and Samuel
Schlesinger's organization is preZirn, representing security holders,
a special trailer on M-G-M's
will oppose the claims on the "Queen paringChristina."
Pete Smith is
grounds that they seek unreason- supervising the trailer.
able amounts.

Toronto Film Interests
Plan Conciliation Board

Roosevelt and Johnson
Compliment H. S. Cullman

BOOK
THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
Dec. 19: Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.
Dec. 19:
Annual
convention
of
Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana, Claypool Hotel,
Indianapolis.
Dec. 19-20:

Annual

convention

Mountain Hotel,
Theater
Palace
Denver.Owners

of

Rocky

Ass'n,

Brown

Dec. 20:
Code
Authority
holds first meeting
the M.Bar Association Building, New York.
2in P.
Dec. 20: Meeting of S.M.P.E. projection practices committee, Paramount Building, New
York.
Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Ian. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
York.

Howard S. Cullman, receiver of Equity Not Pleased
With the Film Code
the
Roxy Theaters Corp., has re(Continued from Page 1)
Toronto — Inspired by trade pracceived
congratulatory
messages
tices set up in the United State?
Franklin D. Roose- uses in presentation houses, are not
under the industry code, film inter- from veltPresident
and General Hugh S. Johnson, sufficiently explicit in the protection
ests here are planning to establish
a conciliation board. If the venture commending him upon the excellent of the actors or in making anyone
record he has made in the operation responsible for his wellbeing," says
materializes and proves successful
of the Roxy Theater during the past the Equity analysis.
similar bodies will be set up in the vear.
Both President Roosevelt and
The final draft, however, is called
other five distributing centers.
General Johnson praised Cullman far more favorable to the actors
for having kept the theater open than the first or second.
Garbo Film Opens Dec. 27 during these times and for employing more than 350 persons for an
Publix Sale Unopposed
Greta Garbo in "Queen Christina" entire year.
will be given its world premiere by
There were no indications late
M-G-M on Dec. 27 at the Astor.
Saturday that any formidable oppowhere it will run two-a-day followsition will develop to try to block
45 Day-Date Key Runs
Forty-five key city runs have been sale of Publix Enterprises assets to
ing "Eskimo."
Theaters Corp. at the pubset by Warners for "Convention Famous
lic auction scheduled for Thursday
Buy San Francisco Lab
City" forweek.
simultaneous showing New
Year's
at the office of Referee Henry K.
San Francisco — Lloyd M. Combs
Davis. Paramount Publix Corp. is
Vern R. Rucker, F. T. Reynolds and
company.
the largest creditor of the theater
Second All-Disney Show
William F. Thomas have purchased
for $6,000, the business of the
Another All-Walt Disney short
Blache Film Laboratories from subject program will be sponsored
W. B. Sign Ginger Rogers for 2
Maurice Blache and Jeanne Blache before Christmas for a special benefit. Mrs. Lothair S. Kohnstramm West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Ginger Rogers has
is sponsoring a program at the
RKO Picture Re-Titled
Plaza theater on Dec. 28 at 10 A. M. been signed by Warners for roles in
"The Meanest Gal in Town" has
pictures, "Upperworld" and
"Hot Air."
been set by RKO as the final title for the benefit of the School Nature two
for the ZaSu Pitts-Pert Kelton fea- League. This organization is responsible
for
the
numerous
lectures
ture which carried the working
Jessel Finishes Vitaphone
Short
held for school children at the Muname of "Once Over Lightly." El
George
Jessel has completed
a
seum of Natural History.
Brendel, Skeets Gallagher and
one-reeler for Vitaphone.
James Gleason also are in it.
RKO Books 2 Educational Shorts
"Million Dollar Melody," first of
Duals at Warner Wash'n
House
Educational's new series of musical
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
comedies, and "The Village BlackWashington — Warner's Central,
smith," new release in the Terrysubsequent run, goes double feature Toon series,
have been set to play
Christmas week, as an experiment.
It will be the first time the circuit in 25 theaters on the RKO Metropolitan Circuit, Dec. 22 to 24.
has done this locally. House is in
competition with several indepen"Emperor Jones" Held Over
dents now running duals.
Kansas City - — Following a big
Du World Gets 2 for Foreign Field opening week at the Apollo, "Emperor Jones," the Krimsky-Cochran
Trojan Pictures' "Shadow Laughs" oroduction released by United Artand "Big Town" will be handled in
ists, was held over for an additional
all foreign territories by Du World week.
Pictures.
Fleischer Christmas Party
Lease Sacramento House
Fleischer Studios will tender a
NOW
BOOKING
ENTIRE U.
S.
Sacramento, Cal. — The Mission Christmas party to its 130 employSTATE and FOREIGN RIGHTS for Sale
theater has been leased to George
ees on Wednesday at the Hotel VicJEWEL PRODUCTIONS, 723 7th Ave., N.Y.
M. Mann and Morgan Walsh.
toria.
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FEEL A BETTER MAN
BECAUSE I JUST
GAVE TO THE FILM
DAILY RELIEF FUND

SEND YOUR

CHECK TO

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
1650 BROADWAY
Copy: Edward Finney, Monogram Pictures — Layout and
Illustrations: Russell Bell — Typography: Supreme Ad
Service, Inc. — Engraving: City Photo Engraving Co.
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RADIO HAS BUILT THE SMARTEST
. . . and the Motion Picture Daily calls it "one
of the cleverest as well as one of the most original musical entertainments so far. ..seductive
songs, colorful settings and rhythmic dances
lavish in its beauty, full of glamour, girls and
tunes with a novelty finale using the sky as a
stage . • .
ful y •• •

Youmans' melodies linger tunebox-offices should welcome it!

Unbelievably delightful" .. . Says
Cinema Hall-Marks
of Hoi ly wood
"pages would be
needed for adequate description
and praise"

EXECUTIVE

. COOPER

PRODUCER

MUSICAL TO HIT THE SCREEN"
saysfflRMY
[HOLLYWOOD]
*"*r ■

/

m
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RIGHT ON THE HEELS
OF "LITTLE WOMEN"
...ANOTHER SMASH!

Too Big For The World
So They Staged It In
The Clouds!
&

S4
'Is

%i

LRf
INGER ROGERS

RAUL RSULIEN
FREST ASTAIRE
isic By

OUMANS
Eliscu and Gus Kahn

aged
unningly 01

- by Louis Brock
ornton Freeland

THE

RELIEF FUND DRIVE
ENTERS FINAL WEEK

WITH

Double This List!
Harold B. Franklin
Charles C. Moskowitz
James R. Grainger
Jack Alicoate
J. S. MacLeod
Hal Hode
David Bernstein
William Massce
Jerry Cohen
Don Mersereau
Richard Brady
Cresson Smith
Don Carle Gillette
Don Hancock
LeoDold Friedman
Jay Emanuel
Ben Amsterdam
Quigley Publications
Wm. B. Brenner
Sam E. Morris
Halsey Raines
Marvin
Kirsch
Atlantic
Theaters
Addie
Dannenberg
Edna Sussman
E. A. Schiller
Louis K. Sidney
C. C. Pettijohn
Leo Klebanow
Longacre Press
Gabriel
Hess
H. M. Masters
Hirry M. Bernstein
W. F. Rodgers
David A. Levy
Sydney S. Cohen
Walter Reade
Ed Churchill
Donohue & Coe
S">m Stern
Ed Finney
Jules Levy
Joseph H. Brennan
Arthur W. Stebbins
Moe
Streimer
A. Montague
Al Sherman
H D. Buckley
W. E. Benton
Vincent Sardi
Renee
Carroll
Lawrence Weiner
Frank C. Walker
Jay

A. M. P. A.
W. Ray Johnston
John C. Flinn
Arthur Eddy
William R. Ferguson
Ned Depinet
M. Van Praag
Alexander
Kempner
City Photo Engraving
J. H. Tannenbaum
Hattie H. Hecht
Randforce Amusement Co.
Samuel
Rinzler
Automatic Devices Co.
Irving Samuels
Toby Gruen
Chick
Lewis
Val Lewton
Charles Cchen
Henry Ginsberg
Phil deAngelis
Milton
Weiss
Maurice McKenzie
David
Palfreyman
Louis Nizer
S. S. Braunberg

W.

P. Wentz

Eastman Kodak Co.
Hal Roach
Phil Ryan
Gabe Yorke
Mascot
Pictures Corp.
Will H. Hays
Harold
Auten
Joe Lee
Sam Dembow, Jr.
Arthur Israel, Jr.
J. J. McCarthy
Jack Levy
Sam Rubinstein
Billboard
Herb Berg
Eli Sugarman
Thomas J. Connors
Roy Norr
E. W. Hammons
Felix F. Feist
Edward P. Curtis
Irwin Margulies
W. A. Downs
A. Schneider
E. M. S'unders
Harold
Hendee

O'Leary

Current Stage Offerings
Poor for Films, Says Wyler
(Continued from Page

1)

York sojourn during which he
looked over all that the stage has
on view. Wyler, who last directed
"Counsellor at Law," will have "The
Golden Fleece" instead of "Sutters
Gold" as his next assignment. He
will start preparations for this picture immediately upon his arrival
on the coast.
Frank Walker in Limelight
Frank C. Walker, the film industry's
major contribution to the Roosevelt Administration, attracts much space in the
current issues of "Time" and "The
Literary Digest." Articles are based on
his recent appointment as acting executive director of the National Emergency
Council.
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BRITAIN'S OWN FILMS
EQUAL U. AT B, 0.
(Continued from Page \)

(Continued from Page 1)

your contributions will prove a Godsend to the unfortunate brothers
who seek aid for themselves and
their families. The time left is short.
The need is great. Total receipts are
far below last year. This year the
fund will need MORE than ever.
Send your bit along today to THE
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND, 1650
Broadway.
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PHIL M. DALY
•

•

• THE MOST convincing way to measure the importance of the FILM DAILY annual poll for the Ten Best Pictures of the Year is to hear how year after year it has grown,
so that this year
in more than 20 cities throughout the
country
local polls are being carried on in conjunction
with the local newspaper critics' selections for this paper
An outstanding example is the manner with which the Newport R. I. "Daily News" has taken hold
First, a generous portion of "The Grist Mill," column conducted by "E.E.E.,"
is given over to an extremely interesting editorial about the
poll
then comes a letter from Edward A. Sherman,
president of the newspaper, which reads in part: "We thought
the idea so good that we decided to run a local campaign
200 answers in two days after the first ballot was published,
proved the popularity of the idea."
It's Up To YOU
To Support The Fund
• O
• MANAGER
HARRY
HORGAN
of the Newport
Opera House is cooperating with Mr. Sherman
and has
offered a six months' pass for the first prize
Manager
Bill Powell of the Paramount is donating a similar prize to
the winner
and the poll has become so torrid among the
natives that Mr. Sherman asks THE FILM DAILY to telegraph
him as soon as the Ten Best are selected
not to wait
a minute
as his readers are so enthusiastic
they
are already impatient
The Relief Fund
Is A Worthy Cause
• •
0 AND, GOSH, they even cry for ballots
no
f oolin'
one was sent to Gene Collett of the Clarksburg
(W. Va.) "Telegram"
it musta
gone astray.
because Gene writes asking if we scratched him off the list
Then consider Jack Gordon
movie critic for the
Fort Worth "Press"
he gives THE FILM DAILY poll
a swell break in his col'm
,
So does Lecta Rider in the
Houston "Chronicle"
and Lowell Lawrance in the Kansas City "Journal"
Robert Baral of the Fort Wayne
"Journal-Gazette"
L. U. Kay, who conducts the "L. U.
K." col'm in the Harrisburg "Telegraph," asks that every one
of his readers send in a Ten Best list
Kay goes highhat
and
calls
the
poll
the
"cinematical
likes
and
dislikes"
and a score of others. ...<...
'Every Dollar Helps
Sivell The Relief Fund
9 • • THE MOST interesting angle of this year's poll
is the difficulty the critics are experiencing in boiling the 496
eligible nickers down to ten best
A. Alfred Marcello
of the "News-Tribune," Providence, sez that he found himself
in a "predicament"
He winds up by saying that the poll
is "great fun, and certainly very illuminating"
The fact
that it is a tough job selecting only ten as being the best is a
grand compliment to the industry for the better type films
turned out during the past 12 months
and it promises
well for the future
The Relief Fund
Needs YOUR Help
• •
• MANY CRITICS just couldn't stop at ten
Alberta Pike, dramatic critic for the Rocky Mountain "News,"
Denver
. not only names her selection of ten
but
devotes a column to the poll, and lists for honorable mention 20
more flickers
and then
.to top it off
Miss
Pike lists the ten WORST
and if we wanted to be just
plain mean
and cause high blood-pressure in certain
parts of Hollywood
we'd reprint her list
but the
Christmas spirit prevents such a move
Harry Martin of
the Memphis "Commercial
Appeal" hands the poll an entire
column
and has plenty to say about the films
he lists 17 and adds that "it grieves me not to be able to vote
for the dustry
entire list"
THERE'S a REAL friend to the inSend, Something TODAY
To The Relief Fund
• • • TAKE IT from this scribe, the Ten Best will be a
big surprise and an upset for many producers who are counting
on being among the honored
It's too early to even guess
just what the final result will be
but from what we've
seen, we feel like recalling our own ballot
and doing a
little chiseling on our own
Watch for the Ten Best soon
. it'll knock you for a row of press agents

man, editor of "Daily Film Renter,"
London, in his annual survey of the
British industry for THE 1934 FILM
DAILY YEAR BOOK. Britons stand
firmly by their acting favorites,
says Fredman, among whom are
Jack
Jack Hulbert,'
Buchanan,Charles
Sydney Laughton,
Howard,
Tom Walls, Ralph Lynn, Gordon
Harker, Madeleine Carroll, Jessie
Matthews, Evelyn Lay and Cicely
Courtneidge. Type of films in popular favor have changed little, except that historicals seem to be coming into favor, while musicals and
comedies still find quick response,
states the editor.
Much progress has been made in
the English film industry in the past
year, says Fredman, and at the moment the country is threatened with
over-expansion, particularly in the
matter of seating, as a result of
new supers getting under way daily,
some of them seating as much as
900 in cities having as little as 3,000
population. More independent producers also are turning out pictures,
Fredman writes. The larger companies, however, have been pursuing
conservative policies.
Of the new ventures, the most
promising is London Film Productions, headed by Alexander Korda,
who turned out "Private Life of
Henry VIII" as a starter and has
-continued at a pace that will make
Hollywood sit up and take notice,
says Fredman. He adds that the
outlook for 1934 is encouraging.

Sales Staff Replacements
Are Fewer
This Year-End
(Continued from Page 1)
yesterday pointed to this fact with
pride, declaring it shows that field:
and home office forces now operating have been welded into compact,
efficient organizations.

MANY UAPPY RtTUI

«
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 16-17-18
Clyde
George

Cook
Barbara
J. M. Kerrigan
Barraud
David
Butler

Arthur

Kent
Hoerl

Edwin H. Morris
George Cooper
John Humm
Arthur Metcalfe
Rutgers Neilson

Come and Make Merry
With Santa Claus
Associated Motion
dially invites the men
in a joyous Christmas
21st, at 12:45 P. M.

Picture Advertisers, Inc., (A.M.P.A. ) corand women of our industry to join with them
Luncheon Party to be held on Thursday, Dec.
in the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Astor.

SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDING LUNCHEON AND REMARKABLE ENTERTAINMENT, ONE DOLLAR I SI. 00
Seating accommodations limited to 1,000.

Attendance limited to persons in the motion picture industry
and affiliated
arts
AN

OCCASION

FOR

THANKSGIVING

AND

GOOD-FELLOWSHIP

Tickets obtainable in advance from the following:
Columbia Pictures — Lou Goldberg
Educational Films — Gordon White
Film Daily — Marvin Kirsch
Fox Films — Gabe York
Majestic Pictures — Bert Ennis
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — Howard Dietz
Monogram Pictures — Ed. Finney
National Screen Service — W. B. Brenner

Watch

For

Announcements

Paramount Pictures — J. P. McLoughlin
Quigley Publications — Ray Gallagher
R.K.O.— Robert Sisk
The Billboard — Leslie G. Anderson
United Artists — Monroe Greenthal
Universal — Paul Gulick
Variety — Lou Rydell
Warner Bros.-First National — Mort Blumenstock

Of

Our

Surprise

Guests!

DAILY

A Little
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m "Lots"
fro
RALPH WILK
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By

HOLLYWOOD

]y[YRNA LOY and Clark Gable
will appear in M-G-M's "Men
in White," from the current Broadway hit. Waldemar Young has
adapted it and the cast will include
Elizabeth Allan, Isabel Jewell, Jean
Hersholt, C. Henry Gordon, Henry
Walthall, Eddie Nugent, Frank
Reicher, Sarah Padden and Dorothy
Peterson.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios

NEWS of the DAY

By CHAS. ALICOATE

Buffalo — Constantine J. Basil,
assistant theater manager, has filed
a voluntary petition in bankruptcy.
Assets, $1,925; liabilities, $27,344.36.

TACK WHITE, who produced
' • and
J directed "Million Dollar Melody,"
with Lillian Roth and Eddie Craven;
"Poppin' the Cork," with Milton
Berle; "Manhattan Lullaby," starring Helen Morgan; "The Good Bad
Man," and "North of Zero," with
Charles Judels and Tom Patricola,
in eastern studios for Educational
release, has left for the coast, where
he will remain for the holidays with
future production plans to be announced after the first of the year.

band in this number are Claire Madjette, Billy Halligan and Tony
Hughes. The short, titled "Tin Hat
Harmony," will be directed by Joseph Henabery and will be released
in Vitaphone's series of "Melody
Masters" band shorts.

•

A Paramount short, as yet untitled, featuring Cab Calloway and
his orchestra, with Fredi Washing* *
*
ton and Sid Easton in the supporting cast, was completed Saturday
L. G. Blochman has been assigned
under the direction of Fred Wahler
to write "The Return of Franken"The Knife of the Party," fea- at the West Coast Service studio.
turing Lillian Miles, supported by Lester Roush assisted Wahler on the
stein" for Universal. The company
also has borrowed Norman Krasna Shemp Howard, Jack Good, Bill
with William Steiner dofrom M-G-M to write the dialogue Lawley, Eddie Roberts, The Girl direction,
ing the camera work and Eddie Senz
for "Countess of Monte Cristo," Friends Trio and a chorus of 16
which Henry Henigson will super- New York night club beauties, will in charge of make-up.
•
vise.
be put into production tomorrow at
* *
*
"Through Dairy Land" is the title
the Fox Movietone studio by the
Warner-First National cast as- Meyer Davis production unit of Van of an industrial short produced by
signments: Alice White and Ruth Beuren for RKO release. Leigh Ja- De Frenns & Co. and is now being
son will direct the short, which was recorded at the Reeves sound reDonnelly for "A Very Honorable
cording studio. •
Guy"; Irene Franklin, Dorothy Bur- written by Art Jarret and H. O.
gess, Vince Barnett, Philip Reed, Kussell, with Johnnie Burke ayid
Sidney Toler and Beulah Bondi for Harold Spina credited with the muShooting on the two-reel musical.
sic. Monroe Shaff will supervise and "Vaudeville on Parade," being pro"Registered *Nurse."
*
*
Bert Granet will be in charge of
duced by Mentone Pictures for UniEdna May Oliver, who has just production. Joe Ruttenberg will do
versal release, was completed Satthe
camera
work.
urday at the Fox Movietone studio.
finished work in Universal's "Poor
•
Milton Schwarzwald directed the
Rich," has gone to Honolulu
for
Christmas.
Abe Lyman and his orchestra short, assisted by Harold Godsoe.
*
*
*
start work today at the Vitaphone with Frank Zucker and Bergi ContSupporting the Abe Lyman ner doing the camera work.
Philip Reed's option has been studio.
taken up by *First* National.
*
Ken Maynard's next Universal
picture,
"Honor
of the West," won't
start
until
Jan. 9.
*
*
*
Jameson Thomas will appear in
Monogram's *"Beggars
*
*in Ermine."
Cornelius Keefe, Noah Beery,
Gustav von Seyffertitz, Astrid Alwyn, Edwin Maxwell, Ralph Lewis
and Zeffie Tilbury will play the principal roles in Monogram's "Mystery
Liner."
* •■¥ *
Louis Calhern, Charles Star re tt
and Louis Mason have been added
to the cast of RKO's "Transient
Love." Ralph Bellamy, Kay Johnson, Vivian Tobin and Constance
Cummings have other principal
parts, with John
* Cromwell
*
* to direct.
Douglas Fairbanks, having gone
from St. Moritz to Italy, will proceed to the Riviera, then on to
Istanbul and Egypt, according
to
advices received here.
%
*
%
George Breakstone has been assigned by Columbia to the cast ' of
"Night Bus."
Doubling Comedy Teams

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Two comedy teams, Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey and ZaSu
Pitts and Thelma Todd, are being teamed
by RKO in a feature to be produced
by Lou Brock. Story is now being prepared by Edward Kaufman and Mark
Sandrich.
Dorothy Lee also will be in it.

Blind Movie Patrons
Favor Comedy, Romance

!
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Detroit Notes

Detroit — J. O. Bi'ooks, Butterfield
Comedy and romance lead in pop- circuit manager, is putting stage
ularity with blind moviegoers, ac- shows into 10 houses for New
cording to the results of a question- Year's Eve.
The Publix Madison reopens Dec.
naire sent out by Arthur C. Meinert, social service director of the 23 after being dark three years.
Exchange for the Blind of the Picture is "Damaged Lives."
Lew Kane has dropped stage
Brooklyn Ass'n for Improving the
Condition of the Poor. The survey shows at the Mayfair.
Gus G. Coplan has reopened the
gave comedy 60 per cent and romance 58 per cent. Players leading Columbia, owned by John Kunsky.
in popularity were Lionel Barrymore
The local Variety Club has taken
and Marie Dressier, with John Bar- definite shape with Mannie Gottlieb
rymore and Helen Hayes coming in of Universal as chairman of the
second.
organizing committee. . Steering
The association estimates there committee includes Otto W. Bolle,
are 100,000 sightless persons in the E. A. Kirchner, Maurice Caplan, J.
U. S. today. Each week 175 men
0. Brooks, George W. Trendle, Carl
women and children, each with ar H. Shalit and J. E. Flynn.
escort, are guests of the Momart
Strand, Paramount and Fox theaTwo Legislatures Adjourn
ters, and the Loew, Century, RKO
and Randforce circuits.
Legislatures of Maryland and Delaware have both adjourned withIke Katz Handling Two Houses
detrimenof measures
outtopassage
tal
the film
industry. In the
Montgomery, Ala. — With the former assembly, Sunday opening
opening of the new Dexter last
'or Montgomery county was legalzed. The Governor has yet to sign
week,
Katz hasofbeen
generalIkemanager
the appointee*
Alabama
the bill, however. The Delaware
Amusements, operators of the Dex- body will reconvene March 6 to take
ter and Tivoli. Harry and David
Katz have been made managers of up the matter of state revenue.
the Dexter and Tivoli, respectively.
Paramount in Jamestown Again
Hoffberg Gets Laymon Comedies
Jamestown, N. Y. — Warners have
J. H. Hoffberg has acquired world
bought the Paramount franchise for
rights to the 12 two-reel Gene this city and will show the pic(Fatty) Laymon comedies being
tures at the Palace and Winter Garmade on the coast. The first is
den. No Paramount films have been
finished.
shown
here since last August.

'

Moulton, Ala. — The Ritz has been
sold to Clark Hodgins of Albertville
by W. L. Spence.
Noblesville, Ind. — The State theater, idle for many months, has been
reopened by the owners, Goulden &
Feldman, Inc. C. R. Heffleman is
house manager.
Buffalo — Mitchell Benson, formerly of the Fisher theater, Detroit,
will direct the vaudeville at the La- '
fayette.
Canton, O. — George R. Delis, who
has been manager of the Palace in
Lockport, N. Y., for the past several months, is back in Canton and
expects to be connected with some
theater in this district about the
first of the year.
Canton, O.- — Young and Rinehart,
operating the Mozart and McKinley
theaters here, have reopened negotiations for the old Grand opera
house, dark for more than a year.
Sharon, Pa. — John Fisher, manager of the Warner theater here,
nas been transferred to the Warner
house in Ridgeway, Pa., and Ed
vVhyte, who was in charge of the
Ridgeway
Fisher
here. house has succeeded

ii

V

Elk Rapids, Mich.— The Elk Rapids theater has reopened under
management of E. C. Loomis, assisted by Ray Rowe, formerly of
Grand Rapids.
Denver — Earl P. (Buzz) Briggs,
nanager of the State theater, can
not only entertain people, but can
marry and bury them. Because of
recent favors to the Liberal church
here, its bishop has made Briggs a
Doctor of Divinity and a bishop as
well.

m
111
'p
•

Denver — Charles Bumstead has
organized
a two-town
circuit in
Platteville and Eaton, Colo., and will |
show pictures with the aid of port-j
able equipment.
Denver — Fred Knill has resigned
as Columbia booker and joined
Gibraltar Enterprises, a booking
concern.
Draws 70%

Women

Audiences attending "House on 56th
Street" at the Hollywood are composed
of women to the extent of 70 per cent,
the management reports. Picture, now
in its third week, is to be held over
of "Disraeli"
has
been delayed
a consequence.
Revivalas showing
indefinitely.

The Daily Newspaper
Of Motion Pictures
Now Sixteen Years Old

Intimate in Character
Internationa! in Scope
Independent in Thought
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SMALL EXHIBS IN CLEVELAND APPEALIffjO NRA
Public Hearings on
Rehabilitation
. . . through the Relief Fund
==

By DON

KIEXT

CARLE

GILLETTE

to alleviating such

acute

=
distress

^ as hunger,
sickness
and destitution,
;reatest
ervice done by THE
FILM
FUND is in helping unfor: get ! ck their morale and rehabirbemse1

. ; in useful industry.
ority of applicants for aid
Fun^ are not lazy men asking
.umetning ror nothing, not beggars after
3 handout, but able men, some formerly
important executives, who would take any
tind of honest work offered them.
kyJANY times such a man, his morale
■ ▼ I beaten and his pride overcome by
lire need, has come to the Relief Fund
nd, without an inch of red tape, received
mmediate assistance.
Heartened
by such humane
treatment,
ie has gone forth with restored morale,
ew hope and revived faith in human nature.
; Thus fortified, he has been enabled to
ake a new start for himself.

•

»"^ASES
like the foregoing
have been
^"'many;
one-time
cases who
have not
gain found it necessary to apply to the
elief Fund.
But others are coming along all the time.
In a business of such rapidly shifting
ortunes, the man who is on top of the
eap today may find himself under the
|ebris tomorrow.

•

./ICTIMS
,

of

an

upheaval

over

which

they had no control, dozens of comi etent and conscientious men are walking
lie streets today, in want,
looking for
ther work.
Since there are not enough jobs to go
round under present conditions, it is inmmbent on you, whom the industry has
avored, to lend a hand to the less lucky.
It may be only by the grace of circumtance that it is the other fellow instead
f you who is applying for aid.

i

OU'LL enjoy Christmas much more after
you've sent that remittance to THE
ILM DAILY KELIEF FUND, 1650 Broaday.

Poster Code Are Set for Jan. 3

Code Authority Embracing
Eight Members Specified in Draft
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Washington — Hearings on the
theatrical poster exchange code will
be held Jan. 3 under A. D. Whiteside, division administrator,
the
NRA
announced
yesterday.
The
proposed code submitted by the National Poster Ass'n, Inc., claiming
to represent 65 per cent of the industry, proposes ona Page
maximum
40(Continued
3)

COURT NOT BLOCKING
SALE OF LOEW STOCK
Judge Knox in the U. S. District
Court yesterday refused to interfere in the sale of Loew stock held
by the Chemical Bank & Trust Co.
as trustee under a $20,000,000 loan
floated by Film Securities Corp.
The sale of this stock is now scheduled for 2 o'clock this afternoon at
Muller's auction room, Vesey St.
Upon
their own request, Judge
(.Continued

on

Page

3)

Marie Can't Attend

Marie Dressier will be unable to attend the first Code Authority meeting
in New York tomorrow, she has advised
from the coast. She signified her intention, however, of attending future
sessions, if and when actor problems
arise. Ed Kuykendall, MPTOA president,
arrived
meeting. in New York yesterday for the

CONSUMER MAY GET
MORE VOICE ON CODE
Washington Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Complaint Being Sent to
Rosenblatt Against
Indie Circuits
Cleveland — Charges that a group
of independent circuit operators
here have brought about a situation which is claimed to be unbearable to a score or more of small
independent exhibitors in that city
are contained in a complaint being
prepared for submission to Sol A.
Rosenblatt, NRA Deputy Administrator. There is also a movement on
foot to organize the score or more
of owners in this group into an
association to fight the independent
circuit operators.
Prominent among the group are
Sam Deutsch, Sam Barck, D. L.

Washington — A stronger consumer voice and a more definite labor
(.Continued on Page 7)
representation in the administration of NRA codes, while still in its
formative stages here, may result
in an actuality, depending upon orders from the President. General
Johnson revealed yesterday that he
had a plan in mind whereby there
would be only one Government
member of a code authority with a
Opposition to claims aggregating
veto power, but this government $296,053 filed by Paramount Publix
(Continued on Page 7)
receivers and their attorneys for
services rendered during the 12-week
Improved Status Shown
equity receivership which preceded

PARAM'T CREDITORS
FIGHT $296,053 FEES

By Publix N. E. Circuit

(.Continued

on

Page

3)

Boston — Cash improvement for Hoblitzelle to Build
Olympia Theaters and Olympia Op$250,000 Dallas House
erating Co., Publix subsidiaries,
More than 60 film executives have since Feb. 1, when Samuel Pinanski
Dallas— Part of Karl Hoblitzelle's
been invited by John C. Flinn to be and Harry Le Baron Sampson were program to figure in neighborhood
exhibition here includes a $250,000
guests of the A.M.P.A. at the or- named receivers, is $203,765.58, be- theater, to be erected soon, for
depreciation, according to the
ganization's Christmas luncheon to secondforefinancial
report submitted by Highland Park Spanish Village.
be held Thursday in the grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor at 12:45 the receivers. From July 2 to Sept. Plans are also being drawn by ar(Continued on Page 7)
chitects for theaters in Oak Cliff.
(Continued
on Page 7)
South Dallas and possibly in Oak
Lawn.

80 Prominent Executives
Invited to Ampa Luncheon

Industry Executives Foresee
Improvement in Coming Year

Report John Balaban
May Head New Circuit

Four more industry executives, in
expressions obtained from them yesterday as part of the series comChicago- — John Balaban may head
piled annually for THE FILM
i new circuit of theaters next year, DAILY YEAR BOOK, go on record
according to reports making the as optimistic on the outlook for
(Continued on Page 7)
rounds here.

"Ten Best" Dark Horse
Among those who are going to get a
surprise when the Ten Best Pictures of
1933 are announced is a certain critic
who, in addition to picking his Ten
Best, went a few steps further and
named his "Ten Worst". One of those
"worst" pictures, it is noted by The
Film Daily Year Book statistical department, insorting out the ballots, has
a 10-to-l chance of turning out to be
one of the Ten Best.
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Standing out on two distinct counts, first its total absence of backstage
atmosphere and second its spectacular scenes of chorus numbers performed on
the wings of airplanes flying over the hirbor of Rio de Janerio, this RKO musical
has enough individuality to send it in. Produced by Louis Brock and directed
with a good deal of ingenuity by Thornton Freeland, it just about goes the limit
in the employment of production facilities and no audience will view it without
being both entertained and impressed. Romance and musical scintillation are
in the majority as far as content is concerned, with comedy playing a secondary
part. Cast is topnotch, headed by Dolores Del Rio, Gene Raymond, Raul Roulien,
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire. The music by Vincent Youmans and lyrics by
Edward Elisco and Gus Kahn should catch on nicely. Dave Gould staged the
dances. Regardless of the musicals that have gone before it, the pub'ic shou'd
go for this refreshing concoction.
GILLETTE.

Warners Plan More Music
RCA Photophone Holds
to Action Films
2-Day Sales Convention West AsCoastAid
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Camden — A two-day sales convention of RCA Victor Photophone representatives from coast-to-coast gets
under way here this morning. E. O.
Heyl, manager of the Photophone
Division, will open the sessions. Entertainment program includes a visit
to the first Drive-In Theater, a preview of two features and a dinner
at the Walt Whitman Hotel. Tomorrow the whole party entrains for
New York to go through the new
NBC studios and the radio city theaters.

Hollywood — Increased use of special musical arrangements as supplementary aids to the dramatic and
comedy action in features is to be
a policy of Warner-First National
pictures hereafter, says Jack L.
Warner. Writers have been instructed to create scenes particularly suitable for use of music that
will aid in stimulating audience reaction.

M-G-M Signs 3 Writers
West Coast Bureau

Unusual Indep't Films
In Programs at Carnegie
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Programs of original, novel and
daring artistic pictures produced independently are to be sponsored by
DuWorld Pictures, Inc., headed by
Irvin Shapiro and Arche Mayers,
with the first program, to be given
Christmas week at the Little Carnegie Playhouse, consisting of
"Dawn to Dawn," a three-reeler
made by Cameron Macpherson and
formerly known as "Black Dawn";
"Lot in Sodom," produced by Dr.
John S. Watson, Jr., and Melville
Webber, and other subjects.
Close

Latin

Film

Deals were closed yesterday -between C. Gonzalez, export manager
for Reliable Film Export Co., and
Tomas Garcia C. of Santiago, Chile,
for the distribution of American
and Spanish films in Chile. Seven
Monogram and four Freuler features have already been shipped to
Santiago under the deal.
M-G-M

Casting "Ah, Wilderness"

West Coast Bureau of THE

1
%
%
%
%

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE

Today:

Adjourned annual convention of Allied Theater Owners of New Jersey,
Stacey Theater, Trenton, N. J.

Today:
Annual
convention
of
Associated
Theater Owners of Indiana, Claypool Hotel,
Indianapolis.
Dec. 19-20:
Annual
convention
of
Rocky
Mountain
Theater
Owners
Ass'n,
Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.

Deal

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Cast selections for
the film version of "Ah, Wilderness," the Eugene O'Neill play now
in its twelfth week on Broadway
with George M. Cohan as star, are
now being made by M-G-M. It will
be
the third O'Neill play filmed by
Metro.
"Fashions of 1934" Release Switched
"Fashions of 1934" has been
changed from a Warner Bros, to a
First National release. It is an
intimate musical featuring William
Powell and Bette Davis and will
be nationally released Feb. 17.
S. R. O. for Serial in New Orleans
New Orleans — "Tarzan," only serial to play a first-run house here in
years, is putting out an S. R. O.
sign for Saturday matinees at the
Tudor.

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Clare Kummer, James
Forbes and Harry Segall have been
added to the M-G-M writing forces.

RICHARD
yesterday.

WALLACE

nd G
arrived in New

York

HARLEY L. CLARKE is on his way back from
Europe
aboard
the Bremen.
H. M. ADDISON, Loew district manager
Cleveland,
is in New York.
ED KUYKENDALL arrived in New
terday from the south.

in

York yes-

ELIZABETH LONERGAN leaves Friday by
plane for the coast to spend Christmas with
PHIL
LONERGAN.
SIEGFRIED LINDSTROM, recently appointed
by Phil Reisman as RKO Radio special representative in the Far East, leaves today by train
for San Francisco, where he will embark Dec.
26 on the Chichibu-Maru for Yokohama, his
first port of call, leaving afterwards for Kcbe,
Java.
Shanghai, Hongkong, Manila, Singapore and
MRS. BERT HENRY ROGERS, mother of
Charles (Buddy) Rogers and Bruce H. Rogers,
is at The Lombardy from
Beverly Hills, Calif.
DON DEAN, called the Rudy Vallee of South
America, is returning to The Warwick Hotel
tomorrow from Hollywood, where he has been
visiting his parents for a week. He leaves
Friday for Buenos Aires to resume his broadcasting over Station LR5.

Federation's Code O. K.
Expected at Dec. 27 Meet

Approval of the industry code,
possibly with some reservations, is
expected to be indicated by the Federation of the M. P. Industry at a
Roxy Books Xmas Subject
general
membership meeting sched"Lullaby Land," a Silly Symuled for Wednesday night, Dec. 27,
phony, has been booked by the or- at 8 o'clock, in the Park Central
iginal Roxy for its Christmas show
starting
Friday.
tal- Hotel.
ent on the
new Among
bill willstage
be Stan
Martin Remodeling Calumet House
Cavanaugh,
Cap. Proske's
Tigers,
Calumet, Mich.— F. J. Martin, for
Yorke
and Johnson,
Gene DeQuincy
20 years operator of the Laurium
and Lewis, A. Robbins and others.
theater in Laurium, and who recently leased the Calumet theater from
Mary Pickford Play in February
the Village, is having the latter
The stage play in which Max house remodeled and redecorated.
Gordon is to present Mary Pickford The theater is now open part-time
is expected to open in New York and will probably continue on that
the latter part of February after basis until conditions improve.
an out-of-town tryout. It will be
The Calumet and Laurium are the
a drama by a prominent playwright. only houses now operating in this
Gordon also will present Walter district, compared with nine some
years ago. Business around here
Huston
and Fay
worth" early
next Bainter
year. in "Dods- has been so bad, chiefly due to the
low price of copper, that every theWarner's Lake Goes Dual
ater in Calumet, Laurium, Hancock
Cleveland — Following the lead of and Houghton has changed hands at
Loew's State, Warner's Lake will least once in the last year.
play double features for the week
before Christmas. Both houses reMerian Cooper's Father Dies
vert to singles the following week.
Jacksonville, Fla. — John C. Cooper, Sr., one tinguished
of Florida's
most disCleveland Exhibs Meet Thurs.
lawyers and father
of
Cleveland — A meeting will be held Merian C. Cooper, RKO production : :■
at 11 A. M. Thursday by the Cleve- chief, died here Sunday night.
land M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n to elect
officers. After luncheon there will
WANTED
be a code discussion open to all independent exhibitors.
SALES REPRESENTATIVE
"Women" Breaks Boston Record
to supervise distribution of established
series of shorts now being released in
Boston — Breaking all house recthe independent market. Unusual opords, including that of "Cock-Eyed
portunity for untiring worker to scqjire
World," RKO's "Little Women" has
permanent interest, without investment,
srone into its fourth week at the
in growing organization. The man we
RKO Keith. Jack Goldstein is getwant must have a record of accompVshment and is more interested in the futing much publicity on local background of picture.
ture than
the present.
All rep'ks
treated
in in
strictest
confidence.
Write
Jack Scott Named Denver Booker
Denver — Jack Scott has just been
appointed booker at the Monogram
Sheffield exchange.

fully

to

BOX

981
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POSTER CODE HEARING
SET FORJANUARY 3
(Con tin tie d from Page 1)

hour week and minimum wage of
S14.50 weekly. A Code Authority
of eight members is proposed, with
the Administrator given power to
:idd members if necessary. Five
would be elected from the Poster
Ass'n and three from outside the
ip.ssociation, but pending election of
the members to be held not later
than April 30, 1934, the board of
directors of the association will act
as the governing body.
It is specified that if any action
by the Code Authority is found unfair, the Administrator may suspend such action for 30 days pending investigation. The usual un\ fair trade practices are specified
outlawing premiums and gifts. A
provision recommends that any
orice increases due to higher labor
•osts be delayed as far as possible.

Paramount Creditors
Fight $296,053 Fees
(Continued from Page

1)

he bankruptcy asserted itself at a
•reditors' meeting yesterday before
Referee Henry K. Davis, but failed
o materialize to anticipated heights
vhen the referee ruled that all exeptions must be filed at his office
■y Friday. This procedure preventd oral presentation of objections to
ny detailed degree and aroused the
pposition of Saul E. Rogers, Samiel Zirn, Victor House and other
ttorneys representing bondholders
-•ho wanted to protest against the
laims orally.
briefly attacked the "ex
Rogersess"
essiven
of the claims and reuested more details. Davis ex
llained that attorneys for the revivers will provide additional in?rmation regarding the claims and
heir grounds and gave Elihu Root
■v., of Root, Clark & Buckner, coun
1 for the receivers, to Dec. 29 tc
:le his answers to objections.
Rogers assailed the receivership ar
ot a bona-fide attempt to protect
iterests of the company's credits. He asked Root why the clain: Charles D. Hilles as receiver ivrger than that of Adolph Zukor
oecially in view of the fact that
Tillps. by his own admission, knew
industry,
filmdeliberat
'about
othing
ely
Zukor
that the
replied
loot
ught a smaller amount
to coin
de with his reduced weekly salary.
First Division Delays Moving
Due to unforeseen delay, First Dision wi1! not take up its new Radio
ity quarters until Dec. 28.
Warners Finish Four
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hol'ywood — "Fashions of 1934" "As
the Earlh Turns" ?nd "Hi, Ndlie" h-ve
been completed by W-irne--First National. "Journal of Crime" finishes to' day. Eight others are now in work,
with four more in preparation.

IONCIiTHE;
'■■rtftWMr

RIAJSF0
M. 0ALY

• •
• ' DON'T LET the weather fool you
.'.that oP
Christmas spirit is here ...... there
and everywhere
Just step into the foyer of the Roxy Theater and take
a slant at the forty-three foot tree
with fixin's
beautifully illuminated
and attracting thousands of kiddies from all points ....... then consider the list of Christmas
attractions at the Little Picture House on East 50th St.
starting today, the Annual Christmas Creche is presented
a striking presentation
of The Nativity
then there's
that "Tree for Other People"
and it's already piled up
with packages of toys and clothes which will be distributed
eachthisdaytheater
until continues
New Year'swith a Christmas
the list of
at
Eve holiday
festivalcheers
with
carol
singing
a children's
party
the Fourth
Birthday of the theater
and a wealth of SPIRIT
Whatta Christmas this will be for those with the essence of
GOOD FELLOWSHIP running through their arteries
Make Christmas Happy
Help The Fund
• •
• THIS
BUSINESS
of plugging
songs
and
pictures
over the radio is taking a hefty grip
Song writers are turning out tantalizing tunes faster and BETTER than ever before
and long before the film hits your
theater, the customers have heard the songs
and are
anxious to see and hear them put over on the screen
All the tunes in Warners' "Wonder Bar," now being completed
at the Burbank studios
will be first heard over a national hook-up
five numbers written by Harry Warren
and Al Dubin will be sung by Al Jolson and Dick Powell
Then there will be a heavy song-plugging stunt carried on by
the United Artists lads in connection with the opening of
Sam Goldwyn's "Roman Scandals" starring Eddie Cantor
the premiere is Saturday at the Rivoli
"Those Eddie
Cantor Eyes," written by L. Wolfe Gilbert and Harry Askt,
will be heard through loud speakers from coast-to-coast before
the curtain goes up
Practically every company is utilizing the radio as one of the most important exploitation mediums
and by the way
the musical numbers in
Arkayo's "Flying Down to Rio" will thrill you
It's Never Too Late
To Help The Fund
• • • FROM E. B. RADCLIFFE, movie critic on the Cincinnati "Enquirer," comes a neat compliment for Paul Terry,
Frank Moser and Phil Scheib
the lads who turn out
these sparkling Terry-Toons
sez Radcliffe, "It is obvious
that Max Baer and his colleagues in 'The Prizefighter and the
Lady' MUST be good to have their offering surpass the TerryToon on the bill"
which all adds to our firm conviction
that any series of GOOD short subjects, intelligently conceived
and worked out for the edification and amusement of
theatergoers
and not merely for company
executives
....... can, and will be, the exhibitors' best insurance policy
for regular patronage
It's A Worthy cause
The Relief Fund
• • • THE MORE we hear about that Christmas luncheon to be held Thursday at the Astor Hotel
in the
Grand Ballroom
under the sponsorship of the A. M. P. A.
the more we feel like standing on a soapbox out on
Broadway and shouting to all the regulars
and provincials
that the year's biggest dollar's worth
the
season's best get-together
the ACE
meeting
of the
A. M. P. A., should be sold out long before the gong sounds
YOU'LL be *
there *
of
*course*
You'll Enjoy Christmas Better
For Helping The Relief Fund
• • • EDDIE CRAVEN, nephew of Frank Craven and
now playing on Broadway in "Sailor Beware," and Joe Morrison,
singer with
band, inhave
by Paramount George
but areOlsen's
remaining
the been
East signed
until roles
have
been assigned them
Musical numbers from RKO's "Flying Down to Rio" will have been played on ten national broadcast programs before New Year's
Among the programs
are Old Gold, Camel Caravan, Leon Belasco, Pontiac, Swift, Maxwell Show Boat, Tydol, Lady Esther and Evening in Paris
"Dassan", novelty made on the Isle of Penguins and released by
First Division, opens Friday at the RKO Cameo

FUND TO GET GIFTS
FOR POORFILM KIDS
Toys and other gifts being placed
on the
"Tree
for Other People" at
the
Little
Picture
House, East 50th
St. will be given to children of
stage and screen actors by the Actors' Fund of America, according
to arrangements made yesterday by
Alice G. Ryan of the Actors' Fund
and Sophie K. Smith, managing director of the theater. The donations will be made by Miss Smith
in co-operation with the FIIM
DAILY RELIEF FUND, which for
the_ past two years has been the
recipient of Christmas gifts from
the theater.
With only four days left in the
annual Relief Fund campaign for
contributions, at least $1,000 more
should reach the treasurer to bring
the total collections up to average.
YOUR dollar, or five, or ten, will
help swell the fund and make it
possible for us to aid the many
worthy film men and women who
will apply for aid during the year.
Contributors yesterday were M.
J. Kandel. B. Blumenthal, David
Barrist, Jack Glucksman, Sack
Amusement
and on"Red"
Kann. HaveEnterprises
YOUR name
the
list tomorrow.

Court Not Blocking
Sale of Loew Stock
(Continued from Page 1)

Knox discharged Thomas N. Perskins and John R. Hazel, trustees,
from further duties, despite many
ance.
expressions seeking their continuJudge Knox pointed out that so
far the Government has not complained against the sale of Loew
stock.

Disney Awarded Medal
For Service to Children
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Walter Disney yesterday was awarded "The Parents'
Magazine" medal for distinguished
service to children in appreciation
of his contribution to the happiness
of the kids by his Silly Symphony
and Mickey Mouse cartoons. Presentation was made at a luncheon in
the Disney Studio attended by leaders in child welfare and education.
Fire Destroys Sparks House
Tallahassee — E. J. Sparks, leasing
the State, lost only the equipment
when it was destroyed by fire recently. It is known that he contemplates erecting his own house as
replacement if proper terms can be
negotiated.
Doubling Stage and Screen
West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

Hollywood — Besides working

DAILY
daytime

in Monogram's
in Ermine,"
Betty
Furness is "Beggars
appearing nightly
in a
stage

offering,

"Even

as Heathens."
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NEWS of the DAY

Robert Armstrong, Richard
Dorothy
Wilson
Columbia
GOOD

Houma,
president
completed
gram for

La. — A. J. Bethancourt,
of Louisiana Allied, has
a $10,000 renovation prohis Grand theater here.

Boston — Nathan Ehrlick, brother
of Joseph Ehrlick, formeiiy with
Loew's, has been appointed assistant
to Manager Edward Weinstock at
the Park theater. Floyd Bell is publicity director.
Cleveland — Bob Cotton, former local exchange manager, is operating
a barbecue on Route 14, near Ravenna, called Cotton's Corners.
Denver — Mike Cramer, former
booker at the Des Moines exchange,
now is holding the same job at the
Metro exchange here. Julian King,
salesman, has been transferred here
from Kansas
City.
San Francisco — Alterations to
cost about $4,000 will be made immediately to the North Beach theater.
Upper Lake, Cal.— E. Pollock has
opened the Lake theater.

ACTION

Sari Maritza

THE CLOUDS"

with

in

"HER SECRET"

Cromwell,

with

70 mins.

Buster

Collier, Alan
Ivan Simpson

Mowbray,

Ideal
73 mins.
LIVELY AND WELL PRODUCED ROMANCE OF YOUTH SET IN COLLEGE
BACKGROUND.

THRILLER OF NEWSREEL CAMERAMAN'S EXPERIENCES. PLENTY O?
AND SWELL CLIMAX.

There is plenty of action, romance and"
suspense
in this film, which
should clicl
with all pop audiences.
It has been more
lavishly produced
than the general run of
independent
pictures and has been
wel
:ast with capable players.
The story tell

This drama with Robert Armstrong
cleverly putting over same snappy dialogue, and Richard Crcmwell in a typical
Cromweli part, will go big with the thrill
fans and these who like action. The story
tells of Armstrong, a newsreel cameraman who is continually drinking and permitting Crcmwell, his assistant, to do all

of Buster Collier as
if a wealthy
man.

a ne'er-do-well
sor
The boy continuall

;ets into "jams".
His father sends th
'ad to Arizona
and sets him up in th
gasoline station business, hoping
he wil
efcrm.
Across the street from the ga
station is a waffle shop run by Sari Maritza
The couple fall in love, but Buster cannot get away from the booze, nor frorr
a college crowd
that continually carouses
There is a misunderstanding and a break
up of the romance,
but all is fixed ur

the hazardous "shooting." Cromwell literally woiships his boss, who is known a:
"Scoop," and never tells his
'Scccp's" shortcomings. The
n hand by Dorothy Wilson,
office workers, but even she
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superiors of
boy is taken
one of the
cannot con-

vince him that "Scoop" is double-crossing
the lad. The film ends with some great
work in a dirigible which after crossing
Greenland, rides into a storm and is
wrecked. There are many fine laughs upon the arrival of Buster's dad and th(
clearing up of a few misunderstood
situa
and some extremely humorous situations. tions.
The
film has some
fine crew
Suspense is carefully worked out and the scenes and Mexican cafe sequences.
Sar.
thrill scenes above the clouds are very well Maritza
is as beautiful as ever but ha:
done.
considerable
difficulty
with
an assumec
dialect.
Collier is fine.
The
Cast: Robert Armstrong, Richard Crom- southern
well, Dorothy Wilson, Edmund Breese, Mor- remainder of the cast is okay.
gan Wallace, Dorothy Revier, Bessie Barrisoale, Geneva Mitchell, Luis Alberni,
Sherry Hall.
Director, Rcy William Neill; Author,
George B. Seitz; Adaptor, Albert DeMond;
Dialoguer, same; Editor, John Rawlins;
Cameraman, John Stumar; Recording Engineer, Paul Johnson.
Direction, Fine
Photography, Fine.

Cast: Sari Maritza, Buster Collier, Alar
Mowbray, Ivan Simpson, Monaei Lindley
Rex Armond, Jack De Wees, Barbara Luddy,
Lela Mclntyre, Johnny Hymes.
Director, Warren Millais; Author, Helen
Mitchell; Adaptor, same; Editor, M. G
Cohn; Cameraman, Peverell Marley; Recording Engineer, Corson Jewett.
►// Fine.
Direction, Good
Photography,

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

A LITTLE from "LOTS
By RALPH

TACK

NELSON

HOLLYWOOD
is all smiles these

J days. His "Three on a Match,"
a subject in his "Pet Superstitions"
series, was enthusiastically received
when shown in conjunction with
"Roman Scandals" at a special preview for Southern California exhibitors.

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50
S3-00

Ben Verschleisser will produce
"Jane Eyre" as a special for Monogram. Adele Comandini, who wrote
the continuity for "Flying Down to
Rio," is writing- the screen play and
dialogue for "Jane Eyre." Verschleisser expects the picturization of
the Charlotte Bronte's classic to follow in the footsteps of "Little Wo-

up, Single
up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodsconat

Gus Meins is directing Thelma
Todd and Patsy Kelly in "Soup and
Fish," for Hal Roach. Billy Gilbert,
Don Barclay and Gladys Gail are
among the principals.

reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Cbas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway

Vine

at

of Hospitality"

Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD

Blvd.

Q

Lloyd French is directing Stan
Laurel and Oliver Hardy in the
third of their new series of shorts.
"Oliver the Eighth."

*

*

J. Boyce Smith, William P. S
Earle, Donald Lee, Herman and Jot
Mankiewicz, Roy Webb, Alvin Myer?
and Sidney Buchman are among the
former Columbia university studentr
who will be rooting at the Columbia
Stanford game at the Pasadena
Rose Bowl Jan. 1.

*

*

^

Eddie Cahn will direct "Murder at
Rexford Arms" for Columbia. Harold Shumate wrote the story, anc:
Ralph Bellamy will play the leading
male role.

*

*

*

Allan Vincent, Sterling Holloway
June Brewster, Spencer Charters
and Howard Wilson are the latesl
additions to the cast of RKO's "Success Story."
Stanley Fields, John M. Qualen,
Richard Carle and Joseph Sauers

OUR Passing Show: Norman Kerry, Lew Cody, John L. Murphy,
Ralph Murphy, Dave Garber at preview of "Eight Girls in a Boat";
Dore Schary motoring to M-G-M.

By CHAS. ALICOATE

gHOOTING
on the two-reel
comedy
which features
Stoopnagle
and
3udd and being produced by A]
Jhristie for Educational release has
3een completed at the Eastern
3ervice studio in Astoria. Olive
3orden supports the comedy team in
he short. William Watson, veteran
:omedy director, is still suffering
rom frost-bitten ears after shootng the exteriors for the picture
luring the worst weather New York
las experienced for years. Fred
Beheld, assisted on the direction,
vith George Weber doing the
:amera work.

•
The fifth
of the being
series produced
of two-reel
nusical
comedies
by
Meyer Davis-Van Beuren for RKO
•elease has been completed at the
Tox studios and has been tentativey titled "Sea Sore." Monte Collins,
who plays the lea-ding role, also
vrote the story. Mady Corell plays
"he feminine lead and the cast also
'ncludes: Ruth Clarke, Eddie Roberts, Jack Shutta, Arthur Tracy,
3aby Rose Marie, Sisters of the
Skillet and Freddie Martin and his
orchestra. Leigh Jason did the megaphoning, with Monroe Shaff superduction.vising and Joe Nadel managing pro-

•
Otto Soglow, creator of the famous "Little King," has drawn a
special Christmas animated cartoon
subject for RKO-Van Beuren wherein the merry monarch becomes a
?ood Samaritan with charitable purpose and comic effect.

•

WILK

*

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS

have joined the cast of RKO's "Sc
You Won't Sing, Eh?" Glen Tryon
has been signed as a " super-gagman" for this production, which
William Seiter is directing.

Eddie Moran, Cyrus Wood and
Dorian Otvos of the Brooklyn Vitayhone writing staff have completed
he script for "Story Conference," a
two-reel
"Broadxvay
sical in which
LillianBrevities"
Roth willmube
starred.

Tabloid Reviews of

FOREIGN

FILMS

"TOD UBER SHANGHAI" ("Death Over
Shanghai"), in German; produced by SiegelMonopol; directed by Rolff Randolf; with
Theodor Loos, Else Elster, Robert Eckert,
Gerda Maurus, Pete Voss, Georg John.
At the 79th St. theater.
Action, thrills and mystery abound in
oid style melodrama of an American kidnaped by gangsters and rescued by an
American detective, during a siege by the
Japanese.
"VOLGA VOLGA," Soviet silent, with
English running talk and music; directed
by W. Turzhansky; with H. A. Shlettof,
Lillian Half-Davis, Boris de Fast, Georgi
Serof, Stark Stettenberg. Distributed by
Kinema'trade.
At the RKO Cameo.
Russian romantic-adventure story dealing
with a Cossack Robin Hood is suitable for
the arty theaters. Has good direction, acting and photography.

THE
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FILM EXECUTIVES SEE
IMPROVEMENT IN 1934
(.Continued from Page

1)

1934. The officials include Felix F.
Feist, sales chief for M-G-M; Fred
Wehrenberg, president of the M.P.
T.O. of St. Louis, Eastern Missouri
and Southern Illinois; Gradwell
L. Sears, Warner-First National
sales executive, and William Saal,
now an independent producer. Their
statements follow:

Optimism Pays
By FELIX F. FEIST
CONDITIONS improved during
^ 1933.
The reasons are plentiful and
plain.
In 1934, as always, the rewards
will go to those who contribute most
industriously and intelligently to the
further bettermen of our business.
Optimism pays.

Back the Administration
By FRED WEHRENBERG
VV7ELL, we went to Washington
and the Government has told
us what to do and what not to do.
I have great faith in the NRA.
Not that we got everything we
wanted, but we at least came out
with something.
Every exhibitor should back the
Administration and the NRA, and if
the code works a hardship, the leaders of this industry will see that it
is changed, but we must at least
rive it a fair trial.
So my advice to all exhibitors is
:o keep your chin up, keep a stiff
apper lip, be a real showman, coderate with the Better Films Coun:il by getting back of a family
light, and 1934 will be 0. K.

Must Watch Foreign Field
3y WILLIAM SAAL
rHE outlook for 1934,. for this industry in my opinion is a one
vav street — definitely up!
The product for the past year that
las been produced by both the
najors and the independents for
he domestic field has proven box■ffice merit and, more important,
onsistently improved in quality and
howmanship. Public confidence in
he industry is slowly but surely beng rehabilitated, and if the chief
xecutives of our industry use the
iRme amount of good common sense
nd business acumen in the future
s they have in the past two years
:f depression, there is no question
hat this business will return to
ublic favor both from the shareolders' standpoint as well as the
heater customer's.
The one important thing in my
pinion to be accomplished in the
ext year is for our producers to
ive their product more consideraon for the foreign field, particulfly the English speaking countries,
we are to continue to compete
ith producers from the other side,
any of our producers with the type

<2^2
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o The Broadway Parade o
Picture
H!s Double
Life
Should Ladies Behave?
Advice
to the Lovelorn
Jimmy and Sally

Distributor
Paramount
M-G-M
United Artists
Fox

Right
to Romance
RKO.
Hell ofandNoraHighMoran
Wjter
Paramount.....'.
Sin
Majestic
Film Parade
J. Stujart Blackton
King for a Night
(2nd week)
Universal,...
Through the Centuries
(3rd week) . . . Be:con Films
House
on 56th Street
(3rd week) ... .Warner Bros
Little Women
(2nd week)*
RKO.
Counsellor
at Law*
Universal
Monsieur
Beaucaire"
Paramount

Theater
Paramount
Capitol
Rivoli
7th Ave. Roxy
Music Halt '
Rialto
Strand
Ziegfeld
Msyfair
Warner
Hollywood
RKO Roxy
Palace
55th St. Playhouse
Revival.

* Subsequent run.

♦ TWO-A-DAY
Eskimo
Design

(5th week)
for Living (4th week)

Tears

♦

M-G-M
Paramount

♦ FOREIGN
Volga Volga
Laughter Through
Road
to Life

RUNS

PICTURES

Astor
Criterion

♦

Kinematrade
(5th week) .. Worldkino
Amkino

4 FUTURE
Flying Down to Rio (Dec. 21)
Alice in Wonderland
( Dec. 22)
Mr.
Skitch
(Dec. 22)
Going
Hollywood
(Dec. 22)
Convention
City. ( Dsc. 22)
Roman Scandals
(Dec. 23)
"Queen
Christina"
(Dec. 27)
D.nner
at Eight ( Dec. 29) *
L*dy
Killer
(D^c. 29)
Criminal
at Large**

OPENINGS

• Follows Astor two-a-day run.

of story selected for production are
practicing an automatic policy of
isolation and American companies
are entirely too dependent upon this
great source of revenue not to give
careful thought and research to the
continued control of these great
markets, which are slowly but surely being absorbed by the great
efforts being made by foreign producers to capture their home markets.

Quick Comeback Possible
By GRADWELL L. SEARS
TT IS my fumble opinion that the
outlook for 1934, insofar as the
motion picture business is concerned,
is much the same as it was in 1924,
or it will be in 1944. Good pictures
will tell the story.
Our business is undoubtedly the
most resilient and bounces back faster under the pressure of good pictures, than any other business. This
was particularly noticeable to the
writer during the release of the production, "42nd Street," at the time
of the bank moratorium, wide spread
receiverships, bankruptcies, etc. In
spite of the darkest hour this country has known since the Civil War,
! a great picture did great business.
Subsequent pictures have conclusively demonstrated this observation
ag?in and again.
The trend of the public today, and
possibly for the coming year, seems
to be toward good stories and good
entertainment. No star, or combination of stars, today can carry a bad
vehicle, and by the reverse, a good
story well cast and well produced
The posis universally popular.

Follows

(Continued from Page

1)

Schumann, Kaplan Bros., H. Smith,
and Frank Gross.
Complaints of the group, according to a spokesman, include overbuying on the part of the independent circuits to the damage of the
independents and exorbitant protection demands.
Notwithstanding the fact that all
complainants are members of the
Cleveland exhibitor association, they
claim they have not been able to
obtain relief. It is indicated that
Myer tain
Fischer
the Mall
theatersofwill
head and
theFounnew
group of exhibitors.

Cameo
Acme
5th Ave. Playhouse

60 Prominent Executives
Invited(Continued
to Ampa
Luncheon
from Page 1)

Music Hall
Paramount
7th Ave. Roxy
Capitol
Strand
Rivoli
Astor
Capitol
Strand
Mayfair
King for a Night.

P. M. According to reports from
Paul Benjamin,
treasurer
of the
A. M. P. A., it is possible that the
affair will be a sell-out and that
those wishing tickets are advised to
secure them from him at 630 Ninth
Ave. before Thursday morning. Invitations have been issued to:

♦

RKO
Paramount
Fox
M-G-M
■ Warner Bros
United Artists
M-G-M
M-G-M
Warner Bros
Helber

CLEVELAND EXHIBS
APPEALING TO NRA

Adolph Zukor, Harry Warner,
Carl Laemmle, Joseph M. Schenck, M. H. Aylesworth,
E. W. Hammons, Geo. J. Schaefer, Al Lichtman, Sidney .R. Kent, Jack Cohn, John D.
Clark, Jas. R. Grainger, Albert Warner, Ned
Depinet, Nicholas Schenck, Ed Kuykendall,
J. E. Brulatour, J. E, Otterson, Martin E.
Quigley, Jack Alicoate, David Sarnoff, Terry
Ramsaye, Sidne Silverman, Maurice Kami,
P. S. Harrison, J. J. McCarthy, Lester
Thompson, Maurice MacKenz'e, Louis Nizer,
Lee Ochs, George Dembow, Sam Katz, Herman Robbins, S. L. Rothafel, Jay Emanuel.
Major Edw. Bowes, Herbert
Yates, Harold
B. Franklin, Will H. Hays, Sol Rosenblatt,
Paul Hollister, Nellie Revell, Arthur Whyte,
Chas. O'Reilly, Julius Tannen, Robt. H.
Cochrane, W. Ray Johnston, Nathan Burkan,
Robert Gillham, Neil Agnew, Ralph A. Kohn,
Colvin
Brown,
Al Cormier,
Walter
Moore,
F. Mordaunt Hall, Frank R. Wilson, Tony
Canzoneri, Frank C. Walker.

sible explanation of this very definite-trend may be due to the fact
that the American people, generally
are not blinded by the glamour
which was present during the predepression days, and Mr. and Mrs.
Theatergoer are more honest with
themselves and more earnest in their
desire for good entertainment.
As regards our course under the
NRA and the Code of Fair Competition, the entire program must be
viewed in the most constructive and
optimistic light as everyone has considered the consequences and chao?
which can easily result should this Improved Status Shown
program fail. The minimum wage
By (Continued
Publix from
N. Page
E. 1)Circuit
and maximum hours have given
money and employment to millions, SO. Olvmpia Theaters received $215,and a portion of this money is cer- 711.36, disbursed $129,171.69, and
tain to find its way into the box- mow has on hand $86,539.77, against
offices of America. The industry S38.788.74 on hand Feb. 1. Olympia
within itself has finally arrived at Operating Co. received $1,081,966.79
the conclusion that under the Code from operation of theaters, $25,of Fair Competition a thousand 331.87 from funds under attachment,
vicious and expensive practices will ond $175,912.58 cash on hand July 1,
be eliminated. Therefore, a wiser
$1.283
211.24. leaving
Disburse-a
and saner course is bound to result, totalling
ments were
$1,022,724.64,
getting more prosperous and prof- balance of $260,486.61.
itable business.
Undoubtedly the same thoughts Consumer M^y Get
have been incorporated in many
More Vo;ce on Code
other letters, which only goes to
(Continued from Page 1 )
^how the industry is thinking aiike
^nd looking: forward to a year of memb°r would be flanked by a labor advisor appointed by the labor
better business with common puradvisory
board pp^ninted
and a consumers'
T-o^resentativp
by the
Maryland M.P.T.O. Set Under Code
NRA
consumers'
board.
pose.
Ma!,nwhil°. Leon Henderson of
Baltimore — ■ Having previously
signed the President's re-employ- the Russell Sage Foundation and F.
r^ent agreement, the M. P. T. 0. of
"~ia^
here are
similar
to that
occupied
SchMrk
+o ocenpv
w'thout
nay
Msry^nd, of which F. A. Nornig is J.
president, has now made arrange- b^ Colonel Robert W. Les. adminisments to comnly with all requiretrative assistant for industry to
ments of the film code.
I General Johnson.
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Cleaner Stories, More Indie Production Seefyfcqf ^34

FILM SECURITIES NOTEHOLDERS BUY LOJW STOCK
National

Film

New Association Embraces
30 Firms Serving
6,500 Theaters
Coincidental with organization of
the National Film Carriers, Inc., a
trade association representing more
than 30 companies serving 6,500
theaters, plans were made yesterday
for petitioning the NRA for a separate code to cover this industry.
At present this phase of the film
business is covered by the trucking
code.
The executive committee of
(Continued

on

Page

8)

ERPI AGREEMENT
UPHELDBY COURT
Disallowing the defense of LanI dabar
Amusement
Co., operating
the Gem, iSfew York, that its contract with Electrical Research Prodjucts was a service contract and
therefore no payments were reI quired during six weeks that the
[theater was closed, Justice Kahn of
|the New (Continued
York Cityon Court
has handPage 12)

ICourt Rules Landlord
Can't Hold Equipment
The owner of a theater has no
llien on sound reproducing
equip|ment leased by a third party to a
tenant operator
for a period of
/ears, according to a ruling by the
Southern DisCourt,
|U. S. District
(Continued
on Page 8)
British Films Gain in Canada
Toronto — Out of 490 features submitted for censorship here in the fiscal
year ended Oct. 31, England supplied
76, or three times the number in the
preceding year. Including shorts, 2,219
were submitted in the year. Of this
number 108 were British and practically all the others American. Only
24 pictures were disapproved, and 1,494 were passed without a single alteration. The Canadian press is plugging for the importation of more
British films.

Carriers Ask

NRA

Rosenblatt Appointed Regional NRA

for Separate Code
Director

President Roosevelt has appointed Sol A. Rosenblatt as a regional director under
the NRA, with jurisdiction over the motion picture and other codes. Exact scope
of Rosenblatt's duties were not known up to late last night, as efforts to get in
touch
with him were
unavailing.

$28.15 a Share is Paid
for Loew Holdings
Sold at Auction

Paying $28.15 per share, a protective committee representing Film
Securities Corp. noteholders yesterday bought the 660,900 shares of
Loew stock held by the Chemical
Bank & Trust Co. as trustee under
a $20,000,000 loan. The figure involved in the sale, which took place
at the Muller auction rooms, approximates $18,500,000. There were
Denver — With consensus of opinion
that the code favors distributors as no other (Continucd
bids. An on attorney
Page 8) for sevagainst exhibitors, no action for or
against the code was taken at yessession Owners
of the Rocky
Mountainterday's
Theater
convention.

YOUR MONEY HELPED ROCKY ML EXHIRS SAY
SAVE THIS FAMILY CODE FAVORS DISTRIBS
One of the saddest and most
worthy cases ever to apply to the
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND for
immediate assistance was recorded
yesterday. With Christmas only four
days off, a former publicity director
walked into the Film Daily offices,
in a state of near collapse. Downstairs he had left waiting his sick
wife and three youngsters whom he
was "ashamed" to bring up to the
office because of their shabby clothes
and tear-stained faces.
Yesterday

Sixty exhibitors attended the roundtable discussion of the code. The
meet closes today.

MORE POWER GIVEN
NAT! LABOR BOARD

Washington — Violations of decisions of the National Labor Board
(Continued
on Page 12)
were definitely determined to constitute violations of the Recovery Act
Ed Kuykendall, president of the
virtue of an executive orM. P. T. 0. A. and a member of the itselfder by
Hays, Cantor, Chamlee
made known yesterday creating
Code Authority, yesterday made it and establishing the authority of
As Ampa Guests Tomorrow clear
that he is open to suggestions
Will H. Hays, Eddie Cantor, and
the board headed by Senator Robert
Mario Chamlee, the opera star, will from all exhibitors, regardless of Wagner of New York. The order
whether
or
not
they
are
identified
be guests of honor at the A. M. P. A.
is of momentous importance to all
Christmas Luncheon Party to be with his association. "In assuming
(Continued on Page 10)
held tomorrow in the Grand Ball- a position on the Code Authority I
room of the Hotel Astor. Other become a representative of all
prominent personalities are being theatermen, not merely the M. P. Code Authority Meetings
added to the list.
T. 0. A.," explained Kuykendall.
Will be Open to the Press
With the exception of the opening
session, which will be devoted to organization and is expected to run
today and tomorrow, all meetings of
the Code Authority will be open to
the press, thus assuring the industry
accounts of its proceedAn
era
of
clean
down-to-earth
(Continued on Page 10)
Korda Wins British Medal stories, a crop of new personalities, of detailed
steadily forging ahead under the
For 'Henry VHP Direction NRA,
improvement in internal affairs
London — Alexander Korda, direcGerman Cinemas Do Better
of the industry, efforts toward more
tor of "Private Life of Henry VIII," all-around cooperation and further
Berlin — Results for the first nine
a London Films production released
months of 1933 indicate that the Gerimprovement
in
product
occasioned
man cinema situation passed its low
by United Artists, has received a
mark in July and is now in an upward
Gold Medal of Merit, to be awarded by the realization that this is the
trend both in gross receipts and avermain necessity for motion picture
age price of admission, according to
annually by the Council of the Ina survey by U. S. Trade Commissioner
stitute of Amateur Cinematograph- prosperity, are among the developGeorge
R. Canty.
ments
envisioned for 1934 in today's
ers to the director of the finest talk(Continued on Page 10)
Britain.
ing picture made in

Kuykendall
He'll Aid
All Classes Says
of Exhibitors

Sheehan, Warner, Comerford,
Brandt, GoldsteinGive '34 Views
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Publix

Fifi D'Orsay, Stuart Erwin, Ned Sparks and Patsy Kelly, and all those musical trimmings such as gorgeous girls, colorful ensembles, tuneful music and elaborate backgrounds that are now a matter of course with musicals. The picture has many
stretches of rapid-fire comedy gags and satire, put over in grand style by the expert
players, so that the affair should click in a big way with all audiences. "Going
Hollywood"
is going box-office.
GILLETTE.
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NEW

Though it is getting monotonous to have to keep praising each new musical that
comes along, they keep meriting the praise so thoroughly that there is nothing else
to do about it. This latest from M-G-M is a real honey. It has a dandy Cinderella
story by Frances Marion, deftly devised adaptation by Donald Ogden Stewart, clicketyclick direction by Raoul Walsh, ace performances by Marion Davies, Bing Crosby,

2

1%

1%

—

Va

STRY'S
INDUBOOK
THEDATE
Today;
Annual convention of
Rocky
Mountain Theater Owners Ass'n, Brown
Palace
Hotel,
Denver.
Today: Code Authority holds first meeting
in the Bar Association Building, New York.
2 P. M.
Today: Meeting of S.M.P.E. projection practices committee, Paramount Building, New
York.

M-G-M Seeks to Compel
Shorter British Programs

Kansas Town Goes Dark
In Blue Law Protest

London — Alarmed at the spread
Manhattan, Kan. ■— In protest
of programs running four and five against the vote of citizens prohibhours, M-G-M will withhold its proditing Sunday shows here, three theuct from any theater that does not
aters here have closed indefinitely.
agree to limit its program to a
maximum of three hours, including
pictures, vaudeville or both. This More M-G-M Releases Set
Release dates have been set by
will be made part of the M-G-M
contract, according to Sam Eckmaa, M-G-M to Jan. 19. Pictures to be
Jr.
released during this period include
"Going Hollywood," Dec. 22; "Son
Columbia Writers at Peak of
the Desert," Dec. 29; "Fugitive
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Lovers,"
Jan. 5; "Dinner at Eight,"
19.
Hollywood — Following the recent Jan.
12; "Cat and the Fiddle," Jan.
addition of Achmed Abdullah, Leonard Praskins and Arthur Kober, the
writing staff at Columbia now numbers about 20, the largest in the
Big a booking
Booking that
for aggregates
"Beanstalk"350
In
company's history. Laurence Stallings, Adela Rogers St. John, Jo playing dates, "Jack and the Beanstalk" ComiColor cartoon released
Swerling, Sidney Buckman, Arthur
Kober, Lawrence Hazard, Ethel Hill, by Celebrity and distributed here
Dore Schary, George Waggner, by Principal Exchanges, will play
Horace McCoy, Harold Shumate, the entire RKO and Warner circuits in the metropolitan area for
Robert Quigley and Robert Riskin
the full seven days next week.
are among the others on the list.
Herman

Daughter to Walt Disney
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — A daughter was born
to Walt Disney. The newcomer,
named Diane Marie Disney, arrived
while her famous father was at a
luncheon being awarded a medal for
distinguished service to kids through
the medium of his cartoon comedies.
Close Foreign Distribution Deal
All product of Educational Pictures and Far East Film will hereafter be distributed in Europe and
Africa by Films Red Star, of Paris,
under a deal closed by E. W. Hammons of Educational and Edwin
Miles Fadman of Red Star. The
United Kingdom is not included in
the arrangement.
New Shreveport House
Shreveport, La. — Claude Hazel,
manager of the Capitol, will be in
charge of the newest subsequent run
house now under construction in the
Highland section. Walter George
is financing.

Timberg

at

RKO

Dec. 20, 1933

Coming and Going
EDWARD H. GRIFFITH, director, and FRANCIS EDWARDS FARAGOH, writer, have arrived
at the Warwick from Hollywood.
E. H. ALLEN, production manager of Educational Studios, left New York yesterday for
the coast after production conferences with
E. W. Hammons and other Educational executives.
KARL MacDONALD, Warner division manager for Latin America, returned yesterday
to his headquarters in the company's home
office after a flying trip to Kingston, Jamaica,
where he arranged a deal with Jamaica Theaters, Ltd., for the coming
season.
CLAIRE TREVOR, Fox player who is in New
York to spend the holiday season with relatives in Larchmont, will return to Hollywood
via Bermuda,
Cuba
and Panama.
CHARLES (BUDDY) ROGERS has arrived in
New York to join his mother at the Lombardy
Hotel.
PHILLIPS HOLMES, who
from
the coast, sails shortly

is in New York
for England.

WALTER GOULD, general manager for United
Artists in Mexico, has arrived in New York
from Porto Rico, where with Lester Sussman
he aided in the opening of a new United
Artists exchange there. Sussman remained in
Porto Rico as branch
manager.
EL BRENDEL
to spend
JIMMY
days.

and FLO BERT

Christmas
DURANTE

are coming east

with
Brendel's
family.
is eastbound for the holi-

Rachmil
Wedding
Saturday
Lewis J. Rachmil, vice-president
of Goldsmith Productions, will be
married Saturday evening to Helen
R. Goldman of Brooklyn. The couple leave Sunday for California,
whereent residence.
they will make their perman-

Studios

Rachmil, while in New York, completed the purchase of several books
Hollywood — Herman Timberg, and original stories and immediateformer vaudeville star and now a
ly on his return to California refilm gagman, has been signed by
sumes his duties as associate proRKO to do the dialogue for Wheeler
ducer with Ken Goldsmith. Production will start immediately on an
and
next picture, which
starts Woolsey's
in January.
original, "I Hate Women" the third
picture on the Goldsmith program
Cantor to Sell Tickets at Opening for this year.
Eddie Cantor will be on hand in
New Ruling on Film Rights
person to sell tickets to the opening
Under a new ruling in the legitiaudience for "Roman Scandals" at
mate theater code on the sale of
the Rivoli starting Saturday morning. Cantor also will make an ap- film rights, Joseph Bickerton, the
pearance on the Rivoli stage at the arbiter, is to receive a straight salary of $15,000 a year, instead of
premiere of his latest Samuel Goldwyn-United Artists release.
3% per cent, and the dramatist
must be paid $500, not returnable
3-Reel Educational Musical
under any circumstances, as adroyalty, while managers will
Educational's second Musical Com- receive vance
15 per cent of the film rights
edy, "Poppin' the Cork," produced
by Jack White is to be released as if the play runs a week, 25 per cent
if it runs two weeks and 50 per cent
a three-reeler, instead of cutting it if it runs three weeks or longer.
to two reels. Entertainment value
of the material warrants this step,
according to White. Milton Berle is
starred in it.
"Musical Moods" Preview
West

Coast

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Jack Levin Being Installed
"Kuhle Wampe" at Fifth Ave.
Jack Levin of the Copyright
"Kuhle Wampe" ("Whither Germany"), film banned by the Nazis, Protection Bureau will be installed
opens Friday at the Fifth Ave. tonight as chairman of the board of
Playhouse. It is accompanied by trustees of the Simon Cohen MeEnglish titles and talk.
zation. morial Foundation, Masonic organi"Rio" Release Date Set
"Smoky" Next at Mayfair
RKO has set Dec. 29 as the reFox's
"Smoky" has been booked
lease date for "Flying Down to Rio,"
at
the
Mayfair
to follow "Criminal
while "Son
of
Kong"
will
be
released Dec. 22.
at Large."

Five shorts of a new type produced
by Audio Productions, Inc., were given
a preview showing yesterday at Audio
headquarters.
Called
"Musicalof Moods,"
the subjects are
recordings
various
types of music, excluding jazz, with a
visual accompaniment that fits into the
mood of the music. It is Audio's idea
that film programs need a change of
pace from the rapid-fire diet of newsreel, comedy and feature. The films
run from three to ten minutes in length.
Varied subjects receive varied treatments. Some are in Technicolor.
Thirteen shorts comprise the first series.
National
release is being negotiated.
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serica's greatest living composer of fascinating rhythms!...
jar the song hits — "Music Makes Me", "Orchids in the Moonit" "Flying
Down to Rio" and the startling "Carioca"!

Fabulously staged by Lou Brock. Stunningly
directed by Thornton Freeland. Lovely
lyrics by

Edward

Eliscu

and

Gus

Kahn.
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FILM CARRIERS ASK
FOR SEPARATE CODE
(Continued from Page

the new association was authorized
to handle the matter.
James P. Clark of the Horlacher
Delivery Service, Philadelphia, was
elected president and treasurer of
the organization at the meeting
which took place yesterday and
Monday at the Hotel Pennsylvania
here. H. C. Robinson of Film Truck
Service, Detroit and Chicago, was
named vice-president. Clint Weyer,
110 William St., New York, is executive-secretary of the association,
which plans to standardize delivery
systems, systemize truck equipment and generally effect economies
from both the standpoints of the
distributor and the exhibitor.
Other officers of the association
are:
Board of managers — E. E. Jamieson, Exhibitors Film Delivery & Service Co., Kansas City, Mo.; T. W. Gilboy, Gilboy Co.,
San Francisco; L. M. Miller, Electric Delivery System, New Orleans; M. H. Brandon,
Inter-Carolina Delivery Service, Charlotte;
Charles E. McCarthy, Film Transfer Co.,
Minneapolis; F. E. Smith, Smith Film Service, Inc., Syracuse; R. C. Jones, Chicago;
H. Decker, Film Exchange Transfer Co.,
Boston.
Executive committee — H. C. Robinson, L.
C. Gross, Gross & Johnson, Cleveland; John
Vickers, Carolina Delivery Service Co.,
Charlotte; George F. Callahan, Exhibitors
Service Co., Pittsburg.
Other members who attended the organization meeting included J. Bradley, Film
Pick-Up Service, Minneapolis; P. F. Talcott, Theater Service Co., Minneapolis; S.
V. Bonello, Film Express Service, Min
neapolis; C. W. Trampe, Film Service. Inc.,
Milwaukee; Ben Koenig, and Alfred Sickles,
both of Milwaukee; H. H. Howell Trucking Service, Inc., Rochester; G. M. Blackman, Syracuse; A. P. Siegel, Siegel Trucking
Co., Albany; Northwest Film Delivery Co..
Seattle; P. L. Tanner, Film Transit Co.,
Cleveland; I Albright, Theater Transport
Co., Toledo; H. B. Solomon, Cleveland; L.
Walz. Interstate Film Service, Minneapolis;
C. W. Jensen, Middle West Film Express,
Minneapolis; Harry Kahan, Kahan Delivery
Service, St. Louis; M. Adelman, N. J.
Messenger Service, Philadelphia. Members of
the as-ociation estimate they own and operate 575 trucks.
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Hollywood — Ted Jefferson, actor
and brother of Stan Laurel, died
this week. He was about 37 years
old and is survived by his widow.
Ferguson New Guild Secretary
Dave Ferguson, actor and former
manager of the Colonial theater, has
been appointed to succeed the late
Loney Haskell as recording secretary of the Jewish Theatrical Guild
of America.

Receiver's Party
Dallas — Clarence Linz, who mixes
business acumen with Elm Street's best
sense of humor, plans to wind up his
legal control of Southern Enterprises
with a Receiver's Party at the Palace
next month. The three local critics,
John Rosenfield, Jr., Joe Linz and Edmund Barr, have been appointed impresarii of the stage show. Karl Hoblitzelle, R. J. O'Donnell and Linz will
be given space in the papers next day
to express their views and criticisism of
the show.

M. &ALY
•

• • WITH THE SCREEN entertainment indicator slowly turning to new types of adventure films
Hollywood
technicians and engineers are spending plenty of time working
out new innovations
in the machinery
by which drama
is
transcribed to the screen
The use of airplanes to take
equipment, staff and actors to far distant locations, is doing
more than anything else to make the changes possible
Take for instance M-G-M's decision to penetrate the wild and
woolly Amazon area in the filming of "Jungle Red Man"
a fleet of forty-passenger Pan-American planes is carrying the
whole works, including eats, to an Indian settlement 1,800 miles
from the nearest civilized group ...... not to mention the distance they'll be from the gang of Hollywood hangers-on
Time Is Short
Help The Fund
• •
• THE EXPEDITION
itinerary covers 21,000 miles
Specially constructed electrical generators, which can
be "broken down" into four parts of 300 pounds each, were
designed for the trip
Aluminum lamps
a compact recording apparatus
a complete medical unit
not to mention the canned foodstuffs
Imagine serving
a temperamental movie actress a pan of dehydrated carrots
and peas
and a slice of concentrated toast?
It's Your Last Chance

To Do Your Bit

• • • FROM WHAT we've heard, the Broadway theaters
are going to hand out the most entertainment
for anyone's
money
on Christmas
week
Swell pictures
and
striking stage attractions
the latest announcement is
from Bessie Mack at the Capitol
Yasha Bunchuk, who
has been away from the main stem on a concert tour.
will be guest conductor of the Capitol Grand Orchestra for the
week starting Friday
He'll direct "Gypsy
Melodies"
And Newark will also come in for some special Christmas entertainment little Marilyn Mack
eleven year old
song stylist
will be at the Mosque
doing her
bit to help Jimmy Shearer, head of the radio station WGCP,
who each year sponsors a campaign through which orphans and
poor of New Jersey receive toys and gifts
Hunger Cannot Wait
•

Help The Fund

O

• THE VERSATILITY of some movie stars is refreshing A great many have other commendable accomplishments, besides acting
Elissa Landi, now under
long term contract with Columbia, announced yesterday that
she has written the lyrics for a new song entitled "Offering of
Eros"
with music by Abram Chasins
Miss Landi
has also arranged for the publication of her fourth novel
"The Ancestor"
it'll be at the bookstores
in April
Robert Montgomery is an expert photographer
Otto Krueger knows more about electricity than any of the
stage crew
and Nat Pendleton won the world's amateur
wrestling championship at the Olympic Games in Amsterdam
in 1920
Hely The Fund)
Help Others
•
•
• ON FRIDAY, the New
Roxy becomes the RKO
Center
and at the same time the Old
Original
or Seventh Avenue Roxy becomes The Roxy Theater
thereby ending all confusion and ain't we glad
........ Hazel Landers, one of the beauties in the Chester-Hale
line-up at the Capitol will have the merriest Christmas of her
young life
last week she stepped up to William Parsons
who engages the singing ensemble and asked him to try her
voice
Bill obliged
and Hazel got the job .........
but the secret is, that Hazel has been studying voice for the
past few months with Helen Romanoff
Urbian Ledoux
("Mr. Zero") and Mary Hall, his wife, will sponsor a week's
benefit show of United Artists' "The Taming of the Shrew" at
the Fifth Ave. Playhouse, starting Dec. 28
proceeds will
be used for Mr. Zero's "Old Bucks and Lame Ducks" association Miss Hall, former
Shapkespearean
actress, also
will present the sleep-walking scene from "Macbeth"
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SECURITIES GROUP
BUYS WEW STOC
(Continued from Page
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eral
holders
to the
sale, of
butFox
the common
protest object"1
did n
prevent its being held as Jud:
Knox, in the U. S. District Cou
the previous day, had declined
obstruct of the
value
the

procedure.
Marlr'f
stock
at yesterdaj

closing prices was $30 a share. *

Court Rules Landlord
Can't Hold Equipmei
(Continued from Page

1)

trict of Texas, in the case of Du
lap, et al., vs. Stein, et al., invo^
ing Western Electric Equipment.
Dunlap
and
Schnorenberg,
landlords of the Bijou Theater \
La Feria, Tex., leased the hou
to E. F. Stein, who made an agr ,
ment
with
Electrical
Resear(M
Products for lease of and license \\\
use Western Electric equipment
Tl
the theater. Upon Stein's failure
meet the rental payments
to t
landlord, the latter instituted t]
action to recover and sought to i
tablish and have foreclosed a lar
lord's lien on the sound equipmei
their
contention
being
that
t
agreement
of lease between
Ei^s
and defendant Stein, though term
a lease, was in fact a conditior
sale, and that Stein, having title
the equipment, plaintiffs possess
a valid lien thereon under the La'
of Texas.
Judge Kennemer
he
against the landlords and decreed i ~
right, title and interest in the equi
ment to be in Erpi.

Publix Sale Up Today
Some opposition to Paramou
Publix authorizing its subsidiai
Famous Theaters Corp., to bid $l
800,000 for assets of Publix Entj
prises is expected to crop up til*
morning when creditors of the p£
ent corporation meet to pass on f
proposal
the office of RefeiMi;
ik
Henry K. at
Davis.
Majestic Incorporates in Mo. L
St. Louis — Majestic Pictures Cow
has been incorporated here, to dek
in films and places of amusemerr 1 1
Incorporators are Thomas A. K{"
torney.
foil and Herman Gluckman of Ne?*
York and Barton N. Grant, local

MANY HAPPY PITU
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec.
Irene

Dunne
William

C

Hyei
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FLYING

DOWN

TO RIO"

Dolores Del Rio. Gene Raymond, Raul
ulien, Ginger
Rogers, Fred Astaire
89 mins.
:F -THE- BEATEN - PATH
MUSICAL.
RTLY
PRODUCED,
SHOULD
PROVE
iTANTIAL
BOX-OFFICE
DRAW.
ssessing considerable novelty, in addito its tunefulness and visual attractivethis musical ought to have no trouble
ing them
in and sending them
home
ed.
Against the plot background
of
lionai.-e's son who prefers to spend his
directing
an
orchestra
and
doing
s in airplanes, the concocters of the
re have put together a palatable mixof music, dancing,
romance,
thrills
■ scenic delights that, taken
all tc:r, make
good
entertainment.
The
starts in Florida, where the bandr, Gene
Raymond,
loses his job on
.it of dancing with a guest, Dolores
Rio, a carefully chaperoned
beauty
Rio de Janeiro.
So he gets himself
cr job down
in Rio, where
Dolores
aged to a man she doesn't love, and
jally wins her.
Highlight of the sevflash
musical
numbers
is a stunt
med
by a nifty chorus standing on
flying over Rio.
<t: Dolores Del Rio, Gene Raymond,
:oulien, Ginger Rogers, Fred Astaire.
e Friderici,
Walter
Walker,
Paul
|fci, Franklyn
Pangborn,
Roy D'Arcy.
ce Black, Armand
Kaliz,
Reginald
- Eric Blore, Etta Moten.
•ctor,
Thornton
Freeland;
Author,
I Brock;
Music,
Vincent
Youmans;
Edward Eliscu, Gus Kahn; Dances,
Sould;
Cameraman,
J. Roy Hunt;
ling Engineer, J. J Faulkner; Editor,
■Kitchin
ction, Classy. Photography, Fine
Ken

Mavnard

in

"CRIMINAL

AT LARGE"

Helber

70 mins.

BRITISH-MADE MURDER MYSTERY IS
A FAIRLY GOOD MELORDAMA OF ITS
TYPE BUT LACKS CLIMACTIC
KICK.
Based on the story and stage play by
Edgar Wallace, this belongs to the class
of murder melodramas that go in heavily
for mystery, foreboding and suspense
through the medium of characters who act
menacingly and others who are continually
frightened out of their wits. Though it is
obviously thick stuff, the good-sized audience that exists for such mystery yarns
ought to get fair satisfaction from this
one. Plot revolves around a charming
girl held captive by an unscrupulous noblewoman who wants her son to marry the
girl so that the family's long ancestral line
will not be broken. The son happens to
be a madman part of the time, getting
spells that cause him to go around strangling people. In one of the moments when
he appears to be just a stupid dub, the son
calls on Scotland Yard and tells about the
strange doings on his estate. So a contingent from the Yard goes out there and,
after much puttering around, the son gets
one of his fits and spills the dope about
himself, after which he commits suicide.
The climax, however, misses having a
punch. Picture was made by Gainsborough.
Cast: Emlyn Williams, Cathleen Nesbitt,
Norman McKinnel, Gordon Harker, Cyril
Raymond, Belle Chrystall, D. A. ClarkeSmith, Percy Parsons, Finlay Currie, Julian
Royce, Eric Roland.
Director, T. Hayes Hunter; Author, Edgar Wallace; Adaptor, same; other credits
not obtainable.
Direction,

"THE

Good.

FILM

Photography,

Good.

PARADE"

FIDDLIN' BUCKAROO"

J. Stuart Blackton
55 mins.
DIVERTING COMPILATION OF OLD
vith Gloria
Shea,
Fred
Kohler
NEGATIVES DEPICTING STORY OF FILM
>al
65 mins.
PRODUCTION FROM SUPPOSED ORIGIN
V
ORDINARY
WESTERN
WITH
IN 1600 B.C. TO THE DAWN OF SOUND.
UNCONVINCING
MELODRAMATTracing in imaginative and interesting
IC UATIONS.
fashion the idea of the origin of motion
ill be hard
for the fans to believe
pictures from the Egyptian temple of Eros
any of the situations
in this story
possibly
happen.
Ken
Maynard
is to the days of sound, this picture is chiefly
noteworthy for the fact that there are
ced as a member of a robber gang
more shots of past and present film stars
j nsacks
a town
while
the populace
in their old vehicles than has been offered
ie station welcoming home a promative son.
Ken plays !iis fiddle and to the public before. As these shots are
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dance
while
the
bandits
novel today, the sequences interesting and
heir get-a-way.
Ken
falls in love the running commentary by J. Stuart
Blackton shot through with plenty gags,
he
daughter
of a prominent
and
the result is very entertaining. Picture is
citizen
and
leaves
the gang
one
ideal for double bills and should appeal
) visit her and pledge his love.
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?h' the gang decides to kidnap the anywhere. Blackton is introduced as the
d after
Ken
had
left the
house, film commentator early in the film after
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Ken
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nd taken
to a lonely
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after
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se-

jcf Ken

climbing the slope to effect
overpowered and
the bandits are
11,
ls the girl. Of course he was a

nt , after all. The "clevtent agezan
of Tar
the horse, has been
too far, as have other unbelievable
s.
Ken
Maynard,
Gloria
Shea,
Fred
Frank
Rice,
Jack
Rockwell,
Jack
Joseph W.
Girard.
}ior, Ken
Maynard;
Author,
Nate
Adaptor,
same;
Dialoguer, same;
ame;
Cameraman,
Ted
McCcrd;
% Engineer, C
Roy Hunter.
on, Poor.
Photography,
Excellent.

it is shown that he covered Edison's first
exhibition of motion pictures for the New
York "Evening World'' and then became
one of the pioneer movie makers. Some
slight production, merely adequate, was
used in the early part of the film. The
material is dramatically presented throughout. The windup with its suggestion that
perhaps science will be able to bring back
the voices of Lincoln via control of sound
waves is 'way over the heads of the audience and mystifying for there is little explanation. The film has slight claim to
any significance except in spots. It aims
to entertain and does. The photography
Blackton's comment
throughout.
is good
on
how he
and his partner made the epic
cne-reeler, "The Victory of Manila Bay,"
for $3.57, will interest present-day producers.
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FILM EXECUTIVES
GIVE 1934 VIEWS
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A LITTLE from "LOTS"
By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD

Production on "David Harum,"
starring Will Rogers, started this
week at Fox.

Wednesday, Dec. 20, 1933

MORE POWER GIVEN
NAT'L LABOR BOARD
(Continued from Page

1)

industries operating under codes as
group of forecasts. The expressions, ]\TEARLY 300 chorus girls are
it gives the Board power to settle
being used by Fox in three mucoming from Winfield Sheehan, Foxand mediate, conciliate or arbitrate
production chief; Major Albert W.
sicals, "Fox Follies," George White's
all controversies between employers
Warner, vice-president of Warner "Scandals" and B. G. DeSylva's
Monogram has placed "Mystery and employees.
"Bottoms
Up."
Bros.; M. E. Comerford, head of the
directing.
Liner" in work. William Nigh is
As it pertains to the film indusComerford circuit, E. H. Goldstein,
try it means that in any labor dis*
*
*
executive vice-president of Majes
Victor Fleming was secretly marputes arising out of the code itself
tic Pictures, and Joe Brandt, folried to Lucille I. Rosson, Beverly
"Three On a Honeymoon" will be and where the national board or
low in full:
Hills social leader, on Sept. 26 in the title of Ishbel Ross' popular any of its subsidiaries make a deYuma, it was learned this week.
cision, or an interpretation, any
novel, "Promenade Deck," when Fox
converts it to the films. Hamilton violations of its decree carry the
Cleaner Stories
Heather Angel will play the femi- MacFadden is slated to direct the same force as violations of the laBy WINFIELD SHEEHAN
bor provisions of the code itself.
nine lead in Fox's "Murder in Trini- story on an ocean greyhound's crossing, and a cast is now being asdad." Nigel Bruce has the male lead. sembled.
Code Authority Meetings
[" BELIEVE
we are
going stories
to re- Production starts Jan. 8.
turn to an era
of honest
dealing with human emotions and
Will Be
Open to the Press
Hal Le Roy has been added by
interests. Above all, clean stories
Invincible's fourth production of
(Continued from Page 1)
with wholesome humor will find fa- the season is tentatively titled Warners to the cast of "Wonder ings, Sol A. Rosenblatt, deputy advor with the public. The cynical "Swan Song." Cast includes John Bar." Ferdinand Gottschalk has reministrator, told The Film Daily
Fophisticated screen play, whose Mack Brown, Claire Windsor, Anita
placed Henry O'Neill in "Upper yesterday morning in New York.
characters are unreal, synthetic sin- Louise, Kenneth Thomson, Matty World," while Andy Devine has been He conferred with Ed Kuykendall,
Kemp, Joseph Swickard, Niles given the role formerly assigned to
ners, is passe. The puhlic's taste
M. P. T. 0. A. president as a memturns to the real problems and ac- Welch, Mary Gordon, Jerry Madden Allen Jenkins and J. Carroll Naish
ber of the Authority, at the exhibihas been added to the cast of the
tual struggles of regular people who and Edythe M. Fellows, with Frank same
film.
tor organization's headquarters.
Strayer directing.
live clean lives.
"He" Opens Dec. 26 at 55th St.
It is the great mission of motion
Terminating its series of revivals,
pictures to take the lead in this mand with the highest quality of liberal interpretation of the principles intended to be included in the the 55th St. Playhouse on Dec. 26
campaign. Literature and the stage jictures.
Motion Picture Code. I caution all will present the American premiere
have given themselves over to decafactions of the industry to adopt a of "He" ("The King of Virtue"),
dence; the screen must begin the
renaissance in clean entertainment Improvement in Affairs
produced in France but with English
policy of live and let live.
for the whole family.
I am hopeful that the industry dialogue. Bookings to follow inBy M. E. COMERFORD
Musicals with a good story,
will see the wisdom of a more drasclude "Sweden, the Land of Vikings,"
tic censorship of salacious material "La Frochai'd et les Deux Orphecatchy music, and interesting per- A FFAIRS in the motion picture
industry, I feel, will advance and vulgar dialogue in order that lines" ("The Two Orphans"), with
sonalities, will make money. But a
Yvette Guilbert in her film debut,
hackneyed narrative with poor mu- considerably in the coming year. the criticism of the church and woand "Ariane," with Elisabeth Bergsic and cast lacking in talent will There may be some important ad- nated. men's organizations may be elimi- ner.
justments, and even an extension of
"flop." The world's political unrest
demands a reaction in its entertain- independent production, but the substantial elements will guide us.
ment to optimism, comedy and wit.
Harpo Marx Wows 'Em in Russia
There never was a time in our
Leningrad — Making his Soviet deThe coming year will produce a
A
"Deliverer"
Year
but in a comedy act, Harpo Marx
new crop of personalities. Young business when sane, sensible and
received
such an ovation at his first
actors and actresses, recruited from reliable leadership was more essen- By E. H. GOLDSTEIN
tial. This is the prevailing opinion
performance that his six-minute act
all over the world, have been tested,
prolonged for about 25 minutes.
coached, tried out and developed to in the rank and file as I get it JmORECASTS
and prophecies,
an ac- was
After a week here, Harpo goes to
cepted routine
of film business
a point where they are ready for meeting with representatives of all at this time of year, are a cinch the Music Hall in Moscow. Two
presentation to the public in fea- divisions. We have the men avail- to make. Just kid yourself a lit- actors from the Moscow Art Theater
able, and it is the business of all
tured parts. Not all will make the
tle, close your eyes to the obvious are in his cast.
grade, but from this group our fu- to make the best choice, when the and bang — a cheery, optimistic
ture and increasingly talented stars occasion presents itself, for the bene statement, seldom based on facts,
Urges Civic-Financed Theaters
fit of all parts of the industry.
will emerge.
issues forth. And it's a good idea. Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
We need plenty of cheer, plenty of
Washington — As one means of reducing employment, Harry L. HopGreater Cooperation
optimism, sense.
provided it's mixed with
common
Forging Steadily Ahead
kins, federal emergency relief direcBy JOE BRANDT
tor has advocated a recreation proI see 1934 as a better year, naturBy MAJOR ALBERT W. WARNER
T STILL
maintain
that business
ally. Improvement has been slow,
gram involving orchestra and theaters maintained by public funds.
but sure. Majestic has benefited by
prospects,
as
far
as
the
motion
'J'HANKS
the leadership
of
President to
Roosevelt
and the stimpicture industry is concerned, de- the upturn, but only because this
Rosenblatt's Aides Get Vacation
ulating influence of the NRA as
pend primarily on quality of prod- company has faced the facts, and Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
well as the inbred fighting spirit
uct and not on economic or in- more important even than that,
Washington — Two of Deputy Sol
Majestic has delivered.
and good humor of the American
dustrial conditions.
The answer to that statement is vannes,
I advocate a definite reduction of
A. Rosenblatt's
aides, assistant,
"Steve" Chapeople, our country is forging slowhis executive
and
ly but steadily ahead to better the number of pictures being made — two of our productions on BroadMrs. Marjorie L. Soper, his secre-.
times.
by the major companies in order
way first run screens in one week —
The motion picture industry is that they may concentrate on qual- circuit bookings from coast to coast tary, tionwill
each their
get acode
week's
vaca-of
soon after
efforts
— increasing confidence on the part the past few months.
marching forward with the rest of
ity and not quantity.
commercial America and it is obI urge a more liberal patronage of exhibitors in our organization and
vious that we will be one of these and co-operative spirit towards the our program.
Eddie Dowling for Radio Post
to receive the benefits that are sure independent producer and an honThe year 1934 will be a good year Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
for
us,
because
we
intend
to
keep
to come. With hysteria behind us
Washington — Eddie Dowling was
est attempt by all distributors to
and the feeling of security assured, preserve the equities which the in- right on delivering — pictures, ser- mentioned yesterday as likely to
succeed
William D. L. Starbuck,
a greater demand for entertainment
dependent theater owner has in his
vice, specialized exploitation co-operation and it will be a good year for whose term on the Federal Radio
will be created — and Warner Bros, theater.
Commission expires soon.
I emphasize the importance of a all others who do the same thing.
pledge themselves to meet this de-
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A XMAS PARTY
Come One Come All

Old Santa
M. P. A.)
with them
Dec. 21st,

Claus and Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., (A.
cordially invite the men and women of our industry to join
in a joyous Christmas Luncheon Party to be held on Thursday,
at 12:45 P. M. in the Grand Ball Room of the Hotel Astor.

The Entire Cost Is One Dollar r$1001
Seating accommodations limited to 1,000.

A Sell Out Sure

Attendance limited to persons in the motion picture industry
and affiliated
arts
AN

OCCASION

FOR

THANKSGIVING

AND

GOOD-FELLOWSHIP

Tickets obtainable in advance from the following:
Paramount Pictures — J. P. McLoughlin

Columbia Pictures — Lou Goldberg
Educational Films — Gordon White
Film Daily — Marvin Kirsch
Fox Films — Gabe York
Majestic Pictures — Bert Ennis
Metro-Goldwyn- Mayer — Howard Dietz
Monogram Pictures — Ed. Finney
National Screen Service — W. B. Brenner

Come

And

Make

Merry

Quigley Publications — Ray Gallagher
R.K.O.— Robert Sisk
The Billboard — Leslie G. Anderson
United Artists — Monroe Greenthal
Universal — Paul Gulick
Variety — Lou Rydell
Warner Bros.-First National — Mort Blumenstock

At An Old

Fashioned

Xmas

Party

THE
12
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YOUR MONEY HELPED
SAVE THIS FAMILY

NEWS

OF THE DAY

St. Louis — Police are hunting two
armed bandits who held up the Lindell Theater for $541.

(Continued from Page 1)

morning they had been told to vacate their one room for which they
owed five week's rent. With a few
pennies borrowed each day, they had
managed to buy enough canned food
to keep the little group from starvation, but now they were without
shelter, and hungry.
It was one of the most pitiful
stories the Fund Committee had
ever heard. All details were checked
and proven to be true. The man
has sought employment for 19
months. Any kind of work would
be acceptable, but, being ill and
worried, the one-time smile had
faded and no one seemed to want
his services.
This is what the money which
YOU send to the Fund did for
this little family. The woman, who
needed immediate medical treatment, was placed in a hospital and
will undergo an operation this week.
The man and the little ones were
provided with a room, with rent
paid for a week to start. Food was
purchased, and a Christmas basket
with eats, toys and fixin's will be
delivered to them on Saturday. The
Fund does not fail those who are
worthy
of assistance.
DO
NOT

Kansas City — Exhibitors' Film
Delivery Service Co., Inc., has applied for a license to operate as a
freight carrier in the western half
of Missouri.
FAIL THE FUND. Send a check
today to The Film Daily Relief
Fund, 1650 Broadway.

These Have Shared

M. J. Kandell
B. Blumenthal
David Barrist
Jack Glucksmann
Sack Amusement
Enterprises
"Red"
Kann
William A. Orr
William Scully
"Memory of Sol Brill"
Harry
Shiftman
Castle Films
Film Curb
Morris Kinzler
Sophie
K. Smith
Arthur A. Lee
John Eberson
James A. FitzPatrick
Dewey
D. Bloom
Vincent
Trotta
Paul Lazarus

Arthur W. Stebbins
Moe Streimer
A. Montague
Al Sherman
H. D. Buckley
W. E. Benton
Vincent Sardi
Renee Carroll
Lawrence Weiner
Frank C. Walker
Jay M.O'Leary
A.
P. A.
W. Ray Johnston
John C. Eddy
Flinn
Arthur

William R. Ferguson
Ned Depinet
M. Van Praag
Alexander Kempner
City Photo Engraving
J. H. Tannenbaum
Hattie H. Hecht
MGM
Publicity
Harold
B. FranklinDep't. Randforce Amusement Co.
Rinzler
Charles C. Moskowitz Samuel
Automatic Devices Co.
James R. Grainger

f

'or more than thirty years, the most
OR
J /women
of the cinema world and
placed their seal of approval upon the
Tecla. It is in keeping with this tradition
now presents its newest creation, the
Culture Pearls — treasures of the sea,
Mr. Oyster himself and destined for
than to complement the loveliness

Charlotte, N. C. — A remodeling
contract has been let by C. L. &
W. Theaters, this city, for remodeling a theater in Asheville at a cost
of $25,000.
Charlotte, N. C. — Eugene Street,
manager of the Carolina theater,
has been elected president of the
local Civitan Club.
Jack Alicoate
J. S. MacLeod
Hal Hode
David Bernstein
William Massce
Jerry Cohen
Don Mersereau
Richard Brady
Cresson
Smith
Don Carle Gillette
Don Hancock
LeoDold Friedman
Jay Emanuel
Ben Amsterdam
Quigley
Wm.
B. Publications
Brenner
Sam E. Morris
Halsey
Marvin Raines
Kirsch
Atlantic
Theaters
Addie
Dannenberg
Edna Sussman
E. A. Schiller
Louis K. Sidney
C. C. Pettijohn
Leo Klebanow
Longacre Press
Gabriel
Hess
H. M. Masters
Harry M. Bernstein
W. F. Rodgers

Irving Samuels
Toby Gruen
Chick Lewis
Val Lewton
Charles Cohen
Henry Ginsberg
Phil deAngelis
Milton Weiss
Maurice McKenzie
David Palfreyman
Louis Nizer
S. S. Braunberg
W. P. Wentz
Eastman
Kodak Co.
Hal
Phil Roach
Ryan
Gabe Yorke
Mascot
Pictures
Corp.
Will H. Hays
Harold
Auten
Joe Lee
Sam Dembow, Jr.
Arthur Israel, Jr.
J.
McCarthy
Jack J. Levy
Sam Rubinstein
Billboard
Herb
Berg
Eli Sugarman
Thomas J. Connors
Roy Norr

ERPI AGREEMENT
UPHELD BY COURT
(Continued from Page 1)

ed down a ruling for Erpi stating
that the contract was "one of rental
and not of service." The fact that
the theater was closed did not affect the
the accrual
the "rental"
der
contract,of according
to unthe
decision. Erpi was awarded $678.94
with interest.
Fewer Films for Fredric March
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Upon completing
"Good Dame," his last picture under
five-year contract with Paramount,
Fredric March says he will insist
on fewer roles. He has been featured in five productions in the last
six months.
Joe Brandt Improving
After being laid up by an attack
of grippe and some minor ailments,
Joe Brandt was much improved yesterday and expects to be out again
today or tomorrow.
David
Sydney
Walter

A.

Levy

S. Cohen
Reade

Ed Churchill
Donohue & Coe
Ed
Sam Finney
Stern
Jules Levy

E. W. Hammons
Felix F. Feist
Edward P. Curtis
Irwin Margulies
W. A. Downs
A. Schneider
E. M. Saunders
Harold
Hendee

Joseph H. Brennan

smartly dressed
society have
creations of
that Tecla

world's finest
produced by
no other fate
of a beautiful

woman! Exquisitely matched necklaces, of unsurpassable color and orient, are priced from $50 to $15,000.

CULTURE
NOW
AT

PEARLS

AT 608

49th

FIFTH

STREET,

(Adjacent To

AVENUE

NEW

YORK

Rockefeller Center)

Tecla Culture Pearls also set with genuine diamonds
in modern mountings of gold or platinum , in Rings,
Earrings, Bracelets, Studs and other Jewel Pieces.
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Single National Exhib Ass'n Urged by Brylawski

CODE AUTHORITY APPOINTS SIX COMMITTEES
Rocky Mt. Exhib Unit Refuses to Sign Code as Whole
Unknown

Will Recommend Changes
After Survey — Rap
Service Fees

Quantity

. . . chief production factor
—

By DON

VA/HEN

two

CARLE

GILLETTE

=

and

"She

Done

Him Wrong" turn out to be the box-office
lifesavers of the year, every text-book formula for making hit pictures is knocked
into a cocked derby.
A

consideration of the point is recommended to bankers who think production
of films should be as efficiently systematic
as the manufacture of buttons, and to
critics who analyze the screen as though
there were a set of rules making it possible to turn out nothing but successes.

•

XA/HAT

the

above-named

films prove,

^ ' for those who need to be reminded,
is that public amusement catering, better
known

as show business, can never be anything but a gamble.
The element of chance and uncertainty
plays such an important part in getting
the bead on public favor that this underlying risk must be written in at the outset

as part of every producing company's
talization— as a potential liability.

capi-

•

THERE

has always

been

too

much

as-

'

sumption, too much unqualified optimism, over the ability of studios to make
hits exclusively if they did so and so.
Despite continual upsetting of the dope,
the same

rosy contentions

about

the stu-

dios' super-ability are renewed each year;
hits are counted even before the stories
are written, and no reserve is ever set up
for the inevitable number of failures.

•

THE
'

failure of many

films of indisputed

merit has proved that merely turning

out "good" pictures is not enough
sure prosperity for this industry.

to as-

By J. A. ROSE
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

Denver — -Rocky Mountain Theater
Owners Asso., at yesterday's closing session of its annual convention,
voted not to adopt the code as a
whole. A committee of five, including President Harry E. Huffman,
was named to study, analyze and
recommend changes thought necessary after consulting with members
having complaints. Vote by voice
was
practically unanimous.
The

That's why it is so much a business of
experimentation, guesswork, taking chances.
The sooner everybody realizes this, the
sooner will the screen attain the intelligent
understanding of its difficulties and the
toleration that will help it to better cope
with its problems.

Yesterday's financial columns carried the
announcement that the latter company
would resume dividend payments in the
first quarter
of 1934.

PUBLIX CREDITORS
OFFERED 50 PER GENT

IND. EXHIBS TO HOLD
STATE-WIDE MEETINGS

(Continued

on Page

DR. LOWELL RESIGNS
FROM GODEAUTHORITY

2)

Brylawski Says Time is Ripe
For Single Exhibitor Group

What gives producers their big headache is trying to fathom what the public
will like in the way of pictures before fortunes are spent in making these pictures.

Appoint Groups to Handle
Preliminary Work —
Meet Again Jan. 4

By ARTHUR W. EDDY
Organization work in connection
with the code machinery was started at the first meeting of the Code
Authority in the Bar Association
Building, New York, yesterday when
six committees were named to handle preliminary matters. The session adjourned to Jan. 4, when the
committees will report back concerning their activities.
Committees appointed were as
(.Continued on Page 8)
Under the Publix Enterprises re- follows: permanent headquarters,
organization plan approved by Ref- Charles L. O'Reilly, Harry M. Warner and R. H. Cochrane; committee
eree Henry K. Davis yesterday at
a special meeting of Paramount to recommend an executive secrePublix creditors, the creditors will
tary, Nicholas M. Schenck, George
and Nathan
Yarning
receive approximately 50 cents on J. Schaefer
(Continued on Page 7)
the dollar. They will be offered one
share of $100 par-preferred stock
of Famous Theaters Corp., ParaBy HOWARD M. RUDEAUX
mount Publix subsidiary, which is
FILM DAILY
Staff Correspondent
expected to acquire assets of Publix
Indianapolis — A series of meetings are to be held throughout the Enterprises at a public auction tostate to obtain the reactions of local
day at 2 P. M. at Davis' office, for
exhibitors on problems of clearance, every $200 in claims.
The Publix
Enterprises reorganizoning, admission prices and other
(Continued on Page 2)
Setting at rest a flock of rumors,
(Continued on Page 8)
The Film Daily learned from an
authoritative source last night that
Blank Offers Creditors
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell of the M.
Metropolitan Studio
20
Per
Cent
Settlement
P. Research Council has definitely
Is Adding Five Stages
Omaha— A. H. Blank Theater Co. resigned from the Code Authority,
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
of Nebraska has filed petition in to whi:h he was appointed by PresiHollywood ■ — Construction will
dent Roosevelt. He is understood to
start Jan. 2 on five new sound stages Federal Court to pay creditors at
(Continued
on Page 8)
at the Metropolitan Studio, operated the rate of one-fifth of claims, totalling $800,000. The bankrupt firm
by General Service Studios. Three
(Continued on Page 2)
Reformers Backing Bill
FILM

pictures as widely different

^ * as "Little Women"

Back to Pay Dirt
After fooling around with Tiffany
Productions as its president and .seeing
the company go on the financial rocks,
L. A. Young reverted full attention to
his L. A. Young Spring & Wire Corp.

One Wilstach

Missed

Too bad Frank J. Wilstach has passed
on. The compiler of best similes would
have relished this one from a dramatic
review by Brooks Atkinson in "The
Times" yesterday:
"More postponements than the return
of prosperity."

Creation of a single national exhibitor association, to enable theater owners to act in a solid body
and thus avoid wrangling and delays such as were occasioned in
connection with the film code, is
advocated by A. Julian Brylawski,
president of the M. P. T. O. of the
District of Columbia,
and long a
(Continued

on Page

7)

For Gov't Film FILM
Control
DAILY

Washington Bureau of THE

Washington — Bishop Canon
Chase and various reform elements
formerly active in the dry cause
are expected to turn their attention
to the movies
it became
evi(Continucdnow,
on Page
2)
Favors the Foreigns
One of the critics voting on the
Ten Best Pictures of 1934 in the annual
FILM DAILY poll has listed five foreign
pictures among his ten.
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Am.
Seat
Columbia Picts. vtc.
Con. Fm. Ind
Con.
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East.
Kodak
Fox Fm
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Paramount
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Pathe Exch
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RKO
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Warner
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Swedish Talker in Third Week
Chicago — "Pettersson and Bendel," Swedish talker, is in its third
week at the Eassaness Julian theater.

"Emperor"

for

Criterion

Blank Offers Creditors
Metropolitan Studio
20 Per Cent Settlement
Is (Continued
AddingfromFive
Stages
(.Continued from Page 1)
Page 1)
formerly operated the Paramount
theater, now part of Blank's TriState Theaters Co. Federal Judge
James A. Donohue ordered the offer
investigated by Herman Aye, referee. Petition stated the offer was
satisfactory to most of the creditors.

new sound channels are being installed at a cost of |125,000. Dr.
E. M. Honan, formerly sound director for Bell Laboratories, has
been made sound director by General, with Oscar Lagerstrom, formerly with United Artists, as chief
dubbing mixer. Harold Lloyd will
produce "The Catspaw" at Metro-

Holding National Previews
politan.
OnFollowing
'Gallant theLady,'
'Moulin'
recent national Reformers Backing Bill
trade showing of "Roman ScanFor (Continued
Gov't from
Film
Control
Page 1)
dals," United Artists has arranged

Coming and Going
GEORGE ROBERTS, Fox district manager, is
in New York from Cleveland to spend Christmas with his wife and daughter.
S. N. BEHRMAN, who did the dialogue for
M-G-M's "Queen Christina," starring Greta
Garbo, is in New York for a vacation and
aleaves
new next
play. week for the South to start on
WALTER FREUDENBERGER of Master Art
Products has been in Boston this week to appoint a local representative.
RICHARD BARTHELMESS will come to New
York to spend New Year's if he finishes "A
Modern
Hero"
for First National
in time.
ERNEST B. SCHOEDSACK has arrived back
in Hollywood by plane from New York, where
he

enjoyed

a

week's

vacation.

Publix Creditors Get
Offer of 50 Per Cent
(Continued from Page 1)

zation plan fixes compensation of
S. A. Lynch, who was brought into
the situation following the bankruptcy to aid in adjusting claims
to hold key city previews of two
other executive dudent yesterday, when it was learned and performing
ties, at $50,000, to be paid by note,
more releases, Ann Harding's "Gal- that these forces are rallying beand
2,500
shares
of preferred stock
lant Lady" on Dec. 29 and Conhind the Patman bill for federal of Famous Theaters
Corp.
stance
Bennett's
"Moulin
Rouge"
on
regulation of the industry. The
Jan. 15.
Floyd Laporte of Root, Clark &
reform group is seen endeavoring Buckner, counsel for the Paramount
to present a solid front to the new
explained and adCongress passage of the measure, Publix trustees,
New England Allied Unit
vocated the Publix Enterprises reorwhich has not yet passed out of
ganization
plan.
Objection
to it was
Delays Action on Code committee.
virtually nil.
Official attitude of Independent
As claims confronting Publix EnTheater Owners of New England on
Garbo Opening Moved Up
terprises are adjusted, this subsidthe code will be determined at a
iary will gradually cease to exist.
World Premiere of Greta Garbo
meeting of its board of directors to
The creditors' meeting was adbe held in Boston next month. The in M-G-M's "Queen Christina" has
journed until Dec. 28 at 2 P. M. to
to next Tuesday incode was explained by Abram F. been advanced
stead of Wednesday.
take
up
matters
incident to consumMyers, Sidney E. Samuelson and
mation of the Dent Theaters' stock
Nathan Yamins at a meeting of the
sale.
Ben Blue Booked
unit in Boston on Monday.
Ben Blue has been booked through
100 Amusement Firms Dissolved
Max Baer for Another Film
the Leo Morrison office for an apAlbany — ■ More than 100 motion
After filling stage dates in Washpearance at the Metropolitan, Brookpicture, theatrical and amusement
ington the week of Jan. 5, the
lyn, starting today. On Dec. 29 he firms
have just been dissolved by
Metropolitan in Brooklyn, week of will make another Vitaphone short.
the Secretary of State for failure
Jan. 12, and Baltimore the week of
to file corporation tax records for
Jan. 19, Max Baer will go to the
Guild Opposes Change a period of five years. The names
coast for another picture. The Leo Dramatists'
of all corporations dissolved by
Morrison office is handling him. An
Amending of the legitimate thea- proclamation will be reserved for
ter
code
to
give
managers
some
ensemble of beauties appears with
share in film rights even when plays six months and the corporate exBaer in his stage act.
istence of any company so dissolved
do not run three weeks is opposed
may
be
revived at any time within
New N. S. S. Lab for Boston
byt the Dramatists' Guild. The pro- such period
by the payment of taxes
ducers and managers, who had ap- due and a fee
Boston — Mike Kaufman of Naof $50.
proved the change, must now settle
tional Screen Service is here ar- the matter
between them.
ranging for construction of a new
lab.

+
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Complaint Board for Independents

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Setting up of a complaint board in NRA for independent business
under codes is being considered by the Administration, it was learned yesterday, in
view of Progressive Republican attacks that have been leveled at allegedly monopolistic
tendencies of codes. Senator Borah and several other well-known Senators have been
invited to sit on the board, it was learned. Borah is known to be considering proposing an amendment to the Recovery Act which would waive all anti-trust immunity
from code sponsors
such as the Act now does.

John Krimsky and Gifford Cochrane
take over the Criterion on Saturday for
a Broadway revival of their feature,
"Emperor
Jones.'' Policy
will
be
grind.
Lease
on house
runs for two
weeks.

Salesmen Get Vacation on Pay
Denver — Fox salesmen have been
calledpay.
in for a two-weeks' vacation
with
Philip Lavine on Holiday
Boston — Philip H. Lavine,
manager of the Phil Smith
will spend the holidays on.
Indies cruise with his wife.

Cruise
general
circuit,
a West

F. D.'s Boston Opening Party
Boston — First Division threw a
grand luncheon for the opening of
its new local exchange with Carl
Crawford as manager and Eileen
Lieberman as assistant. Harry
Thomas came up from New York
for the event.

Switch "Modern Hero" Release

West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Reopening New Orleans House
New Orleans — L. M. Ashe, treasHollywood — "A Modern Hero,"
urer of the old Saenger Amusement new Dick Barthelmess picture now
Co., has leased the Liberty, which in work, has been changed from the
closed this week, and will reopen it Warner to the First National resoon.
lease schedule.

MANY HAPPY REM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry,
are celebrating their who
birthdays:

Dec.
Blanche Schneider
Pat Hartigan

21
William

J. Cowen

Lucien

Hubbard

An industry, aware of the devotion which this man
has given to the perfection of the short comedy,
now joins the public in a fitting celebration of the

H
RQAC€DI£S
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PLAY A
HAL ROACH
COMEDY
on every change of
program during the 20th
Anniversary Celebration
of the King of Comedy—

JANUARY
TO

STAR POWER! FEATURE
STRENGTH! PRODUCTION
VALUES DE LUXE IN THE
HAL ROACH M-G-M LINE-UP!
The

Top

Notchers

of

Comedy

Fame!

STAN LAUREL
OLIVERHARDY
Consistently the Dependable

CHARLEY
The Girls Who

h
t
8

Laugh Star!

CHASE

Give You Gobs

of Giggles!

THELMA TODD
PATSY
KELLY

'Spanky", "Stymie", "Pete" and All The Kid Stars!

"OUR

GANG"

Don Barclay, Douglas Wakefield, Billy Nelson,

A HAPPY EVENT HAPPILY
EXPLOITED BY M-G-M!

I
.j

FREE
ACCESSORIES
Shown

on next page!

Jack Barty!

ROACH

The Cream

of the Lunatic

Crop!

ALL-STARS

Billy Gilbert, Billy Bletcher (Schmalz Brothers)
in the De Luxe Hal Roach Musical Delights

MUSICAL

COMEDIES
(over please)

1

PROUD OF
YOU, HAL!

//

"The industry knows . . . the public knows . . . that for
twenty years you have brought entertainment and happiness to millions the world over. Now all join in acclaiming you, "King of Comedy". . . in predicting for
you still greater success in another twenty years of
short feature leadership!"

* CS 1 -

HAL-lkii20n

;

Your Pal, Leo*

CONTENTS
OF
SPECIAL 20th
ANNIVERSARY
PRES

/

S-S H E ET

PRESS

•cjk*M'»us# soar
JANUARY 8*
ABOVE: Two-Color

STORIES. Newspapers welcome reminiscent stories of early
movie days and stars of the past.
PRESS MATS. Great old-time stills
that editors will want to publish.
AD MATS. And a complete day-byday Exploitation Campaign.

press sheet.
LEFT: One Sheet lithographed in6 colors.

Wi
CltlBRATI

ANNIVER i

ALL
AD

'

AS KING OF SCREEN COMHflf

BY PRESENTINC HIS
LATEST 'FUNNIEST
COMEDY CLASSIC/
Metro^M^yz/'^ayer

pictures,

FREE!
MATS,

ONE
STILLS,

SHEET!
TRAILER!

11—8 x 10 BLACK and WHITE STILLS
6— VARIED NEWSPAPER AD MATS
4— VARIED PUBLICITY, MATS
ONE SHEET— LITHOGRAPHED 6 COLORS
TALKING TRAILER— 250 FEET
SPECIAL LEADER FOR ALL COMEDY
PRINTS BOOKED

PLAY HAL ROACH

Jan. 8th-15th
ES
COMEDI
Proudly sponsored by

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

THE
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SINGLE EXHIB ASS N
URGED BY BRYLAWSKI
(Continued from Page 1)

leader in M. P. T. 0. A. affairs.
In a statement concerning the 1934
outlook for THE FILM DAILY
YEAR
BOOK, Brylawski says: '
'"If there is one great objective
that is clearly denned under the
NRA procedure, it is the value, in
fact the necessity, of organization.
The well organized industry was
proven to be in the position to be
best able to protect the interests of
its members and to secure for them
what would actually seem to be
preferential treatment in the preparation and conditions of existing
codes. It might be well said that
the lack of complete exhibitor organization was a contributing factor
to the chaotic, confused and disorganized code hearings and code
meetings, which so unreasonably delayed the preparation of the code
for the motion picture industry and
is mainly responsible for much of
the misunderstandings as to its operation. But under the very provisions of the code itself and the
National Recovery Act which it
seeks to effectuate, changes and
improvements can still be had and
may in fact become desirable so
that a completely organized and cohesive motion picture industry still
has the chance to secure complete
self-government and self-regulation,
even under the NRA. I believe that
there is no time like the present to
form an expansive organization of
the motion picture industry, taking
the present Motion Picture Theater
Owners of America as a nucleus, to
embrace all exhibitor organizations,
where necessary form new exhibitor
organizations and to cover the entire United States with one exhibitor organization with chapters for
the distributing and producing
branches of our industry. Such an
unorganization ably officered and one
selfishly administered under
supreme head, should and would
completely work out all the problems
that have beset this industry, eliminate eternal dissension and present
a united front to all adverse movements and legislation. As it has
been stated that, 'A house divided
fall', so a comitself mustsolidly
against bined
cemented
industry
must stand. The time and need for
organization is now.'
Warner Week in K. C.-Des Moines
It looks like "Warner-First National week" in Kansas City and
Des Moines, where the company s
m
product is being shown this week
three of the four first-run houses
in each city.
In Kansas City, the Newman is
showing "Lady Killer"; Mainstreet,
"The World Changes"; and Uptown,
"Female."
In Des Moines, "Female" is at
the Des Moines; "Ever in My
Heart" at the Paramount, and "Havana Widows" at the Orpheum.
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• THIS IS the last time before Christmas that this
col'm will have the chance to URGE you
to contribute
one of the most needy causes seeking funds for those
who are to
in
dire need of financial and moral support
The call of the
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND has been heard by about 100
men and women in this industry out of the thousands who are
employed, from office boys to the highest executives .... .
This is YOUR fund
members of this industry established
it
workers in this industry must support it ...... or it
will fail
This year, many will call for assistance
scores of film men who are down and NEARLY out will need
some funds for food.
money to keep a shelter over their
families and if YOU don't send your bit to the Fund
just WHERE is the Committee to get the money?
You've got SOME MONEY you can spare for this worthy cause
Sure you have
Maybe you've merely forgotten
maybe you think you're too busy
Maybe you haven't
read about a few typical cases that the Fund has saved from
— guess what!
Let YOUR contribution be your Christmas
gift to those who will be MOST
thankful
and will
NEVER FORGET
Remember
The Needy
Send To The Fund
• •
• WE'RE WONDERING what they're going to do
over at the Hotel Astor grand ballroom this noon
to
accommodate the host of members and guests who will flock to
the A.M.P.A.'s Christmas Luncheon and Party
One buck
is the toll, and when it comes to buying SOMETHING for
nothing
it's the McCoy
John C. Flinn, the dynamic
prexy, has lined up Will H. Hays, Eddie Cantor, Mario Chamlee, and a few others who will be surprise guests
and we know of other surprises that if you miss
it'll be
your own durned fault
It's a Natural
A Honey
12:45 is the time
Get there early
the line
forms on the right
and we ain't foolin'
Send SOMETHING Now
To The Fund
• •
• OVER AT THE Pen and Hammer tonight
Nathan Adler will lecture on "Growing Pains in the Soviet
Cinema"
so y'see, they even have 'em in Russia .......
and if you're interested in the symptoms
you'll have a
chance to ask pertinent questions in the open forum discussion
that will follow ....... And
incidentally
"Volga
Volga" released
by Kinematrade
isn't a Russia
Soviet picture, after all
it was made
outside of Soviet
The Relief Fund
Needs YOUR Bit
• • • MARY PICKFORD has selected the last half of
the first act of "A Church Mouse" as the vehicle which will
hail her return to the stage
which takes place tomorrow
at the Paramount
It will be the first appearance behind
the footlights of "America's Sweetheart" since she played in
David Belasco's "A Good Little Devil"
The screen attraction will be "Alice in Wonderland"
Tomorrow will also
be a gala occasion for all RKO circuit houses
"Little
Women," which starts its sixth week at Radio City, hits all
RKO theaters in the metropolitan district
and what with
early openings and midnight shows the managerial staffs are
setting up pup-tents backstage and will work in relays
like a bunch of six-day riders
pedaling up and down the
aisles
with a time schedule in one hand
and a
can of coffee in the other
It's Not Too Late
To Help The Fund
• •
• HERE are some short shots from our own news
desk
..Betty Hollingsworth,
who hails from deah oP
Lunnon ....... and at one time was associated with Cosmo
Hamilton,
will continue with 20th Century
as assistant to
Franklin
Underwood,
new eastern story editor
..... Betty
was formerly secretary to Howard Smith
Gene Werner
and Jack Sonenblick, representing the Warner Club won the
public contract bridge tournament ...... held Sunday
for the benefit of the "N. Y. American" Christmas and Relief
Fund
The lads get the W. R. Hearst, Jr., Trophy and a
free 13 day cruise to the West Indies
And Charlie Bade
of the Paramount Bowling Team asks us to invite other teams
to the fray

AUTHORITY NAMES
SIX COMMITTEES
(Continued from Page 1)

committee on rules governing Code
Authority procedure, W. Ray Johnston, M. H. Aylesworth and Ed
Kuykendall; committee on code machinery financing, Sidney R. Kent,
Harry M. Warner, Charles L.
O'Reilly and Nathan Yamins; committee to secure signatures to code :
Ed Kuykendall, J. Robert Rubin
and Nathan Yamins; committee to
handle recommendations for local
zoning and grievance boards,
Charles L. O'Reilly, Sidney R. Kent,
George J. Schaefer, W. Ray Johnston, Nathan Yamins.
The opening session ran two
hours and a half, with Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt presiding. It was decided to adopt a
system of rotating chairmen, electing the chairman for the following
session at the conclusion of each
meeting. Kent has been selected
as chairman of the meeting scheduled to begin Jan. 4 in New York.
Harold S. Bareford, Warner official, acted as secretary of the meetingcated
and thatpress
contact.in He
membership
the indiCode
Authority is not necessary to allow appointment to one of its committees.
Sidney R. Kent, who is on the
Coast, was represented by W. C.
Michel, Fox treasurer, who, it is
understood, will be his alternate.
Rubin will sub for Schenck, Bareford for Warner, and Eddie Golden, general sales manager of Monofor Johnston.
Of gram,
the
Government appointed
representatives of the Code Authority only Eddie Cantor was present.
Rosenblatt is himself one of the
three additional Government representatives to sit on the Authority.
A third member has not as yet been
Deputy Administraappointed,
declined to
tor stated.theRosenblatt
indicate his jurisdiction as NRA
regional director in charge of
amusement codes, including the motion picture code.
Last night it appeared that out
of a field of candidates for the post
of executive secretary, John C.
Flinn of Paramount was considered a likely selection. Possibilities
of establishing code headquarters
in the RKO building in Radio City
are understood to be under consideration.
Doorman
Turns Manager
Madison, Wis. — Pat Abendroth, a
doorman at the Orpheum here, has
opened a theater in Manchester, a
town of about 250 population some
50 miles from Madison. Pat goes
up on Sundays, runs his show, maps
out his advertising for the week
and returns Mondays to his job here.
It is the first time the people of
Manchester have had pictures in
their own town and the house is
clicking fairly well.
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SUBJECT REVIEWS

By

HOLLYWOOD

TEANETTE MacDONALD's next
J M-G-M film will be "The Dutchess
of Delmonico's," with special musical numbers by Arthur Freed and
Nacio Herb Brown. Walter Wanger
will produce it, with Harry Beaumont directing.

"Waters of Minneronka"
6 mins.
Audio Productions
Pleasing

One of
of a13 new
"Musical
Moods"
series
shorts
in which
the
visual accompaniment will reflect
the mood of the music. In this sub*
*
*£
ject four or five nature scenes of
E. H. Griffith and Francis Fara- considerable majesty are shown in
Technicolor during the exgoh, who are in New York, will con- two-color cellent
musical rendition of the
fer with Sidney Howard on the
placidly beautiful Indian lullaby by
script of "Alien Corn," new Ann
Harding vehicle which Kenneth Gustave Haenschen and a string ensemble. One of the scenes is of
Macgowan will
* supervise.
*
*
the rugged face of a mountain with
a waterfall in the foreground and
"She Takes the Wheel," by du
Rocher Macpherson, has been bought another high above. Another shows
a canoeist paddling in the twlight.
by M-G-M.
Color is generally good. Subject
RKO has assigned Henry Kolker makes a good program variant.
to "Success Story" and Matt McHugh to "So You Won't Sing, Eh?"
"Ave Maria"
8 mins.
Claire Windsor has been signed Audio Productions
Good
by Maury Cohen to star in "Swan
A somber but worthwhile subject
Song,"
which Pictures
Cohen is
for
Invincible
at producing
Universal with Dion Kennedy at the organ,
studios. In the supporting cast will
be Johnny Mack Brown, Anita
Louise, Kenneth Thompson, Matty Rocky Mt. Unit Wants
Kemp, Niles Welch and Josef SwickChanges Made in Code
ard. Story is by Gordon Morris and
(Continued from Page 1)
was adapted by Anthony Coldeway. feeling is prevalent that the code
Frank Strayer
is
directing.
* *
*
was exceptionally severe in certain
Edward Arnold has been assigned sections, but speakers refrained
from pointing out that they objected
anext
leading
in Sylvia
Sidney's
to be quoted. SentiB. P.role
Schulberg
picture
for to and mentrefused
was that members should live
Paramount, "Thirty Day Princess," up to provisions until changes could
to be directed by Marion Gering.
be affected and thus assist if pos"Merry Wives of Reno," instead tions. sible in return of improved condiof "Rival Wives," is to be the title
ERPI was condemned in a resoluof the picture in which Warners
tion for maintaining alleged unreawill present Ann Dvorak, Glenda
sonable service charges. Demand
Farrell, Margaret Lindsay, Lyle
was
made
that ERPI reduce service
Talbot, Hugh Herbert, Guy Kibbee
charges, which the resolution
and Frank McHugh.
* *
*
claimed are far in excess of value
Francis Martin, former Para- rendered. Another resolution condemned any further attempt at
mount director of "Tillie and Gus,"
has been assigned to write the theater admission taxation by the
screen adaptation of "We're Not state or nation, and asked that Congress repeal present admission tax.
Dressing," with Bing Crosby,
Most of the officers reelected inGeorge Burns, Gracie Allen, W. C.
Fields and Ethel Merman in leading
cluding Harry E. Huffman, president; Joe H. Dekker, first vice-presiroles. Others on the story, an original by Walton Hall Smith, are
dent; E. J. Schulte, second viceNorman Taurog, director, Horace president; Gus Kohn, treasurer, and
Emmett
Thurman, secretary and
Jackson, scenarist, Stephen Morehouse Avery, writer, and Benjamin counsel. Directors are Huffman,
Dekker, Mrs. Lee Mote, L. J. Finske,
Glazer, who will supervise.
* *
*
Buzz Briggs, Everett Cole, E. J.
Jack Cunningham, Paramount Schulte, Harold Erice, Nathan Salwriter, has returned to the studio monthos, Gus Kohn.
The convention wired the Code
after a four-week leave of absence,
spent in traveling.
Authority meeting in New York giv* *
*
ing its recommendations for grievance, zoning and clearance boards.
"Ladies Should Listen," a play by
George Broxbourne and Alfred PozReturns as M-G-M Cleve. Booker
namsi, has been purchased by Paramount.
Cleveland — Leo Jones, who re* *
*
signed from M-G-M two years ago
Robert Greig, William Gardan to go into the exhibition field,, is
and Edward Arnold have been add- back with the company again as
ed to Warner's "Upper World," and short subject booker. He succeeds
Hal LeRoy will dance in First Na- Bill Watmaugh, transferred to the
Minneapolis exchange.
tional's "Wonder Bar."

assisted by violin and cello, and
shots of Canterbury Cathedral for
the visual accompaniment. The
photography is especially fine, with
some very unusual angles caught.
Will go best in the better-class
houses.
"Dance of the Hours"
Audio Productions
9 mins.
Good
Well-devised and executed, the
varied mood of the Ponchielli classic
is effectively depicted by a constantly changing series of nature shots.
In this subject the ideas behind the
music, that of dawn, the gathering storm and the battle of light
and darkness, are shown by nature
in placid and wilder moods as a
quiet stream, waving grass, patter
of raindrops on water and a rushing
waterfall. Subject is tinted in black
and white. The musical rendition
by Hans Lange and an ensemble
composed of Philharmonic players is
first-rate.

Indiana Exhibs to Hold
State-Wide Meetings
(Continued

on

Page

8)

matters which must be met as the
industry goes under the code, it was
stated at the annual convention of
Associated Theater Owners of Indiana held here this week. The
code was the chief topic of discussion at the convention. Due to controversial opinions within the industry, definite action on the code was
withheld until the personnels of the
clearance - zoning and grievance
boards are made known. Nearly 200
attended the convention.
Newly elected officers are: S. W.
Neall, Kokomo, president; Earl Cunningham, vice-president; Harry
Markum, treasurer; Mrs. Helen B.
Keeler, secretary. Charles A. Metzger was continued as attorney and
general manager. Directors elected
are: W. H. Young, R. Harrold, W.
F. Easley, A. E. Bennett, E. L. Miller, Oscar Fine, James Fushanaes,
R. F. Scherer, H. P. Vonderschmidt,
F. Carey, Maurice Rubin, Ross Carver, Alex Manta, R. R. Bair, A. C.
Zaring, L. B. Goulden.

Dr. Lowell Resigns
From Code Authority
(Continued from Page 1)

have felt that his position on the
authority did not allow him the

NEWS of the DAY
Cleveland — Holbrook C. Bissell,
Columbia branch manager, and Oscar Ruby, city salesman, accompanied by Mrs. Bissell and Mrs. Ruby,
leave the end of the week to spend
the holidays in Miami.
Cleveland — Maurice Lebensburger
has resigned as manager of the local Majestic exchange. Mark Goldman, district manager, will temporarily have
charge
of Majestic's
Cleveland
and
Cincinnati
offices.
Morris Segal owns Majestic Pictures Corp. of Ohio.
Denver — Bertha E. Ibold, wife of
Walter E. Ibold, manager of the
Comet, died this week. Her brother,
C. W. Kelly, owner of the Park theill. ater at Greeley, Colo., is seriously
Denver — Jack Scott, former Columbia booker, is now with the Sheffield exchange. Columbia exchange
moves into the former Educational
quarters at 2144 Champa St. after
the first of the year.
Spencer, la. — M. F. Gettier, Lincoln, Neb., has been named manager
of the Spencer and Fraser theaters
here, units of the Finkelstein circuit.
Des Moines — The Orpheum will
close shortly for installation of new
sound equipment, according to Hale
Cavanagh, manager.
Fort Pierce, Fla. — The Sample
theater, Rupert N. Koblegard, Jr.,
lessee, is to operate part time.
Monticello, Fla. — The Katherine
theater will be operated part time
by Clyde Brown.

4 New Orleans First-Runs
Showing Local News Reel
New Orleans — Local newsreel
shots produced by Harcol are now
getting first-run bookings in the
Saenger,
Orpheum, Loew's State
and St. Charles.
"Circus Preacher" May Go in Films.,
Dallas — Sponsored by J. N. Wisner, former showman and later a
prominent southwest cotton broker
who is now retired, "Doc" Waddell,
widely known as the "Circus Preacher," may appear in a series of short
inspirational subjects to be produced
independently. Waddell, who has
won notice in many parts of the
country for his sermons delivered
while trouping ahead of outdoor
shows, is at present with the J.
Doug Morgan repertoire company.
Before deciding definitely on the
film venture, Wisner is lining up a
series of lecture dates for Waddell.

proper latitude to bring about "revocated. forms" in pictures which he has adLowell is reported to have informed an exhibitor delegation of
his resignation in Boston a few days
ago. Rosenblatt last night refused
to comment on the reported resignation. "That's a matter for Gen.
Johnson to talk about," he said.
His principal talk is called "It's
Great to Be Alive."
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23 NEW ORLEANS HOUSES ON PREMIUMS! ONE DAY
Trans -Lux to Open
Christmas
. and the Relief Fund
=

By

JACK

ALICOATE

—

is just around the corner.
CHRISTMAS
No time is more appropriate for charity. Christmas! "Glory to God in the
highest, and on earth peace, good will
toward

men."

Thanks to many great hearts in this
industry, the Film Daily Relief Fund is
in healthy condition to carry on. But.
Some who should help are still looking
cut of the window.

To those who have overlooked or forgotten, this is a final appeal.
This, the sixth
annual
drive,
closes
Christmas Eve.
As
you
read
these
lines,
if you
sent
in your
check,
please
do
NOW.

have
not
so today,

•

Ten dollars now does the work of twentyfive a few years back. There is not one
penny of expense. Every dollar goes direct
to relief.

If your loved ones have the comforts of
life on this Christmas eve, thank that Master up above. He has been good to you.
Think, then, for just one moment, of those
not so fortunate. Those in sickness and
actual want through no fault of their own.
It can happen to you, me, anyone.

Eight More Theaters

Additional Houses Planned
in the Metropolitan
Territory
Plans are all set for the opening
of eight more Trans-Lux theaters in
the metropolitan district next year,
The Film Daily learns. The third
house to be opened will be on Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, near the RKO
Kenmore. It is likely that projection equipment, chairs, etc., will be
installed there within the next four
{Continued on Page

An anti-trust suit naming major companies as defendants will be tiled by
Edward Quittner, Middletown, N. Y.,
exhibitor, in the U. S. District Court,
New York, within two weeks. Through
his attorneys, Graham & Reynolds,
Quittner will base the action on the
same evidence he produced in his case
against Paramount, Will H. Hays
and others, and which was dismissed
in the U. S. District Court, New York,
last spring. He has appealed and the
case will be tried in the Circuit Court
of Appeals
in February.

6)

DETROIT FIRST-RUNS
GO DOUBLE FEATURE
Detroit — Local first-runs went
double feature almost unanimously
this week. Even the United Artists
Theater followed along with the
State, RKO Downtown and other
houses. This gives all major firstruns either double bills or a stage
show.

660,900 Loew Shares
May Be Distributed

1,100 TURN OUT
FOR AMPA LUNCH
A crowd of nearly 1,100 jammed
the Astor's grand ballroom yesterday
for the Christmas Luncheon meeting of the A.M.P.A., making it an
affair that exceeded all expectations.
Speeches by Will H. Hays, Louis
Nizer, Cecil B. DeMille and Eddie
Cantor followed a galaxy of entertainers including Isham Jones, Little
{Continued

AMPA

on Page
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Party Spurs
Relief Fund Action

Immediately following yesterday's
Likelihood that the block of 660,- A.M.P.A. Christmas luncheon, about
900 shares which constitute control a score of messengers and office boys
of Loew's, Inc., will be distributed made a run on the FILM DAILY
among various holders of the notes offices, bearing checks and cash as
of Film Securities Corp., holding contributions to the FILM DAILY
company for the stock, was reported RELIEF FUND.
One envelope with
{Continued on Page

This is your last opportunity this year to
lelp a grand cause. Let us have that
:heck and Old Colonel Alicoate and the
est of the committee will guarantee that
cur Christmas and your 1934 will be more
:heerful and more prosperous for having
lone so.

New Action Against Majors

12)

{Continued on Page

13)

Industry Executives Forecast
Better Things in Coming Year
16 Fox Film Affiliates
Listed in Chase Bank Fold
Sixteen film affiliates, directly or
indirectly controlled by Fox, are
among the affiliated units of the
Chase National
Bank, it was re{Continued

on Page

12)

In year-end statements covering a
variety of points, four more leading
industry executives today present
their hopeful views on the coming
year. The expressions, from David
Sarnoff, president of RCA; Carl
Laemmle, Jr., general manager of
{Continued on Page

12)

Next Year

9 Houses Simultaneously
Offering
Same Turkeys
Day
New Orleans — Whether it's a
record of some kind or not, 23 local
theaters were advertising various
forms of premiums and giveaways
on Wednesday of this week. Nine
of the houses offered turkeys, while
the others advertised a number of
items ranging from mince pies to
women's towels.
Fifteen of the houses belong to
the United Theaters circuit. In the
case of some other theaters, the
premiums were in addition to a
double-feature bill.
The 23 houses mentioned include
onlylocal
theaters
in
papers.advertising this policy

FAMOUS THEATERS
GETS PUBLIX GROUP
Without a competing bid or a ripple of opposition, assets of Publix
Enterprises were sold to Famous
Theaters Corp., Paramount Publix
subsidiary, at a public auction in
the office of Referee Henry K. Davis yesterday morning for $1,800,000. Under terms of the deal, $240,000 will be paid by certified check
on closing{Continued
the contract,
held
on Page claims
6)

Schwartz Again Heads
Cleveland Exhibitors
Cleveland — Ernest Schwartz was
re-elected president of the Cleveland
Motion Picture Exhibitors Ass'n
yesterday. Other officers are: Albert
E. Ptak, {Continue
vice-pre
Kalaon Page John
12)
d sident;

Columbia Gets Barrymore
IV est Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Columbia has signed John
Barrymore
"Twentieth
Century,"
based
on thefor stage
play.
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Amity Plans 12 Features;
Ed Kuykendall Dubious
Buys 6 Will Rogers Sliorfs
Production of 12 features on the
Of Single
Exhib Ass'n
Commenting
on recommendations
made in several quarters that one
national exhibitor association be
formed, President Ed Kuykendall of
the M. P. T. O. A. yesterday declared that although his organization would welcome such an association, past efforts to bring about
such an enterprise have always
failed.
"Refusal of certain exhibitor elements to go along has always obstructed the plan," Kuykendall
pointed out.
Kuykendall left New York yesterday for his home in Columbus, Miss.,
after attending the first meeting of
the Code Authority, of which he is
a member.
Anna Sten's Next Is Set
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Washington — In a letter sent him yesterday by General Johnson, contents of which
were not made public, Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell is understood to hrve been asked to
reconsider his resignation as a member of th2 Code Authority. Lowell is said to have
felt the code post would not enable him to accomplish his aims as effectively as if
he were on the outside and pursued other means through the medium of the Motion
Picture Research Council. Johnson is believed to have told Lowell that, as a Government member of the Code Authority, he had the power of a veto if he did not
agree with its findings, and that he could exercise supervision
in that manner.
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Hollywood
For Anna
second American— film,
SamuelSten's
Goldwyn
has set a new transcription of Tolstoy's "Resurrection," with Fredric
March as leading man. In the
spring Miss Sten will make "Barbary Coast," with Gary Cooper opposite. A print of the first Sten
picture, "Nana," will be brought to
New Yoi'k early next month by
Goldwyn.
Files Claim Through Labor Board
New Orleans — Believing that four
union operators should have been
returned to work at Loew's State
on Nov. 24 when the labor board
here first requested it, the union has
filed a claim with the board for salaries since that time, President Arthur Chateau told The Film Daily.
The Loew-operator case is now before the labor board in Washington.

coast, with first release in March, i's
planned by Amity Pictures, John M.
Crinnion announces. Samuel Efrus
is now on his way to Hollywood to
place production under way. Charles
Hutchison will direct the initial film.
Amity also has acquired six travel
shorts featuring Will Rogers as
commentator guide. These subjects
likewise will be released starting
in March.

Sparks Staff Shifts
Jacksonville, Fla. — F. D. Padgett,
house manager of the Florida Theater, leading Sparks house here, has
been made manager of the Capitol,
Clearwater, replacing Jack Fitzwater, transferred to the Paramount, West Palm Beach. Dixon
Williams succeeds Padgett at the
local house.
Father Coughlin Film Opens
Toledo — "The Fighting Priest,"
with Father Charles E. Coughlin,
the radio priest, had its premiere at
the Paramount here this week to
a demonstrative reception. G. C.
Fassio of Detroit, producer of the
picture, is in Chicago ordering extra
prints.
400 Local Disney Dates Xmas Week
More than 400 houses in the
metropolitan area will be playing
Disney's Mickey Mouse and Silly
Symphony subjects Christmas week,
according to United Artists, which
distributes the cartoons. "Night Before Christmas," "Lullaby Land"
and "Santa's Workshop" are among
the principal bookings.

U. A. Trade Showings Changed
"Road to Ruin" in Legit. House
United Artists has changed the
Milwaukee — Al Dezel of Chicago
has reopened the Majestic, former dates of the national trade showlegit, house, for an extended run of
ings of "Gallant Lady" to Jan. 3
the talkie version of "Road to Ruin." and "Moulin Rouge" to Jan. 9.
Dezel has the midwest territory for
the picture.
New French

Film

May Acquire More Houses
Kansas City — W. D. Fulton, owner of the Southtown and Colonial,
suburban houses, has opened offices
in the Zoglin Building on Film Row.
It is rumored he plans to acquire
other houses.

"Stormy Weather," featuring
Edmund Lowe, Ann Sothern,
Miriam Jordan and Gregory Ratoff.

Millions await CLARK GABLE
and CLAUDETTE COLBERT
in the romantic comedy by
Samuel Hopkins Adams read by
one and a half million readers of
Cosmopolitan Magazine. See these
two stars together for the first time,
under Frank Capra's direction.

Exhibitors, press and public are
acclaiming Frank Borzage's production", "A MAN'S CASTLE."
Featuring Spencer Tracy and
Loretta Young, it has already
chalked up records in Buffalo,
Atlanta, New Orleans, Hartford,
Milwaukee and other cities.

WANTED

for Acme

"Mirages de Paris," made in
France for Pathe-Natan by the Soviet director, Fedor Ozep, will have
its American premiere tomorrow at
the Acme. Harold Auten is handling
the release in this country.

Everyone will be singing the songs
from "LET'S FALL IN LOVE,"
written by Harold Arlen and
Ted Koehler, composers of

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
to supervise distribution of established
series of shorts now being released in
the independent market. Unusual opportunity for untiring worker to acquire
permanent interest, without investment,
in growing organization. The man we
want must have a record of accomplishment and is more interested in the future than in the present. All replies
treated in strictest confidence. Write
fully to BOX 981
The
New

Film Daily
1650 Broadway
York City
N.Y.

"ONCE TO EVERY WOMAN."
. . .What a box-office title ! Ralph
Bellamy, Fay Wray and Walter
Connolly head the cast of this
picturization
of A. J. Cronin's
famous Cosmopolitan
Magazine
story. Watch this one.
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GIRL:-Do you love me, honey?

GIRLr-Heavens, my

MAN:-Yes

MAN .--Heavens, my end.

my little daffodil.

husband.

GIRL:-Kiss me again.

TART THEM LAUGHING A WEEK IN ADVANCE . . .AND THEY'LL
GIRL:-That

HUSBAND:-Doyou two know
that "Convention City" with
Joan Blondell, Adolphe Menjou, Dick Powell and Mary
Astor is playing at the theatre
around the corner tonight?

swell

comedy

everybody's talking about?
HUSBAND
hurry.

:-Yes! Come on, let's

IT

■Ma

:enes

and

dialogue

from

t

RODUCTION

TO

FIRST BURGLAR:-It'll blow in
a minute now.

FIRST

BURGLAR: -What

do

you want?
COP:-I just thought I'd tell you
boys that they're showing
"Convention City" at the
theatre next door.

EVER STOP 'TILL THE LAST FRAME OF YOUR LAST PERFORMANC
SECOND BURGLAR: -Is that
the picture with Joan Blondell
and Dick Powell?
COP: -Yeah. And Adolphe
Menjou, Guy Kibbee, Frank
McHugh and Mary Astor, too.

%

..

FIRST BURGLAR:-Well, what
the heck are we waiting for?
Come on!
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TRANS-LUX ADDING
8 HOUSESNEXT YEAR
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WITH

FAMOUS THEATERS
GETS PUBLIX GROUP
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

weeks with the opening planned for
early in February. Starting in January, 1935, it is likely that the company will inaugurate its franchise
selling plan whereby Trans-Lux
theaters throughout the country will
be operated on a percentage plan.
The new Trans-Lux at 60th St. and
Madison Ave. has shown a small
profit since its opening last month.
The Broadway Trans-Lux theater is
said to have been a "winner" for
the past eight months.

Interstate Circuit
Amends Its Charter
New Orleans — A series of amendments in the charter of the Interstate Circuit have been made recently, one of them giving Class A
stockholders the right to take over
the Class B stock. Karl Hoblitzelle
apparently controls the A stock.
Hertz Joining Lehman Bros.
John D. Hertz, one time Paramount finance chairman, is reported
joining Lehman Bros., bankers,
about the first of the year.

Coming and Going
JOSEF BERNE, director of "Dawn to Dawn,"
is in New York for the premiere of the threereeler at the Little Carnegie Playhouse on
Monday.
MRS.

LEO

CARRILLO

and

daughter

and

MOLLY PICON and her husband, JULIUS
KALISH, sail today on the Santa Rosa of the
Grace Line for California.
HARLEY L. CLARKE and NOEL COWARD
arrive in New York today from abroad on the
Bremen. FRANK LAWTON, actor, also is on
the same
boat.
IVAN LEBEDEFF is coming to New
from
the coast for the Holidays.

York

CHARLES BARRON is in Detroit press-agenting the
the United
midwest Artists
premiere
of "Roman
at
Theater
in thatScandals"
city.
SIDNEY R. KENT arrives in New
Sunday
from
the Coast.

York on

JOHN MEEHAN, auditor for Amity Pictures, has arrived in New York after a six
tour of West
Coast
exchanges.

months'

SAMUEL EFRUS has left for Hollywood
start production
on 12 features
for Amity.
MERIAN
Jacksonville,
will not be
coast
until

to

C.
COOPER,
obliged
to
go
to
Fla., for the funeral of his father,
back at the RKO
studios on the
after Jan.
1.

LESLIE HOWARD arrived in New York yesterday from England. After spending the Holidays here he leaves for Hollywood to resume
work
at RKO
in "Of Human
Bondage."
CECIL B. DE MILLE left New York yesterday for the Coast to start "Cleopatra" for
Paramount.
for

ED KUYKENDALL
Columbus,
Miss.

left New

York fast night

PHIL M. DALY
•
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• WHAT
A TRIBUTE!
What
a turn-out!
What
an occasion! With a dais that would do
honor to ANY
organization
or individual With floor
seats occupied by executive representatives of all companies
With guests from England, France, Italy and other
spots on the Continent
,. the much heralded A. M. P. A.
Christmas luncheon was touched off yesterday with a bang that
will ring from coast to coast
and over the seven seas
"Gala" is no word for it
It was "Super-Gala".
♦
^
^
H*
• •
• TO JOHN C. FLINN'S untiring efforts to make
the occasion a success
to his methods in reviving to the
flush of health, the A.M.P.A.
to his charity and unfailing
interest in the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
to all
this
and more
we salaam
and How !
They expected 1,000 members
and guests
over 1,100
crowded the Grand ballroom of the Hotel Astor
many had
to sit in the balcony
but there was room for all and
sufficient good-will to go around twice
The affair started
off with Dave Franklin taking the mike and introducing a program of ace entertainers who had rolled out of bed in the middle of the night just to come over and do their bit for a great
dual cause
the A.M.P.A. and the Fund
Look 'em
over, and weep if you missed it
Tommy McLoughlin,
Little Jack Little, Isham Jones and his orchestra
and
Mario Chamlee of the♦Metropolitan
Opera,
who
wowed
'em
*
*
♦
• •
• IN HIS introductory speech Prexy Flinn said that
it was a "happy hour in the history of the A.M.P.A."
and we're telling you he was modest
it was the happiEST
TWO hours the A.M.P.A. has had in 16 years
he gave
the true keynote of the gathering when he said that it was for
Christmas
for thanksgiving
good cheer and good
fellowship
A telegram from Sol. A. Rosenblatt in Washington sincerely stated his regrets at not being present
Mervyn LeRoy sent a wire of good wishes
but
Louis Nizer WAS THERE with a speech that will go down as
a classic gem
we've heard this fine fellow speak many
times
but if he wasn't actually inspired by the crying
need of the Fund, he never would have
nor could have
poured forth such eloquence
• • • EDDIE CANTOR broke the tension with a series
of gags that almost had the customers rolling under the tables
but Cantor can put over the more serious stuff with
equal force
Boy! Did he say something
lissen
to these
"If you are not on the receiving end of charity,
you MUST be on the giving end"
"Giving is a habit
and people must learn the habit of giving"
and other
like remarks that limited space in this col'm prevents us from
quoting
Then to top it all he suggested that everybody
present "pay" for the luncheon and entertainment by sending
what they think it was worth to the Fund
and if the
folks do that thing
we'll have $10,000 in the mail this
morning
Cecil B. DeMille was next at the microphones
and he too lauded the cause in forceful style
and then
Will H. Hays, reminding us that 300,000 have jobs
in the industry
urging a wholesome response to the call
of the Relief Fund and stating that "there is no doubt about
the future of the nation and the glory of its people"
brought the meeting
a triumph for the A.M.P.A
to a close

*

♦

*

by the purchaser against the bankrupt will be considered and the balance will be paid later by certified
check. Approximately 250 theaters
are embraced in the acquisition.
The entire auction, attended by
fewer than 20 persons, lasted less
than half an hour. Those present
included Austin C. Keough, Dan
Michalove, Sam Spring and S. A.
Lynch.
U. S. Historical Film Sold Abroad
"This Is America," also known
as "The Mad Age," newsreel compilation of America during the last
15 years, has been sold by Frederick
Ullman, Jr., of Beekman Film Corp.
to Edwin Miles Fadman of Films
Red Star, Paris, for distribution
abroad.
Intermountain Exhibs to Meet
Salt Lake City — A meeting of the
Intermountain Theater Owners is to
be held the second Tuesday in January, at which time the members
will discuss various matters involving the code.
Rembusch Case Up Feb. 5
Frank Rembusch's anti-trust action against major companies is
scheduled for trial Feb. 5 in the U.
S. District Court, New York City.
ler.
He is represented by Weed & CandMajestic Film Over Loew Circuit
Loew Circuit in New York has
booked Majestic's "The Sin of Nora
Moran," with playing dates startingJan. 1.
Blumenstock

Colonels

fc.

MANY HAPPY RETUM
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the

*

• • • AND SO the gratitude of us all goes out to John
C. Flinn and his earnest, untiring committeemen Paul Benjamin,
Bert Adler and Marvin Kirsch for conceiving
developing and bringing to a successful realization the A.M.P.A.
Christmas Luncheon
which, believe it or not, was served
in a half hour
and at which, for the first time in history
photographers DID NOT pass among the diners and
offer for sale a print of the picture of the banquet

Joins

Mort Blumenstock, Warner theater executive, has just received his
commission as a Kentucky Colonel.

industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec.
Alfred
Leo

T.

Mannon

Petreanu

22
Earl

W.

Harry

Wingart
Pugander
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An Eddie Dowling Production
Directed
Supervised

by Arthur Hopkins
by Ben

Jacksen

The first half of his double life
proposed to him. He was too
weak to resist her so he ran
away from it all.

It was his own

funeral. He

thought he had buried his past
in a casket, but the reports of
his death were greatly exaggerated.

£<£&:

?^^^

The second half of his double
life was someone he had never
heard of before, and she presented him with two full grown
sons. He wished he had stayed
at his own funeral.

The whole of his double life he
found at last, and they lived
happily ever after.

*****
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1,100 TURN OUT
FOR AMPA LUNGH

Industry at 1929 Work

Level Says Hays

Employment heights of 1929 have again been scaled by the film industry this year.
Will H. Hays declared in addressing the A.M. P. A. Christmas luncheon held at the
Astor yesterday for the benefit of THE FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND. Even during the
trying days through which the industry has passed, it nevertheless progressed in its
artisanship, said Hays. Expressing optimism over the coming year, Hays stated that
"there is no doubt of the future of the nation."

(Continued from Page 1)

Jack Little
and
Mario
Chamlee.
President John C. Flinn was toastmaster.
It was one of the greatest turnouts ever to attend an organization
meeting in the motion picture industry. Executives from every branch
of the business and allied arts attended. Pleas for support of THE
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
were made by each speaker, although no collection for funds was
made. Assisting Flinn in the banquet arrangements were Paul Benjamin, Bert Adler and Marvin
Kirsch.
Those at the dias were :
E. \V. Hammons, Geo. J. Schaefer, Ned
Depinet, Ed Kuykendall, Martin E. Quigley,
Jack Alicoate, Maurice Kami, P. S. Harrison,
J. J. McCarthy, Maurice MacKenzie, Louis
Nizer, A. S. Friend, Herman Robbins, Major Edw. Bowes, Herbert Yates, Will H.
Hays, Nellie Revell, Julius Tannen, W. Ray
Johnston, Nathan Burkan, Robert Gillham,
Ralph A. Kohn, Tony Canzoneri, C. B. DeMille. Boris Morros, Harry Hershfield, Arthur Butler Graham, Eugene Zukor, C. C.
Pettijohn, Bob
Sisk, Sophie Tucker,
Chas.
E. McCarthy, Arthur Whyte, Rex Beach,
Colvin Brown, Jack Cohn, Harold B. Franklin.

At tables around the ballroom
were the following — with apologies
to those whose names escaped the
recordists:
Kelcy Allen, Mrs. H. Auten, Evelyn Arsine,
Leslie Anderson, Helen Abend, Harold Auten, James M. Ashcraft, Charles A. Alicoate, E. Alperstein, Arnold Albert, Bert
Adler, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Atwell, Henry
Anderson, Al Aitman, Bernie Arons, Maury
Ascher. Agnes Anderson, Edwin W. Aaron,
Charles W. Aaron, Sarah Ames.
V. Borelli, Eva Berg, Leon Joseffy Bamberger, A. Brin, Molly Bregman, M. V.
Brady, Kathryn I. Brady, W. A. Bach,
Nellie Bowen, Miss Blank, Leo Brecher,
Mrs. Bokress, Mrs. Hobart Bosworth, J. L.
Brown, Hattie Gray Baker, Hobart Bosworth, Josef Berne, Miss H. Buchsbaum,
Stefany Bakos, Lee Blumberg, Aileen St.
John Brenon, Harry J. Barr, J. Bolloten,
Charles Bochert, Rose Burkes, Joel Bezahler, J. Carl Becher, Rodney Bush, Lydia
Bauer, Yetta Berkowitz, Irving Berg, Anne
Joe Bernst,
O. Bridwell,
Charles
Barrett,
F. J. Barry, Juline Bender, Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Benjamin, L. Beyea, Miss S. A.
Barry, Harold Bennett, Harry Brenner, H.
P. Brunet, Natalie Bindler, Irene Bellinger,
Anne Elizabeth Boyd, Dorothy Blatchford,
Vivian Baker, William Brooker, Martin H.
Bruck.
Barrett, Franklin
Milton Chamberlain, Mrs. M. J. Callahan, Helen Caften, Jim Cron, Jules Cannert.
J. M. Collins, Charles Cohen, Mrs. Cliffe B.
Carter, Mrs. Florence Cartier, T. A. Campo,

E. P. ' Curtis,
Coombs, Mrs.
Juliu= Cohen,
Bob Cohen, Ed

Miss A.
Robert W. Criddle,
E. V. Cartier, Eda Colvin,
Jeanne Cohen, Betty Colan,
Corcoran.

Al Deane, H. Davis-Morgan, Flora DavisMorgan, Commander George N Dyott, H.
Daab, I. Dester, Miss Dubroff, Bill Drennan, L. B. Daly, Dave Davidson, Jules
Demaria, John Dobbson, Al Dommaud, Phil
De Angelis, Dorothy Day, C. F. Dixon,
Mrs. L. K. Driscoll, Anna M. Donald,
Adelaide Donohoe, Hal Danson, Louis Dannenbaum, Howard Dietz, John Dowl, D. O.
Decker.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Edelson, Frank H.

Eldredge, Rose Eidelsberg, Mrs. R. B. ,Ettlen~er Miss H. Erickson, A. Ealpetez Mrs.
Walter
T. T. Eckert, Jr., Alice Eckhardt,
Mr. Agnes Everett.
Eberhardt,
Mrs.
Ann Fulper, J. B. Field, Ed Feinberg,
, Frieda
R Frechette, Harold Flower Hendee
Fauik,
P.
M.
Mrs.
Fishbein, I. C. Falbo,
Geo. A. Fisk, Mrs. Clarita Finney, Geraldine Fieury, Bob Faber, Peter Fnedroff,
Herb
Fenneth" S. Fogg, Florence Fmeman,
Fecke, Helen Fredaberg, Alice Fenegan,
Madentel,
nd Freema
Anne Frumin, , Raymo
line Friedman H. William Fitelson, H. A.
Federman, Irving Fein, Irma Foster, Leon
A. Flax, William R. Ferguson.
Peggy Go.dberg, Ruth Goodman, E. S.
Eddie Golden, Ira Genet, Mrs. Ed.
Gregg,
Golden, Dorothy Grau, Sidney Goldberg,
Raymond Gallagher, Abe Goodman, Paula
Gould, Raymond Gallo, Pat Garyn, Abel
Greene, Yvil.iam Glicksman, Sigmund Gott»ober, Helen Gwynne, Lou Guimpnd, Pauline
Grossman, Mrs. Lou Goldberg, J. Gerald
Griffin, George Gerhard, Gerald Griffin, Mrs.
Corne.ius J. Gallagher, Leonard Gaynor, Harold Gutman, Hyman J. Glick, Harry Gittleson, Henry P. Gray, Maurice Grad, Louis
Gandreau, Charles Gartner, Vernon Gray, W.
F. Gunshinon, Ruth Gilbert, Anne Graham,
Charles Goldie, D. L. Green wald, Winifred
Godde, Bessie Goldsmith, Paula Greenwald,
Miriam Gibson, E. M. Glucksman, Mayo V.
Goldsmith, Mildren Gordon, William German,
James P. Gillroy, Anita Gerard Gallagher.
Marion Gazi, Joseph Glicksman, Leonard H.
Goldenscn, Ben Goldschein, Sarah Greenspan.
Michael Hoffay, J. A. Hirch, Joseph A.
Hofenberg, Pearl Haas, Hal Home, Radie
Harris, I. J. Hirsch, Milton Hannockv Joe
Harris, George W. Harvey, Mr. and Mrs.
Hal Hode, Sam Hacker, Rose Hand, Paula
Halpern, Me.vin Heyman, Frank Hughes,
Gwen Heller, Max Herschmann, Arthur
Herschmann, Walter Haughton, Max Herzberg, Joe Hamler, Ira Heymann, Cecil Harris, Jane Hoy, Irving Hoffman, Don Hancock, Frances Hurbert, Irving Helfort.
Shirley Ide.
W. Jorgensen, Mrs. Ray Johnston, Ruth
Jacobs, Joe Jaffe, Max Jacobs, George Joseph, Arthur Jeffrey, Belle Jones, L. Jones,
Ruth K. Johnson, Bill Jacobs, Dr. J. Jolles.
Harry Krulain, Anna Kaufman, Mrs. H.
Kenney, Jerry Keyser. C. A. Kracht, J. T.
Knight, Jr., Tess Klausver, E. Kohn, Jacques Kopfstein, H. R. Kossman, Philip Koren, S. C. Koren, J. S. Kessler, Frances
Kaplan, Belle Kaetn. H. Killy, Mildred Kuhn,
Shirley Kornrein, Morris Kandel, E. H.
Kleinert. Viola Kane, Lida Kane, Lee Korenstein, Moe Kallis. Frank Albert Kennedy,
Eugene Katz, J. J. Kane, Helen Kraus, H.
C. Kaufman.
Mollie Levy, Warren Lewis, Harry Lee,
Phil. Laufer, Blanche Livingston, Ralph
Lund, Beatrice Lee, William Lawrence, Etta
Le Voff, Anna La Viners, Paul Lazarus,
Tr.. L'l ian Links, M. Long, Gloria Likofsky, Gus Lubowsky, Fay Laks, Beatrice
Levine, Irving Lesser, Sidney Liberman, Mae
Lotti,
Marjor'e
Lister,
Martin J. Jules
Lewis, Leon
Lee Levy,
Leventhal,
Walther
Lieblc
Ed. McNamee, John Moynihan, Mrs. J.
McArdle. J. McDermott, S. Barret McCormlck, Margaret MacLeod, Dr. J. A. McLeary, May McFarland, R. W. McGrath,
Mrs. E. J. McCoy, Helen McGrail, Jack
Mclnerney Win. R. McBride, Edward Leo
McEvoy. Jostph McMahon. V. McRoy.
D. Mendelson,
Alec
Moss.
Ben
Morris.

Florence Murray, Evelyn Michae'.son, Robt.
Mintz, Paul Mooney, Kay Maddern, June
Muilin, Vivian M. Moses, Miss N. Milhard,
Harry Muller, Isabel Mahoney, Joseph Maddern, Veronica Morrisey. Edith Moses, Dorothy Mayes, Lilyan E. Miller, Mrs. E. Marlowe, Irving Margulis, A. Metzger, Fred
Mohchardt, Harry Mason, Loretta Mackey,
J. S. Mill, William Miske.l, Agnes F. Mengel, Alfonse Joseph Mertz, Mrs. Joseph R.
Miles, Carl R. Mos, Max Mandelbaum, Don
M. Mersereau, Annette Malmond, Miss M.
Marchhart, Virginia Mullins, Archie Mayers,
Bertram A. Mayers, Fred Meidig, Jack
Meyer, Rossell Moon, Hugo Mayer, W. N.
Mudford, Louise Markus, Samuel Miller,
Milton Goodman,
Edna Muretia.
A. Newton, Marie Neudorfer, Rutgers
Neilson.
Evelyn O'Connell, G. R. O'Neill, Anna
O'Neil, Joe O'Sullivan, Margaret O'Neill,
Helen O'Donnell, Margaret O'Neill, C. N.
Odell, Mrs. James O'Connor, Mary O'Neill,
Ed Olmstead,
Peggy
Oldham, Arthur Orvis.
Michael George Poller, A. J. Powers, Eric
Pape, Wayne Pierson, Pinaud, Jean Peters,
Jack Pegler, John Palenbo, Mrs. B. Perkins, Valter Palase, Bert Perkins, Bertha
Polan, Harold Postman, Hans Prager, Patricia Pasternak, Ralph Poucher.
Margaret Russell, M. Rosenzweig, Mrs.
Leo J. Ruether, Henry Reston, Edith J.
Robinson, Walter Reichenbach, Anna E. Robinson, Mary J. Robinson, Neddie Rothback,
Frank R. Rosenberg, Beatrice Rosenblatt,
Sidney Rechetnik, -A. S. Ruttenberg, Frances
Ro'senkrantz, Patricia Reis, Manny Reimer,
Benjamin Rosenzweig, Sam Rubenstein, Joe
Rosenzweig, Freda Royce, M. L. Rosenbaum,
William Rubenstein, Marian Robertson, Lou
Rydell, Ben F. Rosenberg, Sue Reilly, Mrs.
M. T. Richmond, Margaret Reilly.
Max Setigman, Dave Sternfeld, Aage Axel
Schuibart, Cresson Eli Smith, George Schaefer.
Elias E. Sugarman, Sophie Smith, Al Seligman, M. Schosberg, Joseph Peter Skelly,
Dorothy Silveri, Nate B. Spingold, Jim
Steinheimer, Herman Schoenbrun, Sadye Silver, Sada Snyder, Gertrude Sachasow,
Marilyn Shortsis, Mary Silverstein, Gertrude
Strauch, Bee Shaffron, Eleanor Smith, Hortense Schorr, Irving Schiffron, Joel Swenson,
Theo. Sullivan, Irvin Shapiro, Louis Shanfield, Dennis Shea, Betty Stearns Esther L.
Schwartz, Toots Stark, Frank N. Seltzer,
Harry Saunders, Robert Sidman, Mr. and
Mrs. Al Sherman, A. G. Stefanic, Robe
Sobel, Edith Salzberger, Linda Salzberger,
Louise Saunders, Al Sanders, Lou Smith,
Henry Spiegel, Stuart Sheftel, E. Schellhorn, Fred Schaefer, C. Sadisberg, Milbern
Silver, Al Semels, R. Shaf, Joseph C. Shea,
A. L. Selig, Lou Semels, May Sullivan,
May Stokem, George Schube, Doris Shefts,
Max Seigel, K. Van Stratton. Benjamin
Small, Max Stuart, J. Sayer Seely, Irene
Scott, Fanny Slater, J. Segal, Louis Stein?er, Mary Schwartzberg, Mrs M. Seastrom,
Hal Seroy, David L. Strumpf.
Chalmers S. Traw, Mary Teufel. Mrs. P.
Teufel. P. R. Tuefel, P. L. Thompson,
S. Tulpan, Nellie Timins, Margaret Thompson, John Peter Toobey, H. S. Traw, Irene
Thirer. Mary
Tracey, E. V. Tishman.
Emilie Ullmann.
Don Velde, Mrs. Cornelius C. Vail, Mannie Van Praag, M. Vernon, Arnold Van Leer.
F oyd Weber, Minnie Wayelbaum, E. Warneld, Madeleine White, Peter Woodhull,
Clint Weyer,. Will Whitmore, William Wolff,
Mr. Louis Weiss. H. Weissber, E. W. Winjart, Nellie Witting, Mrs. A. Wolff, Mortimer W. Wormser, Fred Waters, Guy
>Vood, Sophie Weinberg, Mrs. Frank Walerstein. H. Weisman, F. Walker. Bob Wile,
Ar-s. Robt. A. White, Fred Weidner, E.
Widhoff, Eddie White, Archie Weltram
Alyce Wright, Willie Wang, Milton Weiss.
Mrs. E. Weiman, Loretta Harrison White.
R^lnh
Wonders,
Weiss,
M. J. E.
Weisf-vit. J.
Rose
White, Paula
Laurence
Weiner,
R.
Willcot.
C. L. Yearsley, Herbert Yates, Jr., Gabe
Yorke.
1 "?o'e
Zuckerman.
Jeanne
Zeiger. Charles Zenker, J. Zieg'.er.
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Highlights of the

A.M.P.A.

Luncheon

By DON HANCOCK=^
CPIED
over at a side table was
Rex Beach, author of many
a
best seller that has found its way
onto the screen.

•
That fine old man Hobart Bosworth sat at a center table facing
the
dais.shaking
Not a his
person
h'm
without
handpassed
— whether
they knew him or not.

•

A chap in the balcony donned one
of the red Fire Chief hats and forgot to take it off until the cop at
45th and Broadway asked him about
the location of the fire.

•
Ten tables were taken by the
Catholic Actors Guild. Gerald Grif-

•
fin was host.
Jules Demaria, representing several French papers and companies
sat at Table 8.
•
The girls at Table 9 talked so
much the waiter removed their fried
chicken before they had a chance to

•
spear it.
Nellie Revell, Fritzi Scheff and
Sophie Tucker were early arrivals
and graced the dais where all could
admire the trio.
•

long.
It was the first A.M.P.A. that
Howard Dietz has attended in THAT
Earl "Pink" Wingart held up the
photographers while he oozed his
way across the room. It was worth
the wait
to answer all the "Whoizzit"
questions.

•
Kelcey Allen sat at Frank Hughes
table and wrote down all the Eddie
Cantor jokes. Our guess is that
Kelcey is scheduled to be toastmaster somewhere within the next iveek.

•

Over at Table 84, Commander
George M. Dyott, the South Seas
"adventurer was the guest of Bill
Fitelson and Bert Mayers.

•

C. L. "Bill" Yearsley made a special trip all the way from his cabin
ent. Schooley Mountain, to be presatop

•
John C. Flinn paid a swell compliment to the Hotel Astor management and staff for their co-operation
and "courteous understanding."
They deserved it.•
Will H. Hays paid a sincere tribute to Jack Alicoate for the manne)
with ivhich he has administered th:
Relief
Fiaid.
Col.HeAlicoate
even take
a bow.
just gotdiln'l
red
•
Ralph Poucher and Herbert Yate=,
J".., held forth at Table 28.

•

m«»^
n
p
s
Wl"
o
.
s
e
«TI
i
h
t
c
i
n
i
t
n
l
a
e
wW ?ev
9htW rom
They'll glory in this story of a model
American wife on a fling in Paris... who couldn't make
a chump of her husband, because he made a chum of
her sweetheart.
They'll gasp at the stunning Paris creations.. .delight in
the merry situations from the stage hit by the author
of "When

Ladies Meet."

AS
HUSBAND
GO
WARNER
Your patrons
always like

FOX
MOVIETONE
NEWS

BAXT

HELEN VINSON
WARNER OLAND
Catharine Doucet
From the play by Rachel Crothers
Directed by Hamilton MacFadden
JESSE L. LASKY

Production

THE
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LEADERS FORECAST
IMPROVEMENT IN '34
(Continued from Page

1)

Bachelor Dinner for Mervyn LeRoy
Mervyn LeRoy, who is in New York to spend the holidays with Doris Warner, his
bride-to-be, will be given a bachelor dinner at the Hotel Asror on Thursday night.
The Warner home office boys have prepared a program of many surprises for Me'vyn
at his last social affair before he enters the ranks of benedicts.
Stars of stage, screen and radio who are expected to "see Mervyn off" include
Paul Muni, Eddie Cantor, the Marx Brothers, Bert Lahr, Jack Benny, George Jessel,
Paul Whiteman, Abe Lyman, Ben Bernie, Conrad Nagel, Max tfaer, Earl Carroll, James

Universal production activities; J. E.
Rer.nie, Roland
Young,
Walter Winchell,
Louis Sobol and Ed Suliivan.
Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, and Harry Thomas,
president of First Division Ex- hazardous years, filled with fear, substantial improvement in the
changes, leading independent dis- uncertainty, financial destruction quality of sound recording and retributors, follow in full:
production. We shall continue our
and tottering foundations, the motowards the objective of bettion picture business managed' to efforts
ter
sound.
survive it all and come up smiling
[ndustry Confident of '34
as it faces another new but brighter
By DAVID SARNOFF
AMERICAN industry faces 1934
I think that most of us in the in- Independents Doing Part
with the confidence that many of year.
dustry have burned our ships of
the readjustments and transitions mistakes, fallacies and errors be- By HARRY THOMAS
of the past year will have lasting
hind us. Experience being the best THE industry can look to the ininfluence and value. Important teacher, it is reasonable to believe
dependent producers and distribchanges have occurred not only in that the industry will profit by it.
utors to do their part in improving
industrial methods, but also in pub- As the new year dawns I look for business conditions under the NRA
lic concepts. Full recognition has the market to become more stable, and industry code.
been given to the complexity of to offer a better and more compreThis past year proved that the
hensive idea of what the public independent producers were improvmodern industrial and social probing and that exhibitors everywhere
lems, resulting in an unusual meas- really wants and it will be up to the
were lending their support to this
ure of cooperation between polit- producer to give it to them.
ical and social science, the public
We have passed the age of guess- improvement. If in no other dework. Making motion pictures is no
itself for their soluindustry
and
partment, the past season saw a
tion.
longer
a game of "blind man's buff." vast improvement from the indeThe old doctrine that joint action We must KNOW what we are dopendent division alone, and as one
ing before we set out to do it. The of the leading independent distribwithin an industry is incompatible
gone
has
t
with the public interes
speculative element in picture makutors, I can safely say that 1934
ing must be reduced and the fluctu- will see an even greater progress.
by the boards. Public acknowlby
edgment has been accompanied
ating levels of production must beThis will be due to several faccome more stabilized. With an obgovernmental recognition of the
tors: (1) stabilization of indepenvious
upturn
of
general
business,
unreof
uences
disastrous conseq
condent production, (2) greater
strained competition, indiscriminate money will be freer, the public will
fidence on the part of the exhibitor
have more leisure hours to spend in
overial
industr
has
and
what
that
knows
cutting
he
in that
price
crowding. The year has been marked theaters and with the NRA returndelivered,
be
will
him
promised
been
ing millions of names to payrolls,
by a great deal of fundamental millions
of homes will be able to (3) flexible production schedules
planning on the part of industries spend money for shows and this which assure exhibitors of timely
austhe
under
themselves, working
to meet changing
pices of governmental .agencies or improvement will be most encourag- pictures, gauged
(4) further beconditions,
office
sanction
box
ing
to
producers,
who
are
always
public
full
with
prots
independent
of
benefi
part
called
upon
to
take
the
first
step.
the
lief
on
many
that
It is evident
ducers that the market will allow
will remain from this period on
Above all else the spirit of "I them to invest more money in their
cooperation af- WILL" should pervade the industry
general emergency has
passed. Po- as it scans the horizon of 1934. Ev- pictures.
ter the emergency
ery day is a new day and what haplitical economy and industrial leadpened yesterday means nothing to- 660,900 Loew Shares
ership have found it reaffirmed that day.
conthere is no inherent cause f or busiThe problems of the average
May Be Distributed
flict between government and
(Continued from Page 1)
ness. Care naturally must be given motion picture producer has steadily
uard increased the past five years, with
Wall Street yesterday. The notes
in any group program to safegidual the result that under this pressure in
mostly held by banking firms,
are
indiv
of
ing
stifl
the prise.
st enter
againess
the finest pictures in 20 years are including Chase Bank, Hayden,
busin
stock
In the radio industry, progress now being made. In looking ahead Stone & Co., and others. The
the industry should try and recap- taken over by the noteholders this
has been noted during the year
red
to a
ture that vitality and initiative that week cannot be transfer
service
along both technical and
marked the pioneering era of our third party without an order from
lines The high point of the year business. It should study results the
Federal Court.
radio
in improving the facilities for
of in vision and foresight.
broadcasting was the opening
In conclusion let me say that we
studios. _ Inten- must not destroy illusion at this One Picture Each Week
the new Radio Cityinue
the
ng
duri
d
cont
ch
sive resear
Turned Out by B.I.P.
mission. time. We must not cheapen the
the year in television trans
public opinion of the movies; we
London — Claiming it constitutes a
castbroad
l
iona
rnat
inte
cannot
cut
corners.
This
must
be
Important ams were transmitted on
production coming progr
circuits a year of honest values, frankness record for aI.British
announces having
pany, B. a P.
short wave communication ugh he and sincerity; and the motion pic- maintained
schedule
of one new
Ind made available thro to the
ture industry must sound an opti- picture turned out each week since
ces
servi
ting
dcas
broa
regular
mistic note or improvement in gen- the studios resumed operation in
American radio audience.
eral business conditions will be long- October. Among the finished prodelayed.
ductions are "Crime on the Hill";
"Red Wagon," with Charles BickProfiting by Mistakes
Improvement
in
Quality
ford; "Happy," with Stanley Lupino
BY CARL LAEMMLE, JR.
and Will Fyffe; "The Political ParBy J. E. OTTERSON
ty," with Leslie Fuller and Greta
HPHE trite yet true adage of "after T BELIEVE that 1934 will show an
the storm comes calm" was perimprovement in the quality and Nissen; "Oh What a Duchess/' with
haps never more applicable than in
Lacey; "Third Degree," with
of motion
pictures and George
Gerald du Maurier and several othlooking forward to 1934 in the mo- character
that
this
will
be
accompanied
by
a
ers not definitely titled.
tion picture industry.
After five

16 FILM AFFILIATES
IN CHASE BANK FOLD
(Continued from Page 1)

vealed in reports filed this week
under the requirements of the new
banking act. The units and the nature of their activity were listed as
follows:
Wesco
Corporation — -Holding theaters and
real estate.
Fox
Philadelphia
theater
and office
United American
Holding
company
ations.
realty.

BuTding,
Inc. — Operates
building.
Investing Corporation —
for foreign picture oper-

Fox Realty Corporation of California — Holds
Fox Film Realty Corporation — Holds realty.
Movietone Music Corporation — Controls copyrights.
Red
Star Music Company, Inc. — Inactive;
controls copyrights.
Movietonews, Inc. — Produces news reels and
short subjects.
De Luxe Laboratories, Inc. — Develops and
prints motion picture film.
Wisconsin Amusement Enterprises Corporation— Operates motion picture theaters.
Fox Wisconsin Corporation — Operates motion picture theaters.
Fox Film Federal, Inc., U. S. A., Shanghai,
China — Motion picture distributor.
Fox
Film Export Company — Motion picture
distributor.
Fox
Eiga Kaisha, Inc. — Motion picture distributor.
Fox Film Corporation, Ltd. — Motion picture
distributor.
Fox Film
Corporation of Texas — Motion picture distributor.

Schwartz Again Heads
Cleveland Exhibitors
(Continued from Page 1)

fat, treasurer; G. W. Erdmann, secretary. Meyer Fischer, Morris Berkowitz and M. B. Horwitz were elected to fill expired terms as directors.

Cleve. Indep't Circuits
Deny Excessive Protection

Cleveland — Cleveland independent
circuits yesterday denied charges of
overbuying and excessive protection.
It is claimed by a minority group
20 small indeof approximately
pendent exhibitors, headed by D. L.
Schumann, that the total features
available are not enough to serve
all local independent circuits with
bills.
three weekly changes of double
Protection granted under the code
zoning plan cannot be adjusted individual y, itwas claimed. The independents denied plans to form a
but they inassociation,
separate
tend to organize a minority group
M. P. ExhibitheAss'nCleveland
within tors'
with a spokesman to
present their problems before the
association.
Meyer Fischer is reported to be
the spokesman, but denies being
identified with the plans. The same
applies to, Frank Gross and the
Kaplan Bros.
Protest Limiting Product
Akron, O. — Akron second and
third-run theater owners and managers will join in the parade that is
protesting proposed limitation of
film -pioduct. More than 20 local
theaters are interested in the movement, it is said.

THE
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A.M. P. A. Luncheon Spurs
Action for the Relief Fund
(Continued from Page 1)

three dollar bills also contained a
note which read "From three Paramount girls." Checks from executives and department heads came in
quick succession. Bills were handed
members of The Film Daily staff
as members and their guests entered
and left the checkrooms of the Hotel
Astor grand ballroom. The immediate response stood as a tribute
to the speakers who urged that all
become mindful of the great charity
carried on by the Relief Fund.

These Have Shared

David Bernstein
B. Blumenthal
David Barrist
Jack Glucksmann
Sack Amusement
Enterprises
"Red"
Kann
William A. Orr
William Scully
"Memory of Sol Brill"
Harry Shiftman
Castle Films
Film Curb
Morris Kinzler
Sophie K. Smith
Arthur A. Lee
John Eberson
James A. FitzPatrick
Dewey D. Bloom
Vincent
Trotta
Paul Lazarus
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Arthur W. Stebbins
Moe
Streimer
A. Montague
Al Sherman
H. D. Buckley
W. E. Benton
Vincent Sardi
Renee Carroll
Lawrence Weiner
Frank C. Walker

Jay M.O'Leary
A.
P. A.
W. Ray Johnston
John C. Flinn
Arthur Eddy
William R. Ferguson
Ned
Depinet
M. Van Praag
Alexander Kempner
City Photo Engraving
J. H. Tannenbaum
Hattie H. Hecht
MGM
Publicity
Harold
B. FranklinDep't. Randforce Amusement Co.
Rinzler
Charles C. Moskowitz Samuel
Automatic Devices Co.
James R. Grainger
Jack Alicoate
Irving Samuels
Val Lewton
J. S. MacLeod
Charles Cohen
Hal Hode
M. J. Kandel
Henry Ginsberg
William Massce
Phil deAngelis
Milton Weiss
Jerry Cohen

Don
Mersereau
Richard
Brady
Cresson Smith
Don Carle Gillette
Don Hancock
Leooold Friedman
Jay Emanuel
Ben Amsterdam
Quigley Publications
Wm. B. Brenner
Sam E. Morris
Halsey Raines
Marvin
Kirsch
Atlantic
Theaters
Addie
Dannenberg
Edna Sussman
E. A. Schiller
Louis K. Sidney
C. C. Pettijohn
Leo Klebanow
Longacre Press
Gabriel
Hess
H. M. Masters
Harry M. Bernstein
W. F. Rodgers
David A. Levy
Sydney S. Cohen
Walter Reade
Ed Churchill
Donohue & Coe
Sam Stern
Ed Finney
Jules Levy
Joseph H. Brennan
J. S. Connolly
Irene F. Scott
George
Gerhard
Bill German
H. A. Wolff
Irene F. Scott
Jack S. Connolly
Maurice Silverstone
Ed Kuykendall
S. Barret McCormick
Prospect Press
Kelcey Allen
David L. Loew
Amando
A. J. Dash
3 Paramount Girls

Toby Gruen
Chick Lewis
Maurice McKenzie
David
Palfreyman
Louis Nizer
S. S. Braunberg
W. P. Wentz
Eastman Kodak Co.
Hal Roach
Phil Ryan
Gabe Yorke
Mascot
Pictures Corp.
Will H. Hays
Harold
Auten
Joe Lee
Sam Dembow, Jr.
Arthur Israel, Jr.
J. J. McCarthy
Jack Levy
Sam Rubinstein
Billboard
Herb Berg
Eli Sugarman
Thomas J. Connors
Roy Norr
E. W. Hammons
Felix F. Feist
Edward P. Curtis
Irwin Margulies
W. A. Downs
A. Schneider
E. M. Saunders
Harold
Hendee
Jack Eaton
Harry
Gold
Leo Gruberg
Thomas Goldberg
Walbrook Amusement
Hartford Theater Co.
Al Lichtman
John W. Hicks
Lester Thompson
H. J. Yates
Saul E. Rogers
Robert S. Wolff
N. A. Thompson
Paul Lazarus
L. D. Netter
Amos Hiatt

How tender are the long, lingering memories a
GROUP

PICTURE

brings back . . . Faces . . .

Faces . . . Faces ... Of congenial, pleasant,
Co.

Bernhard Discusses Code
22 Educational Shorts
Are Set for Release With Warner Zone Mgrs.
Educational will release 22 subjects through Fox Films between now
and the middle of February. The
schedule includes: "The Freeze Out,"
Moran and Mack comedy, being released this week together with
"What Does 1934 Hold?" starring
Wynn, the astrologer; the first
Coronet Comedy starring Stoopnagle
and Budd, Jan. 19; "The Expectant
Father," starring Ernest Truex,
Feb. 9; two Andy Clydes, "An Old
Gypsy Custom" and "The Super
Snooper," Jan. 3 and Feb. 23, respectively; "Trimmed In Furs," a
Mermaid, and the second in the
Baby Burlesk series, Jan. 12; a
Terry-Toon every two weeks, starting with "The Sunny South," Dec.
29, followed by "Holland Days,"
"The Three Bears," "Rip Van Winkle," and "The Last Straw"; "Pop's
Pal," a Mermaid with Billy Bevan
and George Bickel; two untitled
Treasure Chests; "Pardon My
Pups," a Frolics of Youth; "North
of Zero," a Coronet Comedy with
Tom Patricola and Charles Judels;
an untitled Song Hit Story; the
third in the new Tom Howard Comedy series; Baby Burlesk No. 3, and
a Romantic Journey.

GROUP
PICTURE

After attending a series of conferences here this week, at which
time Joseph Bernhard, managing director of Warner Theaters, discussed the film code, zone managers
of the circuit have returned to their
respective posts. Those who attended the meetings included James
Coston, Nat Wolf, B. E. Hoffman,
Don Jacocks, George Henger, Harry
Kalmine, J. J. Payette, David Weshner, Leto Hill and Leon Schlesinger.
Bernhard emphasized the spirit
and intention of the code and of his
company's purpose to abide by its
provisions.

Judge Denies Amended Bill
In Mary Pickford Action
Edward Hemmer's offer of an ammended complaint in his $250,000
suit against Mary Pickford was refused by Judge John C. Knox in a
decision handed down yesterday.
Hemmer has described himself as
manager,
adviser and foster-father
of Miss Pickford.
In giving the decision against
Hemmer, Judge Knox said in part:
"Plaintiff, if he has a cause of action against defendant may have one
more opportunity to state it. When
he does so let him keep it clear of
matters of conclusion and characterization which have no place in a
pleading based upon a claim for
services rendered."

friendly people ... An eternal, human landscape of a glorious, unforgettable few hours,
dedicated in yesterday's case, to Charity and
Service to humanity, the golden keys that open
the padlocks of joy and happiness in the heart
of the receiver . . . The A.M. P. A. Christmas
Party GROUP

PICTURES

are a dollar each,

half of which will go to the Film Daily Relief
Fund. . . .

Send or Phone Your Orders to

FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND
1650
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"GOING
with

Detroit — ■ Milton Herman of the
publicity department of United Detroit Theaters is now a benedict.
Joplin, Mo. — Ensley Barbour, owner of the Landers in Springfield and
the Orpheum here, has returned
from Mayo's with his health regained. He is again back on the
job.
Youngstown, O. — Paramount,
dark several weeks, reopens Christmas Day with straight films. Joseph E. Shagrin is manager.
Akron, O. — Palace will continue
its film policy until Jan. 7, when
stage shows will be resumed, says
Holden Swiger, manager.
Kansas City — A. H. McLaughlin,
district representative in western
Missouri, Kansas and Oklahoma for
Weldon Pictures, has opened an office at 1717 Wyandotte St. He is
handling "Damaged Lives."
Vandergrift, Pa. — Mike Manos is
readying the Moon theater for an
early opening.
Ambridge, Pa. — Jesse Auckerman is the new manager for the
Notopolous circuit's Penn theater,
succeeding Leo Hageman.

HOLLYWOOD

and

Bing

Crosby

in

HOLLYWOOD"

Fifi

D'Orsay, Stuart Erwin, Ned
Sparks, Patsy Kelly
M-G-M
80 mins.
ACE MUSICAL ROMANCE CLICKS
STRONG IN ALL DEPARTMENTS FROM
CAST TO CAMERA WORK.

Direction,

Classy.

Photography,

Grand.
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MOST

CONVENIENT

Hotel in Hollywood
$2.50 up, Single
$3.00 up, Double
Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood. Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.
The "Doorway of Hospitality"
Vine
at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD

Ji

BEAUTIFULLY
HIGHLY
HIGHEST

OF THE GODS"

A Little

55 mins.
PHOTOGRAPHED AND

INTERESTING RECORD
MOUNTAIN
EXPEDITION.

OF

This record of the international expedition led by Dr. Dyhrenfurth, Swiss scientist, which conquered Jongsong in the
Himalayas, the highest peak ever reached
by man, is one of the most satisfactory
travel films ever made. Not only because
it relates photographically a unique and
thrilling achievement, but because rarely
has subject matter been so carefully selected for exotic interest and beauty. Be-

tion, both fine.

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.

ALICOATE

ABE LYMAN and his orchestra the leading roles. Dan Jarrett has
completed work this week at the prepared the play for production
and! is now directing the rehearsals
Brooklyn Vitaphone Studio in "Tin on stage F at the Astoria studio.
Hat Harmony," a one-reel Vitaphone Upon completion of the stage run
short. In addition to Lyman's pop- plans will be made to bring it to the
ular musical aggregation, the short screen with work to be done at the
features Claire Madjette, well- Astoria movie plant.
known radio singer, Billy Halligan
and Tony Hughes, both of the
Broadway legitimate stage.
"Stoopenstein," the new Educa•
tional-Coronet Comedy starring
Stoopnagle
and Budd, is now being
Production on a test reel of the
opera,
wentService
in workstudio
this cut and edited under the supervision
week at"Pagliacci,"
the Eastern
of Al Christie, who personally diin Astoria under the direction of
rected it. Immediately on its comWillia-m De Mille. Joe Nadel will
pletion, Christie will leave New
assist De Mille on the direction, York with Mrs. Christie to spend
with Merrit Gerstad doing the cam- the Christmas holidays in Florida.
era, work.

r^
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Pictures

Keeping right up with the pace set by
previous hit musicals, and even showing
some of them a few new tricks, this production isright at the top when it comes
to entertainment values of the brand that
the whole family can enjoy and yet holds
a kick for the class crowd as well. The
picture has a happy combination of cast,
embracing romantic interest with snappy
sides, it is benefited by Lowell Thomas'
humor; an ideal sfory about a girl love- splendid
narration and excellent musical
hungry who walks out of a humdrum
direction. Additional interest is lent by
teacher's job after hearing Bing Crosby the participation in the perilous journey
over the radio and, after some trials and
of Dr. Dyhrenfurth's attractive wife. The
tribulations, winds up as his real and reel film
starts with the assembling of the exsweetheart in Hollywood; idyllic ensembles,
pedition in Venice. Embarking on board
fetching musical numbers, and well-knit ship the vessel makes stops at Bombay,
direction that brings everything together Delhi, Benares, Aden and Calcutta where
into a fast-moving show. There are no spots of unusual interest and beauty are
dull moments in the footage. Always briefly photographed. This is an ace job
something doing, plenty of contrast, many of editing by Nathan Cy Braunstein as is
flashes of unusually sharp comedy and some the rest of the film. Then comes the
gags that are of convulsive proportions. selection of the native aides without
All in all, right smart entertainment.
whose help the scaling of any towering
Cast: Marion Davies, Bing Crosby, Fifi peak would be impossible. Considerable
D'Orsay, Stuart Erwin, Ned Sparks, Patsy is made here of native opposition to the
climbing of high peaks because of the
Kelly, Bobby Watson.
Director, Raoul Walsh; Author, Frances supposed opposition of the gods.
Marion; Adaptor, Donald Ogden Stewart;
Photography, which is first-rate, is credCameraman, George Folsey; Editor, Frank
ited to Charles Duvarel and Ulrich WieSullivan; Music and Lyrics, Nacio Herb
land. Nathan Cy Braunstein was responBrown, Arthur Freed; Dances, Sammy Lee.
sible for the editing and musical direc-
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Imperial

•

Charles Previn, musical director
at the New York Paramount theater, may soon he back on the radio,
where he achieved recognition last
year with his distinctive presentations. He took three auditions for
network programs last week.

•

Eddie Dowling brings the first of
his stage productions to the Boulevard theater, Jackson Heights, on
Christmas night, when "Big Hearted
Herbert" will be presented, with J.
C. Nugent and Elizabeth Risdon in

—

RALPH WILK
om "Lot' s"
fr
CROMWELL will supervise
HOLLYWOOD

By

JJOHN
as well as direct Irene Dunne's
new
film, who
"Transient
PandroRKO
Berman,
was toLove."
have
supervised, is on vacation abroad.

*

*

*

Lois Wilson and Tom Ricketts
have been signed by Columbia for
"No Greater Glory," which Frank
Borzage is directing.
Lester Cohen will write the screen
play of
George
Bernard Shaw's
"The
Devil's
Disciple"
for RKO,
Kenneth Macgowan announces. The
studio also has assigned Becky
Gardiner and Tom Kilpatrick to collaborate on the "Green Mansions"
script for Dolores Del Rio and Joel
McCrea.

*

*

*

"It Happened One Night" is the
new title of Columbia's Gable-Colbert vehicle formerly known
as "Night Bus." Frank Capra is the
director. Walter Connolly, Roscoe
Karns, George Breakston, Henry
Wadsworth, Ward Bond, Claire McDowell, Theodore Robinson, Frank
Halliday and Alan Hale are among
those prominent in the cast.
*
*
*
William H. Griffith has joined the
cast of RKO's "So You Won't Sing,

*

*

*

Ben Bernie will appear in "The
Great Magoo" instead of in "Murder
at the Vanities"
* *for Paramount.
*
Ann Dvorak will appear in "Hot
Air," with Dick Powell and Pat
O'Brien, and Donald Woods has been
assigned
to "Merry
both
Warner
films. Wives of Reno,"
Eh?"
* *
*
Hardie Albright, Vincent Barnett
and Edward Ellis will appear in
"The Ninth Guest" for Columbia.
%
^
*fc
"Hell's Bells" has been retitled
ners.
"I've Got Your Number" by War-

*

*

*

Lew Levenson has joined Paramount to adapt his own story, "Double Jeopardy." Wells Root will adapt
"The Trumpet Blows" and William
Lipman is to do the script of "Little Miss Marker," both also for
Paramount.
♦

%

%

Production on "The Knife of the
Carole Lombard and Preston FosParty," featuring Lillian Miles and
ter will play the leads in Parabeing produced by the Meyer Davis mount's
"The Man Who Broke His
production unit of Van Beuren for Heart." Charles Bickford and AliRKO release, was completed yesterSkipworth have featured roles
day at the Fox studio. Supporting in thesonpicture.
players in the short, which was directed by Leigh Jason, include
Shemp Howard, Jack Good, Sybil
Censor Makes Ominous Start
Byrne, Eddie Roberts, the Girl
Friends trio, and a chorus of 16
Birmingham— The second picture reviewed in her new capacity as city
New York night club beauties. Moncensor was banned by Mrs. Harriet B.
roe Shaff supervised production on
Adams, a church worker. The picture
the story, which is credited to Art
was "White
Woman."
Jarrett and H. O. Kussell.
'
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REVIEWING

"Organlogue-ing the Hits"
with Nick Lucas, Lew White,
Herbert Rawlinson
Master Art
9 mins.
Charming
Ingeniously devised and effectively executed, this is an elaboration
of the illustrated song idea. Several
popular numbers are sung, each accompanied by an acted sequence,
using pastoral settings for such
songs as "Isn't This a Night for
Love," Negro characters for "Lazy
Bones," a couple of lovers riding
in a hay wagon for "Lyin' in the
Hay," etc. Quite delightfully different as musical novelties go.

DAILY

THE SHORT

Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckle in
"Waltz in A Flat Major"
"Tomalio"
Audio Productions
4 mins.
Vitaphone
21 mins.
First-rate
Satisfactory Comedy
Cleverly devised and smartly exLast of the Fatty Arbuckle comeecuted, this "Musical Moods" subdies is a generally entertaining conject shows Desha, graceful and
coction in a Mexican locale. Fatty
well-formed dancer, in a classical and his pal, sojourning in that
routine in which she employs a bal- country, have an encounter with a
loon to follow the mood of the music.
The subject even manages to work general whose girl becomes the object of Fatty's attentions. Slapup a little suspense in the constant
gags and other typical
interest in the evolution of the rou- Arbuckle stick,
material combine to make
tine and whether it will fit the
the affair altogether satisfying.
music. Hans Lange and an ensemble of Philharmonic musicians play
the Brahms piece. Subject should
"Strange as It Seems"
go anywhere.
(No. 34)
Universal
9 mins.
Excellent
"Hula Moon"
A very interesting collection of
Audio Productions
7 mins.
novelties are combined in this reel.
Good
Among them are a laughing jackass
Deftly avoiding too great emand live "teddy" bears, both of Ausphasis on the gz-ass-skirted hula
tralia; a very skillful wood carver,
wigglers who are a staple of an electric eel, a slingshot marksHawiian film treatments of any
man, an armless man who is clever
kind, the screen accompaniment for with his feet, Japanese pearl workthis medley of Hawiian airs depicts
ers, and other items. All very ena procession of men and women grossing.
carrying palms and potted plants
making their way through the tropical isle ostensibly in a religious
"Mighty Atoms"
ceremony. A semblance of plot is British Instructional 10 mins.
Interesting
provided by having a black-tressed
A microscopic study of bugs.
girl follow the group, watch them
go into the native dance and then Though primarily of scientific inrush into the center of the dancers
terest, it possesses a fair amount
to perform herself. Photography of entertainment value for general
and choice of shots are fine through- audiences. Accompanying is an explanatory talk in British accent.
out. The ensemble singing is firstrate.
"Plane Crazy"
with Dorothy Lee, Arthur and
Morton Havel
Vitaphone
20 mins.
Good Novelty Musical
Embracing plenty of novelty,
snappy chorus numbers and some
fairly decent comedy, this two-reel
musical affair makes out quite well.
Arthur and Morton Havel are a
couple of aviators who, when business is bad, stumble on the idea of
a supposed flight around the world.
Foreign atmosphere is worked in
through the medium of the production numbers. Dorothy Lee does a
stowaway role.

15

SUBJECTS

known

radio and vaudeville performers, including Jack Arthur,
Ponce Sisters and others. Maud
Odell is the landlady, and among
her guests are many old stage warhorses who are worked in for occasional comedy. One of the boarders, an aristocratic widow, gives a
party for the bunch, and this supplies the occasion for some bits of
broad humor.

'Dassan"
First Division
36 mins.
Good Adventure Film
A record of a journey to Dassan,
an isle off the southwest coast of
Africa, inhabited by the "jackass"
penguin, so-called because of its
bray and to distinguish it from the
king penguin, this is an interesting
account of the little-known life of
these human-like birds. The film
was photographed and produced by
Mr. and Mrs. Cherry Kearton, an
English couple. Kearton is the narrator, and not bad. Musical accompaniment isfair. Latter third
of picture gets away from penguins
and is slow. Animal lovers, howture. ever, will be delighted with this pic-

Oswald in
"Parking Space"

Universal
7 mins.
Swell Cartoon
Cleverly conceived, this cartoon
unfolds the idea of a baby checking department, which goes up in
flames when one of the infants,
after downing a bottle of black ink,
turns negress and does a hot dance
which sets the place blazing. Windup is amusing as are the incidents
which preceded the conflagration.
Vince Barnett in

"A Trifle Backward"
Universa
l
Fair Comedy

20 mins.

This risque subject built around
an accident in which Vince Barnett
is supposed to have his hind quarters knocked around to the front part
of his body is productive of not a
few laughs. It is, however, a trifle
unsavory and a whole lot obvious.
Gertrude Short gives a good account
of herself.
Louise Fazenda in

"Mountain

Music"

As It Seems"
(No. 35)
Universal
10 mins.
Ace Novelty
This Nathan-Fairbanks product is
a very engrossing collection of
novelties including the Hindu Kadavy festival where the natives subject themselves to odd tortures, a
"Supper at Six"
Universal
20 mins. chinchilla farm, a carnivorous flowGood Comic Novelty
er, a one-armed paperhanger, Japanese hairdressers, the shrine of
In this Mentone subject a theatrical boarding house is used as Saint Roch at New Orleans, the
the locale for the introduction of mummified figures of the Jivaro Indians and other items.
musical numbers
by various well-

Louise Fazenda inherits a general store in the mountainous region
where the Molloys and the Mattfields, the only inhabitants, are constantly feuding. Both clans decide
that one of their number must
marry her. The wild wooing and
her flight from the place make for
fair diversion.

4 Assignments for Wyler
William Wyler, Universal director, who has returned to the coast
after a sojourn in New York, has
four assignments in prospect. Three
are Universal pictures, while one is
an offer from Columbia. Whether
the latter company obtains his services will be decided after Wyler
has conferred with Carl Laemmle,

Universal
9 mins.
Good Cartoon
An amusing conception in which
the "illegitimate" duckling disowned
by motner, father and farmyard,
etfects a rescue of his entire family
when a flood threatens extinction.
Fertile in invention this is another
good Oswald comedy.

R. C. Sherriff Signs With U Again

James Gleason in

Schenck Elated Over "Catherine"
After a private London preview
of "Catherine the Great," starring
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Elizabeth Bergner, Joseph M. Schenck
cabled Al Lichtman in New York
that he considers the new picture
even better than "Henry VIII." Both
were made by London Films under
supervision of Alexander Korda,
for United Artists release.
Arthur Weinberger Transferred
Arthur Weinberger, formerly
located in New Orleans as United
Artists branch manager, has been
transferred to New York as an assistant to Moe Streimer in the local
exchange. Weinberger spent a short
time in St. Louis after leaving New
Orleans.

'"Strange

Jr.

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — R. C. Sherriff, who
adapted "Invisible Man" for Universal, has been signed to a new
contract by Carl Laemmle, Jr. He
is to write three plays in the coming year. At present Sherriff is in
England conferring with James
Whale, director, on the first story,
"A Trip to Mars."
Multicolor Plant Now a Brewery
Paramount Buys Two Stories
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
"Fifty-two
Weeks for Florette,"
Hollywood
— Howard
former
$1,000,000
MulticolorHughes'
plant by Elizabeth A. Heerman, and "Cosmetic," by Bekeffi, Hungarian writer,
is now a brewery, under the ownerhave been bought by Paramount.
ship of Herman Koch.

Universal
Fair Comedy

Oswald

18 mins.

in

"Chicken Reel"

"Pie For Two"
Universal
Fair Comedy

21 mins.

James Gleason here plays a
slangy good Samaritan who, while
not above trimming a sucker, can
be depended upon to aid beauty in
distress. How he succeeds and is
himself left out in the cold is told
in over-melodramatic but amusing
fashion. Especially good is the
slangy fable of The Ark and Noah,
who was "tipped off by the supervisor for being a good guy."

Greeted IVith
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EASTMAN Background Negative is
winning wide acclaim among the many

producers and cameramen who have already
discovered its possibilities. Its remarkably
fine grain meets the prime requirement of
background shots that are to be projected
and rephotographed. Other qualities . . .
particularly a surprising degree of speed . . .
give it a potential versatility that may well
lead to finer photography in other directions. Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester,
N. Y. (J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors,
New York, Chicago, Hollywood.)

EASTMAN.
Background Negative
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Distributor -Exhibitor Truce Urged by Allied Head
A Merry Christmas

A Merry Christmas

A Merry Christmas

CODE 'BEST WE COULD GET'. JOHNSON TELLS LOWELL
A Merry Christmas

A Merry Christmas

A Merry Christmas

Concentration on Big Specials Advocated by Goldwyn

Lower

Production
Costs
a Fallacy, Says
Producer

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Citing box-office results for the past year to prove
his contention that only outstanding pictures are bringing in real
money, Samuel Goldwyn advocates
concentration on more big special
productions in 1934 as well as in
succeeding years. In a year-end
statement to The Film Daily,
Goldwyn says:
"The solution to the present problems which confront the motion pic(Contitutcd

on

Page

3)

2 KINDS OF MEETINGS
FOR CODE AUTHORITY
Meetings of the Code Authority,
now in process of organization, will
divide themselves into two classes,
one devoted to hearing of appeals
from local zoning and grievance
boards and the other to administrative matters. Meetings will be called
from time to time as matters accumulate and demand
attention,

Dr. Lowell Makes Public
Correspondence With
NRA Officials

Now
hat
lanta
at the
iney and
is just
Tnd the corner
le gang from the
"Film Daily takes this
opportunity
to wish all
a good old fashioned Merry
Xmas and a full year of health
happiness and prosperity during
1934... We are all happy to play
our modest parts in this great industry . . . Most of our friends are
in it . . . Our hearts are part of it,
our future
belongs
to it . . . Now
that
the industry can once again look forward
to
better
times
we
should
all be more
cheerful
. . . Happy
in the thought of the small part
we all play in a great industry that has
brought
cheery hours to many
millions
. . . the greatest force for moral and
mental progress the World has ever
known . . . Again Merry Xmas and
Happy
New
Year . . . and as
Tiny Tim would say it "God
Bless us, each and everyone."

Boston — In reply to Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell, who in declining an
appointment to the Code Authority
contended that the film code sanctions certain practices to which he
is opposed, Administrator Hugh S.
Johnson declared that the code as
signed represents the best compromise of differences that it was
possible to obtain. Correspondence
between Dr. Lowell and the NRA,
made public by him yesterday,
shows that
he wiredon Deputy
(Continucd
Page 3) Admin-

24 MORE REGULARS
GIVE AID TOTHE FUND
There is still time to mail YOUR
donation to the FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND drive for contributions. The response following the
A.M.P.A. Christmas luncheon held
Thursday was extremely gratifying.
Many who had merely forgotten
immediately sent their checks. The
Fund has not yet reached the mark
set by the(Continued
Committee,
It
on Pagehowever.
4)

(.Continued on Page 4)

Ben Holmes Sees New Deal
In Hollywood Pay Checks
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Declaring that "the
Hollywood clambake is over" and
the era of "relative employees" is at
an end except for those who have
demonstrated their ability to produce,
Ben Holmes, RKO director, predicts
a more
equitable
distribution
of

czJ^
Ritter, Harry Brandt, Metzger
Give Views on the Coming Year

(Continued on Page 4)

30 "Ten Best" Polls
Locally conducted polls on the Ten
Best Pictures of the year, conducted by
newspapers among fans and tied in
with THE FILM DAILY'S national poll,
will exceed 30 this year. This is an
increase of 50 per cent over last year.

Oklahoma Theater Owners
Hold First Meet Jan. 3

Detroit — If producers and distributors will devote their entire time
and talents to the making and marketing of pictures, letting exhibitors exhibit them without interference or dictation from the distributors, movie business in 1934 will be
considerably
aided, declares James

C. Ritter, president of Allied States
Ass'n, in a year-end statement for
The Film Daily.
"Codes will not fill empty seats,"
says Ritter, "but good pictures and
better cooperation between producers and exhibitors will. With such
teamwork
there will be less fric(Continucd

on Page

4)

Oklahoma City — First annual,
meeting of the Theater Owners of
Oklahoma will be held in the CivicRoom of the Oklahoma Biltmore
Hotel at 10 A. M., Jan. 3. It will
be a one-day affair, with a floorshow and dance at night. The association, of which M. Loewenstein is
president and R. M. Clark is .secretary, hopes to adopt the code.
No Paper Monday
In observance of Christmas Day,
there will be no issue of THE FILM
DAILY
on Monday.
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4 Films in Foreign Climes Nat H. Spitzer Joins
Romance Productions
Planned by William Fiske
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GEORGE O'BRIEN, having finished work in
Fox's "Ever Since Eve," is flying east with his
wife, MARGUERITE CHURCHILL, to spend New
Year's in New York.
DOUGLASS MONTGOMERY goes to Montreal
for Christmas.
MR. and MRS. LEON SCHLESINGER, MR. and
MRS. LOU HALPER, MR. and MRS. PERC
TEEPLE and ALFRED E. GREEN leave Hollywood
on Wednesday for New York to attend the
Mervyn
LeRoy-Doris
Warner
wedding.
KENYON,

back

on

the

coast

for

Production of four features
against their natural backgrounds is
planned by Seven Seas Corp., President William Fiske stated yesterday in New York, following his arrival to arrange distribution on
"Cane Fire." Lois Weber directed
"Cane Fire," which was produced at
Kauaii Island in the Pacific, with
Mona Maris, Hardie Albright, Virginia Cherrill, David Newell and
Arthur Clayton.
Fiske and his staff leave in February for the Philippines, where
Eddie Knopf will direct "Moro" as
the first of the series of four features. The second picture will be
made in Haiti, the third in Siam and
negotiations are now under way to
buy screen rights to the best-seller,
"Oil for China Lamps," for filming in China.

Poster Code Hearings
Postponed to Jan. 10

West

Coast

Bureau

of

THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Nat H. Spitzer, formerly a sales executive with Fox
and Universal, has joined Romance
Productions, Inc., in a similar capacity. Romance, headed by Harry
O. Hoyt and George W. Stout, is
putting
out "Young Eagles," Boy
Scout serial.

Trustee is Appointed
For St. Louis Circuit
St. Louis — Nelson Cunliff, general contractor and one time Director of Public Welfare and Park
Commissioner, has been named bankruptcy trustee for Skouras Bros.
Enterprises, Inc., the Warner subsidiary which was acquired from the
Skouras boys a few years ago. Cunliff's bond was fixed at $75,000.

Ezell in New Venture

Affiliated Enterprises has been
formed by Claude Ezell and assoWashington
Bureau of THE
FILM
DAILY
ciates with headquarters temporarily located in Denver. Concern is
Washington — Public hearings on
the poster code have been postponed selling a "bank night" plan as a
from Jan. 3 to Jan. 10.
business stimulator. Representatives are being appointed for the
territories. Ezell has arMonogram Studio Layoff variousrived in New
York for a two weeks'
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
visit in connection with the projHollywood — Upon completion of ect.
"Mystery Liner" today, the Monogram studio will close for two
Circuit Staff Changes
weeks, Trem Carr announces ."BegPittsburgh — Several managerial
gars in Ermine," with Lionel Atwill, changes are announced by Warner
has been completed, and "Lucky Bros, and Harris Amusement Co.
Texan," Lone Star Western with
Eddie Moore, former city manJohn Wayne for Monogram release,
ager for Warners in Johnstown,
reaches completion today.
has succeeded Sol Hankin, transferred to Philadelphia, as Main Line
New Iwerks Color Cartoon district
manager. Managers are to
West
Coast Bureau of THE FILM
DAILY
be announced for the Park, Johnstown, and the Columbia, Erie, which
Hollywood — Ub Iwerks of Animated Pictures Corp. has completed Warners will reopen Christmas day.
Les Bowser has been appointed
"The Little Red Hen," a ComiColor
animated cartoon, which will be dis- manager of the .Warren theater,
tributed by Allied Pictures Corp.
Warren, O., by the Harris Amusement, succeeding Ken Hohl, who
Indie Musical at Warner
goes to St. Mary's, Pa., succeeding
Bill Peacock, who is now city man"Rainbow Over Broadway," Chesager in Oil City.
terfield musical romance, has been
booked by First Division for the
Harry McDonald at Ballroom
Warner theater on Broadway, startBoston — Harry McDonald, former
ing today. Cast is headed by Joan
Marsh, Grace Hayes, Frank Albert- division manager for RKO, is genson and Lucien Littlefield.
eral manager of the new Normandie ballroom, which is the leased
and transformed original Keith the"Man's Castle" for Rialto
ater. T. L. Gill is president of the
"A Man's Castle," Columbia re- operating Lyric Corporation.
lease, opens Dec. 29 at the Rialto.
"Palooka"
Song Gets Break
Christmas, leaves there Dec. 31 to fill a concert
"Count Your Blessings," one of
engagement
in Washington.
the theme songs in "Palooka," the
Harry Goetz-Edward Small Reliance
WILLIAM FISKE, 3rd, producer of "Cane
Fire," made by his organization, Seven Seas
production for United Artists reCorp., has arrived at the Waldorf.
lease, will be played or sung 20
MAX MILDER and MRS. PHILIP KAUFMAN,
times in the next two days over
widow of the film executive, are among the
arrivals today from
Europe.
leading coast-to-coast networks.
CLAUDE EZELL
from
Dallas.

has arrived in New

York

L. C. MONTGOMERY of RCA Photophone has
arrived in New
York from Houston.
LOU
METZGER
Angeles.
to

is

in

New

York

from

Los

LIONEL ATWILL is on his way from the coast
Philadelphia
for the holidays.

Muni May Visit Russia
Paul Muni, in New York for a
four-month vacation from the Warner studios, is considering a trip to
Russia, provided he does not become
interested in one of several play
offers.
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ture industry rests in the hands of
those within the industry and no one
else.

"Klaw and Erlanger, the Shuberts and other mighty ones of legitimate theater learned through bitter experience that it is not the
theater that counts, but the SHOW,
the individual play or picture that
is offered. And you cannot expect
to keep a high average for
that "show" when too much attention is paid to lowering production
costs and turning out product just
to keep theaters open.
"We need more big pictures for
next year — and the years to come —
for it is common knowledge that it
is the few big pictures that CARRY
the industry every year.
"Even during these depression
if not
times I have spent as much
more on the few picture I have made
in order to insure quality and boxoffice entertainment because I have
faith in the public and the real
showmen of this industry. As a result, I have made money and the
exhibitors who have played my pictures have made money.
"Therefore, as 1934 approaches,
I am more convinced than ever be-

fore that in the policy of 'fewer
and better pictures' which I have
always maintained lies the salvation of our industry."
Will

Rogers

in

"MR. SKITCH"
with

ZaSu

Pitts,
Rochelle
Hudson,
Harry
Green
Fox
70 mins.
TYPICAL WILL ROGERS SMALL TOWN
STORY
WITH
EXTRA
LAUGHS
BY
ZASU
PITTS
AND
HARRY
GREEN.
With Yellowstone National Park and
the Grand Canyon as locale, this comedy
includes beautiful scenery in addition to
the usual droll humor of Rogers. The
story opens with Rogers, his wife, ZaSu
Pitts, his daughter Rochelle Hudson, twin

)l

girls and

a

six-year-old son, being dispossessed. Rogers decides to pack the
family in the ramshackle car and start
for California. They have a thrilling
ride over the mountains and some very
funny experiences at Yellowstone. They
then go to the Grand Canyon, where
they meet Harry Green, who has driven
to the camping space in his portable house.
Rochelle falls in love with a young West
Point cadet. Green and Rogers become
great friends, which means plenty of
laughter. After some interesting situations they manage to accumulate a small
fortune and return to the old home.
Cast: Will Rogers, ZaSu Pitts, Rochelle
Hudson, Florence Desmond, Harry Green,
Charles Starrett,
Eugene Palette.
Director, James Cruze; Author, Anne
Cameron; Adaptors, Ralph Spence, Sonya
■Levien; Dialoguers, same; Editor, not
credited; Cameraman,, John Seitz; Recording Engineer, W.
D. Slick.
Direction, Very Good
Photography, Fine

JOHNSON ANSWERS
LOWELL ON CODE

PHIL M. DALY
•

• • AFTER THESE many years, it remained for Warners to stage the first and only convention of Santa Clauses
.
and we've been thinking that it was about time for
all the Kris Kringles to get together and lay-off duplicatin
gifts
Last year we received four cigar lighters and ga
half a dozen fountain pens
But as it happens this convention was a stunt pulled off last night at the Strand Theater
on Broadway
in connection with the opening of "Convention City"
The Kris Kringles met
and at
tracted plenty of attention and after
all
that's
the answer
The exploitation lads also had some boardwalk roller chairs on the Big Street
with free wheeling
to the theater But the pay off stunt is the huge telegram
in front of the Warner theater
and a tie-up with Postal
which means that enclosed in the first 200,000 telegrams delivered inthe city during the run of the pix, will be a "come-on"
herald for the show .......

*

*

*

*

• •
• HARRY ROSENTHAL, musical comedy celebrity
put on the whiskers yesterday noon
and played Santa
to 12 former Follies beauts
they were, Mrs. Murray
Mayer nee Betty Dumbris, Mrs. Archer Selwyn, Mrs Mark
Hellinger, nee Gladys Glad, Mrs. Louie Kaufman nee Dorothy
Dilley, Mrs. Paul Zukerman nee Ruth Taylor, Mrs. Nick Blair
nee Joan Burgess, Mrs. Bill Hardy nee Evelyn Graves, Mrs
Sid Mamishshore, Mrs. S. M. Goldsmith nee Ray Selwyn, Mildren Schroder and Eva Lewis. Bert Lahr and and Master
Georgie Rosenthal were guests of honor
*
*
*
*
• •
• AND SO WE wind up another holiday
with that good old fashioned spirit that warms the season
heart
and some good "old fashions" that warm the insides To
EVERYONE
we wish the Merriest Christmas
and to "Phil M. Daily"
is registered up at the
lonkers General Hospital under who
the name
of Jack Harrower
...... this col'm wishes the Best of Luck .
and a "Pleasp
Get Well"
SOON
"CHANCE

"SMOKY"

AT HEAVEN"

with Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea,
Marian Nixon
RKO

71

mins.

PLEASING
DOWN-TO-EARTH
LOVE
STORY
OF
A
SMALL-TOWN
COUPLE
AND A VAMP
FROM
THE CITY.
Not a complicated drama or anything
with sock elements iff it, but just a good
old-fashioned love story. As such, it is
quite refreshing in these days of straining
to score new and different punches.
Taken from a "Liberty" magazine serial,
it tells about a couple of small-town lovers,
Joel McCrea and Marian Nixon, whoso
romantic culmination is sidetracked when
a rich and aggressive girl from the city,
Ginger Rogers, comes along and steals Joel
away from Marian. A quick marriage follows, and shortly thereafter Ginger goes
to visit her folks in New York, and when
her letters begin to sound rather funny
to Joel, he rushes to the big city and soon
realizes that he married the wrong girl.
So he agrees to a divorce and returns
home, where Marian, who has been a good
sport all along, welcomes him back. The
acting is in keeping with
the story.
Cast: Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea, Marian Nixon, Andy Devine, Lucien Littlefield,
Virginia Hammond, George Meeker, Ann
Shoemaker.
Director, William Seiter; Author, Vina
Delmar; Adaptors, Julian Josephson, Sarah
Y. Mason; Cameraman, Nick Musuraca;
Recording Engineer, Forrest Perley; Editor,
James B. Morley.
Direction,

Fine.

Photography,

Fine.

Fox
70 mins.
SPLENDID STORY
OF
A
HORSE
PACKED
WITH
HUMAN
INTEREST
COMEDY, ROMANCE AND THRILLS.
Will James' book, "Smoky," is here
brilliantly translated to the screen in
a
story that holds a kick for every grownup,
who will want to bring the kiddies, too.
The picture unfolds as a highly interesting yarn, skillfully blending the tale of a
picturesque mustang from birth on the
range to old age with the effect on the
equine of human association over the
period. A wealth of understanding and
kindness for the horses is contained in
the narrative by Will James which accompanies the picture through almost threequarters of its showing. The film traces
Smoky's career from birth to the time
he is taken over by Victor Jory. Stolen
from him, Smoky kills his captor, becomes
an outlaw for years, is recaptured and in
the end is just snatched from death by
Jory. Intertwined are romance, comedy
and thrills. Victor Jory gives a fine performance and Irene Bentley is excellent.
Hank Mann, LeRoy Mason and Leonid
Snegoff
lend able
support.
Cast: Victor Jory, Irene Bentley, Frank
Campeau, Hank Mann, LeRoy Mason,
Leonid Snegoff and Will James.
Director, Eugene Ford; Author, Will
James, Adaptors, Stuart Anthony and Paul
Perez; Cameraman, Daniel B. Clark; ReW. E. Deming,' Jr.;
cording Engineer,
obtainable.
not
credits
clher
Direction,
Aces.
Photography,
Grand.
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Rosenblatt

as fol-

"The five large
by their business
trolling grip upon
to put forth upon
that they please.

producing companies have,
methods, obtained a conthe business and are able
the community any films
This monopolistic practice
based of
on us
block
booking
andchecked
blind buying'
many
asked
to have
the
motion picture code; but, instead ofby that,

sanction,'
legal authority,
a certain
beenthegiven
it has
and
hence
position
of the code
which I feel constrained to decline, is virtually
that of a powerless onlooker at conduct which
he can neither change nor improve. Moreover, it is expressly provided that he has a
voice but no vote."
Johnson replied, that ". . . the President,
himself,
requested
your appointment,
. .
The important
thing is your opportunity
to
render a great public service."
He added:
"The practices of block booking which you
say are monopolistic have been specifica
held not to be by a Federal Circuit Court lly
of
Appeals. We cannot impose through codes a
surrender of the advantages vouchsafed by the
Constitution under the copyright laws, and
unless we can obtain agreement to such surrender in whole or in part, there is nothin«
to be done by us about it.
"But this code does give exhibitor a right
to cancel up to 10 per cent of thes product
which they have contracted for. It is the
first time that such a concession has been
made. In opinion of practical men this will
go far to remedy the evils complained of . . .
If the weapon is not altogether to your liking
I can assure you that it was the best weapon
we could get and we don't want to give up
the fight just because
we do not like the
weight and edge of the sword."

Roach After Novarro or Vallee
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Hal Roach is negotiating with Ramon Novarro to play
lead in "Babes in Toyland" starring
Laurel and Hardy. If Novarro is
unavailable, Roach will negotiate
with Rudy Vallee.
Kay
Star in "The Key"
Kay Francis
Francis,to who
just arrived in
New York after completing her role
in Warners' "Wonder Bar," will
next be starred in "The Key," based
on L.a Hardy.
play by R. Gore-Brown and
J.

MANY UAPpy RLTTJCNS)
Best wishes are extended by
THE FILM DAILY to the
following members of the
industry, who are celebrating their birthdays:

Dec. 23-4-5
P.

D.

Cochrane
John CromwellDick

J. W. Alicoate
Michael Curtiz
Edward Hughes
Wilfred
Noy

Joseph
William
Beulah

M. Schenck
Conklin
Marie
Dix

Sonya
A. P.

Levien
Waxman

Sutherland
Carl Brisson
Evelyn Hall

Ruth
Chatterton
Eulalie
Jensen
Joe Bonomo
Charles Cruze
Earle Foxe
Tom
Reed
Helen

Twelvetrees

-££1
THE

DAILY

OUTLOOKS

A Little
s"
"Lot—
om WILK
frRALPH

{Continued front Page

tion, greater grosses, more prosperity and happier days for everyone."
HOLLYWOOD
Additional statements on the outlook forl934j from Harry Brandt,
pAUL LUKAS is laid up with a
broken collarbone as a result of president of the Independent Thebeing thrown from his horse during
ater Owners Ass'n, and Charles R.
a canter across the desert near Palm Metzger,
counsel for Associated
Springs.
* *
*
Theater Owners of Indiana, follow:
By

The arrival of "Baby" Disney
created quite an upset in production
plans at the Walt Disney studios in
Hollywood. The announcement of
the arrival of a daughter to the
"king of comic cartoons" necessitated a complete letdown in production— and, at the time, "The Little
Red Hen," Disney's latest Silly Symphony, was in work, for United Artists release.
*
-:< *
Hamilton McFadden, instead of
Edward Sutherland, will direct "Fox
Follies." Sutherland is ill in bed
as a penalty for playing golf in a
driving rain.
Bette Davis will have the
feminine lead in Warner's "Hit Me
Again," by F. Hugh Herbert.
Wynne Gibson and Nils Astiier
have been assigned roles in R'KO's
"The ard Crime
Doctor," starring RichDix.

24 More Regulars
Given Aid to Fund
(Continued from Page
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needs the contributions of all who
have not kicked in.
Checks were received yesterday
from 24 good fellows, including Eddie Cantor, P. L. Thomson, Ralph
Lund, David Strumpf, Gene Widhoff, L. Vogel, Hettie Gray Baker,
Irving Lesser, Leo Brecher, H. J.
Muller, Al Bondy, R. M. Savini, H.
M. Warner, Adolph M. Eisner, Sadie Adler, Edward McNamee, Eugene Zukor, M. J. Weisfeldt, Hugo
Mayer, Fred C. Quimby, Aileen
Craven, Charles A. Leonard, J. Albert Hirsch and James M. Ashcraft.
New House for Charleston, Mo.
Charleston, Mo. — Work is starting
on the American, a 500-seater, which
will be managed by Stanley Dark.
O. W. McCutchein of Blytheville,
Ar-k., is the principal owner.
Pacific Lodge Elects Anderson
Richard V. Anderson of Universal has been elected Master of Pacific Lodge 233, F. & A. M., known
as the theatrical and motion picture
lodge of Masons.

Spanish "3 Pigs" at Rivoli

Having already been shown on Broadway in English and French, Walt Disney's "Three Little Pigs" will be shown
in a Spanish version starting today at
the Rivoli in conjunction with Eddie
Cantor in "Roman Scandals."

1)

lywood for the making of better
tures.
It will be a banner year for
producers, if they produce.
It will be a banner year for
distributors and exhibitors, if
producers will produce.

picthe

SHORT SHOTS from
EASTERN STUDIOS
By CHAS. ALICOATE

T ILIAN ROTH has started work
at the Vitaphone Studio in
the
the "Story Conferences," two-reel musical comedy. The supporting cast
includes "The Sizzlers," "The Three
Minutes," female radio trio, Bob
Simmons, Von Grona and Emily
Lot Depends on Codes
Boubier, specialty dancers, Joe
By CHARLES R. METZER
Up to the Producers
Downing, Arthur "Pat" West, Don
A LARGE part of the success or Bedoe, and the Vitaphone chorus.
By HARRY BRANDT
failure of the motion picture inMildred Bailey's intention to fly
dustry during 1934 will be connect- to the Coast for the holidays has
'JTIE year of 1934 holds great
ed
intimately
with
the
NRA
code
been made impossible by her WABC
promises for every faction of the
both as to the specific code for this
industry, only in the event that the industry and the success or failure broadcasting series, and also by the
producing end of the industry can of codes in other industries. The fact that she is to appear in a series of radio shorts for Educational.
come through with far better pic- smaller exhibitor is in an attitude
Harry Hirschfield, cartoonist and
tures than are being produced in of "watchful waiting" so far as our
own code is concerned. Certainly radio commentator, makes his debut
Hollywood today.
there is a glorious opportunity to
During the past couple of years, right many of the wrongs of this in talking pictures in "Vaudeville
Parade," the Mentone musical
while the industry has been suffer- industry if the various Boards hav- on
short subject for Universal release.
ing control of conditions within our Camera work has been completed at
ing from its greatest business sethe Fox studio under the direction
back, there has been no depression industry function with fairness and
of Milton Schwarzwald.
honesty
in
dealing
with
our
probwith good pictures. I believe that
lems. The smaller exhibitor, howHollywood fully realizes that it will
ever, is reserving his decisions as
Bob Hope, comedian of Max Gordon's "Roberta," and who has been
to
the
merits
of our code until he
either be responsible for a very
signed
to make a series of comedies
sees
it
actually
functioning.
healthy business year in 1934, or
The outlook for general business for Educational release, will start
will be responsible for bad business is still highly in doubt. There is on his first for that company about
during a year in which every gov- reason to believe that a favorable the middle of January, with work
to be done at the Eastern
ernment and private activity is bent turn has been made in connection probably
Service studio in Astoria.
toward a furtherance of better with general business and the trend
should be slightly upward during
business.
1934. All classes of exhibitors still 2 Kinds of Meetings
Members of our association be- raise the cry for good product, betFor Code Authority
ter pictures, more for the family
(Continued from Page 1)
lieve that 1934 and the Motion Picture Code will bring a better spirit trade. It seems a waste of time and without instituting a regular meetof harmony into the industry, which money to attempt to secure public
ing schedule, it is understood.
in itself should result in bringing patronage for mediocre or inferior
In the selection of an executive
the men and women of the industry product for the public is more dis- secretary, the committee named by
criminating than ever in picking the Code Authority at its first meetcloser together to the point of eliminating all bickerings and quarrels what it wants in the matter of ening last Wednesday must unanitertainment. Perhaps some new
so that the industry should present
mously decided upon a candidate or
a solid front insofar as adverse blood in the production department there can be no election. This and
legislation and taxation is concerned. may be the answer. The exhibitors other committees assigned to the
The Independent Theater Owners who have survived the depression
thus far look forward to 1934 with job of setting up the Code AuthorAss'n pledges itself to do whatever the hope that they will be supplied
ity machinery will hold their meetis possible to make our industry a
ings early next week.
with
a
product
they
can
sell
to
the
Divisional Administrator Sol A.
better, finer, and cleaner business
and help put its shoulder to the public. The quality of produce will Rosenblatt arrives in New York towheel for the purpose of bringing determine entirely the success or
day to spend the holidays at his
of the motion picture in- home in Great Neck, L. I., returnmore people into the box-office so failure dustry
during 1934.
Tuesday.
ing to Washington probably on
that more money can be sent to Hol-

More Shock Dramas Set
Monopoly Charge Stricken Ben Holmes Sees New Deal
In E.R.P.T. Litigation
By Carl Laemmle, Jr.
In Hollywood Pay Checks
Charges of invalidity of ElectriWest Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
cal Research Products' standard theater license agreement because
executed in pursuance of a conspiracy between American Telephone
and Telegraph, Western Electric Co.
and Electrical Research Products to
create a monopoly in the sound reproducing business have been held
to be immaterial and unresponsive
to a suit brought by Erpi to recover sums due under such contract.
Iowa District Judge Smyth so
Long and Short Versions
Imperial Pictures has made two ruled in granting Erpi's motion to
versions of "Throne of the Gods," strike such charges from the defense
one in four reels, the other in six in the case of Erpi against M. L.
reels. The version current at the Dickson, operating the Temple theCameo is six reels.
ater, Mount Pleasant, la.

Hollywood ■ — ■ Three more pictures
of the "Frankenstein" and "Dracula" school have been set by Carl
Laemmle, Jr., Universal production
chief, for 1934. They include "A
Trip to Mars" and "The Return of
Frankenstein", both with Boris Karloff, and "The Golem," with Karloff
again a possibility as the star.

(Continued from Page 1)

Hollywood pay checks in 1934 than
in any There
year will
sincebe the
industry's
birth.
a redistribution of talent, says Holmes, with
real artists getting the top money,
while the hacks and incompetents
will be relegated to the lower folds.'
Gets

Brookline

License

Boston — First license for the showing
of movies in Brookline, wealthy residential section, has been granted the
Harvard Amusement Co., which plans to
open
its
Dec. 27. theater at Coolidge Corner on

.
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Film Industry Set for 1934 Upturn, Leaders Aver

U. S. OISTRIBS SEE BIG YEAR IN FOREIGN MARKET
Doom of Mass Production in 1934 Predicted by Zanuck
Revival of Big Spectacles
Urged by 20th Century
Producer

Hollywood
. takes it lying down
By DON
VA/HEN

CARLE

it comes

to

GILLETTE
taking

West Coast Bureau of THE
<

it on

the

™» chin without a move or a murmur in
self-defense,
Hollywood
is probably without an equal.
Not a day passes that the exhibitor
fraternity doesn't take a poke at the studios for the kind of product they turn out.
But have you ever heard a voice from
Hollywood criticizing theater men for the
kind of showmanship they display in selling
those pictures to the public?

•

GET yourself a batch of out-of-town
newspapers, turn to the amusement
pages, and see what half of the country's
theaters are doing with the pictures, including the very enjoyable ones, supplied
them by Hollywood.
George Arliss in "The Working Man"
is being advertised with "25 free turkeys."
John Barrymore in "Reunion in Vienna"
shares billing honors with "Ladies' towel
night."
Will Rogers in "Dr. Bull" is bolstered
with a giveaway of "75 pounds of pork."
"Brief Moment" goes with a batch of
"mince
And sopies
on. and cakes."

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Mass production, already on the decline, will experience
a big drop in 1934, it is predicted
by Darryl Zanuck, production chief
of 20th Century Pictures, headed by
Joseph M. Schenck and releasing
through United Artists. The boxoffice need of bigger productions, possible only by concentrating on small
{Continued on

Page

A New One in Duals
Pittsburgh — Though playing double
features, some Warner houses in this
locality mention only one of the pictures in their newspaper ads. The independent houses that run dual bills
make it a practice to advertise both.

RELIEF FUND LAGS
BEHIND PAST YEARS

4)

Notwithstanding the response to
the urgent appeal for the Film
Daily Relief Fund made at the
A. M. P. A. Christmas party Thursday, total receipts are far below the
average received in years past. As
the needs of worthy unfortunates
Reconstructed along modern lines, are too great compared to the donations received thus far, the receivthe famous Biograph Studios at 807
the window of the Fund will be open
East 175th St., for years the workwhile longer for contributions.
shop of Mack Sennett, Mary Pick- aThat
means ALWAYS. It is
ford, D. W. Griffith, Marian Sunshine, Henry B. Walthall, Mabel never too late to give. An example of sacrifice and generosity
Normand and Sarah Bernhardt, and
the scene of the early efforts of was brought to the attention of
last week.
John
some of the most noted performers the Committee
(Continued on Page 4)
of the last decade, will reopen for

BIOGRAPH STUDIOS
REOPEN TOMORROW

(Continued on

Page 4)

Atlanta Sunday Shows
Keep Hospital Going

•

Giveaways Violate Code,
Milwaukee Court Rules

"
EXHIBITORS keep crying for "better
pictures, and then when such grand
entertainment as "Prizefighter and the
Lady" is delivered at their door, instead of
showing that they can sell a good picture,
they bastardize its exhibition by offering it
with chinaware, lace curtains or groceries.
Hollywood is making pictures for theater
men who are trying to run department
stores.

Milwaukee— Giving away groceries or other gifts to theater patrons
sitting in certain places in the house
is a lottery and a violation of the
NRA code, according to a ruling by
Judge A. J. Hedding when he fined
C. Waschicheck, operator of the
Pearl theater, $25 for violating the
lottery law.

Distributors are mailing elaborate
paign books to exhibitors who have
use for a Sears-Roebuck catalogue.

Schenck, Van Beuren, Smith
See Groundwork for Upturn

cammore

•

for more
goes forth
the wail
STILL
"good" pictures.
What most exhibitors mean by a "good"
is one that will sell
picture, apparently,
itself to S.R.O. without requiring any effort
on his part.
If the studios knew the trick of doing
that, there wouldn't be any need for individual exhibitors at all.

Atlanta — As a result of Sunday
operation of movies, with net proceeds going to the .Scottish Rite
Crippled Children's Hospital, the
hospital is able to keep its full facilities available to the needy. Before the theaters were allowed to
run on Sunday, the hospital had to
close half of its beds for lack of
funds.

tives whose views on the 1934 outAs a result of the depression
are published today as part of
"shakeout," together with the tonic the look
annual series for The Film
now being applied to industry by the
NRA, the film industry is in a good Daily Year Book. Coming from
Dsition to move upward and reap Nicholas M. Schenck, president of
substantial benefits from returning Loew's, Inc., and M-G-M; Amedee J.
(Continued
on Page 2)
prosperity, in the opinion of execu-

Hollywood Product Again
Hitting Favor Abroad
— Quickies Are Out
That the outlook for revenue from
the foreign market in 1934 is the
best in years is the consensus of
opinion expressed by major company
foreign department managers, as
well as by independent exporters
and importers, in statements for
THE FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK.
The optimism
is based,
not 4)alone on
(Continued
on Page

THEATERREOPENINGS
AGAIN TOPGLOSINGS
For the fourth month in succession, theater reopenings exceeded
the number of closings, it is shown
in the monthly tabulation of reports
from the Film Boards of Trade. Last
month's openings totaled 134,
against 95 closings. The number of
openings was the third largest for
a single month this year, while the
closings were the fourth lowest.
Theaters transferred during the
month totaled 249, the second largest for a month this year.

Charge NRA Code Used
Reduce made
Ushers'
Pay
OnTocomplaint
by Norman.

Thomas, Socialist leader, that the
wording of the NRA code had been
used by some theaters to lower
wages of ushers to $10 a week,
Deputy Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt has advised Thomas that the
matter would be looked into. Thomas
asked that the code be changed for
ushers.
Lloyd-Fox Deal Set

West Coast Bur., THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Arrangements have been
concluded whereby Harold Lloyd will renextThepicture,
'The Cat's-Paw,'
throughlease hisFox.
negotiations
were conducted by William
Lloyd's
general manager,
withR. S.Fraser,
R. Kent
and
John D. Clark of Fox. Sam Taylor will
direct the picture.
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Picture
Distributor
Alice in Wonderland
Paramount
Going
Hollywood
M-G-M
Flying Down
to Rio
RKO
Roman
Scandals
United Artists
Mr.
Skitch
Fox
Convention
City
Warner Bros
Throne of the Gods
First Division
Rainbow
Over
Broadway
First Division
Smoky
Fox
Chance at Heaven
RKO
House on 56th Street (5th week) .... Warner Bros
Emperor
Jones
( Revival)
.' United Artists
Son of a Sailor*
First National
Little Women*
(3rd week)
RKO
* Subsequent

♦

♦ FOREIGN
Mirages de Paris
He
Kuhle
Wampe

PICTURES

♦ FUTURE

two-a-day

♦

OPENINGS

Acme
55th St. Playhouse
5th Ave. Playhouse

♦

United Artists
Paramount
RKO
.,
Warner Bros
M-G-M
Columbia
Burton Holmes
** Follows
run.

5th Ave. Playhouse
Paramount
Roxy
Strand
Capitol
Rialto
44th St. Theater
Astor two-a-day
run.

ss

Set for Upturn, Leaders Aver

FINANCIAL

{Continued fr
NEW

YORK

STOCK

{QUOTATIONS
Am. Seat
Columbia
Picts.
Con.
Con.
East.

Fm. Ind
Fm. Ind.
Kodak

Fox Fm
Loew's,
Inc
Metro-Goldwyn,

vtc.
pfd...

pfd.

Paramount ctfs. ....
Pathe
Exch
RKO
Warner
Bros
NEW
YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd...
Technicolor
Trans-Lux
NEW
YORK
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40. .
Gen. Th. Eq. 6s40 ctfs.
Keith A-0 6s 46...
Loew
6s 41 ww
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs.
Par.

By.

Para.

High
37/g
24

Low
3%
24

Net
Close
Chg.
3% +
%
24

2%
10%
80

234
10%
79

23/4 +
10% —
79'/4 —

V4
Vs
%

12%2934
20

12%
29 14
20

12% +
2934—
20+2

Vs
1/4

1%
1%
2%
SVs
CURB
3-16
8%
2l/2
BOND
31/4
2%
52
82
28

1%
1%—
1 Vs
1%
2
2l/8
5
5
MARKET
3-16
3-16
83,4
83,4
2
2%
MARKET
2%
3%
2y2
2%
51%
52
82
82
28
28

5V2s51 . . . . 29%

Warner's
6s39
N. Y. PRODUCE
Publix

MARKET

AS OF SATURDAYS

29 Vs

29%

—

%
Vs

—

1/4

+1-16
+

Vs

+
1/4
+
Vs
+2
—
%
—

1%

39i/4
38%
391/4
EXCHANGE SECURITIES
1%

1%

1%—

Vs

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK

Dec. 31 ; Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth annual New Years Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New
York.
Jan. 3:

First annual meeting of Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Baltimore Hotel,
Oklahoma
City, 10 A. M.
Jan. 4: Meeting of Code Authority, New
York.
Jan. 10: Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
A. D. Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.

P. A. POWERS returns to New
week from the coast.

om Page

1)

Van Beuren, president of the Van "Bring 'Em Back Alive" was released in mid-summer of one of the
Beuren Corp., and A. W. Smith, Jr.,
Warner-First National sales execu- worst years the industry has seen
and was a record breaking money
tive, the statements
read:
maker
wherever
it was shown.
Then there is a definite agitation
Exercise Improves Talent
against picture cycles. Because a
By NICHOLAS M. SCHENCK
TT IS easy to make prophesies, but picture that is well done meets with
popular approval is no reason for
difficult to be a prophet. I am producers
to feel they must deluge
optimistic about the future. Every- the market with a particular type
one is, who has seen what a change of production. The motion picture
has been made by commonsense ad- industry has grown to prominence
ministration. As for moving pic- by furnishing variety entertainment.
Our Government has taken steps
tures, they are the public's main
entertainment source and the rev- to eliminate unfair practices within
enue to the industry will be in direct
ratio to the merit of the entertain- the industry and is opening the
gates to improved foreign trade,
ment. Pictures should continue to both
of which actions should have
improve with the years because noth- a very beneficial and far reaching
ing improves a talent so much as the effect during 1934.
exercise of it.
We are ail starting from scratch,
the parade is under way and it is
Starting from Scratch
up to every individual to keep movBy AMEDEE J. VAN BEUREN
ing forward with confidence and optimism.
'THE motion picture industry, one
of the last to feel the pinch of In Position to Benefit
economic prostration, is leading the
grand march back to the high road. By A. W. SMITH, JR.
Whether or not this leadership will "CEW industries are in a position
continue is entirely in the hands of
to benefit
more byduring
the President's
producers. Good pictures, as has of- Recovery
Program
1934 than
ten been said, will solve practically is the picture business. For the key
every problem that confronts us.
of NRA
is to
inmillions
of divert
consumers
But good pictures cannot be turned purposecomes to more
out by machines or machine methods. Present indications point toward reduced production schedules
and a return of the single feature
policy with a balanced program of
quality short subjects. Quantity
never has and never will bolster box
office receipts permanently.
As proof of the ever present possibilities our industry
affords,

of low-cost commodities, such as motion pictures.
Look at the record. Early last
summer money started flowing back
into the pockets and pocketbooks of
millions of unemployed who had been
entertainment-starved for months.
Naturally, their first expenditures
were made to satisfy those elementary desires which could be met in-

York

this

MR. and MRS. JACK COHEN are on a holiday cruise to the tropics aboard the Roma of
the Italian line.
P. J. WOLFSON and ALLEN RIVKIN are in
New York from the coast.
JEFF LAZARUS
is east for the holidays.
WALTER WANGER is spending the holidays
in the east.
MR. and MRS. GEORGE BANCROFT are in
New York for the holidays.

Astor

Capt. Harold Auten
R. M. Savini
Kinematrade

,.'

Taming of the Shrew ( Dec. 28 — Revival)
Design
for Living (Dec. 29)*
Son of Kong
(Dec. 29)
Lady
Killer
(Dec. 29)
Dinner
at Eight (Dec. 29)**
A Man's
Castle
(Dec. 29)
Chicago
World's
Fair (Dec. 31)
Criterion

ARTHUR E. RUSICA, Fox Film manager in
Chile, arrives in New York today on the Grace
liner Santa Clara.

"Women"

M-G-M

Christina

* Follows

Theater
Paramount
Capitol
Music Hall
Rivoli
Roxy
Strand
Cameo
Warner
Mayfair
Rialto
Hollywood
Criterion
Palace
Center

runs.

+ TWO-A-DAY-RUN
Queen

Coming and Going

Parade o

Sets Year's Record

Grand Rapids, Mich. — "Little Women" broke the year's attendance
record at the Regent, playing to
22,000 persons, according to Manager Walter J. Norris.
expensively, such as food, clothing,
and picture entertainment. Consethe theaters
felt an immediatequently,
favorable
reaction.
After a few months of spending
for these basic needs, the reemployed public apparently started
saving for major luxuries, and we
experienced a brief letdown from the
previous advance.
But at the present writing tremendous increases are being reported in
retail sales volume, in car-loadings,
and in construction, and there are
highly favorable reports from the
automobile industry. These are
strong evidences that the great mass
of the re-employed public, .having
completed its savings for higher cost
!uxuries such as radios, cars, and
furniture, will soon again have a
liberal supply of casual spending
money, for such minor commodities
as Meanwhile,
pictures.
great new groups of
re-employed are being added to payrolls by CWA and PWA projects,
and these groups, I believeL will go
through the same spending cycle.
These combined influences should
cause a sharp immediate upturn in
theater receipts continuing well into
next spring. We may then witness
a brief reaction, corresponding in
cause and extent to that of a few
weeks ago, but which should be followed by a quick and uninterrupted
climb which I firmly believe will restore business to predepression levels
before the end of 1934.

ishes are extended
FILM
DAILY
to
lowing members of
ndustry,
who
are
days:
celebrating
their
birth-

Dec. 26
Mort

Blumenstock

Charles

A.

Alicoate

swell the fund that helps
this industry's neediest
cases!
THEY HAVE FAMILIES . . .
wives . . . mothers . . . children dependent on them . . .
hungry . . . badly clothed . . .
badly housed.
THEY MUST NOT STARVE!
they must not freeze!
SOME
OF THEM HAVE
been in this business... giving...giving. ..giving. ..since
the old days of the Biograph
. . . helping to place this industry on a firm foundation.
MANY
OF THEM HAVE
given until it hurt to this
same fund in happier times.
NOW WE MUST
HELP
THEM !

Copy and layout by Milton Silver *
* Art work by
National Screen Service * * * Photo-engraving plate by
Pioneer-Moss, Inc., 460 West 34th Street, New York. . .
all donated to the Fund...
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MASS PRODUCTION
IS D00MED--ZANUCK

AiONCTHE

Showing of Late Soviet Films
Julian Bryan, recently returned
from the Soviet Union, will exhibit
his latest motion pictures of Russia
at "Theater Arts in Soviet Russia,"
an evening devoted to the theater
and its allied arts, to be given Sunday evening, Jan. 14, at the New
School for Social Research. Bryan's
motion pictures, covering actual
making of a Ri'ssian film, ballets,
dances of Georgia, an Armenian
symphony orchestra, and general
scenes of Soviet life today, will be
accompanied by his descriptive talk.

Tuesday, Dec. 26, 1933

BIG YEAR EXPECTED
IN FOREIGN MARKET
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

will hasten the new orprograms,
der of things, says Zanuck.
Cycles, the backbone of the program picture, are over, Zanuck declares, and producers must revive
terms
the big spectacles — "big notinin action,
of mobs, but spectacular
colorful in pictorial quality, and impressive in thought, characterization
and dramatic treatment."
Zanuck says all future 20th Century pictures will be made under
this policy of individual attention,
with the entire resources of the studio concentrated on one picture at
a time.
"House of Rothschild," starring
George Arliss, will be the next of
the Zanuck productions to go in
work.

-JSSfr*

DAILY

r

WITH

PHIL M.DALY
• •
• MERVYN
LE ROY has been dishin' it out long
enough
now, we'll find out if he can take it!
To Harry Warner's only daughter, Doris, he's the most wonderful guy in this whole world
but he'll be just a plain
mugg when the lads leave his quivering form on his doorstep
early Friday morning
...... Just why the lads are
giving this provincial visitor from Hollywood a bachelor dinner
Thursday night at the Hotel Astor, is more than we can absorb
except that his side-kicks want to wise him up on
some of the more serious things in life which he apparently has
not yet learned
and read him that touching essay,
"How can a young man lose his way."
•

•

• SO YOU'RE going to take the plunge on Jan. 4
Eh, Mervyn?
Well, you're going to direct a picture
of life
without a prepared script
but with a most colossal
astounding
and overwhelming theme
YOU'LL be the director
leading man
everything, except the author
and all
married men have been
* trying
* to catch
^ up* with him for eons.

the favorable foreign exchange situation and gradually improving general conditions abroad, but also on
the fact that Hollywood has hit a
better stride in turning out pictures
that suit the tastes of other countries.
N. L. Manheim, Universal export
manager, who for years has held
that too much dialogue was restricting the foreign market for U. S.
pictures, believes that Hollywood
has finally mastered sound and is
turning
out desired
more real
tures of the
type. action picArthur W. Kelly, foreign manager
for United Artists, sends word from
abroad, where he has been traveling
for several weeks, that the prospects
are distinctly better and the business is there for those who go after
it with the right product.

L. J. Wooldridge, Educational foreign manager, sees the increasing
quantity and quality of production
abroad as no threat to American
shorts because no country has ever
been able to turn out comedies and
other shorts to compete with studios here.
John W. Hicks, Jr., vice-president
of Paramount International, feels
sure that Hollywood will turn out a
sufficient quantity of internationallyBiograph Studios
appealing pictures to boost foreign
returns next year.
Reopen
Tomorrow
J. H. Hoffberg points out that
(Continued from Page 1)
there is no longer a good market
the production of talking pictures abroad for "quickies" and that quotas
tomorrow afternoon.
and other restrictions are quickly
Among the hundreds of celebrities solved in any country when an exexpected to attend the opening cereceptional picture is offered. William
monies will be Amelia Earhart, F. Barrett, president of AmerAnglo,
Fannie Hurst, Henry Hull, Moss
coincides with Hoffberg's views on
Hart and Nancy Carroll. Mary Pick- "quickies" and adds that it is now
ford and D. W. Griffith, who were possible to look forward to the foridentified with the old Biograph
eign market, not only hopefully, but
company when it was the leading confidently. Roman Rebush of Kinepicture organization in the field, will matrade, Captain Harold Auten,
be the guests of honor.
Norton V. Ritchey of Ritchey ExThe revamped Biograph studios
port Co.,
M. D.andSikawitt
of Arias
Guaran-of
are the largest in New York. Their
teed
Pictures
Henry R.
stages, equipped with the finest Modern Film Sales Corp. are among
sound recording systems and sound- others expressing optimism over the
proofed for perfect acoustics, can 1934 foreign outlook.
accommodate every type of movie
production.

• • • FOR STOOGES at the Le Roy send-off Thursday
night the lads have selected Bert Lahr, Jack Pearl, Eddie Cantor, Jack Benny and George Jessel
Merv's past will be
thrown before his eyes in flashing colors
his misdeeds
will be laid bare
the sacred secrets of his wanderings
will be broadcast to the assemblage
He MUST survive
his public is watching
Hollywood
is anxious
and
Doris awaits him
GOOD
LUCK.
MERVYN
you poor sap

Relief Fund Lags
Behind Past Years

Warners Open Norwich House
(Continued from Page 1)
Norwich, Conn. — The Broadway,
Brasse,
assistant to Sardi, upon reclosed for some time, is being receiving a check from the A. M. P. A.
HamB.
R.
with
opened by Warners
gift, immediately enilton, manager of the Palace, in as a Christmas
dorsed the money over to the Fund.
charge.
Not a gesture. Not a grandstand
play. But a real heartfelt donation.
Cagney Film at Strand Dec. 29
Other contributions were received
Killer," Saturday from James Ashcroft,
y in "Lady
Cagne
James release
, opens at the Strand
Warner
on Friday night.
"Bud" Rogers, Amusement Securities Co., M. Krellberg, Al Zimbalist,
Edward A. Golden, Pat Garyn, Albert Deane, H. Gittleson, Ann J.
SHORT SHOTS from Viness, N. C. Nicholson, B. W. Solomon, Andre Debrie, Inc., Principal
EASTERN STUDIOS
Film Exchange, Bill Kostedt, Bess
Schulter, Bill Hoppe, Jr., George
By CHAS. ALICOATE
=
Woods, John Brasse and Irving
Blank.
"DUDDY ROGERS, whose last work
D was in "Take a Chance," made
at the Eastern Service studio in AsRatoff Back to Stage in February
toria, makes a triumphant return to West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
WhiteNew York, following Paul
Hollywood — Gregory Ratoff, who
man, into the Paradise restaurant
with his own orchestra. Rogers is back in Hollywood for two pictures after a series of personal apopens at the Cafe on January 26,
pearances in the east, plans to rein
after playing several weeks
turn to New York in February,
vaudeville in Gotham and nearby
when he may play another brief
•
cities.
stage engagement. Meanwhile he is
Mollie Picon, internationally famous comedienne of the Yiddish to appear in RKO's "I Love an Actress," with Lenore Ulric, and Costage, is appearing as the star of a
lumbia's "Twentieth Century."
special three-reel Vitaphone short,
which is currently on view at the
World's Fair Film Opens Dec. 31
N. Y. Strand as an added attraction
Burton Holmes' picture of A CenCity."
"Convention
to the feature
tury of Progress opens Dec. 31 at
Supporting Miss Picon in this short
the
44th Street theater, legit house.
are such well-known Broadway performers as Jay Velie, Toney Hughes Film is called "The Chicago World's
and Lyle Evans.

A Little

New Milwaukee Theater Firm
Milwaukee — Incorporation of the
Riverside Operating Co., to run the
^
By RALPH WILK
^^
Riverside theater here, is announced
HOLLYWOOD
by R. F. Marty. Eddie Weisfeldt,
formerly manager of the Wisconsin CHIRLEY GREY plays the feminine lead opposite Ralph Bellamy
theater and more recently with the
Publix in Detroit, will manage the in "Murder at Rexford Arms," for
Eddie Cahn is directing.
theater, which has been operated Columbia.
for the past six months by A. J.
Cooper.
James Cagney, Warner star, will
cover the Stanford-Columbia footWarner Club Xmas Kiddie Party
ball gameBowl,
on New
Year'sas Day
at
Second annual Christmas Kiddie the Rose
Pasadena,
special

from "Lots"

Party of the Warner Club was held
in the Warner home office Saturday
afternoon.

correspondent for the United Press.
It willtical
be newspaperman.
Cagney's debut as a prac-

Fair."

■
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GrievanceBoardsHaveNoEnforcementPozversYet

INDUSTRY

AS HECTIC 1933 ENDS

Films a Basic
Producers Give Views on
the Outlook for
Next Year
Recovery in the film industry is
inevitable as in any other industry
that has become basically essential
to the welfare of the people, and
one way to help things along internally is for film folk to do less
knocking and more boosting of each
other, it is declared by Harry M.
Goetz, president of Reliance Pictures, and William LeBaron, Paramount producer, in their year-end
statements as part of the annual
compilation for THE FILM DAILY
{Continued

on

Page

NEED TO DIVERSIFY,
SAYS WALTER WANGER

oetz; Don't Knock— LeBaron
New

Plan, nn' Awards

West Coast Bur., THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Because of dissension
among various groups of the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences, a
proposal for appointment of a committee to handle the various annual awards
h3S been submitted by Howard Estabrook. scenarist, whose "Cimarron"
script was the 1931 winner. Under
the plan, the committee would supervise the vote of the entire membership of the Screen Actors Guild, Screen
Writers Guild, Cinematographers Society and the Academy, and statuettes
would
be awarded
as in the past.

{Continued

on

the "National
President" to
the United
Wayne Pier-

Page

4)

Soviets Permit Filming
Moscow — First contract permitting
Americans to make films in the Soviet
Union for world release has been granted to William Field Jr., Louis Bigelow
and James Withrow Jr. Only folklore
and expedition type pictures will be permitted, however, and regular film dramas are excluded. It is also stipulated that no part of the films are to
be
incorporated
in other
pictures.

By DON

CARLE

{Continued

on

Page

2)

Under contemplated plans for a
new film venture, Harold B. Franklin and B. S. Moss, former theater
circuit owner, are considering a
program of 16 features to be distributed partly through independent
firms and partly through their own
branches. {Continued
Eight onof Page
the 2)16 will be

25 Pictures to be Made
In Mexico, Says Gould
At least ten producing companies
will be active in Mexico during the
coming year and will make approximately 25 films for Spanish-American distribution, Walter Gould, general manager for United Artists pic{Continued

on

Page

2)

Sol Rosenblatt Must Certify
Compliance Powers of Boards
By
FILM

WILLIAM
SILBERBERG
DAILY
Staff Correspondent

GILLETTE

ALTHOUGH there was more than the usual amount of
sound and fury in the motion picture industry throughout 1933, events of milestone importance were comparatively
few. An external and unexpected incident, the NRA and its
accompanying codes, actually was the outstanding development

BROADWAY BIZ GOOD FRANKLIN AND MOSS
DESPITE BLIZZARD IN NEWFILM VENTURE

Main stem theaters did "surprisingly of
good"the
business
in
the face
blizzardyesterday
that raged
all day, according to a checkup by
The industry needs all types of Film Daily last night. At the Music Hall it was stated that the only
- pictures in order to appeal to all
„ classes of persons, declared Walter thing the storm swept away was the
and that the huge the- Wanger,
M-G-M
production
execu- street line
{Continued on Page 4)
tive, yesterday, following his arrival
in New York from the Coast. Sophis- First Commitment Made
ticated as well as simple subjects
must be made, he pointed out.
For '34 Relief Fund Drive
Wanger's
contract
with 2)M-G-M is
Although yesterday's mail bag
{Continued
on Page
contained many more checks for the
4
'
■— :
FILM DAILY RELIEF FUND,
Industry to Help Stage
and the 1933 campaign is still open
Roosevelt Birthday Ball for contributions to bring the total
years, the
The motion picture industry is or- receipts up to former
ganizing to help stage
Birthday Ball for the
'•be held throughout
States on Jan. 30. H.

Aside from Receiverships and NRA, Past Year
Was One of Many Rumblings and Much
Noise But Few Big Developments

pliance under the code in its rela.tion to the National Compliance
Washington — Grievance Boards in Boards set up under Compliance Director William H. Davis here. In
the code as yet have no enforcement powers delegated to them, Di- detailing the various steps in envision Administrator Sol A. Rosenforcement of the code, he said that
blatt said yesterday. It is up to violations would first have to be
the Division Administrator to cer- reported to him. From that point
tify any compliance powers, he ex- he would {Continued
take charge
on Pageof 8)the violaplained in outlining methods of com-

in
feet.point of breadth and blanket efNext to this, the parade of receiverships and bankruptcies, reaching from small independent exhib{Continued On

Page

8)

• • i !'

JOHNSON SAYS LOWELL
DOESN'T GRASP CODE
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — ■ In explaining his
side of the differences with Dr. A.'
Lawrence Lowell over the latter's
rejected appointment on the Code
Authority, General Johnson said
yesterday{Continued
that he onfeels
Lowell still
Page 2)
Garbo
Garbo is back. She returned to
Broadway in triumph last evening in
M-G-M's "Queen Christina." And what
a homecoming! As an added enticement she brought along her old screen
t'-me. John Gilbert. And ladies, from
the moment they meet at that picturesque snowbound roadside inn, things
begin to happen. Happen so delightfully that it is our guess that millions will pay good money to see and
hear
goings
on.is This
"Christina"
is a the
picture
that
just as
sure to
please the great 90 per cent as it is
to satisfy the high-brows. It has
loads of sex without being censor bait.
\* presents the glamorous, glorious
Garbo
at her
Service
stars and
t->
Mamoulian
for best.
brilliant
direction
to that old standby, Lewis Stone, for
another inspired characterization. Both
Garbo and "Christina" will do. Make
no doubt
about
that. JACK
ALICOATE.

oing
Wednesday,

25 Pictures to be Made
First Commitment Made
In Mexico, Says Gould For '34 Relief Fund Drive
(Continued from Page 1)
(Continued from Page 1)
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tures in Mexico, told The Film
Daily yesterday.
"Out of about 600 theaters in the
Republic of Mexico, 400 are wired
and open," Gould said. "The natives
want Spanish language pictures and
will fill the theaters wherever they
are played. Super-imposed Spanish
titles on American made films are
gradually gaining in popularity, but
they will never supplant in favor
the films made in Mexico."
Before coming to New York last
week, Gould supervised the opening
of United Artists' Porto Rico branch
office with Lester Sussman in
charge. Gould will remain here to
confer with Arthur Kelly, head of
the U. A. foreign department, who
is expected from Europe next week.

Diversification Needed,
Declares Walter Wanger
(Continued from Page 1)

d G

first commitment for the 1934 Fund
drive was announced yesterday by
PAT GARYN
left last night for a ten day
in Florida.
Charlie Golembe, owner of The Morn- vacation
ingside, Hurleyville, N. Y., where
RICHARD WALLACE has returned to the
many film folk find relaxation and coast
after a visit in New
York.
delectable meals throughout the
TALLULAH BANKHEAD is recuperating at
year. Through the cooperation of the home of her parents in Jasper, Ala., before returning to New
York.
Martin Starr, former film exploiteer and now manager of national
CARLOS GARDEL, popular Argentine actor,
beauty contests, Golembe will do- who has appeared in Paramount pictures, arrives in New York today on the Champlain
nate a "substantial sum" from the
proceeds of a reunion of film folks for a series of broadcasts.
to be held at his hostelry sometime Franklin and Moss
in February. It'll be a swell turnIn New Film Venture
out and the money for the Fund
(Continued from Page 1)
will help many who today are enjoying good fortune, but who through made by the proposed company itself, under supervision of M. H.
circumstance will meet with misfortune and look to this great char- Hoffman, according to plans now under consideration. The remaining
ity for a new start.
eight would be purchased. Both
Moss and Franklin are reported
17 More Opening Set
planning to finance the company.

On "Roman Scandals"

Eddie Cantor in "Roman Scanunderstood to have been renewed
dals," Samuel Goldwyn production,
for another year. He plans to re- has been set by United Artists to
main in New York until next week, open in 17 more situations the week
seeing shows and generally looking of Dec. 28. Cities include Rochester,
over story material.
Baltimore, New Haven, Boston, St.
Louis, Harrisburg, Stamford, Columbus, Montreal, Fon du Lac, DenDenny, LaPlante to Work
ver, Hartford, Meriden, Waterbury,
In Warner British Films Bridgeport,
Worcester and SpringWest Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
field. Picture already has opened
Hollywood — Reginald Denny and in New York, Los Angeles, San
NEW
YORK STOCK
MARKET
Laura La Plante have been signed Francisco, Detroit, Portland, PhilaNet
delphia and Chicago.
by Warners to co-star in a feature
High
Low
Close
Chg.
and
then
to
star
singly
in
two
other
Con.
Fm.
Ind
2y4
2V2
2Vi —
V*
Eddie Sutherland Seriously 111
Con.
Fm.
Ind. pfd. 10V4
10
10
—
Vi productions, all to be made at Warner's London studios under the West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
East. Kodak
79'/4
77'/4
78 '/i —
%
supervision of Irving Asher, who is
fox
Fm
121/2
12
12
—
%
Hollywood — Eddie Sutherland,
now here conferring with Jack L.
Loew's,
Inc
29'/2
29
29
—
%
who underwent an operation SunWarner.
<Jo pfd
73
73
73
day for a long ailment after being
Paramount ctf s
1 7/g
1 5/s
1 s/s —
V*
stricken with pneumonia Saturday
Tathe
Exch
H/2
l'/i
1V2—
Vs Schooler Ends Year's Run at Roxy
night, was reported still in a serious
Dave Schooler will conclude his condition yesterday.
do "A"
10i/4
10
10
— V/A
RKO
2V8
2
2
—
i/8 record 51-week engagement as master of ceremonies at the Roxy on
Warner
Bros
5Vs
47/s
4% —
Vs
S. K. Decker on Coast
Jan. 4. He plans a short vacation
do
pfd
151/2
151/2
151/2 — 4
Detroit
— S. K. Decker, manager
NEW
YORK CURB
MARKET
before announcing his future plans.
of Excellent Pictures, has left for
Gen. Th. Eq. pfd. .. 3-16
3-16
3-16
the Coast. He returns in February.
Technicolor
8'/2
8i/2
8'/2 —
1/4
2 Gaumont-British Bookings
William Flemion takes charge of the
Trans-Lux
2i/2
2i/8
2V8 —
%
"The Ghoul," Gaumont-British
NEW
YORK BOND
MARKET
thriller, has been booked for the branch in Decker's absence.
Gen.
Th. Eq. 6s40.
31/4
2%
3 1/4
Castle,"
Lefton Named for Board
Gen. Th.Eq.6s40ctfs. 3
23/8
3
+
V2 Rialto following "Man's
which opens Friday. "I Was a Spy,"
Keith A-0 6s 46... 51%
51
51—1
Cleveland — A petition urging the
another
G-B,
will
play
the
Roxy
at
Loew 6s 41ww
82
82
82
about the some time.
appointment of Nat L. Lefton of
Paramount 6s 47 ctfs. 29y8
28
29+1
Monogram as a member of the local
Par. By.
5V2s51 .... 29V4
29
29l/4 +
Vs
Party for Gene Raymond
zoning and grievance committee has
forwarded to the members of
Par.
By.
5i/2s 51.. 29'/8
29
29
— 1 Vs
Gene Raymond, whose new pic- been
Par. 5V2s 50 ctfs... 30y2
29y4
30
+ 1
the code authority.
ture,
"Flying
Down
to
Rio,"
is
now
Pathe 7s37
833/4
83y2
83V4
at the Music Hall, will be guest
Warner's
6s39
39y2
38
38—1 V4 of honor at a cocktail party from
Roxy Books Three Universals
N. Y. PRODUCE
EXCHANGE
SECURITIES
4 to 7 o'clock this afternoon in the
After viewing them on the coast,
Para.
Publix
1 3/4
1 1/2
1 Vi —
Va South Room of the Warwick Hotel.
Harry Arthur, operator of the Roxy,
wired his associates in New York
Gus Coates Acquires House
J. E. Scoville Out of Hospital
to set in three Universal pictures,
New Orleans — Gus Coates, former
Cleveland — J. E. Scoville of the
Publix manager, has taken over the Scoville, Essick and Reif circuit, "By Candlelight," "Madame Spy"
and "Cross Country Cruise."
Gentilly from Bob Kelly.
who has been ill for the past two
Blanche Friderici Dead
months, is home from the hospital
and reported convalescing.
West Coast Bureau
of THE FILM DAILY
Detroit Bans
Nudist Films
Hollywood — Blanche Friderici, 55,
veteran character actress of the
M. P. Federation Meets Tonight
Detroit —
By order of Royal S.
Baker, police censor, no more nudist
General meeting of the Federation stage and screen, died Sunday at
films will be permitted here. Recent
of the M. P. Industry takes place Visalia while en route with her husshowings of such pictures brought numerous complaints, Baker
said.
Donald Campbell, to Grant
at
8:30 Hotel.
o'clock tonight at the Park Nationalband,Park
Central
for the holidays.
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Johnson Says Lowell
Doesn't Grasp Code
(Continued from Page 1)
misunderstands the purpose of the
code. Johnson said he expects to
write Lowell a second letter in a
few days urging him to accept the
code post. If Lowell still refuses,
another appointee will be named.
Sunday Shows Made Permanent
Benton, 111. — Judge Robert Cook
of Herrin has made permanent an
injunction restraining the authorities from enforcing a city ordinance
prohibiting Sunday shows.
Cantor Sets Aldine Record for Day
Philadelphia — A new one-day
record at the Aldine has been set
by Eddie Cantor's "Roman ScanU. A. dals," Goldwyn musical released by

"Back Street" in Second Year
Paris — Universal's "Back Street"
has started the second year of its
run at the Caumartin. Plan is to
continue it indefinitely.

"DAWN

TO DAWN"

Three Stars ...

*

Is

HIGHEST RATING
Ever Awarded

A

FEATURETTE

a

-Wanda

Hale, N. Y. Daily "News"

DAWN TO DAWN
Produced by

Cameron

Directed

MacPherson

Josef

by

Berne

State Rights and Foreign
Territorial
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BROADWAY BIZ GOOD

GOETZ AND LeBARON

A^IONG the?

GIVE VIEWS ON '34
{Continued from Page 1)

YEAR
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BOOK.

The expressions fol-
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New Heights Ahead

By HARRY M. GOETZ
'"THERE is nothing standing in the
way of complete recovery of the
motion picture industry and its development to a volume and prestige
as great or greater than it was before the depression. In fact, I think
that it has been proved that the
business of supplying amusement to
the people at popular prices, of
which motion pictures are today the
principal factor, is just as basic and
sound as food, or housing, or any
other.
Present indications show a definite improvement in all branches of
the motion picture industry compared with last year, and I believe
that this improvement will continue. However, I do not believe
that the motion picture industry will
improve faster than general business— and it is, naturally, dependent
on general conditions, and will progress at about the same rate at which
they do.
I do not agree with those who say
that the moving picture industry
needs new management or new
leadership — in fact, I think that it
has suffered in the past few years
from the fact that people inexperienced inthe business have been
imported to help run it. On the
other hand, I have every confidence
that the men who are responsible
for building the moving picture industry, who have developed it technically and artistically, and built it
to one of the greatest industries in
the world, can be counted on to reorganize the industry in keeping
with present-day conditions and
carry it to greater heights than it
has ever before achieved.

Hurting Each Other

By WILLIAM
LE BARON
'T1HE past year has seen irretrievable loss in money and prestige
due to our own weakness — an avid
desire to gloat over the production
mistakes of our contemporaries.
What are we to expect from the
public when we enthusiastically
broadcast through innuendo or
otherwise the fact that a rival organization has just made a dismal
flop?
There is no keener competition
than that between the major oil
companies. Nevertheless, they play
their game of business like real
gentlemen. In the film industry it
seems to be a "holier than thou"
basis on which we operate. Unless
we come down to earth this coming
year, Hollywood is courting disaster.
One-Act Plays With

Films

Detroit — Two
Publix neighborhood
houses, the Riviera and Eastown, are
experimenting with one-act plays in
conjunction with films. The Jewell
Players are putting
on the playlets.

•

• • THE FIRST New Year's greeting arrived yesterday
in the form of a Utopian Code
by Fred S.
Meyer
who lets off enough
steam
up thar in
Milwaukee
to blow every whistle in the country. .......
Freddie's trick Code has four operators in every booth. .....
a maximum of 90 minutes a day
with all disputes to be
settled by "a neutral, unbiased committee consisting of Oscar
Olson, Jack Warner and Frank Hyak
or any other three
business agents"
For film salesmen he gives a threeday week ........ with all gambling losses cheerfully refunded
wide open expense accounts
and the venomous
provision that "M-G-M salesmen shall not sell their product
unless the exhibitor also agrees to buy Monogram pictures"
Branch managers are not to report for work before
4 P. M
and MUST play handball between 12 and 4
The pay-off comes in the "Exhibitor
Code" which,
among other stinging thrusts, provides that, on percentage
playings, exhibitors will check their own houses and if they
are caught sending in overages they shall be promptly expelled
....... from the Ancient Order of Chiselers
Don't be
impatient, Mister Meyer
maybe you'll get your New
Year's wish after all

*

*

*

*

•

• • MEYER DAVIS, who is producing a series of musical comedy shorts for Van Beuren
will drop the megaphone and pick up the ol' baton Saturday night
when
he conducts his orchestra for President Roosevelt at the New
Year's Eve White House party
Davis did the same thing
for Hoover when he was Head Man
and 20 years ago he
made his debut at the Executive Mansion when he played the
New
Year in
for President Wilson
Christmas
isn't over for the kids, yet
yesterday morning at the
Capitol, Major Bowes was host at the 10th Annual Entertainment held for the Board of Child Welfare
which cares
for 32,000 children and 12,000 mothers, under the Widows'
Pension Act
Father Courtney, president of the Board,
and Mrs. James Whitford, chairman of the Christmas party,
were in charge
Louis K. Sidney staged a show for the
multitude of grateful guests that would delight the heart of
anybody
And over at the Roxy
up on the balcony foyer
is a display of toys and books for children
from 5 to 15
It is provided by the Children's Book and
Play Service
and take it from this old youngster
the exhibit may be for kids
but we missed a turkey
dinner, windin' 'em up
watchin'*'em run
* and *
*
• •
• THE WARNER publicity lads on the coast have
fixed up a heavy broadcast for Joe E. Brown
tomorrow
night at 6
over KH J and 85 tie-in stations
Eleanor Barnes of the L. A. "Illustrated News" will interview
the wide-mouthed comic, who will be sure to wise-crack about
his latest scream "Son of a Sailor"
And not to be outdone the eastern Warner staff have fixed up plenty of
ether plugging for the Remick number, "Easy to Love"
which happens to be the title of a forthcoming release
......
Columbia is hitting four mikes this week
WEAF, WJZ,
WOR and WMCA
with three love ditties, "Let's Fall in
Love," which is also the picture title
"Love Is Everything" and, in case you think that's all
the other one
is called "This Is Only
Beginning"
are y' listnin'?
* the *
*
*
• • • WE WERE passing this next item up as the ol'
hokum, but Rutgers Neilson over at RKO, who has an honest
face, tells us that it's the McCoy
It's about Frank Buck,
the big snake and adder man from Singapore
who was
due to sail for home a month ago
but who stayed in the
jungle long enough to have a final blood-curdling encounter
with a 24-foot (measure it yourself) python
While the
crocodiles shed bitter tears
and the hyenas gave him
the horse laugh
Frank battled with the python which
had bitten him in the shoulder
and, according to Neilson's mighty typewriter
"by an almost super-human effort, Buck managed to free one arm, get out his revolver, and
shoot the head off the giant serpent before its coils tightened
in a death grip"
and WAS that serpent mad!

DESPITEJLIZZARI
{Continued from Page 1)

ater did "excellent business." A
the Capitol and Roxy the busines
was "okay" and "better than wi
expected." Warner's Strand, witl
"Convention City" backed up by spe
cial ballyhoo that included fre<
wheel chairs which some patron;
used for transportation to the sub
way, reported a very gratifying day
All RKO circuit houses in the
metropolitan district opened yester
day with "Little Women" for a ful
week's run, and according to a circuit official the attendance was "surprisingly good considering the
weather." Reports from the Paramount playing "Alice in Wonderland" plus Mary Pickford in person, gave "capacity all day," anc
Eddie Cantor in "Roman Scandals"
kept things humming at the Rivoli

Industry to Help Stage
Roosevelt Birthday Ball
{Continued from Page 1)

son, vice-chairman of the Democratic National Committee's stage
and screen division, has been appointed director in charge of motion
picture and theatrical activities,
with headquarters at the WaldorfAstoria.
Will H. Hays and Will Rogers
have been named to the national
committee in charge of the celebration. Charles L. O'Reilly is chairman of the exhibitors' committee
and Eddie Dowling heads the pro-,
ducers' division.
In connection with the observance,
a huge ball will be held in Hollywood and special features are planned by theaters throughout the
country. Entire proceeds derived
from the celebration will be turned
over to President Roosevelt for the
establishment of an endowment fori
the Warm Springs Foundation to
further its campaign against inf antile paralysis.
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NEW RULES
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IT!

for Husbands,,.
Wives. . .Sweethearts!

It will revolutionize the love habits of
the nation
Establish a 24-hour day for romance .
Call 20 million idle husbands back to
their home-work!
A MAMMOUTH
THE COUNTRY
STARTS

1. Make

your sweetheart's wife feel perfectly at ease when she
visits you — even if you
have to smoke a cigar
to do it!
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2. Don't ask embarrassing questions when
you visit your husband's other apartment
... It might annoy

OF

your hostess.
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staying all night with
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-<gB0*5 the Wringer in 1933
Film Industry Put Through
DAILY

Year

Saw Only a Few
Developments of
Major Import
{Continued from Page 1)

itors and producers to the biggest
organizations in the industry, cut
the widest swath. In the adjudication
of these financial difficulties, the motion picture business, already in the
throes of a healthy shakeout, started
going through the wringer in earnest, emerging from the other side
with anywhere from $250,000,000
to $500,000,000 of its capitalization
squeezed out. The lower figure has
already been definitely determined,
while the half-billion is in anticipation of various major and minor
write-offs now in process of execution. This overhauling, painful but
inevitable, brought relief from oppressive boom-era capital structures,
knocked down operating costs, taught
many new economies, shook out a lot
of deadwood, and in general placed
the industry on a sounder foundation, where it is in a position to
reap quick benefits at the first signs
of national prosperity.
So from a long range standpoint
the shakeout will probably turn out
to be one of the most important developments ofthe year 1933.
Elsewhere in these pages you will
find a convenient arrangement of
the year's principal happenings that
figured in the news columns. But
the headlines, invariably preferring
to help maintain morale by presenting a courageous front, told only
half of the crippled industry's struggle to keep going in the face of falling structures, bank difficulties, studio strikes, an impoverished public
with little money to spend on amusements, and the usual amount of internecine strife.
Pictures Blamed
Groping for an explanation of the
drastic drop in attendance, which
dived to a new low under 40,000,000
weekly compared with about 100,000,000 in 1929, exhibitors blamed
it on "poor pictures." Hollywood,
be it said to its credit, answered
with the best quality average ever
attained.
And what happened? The exceptional pictures did land-office business, the above average pictures
usually managed to make expenses,
the pictures that were just good
went into the red more often than
into the black, and anything that
rated only fair or less was in for
plain suicide.
In other words, the public had
only so much money to spend, and
if 10 smash films took 50 per cent
of that money it means that the
other 50 per cent had to be divided
among the 500 or more remaining
pictures.
The rocking-chair and corn-cob
critical fraternity, however, took
full advantage of the economic situation to pile blame and abuse upon
the producers, and they succeeded in

THE LIGHTER SIDE OF 1933
k iAE

WEST

flashes across the horizon, saves Paramount, enables several

'"" thousand exhibitors to remain in business, and soon has the whole nation
cooing "Why dontcha c'm up V see me sometime!"
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GRIEVANCE BOARDS
YET TO GET POWERS
{Continued from Page 1)

M. P. T. O. A. survey shows that 95 per cent of exhibitors are against
double features, but 95 per cent of exhibitors keep playing 'em.
Nat Goldstick, Detroit prosecuting attorney hearing charges of indecency
against nudist film exploitation, goes to see the pictures and finds them so
unexciting that he falls asleep during the show.
About half of film industry goes into receivership, but Wall Street, which
fostered the over-expansion that brought on most of the industry's difficulties,
declares $5,000,000 in Christmas bonuses — even in these times!
In 189 exhibitor interviews on business conditions the blame for bad
business is placed on "poor pictures," but in 211 interviews with producers
not one said a word about "poor exhibition showmanship."
Newspapers everywhere devote columns and pages of space to divorces
of film folk, while a certain well-known Hollywood couple, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles
Grapewin,
have been married
for 37 years and nobody gives them
credit for it.

*

*

*

A neighborhood circuit in New Orleans advertises giveaways, Free Turkeys,

tion directly or refer it to the National Compliance Board or the National Labor Board, but in either
him.
case it must first be certified to by
In enforcement of the entire code
division, Rosenblatt said he could direct the Code Authority to recommend to him machinery for enforcement and compliance and then if
this machinery was approved by him
he could order the Authority to put
it in effect. In this case no recourse
to any outside boards, such as the
National
Compliance Board, would
be
necessary.
Robbers Get $1,524 in Elizabeth
Elizabeth, N. J. — Blasting the
safe in the Regent Monday night,
robbers got away with $1,524, Manager Andrew Goldberg reported to
the police.

Ladies' Towel Night, Toys for the Kiddies, etc., in larger type than John
Barrymore, Jack Holt, George Arliss, James Cagney, Will Rogers, etc.

sible for its failure in most instances.
Scientific researchers declare they find movies disquieting to children,

Wrangling over double features
again figured prominently in the
headlines throughout the year, and
*
*
*
despite a record amount of effort
Low point of depression theater operation is reached in Detroit, where
to settle the question it remains just
Ralph Philbrook opens the Alden theater with a bedsheet on the wall for a
as moot now as it ever was, or
screen, sound horns in plain view at the sides, heating provided by two base
more, though majority opinion held
burners using soft coal and emitting smoke that made it impossible to see the
that the matter should be left to local determination.
screen from the booth.
Circuit breakups and the return
of theaters to individual operators
Amusement stocks hit new lows; appointments of Kentucky Colonels
or former owners continued all year.
reach new high.
Number of theaters in operation,
after dropping to about 12,000 last
summer, recovered by more than
mal and expedition films, nudist at- 1,000, according to preliminary figdeluding a certain number of followers.
tractions, costume plays, goona- ures.
Despite available proof that film goonas, cavalcades, and novelties of
Though exhibition slumped, proquality was not only maintained but every description from narratage
duction of pictures increased if anyactually bettered, this was the only and "Berkeley Square" to "Doctor
thing, with most major companies
industry that blamed the decline in X" and "Invisible Man."
And all the time the great mass speeding up activity on their proincome on the merit of its product.
grams in expectation of a better
public
wanted nothing more than season ahead.
Even at its low point, theater attendance was at 30 to 40 per cent something sweet and simple like
Decline of the dollar, with its acof normal. The much bigger steel "Little Women," or good old-fashcompanying rise in foreign currenindustry went down below 15 per
ioned heart interest like "Lady for
cies, substantially increased revecent — and has not even yet recov- a Day," or hokum like "She Done
from abroad and proved a lifeered as much as the movies — but no Him Wrong," or a standard musical saver nues
for many companies in helping
steel man has been silly enough to —mission.
any of these and the price of ad- to offset lower domestic receipts.
blame it on the quality of product.
In the course of the year a large
Producers went all over the globe number of American stars sailed
Experimentation Runs Wild
looking for the end of the rainbow, away to make pictures in England,
when it was right in their own back where the industry, particularly the
Egged on by the frantic cries
theater end, refusing to profit from
from the exhibition field, Hollywood
American mistakes, is embarked on
left nothing undone in its efforts to yards. B. O. Prices, Duals, Etc.
a campaign of over-expansion.
supply the kind of pictures that
Except for English productions,
would attract patronage. There
In spite of a general realization
were probably more short-lived cy- throughout the industry that admis- foreign films suffered a setback in
sion prices had been too low, that this country during 1933 as comcles and more experimentation in
pared with the previous year. In
film styles during 1933 than in any most theaters had been giving entirely too much show for the money, the case of Germany, the coming of
other year. A string of official world
war films came along early in the efforts to raise scales in most cases the Hitler regime had a deterring
year, followed by a revival of mu- proved abortive or short-lived. Re- effect. Other continental countries
fusal of competitive exhibitors to sent over too few pictures of intersicals, a siege of topical news-headnational merit.
line themes, then all-star casts, ani- cooperate in the move was responwhile parents say they can't have any quiet at home unless they send the kids
to the movies.
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HIGHLIGHTS

in the NEWS

TEN LEADING NEWS
Motion

picture industry goes under NRA

Receivers appointed
theater circuits.
Film

for Paramount

Sirovich bill for sweeping
feated.
John

D. Hertz

S. R.

Kent

Corp.,
profit

withdraws

open

salary cut.

as Paramount

Zukor

Publix finance

appoints George

reorganization

JANUARY

Fox

Film

152 features received votes in Film Daily's 1932
Ten
list. Best poll, with "Grand Hotel" heading
Ralph A. Kohn made executive assistant to
Adolph Zukor. George J. Schaefer, Sam Dembow, Jr., and Walter B. Cokell put on Paramount Publix board
of directors.
Educational
makes
distribution
tieup with Fox.
Harry Arthur takes over operation of the Roxy.
J. C. Ritter succeeds Al Steffes as president of
Allied States Ass'n.
Paramount
Publix
goes into receivership.
A. H. Blank named receiver for Publix houses
in Nebraska.
RKO goes into receivership.

Sirovich's
industry probe resolution defeated by
227 to 115.
Nazi restrictions cause some American companies to stop business
in Germany.
Karl Hoblitzelle re-enters active theater operation in southwest.
George J. Schaefer made general manager of
Paramount.
Chase National Bank writes off its Fox and
General
Theaters
Equipment
investments.
John D. Clark appointed
Fox distribution
head.
S. A. Lynch heads Paramount Publix theaters
committee.
Martin
Beck resigns from
RKO circuit.

MARCH
Balaban
& Katz
receivership
denied
by court.
Dan Michalove
quits Warner-First
National.
Bank holiday hits theaters but doesn't affect
"hit" films.
Film industry takes eight-week salary reduction.
218 Fox Midwest
houses
go into receivership.
Schine taking back 25 upstate New York houses.
Paramount Publix files voluntary petition in
bankruptcy.
All Cleveland theaters dark for month in dispute with union.
RKO
circuit turns back all southwest houses.
E. J. Mannix and David O. Selznick made M-GM vice-presidents.
New Mexico
law forbids overbuying of product.
U S. District Court, Massachusetts, upholds film
copyright.
APRIL
Receivership suit against
Fox is withdrawn.
Sam Katz launches new company, announcing
plans to produce.
Industry heads go to Hollywood in concerted
attack on problems
M-G-M gets injunction against New Mexico
film sale law.
Robert T. Kane joins Fox as international producer.
Representative Sirovich introduces bill in Congress for probe of film industry.
Darryl F. Zanuck quits Warner-First National;
joins Joseph M. Schenck in formation of 20th
Century
Pictures
for United
Artists release.
Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences
undergoes "new deal" revamping, with vote
to end subsidy by producers.

company

shows

first

U. S. District Court,
on sound

L. Nathanson

Wilmington,

creates

equipment.

regains control

of

Famous

Players

circuit.

Harold B. Franklin resigns as president of RKO

Theaters.

MAY
Richard A. Rowland quits Fox.
B. ducer.
P. Fineman quits as M-G-M

Merian C. Cooper made vice-president of RKO
Radio
Pictures.
Sol Wurtzel heads own unit to produce 20 independently for Fox.
Charles Rosenzweig resigns as Columbia sales
manager;
succeeded
by Abe
Montague.
Quittner loses conspiracy case against Paramount.
Charles Skouras named receiver for Fox West
Coast Theaters.

and

Darryl F. Zanuck quits Warner-First National and with
Joseph M. Schenck forms 20th Century Pictures, turning
out eight productions in first four months.

J. Schaefer

of

of

market'

Canadian

John D. Hertz quits as Paramount Publix finance
chairman.
Adolph Zukor back in the saddle.
M-G-M. Fox, RKO. Paramount and Educational
among first companies to make new exhibition contract available.

David 0. Selznick resigns as RKO production
chief; joins M-G-M.
RKO circuit and Publix merging southwest
houses.
Fox New England Theaters goes in receivership.

N.

probe of film industry is de-

effects financial

FEBRUARY

averting
receivership,
since
1930.

Fox
Ruling

industry takes eight-week

chairman and Adolph
general
manager.

EVENTS OF THE YEAR

code.

Publix, RKO,

of 1933

Federal Trade Commission
films.

associate pro-

bans faked expedition

JUNE
N. L. Nathanson regains control of Famous
Players Canadian
circuit.
Fox discontinues personal service contracts.
Hal Wallis appointed production executive at
Warner-First
National.
Louis Marcus acquires Publix-Salt Lake theaters
in partnership
deal.
NRA act passed by Congress; code discussions
start.
Connecticut
M.P.T.O.
unit quits M.P.T.O.A.
New Mexico film law, restricting sale of product, ruled unconstitutional.
D. J. Chatkin and Milton Feld, formerly of
Publix, acquire
10 houses
in Ohio.
E. R. Tinker resigns as chairman of Fox board
of directors.
Joseph H. Seidelman, formerly of Paramount,
joins Columbia as foreign manager.
Open market' on equipment created by ruling
of U. S. District Court, Wilmington.

Herschel
Stuart
RKO
circuit.
formed.Picture
Motion

JULY
resigns as
Laboratory

general
Ass'n

manager
of America

who passed on during
Renee Adoree

NRA.
James
chief.R. Grainger joins Universal as distribution
J.

R
McDonough
named
general
manager
of
RKO.
United
Artists to release at least 30 in new
season,
more
than double
previous
programs.
Fox stockholders
ratify financial reorganization;
approve
new
stock
issue.
General studio strike called by I.A.T.S.E.
Tri-Ergon
patent complaint on sound processing
is dismssed
by court.
AUGUST
Warner Bros, win suit brought by Harry Koplar
interests in St. Louis.
S. R. Kent and
Charles aL. film
O'Reilley
ordinators in drafting
code. named coA. F. of L. intercedes in strike of sound technicians on coast.
Herschel Stuart to handle Publix Detroit houses.
Ralph A. Kohn made vice-president in charge
of Publix houses
Frank J. Harris adds eleventh house to recently
formed
new
circuit.
Milton Feld, D. J. Chatkin and Harry Katz
form Monarch Theaters, Inc., with houses
already
acquired
in Ohio
and Indiana.
SEPTEMBER
Union
locals
Court orders

barred from striking by I.A.T.S.E.
sale of all Poli circuit properties,

Among the leading
toll from the film industry in 1933.
the one time identified with tl e motion picture business,
at

Roscoe "Fatty" Arbuckle
John G. Adolfi
Spottiswoode Aitken
Nathan Ascher

year were the following,1
Joe Goldberg
Walter Hiers
David Horsley

F.
G. Conners
Bonfils '
Barry
Mark M. Ditenfass
Mike Donlin
Paul Dickey

Percy Heath
Herbert Hollingsworth
Martin Herman
W. C. Hubbard
Louise Closser Hale
Leon Hamburger
Jenie Jacobs
Laurence E. Johnson
Fred Kerr

Blanche Friderici

Phil Kauffman

Tex Guinan
Isaac Gordon

Tom Lothian

Floyd Brockell
Ernest Bru

Julia Swayne Gordon

is

Ohio legislature passes tax on admissions above
40 cents.
Frank R. Wilson gets public relations post with

IN MEMORIAM
r^EATH
a big
""^
figures,took
lately
or

of

M. J. Mintz
William Morris

Martha Mattox
M. A. Malaney
Jack Pickford
W. E. Paschall
Harry Alan Potamkin
Sam E. Rork
Skeeter Bill Robbins
Sime Silverman
Lewis J. Selznick
Emil E. Shauer
E. H. Sothern
Roy Stewart
Ernest Torrence
Joseph Urban
Harry D. Wilson
Frank J. Wilstach
Felix R. Wendelschaefer

recently
operated
by Harry Arthur
for Fox.
Sol A. Rosenblatt to write film code following
tions.
long deadlock among various industrial facLaboratory code signed by President
Roosevelt.
Fox1930.
financial statement shows first profit since
Colurrbia earnings increase 33 per cent over
previous
year.
L. J. Schlaifer, former Universal sales manager,
joins Bryan Foy Productions as general manOCTOBER
ager.
Detroit exhibitors fail to go through with
agreement to ban double features.
Harold B. Franklin resigns as president of RKO
Theaters.
Publix
turns back Blank, Hoblitzelle and Perry
circuits.
John Eberson joins National Theater Supply as
reconstruction
advisor.
Joseph M. Schenck and Samuel Goldwyn, balking at code's regulations on salaries, quit
Producers'
Ass'n on coast.
Code going to the President with approval of
Hays Office
members.
NOVEMBER
New

exhibitor unit, Independent Motion Picture League of Ohio, is formed.
Elmer Pearson joins De Vry as general manager.
William Goldman quits as manager of WarnerStanley theaters.
A. H. Blank forms Tri-State Theaters to build
up
new
circuit.
Lester A. Cowan resigns as secretary of Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
Warner
Bros, operating
in the black again.
Publix-Goldstein Bros, in 50-50 deal on 17
New
England
houses.
William Fox and Harley L. Clarke testify before
Senate committee probing Chase Bank affairs.
Allied Theater Owners of Iowa-Nebraska expelled from national association for approving
code.
Film code signed by President
Roosevelt.
Tri-Ergon wins ruling in fly-wheel patent case
in U. S. District Court, Scranton, Pa.
DECEMBER
Text of code is made public; no changes made
by President in draft, but his Executive
Order arouses opposition on part of producers
and distributors.
Will H. Hays, J. Robert Rubin and George J.
Schaefer hold conference with President on
film code's Executive Order.
Agreement on Executive Order, clarifying its
application, is reached following conference
with General Johnson.
A C. Blumenfhal elected president of Poli
New England Theaters, with S. Z. Poli as
treasurer and Louis M. Sagal as general manAllied States Ass'n still opposed to code.
First meeting of Code Authority held Dec. 20
in New York.
Phil Reisman heads new RKO Radio Pictures
foreign sales setup.
Controlling block of 660,900 shares of Loew
stock bought by noteholders of Film Securities
age". at auction.
Corp.
Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell declines post on Code
Authority.
Famous Theaters Corp., Paramount Publix subsidiary, acquires assets of Publix Enterprises
at auction.

THE
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CHANGES

ALABAMA
Changes in Ownership

CULLMAN — Strand, transferred to N. H.
PAYNE— Globe, transWaters;ferred toFORT
A. B. Tate & C. G. Green;
TARRANT CITY — Imperial, transferred
to D. S. Funderberg.

Opened

BIRMINGHAM, WEST
END — Elba,
BIRMINGHAM— Homewood; CENTER
—Cherokee; DOTHAN— Alcazar ; FLORALA— Strand; HOMEWOOD
— Homewood ; LINEVILLE— Dixie ; . MARION—
Bonita; MONTGOMERY— Empire ; MOBILE—Empire; ONEONTA — Strand;
OZARD — Carwell; PRATTVILLE —
Prattauga; SHEFFIELD— Ritz ; STEVENSON— Isabelle ; TARRANT CITY—
Imperial;
WETEMPKA— Dixianna.

ARIZONA
Closed

REPORTED

Palace ; transferred to Rec. Fox N. E.
Theaters, Inc. by Poli-N. E. Theaters ;
NORWICH — Broadway, transferred to
Warner Bros. Theaters Corp. ; THOMASTON — Paramount, transferred to J. Kata
by Mr. Schwartz; TORRINGTON—
Palace, transferred to Warner Bros. Theaters Corp. ; WATERBURY— Palace,
transferred to Rec. - Fox N. E. Theaters,
Inc. by Poli-N. E. Theaters.

Closed

NORWICH— Broadway.

FLORIDA
Changes in Ownership
BROOKSVILLE— Dixie, transferred to H.
H. Ouellette; LAKE WORTH— Oakley,
transferred to Sparks Circuit. Inc. ; MIAMI— Lyric, transferred to WolfsonMeyer Theaters, Inc. ; PALM BEACH—
Paramount, transferred to Sparks Circuit,
Inc. ; PANAMA CITY — Bay, transferred
to Bay Theater Co. ; QUINCY— Shaw,
transferred to Shaw Theater Co. ; TAMPA
— Plaza, transferred to Dick Scaglions.

Wednesday, Dec. 27, 1933

BY FILM BOARDS
GLEN ELLYN— Glen, transferred to Mr.
Seymour by Glen Theater; GEORGETOWN— Georgetown (Orpheum), transferred to Mike Gerrib; HARVARD—
Harvard, transferred to Charles House by
Elmer Barker; HIGHLAND — Alcyon,
transferred to Orchard Theater Corp. by
J. H. ferred
Jones;
MOLINE —Theater
Leclaire,
trans-of
to Commonwealth
Corp.
Davenport by Sioux Theater Corp. ; ROCK
ISLAND — Fort, transferred to Commonwealth Theater Corp. of Ottumwa by Sioux
Theater Corp. ; WESTMONT — Westmonl
(Cass), transferred to John Zulas.

Closed

ANNA— Yale; CARRIER MILLS— Nox;
CHICAGO— New Lyric. 718 East 47th
Street; MEREDOSIA — Princess; NILES
CENTER— Niles : OOUAWKA — Opera
HOUSE; WAVERLY — Bijou; WEST
FRANKFORT— Playhouse.

OF TRADE
Closed

BOSTOX— Park
Temple.

(temporarily) ; ONSET—

BALD WINS VILLE — Fraternity Hall
Opened
BROCKTON — Strand; HOLYOKEMajestic; MILBURY — Town Hall
NORTHAMPTON
— Academy; NOR
WOOD— Guild; TAUNTON — Strand
WILLIAMSTON— Waldon.
Change in Name
tic).
BROCKTON— Modern (formerly Majes-

MICHIGAN
Changes in Ownership

BELLEVILLE — Belleville, transferred to
H. A. McDonald by J. T. Cowan ; CLARE
■*— Ideal, transferred to W. J. Olson by
Mrs. John transferred
Asline ; CARSON
CITY—
Dreamland,
to L. C. Whitney

by F. S. Caswell; DETROIT— Columbia,
CHICAGO— Prairie;
Ogden; GEORGEtransferred
to Gusto Co'plen
Bennett;
Opened
Cozy, transferred
L. A. by
HartJ. by
N. &
TOWN
(Orpheum);
KINCA1D—
Kincaid
;
Carl Kaufman ; Empress, transferred to
Opened
PEORIA— Madison; SPRINGFIELD —
SXOWFLAKE— Snowflake.
Louis
Chapton
by
Jack
Ballard;
Rex,
Closed
Tivoli; VILLA GROVE— Star; VERNew Theater
MONT—Princess ; WALNUT— Electric ;
transferred to Joseph B. Mitchell by AlDUNNELLON—
Lyric;
ORLANDO—
Isis
;
fred
C.
Lane;
White
Star,
transferred
to
WESTMONT—
Westmont
(Cass).
PRESSCOTT— Studio.
WEST PALM BEACH— Kettler; StanJ. B. Kurl by A. W. Rowland: Zellah,
New Theaters
Change in Name
ley ; WINTERHAVEN— Grand.
transferred to S. Kalinsky by K. B. KrzyBELLWOOD—
Bell; OAKLAWN — OakGLOBE — Fox
Alden
(formerly
Martin's).
manski and H. A. Fower ; MAPLE RAPlawn.
ARKANSAS
CROSS CITY —Opened
Princess; DAYTONA
IDS— Elmac, transferred to Robert HunIOWA
B
EA
C
H—
Crystal
;
O
C
ALA—
Etta
;
Temter by Floyd Wadlow ; UNIONVILLE—
Changes in Ownership
Lyric (formerly Collingwood, tiansferred
ple; PUNTA GORDA— New; STEWART
Changes in Ownership
DES ARC— Dixie, transferred to B. J. Byrd
to Harris Rogers and Theodore Pemas by
—Lyric ; TITUSVILLE— Magnolia.
ALLERTON — Allerton, transferred to Leonby J. R. Reily.
S. W. Collingwood; NEGAUNEE— Vista,
ard Reeves; CEDAR RAPIDS, ParaClosed
GEORGIA
transferred to J. J. Rytkonen by Delft
mount, State, transferred to Commonwealth
Theaters, Inc.
HEBER SPRINGS— Gem; LITTLE ROCK
Theater Corp. of Cedar Rapids by Sioux
Changes
in
Ownership
Closed
—New (damaged by fire) ; TUCKERMAN
CLAYTON— Rabun, transferred to S. H
Theater Corp.; DAVENPORT— Columbia,
New (damaged by fire).
transferred to Premier Theaters, Inc. by CASSAPOLIS— Colonial; DETROIT— DoLyle, Jr.; FT. VALLEY— Peach, trans
Sioux City Theater Corp. ; Capital, Garden,
ferred to J. H. Thompson; MILLEGE
Opened
ric ; MOHAWK— Liberty; SAGINAW—
transferred to Commonwealth Theater
Franklin.
VILLE— Colonial, transferred to W. H
LEACHVILLE— New.
Corp.
of
Davenport
by
Sioux
City
Theatre
Odum
;
PERRY—
Perry,
transferred
to
T
CALIFORNIA
Corp. : OTTUMWA— Grand, transferred DETROIT — Blackstone No. 2 (formerly
A. McDougald; SAVANNAH— Folly
transferred to Theater Operating
Co.
Change in Ownership
to Commonwealth Theater Corp. of DavenOpened Norwood; • Ritz;
Midwest); Lyric;
port bv Sioux City Theater Corp. ;
ARCADIA — Arcadia, transferred to Mr.
ECORSE — Ecorse; FLINT— Regent ;
SCHALLER — Opera House, transferred
Gillette by S. P. Deane ; BRAWLEY—
GAINES— Opened
Lyric; MACON— Rialto ;
GRAND
RAPIDS—
Liberty; PORT HUEureka (formerly Azteca), transferred to FORT
to Leslie Robinson by J. Murray : SIDSAVANNAH— Folly; Dunbar: SOCIAL
RON—Majestic; OWOSSO— Strand.
NEY — i Strand, transferred to LawB. Aranda, Jr., by Mr. Trallis ; ELSERCIRCLE— Circle: SPARTA— Dreamland.
MINNESOTA
rence
Whisler
by
R.
L.
Evans:
SIOUX
ENO — Cameo, transferred to W. J. EdClosed
CITY — Capitol, Princess, transferred to
wards, Jr., by Berinstein & Lustig ;
Changes in Ownership
Commonwealth Theater Corp. of Sioux
LEIMERT PARK— Leimert, transferred SAVANNAH— Arcadia ; VIENNA— Woods.
BOVEY — Star, transferred to Bovey Theto Fox West Coast by Westland Theaters ;
City
bv
Sioux
City
Theater
Corp.
of
WaterINDIANA
ater Corp. by James Barlow; BROWERloo ;Princess, transferred to Commonwealth
LOS ANGELES— Fairfax, transferred to
VILLE — Lyric, transferred to Rose Zech
Changes in Ownership
Theater Corp. of Waterloo by Sioux City
Fox West Coast by Pacific Amusement
by Vik Sobota; CALEDONIA— State,
Theater Corp. ; WINFIELD— Uptown,
Co.; Florencita, transferred to D. B. Er- BROOK — Brook (Majestic), transferred to
transferred to L. B. West by Elmer Detransferred to H. L. Pfieff by J. A. Peters.
C. Harstad; FAIRMOUNT — Royal,
vine by C. B. Olsen ; La Tosca, transters; GONVICK — Gonvick, transferred to
ferred to Louis Berkofif by J. P. Neist ;
transferred to R. E. Brommer ; INDIANJoe Dufalt by D. B. Green; HOWARD
Opened
APOLIS—Stratford,
transferred
to
F.
B.
SACRAMENTO— El Rey (formerly ButLAKE
— Triangle, transferred to Greater
ALLERTON—
Allerton:
DES
MOINES—
Sanders ; Regent, transferred to Family
ter), transferred to Irwin Lee by T. LubelNorthern Theater Co. by L. H. Obrecht ;
Var=itv : SCHALLER— Opera House ;
Amusement, Inc. ; Princess, transferred to
ski & M. Rudee ; Mission, transferred to
IVANHOE
— Princess, transferred to MurWIX
FIELD—
Uptown.
Morgan Walsh and George Mann by Henry
John Servaas; NEW HAVEN— Broadway,
KANSAS
phyMora,
& Fauldstransferred
by J. P. Faulds
transferred to V. C. Tustison ; NEWHeber ; SOLEDAD— Soledad, transferred
New
to F. ;E.MORA—
Perkins
BURGH — Princess, transferred to G. A.
to Ed. Franscioni and Mr. Gnesa by MarChanges in Ownership
by
A.
Stark;
OKLEE—
Oklee, transferred
Lord,
Globe
Real
Estate,
Evansville,
Ind.
;
tin Schlesinger; UPPER LAKE— Lake,
to Joe Dufault by J. G. Overald ; ST.
PROTECTION
—
Pastime.
transferred
to
transferred to E. E. Pollock by W. G.
OAKLAND CITY— Storm, transferred to
PAUL — Radio, transferred to Edward
Charles E. Shatt"<-k bv G. C. Ellison.
Gates and J. F. Steward.
Cobb & King: POSEYVILLE— Marion,
Velat by Donald
Guttman.
Closed
transferred to S. W. Goodman ; PAOLI —
Closed
Closed
Strand, transferred to Max Page: SOUTH
CHAPMAN— Chanman ; LEROY— Kesner.
BAKERSFIELD — Hippodrome ; COLFAX
BEND — Granada, transferred to T. J.
BAYPORT— Bayport; MINNEAPOLIS—
Earl.
Colfax; MONTEREY— Monterey; OAKOpened
Century; REDWOOD
FALLS— Dream;
CONWAY SPRINGS— Opera House.
LAND—Plaza ; SAN BERNARDINOST. PAUL— Gem (fire) ; THIEF RIVER
Closed
FOX ; SAN DIEGO— Tower; SEBASTO
FALLS — Lyceum.
KENTUCKY
BLOOMINGTON — Indiana (destroyed by
POL— Golden
Gate.
Changes in Ownership
New Theater
fire) ; FRENCH
LICK— French Lick
HOWARD LAKE—
Springs Hotel; OOLITIC— Dixie : FT. CAVE CITY— Ace. transferred to C. M. CALEDONIA— State;
GRASS
VALLEY— Legion Hall.
Opened
Triangle ; MINNEAPOLIS
— Minnesota ;
WAYNE — Broadway; MADISON —
Caldwell ; CORBIN" — Corbin, transferred
ROCHESTER — State Hospital.
Opened
to L. Merenbloom bv Phoenix Amusement
Grind ; ZIONSVILLE— Zionsville ; MONLONG BEACH— Metro Ebel ; NORWALK
New Theater
TICELLO— Lakes
(formerly
Strand).
Co. : Kentucky, transferred to L. Meren
Norwalk ; SACRAMENTO — El Rey
h'oom bv Phoenix Amusement Co. ; HARMINNEAPOLIS— Northtown.
(formerly Sutter).
Opened PERU — Grand;
T AN — Marg:e, transferred to Consolidated
MISSISSIPPI
MILFORD
— Comus;
Theaters Co. bv G. C. Scott; LOUTSCOLORADO
SOUTH
BEND— Granada:
State.
Changes in Ownership
VILLE — Hippodrome, transferred to MilChanges in Ownership
Change in Name
ton T. Brooks: PIKEVTLLE— Libertv. TUPELO— Lyric, transferred to Mr. SanBRUSCH — Emerson, transferred to Ray L. ALBANY — Hoosier (formerly Strand) ;
transferred to Consolidated Theaters Co.
ford by Ed Kuykendahl; WEST POINT
Katzenbach by Anderson & Lind ; DENEDINBURG— Playhouse (formerly Tem— Ritz, transferred to Mr. Sanford by Ed
bv G. C. Scott; VERSAILLES— Lyric,
transferred to T. N. Fisher bv Russell
VER— Hiawatha, transferred to Internaple).
Rabie.
tional Amusement Co. by Nokomis TheKuykendahl.
ILLINOIS
Closed
aters, Inc. ; Zaxa, transferred to R. C.
Closed
CRYSTAL
SPRINGS— State.
Edinger by Frank Schneider; MEEKER
Changes in Ownership
— Princess Theater, transferred to H. S. BERWYN — Oak (Roosevelt), transferred to LEXINGTON— State.
Coulter by R. W. Thomas.
Oak Theater, Inc., Gus Economy by J. J.
HATTIESBURG— Lomo.
Closed
RUSSELL— RussellOpened
(Regentl.
Dailv. deceased and Gus Economy ; CHARMISSOURI
Opened
LESTON— Lincoln, transferred to Frisina
f RESTED
BUTTE— Princess Theater;
Changes in Ownership
LOUISIANA
Amusement Co. by Fox West Coast TheTGXACIO— Ute.
Changes in Ownership
ST. JOSEPH— Lincoln (formerly Charaters; CHICAGO — Academy,
transferred
wood), transferred to Jewell Gershon to
B. & A. Amusement Co. by New Academy NEW
ORLEANS — Gentillv.
transferred to
Opened
R. A. Kelly by W. J. Cobb.
Weiss and Goldman.
EADS— Eads; IDA. SPRINGS— Mines ;
Amusement Corp. ; Cameo, transferred to
PCl-iBLO— Uptown.
ODened
Closed
Gus Stahis by W. G. Alexander; GerCONNECTICUT
mania (Blaine), transferred to Fred Shra- MARINGOUIN— Maringouin ;
HIGBEE— Gem, (destroyed by fire) ; MIRAYNE—
LAN— Grandview
(destroyed by fire).
• Opera House.
der
by
Sol
Best;
Independence,
transChanges in Ownership
ferred to Jacob Gross. Jack Rose Booking
MAINE
IIKIDCEPORT— Fox Poli; Globe; Lyric;
Co. by Jacob Gross ; Lawndale, transferred
Majestic, transferred to Rec. Fox N. E.
Closed
to Herman & Charles Nelson by Lawndale
ST. LOUIS— Congress.
Theaters. Inc. by Poli-N. E. Theaters;
Opened
Enterprises, Inc. ; Panorama, transferred NEWPORT— Plavhouse: SOUTH WEST
MONTANA
BRISTOL — Bristol, transferred to Warner
to Sheridan Theater Corp. E. &: H. Kroon,
HARBOR— Park.
Changes in Ownership
Tiros. Theaters Corp.; HARTFORD—
Jack Rose Bkg. Ct. by Sheridan Theater
BRIDGER— Star, transferred to Mr. D. M.
MASSACHUSETTS
Capitol : Palace, transferred to Rec. Fox
Corp. ; Plaisance, transferred to E. T.
McCall by McCall and McDonough; RED
Changes in Ownership
X. E. Theaters, Inc. by Poli-N. E. TheMiller, Jr., by Simansky & Miller; Public,
LODGE— Iris, transferred to C. Byler
FTTCHBLTRG—
Lvric,
transferred
to
F.
E.
aters; MER1DEN— Fox Palace: Fox
transferred to Jack Rubin by J. A. Annesand S. Kober.
Lawton
bv
Le'bcrman
&
GUissman:
Poli, transferred to Rec. Fox N. E. Theton ; Ogden. transferred to Jack Cooney by
READING— Reading, transferred to M.
-. Tnc. by Poli-N. E. Theaters; NEW
Marte J. Kaufman ; Vendome, transferred
Pouzzner
by P. Smith.
HAVEN— Fox College; Fox Bijou; Fox
to Dirk Kemp & Essaness Theater Corp. ;
WHITE
SULPHUR
SPRINGS— Strand.
MIAMI— Grand.

Opened

THE

CHANGES

NORTH BEND — Star, transferred to R. B.
Thomas; OMAHA— Royal, transferred to
RIVER— Pal,
Sam Coniglia; WOOD
transferred to M. E. Lanman by Owen
Frederick.

Closed

WINSIED — Brunada.

Opened

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Changes in Ownership

— Liberty, transferred to WilPITTSFIELD
liam Trayers by A. Provencher.

Closed

— Colonial ; NORTH
BRADFORDSTOCK—Corliss
Hall.

WOOD-

in Name

(formerly

AKRON— Park; BALDWINSVILLE— Orpheum ; BUFFALO — Fillmore, Star;
CHAUTAUGUA — Commercial; EAST
SYRACUSE— Roxie ; FLEISCHMANN—
Maxbilt; INLET — Gaiety; LAKE
GEORGE — Lake; OSWEGO — State;
SCHROON LAKE— Community ; SYRACUSE — Arcadia, TANNERSVILLE—
Orpheum ; UTICA — Liberty.

Opened
Town
Hall;

GRESHAM — Gresham.

Change

REPORTED
Closed

NEBRASKA
Changes in Ownership

BRISTOL— Bristol

-2&>*
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Gem).

NEW JERSEY
Changes in Ownership

to
EAST ORANGE— Lyceum, transferred
Inc. by Louia RoCourier Amusements,
ood,
— Englew
senthal; ENGLEWOOD
transferred to Frederick Brown CYby
Fraxam Amusement Corp.; Jfc.Kbrred
CITY— Danforth, 143 Danforth. transfeWm.
to Andrew Murray, Mary Warzecha, Corp. ,
S. Dowd by Danforth Amusement
NEWARK— Rialto, 91a Broad Street,
transferred to Raygold Amusement Corp.
by Stanley Fabian Corp.

Closed

orium; NEW-.
S— New AuditWarren
HIGHLAND
Square
ARK—Carlton. Orpl.eum,

NEW YORK STATE
Changes in Ownership
to

ALLEGANY—
ALTAMONT—
Masonic Hall; BINGHAMTON— Avon
(Hider); BUFFALO — Jubilee, Park;
CASTLETON — I.O.O.F. ; DEPEW—
Colonial; DOLGEVILLE— Strand ; DOVER PLAINS— Star; ITHACA— State ;
MILLERTON— Paramount; MOHAWK
—Bates; NASSAU— Nassau ; ONTARIO
Masonic Opera House; OSWEGO— Richardson; VALATIE— Valatie; WATERVLEIT— Strand.
NEW YORK CITY
MANHATTAN

BY FILM BOARDS
J. H. & S. Theaters;
Williamsburg,
Broadway,
transferred to Strausberg
cuit by J. H. & S. Theaters.
New

Plaza,

Closed

Closed

156 High Street.
LONG ISLAND

Changes in Ownership
RICHMOND HILL— Jerome, transferred to
H. J. B. Theaters Corp. by Richmond Hill
Operating Co., Inc.

Closed

MEDFORD— Medford ; OCEAN BEACH—
Community House; ST. JAMES— St.
James.

NORTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

ASHEVILLE— Strand, transferred to C. L.
& W. Theaters by Publix Bamford.

Opened
HICKORY— Pastime.
New

Theater

Closed

COLVER— Colver; MATHER — Mather;
PITTSBURGH— Elmore. Harris Avenue.
Loew Aldine; REPUBLIC — Grand;
SLICKVILLE— Slickville; SMITHTON
—Opera House; THREE SPRINGS—
Three Springs; VINTONDALE — Vintondale; YOUNGWOOD— Pearl.
ALTOONA — Penn (formerly Embassy) ;
OpenedBRIDGEVILLE—
BERWICK— Palace;
Strand; CASTLE SHANNON — Pearl;
CLARENCE— Clarence ; COPLAY— Park
(formerly Pastime); EVERETT — Stuckey;
EXPORT — Ritz (formerly Liberty) ;
GRASSFLAT — Photoplay; HELLERTOWN — American Legion; JOHNSTOWN— Penn (formerly Nemo) ; McKEESPORT—
lyric; NATRONA— Roxy ;
erty.
NUREMBERG — Liberty; OSCEOLA
MILLS— Lyric; ROBERTSDALE— Lib-

RHODE ISLAND
Changes in Ownership

GREENWOOD— New.

NORTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

Changes in Ownership

Arden, 876 Columbus Avenue, transferred
to Arden Theater Corp. by Wilkart Theaters, Inc. ; Circle, 1825 Broadway, transferred to Bryant Photoplay Co. Inc. by
1825 Broadway Amusement Corp. ; Regun, 60 West 116th Street, transferred to
20 West 116th Street Corp. by Manhattan Playhouses, Inc. ; 68th St. Playhouse,
3rd Avenue and 68th Street, transferred
to Studio Theater Corp. by Charles
O'Reilly ; Teatro Variedades (formerly San
Jose), 1314 Fifth Avenue, transferred to
The Founders. Inc.; Waldorf. 116 West
50th ater
Street,
transferred to Robinson TheCorp.

279
Cir-

BERTH

OLD — Arcade, transferred to American Legion; SANISH — Park (formerly
Crescent), transferred to J. G. Hanson by
W. R. Glen.
Closed

ROLETTE— Arnold;

TOLLEY— Tolley.

BERTHOLD— Arcade;
OpenedMAYVILLE— Delchar ; SANISH — Crescent.

MT. PLEASANT — Castle, transferred to A.
lix.
Gould by A. Spitz; PAWTUCKET— Imperial, transferred to A. Goldberg by Pub-

SOUTH CAROLINA
Changes in Ownership

BAMBERG — New, transferred to J. W.
Hand
by W.
A. Murphy;
Barnwell,
transferred
to L. BARNWELL—
F. Easterly by
L. Hanson; LIBERTY — Roxie, transferred to Harold Johnson by J. D. Smith.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Changes in Ownership

New Theater

OSNABROOK— New.

OHIO
Changes in Ownership

CINCINNATI— New Liberty, transferred to
Bandbox, 49th St. & Broadway; Broadway
W. Corbus
bv S. Stegeman
; CLEVES—
Avalon,
transferred
to W. J.
Harrell by
Open Air, Broadway & 233rd Street ;
R. W. Sacker.
Lincoln, 58 West 145th Street; New
Closed
Douglas, 640 Lenox Avenue; New Translux, 650 Madison Avenue; Reo, 39th CORNING — Majestic or Opera
House.
Re-Opened
Street & 6th Avenue; Translux, 613 Madison Avenue; Waldorf, 116 West 50th
CINCINNATI— New
Liberty.
Street.
OKLAHOMA
BRONX

W. A.
rred
ADDISON— Star,S. transfe
B. Newman ; AT ITCA
Smith bv Mrs
lla by
Biafare
B.
-family uansfe red to
AMTON-Avon
George Williams ; B 1 N "H
(Hider), transferred to Meco Theater
Corp.; Laurel, transferred tjj^.rcxipn
B. White; BREWSTER—
Mrs.r, Bessie
by
transferred to Irvuig Worneck by
Brewste
Changes in Ownership
Changes in Ownership
ArANADARKO— Broadway, transferred to H.
Brewster Theater Corp.; BL Ft ALO—
Cap- Blenheim. 149th St. & Park Ave., transferred
J.
Morris
by J. C. Rosser ; ROOSEVELT
tistic, transferred to Helen Widzinski;
to Skouras Theaters Corp. by Fox MetroHanny by Cen— -Rex, transferred to Allen McCain Dy
itol, transferred to George
red
politan Playhouses. Inc. ; Boston Road,
Hutchins
& Frederick.
tral N. Y. Theaters; Jubilee, transfer
1472 Boston Road, transferred to Josle
to M. B. Swartz and S. Cohen by Schine
Closed
to
rred
Holding
Corp.
;
Bronx,
2464
Jerome
Avetransfe
,
Keith's
Inc.;
ises,
Enterpr Italian Theater Corp. by J. & L,.
Keith's
nue, transferred to Estates, Inc. by Tux- PICHER— Roxy ; SULPHUR— Rainbow.
red
edo Theater, Inc. ; Central, 567 Melrose
Amusement Corp.; Orpheum, transfer
Avenue, transferred to Har-Mar Amuse- BARTLESVILLE— Liberty; BILLINGS—
to F. Hohm by A. WHawes; Regent,
Opened
ment Corp. by Hyal Theater Corp. ; Kingstransferred to Grenor Theater Corp. by
Roxy (formerly Billings; CHICKASHA—
Inc. ; Sylvia, transbridge,
15
East
Kingsbridge
Road,
transSugg;
MEEKER
— Mutual; WOODRelown Theater &Co.Behlin
ferred to Bridgekings Theater Inc., by
WARD—Terry.
g by Lydia J.
ferred to Gran
l, transferred
Kingsbridge Theater Inc. ; Mosholu. 270
New
Theaters
Behling; DEPEW— ColoniaOrvill
e Tate.
East 204th Street, transferred to Estates
to Fred Di Tonia by
PICHER— Plaza.
Theaters, Inc. by Lee Mash Theaters, Inc. ; ALVA— Ritz;
DOLGEVILLE— Strand, transferred to
OREGON
New Royal, 1348 Southern Blvd., transEvans B. Davis by Schine Enterprises,
(Star),
Changes
in Ownership
ferred to L. & S. Theaters, Inc. by PellInc.; DOVER PLAINS— Dover
Gar
Theaters,
Inc.
;
Ogden,
Ogden
Avenue
McAl
by
Lane
P.
JUNCTION CITY— Rialto. transferred to
transferred to Robert
N. D. Teho by W. M. McDonald.
and Washington Bridge, transferred to DeKinnon; GLENS FALLS— Empire, transClosed
nog Theaters, Inc. by Ogden Theater Inc. ;
ferre dto Schine Theater Enterprises Inc.
U. S.. 2711 Webster Avenue, transferred PORTLAND— Pantages.
transferred to
by L. J. Carkey; Rialto,
to
Estates
Theaters,
Inc.
Rialto
by
Inc.
ises.
Enterpr
Theater
Schine
Closed
HAMMONDSPORTng Corp.;
Opiatitransfe
MEDFORD — Holly;
rred to Raymond Briggs by Bronxdale Open Air, White Plains Road and KELSO— Liberty ;Opened
Park,
PORTLAND — Nob Hill, Paramount;
transPalace,
RT—
LICPO
Woods;
Lydig Avenue; Community. 3911 White
N H
Mr.
by
WHEELER—
Wbeeler.
Inc.
s,
Theater
e
Plains Road.
ferred to Relianc
PENNSYLVANIA
Dickinson ; MOHAWK— Bates transferred
BROOKLYN
ON— Westan; MT. VERN
to Joe Shanahtransferred
Changes
in Ownership
to Stuart Theater Corp.
chester,
Changes in Ownership
COPLAY— Park (formerly Pastime), transNAS>bAU—
by Benam Amusement Corp.;
American,
910
Manhattan
Avenue,
transWalkenVam
ferred
to
A.
J.
Long
by William G. WalA.
to
rred
Nassau, transfe
ferred to Doris Amusement Corp. by Ruart
ker; EMAUS— Penlo, transferred to Suburg- ONTARIO — Masonic, transferred to
Amusement
Corp.;
Berkshire,
5911
Eighth
perior
Amusement
Corp.
by Earle Tobias ;
transm.
Orpheu
GO—
Rocco Lama; OSWE
Avenue, transferred to Strausberg Circuit
ERIE — Grand, transferred to Mrs. John
Simferred to Harry Soslow and Harry
to
rred
by
J.
H.
and
S.
Theaters;
Century,
850
Hauer
by
C.
J.
Mazzeo
;
HELLERTOWN
transfe
Tioga,
OWEGO—
mons;
Monroe Street, transferred to Moe Gold— American Legion, transferred to AmerMidas Theater Corp.. Comerford Circuit,
man and Mike Berg; Crystal. 327 Washican Legion; KUTZTOWN — Strand,
by Paramount Publix Corp.; PULAbKl—
transferred to Superior Amusement Corp.
ington
Street,
transferred
to
Crystal
TheriohJennis
Mrs.
to
Temple, transferred
ater
Corp.
by
H.
H.
Kay
Amusement
Co.
;
by Theodore Nyquist ; LANSFORD— Vicman (mother) by F. W. Homan (detoria, transferred to John H. Humphreys
Fox, Brooklyn,
Flatbush Corp.
Avenue,by transceased) ; PEEKSKILL— Peekskill. transferred to Conco40 Theaters
Fox
and Elias Coury by Victoria Amusement
ferred to Stuart Theaters Corp. by PeeksTheaters Corp. ; Halsey, 928 Halsey Street,
Enterprises,
Inc. ; NATRONA — Roxy,
E—
VILL
EAER
RENS
kill Theater, Inc.; rred to Rev. William
transferred to Harlow Amusement Corp.
transferred to Sam Wanetick by M. PalAuditorium, transfe
by
Yeslah
Amusement
Corp.
;
Kismet,
movitz;
NUREMBERG—
Liberty, transbROCHJi
;
Huyek
Gardner by Francis C.
ferred to Max Borzage; OSCEOLA
transferred to Strausberg Circuit by J. H.
ConTER — Avon, transferred to James Little,
MILLS
—
State
(formerly
Lyric), transon;
and
S.
Theaters;
-Manhattan,
1059
ManDavids
M.
by
Mrs.
stantino
ferred to Notopoulos & Gribble by L. R.
hattan Avenue, transferred to Hermida
transferred to Civic Cinema Association
n;
Korman;
PHILADELPHIA
— Lorraine,
Belinso
essy
Amusement
Corp.
Inc.
by
M.
&
L.
AmuseFennyv
ce
Floren
Mrs.
bv
transferred to Lorraine Theater Amusement Corp. ; Park. 4322 Fifth Avenue,
Rivoli, transferred to Helen M. Weber by
ment Co. by M. & P. Amusement Co.;
transferred
to
Strausberg
Circuit
by
J.
H.
transe,
-Empir
Carl Weber; SYRACUSE
New Ritz (formerly Ritz), transferred to
& S. Theaters ; Paramount, 384 Flatbush
Co.. Inc., by Cenferred to Empire Fitzer
New Ritz Amusement Co. by Geoge GormAvenue, transferred to Extension Theaters
tral N. Y. Theaters ; Riviera, transferred
ley ; PITTSBURGH— Elliott, transferred
to Mrs. H. Gilbert by Syracuse Amst.
Corp. ; ferred
Rits,
4509 Eighth
_ Avenue,
trans-&
to Strausberg
Circuit
by J. H.
to Norman Mervis by Jos. McDade ; ROSCo. Inc.; TICONDEROGA— Playhouse;
SITER — Victory, transferred to J. Sabella
S. Theaters ; State, 500 De Kalb Avenue,
TROY — Rivoli, transferred to J. C. Rotransferred to Strausberg Circuit by J. H.
by A. Catalano; WILLIAMSBURG—
senthal by A. E. Battaglia; WAVERLY
Dean,
transferred to V. F. Scott by Mrs.
& S. Theaters; Sumner, 265 Sumner AveState TheG. D. Grassmeyer.
— Capitol, transferred to Empire
nue, transferred to Strausberg
Circu:t by
ater Corp. by Comerford-Publix.

OF TRADE

GARRESTON— Princess, transferred to A.
P. Aker by F. Wagness ; McINTOSH—
Lyric, transferred to W. L. Chapin by S.
D. Meyers;
Strand,
ferred to Gast OLDHAM—
Sisters by Frank
Hyde.trans-

Closed

ABERDEEN— Ritz; CONDE— Community ;
HURLEY— Star.

TENNESSEE
Changes in Ownership

DIXON — Dixon, transferred to Oldham,
Brewster & Oldham; NEW GRAND—
Chattanooga, transferred to Grand AmuseCo., Inc.;
Palace,menttransferred
to ROGERSVILLE—
Wm.
P. Miller.
JEFFERSON CITY— Jefferson ; JELL1CO
—Gay ; ONEIDA—
Gem.
Opened

TEXAS
Changes in Ownership

ALBANY— Aztec, transferred to H. S. Leon;
CONROE— Gem, transferred to East
Texas Theaters; NAGOGDOCHES— Ritz,
transferred to East Texas Theaters. Inc. ;
PLEASANTON — Plestex, transferred to
R. D. Blankenship; SAN BENITO— Palace, transferred to Paschall Texas Theaters ;Rivoli, transferred to Paschall Texas
Theaters; SEALY — Texas, transferred to
F. J. Krampitz. Closed
HARLINGEN— Arcadia (destroyed by valley flood) ; LAPORTE— Broadway ; LOTT
—Gem; MORAN— Moran; SEYMORE—
Texas.

New Theaters

BURKETT— Cupid; FT. WORTH— Rose;
PETERSBURG — Petersburg; SIERRA
BLANCA— Sierra Blanca; YSLETA— International.
ANGLETON — Angelton ; Comanche — Majestic;
CRYSTAL
Nacional
; DEPORT—Deport
;Opened
FT.CITY—
WORTH—
Majestic;
LOCKNEY— Isis; MARBLE FALLS—
Riggs; MEXIA— Palace ; OLNEY— Olney
(Ritz);
POTEETTexan;
— Robinson's;
ROARING
SPRINGS—
KOSCOE
—Majestic; SAN DIEGO— Palace ; VICTORIA—Uptown Victoria; WHITNEY—
Opera House.

UTAH
Changes in Ownership

OGDEN — Orpheum, Paramount, transferred
to Publix Salt Lake, Inc.

Closed

PLEASANT
SALT

LAKE

GROVE— Alhambra.

New Theater

CITY— Stadium.

VERMONT
Closed
SOUTH

LONDONDERRY—
Town
{Continued
on Next Page)

Hall;

—2tJt>*\
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"RAINBOW

OVER

BROADWAY"

Marsh, Frank Albertson, Lucien
Littlefield, Grace Hayes
72 mins.
Chesterfield
UNPRETENTIOUS BUT GENERALLY DIVERTING SEMI-MUSICAL OF THE BACKSTAGE SCHOOL. OKAY FOR THE POP
HOUSES.

with

Joan

Basically the story of a former Broadway star who makes a comeback, via night
club, singing hotcha numbers written by her
stepchildren, this yarn allows for the introduction of various song numbers and chorus
ensembles, thereby giving it a diversification that makes it fairly satisfying for the
not too discriminating popular-price clientele. Grace Hayes, vaudeville headliner, is
the singer. She married Lucien Littlefield,
a widower, and then proceeded to demand
a lap of luxury and the satisfying of all
her whims even when the family fortune
is gone and the kids have to go to work.
Joan Marsh, the stepdaughter, brings an
old sweetheart, Frank Albertson, now a
successful orchestra leader, to the house to
hear some songs which she and her brother
wrote. Mother steps in, makes an impression on Frank by her singing, and
through his interest becomes the hit of a
Broadway night club whose habitues take
a liking to the Mae West type entertainer.
So the family is put on its feet, and Frank
wins Joan.

"ENLIGHTEN

THY

DAUGHTER"

with Herbert Rawlinson, Miriam Battista
Exploitation Pics.
80 mins.
WELL
HANDLED PREACHMENT
AGAINST LOOSE-LIVING YOUTH AND
PARENTAL NEGLECT.
There is nothing particularly new in this
film, except that in dramatizing the "social problem" theme some well-meaning parents come in for a bitter indictment, and
their "audible thoughts," condemning themselves for neglect, are introduced at the
conclusion. The story deals with two young
college girls, both daughters of physicians.
Lillian, played by Miriam Battista, is innocent of wrongdoing until she meets and
falls in love with a good-looking young
playboy. The lad, played by Gerald Winthrop, soon tires of Lillian and becomes
engaged to Ruth, her chum. Meanwhile
Lillian's father is lecturing here and there
on the duty of parents toward their children, all the while neglecting to fortify
his own child against the dangers of life.
Before the marriage, Herbert Rawlinson,
Ruth's father, learns that Lillian is to become a mother. He denounces the young
man and goes to inform Lillian's mother.
The film ends tragically but with the expected preachment. Cast is okay.
Cast: Herbert Rawlinson, Beth Bartcn,
Charles Eaton, Claire Whitney, Edmund
MacDonald, Russell Hicks, Ara Gerald, Miriam Battista, Jack Arnold, Eunice Reed,

Cast: Joan Marsh, Frank Albertson, Lucien Littlefield, Grace Hayes, Gladys Blake, Wesley Barry, Audrey Maple, Lillian WalGlen Boles, Dell Henderson, Harry Meyers,
ker, Robert Emmett Keane.
Nat Carr, May Beatty, Maxine Lewis, Alice
Director, John Varley; Author, Ivan
Goodwin, Foster Girls.
Abramson; Adaptor, Arthur Hoerl ; DiDirector, Richard Thorpe; Author, Carol
alogues, Bob Lively, Betty Laidlaw; Editor,
Webster; Adaptor, Winifred Dunn; Dia- Patricia Rooney; Cameramen, William E,
loguer, same; Cameraman, M. A. Anderson;
Miller, Nicholas J. Rogalli; Recording EnRecording Engineer, Pete Clark; Music,
gineers, Harry D. Belock, Lyman J. Wiggin,
Harry Von Tilzer; Ensembles, ^anchon & Armand Schettini.
Marco.
Direction, Good.
Photography, Good.

"MARRIAGE
with

ON APPROVAl"

Barbara Kent, Donald Dillaway,
William
Farnum
Freuler
67 mins.
MODERN YOUTH STORY IN SMALLTOWN SETTING EFFECTIVELY AND EN,
TERTAININGLY DEVELOPED.
No outstanding name value in this opus,

John Wayne

"SAGEBRUSH

in

TRAIL"

Monogram
54 mins.
FAST - MOVING, ACTION-FILLED
WESTERN WITH GOOD CLIMACTIC
PUNCH, AND A LIVELY ROMANCE
EFFECTIVELY
INTERWOVEN.

Swiftly-paced, action-crammed and with
but it's a good, entertaining story, always romance effectively blended, this John
on its toes to introduce new twists. Story Wayne western will satisfy. Story starts
begins by showing opposition of mother and with Wayne, a fugitive from justice, dropping off a train to be pursued by the
daughter to promise extracted by smalltown minister, aghast at modern ways, that sheriff and his aide. They leave him in a
his child of 18 shall not wed for four years. stream, supposedly dead. Alive, he swims
Daughter, on clandestine nocturnal outing to the bank to be picked up by an hombre
journeys to roadhouse, which is raided, and who has witnessed the encounter and who
then, in alcohol-laden condition, is wed. She takes. him to join the outlaw band he is
remembers all about the evening, except linked with. This benefactor is the man
that she was married. The husband and for whose crime Wayne went to prison
other couple on jaunt agree to keep this and later escaped. Plot then details how
secret. Minister learns daughter was in Wayne frustrates several holdups planned
roadhouse. Scene follows in which she
by the gang through the medium of the
calls parent tyrant and non-understanding, girl he becomes enamored of, is suspected
and goes off with husband to another town and, in the end, wipes out the gang almost
where he has a job. In big city, they single-handedly and wins the girl. Intermaintain fiction of non-marriage. Vamp
is the tale of Wayne's relations
tries to steal hubby. Misunderstanding, with Jiiswovenoutlaw
pal, their rivalry for the
well-worked out, is followed by girl going
girl,
Wayne's
discovery
that he is the man
home and then the usual reconciliation. he is seeking, their joint
battle against
Cast is O.K.
the gang and the clearing of Wayne.
Cast: Barbara Kent, William Farnum,
Cast: John Wayne, Lane Chandler,
Leila Mclntyre, Donald Dillaway, Edward Nancy Shubert, Yakima Canutt, Robert
Woods, Dorothy Grainger, Phyllis Barry, Otis Burns, Wally Wales, Henry Hall, Bill Dwyer
Harlan, Lucille Ward and Clarence Geldert. and Art Mix.
Director, Howard Higgin; Author, Priscilla
Director, Armand Schaefer; Author,
vVayne; Adaptor, Olga Printzlau; Dialoguers, Lindsley Parsons; Cameraman; Archie
Edward Sinclair, Howard Higgin; Camera- Stout; Recording Engineer, John A. Stranman, Edward Kull, Editor, Fred Bain; Dance sky, Jr.
Ensemble, Fanchon & Marco.
Direction, Very Good. Photography,
Good.
Direction, Fine.
Photography, Good.
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CHANGES— Continued

{.Continued from Preceding Page)
STOWE — Auditorium; WILMINGTON
Memorial.

BIG

VIRGINIA
Changes in Ownership
STONE
GAP— Amuzu.
Closed

MADISON"—
Central; REMINGTON— Central.

Opened
BOWLING GREEN—
New; CLINCHO—
Clincho;
DANVILLE— Capitol.
WASHINGTON
Changes in Ownership

CHEHALIS — :Peacock, transferred to Twin
Cities Theaters, Inc. by Rae Peacock ; GIG
HARBOR - - Blue Eagle (Peninsula),
transferred to R. P. Burfield by D. C.
Millward.

Closed

McCLEARY— McCleary.
CHEHALIS— Peacock;
OpenedEVERETT — Balboa; GIG HARBOR— Blue Eagle; STEVENSON
-Wigwam;
WENATCHEE—
Mission.

WEST
Changes

VIRGINIA
in Ownership

Closed

MARLINTON— Seneca; PINE GROVE—
Paramount; SHINNSTON — Columbia;
WHEELING— Virginia.
CABIN

CREEK— Brown (formerly WilOpened State; HARMON
son); FARMINGTON—
— Allegany; KIMBALL — Kimball;
MOUNDSVILLE— Park; POWELLTON
Koppers; QUINWOOD — Quinwood;
RIVESVILLE — State ; ROWELSBURG
American; TERRA ALTA — Alpine;
WHEELING— Temple.

WISCONSIN
Changes in Ownership
BRILLION — Auditorium, transferred to
Jos. J. Ecker by Ray Pfeiffer; EAST
TROY — Grand, transferred to George
Schroeder by A. L. Geyer; HARTLAND
— Victor, transferred to E. Schultz by A.
L. Geyer; IOLA — Iola. transferred to I.
O. O. F. Hall by Phil Neidert ; MADISON— Palace, transferred to E. M. Michelson by F. -C. McWilliams; NEENAH—
Embassy, transferred to Embassy Theater
Corp. by Chicago Syndicate; NEW HOLSTEIN — Majestic, transferred to E. Gruner by Ray Pfeiffer; PLYMOUTH— Majestic, transferred to M. Gilman by Fred
Brown.

Closed

BAILEYS HARBOR— Opera House; FISH
CABIN
CREEK—
Brown
(formerlybyWi'son),
transferred
to D.
E. Brown
Robert
CREEK— Town Hall; GREEN LAKE—
Wilson; HIXTON — Ritz. transferred to
Opera House; NEW HOLSTElN— MaJ. C. Fredeking by Ritz Theaters Co. ;
jestic ; PALM YRA— Butterfly ; PEWAUKIMBALL — Kimball, transferred to M.
KEE— Owl; RHINELANDER — MajesK. Murphy
by K. L. Grogan.
tic; WEYAUWEGA— Gerold.

ewspi
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Flinn Made Executive Secretary of Code Authority

POLL
T"
"TENlES
1933
EDJN
NOMINAT
FILW
165
Sentiment Grows for NRA Anti-Monopoly Amendment
Passing Parade
... as we see it
By JACK

ALICOATE-^-=

THE appointment- of John C. Flinn as
' secretary of the Code Authority is a
popular one. It will generally meet with
the approval of picture folk everywhere.
Few in the industry are as well qualified
for this exacting job. We have known
John Flinn intimately, as an important figure in the industry, for the past 15 years.
He is a diplomat, is well grounded in the
fundamentals of the business, and his honesty and word we have yet to hear questioned. When he takes up his new duties
it is not unlikely that he will resign as
president of the A. M. P. A., where he has
been doing a swell job. Another indication of the stability and integrity of the
Code Authority of Motion Pictures is the
appointment of John Flinn as secretary.

•

A ND while on the subject, we believe
** that no better choice of secretaries
for the various Zoning and Grievance
Boards could be made than from the present Film Board secretaries. Most of these
important jobs are held by women who
have been with the industry a long time.
We know that they know their business,
for we have been in contact with many
of them over the past 10 years. They are
reliable, know their territory, have motion
picture background and we have never
heard a single complaint against any of
them. Cast one vote for us in their favor.

•

THOSE up with the trend will see an' other rather definite indication of the
march of production eastward in the formal
opening yesterday of the New Biograph
Studio. Here is a new New York studio
big enough to handle the largest of productions, with every convenience, and as
modern as today's newspaper. Nothing
better in equipment can be found on the
coast. Old-timers will recall the Biograph
studio as the spot where many of the pictures that made early screen history were
produced. It was the home of many of the
first screen stars. We have always believed that motion picture production
should be centered in New York where it
belongs. The reasons for Hollywood are
as old-fashioned as a petticoat.

Congressional
Action
in
Behalf of Small Fellows Held Likely
Bx WILLIAM SILBERBERG
FILM DAILY Staff Correspondent

Washington — Further sentiment
in favor of a Congressional amendment to the national recovery act,
to be known as an anti-monopoly
amendment, was expressed yesterday, this time in the lower house
by Congressman Patman of Texas
and Congressman Collins of Mississippi, as part of an increasing feeling among some members of both
(Continued on Page 20)

8,075,000 ATTEND
RADIO CITY IN YEAR
Radio City celebrated its first anniversary on Tuesday with an attendance of 6,025,000 chalked up for
the year at the Music Hall and 2,050,000 at the smaller RKO Center.
Even the promoters of the project
didn'tbig.think attendance would be
that

Disney Aids NRA
About 10,000 persons have been provided work by about 70 manufacturers
turning out toys, novelties, watches,
etc., in tieups with Walt Disney's
Mickey Mouse and Silly Symphony characters, according to a checkup by
United Artists, distributors of the Disney shorts.

300 AT REOPENING
OF BIOGRAPH STUDIO
Approximately 300 persons attended the formal reopening of the
Biograph Studios in the Bronx yesterday afternoon, with the attendance including various well-known
industry figures.
The studio's main stage was
decorated with patriotic colors.
Music for dancing was furnished by
an orchestra.
Refreshments were
(Continued

on

Page

Number of films nominated in the
1933 "Ten Best" Poll conducted by
The Film Daily stood at 165 yesterday, with the closing of the poll
just a few days away. This figure
tops the previous record of 152 set
last year.
Of the 165 nominations, representing pictures which one or more
critics considered worthy of being
classed among the year's best 10,
between 40 and 50 will win places
on the honor roll, which includes
pictures (Continued
receiving on10Page
or 20)
more votes

REVIEW BOARD RATES
71% FAMILY FILMS

6)

Four Houses Are Added
To Detroit Active List

Detroit — Four additions have just
been made to the list of active thehere. The
Pete Harrison Resigns
for twoatersyears
and Paramount,
just droppeddark*
by
Publix,
has
been
reopened
by A. J.
As Federation Head
Cooper with vaude-film. The new
P. S. Harrison resigned as presi- Belmont
in Highland Park opened
dent of the Federation of the M. P.
last
week
with Sidney Hunt as manIndustry at a general membership
ager. Other two are the Madison
meeting (Continued
last night onatPage
the 20)
Park Cen- and Rivoli, downtown.

Code Authority Picks Flinn
For Executive Secretary Post
Three Potential Tax Bills
In Colorado Legislature

New Record Set in Films
Voted Upon in Annual
Nationwide Vote

Appointment of John C. Flinn as
executive secretary of the Code Authority was made yesterday by a
Denver — Three bills have been introduced in the special session of committee consisting of Nicholas M.
the legislature that can place a tax Schenck, George J. Schaefer and
on admissions. Two of them men- Nathan Yamins. Flinn's selection,
tion admissions specifically and the first indicated exclusively in The
third gives power to certain tax Film Daily on Dec. 21, was unanimous. As a result of his new post,
boards to levy taxes on most any(Continued on Page 20)
thing they wish.

Out of 35 features listed by the
National Board of Review in the
December tabulation of its Selected
Pictures Guide, 25 or 71 per cent
were rated as "family pictures."
This is the highest average in some
time. Only two of the pictures were
designated for "junior matinees."

Warner Ohio Theaters
Report Better Business
Cleveland — The Warner theater
department here reports holiday
business much better this year than
it was last year. This condition, it
is said,
ern Ohioprevails
territory.in the entire northTake Your Choice
A

unique simultaneous presentation
of "Emperor Jones" will occur next
week, when Lawrence Tibbett will do
the operatic version at the Metropolitan and the Yale Puppeteers will
present a mechanical Emperor at the
Provincetown Playhouse, while the
Krimsky-Cochran film is playing a return run at the Criterion.
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Fairbanks Film Premiere Five Houses to Reopen
At Exhibition in Venice
In Seattle Territory
Venice — One of the pictures to be
shown at the second International
Exhibition of Cinematograph Art
Vol.LXIV, No. 73 Thurs , Dec. 28, 1933 Price 5 Cents
here in August will be the world
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Editor and Publisher premiere of the Douglas Fairbanks
picture made by London Films in
Published daily except Sundays and Holidays England. Fairbanks himself will be
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., present on the occasion. A series
by Wid's Films and Film Folk, Inc. J. W. of specially made color cartoons by
Alicoate, President, Editor and Publisher;
Donald M. Mersereau, Secretary-Treasurer Disney and Fleischer also will be
and General Manager; Arthur W. Eddy, Asso- shown.
ciate Editor; Don Carle Gillette, Managing
Countries that have already enEditor. Entered as second class matter,
tered the exhibition include EngMay 21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
land, U. S., India, Germany, RusTerms (Postage free) United States outside
sia, Japan, France, Holland, Poland,
of Greater New York $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00. Foreign, Switzerland, Hungary, Austria,
$15.00. Subscriber should remit with order. Czechoslovakia and Italy with Spain
Address all communications to THE FILM
and Argentine now in negotiation.
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
Phone, Circle 7-4736, 7-4737, 7-4738, 7-4739.
Cable Address: Filmday, New York. Hollywood, California— Ralph Wilk, 6425 Hollywood Blvd., Phone Granite 6607. London —
Ernest W. Fredman, The Film Renter, 89-91
Wardour St., W. I. Berlin — Lichtbildbuehne,
Friedrichstrasse, 225. Paris — P. A. Harle, La
Cinematographic Francaise, Rue de la Courdei-Nouei, 19.
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Denver — Surprisingly good business for Christmas time is reported
by local managers. The Orpheum,
with "Mr. Skitch," and the Denham,
with "Alice in Wonderland," had
holdouts on Christmas Eve, an unprecedented occurrence here.

Geor^ Riester Gets
Skouras District Post

FINANCIAL
NEW

Xmas Biz Surprises Denver

1%

+

%

"42nd" Heads
London
Ten Best
London — Warner's musical, "42nd
Street," was voted the best entertainment picture of 1933 in the London "Daily Express" poll. The same
company's "I Am a Fugitive from
a Chain Gang," took third place.
"Rio" Holds at Music Hall
RKO's
Down
Rio"theis Radio
being
held
for "Flying
a second
weekto at
City Music Hall.

Bellefontaine, O.— George Riester,
lately in charge of Schine houses
here and in nearby towns, has resigned to assume a district post
with Skouras Bros, in the Philadelphia area.

Closed Meeting for Ampa
Today's Ampa luncheon meeting
at Sardi's will be a closed affair
for members only.
Ernest Truex on the Air
Ernest Truex, star of Educational's two-reeler, "Mr. Adam," and
slated to make another for the company after Jan. 1, was guest of
honor on the Ipana program over
the NBC network last night in a skit
with his wife, Mary Jane Barrett.
Stop Children's Band
Peru, 111. — Appearance of a children's band in Alger circuit houses
has been stopped by the state labor
department on a complaint said to
have been filed by John Mitchell,
manager of the Majestic, La Salle.
The Peru theater was fined $5 and
costs for playing the attraction.
Booked for Return Date
Atlanta — After playing three
weeks at the Rialto recently, Columbia's "Lady for a Day" is being
brought back to the same house for
another run.
Borzage
to Direct "Napoleon"
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Frank Borzage has
been signed by Warners to direct
Edward G. Robinson in "Napoleon."
West

Seattle — Five theater openings are
scheduled shortly in this area. The
Star, Oregon City, Ore., operated by
W. A. Long, will reopen the first
of the year. Albert Fernandes reopens the Clallam Bay at Clallam
Bay, Wash., and the Hunters theater at Nea Bay, the last of the
month. H. J. Updegraff is opening
a new theater in Portland, on New
Year's Day. At Idaho Falls, Idaho,
Joe George is doing over the Rio,
once operated by Fox West Coast.

Coming and Going
P. A. POWERS, president of Celebrity Productions, is back from the Coast where he
conferred with Ub Iwerks on plans which may
lead to an increase
in Celebrity
releases.
BRYAN
Hollywood

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Sol M. Wurtzel has
scheduled four Fox pictures to go
into production in January. They
are: "Murder in Trinidad," with
Nigel Bruce and Heather Angel;
"3 on a Honeymoon"; "Gold Rush
of 1933," with Spencer Tracy and
Claire Trevor, and an untitled story.

Nip Triple Bills
Detroit — Through combined opposition from exchanges and exhibitors, a threatened triple-bill wave
was nipped in the bud. Unofficial
action by Allied officers and the
Film Board brought results.
New Orleans Unions Elect
New Orleans — Officers of Local
293, operators' union, for 1934 are:
Arthur Chateau, president; E. Muras, vice-president; E. J. Skelly,
financial secretary; Vic. Boutiere,
recording secretary; S. Picinich,
treasurer; O. H. Phelps, business
representative; L. Chateau, sergeant-at-arms.
The musicians' union, Local 174,
has re-elected the following officers
for 1934: Albert A. Levy, president;
G. Pipitone, vice-president and business agent; R. L. Chabao, secretarytreasurer.
Big Deal on Cartoons
In a deal closed by Jack Drum,
manager of Allied exchanges for
Southern cartoon
California,
ComiColor
series Celebrity's
has been
booked for the West Coast Theaters
circuit, Hollywood Theaters group
and the Southern California Warner
houses with exception of two.
Detroit Variety Club in Quarters
Detroit — Local Variety Club, recently formed, is now ensconced in
its quarters at the Book-Cadillac
Hotel. Officers of the club are: John
E. Flynn, president; Edgar A. Kirchner, vice-president; David Newman,
secretary; Carl Shalit, treasurer.

K. C. Theater Named
Kansas City— The theater at 3442
Broadway, operating as the No
5th Week for "House on 56th"
Name theater pending a contest to
Warner's "House on 56th Street," pick a name, has been tagged the
starring Kay Francis, goes into its La Salle.
fifth week today at the Hollywood.

is expected in New
week.

DR. A. H. GIANNINI
the coast.

is in New

York from
York from

MAXWELL ARNOW, Warner-First National
casting director, has arrived in New York to
look over several of the Broadway plays for
possible screen
talent.

Wurtzel Starting Four
West

FOY
this

3 Fox Musicals Cast
West

Coast Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Casting has been
completed on three Fox musicals
which go in work simultaneously
this week. Adrienne Ames has been
added by Robert T. Kane to George
White's "Scandals." Jean Gale of
the Four Gale Sisters will be in the
cast of "Bottoms Up." She has
adopted the screen name of Arden
Moore. Blanca Vischer is an addition to "Fox Follies," in which all
of the company's stars will appear.
Rob Denham of $1,800
Denver — The safe of the Denham
theatercuredwas
cracked and $1,800 sethis week.

HOLLYWOOD

PLAZA

MOST CONVENIENT
Hotel in Hollywood
$2. SO up, Single
$3.00

up, Double

Special weekly and monthly rates

The Plaza is near everything to see and do in
Hollywood.
Ideal for business or pleasure.
Every room has private
dressing room, bath and
shower. Beds "built for
rest." Every venience.
modern
Fine foodscon-at
reasonable prices. Convenient parking for your car.
Chas. Danziger, Mgr.
Eugene Stern, Pres.

The "Doorway of Hofpitality"
Vine at Hollywood
Blvd.
HOLLYWOOD
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WORLD

PREMIERE

UEEN CHRISTINA
with John
• Ian Young
Keith
Lewis
StoneGilbert
• Elizabeth
A

ROUBEN

MAMOULIAN

PRODUCTION

A Metro -Gold wyn -Mayer Picture
ASTOR
THEATRE,
Broadway at 45tk Street
Twice daily thereafter — 2:J0 — 8;)0. Three times Sat., Sun.. NEW
YEAR'S DAY and Hob. 2:50—5:50—8:50. Reserved seats at all prices
now on sale at box office. Mail orders will also receive prompt attention.
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JAN. 6 — Paramount
and exhibitors
celebrate New Year with record-break-

"**"

f ing business on "Farewell-to-Arms".

.»'* *i4s

J
FEB. 10 — Marx

JAN. 25 — Baby Le Roy signs^
contract with Paramount.

APRIL 7 — Paramount

it

to bridge tournament. "Sign of the Cross" reported
to be breaking records throughout country.

world-wide

"Search for Beauty" contest starts
in 8 English-speaking countries.
Search for thirty perfect young
men and women to be give
opportunity in Hollywood.

if

Brothers challenge Eli Cuibertson

MAY 17 — Bing Crosby signs
new
contract
with Para/hount.

a

R A M O U NT

4

JUNE 16— Paramount's "College Humor
sets new highs in summer attendance in
houses all over the country.

PICTURE)

,

A PARAMOUMT PICTURE
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JULY 19 — "Song of Songs" opens at
Criterion Theatre, New York, inaugurating new entertainment season.

DEC

29 — National release date

"Design for Living". Women
country get new ideas on love.
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Celebs at Party Celebrating Reopening of Biograph Studio
{Continued from Page 1)

served in de luxe style, part of them
being handled by Sherry.
Many
the modernized
inspected
guests
studio during the afternoon.
Guests at the party included:
WalH. J. Yates, Harry Goetz, Richard Erno
lace, Jess Smith, Thomas Mitchell,
Rapee, Harold B. Franklin, P. S. Harrison,
Helen Morgan, W. Ray Johnston, Eddie
Golden, Martin Quigley, Colvin W. Brown,
Charles Glett. Ivan Abramson, I. E. Chadwick, R. H. Cochrane. Charles Paine, Willard McKay, Mr. and Mrs. Ben Shlyen, Bud
Pollard, Sydney S. Cohen, Budd Rogers,
Jules E. Brulatour, Dick Brady, Col. V.
.
Zarrios.
Dr. K. Van Allen and two in party, Abe
Weber. A. R. Bachrach, H. S. Brown, Jr.,
Chas Wolfe, Larry Lynn, Harvey Day. Wm.
Weiss, Harry Blair, O. H. Briggs, J. M.
Gisolfi, Walter Titus, M. D. Kann, Bud
Mascke and Mrs. Mascke, Philip Cook, Herb
Herman. Fred Walton, H. Mountan, S.
Bloomstock, Mrs. H. J. Ray, Miss H. J.
Blum H. B. Franklin, E. Franklin, Alex
Kempner, Peter De Rees, A. N. Suynenant.
Geo. Oschnram, Harry Maurachen, L.
Selricio, D. D. Conelly, Jack Cosman, A.
Dumey. Jas. H. Vogel, H. O. Kusell, Sam
Miss Helen
Levitt, Monroe Shaft', Leigh Jason,
Hughes, Al Wilson, T. J. Murphy, A. W.
Tolld. H. Lott. W. Palmer, Harry Futter,
Arthur Zeihm, W. Headwig, Barton Adams.
G. W. Goman, Harold Godsoe, R. A. Bennett, Mrs. B. Davidson, Mrs. Lionel Harris
(Dorothy Seacombe) Richard Wallace, Jess
Smith, I. Weise, Miss Berunt, R. G'. Baker,
GoldMrs. B. Rogers. Mrs. Robinson, Bob Albert
streim, Given Heller, Arthur Gerson;
F. Meltner.
S. E. HarSol J. Scoppa, Fred J.Marshall,
E. Francis, H. B.
rison E. G. White,
J. Howell.
.
Boucheron
P.
Snook. I. Lambert,
Ben Sholtz. Alex Fischer, H. German. W.
K. Tabb, D. G. Berger — Rowland-Brice.
Carl Hemer, H. Schwartz. H. Cohan. City
Editor and Wife— "Evening Journal", H.
Hoffman and Wife, David Biberman, W.
Mange, A. Schneider, Pete Andrich, Ed.
Seifert, T. W. Yates, Mrs. Sam Rosen. Mrs.
Svlvia Se'-dman, Mr. and Mrs. Primack.
'H Blumenthal, N. Cohn, H. F. Tyson,
Moe Seigel and Brother, N. E. Raymond,
N Klein, J. O. Kelly. H. Meyerson. Charles
Kellner, J. Haber, J. S. Kelly, Irving Conn
and two friends, Mrs. J. Lavine and two
daughters, E. ' F. Kerns, Chas. Goetz, A.
Kozen, C. Buttfer, Menken and two friends,
Davis, Loder, R. P. Mevers. E. A. Nicholas,
J. T. Tingle, L. B. Morris, C. L. Edner,
Edward Finnev. F. G. and F. R. Hammer,
Phillip Hunt, Frank Cassetty, J. J. Spring.
A. Samish, A. Bundsonman, B. Hart, Miss
S. Gerger, J. Kirkland. I. Hoffman, B. K.
Black, F. C. Zuker, E. O. Heile. V. N.
Phillip, E. A. Salherley, W. R. Caloway.
Mrs. Lillian C. Collar, O. V. Johnson, Tom
Hogan, Rowland. J. S. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs.
Heller. H. J. Glick. J. S. Kessler.
Fred Agis, P. Neideck, Harry Trozen,
A. W. Roos, C. F. Conklin, A. F. Wiseburn. Iva Amberson, H. J. Allen, R. W.
McCormick. W. R. Rackmil, D. F. Law,
R. F. Perez, J. Wexler, Jacques Kopptein,
Chas. Alicoate, M. L. Kosloff, Irvan and
Louis Seiman, Ben Schwalb Bray, P. A.
Bray, Ray Johnston, Friedhoff. Eddie Golden
and B. Golden, Mrs. A. H. Colar, Mrs. W.
H. Colar, Miss Lucile Ikwild, Miss Olga
M. Derby, H. J. Spiess— (Irving Trust Co.) ;
R. A. Klune.
H. Cosman, Jules De Maria, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Harris, H. C. Knox, D. K. Klennan,
S. E. Hawkins, G. V. T. Burgess, R. Walsh,
S. S. Woster — (Chemical Nat. Bank) ; Mr.
and Mrs. Rowland. Elmer J. McGovern, F.
C. Autenreith, S. E. Hymann, W. J. German,
Robt. Cummings, Stephen H. Eller, Arthur
Gottlieb, Jack Grotz.

Three Famous Extras
A

notable absentee from the Biograph studio re-opening party yesterday was D. W. Griffith, prominently
identified with the old Biograph Company, who wired his regrets. He recalled that three now-famous personages worked at the plant as extras in
by-gone days. They were Lionel Barrymore, Mary Pickford and Mack Sennett.

4TH HIGH FIDELITY
Revamped Studio is Expected
To Draw More Producers East INSTALLATION MADE
Claiming that costs of producing
in the East allows negative economies amounting to as high as 40
per cent as compared with the
Coast, independent producers are
welcoming opening of the Biograph
studio in the Bronx. With this additional inducement, total number
of companies making product in
New York and immediate vicinity is
expected to be considerably increased. At present there are 10
outfits regularly producing in this
section, supplemented by a number
of independents who occasionally
produce there.
During the last days of the silent
picture era and the opening of the
talker period, production in the East
was virtually at a standstill. However, as producers realized the need
of players trained in the art of read-

ing lines they turned more and more
to the New York stage and eventually, in many instances, shifted part
of their producing activities to the
East from the Coast.
This trend was given impetus
when producing firms came to a realization that substantial economies
could be effected through working in
that area. In addition they saw the
advantages of working within a few
minutes' distance of the industry's
distribution and financial center, and
that product made in and arounc
New York was likely to benefit iron:
a difference in production perspectives. Gradually the tendency tc
make more pictures in New York
each year is gaining proponents and
with the revamped Biograph studic
now available to producers, majoi
or independent, indications are that
this trend will be greatly►//stimulated.

Installation of the High Fidelity
system of sound-on-film recording at
the modernized Biograph Studios
marks the fourth apparatus of this
type to be permanently place
a studio by RCA Victor Co. dThein
installation was made under the
supervision of Harry W.
as
sound supervisor in chargJones
e of all
:he
ny's East.
:ionscompa
film recording operam the
In addition to the permanent instal ations anumber of RCA portable equipments are in constant use
m the East and elsewhere
in the
been on the market approximately
one year.
es Increased Range
l°Z IGiv
• JhiS
ty,Pe equiP™nt hasj
High Fidelity provides greatly
increased range of tonal reproduction
ability 'to reproduce sound shad
l»om the merest whisper to the ings
full
ensemble effects of the
symphony
orchestra and also virtuall
y eS

Stvto dynar range £«*«

A LITTLE from "LOTS

By RALPH WILK
HOLLYWOOD
George Nichols and Worthington

Miner will co-direct "Devil's Dis!ft Shaw
*
*
ciple," Bernard
play,
for RKO.
QEORGE
O'BRIEN
although
he
has definitely
abandoned
western pictures, will retain his stables
Vivian Oakland, Eddie Gargan and
and horses situated on his Culver
Spec O'Donnell are additions to the
City ranch. The Fox star has re- cast of Fox's "David Harum."
* *
*
jected an offer from Universal tc
dispose of his holdings and has
Ernest Bachrach, head of the
turned over his entire stock to his RKO still department, has received
foreman, "Sid" Jordan, who will
for "achievement of exrent out the horses and equipment. a diploma ceptional
graphic studies" from the
* *
*
Artists and Fellows of the Royal
"Oliver the Eighth" is the title Photographic Society who judged
fair.
of the new Laurel-Hardy comedy his work at *the Chicago
*
*
now in work at the Hal Roach
Columbia has added Frank Reistudios for M-G-M release. Lloyd
French is directing.
cher and Harvey Clark to the cast
of "No Greater Glory," and Jane
RKO has assigned Arthur Hous- Darwell and Nora Cecil to "Once
man to "Success Story" and Roy to Every Woman."
* *
*
D'Arcy
to "So You Won't
Sing,
Monogram has moved its admin* *
*
istration headquarters to the building originally occupied by Howard
Leonard Fields will direct "Man- Hughes, to make way for the big
hattan Love Song," Monogram pic- Erpi improvement program on the
Eh?" ture,
which goes in work Jan. 3 Metropolitan lot.
when the studios resume
activity
* *
*
after a holiday recess.
Paul
Malvern
will
start
the next
* *
*
The Pacific Title and Art studio John Wayne western, "Man from
Utah," after Jan. 15. It is for Monogram release.
is preparing a trailer on "Murders
of Secret Police," for M-G-M. Pete
Smith is supervising the trailer.
Irene Dunne and Harold Huber
* *
*
are additions to "A Very Honorable
Leon Schlesinger, who is produc- Guy," First Nationa
l vehicle with
ing the "Looney Tunes" and "Mer- Joe E. Brown starred.
*
*
*
rie
Melodies,"
and
who
is
also
the
owner of the Pacific Title and Art
Andy
Clyde
remarks
that plumbstudio, tossed a Christmas lunchers are getting more absent-mindef
eon in honor of all his employees
every day. He saw one this week
A stage at Warner Bros. Sunset him.
that actually brought his tools with
studio
was
the
scene
of
the
festivities.

mate "ground;' noises by a new s™.
sound film not actually utilized
by
^ne sound wave itself
The RCA Victor high fidelon
re?g °ff SpaCeS ity the
sonnr! fiimaSkl
cording system
employs a variable
<*rea, symmetrical" sound track
Instead of the familiar "saw-tooth:
effect along one side of the
sound track, the new recording produces a double-edged, symmetrica]
pattern, with both edges of the
sound wave identical in every respect. This is accomplished by the
development of a new optical system va. which a triangular beam oi
light is focused on a horizontal
opening leading to the sensitizea
him; so that, as the triangular beam
vibrates in accordance with the incoming sound, small and larger
tions of its light exposes the porfilm
as it moves past the horizontal
opening, producing the double-edged
.effect.
Background Noises Minimized
The sound wave image on the developed film is clear and transparent,
while the unused portion of the
sound track film is left black and
opaque. In this way, background
noises formerly caused by shadows
of grain in the film and minute dirt
particles are minimized.
Reproducing
speech and music in
(Continued on Page 16)

Youthful Star-Gazers
Reminiscent of the "old days," when
outstanding
stars worked at the plant,
was the crowd of youngsters which
gathered at the Biograph studio yesterday to star-gaze as guests entered
to attend the formal re-opening. Approximately 300 persons braved ice and
snow-covered streets in order to reach S
the studio.
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It is fitting that productions in these great modern
studios will be recorded by the most advanced
Hollywood methods with the world's finest
sound system— High Fidelity Sound, by RCA Victor
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STUDIOS, Inc.
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CO,
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lONSOLIDATED

PARK

was planned to anticipate the growing needs of a

great industry. It has changed film printing from a craft to a science. Every known
scientific device is employed to assure controlled results. Skilled technical and
chemical engineers are constantly seeking means to make Certified Prints even
finer than they are. So huge is the capacity of Consolidated Park that more than
a billion feet of film prints, upwards of 10,000,000 stills and over 20,000,000
photo-gelatin lobby displays can be produced each year. For its size, equipment and its many contributions to the science of film printing, Consolidated
Park has earned its reputation of "world's greatest film laboratory"

Consolidated film industries, inc.
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YORK
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XT'S a long time, Biograph, since ive opened.
For in a few weeks we celebrate our twenty-fifth anniversary.
Since 1909, when we established our business, the science of
making motion pictures has advanced tremendously. The Philip
A. Hunt Company has kept pace with this progress and throughout
the years has supplied the industry with the photo chemicals best
suited to its changing needs. Film laboratories known for quality
production buy their photo chemicals from Philip A. Hunt Co.
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enterprise.
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Biograph Plant Modernized to Meet all Production Needs
HAMMER SUPERVISED
STUDIO REBUILDING

The old Biograph studio, once the
Biograph Studio An Industry Landmark
birthplace of numerous box-office atReopening of the old Biograph Studios in the Bronx again brings into activity a
tractions inthe silent days, has now
plant which figured importantly in the early annals of production. Originally estabbeen rejuvenated to duplicate its
lished by the now-defunct Biograph Company, one of the industry's pioneers, the
successes in sound. Modernized to
studio eventually passed to First National and it was there during the years just
preceding the advent of sound that many of the company's outstanding box-office
make it a plant comparable with the
successes were produced. Now the studio, modernized and up-to-the-minute in its
finest, in many respects, at both the
equipment,
is ready
to make
new
production
history.
Coast and in the East, the studio,
which had its formal opening Tuesday, is now open to all producers,
independent or major.
The plant is located on East 175th
Street and East 176 th Street between Prospect and Marmion Avenues in the Bronx and is reasonably
accessible from Times Square. It
(Continued from Page 6)
Thirteen units are now producing
has a frontage of 250 feet on East
175th Street and 225 feet on East a frequency range of from 40 to pictures in the East, establishing a
176th Street, with a depth of 384 10,000 cycles, the new high fidelity new high for production since the
feet measured from the North build- system provides the widest range of advent of sound. Firms working in
ing line of East 175th Street to the reproduction ever available to the this section include:
South building line of East 176th
motion picture producer. Some idea
Associated Producers Corp., headStreet.
of the extent of this range may be
ed by Marshall Neilan, just comhad when it is considered that the
Four Fireproof Buildings
pleted "Social Register" for Columfirst sound film did not reproduce
Four large, fireproof buildings, many frequencies clearly above 4000
bia release and plan to make a
conforming to the highest type of
that the best sound sys- series of six more; Ail Star froauebuilding practice, comprise the cycles,temsand
now
in
use do not provide re- cions headed by Chester Erskin, who
property. The groups are office and
production above 8000 cycles. In completed "Midnight" which will be
administration building, studio build- terms of audible sound this means released by Universal and who will
ing, shop and utilities building and that the subtle overtones, reaching go into production Tuesday on
power house. The office and studio up to 10,000 cycles, which give "Frankie and Johnie" on the first
buildings are each 80 feet in width vitality and realistic timbre to of a series of six features to be
and together are 196 feet long.
and music are now faithfully produced at the Biograph studios.
Four stories in height, the office speech
Four features are planned by Rowreproduced.
building is constructed of reinforced
land-Brice Productions. Krimsky &
concrete. In the studio building are
"Velocity" Ribbon Mikes
Cochrane will produce three features.
four floors and includes a basement
An important adjunct to the RCA Louis Weiss will produce three feafor shops and storage, lower stage Victor high fidelity system is the
tures. Magna Pictures heaaed by
floor, dressing room floor and upper
new
"Velocity"
ribbon
microphone.
Meyer Davis
and ofMonroe
prostage floor.
ducing a series
shorts Shaft'
for Van
This new microphone differs radical.tfeuren RKO release will continue
ly
from
ordinary
microphones
in
Two Soundproof Stages
that instead of the usual diaphragm oheir series of shorts with plans
being made to go into features.
Two thoroughly sound-proofed it utilizes a thin strip of metallic
producing a series of shorts
stages are available. The lower ribbon which vibrates exactly to the iHencone
i.or Universal release, with a new
stage is 118 x 77 feet and has 22 velocity of air particles set in mobeing planned for the comfeet headroom. The upper stage is
tion by the sound. It is considerably series
ing season, Al Christie, producing a
of similar length and width and has more sensitive than other micro- series
of Shorts for Educational,
28 feet headroom on the average. In
phones and responds uniformly tc VV.K.D. Productions heaaed by I. N.
the center, for a width of 46 feet, the full range of frequencies from
Weber, planning a series of three
the headroom runs as high as 32 40 to 10,000 cycles.
features. Jack White, producing a
feet.
series of shorts for Educational reAn electric freight elevator serves
lease. E. Klinert, series of features,
all floors of the studio building, hav- steel, brick and concrete, is situated Eddie Dowling Inc., series of feaing a capacity of six tons and a between the North end of the studio
tures, Warner Bros, continuing with
platform of 10 x 19 feet to accom- building and East 176th Street. It their short subjects at the Brookmodate automobiles, trucks and sim- embraces concrete lined elevated coal
lyn Vitaphone studio. Max Hayes,
ilar heavy apparatus. Additionally, bunkers of 800 tons capacity, from series of features. Paramount prothere is a small electric elevator. which the coal is fed by gravity to
ducing their "Headliner" series.
These elevators, together with fire- the boilers. Equipment consists of
proof stairways, are in separate fire- four horizontal water-tube boilers,
proof towers at the North end of 150-foot brick chimney and ash conHoltz's Four Leading Ladies
the building.
veying machinery and the usual West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
motor-driven pumps, all with ample
Hollywood — Lou Holtz will have
Vaults Are Fireproof
reserve capacity. In addition to the four leading ladies when he starts
Fronting on East 176th Street electric equipment, there are two work on his first comedy for Columthere is a reinforced concrete build- elevated water tanks, each of 30,000
bia, a novelty musical short, under
ing 181 x 72 feet and five stories gallons capacity, one on a 60-foot |the direction of Archie Gottler, the
in height for a length of 44 feet high tower and the other on a tower title of which will be announced
and one story high for a length of of 100 feet to meet high pressure shortly. The quartet consists of
181 feet. At the rear of the build- requirements. The foundations of Billy Seward, recently placed under
ing are six vaults built in a separ- all buildings are on solid rock. a long-term contract by Columbia;
ate fireproof enclosure. The build- Steam for heating all the buildings Betty Grable, who has been seen on
ing is also equipped with an elec- is supplied from the power house the screen in "Kid Boots," with Eddie
tric freight elevator and two dumb- and there is ample capacity for any Cantor and heard over the air with
waiters in separate fireproof shafts. future extensions.
Ted Fio Rito; Lois January, borrowed from Universal; and Gloria
On the West side of the building is
Throughout the studio property
located a one-story brick and con- has been equipped with the latest Warner, a newcomer to the coast,
crete fireproof vault structure.
known in New York theatdevices necessary for present-day but well
rical circles.
The power house, constructed of production.

13 UNITS WORKING
4TH HIGH FIDELITY
INSTALLATION MADE IN EASTERN STUDIOS

The man who originally supervised the designing and erection of
the Biograph studios in the Bronx
in 1913 is the man who has been in
charge of their 1933 alterations. He
is Robert H. Hammer, vice-president of Biograph Studios, Inc., and
a pioneer builder of studios.
Hammer's first position was at
the U. S. Army Proving Grounds,
Sandy Hook, as civilian employee in
the Ordinance Department, where
he became familiar with the use of
intricate and delicate testing apparatus, especially the electric and
photographic chronographs for measuring velocity of projectiles. He
assisted in the designing and constructing of a high-speed photographic system in connection with
these tests.
Reported on Old Biograph Co.
While working with J. J. Kennedy, engineer engaged in designing, building and rehabilitating
hydro-electric, public utility and industry products, in 1908 Hammer investigated and reported on the condition of the American Mutoscope
& Biograph Co. The company operated a studio at 11 East 14th St.,
New York City, in the old Cunard
mansion.
Kennedy sensed the future of motion pictures and in a few months
had a going concern, with D. W.
Griffith in charge of production.
Finding that the East 14th St. studio was inadequate for the company's needs, they decided to go to
California where open-air sets could
be used.
The first studio the combination
of Kennedy and Hammer built was
at the corner of Washington and
Grand Sts. and consisted of four 60foot high posts at each corner of
a square. Hung from these were
large squares of canvas. These were
manipulated by two men at each
pos"t in order to keep the sun off
the set. It was here that Griffith
and Mary Pickford made their first
California
pictures, in the early part
of
1909.
A Winter Studio
The following year the company
built a studio at Pico and Georgia
Sts. and moved the entire outfit
there each winter for a number of
Hammer designed and constructed
the Biograph studios on East 175th
years.
St., The Bronx, in 1913, during his
long period in charge of all operations of the company. He was active
in the developing, designing and
building of various Biograph cameras, printers and such apparatus.
After sound came in, Hammer made
a penetrating study and acquired
practical
experience
rious sound
systems. with all the va-
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TIMELY TOPICS

MONGthe

Humor in European
Film Productions

HTHE Germans have not added
much that is generally
acceptable to the humor of the
film. Their treatment of the
Coepenick hoax made a delightful film; but it might have been
cut down by a third without any
loss. Still, we have all seen and,
with reservations, enjoyed this
film. It has brought us a little closer to an understanding
of the German idea of what a
joke should be. As for Clair,
he has done almost more than
the classical humorists of his
race to bring home to the average English or American audience the merits of the light,
dry, clear, swift humor of
France which is satirical and
unsentimental. In England we
welcome this humor, alien
though it is; for, though we are
not used to clear thinking and
rather distrust the processes of
reason, we cannot help being
fascinated by the results. English films fit to set beside Chaplin's farces and Clair's satirical
fantasies are yet to come.
When they do, there will be one
more brand of racial humor to
add to those which are at present going about the world
among simple people as they
have never done before. It is
perhaps fanciful to suppose that
they contribute greatly to the
possibility of international
understanding. The world has
always laughed in different
languages, and will continue to
do so. The nearest approach to
universal humor at the moment
comes from America and is not
very American. Mickey Mouse
is pure cinema in the sense that
it cannot be rendered into other
terms than its own; and, if we
say that it has not quite satisfied our desire for a universal
joke, that is only because,
though a good joke, it is not
quite good enough.
— A London Critic,
in "Educational Cinematography."

THEDATE
INDUSTRY'S
BOOK
Today: Federation of the M. P. Industry,
general meeting, Park Central Hotel, New
York, 8:30 P.M.
Dee. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anNew Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza,
New nual
York.
Jan. 3:

First annual meeting of Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Baltimore Hotel,
Oklahoma
City, 10 A. M.

Jan. 4:
York.
Jan. 10:

Meeting

of

Code

Authority, New

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
A. D. Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.
Jan. 19: Meeting of S.M.P.E. board of directors, Hotel Pennsylvania,
New
York.
Jan. 20: Fifth Annual Banquet and Ball of the
Warner Club, Inc., Waldorf-Astoria Hotel,
New
Yoik.

PHIL
•

M. DALY

•

• NEWSREEL
CAMERAMEN after being buffeted
kicked around
and pushed aside
for many
years by certain pompous civic authorities
and others
in many localities
are gradually gaining the
recognition they so justly deserve
not only as makers
of reel entertainment but as recorders of real history
And now comes the flash from Chicago that Paramount newsreel has been called upon
by the police department
to aid in apprehending four desperados rated by the
Windy City cops as the most dangerous criminals at large today
Thomas J. Courtney, state's Attorney for Cook County,
is keeping secret the method whereby the newsreel will become
sleuth
but it IS known that the idea advanced by O. H.
Caldwell, former Federal Radio Commissioner
who advocates the posing of criminals before cameras in place of the
time-worn police "line-up"'
will soon be adopted in many
of the more progressive cities
• • • ANOTHER EXAMPLE of tie-in cooperation with
officers of the law comes from the RKO Hollywood
studios
where Dolores Del Rio, Ginger Rogers, Joel McCrea,
Bert Wheeler
and Robert Woolsey
have formed
the "First
Honor Traffic Club"
which is in direct contrast with
the usual mood of those who disobey traffic regulations
L. A. City Officials hailed the idea
and now all members display on their cars a tag which MEANS something because to become one of the group
you must take an
oath of allegiance
No dues
No charges
except the charge that every member value his or her
and the other fellow's
more dearly
* life, *
*
*
• •
• HERE'S A memory test for the old-timers
Who were the principals in the serial "The Trey of Hearts"?
W. E. J. Martin, Sunday editor of the Buffalo "CourierExpress,"
is askin'
and when you consider that the
paper has kept up a screenplay filing system for the past 12
years
and hasn't missed an answer yet
it IS a
question
Mister Martin has received one answer from
A. Charles Hayman, who was one of the bandits in "The Great
Train Robbery"
Hayman sez the pix was made by Imp
or someone
We're stumped
•
How about
YOU? named Swanson
*
*
*
*
• •
• HERE ARE some of the special news items that
reached our own private news desk yesterday
Irving
Hoffman, remembered as Beau Broadway on "The Morning Telegraph" and cartoonist for many local publications
has
started a movie col'm in the "Sunday American"
Nat
Levine is out in Hollywood nursing a wound over his left eye
inflicted by a bandit who invaded Nat's home during
a house party
the robbers took $100 from Mrs. Sam
Bischoff
and collected an undetermined amount of money
and jewels from Mrs. Levine, Ben Fish, Wesley Warner and
J. O. Normanly
Universal's "Counsellor at Law" has
been booked over the entire RKO circuit, in a contract which
calls for the openings to be at a midnight show
New
Year's Eve
in all RKO metropolitan area houses
it then will continue for five days
"Jack and the Beanstalk," first of the six Celebrity ComiColor cartoons, has been
booked hy Abe Fischer of Principal, to play the RKO, Warner
and Century circuits
And Walt Disney's Silly Symphony,
"Lullaby Land," will*
be held*over next
^ week^ at the Roxy
• • • RUMORS THAT the theater block in which the
Criterion and Loew's New York are located, will be rebuilt
are the Bunk
according to denials voiced by
Paramount
executives
.'.
The
whisper
when Joseph
P. Day and Peter Grimm, in charge
of thestarted
properties
ran a contest for architects
in order to secure proposed
plans for remodeling the block
and THAT'S how rumors
are born
Anna Sylvia Curran, daughter of John Curran,
the p. a.
was the 1.750.000th person to visit the Ford
Exposition of Progress on Friday
and as a result was
handed a very nifty radio set as a reward
Joe Penner
will head the stage show at the Paramount starting tomorrow.

EXPLOITETTES
Mickey Mouse Gets
Front Page Space
AS a production campaign for
the start of the Mickev
Mouse comic cartoon strip in its
columns, the St. Louis "Star
and Times" ushered in a great
teaser ad campaign which carried Mickev Mouse on the front
paee of that newspaper for an
entire week with ads ranging
from 160 to 435 lines. On the
fifth day an entire page was
devoted to the arrival in St.
Louis of Mickey Mouse, Walt
Disney's famous character. That
same afternoon a character,
seven feet tall, dressed as
Mickey Mouse, arrived in a private suite on the crack Sunshine
Special train of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad, coming direct
from Hollywood. Mickey was
met by a group of St. Louis
dignitaries and whisked to the
Coronado Hotel where he occupied the Queen Marie suite. The
following day, Saturday, the St.
Louis "Star and Times" broke
with a seven-column art display
on Mickey with the final announcement that Mickey Mouse
cartoons would be a daily feature of the paper beginning the
following Monday. On Sunday,
Mickey again was feted and attended a local football game
where he was cheered. Later
he received the following wire
from Walt Disney: "Dear
Mickey: Glad to hear you have
arranged with 'Chic' Evans to
give theater
a free next
showSaturday
at Loew's
State
for
boy and girl readers of the 'Star
and Times.' Wish could be
there with you to meet all of
our little friends."

Frank
Arch

Butler
Reeve

Dec. 28
John LeRoy Johnston
Lewis Ayres
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"QUEEN
with John
Gilbert, CHRISTINA"
Ian Keith, Lewis Stone
M-G-M
97 mins.
BRILLIANT RETURN OF GARBO IN
DISTINGUISHED HISTORICAL VEHICLE
THAT
HAS
PRESENT-DAY
APPEAL.
Garbo is back, after nearly two years'
absence, better than she ever was and in
a vehicle that has class calibre and mass
appeal. It is the story of a Swedish queen,
brought up as a boy to rule the land, but
who goes completely feminine when she
meets a Spanish envoy under romantic circumstances, the envoy taking her for a
boy and only finding out his mistake when
they are forced to double up for the night
at an inn where they are snowbound. The
situation is handled with such extreme
good taste, in the writing, acting and direction, that no one should find fault with
it. Climax comes with a forceful crescendo
as Garbo abdicates her throne for love just
before her hero, John Gilbert, is mortally
wounded in a duel with a jealous rival.
Though essentially a historical story, its
appeal reaches down to today. This, together with Garbo's grand performance,
fine supporting cast, studious direction by
Mamoulian and the highest standard in
production qualities, make it sure-fire.
Cast: Greta Garbo, John Gilbert, Ian
Keith, Lewis Stone, Elizabeth Young, C.
Aubrey Smith, Reginald Owen, Georges
Renavent, David Tcrrence, Gustav von
Seyffertitz, Ferdinant Munier.
Director, Rouben Mamoulian; Authors,
Salka Viertel, Margaret P. Levino; Adaptors, Salka Viertel, H. M. Harwood; Dialogue, S. N. Behrman; Cameraman, William
Daniels; Editor, Blanche Sewell.
Direction, Aces.
Photography, Fine.

SUBJECTS

"LADY KILLER"

with Spencer Tracy, Loretta Young, Glenda
Farrell, Walter Connolly
Columbia
75 mins.

with Mae Clarke, Margaret Lindsay
Warner Bros.
76 mins.

GRIPPING,
WITH TRACY

WITH

FORCEFUL

COLORFUL ROMANCE
GIVING AMUSING YET

PERFORMANCE.

The beauty of the story, coupled with
most convincing reading by all principals,
and artistic and forceful direction by
Frank Borzage, make this feature unusually acceptable film fare. The simple
story has been framed with plenty of atmosphere and it will hold audiences from
the outset to the last fadeout. It concerns Tracy, who alone lives in "Shanty
Town" until he meets Loretta, who is hungry and desperate. He takes her to live
in his shack, where they have as neighbors
Walter Connolly, a former preacher; Marjorie Rambeau, a sot, and Arthur Hohl, a
ne'er-do-well. Throughout the romance,
Loretta senses the unsecurity of it all,
due to Tracy's wanderlust. She tells him
that she is to have a baby, and rather than
leave her without any funds, Tracy attempts to rob a factory safe, but fails.
Later he marries Loretta and the fadeout
finds them
riding a freight car together.
Cast: Spencer Tracy, Loretta Young,
Glenda Farrell, Walter Connolly, Arthur
Hohl, Marjorie
Rambeau,
Dickie Moore.
Director, Frank Borzage; Author, Lawrence Hazard; Adaptor, Jo Swerling; Editor,
Viola Lawrence; Cameraman, Joseph August; Recording Engineer, Wilbur Brown.
Direction, Strong. Photography, Excellent.

Chic Sale in

SHORT

James Cagney in

'MAN'S CASTLE"

Greta Garbo in

"HE"

"The Old Bugler"
Paramount
20 mins.
Good Skit
"Little Miss Mischief"
Produced by Phil Ryan and diVitaphone
10 mins.
rected by Del Lord, this enjoyable
Chic Sale subject shows the characExceptional
ter comedian in the role of a bugling
An unusual "Pepper Pot" short, veteran of the Civil War. Chic is
combining ingenuity of conception
looking after an adopted kid, but
and artistic handling with a true-to- the law makes it hard for him,
life subject that will be appreciated eventually separating the pair, but
by any audience. Central charac- there is a climactic reunion, accomter is a cunning little child, left
by some heroics on the part
to amuse itself while mother is busy of Chic panied
in preventing a robbery, and
in the kitchen. With a black cat
serving as the symbolical tempter, so comes a reward and happy finish.
thing is very well handled
the kiddie gets into one scrape after Whole
and will please.
another, making it necessary each
time for mother to leave her work
Moran
and Mack
in
and rush to the kid's side. As the
mother comes on the scene, the cat
"The Freeze Out"
disappears, returning when the baby
19 mins.
has been tidied up and is ready for Educational
Satisfactory
another adventure. The skit is devoid of hokum and thereby is made
Varying in locale between an Alall the more keenly enjoyable.
askan saloon of the gold-rush days
and the devil's chamber in hell, this
one manages to squeeze out a fair
"A Modern Zeus"
General Electric
10 mins. amount of humor from a comic
poker game and a scene in purgaInteresting Industrial
tory where Mack breaks the maIntended to show how modern
chine which tells whether one is
science has learned to control light- telling the truth. Film opens with
ning so it won't put electric light song in colorful saloon setting. Mack
systems out of order, destroy build- and partner are prospectors. Moran
ings, etc., this industrial subject also staggers in with bag of gold.
has been made acceptable from an Crooked gambler aims to trim them,
entertainment standpoint. A domes- but he is hoaxed. There follows
tic setting is used for expounding a fight in which Mack, hit on the
the subject.
head, dreams he has gone to hell.

SWELL

ENTERTAINMENT

PACKED

LAUGHS, THRILLS AND
PENSE. CAGNEY AT HIS BEST.

SUS-

This one is a knockout, with James
Cagney putting over his most colorful and
amusing part to date. The story is sort
of a satirical take-off on the Hollywood
film colony and swiftly carries Cagney from
the role of a "finger man" for a bunch
of house-thieves, to the top notch of success as a movie star. In the former role,
he is the tough, hard-fisted Cagney of
old, but as a movie hero he is presented
as romantic lover, Indian chief and Italian
nobleman. In these latter disguises he puts
over his best comedy work. Starting in
as a movie usher, he soon is taken in by
the crook gang, which includes Mae Clarke.
When things get too hot for the gang in
New York, Cagney and Mae move to Hollywood. He is picked up on suspicion and
deserted by Mae. Later as a movie star
he falls in love with Margaret Lindsay, the
leading lady. Winds up with a smash thrill.
Cast: James Cagney, Mae Clarke, Margaret Lindsay, Hopton,
Henry O'Neill,
Leslie
Fenton, Russell
Raymond
Hattcn,
Douglas Dumbrille, Marjorie Gateson,
George Blackwood, Willard Robertson, Robert Elliott, William Davidson, Douglas Cosgrove, John Marston, George Chandler.
Director, Roy Del Ruth; Author, Rosalind
Keating Shaffer; Adaptors, Ben Markson,
Lillie Hayward; Scenarist, Ben Markson;
Editor, George Amy; Cameraman, Tony
Gaudio.
Direction,

Excellent.

Photography, Fine.

"Air Maniacs"
with Vince Barnett
Educational
11 mins.
Comedy and Stunts
This is less a comedy than a
compilation of spectacular air stunts
with an attempt to tie it up comically. Film, opens with view of
air stunts and voice telling pilot?
what feats to perform. In stroll?
Vince Barnett with a camera asking
permission to film the planes. Announcer says he is too busy with
folks out there (pointing to audience). Then is shown some rivalry
between a pair of pilots, winding ur>
with Barnett clambering on the tail
of one plane while dangerous stunting goes on. End is crash.
"Poppin'
The Cork"
with Milton Berle
Educational
24 mins.
Fair
Milton Berle of vaudeville and
some radio fame is featured in this
musical, but he can't do a lot with
the material. Involved storv has
Berle in college, the chief debater
for repeal and the inventor of a
carbonated cork. His sweetheart's
mother is a dry and favors another
youth. Berle sells invention and
wins girl in windup. Several production numbers are fair.
"What Does 1934 Hold"
Educational
11 mins.
Fair Novelty
Wynn. the astrologer, makes the
prophecies.
Interlocutors are male

(French production with English dialogue'
Astor Pictures
57 mins.
AMUSING COMEDY
PLAYED BY
FRENCH CAST WITH SYNCHRONIZED
ENGLISH TALK HOLDS FAIR GENERAL
APPEAL.
Because of the richly humorous and
easy-to-understand nature of the story,
based on Guy de Maupassant's "Le Rosier
de Madame Husson," this French-made
production with fitted English dialogue
makes jolly entertainment that will be
enjoyed by quite a wide circle. The plot
concerns an uncouth country lad who, in
an annual village festival, is chosen King
of Virtue when no maiden can be found
for the honor of Queen of Virtue. After
being feted, the lad gets tipsy, rides off
on the wrong bus, is unloaded in Gay
Paree, and there falls into the hands of a
vamp who does things to him. When the
boy returns home next morning he has
learned a few things about life that he
didn't know before he was crowned. The
whole thing is handled in the typical Parisian spirit of gay fun and because of the
farcical nature of the subject it is snappy
without being offensive. Bookings and exploitation, however, may find their best
medium through the arty and other small
houses. The producing company is Le
Films Ormuzd.
Cast: M. Fernandel, Francoise Rosay.
Marguerite Pierry, Marcel Simon, Marcel
Carpentier, Colette Darfeuil, Fernande
Saala.
Director, Bernard Deschamps; Author,
Guy de Maupassant; Adaptor, Russell M
Spalding; Cameraman, Nicholas Farkas.
Direction, Okay.
Photography, Good.

and female guests at a banquet
table. Topics include employment,
the Rooseveltian leadership and its
promise, outlook for war, love and
the amusement industry (even
greater changes are predicted) the
effect of Russian recognition, and
other items. Interpretations are occasionally complicated, and hedge a
bit.
"The Sunny South"
Pleasing
(Terry-Toon)
Educational
6 mins.
Satisfactory vocal and musical
accompaniment combined with a
well-developed idea makes this a
pleasant cartoon. Animation shows
cotton picking scenes and then home
of gay nies.
negro
pickaninSimon mammy
Legree and
is introduced
and there follows a hot pursuit, in"luding a chase over the ice a la
Uncle Tom, in which he first tries
to seize one of the pickaninnies and
then goes after the mammy.
Dr. Rockwell in
"Rock-A-Bye"
Vitaphone
11 mins.
Amusing Nonsense
In another batch of his typical
tomfoolery, Doc Rockwell, the vaude- 4—
ville headliner, hands out enough
good laughs to keep folks quite well
amused. The act builds up to a slapstick finish in which the room tumbles down on the Doc for a fadeout.
Title comes from an automatic
rocker which the Doc is trying to
sell.
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165 NOMINATIONS

AMENDMENT OF NRA
LIKELY IN CONGRESS

FOR THE 'TEN BEST'
(Continued from Page

1)

and is in addition to the 10 selected
as the top best.
Compilation of the votes indicates
a neck and neck run between several
pictures for the eighth, ninth and
tenth positions on the list. Lastminute ballots received in the next
few days will tell the tale.

Flinn Made Secretary
Of the Code Authority
(Continued from Page 1)

he is expected to resign as president of the A.M.P.A.
Flinn has been in various advertising and exploitation capacities in
the film industry for a number of
years, mostly with Paramount,
where he is now connected.
Disney Drawings on View
In conjunction with the showing
of Walt Disney's Silly Symphony,
"The Night Before Christmas," the
Radio City Music Hall is exhibiting
six original Walt Disney drawings
used in the production of this picture. The short, a United Artists
release, will be held over a second
week.
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Buffalo— The State Court of ApDenver — Mrs. Helen Sullivan, inspector at the Columbia exchange,
peals has upheld a decision of the
fatally injured in an auto accident, Supreme Court and Appellate dividied this week.
sion which rendered a verdict of
$10,261.67 in favor of the Lock City
New Britain, Conn. — The Riaito Theaters, Inc., owners of the Palace,
theater building has been purchased Lockport, against the Lockport Enat auction by Lucien Nowinski for
terprises, Inc., former tenants, for
back rent and legal expenses.
$16,100.
Grand Rapids, Mich. — Park theBuffalo — Nathan Boasberg, manater, North Park, has reopened with
ager of the Mayfair, has been acdouble features following alteraquitted of a charge of permitting
tions.
the sale of indecent literature in
his house.
Madison, Wis. — Articles of incorporation have been filed here by the
Seattle — The Roxy has gone
Madomar Theater Co. Incorporators
are Glenn W. Stephens, C. E. Mor- double feature, the second downtown theater to inaugurate the polken and E. I. Cooper.
icy within the month.
Jacksonville, Fla. — John L. Crovo,
Bremerton, Wash. — David Dodd is
veteran showman of the southeast,
has been transferred from here to managing the Tar, owned by B. F.
the Paramount in Miami. He re- Shearer. Joe Bradt, former manager, has purchased the Bagdad in
places Vernon Hunter, Miami city Portland,
Ore.
manager, who goes to Tampa in the
same capacity. Local vancancy is
being filled by John N. Thomas, forMiss. Tax Receipts Up
fices. merly with the Orlando Sparks ofJackson, Miss. — The state amusement tax for the first 22 days of
Buffalo — Basil Brady and Emmett December was $2,000 over the same
Weekly have started a new ex- period in November, according to
change at 265 Franklin St., known sion.
records at the State Tax Commisas Ace Films.

f

OR more than thirty years, the most
/'or
J women of the cinema world and
placed their seal of approval upon the
Tecla. It is in keeping with this tradition

now presents its newest creation, the
Culture Pearls — treasures of the sea,
Mr. Oyster himself and destined for
than to complement the loveliness

(Continued from Page 1)

houses that NRA codes are tending toward monopolistic tendencies
to the detriment of small businesses.
Whether General Johnson's acceptance of Senator Nye's proposal
for a tries
special
of small induswill halt board
this sentiment
could
not be forecast. Some members of
the upper house are of the opinion
that this board should be delegated
with its powers by Congress itself,
and its members appointed by them,
but there is some fear that this procedure might lay the whole NRA
open to legislative attack to the detriment of this phase of recovery
machinery at this time, and consequentlysupport.
would not receive administration

Pete Harrison Resigns
As Federation Head
(Continued from Page f)

tral. His withdrawal from the office,
he explained, is due to the fact that
the work which induced him to accept the post — that of drafting the
industry code — has been completed.
Harrison's successor will be elected by the
board
directors at aFederation's
meeting to be
held ofsoon
in New York. About 25 members
attended last night's session.

smartly dressed
society have
creations of
that Tecla

world's finest
produced by
no other fate
of a beautiful

woman! Exquisitely matched necklaces, of unsurpassable color and orient, are priced from $50 to $15,000.

Wvcla
CULTURE
NOW

PEARLS

AT 608

FIFTH AVENUE

AT 49th STREET, NEW
(Adjacent To

YORK

Rockefeller Center)

Tecla Culture Pearls also set with genuine diamonas
in modern mountings of gold or platinum, in Rings,
Earrings, Bracelets, Studs and other Jewel Pieces.

I n t i m a t 2m n Cfia'r acter
Internationa! Tn Scope
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660,900 Loew Shares Divided; 130,000 to W. E.

NEGATIVE COSTS AT HIGHEST LEVEL SAYSJIANNINI
Monogram

Boosting 1934-35 Schedule to 36 Features

Johnston
Says Tentative
Plans Call for Eight
More Than '33-34
Tentative plans for Monogram's
1934-35 production line-up set a
schedule of 36 pictures, which is
eight more than the company has
on its current program, W. Ray
Johnston told Film Daily yesterday. Types of stories will be decided by answers to 110 questionnaires sent out to all Monogram
franchise holders, branch managers
(Continued

on

Page

8)

FOX STUDIOACTIVITY
GOES INTO HIGH GEAR
West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — With plans for the
Fox 1934-35 program now definitely
taking shape, following recent conferences between Sdiney R. Kent
and Winfield R. Sheehan, plant activity is running at unusually high
speed.
Following
his completion
(Continued
on Page 8) of "Com-

Saenger Takes Over
Kennington's Stock
New Orleans — Federal Judge
Wayne G. Borah has granted Saenger Theaters permission to take over
150 shares of Kennington-Saenger
stock from R. E. Kennington,
a
(Continued

on

Page

8)

Flinn Continues Ampa Post
John C. Flinn will remain as president
of the A.M. P. A. notwithstanding his
appointment as executive secretary of
the Code Authority, he announced
yesterday at a closed meeting of ths
association at which over 60 members
were
present.
"IttoTs devote
possibleas that
wKI not
be able
much I
time to the A.M. P. A. as I have heretofore, but your officers are capabla
of carrying on all business matters
and I shall give all the time possible
to furthering the interests of the organization," he said.

Ampa Holding Exhibit of Motion Picture Ads
A public exhibition of motion picture advertising art will be held late in January
at the Hotel Astor under the auspices of the A.M. P. A., it was announced at yestersaid: day's meeting of the association. In addressing the members, President John C. Flinn
"Too much attention is focused on individual instances of objectionable ads and
too little on the real, artistic, constructive advertising lay-outs made and published
by our advertising departments and agencies. We will organize immediately to bring
this exhibition
to a successfull
termination."
Further details of the exhibit will be announced at next week's meeting of the
association.

ALLIED UNITS SUBMIT ENTIRE (U' PROGRAM
TO CODE AUTHORITY SET WITHIN 2 WEEKS
Despite their announced dissatisfaction with the industry code, various Allied units are submitting to
the Code Authority nominations for
membership in the local zoning and
arbitration boards which will be set
up immediately. Up to the present
none of the units affiliated with the
national exhibitor association
has
(Continued

on

Pnpc

8)

Alabama Court Upholds
Erpi Equipment Contract

Sound equipment leased by a
third party to the tenant operator
of a theater is not subject to a
landlord's lien for rentals owing by
the tenant to the landlord and may
not be attached by the landlord in
(Continued

on

Page

8)

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Within two weeks,
when Carl Laemmle Jr. is to sail
for Europe, the entire Universal
program for 1933-34 will be set.
Nineteen features already are in the
exchanges, nine more virtually ready
for production
in January and the
{Continued on Page 8)

In an effort to turn out the best
possible product, Coast studios are
currently spending more money on
negatives than ever before in the
history of the business, Dr. A. H.
Giannini, banker, told The Film
Daily yesterday following his arrival in New York. He esfjinafeftd
that the companies are spending between
$120,000,000 and $125,000,000
(Continued on Page 8)

"TOPAZE"RATED BEST
BY BOARDOF REVIEW

"Topaze", an RKO production
starring John Barrymore, is rated
the best film of the year by the
Committee on Exceptional Photoplays of the National Board of Re"Wonder Bar" as 2-a-Day;
view of Motion Pictures, which yes100 Roadshow Premieres
terday announced its annual selection of the 10 best American and
"Wonder Bar," new Warner mus10
best
foreign pictures of the year.
ical with Al Jolson, is intended for
;wo-a-day showing at the Hollywood In rating "Topaze" first, the Committee
says it considered
Theater on Broadway, according to
(Continued
on Page 8) the picthe company's home office. After the
New York premiere, the picture will
Thomas, Gluckman Likely
play 100 simultaneous roadshow enFor M.P. Federation Post
gagements in key cities.
A successor to P. S. Harrison,
who has resigned as president of
the Federation of the M. P. Industry, will be elected by its executive
committee
at a luncheon today at

Film Securities Noteholders
Share in Loew Stock Division

Holders of notes of Film Securities Corp., owning the controlling
block of 660,900 shares of Loew
common stock, yesterday received a
Melbourne, Australia — Completion pro-rata division of the shares, with
of the 1,000-seat Melbourne Coffee Western Electric getting the biggest block, 130,000 shares, which
Palace gives this city its third all- represents 9 per cent of the outBritish movie theater. House is unstanding common stock. Noteholdder control of Associated British
ers, including 17 banks and corporabought the shares at auction
Theaters and will play only Gau- on Dec.tions,
19. Film Securities had been
nont-British, A.T.P., Gainsborough
in default on the notes since April 1.
and B.I. P. releases.

Melbourne Now Has Three
All-British Film Houses

Studios Spend More Than
Ever in Aim for Good
Films, Says Banker

(Continued

on

Page

8)

"Ten Best" Distributed
With the ballots of more than 360
leading motion picture critics already
in, assuring a new record vote in the
annual Ten Best Pictures poll conducted
by The Film Daily preliminary, indications are that the winning pictures will
be divided among a greater number of
producers than in most previous seasons.
Whereas last year the ten winning places
were won by only five companies, at
least seven and possibly eight producers
are expected to be represented this year.
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Dec. 31 : Motion Picture Salesmen's twelfth anNew Year's Dinner-Dance, Hotel Plaza.
New nual
York.
Jan. 3:

First annual meeting of Theater Owners of Oklahoma, Oklahoma Baltimore Hotel,
Oklahoma
City, 10 A. M.

Jan. 4:
York.

Meeting

Jan. 10:

Hearings on theatrical poster exchange code, under Division Administrator
Whiteside,
Washington,
D. C.

A.

0.

of

Code

Authority, Now

More than 150 of Mervyn LeRoy's male friends, so-called, put him in an iron cage in a
ballroom of the Hotel Astor last night and gave him about three hours of direction
surpassing anything Mervyn ever gave to an actor or actress. The boys paid big
dough, too, to do it. If Mervyn had known in advance what he was in for, he would
have paid the lads twice as much to lay off. Journalistic discretion prevents our
naming the culprits, and postal regulations make it impossible to give even an inkling
of their droll deeds. At an early hour this morning the gang, convinced that Mervyn
still intended to go through with his marriage to Doris Warner on Tuesday, gave him
up as totally lost, and so released him.

20th Century Signs Simon Hays Office Not to Make
As Eastern Publicity Head Code Board Nominations
Appointment of Bernard Simon
as eastern publicity representative
of 20th Century Pictures was announced yesterday by Joseph M.
Moskowitz, New York representative and treasurer. Simon, a wellknown legit publicist and former
newspaperman, will work in cooperation with Harry Brand, west coast
publicity representative, and with
Hal Home, United Artists advertising and publicity chief.

The Hays association will steer
clear of submitting nominations for
the local zoning and grievance
boards to be appointed by the Code
Authority. The law committee of
the organization, comprising the
general counsels of member companies, isnow working on an analysis of the code for study by branch
managers
and other distribution officials.

G

Europe.
GENE RAYMOND and his mother and GILFERT ROLAND sail on the Bremen tonight for
WARNER OLAND, accompanied by Mrs.
Oland, left this week for Mexico and Guatemala,
where
he owns
considerable
land.
J. R. LEVEE, connected with Warners in
Buffalo and father of Paulette Goddard, new
leading
for Charlie Chaplin, is in New
York
forwoman
a visit.
FRANCES MARION, M-G-M writer, will
arrive in New
York tomorrow
for a vacation.
MONCKTON HOFFE, British journalist and
playwright, signed by M-G-M as a scenarist,
arrived from England yesterday on the Majestic and will leave for the coast within a
few days.
He is stopping at the Warwick.
J. S. BERKOWITZ, Majestic franchise holder
for California, Arizona and Nevada, arrived
from
the coast
yesterday.
DR. A. H. GIANNINi returns to the coast
next week
after a brief visit in New
York.
CARL

LAEMMLE,

JR., sails from New

York

in about two weeks for a vacation abroad.
Marx Brothers Not Committed
COSMAN leaves New York next week
To set at rest various rumors forJACK
Gregory Ratoff to Star in Play
a trip to the Coast.
West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
about contracts supposed to have
LEBEDEFF has arrived in New York
Hollywood — Gregory Ratoff, back been signed by the Marx Brothers fromIVAN
the Coast.
for
their
next
picture,
Groucho
from New York to appear in RKO's
GEORGES BATCHELLER and Attorney Arthur
"I Loved an Actress," has bought Marx announced yesterday that they Schwartz
leave New York Wednesday for the
dramatic rights to the novel, "Job," are not definitely committed to any Coast.
by Jacob Roth, and will return to producing company at present.
New York to appear in a stage verJohn Barrymore Feature
sion of it about the end of FebBusby Berkeley to Direct
ruary. Edward Chodorov, scenarist West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Heads RKO Jan. Releases
Hollywood — Busby Berkeley, who
and author of "Wonder Boy," is
dramatizing the book.
John Barrymore in "Long Lost
staged the ensembles for several of
the year's big musicals, has been Father" heads the RKO release
4-Month Cruise for Mervyn LeRoys made
a full director by Warners on schedule for January. It is set for
"Dames."
national release Jan. 19. El BrenFollowing their marriage on Tuesday, Mr. and Mrs. Mervyn LeRoy
Durante
in
Fox
Picture
del and ZaSu Pitts in "The Meanwill sail Jan. 4 on the Empress of
est Gal in Town," with Pert KelBritain for a four-month world West Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Hollywood — Jimmy Durante has ton, is set for Jan. 12, and "Wild
cruise. The bride is Doris Warner,
been obtained by Fox for George Birds," with Tom Brown, Jean
daughter of H. M. Warner.
White's "Scandals," to replace Jack Parker and ZaSu Pitts goes out
Haley, who is ill.
Jan. 26.
Warners Sign "British Cagney"

West Coast Bureau of THE

FILM

DAILY

Hollywood — Esmund Knight, London stage and screen star who is>
known as the "English James Cagney," has been signed by WarnerFirst National studios and will probably play with Leslie Howard in
"British Agent."
Laemmle on Air Tomorrow Night
Carl Laemmle will be on the air
tomorrow night at 11:30 Eastern
Standard Time, over a national NBC
hookup.
New Chicago House Opens
Chicago — The Hyde Park theater,
South Shore neighborhood house,
opened this week. The new house,
owned by George and Harold Gollos, cost $50,000.

"Red Riding Hood" Becomes "Wolf"
Walt Disney's new Silly Symphony, formerly called "Little Red
Riding Hood," has been re-titled
"The Big Bad Wolf." Popularity
achieved by the song, "Who's Afraid
change.
of the Big Bad Wolf," led to the

"Samarang" 3 Weeks in Philly
Philadelphia — "Samarang," United
Artists release produced by B. F.
Zeidman, has completed a threeweek run at the Europa. Local
newspapers played up the run with
the
fact city.
that the producer was born
in this

"Daily News" Fans Pick 10 Best
New York "Daily News" readers,
through the column headed "Voice
Another for T. & D. Jr.
of the People" in that publication,
Martinez, Cal. — The Avalon has are giving their lists of the "Ten
Pictures of 1933." This makes
been sold by J. N. Tocchini to T. Best
about the 35th newspaper in the
& D., Jr., Enterprises, who will
lections. conducting "Ten Best" semodernize the theater before re- country
opening.
Lowell Thomas Finishes Novel
New M-G-M Manager in Italy
Lowell Thomas, having already
J. Bedini has become manager of
M-G-M distribution in Italy, with won fame via radio and shorts, has
It's
He has sue- now finished his first novel.
headquarters in Rome.
ceeded Fritz Curioni.
called "Singapore Girl."

Order Sale of 3 Theaters
St. Louis — Federal Judge Davis
yesterday ordered a foreclosure sale
of the Ambassador, Missouri, and
New Grand Central Theater Building and their furnishings to satisfy
a defaulted bond issue. This action will not interfere with the operation of the theaters under leases
from the Federal Court Receiver.
Mayfair in New Orleans
New Orleans — Mayfair established direct distribution here this week
when T. O. Tuttle of Atlanta took
over his office in the suite occupied
by Goodrow Attractions. Goodrow,
which has taken over Astor and
Amity and is preparing to sell the
Bank Night premium idea, will have
physical distribution of .Mayfair
while Tuttle sells and books.

Flood

Hits

N. W.

Houses

Seattle — Flood waters raging throughout areas of western Washington are
reported to have hindered operation of
the Kent theater, Kent, operated by
Roy Czarney; S. Danz's Granada at
Auburn, and theaters in Centralia, Aberdeen, and other
communities.
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TIMELY TOPICS

EXPLOITETTES

Author Gives Impressions
Of the Movie Capital

Weil-Rounded Campaign

r\T doesn't

take long to get acclimated in Hollywood — conversationally speaking. A few
sentences go a long way and a
quick ear makes it possible to
sound like an old resident after
three days. To start a conversation, all you do is ask: "Are
you working on a picture now?"
That will bring forth an uninterrupted flood of talk which requires no response but an attentive look. A movie is either
"the greatest picture of all
time" or "it's awful;" references to people could be boiled
down to "she (he) is a lovely
person" or "he (she) is a bad
actor, director, producer or
writer." But if you really want
to appear to be in the swim,
there is the phrase that runs
like a refrain through all the
talk; "So and so's option has
(hasn't) been taken up." Another advantage of Hollywood
is that you can really get away
from a party by mentioning the
fact that you have to be at work
early the next morning. In New
York no one pays attention to
a woman who uses that excuse
— a working girl is nothing but
a party breaker-upper. Of
course, this habit of early morning rising has its drawbacks for
someone who really likes being
a night hawk. I realized that
at the first party I went to.
Practically everyone had left by
midnight. However, forewarned by -disillusioned friends in
New York I didn't really expect anything more exciting
than I found. Certainly there
was no wild gayety; the guests
were models of propriety and
sobriety. Don't believe anyone
who tells you etiquette has no
place in the Hollywood home.
Seating a dinner in the capital
of the film industry is more complicated even than the same task
in the capital of the nation. In
the latter, you only have to
think of precedence, in the former you have to take love into
account — well, love, or the latest
gossip about it. It seems to be
the thing to seat newly married
couples beside each other. By
the time the orange blossoms
have begun to get a little frayed, a hostess has to remember to
link up the three angles of a
triangle, for the husband and
wife and the wife's acknowledged admirer make up a happy
and inseparable trio.
— Alice-Leone Moats.
Another "Ten Best" List
Adolphe Menjou and Michael Farmer
made the headlines with photographs
yeste'dav as two of the "Ten Best" —
world's best-dressed men — as picked by
leading tailors of London, New York
and Hollywood. And the Prince of
Wales wasn't on the list.

PHIL H DALY
•

• • NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS
have one outstandrirt':'-.ing virtue it's the kick you get out of breaking them
Producers resolve to make only Class A pix
and then
gloat with glee when they okay a Class B story and it accidentally turns out to be a knockout
Publicity men resolve
to tell the truth and nothing but the truth
and then
when a palooka is sent in from the coast
they drain
the worn out Thesaurus
of every synonym
for "Colossal'*
Exhibitors resolve to play only up-to-the-minute shows
and house
rub their
breaks the
record palms with rapture when a "revival"
$
$
$
$
• •
• LAST NIGHT after a pre-New Year's party
we had a dream
in which every film executive stood at
attention
with his right hand lifted to the High Heaven
and each made a resolution
some with a blush
some with a whisper
some in loud sonorous
tones
Merlin H. Aylesworth resolved to tell the world
his television secret
Harry Warner, to have six pix in
the 1934 Film Daily Ten Best Poll
Dick Rowland, to get
more aces, kings and queens
W. Ray Johnston, to nail
up his secret panel
Abram F. Myers, to march in the
next NRA parade
Harold B. Franklin, to learn how to
play "Casino"
Harry H. Thomas, to work 12 instead of
16 hours a day
Adolph Zukor, to have everybody GO
mae WEST
James R. Grainger, to buy a private airplane for side trips
Winnie Sheehan, to settle down in
Great Neck
John C. Flinn, not to let his Code Authority
duties prevent his attendance at ALL A. M. P. A. meetings.
*
*
*
*
• • • NICHOLAS SCHENCK, to quit showing snapshots of his new baby daughter
Major Thompson, to
switch to Mumm's
E. W. Hammons, to learn navigation
Bob Sisk, to will his first-edition library to us
"Roxy," to put a nine-hole golf course on the roof of the Music
Hall
Saul E. Rogers, to hunt things other than Paramount assets
Sidney R. Kent, to find a film problem he
can't solve ....... Howard Dietz, to quit playing the piano after
midnight
Jack Cohn, to quit gloating over "Lady for
a Day"
Grad Sears, to discover a horse from which you
CAN'T fall off
Mervyn LeRoy, to take a sea-sick remedy before he goes canoeing
Col. Jack Alicoate, to hand
out GOOD cigars the next time he runs for councilman
Gabe Yorke, to go to the circus only ONCE, this winter ........
George J. Schaefer, to quit trying to buy up all of Westchester
Charlie Einfeld, to learn to play stud
James A.
FitzPatrick, to accompany Byrd on the next Arctic expedition
Eddie Golden, to let someone
else be the "banker"
Hal Home, to buy a first edition of Old Joe Miller's
joke book
*
*
*
*
• •
• WILL H. HAYS, to carry-on, at full speed
Walt Disney, to duplicate last year's success
Al Lichtman, to look into the private lives of other kings
Louis
Nizer, not to shame other speakers at the dais with his eloquence Carl Laemmle, to give us more pix with Margaret Sullavan as the star
Major Edward Bowes, to
erect a canopy for those who have to stand in line to see his
shows
Amedee J. Van Beuren, to invite us to his Carmel
estate
Ed Kuykendall, to study the fishing and hunting
laws of Mississippi and George Brown, to answer the
telephone
*
*
*
*
• • • AND AS for this col'm
we resolve to print
EVERYTHING that is sent, phoned or told to us
if the
boss will give us seven more columns of space each day
we resolve to quit kiddin' in 1983
and we resolve not to
write another blurb like this
until next year
HAPPY NEW YEAR!

«
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on "Henry VIII"
£OUIS
GOLDSTEIN,
manager
of the
Parkway, Madison,
Wis., plugged the opening of
"The Private Life of Henry
VIII," the United Artists release, with a well rounded exploitation campaign. The front
of the theater was effectively
decorated with an attractive array of striking 8 x 10 and 11 x
14 lobby accessories. From the
24 sheet gotten out on the picture, Goldstein, secured two
large cut-out figures and mounted them on eompo board. These
were placed in prominent corners of the lobby and at night
they were illuminated by 1,000
watt lights. In addition to a
radio tie-up with Station WIBA
in which mention of "The Private Life of Henry VIII" at the
Parkway, was made three
times a day, Goldstein placed
500 specially prepared menu
cards in all leading restaurants. The front page of the
menu card carried a 6 x 10
inch ad on the picture. More
than 50 tire covers were placed
on taxi cars and 5,000 heralds,
distributed by a local advertising company, covered the city
in a house to house campaign.
Passes were wrapped in cake
and bread distributed by one of
the leading baking companies.
This stunt also accounted for
generous portions of space for
window displays in all of the
company's store windows. All
in all "The Private Life of
Henry VIII" chalked up such
splendid business, partly due to
the clever showmanship on the
part of Goldstein, that it was
held over for additional playing
time.
— Louis Goldstein,
Madison, Wise.
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OF THE DAY

Canton, O. — G. B. Odium, man- Jack Courtney, formerly of Paramount and RKO. First release,
ager of the Palace, is leaving Jan. 1.
"Damaged Lives," will reopen the
Dedham, Mass. — The Community Libertyment onunder
Jan. 5.L. M. Ashe managetheater has been returned to the
Community Playhouse, Inc., by JulYoungstown, O. — Princess, dark
ius Joelson. Stanley Sumner, formerly of the University theater in for more than a year, has been acquired and reopened by Stefan
Cambridge, is buying films for the
house.
Grapa with musical comedy and
vaudeville. Pictures go in later.
Wakefield, R. I.— C. & C. Amuse- Ralph Pitzer will assist in the manment Corp. has been incorporated agement.
* *
*
by Julius G. Robinson, Morris BerMiddletown, O.— Ed C. Paul, for
ick and Gertrude Hughes.
years with the Gus Sun Agency,
Edward Luddy, Monogram direcThelma Todd and Suzanne Kaaren
tor, has changed his name back to
is now managing the
will appear in the Buddy DeSylva the original
Boston — Clarence Robbins of Wor- Springfield,
Edward Ludwig.
Strand and Paramount here.
cester will manage the Coolidge
* *
*
musical, "Bottoms
* * Up,"* for Fox.
theater when it opens
First National has completed the Corner
Dec. 30.
Oil City, Pa. — Bill Peacock has
M-G-M has engaged The Four
been assigned the management of
of "Registered Nurse" with the
Mills Brothers for "Operator 13," in cast
the Drake,
one of the Harris Amusewhich Marion Davies and Gary addition of Gordon Westcott, Beument houses.
Boston — Jack Goldstein, RKO pubBondi, Renee Whitney, Virginia
Cooper will appear. The company lah
licist,
received
a
watch
from
Buddy
Minna Gombell, Milton Kibbee,
also has signed Shirley Ross, singer Sale,
Sidney Toler and Fuzzy Knight. Rogers
in appreciation
for exploitaSharon, Pa. — John Muller has retion in the
Hub.
with Gus Arnheim's orchestra, on Alan Dinehart has been added to
ments. opened the Gable after improvea term contract.
* *
*
"A Very Honorable
Detroit — L. A. Hart, formerly
* * Guy."
*
with Sennett, has taken over the
Herman Timberg's original story,
St. Petersburg, Fla. — Harry G.
It is not true that nudists will be Cozy, downtown house, from Nat
Griffin has returned as manager of
"Employment Agency for Stooges,"
son.
and
Carl
Kaufman.
Nat
Kaufman
east for roles in John Galsworthy's
has been acquired by M-G-M.
* *
*
Sparks' Plaza, succeeding Bub Alli"The Skin Game."
Tom Francis, brother of Hugh
Simile — As conspicuous as a
Herbert, has been added to the cast
Boston — Waldron's Casino has
Daytona Beach, Fla. — A. E. FreeHouse of David member in a nudist opened with pictures and stage
man is to reopen the Kingston.
of "Ten Baby Fingers," the Charlie colony.
shows.
Murray and George Sidney two* *
*
reeler which Jules White is directSt. Cloud, Fla. — Joseph Douglas,
ing for Columbia. The story is an
from Miami, is the new manager of
Warren, O. — Les Bowser has been the
Among the former Los Angeles
Granada.
original by John W. Grey and is sport editors and writers who are
manager of the local Harbeing supervised by Zion Myers. now studio press agents are Harry appointed
ris Amusement theater, replacing
Dorothy Grainger and Harry Woods Brand, Arch Reeve, Howard StrickKen Hohl, shifted to St. Mary's, Pa.
complete the cast.
ling, Francis Perrett, Nat Dyches,
Warner-First National
Ralph Huston and Hal Roberts.
Chicago — Moe Levy, Fox exReleasing 5 in January
Back in 1914, John LeRoy Johnson,
change manager, has named Leo
"I believe 'The Three Little Pigs' Universal publicity pilot, was a Shaure head shipper. He was formFive
Warner-First National prois probably the most successful of sport cartoonist on the St. Paul
erly in the poster department.
ductions will be generally released
all anti-depression measures," said
Mrs. Marion Savage Sabin, in pre- "Daily News."*
*
*
in
January.
The pictures are "The
St. Joseph, Mo. — Dr. Charles
Shakedown," with Charles Farsenting to Walt Disney the "PaGieger has purchased a factory Big
Kay Francis is the most popular building in the suburban part of rell, Bette Davis and Ricardo Corrents' Magazine" medal for distinguished service to children. Toast- star in the Argentine, according to the city and will rebuild it into a tez, Jan. 6; "Easy To Love," with
Adolphe Menjou, Genevieve Tobin,
It is expected to be finished Mary Astor and Edward Everett
Miguel Tato,
Mundo,"
Buenos
Aires, of
whotheis "El
visiting
the theater.
within the next ten weeks.
studios. At Warner Bros., Associate
Horton,ringJan.
13;Barthelmess,
"Massacre," starRichard
with
Gov't Films Being Booked Producer Robert Presnell, who
Four Months in Advance speaks Spanish fluently acted as in- sold
St. Joseph, Mo. — Gene Weiss has
Ann Dvorak,
20; with
"Hi, Nellie!"
his interests in the Lincoln starring
PaulJan.
Muni,
Glenda
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
terpreter for the visitor.
man.
theater
to
his
partner
Leonard
GoldFarrell
and
Kathryn
Sergava
fea* *
*
Washington — Demand from educational institutions, engineering
tured,
Jan.
20,
and
"Bedside,"
with
Warren William, Jean Muir and
By the way, George Folsey, consocieties and civic organizations for
New Orleans — Lyall Shields has Kathryn Sergava, Jan. 27.
juror of the camera and a demon
films distributed by the Bureau of
exchange at 218 S. Lib"Convention City" has been bookMines, Department of Commerce, tennis and golf player, like his old openedertyanfor Weldon
Pictures. Will
has reached the point where subjects doubles teammate, Karl Struss, shot handle specials with exploitation by
ed for simultaneous New Year's
a
hole-in-one
at
the
Bel-Air
club.
Eve premieres in 75 key city houses
are being booked three and four
throughout the country.
months ahead, according to M. F.
Leopold, supervising engineer in
Sales Talk in India
Strand's January Bookings
charge of the film activities. GreatGenteel solicitude and polite persuasion, instead of high-pressure tactics, characterize
er demand has come from educaFollowing tonight's premiere of
film selling methods in India, judging by the following excerpt from a letter accomtional institutions and students who,
"Lady Killer," bookings at the New
panying a product circular sent out by the Halmook Film Corp. of Calcutta:
York
Strand for January have been
due to financial stress, cannot visit
"Accept our Puja greetings with this special issue of our bulletin. In it you will
find details of some of the gem-films, which, we trust, you will not miss to book early.
set by Warners in the following
mines and industrial plants and so
We have picked up, from the whole lot at present with us, the best ones for your
are utilizing the films as substitutes
order: "Easy to Love," with Adolphe
convenience and guidance and we have every hope that they will give you entire satisMenjou, Genevieve Tobin, Mary
for these trips, says Leopold. The
faction after you have shown them in your house. You will, undoubtedly, appreciate
this endeavor of ours, as you get all the necessary information from these issues and
Astor and Edward Everett Horton;
Bureau now has more than 2,500
your expert eyes will not fail to realize the merits of our pictures. We assure you
reels in its library. The pictures are
"Massacre," starring Richard Baronce more that every one of them is full of human interest and unique in its perproduced with funds appropriated
thelmess, and "Bedside," with Warren William.
by various industries.

master Dr. Rufus B. von KleinSmid,
W/ILLIAM ANTHONY McGUIRE president of the University of
has begun the adaptation of Southern California, declared Disney's pictures afforded a daily
"Little Man, What Now?" the Hans Christmas and that children would
Fallada novel which Frank Borzage vote Disney Santa Claus.
* *
*
will direct for Universal with Margaret Sullavan and Lew Ayres
Francis Lederer, between pictures
starred. Production starts Jan. 8.
* *
*
at RKO, will return to the stage in
Otto Kruger and Ruth Channing Los Angeles, in a revival of his New
York hit, "Autumn Crocus," to be
will appear in M-G-M's "Men in staged at the El Capitan early next
White," with Myrna Loy and Clarke month.
Gable.
* *
*
HOLLYWOOD

fection."
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MONOGRAM BOOSTING
1934-35 SCHEDULE
(Continued from Page 1)

and salesmen in the field. The
questionnaires will serve as a check
en the most popular and saleable
pictures made by the company during the past eight months. Results
will act as the basis upon which
will be selectnext year's material
ed. No shorts will be included on
the new Monogram line-up. According to present plans, the annual
Monogram convention will be held
in March.

Entire "U" Program
Set Within 2 Weeks
(Continued from Page 1)

being detereight now les
remaining mined.
together
The Laemm
with James R. Grainger, Henry
Henigson, Frank Mastroly and
Dale Van Every are now in daily
conferences.
Besides taking a vacation,
Laemmle Jr. will survey foreign
studios and conditions with a view
on Universal's
to definitely decid:ng
participation in production abroad.
Laemmle Sr. initiated a number of
projects while on his last trip to
the other side.

Friday, Dec. 29, 1933

Short Shots from Eastern Studios
By CHAS.
J-fELENed byMORGAN
has
been
signAll Star Productions,
headed by Chester Erskin, for a featured part
Johnie,"to
the first
of inthe"Frankie
series ofand
features
be produced and directed by Ersk:n at the Biograph studios. Production is sehedulde to get under
way about the first of February.

Sam Sax, production head at the
Brooklyn Vitaphone studio, was
host to a group of newsboys who
won the Annual Newsboy's Contest
eponsored by the "Evening Express,"
"Press-Herald" and "Sunday Telegram,," of Portland, Maine. The
Portland newsboys visited the studio yesterday and witnessed production on "Let's Play Post Office," a two-reel "Broadway Brevities" starring Lillian Roth. Ben
Blue, Jane and Goodman Ace, Janet
Reade, Charles Judels and other
Vitaphone stars were on hand to
entertain the neivsboys.

ALICOATE ■
studio. Having spent time in
Alaska years ago, Staub will be
right at home in the cold weather
that now jrrevails in New York,
where exteriors will be shot. Supporting Blue in the short are Shemp
Howard, Russell Hicks, Harry Morey, Dorothy Dare and Hugh Cameron. Title of the short is "Mush."
Blue was recently given a three-year
contract by Vitaphone.

Reports that Buddy Rogers will
and will not get that new cigarette commercial on WABC are all
news to the screen star. Rogers is
at present on a vaudeville tour that
will keep him away for several
weeks or until his opening at the
Paradise in New York, Jan. 16, and
all he knows about it is that he
took an audition which the sponsors seemed to like.

COST OF NEGATIVES
AT TOP--GIANNINII!
(Continued from Page 1)

a year on production, compared with
a slightly higher figure in the boom
period tures
when
considerably more picwere made.
Giannini returns to the Coast next
week.

"Topaze'? Rated Best
By Board
of 1)Review
(Continued
from Page
hire's "excellence of production and
Jchn Barrymore's memorable characterization" which "exercises remarkably the true function of comedy in cutting deep into the oddities of human nature that makes
life what it is." The Committee has
made a departure this year in adding a short picture to its list, because it believes the work of Walt
Disney, particularly in his Silly
Symphonies, is one of the important
contributions to the cinematic art
of the world. The films chosen are,
order:n
in alphabeticalAmerica

"Berkeley Square," "Cavalcade,"
Al Christie, who is spending the "Little
Women," "Mama Loves
holidays in Florida, will return the
Papa,"
"The
Pied Piper" (Disney
first of the year, after which he
cartoon), Fair,"
"She Done Him Wrong,"
will start work on the next of the "State
"Three Cornered
Lulu McConnell is writing the series of shorts starring Ernest
plot for her next short herself. It Truex for Educational release. Moon," "Topaze,"
Foreign"Zoo In Budais the first time she has ever work- Work will be done at the Eastern
Fox Studio Activity
ed on a complete story, although she Service studio in Astoria.
"Hertha's Erwacben" (Hertha's
Goes Into High Gear has "doctored" practically all her
scripts. The scene of the short will
(Continued from Page 1)
Awakening), "Ivan," "M," "Morgenbe laid in a radio studio.
rot" (Dawn), "Niemandsland" (Hell
ing Out Party," Jesse L. Lasky
T.
Robert
"Poil De Carotte" (The
on
plans a trip abroad.
Joe Nadel was more than a guest RedEarth),
Head), "The Private Life of!
at the opening of the Biograph stu
Kane will produce "Music in the
Alaskan atmosphere will serve as dios Wednesday. The studio is an Henry VIII," "Quatorze Juillet"
Air" following "George White's
Express,"
14th),
(July
Poet).
a"Le
Scandals." Sheehan will make "Fox the locale for the next Ben Blue
Sang
d'un "The
Poete"Rome
(The Blood of
old stamping
ground ofmany
Nadel's
Follies" with production starting comedy to be directed by Ralph he
enjoved showing
of and
the
pest."
Vitaphone guests through the plant.
soon. Al Rockett is busy with "Lot- Staub at the Brooklyn
tery Lover" and "All Men are EneAllied Units Submit
mies."

Saenger Takes Over
Kennington's Stock
(Continued from Page 1)

partner with Saenger Theaters in
this corporation, in return for full
claim to $21,180.68 of KenningtonSaenger funds frozen in the Merchants Bank and Trust Co.. Jackson, Miss. Receiver E. V. Richards
says retirement of this stock saves
about $1,200 dividends.

Thomas, Gluckman Likely
For M.P. Federation Post
(Continued from Page 1)

the Astor. W. Ray Johnston, who
has been considered for the post,
will not accept owing to the fact
that he is a member of the Code
Authority. Speculation mentions
both Harry Thomas and Herman
Gluckman. The Federation is compiling a list of nominations for
memberships in the local zoning and
grievance boards.
Conquest Alliance Moves
Conquest Alliance Co., radio agency, has moved to 515 Madison Ave.

Tabloid Reviews of FOREIGN

FILMS

"MIRAGES DE PARIS," in French; pro"KADETTEN" ("Boys in Uniform"), in
duced by Pathe-Natan; directed by Fedor
German; produced by Reichsligafilm; directed by George Jacoby; with Trude von Ozep; with Jacqueline Francell, Roger TheMolo, Franz Fiedler, Albert Basserman, ville, Colette Rareuil, Marcel Vallee, Alice
Tissot.
At the Acme Theater.
Johannes Riemann, Ellen Schwannecke.
Lively musical, coupled with satire on
Distributed by the Film Exchange. At
the Yorkville Theater.
shew business, revolving around a stageGood dramatic production depicting the struck girl °who runs away from a boarding
life of adolescent boys in a German military
school, gets into the headlines and evenschool. Well acted and has excellent protually makes good both theatrically and roduction values.
mantically.

"SAISON IN KAIRO" ("Season in
"LA NOCHE DEL PECADO" ("The
Cairo"), in German; produced by Ufa; directed by Reinhold Schunzal; with Willy Night of Sin"), in Spanish; produced by
Columbia;
directed by Miguel Contreras
Fritsch, Renate Mueller, Gustav Waldau,
Anton Pointner, L. Konstantin. At the Torres; with Ramon Pereda, Virginia Zuri,
Ernesto Vilches, Julio Villareal, Enrique
79th St. Theater.
At the Teatro Variedades.
Enjoyable comedy about a couple of Herrera.
Routine melodrama aided by musical
grownups and their respective daughter
and son involved in dual romances which touches and a good performance by Ernesto
start when they meet in colorful Cairo. Vilches. Story is a mixture of various elements from romance and business to gamFine cast, plenty of good farcical amusebling and murder.
ment, and attractive backgrounds.

To Code Authority

(Continued from Page 1)

announced affixing its signature to;
the code, which they strenuously
ences.
opposed at the Washington conferA further discussion of the code:
situation will take place at a meeting of the Allied board next month,
-at a place to be selected.

Alabama Court Upholds
Equipment
Erpi (Continued
act
from PageContr
1)
a suit to recover such rentals, according to a decision handed down
by the Supreme Court of Alabama
in the case of Ford et al vs. Electrical Research Products. Plaintiffs
in the case, owners of the Andalusia Theater, Andalusia, Ala., attempted to attach the Western Electric equipment in the theater under
a claim for rentals against the ten-i
ant. The contention was that1
ERPI's standard theater license
agreement constituted an agreement
of conditional sale rather than one
contrary.
of lease, but the Court ruled to the
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Johnson Raps Critics of Code Before It is Tried
— Happy New

Year! —

— Happy New

Year! —

— Happy New

Year! —

— Happy New

Year! —

— Happy New

Year! —

— Happy New

Year! —

EXISTING FILM ZONES TO STAY UNDER CODE BOARDS
Music Society Plans Drive to Increase Receipts for 1934
Fees From Music in Films
Dropped
$180,000
in Year
With a decline in gross receipts
of $180,000 for 1933 as compared
with 1932, the American Society of
Composers, Authors & Publishers
will inaugurate special plans to build
up its gross income for the coming year. In 1932 the total received from film producers for the
right to use copyright music was
$380,000. Estimates place the total
for the past 12 months at $200,000.
The first move will be to assign
(Continued

on

Page

3)

ELECT HARRY THOMAS
M. P. FED. PRESIDENT
Harry Thomas of First Division
yesterday was unanimously elected
president of the Federation of the
M. P. Industry, succeeding P. S.
Harrison, resigned. Other new
officers for the year are:

d

Code Authority Committees Finish Reports
All six committees appointed by the Code Authority at its first meeting have met
and completed reports which they will submit at the second meeting scheduled for
Thursday afternoon at 2 o'clock, probably at the Bar Association Building. John C.
Flmn recently named executive secretary, has already assumed preliminary duties and
is now
completing
his work
at Paramount
also.

ROSENBLATT TO ACT WOMEN CANDIDATES
AS UNION ARBITRATOR FOR CODE AUTHORITY
Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington

Bureau

of THE

FILM

DAILY

Washington — Division Adminis- j Washington — About 30 women
trator Sol A. Rosenblatt has been
have been proposed to the NRA as
asked to act as arbitrator in conpossible
members of the Code Autroversies between legitimate thethority itwas revealed yesterday by
ater producers and stage hands and
between burlesque producers and Division Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt in commenting on the report
stage hands, musicians and motion
that
Mrs.
F. H. Bagley of Boston
picture operators. Though the disputes have nothing to do with his had declined such a post. Mrs.
duties, he has agreed to act in an Badgley had never been invited to
serve, Rosenblatt said, but merely
ex-officio capacity.
was one of the 30 women whose
qualifications were being sought. He

Not Revamping Territories
for Grievance
and
Zoning Boards
Existing film zones will be used
for the purposes of the industry
code, instead of mapping out new
territories in which local grievance
and zoning boards are to function,
The Film Daily learned yesterday.
Present zones will be maintained
both because of convenience to exhibitors and to avoid confusion. Divisional Administrator Sol A. Rosenblatt at the Washington conferences
last fall stated that new territorial
lines would be fixed.

B'WAY ATTENDANCE
RESISTS ZERO GALES

In the face of the coldest weather
the
city has had in years, several
(Continued on Page 4)
Educational to Start
Broadway movie houses yesterday
Nine Shorts Next Week
broke records of one kind or another At the Radio Music Hall,
Nine new subjects will be placed Cochrane Names Conn
"Flying
Down to Rio" in its second
in
work
by
Educational
immediately
W.
Ray Johnston, vice-president for disAs Alternate on Authority day of the
second week played to
tributors: I. E. Chadwick,
vice-president for following the New Year holiday.
several
thousand
more admissions
producers; Jack Bellman and Irving JIandel,
R.
H.
Cochrane,
Universal
vice(Continued
on Page 4)
They include "The Expectant president, has appointed Jack Cohn than on the second day of the openFather," with Ernest Truex; a Tom
ing week, after having started its
Howard comedy, a Moran and Mack of Columbia as his alternate on the
(Continued
on Page 3)
Fox Foreign Managers
comedy, a Musical and an Andy Code Authority. At the Washington conferences concerned with codeArriving for Confabs Clyde, all two-reelers, and a Song drafting
last Fall, both Universal Australian Film Probe
In addition to Walter Hutchinson Hit Story, a Baby Burlesk, a Battle and Columbia favored continuance
Follows Building War
for Life and a Terry-Toon, one- of double features.
of Great Britain, Carlo Bavetta of reelers.
Sydney
— On top of a building war
France, Harry Gell of South Cenin which Metro's decision to build
tral Europe and Arthur Ruscica of
a
$1,000,000 house
here plans
followed
Chile, all of whom are now in New
announcement
of similar
by
York, three more Fox foreign manGeneral Theaters Corp. and a third
agers arrive next week for product
{Continued
on Page 3)
company to build houses, the State
government of New South Wales
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
has appointed F. W. Marks, city acBritish Biz Better,
Washington — Criticism of the film
countant, to investigate
(Continued
on Page the
4) film inCohen Rumor Denied Again
code before it has had a chance was
Max Milder Reports deplored by General Johnson in a
As a result of another story published
on the coast to the effect that Emanuel
Film business in Great Britain is letter to Dr. A. Lawrence Lowell
Cohen would be supplanted as Paramount production head, Adolph Zukor
presumably better than that in the made public at yesterday's press
No Paper Monday
yesterday denied there is any truth in
United States, says Max Milder, conference with the Administrator.
the report. Cohen is on a brief vacation and will return in a few days,
managing director for Warner Johnson wrote Lowell as follows:
Due to observance of New Year's
Day, there will be no issue of THE
with Albert A. Kaufman pinch-hitting
Bros, in that territory, now in
"Replying to yours of December eighteenth.
FILM
DAILY on Monday.
meanwhile, says Zukor.
"You
say
that
your
refusal
is
based
first
New York. He reports much im(Continued
on Page 3)

Dr. Lowell Told by Johnson
To Pitch In, Not Theorize

(Continued

on Page

3)
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United Artists Assigns
Lubin Says Film Names
Help Broadway Shows
12 Exploitation Men
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Twelve exploiteers have been assigned by United Artists to inaugurate campaigns in key situations on
"Roman Scandals," Samuel Goldwyn
musical starring Eddie Cantor, and
"Gallant Lady," 20th Century release with Ann Harding starred.
In
exploiting
Lady,"
Earle Griggs
has "Gallant
left for Atlanta,
Charlie Moyer is in Buffalo and WilCity. liam P. Bernfield is now in Kansas
On "Roman Scandals," the following exploiteers have left for their
respective territories: Bill Rudolph,
Cleveland; Lee Chamberlain, St.
Louis; Harry Rice, Albany and
Rochester; Charlie Baron, Buffalo;
Robert Long, Washington and Baltimore; Bill McGeehan, Boston;
Mike Wilkes, Toronto and London,
Canada; Ed Fisher, New Haven, and
Manuel Greenwald, Pittsburgh.

Bert Ennis Quits Majestic
Bert Ennis resigned yesterday as
advertising manager for Majestic
Pictures.
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- H. Atwell On Brief Vacation
Ben H. Atwell, Columbia executive, sailed yesterday on Majestic
for a brief vacation in the Bahamas
Islands, accompanied by Mrs. Atwell.

7 Million

Write "Roxy"

More than 7,000,000 fan letters have
been
L. radio
"Roxy"broadcasts,
Rothafel
in thereceived
course byof S.his
it is revealed by the Radio City Music
Hall impresario in a symposium on "If
I Were Mayor" being conducted by the
"New
York
American."

Plans Theater — Night Club
Des Moines — John Smith announces he will open a night club
here with a theater in attachment
as soon as Iowa approves hard
liquor. The house, using both talking pictures and the stage, will cost
$50,000, he said.
Al Lichtman
Is Host
Al Lichtman, vice-president and
general manager of United Artists,
played host to the New York staff
at a buffet lunch yesterday. The
entire crew from the home office as
well as the exchange was present.
Kay

Francis

as

West Coast Bureau of THE

Nationally publicized by

company
"names"
mean a resources,
great dealpicture
to Broadway
shows, declares Arthur Lubin, producer and formerly assistant to
William Le Baron at Paramount,
at present in New York. As illustration he pointed to several shows
which are drawing in a large decasts. gree owing to picture stars in their
"Only really important plays are
worthy of production nowadays,"
said Lubin, "as unimportant shows
don't stand a chance."
Joe Weil Feted
Joe Weil, who leaves Tuesday for
the coast to take up his new post
as assistant to President Carl Laemmle, will take along a traveling kit
presented to him at a farewell dinner given to him by his home office
associates. Andrew H. Sharick on

FILM

DAILY

Bickford British Film Clicks
London — "Red Wagon," British
International picture with Charles
Bickford, set a new high at the Regal Cinema. Appearance of the
Prince of Wales at the premiere
gave it a good send-off.
Greenblatt on His Own
Arthur Greenblatt is opening his
own exchange in the Film Center
Building, Suite 601, having moved
from 708 in the same building.
Cullman Guest at White House
Mr. and Mrs. Howard S. Cullman
will be the guests of the President
and Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, at
a White House reception tonight.

JOE WEIL leaves Tuesday by plane for the
coast Laemmle.
to take up his duties as assistant to
Carl
JOAN WHEELER, stage actress signed by
Warners,
is on her way to the coast.
LESLIE HOWARD

leaves New York tonight for

Hollywood to start work in RKO's "Of Human
Bondage."
He is accompanied by Mrs. Howard.
FRANK BUCK returns Jan. 4 on the Rex
from the Far East where he filmed "Wild
Cargo," Van Beuren feature for RKO release.
Mrs. Buck is with him. Remainder of the expedition arrives Jan. 3 in San Francisco and
includes ARMAND DENNIS, NICHOLAS CAVALIERE, LEROY
PHELPS and JAMES
NAULTY.
LAWRENCE WEINER
vacation
in Bermuda.
LANNY
Paramount,

sailed last night for a

ROSS, radio star recently signed by
has left for Hollywood.

TRAVIS BANTON, Paramount stylist and
rown designer, arrives in New York on New
Year's for a short stay before going to Palm
Beach
for a vacation.
D. A. DORAN, whose duties as eastern story
editor for Fox will be divided between Ray
Long and Frederick Collins, is on his way from
the coast to New York for a business trip before taking up new duties on the coast.

Tuesday steps into Weil's former
post of director of exploitation for
Universal.

GLADYS FRAZIN, actress and wife of Monte
Hope
Hampton's Father Dead
Banks,
has arrived in New York from Paris.
Coast Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
SAUL BORNSTEIN, general manager of Irving
Los Angeles — Harry C. Kennedy, Europe.
father of Hope Hampton (Mrs. Jules Berlin, Inc., sails today on the Champlain for
Brulatour), died here this week at
EDDIE BONNS, short subject sales manager
the age of 58. He had been em- coast.
for Universal, is due back shortly from the
ployed at a studio.
Shorts Company Changes Name
Sunday Movies Win
United Newsreel Corp. is the new
name of the company, of which
Reading, Mass. — A referendum
Frank Selzer is treasurer, and which for Sunday movies was passed here
is making 20 shorts for current sea- this week by a vote of 596 to 404.
son release. Five of the group have Storm held back a registration of
been completed.

West

5,326.

*

DuBarry

Hollywood— Warners will present
Kay Francis as Du Barry in a story
now being written by Edward Chodorov and scheduled . to go in work
about March following "The Key."
Frankel to Locate in New York
Abram Frankel, who operates
Erka Films in Paris, arrives on the
He de France on Jan. 9 to locate
permanently in New York. He still
retains control of Erka Films, engaged in distribution.

Coming and Going
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100,0006: astle in the air
Will be completed and open for New Year's Eve
Sunday, December 31st and will be known as the

T

I C - T O

C

CLUB

Catering to a discriminating membership clientele . . . Intimate atmosphere . . . accommodations limited to 120 persons.
The following artists will appear nightly for Dinner and Supper.

IRENE

BORDONI

*

THE

Adair and Richards
CHARLES

GYPSY

MARKOFF
and

-jf

JUDELS
many

other

of

HER
the

GIRLS

The Admirals
master

AND
stars of

TICK TOCK

stage

ceremonies

ORCHESTRA
and

screen

New Year's Eve $12.50 per person, includes supper De Luxe
and souvenirs.
For membership phone Victor - Circle 7-8000
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CRITICS OF THE CODE
RAPPED BY JOHNSON
(Continued from Page 1)
nr statement
that
the block-booking
clause is monopolistic.
"All that my remarks on the limits of
my authority to stop block-booking and blinde meant was that I cannot repeal the
copyright laws on which these practices are
and which, under our Constitution,
were intended to create a monoply for writers
and authors.
"But we did get a voluntary concession of
a 10 per cent cancellation clause. This
whole procedure is experimental. I was able
to negotiate this concession which I had no
power to impose. I could not get more because I was unable to negotiate more. The
question as to whether it will do the trick
Or not will not be answered by conjecture.
but by test — all I asked of you was that you
conduct the test. I thought you were the
' e^t man to do it because you are well known
to have a poignant interest in the result.
"You object also because the Government
representative has no vote. It is not important that the Government representative
has r.o vote. He would have in every case
a veto. This Law is not intended to put
the responsibility for industrial management
on Government, but to give Government an
absolute veto on what industry does. 1 would
not have it otherwise. And neither. I think.
(on more mature reflection) would you.
"1 am sorry you feel as you do. but 1
wish that you and other distinguished men
of science and letters would get down into
the sawdust with me and govern this thing
in the day-to-day tussle of actual experience
instead of standing aside and conjecturing re-ult^ on purely academic considerations."

Broadwav Attendance
Resists Zero Gales
(Continued from Pane

1)

second week with a Thursday attendance of 24,253, aeainst 15,000 on
the opening day. The Roxy, with
"Son of Kong," broke its matinee
record, with 3,500 buying tickets in
the first hour. House will give six
complete shows today, opening at
9:30 A. M. At the Capitol, with the
first popular price showing of "Dinner at Eight," the S.R.O. was up at
the first show, and there will be extra performances today and tomorrow.
Closing day of the Paramount bill
with Mary Pickford on the stage
and "Alice in Wonderland" on the
screen set a new matinee record
of 11,400, breaking the Mae West
record by 675.

British Biz Better,
Max Milder Reports
(Continued from Page 1)

provement in British-made pictures.
Milder sails Wednesday on the
Manhattan on his return to London.
Warner's studio at Teddington has
a program of 10 pictures for Warner Bros, and a similar number for
First National.
Fox St. Louis Gives Notice
St. Louis — Two weeks' notice has been
given all employees of the Fox Theater, indicating that the receivers have
about concluded a deal for its sale
to new interests. Fanchon & Marco,
the Skouras boys and the Balabans are
mentioned among the prospective new
owners.

THE

MUSIC SOCIETY PLANS
DRIVE FOR RECEIPTS

M.DALY

a representative to sit in at all

(Continued from Page

PHIL

• the
• New
• THIS
most novelof gift
the to
public
for
Year INDUSTRY'S
will be the introduction
new tofaces
the
screen
new tricks in photography
new cartoon
characters from comic strips
and surprisingly new adventure films During the past three months Paramount
has taken an actor or actress a week from the legitimate stage
Ethel Merman is now rehearsing with Bing Crosby
in "We're
Not Dressing"
Evelyn
Venable,
formerly
leading lady for Walter Hampden, is playing opposite Fredric
March in "Death Takes a Holiday"
Dorothy Bell, who
was "Miss Universe of 1930," will play the leading role in
"Come
on, Marines"
Others to recently desert the
foots for the over-heads are Kitty Carlisle, Carl Brissen, Gertrude Michael, Lanny Ross, Maxine Doyle, Jack Haley, Frances
Drake and Jean Rouverol
Joan Lowell is now at the
Nuttall Memorial Hospital, Kingston, Jamaica The daring young woman
got too close to an alligator who never
heard of moving
pictures
with a hefty bite on her
shoulder as a reward
The accident happened in Guatemala while she was at work on the picture which Van Beuren
is financing for RKO release

*

*

*

*

• •
• WHAT FRED S. MEYER claims to be the biggest
campaign ever accorded a short subject
was put over
in Milwaukee last month by Stan Meyer
who tied up
with the Boston Store toy department on the Oswald cartoon,
"The Merry Old Soul"
For an entire month
the Alhambra ran a trailer advertising the store
and in return the store carried in its daily newspaper ads, an announcement of the coming attraction at the theater
Then for
the pay-off the store distributed 100,000 hand-out cards advertising both the theater and the toy department
Fred
sent samples of the whole business to us
and we're
sayin' it was a swell piece of enterprise
♦
#
♦
4*
•

•

• AN ACE retort was delivered by H. M. Warner
who, in the role of prospective father-in-law at Mervyn LeRoy's bachelor dinner at the Astor, commented on all
the talk about putting relatives on the payroll
H. M.
said that HERE was a case where it happened the other way
around, and WHAT
COULD
HE DO ABOUT
IT?
It
was a roaring swell affair with Ed Sullivan as m.c
The Warner
lads presented
Mervyn
with a handsome
gift
but it was nothing to the ride the paid customers
gave him
a "Daily News"
photographer,
who does a
Hebe comedy act as a side line, was so good that Louis Shurr,
Lee Stewart and other talent scouts started competing for his
signature
Another gink, who played a cop, scared Mervyn into believing that the officer was the real McCoy
he also will soon be seen in short subjects
Major Albert
Warner
wanted
a chemist's report on all the liquor served
Lionel At will breezed in from Philly for the doin's
George
O'Brien, who used to bunk with Mervyn,
showed up from the coast
as did Don Alvarado without
his horse
It was a nifty party
and Mervyn was
turned over to Doris Warner
.■
with regrets
•Is

sN

4.
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screenings at the local censor" board
and
"catch"
films thereby
and make
recordsall oflicensed
music
used. In order to obtain the privilege, letters were sent to all independent producers asking their opinion of the plan. The majority of
replies approved. The answers were
presented to the local censor authorities and the matter is expected to
be closed and the man assigned by
Jan. 15.
It due
is said
last year's
loss
was
to that
producing
companies
sticking to music published by music
firms which are subsidiary companies or in which the producers
have a financial interest.

Fox Foreign Managers
Arriving for Confabs
(Continued from Page 1)

conferences. The trio includes F. H.
Harley of Brazil, Victor Schochet of
Argentina and Delbert Goodman of
the Far East. Clayton P. Sheehan,
general foreign manager, will conduct the sales conferences aijd
screenings.
Expanding Legit Circuit
Kansas City — Arthur M. Oberfelder, who has been experimenting
with a circuit of five popular-price
legitimate theaters in the midwest,
plans to expand the circuit. His
ninth bill to go on tour is "The Pursuit of Happiness," Broadway play,
with Kenneth Harlan and Effie
Shannon.
Amos
'n' Andy
Cartoon
Released
"The Rasslin' Match," first Amos
'n' Andy cartoon in the series being
produced by Van Beuren for RKO
release, has been booked into the
RKO Music Hall starting Jan. 4 and
will play the entire New York RKO
Circuit of 40 houses starting Jan. 6.

4s

• •
• THE CREAM of the journalistic fraternity will be
given a rare treat this afternoon
when the Tic Toe
Club, $100,000 Castle in the Air, at the Park Central Hotel,
holds a pre-opening
celebration
the Gala Opening
is
New Year's Eve
the new rendezvous will cater to a very
exclusive clientele
accommodations for only 120 persons
with artists on the program including Irene Bordoni, Charles Judels, The Admirals, Adair and Richards, Gypsy
Markoff and Her Orchestra, and others
not forgetting
a troupe of gorgeous girls
the arrangements are being
handled by Cynthia White
and in the Sky Gardens of
the St. Moritz, Gus Edwards will have charge of the New Year
festivities
which will be in addition to the special
program in the Continental Grill

Dec. 30-31
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ELECT HARRY THOMAS
M. P. FED, PRESIDENT

OF KONG"

with Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack
RKO
70 mins.
MORE LAUGHS THAN THRILLS IN
THIS MILDLY INTERESTING SEQUEL TO
"KING
KONG."
This one almost comes under the heading of "strictly juvenile entertainment."
The kids laughed plenty yesterday afternoon at the Roxy, but it's hardly for
grown-ups. The story is frail and tells
of Armstrong, who to flee from lawsuits
and a grand jury investigation of his exploits with "King Kong," ships aboard the
same freighter and heads for the Kong
Island. At their first port of call, they
find no trading, but Helen Mack, a traveling perfr ner who has just lost her
father, shi; on board. There is mutiny
aboard and a few officers and Helen are
cast adrift. They land at Kong Island
and soon come across a young Kong. They
first bind a wound on the beast's hand
and he in turn saves them from all the
pitfalls that confront them. Victor Wong,
as the Chinese cook, provides much of
the comedy. Director Schoedsack has purposely and wisely made the huge creature
more amusing than revolting. It winds up
stuff.
pretty good earthquake
with some
Cast: Robert Armstrong, Helen Mack,
Frank Reicher, John Marstcn, Victor
Wong, Lee Kohlmar, Ed Brady, Clarence
Wilson, Katherine Ward, Gertrude Short,
Gertrude Sutton, James B. Leong, Noble

Frank O'Connor.
Johnson, Steve Clemente,
Director, Ernest B. Schoedsack; Author,
Editor, Ted
same;
Ruth Rose; Scenarist,
Cheesman; Cameramen, Eddie Linden, Vernon Walker, J. O. Taylor; Recording tngineer, Earl Wolcott.
Direction, Fair. Photography, Okay.

30 Women Candidates
For Code Authority
(Continued from Page

SUBJECT REVIEWS

Popeye the Sailor in
"Wild Elephinks"
Paramount
6 mins.
Very Funny Cartoon
Landing with Olive Oyl on a tropical island, after a rough sea trip,
Popeye proceeds to fight the wild
animals as fast as they come on.
He makes quick work of all of them,
from snakes to elephants, knocking
the cats for a whole wardrobe of
furs, and swinging off an elephant
by the tail for a finale.

bits presented in this reel include
views of the 1906 Centennial Parade
in Wilkes-Barre; glimpses of Champ
Clark, Uncle Joe Cannon, Chauncey
M. Depew and other notables in
Washington many years ago, and
scenes from early screen melodramas with Texas Guinan among
the players.

"Song Without Words"
George P. Quigley
6 mins.
Fair Musical Novelty
While a buxom pianist plays a
classic selection, accompanying
"Jumping Giants"
photographic action illustrates the
(Grantland Rice Sportlight)
Paramount
10 mins. mood of the piece, going from roaring waterfalls to placid pastoral
Fine
keeping with the moveThe giants in this case are big fish, scenes mentsinof the
music. The same idea
including tarpon off the Florida has been done in much more popukeys and marlin out in the Pacific.
lar vein, and the appeal of this one
Antics of the fish in trying to get is mostly among the better class
away after being hooked constitute music lovers.
the thrills of the picture. Closing
sequence, showing a giant tarpon
that got away and kept jumping
"Lot in Sodom"
about a dozen feet in the air as it Dr. J. S. Watson
25 mins.
Artistic Nightmare
dashed away out of reach, is an unusual bit of camera luck.
Presumably made with the idea
that something artistic was being
created, this foreign subject is just
"Screen Snapshots"
a bad dream as far as general en(No. 3-6)
Paramount
10 mins.
tertainment values are concerned.
It has a Biblical basis and takes
Good
More of the stuff from old film place in Sodom, where a lot of
vaults, and as amusing as ever. The carousing is going on, particularly

(Continued from Page 1)
vice-presidents for exchanges;
Charles Glett,
treasurer.
Committees were named as follows:
Board of Directors: Harry H. Thomas, W.
Ray Johnston, Charles Glett, Bob Savini, I.
E. Chadwick, Nat Levine, Irving Mandel,
Jack Bellman, Pat Powers, David J. Mountan, Trem Carr, Armand Cohen, Claude
Ezell, Harry Asher, Herman Glucksman,
Larry Darmour, Bob Withers, and three
more to be selected.
Executive Committee: Harry Thomas, W.
Ray Johnston, Jack Bellman, Herman Glucksman, Charles Glett, Bob Savini, Pat Powers.
Membership Committee: Eddie Golden,
chairman; Bob Savini, Jack Bellman, David
J. Mountan, I. E. Chadwick, Irving Mandel,
Claude Ezell, Bob Withers, Armand Cohen,
Harry Asher.
Finance Committee: Harry Thomas. W.
Ray Johnston, Herman Glucksman, Charles
Glett, Pat Powers, Nat Levine.
President Thomas has appointed a committee on standards which will seek to maintain
a high ethical plane in production and advertising. A permanent secretary will be
engaged, it is planned, to give his entire
time to the organization. Permanent headquarters will be opened following appointment
of the secretary. The committee in charge
of these two latter matters consists of Bellman, Eddie Golden and Thomas. Schechter,
Lot«ch & Sulzberger have been retained as
counsel.

in the form of masculine-appearing
but feminine-behaving dancers. Tr
this mob Lot gives warning tha
the Lord will destroy the place, anc
things work up to a climax with
the
arrival and
of aneventually
Angel, thetomob's
definance
the
scene of destruction. A lot of symbolic photography is employed.

1)

added that the post in question is
not yet existent.
General Johnson also said he knew
nothing about Mrs. Bagley being
offered a code post. He is of the
opinion that there should be only
one Government representative on a
Code Authority with power of a
veto.

Australian Film Probe
Follows Building War
(Continued from Page

SHORT

Everyone's Duty is To Put The
Finishing Touches to Depression!

Celebrate the New Year!
Ring in Prosperity
• Do it at the Park Central Hotel in either the Cocoanut Grove or Grill Room.

1)

dustry. Exhibitors are said to
have complained that certain distributors were charging too much.
Tr.ytPnsioTi of the building war to
other cities also is indicated in the
plans of competing companies.
Magazine Tieup on Edwin Hill
Edwin Hill will appear simultaneously in a Master Arts short and in
articles on the same subjects in
Tower magazines, beginning with
the issue out today. The first dramatic movie presentation will be the
story of the Roosevelt family tree
also written by Edwin Hill in "Home
Magazine." In "Serenade" will appear the story of the life of Carrie
Jacobs-Bond. "New Movie and
Mystery" also will be featured in
the movie presentations.

• OZZIE NELSON and his orchestra, CHARLEY
the TICK TOCK GIRLS, the FOUR ADMIRALS,
many more star? will entertain you.

ECKEL and his orchestra,
HARRIET HILLIARD and

• Cover charge in the Cocoanut Grove ($10 per person) ; in the Grill ($7.50
per person) ; includes marvelous supper, beautiful souvenirs for the ladies, fun
makers for all.
FOR RESERVATIONS

CALL

CIRCLE

7-8000

Grill Room VSkCZZEl A,
and COCOANUT GROVE
•«.p*
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